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PREFACE

The Handbook of Meteorology^' is designed to furnish the student

and the professional meteorologist a convenient text reference for data,

fundamental theory, and weather analysis and forecasting. The empha-
sis has been conscientiously placed on the scientific and engineering

aspects of meteorology, rather than on current techniques. This

emphasis is desirable at any time in a handbook, and particularly so

at this time in view of recent and forthcoming changes in the methods

of analysis and in the display of synoptic data (especially at upper

levels).

The editors' intent has been that this handbook contain practical

meteorological information. Their interpretation of what is ^'practical"

is based on their collective experience and on their interpretation of the

experience of returning students who have forecast the weather in the

field under trying conditions. Accordingly the Handbook of Meteor-

ology" contains not only sections on fronts, air masses, upper air, etc.,

which are immediately suggested by its title, but also those fundamentals

of mathematics and of the physical sciences on which meteorology is

dependent. Som3 of these topics are frequently considered to be theo-

retical. When, how’ever, they are written up in compact form and in

meteorological language so as to be “available, useful, in practice or

action," then they arc rightly included in a book that is designed for

daily use.

The practice of meteorology (by which is meant some direct or

indirect aspect of weather forecasting) is like the other engineering

sciences in that an answer to a problem is required in a specified time,

often from meager data. Moreover, as is sometimes overlooked in the

stress of war, “an engineer is one who can do at reasonable cost what

almost any man can accomplish with unlimited resources at his dis-

posal."* It is the editors' considered belief that the practice of meteor-

ology is inevitably to become accepted as an engineering science.

The variety of problems that arises in meteorological practice is

endlessly complicated by both space and time intervals. An aviator

may stand by and demand to know precisely when he will have sufficient

ceiling to take off. A constructor may save lives and money by knowing

with some accuracy what will be the maximum rainfall over a large

watershed. These and many other meteorological problems are not
* J. I., Jounud of Snginooring, January, 1945.
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vi PREFACE

yet completely solved, though fine progress has been made with recent

advances. Many meteorological problems are in fact not yet clearly

stated as problems, nor can much be done to overcome present inade-

quacies until many men and women understand not only the basic

principles of meteorology, but also the principal problems of at least

one other activity, e.gr., aviation, agriculture, manufacture, transpor-

tation, distribution, communications, etc. The editors desire to acknowl-

edge these problems even though the present edition of the handbook is

limited in scope to aviation and hydrometeorology in this respect.

Perhaps greater cooperation is required among individuals and among
nations in the practice of meteorology than in any other social effort

of man. This is so, simply because even short-period forecasts often

depend on synoptic data that are beyond the reach of the individual

meteorologist or the individual nation. Problems involving longer

periods and greater areas require even more data, from the surface and

from upper levels of the atmosphere. Recognition of the cooperation

required for successful weather services appeared at least a hundred

years ago when John Ruskin wrote, ^^The meteorological Society, there-

fore, has been formed, not for a city, nor for a kingdom, but for the

world.

The editors are deeply indebted to their contributors especially and

to many others who have also cooperated generously to produce this

handbook,

Mr. Charney wishes to acknowledge his indebtedness to Professor

J. Kaplan for his introduction to the subject (Section IV), and for the

kind encouragement he received in the preparation of the manuscript. .

The editors assume full responsibility for the selection and an*ange-

ment of topics. Each section has been read by one or more critics, but

individual authors w’ere final judges as to how their contributions should

be covered. Much desirable material was omitted for security reasons

at the time of writing, but it is believed the integrated result of all that

has been available provides the engineering science needed by a trained

meteorologist in the practice of his profession. For the rules and regu-

lations of the various meteorological services it is generally necessary to

make reference to their individual publications. For the art of fore-

casting the weather according to the needs and desires of his audience,

the meteotologist must defer to the association of his fellows and to

experience.

The Editors.

Annapous, Mabylaio),

Septetnher^ 1945.
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SECTION I

NUMERICAL AND GRAPHICAL DATA

By Norman li Bkkrs
4ND THE AeROLOGICAL ENGINEERING StAFF, POSTGK^DI VVK ScHOOL,

United States Naval Academy

micro
milli

tenti

deci

Tabli 1 —(iRELK Pup nxi s

1/1,000,000 deka
1/1,000 hot to

/'lOO l^do

Mo

10
100
1,000
1,000,000

Table 2—Greek AipnABEr
A a or a alpha

beta
ry giinma
A d or d delta

Be epsilon

zr 7eia
H ri eta

0 $ or ^ tlieta

I t iota

Kk
A X

kappa
lambda

Mm nm

nu
XI

0 0 omicron
n n pi
Pp rho
a sigma

Tr tau
T V upsilon
^ 4> or <p phi
Xx chi

psi
it 0) omega

9



Sec. 1] MATHEMATICAL TABLES 3

MATHEMATICAL TABLES

Table 3.—Reciprocals of Numbers*

N 0 1 a 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

1.00 1 .9990 .9980 .9970 .9960 .9950 .9940 .9930 .9921 .9911 -10
1

i

.9901 .9891 .9881 .9872 .9862 .9852 .9843 .9833 .9823 .9814

2 .9804 .9794 .9785 .9775 .9766 .9756 .9737 .9728 .9718

3 .9709 .%99 .%90 .9681 .9671 .9662 .%53 .9643 .%34 .%25 -9
4 .9615 .9606 .9597 .9588 .9579 .9569 .9560 .9551 .9542 .9533

l.OS .9524 .9515 .9506 .9497 .9488 .9479 .9470 .9461 .9452 .9443

6 .9434 .9425 .9416 .9407 .9398 .9390 .9381 .9372 .9363 .9355

7 .9346 .9337 .9328 .9320 .9311 .9302 .9294 .9285 .9276 .9268

8 .9259 .9251 .9242 .9234 .9225 .9217 .9208 .9200 .9191 .9183 -8
9 .9174 .9166 .9158 .9149 .9141 .9132 .9124 .9116

,
.9107 .9099

1.10 .9091 .9083 .9074 .9066 .9058 .9050 .9042 .9033 .9025 .9017

] .9009 .9001 .8993 .8985 .8977 .8969 mi .8953 .8945 jm7
2 .8929 .8921 .8913 Jf905 .8897 .8889 m\ .8873 mi .8857

3 .8850 .8842 .8834 .8826 .8818 .8811 m3 .8795 .8787 .8780

4 xni .8764 .8757 .8749 .8741 .8734 .8726 .8718 .8711 .8703

I.IS .8696 .8688 .8681 .8673 .8666 J658 mi .8643 .6636 .8628

6 .8621 .8613 .8606 .8598 .8591 .8584 .8576 .8569 m2 .8554 -7
7 .8547 .8540 .8532 .8525 .8518 .8511 m3 .84% m9 .8482

8 .8475 .8467 .8460 .8453 .8446 .8439 .8432 .8425 ms .8410

9 .8403 .83% .8389 21382 .8375 .8368 .8361 .8354 .8347 mo
1.20 .8333 .8326 .8319 .8313 .8306 .8299 .8292 i.8285 B278 .8271

1 .8264 .8258 .8251 .8244 .8237 .8230 Am .8217 .8210 J203
2 .8197 .8190 .8183 .8177 .8170 .8163 .8157 .8150 B143 .8137

3 .8130 .8123 .8117 .8110 .8104 .8097 .8091 .8084 .8078 .8071 -6
4 .8065 .8058 .8052 .8045 .8039 .8032 m9 M\i m6

1.2S .8000 ‘ .7994 .7987 .7981 7974 7968 7%2 .7955 7949 .7943

6 .7937 .7930 .7924 .7918 7911 .7905 7899 .7893 .7886 7880
7 .7874 J868 .7862 .7855 .7849 7843 7837 7831 7825 .7819

.7812 .7806 .7800 .7794 7788 7782 7776 7770 7764 .7758
9 .7752 J746 .7740 7734 7728 7722 7716 7710 7704 .7698

1.S0 .7692 .7686 .7680 7675 7669 7663 7657 7651 .7645 .7639
1 J634 J628 7622 7616 7610 7605 7599 .7593 7587 7582
2 J576 .7570 7564 .7559 7553 7547 7541 7536 7530 .7524
3 .7519 .7513 7508 .7502 74% 7491 7485 .7479 .7474 7468
4 .7463 .7457 7452 7446 7440 7435 7429 .7424 .7418 .7413

j

1.S5 .7407 J402 73% .7391 .7386 7380 7375 7369 7364 7358 -5
6 .7353 J348 7342 .7337 .7331 7326 7321 7315 7310 .7305

7 .7299 .7294 7289 .7283 7278 7273 7267 7262 .7257 7252
8 .7246 7241 .7236 .7231 .7225 7220 7215 .7210 .7205 .7199
9 .7194 7189 7184 7179 7174 7168 7163 7158 7153 7148

1.40 .7143 7138 .7133 7128 .7123 .7117 7112 .7107 .7102 7097
1 .7092 7087 7082 ,7077 7072 7067 7062 .7057 .7052 7047
2 .7042 7037 .7032 .7027 7022 7018 7013 7008 .7003 .6998

• 3 .6993 .6988 .6983 .6978 .6974 .6969 m4 .6959 .6954 .6949
4 .6944 .6940 .6935 j6930 .6925 .6920 j6916 .6911 .6906 .6901

1.49 .6897 .6892 .6887 .6882 .6878 .6873 m8 .6863 .6859 .6854
6 .6849 .6845 .6840 .6835 .6831 X826 .6821 .6817 .6812 .6807
7 .6803 .6798 .6793 .6789 .6784 .6780 .6775 .6770 .6766 .6761

8 .6757 .6752 .6748 .6743 .6739 .6734 .6729 .6725 .6720 ^16
9 .6711 .6707 mi .6698 .6693 .6689 J66&4 .6680 .6676 .6671

l/ir « 0.318310 1/e « 0.367879

Moving the decimal point in either direction in N requires moving it in the opposUe direction in

body of table (see p. 5).

* From Marks» *' Mechanical Engineera* Handbook,” 4th ed., McGraw-Hill, New York, 1941.



4 HUMERICAL AND QRAPHICAL DATA [Sec . 1

Table 3.—Reciprocals of Numbers.*

—

(Continued)

N 0 1 a 8 i 8 6 7 8 8

1.50 .6667 .6662 .6658 .6653 .6649 .6645 3640 .6636 .6631 .6627 -4
I .6623

.
.6618 .6614 .6609 .6605 .6601 .6596 .6592 .6588 3583

2 .6579 .6575 .6570 .6566 .6562 .6557 .6553 .6549 .6545 .6540

3 .6536 .6532 .6527 .6523 .6519 .6515 3510 .6506 .6502 .6498

4 .6494 .6489 .6485 .6481 .6477 3472 3468 .6464 3460 3456

1.55 .6452 3447 .6443 ,6439 3435 3431 .6427 .6423 .6418 .6414

6 .6410 .6406 .6402 .6398 .6394 .6390 3386 .6382 .6378 .6373

7 .6369 .6365 .6361 .6357 .6353 .6349 .6345 .6341 3337 .6333

8 .6329 .6325 .6321 .6317 .6313 .6309 3305 .6301 .6297 .6293

9 .6289 3285 .6281 .6277 3274 3270 3266 .6262 .6258 .6254

1.50 .6250 .6246 .6242 .6238 .6234 .6231 .6227 .6223 .6219 .6215

1 .6^:11 3207 .6203 .6200 .6196 3192 3168 .6164 3180 3177
2 .6173 .6169 .6165 .6161 .6158 .6154 .6150 .6146 .6143 3139
3 .6135 .6131 .6127 .6124 3120 3116 .6112 .6109 .6105 3101
4 .6098 3094 .6090 .6086 .6083 3079 3075 .6072 3068 .6064

1.55 .6061 3057 .6053 .6050 .6046 3042 .6039 .6035 .6031 .6028
6 .6024 .6020 .6017 .6013 .6010 .6006 .6002 3999 .5995 .5992
7 3988 3984 3981 3977 3974 3970 3967 3963 .5959 3956
6 .5952 3949 3945 3942 3938 3935 3931 3928 3924 3921
9 3917 3914 3910 3907 3903 3900 38% 3893 3889 3886

1.T0 3882 3879 3875 3872 .5869 3865 3862 3858 .5855 .5851 -3
1 .5848 3845 3841 3838 3834 3831 3828 3824 3821 .5817

2 .5814 3811 3807 3804 3800 3797 3794 3790 3787 3784
3 3780 3777 3774 3770 .5767 3764 .5760 .5757 3754 3750
4 3747 3744 3741 3737 3734 3731 3727 3724 3721 3718

1.75 .5714 3711 3708 3705 .5701 3698 .5695 3692 .5688 3685
6 .5682 3679 3675 3672 3669 3666 .5663 .5659 .5656 3653
7 3650 .5647 3643 3640 3637 3634 3631 3627 .5624 .5621

8 3618 3615 3612 3609 3605 3602 3599 35% 3593 3590
9 3587 3583 3580 3577 3574 3571 3568 3565 3562 3559

1.80 .5556 .5552 .5549 3546 3543 3540 3537 .5534 .5531 .5528

! 3525 3522 3519 3516 .5513 3510 3507 .5504 3501 3498
2 .5495 3491 3488 3485 3482 3479 3476 3473 .5470 3467
3 .5464 3461 3459 3456 3453 3450 3447 .5444 .5441 .5438

4 3435 3432 3429 3426 3423 3420 3417 .5414 3411 3408

1.85 .5405 3402 3400 3397 3394 3391 3388 .5385 3382 3379
5 3376 3373 3371 3368 3365 3362 3359 3356 3353 3350
7 3348 3345 3342 3339 3336 3333 3330 3328 3325 3322
8 3319 3316 3313 3311 3308 3305 3302 3299 3297 3294
9 3291 3288 3285 3283 3280 3277 3274 3271 3269 .5266

1.80 3263 3260 3258 3255 3252 3249 .5247 3244 3241 .5238

1 3236 3233 3230 3227 3225 3222 3219 .5216 .5214 3211
2 3208 3206 3203 3200 3198 3195 3192 3189 3187 3184
3 3181 3179 3176 3173 3171 3168 3165 3163 3160 3157
4 3155 3152 3149 3147 3144 3141 3139 3136 3133 3131

IJO 3128 3126 3123 3120 5118 3115 3112 3110 .5107 3105
6 3102 3099 3097 3094 3092 3089 3066 .5084 .5081 3079
8 3076 3074 3071 3068 3066 3063 3061 .5058 3056 3053 -2
8 3051 3048 3045 3043 3040 3038 3035 3033 3030 .5028

9 .5025 3023 3020 3018 3015 3013 3010 3008 .5005 3003

Moving the decimal point in either direction in N requirea moving it in the oppoaUe direction in body
of table (see p* 5)«



Sec. X] MATHEMATICAL TASIES 5

Table 3.—Reciprocals op Numbers.*

—

(Continnsd)

N 0 1 1 1 4 5 6 7 8 •

1.0 .5000 .4975 .4950 .4926 .4902 .4878 .4854 .4831 .4808 ^85 -24
1 .4762 .4739 .4717 ,4695 .4673 .4651 .4630 .4608 .4587 .4566 -21
2 .4545 .4525 .4505 .4484 .4464 .4444 .4425 .4405 .4386 .4367 -20
3 .4348 .4329 .4310 .4292 .4274 .4255 .4237 .4219 .4202 .4184 - 18

4 .4167 .4149 .4132 .4115 .4098 .4082 .4065 .4049 .403 .4016 - 17

1.8 .4000 3984 3968 3953 3937 3922 3906 3891 3876 3861 -15
6 .3846 3831 3817 .3802 3788 .3774 .3759 .3745 3731 3717 -14
7 3704 3690 3676 3663 3650 3636 3623 3610 3597 3584 -13
8 3571 3559 3546 3534 .3521 3509 3497 3484 3472 3460 - 12

9 3448 3436 3425 3413 3401 3390 3378 3367 3356 3344 -12

1.0 3333 3322 3311 3300 .3289 3279 3268 3257 3247 .3236 -11
1 3226 .3215 3205 3195 .3185 3175 3165 3155 .3145 3135 -10
2 3125 .3115 .3106 .3096 3086 3077 3067 3058 3049 3040 - 10

3 3030 3021 3012 3003 3994 3985 3976 3967 3959 .2950 -9
4 3941 3933 3924 3915 3907 3899 3890 3882 3874 3865 -8

1.8 3857 3849 3841 3833 3825 3817 3809 3801 3793 3786 -8
6 .2778 3770 3762 3755 3747 3740 3732 3725 3717 3710 -8
7 3703 3695 3688 3681 3674 3667 3660 3653 3646 3639 -7
8 .2632 3625 3618 3611 3604 3597 3591 3584 3577 .2571 -7
9 3564 3558 3551 3545 3538 3532 3525 3519 3513 3506 -6

4.0 .2500 3494 3488 3481 3475 3469 3463 3457 3451 3445 -6
1 .2439 3433 3427 3421 3415 3410 3404 3398 3392 3387 -6
2 .2381 3375 3370 3364 3358 3353 3347 3342 3336 3331 -6
3 3326 3320 3315 3309 3304 3299 3294 3288 3283 .2278 -5
4 .2273 3268 3262 3257 3252 3247 3242 3237 3232 3227 -5

4.8 3222 3217 3212 3208 3203 3198 3193 3188 3183 3179 -5
6 3174 3169 3165 3160 3155 3151 3146 3141 3137 3132 -5
7 3128 3123 3119 3114 .2110 3105 3101 3096 .2092 .2088 -4
8 3083 3079 3075 .2070 3066 3062 3058 .2053 .2049 .2045 -4
9 3041 3037 3033 3028 3024 3020 3016 3012 3008 3004 -4

l/r » 0.31835 l/e « 0.367879
Explanation of Table of Reciprocals (pp. 3-6). This table gives the values of l/N for values of

N from 1 to 10, correct to four figures. (Interpolated values may be in error by 1 in the fourth figure.)

To find the reciprocal of a number K outside the range from 1 to 10, note that moving the decimal

point any number of places in either direction in column N is equivalent to moving it the same number of

places in the opposite direction in the body of the table. For example:

3^ - 0.3109 5^ - 0.000 3109 - 310.9

Computations are frequently simplified by careful arrangement of the problem

and recognition of adequate mathematical approximations. For example:

- 1 q: * |x|< < 1)

(0.006944)" '
”



0 NUMERICAL AND GRAPHICAL DATA [Sec. I

Table 3.—Reciprocals of Numbers.*

—

{Continued)

N 0 1 a 8 4 0 0 T 8 9

6.0 JODO .1996 .1992 .1988 .1984 .1960 .1976 .1972 .1969 .1965 -4
.1 .1961 .1957 .1953 .1949 .1946 .1942 .1938 .1934 .1931 .1927
.2 .1923 .1919 .1916 .1912 .1908 .1905 .1701 .1898 .1694 .1890

3 .1887 .1883 .1880 .1876 .1873 .1869 .1866 .1862 .1859 .1855

A .1852 .1848 .1845 .1842 .1838 .1835 .1832 .1828 .1625 .1821 ~3

5.8 .1818 .1815 .1812 .1808 .1805 .1802 .1799 .1795 .1792 .1789
.6 .1786 .1783 .1779 • .1776 .1773 .1770 .1767 .1764 .1761 .1757

.7 .1754 .1751 .1748 .1745 .1742 .1739 .1736 .1733 .1730 .1727

.6 .1724 .1721 .1718 .1715 .1712 .1709 .1706 .1704 .1701 .1698

.9 .1695 .1692 .1689 .1686 .1684 .1681 .1678 .1675 .1672 .1669

6.0 .1667 .1664 .1661 .1658 .1656 .1653 .1650 .1647 .1645 .1642

.1 .1639 .1637 .1634 .1631 .1629 .1626 .1623 .1621 .1618 .1616

2 .1613 .1610 .1608 .1605 .1603 .1600 .1597 .1595 .1592 .1590

.3 .1587 .1585 .1582 .1580 .1577 .1575 .1572 .1570 .1567 .1565 ~2

.4 .1563 .1560 .1558 .1555 .1553 .1550 .1546 .1546 .1543 .1541

6.8 .1538 .1536 .1534 .1531 .1529 .1527 .1524 .1522 .1520 .1517
.6 .1515 .1513 .1511 .1508 .1506 .1504 .1502 .1499 .1497 .1495

.7 .1493 .1490 .1488 .I486 .1484 .1461 .1479 .1477 .1475 .1473

.8 .1471 .1468 .1466 .1464 .1462 .1460 .1458 .1456 .1453 .1451

.9 .1449 .1447 .1445 .1443 .1441 .1439 .1437 .1435 .1433 .1431

7.0 .1429 .1427 .1425 .1422 .1420 .1416 .1416 .1414 .1412 .1410

.1 .1408 .1406 .1404 .1403 .1401 .1399 .1397 .1395 .1393 .1391

2 .1389 .1387 .1385 .1383 .1381 .1379 .1377 .1376 .1374 .1372

.3 .1370 .1368 .1366 .1364 .1362 .1361 .1359 .1357 .1355 .1353

.4 .1351 .1350 .1348 .1346 .1344 .1342 .1340 .1339 .1337 .1335

7.8 .1333 .1332 .1330 .1328 .1326 .1325 .1323 .1321 .1319 .1318

.6 .1316 .1314 .1312 .1311 .1309 .1307 .1305 .1304 .1302 .1300

.7 .1299 .1297 .1295 .1294 .1292 .1290 .1289 .1287 .1285 .1284

.8 .1282 .1280 .1279 .1277 .1276 .1274 .1272 .1271 .1269 .1267

.9 .1266 .1264 .1263 .1261 .1259 .1258 .1256 .1255 .1253 .1252

8.0 .1250 .1248 .1247 .1245 .1244 .1242 .1241 .1239 .1238 .1236

A .1235 ,1233 .1232 .1230 .1229 .1227 .1225 .1224 .1222 .1221

2 .1220 .1218 .1217 .1215 .1214 .1212 .1211 .1209 .1208 .1206

.3 .1205 .1203 .1202 .1200 .1199 .1198 .1196 .1195 .1193 .1192

.4 .1190 .1189 .1188 .1186 .1185 .1183 .1182 .1181 .1179 .1178 - 1

8.0 .1176 .1175 .1174 .1172 .1171 .1170 .1168 .1167 .1166 .1164

.6 .1163 .1161 .1160 .1159 .1157 .1156 .1155 .1153 .1152 .1151

.7 .1149 .1148 .1147 .1145 .1144 .1143 .1142 .1140 .1139 .1138

.8 .1136 .1135 .1134 .1133 .1131 .1130 .1129 .1127 .1126 .1125

.9 .1124 .1122 .1121 .1120 .1119 .1117 .1116 .1115 .1114 .1112

8.0 .1111 .1110 .1109 ,1107 .1106 .1105 .1104 .1103 .1101 .1100

.1 .1099 .1098 .1096 .1095 .1094 .1093 .1092 .1091 .1089 .1088

2 .1087 .1086 .1085 .1083 .1082 .1081 .1080 .1079 .1078 .1076

.3 .1075 .1074 .1073 .1072 .1071 .1070 .1068 .1067 .1066 .1065

.4 .1064 .1063 .1062 .1060 .1059 .1058 .1057 .1056 .1055 .1054

f.i .1053 .1052 .1050 ,1049 .1048 .1047 .1046 .1045 .1044 .1043

.6 .1042 .1041 .1040 .1038 .1037 .1036 .1035 .1034 .1033 .1032

J .1031 .1030 .1029 .1028 .1027 .1026 .1025 .1024 .1022 .1021

.1020 .1019 .1018 .1017 .1016 .1015 .1014 .1013 .1012 .1011

.9 .1010 .1009 .1006 .1007 .1006 .1005 .1004 .1003 .1002 .1001

Moving the decimal point in either direction in N requires moving it in the opposite directiop

body of table (see p. 6).
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Table 4.—Common Locsarithm.s*
(special table)

Q ^

1-
0 1 .8 8 4 0 6 7 8 9

1.00 0.0000 0004 0009 0013 0017 0022 0026 0030 0035 0039
1.01 0043 0048 0052 0056 0060 0055 0069 0073 0077 0082
1.02 0086 0090 0095 0099 0103 0107 0111 0116 0120 0124
1.03 0128 0133 0137 0141 0145 0149 0154 0158 0162 0166
1.04 0170 0175 9179 0183 0187 0191 0195 0199 0204 0208

1.05 0212 0216 07.20 0224 0228 0233 0237 024! 0245 0249
1.06 0253 0257 0261 0265 0269 0273 0278 0282 0286 0290

0294 0298 0302 0306 0310 0314 0318 0322 0326 0330
0334 0338 0342 0346 0350 0354 0358 0362 0366 0370

.09 0374 0378 0382 0386 0390 0394 0398 0402 0406 0410

1.10 0.0414 0416 0422 0426' 0430 0434 0438 0441 0445 0449
1.11 0453 0457 0461 0465 0469 0473 0477 0481 0484 0488
1.12 0492 0496 0500 0504 0508 0512 0515 0519 0523 0527
1.13 0531 0535 0538 0542 0546 0550 0554 0558 0561 0565
1.14 0569 0573 0577 0580 0584 0588 0592 0596 0599 0603

1.15 0607 0611 0615 0616 0622 0626 0630 0633 0637 0641
1.16 0645 0648 0652 0656 0660 0663 0667 0671 0674 0678
1.17 0682 0686 0689 0693 0697 0700 0704 0708 0711 0715
1.18 0719 0722 0726 0730 0734 0737 0741 0745 0748 0752
1.19 0755 0759 0763 0766 0770 0774 0777 0761 0785 0788

l.SO 0.0792 0795 0799 0803 0806 0810 0813 0817 0821 0824
1.21 0828 0831 0835 0839 0842 0846 0849 0853 0856 0860
1.22 0864 0867 0871 0374 0878 0881 0885 0388 0892 0896
1.23 0899 0903 0906 0910 0913 0917 0920 0924 0927 0931

124 0934 0938 0941 0945 0948 0952 0955 0959 0%2 0966

1.25 0969 0973 0976 0980 0983 0986 0990 0993 0997 1000
1.26 1004 1007 1011 1014 1017 1021 1024 1028 1031 1035
1.27 1038 1041 1045 1048 1052 1055 1059 1062 1065 1069
1.28 1072 1075 1079 1082 1086 1089 1092 10% 1099 1103
1.29 1106 1109 1113 1116 1119 1123 1126 1129 1133 1136

1.80 0.1139 1143 1146 1149 1153 1156 1159 1163 1166 1169
1.31 1173 1176 1179 1183 1186 1189 1193 1196 1199 1202
132 1206 1209 1212 1216 1219 1222 1225 1229 1232 1235
i .i3 1239 1242 1245 1248 1252 1255 1258 1261 1265 1268

134 1271 1274 1278 1281 1284 1287 1290 1294 1297 1300

135 1303 1307 1310 1313 1316 1319 1323 1326 1329 1332

1.36
1

1335 1339 1342 1345 1348 1351 1355 1358 1361 1364
1.37

!

1367 1370 1374 1377 1380 1383 1386 1389 1392 1396

1.38 1399 1402 1405 1408 1411 1414 1418 1421 1424 1427

139 1430 1433 1436 1440 1443 1446 1449 1452 1455 1458

1.40 0.1461 1464 1467 1471 1474 1477 1480 1483 1486 1489
1.41 1492 1495 1498 1501 1504 1508 1511 1514 1517 1520

1.42 1523 1526 1529 1532 1535 1538 1541 1544 1547 1550

1.43 1553 1556 1559 1562 1565 1569 1572 1575 1578 1581

1.44 1584 1587 1590 1593 15% 1599 1602 1605 1608 1611

1.45 1614 1617 1620 1623 1626 1629 1632 1635 1638 1641

1.46 1644 1647 1649 1652 1655 1658 1661 1664 1667 1670

1.47 1673 1676 1679 1682 1685 1688 1691 1694 1697 1700

1.48 1703 1706 1708 1711 1714 1717 1720 1723 1726 1729

1.49 1732 1735 1738 1741 1744 1746 1749 1752 1755 1758

'loving tho rlecirntil point n plurea to thn right [or left] in the number requires adding 4-n [or —n] in
‘ ody of the table (see p. 9).

From Marks, “Mechanical Engineera' Handbook,” 4Ui ed., McGruw-Hill, New Tork, 1941.
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'I’ vHLM 4. - (Common Locsahithms,*—(Conlinued)
(special table)

l.BO 0.1761 1764 1767 1770 1772 1775 1778 1781 1784 1787 3
1.51 1790 1793 1796 1798 1601 1804 1807 1810 1813 1816
1.52 1818 1821 1824 1827 1830 1833 1836 1838 1841 1844
1.53 1847 1850 1853 1855 1858 1861 1864 1867 1870 1872
1.54 1875 1878 1881 1884 1886 1889 1892 1895 1898 1901

1.55 1903 1906 1909 1912 1915 1917 1920 1923 1926 1928
1.56 1931 1934 1937 1940 1942 1945 1948 1951 1953 1956
1.57 1959 1962 1%5 1%7 1970 1973 1976 1978 1981 1984
1.58 1987 1989 1992 1995 1998 2000 2003 2006 2009 2011
1.59 2014 . 2017 2019 2022 2025 2028 2030 2033 2036 2038

1.60 0.2041 2044 2047 2049 2052 2055 2057 2060 2063 2066
1.61 2068 2071 2074 2076 2079 2082 2084 2087 2090 2092
1.62 2095 2098 2101 2103 2106 2109 2111 2114 2117 2119
1.63 2122 2125 2127 2130 2133 2135 2138 2140 2143 2146
1.64 2148 2151 2154 2156 2159 2162 2164 2167 2170 2172

1.65 2175 2177 2180 2183 2185 2188 2191 2193 2196 2198
1.66 2201 2204 2206 2209 2212 2214 2217 2219 2222 2225
1.67 2227 2230 2232 2235 2238 2240 2243 2245 2248 2251
1.68 2253 2256 2258 2261 2263 2266 2269 2271 2274 2276
1.69 2279 2281 2284 2287 2289 2292 2294 2297 2299 2302

1.70 02304 2307 2310 2312 2315 2317 2320 2322 2325 2327
1.71 2330 2333 2335 2338 2340 2343 2345 2348 2350 2353
1.72 2355 2358 2360 2363 2365 2368 2370 2373 2375 2378
1.73 2380 2383 2385 2388 2390 2393 2395 2398 2400 2403
1.74 2405 2408 2410 2413 2415 2418 2420 2423 2425 2428 2

1.75 2430 2433 2435 2438 2440 2443 2445 2448 2450 2453
1.76 2455 2458 2460 2463 2465 2467 2470 2472 2475 2477
1.77 2480 2482 2485 2487 2490 2492 2494 2497 2499 2502
1.78 2504 2507 2509 2512 2514 2516 2519 2521 2524 2526
1.79 2529 2531 2533 2536 2538 2541 2543 2545 2548 2550

1.80 0.2553 2555 2558 2560 2562 2565 2567 2570 2572 2574
1.81 2577 2579 2582 2584 2586 2589 2591 2594 2596 2598
1.82 2601 2603 2605 2608 2610 2613 2615 2617 2620 2622
1.83 2625 2627 2629 2632 2634 2636 2639 2641 2643 2646
1.84 2648 2651 2653 2655 2658 2660 2662 2665 2667 2669

1.85 2672 2674 2676 2679 2681 2683 2686 2688 2690 2693
1.86 2695 2697 2700 2702 2704 2707 2709 2711 2714 2716
1.87 2718 2721 2723 2725 2728 2730 2732 2735 2737 2739
1.88 2742 2744 2746 2749 2751 2753 2755 2758 2760 2762
1.89 2765 2767 2769 2772 2774 2776 2778 2781 2783 2785

1.90 0.2788 2790 2792 2794 2797 279^ 2801 2804 2806 2808
1.91 2810 2813 2815 2817 2819 2822 2824 2826 2828 2831
1.92 2833 2835 2838 2840 2842 2844 2847 2849 2851 2853
1.93 2856 2858 2860 2862 2865 2867 2869 2871 2874 2876
1.94 2878 2880 2882 2885 2887 2889 2891 2894 28% 2898

1.95 2900 2903 2905 2907 2909 2911' 2914 2916 2918 2920
l.% 2923 2925 2927 2929 2931 2934 2936 2938 2940 2942
1.97 2945 2947 2949 2951 2953 2956 2958 2960 2962 2964
1.96 2%7 2%9 2971 2973 2975 2978 2980 2982 2984 2986
1.99 2989 2991 2993 2995 2997 2999 3002 3004 3006 3008

From Marks. “Mechanical Engineers’ Handbook,” 4th ed., McGraw-Hill, New York, 1941.
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TABLt: 4.—('OMMON LOGARITHMS. *-

{special table)

a

1-
0 1 8 8 4 5 C 7 2 9

1.0 0.0000 0043 0086 0128 0170 0212 0253 0294 0334 0374
1.1 0414 0453 0492 0531 0569 0607 0645 0682 0719 0755
1.2 0792 0828 0864 0899 0934 0%9 1004 1038 1072 1106

>-•

1.3 1139 1173 1206 1239 1271 1303 1335 1367 1399 1430 1
1.4 1461 1492 1523 1553 1584 1614 1644 1673 1703 1732

1.5 1761 1790 1818 1847 1875 1903 1931 1959 1987 2014
s
60

1.6 2041 2068 2095 2122 2148 2175 2201 2227 2253 2279 a
1.7 2304 2330 2355 2380 2405 2430 2455 2480 2504 2529
1.8 2553 2577 2601 2625 2648 2672 2695 2718 2742 2765
1.9 2788 2810 2833 2856 2878 2900 2923 2945 2967 2989

GQ

8.0 0.3010 3032 3054 3075 3096 3118 3139 3160 3181 3201 21
2.1 3222 3243 3263 3284 3304 3324 3345 3365 3385 3404 20
2.2 3424 3444 3464 3483 3502 3522 3541 3560 3579 3598 19

2.3 3617 3636 3655 3674 3692 3711 3729 3747 3766 3784 18
2.4 3802 3820 3838 3856 3874 3892 3909 3927 3945 3962 17

2.5 3979 3997 4014 4031 4048 4065 4082 4099 4116 4133 17
2.6 4150 4166 4183 4200 4216 4232 4249 4265 4281 4298 16
2.7 4314 4330 4346 4362 4378 4393 4409 4425 4440 4456 16
2.8 4472 4487 4502 4518 4533 4548 4564 4579 4594 4609 15

2.9 4624 4639 4654 4669 4683 4698 4713 4728 4742 4757 15

8.0 0.4771 4786 4800 4814 4829 4843 4857 4871 4886 4900 14

3.1 4914 4928 4942 4955 4%9 4983 4997 5011 5024 5038 14

3.2 5051 5065 5079 5092 5105 5119 5132 5145 5159 5172 13
3.3 5185 5198 5211 5224 5237 5250 5263 5276 5289 5302 13

3.4 5315 5328 5340 5353 5366 5378 5391 5403 *5416 5428 13

3.5 5441 5453 5465 5478 5490 5502 5514 5527 5539 5551 12

3.6 5563 5575 5587 5599 5611 5623 5635 5647 5658 5670 12

3.7 5682 5694 5705 5717 5729 5740 5752 5763 5775 5786 12

3.8 5798 5809 5821 5832 5843 5855 5866 5877 5888 5899 II

3.9 5911 5922 5933 5944 5955 5966 5977 5988 5999 6010 li

4.0 0.6021 6031 6042 6053 6064 6075 6085 6096 6107 6117 11

4.1 6128 6138 6149 6160 6170 6180 6191 6201 6212 6222 10

4.2 6232 6243 • 6253 6263 6274 6284 6294 6304 6314 6325 10

4.3 6335 6345 6355 6365 6375 6385 6395 6405 6415 6425 10
4.4 6435 6444 6454 6464 6474 6484 6493 6503 6513 6522 10

4.5 6532 6542 6551 656 ! 6571 6580 6590 6599 6609 6618 10
4.6 6628 6637 6646 6656 6665 6675 6684 6693 6702 6712 10
4.7 6721 6730 6739 6749 6758 6767 6776 6785 6794 6803 9
4.8 6812 6821 6830 6839 6848 6857 6866 6875 6884 6893 9
4.9 6902 6911 6920 6928 6937 6946 6955 6964 6972 6981 9

log r * 0.4971 log ir/2 » 0.1961 log ir> => 0.9943 log Vt = 0.2486
log e 0.4343 log (0.4343) 0.6378 - 1

Pages 9 niid 10 give the common logarithms of numbers between 1 and 10, correct to four places.

Moving the decimal point n places to the right [or left] in the lunnber is equivalent to adding n (or — n]

to the logarithm. Thus, log 0.017453 = 0.2419 — 2, which may also be written 2.2419 or 8.2419 ~ 10.

See Sec, II for complete discussion of logarithms.

log {ah) “ log a -f log 6 log {a^) ^ N \o% a

log »= log a — log 6 log (\/a) log a

* From Marks, “Mechanical Engineers’ Handbook,” 4th ed., McGraw>Hiil, New Vork, 1941,

( Contin-ued on p. 10)
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Table 4.—(‘ommon Lo(!ahithms.*—(Continued)
(special table)

p 0 1 2 3 4 S C 7 8 9

5.0 0.6990 6998 7007 7016 7024 7033 7042 7050 7059 7067 9
5.1 7076 7084 7093 7101 7)10 7118 7126 7135 7143 7152 8
5.2 7160 7168 7177 7185 7193 7202 7210 7218 7226 7235 8
5.3 7243 7251 7259 7267 7275 7284 7292 7300 7308 7316 8
5.4 7324 7332 7340 7348 7356 7364 7372 7380 7388 7396 8

5.5 7404 7412 7419 7427 7435 7443 7451 7459 7466 7474 8
5.6 7482 7490 7497 7505 7513 7520 7528 7536 7543 7551 8
5.7 7559 7566 7574 7582 7589 7597 7604 7612 7619 7627 8
5.8 7634 7642 7649 7657 7664 7672 7679 7686 7694 7701 7
5.9 7709 7716 7723 7731 7738 7745 7752 7760 7767 7774 7

6.0 0.7782 7789 7796 7803 7810 7818 7825 7832 7839 7846 7
6.1 7853 7860 7868 7875 7882 7889 7896 7903 7910 7917 7
6.2 7924 7931 7938 7945 7952 7959 7%6 7973 7980 7987 7
6.3 7993 8000 8007 8014 8021 8028 8035 8041 8048 8055 7
6.4 8062 8069 8075 8082 8089 8096 8102 8109 8116 8122 7

6.5 8129 8136 8142 8)49 8156 8162 8169 8176
* 8182 8189 7

6.6 8195 8202 8209 8215 8222 8228 8235 8241 8248 8254 7
6.7 8261 8267 8274 8280 8287 8293 8299 8306 8312 8319 6
6.8 8325 8331 8338 8344 8351 8357 8363 8370 8376 8382 6
6.9 8388 8395 8401 8407 8414 8420 8426 8432 8439 8445 6

7.0 0.8451 8457 8463 8470 8476 8482 8488 8494 8500 8505 6
7.1 8513 8519 8525 8531 8537 8543 8549 8555 8561 8567 6
7.2 8573 8579 8585 8591 8597 8603 8609 6615 8621 8627 6
73 8633 8639 8645 8651 8657 8(')63 8669 8675 8581 8686 6
7.4 8692 *8698 8704 8710 8716 8722 8727 8733 8739 8745 6

7.5 8751 8756 8762 8768 8774 8779 8785 8791 8797 8802 6

7.6 8808 8814 8820 8825 8831 8837 8842 8848 8854 8859 6
7.7 8865 8871 8876 8882 8887 8893 8899 8904 8910 8915 6
7.8 8921 8927 8932 8938 8943 8949 8954 8960 8965 8971 6
7,9 8976 8982 8987 8993 8998 9004 9009 9015 9020 9025

,

5

8.0 0.9031 9036 9042 9047 9053 9058 9063 9069 9074 9079 5
ai 9085 9090 9096 9101 9106 9112 9117 9122 9128 9133 5
83 9138 9143 9149 9154 9159 9165 9170 9175 9180 9186 5

8.3 9191 9196 9201 9206 9212 9217 9222 9227 9232 9238 5
8.4 9243 9248 9253 9258 9263 9269 9274 9279 9284 9289 5

83 9294 9299 9304 9309 9315 9320 9325 9330 9335 9340 5

8.6 9345 9350 9355 9360 9365 9370 9375 9380 9385 9390 5
8.7 9395 9400 9405 9410 9415 9420 9425 9430 9435 9440 5
8.8 9445 9450 9455 9460 9465 9469 9474 9479 9484 9489 5
8.9 9494 9499 9504 9509 9513 9518 9523 9528 9533 9538 5

8.0 0.9542 9547 9552 9557 9562 9566 9571 9576 9581 9586 5
9.1 9590 9595 9600 9605 9609 9614 %I9 9624 9628 9633 5
9.2 9638 9643 9647 9652 9657 9661 9666 9671 9675 9680 5
9.3 9685 9689 9694 9699 9703 9708 9713 9717 9722 9727 5
9.4 9731 9736 9741 9745 9750 9754 9759 9763 9768 9773 5

9.5 9777 9782 9786 9791 9795 9800 9805 9809 9814 9818 5
9.6 9823 9827 9832 9836 9841 9845 9850 9854 9859 9863 4
9.7 9868 9872 9877 9881 9886 9890 70“ 9899 9903 9908 4
9.8 9912 9917 9921 9926 9930 9934 9939 9943 9948 9952 4
9.9 , 9956 9961 9965 9969 9974 9978 9983 9987 9991 9996 4

''•‘From Marka, “Mechanical Engineers' Xlandbook,” -Ith ed., McGraw-Hill, New York, 1941.
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Table 5.—Degheeh and Minuter JCxprehsed in liADiAiV.s’^

(Sue also pp. 12 and 22)

Deisreea
| 1

Hundredths
j 1
Minutes

1
°

.0175 61° 1.0647 121° 2.1118 0°.01 .0002 0°.61 .0089 r .0003

2 .0349 2 1.0821 2 2.1293 2 .0003 2 .0091 r 0006
3 .0524 3 1.0996 3 2.1468 3 .0005 3 .0093 3

'

.0009

4 .0698 4 1.1170 4 2.1642 4 .0007 4 .0094 4'
.0012

5° .0873 66° 1.1345 126° 2.1817 .06 .0009 .66 .0096 5 '
.0015

6 .1047 6 1.1519 6 2.1991 6 .0010 6 .0098 6'
.0017

7 .1222 7 1.1694 7 2.2166 7 .0012 7 .0099 T .002(1

8 .1396 8 1.1868 8 2.2340 8 .0014 8 .0101 8 '
.0023

9 .1571 9 1J043 9 2.2515 9 .0016 9 .0103 9 '
.0026

10° .1745 70° 1^17 180° 2.2689 0°.10 .0017 0°.60 .0105 10
' .0029

1 .1920 1 1.2392 1 2.2864 1 .0019 1 .0106 ir .0032

2 .2094 2 1.2566 2 2.3038 2 .0021 2 .0108 12
' .0035

3 .2269 3 1.2741 3 2.3213 3 .0023 3 .0110 13
' .0038

4 .2443 4 1.2915 4 2.3387 4 .0024 4 .0112 14'
.0041

16° .2618 76° 1.3090 186° 2.3562 .15 .0026 .66 .0113 15
' 0044

6 .2793 6 1.3265 6 2.3736 6 .0028 6 .0115 16
'

.0047

7 .2967 7 1.3439 7 2.3911 7 .0030 7 .0117 17
'

.0049

8 .3142 8 1.3614 8 2.4086 8 .0031 8 .0119 18
'

.0052

9 .3316 9 1.3788 9 2.4260 y 9 .0033 9 .0120 19
'

.0055

20° .3491 80° 1.3963 140° 2.4435 0°.20 .0035 0°.70 .0122 20' .0058

1 .3665 1 1.4137 1 2.4609 1 .0037 1 .0124 21
'

.0061

2 .3840 2 1.4312 2 2.4784 2 .0038 2 .0126 22'
.0064

3 .4014 3 1.4486 3 2.4958 3 .0040 3 .0127 23'
.0067

4 .4189 4 1.4661 4 23133 4 .0042 4 .0129 24'
.0070

25° .4363 86° 1.4835 146° 2.5307 .26 .0044 .76 .0131 25' 0073
6 .4538 6 1.5010 6 2.5482 6 .0045 6 .0133 26'

.0076

7 .4712 7 1.5184 7 2.5656 7 .0047 7 .0134 27'
.0079

8 ,4887 8 1.5359 8 2.5831 8 .0049 8 .0136 28 '
.0081

9 J061 9 1.5533 9 2.6005 9 .0051 9 .0138 29 '
0084

80° .5236 00° 1.5708 160° 2.6180 0°.30 .0052 0°.80 .ofto 30 '
.0087

1 .5411 1 1.5882 1 2.6354 .0054 1 .0141 31
' .0090

2 .5585 2 1.6057 2 2.6529 2 .0056 2 .0143 32 '
.0093

3 .5760 3 1.6232 3 2.6704 3 .0058 3 .0145 33' .0096
4 .5934 4 1.6406 4 2.6878 4 .0059 4 .0147 34'

.0099

86° .6109 06° 1.6581 156° 2.7053 30 .0061 .86 .0148 35 '
.0102

6 .6283 6 1.6755 6 2.7227 6 .0063 6 .0150 36'
.0105

7 .6458 7 1.6930 7 2.7402 7 .0065 7 .0152 37 '
.0108

8 .6^32 8 1.7104 8 2.7576 8 .0066 8 .0154 38 '
.0111

9 .6607 9 1.7279 9 2.7751 9 .0068 9 .0155 39'
.0113

40° .6981 100° 1.7453 160° 2.7925 0°.40 .0070 0°.90 .0157 40'
.0116

1 .7156 1 1.7628 1 2.8100 1 .0072 1 .0159 41
'

.0119

2 .7330 2 1.7802 2 2.8274 2 .0073 2 .0161 42 '
.0122

3 .7505 3 1.7977 3 2.8449 3 .0075 3 .0162 43 ' .0125
4 .7679 4 1.8151 4

|

2.8623 4 .0077 4 .0164 44' .0128

45° .7854 106° 1.8326 166° 2,8798 .45 .0079 .95 .0166 45 '
.0131

6 .8029 6 1.8500 6 2.8972 .0080 6 .0168 46' .0134
7 .8203 7 1.8675 7 2.9147 7 .0082 7 .0169 47 '

.0137
8 .8378 8 1.8850 8 2.9322 8 ^84 8 .0171 48' .0140
9 .8552 9 1.9024 9 2.9496 9 .0986 9 .0173 49' .0143

60° .8727 110° 1.9199 170° 2.%71 0°.50 .0087 1°.00 .0175 50 ' .0145
1 .8901 1 1.9373 1 2.9845 51

' .0148
2 .9076 2 1.9548 2 3.0020 52'

.0151

3 .9250 3 1.9722 3 3.0194 53 ' .0154
4 .9425 4 1.9897 4 3.0369 54'

.0157

56° .9599 116° 2.0071 176° 3.0543 55 ' .0160
6 .9774 6 2.0246 6 3.0718 56' .0163
7 .9948 7 2.0420 7 3.0892 57 '

.0166
8

i

1.0123 8 2.0595 8 3.1067 58 ' .0169
9 1

1.0297 9 2.0769 9 3.1241 59 ' .0172

60° 1 1.0472 120° 2.0944 180° 3.1416 60
'

.0175

Arc * 0.0174533 Arc 1' = 0.000290888 Arc 1" = 0.00000484814

1 radian « 57°.2»5780 « 57° 17'.7408 *= 57° 17' 44" .800

* From Marks, “Mechanical Engineers’ Handbook,” 4th cd., McGraw-Hill, New York, 1941.
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Table 6.—Radians L^cpressed in Degrees*

0.01 0®J7 .04 360.67 1.87 720.77 1.00 1080.86 8.68 1440.96 1 Interpolation

2 IMS .60 370.24 8 730.34 1 1090.43 4 1450.53 .0008 o“.or

3 l®72 6 370.82 9 730.91 2 IIO0.OI 8.66 1460.10 04 .02

4 2®.29 7 380.39 1.30 740.48 3 1100.58 6 1460.68 06 .03

.05 2®.86 8 380.96 1 750.O6 4 Iir.l5 7 147035 08 .05

6 3°.44 9 390.53 2 750.63 1.96 1110.73 8 1470.82 .0010 0®.06

7 4°.01 .70 400.11 3 76030 6 1120.30 9 1480.40 12 .07

8 4M8 1 400.68 4 760.78 7 1120.87 8.60 1480.97 14 .08

9 5M6 2 410.25 1.86 770.35 8 1130.45 1 1490.54 16 .09

.10 5^73 3 410.83 6 770.92 9 1140.02 2 1500.11 18 .10

1 6°.30 4 420.40 7 780.50 8.00 1140.59 3 1500.69 .0020 0®.ll

2 6'‘.88 .75 420.97 8 790.07 1 II50.I6 4 1510.26 22 .13

3 7*.45 6 430J4 9 790.64 2 1150.74 8.66 1510.83 24 .14

4 8®.02 7 440.12 1.40 800.21 3 1160.31 6 1520.41 26 .15

.10 8^59 8 440.69 1 800.79 4 1160.88 7 1520.98 28 .16

6 9M7 9 450.26 2 810.36 8.06 1170.46 8 1530.55 .0030 0®.17

7 9®74 .80 450.84 3 810.93 6 1180.03 9 1540.13 32 .18

8 1(F.31 1 460.41 4 820.51 7 1180.60 8.70 1540.70 34 .19

9 I0®.89 2 460.98 1.46 830.O8 8 II90.I8 1 1550.27 36 31
JtO ir,46 3 470.56 6 830.65 9 1190.75 2 1550.84 38 32

1 I2®.03 4 480.13 7 840.22 8.10 1200.32 3 1560.42 .0040 0®33
2 I2°.6I 45 480.70 8 840,80 1 1200.89 4 1560.99 42 34
3 13M8 6 490.27 9 850.37 2 1210.47 8.76 1570.56 44 35
4 I3®.75 7 490.85 1.60 850.94 3 1220.04 6 1580.14 46 36

.S6 I4M2 8 500.42 1 860.52 1220.61 7 1580.71 48 .28

6 14®.90 9 500.99 2 870.09 8.16 1230.19 8 1590.28 .0060 0®39

7 15®47 .90 510.57 3 870.66 6 1230.76 9 1590.86 52 JO
8 16®.04 1 520.14 4 880.24 7 1240.33 8.80 1600.43 54 .31

9 16®.62 2 520.71 1.66 880.81 8 1240.90 1 I6I0.OO 56 .32

40 I7®.19 3 530.29 6 890.38 9 1250.48 2 16|o.57 58 J3
I7®.76 4 530.86 7 890.95 2S0 1260.05 3 1620.15 .0060 0®.34

2 .90 540.43 8 900.53 1 1260.62 4 I62''.72 62 .36

3 I8‘».9I 6 550.00 9 910.10 2 1270.20 8.86 1630.29 64 J7
4 !9®.48 47 550.58 1.60 9|o.67 3 1270.77 6 1630,87 66 .38

.SO 20°.05 8 560.15 1 92035 4 1280.34 7 1640.44 68 J9
6 20«.63 9 560.72 2 920.82 8.26 1280.92 8 I650.OI .0070 0®.40

7 2P.20 1.00 570.30 3 930.39 6 1290.49 9 1650.58 72 .41

8 2P77 1 570.87 4 930.97 7 1300.06 8.00 1660.16 74 .42

9 22®35 2 580.44 1.66 940.54 8 1300.63 1 1660.73 76 .44

.40 22®.92 3 590.01 6 950.11 9 131031 2 1670.30 78 .45

1 23®.49 4 590.59 7 950.68 8.80 1310.78 3 1670.88 .0080 0®.46

2 24®.06 1.05 600.16 8 960.26 ' 1 132035 4 1680.45 82 .47

3 24®.64 6 600,73 9 960.83 2 1320.93 8.96 I690.O2 84 .48

4 25MI 7 610.31 1.70 970.40 3 1330.50 6 1690.60 86 .49

.40 25‘»78 8 61 0.88 1 970.98 4 1340.07 7 1700.17 88 .50

6 26®.36 9 620.45 2 98035 8.86 1340.65 8 1700.74 .0090 0®J2
7 26®.93 1.10 630.03 3 990.12 6 1350.22 9 1710.31 92 J3
8 27®.50 1 630.60 4 990.69 7 1350.79 8.00 1710.89 94 J4
9 28®.07 2 640.17 1.76 100037 8 1360.36 1 1720.46 96 J5

.00 28'».65 3 640.74 6 1000.84 9 1360.94 2 1730.03 98 .56

29^.22 4 65®.32 7 1010.41 8.40 137031 3 I730.6I

2 290.79 1.10 650.89 8 10|o.99 1380.08 4 I740.I8 1

Multiples of r
3 300.37 6 660,46 9 1020.56 2 1380.66 8.06 1740.75

4 300.94 7 670.04 1.80* 1030.13 3 1390.23 6 1750.33 1 3.1416 480®
.00 3|o.5l 8 670.6I 1030.71 4 I390.8O 7 1750.90 2 63832 360®
6 32®.09 9 680.18 2 1040.28 8.46 1400.37 8 1760.47 3 9.4248 540®

7 320.66 140 680.75 3 1040.85 6 1400.95 9 1770.04 4 12.5664 720®

8 330.23 1 69033 4 1050.42 7 141032 8.10 1770.62 5 15.7080 900®
9 330.8O 2 690.90 1.86 1060.00 8 1420.09 ] 1780.19 6 18.8496 1060®

.00 340.38 3 700.47 6 1060.57 9 1420.67 2 1780.76 7 21.9911 1260®
340.95 4 7IO.05 7 1070.14 8.60 143034 3 1790.34 8 25.1327 1440®

2 350J2 140 710,62 8 1070.72 I I430.8I 4 1790.91 9 28.2743 1620®

3 360.10 6 720.19 9 1080.29 2 144039 8.16 1800.48 10 31.4159 1800®

* From Marks, “ Mechanical Engineers’ Handbook,” 4th ed., McGraw-Hill, New York, 1941,
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Table 7.—Natural Sines and Cosines*
Natural sines at intervals of 0°.l, or 6'

s
a

®.o ®.l
(6')

®.2

(120

®.8

(180

®.4
(24')

“.5

(30')

®.6

(36')

®.7

(42')

®.8

(48')

®.»

(54') Avg.
diff.

0.0000 90®
0® 0.0000 0017 0035 0052 0070 0087 0105 0122 0140 0157 0175 89 17

1 0175 0192 0209 0227 0244 0262 0279 0297 0314 0332 0349 88 17

2 0349 0366 0384 0401 0419 0436 0454 0471 0488 0506 0523 87 17

3 0523 0541 0558 0576 0593 0610 0628 0645 0663 0680 0698 86 17

4 0698 0715 0732 0750 0767 0785 0802 0819 0837 0854 0.0872 85 17

5 0.0872 0889 0906 0924 0941 0958 0976 0993 1011 1028 1045 84 17

6 1045 1063 1080 1097 Ills 1132 1149 1167 1184 1201 1219 83 17

7 1219 1236 1253 1271 1288 1305 1323 1340 1357 1374 1392 82 17

8 1392 1409 1426 1444 1461 1478 1495 1513 1530 1547 1564 81 17

9 1564 1582 1599 1616 1633 1650 1668 1685 1702 1719 0.1736 80® 17

10® 0.1736 1754 1771 1788 1805 1822 1840 1857 1874 1891 1908 79 17

n 1908 1925 1942 1959 1977 1994 2011 2028 2045 2062 2079 78 17

12 2079 2096 2113 2130 2147 2164 2181 2198 2215 2233 2250 77 17

13 2250 2267 2284 2300 2317 2334 2351 2368 2385 2402 2419 76 17

14 2419 2436 2453 2470 2487 2504 2521 2538 2554 2571 0.2588 75 17

15 0.2588 2605 2622 2639 2656 2672 2689 2706 2723 2740 2756 74 17

16 2756 2773 2790 2807 2823 2840 2857 2874 2890 2907 2924 73 17

17 2924 2940 2957 2974 2990 3007 3024 3040 3057 3074 3090 72 17

18 3090 3107 3123 3140 3156 3173 3190 3206 3223 3239 3256 71 17

19 3256 3272 3289 3305 3322 3338 3355 3371 3387 3404 0.3420 70® 16

10® 03420 5437 3453 3469 3486 3502 3518 3535 3551 3567 3584 69 16

21 3584 3600 3616 3633 3649 3665 3681 3697 3714 3730 3746 68 16

22 3746 3762 3778 3795 3811 3827 3843 3859 3875 3891 3907 67 16

23 3907 3923 3939 3955 3971 3987 4003 4019 4035 4051 4067 66 16

24 4067 4083 4099 4115 4131 4147 4163 4179 4195 4210 0.4226 65 16

25 0.4226 4242 4258 4274 4289 4305 4321 4337 4352 4368 4384 64 16

26 4384 4399 4415 4431 4446 4462 4478 4493 4509 4524 4540 63 16

27 4540 4555 4571 4586 4602 4617 4633 4648 4664 4679 4695 62 16

28 4695 4710 4726 4741 4756 4772 4787 4802 4818 4833 4848 61 15

29 4848 4863 4879 4894 4909 4924 4939 4955 4970 4985 0.5000 60® 15

10® 0.5000 5015 5030 5045 5060 5075 5090 5105 5120 5135 5150 59 15

31 5150 5165 5180 5195 5210 5225 5240 5255 5270 5284 5299 58 15

32 5299 5314 5329 5344 5358 5373 5388 5402 5417 5432 5446 57 15

33 5446 5461 5476 5490 5505 5519 5534 5548 5563 5577 5592 56 15

34 5592 5606 5621 5635 5650 5664 5678 5693 5707 5721 0.5736 55 14

35 0.5736 5750 5764 5779 5793 5807 5821 5835 5850 5864 5878 54 14

36 5878 5892 5906 5920 5934 5948 5962 5976 5990 6004 6018 53 14

37 6018 6032 6046 6060 6074 6088 6101 6115 6129 6143 6157 52 14

38 6157 6170 6184 6198 6211 6225 6239 6252 6266 6280 6293 51 14

39 6293 6307 6320 6334 6347 6361 6374 6388 6401 6414 0.6428 60® 13

40® 0.6428 6441 6455 6468 6481 6494 6508 6521 6534 6547 6561 49 13

41 6561 6574 6587 6600 6613 6626 6639 6652 6665 6678 6691 48 13

42 6691 6704 6717 6730 6743 6756 6769 6782 6794 6807 6820 47 13

43 6820 6833 6645 6858 6871 6884 6896 6909 6921 6934 6947 46 13

44 6947 6959 6972 6984 6997 7009 7022 7034 7046 7059 07071 46® 12

48® 0.7071

®.9 ®.8 ®.7 ®.8 *.6 ®.4 ®.8 ®.a ®.l ®.o
(48') (42') (36') (30') (24') (18') (12') (6') (O') 1

* From Marka, “Mechanical Engineers’ Handbook,” 4ih ed., McGraw-Hill, New York, 1941.

(Continued on p. U)



14 NUMERICAL AND ORAPIIICAL DATA (Sec. I

Table 7.—Natural Sines and Cosines.*

—

{Continued)

•.0 M ®.8 ®.4 °.5 ®.6 ®.7 «.8 ®.9
1

^=96
1

-(O') (6') (u-) (18') (24') (30') (36') (42') (48') (54')

45® 0.7071 7083 7096 7108 7120 7133
46 7193 7206 7218 7230 7242 7254
47 7314 7325 7337 7349 7361 7373

48 7431 7443 7455 7466 7478 7490
49 7547 7559 7570 7581 7593 7604

00® 0.7660 7672 7683 7694 7705 7716
SI 7771 7782 7793 7804 7815 7826
52 7880 7891 7902 7912 7923 7934
53 7986 7997 8007 8018 8028 8039
54 8090 8100 8111 '8121 8131 8141

55 0.8192 8202 6211 8221 8231 8241

56 8290 8300 8310 8320 8329 8339
57 8387 8396 8406 8415 8425 8434
56 8480 8490 8499 8508 8517 8526
59 8572 8581 8590 8599 8607 8616

60® 0.8660 8669 8678 8686 8695 8704
61 8746 8755 8763 8771 8780 8788
62 8829 8838 8846 8854 8862 8870
63 8910 8918 8926 8934 8942 '8949

64 8988 8996 9003 9011 9018 9026

65 0.9063 9070 9078 9085 9092 9100
66 9135 9143 9150 9157 9164 9171

67 9205 9212 9219 9225 9232 9239
68 9272 9278 9285 9291 9298 9304
69 9336 9342 9348 9354 9361 9367

70® 0.9397 9403 9409 9415 9421 9426
71 9455 9461 9466 9472 9478 9483
72 9511 9516 9521 9527 9532 9537
73 9563 9568 9573 9578 9583 9588
74 9613 9617 9622 9627 9632 9636

75 0.9659 9664 9668 9673 9677 9681

76 9703 9707 9711 9715 9720 9724
77 9744 9748 9751 9755 9759 9763
76 9781 9785 9789 9792 97% 9799
79 9816 9820 9823 9826 9829 9833

80® 0.9848 9851 9854 9857 9860 9863
81 9877 9880 9882 9885 9888 9890
82 9903 9905 9907 9910 9912 9914

83 9925 9928 9930 9932 9934 9936
84 9945 9947 9949 9951 9952 9954

85 0.9962 9963 9965 9966 9968 9969

86 9976 9977 9978 9979 9980 9981

87 9986 9987 9988 9989 9990 9990

88 9994 9995 9995 9996 99% 9997

89 0.9998 9999 9999 9999 9999 0000

90® 1,0000

®.9 ®.8 ®.7 •.#

«(54') (48') (42') (36') (30')

0.7071 46®
7145 7157 7169 7181 7193 44 12
7266 7278 7290 7302 7314 43 12
7385 7396 7408 7420 7431 42 12
7501 7513 7524 7536 7547 41 12
7615 7627 7638 7649 0.7660 40® 11

7727 7738 7749 7760 7771 39 11

7837 7848 7859 7869 7880 38 11

7944 7955 7965 7976 7986 37 11

8049 8059 8070 8080 8090 36 10
8151 8161 8171 8181 0.8192 35 10

8251 8261 8271 8281 8290 34 10

8348 8358 8368 8377 8387 33 10

8443 8453 8462 8471 8480 32 9
8536 8545 8554 8563 8572 31 9
8625 8634 8643 8652 0.8660 80® 9

8712 8721 8729 8738 8746 29 9

8796 8805 8813 8821 8829 28 8
8878 8886 8894 8902 8910 27 8

8957 8%5 8973 8980 8988 26 8

9033 9041 9048 9056 0.9063 25 7

9107 9114 9121 9128 9135 24 7

9178 9184 9191 9198 9205 23 7
9245 9252 9259 9265 9272 22 7
9311 9317 9323 9330 9336 21 6
9373 9379 9385 9391 0.9397 20® 6

9432 9438 9444 9449 9455 19 6
9489 9494 9500 9505 9511 18 6
9542 9548 9553 9558 9563 17 5
9593 95% 9603 9608 9613 16 5
9641 9646 9650 9655 0.9659 15 5

9686 9690 9694 9699 9703 14 4
9728 9732 9736 9740 9744 13 4
9767 9770 9774 9778 9781 12 4
9803 9806 9810 9813 9816 11 3
9836 9839 9842 9845 0.9848 10® 3

9866 9869 9871 9874 9877 9 3
9893 9895 9898 9900 9903 8 3
9917 9919 9921 9923 9925 7 2
9938 9940 9942 9943 9945 6 2
9956 9957 9959 9960 0.9962 5 2

9971 9972 9973 9974 9976 4 1

9982 9983 9984 9985 9986 3 1

9991 9992 9993 9993 9994 2 1

9997 9997 9998 9998 0.9998 1 0
0000 0000 0000 0000 1.0000 0® 0

•.4 ®.S ®.a M ®.o
(24') (18') (12') (60 (O') Q
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Table 8.—Natural Tangents ani> Cotangents*
Natural tangents at intervals of 0°.l, or. 5'1

®.o
-"(O')

®.l

(6')
®.a
(120

®.8

(180

®.4

(240

®.6

(30')
®.a
(360

".7

(420

O A O A
(480 (540

0.0000 90®
00 0.0000 0017 0035 0052 0070 0087 0105 0122 0140 0157 0175 89 17

1 0175 0192 0209 0227 0244 0262 0279 0297 0314 0332 0349 88 17

2 0349 0367 0384 0402 0419 0437 0454 0472 0489 0507 0524 87 17

3 0524 0542 0559 0577 0594 0612 0629 0647 0664 0682 0699 86 18

4 0699 0717 0734 0752 0769 0787 0805 0822 0840 0857 0.0875 85 18

5 0.0875 0892 0910 0928 0945 0963 0981 0998 1016 1033 1051 84 18
6 1051 1069 1086 1104 1122 1139 1157 1175 1192 1210 1228 83 18
7 1228 1246 1263 1281 1299 1317 1334 1352 1370 1388 1405 82 18

8 1405 1423 1441 1459 1477 1495 1512 1530 1548 1566 1584 81 18

9 1584 1602 1620 1638 1655 1673 1691 1709 1727 1745 0.1763 80® 18

10® 0.1763 1781 1799 1817 1835 1853 1871 1890 1908 1926 1944 79 18
11 1944 1962 1980 1998 2016 2035 2053 2071 2089 2107 2126 78 18
12 2126 2144 2162 2180 2199 2217 2235 2254 2272 2290 2309 77 18

13 2309 2327 2345 2364 2382 2401 2419 2436 2456 2475 2493 76 18
14 2493 2512 2530 2549 2568 2586 2605 2623 2642 2661 0.2679 75 19

IS 0.2679 2698 2717 ^736 2754 2773 2792 2811 2830 2849 2867 74 19

16 2867 2886 2905 2924 2943 2962 2981 3000 3019 3038 3057 73 19

17 3057 3076 30% 3115 3134 3153 3172 3191 3211 3230 3249 72 19
18 3249 3269 3288 3307 3327 3346 3365 3385 3404 3424 3443 71 19

19 3443 3463 3482 3502 3522 3541 3561 3581 3600 3620 0.3640 70® 20

90° 0.3640 3659 3679 3699 3719 3739 3759 3779 3799 3819 3839 69 20
21 3839 3859 3879 3899 3919 3939 3959 3979 4000 4020 4040 68 20
22 4040 4061 4081 4101 4122 4142 4163 4183 4204 4224 4245 67 21
23 4245 4265 4286 4307 4327 4348 4369 4390 4411 4431 4452 66 21

24 4452 4473 4494 4515 4536 4557 4578 4599 4621 4642 0.4663 65 21

25 0.4663 4684 4706 4727 4748 4770 4791 4813 4834 4856 4877 64 21
26 4877 4899 4921 4942 4964 4986 5008 5029 5051 5073 5095 63 22
27 5095 5117 5139 5161 5184 5206 5228 5250 5272 5295 5317 62 22
28 5317 5340 5362 5384 5407 5430 5452 5475 5498 5520 5543 61 23
29 5543 5566 5589 5612 5635 5658 5681 5704 5727 5750 0.5774 60® 23

80® 0.5774 5797 5820 5844 5867 5890 5914 5938 5961 5985 6009 59 24
31 6009 6032 6036 6080 6104 6128 6152 6176 6200 6224 6249 58 24
32 6249 6273 6297 6322 6346 6371 6395 6420 6445 6469 6494 57 25
33 6494 6519 6544 6569 6594 6619 6644 6669 6694 6720 6745 56 25
34 6745 6771 6796 6822 6847 6873 6899 6924 6950 6976 0.7002 55 26

35 0.7002 7028 7054 7080 7107 7133 7159 7186 7212 7239 7265 54 26
36 7265 7292 7319 7346 7373 7400 7427 7454 7481 7508 7536 53 27
37 7536 7563 7590 7618 7646 7673 7701 7729 7757 7785 7813 52 28
38 7813 7841 7869 7898 7926 7954 7983 8012 8040 8069 8098 51 28
39 8098 8127 8156 8185 8214 8243 8273 8302 8332 8361 0.8391 60® 29

40® 0.8391 8421 8451 8481 8511 8541 8571 8601 8632 8662 8693 49 30
41 8693 8724 8754 8785 8816 8847 8878 8910 8941 8972 9004 48 31

42 9004 9036 9067 9099 9131 9163 9195 9228 9260 9293 9325 47 32
43 9325 9358 9391 9424 9457 9490 9523 9556 9590 9623 0.9657 46 33
44 0.%57 9691 9725 9759 9793 9827 9861 9896 9930 9965 1.0000 46® 34

46® 1.0000

®.9 ®.8 ®.7 *.6 ®.# ®.4 ®.3 ®.2 *.1 ®.0

^(540 (480 (420 (360 (3(K) (240 (180 (120 (60 (O')

From Marks, ’* Meohunieiil Engineers’ Handbook,” 4th ed., Medrsiw-llill, New York, 1041.

(Continued on p, l(i)



10 NUMERICAL AND GRAPHICAL DATA [Sec. I

Taj?lm 8.—Natural I'angents and Cotangents.*

—

(Conimued)

»
®.o

“-(O')
“.a “.8

(50 (120 (180

®.4

(240

®.6

(300
®.6 ®.7 ®.8 ®.9

(360 (420 (480 (540
Avg.
diff.

1.0000 48®

46® 1.0000 0035 0070 0105 0141 0176 0212 0247 0283 0319 0355 44 35
46 0355 0392 0428 0464 0501 0538 0575 0612 0649 0686 0724 43 37
47 0724 0761 0799 0837 0875 0913 0951 0990 1028 1067 1106 42 38
48 1106 1145 1184 1224 1263 1303 1343 1383 1423 1463 1504 41 40
49 1504 1544 1585 1626 1667 1708 1750 1792 1833 18751.1918 40® 41

60® 1.1918 1960 2002 2045 2088 2131 2174 2218 2261 2305 2349 39 43
51 2349 2393 2437 2482 2527 2572 2617 2662 2708 2753 2799 38 45
52 2799 2846 2892 2938 2985 3032 3079 3127 3175 3222 3270 37 47
53 3270 3319 3367 3416 3465 3514 3564 3613 3663 3713 3764 36 49
54 3764 3814 3865 3916 3968 4019 4071 4124 4176 4229 1.4281 35 52

55 1.4281 4335 4388 4442 4496 4550 4605 4659 4715 4770 4826 34 55
56 4826 4882 4938 4994 5051 5108 5166 5224 5282 5340 5399 33 57
57 5399 5458 5517 5577 5637 5697 5757 5818 5880 5941 6003 32 60
58 6003 6066 6128 6191 6255 6319 6383 6447 6512 6577 6643 31 64
59 1.6643 6709 6775 6842 6909 6977 7045 7113 7182 7251 1.7321 SO® 67

60® 1.732 1.739 1.746 1.753 1.760 1.767 1.775 1.782 1.789 1.707 1.804 29 7

61 1.804 1311 1.819 1.827 1.834 1.842 1.849 1.857 1.865 1.873 1.881 28 8
62 1.881 1.889 1.897 1.905 1.913 1.921 1.929 1.937 1.946 1.954 1.963 27 8
63 1.963 1.971 1.980 1.988 1.997 2.006 2.014 2.023 2.032 2.041 2.050 26 9
64 2.050 2.059 2.069 2.078 2.087 2.097 2.106 2.116 2.125 2.135 2.145 25 9

65 2.145 2.154 2.164 2.174 2.184 2.194 2.204 2.215 2.225 2.236 2.246 24 10

66 2.246 2.257 2.267 2.278 2.289 2300 2.311 2.322 2333 2.344 2.356 23 11

67 2.356 2367 2.379 2.391 2.402 2.414 2.426 2.438 2.450 2.463 2.475 22 12

68 2.475 2.488 2300 2313 2.526 2339 2.552 2.565 2.578 2.592 2.605 21 13

69 2.605 2.619 2.633 2.646 2.660 2.675 2.689 2.703 2.718 2.733 2.747 SO® 14

70® 2.747 2.762 2.778 2.793 2.888 2.824 2.840 2.856 2.872 2.888 2.904 19 16

71 2.904 2.921 2.937 2.954 2,971 2.989 3.006 3.024 3.042 3.860 3.078 18 17

72 3.078 3.096 3.115 3.133 3.152 3.172 3.191 3.211 3.230 3351 3.271 17 19

73 3.271 3.291 3.312 3 333 3.354 3376 3.398 3.420 3.442 3.465 3.487 16 22
74 3.487 3.511 3.534 3358 3382 3.606 3.630 3.655 3.681 3.706 3.732 15 24

75 3.732 3.758 3.785 3.812 3.839 3.867 3.895 3.923 3.952 3.981 4.011 14 28
76 4.011 4.041 4.071 4.102 4.134 4.165 4.198 4330 4.264 4.297 4.331 13 32

77 4.331 4.366 4.402 4.437 4.474 4311 4.548 4.586 4.625 4.665 4.705 12 37

78 4.705 4.745 4.787 4.829 4,872 4.915 4.959 5.005 5.050 5.097 5.145 11 44

79 5.145 5.193 5.242 5.292 5.343 5396 5.449 5.503 5.558 5.614 5.671 10® 53

80® 5.671 5730 5.789 5.850 5.912 5.976 6.041 6.107 6.174 6.243 6314 9
81 6314 6.386 6.460 6.535 6.612 6.691 6.772 6 855 6.940 7.026 7.115 8
82 7.115 7.207 7.300 7.396 7.495 73% 7.700 7.806 7.916 8.028 8.144 7
83 8.144 8.264 8.386 8.513 8.643 8.777 8.915 9.058 9.205 9.357 9.514 6
84 9.514 9.677 9.845 10.02 1070 1039 10.58 10.78 10.99 1130 11.43 5

85 11.43 11.66 11.91 12.16 12.43 I2JI 13.00 1330 13.62 13.95 14.30 4
86 1430 14 67 15.06 15.46 15.90 16.35 16.83 17.34 1739 18.46 19.08 3
87 1938 19.74 20.45 21.20 22.02 22.90 23.86 24.90 26.03 2737 28.64 2

88 28.64 30.14 31.82 33.69 35.80 38.19 40.92 44X17 47.74 52.08 5739 1

89 5739 63.66 7132 81.85 95.49 114.6 1433 191.0 286.5 573.0 «o 0®

to® •

®.8 ".7 ®.6 ®.4 ®.8 ®.2 ®.l *.0

=(54') (48') (42') (36') (aCK) (24') (18') (12') (6') (O')
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Tablk 9.—Exponentials*
[<?** and e~“]

n
Id

Q
n -

s'
n e« F e-. a

Q
n n e-n

0.00
.01

.02

.03

.04

0.05

.06

.07

.08

.09

0.10
.11

.12

.13

.14

0.15

.16

.17

.18

.19

0.20
.21

01
.23

.24

0.25

.26

.27

.28

2.9

0.20
.31

.32

34

0.35

36
37
.38

39

0.40
.41

.42

.43

.44

0.45
.46

,47

.48

.49

0.20

1.000 |A
1.010 S
1.020 S
1.030 ?m \

li

1.051 „
1.062

1.073 A
1.083 ?
1394

jj

1.105 „
1.116

1.127 1

1.139 f
I.IS0

11
1.162

1.174 f

1.185 j
1.197

U09
\j

1.221

1J34 5
1.246 \l
1.259

11

1384 „
1.297 1
1.310 ?
1.323 1
1.336 jJ

1.350 ,3
1363 J
1.377 1
1.391 I
1.W

11
1.419 ,4
1.433 \l
1.448 i
1,462 J
1.477

11

1.492 ,5
1.507 \i

1.522 1
1.537 \l
IJ5J

1^
1368
1.584 5
1.600 ]l
1.616 X
1.632

j

1.649

0.60
31
32
33
34

0.55
.56

.57

38
39

0.00
.61

.62

.63

34

0.65
.66

.67

.68

39

0.70
.71

.72

.73

J4

0.75

.76

.77

.78

J9

0.80
.81

32
.83

.84

0.85

.86

.87

.88

39

0.90
.91

.92

.93

.94

0.95
.96

.97

.98

.99

1.00

1.682 \l

1.699 \l

IJ16

1.733 .g
1.751 5
1.768 J
1.786 S
im

11
1.822 ig
1.840 5
1.859 5
1.878 2
1396

1.916 .g
1.935 5
1.954 U
1.974 2S
1.994 20
2.014 20
2.034

2.054 2?
2.075 2

2.096
1;

2.117 2,
2.1.38 21
2.160 2f
2.181

2J03 g
2.226 22
2.248 22
2.270 22
2.293 a
2.316 ^
2.340 23
2.363 g
2.387 21
2.411 g
2.435 g
2.460 24
2.484 g
2.509 g
2.535 g
2360 g
2.612 g
2.638 g
2.664 g
2.691 g
2.718

1.0
.1

.2

.3

3
1.5

3
.7

3
.9

2.0
.1

1
3
A
23
.6

.7

.8

.9

8.0
.1

0
.3

.4

3.5

.6

.7

3
.9

4.0
.1

a
3
A
A3

0.0
6.0

73

8.0

9.0

10.0

t/2
2w/2
37r/2

47r/2

5ir/2

(nr/2
7ir/2

Qir/2

2.718*
3.004
3.320
3.669

4.055

4.482
4.953
5.474
6.050

6.686

7.389
8.166

9.025
9.974

11.02

12.18

13.46

14.88

16.44

18.17

20.09

22J0
2433
27.11

29.96

33.12
36.60
40.45
44.70

49.40

54.60

60.34
66.69
73.70

81.45

90.02

148.4

403.4

1097.

2981.
8103.

22026.

4.810
23.14
111.3
535.5
2576.

12392.
59610.

286751.

0.00
.01

.02

.03

.04

0.05
.06

.07

.08

.09

0.10
.11

.12

.13

.14

0.15
.16
.17

.18

.19

0.20
.21

12
.23

14

0.25

.26

17
IB
19

0.80
.31

32
33
34

035
36
37
38
39

0.40
.41

.42

.43

.44

0.45
.46

.47

.48

.49

0.60

> 000
0.990 H
.980 1 S
.970 'S

.%! I,g

.951 _ 9
•’42Ii5
.932 Zq
.923 I 1

.905 _ g

.896 1

.887 1 Q

.878 I 1
369 I J
.861 _ g
.852 2
.844 1 5
.835 1
•827 ^ 1
319 .
.811

“ 5
.803 ~ S
.795 ~ S
•787 I 1
.779 0
.771 2
.763 ~ S
.756

“
1

•748 I 5
.741 „

1

.733 “ S

.726
”

1
.719 i
•7‘2 ”

7
•705 _ -
.698 1
.691 i
.684

“* 1

1

*^^7 I 7
•870 _ ft

.664 S
•857 I 1
.651 “ S
•6441 J
.638 7
.631

*"
i

.625
“ f

.619
*“

2
•613 I t

0.6C7

0.60
.51

.52

.53

34

035
.56

.57

.58

39

0.60
.61

.62

.63

.64

0.65
.66

.67

.68

.69

0.70
.71

.72

.73

.74

0.75

.76

.77

.78

.79

0.80
.81

.82

.83

.84

0.85

.86

37
.88

39

0.90
.91

.92

.93

.94

0.95

.96

.97

.98

.99

i.oo

.607

.600

.595

.589

383

377
.571

.566

.560

354

.549

.543

.538

.533

327

.522

317
.512

.507

.502

.497

.492

.487

.482

.477

.472

.468

.463

.458

.454

.449

.445

.440

.436

.432

.427

.423

.419

.415

.411

.407

.403

.399

.395

.391

M
.379

.375

.372

.368

1.0
.1

1
3
A
13
3
J
3
.9

2.0
.1

1
3
A
23
.6

J
.8

.9

8.0
.1

1
3
A
33
.6

.7

.8

.9

4.0
.1

1
3
A
43

6.0
6.0

7.0

8.0

9.0

10.0

W2
2ir/2

3ir/2

4ir/2

5ir/2

6ir/2

7t/2
8ir/2

.368*

333
301
373
147

323
302
.183 .

.165

.150

.135

.122

.111

.100

.0907

3821
.0743

.0672

.0608

.0550

.0498

.0450

.0408

.0369

.0334

3302
.0273

.0247

.0224

.0202

.0183

.0166

.0150

.0136

3123

.0111

.00674

.00248

.000912

.000335

.000123

.000045

.208

.0432

.00898

30187
.000383

.000081

.000017

.000003

Note: Do not interpolate in this column.
€ - 2.71828 1/e « 0.367879 logio e “ 0.4343 1/(0.4343) = 2.3026

logio (0.4343) - 1.6378 logio (e") = «(0.4343)
* From Marks, “ Mechanical Engineers’ Handbook,” 4tli ed., McGraw-Hill, New York, 1941.
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Table 10 .- -TTypEHBOLK? Looahithms*

These two pages give the natural (hyper-
2

bolio, or Napierian) logarithms (log«) of 3
numbers between 1 and 10, correct to Ifour 4
places. IMovnng the dc'cimnl point n places 5

to the right [or left] in the number is equiva- t>

lent to adding 11 times 2.3026 [or n times
^

5.6974] to the logarithm. Base c = 2.71 828 4- 9

S u
d V

1

i

^ 1 3 3 4 0 0 * - 9
<1

1.0 0.9000 0100 0198 0296 0392 0488 0583 0677 0770 0862 95
1.1 0.>53 1044 1133 1222 1310 1398 1484 1570 1655 1740 87
1.2 1823 1906 1989 2070 2151 2231 2311 2390 2469 2546 80
1.3 2624 2700 2776 2852 2927 3001 3075 3148 3221 3293 74
1.4 3365 3436 3507 3577 3646 3716 3784 3853 3920 3988 69

1.5 ‘ 0.4055 4121 4187 4253 4318 4383 4447 4511 4574 4637 65
1.6 ; 4700 4762 4824 4886 4947 5008 5068 5128 5188 5247 61
1.7 5306 5365 5423 5481 5539 5596 5653 5710 5766 5822 57
1.8 5878 5933 5988 6043 6098 6152 6206 6259 6313 6366 54
1.9 6419 6471 6523 6575 6627 6678 6729 6780 6831 6881 51

2.0 0.6931 6981 7031 7080 7129 7178 7227 7275 7324 7372 49
2.1 7419 7467 7514 7561 7608 7655 7701 7747 7793 7839 47
2.2 7885 7930 7975 8020 8065 8109 8154 8198 8242 8286 44
2.3 8329 8372 8416 8459 8502 8544 8587 8629 8671 8713 43
2.4 8755 87% 8838 8879 8920 8%1 9002 9042 9083 9123 4!

2.5 0.9163 9203 9243 9282 9322 936! 9400 9439 9478 9517 39
2.6 9555 9594 9632 %70 9708 9746 9783 9821 9858 9895 38
2.7 0.9933 9969 *0006 *0043 *0080 *0116 ’=0152 *0188 *0225 *0260 36
2.8 1.0296 0332 0367 0403 0438 0473 0508 0543 0578 0613 35
2.9 0647 0682 0716 0750 0784 0818 0852 0886 0919 0953 34

SO 1.0986 1019 1053 1086 1119 1151 1184 1217 1249 1282 33
3.1 1314 1346 1378 1410 1442 1474 1506 1537 1569 1600 32
3.2 1632 1663 1694 1725 1756 1787 1817 1843 1878 1909 31

3.3 1939 1969 2000 2030 2060 2090 2119 2149 2179 2208 30
3.4 2238 2267 2296 2326 2355 2384 2413 2442 2470 2499 29

3.5 1.2528 2556 2585 2613 2641 2669 2698 2726 2754 2782 28
3.6 2809 2837 2865 2892 2920 2947 2975 3002 3029 3056 27
3.7 3083 3110 3137 3164 3191 3218 3244 3271 3297 3324 27
3.8 3350 3376 3403 3429 3455 3481 3507 3533 3558 3584 26
3.9 3610 3635 3661 3686 3712 3737 3762 3788 3813 3838 25

4.0 1.3863 3888 3913 3938 3962 3987 4012 4036 4061 4085 25
4.1 4110 , 4134 4159 4183 4207 4231 4255 4279 4503 4327 24
4.2 4351 4375 4398 4422 4446 4469 4493 4516 4540 4563 23
4.3 4586 4609 4633 4656 4679 4702 4725 4748 4770 4793 23
4.4 4816 4839 4861 4884 4907 4929 4951 4974 4996 5019 22

4.5 1.5041 5063 5085 5107 5129 5151 5173 5195 5217 5239 22
4.6 5261 5282 5304 5326 5347 5369 5390 5412 5433 5454 21

4.7 5476 5497 5518 5539 5560 5581 5602 5623 5644 5665 21
4.8 5686 5707 5728 5748 5769 5790 5810 5831 5851 5872 20
4.9 5892 5913 5933 5953 5974 5994 6014 6034 6054 6074 20

* From Marks, “Mechanical Engineers’ Handbook,” 4th od., JMcdraw-Hill, New York, 1941.

In =® log* jr = (2.3026) logio x logio x = (0.4343) log« x
where 2.3020 =» logc 10 and 0.4343 *= logioe.

n (2.302C)
1

n (0.6974r-3)

2.3026 0.6974-3

4.6052 0.3948-5
6.9078 0.0922-7

9.2103 0.7897-10

11.5129 0.4871-12
13.8155 0.I845-I4
16.1181 0.8819-17
18.4207 1 0.5793-19
20.7233

'

0.2767-21
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rABT.E 10 .—Hypeubolk; Txkjaritiims.* {Coniinved)

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
-sj-d

5.0 1.6094 6114 6134 6154 6174 6194 6214 6233 6253 6273 20
5.1 6292 6312 6332 6351 6371 6390 ()409 6429 6448 6467 19

5.2 6487 6506 6525 6544 6563 6582 0601 6620 6639 6658 19

5.3 6677 6696 6715 6734 6752 6771 6790 6808 6827 6845 18

5.4 6864 6882 6901 6919 6938 6956 6974 6993 7011 7029 18

5.5 1.7047 7066 7084 7102 7120 7138 7156 7174 7192 7210 18

5.6 7228 7246 7263 7281 7299 7317 7334 7352 7370 7387 18

5.7 7405 7422 7440 7457 7475 7492 7509 7527 7544 7561 17

5.8 7579 7596 7613 7630 7647 7664 7681 7699 7716 7733 17

5.9 7750 7766 7783 7800 7817 7834 785! 7867 7884 7901 17

6.0 1.7918 7934 7951 7967 7984 8001 8017 8034 8050 8066 16

6.1 8083 8099 8116 8132 8148 8165 8181 8197 8213 8229 16

6.2 8245 8262 8278 8294 8310 8326 8342 8358 8374 8390 16

6.3 8405 8421 8437 8453 8469 8485 8500 8516 8532 8547 16

6.4 8563 8579 8594 8610 8625 8641 8656 8672 8687 8703 15

6.5 1.8718 8733 8749 8764 8779 8795 8810 8825 8840 8856 15

6.6 8871 8886 8901 8916 8931 8946 8961 8976 8991 9006 15

6.7 9021 9036 9051 9066 9081 9095 9110 9125 9140 9155 15

6.8 9169 9184 9199 9213 9228 9242 9257 9272 9286 9301 15

6.9 9315 9330 9344 9359 9373 9387 9402 9416 9430 9445 14

7.0 1.9459 9473 9488 9502 9516 9530 9544 9559 9573 9587 14

7.1 9601 9615 9629 9643 9657 %71 9685 9699 9713 9727 14

7.2 9741 9755 9769 9782 9796 9810 9824 9838 9851 9865 14

7.3 1.9879 9892 9906 9920 9933 9947 9961 9974 9988 •0001 13

7.4 2.0015 0028 0042 0055 0069 0082 0096 0109 0122 0136 13

7.5 2.0149 0162 0176 0189 0202 0215 0229 0242 0255 0268 13

7.6 0281 0295 0308 0321 0334 0347 0360 0373 0386 0399 13

7.7 0412 0425 0438 0451 0464 0477 0490 0503 0316 0528 13

7.8 0541 0554 0567 0580 0592 0605 0618 0631 0643 0656 13

7.9 0669 0681 0694 0707 0719 0732 0744 0757 0769 0782 12

8.0 2.0794 0807 0819 0832 0844 0857 0869 0882 0894 0906 12

8.1 I 0919 0931 0943 0956 0%8 0980 0992 1005 1017 1029 12

8.2
!

1041 1054 1066 1078 1090 1102 1114 1126 1138 1150 12

8.3 1 1163 1175 1187 1199 1211 1223 1235 1247 1258 1270 12

8.4 1282 1294 1306 1318 1330 1342 1353 1365 1377 1389 12

8.5 2.1401 1412 1424 1436 1448 1459 1471 1483 1494 1506 12

8.6 1518 1529 1541 1552 1564 1576 1587 1599 1610 1622 12

8.7 1633 1645 1656 1668 1679 1691 1702 1713 1725 1736 11

8.8 1748 1759 1770 1782 1793 1804 1815 1827 1838 1849 11

8.9 1861 1872 1883 1894 1905 1917 1928 1939 1950 1%1 11

9.0 2.1972 1983 1994 2006 2017 2028 2039 2050 2061 2072 11

9.1 2083 2094 2105 2116 2127 2138 2148 2159 2170 2181 It

9.2 2192 2203 2214 2225 2235 2246 2257 2268 2279 2289 11

9.3 2300 2311 2322 2332 2343 2354 2364 2375 2386 2396 11

9.4 2407 2418 2428 2439 2450 2460 2471 2481 2492 2502 11

9.5 2.2513 2523 2534 2544 2555 2565 2576 2586 2597 2607 10

9.6 2618 2628 2638 2649 2659 2670 2680 2690 2701 2711 10

9.7 2721 2732 2742 2752 2762 2773 2783 2793 2803 2814 10

9.8 2824 2834 2844 2854 2865 2875 2885 2895 2905 2915 10

99 2925 2935 2946 2956 2966 2976 2986 29% 3006 3016 10

10.0 2.3026

Moving the deciinsil point n r>liice« to the right (or left! in the number reqiiires adding n times 2.3020

[or n times (0.0974 — 3)] in the body of the t-able. See auxiliary table of multiples on top of the preced-

ing page.
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Table 11.—Hyperbolic Sines*
[sink X — — c“*)l

X 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

0.0 .0000 .0100 .0200 .0300 .0400 .0500 .0600 .0701 .0801 .0901 100

I .1002 .1102 .1203 .1304 .1405 .1506 .1607 .1708 .1810 .1911 101

2 .2013 2115 .2218 .2320 .2423 .2526 .2629 .2733 7837 .2941 103

3 .3045 .3150 .3255 3360 .3466 .3572 .3678 .3785 .3892 .4000 106
4 .4108 .4216 .4325 .4434 .4543 .4653 .4764 .4875 .4986 .5098 110

0.8 .5211 .5324 .5438 .5552 .5666 3782 .5897 .6014 .6131 .6248 116

6 .6367 .6485 .6605 .6725 .6846 .6967 .7090 .7213 .7336 .7461 122

7 .7586 .7712 .7838 .7966 .8094 .8223 .8353 .8484 .8615 .8748 130
8 .8881 .9015 .9150 .9286 .9423 .9561 .9700 .9840 .9981 1.012 138

9 1.027 1.041 1.055 1.070 1.085 1.099 1.114 1.129 1.145 1.160 15

1.0 I.I75 1.191 1.206 1.222 1.238 1.254 1.270 1.286 1.303 1.319 16

1 1.336 1.352 1.369 1.386 1.403 1.421 1.438 1.456 1.474 1.491 17

2 1.509 1.328 1.546 1.564 1.583 1.602 1.621 1.640 1.659 1.679 19

3 1.698 1.718 1.738 1.758 1.779 1.799 1.820 1.841 1.862 1.883 21

4 1.904 1.926 1.948 1.970 1.992 2.014 2.037 2.060 2.083 2.106 22

1.8 2.129 2.153 2.177 2.201 2.225 2350 2.274 2.299 2.324 2.350 25
6 2.376 2.401 2.428 2.454 2.481 2.507 2.535 2.562 2.590 2.617 27
7 2.646 2.674 2.703 2.732 2.761 2.790 2.820 2.850 2.881 2.911 30
8 2.942 2.973 3.005 3.037 3.069 3.101 3.134 3.167 3.200 3.234 33
9 3268 3.303 3.337 3.372 3.408 3.443 3.479 3.516 3.552 3.589 36

3.0 3.627 3.665 3.703 3.741 3.780 3.820 3.859 3.899 3.940 3.981 39
1 4.022 4.064 4.106 4.148 4.191 4.234 4.278 4.322 4.367 4.412 44
2 4.457 4.503 4.549 4.596 4.643 4.691 4.739 4.788 4.837 4.887 48
3 4.937 4.988 5.039 5.090 5.142 5.195 5.248 5.302 5.356 5.411 53
4 5.466 5322 5.578 5.635 5,693 5.751 5.810 5.869 5.929 5.989 58

2.8 6.050 6.112 6.174 6.237 6.300 6.365 6.429 6.495 6.561 6.627 64
6 6.695 6.763 6.831 6.901 6.971 7.042 7.113 7.185 7.258 7.332 71

7 7.406 7.481 7.557 7.634 7.711 7.789 7.868 7.948 8.028 8.110 79
8 8.192 8.275 8.359 8.443 8.529 8.615 8.702 8.790 8.879 8.969 87
9 9.060 9.151 9.244 9.337 9.431 9.527 9.623 9720 9.819 9.918 %

8.0 10.02 10.12 10.22 10.32 10.43 10.53 10.64 10.75 10.86 10.97 11

I 11.08 11.19 11.30 11.42 11.53 11.65 11.76 11.88 12.00 12.12 12

2 1225 12.37 12.49 12.62 12.75 12.88 13.01 13.14 13.27 13.40 13

3 13,54 13.67 13.81 13.95 14.09 14.23 14.38 14.52 14.67 14.82 14

4 14.97 15.12 1527 15.42 15.58 15.73 15.89 16.05 1671 1678 16

8.8 1634 16,71 16.88 17.05 17.22 17.39 17.57 17.74 17.92 18.10 17

6 1829 18.47 18.66 18.84 19,03 19.22 19.42 19.61 19.81 20.01 19

7 2021 20.41 20.62 20.83 21.04 21.25 21.46 21.68 21.90 22.12 21
8 2234 22.56 22.79 23.02 23,25 23.49 2372 23.96 24.20 24.45 24
9 24.69 24.94 25.19 25.44 25.70 25.96 26.22 26.48 26.75 27.02 26

4.0 27.29 27,56 27.84 28.12 28.40 28.69 28.98 29.27 29.56 29.86 29
1 30.16 30.47 30.77 31.08 31.39 3171 32.03 32.35 32.68 33.00 32
2 33.34 33.67 34.01 34.35 34.70 35.05 35.40 35.75 36.11 36.48 35
3 36.84 3721 37.59 37.97 38.35 38.73 39.12 39.52 39.91 40.31 39
4 40.72 41.13 41,54 41,96 42J8 42.81 4374 43.67 44.11 44.56 43

441 45jOO 45.46 45.91 46.37 46.84 4731 47.79 4877 4875 4974 47
6 49.74 50 24 50.74 5135 51.77 52.29 52.81 53.34 53.88 54.42 52
7 54.97 55.52 56.08 56.64 57.21 57.79 58.37 58.96 59.55 60.15 58
8 60.75 61.36 61.98 62.60 6333 63.87 64.51 65.16 65.81 67.47 64
9 67.14 67.82 68.50 69.19 69.88 70.58 7179 72.01 72.73 73.46 71

ft.0 74,20

If X > 5, sinh X «=• H(c*) and logio sinh x * (0.4343)x + 0.6990 ~ 1, correct to four eignificant

figures.

From Marks, “ Mechanical Engineers' Handbook,” 4th ed., McGraw-Hill, New York, 1041.
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Table 12.—Hyperbolic Cosines*
(cosh X »

X 0 ' 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

0.0 1.000 1.000 1.000 l.OOC 1.001 1.001 1.002 1.002 1.003 1 J)04 1

1 1.005 1.0U6 1.007 1.008 1.010 1.011 1.013 1.014 1.016 1.018 2
2 1.020 1.022 1.024 1.027 1.029 1.031 1.034 1.037 1.039 1.042 3
3 1.045 1.048 1.052 1.055 1.058 1.062 1.066 1.069 1.073 1.077 4
4 1.081 1.085 1.090 1.094 1.098 1.103 1.108 1.112 1.117 1.122 5

0.S 1.128 1.133 1.138 1.144 1.149 1.155 1.161 1.167 1.173 1.179 6
6 1.185 1.192 1.198 1.205 1.212 1319 1326 1.233 1.240 1.248 7
7 1.255 1.263 1.271 1.278 1.287 1.295 1303 1.311 1.320 1.329 8
8 1.337 1.346 1355 1.365 1.374 1.384 1393 1.403 1.413 1.423 10
9 1.433 1.443 1.454 1.465 1.475 1.486 1.497 1.509 1320 1.531 11

1.0 1.543 fJ55 1.567 1.579 1.591 1.604 1.616 1.629 1.642 1.655 13

1 1.669 1.682 1.696 1.709 1.723 1.737 1.752 1.766 1.781 1.796 14
2 1.811 1.826 1.841 1.857 1.872 1.888 1.905 1.921 1.937 1.954 16

3 1.971 1.988 2.005 2.023 2.040 2.058 2.076 2.095 2.113 2.132 18

4 2.151 2.170 2.189 2309 2329 2.249 2.269 2390 2.310 2.331 20

1.8 2.352 2.374 2.395 2.417 2.439 2.462 2.484 2.507 2.530 2.554 23
6 2.577 2.601 2.625 2.650 2.675 2.700 2.725 2.750 2.776 2.802 25
7 2.828 2.855 2.882 2.909 2.936 2.964 2.992 3.021 3.049 3.078 28
8 3.107 3.137 3.167 3.197 3.228 3.259 3.290 3.321 3.353 3.385 31

9 3.418 3.451 3.484 3.517 3.551 3.585 3.620 3.655 3.690 3.726 34

1.0 3.762 3.799 3.835 3.873 3.910 3.948 3.987 4.026 4.065 4.104 38
1 4.144 4.185 4.226 4.267 4J09 4.351 4393 4.436 4.480 4.524 42
2 4.568 4.613 4.658 4.704 4.750 4.797 4.844 4391 4.939 4.988 47
3 5.037 5.087 5.137 5.188 5.239 5.290 5343 5.395 5.449 5.503 52
4 5.557 5.612 5.667 5.723 5.780 5.837 5.895 5.954 6.013 6.072 58

1.0 6.132 6.193 6.255 6.317 6.379 6.443 6.507 6.571 6,636 6.702 64
6 6.769 6.836 6.904 6.973 7.042 7.112 7.183 7.255 7.327 7.400 70
7 7.473 7.548 7.623 7.699 7.776 7.853 7.932 8.011 8.091 8.171 78
8 8.253 8.335 8.418 8.502 8.587 8.673 8.759 8.847 8.935 9.024 86
9 9.115 9J06 9.298 9.391 9.484 9.579 9.675 9.772 9.869 9.968 95

8.0 10.07 10.17 10.27 10.37 10.48 10.58 10.69 10.79 10.90 11.01 11

1 11.12 11.23 11.35 11.46 11.57 11.69 11.81 11.92 12.04 12.16 12

2 12.29 12.41 12.53 12.66 12.79 12.91 13.04 13.17 13.31 13.44 13

3 13.57 13.71 13.85 13.99 14.13 1437 14.41 14.56 14.70 14.85 14

4 15.00 15.15 15.30 15.45 15.61 1577 15.92 16.08 16.25 16.41 16

8.0 16.57 16.74 16,91 17.08 17.25 17.42 17.60 17.77 17.95 18.13 17
6 18JI 18.50 18.68 18.87 19.06 1935 19.44 19.64 19.84 20.03 19

7 20.24 20.44 20.64 20.85 21.06 2137 21.49 21.70 21.92 22.14 21

8 22.36 22.59 22.81 23.04 2337 23.51 23.74 23.98 24.22 24.47 23
9 24J 1 24.96 25.21 25.46 25.72 25.98 2634 26.50 26.77 27.04 26

4.0 27.31 2738 27.86 28.14 28.42 28.71 29.00 29.29 29.58 29.88 29
1 30.18 30.48 30.79 31.10 31.41 31.72 32.04 32.37 32.69 33.02 32
2 33.35 33.69 34.02 34.37 34.71 35.06 35.41 35.77 36.13 36.49 35
3 36.86 37.23 37.60 37,98 38.36 38.75 39.13 39.53 39.93 40.33 39
4 40.73 41.14 4135 41.97 4239 42.62 4335 4^.68 44.12 44.57 43

4.0 45.01 45.47 45.92 46.38 46.85 4732 47.80 4838 48.76 49.25 47
6 49.75 50.25 5075 51.26 51.78 52.30 52.82 57.35 57.89 54.43 52
7 54.98 55.53 56.09 56.65 5732 57.80 58.38 58.96 59.56 60.15 56
8 60.76 61.37 61.99 62.61 6334 6337 64.52 65.16 65.82 66.48 64
9 67.15 67.82 6830 69.19 6939 7039 7130 72.02 7274 73.47 71

0.0 74JII

!

If x > 5, cosh X =» and logio cosh x =» (0.4343)x + 0.6000 — 1, correct to four significant

figures.

* From Marks, “Mechanical Engineers' Handbook,” 4th ed., McGraw-Hill, New York, 1041.
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Table 13.—Decimal Equivalents*

From minutes and
seconds into deci>
mal parts of a

degree

From decimal p^s of
a degree into minutes
and seconds (exact

values) i tlus

Common fracti

10 32 C4
ths ndfl ths

Dns

Exact
decimal
values

O' 0°.0000 0^ 0^0000 0®.00 0' 0“.60 30' 1 .01 5625

1 .0167 1 .0003 1 0' 36" ] 30' 36" 1 2 .03 125

2 .0333 2 .0006 2 1' 12" 2 31' 12" 3 .04 6875

3 .05 3 .0008 3 1' 48" 3 31' 48" I 2 4 .06 25
4 .0667 4 .0011 4 2' 24" 4 32' 24" 5 .07 8125
5' .0833 5" .0014 (F.05 3' 0^.55 33' 3 6 .09 375
6 .10 6 .0017 6 3' 36" 6 33' 36" 7 .10 9375

7 .1167 7 .0019 7 4' 12" 7 34' 12" 1 2 4 8 .12 5

8 .1333 8 .0022 8 4' 48" 8 34' 48" 9 .14 0625
9 .15 9 .0025 9 y 24" 9 35' 24" 5 10 .15 625

10' 0°.1667 10^ 0°.0028 0®.10 6' 0®.60 36' 11 .17 1875

1 .1833 1 .0031 1 6' 36" 1 36' 36" 3 6 12 .18 75

2 .20 2 .0033 2 7' 12" 2 37' 12" 13 .20 3125

3 .2167 3 .0036 3 T 48" 3 37' 48" 7 14 .21 875

4 .2333 4 .0039 4 8' 24" 4 38' 24" 15 .23 4375
15' .25 15" .0042 0^= 15 9' 0°.65‘ 39' 2 4 8 16 .25

6 .2667 6 .0044 6 9' 36" 6 39' 36" 17 .26 5625

7 .2833 7 .0047 7 10' 12" 7 40' 12" 9 18 .28 125

8 .30 8 .005 8 10' 48" 8 40' 48" 19 .29 6875
9 .3167 9 .0053 9 in' 24" 9 41' 24" 5 10 20 .31 25

20' 0°.3333 20" 0«.0056 0®20 12' 0^70 42' 21 .32 8125

1 .35 1 .0058 1 12' 36" 1 42' 36" 11 22 .34 375

2 .3667 2 .0061 2 13' 12" 2 43' 12" 23 .35 9375

3 .3833 3 .0064 3 13' 48" 3 43' 48" 3 6 12 24 .37 5
4 .40 4 .0067 4 14' 24" 4 44' 24" 25 .39 0625

2y .4167 25" .0069 0®25 15' 0^.75 45' 13 26 .40 625

6 .4333 6 ,0072 6 15' 36" 6 45' 36" 27 .42 1875

7 .45 7 .0075 7 16' 12" 7 46' 12" 7 14 28 .43 75
8 .4667 8 .0078 8 16' 48" 8 46' 48" 29 .45 3125
9 .4833 9 .0081 9 17' 24" 9 47' 24" 15 30 .46 875

80' 0°.50 30" 0«0083 0®.30 18' 0^.80 48' 31 .48 4375

1 .5167 1 .0086 1 18' 36" 1 48' 36" 4 8 16 32 .50

2 .5333 2 .0089 2 19' 12" 2 49' 12" 33 .51 5625

3 .55 3 .0092 3 19' 48" 3 49' 48" 17 34 .53 125

4 .5667 4 .0094 4 20' 24" 4 50' 24" 35 .54 6875
35' .5833 35" .0097 0^,35 21' 0°.85 51' 9 18 36 .56 25

6 .60 6 .01 6 21' 36" 6 51' 36" 37 .57 8125

7 .6167 7 .0103 7 22' 12" 7 52' 12" 19 38 .59 375

8 .6333 8 .0106 8 22' 48" 8 52' 48" 39 .60 9375

9 .65 9 .0108 9 23' 24" 9 53' 24" 5 10 20 40 .62 5
40' (F.6667 40" 0°,0111 0°.40 24' QP.9Q 54' 41 .64 0625

1 .6833 1 .0114 1 24' 36" 1 54' 36" 21 42 .65 625

2 .70 2 .0117 2 25' 12" 2 55' 12" 43 .67 1875

3 ,7167 3 .0119 3 25' 48" 3 55' 48" 11 22 44 .68 75

4 .7333 4 .0122 4 26' 24" 4 56' 24" 45 .70 3125
45' .75 45" .0125 CF.45 27' (F.95 57' 23 46 .71 875

6 .7667 6 .0128 6 27' 36" 6 57' 36*
i 47 .73 4375

7 .7833 7 .0131 7 28' 12" 7 58' 12"
1

^ 12 24 48 .75

8 .80 8 .0133 8 28' 48" 8 58' 48" 49 .76 5625

9 .8167 9 .0136 9 29' 24" 9 59' 24" 25 50 .78 125

80' (F.8333 80" 0®0I39 0®80 30' r.oo 60'

13 26
51 .79 6875

1 .85 1 .0142 1
52 .81 25

2 .8667 2 .0144 o»ooo 0".0 53 .82 8125

3 .8833 3 .0147 1 3".6 27 54 .84 375

4 .90 4 .015 2 7".2 55 .85 9375
55' .9167 55" .0153 3 10".8 7 14 28 56 .87 5

6 .9333 6 .0156 4 14".4 57 .89 0625

7 .95 7 .0158 CF.005 18" 29 58 .90 625

8 .9667 8 .0161 6 21".6 59 .92 1875

9 .9833 9 .0164 7 25".2 15 30 60 .93 75

60' 1.00 60" 0®0167 8 28".8 61 .95 3125

9 32".4 31 62 ,% 875
0®.010 36" 63 .98 4375

From Marks, “Mechanical Ungiueers’ Handbook,” 4th ed., McUiaw*Hili, New York, 1941.
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2 *fx
Table 14.—Probabiutt Intbobal* —= / e““ dt

y/w JO

X 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
1

9

0.0 .00000 1128 2256 3384 4511 5637 6762 7886 9008 0128

.1 .11246 2362 3476 4587 5695 6800 7901 8999 "00^ 1184

.2 .22270 3352 4430 5502 6570 7633 8690 9742 0788 1828

.3 .32863 3891 4913
j

5928 6936 7938 8933 9921 0901 1874

.4 .42839 3797 4747
i

5689 6623 7548 8466 9375 0275 1167

.5 .52050 2924 3790 4646 5494 6332 7162 7982 8792 9594

.6 .60386 1168 1941 1 2705 3459 4203 4938 5663 6378 7084

.7 .67780 8467 9143 9810 0468 1116 1754 2382 3001 3610

.8 .74210 4800 5381 5952 6514 7067 7610 8144 8669 9184

.9 . 79691 0188 0677 1156 1627 2089 2542 2987 3423 3851

1.0 .84270 4681 5084 5478 5865 6244 6614 6977 7333 7680
.1 .88020 8353 8679 8997 9308 9612 9910

i

0200 0484 0761

2 .91031 1296 1553 1805 2051 2290 2524 2751 2973 3190
.3 .93401 3606 3807 4002 4191 4376 4556 4731 4902 5067
.4 .95229 5385 5538 5686 5830 5969 6105 6237 6365 6490
.5 .96611 I 6728 6841 6952 7059 7162 7263 7360 7455

j

7546
.6 .97635 7721 7804 7884 7962 8038 8110 8181 8249 8315
.7 .98379 8441 8500 8558 8613 8667 8719 8769 8817 8864
.8 .98909 8952 8994 9035 9074 9111 9147 9182 9216 9248
.9 .99279 9309 9338 9366 9392 9418 9443 9466 9489 9511

2.0 .99532 9552 9572 9591 9609 9626 9642 9658 9673 9688
.1 .99702 9715 9728 9741 9753 9764 9775 9785 9795 9805
.2 .99814 9822 9831 9839 9846 9854 9861 9867 9874 9880
.3 .99886 9891 9897 9902 9906 9911 9915 9920 9924 9928
.4 .99931 9935 9938 9941 9944 9947 9950 9952 9955 9957

,5 .99959 9961 9963 9965 9967 9969 9971 9972 9974 9975
.6 ,99976 9978 9979 9980 9981 9982 9983 9984 9985 9986
.7 .99987 9987 9988 9989 9989 9990 9991 9991 9992 9992
.8 .99992 9993 9993 9994 9994 9994 9995 9995 9995

1

9996
.9 .99996 9996 9996 9997 9997 9997 9997 9997 9997

1
0998

* From Allen. “Six-place Tables,” 6th ed,, McGraw-Hill, New York, 1941.

Table 15.—Values of Special Constants with Their Common Logarithms*
Constant Logarithm

2ir •

4ir

TT

6 '

T
4

'

T
3 '

3
'

ir2 .

T« -

TT* '

1

8.14159..

6.28319..

12.66637..

.52360..

. .78540..

> 1.0472...

. 1.5708...

• 4.1888..

• 9.8696...

. 81.006....

. 97.409....

. ^
.81881..

• .10132.,

.49715

.79818

1.09921

9.71900 -

9.89509 -

.02003

.19612

.62209

.99430

1.49145

1.98860

9.50285 •

9.00570 <

10

10

10

10

Constant Logarithm

A « .032252 8.50855 - 10
TT*

1
.010266 8.01140 - 10

» 1.7725 .24857

1.4646 . 16572

t« a. 2.7183 .43429

e* «• 7.3891 .86859

e» - 20.086 1.30288

0* mm 54.598 1.73718

1 ^ .36788.. 9.56571 - 10
e

.13534
!

9.13141 - 10

1 ^ .049787 8.69712 - 10

1

e*
" .018816

i

8.26282 - 10

* From O'Rourke, “General Engineering Handbook,** 2d ed., MoGraw-Hill, New York, 1940.

t log. 10 - - 2.302586.
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Table 16.—The 0.286 R/c^^) and 3.5 (« Cp/R) Powers of Numbers from 1.0

TO 5.0*
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UNITS AND MEASURES

In scientific work of any kind, measurements of various quantities must be made.

Ill order that the results of th(j measurement may be made useful to others, the unit

of .measure must be stated. Each civilized country maintains certain standards of

measure against which the usual measuring devices are calibrated. These standards

are defined in terms of easily n^producible quantities when possible. The standards

of different countries are carefully checked among themselves.

Systems of Units. A choice must be made among available measures and a system

of units Constructed. The more common systems in use in meteorology are the

centimeter, gram., second, th(^ meter, ton, second, and the foot, pound, second. These are

abbreviated to cgs, mts, andfps, respectively. In addition to these mechanical units,

the meteorologist is also concerned with thermal units and, to a lesser extent, electrical

units. See Bureau of Standards publications for precise definitions of the various

units. Conversion tables among the various units are provided below. Nomograms
and scales for conversion of frequently used quantities appear through the book.

'^Fhese may be ust^d generally for conversions to about the same accuracy with which

the usual meteorological element can be measured. If extreme accuracy is desired,

rei'ourse may be had to the tabulated values.

Meter. The fundamental unit of length is the meter. This is taken to bti the

distance between two specified lines on a platinum-iridium bar kept under atmospheric

pre^ssure and at zero degrees centigrade temperature. An alternative standard in

case the bar should be damaged is expressed in terms of wave lengths of light under

specified conditions of emission. One meter equals 100 centimeters.

Kilogram. The fundamental unit of mass is the kilogram. This is taken to be

the mass of a certain cylinder of platinum-iridium. One kilogram equals 1,000 grams,

one thousand kilograms equals one metric ton.

Second. The fundamental unit of time is the second. This is taken to be one

86,400th part of the mean solar day. Sixty seconds equals one minute. Sixty

minutes equals one hour.

Dyne. The dyne is the cgs unit of force. It is the force required to accelerate a

mass of one gram with an acceleration of one centimeter per second per second.

Millibar. The millibar is the meteorological unit of pressure. One millibar is

1,000 dynes per square centimeter.

Erg. The efg is the cgs unit of energy. It is the work done by a force of one

dyne moving a distance of one centimeter. One joule is equal to 10,000,000 ergs.

Ohm.* The unit of resistance shall be what is known as the international ohm,

which is substantially equal to one thousand million units of resistance of the cgs

system of electromagnetic units, and is represented by the resistance offered to an

unvarying electric current by a column of mercury at the temperature of melting

ice fourteen and four thousand five hundred and twenty-one ten-thousandths (14,4521

)

grams in mass, of a constant cross-sectional area, and of the length of one hundred and

six and three-tenths (106.3) centimeters.

Ampere. * The unit of current shall be what is known as the international ampere,

which is one-tenth of the unit of current of the cgs system of electromagnetic units,

and is the practical equivalent of the unvarying current, which, when passed through

a solution of nitrate of silver in water in accordance with standard specifications,

deposits silver at the rate of one thousand one hundred and eighteen millionths

(0.001118) of a gram per second.

’’‘From, Knowlton, ^'Standard Handbook for Electrical Engineers/' 7th ed.* McQraw-Hill,
New York. 1941.
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Volt.
* Tho unit of electromotive force shall be what is known as the international

volt, which is the electromotive force that, steadily applied to d conductor whose

resistance is one international ohm, will produ(;e a current of an international ampere,

and is practically equivalent to one thousand fourteen hundred and thirty-fourths

(1,000/1,434) of the electromotive force between the poles or elccdrodes of the voltaic

cell known as Clark's cell, at a temperature of fifteen degrees centigrade (15°C.), and

prepared in the manner described in the standard specifications.

Coulomb.*^ The unit of quantity shall be what is known, as the international

coulomb, which is the quantity of electricity transferred by a current of one inter-

national ampere in one second.

Farad. * The unit of capacity shall be what is known as the international farad,

which is the capacity of a condenser charged to a potential of one international volt

by one international coulomb of electricity.

Joule.* The unit of work shall be the joule, which is equal to ten million units

of work in the cgs system, and which is practically equivalent to the energy expended

in one second by an international ampere in an international ohm.

Wait.* The unit of power shall be the watt, whicli is equal to ten million units

of power in the cgs system, and which is practically equivalent to the work done at

the rate of one joule per second. The kilowatt is 1,000 watts.

A watt-hour is 3,600 joules.

A kilowatt-hour is 3,600,000 joules or energy equivalent to work performcul in one

hour at the average rate of 1 kilowatt.

Henry.* The unit of induction shall be the henry, 'which is the induction in fi

circuit when the electromotive force induced in this circuit is one international volt

while the inducing current varies at the rate of one ampere per second.

Calorie. The calorie is a unit of heat energy. It is the heat required to raise one

gram of water one degree centigrade under specified conditions (see Table 73). The
calorie is here usually replaced by the smaller joule. One calorie equals 4.186 joules

(approximately). The British thermal unit (Btu) is similarly the heat energy required

to raise one pound of water one degree Fahrenheit under specified conditions.

Degree., A degree of temperature is rigorously defined in terms of the work done

by ideal heat engines. See Scic,. V for complete discussion. The relations among the

more common scales of temperature are as follows:

5
degrees centigrade =

-g
(degrees Fahrenheit — 32)

degrees Kelvin = degrees centigrade •+• 273.16

degrees Rankine = degrees Fahrenheit + 459.69

The Kelvin and Rankine scales are so-called ** Absolute temperature scales.'^

From Knowlton, “Standard Handbook for Electrical Engineers,*' 7th ed., MoOraw Hill,

New York, 1941.
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Table 17.

—

Mechanical Units and Dimensions

Quantity
Dimen-
sions

Meter, ton,
second

N Centimeter, gram,
second

Length L 1 meter (m) 102 1 centimeter (cm)
Mass M 1 ton (1,000 kg) 10® 1 gram
Time T 1 second (sec) 1 1 second (sec)

Volume IJ 1 rri® 10® 1 cubic centimeter
(cm ^)

Spe(?ific volume 1 tori"i m^ 1 1 gram" ! (jms

Density 1 ton m“* 1 1 gram cm"*
Velocity LT-i 1 m sec"^ 102 1 cm sec"!

Acceleration 1 m sec“2 102 1 cm sec, 2

F'orce MLT-^ 1 ton m sec"* 10® 1 gram cm sec"^

(1 dyne)
PiH'ssure 1 ton m~i sec“2 10^ 1 gram cm"i sec"^

(barye)

Energy ML^T-^ 1 ton m® sec“^

(1 kilojoule)

101® 1 gram cm* sec"*

(1 erg)

Specific energy 1 m* sec~2

(1 kilojoule ton“i)

10® 1 cm* sec"*

(1 erg gram"!)

Table 18.

—

Conversion of Units*
Length

1 inch ** 25.40005 millimeters (mm) 1 millimeter = 0.0393700 inches (in.)

1 foot « 0.3048006 meters (m) 1 meter = 3.280833 feet - 39.3700 inches
(in.)

I mile = 1.609347 kilometers (km) 1 kilometer ~ 0.621370 miles
1 nautical mile = 6,080.27 feet (ft) (Bowditch)
1 nautical mile * '>,080.20 feet (ft) (Smithsonian)
I mile (land) =* 5,280 feet (ft)

Ifi (micron) * 10~* cm
lA (Angstrom unit) = 10“* cm

Mass
1 avoirdupois pound = 0.4535924 kilogram (kg)

1 kilogram * 2.204622 avoirdupois p)unds (lb)

1 avoirdupois ounce — 0.0283495 kilograms (kg)

1 metric ton = 1,000 kilograms = 10® grams

Velocity
1 mile per hour = feet per second (fps)

I foot per second = miles per hour (mph)
I mile per hour ~ 0.4470409 meters per second (rnps)

1 knot » 1 nautical mile per hour = 1.6889444 feet per second (fps)

1 knot =* 0.51479 meters per second (mps)
1 meter per second « 1.9424 knots « 2.236932 miles per hour (mph)

Pressure (Meteorological)
1 inch mercury (standard gravity and temperature) =» 33.86395 millibars (mb)
1 millimeter mercury (standard gravity and temperature) =« 1.33322387 millibars (mb)
1 millibar « 0.02952993 inches mercury » 0.75008 millimeters mercury
1 millibar » 1,000 dynes per square centimeter

Energy (Meteorological)
1 erg « 10"'^ joule 1 joule » 10^ e^g^ « 10^ dyne cm
1 calorie (15°C) « 4.1858 joules

* Valuee from Smithsonian Tables.
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Table 19.

—

Continental Measures of Length with Their Metric and English
Equivalents *

Measure M[etric

equivalent
English equivalent

El (Netherlands) 1 in 3.2808 ft

Fathom, Swedish 6 ft 1.7814 m 5.8445 ft

Foot, Russian 0.30480 m 1 ft

Foot, Denmark 0.31385 m 1.0297 ft

Mile, German Sea 1.852 km 1 . 1508 statute miles
Mile, Swedish 36,000 feet 10.69 km 6 . 642 statute miles
Milo, Norwegian 36,000 feet 1 1 . 2986 km 7.02 statute miles
Mile, Netherlands (mijl) 1 km 0.6214 statute miles
Mile, Prussian Oaw of 1 868) 7 . 500 km 4 . 660 statute miles
Mile, Danish 7.5324 km 4 . 6804 statute miles

0.3281 ftPalm, Netherlands 0 . 1 in

Sagene (Russian) 2.1336 m 7 ft

Werst, or Versta (Russian) « 500 sfishjene. . .

.

1 .0668 km 3.500 ft

From Smithsonian Tables.

Table 20.

—

Astronomical and Geodetic Constants*
Semiaxes of the earth’s ellipsoid

a = 6.378388 X 10» cm
c a* 6.356912 X 10* cm

Flattening = ^
“ 2^7

0.00337

Surface of the earth = 5.101 X 10^* cm^
Volume of the earth » 1.083 X 10*^ cm’
Quadrant of a mcjridian =* 10,002.288 km
Quadrant of the equator ^ 10,019.148 km
Gravity at sea level in latitude ^

g * 978.049(1 -f 0.0052884 sin* ^ - 0.0000059 sin* 2<p) cm/sec/sec
Gravity at 45° « 980.6294 cm/sec/sec
Angular velocitjr of the earth’s rotation, a> =* 7.292115851 X 10“^ rad/sec
Velocity of a point on the equator * 46,500 cm /sec

Centrifugal force at the equator divided by gravity at the equator

^0- 0.003468

Mean distance earth to sun = 149,5 X 10® km
Average velocity around sun » 29.8 km/sec

* After Gutenberg.

Table 21.—U.S. Customary Weights and Measures^

Length
12 inches * 1 foot

3 feet * 1 yard
yards * 1 rod, pole, or perch

40 poles « 1 furlong

8 furlongs « 1 mile
5,280 feet » 1 mile
3 miles * 1 league
4 inches » 1 hand
9 inches » 1 span
6 feet * 1 fathom
6080.20 feet » 1 nautical mile

120 fathoms * 1 cable length

7.92 inches » 1 link

100 links 1 chain

80 ch^s - J mile
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Tablk. 21.— I'.S. (-UHTOMAKY WEIGHTS AND MEASURES.

—

(Continued)

Aroa
160 square rods « 1 acre
640 acres ~ 1 square mile

1

circular mil « area of circle 0.001 inch in diameter

Volume
1 cord of wood * 128 cubic feet

1 perch of masonry = 16^^ to 25 cubic feet

4 gills = 1 pint (liquid)

2 pints ~ 1 quart (liouid)

4 quarts = 1 gallon (liquid)

7.4805 gallons *= 1 cubic foot
1 barrel petroleum oil, unrefin<‘d = 42 gallons (liquid), by trade custom
2 pints — 1 quart (dry)

8 quarts =* 1 peck (dry)
. 4 pecks =* 1 bushel ( dry)

1 barrel = 7,056 cubic; inches
1 register ton ~ 100 cubic feet

1 U.S. shipping ton = 40 cubic feet

1 British shipping ton — 42 cubic feet

1 board foot = 144 cubic inches

Weights
Avoirdupois weight

:

16 drams =* 1 ounce
16 ounces = 7,000 grains =* 1 pound
100 pounds ~ 1 central

2,000 pounds = 1 short ton
2,240 pounds = 1 long ton

In Great Britain:

14 pounds = 1 stone
2 stone « 1 quarter
8 stone * 1 hundredweight (cwt)
20 hundredweight == 1 ton

Troy Weight
24 grains = 1 scruple
3 scruples * 1 dram
8 drams =* 1 ounce
12 ounces ** I pound

Table 22.—Energy Conversion Table

Ergs Reciprocal Oram*caloriss Reciprocal

1 erg i 1 1 0.2390 X 10“’ 4.184 X 10’

1 joule 10’ 10“’ 0.2390 4.184
1 gram-wt-cm (g -* 980.6) 980.6 1.0198 X 10“» 0.2344 X 10“* 4,267 X 10*
1 gram-calorie
1 kilogram-calorie

4,184 X 10’ 0.2390 X 10“’ 1 1
4.184 X 10“ 0.2390 X 10““ 1,000 10“*

1 thermie or ton-oalorie 4.184 X 10“ 0.2390 X 10““ 1,000,000 10**
1 foot-grain (g * 981.2) 1.938 X 10» 0.6160 X 10“» 0.4632 X 10“* 2.169 X 10*
1 foot-pound (g 981 .2) t 1..^56 X 10’ 0.7371 X 10“’ 0.3242 3.084
1 foot-long-ton (g 981 .2) 3.039 X 10“ 0.3291 X 10““ 0.7263 X 10« 1.377 X 10“»
1 foot-fihort-ton “ 98i.2) 2.713 X 10“ 0.3686 X 10““ 0.6485 X 10« 1.542 X 10“»

1 British thermal unit 1.056 X 10“ 0.9475 X 10““ 0.2522 X 10« 3.964 X 10“»

1 watthour 3.600 X 10“ 0.2778 X 10““ 0.8604 X 10» 1.162 X 10-*
1 kilowatthoiir, 3.600 X 10“ 0.2778 X 10““ 0 8604 X 10* 1 162 X 10“*

1 horsepower-hour’*' (740.1 whr)
1 horsepower-hour (745.7 whr, g »

2.686 X 10“ 0.3723 X 10““ 0.6420 X 10* 1.668 X 10“*

2.684 X 10“ 0.3725 X 10“« 0.6416 X 10* 1.659 X 10“«

1 metric horsepower-hotir (736 whr)t.
1 metric horsepower-hour (735.5

whr, g 980.6)

2.650 X 10“ 0.3774 X 10““ 0.6333 X 10* 1.579 X 10“«

2.648 X 10“ 0.3777 X 10““ 0.6328 X 10* 1.680 X 10“«

1 kilojoule 10“
j

10““
j

239.0 4.184 X 10“»

For g 981.2 lor approximate latitude of London,

t For g • 981,3 for approximate latitude of Berlin.

t The local foot-pound varies between the equator and the poles, accordinc to the local intensity of

gravitation, between the limits 1.352 and 1.369 joules.

From I^owlton, ** Standard Handbook for Electrical Engineera ” 7th ed., McGraw-Hill, New York,
1941«
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n * number of turns; t ** time in seconds; / «*= frequency; 0 « flux.

* From Marks, “Mechanical Engineers’ Handbook,” 4th ed., McGraw-Hill, New York, 1941.
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Table 27.—Degreeb Fahrenheit to Degrees Centigrade

Centigrade
Fahren-

heit

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

-110 - 78.9 - 79.4 -80.0 -80.6 -81.1 -81.7 -82.2 - 82.8 -83.3 - 83.9
-100 - 73.3 - 73.9 - 74.4 - 75.0 - 75.6 - 76.1 - 76.7 - 77.2 - 77.8 - 78.3
- 90 -67 . 8

;

-68.3 -68.9 -69.4 - 70.0 - 70.6 - 71.1 - 71.7 -72,2 - 72.8
- 80 - 62.2 - 62.8 - 63.3 - 63.9 -64.4 - 65.0 -65.6 - 66.1 -66.7 -67.2
- 70 -56.7 - 57.2 -57,8 -58.3 -58.9 - 59.4 - 60.0 - 60.6 - 61.1 - 61.7

~ 60 - 51.1 - 51.7 - 52.2 -52.8 -53.3 - 53.9 - 54.4 - 55.0 - 55.6 - 56.1
- 50 - 45.6 -46.1 -46.7 -47 . 2

!

-47.8 -48.3 -48.9 -49.4 - 50.0 -50.6
- 40 -40.0 -40.6 -41.1 - 41.71 -42.2 -42.8 -43.3 -43.9 -44.4 -45.0
- 30 - 34.4 -35.0 -35.6 -36 . 1

;

-36.7 -37.2 -37.8 - 38.3 -38.9 -39.4
- 20 - 28.9 - 29.4 -30.0 -30.6 -31.1 -31.7 - 32.2 -32.8 -33.3 -33.9

- 10 -23.3 - 23.9 -24.4 -25.0 -25.6 - 26.1 - 26.7 - 27.2 -27.8 -28.3
- 0 - 17.8 - 18.3 - 18.9 - 19.4 -20.0 -20.6 -21.1 -21.7 -22.2 -22.8

0 - 17.8 - 17.2 - 16.7 - 16.1 - 15.6 - 15.0 - 14.4 - 13.9 - 13.3 - 12.8
10 - 12.2

i

- 11-7 - 11.1 - 10.6 - 10.0 - 9.4 - 8.9 - 8.3 - 7.8 - 7.2
20 - 6.7 - 6.1 - 5.6 - 5.0 - 4.4 - 3.9 - 3.3 - 2.8 - 2.2 - 1.7

30 - 1.1 - 0.6 0 0.6 1.1 1 .7 2.2 2.8 3.3 3.9
40 4.4 5.0 5.-6 6.1 1 6.7 7.2 7.8 8.3 8.9 9.4
50 10.0 10.6 11.1 11.7

1

12.2 12.8 13.3 13.9 14.4 15.0
60 15.6 16.1 16.7 17.2

i

17.8 18.3 18.9 19.4 20.0 20.6
70 21.1 21.7 22.2 22.8 23.3 23.9 24.4 25.0 25.6 26.1

80 26.7 27.2 27.8 28.3 28.9 ' 29,4 30.0 30.6 31.1 31.7
90 32.^ 32.8 33.3 33.9 34.4 35.0 35.6 36.1 36.71 37.2
100 37.8 38.3 38.9 39.4 40.0 40.6 41.1 41.7 42.2 42.8
no 43.3 43.9 44.4 45.0 45.6 46.1 46.7 47.2 47.8 48.3
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PHYSICAL DATA

Table 28.—(^iemical Elements'

Element Sj'm-
bol

Atomic
weight* Valence Element Sym-

bol
Atomic
weight* Valence

Aluminum A1
i

26.97 3 Molybdenum Mo
,

95.95 3. 4. 5. 6, 8
Sb !

121.76 3, 5 Nd 144 27 3
A 39 94 0 Ne 20 183 0

Arsenic*'’ 74.91 3.5 Nickel Ni 58 69 2, 3. 4
La 137.36 2 Nitrogen® N 14 008 15

Beryllium 1 Be 9.02 2 Osmium Os 190.2 2, 3. 4. 6. 8
Bi 209 00 3.5 0 16 000

"2

li 10.82 3 Pd 106 7 2.4
Br 79.916 1,3.5 Phosphorus® P 31.02 3.5
Cd 112.41 2 Pt 195 23 2.4
Cs 132 91 1 Polonium (210) 2.4

1Ca 40.08 2 Potassium K 39.096
Carbon^ C 12 010 2.4 Praseodymium. . . Pr 140 92 3

Cerium (’e 140.13 3.4 Protactinium Pa 231 5
Cl 35 457 1.3. 5.7 Ra 226.05 2

Chromium Cr 52 01 2. 3. 6 Radon® (radium
Co 58.94 2.3 Rn 222 0

Columbium Rheniiuiu Re 186.31 1.4.7
(Niobium) . .

.

Cb 92.91 2.3. 4.5 Rhodium. R,h 102.91 3,4
Copi>er C'u 63.57 1.2 Rubidium Rb 83.48 1

Dysprosium.. .

.

Ds 162.46 3 Ruthenium Ru 101.7 3. 4. 6.

8

Erbium Er 167.2 3 Samarium Sa 150.43 3
Europium

i Ku 152 0 2.3 Scandium Sc 45.10 3
Fluorine* F 19.00 1 Selenium*. Se 78 % 2. 4.6
Gadolinium Gd 156.9 3 Silicon* Si 28.06 4
Gallium Ga 69 72 2.3 Silver Ag 107 880 1

Germanium. . .

.

Ge 72 60 2.4 Sodium Na 22.997 1

Gold Au 197.2 L3 Strontium.. ...... Sr 87.63 2
Hafnium Hf 178.6 4 Sulfur* s 32 06 2. 4.6
Helium * lie 4.003 0 Tantalum Ta 180.88 4.5
Holmium Ho 163.5 3 Tellurium® To 127.61 2. 4.6
Hydrogen^ H 1.0081 1 ' Terbium Tb 159.2 3
Indium In 114.76 1.2.3 Thallium Tl 204.39 1.3
Iodine*. ....... I 126.92 1, 3, 5. 7 Thorium Th 232.12 4
Iridium Ir 193.1 2. 3, 4. 6 Thulium Tm 169.4 3
Iron Fe 55.84 2.3 Tin Sn 118.70 2,4
ICrypton* Kr 83.7 0 Titanium. ....... Ti 47 9 3,4
Lanthanum. . .

.

La 138.92 3 Tungsten W 183 92 3. 4. 5.6
Xjead Pb 207.21 2.4 Uranium u 238.07 4. 6,8
Lithium* Li 6.940 Vanadium V 50.95 1 2 3 4 5
Liit.eftium .... liU 175 0 3 Xenon* Xe 131.3 'o’

Magnesium. . .

.

Mg 24.32 2 Ytterbium Yb 173.04 2.3
Manganese .... Mn 54.93 2. 3. 4,6,7 Yttrium Yt 88.92 3
Mercury. .

.

Hg 200.61 1.2 Zinc Zn 65.38 2

1

Zirconium Zr 91.22 4

* The atomic weights arc based upon oxygen having a weight of 10,000 by definition.

1 All the elements are metals, except as otherwise indicateil.

* Inert gas. ^ Metalloid. ^ Liipiid. * Gas.
® Most active gas. ’ Lightest gas. « Lightest metal. • Not ]>hiced.

From Marks, "Mechanical Engineers’ Handbook," 4th ed,, McGraw-Hill, New York, 1941,
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Table 29.—Approximate DENsiTiEf? and SpE(?rFifj GRAvrriEh*
Water at 39°F and normal atmospheric pressure taken as unity

Substance
Spe(‘ific.

gravity

Den-
Nity,

Ib/rt’

1 SubstaiKie
Sp(‘cific

gravity

D(*n-

sity,

Ih/iV

Aluminum 2.55-2.80 165 Acid, nitiu* (9D,c). • - 1.50 94
Brass 8.60 535 Acid, sulfuric (87^ij.

.

1 .80 112
Bronze 8.0 509 Cdilorofonn 1.5(K) 95
Copper 8.9 556 Pother 0.736 46
German silver 8.60 536 Oils, mineral 0.9 57
Gold 12.3 1,205 Oils, vegetable

j

0.<ja 58
Iron 7.7 485
Lead 11.34 710 Ashes 0.7 42
Mercury (4"(-) 13.5852 847 Earth, dry, loose 1.2 76

(gr/cm*) Lim(‘ 0.9 60
Nickel 8.0 537 Portland cement 3 196
Platinum 21 .5 1,330 Rubble masonrv 2 135
Silver 10.5 656 ! Sand, loose 1.5 98
Tin 7.3 459 Slags 1.5 98
Tungsten 19.2 1,200
Zinc 7.0 440 PN'cavations in water:

Clav
!

1.28 80
Glass, crown 2.45-2.72 161 River mud 1.44 90

Crystal 2.90-3.00 184 Sand or gravel 0.96
1

60
Flint 3.2 -4.7 247

Leather 0.86-1 .02 59 Asbestos 2. 1-2.8 153
Pa p('r 0.70-1.15 58 i C’halk 1.8-2.

8

143
Rubber, caoutchouc..

.

Rubber goods
0.92-0.96 59 Clay 1 .8-2.6 137

1-2 94 Granite 2. 6-2.

7

165
Salt, granulated, piled 0.77 48 Limestone 2.1-2.86 155
Timber, ash 0 . 55 34 Sandstone 2. 0-2.

6

143
Oak 0.80 50 Shale 2. 6-2.

9

172
Pine 0.48 30
Teak 0.99 62 Coal, hard 1.6 90

!

Gasoline 0.70-4). 75 45
Alcohol, ethyl

|

0.789 49 Petroleum 0.87 54
Acid, muriatic (40 L ). 1.20 ! 75

ii

Condensed from ISlttrkf

1941.

j “MechunicaJ Engineers’ Handbook,” 4th ed., McGraw-Hill, New York,
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Table 30.—Freezing Points of Liquids at Atmospheric Pressure, in Degrees
Fahrenheit*

Alcohol, methyl -148 Linseed oil - 4
Ammonia -108 Mercury - 38
Carbon bisulfide -168 Turpentine + 14
Chloroform - 82 Sulfuric acid -105
Plther, ethyl -180 Sea water -f 28
Glycerin - 40 Toluene -149

* From O'Rourke, "General Engineering Handbook," 2d ed., McGraw-Hill, New York, 1940.

Table 31.—Melting Points of Various Solids, in Degrees Fahrenheit*

Aluminum 1200 Lead 622
Brasses: Mercury -38

80 Cu -f 20 Zn 1845 Nickel 2646
50Cu +50Zn 1615 Paraffin 129
20 Cu + 80 Zn 1300 Phosphorus 111

Bronze, 90 Cu -f 10 Sn 1840 Platinum 3190
Cast iron, gray . . 2500 Porcelain 2820

(approx.) Silver 1761
Cast iron, white 2000 Steel (about) 2400

(approx.) Tin 449

Sr'
1981 Tin solder 275 to 350
1045 Wrought iron 2500

Iron 2795 (approx.)

From O'Rourke, "General Engineering Handbook," 2d ed., McGraw-Hill, New York, 1940.

Table 32.—Coefficients of Linear Expansion per Degree FAHRENHEi'r, Ordi-
nary Room Temperatures*

The values given below should be divided by 10®

Material Coefficient Material Coefficient

Aluminum 12.8 Lead 16.2
Antimonv 6.3 Masonry 2.5 to 5.0
Bismuth 7.4 Nickel 7.1
Brasses, bronzes 9.3 to 12.0 Paraffin wax 61
Carbon coke 3.0 Platinum 4.9
Carbon graphite 4.4 Porcelain 2
Cement and concrete 5.5 to 8.0 Rubber 43
Copper 9.2 Sandstone 3 . 9 to 6 .

7

Glass 3.3 to 5.0 Silver 10.5
Gold 7.9 Slate 3.3 to 5.5
Granite 4 to 5 Solder 13.4
Ice 28 Steel 5.6 to 7.3
Iridium 3.6 Tin 11.0
Iron 5.5 to 6.7

j

Wood, with grain 2 to 5
Zinc 18.0

•From O’Rourke, "General Engineering Handbook," 2d ed., McGraw-Hill, New York, 1940.
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TabLK 33.

—

(^^EFFiriENTS OF CuBIOAL EXPANSION PER DbGREB FAHRENHEIT AT
Ordinary Room Temperatures*

The values given below should be divided by JO^

Alcohol, ethyl 0.61 Petroleum, California 0.43
Alcohol, methyl 0.80 Petroleum, Pennsylvania 0.50
C'alciuni chloride (CaCL) solu-

tion, 5 to 50 per cent 0.28
Petroleum, Texas
Turpentine

0.42
0.54

njycerio 0.28 Water 0.115
Mercury . 0.10 Ice

!
0.62

* Condensefl from Mai'ks, “ Mochanical EiiRinocrs’ Handtmok,” 4th o<l., McGraw-Hill, New York,
1941.

Table 34.

—

Specific Heats of Solids, and Liquids,* BTU per Pound Degree
Fahrenheit

Material
Specific

heat
1

Material j

Specific

]

neat j

Material
j

i 1

Specific

heat

Solids

Aluminum 0.218
Ice

Iron, pure
0.500
0.110

Liquids
Acetic acid 0.510

Antimony 0.052 Iron, cast 0.130 Alcohol, ethyl . . .

Alcohol, methyl .

.

0.650
Asbestos 0.200 Iron, wrought ... 0.110 0.590
Ashes 0.200 0.031 Ammonia (liq. 0®

C)Bismuth 0.030 Marble 0.210 1.012
Brass 0.090 Mica 0.208 Benzine 0.450
Brickwork i 0.220 Nickel 0.108 (chloroform (liq.

30°C)Bronze . . . . 0.104 Paraffin .... 0.589 0.235
Carbon graphite . i

Cement, portland
Chalk

0.160 Platinum 0.032 Ether 0.540
0.271 Porcelain 0.255 Gasoline 0.530
0.220 Rubber, hard

Sand
Silver

0.339 Glycerin 0.580
Charcoal
Cinders

i

0.200
0.180

0.190
0.056

Hydrochloric acid
Kerosene

0.600
0.470

Clay 0.190 Steel 0.120 Lead 0.030
Cobalt 0.103 Stone about Mercury 0.030
Coal 0.240 0.200 Olive oil 0.400
Copper 0.093 Tin 0.054 Petroleum 0.504
Cork 0.485 Tungsten 0.034 Sea water 0.940
Glass 0.160 to Wood 0.450 to Sulfuric acid 0.336

Gold
0.200
0.032 Wool

0.650
0.393

Turpentine
Water {20‘’C)....

0.420
1.000

Gypsum 0.259 Zinc 0.094

From 0*Rourke. "General Engineering Handbook," 2d ed., McGraw-Hill, New York, 1940.

Table 35.

—

Latent Heat of Fusion, Btu per Pound*

Aluminum 128.0 Lead
Copper 78.0 Mercury
Iron, gray cast .

.

40.0 Nickel."
Iron, white cast

.

j

60.0

9.8
I
Zinc

5 . 0 -Glycerin

.

133.0 Ice.

1 Sulfur.

* Condensed from Marks, "M^
1941.

mH

46.8
76.5
144.0
15.8

1., ]\!oGraw-Hill, New York,
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Table 36.—Latent Heat op VAromzATioN ai’ Atmospheric Pressure, Btu ppm
Pound*

W 11 1 (‘r 970.2 Ethyl alcohol (98%) 400 0 Mer<*ury 122 2
Aiunioiiia 589.3 Sulfur dioxide 107.1 Sulfur. *.

.

!

120.0
Methyl alcohol

.

482 . 0 Gasoline 133.0-145.0 Kerosene 105.0-110.0

* Condensed from Marks, “Mechanical Enginoera’ Handbook,” 4th ed„ McGraw-Hill, New York,
1941.

''Fable 37.

—

Properties of Gases*

Gas
Chem-
ical

symbol

Num-
ber of

atoms

Approx.
molec-
ular

weight

Den-
sity

relative

to air

Specific

heatt at
32° I'

Btu/lb/°F

'

k =
c..

Gas
con-
stant
K

Air

1

1

(Mech. ][nixture) (29)

1

1.000 0.240 0.171 1.40 53.3
Carbon dioxide CO2 1 3 44 1.520 0.203 0.158 1.28 35.0
Carbon’ monoxide . . C^O 2 28 0.908 0.248 0.177 1.40 55.3
Helium He 1 4 0.137 1.251 0.754 1.66 387
Hydrogen H., 2 2 0.070 3.14 2.10 1.40 762
Methane CTI4 5 16 0.554 0.540 0.416 1.30 96.5
Nitrogen N2 2 28 0.970 0.248 0.177 1.40 55.3
Oxygon O2 2 32 1.105 0.217 0.155 1.40 48.2

* From O'Rourke, “General Engineering Handbook,'’ 2d ed., McGraw-Hill, New York, 1940.

t For the variatimi of specific heat with t-eniperature, see Table 38.

Table 38.—Instantaneous Specific Heats of Gases, in Btu per Pound Degree
Fahrenheit*

Cp « a' hT 4 cT^
C . = a 4 6T 4 cT^

in which T is the absolute t-emperature in degrees Itankine

Gas a' O’ h c

Air 0.239 0.1705 0 4.138(10)“»

-1.36(10)“«
0

Carbon dioxide:
T < 2})00 0 . 1 625 0.1175 8.86(10)“®

9.55(10)“«

0
3.31(10)“^
6.59(10)“*

0

T > 2900
1

0.277 0.232
Carbon monoxide 0.2475 0.1765 4.28(10)“«

0Hydrogen 2 . 98 2.00
Methane 0.216 0.092 0

4.28(10)“8
3.76(10)“®

Nitrogen 0.2475 0.1765
Oxygen 0.216 0.154 0

* From O'Eourke, “General Engineering "•dbook,” 2d ed., McGraw-Hill, New Y'ork, 1940.
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Tablw 40.—8rK(UFK; 4'hkkmal (\)NDUCTIVIT1es of I.iguiDs*
k ^ ko at

Liquid
k'Q

Btu per hr per
p(‘r sq ft for 1 in

a

Alcohol, ethyl 1 .3 -0.0005
Alcohol, methvl 1.6 -0.001
Rrine (2^% GaGl.,) 3.3

2.7
t .1

0.006
0.006

-0.0008
Brine (25% NaC^l)

Kerosene
Petroleum oil 1 .0 -0.0002
Water 3.6 0.007

* From O’Rourke, “General Engineering Handbook.” 2<1 ed., MeGraw-Hill, New York, 1940.

Table 41.—Speoific Thermal (-onductivities* of Gases and Vapors*

Gas or vapor
k^2

Btu pcir hr per °V per sq ft

for a thickness of 1 in. 1

Air 0.155 225
Ammonia 0.139
Hydrogen 1.1 169
Methyl chloride 0.058
Nitrogen 0. 157 205
Oxvgen 0.161 259
Steam 0.1 1850

* From O’Rourke, “General Engineering Handbook,” 2d e<i., McGraw-Hill, New York, 1940.

Table 42.

—

Resistivities and Temperature (Coefficients of Metals*
To obtain the resistivity in raicrohms for 1 (Tn'*, divide by 6.01

Material
Resistivity at 0°C

circular mil-ft

Temp, coefficient

per %% at 2Q“C

Aluminum 17.1 0.00390
Copper, annealed 9.35 0.00393
Iron, pure 53.00 0.00600
Gold 12.36 0.00365
Lead 115.00 0.00390
Magnesium 30.00 0.00381
Mercury 664.00 0.00072
Nickel 41.60 0.00500
Platinum 66.00 0.00370
Silver 8.85 0.00400
Tantalum 87.60 0.00330
Tin....: 78.00

1 0.00366
Tungsten (hard drawn) 33.00 0.00320
Zinc 34.50 0.00400

* From O’Rourke, “General Engineering Handbook,** 2d ed., McGraw-Hill, New York, 1940.
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Table 43.—IIesistivities and Temperature Coefficients of Low-temperatuhe-
COBFFICIENT AlLOYS*

Material
Resistivity at 20°(\

1

! Tc*nip. coefficient per
circular rnil-ft "C, at 20°C

Copper-nickel 100 to 250 0.000005 to 0.0004
Copper-nickel-zinc (nickel silver)

! 200 to 290 0.0002 to 0.00027
Iron-nickel 200 to 700 0.00034 to 0.001
Iron-nickel-chroiniuni 520 to 720 0.00016 to 0.00072
( 'Opper-manganese-nickel 249 to 270 0.000025 to 3 X 10-^

* From O’Rourke, “ CJencral Engineering Handbook,” 2d ed., McGraw-Hill, New York, 1940.

J.J. P<’^'rir'‘Wi>T A T riu A TATii'-vn' A^r VAWTr^rre A t

*

Zy km
i

r

0
j

0.5 f .,5 3 6 9
Gradient, volts/m 13« * 50

1

30
1

20 10' 5

* After Schweidlet

Poieniidl relative to earth, kilovolts

0 100 200 300 400

Fio. 2.—Potrontial and resistance between the earth and points in the atmosphere,

flight of Explorer II, Nov, 11, 1936. (From Fleming, ** Terreetrial Magnetism and Electric^

Uy,** MeOraw^HUl, New Yorkf 1939.)
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'J'able 45.

—

Critical Dai a*

SubstaiH‘('
Critical

temp.,
Critical

press., atin

Critical density,

gram /cm

Water 374 218 0.40
Sulfur dioxide 1 57 78 0.52
Carbon dioxide 31 73 0.45
Oxygen - 119 .50 0.43
Nitrogen - 147 34 0.31
Hydrogen -240 13 0.03
Helium — 258

1
2.3 0.07

*
1

1

* From Zemanak.N", “ lieiit and Tlu'irmnlynamiits/' 2fl etl., M<*C »raw-Hill, N(’w York, 1943.

Table 45.

—

Ttuple-J‘oin'1’ Data*

Substance ( Vntigrade
t(nnp.

Pn'ss.,

mm

Water 0.009S 4 579
Sulfur dioxi(i(‘ - 72.7 15.3
Carbon dioxide — 55.5

1

3880
Oxygcdi -218.4

1 2.0
Argon -189.2

i

1

512.2
Nitrog<'n -209.8

I

95 .

4

Hydrogen -259.1
1

51,4
Helium (lower triple point ) -271,0

1 38.55
1

1

From Zernanaky, “Heat anti TliorniotJynainica,” 24 ed., McCiraw-Hili, New York, 1943.

Tabi,e 47.

—

('enticjuade Temperatures of Fixed IViixts*

Fixed points ! Substanee
1

Designation Ti-mp., H'.

Standard Ice
Water

N.M.P. (ice point)
N.B.P. (steam point)

0.000
100.000

Basie

Oxyg(ni
Sulfur
Antimony
Silver

Gold

N.B.P. (oxygen point)

N.B.P. (sulfur point)
N.M.P. (antimony point)
N.M.P. (silver point)
N.M.P. (gold point)

-182.97

!

444.50

i

530.50
950.5
1063 0

Secondary

Hydrogen
Nitrogen
Mercury
Sodium sulfate

Naphthalene
Tin
Benzophenone
Cadmium
Lead

,

Zinc

N.B.P.
N.B.P.
N.M.P.
Transition point
N.B.P,
N.M.P.
N.B.P.
N.M.P.
N.M.P.
N.M.P.

-252.78
-195.81
- 38.86

32.38
217.96
231 .85
305.9
320.9
327.3
419.5

From Zemanskyi “Heat and Thermodynamics,“ 0d ed., McGraw-Hill, New York, 1943.
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Table 48.

—

VEi.of^iTY of Sound in Various Oases at 0°C
Tor any givon gas the vrlocit v in(*n‘asc*s ns tho square root of the absoJule ieniporature

(las Mps
Argon 308
Air 331
Helium 971
Nitrogen 378
Water vapor 401
Hydrogen 1,261
Oarhon dio.xidi* 268

Fable 49.

—

Veloctty ok Sound in Puke and in Sea Water (35°/oo) (1,013 Mb)*

Temp., "'i
' j

Pure water,
mps

! Sait water,

j

mps

0
i

1,400
!

1,445
10

1

1 ,445 1 ,485

20
I

1,480 1,520
30

1

!

1 ,505 1 ,545

* Aft<*T Svenlnip.

,—Velocity OF Sound in

1Vmp.
Veloeit

mps
-70 286
-60 292
-50 299
-40 306
-30 312

-20 319
-10 325

0 331
10 337
20 342

30 348
40 354
50 360
60 366
70 371

80 376
90 382
100 386

Tabi.e 51.

—

Coefficients of Diffusion*
Cm* Sec-i

Air vs. oxygen 0.178
Air vs. hydrogen 0.661
Air vs. water vapor 0.24
Carbon dioxide vs. oxygen 0.180
Carbon dioxide vs. hydrogen 0,56
Hydrogen vs. oxygen 0,72
Argon vs. helium 0.700

* After Linke.
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Table 52.—Heat Conductivii y and Coeffk’ient of Viscosr^Y of Aik*

Conductivitv, VisGositv» Conductivity, Viscosity,

Temp., cal cm“^ gram cm“^ I Temp., °C‘ cal (!m“i
1

gram vm " *

sec"^ gram“i sec~' sec”^ gram"i
[

8ec“^

-70 0.000 0422
i

1

0.000 172
!

10 0.000 0549

1

0.000 177
— 50 0453 147

i
20 0565 181

-30 0485 152
!

30 0581 186
-10 0517 162

1

40 0597 191

0 0533 172

* Aft<*r Link*;.

Table 53.—Coefficients of Dynamic Friction

Glass on glass

Carbon on glass

Wood on wood
Lubricated metal surfaces

Steel on ice

Rubber on dry concrete . .

Leather on metals

. 0.40

. 0.18
. 0.25 to 0.50
0 . 05 to 0 .

2

. 0.02

. 0.5 to 0.8

. 0.6

Table 54.—C’oefficients of Viscosity

Substance gram cm sec~* Temp.,

Air . . . 0.0181 X 10-2 20
I^drogen
Mercurv

0.0097
1.56

X
X

10-2
10-2

20
20

Oil, machine 100-600 X 10-2
1

20
Water 1.7938 X 10-2 0
Water 1.0087 X 10-2 20
Water 0.2839 X 10-2

i

100

Table 55.—Ki^stic Moduli
Average values of elastic constants, mb

Material
Bulk modulus

k
Modulus of rigidity

n
Young's modulus

y

Aluminum 7.6 X 10" 2.4 X 10«

4.2 X 10»

8.0 X 10»

0.54 X 10'

0.00016 X 10«

2.9 X 10*

6.0 X 10»

12.0 X 10'

20.0 X 10»

1.6 X 10*

0.06 X 10»

7.1 X 10«

1.3 X 10*

CoDDer 14.3 X 10»

Steel. 18.1 X 10*

Lead 5.0 X 10*

India rubber
Crown glass 5.0 X 10«

Oak
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Table 66.—Surface Tensions of Liquids in Contact with Air at Specified
Temperatures

Suy)siaric0 Dynes/cm "C

Aluminum (molten)

.

Henzon<‘
Carbon tetrachlorides

Ether
Ethyl alcohol
Mercury
Soap solution

Water

520 750
28.9 20
26.8 20
17.0 20
22.3 20

476 20
28 20
72.75 20

Table 57.

—

Black-body Radiation
E = where a = 0.826 X 10“^® cal cm"* min"^

Tei^.,
0 1 2

1 1

3 4 5 6 7 8 9

-40 0.244 239 235 231 227 223 219 216 212 208
-30 288 283 279 274 270 265 261 256 252 248
-20 339 333 328 323 318 312 308 303 298 293
-10 395 389 384 378 372 366 360 355 349 344
- 0 459 452 446 439 432 426 420 414 407 401

f 0 459 466 472 479 486 493 500 508 515 522

+ 10 530 537 545 553 560 568 576 584 592 601
+20 609 617 626 634 643 651 660 669 678 687
+30 696 706 715 724 734 743 753

1

762 772 782

t « -50 -55 -60 -65 -70'’C
0.204 0.187 p.l70 0.155 0.140

t = 40 45 50 55 60 65 70®C
0.792 0.844 0.899 0.956 1.015 1.078 1.143
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Table 58 .—Intensity of Radiation from a Black Body (Unit
In 10^ cal cm“* min~i for AX = 1 /n

1 M = 10*"^ cm

\ T « 313 203 273 253 233 213
40 20 0 -20 -60 --60

3 M 0.017 0.006 0.002 0.000 0 0
4 0.181 0.083 0.034 0.012 0.004 0.001
5 0.580 0.311 0.152 0.066 0.025 0.008
0 1 . 06!! 0 , 0.30 0.322 0.176 0 078 0.030
7 1.469 0.941 0.564 0.312 0.156 0.068

8 1.706 1 . 155 0.738 0.410 0.238 0.116
9 1 . 7i)2 1 . 265 0.849 0.535 0.310 0. 163

10 1 . 765 1.289 0 . 89!) 0.593 0.365 0.205
11 1.669 1.252 0 902 0.618 0.397 0.234
12 1.537 1.179 0.872 0.615 0.409 0.253

13 1.314 1.088 0.822 0.594 0.408 0.261
14 1.246 0.080 0.761 0.563 0 . 3 !K) 0.261
16 0.980 0.798 0.632 0.484 0 355 0.245
18 0.765 0.631 0.514 0.404 0.305 0.219
20 0.597 0.502 0.414 0.332 0.257 0.190

22 ' 0.468 0.408 0.333 0.271 0.214 0.162
24 0.371 0.319 0.269 0.222 0.178 0.137
26 0.296 0.256 0.218 0.182 0.148 0.116
28 0.238 0.208 0.178 0.150 0.123 0.098
30 0.192 0.170 0.146 0.124 0.103 0.083

34 0.131 0.116 0.101 0.087 0.073 0.060
40 0.077 0.069 0.061 0.051 0.045 0.038
50 0.036 0.033 0.029 0.026 0.022 0.019
60 0.019 0.017 0.016 0.014 0.012 0.011
70 0.011 0.010 0.009 0.008 0.007 0 .(K)6

80 0.007 0.006 0.006 0.005 0.004 0.004
100 0.003 0.003 0.002 0,002 0.002 0.002

'Sec. I

Angle)*

1 <>3"K

0
0
{).()02

0 (X)tl

0.025

0.049
0.076
0.102
0 124

0 . I ll

0.152
0.158
0.158
0.148
0.133

0.117
0.101
0.087
0.075
0.064

0.047
0.031
0.016
0.009
0.005

0.003
0.002

* After Planck.
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Tabi.r 59.—Approximate Emisstvitip^s of Various Surfaces, as Compiled by
Hottei.

Values at intermediate temperatures may be obtained by linear interpolation

Material
1
Temp, range,

Emissivity

Polished metals:
Alumimini 250-600 0.039-0.057
Brass 250-400 0.033-0.037
Chromium
Copper

oO—5o0
100

0.08-0.26
0.018

Iron 150-1000 0.05-0.37
N ickel 20-350 0.045-0.087
Zinc 250-350 0.045-0.053

Filaments:
Molybdenum 750-2600 0.096-0.29
Platinum 30-1200 0.036-0.19
Tantalum

1

1300-3000 0.19-0.31
TuiiKsUm 30-3300 0.032-0.35

Other materials:
Asbestos ' 40-350 0.93-0.95
Ice (wet) 0 0.97
Tjampblack

'

20-350 0.95
Rubber (gray) 25 0.86

Table 60.—Beaufort Scale for Wind Velocities
Winds correspond to those at 33 ft above the surface in an open position. Extension

from force 11 in accordance with the Beaufort formula.

Velocity (mph) =» 1.87 where F is Beaufort number

Bfjaufort
wind force

1

Description
Miles (statute)

per hour
Knots Mps*

0 Calm

1

Less than 1 I.»es8 than 1 Loss than 0 .

4

1 Light air
j

1-3 1-3 0.4-1.

5

2 Light breeze
j

4-7 4-6 1.6-3.

3

3 Gentle breeze 8-12 7-10 3. 4-5.4
4 Moderate breeze 13-18 11-16 5. 5-7.

9

5 Fresh breeze 19-24 17-21 8.0-10.7
6 Strong breeze 25-31 22-27 10.8-13.8
7 Moderate gale 32-38 28-33 13.9-17.1
8 Fresh gale 39-46 34-40 17.2-20.7
9 Strong gale 47-54 41-47 20.^24.4

10 Whole gale 55-63 48-55 24.5-28.4
11 Storin 64-73 56-63 28.5-33.5
12 Hurricane 74-82 64-71
13 83-92 72-80
14 93-103 81-89

15 104-114 90-99
16 115-125

1

100-109
17 136-136

i

110-118

War Dapartmeni Technical Manual, TM 1-235.
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SLOPE -DIAGRAM
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A B \0 ^ 8 1 6 5 4 3.5 3 2.5 2 1.5 1 C D
Isobar spacing, degrees of latitude

Fit;. 5.—Ke^y:

At wind speed in degrees latitude per 12 hr

Bt wind speed, inps
C, wind speed, mph
X), Beaufort numW

Oeostrophic wind scale for sea-level, 3-mb isobars. {After University of Chicago^)
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Fia. 6.—Key :

A, wind speed in degrees latitude per 12 hr
wind speed, mps

C, wind speed, mph
Z>, Beaufort number

Geostrophio wind scale for 10,000 ft-level, 3-mb isobars. {After University of Chicago,)
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Fio. 7.—Key:
A, wind si>eed in degrees latitude per 12 hr
B, wind speed, mps
C, wind speed, mph
D, Beaufort number

Geostrophic wind scale for 10,000 ft-level, 5-mb isobars. {After JJnimrsity of Chicago,)
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Fig. 8*—Nomogrann for gradient wind for sea level, 3-mb isobars. Dire^iona for uae:

1. Connect left radius of curvature scale (r, ®lat.) with latitude scale (^) by straight

line to find point on auxiliary p scale.

2. Connect right radius of curvature scale (r, ^lat.) with isobar spacing scale (An.
degrees of latitude per 3~mb isobars) to find point on auxiliary q scale.

3. Connect the points on p scale and a scale found by steps (1) and (2)*

4. Head off gradient wind speed in knots from the central scales where the straight

line of step (3) crosses the wind speed scales; top scale for cyclonic isobars and bottom B<^e
for antie5^1onio isobars. (Coutteay of J . Fttl/ord,)
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Degrees of latitude per 3 millibars

GRADIENT WIND NOMOGRAM
A. Place straightedge so that if runs from latitude _ . . Idp

to observed wind speectat 1 km. (Horizontal lines) ^
B. Straightedge should cross curve representing radius of

curvature of isobar in degrees of latitude

C. Upper scale qives pressure gradient in degrees of latitude per 3 mb.

0. Scales at left give wind speed and wind travel at I km.

E. Right half of nomogram gives two wind speeds for

anticyclone . Lower value is used

2 mps = I knof+3*/e

2mps = Imph-IO®/*

10
“

Latitude
20®___30'^ 40*^ 50*60*70*

ri TiTPriYiyrnf
Fio. 9.—Nomogram for gradient wind, 3-inb isobars. {Courtesy of D, F, Rex and H. V.

Church.)

* Gradient-wind Isopleths

The families of isopleths in Figs. 11 to 26 give the gradient wind at every 5®

latitude from 25 to 60®. The gradient-wind equation is

pressure gradient
,""

;,x - 7F

where v * gradient wind

p w density of the air

X =* Coriolis parameter (2w sin tp)

r « radius of curvature of the path
- SB cyclonic curvature

4- anticyclonic curvature

The isopleths are valid for p « 1.11 kg per m*. The gradient wind varies a’p'proxi-

moidy inversely as the density for a given pressure gradient, latitude, and radius of
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curvature. The speed of the wind is shown in moiers per second and by the appro-
priate Beaufort number. * Radius of curvature is given in degrees of latitude. Pres-

sure gradient is given in number of 3-mb isobars per degree of latitude. A reciprocal

scale is provided for convenient change from pressure gradient to isobar spacing.

On each chart, the geostrophic wind is given along the right-hand side of the figure

ranged above the sign for an infinite radius of curvature. This scale provides a ready
estimate of the difference between the gradient and geostrophic wind.

oo 10 5 4 3 2.5 2 1.5 1.25 I.O 0.9 0.8 0.7 0.6 0.5

0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0 l.l 1.2 1.3 1.4 1.5 1.6 1.7 1.8 1.9 2.0

Fig. 10.—Reciprocal scale to <*.ouv(»rt .‘1-inb isobars per degree of latitude into degrees of
latitude per 3-nib isobars (and conversely).

Fio. 11.—Geostrophic and gradient wind.
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Fig. 12.— Geostropliic and gradient wind.

Fig. 13.—Geostrophic and gradient wind.
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Fin. 15.—Geostrophic and gradient wind.

Fig. 16.—Qeostrophio and gradient wind.
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Fkj. 1 7.- —(Joostrophic and gradient wind.
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Fig. 19.—Geostropliic unci grucliont wind.

Fig. 20.—Geo.strophic and gradient wind

mi
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Fig. 21.—Geostrophic and gradient wind.
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Radius of curvature, degrees latitude

Fi<^. 23.—Geostrophic and gradient wind.

Fig. 24.—Geostrophio and gradient wind.
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2G.~ --G(U)strophic and gradient wind.
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Table 61.

—

Cokrections for Indicated Wind Velocities
Velocities indicated

By 3-cup
anemometer,

mph

By 4-cup
anemometer,

mph

By 4-cup
anemometer
with beaded
cups, mph

By small airway
anemometer, mph

Corrections,
whole
mph

0-16* 0-8 0-5 0-35 -fl
17-26 9-12 6-13 35-57 0
27-35

1

13-16 14-20 (( ^)rrcctions under -1
36-44 17-20 21-27 higher vc'locilies not -2
45-52 21-24 28 34 yc't determined; use -3
53-61 25-28 35-41 zero) -4
62-70 29 32 42-48 -5
71-79 33-36 49-55 ~6
80-87 37 39 56-()2 -7
88-96 40-43 63 09 -8
97 105 44-47 70 75 -9
106-114 48-51 76-82 -10
115-122 52-54 83-89 -11
123-132 55-58 90-96 1 -12
133- 139 59-62 97-103 -13
140-149 6.3-65 104-110 -14
150-157 66-69 111 117 -15
158-166 70-73 118-124 -16
167-174 74-77 125-131 -17
175-184 78-80 132 138 -18
185-192 81-84 139-145 -19
193-200 85-88 146 152 -20

89-91 153-158 -21
92-95 159-165 -22
96-99 166-171 -23
100-103 172-178 -24
104 106 179-185 -25
107-110 186-192 -26
111-114 193-200 -27
115 117 -28
118-121 -29

* Inconsequential variation from the rule for disposal of decimals disregarded as 2 and 4 mph
Reprint from Instructions No. 1, 1935.

Note: Corrections to be applied to wind velocities <letormined by anemometers. Correction to he
added when the sign is plus and subtracted when the sign is minus. From U,S. Weather Bur. Circ. N.
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Fig. 27.—Average balloon ascensional rates, motors per minute, for Helium.

Meters

per

minute
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Tablk 62 .
- Kubk Liirr for Definite Inflation*

Average ascensional rates given in meters per minute

Rates of ascent 140 160 180 200 220 240 266

Weight of
1 1 1 1 1 1

balloons, grams

15 43.8 68.6 106.0 161.1 240.4
16 44.8 69.8 107.3 162.6 242.1
17 45.7 71.0 108.7 164.2 243.8
18 46.7 72.2 110.0 16!). 7 245.5 1

19 47.6 73.3 111.4 167.2 247.1

20 48.5 74.4 112.7
1

168.7 248.7
21 49.4 75.5 114.0 170.1 250.3
22 50.3 76.5 H5.3 171.6 251.9
23 51 .2 77.6 116.5 173.1 253.5
24 52.0 78.7 117.8 174.5 255.1

25 52.8 79.7 i 119.0 175.9 256.6
26 53.6 80.7 120.2 177.3 258.2
27 54.4 81.7 i 121.4 178.7 259.7
28 55.2 82.7 122.6 180.0 261.2
29 56.0 83.7 123.8 181.4 262.7

30 56.8 84.7 125.0 182.7 264.2 376.9
31 57.6 85.6 126.2 184.0 265.7 378.5
32 58.3 86.6 127.3 185.4 267.2 380.1
33 59.1 87.5 128.5 186.7 268.6 381.7

'

34 59.8 88.5 129.6 188.0 270.1 383.3

35 60.6 89.4 130.7 189.3 271.5 384.9
36 61.3 90.3 131.8 190.6 273.0 386.5
37 62.0 91.2 132.9 191.9 274.4 388.1
38 62.7 92.1 134.0 193.1 275.8 389.6
39 63.4 93.0 135.0 194.4 277.2 391.2

40 64.1 '93.9 136.1 195.6 278.6 392.7 547.0
41 64.8 94.8 137.1 196.8 280.0 394.2 548.6
42 65.5 95.6 138.2 198.1 281.4 395.8 550.3
43 66.2 96.5 139.2 199.3 282.8 397.3 551.9
44 66.9 97.3 140.3 200.5 284.2 398.8 553.5

45 67.6 98.2 141.3 201.7 285.5 400.3 555.1
46 68.2 99.0 142.3 202.9 286.9 401.8 556.7
47 68.9 99.9 143.3 204.1 288.2 403.3 558,3
48 69.5 100.7 144.3 205.3 289.6 404.8 559.9
49 70.2 101.6 145.4 206.5 290.9 406.2 561.5

50 70.8 102.4 146.4 207.6 292.2 407.7 563.1
51 71.4 103.2 147.4 208.8 293.5 409.2 564.7
52 72.1 104.0 148.3 209.0 294.8 410.6 566.3
53 72.7 104.8 149.3 211.0 296.1 412.1 567.8
54 73.4 105.6 150.2 212.2 297.4 413.5 569.4

55 74.0 106.3 151.2 213.3 298.7 414.9 570.9
56 74.6 107.1 152.1 214.4 300.0 416.3 572.4
57 75.2 107.9 153.1 215.6 301.3 417.7 574.0
58 75.8 108.7 154.0 216.7 302.6 419.1 575.5
59 76.4 109.4 155.0 217.8 303.8 420.5 577.0
60 77.0 110.2 155.9 218.9 305.1 421.9 578.6

From Awograph^ft* MantuU,
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Table 63 .- -Avekagk Ascensionat. Rates (m poi min) for Various Helium Free
Lifts (1) and Various Weight Balloons (W)
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Table 64.—Average Ascensional Rates (t» per min) for Various Hydrogen
F'ree Lifts (1) and Various Weight Balloons (W)

1 Average ascensional rates

2,000 517.(5 502.2 502.4
1

494.0
1

1

487.

0

l 480.5
1 .900 512.3 .503 .

0

495.5
j

487.8'
]

180. 7| 473.9
1 , 800 507 .

7

.503 .

1

498 .

7

490.2 482.31 474.9 467.9
1,700 502.7 497.9 493.2 484.4 470.2!

1
468.5! 461.3

1.000 49(3.9 491 .8 487.0 477.8 409.31 461,3 453.9

1,500 491.0 485.0 480.5 470.9 402. o
'

453 .

8

446.1
1,400 484.5 478.9 473.4 463.4 454 .

2

445.6 438.7
1,300 470.0 470.6 464.9 454 .

4

144 .

0

435.8 427,0
1,200 408. 1 401.7 455.7 444.5 434.5 425.3 410.8
1 , 100 458.3 4.54 9 451.0 448. 4 445.2 439.2 433.5 428.1 422.9 418. 0 413.3 408.8 404.5

1,000 443.5 440. 2 430.3 432. 9 429.6 423.3 417.4 411.7 400.4 401. 3 390 .

4

391.8 387.4
O.'iO 433.5 429 7 420.1 422. 0 419.2 412.8 406.7 400.9 395.0 390. 4 385.0 380.9 370.5
9CK) 421.4 417. 5 413.9 410. 3 400.8 400.3 394.1 388.3 382.8 377. 7 372.8 368.1 363.7
850 410.0 400. 0 402.8 399. 1 395.6 388.9 382.6 370.7 371.2 366. 0 361.0 350.3 351.9
800 397.4 393 4 389 .

4

385. (7 382.1 375.3 3()9.9 303.0 357.4 352. 1 347.2 342.5 338.0

750 382.3 378. 2 374,2 370 4 .305.9 3.59.8 3.53.4 347.4 341.8 336. 5 331.6 326.9 322.6
700 368.2 303. 9 359.8 3.55 9 352.2 345.1 338.6 332.0 32f>.9 321 7 310.7 312.1 307.7
050 351.3 340. 9 342.7 338, 7 331.9 327.8 321.2 315,2 309.6 304. 3 299.4 294.8 290.5
COO 337.1 332. 0 328.2 324. 1 320.2 313.0 306.3 300.2 294 .

5

289 2 284.3 279.8 275.4
550 320.8 310 1 311.6 307 4

1

303.4 290.0 289.2 283.1 277.4 272 2 267.3 201.2 258.6

500 305.9 .301. j 290.4 2^12,

1

0 287.9 280.3 273.5 207.3 201.0 256.,3 251.5 247.0 242.8
475 299.7 294. o' 289.8 285. 4 281.2 273.5 2(‘>6.5 200.3 254.5 249.,3 244.4 240.0 235.8
450 293.2 287. 9 383.0 278. 3 274.2 260.4 259.3 253.0 247.3 242.,0 237.2 232.7 228.5
425 285.7 280, 3 275,3 270.,6 206.2 258.

1

251.2 244.8 239.1 233..8 229.0 224.6 220.4
400 279.4 |273.,81208.

6

263.,8 259.4 251.2 244.1 237.0 231.8 226..6 221.7 217.3 213.2

375 272.0 20(5

.

,8 262.5 250,,0 252.0 243.7 236.4 229.9 224.2 218..8 214.0 209.1 206.6
350 2(50,5 !2(i0,,5 2.54.9 249..8 245.1 230.7 229.3 222.7 210.8 211..5 206.7 202.3 198.3
325 259 .

2

252.,9 247.1 241..9 237.0 228.4 220.9 214.3 208.4 203. 1 198.4 194.0 190.0
300 253.3 240,,7 240.0 235,,2 230.2 221.3 213.7 207.0 201 .

1

195.,8 191.0 186.6 182.7
275 240.0 238 .9 232.6 227..0 221.8 212.7 205.0 198.3 192.3 187..1 182.3 178.0 174.1

250 238.7 231 .3 224.7 218,.7 213.4 204.1 196.3 189.5 183.6 178,.3 173.6 169.4 166.5
225 232.0 223 .8 210.8 210,.0 205.1 195.5 187.5 180.7 174.8 169,.6 104.9 160.7 156.9
200 224.1 215 .5 i 208.0 201 .5 195.8 186.0 177.8 171.0 165.1 159,.9 155.4 151.3 147.6
175 215.7 *206 .3 1198.3 :191 .5 185.5 175.5 167.3 100.4 il54.6 149,.5 145.1 141.1 137.5
150 208.1 197 .8

;

189.1 180 .0 175.6 165.2 156.6 160.1 144.3 139,.4 135.0 131.1 127.7

125 198.3 180 .8*177.4 169 .7 103.2 152.6 144.3 137.6 132.0 127..2 123.0 119.3 116.1
100 188.2 174 .7 103.1 156 .1 149.3 138.6

1
130.

5

123.9 118.5 114.,0 110.0 100.6 103.5

0 ’ — 6 2 i)

j

50 ”l(K) 2ocr 250 30()" 350 409' “450 500
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Table 65.—Altitude Timetables for Various Rates op Ascent
Ascensional rate in m per min

Min. 150 160 170 180 190 200 210 220 230 240 250 260 270

1 180 192 204 216 228 240 252 264 276 288 300 312 321
2 345 368 391 414 437 460 483 506 529 552 575 598 621

3 510 544 578 612 646 680 714 748 782 81« 850 884 918
4 668 712 756 801 846 890 934 t)7S) 1,024 ,1068 1,112 1,157 1,202
5 825 880 935 990 1,045 1,100 1,155 1,210 1,265 1,320 1,375 1,430 1,485

6 975 1,040 1,105 1,170 1,235 1,300 1,365 1,430 1,495 1,560 1,625 1,690 1,755
7 1,125 1,200 1,275 1,350 1,425 1,500 1,575 1,650 1,725 1,800 1,875 1,950 2,025
8 1,275 1,360 1,445 1,530 1,615 1,700 1,785 1,870 1,955 2,040 2,125 2,210 2,295
9 1,425 1,520 1,615 1,710 1,805 1,900 1,995 2,090 2,185 2,280 2,375 2,470 2,565
10 1,575 1,680 1,785 1,890 1,995 2,100 2,205 2,310 2,415 2,520 2,625 2,730 2,835

11 1,725 1,840 1,955 2,070 2,185 2,300 2,415 2,530 2,645 2,760 2,875 2,990 3,105
12 1,875 2,000 2,125 2,250 2,375 2,500 2,625 2,750 2,875 3,000 3,125 3,250 3,375
13 2,025 2,160 2,295 2,430 2,565 2,700 2,835 2,970 3,105 3,240 3,375 3,510 3,645
14 2,175 2,320 2,465 2,610 2,755 2,900 3,045 3,190 3,335 3,480 3,625 3,770 3,915

j

2,325 2,480 2,635 2,790 2,945 3,100 3,255 3,410 3,565 3,720 3,875 4,030 4,185

16 2,475 2,640 2,805 2,970 3,135 3,300 3,465 3,630 3,795 3,960 4,125 4,290 4,455
17 2,625 2,800 2,975 3,150 3,325 3,500 3,675 3,850 4,025 4,200 4,375 4,550 4,725
18 2,775 2,960 3,145 3,330 3,515 3,700 3,885 3,070 4,255 4,440 4,625 4,810 4,995
19 2,925 3,120 3,315 3,510 3,705 3,900 4,095 4,290 4,485 4,680 4,875 5,070 5,265
20 3,075 4,280 3,485 3,690 3,895 4,100 4,205 4,510 4,715 4,920 5,125 5,330 5,535

21 3,225 3,440 3,655 3,870 4,085 4,300 4,515 4,730 4,935 5,160 5,375 3,590 5,805
22 3,375 3,600 3,825 4,050 4,275 4,500 4,725 14,950 5,175 5,400 5,625 5,850 6,075
23 3,525 3,760 3,995 4,230 4,465 4,700 4,935 5,170 5,405 5,640 5,875 6,110 6,345
24 3,675 3,920 4,165 4,410 4,655 14,900 5,145 5,390 5,635 5,880 6,125 6,370 6,615
25 3,825 3,080 4,335 4,590 4,845 |5,100 5,355 5,610 5,865 6,120 6,375 6,630 6,885

26 3,975 4,240 4,505 4,770 5,035 5,300 5,565 5,830 6,095 6,360 6,625 6,890 7,155
27 4,125 4,400 4,675 4,950 5,225 5,500 5,775 6,050 6,325 6,600 6,875 7,150 7,425
28 4,275 4,560 4,845 5,130 5,415 5,700 5,985 6,270 6,555 6,840 7,125 7,410 7,695
29 4,425 4,720 5,015 5,310 5,605 5,900 6,195 6,490 6,785 7,080 7,375 7,670 7,965
30 4,574 4,880 5,185 5,490 5,795 6,100 6,405 6,710 7,015 7,320 7,625 7,930 8,235

31 4,725 5,040 5,355 5,670 5,985 6,300 6,615 6,930 7,245 7,560 7,875 8,190 8,505
32 4,875 5,200 5,525 5,850 6,175 6,500 6,82517,150 7,475 7,800 8,125 8,450 8,775
33 5,025 5,360 5,695 6,030 6,365 6,700 7.035 7,370 7,705 8,040l8,375 8,710 9,045
34 5,175 5,520 5,865 6,210 6,555 6,900!7,245!7,500 7,985 8,280*8,625 8,970 9,315
35 5,325 5,680j6,035 6,390 6,745 7,100j7,455 7,810 8,165 8,520 8,875 9,230 9,585
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Tablk 00.

—

(Veiling Balloon Elevation
Free lift 40 grams with hydrogen or 45 grams with helium. 10-gram balloon.

Average rate of ascension after 1 min =* 0 fps

Time interval,

mill*
Altitude, ft Altitude, m

H 250 70.2
1 480 146
1'2 670 204
2 850 259
24 1,030 314
3 1,210 369
3 + t 1,210 -f 180^ 309 4- 55^

* I'iine i is in half niiriutefi.

Table 07.—Wind-vetx)city Pressures
Air at 15°C and 700 mm mercury.
True Wind Velocitv Pressure,

8p(H*d Ib/ft*

10 0.26
20 1.02
30 2.30
40 4.09
50 6.39
60 9.21
70 12.53
80 16.36
90 20.71
100 25.57
110 30.94
120 36.82
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Tablk 68.—^Thermal Propf;rtiks of Water—Soeid, and Saturated IjiguiD and
Vapor Phases +50*" to 40*"(**

V'alui's ])astHl on rosults of international res(‘ar('1i as tabulated by Ketaian and Keyes,
1036, but with magnitudes in metric units and ndat ive to zero values of (‘uthalpy and

entropy for ice at 200°K, or — 73‘"(

Temp., ®C
Saturated vapoj. Saturated vapor

density, gniiirs/

{
Kntlmlpy, jonles/gram Entropy* joulcs/grarn,

pres., mb

hf h« «/ •Vf/ «(/

50 123.3 83.

1

676 2 . 383 3,0.59 2.49 7.37 9 . 86
48 111 .5 75.6 608 2 . .388 3.056 2.46 7.43 9 . 89
40 100.9 08.8 659 2.393 3.052 2.44 7.49 9 . 93
44 91 .1 62.5 651 2 . 398 3.049 2.41 7.56 9 . 97
42 82.0 56.0 643 2.402 3 . 045 2.39 7.62 10.01

40 73.7 51 _2 631 2.407 3,041 2.36 7.68 10.04
38 66 .2 46 .3 626 2,412 3,038 2.33 7.75 10.08
36 59 .4 41 .8 618 2.416 3.034 2 . 30 7.82 10.12
34 53 .2 37 .6 610 2.421 3.031 2.28 7.88 10.16
32 47 .5 33 .8 601 2,426 3,027 2.25 7.95 10.20

30 42.43 30.4 592 2.431 3,023 2.22 8.02 10.24
28 37.78 27 .3 584 2.4.36 3.020 2.19 8.09 10.28
26 33 .05 24 .4 576 2.441 3,016 2.17 8. 16 10.33
24 29 .82 21 .8 567 2.446 3.013 2.14 8.22 10.37
22 26.40 19 .4 5.59 2,450 3,009 2.11 8.30 10.41

20 23.37 17.31 551 2,4.54 3,(W>5 2.08 8.37 10.45
18 20.61 15 .37 543 2,459 .3 , 002 2.06 8.44 10.50
16 18.16 13 .65 534 2,464 2,998 2.03 8.52 10.55
14 15.98 12.09 526 2,468 2,994 2.00 8.59 10.59
12 14.03 10.68 517 2,473 2,990 1.97 8.67 10.64

10 12.98 9.41 509 2,478 2,987 1.94 8.75 10.69
8 10.73 8.29 501 2,482 2,983 1.91 8.83 10.74
6 9 .35 7 .27 492 2,487 2,979

,

1.88 8.91 10.79
4 8.13 6 .37 481 2,492 2,976

1

1.85 8.90 10.84
2 7.05 5 ..56 475 2 . 497 2.972 1.82 9.07 10.89
0 6 . 105 4 .85 467 2,502 2,969 1.79 9. 16 10.95

Temp., ®C Over
water

Over
ice

Over
water

Over
ice

lUg
I

1

•s*»
1 ...

1

j

0 6.105 0.105 4.85 4.85 134 2 . 835 2.969 0.,57 10.38 1 0.9.5
-2 5.27 5.17 4.22 4.14 129 2 . 836 1 2,965 0.55 10.45 11.00
-4 4.54 4.37 3.60 3.53 125 2.836 2.961 0.54 10.53 11 07

1
3.90 3.69 3.17 3.00 121 2.837 2,958 0.52 10.61 1 1 . i3

-8 3.34 3.10 2.74 2.54 117 2.837 2,954 0.51 10.69 11. lm;

-10 2.86 2.60 2.36 2.14 113 2,837 2.950 0.49 10.78 1 1 . 2;

-12 2.44 2.18 2.03 1.81 109 2,838 2,947 . 0.48 10.86 11.34
-14 2.07 1.80 1,74 1.51 105 2,838 2,943 0.46 10.9.5 11.4,
-16 1.75 1.51 1.48 1.28 101 2,838 2,939 0.44 11.04 11.43
-18 1.48 1.25 1.26 1,06 97 2,839 2,930 0.43 11.12 1 1 . 55
-20 1.24 1.04 1.07 0.892 93 2,839 2,932 0.41 11.21 11.62

-22 0.854 0.738 89 2,839 2.928 0.40 11.80 11.70
-24 0.702 0.612 85 2,839 2,924 0.38 11.39 11.77
-26 0.576 0.506 81 2 . 840 2.921 0.37 11.48 11.85
-28 * 0.468 0.414 77 2,840 2,917 0.35 11.58 1 1 . 93
-30

1

0.381 0.340 74 2,840 2,914 0.34 11.67 12.01

-32 0.310 0,279 70 2,840 2,910 0.32 n.77 12.09
-34 0.205 0.227 67 2.839 2,906 0.30 11.87 12.17
-36 0.202 0.185 63 2.839 2,902 0.29 11.97 12.26
-38 0.163 0.151 60 2,839 2,899 0.27 12.07 12.34
-40 0.131 0.122 56 2,839 2,895 0.26 12.17 12.48
-73 0 2,836 2,836 0.0 14.20 14.20

* Kiefkr, Paul J„ Monthly Weather Rev., November, 1941, vol. 69.
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Fig. 28 .—Variation of spcMrifir heat of water vapor (constant pressure) with temperature
and pressure. {After C. If. Meyers.)
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Table 69.

—

Dew-point Tempeiiatore ("F) vs. V'^apor Pressure (In.)”

~30 0.007008
0.007440
0.007897
0.008379
0.008888

20 0.10274
0.10779
0.11306
0.11857
0.12432

70 0.7390
0.7646
0.7910
0.8181
0.8460

-25 0.009425
0.009993
0.010592
0.011223
0 011888

25 0.13033
0.13660
0.14314
6.14997
0.15710

75 0.8748
0.9044
0.9350
0.9664
0.9987

-20 0.012591
0.013332
0.014113
0.014935
0.015801

30 0.16453
0.17228
0.18036
0.1878
0.1955

80 1.0319
1 .0663
1.1015
1.1377
1.1749

-15 0.016713
0.017673
0.018684
0.019747
0.020866

35 0.2035
0.2118
0.2203
0.2292
0.2382

85 1.2132
1.2526
1.2930
1.3346
1.3774

-10 0.022042
0.02.3280

i

0.024581
0.025948
0.027385

40 0.2477
0.2575
o:2676
0.2781
0.28VK)

90 1.4215
1.4667
1.5131
1 .5608
1.6097

-5 0.028895
0.030481
0.032146
0.033894
0.035729

45 0.3003
0.3119
0.3239

i

0.3362
0.3491

95 1.6600
1.7118
1.7648
1.8193
1.8753

0 0.037655
0.039675
0.041794
0.044017
0.046348

50 0.3624
0.3762
0.3904
0.4050
0.4201

100 1.9327
1.9917
2.0521
2.1141
2.1778

5 0.048791
0.051351
0.054034
0.056845
0.059788

55 0.4357
0.4518
0.4684
0.4856
0.5033

105 2.2432
2.3102
2.3789
2.4494
2.5218

10 0.062870
0.066097
0.069474
0.073009
0.076708

60 0.5216
0.5405
0.5599
0.5800
0.6007

110 2.5959
• 2.6719

2.7498
2.8297
2.9115

15 0.080579
0.084626
0.088857
0.093280
0.097904

65 0.6220
0.6440
0.6667
0.6901
0.7142

115 2.9952
3.0810
3,1691
3.2594
3.3517

120 3.4463

* From tr.S. Weather Bureau Psychometric. Slide Rule, Mar. 23, 1942.

Nots: Data involving vapor pressures for temperature below 32"F are based on saturation

pressures with respect to ice.

vapor
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T.\ble 70.—Pseudoequivalent Potential Temperature vs. 1’seudowet-bulb
Potential Temperature *

Ogw 0»e daw e,a

253 255.1 293 334.3
255 257.5 1 295 342.1
257 260.0

1

297 350.8
259 262.5 299 360.4
261 265.1 301 371.0

263 267.8 303 382.8
265 270.6 305 396.0
267 273.6 307 410.9
26!) 276.6 309 427.6
271 279.9 311 446.6

273 283.3 313 468.2
275 286.9
277 290.7
279 294.9
281 299.3

283 304.0
285 309.1
287 314.6
289 320.6
291 327.1

.

* From V.S. Weathi!r Bur. Form 1147-A.

TaBI.K 71.

—

PsEUDO-EQTTlVAl.ENT POTENTIAL ''rEMPERATURE

*

IMtential teniporat uro

10*
e,a/e

9'm
270 275 2«() 285 290 295 300 305 310 315

2 1.0009 exp (5/T) 275.4 280.5
1

285.6' 290.7 295.8 300.9 306.0 311.1 316.2 321.3
3 1.0014 exp (7.5/T)

1.0018 exp (10/r)
278.0 283.1 288.3 293.4 298.5 303.7 308.9 314.0 319.2 324.4

4 280.5 285.7 291.0 296.1 301.2 I 300.5 311.7 316.9 322.0 327.2
6 1.0028 exp (15/7’) 285.7 291.0 296.2 301.5 306.8 ’ 312.1 317.4 322.7 328.0 333.3
8 1.0037 exp (20/7’) 291.1 296.4 301.7 307.0 312.3

1

317.7 323.1 328.5 333.9 339.3
10 1.0046 exp (25/7’)

1.0056 exp (ao/r)
295.4 301.0 306,6 312.2 317.

»

323.4 329.0 334.6 340.2 345.7
12 300.5 306.2 311.9 317.6 323.3

1 j

329.0 333.4 340.4 346.1 351.7

* After Holmboe.
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I'ici. 30.—Partial potontial temporaiiire correction. Add the correction to 0 to obtained.
= 0(1 -f 0.401

Fio, 31.^—Rossby’s equivalent potential temperature correction. Add the correction to

0.1 to obtain Be^
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Tahijo 73. "-Measurkmknts by Osborne, Stimson, and (Iinnings, Natjonad
Hureau ok Standards, 1930

Temp., ‘4

'

Abs. joules

gram "C-
Temp.,

Abs. joules

gram

0 4.2177 50 4.1807
5 4.2022 55 4.1824
10 4.1922 60 4.1844
16 4.1868 65 4.1868
20 4.1810 70 4.1806

25 4.1706 75 4 . 1028
30 4.1785 80 4.1064
35 4.1782 85 4 . 2005
40 4.1786 00 4.2051
45 4.1705 05 4.2103

50 4. 1807 100 4.2160

Tabi.e 74. '-\Vkt-adiabatic Lapse Rate (®C’ per 100 Gm*)
Gondeiisation to liquid water

Press\iro, mb

op

1000 900 800 700 600 500 4(K) 300 200 100

40 0.315 304 293 ' 282 269 255 241 223 198 155
35 0.337 326 313 300 . 285 271 256 234 210 165
30 0.366 352 338 321 304 287 269 247 221 176
25 0.400 384 366 347 329 309 286 262 233 189
20 0.440 422 402 382 359 335 309 280 246 204

15 0.487 468 446 422 397 369 338 303 265 217
10 0.539 520 498 471 442 411 375 335 290 232

5 0.596 578 555 527 497 460 420 375 318 250
0 0.659 640 616 587 554 517 472 422 354 271

~ 5 0.723 705 680 653 619 579 536 480 405 304

-10 0.780 762 741 717 687 650 603 543 461 343
-15 0.833 819 802 780 753 720 677 615

1

532 397
-20 0.879 867

i

853 835 815 785 746 692 609 465
-25 0.913 904 893 880 863 842 811 764 690 537
-30 0.941 936 929 920

1

907 890 866 829 765 629

-35 0.964 961 956 948 939 927 910 883 835 710
-40 0.978 976 972 968 962 954 942 922 886 800
-45 0.989 988 986 983 979 973 964 952 931 870
-50 0.995 994 993 991 988 984 979 971 956 909
-55 0.999 998 997

1

995 994
!

991 988 983 972 941

-60 1.001 1.001 > l.OOO 1.000 0.999 0.998 0.996 0.992 0.985 0.966
-65 1.003 1.002 1.002 1,002 1.002 1.001 1.000 0.999 0.995 0.985

Aft«r G. StUve.
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IVinp.,

- 0
- 5
-10
-15
-20

-25
-30
-35
-40
-45

-50
-55
-60
-65

* After G.

Tabi.k 75 .

—

WiJi'-AnivVRATIO Lapbe Rate (°C per 100 Om )*

Sublinmiioii to ice or snow

Pressure, mb

1000 900 800 700 600 500 400 300 200 100

0.600 578 554 525 493 457 413 363 306 236
0.680 658 634 606 573 535 490 432 362 271

0.751 732 709 683 653 617 571 504 423 316
0.818 802 782 760 732 679 652 591 504 371

0.872 862 846 827 802 773 734 679 588 447

0.914 905 893 880 862 839 809 761 683 535
0.945 940 932 922 910 894 872 835 772 640
0.970 965 960 953 945 935 921 896 850 743
0.983 980 977 974 968 962 952 935 904 825
0.992 991 989 986 983 979 973 964 944 891

0.997 996 995 994 992 990 987 980 968 934
1.000 0.999 999 998 ! 997 996 995 991 983 961
1,003 1.002 1.002 1.002 1.001 1.000 1.000 0.998 0.993 0.981
1.004 1.004 1.003 1.003 1 . 003

j

1.003 1.002 1.001 1.000 0.994

HtUve.
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c:n

X.
Fici. 30.—Satiimtod va])or prcHsure over

water of salinity 35 °/oo* (After Sverdrup.)

PRESSURE MEASUREMENT

A properly exposed iiKTOuriul ])arometer is used to determine the atmospheric

pressure at a station. The direct result of the reading of the instrument, uncorrected

for any errors, is known as the observed reading. Care must be used in reading the

vernier as well as in setting it at the top of the meniscus. The observed reading may
be corrected as outlined below to give the actual pressure at the ivory point of the

barometer. The actual pressure is the “static pressure^' of the atmosphere at the

time and place of reading.

Pumping. During windy, gusty weather the barometer is subject to rapid and

irregular oscillations. This phenomenon is known as pumping. Pumping is a

reflection of actual changes in the static pressure, and the amount cannot, in general,

be calculated. In strong winds, the fluctuations may amount to as much as 3 mb
pressure. The term pumping is also applied to the more violent oscillations of the

mercury caused by the movement of a ship at sea. These violent oscillations are

damped by means of a glass tube with a constricted bore. Reasonably accurate

readings may Ik^ obtaine<i when the barometer is pumping by taking the mean of its

highest and lowest positions during a period of 1 min.

Correctioii for Scale Errors, Capillarity, Etc. This is a mean difference between

the readings of a given instrument and those of the standard barometer duly corrected.

This quantity embraces all outstanding errors in the subdivision of the scale, or its

total length; errors in the adjustment of the sighting edge to the zero line of the

vernier; errors of capillarity, imperfect vacuum, etc. A card can be made showing

the sum of these corrections. In a well-constructed barometer, the sum is about

constant over the scale and rarely exceeds 0.20 mb.
^

Correction for Temperature. Changes in the temperature of its surroundings

will produce changes in the length of the scale of the barometer and changes in the

density of the mercury. Linear expansion of brass is 0.0000102 per Cubical
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expansion of mercury is 0.0001010 per Barometers reading in inches of mercury

are manufactured to read true pressure (/.c., zero temperature correction) at about

28.6°F. Barometers reading in millimeters of mercury are manufactured to read

true pressure at 0°C. Barometers reading in millibars are, in England, generally

adjusted to read true pressure at 12°C. The tables for correction usually give the

correction for both scale and mercury density in one set of figures. An error is there-

fore introduced if the uncorrectod reading of a mercurial barometer expressed in

metric units is converted into English units, or vice versa, and a temperature correc-

tion afterward applied to the result. The convetsion of readings from one unit to

another can then he made only after each reading has been fully corrected for temperature

using the proper tables or graph of corredions.

Fia. 38,—Correction of the barometer to standard temperature. Metric measure.
Isopleths of temperature of attached thermometer. For temperatures above (below)
0®C the correction is to be subtracted (added). {Plotted from Smithsonian Meteorological
Tables,)

Each barometer is supplied with an attached thermometer.” It is assumed that

the mercury and scale are at one uniform temperature, the temperature of the attached

thermometer. The correction necessary for various temperatures and pressures is

shown in Figs, 38 and 39 and in Table 76, The curves and tables referred to are

computed for brass scales,

Correctioii for Local Gravity. This correction breaks down into two parts: (1)

the correction based on the variation of the force of gravity with latitude—latitude

term^ and (2) the correction based on the variation of gravity with altitude above sea

level. These corrections appear because the weight of a given mass of mercury varies

over the earth's surface. For the most precise work, the local value of gravity must
be determined carefully. For all routine meteorological reports, it is sufficient to

take local gravity at seal level to be given by

« 980.62(1 - 0.002640 cos 2y> + 0.000007 cos* 2v»)
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Fia. 39.—Correction of the barometer to standard temperat\',re. English measure.
Isopleths of temperature of attached thermometer. (Plotted from Smithsonian Meteoroloffi^

cal Tables.)
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The correction for altitude is

c (dynes) - -0.0003086/i (m)

c (dynes) = ~-0.000094/i (ft)

The height of the barometer in teriiis of the value of gravity is given by

h — i.
9^'^

«45.0 —

where /i46 .o ~ height of the barometer corrected to standard gravity

h^,z ~ height of the barometer as read (!orr(*cted for scale errors, (^tc.

*= value of gravity at the ivory point of the baromtiter

^^46.0 = standard value of gravity (980.62).

It will be noted that the correction for gravity varies with the pressure. At a

shore station, it is customary to prepare a card of corrections combining gravity with

the almost constant errors of scale, etc. For use on shipboard, a table of corrections

corresponding to different latitudes is necessary. The correction for altitude is

negligible on shipboard and at low-level shore stations.

Actual Pressure. The preceding discussion briefly illustrates the exceedingly

complex corrections that are required to be made to a mercurial barormder if very

accurate values of static pressure are to be deduced from the observed reading. For

all routine work, it is adequate to proceed as shown in the below example.

Example. The observed reading of a mercurial baronu'ter equipped with a l)rass

scale is 30.08 in. ; attached thermometer 58®F; latitude 38°45'N
;
elevation of barometer

100 ft above sea level.

Oliserved reading 1,018.0 mb 30.08 in.

Scale, etc., error (from crilibration card
supplied by manufacturer or cognizant
bureau) -0.004 in.

Temperature correction (Fig. 39) —0.080 in.

Latitude correction (Fig. 42) —0.019 in.

Total correction (sum of above three) ....

Actual pressure at ivory point 1,015.2 mb
-0.103 in.

29 . 98 in.

Reduced Pressures. The actual pressure at the ivory point of the barometer

is generally of secondary interest. For meteorological purposes, several reduced

pressures are employed. Reductions are commonly carried out for station pressure,

which is a pressure corresponding to an adopted or station elevation. This may and

generally does differ from the elevation of the barometer. Sea-level haromeiric pres-

sure (M.S.L. pressure) is the theoretical pressure that would be exerted by the atmos-

phere at a station at a given time, if that station were at sea level. The M.S.L. pressure

is intended to represent the barometric pre^ure at sea level under the prevailing

meteorological conditions of temperature and station pressure. It is designed to

give fairly smooth, consistent isobars on consecutive weather maps, so far as is prac-

ticable (U.S. Weather Bureau Circular AT, 1941). The altimeter setting is a pressure,

in inches, used for setting a pressurc-scale-type sensitive altimeter in an airplane so

that upon landing of the airplane at an airport the pointers of the instrument will

indicate very closely the fiehl elevation above sea level, provided that the instrument

is functioning properly and is free from error and that the setting was determined by a

properly equipped station near the time and plac^e of landing and w^as furnished to the

pilot just prior to landing.
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When the differenec in altitude between the barometer and the elevation to which
it is desired to reduce the actual pressure (at the barometer) exceeds about 100 ft the

calculations require some care. Definite procedures arc established by the U.S.

Weath<;r Bureau for us(i in the United States. Similar procedures are established by
the weather services of other countries. See for examphi Wt^ather Bureau Form
11 54-A, a pressurc-aUitude charl for reduction to sea level (1,050 to 800 mb). The
procedures outliiK^l below will give acceptable results for most stations.

Reduction to Sea Level. The M.S.L. pressure is defined above. When the

observed reading is taken at a point in the atmosphere that is directly over the sea

(e.g.y on shipboard) a very accurate value of the M.S.L. pressure may be obtained

since the pn'ssure, temperature, and humidity of the actual atmosphere between the

barometer and the sea surface are nu'asurable. In practice, for such low-level sta-

tions, an amount is jidded to the actual pressure. Tlus amount or reduction for

elevation is obtained by (uitry in Table 80.

At other than low-Ievcl stations, the temperature during the last 12 hr, the ele-

vation, and th(i latitudti are considered in the computation of the reduction for eleva-

tion. Ill the United States, tables prepan^d by the Weather Bureau for each station

give tlie sea-level pr(\ssurc for any set of values of actual pressure and average tem-

perature during th(; last 12 hr. The average temperature used is one-half the sum
of the temperature '‘now’^ and the temperature 12 hr ago. For very high elevation

stations, a “plateau crorriiction” is involved, h^xact procedures used will vary

betw(Mm different weatluir services.

For intermediate level stations, the Admiralty Weather Manual gives the formula

log po = log p 4- 2^
where po ~ M.S.L. pressure

p = actual pressure at station level

h = altit.'de of station, ft

T = mean absolute temperature of the air column between station and M.S.L.

The above formula may be used when h is not greater than about 1,000 ft. The
temperature T is usually taken to be the tempt^rature at the station (dry-bulb tem-

perature in shelter). The very high pressures reported over Siberia in winter and the

low pressures reported over African plateaus in summer are due, at least in part, to

the method of reduction to sea level.

Reduction to Sea Level. Example. The observed reading of the mercurial

barometer on l^oard a vi*ssel in Guantanamo Bay area, latitude 20®N, longitude

To^'lO'WS is 29.95 in.; temperature of attached thermometer 74°F; barometer 60 ft

above sea level.

Observed reading 1,014.2 mb 29.95 in.

Temperature correction (Fig. 39) -0.12 in.

Latitude correction (Fig. 42) —0.06 in.

Actual pressure 29.77 in.

Reduction for elevation (Table 80) +0.06 in.

M.S.L. pressure 1 ,010.2 mb 29.83 in.

In the above example, the corrections for instrument error and for gravity due to

altitude are considered negligilile.

Gold Slide. Barometer corrections at sea may bo very simply obtained by means
of the gold slide. Tins is a device attached firmly to the barometer in the position

usually occupied by the attached thermometer. It consists of a combined ther-

mometer and sliding scale. The scale is adjusted for height above M.S.L. and for
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latitude. The combined correction and reduction to M.S.L. is read off the scale in

line with the top of the mercury in the thermometer. The barometer is then road

and the M.S.L. pressure obtained by applying the correction-reduction term from

the scale to the observed reading. A complete description will be found in the

Admiralty Weather Manual.

Aneroid Barometer. The aneroid barometer is described in Sec. VIII. The pre-

cision aneroid as used by the Navy is a very ac(;urate instrument and is especially

designed for shipboard use. A multiplcrspring arrangement damps vibrations.

Similarly constructed aneroids behave differently when subject to the same changes

of pressure and temperature, so that each instrument must be separately calibrated.

The instrument is subject to hysteresis lag and a secular error due to slow changes of

the material of construction. This error is allowed for by periodic comparisons

between the aneroid and a mercurial barometer. The response is almost immediat(}

to changes in pressure. No correction for temperature or latitude is necessary. Actual

pressures as read on the aneroid are reduced to atiy desired elevation precisely as

actual pressures are determined by the mercurial barometer.

Altimeter Setting. The altimeter setting is a pressure in inches of mercury. It is

the station pressure reduced to sea level in accordance with the U.S. Standard Atmos-

phere. See Sec. V for a complete discussion of the standard atmosphere. Tables

and a nomogram showing variations of pressure, temperature, and elevation in the

U.S. Standard atmosphere follow.

Caution : It should be noted that the altimeter setting docs not depend on prevail-

ing temperatures, as the M.S.L. pressure does depend on prevailing temperatures.

It is important that altimeter settings not be confused w'ith M.S.L. pressure. The
former is used by aviation interests in sotting barometric altimeters; the latter is

used by meteorologists in drawing isobars on weather maps. In aii'ways radio broad-

casts, the altimeter setting is known as the KoUsman number.

Station Elevation. Station elevation by aviation interests is usually considerc^d

to be a point 10 ft above the mean elevation of the runway. Observed reading of the

barometer is first corrected to give the actual pressure. The actual pressure is then

r^uced to give the pressure at the station elevation, i.e., to give the station pressure.

The station pressure is finally reduced to give altimeter setting (Kollsman number).

Altimeter Setting. Example. Mean elevation of runway = 30 ft. Station

elevation = 10 ft above runway = 40 ft above M.S.L. Elevation of ivory point of

barometer * 60 ft above M.S.L. Current actual pressure at the ivory point (after

making corrections to the observed reading) — 29.825 in.

1, Station pressure is obtained by adding 0.001 in. for each foot the station elevation

is below the ivory point, thus

Station pressure * (60 — 40) X 0.001 -f 29.825 = 29.845 in.

2. Altimeter setting is obtained by entering Table 81 with the station elevation to

find the amount of the reduction. Enter with 40 ft to find a reduction of 0.044 in.

Then
Altimeter setting = 29.845 + 0.044 ~ 29.889 in.

The above setting would be reported to the nearest 0.01 in. ;
i.e., as 29.89 in.

Note: It is especially to be noted that established stations within the United
States are furnished individually prepared tables which will be used in determining

the altimeter setting. Entry is made with station pressure to the nearest 0.01 in.

Altimeter setting is read directly without interpolation. For stations not equipped
with such tables, the above procedure is adequate.

Pressure Altitude and Altiineter Setting. An alternate but equivalent procedure

for determination of altimeter setting involves use of tables of altitude vs. pressure

according to the U. S. Standard atmosphere. See for example Table 86a. To obtain

altimeter settiim; proceed as follows: (1) Correct and reduce observed barometric
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reading to the actual pressure (p), 10 ft above the airport runway by methods given

above. (2) Pinter Table 86a with pressure (p) in inches and read the corresponding

elevation (z). This elevation is known as the pressure altitude. (3) Subtract the

surveyed elevation of the airport runway from the pressure altitude. The result in

feet is known as the pressure altitude variation. (4) Enter Table 86a with the pressure

altitude variation and read the corresponding pressure. This pressure is the altimeter

setting.

Example.

1. Pressure (p), corrected and reduced to elevation 10 feet

above runway 28 . 30 in.

2. Pressure altitude, z (Table 86a) 1,533 ft

3. Pressure altitude variation when elevation of runway is

500 ft (2 - /i) 1,033 ft

4. Altimeter setting (Table 86a) 28.82 in.

Table 76.

—

Temperature C'orrkctiOx\ of the Kew Pattern Barometer (Milli-
bar Graduations)

Corrections (mb) to be applied to the readings of Kew pattern barometers to reduce
them to 285°K.

Attached Barometer readings Attached
thermom- thermom-
eter,

I I I i ! I I I I
cter,

(add) 860 880 900 920 940

11 0.15 0.15 0.15 0.16 0.16
10 0.30 0.30 0.31 0.32 0.32
9 0.44 0.45 0.46 0.47 0.48
8 0.59 0.61 0.62 0.63 0.64
7 0.74 0.76 0.77 0.79 0.81

6 0.89 0.91 0.93 0.95 0.97
5 1.04 1.06 1.08 1.11 1.13
4 1.19 1.21 1.24 1.26 1.29
3 1.33 1.36 1.39 1.42 1.45
2 1.48 1.51 1.55 1.58 1.61

1 1.63 1.66 1.70 1.74 1.77
0 1.78 1.82 1.86 1.90 1.93

- 1 1.93 1.97 2.01 2.05 2.10
- 2 2.08 2.12 2.17 2.21 2.26
- 3 2.22 2.27 2.32 2.37 2.42

~ 4 2.37 2.42 2.48 2.53 2.58
- 5 2.52 2.57 2.63 2.69 2.74
- 6 2.67 2.73 2.78 2.84 2.90
- 7 2.82 2.88 2.94 3,00 3.06
- 8 2.97 3.03 3.09 3.16 3.22

- 9 3.11 3.18 3.26 3.32 3.39
-10 3.26 3.33 3.40 3.48 3.55
-11 3.41 3.48 3.56 3.63 3.71
-12 3.56 3.63 3.71 3.79 3.87
-13 3.71 3.79 3.87 3.95 4.03

-14 3.86 3.94 4.02 4.11 4.19
-15 4.00 4.09 4.18 4.26 4.35
-16 4.15 4.24 4.33 4.42 4.51
-17 4.30 4.39 4.49 4.58 4.68
-18 4.45 4.64 4.64 4,74 4.84

960 980 1000 1020 1040 (subtract)

0.16 0.17 0.17 0.17 0.18 13
0.33 0.34 0.34 0.35 0.36 14
0.49 0.50 0.51 0.52 0.53 15
0.66 0.67 0.68 0.70 0.71 16
0.82 0.84 0.86 0.87 0.89 17

0.99 1.01 1.03 1.05 1.07 18
1.15 1.17 1.20 1.22 1.24 19
1.32 1.34 1.47 1.49 1.42 20
1.48 1.51 1.54 1.57 1.60 21
1.64 1.68 1.71 1.74 1.78 22

1.81 1.85 1.88 1.92 1.95 23
1.97 2.01 2.05 2.09 2.13 24
2.14 2.18 2.22 2.27 2.31 25
2.30 2.35 2.39 2.44 2.49 26
2.47 2.52 2.57 2.61 2.66 27

2.63 2.68 2.74 2.79 2.84 28
2.80 2.85 2.91 2.96 3.02 29
2.96 3.02 3.08 3.14 3.20 30
3.13 3.19 3.25 3.31 3.37 31
3.29 3.35 3.42 3.49 3.55 32

3.45 3.52 3.59 3.66 3.73 33
3.62 3.69 3.76 3.83 3.91 34
3.78 3.86 3.93 4.01 4,08 35
3.95 4.03 4.10 4.18 4.26 36
4.11 4.19 4.28 4.36 4.44 37

4.28 4.36 4.45 4.53 4.62 38
4.44 4,53 4.62 4,71 4.79 39
4.61 4.70 4.79 4,88 4.97 40
4.79 4.86 4.96 5.05 5.15 41
4.93 5.03 5.13 5.23 5.33 42
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Table 77.—Normal Value of the Aookleration of CIravity at Sea Level ((’m
TER Sec^)

Latitude,
° 0° 2 ° 4" 6^ 8"

80 983.06 983.12 983.16 983.19 983.21
70 982.61 982.72 982.82 982.91 982.99

981.92 982.07 982.22 982.36 982.49
50 981.07 981.25 981 .42 981.59 981.76

1)80.71 980.89

979.33 979.49 1)79.82
20

1

978,64 978.76 978.89 979 . 18
978.19 978.26 978.34 978.43 978.53
978.04 978.04 978.06 978.10 978.14

(90° = J83.22) (45^ = 980.62)

Table 78.=—Normal Valu
fe)

AT Various fiATiTiroEs

Latitude,

80
70
60
50
40
30
20
10
0

1.00311

1.00271
1.00201
1.00111
1.0002!l
0. 999310

|0.9986;0
0.9982 0.

0.9980;0.

0032T.
0027(1,
00201.
0012 1.

00031.
9994 0.

99870.
9982 0.

9980,0.

00821

0028|
0021,

0013
00041

999510.
9987'0.

9982!o.
9980,0.

3^

.0032(1

.00281

.0022 1

.0014 1

.0004 I

9996i0

0032:1.0032 1

9988!
99831
99801

.0029

.0023
,0014

0005,
9996!
9989
99S3|

9980

0029
0023|
001

5

|

000(5

9997|
99890
99830

0.9980 0

6°

.0033

.0030

.0024

.0016

.0007
. 9998
.99901

. 9984
,9981

.003311

.0031 1

1

.002511

.0018|l

.0009 !i

.OOOO ll

.9992!o

.998510

.998110

.0033

.0031

.0026

.0019

.0010

.0001

.9992

.9986

.9981
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Barometric reading, millibars

Fia. 41.—Correction of the barometer to standard latitude. Millibars. For latitudes

above (below) 45° the values are to be added (subtracted).
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Barometric reading, inches

Fig* 42 .—Correction of the barometer to standard latitude. English measure. For
latitudes above (below) 45^ the values are to be added (subtracted)

.
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'rABLK 79. -iNKLlTENrK OF (tRAVITY ON BAROMETRIC OBttBRVATlC)Nfci *

Correction for altitude to be subtracted

Height, ft

Reading of barometer, in.

18 22 26 30

2,000
4.000
6.000
8,000
10,000 0.011

0.008
0.011
0.013

0.003
0.006
0.009

0.004

* From U.S. Weather Bur. Circ. F.

Table 80.

—

Reduction of Barometric Reading to Mean Sea Level
Reading 30 in. The correction is always to’ be added

Height, ft

Temperature of air (dry bulb in shelter), °F

. 0 20 40 60 80

10 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01
20 0.02 1 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02
30 0.04 0.04 0.03 0.03 0.03
40 0.05 0.05 0.04 0.04 0.04
50 0.06 0.06 0.06 0.05 0.05

60 0.07 0.07 0.07 0.06 0.06
70 0.09 0.08 0.08 0.08 0.07
80 0.10 0.09 0.09 0.09 0.08
90 0.11 0.11 0.10 0.10 0.09
100 0,12 0.12

i

0.11 0.11 0.10

Table 81.—Correction Factors to Be Added to Station Pressure to Obtain
Altimeter Setting

all pressures between 29.0 and 31.0 in

Altitude of Station
Elevation above Correction in

M.S.L., Ft In. Hg
0 0.000
10 0.011
20 0.022
30 0.033
40 0.044
50 0.055
60 0.066
70 0.077
80 0.088
90 0.099
100 0.110
h O.OOlU
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Table 82.

—

Redik’tion of Station Pressurk to M.S.L. I^uessure*

/JL

Ap = /; • p, wluMT k = — t)

Ta-hulatod values of k arc valid for p in tub or in nun

Station

Mean t<*inperature,

elevation, m
-30 -20 -10 0 +10 +20 +30 +40

20 0.0028 027 026 025 024 023 023 022
40 0.0056 054 052 050 048 047 045 044
60 0.0085 081 079 076 073 070 068 066
80 0.0113 109 105 101 097 094 090 087
too 0.0141 136 131 126 121 117 113 109

120 0.0170 164 158 152 146 141 136 131

140 0.0199 191 184 177 170 165 159 154

160 0.0228 219 211
1

203 195 188 181 176
180 0.0257 217 237 228 219 212 204 1!)!)

200 0.0286 274 •264 254 244 236 227 221

220 0.0315 * 302 291 280 26!) 260 250 224
240 0.0344 330 317 306 29-1 284 273 266
260 0.0373 357 344 331

i

319 308 296
i

289
280, 0.0402 385 371 357 344 332 320 311

300 0.0431 413 397 383 369 356 , 344 > 334

320 0.0460 441 424 409 394 380 367 357
340 0.0490 470 451 435 419 404 391 379
360 0.0519 498 479 461 444 428 414 402
380 0.0548 526 506 487 470 453 437 424
400 0.0578 555 533 513 495 477 461 447

420 0.0608 584 560 539 520 502 485 470
440 0.0638 612 588 566 546 526 508 493
460 0.0668 641 615 592 571 551 532 515
480 0.0698 670 643 618 596 575 555 538
500 0.0728 698 671 645 622 600 579 561

* F'rom Linke.
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INDICATED
ALTITUDE

100 -

90

28

•h ^5

60-i:30

-^26

50+
24

-h22

40-~j-“20

^19
-“18

--17

-“16

30“ -15

14

26 ““15

24 -“12

22 - “ II

20“^10
H.

SCALES for changing INDICATED ALTITUDE to TRUE ALTITUDE

using Flight Temperatures

TRUE
ALTITUDE

I40-:;r70

150

120+60

55

2H

26+ 13

24

22+11

20

65

60- -^0

55i^’«
26

ir24

-“22

40 “7 20

:ii9

+ 17

-16

30“+^ 15

14

12

H,

TEMPERATURE
oc OF

50-a«j2o

110

+ 100

90

+ 80

40-

30+

-40-

-50

760

10+ 50

““40
- -

+ 50

20

-10+
+ 10

+ -30

-w

+-50

-60

tH

INDICATED ALTITUDE

THOUSAND THOUSAND
METERS FEET

+ 54

h32

^ .“16

I “14

4“1

1^12

x«-10

:6

;4

-h2

H

Copjrnghr 1938 by KOUSMAN INSTRUMENT COMPANY. INC 8008 POny fiAh AvcnM;ElinhiirttNe«Yof^U&A

Fio. 44.— Indicated altitude to true altitude using flight temperatures. Put a straight-

edge from the temperature scale tu to the altitude (over sea level) on scale H and make a

mark where it goes across line XX. Put the straightedge from this mark to the indicated

altitude (over the ground) on scale Hx. Where it goes across Ht is the true altitude (over

the ground). Use the right aide of scale Hi with the right side of scale Ht and the left

side of scale Hi with the left side of Ht. The numbers on these scales may be used for any
altitude units; e.g., 35 may be used for 350 m, 3,500 ft, 3,500 m, 35,000 ft, etc. {ScoIbb

by permission.)
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SCALES for changing INDICATED ALTITUDE to TRUE ALTITUDE

ming Mean Temperatures

INDICATED
ALTITUDE
100-r-50

90-
1

I45

80 -^ -40

70- -35
" •

24 4-12

^0

2K

4-26

^24

22

20

^19
--18

--17

1-16

15

14

13

20-

TRUE
ALTITUDE

130-ar 65

120-^60

110-^ 55

40

70 -4- 35

40

30-

2«

26

30

26

--22

20

19

-f-is

17

•16

•15

13

H

24-1-12

22-j~n

20-1- 1«

18-

16-^8
H,

S£A LEVEL

oc OF

’®'3rl20

no

^UX)

:^90

:r«o

^t>o

50

f-40

30

•20

10

0

-10

-20

-30

-504-

L.-60

40

30^

20

-TEMPERATURES

MEAN

OC op X

^^lrl20

no

1(X)

^90

:^80

' j 70

^60

10

-40

30

20

10

^0

; ^-10

:L-2o

I- -30

-30

'—60

PLIGHT

oc op

INDICATED ALTITUDE

THOUSAND THOUSAND
METERS FEET

hM

30-4

-204:

-50 -

no

100

90

-70

i£-60

-50

-40

i-30

-20

-10

0

-10

-20

ih’M)

-40

i-50

'—60

tH

h 32

94:’”

28

V 26

24

-22

6 -

16

>14

12

3-t*®

•r*

”
j6

'-4

1-1

-

o-i-o

Cb|i)fri{)»l9yib| KOLLSMAN INSTRUMENT COMPANY. INC, KOI H)ny Mh Avenue. ElmhuiR; New YoiRlJ^

Fig. 45.—Indicated altitude to true altitude using mean temperatures. Put a straight-

edge from the sea-level temperature on scale to to the flight temperature on scale </f. Make
a mark where it goes across the mean temperature on scale Put the straightedge from
this mark to the altitude on scale if, and make a mark where it goes acrosvS line XX, Put
the straightedge from this mark to the indicated altitude on scale Hi. Where it goes across

scale Ht is the true altitude. Proceed similarly with ground temperature and indicated

altitude over the ground to obtain true altitude over the ground. Use the right (left)

side of scale Hi with the right (left) side of scale i/|. The numbers on scales may be used
with any altitude units. {Scales hy permiasion.)
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Fig. 46.—Nomogram for thickness correction due to the presence of water vapor in a
stratum. Correction is always added. ~ O.Glu^Aa:. Rule: To ol>tain correction

lay down straightedge as shown above to find 3.7 m correction to bo added because of

mean mixing ratio equal to w ^ 6.0 grams per kg in a layer 1,000 m thick if dry.
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Table 83 .

—

Inches of Standard Mercury into Millibars

Inch
1

^ 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

27.0 914.3 14.7 15.0 15.3 15.7 16.0 16.4 16.7 17.0 17.4
27.1 917.7 18.1 18.4 18.7 19.1 19.4 19.7 20.1 20.4 20.8
27.2 921.1 21.4 21.8 22.1 22.5 22.8 23.1 23.5 23.8 24.1
27.3 924.5 24.8 25.2 25.5 25.8 26.2 26.5 26.9 27.2 27.5
27.4 927.9 28.2 28.5 28.9 29.2 29.6 29.9 30.2 30.6 30.9

27.5 931.3 31.6 31.9 32.3 32.6 33.0 33.3 33.6 34.0 34.3
27.6 934.6 35,0 35.3 35.7 36.0 36.3 36.7 37.0 37.4 37.7
27.7 938.0 38.4 38.7 39.0 39.4 39.7 40.1 40.4 40.7 41.1

27.8 941.4 41.8 42.1 42.4 42.8 43.1 43.4 43.8 44.1 44.5
27.9 944.8 45.1 45.5 45.8 46.2 46.5 46.8 47.2 47.5 47.9

28.0 948.2 48.5 48.9 49.2 49.5 49.9 50.2 50.6 50.9 51.2
28.1 951.6 51.9 52,3 52.6 52.9 53.3 53.6 53.9 54.3 54.6
28.2 955.0 55.3 55 .

6

56.0 56.3 56.7 57.0 57.3 57.7 58.0
28.3 958.3 58.7 59.0 59.4 59.7 60.0 60.4 60.7 61.1 61.4
28,4 961.7 62.1 62.4 62.8 63.1 63.4 63.8 64.1 64.4 64.8

28.5 965.1 65 .

5

65.8 66.1 66.5 66.8 67.2 67.5 67.8 68.2
28.6 968.5 68.8 69.2 69.5 1 69.9 70.2

1

70.5 70.9 71.2 71.6
28.7 971 .9 72.2 72.6 72.9 73.2 73.6 73,9 74.3 74.6 74.9
28.8 975.3 75.6 76.0 76.3 76.6 77.0 77.3 77.7 78.0 78.3
28.9 978.7 79.0 79,3 79.7 80.0 80.4 80.7 81.0 81.4 81.7

29.0 982.1 82.4 82.7 83.1 83.4 83.7 84.1 ' 84.4 84.8 85.1
29.1 985.4 85.8 86.1 86 .

5

86.8 87.1 87.5 87.8 88.2 88.5
29.2 988.8 89.2 89.5 89.8 90.2 90.5 90.9 91.2 91.5 91.9
29,3 992,2 92.6 92,9

I

93.2 93,6 93.9 94.2 94.6 94.9 95.3
29.4 995.6 95.9 96.3 96.6 97.0 97.3 97.6 98.0 98.3 98.6

29.5 999.0 99.3 99.7 00.0 00.4 00.7 01.0 01.4 01.7 02.0
29.6 1002,4 02.7 03.1 03.4 03.7 04.1 04.4 04.7 05.1 05.4
29.7 1005.8 06.1 06.4 06.8 07.1 07.5 07.8 08.1 08.5 08.8
29.8 1009.1 09.5 09.8 10.2 10.5 10.8 11.2 11.5 11.9 12.2
29.9 1012.5 12.9 13.2 13.5 13.9 14.2 14.6 14.9 15.2 15.6

30,0 1015,9 16.3 16.6 16.9 17.3 17.6 18.0 18.3 18.6 19.0
30.1 1019.3 19.6 20.0 20.3 20.7 21.0 21.3 21.7 22.0 22.4
30.2 1022.7 23.0 23.4 23.7 24.0 24.4 24.7 25.1 25.4 25.7
30.3 1026.1 26.4 26,8 27.1 27.4 27.8 28.1 28.4 28.8 29.1
30.4 1029.5 29.8 30.1 30.5 30.8 31 2 31.5 31.8 32.2 32.5

30.5 1032.9 33.2 33.5 33.9 34.2 34.5 34.9 35.2 35.6 35.9
30.6 1036.2 36.6 36.9 37.3 37.6 37.9 38.3 38.6 38.9 39.3
30.7 1039.6 40,0 40.3 40,6 41.0 41.3 41,7 42.0 42.3 42.7
30.8 1043.0 43.3 43.7 44.0 44.4 44.7 45.0 45.4 45.7 46.1
30.9 1046.4 46.7 47.1 47.4 47.8 48.1 48.4 48.8 49.1 49.5

31.0 1049.8 50.1 50.5 50.8 51.1 51.5 51.8 52.2 52.5 52.8
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Tahle 84. 'Fhk U.S. Standard AmosPH^JUK

Press.,
mb

Elevalif>Tj

Temp., Pr<y<H.,

mb

ElovatioT)

Temp.,

Ft
1

M Ft M

1,080 -1,780 -643 * 18.5 540 16,400 5,(K)0 -17.5
1,070 - 1,620 -463 18.0 530 10,860 5,140 -18.4
1,060 -1,260

1

-384 17.5 520 17,330 5,280 -19.3
1,050 -990 -302 17.0 510 17,800 5,430 -20.3
1,040 -730

i

-220 16.4 500 18,280 5,570 -21,2

1,030 -460 -140
i

15.9 490 18,770 5,720 -22.2
1,0)20 -180 -60 15.4

1

480 19,260 5,870 -23.2
1 ,01 S .8 0,000 000 16.0 470 19,770 0,030 -24.2
1,010 90 30 14.8 460 20,280 0,180 -26.2
1,000 370 no 14.3 450 20,800 6,340 -26.2

990 640 200 13.7 440 21,330 6,500 -27.3
980 930 280 1 13.2 430 21,870 6,670 -28.3
970 1,210 370 12.6 ! 420 22,420 6,840 -29.4
960 1,490 450

i

12.1 410 22,990 7,010 -30.5
950 1,780 540 11.5 400 23,560 7,180 -31.7

940 2,000 030 I 10.9
i

390 24,150 7,360 -32.8
930 2.350 720 10.3

1
380 24,740 7,540 -34.0

920 2,650 810 9.8
i

370 25,350 7,730 -35.2
910 2,940 900 9.2 360 25,980 7,920 -36.5
900 3,240 990 8.6 350 26,610 8,110

j

-37.7

890 3,540 1,080 8.0 340 27,270 8,310 -39.0
880 3,850 1,170 7.4 330 27,940 8,620 -40.4
870 4,150 1 1,270 6.8 320 28,620 8,730 -41.7
860 4,460 1,360 6.2 310 29,320 8.940 -43.1
850 4,780 1,460 5.5 300 30,050 9,160 -44.5

840 5,100 1,550 4.9 290 30,790 9,390 -46.0
830 5,420 1,6.50 4.3 280 31,550 9,020 — 47.5
820 5,740 1,750 3.6 270 32,330 1 9,860 -49.1
810 6,060 1,850 3.0 200 33,150 10,100 -60.7
800 6,390 1,950 2.3 250 33,980 10,360 -52.3

790 6,720 2.050 1.7 250 34,840 1 10,620 -54.0
780 7.060 2,150 1.0 234 86,832 10,769 - 86.0
770 7,*.;)0 2,250 0.3 230 35,740 10,890 - 56.0
760 7,740 2,300 -0.3 220 30,670 11,180 - 66.0
760 8,080 2,460 -1.0 210 37,640 11,470 - 66.0

740 8,440 2,570 -1.7 200 38,660 11,790 - 66.0
730 8,790 2,680 -2.4 190 39,740 12,110 - 66.0
720 9,150 2,790 -3.1 180 40,870 12,460 - 66.0
710 9,510 2,900 -3.8 170 42,000 12,820 - 56.0
700 9,880 3,010 -4.6 160 43,330 13,210 - 55.0

690 10,250 3,120 -5.3 160 44,680 13,020 - 55.0
680 10,620 3,240 -6.0 140 46,130 14,060 - 55.0
670 1 1 ,000 3,350 -6.8 130 47,680 14,530 - 65.0
660 11,380 3,470 -7.6 120 49,360 15,040 - 55.0
650 11,770 3,590 -8.3 no 51,180 15,600 - 65.0

640 12,160 3,710 -9.1 100 53,170 16,210 - 56.0
. 630 1 12,570 3,830 -9.9

1

620 12,970 3,960 -10.7
610 13,380 4,080 -11.6
600 13,790 4,200 -12.3

590 14,220 4,330 -13.2
580 1 14,640 4,460 -14.0
570 15,070 1

1,590 -14.9
560 15,510 4,730 -15.7
550 15,950 4,860

i

-10.6
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Tarle 85.—ruEssTjRE, Mb at Various Geometric IlEKaiTs above Sea Level
According; to Ihe I^.S. Standard Atmosphcrt**

Geometric
height,

Si'ers 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

above
sea lev(*l

966 955 943
856 846 835
756 747 737
666 658 649

932 921 910
825 815 805
728 719 710
641 633 624

585 577 570
512 505 498
446 440 434
388 382 377
336 331 326

562 555 547
491 485 478
428 422 416
372 366 361
321 317 312

289 285 281

248 245 241

212 209 206
182 179 176

155 153 151

277 272 268
237 233 230
203 200 196
173 171 168
148 146 144

133 131 129
113 112 no

127 125 123
108 107 105

* From U.S. Weather Bur. Circ. N.
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Tahi.k 8f). - Ai/riTUDKs, Presssurks, and Temperathueb*
P.S. Hianflard Atmosphere

Ft M In.

inonmry
Min

mercury
Air

temp.,°F
Air

temp. ,°C'

Mean
temp.,°P^

Mean
temp.j^C

-1,640.4 -600 806.2 +65.0 + 18.3 +61.9 + 16.6
-1,000 -304.8 31.02 787.9 62.6 17.0 60.8 16.0

0 0 29,92 760.0
^

59.0 15.0 59.0 15.0
+1,000 +304.8 28.86 732.9 55.4 13.0 57.2 14.0

1,640.4 600 716.0 53.1 11.7 56.1 13.4

2,000 609.6 27.82 706.6 51.8 11.0 55 .

4

13.0
3,000 914.4 26.81 681 .

1

48.4 9.1 53.6 12.0
3,280.8 1,000 674.1 47.3 8.5 53.1 11.7
4,000 1,219.2 25.84 656.3 44.8 7.1 51.8 11.0
4,921.2 1,600 634.2 41.4 5.2 50.2 10.1

6,000 1,524.0 24.89 632.3 41.2 5.1 50.0 10.0
6,000 1,828.8 23.98 609.0 37.6 3.1 48.2 9.0
6, r)61.7 2,000 596.2 35.6 2.0 47.1 8.4
7,000 2,133.6 23.09 586.4 34.0 + 1.1 46.4 8.0
8,000 2,438.4 22.22 564.4 30.6 -0.8 44.6 7.0

8,202.1 2,600 560.1 29.8 -1.2 44.2 6.8
9,000 2,743.2 21.38 543.2 27.0 -2.8 42.8 6.0
9,842.5 3,000 525.8 23.9 -4.5 41.4 5.2

10,000 3,048.0 20.58 522.6 23.4 -4.8 41.0 5.0
11,000 3,352.8 19.79 502.6 19.8 -6.8 39.2 4.0

11,483 3,600 493.2 18.0 -7.8 38.3 3.5
12,000 3,657.6 10.03 483.3

!

16.2 -8.8 37.2 2.9
13,000 3,962.4 18.29 464.5 12.6 -10.8 35.4 1.9
13,123 4,000 462.2 12.2 -11.0 35.2 1.8
14,000 ?,267.2 17.57 446.4 9.1 -12.7 33.6 0.9

14,764 4,600 432.9 7.6 -14.2 32.2 +0.1
16,000 4,572.0 '16.88 428.8 5.5 -14.7 31.8 -0.1
16,000 4,876.8 16.21 411.8 1.9 -16.7 29.8 -1.2
16,404 6,000 405.1 +0.5 -17.5 29.2 -1.6
17,000 5,181.6 15.56 395.3 -1.7 -18.7 28.0 -2.2

18,000 5,486.4 14.94 379.4 -5.3 -20.7 26.2 -3,2
18,045 6,600 378.7 -5.4 -20.8 26.1 -3.3
19,000 5,791 .2 14.33 364.0 -8.7 -22.6 25.7 -4.3
19,685 6,000 353.8 -11.2 -24.0 23.0 -5.0
20,000 6,096.0 13.75 349.1 -12.3 -24,6 22.5 -5.3

21,000 6,400.8 13.18 334.7 -15.9 -26.6 20.7 -6.3
21,325 6,600 330.2 -17.1 -27.3 19.9 -6.7
22,000 6,705.6 12.63 320.8 -19.5 -28.6 18.7 -7.4
22,966 7,000 307.8 -22.9 -30.5 16.9 -8.4
23,000 7,010.4 12.10 307.4 -23.1 -30.6 16.9 -8.4

24,000 7,315.2 11.59 294.4 -26.5 -32.5 14.9 -9.5
24,606 7,600 286.8 -28.7 -33.7 13.8 -10.1
26,000 7,620.0 11.10 281.9 -30.1 -34.5 13.1 -10.5
26,000 7,924.8 10.62 269.8 1 -33.7 -36.5 + 11.1 -11.6
26,247

i

8,000 266.9 -34.6 -37.0 10.6 -11.9
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Tablk 86.

—

Altitudes, Pressures, and I'EMPERAinJiiEs. *

—

{Continued)

U.S. Standard Atmosphoro

Ft M

27,000 8,229.6 10.16 258.1 -37.3 -38.5 9,1 -12.7
27,887 non 248.1 -40.5 -40.3 7.5 -13.6

8,534.4 9.72 246.9 -40.9 -40.5 7.3 -13.7
8,839.2 9.29 236.0 -44.5 -42.5 5.4 -14.8

29,528 9,000 230.5 -47.0 -43.5 4.3 -15.4

8.88 225.6 -47.9 -44.4 3.4 -15.9
9,448.8 8.48 215.5 -53.5 -46.4 1.6 -16.9

» 31,168 213.8 -54.1 -46.7 -{“1.2 -17.1
9,753.6 8.10 205.8 -55.1 -48.4 -0.4 -18.0

32,808 198.2 -58.0 -50.0 -2.0 -18.9

33,000 7.73 196.4 -58.7 -50.4 -2.0 -19.1
34,000 7.38 187.4 -62.3 -52.4 -4.4 -20.2
34,449 183.4 -63.9 -53.3 -5.3 -20.7

178.7 -65.7 -54.3 -6.3 -21.3
36,000 6.71 170.4 -67.0 -55.0 -8.1 -22.3

36,089 169.7 -67.0 -55.0 -8.3 -22.4
11,278 162.4 -67.0 -55.0 -9.9 -23.3

1.56.9 -67.0 -55.0 -11.2 -24.0
11,582 154.9 -67.0 -55.0 -11.7 -24.3
11,887 5.81 147.6 -67.0 -55.0 -13.4 -25.2

145.0 -67.0 -55.0 -13.4 -25.2
12,192 5.54 140.7 -67.0 -55.0 -14.8 -26.0
12,497 5,28 134.2 -67.0 -55.0 -16.2 -26.8

134.1 -67.0 -55.0 -16.2 -26.8
5.04 127.9 -67.0 -55.0 -17.7 -27.6

42,651 124.0 -67.0 -55.0 -18.8 -28.2
122.0 -67.0 -55.0 -18.9 -28.3

13,411 4.58 116.3 -67.0 -55.0 -20.2 -29.0
44,291 114.7 -67.0 -55.0 -20.7 -29.2
46,000 13,716 4.36 110.8 -67.0 -55.0 -21.3 -29.6

45,932 106.0 -67.0 -55.0 -22.4 -30.2
4.16 105.7 -67.0 -55.0 -22.4 -30.2

14,326 3.97 100.7 -67.0 -55.0 -23.4 -30.8
47,572 98.0 -67.0 -55.0 -24.2 -31.2
48,000 3.781 96,05 -67.0 -55.0 -24.5 -31.4

49,000 14,935 3.605 91.57 -67.0 -55.0 -25.4 -31.9
49,212 90.6 -67.0 -55.0 -25.4 -31.9
60,000 mm 3.436 87.30 -67.0 -55.0 -25.6 -32.0

From Irvin, "Aircraft Instruments,” 2d ed., McGraw-Hill, New York, 1944.
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Table 86a.—Altitude-pressure Table (In. Hg)^
U.S. Standard Atmosphere

* Elfom Irvin, Aircraft Inatrumenta," 2d ed., MoOraw-HUl, New York, 1944»
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1\\BLE 86a.—

A

ltitude-pressure Table (In. Hg).*— (Continued)

U.S. Standard Atmospliere^

Pres-
sure,

in. Hg

Altitude, Ft.

0.00 0.01 0.02 0.03 0.04 0.05 0.06 0.07 0.08 0.09

27.0 2. 814t 2,804 2.794 2,784 2,774 2,764 2 , 7.54 2.744 2,734 2,724
27.1 2,714t 2,704 2 , 694 2.684 2,674 2,604 2 , 654 2,644 2,034 2,624
27.2 2,614. 2,604 2,,594 2.584 2,574 2,.564 2 , 554 2,544 2,.534 2,524
27.3 2,514. 2,504 2,494 2,484 2.474 2,464 2,4.54 2,444 2,434 2,425
27.4 2,415. 2,405. 2,395 2,385 2,375 2,365 2,355 2,345 2,335 2,325

27.5 2,315 2,306 2,296 2,286 2,276 2,266 2,256 2.246 2,236 2,220
27.6 2,217 2,207 2,197 2,187 2,177 2, 167 2,1.58 2,148 2, 138 2, 128
27.7 2,118; 2,108 2,098 2,098 2,079 2,069 2,0.59 2,049 2,040 2,030
27.8 2,020 2,010 2,000 1,990 1,981 1,971 1 ,961 1 ,951 1,942 1,932
27.9 1,922 1,912 1,902 1 , 893 1,883 1,873 1,863 1,854 1,844 1,834

28.0 1,824 1,814 1,805 1 , 795 1,785 1.776 1,766 1 .7.56 1,746 1,737
28.1 1,727 1,717 1,707 1 , 698 1,688 1,678 1 , 668 1 , 059 1 , 049 1,039
28.2 1,630 1,620 1,610 1 .601 1,591 1.581 1,572 1 , 562 1 , 552 1,542
28.3 1.533 1,523 1,513 1 , 504 1 .494 1,481 1,475 1 ,465 1,456 1,446
28.4 1,436 1,427 1,417 1,407 1,398 1,388 1,378 1,309 1,3.59 1,350

28.5 1,340 1 , 330 1,321 1,311 1,302 1,292 1,282 1,273 1,203 1,254
28.6 1,244 1,234 1,22.5 1.215 1,206 1,196 1.186 1,177 1 , 107 1,158
28.7 1.148 1,139 1,129 1,120 1.110 1,100 1,091 1,081 1,072 1,062
28.8 1,053 1,043 1,034 1,024 1,015 1,(W)5 995 986 970 967
28.9 957 948 938 929 919 910 900 891 881 872

29.0 863 853 844 834 825 815 806 ' 796 787 777
29.1 768 758 749 739 730 721 711 702 692 083
29.2 673 664

!

655 645 i 636 626 617 007 598 589
29.3 579 570 560 .551 542 .532 523 514 504 495
29.4 485 476 467 457 448 439 429 420 410 401

29.5 392 382 373 364 354 345 336 326 318 308
29.6 298 289 280 270 261 252 242 233 224 215
29.7 205 196 187 177 168 159 149 140 131 122
29.8 112 103 94 85 75 66 57 47 38 29
29.9 20 10 + 1 -8 -17 -26 -36 -45 -54 -63

30.0 -73 -82 -91 - 100 -110 -119 -128 -137 -146 -1.56
30.1 -165 -174 -183 -192 -202 -211 -220 -229 -238 -248
30.2 -257 -266 -275 -284 -293 -303 -312 -321 -330 “339
30.3 -348 -358 -367 -.376 -385 -394 -403 -412 -421 -431
30.4 -440 -449 -4.58 -467 -476 -485 -494 -504 -513 -522

30.5 -.531 — .540 - .549 -558 -567 -576 -.585 -.594 -604 -013
30.6 -622 -631 -640 -649 -6.58 -667 -670 -685 -694 -703
30.7 -712 -721 -730 -740 -749 -758 -767 -776 -785 -794
30.8 -803 -812 -821 -8.30 -839 -818 -857 , - 806 -875 -884
30.9 -893 -902 -911 -920 -929 -938 -947 -956 -905 -974

31.0 -983 -992 -1,001 -1,010 -1,019 -1,028 -1,037 -1.046 -
1 ,055 -1,064

* From Irvin, "Aircraft Instruments," 2d ed., McGraw-Hill, New York, 1944.
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Table 87.—Distance between Stanbarb Tsobaric Sitrfapes in Dynamic Meters*
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Table 87,—Distance between Standard Isobaric Surfaces in Dynamic Meters. *

(Continued)

• After V. Bjerknes.
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Table 88.—Virtual Temperature Difference ai\ Saturation
(n - f).

Tei^.,

Pressure, mb

Tem^.,
1,000 ‘>00 800 700 600 500 400 300 200

1\ - T

-50 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
-40 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.1
-30 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.2
-20 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.3
-10 0.2 0 2 0.2 0.2 0.3 0.3 0.4
- 5 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.4 0.4 0.5 0.6 900 1,000
- 2 0.4 0.5 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 mb mb
- 1 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.1 9.9 8.8 46

0 0.6 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.2 9.3 8.3 39
1 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0 1.3 8.8 7.9 38

2 0.7 0.8 0.8 1.0 1.1 8.3 7.4 37
3 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0 1.2 800 7.8 7.0 36
4 0.8 0.9 1.0 1.1 1.3 rnb 7.3 6.6 35
5 0.8 0.9 1.1 1.2 1.4 7.8 6.9 6.2 34
6 0.9 1.0 1.1 1.3 1.5 7.3 6.5 5.8 33

7 1.0 1.1 1.2 1.4 1.6 6.9 6.1 5.5 32
8 1.1 1.3 1.4 1.6 1.9 6.5 5.7

i
5.2 31

9 1.2 1.4 1.5 1.7 2.0 6.1 5.4 4.8 30
10 1.3 1.5 1.6 1.9 5.7 5.1 4.6 29
11 1.4 1.6 1.8 2.0 5.4 4.8 4.3 28

12 1.5 1.7
1

2.1 5.0 4.5 4.0 27
13 1.6 1.8 2.0 2.3 700 4.7 4.2 3.8 26
14 1.7 1.9 2.2 2.5 mb 4.5 4.0 3.6 25
15 1.8 2.0 2.3 2.6 4.8 4.2 3.7 3.3 24
16 2.0 2.2 2.5 2.8 4.5 3.9 3.5 3.1 23

17 2.1 2.3 2.6 3.0 4.2 3.7 3.3 2.9 22
18 2.3 2.5 2.8 3.2 3.9 3.4 3.0 2.7 21
19 2.4 2.7 3.0 3.4 3.7 3.2 2.9 2.6 20

The tabulated values may be multiplied by the relative humidity to give the actual
virtual temperature difference.
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Table 89.—Pressure Increase, Mb per 500 M Thickness*

Mpttu virtiiul t»'mperttture

Pressure at the

lower level, mb
1

40" 38" 36" 34" 32" 30“ 28" 26" 24” 22" 20" 18" 10" 14"

1,050 55 56 56 56 67 2 67., 57.

S

58 3 58 7 59 59.4 59.9 60.3 60 7

1,000 53 53 4i 53.8 54 i 64 .. 54 55.2 55. f 65.9 56. S 56.

1

57.

(

57.^ 57 8

950 50 5 50. <! 51. ! 61.41 51. S; 52. 52 ^ 52 8 53.1 53.,^ 53.8 64.2 54.

(

54 9

900 47. Sf 48 48.^ 48. 49. 49 1 49.7 50.

r

i 50.1 60.7 51.01 51, 51.7 52.0

850 46
)j

46.9 47,2 47.5 47.9 48.2 48 5 48.8 49.1

800 43 44 1 44.4 44.7 45. ( 45.3 45 ( 45 9 46 2

750
j

42. 5' 42 8 43 ]
;
43 4

7(K)
1

i

39 7 40 0 40.2 i 40 5

10" 8° C" 4" 2" 0“ <>’ -4^ -6” -S” -10" -12" -14" ->.r

1,050 61.5 1 62.0 62 4 62.8
:

. «3 0 83 ; 64.2 (’>4 6 6.5 1 65.6 '

66 1 66.6 67.0 67.5

1,000 58 6
,

59.

(

59.4 i 59.8 60. i 1 60 .7 61.1 61.5 62 O; 62.4; 62 ‘i ' 63.4 63 8! 64 3

950 55.7 56.1 56.4 56 8 .57.2 57 6 58 0; 58 4 58 9 59 3 59 8, 60 2! 60 61 61 1

900 62 7 53.1 53.5 53 8 54.2 54 6! 55 0' 5.5 41 .5.5 8» 56 2 56 6 57 Oi 67 4 57 9

850 49.8 50.2 50.5 50.8 51.2 61.
5|

51 9 52.3! 52.7 .53.0 53.4 53.8 54.2 54,6

800 46.9 47.2 47.5 47 8 48 2 48.5 1 4.8 8 49 2 40.6 49.9 .50.3 50 6 51.0 51.4
750 44.0 44 3 44 6 44.

J

: 45 2 45.5 ; 45 8 46 1 46 5 46.8 47 1 47 5 47.8 48 2

700 41.0 41 3 41.6 41 9
i
42 2 42 4 42 7 43 01 43 4 43.7 44 0 44 3 44 6 45 0

650 38.1 38.4 38.6 38.

«

1

39.2 Z9A 39 7 40.0 40.3 40.6 40 9 41.2 41 5 41.8

600 35.2 35.4 35.7 35.9 36.2 36.4, 30.6 36.9 37.2 37..5 37.7 38.0 38.3 38.6

550 33.3! 33.6 33 8 34.1 34.3 34 6 34.8 35 1 35 3

500 30.3 30.5 30.7 31 n 31.2 31.4 31 6 31 9 32 1

450 28.3 28,5 28.7 28.9!

400 25.1 25.3 25 5 2.V7.
1

-20" -22" -24' -20" -28" -30" -32" -3e -30- .-3S= —42" -44" -46“

1,050 68.6 69.1 69 6 70.1 70.7 71.3 71.8 72.4 73 0 73 5 74 1

1,000 65 3 65.8 66.3 66.8 67.3 67.9 68.4 69.0 69.5 70.0 70.6!

960 62,0 62.5 63.0 63.5 64.0 64.5 65.0 05.5 66.0 66.5 67.0!

900 58 8 59.2 59.6 60.1 60.6 61.1 61.5 62.0 62.5 63.0 63. 5i

850 55.6 55.9 56,3 56.8 57.2 57.7 58.1 58.6 59.0 59,5 60.0

800 ' 52 2 52.6 53.0 53.4 53.8 54.3 54.7 55 1 55.5 56 0 56 4 56.8 57.3 57.7
750 48.9 49 3 49.7 50.1 50.5 50.9 61.2 51.7 52.1 52.5 52.9 53.3 63.7 54.1

700 45.6 46.0 46.4 46.7) 47.1 47.6 47.8 48.2 48.6 49.0 49.3 49.7 50.1 50.5

650 42.4 42.7
I

43 0 43.4 43.7 44.1 44 4 44.8 45. li 45.5 45 8 46 2 46.5 46 9

600 39.1 39.4 39.7 40.0 40.4 40.7 41.0 41.3 41.6 42.0 42.3 42.6 43.0 43.3

550 35.9 36.1 36,4 36.7 37.0 37.3 37.5 37.8 38. l! 38.5 38.7 39.1 39 5 39.7
500 32.6 32.8 33.1! 33.3 33.6 33.9 34 1 34.4 34. 7j 35.0 35.2 35.5 35.8 36 1

450 29.3 29.6 29.8 30.0 30.2 30.5 30.7 31.0 31. 2j 31.6 31.7 32.0 32.2 32 5
400 26.1 26 3 26.5 26.7 26.9 27.1 27.3 27.6 ^7.8 28.0 28.2. 28.4 28.7 28.9
350 22,8 23.0 23.2 23.4 23.6 23.7 23.9 24.1 24.3 24.5 24.7 24.9 25.1 25.3

300 19.6 19.7 19.9 20.0 20.2 20.3 20.5 20.7 20.8 21.0 21.2 21.3 21.5 21,7
250 17 6 17 8 17.9 18 1

200 14.0 14 2 14.3 14 4

150 10.6 10.6 10.7 10.8
100 7,0 7.1 7.2 7.2

-50" -52" -64" -50" -68" -60" -62" 2 -66" -68" -70" -72" -74" »-76°

400 29.4 29.7 30.0 30.2 30.6 30.8
350 25.8 26.0 26.2 26.4 26.7 27.0
300 22,1 22.3 22.5 22.7 22.9 23.1 23.3 23.5 23.8 24.0 24.2 24.4 24.6 24.8
250 18.4 18.6 18.7 18.9 19.1 19.2 19.4 19.6 19.8 20.0 20.2 20.3 20.5 20.7
200 14.7 14,8 14.9 15.1 15.2 15.4 15.5 16,7 15.8 16.0 16.1 16.3 16.4 16,6

150 11.0 11.1 11.2 11.3 11.4 11.6 11.6 11.7 11.8 12.0 12.1 12.2 12.3 12.4

100 7.4 7,4 7.6 7.5 7.6 7.7 7.8 7.8 7.9 8.0 8.0 8.1 8.2 8.3

[ Sec.I

12*’ 10
“

01 1 (>1,5

68 2 68 0
55 3 56 7
52.4 62,7
49.5 49 8

I 4(),() 46 9
' 43. 7| 44.0
40 8 41 0

-lS“|-20"

68 0 68 6
64 81 65 3

61.6; 62 0
58.3 58.8
55.0 65 5

51.8 62 2

48 6 48 9

45 3 45 6
42.1 42 4
38 8 39 1

36.6

35 9

32.4 32.6
29.1 29.3

26.9 20.1

~48>-5()*“

58 2 58 7

54.6 55 1

51.0 61.4
47.3 47.8
43.7 44 .1

40.1 40 5
36.5 36.8
32.8 33.1

29.2 29.4

26.5 25.8

21.9 22 1

18.2 18.4

14.5 14.7

10.9 n o
7.3 7.4

•78" -80“

25.1 25.3
20.9 21.1
16.7 16.9

12.5 12.6

8.3 8.4

After Caiuiegieter.
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Taklk 90 .
-> IVblk ok Faotorb to (’hange Meters into Dynamic Meters (Gm)"

Use mean values from table .

O
*'

20
° 30°

40°
80°

0 m 2.19 2.18 2.14 1.98 1.89 1.81 1.74 1 . 69%
WHIIIII 2.26 2.24 2.13 2.04 1.96 1.87 1.80 1.76

2.32 2.26 2.19 2.11 1.93 1.86 1.82
KKliir 2.38 2.37 2.32 2.25 2.17 2.08 1.99 1.92 1.88

2.44 2.43 2.38 2.32 2.23 2.14 1.99 1.94

10,000 2.51 2.49 2.45 2.38 2.29 2.26 2.12 2.05 2.00
12,000 2.57 2.55 2.51 2.44 2.35 2.26 2.18 2.11 2.06

2.63 2.61 2.57 2.42 2.32 2.24 2.17 2.13
16,000 2.69 2.68 2.63 2.56 2.48 2.39 2.23 2.19
18,000 2.75 2.74 2.69 2.62 2.54 2.45 2.36 2.29 2.25

20,000 2.81 2.80 2.75 2.68 2.51 2.43 2.36 2.31
22,000 2.88 2.86 2.82 2.75 2.66 2.57 2.49 2.42 2.37
24,000 2.94 2.92 2.88 2.81 2.72 2.63 2.55 2.48 2.44
26,000 3.00 2.98 2 94 2.87 2.78 2.70 2.61 2.54 2.50
28,000 3.04 3.00 2.93 2.85 2.76

1

2.67 2.56

* AfUT Linke.
Example, At 40° latitude, 14,000 m above aca level becomes

14,000 - ^ 13,692 gm.

Tabi^e 91 .

—

Table of Factors to Change Dynamic Meters (Gm) into Meters*
Use mean values from table .

Grn 10
°

20° 40°
80

°

0 m 2.24 2.23 2.19 2.11 1.93 1.84 1.77 1.72
2.31 2.29 2.25 2.18 2.09 1.91 1.83 1.79
2.38 2.35 2.31 2.24 2.16 1.97 1.85
2.44 2.42 2.38 2.30 2.22 2.12 1.96 1.92

8,000 2.50 2.49 2.44 2.37 2.28 2.19 2.10 1.98

1 2.57 2.55 2.51 2.44 2.34 2.25 2.17
I Wiiii 2.64 2.57 2.41 2.31 2.23 2.16 2.11

Shiiiti 2.68 2.64 2.56 2.48 2.38 2.29 2.22 2.18
illIM 2.76 2.75 2.70 2.54 2.45 2.35 2.28 2.24

18,000 2.83 2.82 2.76 2.51 2.42 2.35 2.30

2.88 2.83 2.75 2.67 2.57 2.49 2.42
22,000 2.97 2.94 2.90 2.82 2.73 2.64 2,55 2.48 wii'n
24,000 2.96 2.89 2.80 2.70 2.62 2.54

3.07 3.03 2.95 2.86 2.77 2.68
28,000 3.16 3.14 2.93 2.84 2.74 2.67 2.63

* After Linke.
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Table 92.

—

Dimensions of Eakth, Lands and 8eas*

Area., kin*
Average
<lepth, rn

.\vcra.ge

height, m Volume,, knr*

Whole earth 510,100,000 1,083, 000, 000 ,*000

Whole ocean 361,160,000 4,117 1,486,900,000
All land 148,940,000
Pacific Ocean 165,200,000 4,282 707,500,000
Atlantic Ocean 82,400,000 3,926 323,600,000
Indian Ocean 73,500,000 3,963 291,000,000
Arctic Ocean 14,090,000 1.205 17,000,000
Seas 25,970,000
Asia 44,134,000 960
Europe 10,009,000 340 .

Africa 29,834,000 750
North America 24,063,000 720
South America 17,788,000 590
Australia 8,901,000 340
Antarctica 14,169,000 2,200

From Gutenberg, “Internal Constitution of the Earth,” McGraw-Hill, New York, 1939.

Table 93.

—

TEMPEiiATrKK Lag it Days)*

Depth K

Ft in
0.0031 0.0049 0.0064 0.0133
dry soil damp soil (Ty.‘:tal rocks sandstone

1 0.30 10.0 8.0 7.0 4.8
5 1.52 50.2 39.9 34.9 24.2

10 3.05 100.4 79.9 69.9 48.5
15 4.57 150.6 119.8 104.8 72.7
20 6.10 200 8 159.7 139.8 96.9
25 7.62 251.0 199.7 174.7 121.2
30 9.14 301.2 239.6 209.6 145.4
35 10.67 351.4 279.5 244.6 169.7

Fron Gutenberg, “Internal Constitution of the Earth,’.’ McGraw-Hill, 1939.

Table 94.

—

Approximate Time Lag in the Transmission of Solar Heat through
Walls and Roofs*

Material and Thickness of Wall or Roof Time Lag, Hr.
2 in. pine
3 in. concrete + 1 in. cork \ 2
4 in. gypsum 2)4
6 in. concrete 3

22 in. brick and tile 10
16 in. concrete -f 1.5 in. cork 19

From A.S.H.y.E. Guide,
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Tablk 95.

—

^Lkngth of 1° Mebidian at Different Latitudes’^
Geographic Miles

Latitude, ® (1' of the Equator)
0 59.594
10 59.612
20 59.665
30 59.745
4t) 59.845
50 59.951
60 60.051
70 60.132
80 60.186
90 60.204

From Smithsonian Tables.

Table 96.

—

Length of V of the Parallel at Different Latitudes*
Geographic Miles

Latitude, ° (1' of the Equator)
0 60.000
5 59.773
10 59.095
15 57.969
20 56 404
25 54.411
30 52.006
35 49.204
40 46.027
45 42.498
50 38.644
55 34.493
60 30.076
65 25.428
70 20.583
75 15.578
80 10.453
85 5.247
90 0.000

From Smithsonian Tables.

Table 97.

—

Molecular Densities of the Gases of the Atmosphere*

13S1I
0 2 .0 X 10^*’ 5 4 X 10“ 2 4 X 10“ 7 .7 X 10“

20 1 5 X 10“ 4 0 X lO'- 1 8 X 10“ 5 7 X 10“
40 8 4 X 10“ 2 3 X 10“ 1 0 X 10“ 3 2 X 10'*

60 7 8 X 10“ 2 1 X 10“ 9 4 X 10“ 3 0 X 10“
80 8 0 X 10“ 2 2 X 10“ 9 6 X 10“ 3 0 X 10“

100 1 2 X 10“ 3 3 X 10“ 1 5 X 10“ 4 6 X 10‘"

120 2 0 X 10“ 5 4 X 10' 2 4 X 10“ 7 7 X 10®

140 3 5 X 10“ 9 3 X 10“ 4 2 X 10“ 1 3 X 10*

160 6 1 X 10“ 1 5 X 10“ 5 3 X 10® 1 5 X 10*

180 1 1 X 10“ 2 2 X 10“ 4 8 X 10* 1 0 X 107

200 2. 2 X 10“ * 3. 3 X 10® 4. 5 X 107 ‘ 7, 5 X 10*

220 3 2 X 10® 5. 1 X 108 4. 4 X 10* 4 ,7 X 10*

240 5. 3 X 10* 7. 8 X 107 4. 1 X 10* 3 6 X 10*

260 8. 7 X 10^ 1. 2 X 107 3, 9 X 10^ 2 9 X 10®

280 1. 4 X 107 1.,8 X 10* 3. 6 X 10* 2 3 X 10

300 6. 4 X 10* 2. 8 X 10* 3. 3 X 102 1..8

350 2. 6 X 10^ 2. 6 X 10*

1.0 X W* 2.6 X 10»»

7.1 X 10'='. 1.9 X 10*«

4.3 X 10“ 1.1 X 10“

6.3 X 108

1.3 X 108

1.8 X 10’

5.6 X 10«

4.4 X 10«

3.5 X 10«

2.8 X 10«

2.2 X 10*

1.8 X 10«

1.4

X 10«

1.6 X 101^

2.6 X 10“
4.4 X 10“
7.7 X 10“
1.4 X 10“

2.5 X 10“
3.7 X 10®

6.1 X 10®

1.0 X 10«

1.7 X 10^

100 6.4 X 10® 2.8X10® 3.3 X 10^ 1.8 l.lXlO® 7.7X10*

160 2.6 X 10^ 2.6X10* 7.1X10* 7.3X10*

4.1X10* 4.1X10*
* From Flemins, Terreetrial Magnetiam and EUectricdty/* McGraw*Hill, New York, 1939,
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MM OF O3 P£R KM OF AIR, N.T.P.

Fig. 48.—Vertical distribution of ozone. {From Fleming, “ Tvrreatrial Magnetism and
Electricity,^" McGraw-Hill, New York, 1939.)

Taplk 98.—Charaotkristi(\s of Falian(s Haixdrops*

Drops Number of dro]>8 per m’/sec

Hain Benin- Violent.,

with ning of »^u(lden d ain liki ' Perif/d J*erio<l Ending
. .. breaks a short ruin a cloud-.of lieav- of less I)eriod

Diameter durinii: fall like from a burst,
j

iost heavy of con-
Vol- very ordinary

w'hich a thun- small w'ith ' cloud- cloiKl- tinuuus
lime, the sun der- cloud some burst burst fall
mni3 shone shower hull

Mrn In. 1 2 3 4 0 7 8 0

0.5 0.019 0.065 1,000 l.OfK) 129 00 0 100 514 679 7
1.0 0.039 0.524 200 120 100 280. 50 1 , 300 423 524 233
1.5 0.069 1.77 140 60 73 100 50 500 359 347 113
2.0 0.079 4.19 140 200 100 20 150 200 138 295

i

46
2.5 0.098 8.18 0 0

1
29 20 0 0 1.56 205 7

3.0 0.118 14.1 0 0 57 0 200 0 138 81 0
3.6 0.138 22.4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 28 32
4.0 0.157 33.5 0 0 0 . 0 50 0 0 20 39
4.5 0.177 47.7 0 0 0 0 0 2(K) 101 0 0
5.0 0.196 65.4 0 0 0 0 0

!

9 0 0 25

Total 1,480 1.980 488 540 500 2.3(K1 1,829 2,179 602
Rate of rainfall

:

Mm per min. 0.06 0.07 0.10 0.04 0.31 0.72 0.57 0.38 0.26
In. per hr ...

.

0.14 0.16 0.23 0.10 0.74 1.69 1.35 0.89 0.60

From Meinser, “Hydrology,” McGraw-Hill, New York, 1942.
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Tablk 99.

—

Velocity op Falling Raindrops*

Maximum falling

Diameter,
velocity, mps

nim

1

Lenard Laws

1.0 4.4
2.0 5.9 6.6
3.0 7.0 8.0
4.0 7.7 8.8
5.0 7.9 9.2
5.5 8.0 9.3
6.5 7.8

From Meinzer, “Hydrology,” McGraw-Hill, New York, 1942.

Table 100.—Depth ok Water in Inches Corresponding to the Weight ok Snow
(or Rain) Collected in an 8-in. Gauge*

1 lb = 0.5507 in.

Weight, lb 0.00 0.01 0.02 0.03 0.04 0.05 0.06 0.07 0.08 0.09

0.0 0.00 0.01 O.Ol 0.02 0.02 0.03 0.03 0.04 0.04 0.05
0.1 0.06 0.06 0.07 0.07 0.08 0.08 0.09 0.09 0.10 0.10
0.2 0.11 0.12 0.12 0.13 0.13 0.14 0.14 0.15 0.15 0.16
0.3 0.17 0.17 0.18 0.18 0.19 0.19 0.19 0.20 0.21 0.22
0.4 0.22 0.23 0.23 0.24 0.24 0.25 0.25 0.26 0.26 0.27

0.5 0,28 0.28 0.29 0.29 0.30 0.30 0,31 0.31 0.32 0.33
0.6 0 34 0.34 0.34 0.35 0.35 0.36 0.36 0.37 0.38 0.38
0.7 0.39 0.39 0.40 0.40

1

0.41 0.41 0.42 0.43 0.43 0.44
0.8 0.44 0.45 0.45 0.46 0.46 0.47 0.47 0.48 0.49 0.49
0.9 0.50

1

0.50 0.51 0.51 0.52 0.52
1

0.53

1

0.54 0.54 0.55

* From Smithsonian Tables.

Table 101.

—

Depth of Water Corresponding to the Weight of a Cylindrical
Snow ('ore 2.655 In. in Diameter*

M lb « 1 in.

Weight pounds 0.0 j 0.5
1

1.0
1

1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0
Inches, water 0.00 2.50 5.00 7.50 10.00 12.50 15.00

* From Smitlisonian Tables.

Table 102.—Temperature, of thf Day Atmosphere*

2
,
km r, °K

0 287 60 260
10 220 80 320
20 225 100 360
30 230 200 360
40

' ' 240 220 360

* After Maris.
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Table 103.—Coriolis Parameter and Derivative (X = 2w sin *p)

d\ _ (2ci> cos <p)

Hy “ a

Latitude,
°

(v>)
X X 10< sec-‘ ~ X lO*^' cm"' sec"'

0 0.00 2.29
15 0.38 2 12

30 0.73 1.98
45 1.03 1.62
60 1.26 1.14
75 1.41 0.59
90 1,46 0.00

a 6.37 X 10** cm = radius of earth

ta — 7.29 X 10“^ sec "1 = angular velocity of tin; earth

Table 104.—Height of Homogeneous Atmosphere. Meters (at 45° Latitude)

//., = ^ X H,,

Surface
temp., °C

0 1 2 3 4

1

5
i

6

!

7 8 9

-30 7,113 7,084 7,054 7,025 6,996 6,966 6,937 6,908 6,878 6,849
-20 7,405 7,376 7,347 7,318

I

7,289 7,260 7,230 7,200 7,171 7,142
-10 7,689 7,668 7,639 7,610 7,581 7,552 7,522 7,492 7,463 7,434
- 0 7.991 7,962 7,932 7,903 7,874 7,844 7,815 7,786 7,756 7,727
-f 0 7,991 8,020 8,049 8,078 8,108 8,138 8,167 8,196 8,225 8,254
4-10 8,283 8,312 8,341 8,370 8,400 8,430 8,459 8,488 8,517 8,546
-f-20 8,576 8,6051 8,634 8,664 8,693 8,722 8,752 8,781 8,810 8,840
4-30 8,869 8,898 8,927 8,956 8,986 9,016 9,045 9,074 9,103 9,132

Table 105,

—

Density of Air, Kg per M®'

Virtual temp.,

Pressure,
mb

-70 -50 -20 20 m
100 0.172 0.164 0.156 0.138H jjp 0.123 0.119 0.115 0.111
200 0.343 0.327irilBTO0.299 [ili4zw HE m 0.246 0,238 0.223
300 0.514 0.491 0.468 0.449 0.430 nRK llktZK 0.369 0.367 0.334
400 0.686 0.654 0.598 llltifl 0.475 0.446
500 0.858 0.818 0.748 0.648 0.615 0.594 0.556

600 iBm!!0.981 0.897 0.738 0.713 0.668
700 1.146 0.965 0.927 0.894 0.862 0.833 0.779
800 1.374 1.197llltHmm 0.986 0.952 0.891
900 1.544 1.472 1.345 ilrffl 1.239 1.192 1.148 1.108 1.071 1.002

1.715 1.635 1.562 1.495 1.434 1.376 1.326 1.276 1.230 1.113

1,100 1.887 1.801 1.720 1.645 1.578 1.515 1.469 1 354 1.’265 1.225
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Fro 49—Graph for approximately extrapolating the pressure at the 10,000-ft level

from surface observations. Computed on the assumption ilmt the
I

wot adiabatic. Note the restrictions on use of the graph listed in upper left hand corner

of figure.

Pressure

at

10,000

ft.

level
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Fio. 60.—Slope diagram for advective pressure tendency. {Courtesy of J. Fulford.)
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Fig. 51.—Slope diagram for horizontal temperature gradient. {Courtesy of J. Fulford.)
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Table 108.—Height of Cloud ob Ceiung, Ft, Light Beam Projected
Vertically*

Base Base

Angle tan
1

Angle tan

1,000 ft 500 ft 1,000 ft 1,500 ft

h h h h h h

5 44 87 131 46 1 .035.5 518 ] ,036 1 ,554
6 52 157 47 1.0724 536 1,072 1,608
7 62 123 185 48 1.1106 556 1,111 1 ,667

8 70 141 211 49 1 . 1504 575 1,150 1,725
9 79 158 237 1.1918 596 1 , 192 1,788

10 88 176 264 51 1.2349 618 1,235 1,853
11 97 194 291 52 1.2799 640 1,280 1,920
12 213 319 53 1.3270 664 1,327 1,991
13 116 231 347 54 1.3764 688 1,376 2,064
14 124 249 373 55 1.4281 714 1,428 2,142

15 134 268 56 1.4826 742 1,483 2,225
16 144 287 SSI 57 1.5399 770 1,540 2,310
17 153 459 58 1.6002 800 1,600 2,400
18 162 325 487 59 1.6643 832 1,664 2,496
19 0.34433 172 344 516 60 1.7321 866 1,732 2,598

20 182 364 546 61 1.8040 902 1,804 2,700
21 192 384 576 62 1.8807 940 1,881 2,.821

22 IK 606 63 1.9626 982 1,963 2,945
23 IllyJlr/ 212 424 636 64 2.0503 1,025 2,050 3,075
24 0.44523 222 445 667 65 2.1445 1,072 2,144 3,216

25 Bp 1 233 466 699 66 2.2460 1,123 2,246 3,369
26 244 488 732 67 2.3559 1,178 2,356 3,534
27 iiP iti* 'i 255 765 68 2.4751 1,238 2,475 3,173
28 0.53171 266 532 798 69 2.6051 1,302 2,605 3,907
29 277 554 831 2.7475 1,374 2,748 4,122

30 288 577 865 71 2.9042 1,452 2,904 4,356
31 601 901 72 3.0777 1,539 3,078 4,617
32 0.62487 312 625 937 73 3.2709 1,636 3,271 4,907
33 324 649 973 74 3.4874 1,744 3,487 5,231
34 338 675 1,013 75 3.7321 1,866 3,732 5,598

35 700 1,050 76 4.0108 2,006 4,011 6,017
36 364 727 77 4.3315 2,166 4,332 6,498
37 Wl 1 ifiK 377 754 1,131 78 4.7046 2,352 4,705 7,057
38 iiTi : 781 1,171 79 5.1446 2,572 5,145 7,717
39 405 810 1,215 5.6713 2,836 5,671 8,507

40 420 839 1,259 81 6.3138 3,157 6,314 9,471
41 434 869 1,303 82 7.1154 3,558 7,115 10,673
42 450 83 8.1443 4,072 8,144 12,276
43 466 933 1,399 84 9.5144 4,757 9,514 14,211
44 < 483 1.449 85 11.430 5,715 11,430 17,175

45 B 1,000 1,500 86 14.301 7,150 14,301 21,441

From U,8. Wtaihtr Bur. Circ, N.
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SECTION II

METEOROLOGICAL MATHEMATICS
AND CALCULATIONS

By Fredekick A. Ficken

1. REAL NUMBERS
The applications of mathematics are based fundamentally on the familiar system

of real numbers.

1.11. Rational Numbers. The numbers • •
•

,
—3, —2, —1, 0, 1, 2, 3,

• •
• are

integers. Any two integers may be added, subtracted, or multiplied. If p and q

are integers, and 9 5^ 0, then r — p/q iB& rational number. Any two rational numbers

may be added, subtracted, multiplied, or divided, provided that the divisor is not

zero. The rational numbers are real numbers.

1.12. Representation of Rationals on a Line. On a given line, let a point 0 and a

different point A be chosen. Accept OA as a unit of distance. Let r — pfq be any

rational number, with the signs of p and q so adjusted that q is positive^. Divide OA

-I r 0 I V? 2 3H M ' M ' > '
1 1

R 0 A B
Fio. 1.12.

into q equal parts. From 0 measure off p of these parts, in the direction of A or in tlu^

opposite direction according as r is positive or negative, c.p., p ~ —3, q = 5, r « —3/5

in the figure. For each rational number r, this construction yields preiiisely one point

R on the line,

1.13. Real Numbers and Their Representation on a Line. It is easy to find, on

the line of Fig. 1.12, many points not obtainable in this way from any rational number

r, c.p., lay off from 0 the diagonal (length \/2) of a square whose side is OA. These

gaps in the rationals are filled by irrational real numbers devised for the purpose by

mathematicians- Every real number is rational or irrational. Thus the real numbers

may be represented on the line of Fig. 1.12 in such a way that each real number r

measures the directed distance from 0 of precisely one point R of the line, and, con-

versely, each point R of the line has its directed distance from 0 measured by precisely

one real number r.

The directed distancefrom the point R to the point S is always a ^ r. In Fig. 1.12,

the directed distance from Ato5is3 — 1 «2; that from if to A is 1 — 3 « —2.

1.21, Order and Inequalities among Real Numbers. If r — s is positive, we say

that r is greater than s and write r > « or « < r. If either r > s or r «* s, write r ^ s;

similarly for r ^ «. In terms of Fig. 1.12, r < s means that the displacement from

R U) 8 has the same direction as the displacement from 0 to A, i.e., the directed dis-

tance from R U) 8 is positive; if « < r
,
reverse the direction. To denote that r h

not equal to s, ivrite r ^ s. To denote that either r » s or r *» —
«, write r » f s.

Properties of Inequalities. 1. if a < 6 and 6 < c, then a < c. Special Case. If

oi ^ 02 $ • • ' ^ On, then oi * On if and only if Hi Oi «» • • • » o«; thus one

inequality would require ai < On.

* 124
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2. If a and h are any real numbers, then precisely one of the following threcj

relations holds: a > bj a by a < b.

3. If a < by then a + c < 6 + c.

4. a. If a < 6 and 0 < r, then or < 6r, e.g.y since 2 < 3 and 0 < Hf H <
b. If a <b and r < 0, then br < ary e.g.y since — 2 < — 1 and ~3 < 0, 3 < 6 .

The ariihrrtsiic {A)y geometric (G)y and harmonic (II) means of positive numbers

Oi, •
•

,
o« are given by

A Ol 4- • •
• 4~ Ore

n
G = Va, a,- • • • a., ^ + . .

. +

Hy means of Cauchy's inequality

(ai6i 4- • • •

-f a„bf,)* ^ (oi* 4* * •
* 4- o»i*)(5i* 4* * •

' 4-

it can be shown that II ^ G ^ Ay equality holding when and ©nly when Oi/6i » • • •

=* On/hre. Cauchy’s inequality is a consequence of Lagrange’s identity

(oi* -}-•••
-f- an^){b\^ 4- • '

‘ 4- 5n*) =* (oibi 4- • •
• 4- Onhn)* 4- [(01^2 — 0261)^

•4 • • • -}- (Ol5n — Onbi)^ 4 (a2b 8“ 0*52)* 4 *** 4" (aibn — On52)* 4 *
*

• 4
(a«»j6n — 0„bre-.i)2]

holding for any o’s and b’s. The bracketed expression is never negative.

1.22. Absolute Value (Numerical Value, Modulus) of a Real Number. The
absolute value |r| of a real number r is equal to r if r ^ 0 and to —r if r <0. Thus

|2| * 1— 2| = 2. On the line of Fig. 1.12, \r\ is the undirected distance between O
and R.

Properties of |rl, 1. |rl ^ 0. 2. jrsl = |r||.<?l. 3. \\r\ — \s\\ ^ |r ± «1 $ |r| 4 |«1.

If a and h are fixed real numbers and x a variable real number, lx — al ^ 6 means
that —6$x— 0^6, or that a — 6 $x^o 4 5, and conversely. The totality

of su(?h values of x is said to form a closed interval with end points a — b and a 4 h.

The interval is open if < replaces ^ throughout.

1.28. Contiiiuity of the Real Numbers. In contrast to the rational numbers, the

real nurnbtjrs are gapless. This important property may be formulated as follows:

If Oi < 02 < Os < * *
*

,
but Ot < A for t » 1, 2, 3,

• • • and some fixed A, then

there is a unique number 6 ^ A such that o,- ^ 6 for f = 1, 2, 3,
• • • but e < b

implies that c < ai for some value of i. The number b is called the leoAt upper bound

or supremum of the family of numbers o*, f — 1, 2, 3,
• • * .

1.24. Decimal Representation of the Real Numbers. It follows from 1.23 that,

for example, the rational numbers 3, 3.1, 3.14, 3.141, 3.1415, 3.14159, • • • have

associated with them a unique number b which is not less than any of them and not

greater than any number that is not less than any of them. The number 6, of course,

could be V for this example. .Any decimal dtdn^i • • • dido . d_id«.2d«j • •
•

,
where

each d is a digit (one of the integers 0, 1,
—

•
, 9) represents a real number, and every

real number has such an expansion. If, from some position on, each digit is 9, the last

digit that differs from 9 may be increased by 1. Thus 0.0279999 • • • *« 0.028.

Rkmaek: The decimal representation for r will repeat if and only if r is rational

(see 4.42).

1.8. Operations with the Real Numbers. The following rules hold. For defini-

tions and proofs, see a text on the theory of functions of a real variable.
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1. Addition nnd, Suhtrartion.

a ^ a tt-f-(6 4’^)~(o + 6)+c
a -f 0 = rt a -+- ( —a) « a — a » 0

2. Midtiplicationand Division,

1 • a = a

ah - ha a(br) = {ah)c

1

a • - = 1
a

(if a ^ 0)

a{h + r) == ah -f ac

a(—h) ~ ('—n}h = —ah (—a)(—h) ^ ah

Important: • 0 = 0; ah — 0 implies thul cither a = 0 or h » 0. Division hy zero

is not defined,

3.

Fractions.

1 a a c ^ ac

bd" Id"b^h

i ^ d I ~d

(“Invert the divisor nnd multiply/’)

^ _L ?? — 4- h
Q ^ 4- !! — "h

^

c c c (' c c ('

a
, _ <^d he

__
ad he.

h~^d''bd~^M'^ Inr
—a _ a

b
^ -h

—a
-b (- 0-5

4.

Exponents and Radicals.

a^h^ = {ahV a“?' * 2
ap

t

a® = 1 (except possibly when a = 0.) aP — v^a aP *= (a^)p

Example. 3-2 - ^ (-27)^. = « -3
(1.i4j)-K- = \(\h = (I63)bi = (46)'/^ = 4"-^ - 4» « 64

Caution : If a < 0^ a p is not a real number unless p is an odd integer (sc^e 5.7).

Radicals are generally best managed with fractional exponents, except possibly

for square and cube roots. Square roots can occasionally be eliminated from a

denominator (or numerator).

a h + \/c _ a(b + Vc)

h ± Vc. h ^ y/c h'^ - c

1.41. Constants, Variables, Functions. Typical problems in meteorology and
other natural sciences seek relations between numbers that measure the magnitudes

of physical quantities. For the purposes of a particular problem, a magnitude whose
variation is known (or assumed) to be negligible is called a constant^ e.p., the mass
of a shell during its flight, the density of an incompressible fluid. Other magnitudes

are called variables. Generally, though by no means always, letters from the second

half of the alphabet denote variables and those from the first half denote constants.

The possible values of a variable, which together form its range^ are often thought

to be continuously distributed in muefc the same way as points are distributed on a
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line. At the same time, the range is frequently limited, c.gf., relative humidity in

per cent can be any number between 0 and 100.

Let X and y be two variables and suppose that, whenever a value for x is given, a

value (or values) for y can be found. Under these circumstances, the (dependent)

variable y is said to be a function of the (independent) variable Xj and we write y =

f(x)f saying '‘y equals /of x”

Caution: 1. It is 7Lot implicid that there is necessarily any ^^causar’ connection

between x and y. 2. It is rutt necessary for y to have different values for different

values of x. 3. fix) do(*s not mean a number / times a number x; f may be thought of

as an operation that yields y when applied to x.

Let y = f(x) and suppose that the value a of j; is given, so that a value, say, 6,

can be found for y. This is expressed bj" writing h — f(a)

;

thus /(a) denotes the value

found for y whem x = a. f(x) is single-valued or multiple-valued according as the rule /
applied to a yiedds just onof{a) for every a or yields more than one value for some a;

unless otherwise stat(;d, all functions are as.sumed to be single-valued.

The operation / for finding y when x is known commonly consists in (1) making a

prescribed measurement, (2) calculating from a prescribed formula, or (3) estimating

or measuring the ordinate on a given graph.

Example, 1. Temperature T (°F) is a function /(/) of tinnf t (hr):

t 0 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14

T 35 30 36 38 41 45 50 51 50

so that /(9) = 38, /(13) =51, etc.

2. f(x) = 3x2 _ + 2, so that/(-2) = 3(-2)2 - 5(-2) -f 2 = 24, etc.

3. In plac^e of the discrete observations of 1, a thermograph would record a smooth
curve or graph (sec Fig. 1.42), the abscissae and ordinates of whose points (t^T) give

the times t and temperatures T simultaneously observed.

The heavy points alone come from the table. The broken line is put in to carry

the eye along, and may or may not be an appropriate representation of the actual

behavior of (^, T) between the heavy points. A thermograph might give the dotted

curve. If a graph is expected later to accommodate further data, space for the addi-

tional points should be allowed at the outset.
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A variable y is said to be a function /(xi, • •
•

, Xn) of several variables Xi, •
•

•
,

Xn if, whenever a value is given for each of the variables Xi, • •
•

,
a value for y can

be found. The foregoing remarks apply.

1.42. Graphical Representation oiy — fix). As described in 1.12 and 1.13, a; and y
may each be represented on a line, and y ^ fix) will give, for points a on the x-ctxis

(line), points /(a) on the y-axis. Place these axes at right angles in a plane; their

point of intersection is called the origin. The axis of the ind(‘,pendent (dependent)

variable, here a:(z/), is usually horizontal (vertical) with the abscissa x iordinate y)

increasing to the right (upward). The number pair ix^y) then corresponds uniquely

to a point P found by measuring off the abscissa x (always the first of the number
pair) to get a point on the j>axis, there erecting a perpendicular to the x-axis, and them

measuring off on this perpendicular the ordinate y. Only the relevant parts of th(j

axes usually appear. On them the unit of measure (scale) may be adjusted to permit

an effective display of the data. The table it,T) above gives the adjoining graph

(Fig. 1.42).

1.6. Mathematical Induction. Given, for each positive integer n, a proposition

Pn] to show that Pn is true for each sufficiently large value of n.

Step 1. Verify P„ for some specific value q of n.

Step 2. Prove that P» (or, occasionally, Pq and Pg+i and • •
• and Pn) implies

Pn+i whenever n ^ q.

Conclusion. Pn is true whenever n ^ q.

Ordinarily ^ — 0, 1, 2, 3 or some other small integer. Steps 1 and 2 are both

necessarj'. A proof proce(»ding in precisely this manner is a proof by mathemutical

induction (no connec^tion with (iinpirical induction). Such proofs occupy a basic

position in mathematical literature.

Example. LetPnbe En\ P -j- 2^ -f • . • -f = n(w + l)(2n + l)/6.

Step 1. E\ is P = 1(1 + 1)(2 -h l)/6, which is true.

Step 2. Add in + 1)^ to eacii side of En and simplify the right member. Since
the resulting equation is we see that En implies i?„+i w^henever n ^ 1.

Conclusion. E,, is true for \.

1.6. Necessary and SulSicient Conditions. Let P and Q be two propositions, and
suppose that P implies Q (/.«., if P is true, then Q is true). Then (the truth of) P
is a sufficient condition for (the truth of) Q i^*Q if and (the truth of) Q is a mcejf-

sary condition for (the truth of) P i‘*P only if Q*^). Q is a necessary and sufficient

condition for P i‘*Q if and only if P”) thus means that P implies Q and Q implies P,

and thus any proposition R which implies (is implied by) either implies (is implied

by) the other; P and Q are then equivalent (logically). Let a, 6, c be the sides of a
triangle, A, B, C the opposite angles. In order that o* ** b* -f c*, it is necessary,

but not sufficient, that a > 6; it is sufficient, but not necessary, that o » 5, 6 »« 4,

c = 3; it is necessary and sufficient that A =* 90 deg. The converse of *Gf P, then
Q** is ^Gf Qf then P,^' and “P is equivalent to Q'' may therefore be stated *‘P implies

Qj and conversely.'*

2. COMPUTATION
2.1. Symbols of Aggregation. Parentheses ( ), brackets [ ], and braces

| }

group into a single term the entire expression they surround. The vinculum
(now rare) and the fraction bar / or— group into a single term the entire expression

below either symbol or above the bar. The sign appearing before an aggregated sum
is to be distributed to each term of the aggregate expression.

Example. 2 [3 - (6* - 7)] « 2 [3 - (-2)] - 2-f[3-h21»2-f5«7
— {o -f 6 — cj * h c —a — 6 — ( —c) sxs c — a -- b

— ^ ^ ^ *“3? -f 2 ^ X — 2
— 3 "*—x-fS
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Caution: Expononis apply to procisoly the terms indicated by the symbols; they
are not to be distributed to the terms of an aggregated sum, c.g.^ 2x^ is twice x®, while

(2x)* = 2®x® « Supercaution: ^ ± a ± h unless p =* 1 (see 4.6).

By convention, signs of aggregation are frequently omitted when no confusion

(‘an arise, e.g., a -f (he) ** o -f he. Generally speaking, + and — separate more
strongly (bind more weakly) than • (or X) and 4-, so that the latter operations should

be performed first; thus a be means '^multiply h and c and add a to the result,’'

e.g., a 4“ h -4- r = a -f - h+ttc^a-f-h a
,

h ,,^ — = a“r'c4-h
c c c c

Caution: The fraction bar binds the entire numerator into a single term and the
entire denominator into a single term,

2 -f 3

2-8 but
2 + 3

2-8 5^
3

8
‘

2.2. Change of Units. If (u) and (w') are two units for measuring the same
physical quantity, a constant k will be known such that l(u) = k(u'). 1 m » 100 cm
— 0.001 km *= 3.281 ft = 0.0006214 mile. Thus gin) — qkiu') « g'(w'), where g' = gk.

Example. To change Ib/in.® to kg/cm®, given that 1 lb 0.4536 kg and 1 in. «
2.540 cm.

1 riQoiL » 1
0.4536 kg ^ 1^2_X 0+536 H

1 .00.5
i^^

2
i.ooz

(2 g40^m)2 (2.540)2 cm®

To change cm (to m) to ft: 21.03 cm = 21.03 m/100 ®= 0.2103m * 0.2103 (3.281 ft)

*= 0.2103 X 3.281 ft. Learn the process; the formula is too easily inverted in memory
and in application.

2.81. Scientific Notation, Significant Figures, and Relative Error. In computing

with real numbers, we express each number as a decimal that is broken off at a certain

position, thus usually introducing an error. In expressing rr for theoretical purposes,

one writes tt ** 3.1415, giving the digits correctly as far as they go. This expression

gives the left end point of the interval from 3.1415 to 3.1416 in which t lies. Although

the last recorded digit (5) is correct, the error x — 3.1415 may (and here does) amount
to almost as much as 0.0001, i.e., to 1 in the last digit recorded. Practical notation,

to which we adhere, is different. A decimal is to be broken off so as to give the

midpoint of an interval. The last digit may be incorrect, but the error is at most

half a unit in the last position. Since x = 3.141592+, we write x » 3.1416 (to four

decimal places), meaning that 3.14155 ^ x < 3.14165. A decimal n expanded to g

places (g * 3 for thousandths, g — 2 for hundreds, etc.) thus carries a notational

error of 0.5 • 10“« ** An (say ‘‘delta n”).

Rule for Rounding Off: If the leftmost discarded digit is 5 or more, increase by 1

the last digit retained. To three decimal places, x « 3.142 (Ax » 0.5 • 10“®); to two,

X * 3.14 (Ax 0.5 * 10“*). Caution: Round off to the desired level in one step; to

two places, 7.36495 =» 7.36, while repeated roundings off give the false result 7.37.

Some authorities refine the above rule, when the leftmost discarded digit is 5 followed

by zeros only, to make the last retained digit even: to 0 places, 31.50 and 32.50 both

become 32.

Given n, there is a number n*, 1 < w* < 10, and an integer pn such that n «
n* • IOpii, expressing n in scierUific notation.

The factor 10***» merely locates the decimal point. Ride: Multiplying by 10 moves

the decimal point one place to the right; multiplying by 10“^ {i.e., 4- 10) moves the

decimal point one place to the left.
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The niiinbcr n* has no name but conhl well be (ralh'd th(i Kignifieant part of n.

Its /« digits (if it is carried to /„ — 1 decimal places) are said to b<^ the significant

figures (or digits) of n. Thus Aw* = 0.5 • and Ari = 0.5 • 10»^.'"-'’n+i.

Example. It is known of the gas constant R ergs per mole deg that 83145000 <
R < 83155000. Here JK* « 8.315,

=

4, pjz = 7, = 8.315 X 10^. For the Boltz-

mann constant k = 1.37 X 10“^® erg per mole deg, k* — 1.37, /jb == 3, pit ~ —16. At
40®N latitude, to three significant figures, the acceleration of gravity is gr = 9.80 X
10® cm per sec^. Caution: Be sure to include final significant ciphers in w*; fiF

« 9.8

X 10® would give only two significant figures.

In speaking of order of magnitude^ one says that w is ‘‘of the order of lO^n (or of

the order d X 10^’n, where d is the integral part of w*), and Aw is of the order of

10Pn~/n+l.

The error Aw in a measurement, which experimental care seeks to minimize, can

usually be given precisely fo one significant figure, but rarely to more. If a measure-

ment produces a decimal w', then we can say of the unknown “true” value n only that

w' — Aw $ w ^ w' -f Aw; this is often expressed by writing w = n' ± Aw, c.flr., the

(average) density of the earth is p = 5.517 ± 0.004 grams per cm®, meaning 5.513

^ p ^ 5.521. Since it would be inconvenient to compute with such an expression

as n* ± An, one wishes to write w == n\ This raises the question of how to choose w'

so that its notational accuracy may most closely represent the acicuracy of the measure-

ment. The most conservative usage (no usage is unanimous) puts An' = 0.5 • lO”*'^

if 0.5 • 10^”^ < An $ 0.5 • 10^**. However, the {q -f Dth decimal place of w' is

often recorded in such a way as to place w' as close as possible to the midpoint of the

shortest interval within which n is known to lie, f.c., to give a best available e.stimate

of the “correct” {q 4- l)th place. Thus, to say that the density of the earth is

p' = 5.52 conveys the erroneous impression that 5.515 ^ p < 5.525, and the approxi-

mation 5.517 is ordinarily used.

The statement w = n' ± Aw is sometimes interpreted to mean that n has the

average or mean value w' and the pnibabh* error Aw (se(^ 14.24).

The (maximum) relative error in n is Aw/w. Thus

Aw 0.5 _ 1

w w*
""

2 • w* • Wn-i

Note that n* • l(Kn~i is always an integer consisting of precisely the significant figures

of w, and that the sign of Aw is chosen, conventionally, so that Aw/w > 0.

Example. AR/R * 1/(2 • 8,315), or one half part in 8,315; dk/k = 1/(2 • 137), or

one half part in 137.

When expressed as a percentage, An/w is called percentage error. Thus the

percentage error in k is slightly less than 0.4 per cent.

The fact that 1 $ w* < 10 implies that Aw/w $ 1/(2 • 10/'‘“0-

Thus a knowledge of the number of significant figures, disregarding their values,

gives for the relative error a crude estimate that is frequently adequate for practical

purposes. Conversely, suppose we know (1) that Aw/w ^ 1/(2 • wi • where 1

^ Wi < 10 and is an integer not less than 1, and (2) that Aw/wmay exceed 1/(2 • 10^),

so that the given estimate cannot be improved (except possibly by establishing it for a

larger Wi < 10). Two cases are possible. If n* ^ wi, then Aw/w ^ 1/(2 • wi • 10^~^)

^ 1/(2 • w* • KK’i), and we are justified in carrying w to /n ^ g significant figures. On
the other hand, if wi < w* then our estimate for the relative error docs not imply that

Aw/w $ 1/(2 • n* • 10^^) but does imply that Aw/w ^ 1/(2 • w* » 10<^^^“^); whence

only/n*"* g ^ 1 figures in w may be giv^n with genuine assurance. It often happens,
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however, that the origin of n (e.g.j as a product or quotient) guarantees that its ^h
computed figure is a best available estimate of the correct ^h figure and so may
appropriately be recorded. This connection between An/n and fn accounts for the

interest accorded to/n in (computation.

As a practical gauge of the reliability of a measurement, An/n is almost always

preferable to An. An/n relates the size of the error to the size of the quantity meas-

ured, indicating, for example, that an error of 1 in. could possibly be tolerated in

measuring a mile, but not in measuring 1 cm. Again, if a unit u' replaces n, l{u) =
k(u'), then An'/n' = An/n, in any system of units within the limits of multiplicative

ccrror (see 2.32), An/n is thus given by the sanie number, and hence n may be given to

the same number of significcaiit figures.

2.32. Significant Figures in Computation. A result computed from numerical

data depends for its accura(\y on the accuracy of the data and on the extent to which

the particular computation precserves this aecniracy. It is exceedingly laborious to

carry along a largcc mimlxT of digits at each stage of a computation, particularly when
tables are used. It is misleading to quote a result with an accuracy beyond that

warranted by the data and their tnjatment. Both torpor and integrity thus suggest

a preliminary estimate of the r(3lative error of the rcisult in terms of the relative errors

in the data.

The computer must be aware of the accuracy of his data. A carefully written dis-

cussion will contain a stabunent of the error C(uivention that is used in it. Unless the

contrary is explicitly stated, conservative practical notation permits a computer to

assume that the data he is givcui are .so expre^ssed that, if n = n* • in scientific

notation and n* has/,, significant digits, then 0.5 • < An ^ 0.5 •

In addition (positive terms), errors add: A(x 4-2/ + • *
• +z)~Aj?+A

2/ +
•

• + A^r. Also, the relative error in a sum cannot exceed the greatest relative

error in the summands; it is often very mu<+ less, c.p., 3,131.7 + 0.0002 ~ 3,131.7,

with a relative error loss than 1/00,000, although the relative error in 0.0002 is

Recommended Procedure. Settle each case on its merits according to the principle

that a doubtful figure in a column renders the whole column doubtful. More pre-

cisely, select a summand ,s that is carried to the least number q of decimal places, f.e.,

has the greate^st error As = 0.5 • 10'“’^; round off each summand to q decimal places

(or pref(3rably one or two more, if they are available, to avoid influencing the la.st

figure of the result by an accumulation of small errors); the result should be rounded

off to q places, or po.ssibly fewer, according as the sum of all the errors is not or is

greater than A.s.

Example.

1.00957 1.0096
21.35 becomes 21 . 35
0.095412 0.0954

22.46

Although A(j: — ?/) * Ax + A?/ (+ to get the maximum error on the right), there

is no similar “rule^’ for subtraction. Thus 34,152 — 34,151 could be anything

between 0 and 2 and assuredly carries a large relative error. When possible, experi-

ment and computation should be arranged beforehand so as to avoid anticipated

subtractions of numbers close to each other.

In other ca.ses, an estimate of An and An/n is most easily found with the aid of

calculus. The differential dn is an approximation to An whose reliability varies, in a

rough way, inversely as the size of the se<?ond derivative. Thus d{x^) =« dx

and d(x»0 /x'P *= p dx/x^ so that the error A(x^) in is approximately px^^^ times the

error Ax in x, while the relative error A(x^)/x** is approximately p times the relative

error Ax/x in x.
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Products and quotients (of positive quantities) are controlled by the approxiinat<i

equation /xy^^ « Aa:/a; -f £iy/y (-f on right to get maximum relative error).

By the inequalities 3 of 1.22, the relative error of the result is not greater than the sum
(and not less than the difference) of the relative errors of the factors.

Rule for xy^ Let fx and fy denote the number of significant figure's in x and y.

If fx <fy (or fy <fx), round off y (or x, etc.) to i/ with fy' - /x + 1. Carry xy'

(or x/y') to /x -f 1 significant figures and then round it off to fx figures. Ordinarily

only the first fx ~ 1 figures are assuredly correct, but the /*th figure computed in this

manner is the best available estimate of the correct /*th figure.

Caution : When several multiplications or divisions are performed, relative errors

add; the ‘^rule” quickly becomes unreliable.

When only a certain number of significant figures is dosirful in the result, mul-

tiplication and division can be substantially abbreviated by the following arrange-

ments of the work:

N - (4.3 1 8 X 10“) (8.7 G 2 X I 0"^)

4.3 18X10“
8.7 6 2 X 1 0 "^

3 4 5 4 4 MULIIPLICATION
3023 •

259 • •

_ 9 • •

N = 3*7.8 4 X 102'= 3.78 4 X 10^

Use the digits of the multiplier from left to right. After finishing one line, start

the right end of the 8U(!ceeding line one place farther to the right. Hound off, aittuall.v

writing down for final addition only one more place than the number of places de^sired

correct.

N « (3.7 8 4 X 1 0^) -J- (8.7 6 2 X 1 O-^j « (3.7 8 4 -f- 8.7 6 2) X 1 O-**

87 6 2! 3.7 8 4 [J
3 50 5

8 7 G

I

2 7 9 !
3

^03 DIVISION

88
]

16|1

9
1

7
I

8

AT = 0.4 3 1 8 X 1 0‘ - 4.3 1 8 X 1 0“

Round off at each step in divisor and its product by digits of quotient.

2.83. The Decimal Point. As indicated in the preceding examples, the decimal

point is best located by means of scientific notation. I'hc powers of 10 are easily

managed, and there is little difficulty with products and quotients of numbers lying

between 1 and 10.

Example. 0.008312 X 21.35 « (8.312 X 10-»)(2.135 X 10) « (17.75) X 10-“2 -
1,775 X 10“ 1. 11,300 0.00215 » (1.13 X 10*) -i- (2.15 X 10-«) » (1.13 4- 2.15)

X W « 0.526 X 10’ - 5.20 X 10«.

2.4. Logarithm!. If 6 is any positive number different from 1, and n is any posi-

tive number, then a number I can be computed such that ¥ ^ n. Hs called the

logarithm of n to the base 5:1* log^ n. Being exponents, logarithms obey the rules

for exponents.
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loKh V9 V -f <7 !<>«?» = g log& p
logf, 1 ~ 0 logb 6 * 1 for any b

If 6 > 1 ,
logfr n > 0 or <0 according as n > 1 or <1

Only two numbers are in practical use as bases for logarithms. Logarithms to

the base 10 are called common logarithms and written log (no base indicated). Loga-

rithms to the base e =» 2.71828 • • • are called natural (Napierian, hyperbolic)

logarithms

f

and written log^ or (here) In (technical practice, not unanimous).

2.41. Common Logarithms. If 1 ^ n ^ 10, then 0 ^ logn ^ 1. The logarithms

of numbers between 1 and 10 have been tabulated. (For errors, interpolation, etc.,

see 2.5.) For example, log 4.15 — .6590 (f.c., 4.56 ~ 10 *^®®). If n < 1 or 10 < n,

use scientific notation: n = n* • lO^a, 1 ^ n* < 10, pn an integer. Then log n =
log n* -h log 10p«. Log n* may be found from the tables and is called the mantissa

of log n. Log lO^n « Pn is called the characteristic of log n. In going from log n to n,

if log n is not between 0 and 1, write log n = log w* -f pn, where pn is an integer and

0 ^ log n* < 1. Then n* may be found from the tables, and n = n* • 10p». For

example, log 45,600 =» log (4.56 X 10^) * .6590 -f 4 « 4.6590. If log n = 4.6590 «
,6590 H- 4, then n* = 4.56 and n = 4.56 X 10^ = 45,600. If log n =* —2.3410 =
.6590 — 3, then n* « 4.56 and n = 4.56 X 10“®. A negative characteristic is some-

times written before th<; mantissa with a superscript minus sign; such a sign applies

only to the characteristic: log (4.56 X 10“^) = .6590 — 3 = 3.6590.

In the course of a computation, the mantissa may threaten to become negative,

or a (negative) characteristic to become fractional
;
each emergency can and should be

avoided, as indicated in the following examples:

MiUtiplication. n = .000796 X 8740 -= (7.96 X 10~‘*)(8.74 X lO^)

log 7.96 X 10“* .9009 - 4
log 8.74 X 10^ .9415 -f 3

(Adding) 1.8424 - 1

log n =* .8424, n * 6.957

Division, n « 796 .00874 = (7.96 X 10®) -5- (8.74 X lO'®)

log 7.96 X 10* 1.9009 + 1

log 8.74 X lO”* .9415 - 3

(Subtracting) .9584 + 4
log n 3= ,9584 + 4
n « 9.09 X 10^ = 90,900

Here the mantissa would be negative after siibtraction if the precaution had not been
taken of writing 1 .9009 4- 1 instead of .9009 -f 2.

Exponentiation, n = (.00874)1^. Here we wish to divide log .00874 =* .9415 — 3

by 5, and the characteristic threatens to become the fraction %, Write log .00874
« 2.9415 — 5 (or 7.9415 — 10 or 27.9415 — 30, etc.), so that the characteristic is

exactly divisible by 5. Then log n « (2.9415 — 5)/5 « .5883 — 1, w 3.88 X lO"^

« .388.

2.42« Natural Logarithms. Write n * n* • 1 n* < c, pn an integer, the

latter determined by a table of integral powers of e. Mantissas range from 0 to 1

and are found in tables. Characteristics are interpreted as integral powers of c,

e.g., n « 2.37 X 3.51, In n « In 2.37 + In 3.51 .8629 + L2256 * 2.0885 « In

8.05, n * 8.05.

It is often simpler to go over to logs for actual computation. This may be done by
means of the equations log x » .4342943 • In x, In a; « 2.3025851 • log x,

2.5. Tabular Work and Interpolation* Besides the tables given elsewhere in this

volume, there are tables of squares, square roots, powers (which, used inversely.
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|j;ivc powers), cubes, Jir(‘a.s and volumes of spheres, luiit eonv(‘rsions, (‘te.. Generally

Hp(;aking, any funeiion whose values are n(‘eded fn'cpiently has been tabulated.

Logarithms arc available to 16 places, though fiinpirical data justifying their use are

rare.

Many excellent tables of the elementary functions have recently been produced

by the Work Projects Administration (City of New York). Less common functions

are tabulated in the '‘Funktionentafeln^^ of Jahnke and Emde, which also contains

many useful graphs and a bibliography (to 1933) on numerical, graphical, and mechan-

ical computation.

A table for the function y = log ^ appears in part as follows:

0 1 2 3

7.0 .8451 8457 8463 8470
7.1 8513 8519 8525 8531
7,2 8573 8579 8585 8591

Here, as in many tables, the absent decimal points are to be suppli(‘d.

Caution: Examine carefully a table whose use is contemplated for conventional

notation of this sort, usually explained at the head of the tal)le, e.g., the initial 8 in the

tabular entries might be given only once.

From the table, we see that log 7.11 = .8519. This is understood to mean that,

to four decimal places, t.c., to within .5 X lO”'*, the log of tlic (precise) number
7.11000 • • • is .8519; it could, of course, be computed to any requinjd accuracy.

N.B. Absolute error and decirruil-place accuracy are involved in tabular work. In

practice, we are likely to know instead that, to two decimal places, a; = 7.11. It is

then absurd to compute log x to more than a certain number of places. It is shown in

calculus that, for any function y = fix), the error Ay in y w^hen x has the value a is

approximately dy = f\a)Ax, \vhere /'(a) is the value when x — a oi the derivatives

of y with respect to x. Roughly, when y is changing rapidly (slowdy) per unit change

in x, the tabulated (computed) value of y is properly given to fewer (more) plac(*s

tha© the given value of x. For log x, it can be shown that dy ~ AS429Ax/x, which

decreases as x increases In our example, putting x ^ 7.1), Ax — .005, wo find

Ay ^ .3 X 10~*, so that y may properly be given to three decimal places. The
fourth place given in the table may be assumed to be chosen in accordance with the

convention explained in 2.31.

Suppose now that, to three decimals, x =* 7.114.

log 7.110 = .8519

log 7.114 = .85??

log 7.120 = .8525

While X runs from 10 to 20 in the last two places, a jump of 10, log x runs from 19 to 25,

a jump of 6. Assuming that the jump in y is uniformly distributed, each unit jump
in X would contribute .1 of the total jump, or .6. P'our jumps in x will contribute

4 X .6 or 2.4, giving log 7.114 = .85214 » .8521. This particular process for finding

values of fix) for values of x between those given in the table is called linear interpola^

tion» Further illustration, from trigonometry:

cos 51.70^ « .6198

cos 51.76® « .61??

cos 51.80® - .6184
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Here the cot^m* jumps down 14 while the angle jumps up 10. A jump of 6 up in the

angle will hence give a jump of 6 X 1.4 « 8 down in the cosine, yielding cos 61.76®

=» .6190; alternatively, a jump of 4 down (from 51.80°) in the angle will give a jump
of 4 X 1.4 =*» 6 up (from .6184) in the cosine, yielding the same result.

Inverse interpolation goes the other way, e.g,j cos 51.7? .6195. Here the cosine

jumps down 3; 2 jumps of 1.4 give a jump of 2.8, which is as close to 3 as an integral

number of jumps of 1.4 can get. Hence cos 51.72° — .6195.

Recommendations. Master the process rather than try to learn a ^^rule.^' Be
sure to follow the direction (increase or decrease) of the table. In most simple cases,

interpolation can be performed mentally
;
this is expedited by the 'Habular differences

and small tables of ‘'proportional parts” which often accompany tables.

Thus the table of logarithms from which the above excerpt was taken amounts

to a schema from which, by interpolation, a number given to three decimal pla(;es

determines its logarithm to four places (last place b(ist estimate), while a log given to

four decimal places determiruNS a number to three decimal places. This conveys the

maximum consistent information in the minimum space, which is the object of the

table. A table giving five-place logs for three-place values of x allows the deter-

mination, by interpolation, of the logs of numbers given to four places, and so on.

The assumption, in linear interpolation, that the jump in y is uniformly dis-

tributed over the jump in x usually introduces an error. In most tables encountered

in elementary pra(;tice, except possibly at an extremity of the table, this error

rarely amounts to more than 1 in the last decimal place to which the table is carried.

Roughly speaking, this error will be large or small according as the curve y = f{x)

is bending rapidly or slowly at the point in question (see 8.4) ;
unusually large tabular

differences warn against reckless interpolation (e.g., for log x near x — 1; for tan x

near x ~ 90°). If investigation (perhaps via calculus) discloses that linear interpola-

tion is unreliable, more refined formulas are available [Newton-Gregory (14.14)];

or the desired value may be computed directly, e.g., with series. Various texts^

should be consulted on these and allied questions.

2.6, Graphical and Mechaxiical Aids. Physical data may be ))rescnted for use in

graphical form (see Sec. I).

Contour chorts are useful in dealing with several variables. The isobars on a

weather map are lines of equal pressure (level pressure curves, pressure contour lines).

The familiar p!;-diagram in thermodynamics usually carried curves along which tem-

perature is constant. It often has also another family, the isentropes, along any
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(»iie of which entropy is constant. For a coiitrjur chart listed in fog prediction, see

8ec. V. Principle, When the values of twf> variables are known, one or more

values for the other may be read off the chart.

Computation from a formula may be permanently embodied in a graph, with

accuracy to two and often three figures. In Fig. 2.6h, the graduations for the two

variables have been entered on opposite sides of the same line. Sin(!e distances

between graduations are proportional to differences between labels, these scal(!S (for

degrees centigrade and Fahrenheit) are called vnijorm.

-20

-20 -10 0

-10 10 20
—4

30

10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100

Ftg. 2.66.

40

T.

Always indicate, with units, the quantity whose values are given by the labels

on a scale.

Nonuniform Scales. Even in case y — f{x) is not linear, representation on one

line is possible for a range of values of x within which no value of y occurs more than

once. Using chosen values a of ar, compute /(a), getting a table of values. On the

line, choose a fixed origin 0 and a fixed length m, called the modulus of the scale.

Changing the sign of m changes the direction of the scale. Choose m so as to accom-

modate the desired range of values of f(x) in the length available. Thus, if / range.s

from —15 to 140, and 8 in. are available, take 7W = 8/[140 — (
— 15)] = 0.05 approxi-

mately, i.e., 0.5 in. for a jump of 10 in f{x). From 0, measure off m/(a), and assign

the label a to the point so obtained. For y — log x, with w = 10 (un, we get the

logarithmic scale.

I 2 3 456789 10— „ ! I — ...J 1 1,— I .i L„. \ I

Flo. 2.Gc.

Semilogarithrnic graph paper has one uniform scale and one logarithmic, at right

angles. If y *= then log y = log a 4- ha; log e and the graph on semilog paper

is a straight line.

Logarithmic graph paper has two logarithmic scales at right angles. If y = aa4,

then log 2/
= log a 4- h log x, and the graph on log paper is a straight line.

Slide Rule. Two logarithmic scales slide along eacih other in such a way that seg-

ments (logs) may be added, and hence multiplications and divisions may 1)C performed.

Most rules also contain other scales for other computations. Depending on the

size and quality of the rule and the part of the rule used, accuracy varies from three to

five significant figures. Full directions come with each instrument. Though

desirable, knowledge of logarithms is not necessary. Special slide rules may be

constructed for special purposes.

Other Instruments. Besides the familiar adding machine, there arc machines for

multiplying and dividing (and extracting simple roots), solving systems of linear

equations, solving an algebraic equation, finding the coefficients of a Fourier series

(harmonic analyzer), measuring areas {i.e., integrating), etc. Information may be

secured from the manufacturers. Machines for the more elaborate problems are often

expensive and requke highly trained operators.

2.7. AHgnment charts (nomograms or nomographic charts) are widely used.

Scales are so graduated and so placed that a ruler or taut thread laid across the scales

will cut them in a set of values that satisfy a given equation. The validity of a

nomogram usually depends on similarity of triangles. To supplement the following
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remarks, see refs. 2 and 3. An interesting nomogram connecting barometric pressure,

absolute and relative humidity, dew point, and several temperatures occurs in ref. 4.

’Many common nomograms treat equations of the form /(w) + g{v) »» h{w).

Draw two parallel lines X, fx usually vertical, at opposite edges of the available space.

On them construct the respective scales x = lf{v) and y =« choosing the moduli

I and m so as to stay oii the available lengths. ] )raw a line p parallel to X and y and

so placed that its rtispective distances from these lines are in the ratio l/m. Let the

points P and Q, labeled w = o, v =*
?>, be joined by a line a cutting v in a point R.

Find c such that /(a) + g(b) = X(c), and give R the label c. Let n = lm/{l -f rn).

Using nh(c) for the point P, put the scale z ** nh{w) on the line and the chart is

ready for use. P'or, let any line /3 cut X, /n, and p in points P', Q\ and P', labeled a',

b\ and c'; by propc,rly equating ratios of appropriate segments, and using the fact

that PR/RQ = //m, one may readily verify that /(a') 4- gW) = /t(c'), as required.

To treat an equation of the form f{u)g{v) = h{w)^ take logarithms, and write

F{u) « log /(a), • •

,
H{w) *= log /t(tc), getting F{u) -f G'(v) = H{w). Then

use the preceding process.

Example, =« w becomes log u \A\ log v * log w. Of course, if /(a) = a

(or 10“) then the scale for P(a) reduces to a logarithmic scale (or a uniform scale).

Let the equation /(a) -j- giv) h(w) = <ix{t) be given. First construct a nomo-

gram for z ~/(a) “f g(t>), it being unnecessary to graduate the z-scale. Then con-

struct a nomogram for z + h{w) ~ 0(0, using the 2-scale and a conveniently placed

uj-scalc as the “outside^’ parallel scalejj, with the t-scale properly placed between and

parallel to them. In graduating the ^scale, let u a, v — w c, and find d so

that /(a) + g(b) -h h(c) = <f>(d). The modulus on the i-scale turns out to be lmnl{lm

-f nm -f n/), if the w, v, w moduli are /, m, n. If two lines intersect at a point on the

2-8calc, then the u and v values picked out by one line and the w and t values picked

out by the other give a quadruple of values that will satisfy the given equation,

/(w) -h g{v) ~ h{w) 4 0(t) is handled similarly. Proceed similarly, step by step, for

the sum of a larger nunibc^r of functions.

Take logarithms to reduce fiu)g{v)h{w) = 0(0 or f{u)g{v) ~ h{w)<t>it) to the case

just described.

A term of the form l//(w) may be replaced by /i(?0 = l//(w).

In case several scales are being used at once, a key should be included indicating

which pairs, triples, etc., are to be used together. The equation should always be

given. In simple cases, this may suffice.

If it is inconvenient to introduce logarithmic scales in treating /(w) »= g{v)h(w)y

one may proceed as follows: At opposite ends of the available space, draw parallel

X « lf(u) and y = m,g{v) scuIokS, oppositely directed. Draw a line p joining the points

a « 0 and v 0 on these scales. On the t/-8cale, choose a convenient point Q distant

^fromv ~ 0. On the a;-scale superpose temporarily the auxiliary scale

To get the ic-scale on the line Py project this x'-scale, along with its i^vlabels, from the

point on p. This completes the nomogram, as may again be verified by means of

similar triangles.

The equation J{u)g{v) ^ h(w)<t>it) may be written as ^ k(w)/g(v).

This proportionality may be displayed by several different arrangements of the scales,

and the result is sometimes called a proportionality chart. The moduli • •
•

,
w*

must be proportional: niulmt * mw/mt. Often the scales are superposed in pairs,

u and w together and t and v together, the two lines making any convenient angle

with each other.

For an equation of the form f{u) + g{v) » h(w)f4>(t)y or <^(t)f{u) 4“ 4>{t)g(v) *
h(w)y construct parallel scales x « lf{u) and y » lg(v) in the same or opposite direc-
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tions according as/(w) and g{v) have opposite or like signs. On the line of the i«-scale,

and with the same origin, put a scale z = mh{w). Draw the line, of length joining

the origins of the w- and i>-seales. On this line, with n = Km/l^ and origin at the

origin of the w-scale, put a scale T = completing the nomogram. If two parallel

lines cut the diagram, labels u and v picked out by one and w and t picked out by the

other will together satisfy the equation. .

3. ELEMENTARY GEOMETRY
Conics are discussed in 7.31.

8.1. Definitions. 3.11. Circle. As is the case with many names of curves and

surfaces, circle can moan, according to context, either the circumference, or the part

of the plane inside (or inside and on) the circum-

ference. Let 0 denot(^ the center. If P is on the

circumference, the segment OP is a radius; its length

r is “the** radius of the circle. If A and B are on the

circumference, the segment AP is a chord of C;

a diameter if it contains O, as AGP. A chord subtends

(divides the circumference into) two arcs, a longer

(shorter) of which is (Uilled the major {minor) arc.

A diameter subtends a semicircle. The area between

a chord and either of its arcs is a segment. A straight

line that has two (one) points in common with a

circle is a secant {iangmt), e.g.j s (t).

3.12. Angle. Degrees, Radians. Let I be a line

through a point Q. Discard one of the two halves

into which Q divides 1. The residual half line (including Q) is called a rag issuing

from Q. Hays r and r* issuing from Q form an angle a whose vertex is Q and whose

sides are r and r'. Let C be a circle with center at Q. Then a is a central angle in C.

Place 360 equally spaced points on the circumference of C. If r and r' pass through

an adjacent pair of these points, the measure of a is 1 degree (1®). The total angle at

Q is 360® or 1 revolution.

In addition to the revolution and the degree, there is one other angular unit in

common scientific use. In this unit, the radian^ the total angle at the center of the

circle is 2ir. Since the circumference is 2xr, 1 rad is a (central angle whose sides have

between them {intercept) a shorter arc equal in length to the radius of the circle.

If s denotes the arc intercepted by an angle of a rad, then « = ra. 1® « t/180 rad —
0.017453 rad; 1 rad » 180/t deg « 57.2958® =« 57®17.75'.

If A, B, C lie in that order on a straight line, the angle APC (i.c., the angle with

vertex P and sides passing through A and C) is a straight angle (180®). The left side

of an angle is that one which, by a clockwise rotation about the vertex of not more

than 180®, can be made to coincide with the other {right) side. A right angle is half a

straight angle (90®)
;
the sides of a right angle are perpendicular (orthogonal) to each

other. If 0 ^ a < 90®, a is acute; if 90® < a < 180®, a is obtuse. If a -j- /SI «.90®,

a and ^ are complements of each other; if a -f = 180®, a and /3 are supplements of

each other. If the vertex of an angle is on a circle, and its sides are secants, the angle

is inscribed in the circle.

3.13. Polygons. If points Ai, Ax, • •
•

, An are given, and, for z « 1,
• •

•
,

n — 1, the segment A^Ai+i is drawn, the result is a broken line. If An ** A i, the broken

line is a polygon with vertices Ai, • •
•

, An_i and sides A1A2, • •
•

,
A»>.iAj, the sum

of whose lengths is the perimeter. A polygon with four sides is a quadrilederal; the

sides AiaA and A3A4 are opposite^ as are the other two. A trapezoid {parallelogram)
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is a quadriljitoral with one pair (both pairs) of opposite sichNs parallel. (Two lines

in a plane are parallel if they do not meet.) A rhombus is a parallelogram with a pair

of adjacent sides equal. A rectangle is a parallelogram whose angles are right angles.

A square is a rectangle with equal sides. If each vertex of a polygon lies on the cir-

cumference of a circle, the polygon is inscribed in the circle, which circumscribes the

polygon.

3.14. Triangle. A triangle is a polygon with three sides. It is usual to letter the

vt^rtices with capital letters and the sides opposite the respective vertices with cor-

responding small letters. It is usually unambiguous to let A, • •
• (a, • •

• ) stand

for a vertex (line), or the angle with that

vertex (segment), or the measure of the angle C
(length of the side) according to context. A
triangle is isosceles (equilateral) if two (all ^ / 1

three) sides are equal; the odd side (isosceles etj

case) is the base. If one angle is a right
j j

angle, the triangle is a right triangle; the side /
{

opposite the right angle is the hypotenuse^ anrl c JB I)
the other sides are legs. A segment from n 3 14

vertex to and perpendicular to the opposite

side is an altitude (h). A segment joining a vertex to the midpoint of the opposite

side is a median. An angle between one side and the extension of an adjacent side

(DBC) is an exterior angle of the triangh^; the nonadjacent intt^rior angles are

its opposite interior angles (A. and €). Two triangles whose angles are equal in

pairs are similar.

3.16. Congruence. Two configurations are congruent (or equal) if it is possible

to move either rigidly into a position coinciding precisely with that of the other.

(Corresponding distances, angles, area, volumes, etc., of congruent configurations

are equal.)

3.16. Reflections; Symmetry. If O is a given point, the reflection of a point

P ^ Oin Oh the point P' 7^ P on the line OP such

^ O that OP = OP'. The reflection of P in a line I or

plane tt is the reflection of P in the point 0 oi lot it

nearest to P. A configuration that is transformed

/> ^ into itself by reflecting each of its points in a point

\ O, a line Z, or a plane tt is said to be symmetric about

0, /, or TT. Thus a circle is symmetric about its

center, and about any diameter.

\ 3.2. Theorems and Formulas. 8.21. Circle.

^

^

,
Through three distinct noncollinear points precisely

Ino. 3 . 16
. circle can be drawn. A line through a point P

on the circumference of a circle C with center 0 is tangent to C if and only if it is

perpendicular to OP. If the lines UP and RQ are t^gent at P and Q to the same

circle, then the lengths RP and RQ are equal. A central angle is measured by the

included arc*. An inscribed angle is measured by half the included arc and hence is a

right angle if and only if the included arc is a semicircle.

3.22. Angle. Two angles are equal (or supplementary) if their sides are either

parallel or perpendicular right to right and left to left (or right to left and left to right).

If Z is a line, P a point on Z, and Q a point not on Z, then P is the point on Z closest to

0, and the distance PQ is the distance between Q and Z, if and only if QP is perpendicu-

lar to Z. If the angle a has vertex O, a ray inside issuing from 0 bisects or if and only

if each point of the ray is equidistant from the sides of 0. P is on the line that bisects

a segment AB perpendicularly if and only if AP « PB.
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3.23. Polygons. Opposite sides and angles of a parallelogram arc equal. lOaeh

diagonal of a parallelogram divides it into a pair of congruent triangles. The diagonals

of a parallelogram bisect each other, perpendicularly if and only if the parallelogram

is a rhombus.

3.24. Triangle, a — h<c<a+6 unless the triangle collapses (letters may be

permuted). Ordered according to magnitude, a, &, c have the same order Us /?, C,

A triangle is isosceles (equilateral) if and only if two angles (all angles) are eciual.

An exterior angle is the sum of the two opposite interior angles. The sum of the three

angles of a triangle is 180®. C = 90® if and only if ^ A- (Pytliagoras). Th(i

three altitudes meet in a point; so do the angle bisec.tors, the perpemdicnilar bisectors

of the sides, and the medians, the latter in a point two-thirds of the way from (‘ach

vertex to the opposite side.

Two triangles are congruent if they have respec^tively equal two sides and the

included angle, a side and the two adjacent angles, three sides, or, under (•(•rtain

conditions, two sides and the angle opposite one of them. From each of these sets of

data, then, a triangle may he constructed (see 5.6).

If two triangles are similar, their sides, altitudes, medians, perimete^rs, etc., are

proportional. Two lines are cut in proportional segments by a family of parallel

lines. (One of two similar figures is an enlargement of the otlier, as in photography.)

3.26. Areas. CVc/c with radius r, diameter d = 2r, and circumference C »= 2wr =
vd has area irr^ = rd®/4 = c^/(4Tr).

Circular sector with central angle a® =* rad and arc s = r/J = rra/lSO has area

rs/2 = = xr^a/SGO.

(Hrcxdar Segment. Subtract triangle (vertex at center) from s(^ctor.

Triangle with altitude a' on side a and semiperimeter s ~ (a + h + c) /2 has area

aa'/2 = ah sin C/2 ^ \^s{8 — a){s — 6)(s — c), where sin C « a'/b.

Trapezoid with parallel sides b and 6' distant h apart has area h(b -f- 6') /2.

Parallelogram and rectangle thus have area 6/i, and a square of side if has area

3.3. Constructioiis (some easier with drawing equipment). To construct the

perpendicular bisector of a segment AB. With a fixed radius r > AB/% and A and H
as centers, describe circular arcs intersecting in P and Q. PQ is the retiuircjd line.

P

R
Fig. 3.3.

To construct through a given point P a parallel to a given line d.

Adjust compass so that, with P as center, the arc just touches at Q. With E 9^ Q
on I as center and radius PQ, draw an arc on the same side of I aaP; the tangent from P
to this arc is the required parallel. Or drop a perpendicular PQ from P on and
construct at P a perpendicular to PQ.

To drop a perpendicularfrom a given pointP to a given line 1. ( 1 ) PQ is the required

line, where Q is the point in the preceding construction. (2) If greater precision is

required, use a longer radius, the arc then cutting I in 'T and U. The perpendicular

bisector of TU is the required line (PQ),

To erect a perpendicular at a given point P of a given line 1. With P as center and
any convenient radius, desc.ribe an arc cutting Z in Q and E, The perpendicular

bisector of QR is the required line.
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To bisect an angle a with vertex at 0. Lay off equal distances OA and OB on the

sides of a. With A and B as centers and a fixed radius r > ABJ2j describe arcs inter-

secting at C, OC is the required bisector.

To construct a circle through n<mcolline,ar points A BC, or to find the circle circumscrib-

ing a triangle ABC^ or to find the center of a circular arc ABC {by taking C not on the

line AB). The perpendicular })isectors of A B and BC intersect in the center 0 of the

required circle. OA is its radius.

To draw a tangent to a given circle
^
carder O, from an external point A. Let B be the

midpoint of OA, The circle with center B and radius BO cuts the given circle in the

points of tangency.

3.4. Three-dimensional Definitions and Theorems. Two nonparallel non-

intersecting lines are skew (to <?ach other). Two nonsk(‘w lines or a lincj and a point,

or three noncollinear points determine a plane. Two planes are parallel or have a

line I in common; in the latter case, tlie dihedral angle hetw(H?n the planes is the angle

between two lines, one in eacli plane, each line perpendicular to L Three planes that

have a point but not a line in common form a trihedral angle. A solid bounded by
planes is a polyhedron; of these the simplest is a tetrahedron (four planes). A solid

bounded by th-ee pairs of parallel planes is a parallelepiped, which is rectangular if

the planes intersect at right angles, and a cube if the edges are of equal length. If F
is a point on a plane v, a line I through P is normal (perpendicular) to tt if and only if

it is perpendicular to every line in r through P. The axis of a circle is a line through

its center normal to its plane.

Let C be a curve in a plane w and I a line in w not cutting C, The surface generated

by revolving C about I as axis is a surface of revolution, and the solid bounded is a

solid of revolution. Each point of C traces out a circle 'with I as axis.

Let C be a curve in a plane w and V a line not in or parallel to tt. Lot a line I

move so as to cut C and be parallel to V. The surface S so formed is a cylindrical

surface (or cylinder, if C is closed) with generatrix C, and the lines with which I coincides

during its motion arc the generators of S, If C is a polygon, ^ is a prism. If C is a

circle (ellipse, parabola, hyperbola) S is circular (elliptic, parabolic, hyperbolic). If

I' is normal to ir, aS' is a right cylindrical surface. If C is closed, the interior of C is the

base of S,

Let C be a curve in a plane v and P a point not in t. Let a lino I move so as to

contain P and cut C. The surface S so formed is a conical surface (or cone, if C is

closed) with generatrix C and vertex P, and the lines with which I coincides during

its motion are the generators of S. If C is a polygon, is a pyramid. If C is a circle

(ellipse, parabola, hyperbola), S is circular (elliptic, parabolic, hyperbolic). If C
has a center 0, and P is on the normal to ir through 0, is a right cone. If C is closed,

the interior of C is the base of S.

8.41« Areas and Volumes. A prism or cylinder contained between the plane v

of its base and a parallel plane h units away from tt has volume Bh * Nl and lateral
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area pl^ where I is the length of a generator, B and p are the area and perimeter of the

base curve C, and N is the area of a section of the solid by a plane normal to the

generators.

A cone (or pyramid) with vertex h perpendicular units from its base has volume
Bh /3, where B is the an^a of the base.

Right circular cylinder^ height /i, base of radius r, has volume irrVi and lateral area

27rr/i, hence total area 2Trr{h 4- r).

Righi circular cnnCj height hj base of radius r, has volume V — irr%/3 and lateral

area A « vr y/r^ ^ hr

^

hence total area irr{r + y/r^ 4- h'^). In terms of the semf-

vertical angle a = arc tan (r/Ti), V = j tan^ a — }i\Trr^ cot a and A =* ttt- esc a =
tan a sec? a. (Kor tan a, etc., see 5.)

Areas of surfaces and volumes of solids of revolution may often be found by Pappus’

theorem: In a plane tt, let a curve of length .s (if closed, bounding an aro^a a) lie entirely

on one side of a line /. It(*volve the curve about 1. Let the centroid (see 10.6) of the

curve (area) be distant r^(r„) units from I, so that it moves on a circle of (circumference

2xr«(2xra). Then the area generated by the curve is 27r.sr«, and the volume generated

by the area is 27rarrt. However, unhess the position of the c(‘ntroids is obvious, by

virtue of s.ymmetry or otherwise*, they will have? to he located b}' int(?gration, and it is

then often easier to compute the area or volume directly by integration (see 9.1). In

some instances the centroid and/or the volume may be found ('xperimentally.

3.6. Sphere. A plane tt that imnds a sphere B either is tangent to the surface of

S (i.e.j has just one point in common with it), or cuts it in a circle C, and ev(‘ry circle

on B lies in just one cutting })lam‘. The axis of € cuts in two poiiUs that are the

poles of r. If TT (am tains the cent<?r 0 of H, w is a diametral plane; C is then a great

circle, and any diameter of C is a diamekr of S. ’^IVo point.s Q on the surface of B
determine, along with 0, a plane OPQ that cuts B in a great circle C containing P and

Q] the minor arc BQ of C is the short<?st route on B between P and Q, The part of B
(surface or solid) between two parallel planes (one of W'hich may be tangent) is a

zone or segment.

Let 0 be a given point and T a given surface. Draw the ray OP for every point P
on T. Let B be a sphere of radiu.s 1 and center 0. That area of the surface of B^

every point of which lies in some ray OP, is the solid angle 12 subtended at O by T.

The complete solid angle at 0 is 47r steradians = 1 steregon. (Units for 12 are rarely

needeci.)

3.61. Volumes and Areas. Let a sphere S have radius r. Then its volume is

4x7'^/3 and its area is

A zone or segment between planes w and ir', h units apart cutting out circles of radii

a fiCnd a' (o' «= 0 if tt' is tangent to S)j has volume irh{3a^ 4" Bo'^^ 4- h^)/^ and lateral

area 2irrh.

A spherical triangle bounded by the arcs of three great circles making angles A,

By C at the vertices has area irr^P^/lSO®, where the spherical excess = A 4- P 4*

a - 180®.

3.6. The Earth. The earth is an oblate spheroid wdth an equatorial radius of

6,378.4 km, while the polar radius (distance from a center to a pole) is 6,359.9 km.

This departure from sphericity is of little interest to meteorologists, who treat the

earth as a sphere of radius 6,370 km. The area of the earth is 6.09951 X 10* km*; its

volume 1.082841 X lO^* km*.

If P is a point on the surface and 0 the center of the earth, and N and S the north

and south poles, then the semicircle NPS is the meridian of P. If this meridian cuts

the equator in P, the angle EOP is the latitude tp of P. tp is positive or negative

according as P is in the Northern or Southern Hemisphere. Ail points with the same
latitude lie on a paralleL The value 981 cm per 8c^c* used for the acceleration g of
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gravity at sea level is an approximation that is sufficiently exact for rhost meteorologi-

cal purpos(^s. More accuiraU^ly, at vp = 45°, g = 980.62; elsewhere, g ~ 980.62

(I ~ 0.00259 cos 2ip),

The angle at N between the meridian NPS of P and the meridian NGS of Green-

wich is the longitude ^ of P, positive or negative according as NPS is west or east of

NGS,
The length of one minute of arc of a great circle is a nautical milej approximately

6,080 ft or 1.1515 ordinary (statute) miles. If P' is m', then the angle POP* = ^
is given by (;os ^ == sin ^ sin + cos <p cos ip* (;os (u — mO* Expressed in minutes,

^ gives the number of nautical miles in an arc of a great circle joining P and P*, A
knot is a speed of 1 nautical mile per hr.

3.7. Maps. A map n^presents a portion of the surface of the earth on a plane.

A map such that, at eacli point, the angle between two terrestrial directions equals

the angle* betweem the corn^sponding directions on the map is conforrnal. On such a

map, at each point, the scale* is the .same in every direction. Shapes of sufficiently

small terrestrial arenas are displayed quite accurately, but sizes are often given very

roughly. An equal-area, or authalic, map has the property that equal terrestrial areas

arc di.splayed by e(}ual ar(*.‘is on the map. Most maps have one or the other of these

propi^rties. No map can have both. The cartographer balances the demands of

these propertie.s and otluTs, of interest mainly in navigation, with a view to the uses

to which his map will be put.

3.71. Mercator (conformal, excessively nonauthalic toward the pole.s). The
earth is proj(*cted on a cylind(*r tangent to the earth at tiie equator, not in a geomet^

rically simple manner, but so that each parallel of latitude has the same length on the

map and so that the scale on each meridian is equal, at each point, to the scale on the

parallel tfvrough the point. The cylinder is then rolled out onto a plane. This map
is useful to navigators because a straight line on the map reprt^sents a rhumb line

or loxodrome, i.e., a curve* making a fixed angle wuth the meridiams. Tho scale is good

only very (4ose to the e(p]ator.

3.72. Lambert Secant Cone (conformal, appreciably but not excessively non-

authalic). A portion of the earth is projected (again in a geometrically complicated

manner) on a secant com*, that contains two chosen standard parallels. For United

States weather maps, 30 and 60° are standard; for Civil Aeronautic Authority maps,

33 and 45° are standard. On the standard parallels, the sciU« is exact. Between
them, it is decreased by not more than about I per cent. Outside them, distortion

increases more rapidly. Graphical measurement of even comparatively long distances

is fairly reliable, unless the latitudes differ too greatly.

3.78. Authalic Maps. Manv of these are in use, the commonest which depict

the entire globt^ being similar in character to those of Mollweide or Aitoff. These
maps represent the entire earth on an ellipse, with the major axis twice the minor axis.

They are especially us(*ful when, as in climatology, one wishes to indicate clearly

the distribution over the (^arth^s area of such items as rainfall, nebulosity, temperature,

air currents, etc.

4. FORMAL ALGEBRA
Operations with algebraic expressions follow’ the rules of 1.3 for operations with

real numbers.

4.1. Special Products and Factoring.

a(x + 2/)
^ ax -h ag

(ax “f by) (cx 4*- dy) « oca;^ H- (be 4* ad)xy 4- bdy^

1. (ax ± hy)^ « a'^x^ ± 2abxy 4- 5*2/*

2, (ax 4- by) (ax — by) » a*a?* — 5*^* [not (ax — 5^)*; see 1]
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3. {ax 4“ h){r.x 4- d) = arx"^ 4- {he 4- 4- hd

4. {x 4- b){x 4- d) - a;® 4- (5 4- d)x 4- hd

{ax ± by){a^x^ T ahxy 4- h-y'^) ** a^x^ ± h^y^

{ax 4- by 4- = a^x^ 4- h^y^ 4- 4* 2hcyz 4- 2cazx 4- 2ahxy

Use either the upper or the lower ambiguous sign throughout. Tlie expressions that

are ^^multiplied out*’ on the right appear “factorc^d” on the left. To factor o”a;” —

n any positive integer, divide by ax — by. To factor o"a;” 4* b"y’*, n any odd

integer, divide by ax -j- hy; not factorable for even n,

4.2. S and n Notation. It is often advantageous to abbreviate Oi 4- • •
• 4- ««

by writing a». The notation means that the index i is to be given the values

from 1 to n, inclusive, and the terms thus obtained are to be added up. Similarly,

a, = ai • 02 an

(less common). For example

2^^
aiXi^ = OiJi^ 4- 02X2^ 4“ aiXs\

J
a, hi = aibi02b2036804b4.

The averages in 1.21 ma}’ be written

A 1
yw

n Wi
o», //-i or^

When there is only one o, is sometimes written simply Soj, or, carelessly,

So. If there are several indices, it is important to be quite clear about which are
n

being summed: y, =* ^ a^Xj means yi = 0,1X1 4“ ^ ^ ainXn. In work
1

with tensors, indices occur as superscripts as well as subscripts; such indices are not

to be confused with exponents.

4,3. Ratio and Proportion; Variation. Tlie ratio of x to y is x/y. A proportion

is an equality between two ratios; x/y = o/b, read '^x is to y as o is to b,” (Formerly

written x:y::a:b; for extremes, means, antecedents, consequents, etc., and the

Kuclidean theory of proportion, sec any elementary algebra or geometry. Direct

treatment as equality of ratios recommended.) For example (Avogadro’s law),

at given temperature and pressure, the densities of two gases are proportional to their

molecular weights: (ilfj/Fi)/(M 2/F2)
=* Wi/m 2 ,

where My F, and m denote mass,

volume, and molecular weight, respectively.

If a/b = b/Cf then b* = ac, and b is said to be a mean proportional between a and c.

The locutions ‘^y varies as x,” ^^y varies dirc^ctly as x,^* “y is proportional to x,*'

and the symbol y « x all mean that the ratio of y to x is a constant k 9̂ % called the

ex)nsiarU of proportionality: y «* kx, *^y varies inversely as x” means that y varies

as the inverse of x, i.c., as 1/x; y * k/x or xy ^ k, *'y varies (jointly) as x and U’

means that y varies as the product xt; y * kxt. The constant of proportionality is

determined from a knowledge of one particular set of associated values of the variables,

€.g,y Newton’s law of gravitation states that the attractive force between two particles

varies as their masses and inversely as the square of their distance apart : F « kmm*/rK
Measuring m in grams, r in centimeters, and F in dynes, it may be observed experi-

mentally that the force between two 1-kg masses placed 10 cm apart is 6.66 X 10“*

dynes. Hence k « 6.66 X 10“* cm » per sec* gram, and F » 6.66 X 10“* mmffr^y
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from which the attraction between two masses in given relative position may be com-

puted at once without further measurement.
4.41. Arithmetic Progressions. The sequence of numbers ai, Oa, • •

*
, Un, • • •

is an arithmetic prog^ression (AP) when and only when <22
— ~ — 02 =* • • • =

an — Or»-i « • • ' « d, called the common difference, Xx\ AP can thus be written

o, a + d, a -f 2d, • •
•

. The nth term is — a + (n — l)d. The sum of the first

n terms is Sn = n[2a -f- (n — l)d]/2 « n(a 4- tn)/2 (n times the average of the first

and last terms). For example, 5, 1?^, • • - is an AP with a ~ 5, d =* —1/3,

<8 = 5 + 7(-l/3) - «8 = 8(5 + H)/2 «
4.42. Geometric Progression. The sequence of numbers ai, 02,

• •
•

,
a«, • • •

is a geometric progression (GP) if and only if a^/ai ^ azla^ — • • • = Unlan^i « • * •

* r, called the common ratio. A GP can thus be written o, ar, ar*, • • * . The nth

term is tn =* The sum of the first n terms is Sn = a(l — r")/(l — r) — (a —
rt„)/(l — r) if r 5*^ 1. For example, 3, 3(1.04), 3(1.04)^, • • • is a GP with o — 3,

r « 1.04, h = 3(l.04)^ .S6 == 3ll - (1.04)6]/(1 - 1.04) = 16.26.

As n increase's, r" does or do(^s not get indefinitely small according as |r| < 1 or

lr| ^1. Jn case J/i < 1, the series a(l r 4- r-* -f • •
• ) is said to converge, and

to have the sum a /(I — r); if |ri ^ 1, the series diverges and is of no interest here.

The ratiojial number reprt\sented by a repc;ating decimal may b(^ found by
summing a GP. For example, 2.3582 = 2.3582582582 • • • = 2.3 -f 582 • lO""^

-f 582 • 10“7 4. . . . = 2.3 4- 582 • 10-^(1 + lO'^ -f- lO"® 4- •••)=- 2.3 4- 582 •

10~V(1 10-') * 23,559/9,990.

4.5. Permutations and Combinations. A permutation of n distinct objects a is

an arrangement of the objects in a definite order: Ui, 02,
• •

•
,
a«. There are n(n — 1)

(n — 2) 3 • 2 • 1 =« n! (say ‘‘n factorial’) permutations of the a’s. If the

a’s are alike in groups, A:i in a group, • •
•

,
A;,, in a group, with Aji 4- • •

* 4- A:^ ~ n,

then the number of distinct permutations is n\/{ki\k‘i\ A;^!). For example,

7 flags of different colors can be flown from a mast in 7! different orders; if 3 of the

7 flags are red, 2 white, and 2 blue, the number of orders (permutations) is 7!/3!2!21 =
2 • 3 • 5 • 7.

If, instead of using all n of the objects, we use only r of them, there will be

n\/{n — r)\ periiiutations of the n distinct objects taken r at a time.

If we are not interested in the order in wdiich the r objects are arranged, and agree

that the same r objects shall constitute one combination (regardless of order), then

we find that there are nCr *= C” «= C«.r — (?) — n\/{n — r)!r! combinations of n
objects taken rata time. From the 7 different flags there can ho drawn 7

!/5 !2 ! different

pairs (r = 2). N.B. C" » Also, 0! ** 1 (definition), so that CJ *= C? = 1.

Of is often written n(n — 1) (n — r 4" l)/r! = n(n — 1) (r + 1)/

in - r) !.

If n is large, n ! may be approximated by means of Stirling's inequality {formula)

:

< n! < + l/^n), whcrc e is the natural base for

logarithms (see 2.4). ,

4.6. Binomial Theorem. If n is a positive integer.

(a 4- 6)n « Cla^b^ 4- 4- Cla^-^b^ 4- 4- • •
• 4-

,
n(n - l)(n - 2)

3!“ a"~*6i + • • + 6».

ExampU. {x - j/W)‘ - x' 4- 5 x\-yn) +

+ ?
'

•1 ' Q " . + (“2/'^^)* = X* — 5x*y^4 -j- 10xiy>!> — lOx’j/* 4- 5x^W — i/‘W.
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For Cr, see 4.5. In case n is not a positive integer, the series does not terminate

(sec 8.74).

4.7. Determinants. The symbols

Di = o,

a b f;

<
/|.

iff
h i

lrtll ai2 • ' • Ola

Dn == ;nji U22 * ‘ • tt’in

lUi/l Un'i
‘

are determinants. Dn is of order n. 7’he horizontal (vertical) lines are called rows

(columns); the individual entries are called elements. Fach 1) denotes an expression

forrmxl in a specific way from its elements. When fully written out (expanded),

Dn is a sum of n\ terms. Perhaps the most intelligible direct method of expansion is

contained in the formula

n

(by the yth column)
i = i

n

V (-1)*^^ (by the;th row)

holding for any chosen fixed wherein denotes that l>n~i obtained by delet-

ing from Dn the row and column in which n,,,/ ()c<*urs (for s(‘(‘ 4.2). Thus Dn ==

( — l)i+25(^) = fjfi Tsing lh(‘ left expression for Dn with

j = 2 (i.e., using the second column), we get

D,
g I

;
g ^

- h
/!

-b(di ~ gf) -f e(ai - eg) - h{af - dc)

— aei -f- hfg -f cdh — ceg — bdi — afh.

The formula for Dn reduces Di to Dn% etc.

Elementary Properties. 1. D ~ 0 if <^very element in some o!ie row (or column)
vanishes. D == 0 if it has two rows (colurnn.s) witli tlie ehnnents of one proportional

to (i.e.j a constant k times) the chnnents of the other.

2. |o,’;| |a;i|, i.e.j if the columns and row.s of jy are the rows and columns of D,
in the same order, than D ~ D\

3. If D' consists of D with oiu; pair of rows (or columns) interchanged, then
D'^-D.

4. If D' consists of D with each element in any ()ne row (or column) multiplied by
the same constant k, then D' = kD. Thus a common factor of all the elements of a
row (or column) may be brought out and written as a multiplier of D.

5. If D' arises from D by multiplying each element of some one row (or column)
by the same constant k and adding it to some other row (or column), then D' * D.

For addition, multiplication, other means of expansion, etc., see a text. For

application to linear equations, see 6.2.

4.8. Polynomials. A riionomial axi^i • Xg*** • . . . • has degree pi in Xi and
total degree pi *f * • * -f A function /(xi, • •

•
, xa) « • x^*

Xa'**, where the indices of summation p run independently from 0 to n, is a

polynomial in xi, • •
•

, x,* of degree equal to the total degree of the monomial of

highest total diegree. Xi^Xg^XgXi* 4- Sxi'^xg — 7xr''Xa*X3X4® is a polynomial of degree 10

in xi, • •
•

,
X4. Thus /(x) a«x« 4 4 ’ •

• 4 oix 4 a© with o,* 0 is a
polynomial of degree n in x; it is linear if n « 1, quadratic if n » 2, cubic if n « 3,

and quartio if n « 4, etcl
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To divide f{x) by rc — r, write down the coeffi(rieriis a«, • •
-

, ao, being sure to

supply a zero for each missing coelficient, including Oo. Enter c (not — c) as divisor,

bring down Un, multiply a„ by c and add (algebraically) to o«-i; multiply the result

by c and add to an-2 ]
* •

*
;
the end result is the remainder and is also the value f(c)

of the polynomial wtien a: = c. The other figures appearing below the line are the

coefficnents of the quotient. This process is called synthetic division or [because the

nnnainder is /(c)] synthetic substitution..

On a„„i tti Oo k
OtiC

an auC 4- /(c)

To divide /(x) ~
-f 2x^ — x by x 2’. N.E. x -f 2 — x — (—2), so c = —2

3+0 4-2-14-0 1-2

_ + 12^ 28_+ 58

3 - 6 + 14-29+58

Hence 3x* + 2x^ — x = (3 :r*^ — Ox- + 14x — 29) (x + 2) + 58. The quotient is

Sx"* — Gx® + 14x — 29; the remainder is 58 — /(— 2).

To divide fix) by ax — 6
,
divide .synthetically by x = 6 /a, getting /(x) = q{x)

(x — 6 /a) + r — (ax — h)q{x)/a + r, so that the quotient, on division by ax — 6
,
is

q(x)/a and the remainder is r — /(6/a).

p]vidently /(x) = (x — c)q(x) when and only when /(c) — 0 (f.c., remainder 0);
if /(<*) = 0, c is a root or solution of the algebraic equation fix) = 0. Every equation of

degree n ^ 1 has at l(‘ast one niot c, wdiich may be complex (see 5.7) (‘fundamental

tluorein of algebra”). Proctoding to find roots of q{x)^ etc., we finally get /(x) «
anix — Ci)(x — Ci) • •

• (x — r«), (‘xpressing /(x) as a product of k linear factors.

If Cl, • •
•

, o, I ^ n are the distinct c^s, then/(x) = an(x — Ci)"»i (x — Ci)”*»,

wdiere mi + • •
• + m/ = w; wt, is the multiplicity of Cj (f = 1,

• •
*

,
/). Hence,

counting m tinu s a root (»f multiplicity m, a polynon\ial of degree n has exactly n roots.

If /(x) has real coefficients, and /(a + hi) = 0
,
then /(a — 61 )

= 0; complex roots

occur in conjugate pairs. If c =* a + 6f, the factors x — (a + hi) and x — (a — hi)

may be multiplied together to get x® — 2ax + + 6^. Hence, if fix) has real

coefficients, /(x) may be expressed as a product of real linear and quadratic factors.

Thus

- 1 = (x - 1) (« -
-

(x - = (i - i)(x2 + X + i).

An equation of odd degree with real coefficients has at least one real root. To solve

an algebraic equation, see 6.3.

4.9. Partial Fractions. Let Rix) *= N{x)/D(x) be a quotient of tw'o polynomials

with real coefficients (a rational function in technical terminology), in which every

factor common to N and D has been removed, and in which the indicated division

has been carried out, if netujssary, until the degree of N is hss than the degree of D,
ni Uq

Suppose that, in factored form (see 4.8), D{x) « J| (a^x + 60^* f| (cjtx^ + dj^x + e*-)®*,

t«l A:«l

where the OiX + 6 * are the n distinct linear factors of D, and the cjtx* + dkX + e* are

the distinct (irreducible) quadratic factx)rs of D. Then, by methods indicated in the

followii^ example, unique constant A% B% and can be found such that

R{x) V r V 1 4. V r V 1
L J L 4- dkX +

t » 1 J ’W 1 fW » 1
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The fractions on the right arc partial fraciiom for R{x). N.B. (Useful checks.)

4- 2 Qk = degree of D, For each f, ^4*/, 9̂ 0; for each k, either Bkqk ^ ^

or Ckqk ^ 0.

We are to find numbers A, B, *
•

,
F so that the sum of the partial expressions

on the right (written down in accordance with the preceding formula, ni ^ riq ** 1,

/i = 2 == <7i) is equal to the expression R(x) on the left;

*- 4- 24^2 ~ 14x 4 7 ^ A B Cx D Ex + V
(2r - 4 2)2 2i'- l (2x ~ l)^

^
x‘2 4“2 (x'^

4’2)2‘

(bearing of fractions,

X* - Sx^ + 24x2 ~ I4x 4 7 = A(2x - l)(x2 2)2 4 B(x^ 4 2)^

4 (Cx 4 D) (2x - l)2(x2 4 2) 4 (Ex 4 F){2x - D^.

This is an identity (see 6.1). By expanding and equating coefficients, or by differ-

entiating repeatedly and putting x « 0 (see 8.2, 8.7), we could find enough linear

equations to determine the required constants (see 6.2). However, it is recommended

that the following processes be tried first, using linear equations only as a last resf)rt.

In the identity, put x == }i (chosen so as to make* 2x — 1 =0). The result is

81/16 = 81/?/16, whence^ = 1. Insert this value for B, transpose that term to the

left, and divide each side by 2x — 1. The result is

-4x2 4 8x - 3 = A(x2 4 2)2 4 (Cx 4 />)(2x - l)(x2 4 2) 4 (Ex 4 F)(2x - 1)

Put X — 3^ obtaining A = 0. Divide again by 2x — 1, obtaining — 2x 4 3 **

(C’x 4 D) (x2 4 2) + Ex F, If, now, either C or /> were not to vanish, there would

be a term either in x^ or in x2 on the right, while there is no such term on the left.

Hence C = 7> = 0, and we have —2x 4 3 == Fx 4 F. Equating coefficients (or

putting X = 0, etc.), E = —2, F * 3. Hence

tjf \
i 2x “*3

('2i~~iT2
“

(i2“4“2)2'

It is wdse to verify the result before using it.

5. TRIGONOMETRY

6.1. Rectangular Cartesian Coordinates. As in 1.42, take horizontal (x) and
vertical (y) axes intersecting at an origin 0. Use now the same scale on each axis,

and measure distances on each axis from O, Each point P of the plane then has

uniquely associated with it a pair of numbers (x,?/), which are called its rectangular

cartesian coordinates. The axes divide the plane into four quadrants, in which x and y
have the signs indicated in Fig. 5.1. (When x > 0 is measured to the right and 2/ > 0

upward, as in the figure, the axe^ are right-handed'^; reversing the direction of one

axis gives a left-handed" pair, equally appropriate but rarely used.)

6.2. Angles. In trigonometry and more advanced work, an angle is understood

to be the amount by which a ray (see 3.12) has been rotated from a certain initial ray
in order to coincide with a certain terminal ray. In standard position, the vertex of

an angle 1$ at the origin and its initial ray is the positive x-axis (the initial direction).

Rotation is counted positively in the counterclockwise direction (from initial direction

toward positive y-axis) and negatively in the clockwise direction. Thus an angle

of 745 deg means two counterclockwise revolutions (720 deg) and 25 deg more;
—

7

t/2 rad means a clockwise revolution (27r) and % revolution « 3ir/2 more,
6.8. Tile Trigonometric (Circular) Fonctiotts. Let e be an angle in standard

position and let P 5^ 0 be a pointon the terminal ray. Drop a perpendicular from P
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on the JHixis. Find the coordinates (x,y) of P and the distance OP » r »» -f

> 0. Then

sin ^ - a X
cos =* - tan ^ ~

r r X

CSC B = -
r

see d « - cot B ^ -
y X y

By similar triangles, these ratios are independent of the position of P on the terminal
ray and hence define functions of B (see 1.41). Sin 6 has the sign of y, cos B has the
sign of Xf and tan B and cot 6 have the same sign, which is 4* or — according as the

signs of X and y agree or disagree; each of these signs is d(^te^mined immediately by the

quadrant in which the terminal ray of 6 lies.

From the behavior of x and y when the sense of B is reversfjd, we sec that sin ( — d) »
— sin B, cos (

— (?) =» cos B^ etc. Since |xj ^ r and |i/| ^ r, |sin ^ 1, |cos 6i| ^ 1,

|sec b\ I and |c8C b\'^ I always. P'urthor rotation of k • 360 deg =* 2/:ir rad, k

any integer^ will give an angle with the same terminal ray as By hence the same ratios

of Xy ijy r, hence the same values for any of the functions; i.e,, these functions are

periodic, with period 2t (see graphs in 8.9). .

The definitions fail whenever an x or y vanishes in a denominator. For B =* 7r/2,

x » 0, y > 0, and tan B is not defined. However (sec 8.13), tan > -f « as ^ ir/2~,

and tan B « as ^ tc/2^. By inspecting the quadrantal angles, the sides of an

iso8cele.s right triangle (side 1) or the sides of an equilateral triangle (side 2) with an

altitude inserted, one arrives at the following table, where an entry ± « or + «> means

6^ 0** 30® 45® 60® 360®

B rad 0 ir/6 t/4 ir/3 t/2 T m 27r

m 0 }4 l/\/2 V5/2 1 0 -1 0

1 \/S/2 1/v^ H 0 0 1

0 l/VS 1 1 ± 00 0 ± 00 0

cot B ^ 00 V3 1 1/V3 0 ? 00 0 4 00

sec B 1 2/V3 V2 2
;

± 00 -1 4^ oo 1

CSC B T 00 2 V2 2/i/3 1 ± 00 -1 4 00
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that the function has the limit indicated by the upper or lower sign, respectively, as

6 tends to its value from below or above.

Tables refer to positive acute angles. To find values for other angles 0, find from

a diagram the positive acute angle 6* with

numericalli/ the same ratios of x, ?/, r; then the

function of B will have numericaliy the same
value as for B'j and its sign will be determined

by the quadrant in which 6 lies.

Thus, for 142^ 228^ ~48^ -142^ 312®,

i9' =* 48®; since 142® is in 11, cos 142° * - cos

48®, tan 142® = — tan 48°; since 312® is in IV,

cos 312® = cos 48°, sin 312° = — sin 48°; etc.

Going the other way, suppose tan B — —A:,

where A: « taii 48®. Then B - 142® -f A: • 3(50® in

II or ^ = 312®
-f- k • 360° in IV^, k any Integer

.

6.41. Identities among Functions of a Single

Angle. An ambiguous sign before a radical is
Fio. 5.3.

d(‘t(?rmined by the quadrant in which B lies.

_ 1 , ^ sin 6
sec. B tan B = —

-

(H)s B cos B

CSC B
1 ,

. cos 6
cot ^

sin B sin B

cot B _ 1

tan B

sin^ e 4- cos- B * 1

1 -f tan^ 6 = sec- B

1 cot- 0 = CSC* B

cos B — ± Vl — sin* g, etc.

sec B — ± \/ 1 + tan * g, etc.

CSC B ^ ± v^rTcot*“0, etc.

N.B. Any one angle may be substituted for every occurrence of B in any identity;

e.g.f sin* (2Trvt) + cos* (27rr0 = 1.

6.42. Identities among Functions of Two Angles. Use either upper or lower of

ambiguous signs on both sides.

sin ± sin B cos 4> ± cos B sin <t>

cos {B ± 4>)
^ cos B cos <t> T sin B sin </»

tan {B ± 4>)
^

^^ 1 + tan B tan

sin 9 4- sin ^ » 2 sin
,1^(0 4 -

<t>) cos 1^(0 — <t>)

sin 0 — sin = 2 cos \i{^ + <>) sin — 0)

cos B 4- cos = 2 cos ^(B 4- 4>) cos 14 4>)

cos ^ — cos </> » —2 sin }i{B + 4>) sin \i{B — <^)

Use these formulas to learn that

cos (B 4" 90°) =* cos B cos 90° — sin B sin 90® « — sin B

sin (t — 0) » sin *r cos B — cos t sin ^ sin 6

sin A cos 15 « msm (A A- B) + sin (A — B)], etc.

6«48. Multiple Angles.

sin 2P *= 2 sill 0 cos ^

cos 26 « cos* B — sin* ^ 1 — 2 sin* 0 « 2 cos* — 1

sin 3^ « 3 sin ^ — 4 sin ’’ ,B
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COS 3^ = 4 cos'' — 3 cos 6

sin 40 ^ H cos* 0 sin ^ — 4 cos 0 sin 0

cos 4d « 8 (^os^ 0 -r H cos* d 4- i

.6 ^ /l - cos 0 0
, ^ /l + cos ^

«>n
2
“ ± \ -

2-- '“«
2
“ ± V“2

, 0 sin 0 1 — cos 0
, ^ fi — cos 0

2 I 4- cos 0 sin 0 ^ 1 4* cos 0

6.6. Inverse Functions. Trigonometric Equations. If y ** sin x, then x = arc

sin y = sin“^^ (
— 1 not an (ixponenl) is the* invei'se sine of 2/ or arc (or angle) whose

sine is usually encountered with x (y) as independent (deptmdent) variable: y =* arc

sin X. Similarly for arc cos x, arc tan x^ etc. As indicated by their graphs (see 8.9),

tljese fun(*tions an* multiple-valyed. Unless directc^d otherwise, especially in integral

calculus, u.se the following principal values:

1

Kange of definition Principal values

y = arc sin x k! ^ 1 -90° = - ? ^ 2/ ^ 1
- 90°

y = arc cos x !xU 1 .

0° = 0 ^ 1/ $ IT = 180°

y = arc tan x — ^ < X < oc -90° = - 1 ^ 2/ < 1
= 90°

y = arc cot x — 00 < X < 00 0°=0<2/<ir = 180°

y = arc sec :r 1 ^ kl 0° = 0 ^ 2/ ^ » = 180°

y = ar(5 ch(^ x /A -90° = -|<^<| = 90°

The last three functions occur rarely, hiding reducible to the first three as follows:

arc, cot X =» tt/I — arc tan a*, arc sec x = arc cos 1/x, arc esc x == arc sin \/x\ also,

arc cos x x/2 — arc sin ar, arc esc x — 7r/2 — arc sec x. These equations are valid

for all X, If the principal value of one function is substituted in an equation, the

computed value of the other function will be its principal value.

Caution; The relation arc cot x = arc tan (1/x) does not have this property when
a; < 0.

In solving ecpiations, try first with identities to simplify as much as possible,

expressing all terms as functions of the same angle, preferably as the same function.

Solve algebraically and seek inverse functions. Be sure to get all angles 0 ^ 0 <
360® = 2ir rad which satisfy the equation; then (0 -f 360fc)® = (^ 4- 2A;t) rad are

also solutions for any integer k.

Example, sin* 2^ -f 3 cos* 0 = 3 may be written 1 — cos* 20 + 3 (cos 20 4 l)/2
= 3, or (2 cos 20 — l)(cos 20 — 1) = 0, whence either cos 20 = M and 20 = arc cos 42
« 60®, 300®, 420°, 660®, or cos 20 = 1 and 20 = arc cos 1 = 0®, 360®; finally, then,

0 « 0®, 30®, 160®, 180®, 210®, 330®.

6.61. Right Triangles (Notation in 3.14). If C = 90®, then

- as
opposite B

c hypotenuse

a side adjacent B
c, hyfx>tenuse

^ opposite B
a side adjacent B

Fio. 5.61.
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and similarly for the other functions of B. Use these relations to find unknown

from known parts, e.g., a « 6 cot B.

The (orthogonal, perpendicular) projection of c along the horizontal is a * c cos B
— c sin A ;

along the vertical 6 = c sin B =* c cos A . Similarlj'', if a is an area in a

plane w the projection of a on a plane making an angle d with tt is a' =« a cos $.

6.62. Oblique Triangles. For area and other information, see 3.25. As a guide,

and to detect gross inconsistencies, draw a rough sketch to scale beforehand. When
two angles are known, A -f B -f U = 180® gives the third. Use logs except with the

cosine law. As soon as four parts are known, the sine law may be used. When a

check is desired, use any relation not used in the solution, or c cos B -j- 6 cos C =* a,

etc.

Formulas.

a

sin A

a- = 6-4- — 26c cos A

fLr ^ S3
^(A — B)

a 4- 5 tan HiA -f B)

(sine law)
sin B sin C

(similarly for 6 and B, c and C cosine law)

(similarly for 6 and c, c and a; tangcmt law;

When using the tangent law, it is convenient to adjust the notation so that A — B > 0.

N.B. tan t^(A *f B) = cot ^C.
1. Given A, B, (hence C) and a: sine law.

2. Given Cj b, C: tangent law with logs, or cosine law.

3. Given a, 6, c: (a) If few significant figures are present, or a table of squares is

available, use the cosine law without logs. (6) cos A == — 1 + (6 + c -f a)(6 -f-

c — a) /(26c). The second term on the right may be computed with logs; then sub-

tract the 1 and find A in a table of natural functions, (c) For a method based on

the ^4ialf-angle’* formulas, see any text.

4. Given a, A^h (ambiguous case): sine law. If 6 sin A /a *= sin B > 1, there is

no solution. If sin B < 1, then B = Bi < 90° or B = B2 > 90°; there is a solution

with Bi if A + Bi < 180°, and a solution with B2 if A -f B 2 < 180°.

6.7. Complex Numbers. There is a number, denoted by i (or y^—l), with the

property that i* = —1. On account of such unreal behavior, this number is said to

be imaginary. Long and regrettably sanctioned by usage, the adjective ‘imaginary
does not imply any intangible or illusory quality. If x and y are real numbers, then
z « » 4“ % is a complex number (in standard form) with real part R{z) •- x and
imaginary pari I{z) * p. [Some authors put J{z) iy.] If /(z) “0, the behavior
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of z is indistinguishable from that of the real number x, and z is said to be purely

real; if R{z) » 0, z is purely imaginary.

The complex number z * x -f iy can be represented in a plane (Argand diagram)

by the point whose rectangular cartesian coordinates (see 5,1) are (x,^). The con-

jugate oi z «« X iy is z X — iy\ thus z and z have (x,0) as their midpoint. "I’he

real number 1^1 = r =« \/x^ + is called the modulus (or absolute value) of z. The
angle Ph z ^ 6 such that cos 6 = x/r and sin 6 « y/r is called the phase (or argument,

or amplitude) of z. Thus Ph z is niultiphi-valued; its principal value ph z.is so chosen

that —wKphz^TT. Hence z ** x 4- fy ~ r cos $ 4- ir sin 6 (trigonometric form

for z), and z ^ r cos (
— 0) -f ir sin {

— 6) «= r cos $ — ir sin 6.

Equality. Zi « zo if and only if X\ = x^ and y\ = t/o.

Addition. Zi 4 Za = Xi 4 Xa 4 iiyi 4 ^ 2); add real and imaginary parts sepa-

rately. Geometrically, Zi 4 Zi is joined to the origin by a line* that is the diagonal

of a parallelogram w'hose sides are Zi and Za- N.B. The segment from the origin

to the point representing Z 2 — Zi is equal and parallel to the sc^gment from Zi to Z2 .

Multiplication. zxZt = (xj 4 iy i)(x2 4 iy-A = ^ 1X 2 - yxy 2 i(xiy 2 4 1/ 1X 2 ) = rir^

(cos {$1 4 ^2 ) 4 i sin {dx 4 ^2 )]; multiply moduli and add phases (sometimes getting

nouprincipal phases for the product). Thus iz is z rotated positively through a right

angle. To divide: Zi/z2 =» (ri/r 2)[cos (^1 ~ ^2 ) 4 i sin (^i — ^ 2 )].

Exponentiation. If m is an integer, z’" = r”‘(cos md 4 i sin rnO). If n is an
1 1

integer, z^ = r”(cos 4>k 4 fsin </>*), where 4>k == (B ^2kw) /niotk — 0, 1,
•

•
,
n ~ 1;

the principal value of this multiple-valued function arises from tlu^ choice* k = 0.

m 1 m 1

Finally, z” = where z^ is principal if and only if z” is. (If the exponent is irra-

tional or complex, the situation is more elaborate.®)

With these definitions and restrictions, the rules of operation stated in 1.3 hold

for complex numbers. We note that complex numbers are not ordered as the reals

w'ere (see 1.21). However, |z| has the properties enumerated in 1.22 for |xl; points z

for which jz — aj < k lie inside a circle with center a and radius k.

Rule for CovipuUition: PIxpress each complex numl)er in the form z = x 4
z » r(cos 4 f »in $). Proceed as with real numbers, replacing P by —1 whenever

it occurs.

Caution: Preliminary expression in standard form is important. I'hus \/-“3 •

- I \/3 • t \/5 » - \/r5, not \/(-3)(-5) = \/l5.

Special Rules: z is real (imaginary) if and only if z =* z (z « — z).

p
Zi 4 2^2 =* 4 22 Z\Z2 ^ Zi'Zi z« » |zl = \z\ |zl* =» zz

Hence, to find 1/z, m\iltiply above and below by 2 to get 1/z « z/izl®.

l*lSs| - |*l||*2|
1 J_
z ”

1*1

P P
|*e| «= l*l9 \zi 4 Zi\ ^ |zi| 4 M

t —t •• t* • i 81 —

f

i* ts p . i* SB 1 p WZ i* . i « i^

ju+i « i i*k+2 « -1 i4k-h3 « {Ak * etc.

Examples. Algebraic to Trigonometric Form. 5 - 8» - -s/sa (5/Vl9 - 8/-N/89i)

— (cos +

1

sin 9), where -x/sS cos 9 5 and sin 9 •• —8, —t < 9 ^ t

for principal value, -so that 9 *• —58° — —1.0123 rad. Thus 6 — 8t «• "x/SO

fcos (-68°) + t sin (-58°)] - VM [cob (-1.0123) + isin (-1.0123)].
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Addition. (2 4- 3/) - (5 - 4-/) - (2 - 5) + /(3 -f 4) - -3 + 7i.

Multiplication. AlRobraic form: (2 -f-30(“-f> + 0 “ —10 4 3/® 4 2/ — 15/ ~
-10 - 3 - 13/ « -13 - 13/.

Trigonometric form: 3(cos 122*^ 4 i sin 122®) • \/2 (cos 75® 4 i sin 75®) » 3 \/2

(cos 197® 4 i sin 197®) « 3 y/2 [cos (
— 163®) 4 i sin (

— 163°)| (if principal phase of

product is desired) « 3 V^2 (cos 163® — i sin 163°).

. 2 4 i _ 2 4^* ^*4“ _ 5 4 5i __ 1 4 '

3 — i 3 — i 3 4 t 10
Division. Algebraic form

:

Trigonometric form: \/5 [cos (
— 18®) 4 i sin (

— 18®)] 4- }-fj[cos 37® 4 i sin 37°] =*

3 Vs [cos (-55®) 4 i sin (-55®)] = 3 Vs (cos 55® - i sin 55®). _

‘

Exponentiation. Algebraic formj Using binomial theorem (4.6), £V2 — 3/)'^

« (V^)‘ 4 5(V2)^(-3/) 4 10(V2)»(~3/)» 4 10(v;^)H -3?>’ 4 5(V2)(-3/)^ 4
( -3/)*^ « 4 V2 - 60/ - 180 V2 /* - 540/" 4 405 \/2 - 243/*^ = 4 \/2 - 60/ -

180 V2 4 540/ 4 405 V2 - 243/ = 229 V2 4 273/.

(

r 1 1
QO

COS --
2
— + i sin

-— = 3^ (cos 280° 4 / sin 280°) = 3'^^ [cos (—80°) 4 / sin (—80®)] (if principal

phase is desired).

It results from definitions adopted in the theory of functions of a complex variable,

if / is a real number and e is the natural base of logarithms (see 2.4), that

— <a)s I 4 / sin t (Kuler).

Hence z =* r(cos d 4 / sin 6) — re*^ (exponential form for 2), 2“* = 212-2 =
ri

In particular, = /, c*"* = — 1,
== —

/,
= 1. Note that Ic'®]-

« cos® 0 4 sin® ^ — 1, so that |c’^j — 1. Thus always lies on the unit circle,

which has its center at the origin and radius 1 . Also, c'^2 is 2 rotated counterclockwise

about the origin through an angle 0 ; for this and other reasons, the exponential form

of a complex number is often the most elegant means of dealing with rotational and

periodic phenomena, e.g., the problems arising in connection with alternating electric

currents.

5.8. Hyperbolic Functions. These functions (see the graphs in 8.9) arc related

to the hj’perbola much as the circular (trigonometric) functions are related to the

circle.

sinh ar = —

tanh X =

sech X

— e *

2

sinh X
cosh X

_1_
cosh X

cosh X

coth X

cosech X

4
2

cosh X
sinh X

sinh X

They are connected with each other by the further relations

sinh (—a;) « — sinh x cosh (—x) * cosh x

eosh® X — sinh* » 1 tanh* x 4 sech* a? » 1 coth* x — cosech* « »» 1

sinh (x ± y) » sinh x cosh y ± cosh x sinh y
cosh (a? ± p) * cosh x cosh y ± sinh x sinh y

iK)Bh 2a; » cosh* x 4 sinh* x sinh 2ir * 2 sinh x cosh x
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With properly generalized definitions

eos ix *= c‘osh x sin ix = i sinh x
(^osh ix = cos X sinh ix = i sin x

Since tln^se fuin^tions are exponential, their inv(irse functions are logarithmic,

arc sinh x » In (x -f + 1) arc cosh x = In (x ± \/x^ — 1) (la;] ^ 1)

arc tanh x = - In
(

(1^1 < 1)

arc coth x = ^
In (kl > 1)

6. SOLUTION OF EQUATIONS

6.1. Identities and Equations, /(xi, •
•

,
x„) = g{xx^ •

• • Xn) (Lc., / identical

with g) means that /(ai, ‘
‘

^
a„) — g{ai, • •

•
,
o„) for every set of numbers Ui,

• •
•

,
a». Polyn()mials/ and g are identical if and only if, whenever a term of / and

a term of g are of equal degree in each of the variables, their coefbeients are equal.

If functions/ and g are not identical, they may be equal for some values of the variables

and unequal for others, or unequal for all; then / = ^ is a (conditional) equation. A
solution of an equation is a set of values of the variables which makes the equation

true; if /(a) = 0, the solution x = a is also said to be a root of the equation /(x) = 0

[or of the function /(x)] or a zero of /(x).

Identity, x* — 1 = (x — l)(x + 1), true for ail x.

Equation, x^ — 1 — 3, true for x = ± 2, otherwise false.

The practi(!al problem for an identity (freejuent in trigonometry) is to prove it;

for an equation, to solve it. Processes giv(ui in texts for solving equations usually

show merely that, if tlu*re is a solution, it must be orn^ of tlic», numbers yielded by the

process; occasionally some or all of these numbers fail actually to satisfy the equation.

When in doubt, check by substituting back into the equation.

On ‘'solving'^ the equation __ that either" * o X -4- 5 ox x(x 4* o)^

x=*lorx=0. x = l satisfies the equation and is a solution, while x *= 0 makes
the equation meaningless. When writing down an equation, it is wise to note values

of X that give rise to a vanishing denominator. In this (‘xample, merely writing the

equation dowm requires (implicitly) that x 0 and x 9̂ —5.

On ‘^solving” the equation x = Vx -f" 6, we find x ~ 3 or x = —2. The former

chet^ks, whereas the latter gives the absurdity —2 = 2 and so is not a solution. A
glance at the equation shows that x ^ —6 for the right member to be real; since the

right member is then ^0, the left member x must be ^0 for the equation to be

satisfied. The solution —2, introduced by squaring the equation, is said to be

extraneous.

Before attempting to solve an equation that is at all complicated, one sliould

attempt to write it in several different forms, choosing then the one that seems most

manageable. Trigonometric identities, logarithms, algebraic substitutions, etc.,

may lead to substantial simplification (see the trigonometric example in 5.5).

6.2. Linear Equations. If h and the o’s are constants, the equation uiXi + . • .

+ UnXn « 5 is a linear equation. If the x's are cartesian coordinates, the equation

represents a ‘^hyperplaric»/’ which, if n = 3, is an ordinary plane in Xi-Xr'Xrspace

and, if n a* 2, is a straight line in the xi-xg-plano; hen<*e the name linear (for geom-

etry, see 3.4, 7.62). The equation can be solved to express any one of the variables

that has a nonvanishing coefficient in terms of the others; if they are given, it may be

computed.
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We deal with a system ^Si of c equations in v variables.

uiiXi 4- • •

s
• 4“ auXt- « 6i

aeiXi 4“ •
• 4 arxXr = be

S is homogeneous or nonhomogeneous according as » • • • « 6e 0 or not. A
homogeneous system always has the trivial solution 0*1 « • • • » iPv =* 0. Also,,

if a;i,
• •

•
,
aJv is a solution of a homogeneous system, then so is /a:i,

• •
• ^tXvior any t.

General Process. Write down first an equation in which Xi has a nonvanishing

coefficient. Divide this equation by that coefficient, getting an equation in which xi

has coefficient 1. Use this equation to eliminate Xi from the remaining e — 1 equa**

tions. Next, choose one of the latter equations in which X 2 or some other chosen

variable has a nonvanishing coefficient, and, proceeding similarly, eliminate’ that

variable from the remaining e — 2 equations. After eliminating Xr from the remaining

c — r equations, continue until either (1) the. systt’in T has been reached, or (2) all

the equations have been used up (r = r). (The integer r is called the remk of JS.)

jx\ d- anX-i “h aizXz -f • ' •

-f oii,Xr *=

I + af23J^n 4" • •
• + a-irXr ~

2V Xr 4- Ofrr+lJ'm 4 ’
* 4 ~ /^r

1 0 • a^r-n -!-••• 4 0 ‘

\ 0 • za- 4- • •
• 4 0 •

In case 1, if (a) some one of /3r+i,
• •

•
y

fails to vanish, the inconsistency 0 5*^ 0

has been reached, and T (and S) is inconsistent (has no solutions). However, if (5)

• = /?e =* 0, then any solution of the first r equations will satisfy the

remaining e — r equations; the latter arc said to depend on the former, and the

situation coincides with case 2 in that all independent equations have been used up.

In case 2, the equations may be solved, in turn, starting with the rth, for Xr, Xr-i,

' '
'

y
xzy Xi in terms of Xr.fi,

• •
•

,
x*. Values arbitrarily assigned to the latter

determine unique values for the former. Any set of values thus obtained from T
satisfies S. In case 16 or 2, then, S is consistent (has solutions).

Examples for e — v - S.

{

x~2/4'22:«*3 Tx— y4'2z«=3
2x
3x4*2t^4-2»4 I z^S

Hence y » 2 and x » —1. r = 3; case 2. Unique solution.

The planes represented by S have just the point ( — 1,2,3) in common.

{

X — y4“22«3 (X— y4'22»3
2x 4-2 «1 T{ y-Hz^-%
3x--2^4-32!«4 I 0«0

r * 2; Case 16. Infinitely many solutions.

Hence x « — 4- Hi with z arbitrary. These two planes intersect

in a line, which lies in each of the three planes represented by S.

{

X— y4-22»3 (X — y-h2z*3
2x 4- 2 « 1 T\ y Hz
3x-2/+3z«5 I ^7^H

r « 2; case la. No solutions.

The three planes represented by S intersect in pairs in three distinct parallel lines.
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General Results, N.B. r ^ e and r ^ v naturally.

Homogeneous System. Since /Si = • • • =* = 0, case la is impossible. If

r < as happens naturally ii e < v, Xi, •
^

, Xr may be found from T in terms of

Xr+i, • •
•

,
Xv All choices of Xr+i, • ^

‘
f Xv except 0,

• •
•

, 0 give nontrivial solu-

tions Xi, • •
•

,
X,. of S. If r =s v, there are no variables Xr+i, • •

*
,

x,., and S has

only the trivial solution.

Nonhomogeneous System. (>ase la, which requires r < c, means S inconsistent.

If S is consistent, all solutions are found as in the homogeneous case; every choice of

Xr+i, • •
•

,
Xr gives a solution. If r = t;, there is no choice and the solution is unique.

N.B. Before commencing the solution, the variables may be permuted so as to

make a given one fall among xi, • •
•

,
Xror among Xr+ i,

• •
*

,
x,., as desired. The

integer r is always the same, no matter how the computation is performed.

Special Case: e — v; Determinants. Let A denote the (vth order) determinant of

the a*s in A??. Fori = 1
,

• •
•

,
t», let Bt denote the determinant obtained by replacing

the ith column of A by the column of the 6\s. If A 5^ 0
,
then {r — v and) x,- ^ Bi!

A

are the unique solutions of S {Cramer*s rule).

For the first example

Il -1 2 3 -1 2

(M 0 1=5 B, =» 1 0 1 = -5

|3 2 1 4 2 1

1 3 2| il -1
3|

By = 2 0n /f, = 2 0 Ij = 15

3 4 ii 3 2 41

so that X =* — 5/-f”5 “ “"1, y H-lOZ+fi =* 2, 2 =* -1-15/ -|-5 =* 3, as before. In

the other two examples, A = 0.

If A *= 0 and some 9̂ 0, the equations are inconsistent. If A = 0 and each

Bi =a 0, use the general procedure.

In the important homogeneous case, where each Bi = 0 naturally’', S will have a

nontrivial solution if and only if A =0. Using the A /» defined in 4.7, x,* =* ( — 1)*'''^'A„-

(f « 1,
• •

,
n; any fixed j) will satisfy S. If these all vanish for any one j, they

will vanish for every j\ thus giving only the trivial solution. Then use the general

process.

In simple cases, especially if there is some reason to conjecture consistency, the

routine of the general process can be relaxed. In the first example, eliminate y at

once by adding twice the first equation to the last (and divide out a 5), getting x -f 2

« 2. Subtract this fourth equation from the second; x = — 1. Substitute in the

fourth to get 2 = 3, and then in the third to get 1/
= 2. Alternative: Find 2 = 1 — 2x

from the second equation, substitute in the first and third, and eliminate either x

or y from the rcisulting two equations in x and y.

Solutions should be checked
;
substitution of Xi, • •

•
,
Xr expressed in terms of

Xr+i, • •
•

,
x» should give identities. The work of solution can be arranged to

provide a numerical check at each step (Doolittle method). Elaborate machines are

available for really complicated case.8 (Mallock^s machine). Graphical methods

are useless beyond r = 2, and superfluous then, but geometrical ideas and terminology

clarify the situation.

6.8. Algebraic Equations. If /(xi, • •
•

,
x*) is a polynomial of degree n, /(xi,

* •
*

» ajfc) 0 is an algebraic equation of degree n. Of main practical interest are the

case^ ifc » 1 and Ifc * 2, to which the general case reduces when values are assigned to

— 1 or A; — 2 of the variables.

6.81. n • 2; quadratic equations. N.B. \/p, p > 0, always means the positive

number whose square is p.
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A; * 1. The equation may be written f(x) « aa;* -|- 4- c * 0 with a 0.

If f{x) can be factored, set each factor « 0. Otherwise, write f{x) in the form

{computing the square)

whence

- 4ac

4o

X
—b ± \/6* — 4oc

2a

These two solutions are real and distinct, real and equal, or conjugate complex,

according as the discriminant — 4ac is > 0, = 0, or < 0. The sum of the roots is

—6/a; their product is c/a. The graph of y — f{x) is a parabola with axis parallel

to the 2/-axis. The parabola crosses the a;-axis when f(x) — 0.

2.

k — 2. The equation represents a conic (see 7.31). Treating the equation

as a quadratic in one variable, witli coefficients containing the other, it may be solved

as in (1) to give one variable in terms of the other. Thus 2x^ -f- Sxy — —x +
22/ -f 3 = 0 may be written — -f (3a; 4- 2)2/ + 2^* — x -f 3 = 0, which is a

quadratic in y with a =* —5, 6 — 3a; 4- 2, c = 2x^ — a; 4- 3. Applying the formula

in (1), we find

-(3i + 2) ± V(Sx + 2)» - 4(-5)(:S'*'"^'+ 3)
y

rT2r-^)
3* + 2 + -v/49x> - 8i' + 34

3.

Simultaneous systems {k =2). To solve a linear and a quadratic, solve the

linear for one variable and substitute in the quadratic; solve this and substitute in

the linear to find the other variable. (There are generally two solutions, which may
coincide, or be complex.) To solve two quadratics, proceed similarly. (There are

generally four solutions, some or all of which may coincide? or bo complex.) Occa-

sionally the form of the equations permits one variable to be eliminated easily. If

one of the equations is linear, it may help to square it; che(;k to avoid extraneous

solutions (see 6.1). For specific cases and examples, see an algebra text.

To solve graphically, plot the two curves and measure the abscissae and ordinates

of their points of intersection.

6.32 . w > 2, A; * 1. Moderately complicated algebraic solutions are known for

cubics and quartics; see a text on algebra or theory of equations. If w 5, no

algebraic solution exists. The content of 4,8 is useful here.

In the foUowing, it is assumed, to simplify some of the statements, that On > 0;

this may always be secured without changing the roots by multiplying the equation

by —1, if necessary. Roots are counted with their multiplicities (see 4.8). As soon

as one real root c has been found, one may divide out a; — c and proceed with the

reduced equation f{x)/{x — c) = q(x) » 0; if a complex root a 4* hi of an equation

with real coefficients is found, divide out x^ — 2aa; 4- 4- h*.

1. fix) “ 0 has between x ^ a and a; « 6 an even (perhaps 0) or an odd number
of roots according as /(a) and/(5) have the same or oppcjsite signs. Thus a;® — 2 « 0
has either 1 or 3 positive real roots, for/(0) * —2 < 0, while /(x) > 0 assuredly for

large x > 0.

2. Descartes*s Rule, Examine the sequence of coefficients On, On-i, • *
•

, ao.

If two successive coefficients (ignoring missing ones) have different signs, a change or

variation in sign is said to occur. Rule: If fix) has real coefficients, the number of

positive real roots is equal to the number of variations in sign or less by a positive even

integer; the number oi negative roots oi fix) is equal to the number of variations of
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sign of f('-x) or less by a positive even integer. Precisely one variation indicates

the presence of exactly one root of the appropriate kind. Infix) « a:® — 3x^ + 1=0,
there are two variations of sign, hence two or zero positive roots; since /(O) = 1,

/(I) = —1, and fix) > 0 for large a; > 0, there are two roots >0. In/( — a?) = —ic*

— Sx^ + 1 there is one variation of sign, and hence fix) =0 has one negative root.

Thus fix) ** 0 has one negative, two positive, and a pair of conjugate complex roots.

3. A table of values may be constructed by synthetic substitution (see 4.8). By
using (1), we can locate roots at or between values of x used in constructing the table.

4. Limits for the Roots. If, when p > 0 is substituted synthetically in fix)

^

each

number on the third line of the synthetic computation is ^ 0, then /(a;) has no positive

roots > p, and p is an upper limit for the roots of fix). Alternative Rule: If the term

of highest degree with negative coefficient is of degree r and the numerically greatest

negative coefficient is a^, then 1 + ^ is an upper limit for the roots of fix). If

p is an upper limit for roots of fi—x), —p is a lower limit for the negative roots of

fix). [Note that it is necessary, if fix) is of odd degree, to multiply /(—a;) by —1 in

order to make On > 0.]

5. Rational Roots. If the coefficients oi fix) are integers, x = p/q, p and q integers,

cannot satisfy fix) = 0 unh*ss p divides Oo and q divides a«. Hence the possible

rational roots are those fra(;tions whose numerators divide Oo and denominators divide

an
;
these may be listed and tested by synthetic division . Candidates can be eliminated

by Descartes’s rule, a knowledge of the limits, etc. If fix) = Qx^ — + 27x® +
7x — 10, the only possible rational roots are ±1, 4 2, ±5, ±10, ±\i,
± ? 3 , ±'}i^ ±^93, ±%y ±®^. However, 1 is an upper and — 1 a lower limit for the

roots, and all candidates can therefore be discarded except those lying betw’een — 1

and +1, f.c., ±J 2 , ±li, ±Ht ±96. Descartes’s rule reveals one negative

root. Testing, we find —2/3 to be a root, and /(x)/(3a; + 2) = 2x^ — Zx^ + llx —
5 = gix). The only possible rational root of g{x) is now J 2 . This does turn out to

be a root, and fix) = (3x + 2)(2x — l)(x* — 3; + 5). Solving — a: + 5 = 0, we
find the other lOots of fix) to be (1 ± i \/i9)/2.

6. a:" a. If a = A > 0, the n solutions of this equation are \/A
where, for p = 0, 1, 2,

• •
•

,
n — 1, dp = (a + 2p7r)/n. See 5,7.

6.4. General Methods (for remarks on polar coordinates, see 7.5). 6.41. Graphi-

cal. Compute or observe a table of values and draw a graph, using available informa-

tion from calculus. Values of the abscissa for which the curve crosses the axis are

roots of fix) = 0. Often fix) can be expressed as gix) — /i(x), p and h plotted on the

same axes, and the abscissae of their points of intersection are then roots of fix) = 0.

Thus, to solve x® — 5x* + 3x — 1 =0, plot gix) = x^ and hix) = 5x® — 3x + 1.

To solve sin 5x = tan 2x, plot gix) = sin 5x and hix) = tan 2x. To solve simul-

taneously two equations fix,y) = 0 and gix,y) = 0, plot the two curves on the same
axes; the abscissae and ordinates ix,y) of their points of intersection are the required

solutions. The accuracy of a graph can be improved by enlarging the table of values

and drawing a large-scale graph of a small portion of the curve, but this generally

requires enough numerical information to make the graph superfluous. If pictorial

display or a good estimate of the roots is desired, a graph is very useful.

6.42. Numerical Approzimatioii. The process of trial and error may often be

systematized, depending, of course, on the equation. For Homer*s method of approxi-

mating irrational real roots of an algebraic equation, see an algebra text. Generally

speaking, any aid in computation may be adopted to facilitate the solution of equa-

tions. There is a nomogram for solving quadratic equations; they can also be solved

with a slide rule.

Tabular InterpokUion. If the functions involved have been tabulated, an esti-

mated root can be refined to the accuracy permitted by the table, e.g., 10* » 7 + x,
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or a? “ log (a: + 7). In a log table, taking x = .8960, we see that log (a; + 7) * log

7-896 » .8974 > x, while, when x « .8980, log (a; -f 7) *» log 7.898 =* .8975 < x.

Thus the root of the equation lies between .8960 and .8980, apparently closer to the

latter. Trying x « .8974, we find log (35 + 7) =» log 7.897 =* .8974 within the limits

of tabular error, completing the solution.

6.48. Newton’s Method (using derivativtMs; see 8.2). Let y = f{x) have only one

root between a and 6, and let /(a) and /(6) have opposite signs. Let f'{x) and f\x)
not vanish for a ^ x ^ b. C'hoose that one of o, b whose sign is the same as that of

f"{x) ; for the upper (lower) curve, in the figure, choose a (6), (Success of the ntethod is

assured with this choice but conditional with the other.) Using a (similar process

for 6), draw the tangent U to the curve at [«,/(«)] and let ai be the point where this

tangent meets the axis. Draw the tangent U to the curve at the point [oi,/(ai)],

and let be the point where cuts the axis. Proceed until /(On) — 0 to the desired

accuracy. In formulas: ai — a —/(«)//'(«), «2 *= at — /(ai)//'(ai), • •
•

,
an+i ~

On — /(a«)//'(an), • • •
. In solving f(x) = x'* -f 0.053x^ — 2x^ — 3.12 == 0, we

find that /(I) = -4.067, /(2) = 5.304, while /'(x) =- Ax^ + 0.l59x‘* - 4xand/"(x} *
12x* 4- 0.318x — 4 are l>oth > 0 for 1 ^ x ^ 2. Take x * 2 to start. The first

improvement gives x *= 2 — /(2)//'(2) =* 2 — 5.304/24.64 « 1.78. The second

improvement gives x = 1.78 - /(1.78)//'(1.78) « 1.78 - 0.93/15.94 = 1.723. The
third improvement gives x - 1.723 ~ /(1.723) //'(1 .723) « 1.723 - 0.0269/12.32 «
1.7208. Now /(L7208) =* —0.0036, so that, owing perhaps to rounding off in the

computation, we have overshot the mark. However, /(1.7209) = 0.0122, so that, to

four places, x ** 1.7208 is the desired root. The comparatively slow convergence

in this example is due to the large value of /"(x) near the root. The method applies

to any /(x) that satisfies the requirements stated at the outset. For a simplification

in the case of polynomials^ based on the principle of Horner^s method, see ref. 6,

where other applications also are given.

A useful method for finding the least root of a power series has recentlyv been

improved (sec ref. 7).

For solution by inverse interpolation, false position, a combination of Newton's

method and false position which gives control of the error at each stage, approximation

to complex roots, etc., see ref. 1, especially Chap. VI.

7. ANALYTIC GEOMETRY

When a coordinate system has been/ set up in the plane, or in space, it becomes
possible to associate with curve C an equation y « /(x) (or ^(x,y) •• 01, and with

each surface S an equation s *• /(»,y) {or g(x,y,s) 0], in such a way that those and
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only tho80 points P lie on C or S which have coordinates satisfying the appropriate

equation. It is then possible to use algebraic methods to settle geometric questions,

and the intuitive evidence of geometric configurations to illuminate algebraic problems.

Thus, to find the coordinates of points of intersection, solve equations simultaneously;

to find simultaneous solutions, graph and measure coordinates of points of intersection

(see 6.31). For ehmi^ntary definitions, see 3.1, 3.4.

In the following, {x^y) denote rectangular cartesian coordinates (see 5.1). The
graph of an equation in these coordinates will be symmetric (see 3.16): about the

aj-axis (2/-axis) if replacing yhy —y(x by — x) leaves the equation unaltered; about

the origin if rt^placing x by —x and y hy —y leaves the equation unaltered. Thus
x^ = 2y (or *= 2x) is symmetric about the y- (or x-) axis, but not about the x- (or

2/-) axis; y = sin x is symmetric about the origin but not about either axis.

7.1. Points and Lines. The dis'placenienl from P^(x^,y]) to P^ix^^y^) results from

a horizontal displacement Xa — x\ and a vertical displacement y^ — yi. Hence the

distance P\P% is \/(X‘2 — x^p -j- (2/2 — 2/1)-. The direction of the displacement is

indicated by the indination, which is the angle —90® < a $ 90® between the

segment P1P2 and the direction of positive x-axis. If —90® < a < 90®, the slope of

the segment is m = tan « =» (2/2 — yi)/(x2 — Xi); if a ~ 90°, then X2 = Xi, the seg-

ment is vertical, m is noncxi.stent strictly, m = « carelessly. The slope m of a line /

is the slope of any segment on it. vi « 0 if

I is horizontal, w > 0 or m < 0 according

as I rises or falls as x increases. If 6 is the

angle from /i to h, positively counterclock-

wise, then tan 6 « (m2 — mi)/(l + mim2).

Hence two nonvertical linens are parallel

if and only if mi = m2, perpendicular if and
only if mim 2 4- 1 ~ 0.

The point P, which divides P1P2 in the

ratio ri/r2, f.c., so that (directed distances)

P1P/PP2 = Ti/ri, has coordinates x »
(rzXi + riX2)/(ri -f ^2) and y = (riVi +
riyi)/{ri 4*^2). For the midpoint r\ =
Vi and X =* (xi 4- X2)/2, y - (y\ + y^l2.
P and ri/r2 = X vary together as follovrs (see 8.13): X * 0 for P - Pi, X =* 1 for the

midpoint, X —> + « as P — P2 inside the segment. X —> — 1 as P recedes indefinitely

from Pi and as P recedes indefinitely from P2. X — — w as P — P2 outside the

segment.

The area of a triangle with vertices P*(xi,|/*)(t »» 1,2,3) is the numerical value of

y
^(x2.y2)

K
1

1

1

yyyi

1

1
i

\jo^

lA \
Pi(xi.yt)

Fkj. 7.1a.

Vi.

*i yi 1

Xi y% 1

J/J 1

mxt(V2 - yi) + Xi(y, - yi) + Xj(yi - yi)]

the sign of this expression being + or — according as Pi, Pj, Pj occur in counter-

clockwise or clockwise order. The area Kota, triangle with sides U: Aa -|- Biy + Ci

<» 0 (t — 1,2,3) is the numerical value of

Ai B, C,

At Bi Ct

1 \At B, Ct\

Ai B\ At Bt At Bt

At S2I At Bi A\ B\
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the sign of this expression being -j- or — according as /i, /a, h occur in tin? triangle in

counterclockwise or clockwise order (for determinants, see 4.7).

In the plane, with rectangular cartesian coordinates, straight lines and only straight

lines have linear equations Ax A- By A- C ^ Oy not both A = 0 and B « 0. The

intercepts are o = --CIA on the a:-axis and h = —CIB on the ^-axis. The slope is

m * — h/o « --A/B. The normal (perpendicular) from the origin on I makers with

the positive a>*axis an angle ^such that cos 6 = Al^fX'^ -f sin d = Bly/A^ + B-

and has length p = —C/y/A^ measured positively /rom the line in the direction

of the terminal ray of B, Measured positively in that sanie direction, the perpendicu-

y

Fio. 7.16.

lar distance froyn I to the point (X(),2/u) is d =«

{Axq -f By^y -h The equations

of the bisectors of the angle between I and V are

y/J^AB^ {Ax A By C) = ± VA^ A B^^

(A 'x 4" B'y -f- C ^)
;
one sign will give the interior

bisector, the other the exterior, easily paired off

with a rough diagram. The angle 4> between the

positive directions of the normals to L and V is

given by cos 4> — {AA' A BB')/ {\Aa^ A B^

A'^AB'"^)- The lines are perpendicular if and

only if A A’ -f- BB' = 0; parallel if and only if

.4/.4' « B/B'y and coincident if and only if also^

B/B' - €/C'.

Equations of Lines with Prescribed Properties.

\x y 1

Through (a;i,?/i)and (^2,2/2) {y ~ 2/i) (^2 “ (2/2 ~ 2/i)(a; - a;i)orUi 2/1 1 =» 0

Through (xt, 2/i) with slope m

With slope m and jy-intereept b

With intercepts a and b

Parallel to i/-axis (no b)

y - yi = Mx ~ xi)

y = mx A b

a 0

\xi yi b

Parallel to a:-axis (no a)

With normal from origin in direction B and of length p a; cos ^ 4* y sin ^ « p
Families of lines may be represented by allowing at least one of the constants in

the equation to vary, so that each specific value

it may have will give rise to a line. Thus

y ^ Zx A b represents the family of lines with

slope 3, each parallel to the line y ^ 3x and

each with its ^-intercept given by b,

7.2. Change of Rectangtfiar Cartesian

Coordinates. Translation to Parallel Axes with

New Origin. The point P, whose coordinates

are (aJ,y) when the origin is at 0, has coordinates

« (a? — a, 2/
— b) when the origin is

shifted to a point O' whose (x^y) coordinates are

(d,6). See the example in 7.31.
Fia. 7.2a.

Botatim of Axes with Fixed Origin, If the axes are rotated through an angle Bf

new coordinates (a;',y') of P are x' ^ x cos d 4- y sin S, jy' «* —a? sin B A V cos B.
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To get the equation in (x'^y') correBponding to a given equation in (x^y), solve these

equations to get x ^ x' cos S — y' sin 6,

y — x' sin 0 ~{~ y' cos 0. Substitute for x y
and y in the given equation, and simplify.

See the example in 7.31.

7.31. The Conic Sections. The second-

degree equation jix^y) » Ax"^ -f ^Bxy -|~

Cy^ -f 2Dx -f 2Ey -f F = 0, not all of A,

B, C vanishing, repre^sents a conic section B
(curve in which a right circular cone is cut

by the x^-plane). If /(«,&) * 0, the line

tangent to S at {afi) has the equation

Aax 4- B{ay -f hx) -f Cby + D{a -f x) -f E{h

-f + F « 0.

y'

<x.y)

y

X

Let

A B D\

B C E\

D E f I

fio. 7.2b.

lA B\

\b C\

\V E
\E F\

If and only if the determinant (see 4.7) A = 0, /(ar,?/) can be written as the product
of two linear functions (perhaps with complex coefficients), so that “degenerates.”

If 5 < 0, S will consist of distinct intosecting straight lines. If 5 > 0, S will consist

of a single point. If S == 0, aS will consist of two hues that are parallel, coincident,

or imaginary according as S' < 0,
5' = 0, or 5' > 0.

If A 0, the equation represents a parabola if 5 = o, a hyperbola if 6 < 0, and an
ellipse if S >0; the ellipse is complex (no graph) or real according as th# signs of A
and A agree or disagree and, if real, is a circle if A = C and J? « 0. Thus, for the

equation Z2x^ -h b2xy — 7y* — 100a: -- 250y — 355 = 0,

32

26

26

-7
-50
-125 - 162,000 > 0 and . !32 26

-50 --125 -355 |26 -7

so that the curve is a hyperbola.

The foregoing tests apply to any second-degree equation and may be applied

before or after translation and/or rotation of axes. As in the example, the computa-
tion of A is often tedious. If this threatens to be the case, especially if the following

“reduction” must be at least partly carried through, wait until later to test with

A; the progress of the reduction may yield the necessary information without recourse

to A. On the other hand, reference to A and the S^s may make an awkward reduction

unnecessary.

If i? 5^ 0, the troublesome xy term may be removed by rotating the axes (see 7.2)

through an angle 0 such that tan 20 » 2B/{A — C), d « 45® if A » C. Assuming
this done, the equation is of the form Ax'^ + Cy^ -f* 2Dz -f 2Ey -f « 0, not both

A « 0 and C « 0, If either A or C « 0, the equation represents a parabola; if A
and C have opposite signs, it is a hyperbola that is rectangular if A *= —C; if A and C
have the same signs, it is an ellipse that is a circle if A *« C.

Ini the example, we have tan 20 « 52/(32 4- 7) « Js, whence cos 20 *= cos 6

« 2/\/5, sin 0 *» l/v^, so that x « (2r' — 2/')/V5, y « (r' 4- 2y*)/y/‘^, Sub-

stituting and simplifying, we get 9a;'* — 4|/'* -- 18 y/h x' — 16 \/5 y' — 71 =* 0.

To simplify further, factor out the coefficients of the squared terms and complete

the squares (see 6.31), getting equations as follows:
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Parabola (y — k)'^ ^ — h) or {x — h)^ « 4p{y ~ k)

TT U 1
(^ ” (y — k)^

, , ,Hyperbola —
a^~~

' ** 4-1 or —1

c.,1.
(x — h)^

I (y — k:)"^ .1 1Ellipse —
1

- -f 1 or ~1

=* 4-1 or —1

4-1 or ~1

Thus, the example becomes 9(x'^ — 2 x' 4-5) — 4(</'2 -f 4 y/h 1/ 4- 20)

71 + 45 - 80 “ 36, or (x' - •n/5)V’4 - (y' + 2 Vh)^/9 - 1, with h = Vo, k

— 2 VS- Translate the origin (see 7.2) to (A,fc), finally getting the equations

Parabola

Hyperbola

Ellipse

2/® 4px = 4p2/

-|, = +lor

,
/r

62
= 4-1 or —1

Pmally, putting f = jc' — Vs, 2/ = 4- 2 VS, the example becomes fV4 — //V9 ~ 1.

If the —1 occurs on the right in the case of the ellipse, the curve is complex and

has no graph in the ordinary sense. If o* ~ 6*, the ellipse reduces to a circle of radius

a; 4- y® = a® or (x — 6)2 4- (?/
— =a o2 according as the center is at tht; origin

or at (6,6).

Theorem. If a point P moves in such a way that its distance to a fixed point F
(focus) is in a constant ratio e (eccentricity) to its distance to a fixed line d (directrix)

j

then P moves on a parabola if c = 1, an (dlipse if c < 1, or a hyperbola if c > 1.

(This e is entirely unrelated to the natural

base for logarithms.)— A line through the focus perpendicular

to the directrix is evidently a line of sym-

metry (see 3.16) for the figure and is called

an axis (geometric). A point V on th(4

curve wh(ire the tangent to the curve is

perpendicular to the focal radius FV is

called a vertex. A point' of symmetry is

^ called a center; an ellipse has a center, and

so does a hyperbola, but a parabola has

none. The chord through a focus perpen-

dicular to the axis is called a latus rectum.

Parabola. Place the axis of the para-

bola along the x-axis, with the origin

midway between the focus and directrix,

and let the focus be (p,0), so that the

Fig. 7,31a. equation of the directrix is x = — p.

(p > 0 in Fig. 7.31o; if p < 0, the curve

opens to the left.) Then the equation of the parabola is y^ « 4pa;, and its vertex is

at the origin. The latus rectum has length 4p. The fact that (p,2p) is on the

parabola is useful in drawing a rough sketch quickly.

For the equation a;* ** 4py, the directrix is horizontal, the axis is along the y-axis,

and the curve op^s up or down according as p > 0 or p < 0. The eciuation y »

ox* -^bx + c represents a parabola. To get geometric information, write {^+ty
* a(^ 4-

^
and apply the theory: vertex at (-*6/2a, -(b* — 4ac)/4a),

p » l/4a, etc. The tangent at F makes equal angles with the focal radius PF and
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the ray through P parallc*! to the axist. If the tangent at P cuts the tangent at

vertex in a point Q, then FQF - 90®.

A chord pc^rpendicular to the axis cuts off a segment of base h equal to the length

of the chord and height h equal to the distance from the chord to the vertex. The

area of a segment is b/i/3. For two segments of the same parabola, biVba* “ Ai/^a.

Ellipse and Hyperbola. Kach of these curves has two vertices F, V' on the axis,

and their midpoint is the center. Placing the origin there and the axis along the

ar-axis, the equations assume their standard forms.

I’m. 7.3 U). - Here a > b. The foci and the luajtir axis lie ou the y-nxiB if and only if 6 > a.

h — a gives a circle.

Fio, 7.3 Ic.—The right member of the equation is - 1 if and only if the foci and the trans-

verse axis lie on the y-axis. (See “conjugate hyperbolas” below.)

I.et c - Va* - 6* for the* ellipse, c « Vo* 4* 6* for the hyperbola. Each curve

has the following: eccentricity e * c/a; two foci, at ( ±c,0) ;
two directrices, equations

X « ±a*/c « ±a/e; and two latera recta of length 26*/a. The tangent makes equal

angles with the focal radii.

For the ellipse, PF + PF' * 2o; the sum of the focal radii is constant. FV',

of length 2a, is called the major axis; UIP, of length 26, is the minor axis. The area

is iro6.

For the hyperbola, PF - PF' « 2o on one branch and PP' - PF ^ 2a on the

other; the difference of the focal radii is constant. The segment FF', of length 2o,

is the transverse axis
;
a segment of length 2b on the y-axis, centered at 0 (and usually

not drawn)
^

is called the conjugate axis. The asymptotes, to one of which P gets
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arbitrarily dose as P recedes indefinitely on the hyperbola, have (Hpuitions x^/a^ ~
^2/53 s-

^ y r- ±hx/a. In OUT example, a =* 2, so the transverse axis if^ 4;

h « 3, so the conjugate axis is 6; the latera recta are 2 • % * 9; c = \/4 + 9 “ Vl3,*

e » VT^/2* In {£,y) coordinates, the vertices are (±2,0), the foci are (±\/i3,0),

the directrices are £ » ±4/\/T3, and the asymptotes are y =* ±3f/2. To get this

information back into (x\y*) coordinates, put 5 *= a;' — Vfij 2/ *= 3/' 4- 2 's/b; for

(a;,2/), put = (2x -h 2/)/\/5, J/'

Rcciangulcir Hyperbolas : jcy^/c

Tig. 7.31d.

(-a; -h 2y)/\/bj i.e., « (2a; -f y - 5)/\/5,

^ = (— a; + 22/4- 10)/\/5- For example,

the (x^y) equations of the asymptotes arc

thus 2(— a; + 2y 10) « ±3(2a; 4- 2/
— 5).

If the transverse axis is vertical, the

equation is x^/a^ — y^/b^ ~ nnd the

eccentricity is c/h. This particular hyper-

bola has the same asymptotes as —
y^/b^ ss

1, its foci are the same distance c

from the center, and the transverse axis

of either is the conjugate axis of the other.

TS\'o hyperbolas related in this way are

conjugate hyperbolas.

In case a ^ b, the asymptotes are per-

pendicular, and the hyperbola is said to be

rectangular. If the axes are rotated through

45 deg, so as to coincide with the asymptotes,

the equation becomes xy = k.

Conversely, an equation of the form xy — kx — hy — w = 0 may be written in

the form (x — h){y — k) ^ kh 4- w. When the origin is translated to (i^,A;), the new
equation is xy ^ hk + m, which represents a rectangular hyperbola.

7.32. Constructions Involving the Conics. I . Parabola^ given focus F, directrix d,

and axis I (through F perpendicular to d) cutting d in D. The midpoint V oi FD
is the vertex of the parabola. If A is any point on the ra> IT, erect a pc*rpendicular

p to i at A. The circle with center F and

radius AD cuts p in tw'o points of the

parabola.

To construct a tangent at a point P, let

the perpendicular through P to the axis cut

the axis in A. Choose A' on the axis so that

V bisects AA\ Then PA' is the tangent at

P. Or bisect by b the angle AFP and con-

struct through P a parallel to 6.

To construct the axis /, and hence find

the vertex F, w hen merely the cuiw'e is given,

draw two parallel chords and bisect them in

M and M*. Then AfM' is parallel to /. A chord perpendicular to MM' will have
its midpoint A on I, which may thus be drawn through A parallel to MM*.

Continuing, to fifid the focus F, construct at V the line making arc tan 2 with 1.

This line cuts the curve in a point Q from which a perpendicular to I will cut I in F.

The directrix is then perpendicular to I at a point D such that PF » VF.

2. Ellipse, given foci and '^constant sum" 2a Take a string of length 2a, fix

its ends at foci, and move a pencil so as to keep the string taut. If major and minor
semiaxes are given, draw circles with centers 0 and radii a and b. If these are cut

in B and Q by a radius, perpendiculars to the axes through R and Q will intersect in a
pomt P of the ellipse. Or mark the point P a units from one end on a straightedge of

Fig. 7.32a.
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length n -h Tf its ends slide on the axes, P will move on the ellipse. To construct

a tangent at a point bisect the (external) angle between the focal radii.

To find the center

,

when given merely the curve, draw the line MM^ joining the

midpoints of two parallel chords, and the line NN* joining the midpoints of two

parallel chords not parallel to the first

pair. Then MM' and NN' intersect in

the center.

Given the center 0, the largest in-

scribed (smallest circumscribed) circle

(center at O, of course) will touch the

ellipse at the ends of the minor (meijor)

axis.

To find the /ocz, draw an arc with

center at one end of the minor axis and

radius equal to the major semiaxis. This

arc will cut the major axis in the foci

(because c® = a* — 6^).

3. Hyperbola^ given foci F and F\
hence their mid-point 0, and the con-

stant difference 2a, hence the vertices V
and V. If A is on VF, circular arcs

with center F and radius V

A

and center

F' with radius V'A will intersect in two points of the hyperbola.

7.4. Parametric Equations. Instead of investigating y = /(x), or F{x,y) « 0 it

is often advantageous to express both x and y in terms of a parameter (axixiliary vari-

able) u. Points on the graph will be distinguished from each other by values of

which thus amounts to a coordinate on the curve. The parameter may or may not

have a useful geometric or physical interpretation.

Line joining I\{xi,yi) and Piix^^y^): x == Xj -f w(x2 ~ Xi), 2/
== t/i + m (?/2 - 2/i).

Here w * 0 gives Pi, u = 1 gives P 2 ,
u = J 2 their mid-point, etc.

Line through (/j,A:), making an angle $ with positive x-axis: x = + u cos^,

y ^ k A" u sin B. Here u denotes distance along the line from {h^k).

Circle, center (h^k), radius r: x = 4- r cos n, z/ = A; -f r sin m; starting at {h -f r,

h) when u = 0, P moves once around the circle as u runs from 0 to 27r.

Ellipse, center (//,A:), semiaxes a and h\ x ^ h A- a cos u, y = k A- b sin v. The
angle u is indicated in the construction in Fig. 7.326.

Hyperbola, center {h,k)j transverse and conjugate axes a and 6: x =6 + cosh u,

y ^ k A" b sinh u; or x ^ h A- a sec Vy y ^ k A- h tan v.

Parabola: x « voU cos y — Vou sin a — gu^l2. [Equations of motion of a

projectile fired when (time) w. = 0 from the origin with initial velocity vo, at an

inclination of a to the horizontal, neglecting all forces except weight of projectile.]

The nonparametric equations are obtained by eliminating the parameter. Thus,

for the ellipse, write cos w =* (x — 6) /a, sin u ^ [y — k)/b, square, and add.

7.5. Polar Coordinates. The distance r of a point P from the pole (origin) 0
and the angle B made by the ray OP with the iniiial ray (positive x-axis), B being

positive in the counterclockwise sense, are polar coordinates {r^B) of P. P also has

polar coordinates (r,d -h 2A;ir), k any integer. It is also convenient to allow r to be

negative, in which case a distance \r\ is measured off along the ray issuing from 0
in the direction opposite to that of the terminal ray of B. Hence P(r,^) also has

coordinates [~r,^ 4- (2k 4- I)**], k any integer.

If (Xyp) are rectangular cartesian coordinates with the positive x-axis coinciding

with the initial ray, and B positive in the direction from the positive x- to the positive
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2
/-axi8

,
and if (r,d) are any polar cfwrdinak^s of a point P, tlion x ^ r (joh B, y ^ r mi 9,

Conversely, r « y/x^ 4- 2/* ^ ^ ® ^ “ 2//^ ftre i>olar coordi-

nates of P.

Equations, 1. Lina whose normal from the pole makes an angle a with the

initial direction and is p units long: r cos (^ — a) « p.

2. Circlt with center at the origin and radius o: r « a. With center at

and radius o: r® + ri® — 2rri cos {6 — 6i) =» o*.

3. Pay issuing from origin making angle a with initial ray: $ ^ a.

4. Come with focus at pole and directrix distant p units from pole and perpendicu-

lar to initial direction: /• » cp/(l 4- e cos B)y where e is eccentricity (see 7.31). 2cp,

often denoted by 2/, is the length of the latvs rectum.

In plotting curves r — S(B), some care is iuH>ded with negative value.s of r. In

particular, an equation r- — f(B) leads to r « ± \/f(9j. Thus, when /(^) < 0, r is

imaginary (and is not graphed)
;
w’hen f{B) > 0, the positive value of r gives rise to a

point on the terminal line of Bj and the negative value will give a second point, on the

terminal line reversed. The curve traced out by the negative square root may or

may not coincide (perhaps in a different order) with the curve traced out by the

positive square root.

The six-looped curve is the graph of r* « a® sin 3B. The loops labeled + (— ) arise

from the positive (negative) square root. The two-looped (dotted) curve is the

graph of r* * a* sin 2B, Each loop is traced out once by the positive and once by the

negative square root.

Similarly, care is needed in finding points of intersection. This may be done

graphically if an estimate to a small number of significant figures will be satisfactory

and care is exercised to choose among the coordinates of a point a pair that actually

satisfies both equations. In solving r « f(B) and r « g(B) analytically, there will be

four possibilities to consider: /(S 4- 2kw) » g{B 4* 21ir), f(B 4- (2k + l)ir) » — 4-

2lir% f(B 4- 2krr) « -g(B + (2k 4- l)ir), and ~/(S 4 (2k 4 l)tr) « ^g(B 4 (2ib 4
l)ip). If a satisfies any one of these equations (with Aio in / and U in y), s.y., the last

but one, then (/(« 4 2kbir),<if) and
{
-g{a 4 (2A!o 4 l)ir],o| are coordlinates of the

same point, which lies oh both curves.
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7.6. Points, Lines, and Planes in Space* 7.61. Coordinates. Equations and
Surfaces. Let three mutually orthogonal (perpendicular) planes intersect at a

point 0. Use two of the lines so formed as x~ and y-axes for a system of rectangular

cartesian coordinates (see 5.1) in their plane. On the third line, the sxixi8y use the

same unit of measure as on the other axes, and measure positively away from 0 in

such a way that, viewed from the positive «-axis, the rotation

in the xjz-plane from tlK‘ positive a>-axis toward the positive

y-axis is counterclockwise. Each point of space then has

associated with it a unique ordered triple of numbers (x,y,z)

which are its rectangviar cartesian C4)ordinates, Each
coordinate measures the perpendicular distance to the plane

(coordinate plane) of the oth(ir two. This is a right-handed

system of axes. Reversing the direction of an odd (even)

number of axes gives a left-handed (right-handed) system.

The coordinate planes divide space into eight octants, each

of which is characterized by a definite set of signs for the

coordinates; only the (4-,+,+) octant has a name; it is

called the first octant.

The equation x ^ a defines a plane paral!el to the yz-plane; similarly for y — b

and z « c. Two such equations define a line parallel to the axis of the variable not

mentioned. Three such equations fix a point.

Given a system of rectangular cartesian coordinates, let the coordinates (x,y,0)

in the a;^-plane be replaced by polar coordinates (p,<^,0) (see 7.5). Then each point

in space has coordinates (p>,r) w'hich are its cylindrical coordinates. Surfaces p ^ a

are right circular (cylinders with axis the z-axis and radius a. Surfaces <f>
^ a ar6 half

planes with the z-axis as the free edge. Surfaces z — c are planes parallel to the

a:?/-plane. (hirves p = o, 0 = a, z variable are lines

parallel to the z-axis. Chirves p — a, z — c^ 4> variable

are circles. (Xirves 4> — a, z — a^ r variable are rays

issuing from points on the 2^-axis and running out

indefinitely parallel to the p<^>-plane. (p,<^,z) and
(x,y,z) are related by the equations p = \/a;* -f y*,

cos = x/p, sin <i> = y/p, and x — p cos y = p sin 0.

Cylindrical coordinates are useful in studying

configurations symmetric about a line (axialsymmetry).

In dealing with a surface of revolution, set = 0, say,

and plot the curve p »= /(z) which it is desired to

revolve. Letting ^ vary has the effect of rotating

this curve about the z-axis, so that the equation

p *"/(«)» interpreted in cylindrical coordinates, is the

equation of the required surface. Conversely, any
equation p « /(z) represents a surface of revolution with

the z-axis as axis of revolution.

Let an axis (ray) I issue from a pole (point) O. In the plane ir perpendicular to

choose an arbitrary initial ray m issuing from 0. Then the spherical coordinates of

P are (r, 6, ^), where r(0 $ r < -f ««) is the distance OP, 0(0 ^ 6 ^ 2ir) is the angle,

measured positively when counterclockwise as viewed from /, from m to the ray n which

is the projection of the ray OP on the plane tt, and
<p ^

^ fp ^ angle from

n to the ray OP, measured positively when I and OP are on the same side of the plane

T. llie equation r « a defines a sphere with center at the pole and radius a; a « 1

gives the unU sphere. The equation ^ « defines a half cone with vertex 0, axis I

Z

z
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and semivertical angle
2

*~ ^» ^ ** 0 gives the plane ir. The equation ^ gives a

half plane with the line containing I as the free edge, r *= a and <p ^ a taken together
define a circle with center on I and radius a cos a lying on the sphere r ^ around
which $ varies, r = a and ^ ^ taken together give a seniicir(^le of radius a in the

half plane 5 = /J, around which ^ varies.

<p — a and B — ^ taken together give a ray
issuing from 0 along which r varit^s.

If the origin of (or, ?/, z) is the pole and
the ar^-plano is the plane r and the positive

a>-axis is the line m, then x ^ r cos (p cos

Bj y ~ r cos (p sin B, and z ^ r sin while

r = y'i _j_ ;2;2^ ^ arc sin zlr (princi-

pal value), and as in plane polar coordi-

nates, B is so chosen between 0 aAd ^Itc that

cos B — x/ + y-j and

.sin 0 — y/\/a*- -4- y**

If 0 is at the center of the earth, with the axis / passing through the North Pole,

and m is coplanar with Greenwich and the North Pol(‘, then the plane 71 is the equa-
torial plane-, B gives east longitude, and p gives latitude.

Note: Most nonmeteorological books use <p to denote the angle here denoted by 0

and, instead of the angle here denoted by use the angle (from 0 to r) from the ray I

to the ray OP, calling this angle 0.

7 .62 . Lines and Planes. Let Pi (0:1,2/1,21) and P2 (0:2,2/2,22) be two points. The
displacement from Pi to P2 results from displacements Xi — Xi in the direction of the
positive o>axis, y^ — yi along the positive y-axis, and Z2 — 21 along the positive z-axis.

These directed segments are called the projections or components of the directed seg-

ment P1P2. The distance P1P2 is evidently d — {x2 — X\y~^ (y^ — 2/1)® + (2T~'2i)*.
The angles a, 7 between 0 and 180 deg measured from the positive x-, /y-,

2-axes are the direction angles of the seg-

ment PiP2, or of any line containing this

segment, and their cosines are the direction

cosines of the segment or line. Further,

X2 — Xi ^ 4 cos a, 2/2 — 2/1 = ^ cos j8, and
22 — 2i = d cos 7 are direction numbers of

the segment or line; if d = 1 these numbers
reduce to the cosines. Using the expression

for d, we see that cos® a -f- cos® fi -|- cos®

7 * 1 . Any three numbers X, /x, r, not
all zero, are direction numbers for any

ft family of parallel lines. If

p =* Vx* *f p® 4- v^t then cos a « X/p, cos

^ = p/p, and cos 7 » v/p are direction

cosines and a, 7 direction angles of I If t is any real number 9^ 0
,
fX, /p, and te

will also be direction numbers of 2; if / <0 the angles a, /3, 7 are carried into their
supplements, and the direction of I is reversed. The vanishing of a direction number
means that the line is parallel to the plane of the other two variables.

will lie on the line / through Pi and P2 if and only if a; - Zj, y ^yi^z -- zi
are direction numbers for Z, Lc., if and only if there is a number t such that a?

—
t(Xz - zi), y - yi » tipi - yi), and ~ 2i « - zj),
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X - Xi i(X2 - Xi)
I

2/ = 2/1 4* %2 — 2/i)
[

2 « 2| + t(Z2 - Z\) )

X — Xi ^ Vi ^ z — Zi

Xi — Xi 2/2 — 2/1 22 — 2i

a? — a?! ^ 2/ ~ yi ^ 2 — 21

\ li p

( 1 )

(2 )

(3)

(1) are 'parametric equations for 1. liquations (2) and (3), sometimes said to be sym-
metric/' do not contain the*, parameter and are satisfied by points on the line from Pi

(2) through Pi and (3) in a direction with numbers X, m, v. (The latter could be

replaced by cos a, cos /S, cos 7.) The angle 6 between th(^ dire^ctions of h and h
determined by their cosines has cos 0 ~ cos a\ cos «2 -h cos cos ^i + cos 71 cos 72.

(Zi and 1 2 need not intersect.) For perpendicularity, cos 0=0.
Planes and only planes have linear equations Ax + By + Cz D = 0 with not

all of A
j
Bj C vanishing. If one of yl, B, C vanishes, th(‘ plane is parallel to the axis

of the corresponding variable. The inUreepUH are a = — D/yl, 6 — —DIB^ and

c =» —D/C on the a;-, 2/~i -3-axes, respectivel^y. The numbers A, B^ C are direction

numbers of ari}^ line normal (perpendicular) to the plane. Measured positively in

the direction whose numbers are A, B, C, the distance /rom Iho plane to PoixojyofZo)

is (Axq -h Byo 4- Czo 4- D) /\/A^~^B^ -^ C^. The angle 0 between two planes is

the angle between their normals. The planes are perpendicular if and only if A A' 4“

BB^ 4- CC' = 0; parallel if and only if A /A' = B/B' = T/C', and coincident if and

only if also C/C' = D/l)'.

Equations of Planes. Through {xi,y\,zi) with normal in direction with numbers

X, M, p

\{x - Xi) 4- p{y “ 2/1) 4“ p{z - zi) =0

Distant p units from origin wuth normal in direction with angles a, 7

X cos a 4- 2/ cos 4“ 2 cos 7 = p

With intercepts a, 6, c

Through Pi, Pi, Pz x y z 1

Xi yi zi I ^ Q
Xi yi Zi 1

Xz 2/3 28 1

To find where a line cuts a plane, substitute from its equations into the equation

of the plane.

Two planes determine a line. Its direction numbers are PC" — P'C, CA' — A'C,

AP' — A'P. To write down equations for the line, the coordinates of a point on it

are needed. To find these, assign a numerical value to one of the variables in th(^

equations for the planes and solve for the other two. Alternative Procedure: IVfanip-

ulate the equations for the planes so that they may be put into form (3) above.

Example, f 2x — 81/ -f 42 4* 5 = 0
(3a; 4- 4|/ — 62: 4“ 6 = 0

,

-172/ + 222 4-3 * 0
22a; 4- 2/ + 49 « 0

X At ^ 4-

-22 ^

Subtract double the second equation from treble the first- Similarly, eliminate 2.

Solving each resulting equation for y, we get equations of the form (3), which say that

the line passes through (-49/22,0,-3/22) and has direction numbers —22, 1,
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Z

Two sheeted (parted) Hyperboloid

z

z

Hybc*'bolic paraboloid^saididle surface

(Ruled surfdcc)

Fig. 7.7.
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All the foregoing and related problems are clarified and simplified by the methods

of elementary vector analysis (see 12.3).

7.7. Quadric Surfaces. The second-degree equation fix^y^z) ** Aa;* + By^ +
Cr* “h 2Dxy 4- 2Exz + 2Vyz -f 2Lx -f 2My -j- 2Nz + iC « 0 represents a qwidric

surface (or conicmd) Q. If f{af>,c) « 0, the tangent plane to Q at (o,b,c) is

Aax 4~ Bhy + Ccz + B{ay + hx) -f E{az -f cx) + F{bz -h cy) -f- L{a -f x)

-f M{h -f -b iV(c + 2) + X = 0

and the normal line at (a,6,c) has direction numbers

Aa 4” Ec 4" E Da 4" Bh 4" Ec 4“ M Ea 4* Eb Cc N

For classification of quadrics, transformations of coordinates, and the reduction of

the general second-degree equation, similar to the treatment of conics in 7.31, see a

text.

A determinant d may be formed for Q precisely as A was formed for the conic S
in 7.31. If d * 0, Q degenerates into a pair of planes or a cone or a cylinder. In

the latter case, coordinates can be so chosen that one of the variables is missing;

the generators are parallel to the axis of that variable; and, in the plane of the two

variables appearing in the equation, the equation represents the generatrix. The
cone and the possible nisults of the reduction in case d ^ 0 are the following:

A ruled surface contains a family of .straight lines. Each ruled quadric Q contains

two families of rulings, and through each point of Q there passes one ruling of each

family. Each ruling cuts every ruling of the other family but none of its own family.

Special Cases. If any two of a, 6, c are equal, the ellipsoid or hyperboloid is an

ellipsoid or hyperboloid of revolution. An ellipsoid of revolution is a spheroid^ prolate

if the odd axis is longest, oblate if the odd axis is shortest. If o « 6 » c, the ellipsoid

is a sphere. If o =* 6, the elliptic paraboloid becomes a paraboloid of revolution^

while the hyp erbolic paraboloid becomes rectangular. If a = 6, the (elliptic) cone

becomes circular.

8. DIFFERENTIAL CALCULUS

8.1. Lixnits and Continuity. 8.11. Limits of Variables. A numerical variable v

is said to be bounded or unbounded above (or below) according as there is or is not a

number M such that v ^ M (or M $ v) throughout the entire course of the variation

of V. If V is bounded both above and below (i.e.. Iv] $ M for some M ^ 0), one says

simply that v is bounded.

A variable v taking on the values 2, ?s»
* * • cian be made to differ

from 1 by as little as may be required by following its variation far enough. This

statement is abbreviated by writing w —> 1 or lim v =* 1 and saying that “v tends to

1 approaches 1/' or “the limit of v is 1.” If v is any variable and c any constant,

V c thus means that, given any positive number € (however small), there is a definite

stage in the variation of v beyond which each value of v, without exception, has the

property that |v ~ c| < e. If v represents a physical quantity, in whose measurement
an error of t can be tolerated, then v is physically indistinguishable from c as soon

as |i; — cj < €. Note that if, from some stage on, » » c, then v c, but that v c

does not imply that v ever actually has the value c. The basic concept here roughly

formulated kept its mystery until the nineteenth century, and can be handled con-

fidently only after practice.

The terminology is extended to deal with a variable taking on such values as

1,2,4,8,16, • * • or — 1, -2, ~4, —8, • • • . Sucha variable vis said to “increase

(decrease) without limit, or to “become positively (negatively)mfinite/* Abbreviat-
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ing, we write t? + oo (or — «) and say that v “tends to^’ or “approaches'' or “has

the limit" -f « (or — «). These abbreviated notations and locutions do not imply

that the symbol <» or the word “infinity" denotes a number; attempts to use « as a

number can only produce nonsense.

If each of the assertions v + 00,1;-^ — 00, and v c (including v = c) is false

(for every c), is said to oscillate—finitely or infinitely according as v is or is not

bounded.

Theorems on LimiUs, lim (w -f • + wO = limit 4- limt; 4 ... 4- Hm
lim {u • V tc) = (lim w) • (lim v) (lim ic), lim {u/z) » (lim a) /(lim 2),

provided that the necessary limits exist and lim 2 0. For “indeterminate forms,"

e.g,^ lim {u/z) when u —> 0 and 2 —> 0, sec 8.5.

8.12. Regions. Limits of Variable Points. A connected portion H of spa(;e, or

of a surface S (perhaps plane), or of a curve C (perhaps straight) that has be(‘n singled

out 1)3" nuians of a s3"steni of boundar}' surfaces, or curves on A', or points (at most

two) on C is called a region. (On a straight line, an interval is a region.) Points of

In a plane

On a surface In space

Fio. 8.12.—Typical regions.

space, or of S, or of C are thus cither interior to Rj or exterior to /i, or on the boundary
of R. (Note that the exterior may be disconnected and so not a region.)

A region R is bounded if it is contained in a sphere. The diameter Hi^H of R is

the least distance not exceeded by the distance between any two points of R. The
volume, area, or length of R is |/?|.

A point having a certain property is isolated if it is interior to a region of which

no other point has the property.

Now let A be a variable point, B a fixed point. A B or lim A ^ B means that,

.
given any region R (however small l|fifl| may be) to which B is interior, there is a

definite stage in the variation of A beyond which A is interior to R. If a coordinate

system is given covering some fixed region JKo to which B is interior, then A B if

and only if the (variable) coordinates of A approach the (fixed) coordinates of B,

8.18* Limits of Functions. Let f{P) be a function which, for each point P in a

region P, defines a single real number /(P). Let 0 be a fixed point in R. We are

interested in the behavior of /(P) as P —
> <?. This behavior will depend, in general,

on the positions taken by P in its approach to Q, If /(P) (I constant) for epery

way in which Q can approach P, thefi we write /(P) (no qualification).
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Tt, often happens that we wisli to allow P to approach Q from one side of a surface

through 0 ,
or through points not on a curve P through Q (in space), or from one side

of a curve through Q on a surface, or from one side of Q on a curve. In order for Urn

/(P) to exist, all these qualified limits must exist and have the same value. Only

in the case of a function of a single real variable is there a standard notation
:
/(a -f) *

lim f(v) as u u > a; /(a — )
= Urn f(u) hh u u < a. Thus f(u) I as

u a means that /(a — )
= / = /(«+).

8.14. Continuity of Functions. /(P) is said to be coniimvous at Q if and only if:

(1) f(Q) = a exists; (2) /(P) —> t sls P Q; (3) o = /. /(P) is continuous in a region

if it is continuous at every point of the region. Roughly, if y = f(x) is continuous,

its graph will hav(i no breaks and can be drawn without lifting the pencil from the

paper.

Suppose that, at a point Q, /(P) —> / as P — Q, but f(Q) 9^ 1. Or suppose that,

at each point Q of a curve C on a surface S or in space, /(P) —> I (depending on Q)

ns P Q through points not on but f{Q) 7^ I for some Q on C. Or suppose that,

K0)docs not exist. f(O) = 1

f (x) has no limit as x 0; f (x) -> 0 as x ->- 0
In fact, f (x) ->oo as x-y 0. f (O) ^ lim f (x) as x -V 0

^
Removable discontinuity.

Fig. 8.^4.—Functions y — fix) discontinuous at x

fC0}^2
f (x) has no I imit as X “V 0/
in fact, f(0*f) “0 while fCO —)=*1

Jump discontinuity.

0, continuous elsewhere.

at each point Q of a surface S in space, /(P) I (depending on Q) P Q through

])oints not on S, but that/(Q) 9^ I for some Q on S. If /(P) is otherwise continuous,

these are said to be removable discontinuities. Ry defining F{Q) = I at these points,

/’(P) = /(P) elsewhere, we get a continuous function F that coincides with / except

at these points.

Let Q denote an arbitrary point of a curve* C. or of a curve C* on a surface or

of a surface <8 * in space, and let P denote a point that varies on C or on S or in space.

Let /(P) be continuous in some region containing Q on C, or C* on Sy or S* in space

except that fiP) I or /(P) —» V according as /*—<? on C fn)m one side or the other

of Qj or on S from one side or the other of C*, or in space from one side or the other

of arid that, in the latter two cases I and V are continuous functions of Q on C*
and respectively. Then fiP) is said to have a jump discontinuity at Q on C, or

along C* on Sy or on aS* in space.

fiP) is said to be sectionally continuoxis in a region R if every discontinuity is either

removable or a jump, and these discontinuities are confined to a finite number of

:

points if R is on a curve C; of points and curves if R is on a surface S; and of points,

cprves, and surfaces if P is in space.

The temperature of the atmosphere is usually sectionally continuous, while the

pressure is continuous but its derivatives may be only sectionally continuous. On
the surface of a cold or warm front, the temperature and the derivatives of the pressure

may have jump discontinuities.

8.2. Differentiatioii. Let y « fix) be given and y « /(a) when a? « a. If a;

changes by a (positive or negative) amount h ^ Ax (‘Melta a?,” increment in a?), then y
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will take on the value f(a -f if) ~ /(a) 4- A; =* f{a) 4 Ay, where k « Ay (ineronient

in y) is the change in y corresponding to the chan^ge h in x. 4he ratio k/h = Ay /Ax ~
[/(o 4/0 called the difference quotient or incretmni ratio^ may he inter-

preted (1) as the slope of the secant lino

PQf (2) as the average rate of increase of y
per unit increase in x over the interval a,

a h.

If h is now restricted to (numerically)

smaller and smaller values (with h ^ 0

excluded, of course), the point Q is then

restricted [if the curve is continuous at F
(see 8.14)1 to a smaller and smaller neigh-

borhood of P on the curve. The direction

of the secant line then represents more
and more closely the direction of the curve

at P. Also, k/h gives the average rate of

increase (of y per unit increase in x) over

Fig. 8.2a. smaller and smaller intervals a, o 4 h and

thus represemts more and more closely what
happens at x ^ a. This suggests that k/h may have a limit as h 0 (see 8.13).

If this limit exists, f{x) is said to be differentiable when x == a. The limit is denoted

by/'(o) and is called the derivative of f{x) when x — a. The proc(‘HS of finding the

derivative is- called differentiation.

In case f(a) exists, the secant PQ approaches the tangent at P i\8 h 0, so that

/'(a) measures the slope of the line tangent to the curve at P. Also, /'(a) is the insian--

taneous rate of increase of y per unit increase in x when x ^ a.

In order for /'(a) to exist, /(x) must be continuous w4cn x « a. Continuity does

not, however, imply differentiability. Thus, if /(x) * lx| then, at a? o « 0,

k/h » 41 or —1 according as h > 0 or h <0, and cannot have a limit as ^ 0. If

lim k/h as /i — 40 (or —0) exists (see 8.13), /(x) is

said to have a derivative from the right (or left); at

X » 0, lx| has a derivative from the right (left) equal

to 41 (
— 1). In order tor /'(a) to exist, the deriva-

tives from the right and from the left must both exist

and be equal.

In case f(a) exists for every value a of x in an

interval, the function /'(x) is said to be the derivative

of/(x),

AUemaiive Notation. f{x) ^ y^ — Ihfix) * Dxy **

dy/dx = df(z)/dx. The derivative of /'(x) is the second

derivative of /(x) and is denoted by /"(x) » = d^y/dx'^, etc.; the derivative of

jf(«-i)(a;) ig the nth derivative of /(x) and is denoted by /t*^>(x) » ” d'*y/dx**, etc.

8.21. jGeneral theorems on derivatives of /(x), g(x), h{x)y • • • .

(/ 4 4 - • 4 A)' »/'

4

4 ' •
• 4 V

{f-g hy -g h-Pf-g* A 4 • •
• 4/-fl^ h*

^ : ^ *» J
4 ~ 4- ' • • 4 ^ (logarithmic differentiation)

4 CBr<**“»V 4 4- • — 4 4
{Le^itz* rule; for CJ, see 4.5)
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If ^ is a function of u and u is a function of x, then ^ is a function oi.x and dy/dx *
(dy/du){du/dx). (Function of a function; extremely important,)

If t/ is a function of x and dy/dx ^ 0, then a: is a function of y and dx/dy « 1 /

(dy/dx), (Inverse function.)

If y is a function of u and x is a function of u and dx/dii jA 0, then y is a function

of X and dy/dx = (dy/du)/(dx/du). (Parametric equations.) N.B. Derivatives

with respect to a parameter, t^specially one denoting time, are frequently indicated

by superscript dots: dx/du «= x, dH/mP — .f; thus%' — y/x in the theorem.

8.22. Derivatives of Special Functions. ‘'Angles*' arc in radian measure. If

degrees are used, either convert to radians or multiply the stated derivatives of the

trigonometric functions by tt/ISO = 0.017453, (sin x°)' « 0.017453 cos x®, and the

stated derivatives of their inverses by 57.2957, [(arc sin x)®]' = 57.2957/\/i — x^.

Use the stated (arc sin x)'or its rn^gative according as arc sin x, (jxj < 1), is in quadrant

IV or I or in II or III. Reduce arc cos x, arc cot x, arc sec x, arc esc x as in 5.5.

Note restrictions on inverse hyperbolic functions in 5.8.

Notation, c is any constant, a is any positive constant, x < 0 and a ^ \ (unless

X « 1) for logo X to exist, e = 2.71828 • *
• the natural base for logarithms (see 2.4),

in X =» log« X.

dc
0

d(cu) du

dx dx

dx
1

d(u^) du

dx dx
S* i

dx

rf(a“)

dx

, dxi
a“ In a j-

dx dx
= e'‘—

dx

ddogfl u) loga e du df(ln w) _ 1 du

dx u dx dx ~ u dx

d(sin u) du d(cos u) du

ix
(iOS u j-

dx dx
— sin

"^dx

d(taii u) du fi(cot u)
2

dw

dx
see* u r-

ax dx ~ — CSC
dx

d(8ec u)
sec u tan u

du d(C8C u) _ u cot
du

dx dx dx
~ CSC w zrdx

d(arc sin
J£) 1 du diuTQ tan u) 1 du

dx •v/r“ dx dx “
(1 + U*) dx

d(sinh u)

dx
= , du

cosh u
dx

d(cosh u)

dx
sinh

du
u j-
dx

d(tanh u ) _ , .i 2 -

d(arc sinh u) J ^
dx

^
^ dx dx ** Vl + w*^

<i(arc cosh u) _ ^ 1 ^ d(arc tanh u) ^ 1 du
dx ””

I dx dx ” (1 — a*) dx

Technical Suggestions, To handle complicated products, quotients, and exponents,

take In before differentiation. Thus, if y « (1 — x*)*, hiy * x In (1 — x*), y*/y « In

(1 - x») - 2xV(l - a:2), y' (I - x")* In (I - x*) - 2x*(l x*)*-i.

If y is defined implicitly by an equation of the form /(x,y) ** 0, differentiate each

side of the equation, treating y as a function of x; solve the result for y\ Thus, if

+ 2/® + 3x^ - 3 « 0, 3x® + + 3y + 3xy' «» 0, whence y' « *-(x* + y)/(y^

+ x).

To find an approximate value of a derivative from a graph, draw the tangent and
find its slope; or, more accurately (if the graph itself is accurate enough to warrant

the trouble), set a mirror normal to the curve (in such a way that the curve continues
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smoothly into the mirror) and if the normal has slope m the curve has slope

Only rough ideas can be formed easily from tables (especially empirical tables);

Ay/Ax in such a case will bo a crude approximation to /'(x), better if Ax is small. If

more accurate information must be obtained and cannot be found otherwise, see ref. 1,

especially pars. 35ff.
8.3. Tangent; Differentials; Approximation; Polar Coordinates. The tangent

line to 2/ = f(x) at [a,/(a)] is y ~ f{a) — J\a){x — o), if f{a) exists. The normal

line (perpendicular to tangent) m f{a)[y — f^)] = — (a; — a). The angle between

two curves is defined to be the angle between their tangemt (or normal) lines (s(ie 7.1).

The equation of the tangent is often written dy ~ f(a)dx, in terms of the coordi-

nates dy — y
— /(a) and dx — x — a relative to [nJ(a)] of a point (x^y) on the tangent

line. The variable dx (or dy) is called the differential of x (or y). Differentials

may be introduced at any point [a,/(a)] where f\a) exists. Since it reduces, when
X = a, to dy = f{a)dXj an equation dy = f'(x)dx. expresses compuclly the rdation

between dy and dx at any point [x,/(x)] on the curve y = f{x). Also, if dx and dy

refer to the point [a,/(a)], and dx 0, then dy -f- dx = /'(«); on allowing a to vary,

we have, at each point, dy dx = f'{x)j which sanctions the previous notation

dy/dx = Any formula for differentiation may ))e written immediately as an

equation between diffenuitials. Thus d{x^) == dx, d{i^m x) = cos x dx, etc.

Suppose that we know /(u), and that x is given an increment Ax so as to have the

value a + Ax. It 8ometime.s is but more often is not feasible to compute /(« -f Ax)

directly from the definition of /(x). The increment Ay = f(a + Ax) ~ /(a) can be

approximated with the value dy obtained by taking dx ~ Ax in the relation dy —
f(a)dx. This is sometimes written Ay » dy. If desired, /(a + Ax) «= /(a) + Ay »
/(a) -f- dy.

The error Ay — dy committed in writing Ay = dy may often be estimated as follows:

Let \f"ix)\ < M for X in the interval a, a -f Ax. Then |Ay — dy\ ^ M (Ax) 2/2.

Examples. To find the value of cos 32®. Using the convenient neighboring value

of 30® for a in the thwry, wo have cos 30® « \/3/2 «t8660, sin 30® « Hr «^(cos x) »
sin xdx, and dx =* Ax =» 2® « .03490 (radians), so that d(cos x) « ( — H) (-03490)

« —.0175. Hence Ay « —.0175 and cos 32® » .8485. To estimate the error,

(cosxY' — cosx; for 30® $ x $ 32®, |(cosx)"| ^ cos 30° ==» .8660, so that]Ay — dy\

^ .8660(.0349) 2/2 »« .00053 (to five places), (Tables give cos 32® *» .8480 to four

places.)

8.31. Polar Coordinates. As in the cartesian case, f{a) computed from r » f($)

when $ ^ a may be interpreted as the rate of iiicrease of r per umt increase in 9 when
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9 ^ a. Howevfir, it Ls not M hut the circular arc PQ — r AO that helps ‘hlispla(!c’'

P\fia)ja] to R[f{a -f A0),a + AO]. To interpret /'(«) geometrically, we let the point

^IfM 4- dr^a + dd] move toward P along the tangent at P and can show that, as

dd 0, the ratio drl(rdB) —> cot Thus cot ^ = /'(«) //(«), and /'(a) is connected

geometrically with the inclination of the tangcmt at [f{<x),a] to the radius vector (and

not directly with its inclination to tin* initial direction, as in the cartesian case).

8.4. Maxima and Minima. Inflections. From the interpretation of /'(a) as

the instantaneous rate of increase of y per unit increase in x, it follows that /'(a) > 0,

< 0, = 0 according unfix) is iticrnising^ decreasing, or sialionary (neither increasing

nor dt^cn'asing) as x ijiercases through tJie value x — a. The inclination and the

slope of th(^ tangiiiit will Ix' > 0, < 0, or = 0 in the respective cases.

/(a) is a (relative) maximum M if, w’henever x is close enough to a, f{a) > f{x).

f(a) is a (relative) minimum m if, whenever x is close enough to a, /(a) <f(x). As in

the figure, an m may exceed an M. Maxima and minima are called extreme values.

At an extreme value (except possibly at an end of an interval), f(x) must be stationary;

if /'(a) exists, /'(a) =* 0. Hence, to find stationary points, set/'(x) » 0 and solve for

X. Moreover, if f{a) « 0 and f(x) changes sign as x increases through a, then f{a)

will be extreme: m if first /'(x) < 0 (/ decreasing), then /'(a) * 0 (/ stationary), and

then /'(a) > 0 (/ increasing); and M if first /'(a;) > 0 (/ increasing), then f{a) «» 0

(/stationary), and then/'(x) < 0 (/decreasing) {sign test). If /'(a) « 0, /(o) is thus
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M or m according mf{x) is decreasing or increasing, i.e., M < 0, m iff" (a) > 0

(second derivative test; indecisive if /"(a) =» 0).

Use whichever test seems easier. The sign test, may work whtm f"{a) fails to exist

or vanishes. Note that the tests give only suffinent conditions. An extreme value

may exist where /'(a;) does not. Also, M or m may occur at the ends of an interval

to which X is restricted, even though /'(x) jA 0 there (as at A/', where /'(&) exists from

y .
the left and is positive). For a more general derivative

test, valid when any finite number of derivatives vanish,

,
sec 8.73.

^ f\x) is increasing, decreasing, or stationary, as x

M ,/ increases through x ^ a, according as f"(a) >0, <0,
/\sSL^l or = 0. In the respective cases, the tangent line will

I*®*
be below' the curve and rotating counterclockwise; or——^ jy above the curve and rotating clockwise; or above and

rotating clockwdse (or below and rotating counterclock-

Fig. 8.46.-- “ Tests reveal wise) to the left of x == a and below and rotating
only m

. counterclockw'ise (or alcove and rotating clockwise) to the

right. When viewed from below', the curve is said to b(‘ convex, to be concave,

or to have an inflection point (/ on the figures) in the rt>spective (;ases. To find

inflection points, put/^(a;) — 0 and solve for x; inflection occurs if f"{x) changes sign

as x increases through x = a, 'i^hus f'(x) has an extreme value at an inflection.

Also, the curve crosses its tangent there. For curvature see 10.21.

8.5. The Mean-value Theorem. Indeterminate Forms. Theorem. If fix) is

continuous for a ^ a; ^ 6 and fix) exists for a < x < h, then there is a number c,

a < c < b such that/(6) — f(a) = ib — a)/'(r).

Fig. 8.4c.

It follows that, if fix) vanishes identically, fix) is a constant. (No other proof

is known for this important fact.)

Generalized Theorem. If fix) and gix) are continuous for a ^ a; ^ 6, and, for

a <x <hy fix) and g\x) exist and g\x) does not vanish, then there is a number c,

a <c <b, such that [fib) - f(a)]/[g(fi) - gia)] « /(c)/fif'(c).

Suppose now that /(a) « gia) « 0. For x a, the quotient fix) /gix) then

assumes the meaningless or indeterminate form Nevertheless, fix) /gix) may have

a limit (see 8.13) as x a. In the computation of du/dv, for example, Au/Av becomes
meaningless if 0 is substituted for Au and for AVy although lim iAu/Av) may exist as

0 and Au — 0 with At;. Putting /(o) « gia) « 0 and 6 »« a -1- A in the gen-

eralised theorem, we have /(a -f i)/ffi<^ + A) * fic)/g*ic)j where a < c < o 4- A.

If A 0, then o + A — a and c — o, and the left member will have a limit (or become
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positively or negatively infinite) if and only if the right member does the same. For
example, iif(x) ^ — a", g{x) ** a; — o,/(a h)/g(a + [(« + — a^]/[(a -j-

A) ~ a] sa nc”“Vl, where a < c < a h. Hence f{x)/g{x) na””^ as x a. If

it happens that f{a) » g'(a) = 0, we apply the same process to f{x)/g'(x)f learn that

/(a -h h)/g{a -f /i) ~ /"(ci)/fl^"(ci), where a < ci < c, and seek a limit (perhaps +
or — 09) of f'{x)/g”{x) as x —> a. Continue with higher derivatives, if necessary,

until a decision is reached. Note that the process gives essentially one-sided limits,

from the right or left according as /i > 0 or <0; these may differ. If this process

seems objectionable, series expansions (see 8.7) may be helpful.

To find lim [(x — sin x) /x^] as a; —> 0. Since x — sin a; 0 and 0 as a; — 0,

this form is in dt‘.terminate, so we find (a; — sin x)' = 1 — cos x and (x^)' =* 3x® and

seek their limits. Since 1 — cos x - 0 and 3x* 0 as x - 0, we find (1 — cos x)' «
sin X and (Sx^)' = 6x and seek their limits. Since sin x —> 0 and 6x 0 as x — 0, we
find (sin x)' = cos x and (6x)' ~ 6 and seek their limits. Now cos x *-> 1 and 6 6

as X 0, so that [(x — sin x)/x®] — as x — 0. Using series, x — sin x =* (xVb) —

(xV120) + •
•

,
so that (x — sin x)/x^ — % — (x*/120) -f • • • — as x —> 0.

Applicationa. 1. If /(x) 0 and g(x) ± 00 as x — a, then Jim [f(x) •
|7(x)J

»
lim {/(x) /\\/g{x)] 1 . Since 1 /g(x) — 0 as x — o, the latter limit can be sought by the

foregoing method.

2. If fix) ± 00 and g(x) -- + «, then /(x) 4- ^^(x) threatens to become ± w
+ 00 . Try some transformation to reduce to % or to case 1 (and then to %). Thus

fix) = 1 /In X —> ± 00 and 1/(1 ~ x) — + « according as x —> 1^ or x I”. We
seek lim [/(x) -f ^(x)l as x — l-f- 1/ln x 4* 1/(1 — x) =* (In x 4- 1 — x)/[(l — x)ln

x]. If F(x) =* In X -I- 1 — X and (t(x) * (1 — x) In x, then Fix) 0 and G(x) 0

as X — 1 4'j and the general method may be applied. F'(x) =« (1/x) — 1 and G'(x) «
—In X 4- (1/a;) — 1, both of which approach 0, but F"(x) =• — l/x^ and G"(x) —
— 1/x — 1/x®, so that F"(x)/G"(x) —> }4 and hence /(x) 4- gix) as x — 14-.

Technical Foie. F\x)/G\x) = (-1 4- l/x)/(-l 4- 1/x - Inx) = (1 - x)/(l -
X — X In x)

;
the latter form is easier to manage: simplify the quotient and differentiate

(separately) the numerator and the denominator of the simplified quotient.

3. [/(x)]*'^*^ is indeterminate in case (a) fix) —> 0 and gix) — 0 or (h) fix) —> ± 00

and gix) —(), or (c) /(x) — 1 and gix) — ± 00 . Take logarithms, getting g(x) In

/(x), which is of form 1, etc. To find lim x* as x — 0: y * x*, In y » x In x * In x/

(1 /x), which has the same limit as (l/x)/( — 1/x®) =» —x — 0 as x — 0; since In y — 0,

y 1 as X — 0.

8.6. Series of Constant Terms. I^et ao, oi, 02 ,

• • be constants and define the

partial sum =* ao 4- * *
* 4- The tentative symbol 2an “ ao 4“ oi 4* * • •

(f.c., n == 0,1,2,
• • - in the summation; see 4.2) has meaning if and onlj^ if An — A

as n — 00 (see 8.11, 8.13) with — 00 < A < « ;
the series SOn is then said to converge^

and A =» 2an is its sum, e.g.^ t = 3.1415 • • • » 3 4- 1 * 10“*^ 4- 4 •
10"“®

-f 1 • 10“"* 4-

5 • 10~^ 4* • • ' • Otherwise the series diverges and the symbol San is rejected (here)

as meaningless.

Convergence Tests. 1. If San converges, then an — 0 (but not conversely).

2. If pn ^ 0 and Pn “ Pu 4* Pi 4- * *
* 4* p»», then either Pn-+4*«>asn—

or Fn ^ ilf for all n, Spn converges and Sp„ ^ M.
3. Let pn ^ 0. If Spn converges, and lanl ^ pn, then San converges. If Spn

diverges and o« ^ pw, then San diverges. (Comparison test.)

4. If lan+i/Ottl as n <» then: if A; < 1, San converges; if A; > 1, SOn diverges;

if fc « 1 the test fails. (Ratio test.)

5. If Sa« alternates ±a» « (— l)**la«|), and if steadily (or

monotonically) (i.e.y la«l ^ |««+i|), then Son converges, jAn - A] ^ jan+iK and A
lies between ao and a© - Oi. (Altemaiing series.)
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These crude tests are useful. When they fail, exceedingly delicate tests may be

found in the literature. Note that convergence or divergence is determined by a«

for large n, i.e.j by the ‘Hail” of the series. A test is thus decisive whenever its con-

ditions are met for almost ail w, meaning for all n cxcetiding some particular value.

The early terms are essential if the value of the sum is needed.

If the terms On are themselves sums, the a^ must be computed before Sa,* is investi-

gated, unless the series Son' obtained hy dropping the parentheses converges. Thus

(1 - 1) -f (1 - 1) 4- ' • • == 0, but - diverges; how-
ever, (1 — j>i) -f- {}4: ““ ?8 4- He) 4“ * * • ~ 1 ~ ^2 4- — Js • • • be-

cause the latter series converges. In a convergent series, then, parentheses may be

introduced at pleasure.

If SOn = A and Xbn = By then :S(an ± h») = /I ± B and, if k is an 5" real number,

S (Jean) ~ k li^an ~ kA

.

If SOn converges, it. is said to converge absolutely or condiliott^lly according as

Sla»l converges or diverges. (Note that 2a„ converges if ^\an\ does, but not con-

versely.) If converges absolutely, tluui its terms maj' be rearranged in any

order without affecting the sum A (false if convergence is inendy conditional), e.g.,

add first all the positive terms, then all the negative terms, and take the difference.

Let Sa« and 26„ be given, and form 2V„ by formal multiplication: c« = a^bn 4-

aibn-i -j- • •
• 4- dnbo. If all these series converge, to A, B, and C, respectively,

then AB = C. If one of ZOn and converges absolutely and the other converges,

then ZCn converges to C == /iJ5, wln^re A = Xon and B ~ 25n.

8.7. Power Series. Taylor and Maclaurin Series. Applications. A series

S<in(x — c)'" is a pouter series (pow'ers of x — c). There is a number R, 0 ^ B ^ -b »

(series iiseless unless R > 0), called the radius of convergence

y

such that the series

converges if ja: — c\ </? {convergence interval J), diverges if |a; — c| > R, and special

study is needed when \x — c\ — R. If |a„ 4.i/flfnl
—> a.s n «, then R = l/k.

For each x in /, the series converges absolutely. Also, convergence is uniform (sec

the literature) over any closed interv^al (see 1.22) entir(*ly inside J.

Inside /, f{x) = 2o„(a: — c)^ is continuous. The s(?ries obtained by differentiat-

ing or integrating (see 8.2, 9.2) this series term by term also has convergence inteiwal

Jy and their sums are f*(x) and Jf{x)dx respectively. If g{x) =* 2)bn(x — c)" is a
series with convergence interval and if K is a shorter of J and then, inside Ky

f{x) and gix) may be added, subtracted, multiplied, and (if bo ^ 0) divided formally

as if they were polynonuals, and the resulting series converges inside K (except in

case of division, when, if there are in K values of x for which g{x) =» 0, the new radius

of convergence may be smaller than that of A', though still positive). Also, f{x)

g{x) for all x inside A, if and only if On * bn for all n. Finally, let h{y) » 'Zdk{y *“ /)*,

convergence radius A', and suppose we wish F{x) = h[f{x)]'y F{x) « Sdit[San(a? — c)^

— /]* if |S|on(a? — c)"l — < R'y and, for all x wdth this property, the series for F{x)

may be obtained by expanding and collecting according to powers of a? — c. Briefly:

inside its convergence interval, a power series may be treated substantially as a

polynomial.

8.71. Taylor’s Theorem. If f{x) and its derivatives up to order n 4- 1 are con-

tinuous for \x c\ < Tf then

m -/(c) +/'(c)(* - c) + . . .

where /?»(*) — /'*/*’’'“(<)(* — — -n/‘"'*'‘Hi)(» — c)*
ni Je n\

with I between c and x. (For integration, see 9.1.) If f{x) has derivatives of all

orders, and if, for — c\ < A, Unix) -rtO slh n ooj then the power series
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{x — c)"/n! has convergence interval \x — c\ < IV for some IV ^ JK, in which its sum
is /(x).

On putting x * e + /i, onci gets

/(c + k) = f(c) + hf'ic) + • •
• + + R,^h)

where R„(h) = L .•«(<. 4. _ „)« + >»)

with rj between 0 and //.

8*72. Maclaurin’s theorem is Taylor’s theorem in the particular case c = 0. A
polynomial is a Maelaiirin s(‘ries with only a finite number of terms.

8.73. Maxima and Minima. To determim^ whether or not /(c) is an extreme

value of /(x), e^xpand f{x) in powers of (x — c): fix) = S/^"^(c)(x — c)^/nl Let

/^*^(c), k ^ 2
,
be the first nonvanishing derivative of fix) when x = c. Then x eai\

1)0 taken so close to c that fix) — /(c) has the same sign as f''^'^ic)ix — c)^/kl If k is

odd, this expression changes sign as x increases through c, and [c,/(c)l is a point of

inflection (with a horizontal tangent). If k is even, /(c) is a maximum or a minimum
according a8 /^^>(c) < 0 or/<^>(c) > 0.

8.74. Series and Convergence Intervals for Special Functions. To get series

for /(—x), /(x^), etc., substitute in series for fix) and change convergence interval

appropriately.

(1 + x)p = 1 + px + p
(p ~ 1 ) +••'-[- pip - 1) (p - w -f 1 )

1 + X H- x=» + x«^ -f

(binomial series) any real p

+ ( + -j- • .
. (geometric series)

y/l ± X \ ± ^x

V 1 ± X
- 1 T 5^+0

Lil i3
2 - 46 ‘

1 • 3 • 5

1 l-S-S
, ^

2 • 4 • 6 • 8 “

2 - 4-6
1 I

^

5

1-30-7
2 4 • 6 • 8

- + (-!)»+> f + • • •

In = 2 (x+|-+|+-..+ + • •

•)

^ ^ 2» + 1 V* + ly
^

7*2 7.3 7*»

e*-l+x+J+J+...

cosh x='l+^+^ +

sinh »"'*+§]+fj + • •

7.2t|i

• +(-!)» +

+ —+•••^ (2n)l
^

(2» + i) !

\x\ < 1

\xl < 1

N <1

W<i

l®l < 1

X < »

X < «

X < «

X < »
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cos*-l-5,+7|- + + (-!)"

sin * - * - gi + ^
,

1
,

1 3 x‘
,*^23 ' 2-45

^ X*
,

x*^
arc tan x ** x — ir + -r

o o

arc tan x

arc sinh x •

T _ 1 J
2 3x» 5x*

_ 1 1 -Sx*
2' 3 ^2-4 5

(2n)I x»"+‘

(2«n!)* + 1

+<-!)“ 2-:-+-! +

' '
' (2n -f

'

^ (2»»w!)»(2w + 1)

arc tanh x = x-f^+^“f
o o 2n + 1

lx < oo

1^1 < 1

U| < 1

8.76. Note on Applications. Useful theoretical results are often obtained, espe-

cially from the binomial, exponential, and logarithmic series, by taking advantage of

known relations of magnitude to ignore terms of order higher than x* or even all

but first-order terms. Tlie following specific examples are adaptcnl from ref. 8.

In cooling air from temperature T to weUbulb temperature 7’tp, the expression

for the gain in entropy has a factor / = (r — Tv,)/T„ — ln(T/7"„). Butln(r/7«.) =
In [1 + (7’ - r„)/7Vl « [(7’ - 7’«,)/7’«.I - H[(T ~ T^)/T^]^ -h . . . . Now T -
Ty, is positive and small compared with 7V. Since the series alternates (see 8.6,

test 5) the error committed in dropping k^rms of order 3 and more is at most as larj^e

as the first term dropped. If this error is negligible compared with the terms kept,

then /becomes **“ 7'«.)/7’«,]* to a satisfactory degree of approximation.

The fact that x is so small that its higher powers arc negligibk; is often express<^d

by writing 1 > > x or x < < 1. In this example, {T ~ Tv,)/Ty, < < 1, or 7’ —
Tu, << Ty,.

Since measurements of T carry a possible error of as nmch as 1°C, it is not only

superfluous but misleading to carry the series far enough to ensure a much smaller

computed error. Physical limitations often indicate in this way appropriate stand-

ards of accuracy in the use of series.

The work done in a certain vaporization cycle is dw « (L +• dL)dT/\[A{T + d7')],

where L is the latent heat of vaporization, T is temperature, and 1 /A is the mechanical

equivalent of heat. Keeping dT < < T, the binomial theorem gives (7" -f d7')~i ««

+ dT/T)~'^ « — dT/T) to the first order. Smcc dL <<\y the product

dL dT may be neglected, and dW « L dT/(AT) to the first order.

The relation between the pressures pi at the top and pa at the bottom of a layer of

air of thickness lapse rate ai, and temperature at the bottom is given by Ai •«

y*[l (pi/psi)*®»'^^]/ai, where g is the acceleration of gravity and R is the gas constant.

Using the exponential series

_ J
«ai In {p^/p^) ,

(In (Pi/p.))«
, _

\P»/ g 2g»
^ •

In the lower troposphere, and for layers thin enough to ensure that pa < epj, |ln

(Pi/P*)l < 1 and Roti << g. Hence to the first order, (pi/p2
)^®»^^ « 1 -f iiai In

iPitpi)lg and hi » TtR in (pt/pO/g.

8.8. Computitioii with (Madattrin) Series (Taylor series essentially the same,

with appropriate trivial changes). Let S^(x) « a*x*, with ak »» /<^>(0)/J5;l. Then

|/(x) - ^mCx)! - l/2,i(x)l (see 8.71-2). Hence \f(x) - ^n(af)l $ M\x\^/n\f if

$ M for 0 < f < X (or —x < f < 0, according to whether we wish to compute with
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x > 0 or a; < 0). This estimates the error when f(x) is replaced by an exact value of

-S',.(a:). ThuH Isin i - ^0 (- 1
)**“-' V(2A: + 1)!1 “ 1®*"-' * sin i,/(2n + 1)!| with 0 <

Tf < X. Since |sin i?| ^ 1, the error is at most |xl*"+V(2n 4- 1) which decreases with
riy rapidly if |aj| ^ 1.

General Recommendation, C'hoose a series for which Rn{x) decreases [/Sn(a;) con-

verges] rapidly with n when x is in the range where the computation must be per-

formed. Thus, to compute In %, either In (1 + x) = x — x^/2 -f x^/S -f • • •

with X ^ or In [(1 4- x)/{l — a;)] ~ 2{x -f x^/S 4* x^/5 4- • •
• ) with x —

could be used, but the latter converges much more rapidly.

Specml Cases. If after the proposed substitution of a value a for x, the resulting

series of constant terms will alternate^ use the information in 8.6, test 5. If the terms

of the resulting series are positive^ it may be advisable to compute the (sum of tht*)

remainder directly or perhaps find a number which it cannot exceed by comparing

the terms with those of a conveniently chosen geometric series (see 8.74, 4.42).

Having decided how many terms can safely be neglected, we wish next to substitute

a for X and compute Sn(a) “ exactly'* (so as to have an error no larger than |iK„(a)|).

But a will usually be given as an approximate decimal. It is quite possible for the

error tlius introduced in computing Sn(o) to exceed |/?n(a)|, which then becomes
illusory fis an estimate of the error in /(a), and the following question arises: What
accuracy in a corresponds to w4at accuracy in Snia) ? The answer cannot be given

unconditionally but depends on the special circumstances. It is nsually enough to

have X given to two or three more decimal places than are required in Sn{a). When
in doubt, keep track of the errors in each term

;
if their most unfavorable tgtal is below

the allowable error, success is assured; if not, more places of x must be used, and it

nuiy help to use more terms of the series, thus decreasing the error from that source.

Methods are available for improving the convergence of series. For this, and on all

questions connected with series, see ref. 9.

Example. To compute In 2, use the series for y *= In [(1 4- a:) /(I — a:)] with
X =* Js. Thus In 2 » 2Sa», where a„ » [(2n 4- 1) • Elstimation of error

via derivatives: 7/(2*+2) « (2^ 4- !)![(! — -f ( — l)^2*+i>(l 4- a;) "“^**‘*'*4, whose
maximum for 0 ^ a; ^ occurs when a: « andso is (2fc 4- — (?i)*^'‘'*],

whence we may take = (2fc 4- and [Rik+iiH)] <
{\/{2k 4- 1)0 or |/f 2*+i| < =* 4, < ^024’ < 0.003). It is easier

and more revealing in this case io examine So» directly.

0 < r»
(271 4- 3)3*’‘-" (2n + 5)3**+‘

I + §
+ + • • •

'

^ (2» + 3)3»“+»

1 9

(2n 4- 3)3»»+» ’ 8
"

8(2n 4- 3)3*’**"!

(If we wish, the last expression is less than a„/8.) Hence, for n ** 4, r„ <
1/(8 • 11 • 3®) < < 0,6 X 10*"® so that we can hope to get five decimal places

and quite a good idea of the sixth.

ao « .3333333+

ai « .0123457-

a, « 0008230+
a* « .0000653+

Ui « .0000056+

a. - .0000005+

.3465734

Writing 7 places for each term, and noting that the result may be excessive by units

in the last place, or in defect by we get 0.3465733 < In 2 < 0.3465787, or, on
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{iccourii of .3465733 < H\n2 < .3405743, wlionno .6931406 < In 2 < .0931486.

To five places, then, In 2 = .09315; to six places, In 2 — .693147 (very likely).

8.9. Graphs. These graphs are for qualitnl ive use only, being too small and rough

for interpolation. On the graphs of the inverse circular and hyperbolic functions,

the principal values, if any, correspond to points lying on the heavy branches of

the curves.

6-J
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arccofhx,arcsechx^arccschx

9. INTEGRAL CALCULUS

9.1. Definite Integrals. Ivct y — f{x) be given for a ^ x ^ 6 (interval /). Sub-

divide I by n points a = Xo < Xi < • • • < Xn-i < Xn — h into subintervals /»:

Xi^i ^ a; ^ Xi, of length AiX = x< — Xt_i. Let be any value of x in /*. Then
is the area of a rectangle with base Aa and height /(£i), and this rectangle

is an approximation [if f{x) ^ 0 for x in i»] to the area between the curve, /i, and the

ordinates f(xi) and /(Xt+i), The sum ^
/(x) ^ Ofor X in /] to the area bounded by
the curve, /, and the ordinates/(o) and f(b).

Let the number n of intervals /» be increased

in such a way that the length HAxH of the

longest U tends to zero. If . S approaches a

limit I which is indepeiuhint of the particular

sequence of subdivisions used and of the

choice, at each stage, of the numbers in

each I if then f{x) is said to be irUegrable

over the range 7, the limit I is called the

definite integral of the integrand f(x) from the

lower limit (of integration) a to the upper

limit (of integration) 6, and is denoted by

f{x)dx = lim ^j/(^»)AiX as w — 00 and

is an approximation [if

11Ax 11 0. fix) is intcgrable over I if /(x) is bounded in / and has only a finite

number of discontinuities there; in particular, /(x) is integrable over / if it is

scctionally continuous over /.

Note that the integral may be written down in terms of any variable whatever:

j^f(,x)dx - f(t)dt = J^f{0)de = f(.p)dp, etc.

If fix) ^ 0 [/(*) ^ 0) over 1, then f fix)dx ^ 0 0). In the former (latter)

case, the area bounded by the curve I and the ordinates f(a) and f(h) is f fix)dx

{fa
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/.

Caution : In computing areas by integration, it is highly important to watch for

changes in the sign of the integrand; thus the area between the sine curve and the
fir f2r f2x

interval 0 $ « ^ 2ir is / sin x dx 4-
j

( — sin x)dx » 4, while T sin x dx — 0»

In polar coordinates, the area bounded by a curve and radii rj * f{0i) and n «
f$2

f{B2 ) is ^2
/

d$. The limits arc to be chosen so that, as $ increases from di to ©2,

r fiO) passes just once over the required area.

Volume of a Solid unth Known Cross Section. Suppose that a solid has the property

that the area of every cross section by a plane perpendicular to a line I can be com-

puted (or is known). Taking / as x-axis, express this area .4 as a function A(x),

Suppose that, as x runs from a to fe, the solid is covered just once. Then the volume is

A{x)dx.

Volume of a Solid of Revolution. Suppose that the solid is generated by rotating

y ~ /(^) about the x-axis. Then the cross sections by planes perpendicular to the
fb

x-axis have area A(x) = and the volume is t / [/(x)]=*dx.

Arm of a Solid of Revolution. The (curved) lateral area of the solid is 2ir
j

y VTTIP* 4x, where y' denotes the derivative of y with respect to x (see 8.2),

9.11. Theorems on Definite Integrals.

j^fix)dx = 0 ^ /(x)dx * - ^ /(x)dx

f(x)dx + f(x)dx = f{x)dx cf{x)dx “ c ^ /(x)dx

lf(x) -f g(x)]dx = J^^f(x)dx -f g(x)dx

\_fa ^ ^ lfM]^dx to(x)12 dx (Schwarz)

Mean^value Theorem. The mean value y »/(x) of y between a and ^ ^ /(x)dx
J
/

(6 — a). If m ^ f(x) ^ M for a ^ X ^ b, then m ^ g ^ M. In fact, if / is con-

tinuous, y * /($) for some a < i < b.

Integration by Substitution. If x » g{t)y a =» ^(c), b « g{d), and, for c $ / $ d,

g\t) is continuous and does not vanish, then
j

.f(x)dx ** j flg(t)]g'(t)dL

Integration by Parts, f(x)g'(x)dx » f(b)gib) — fia)g(a) — f{x)g(x)dx.

Differentiation of an Integral. 1. If Fix) « j f{xfydt, then F'(x) * j fx(Xft)di,

provided that/,(x,0 (see 10.1) is continuous.

2. If F(x) * f(t)dt, then F'(x) « —fix) at each point of continuity of fix).

fit)dij then F'(x) — fix) at each point of continuity of fix).3. IfF(x)

4. IfF(x)
/.

Hx)

gix)
fix, t)dt, then

F’{x)
I.

h(x)

'g(x)
/*(x, t)dt +f[x, hix)Wix) - fix, ^(x)]p'(x)

Fundamental Theorem of Integral Calculus. If fix) is continuous for a ^ x $ 6,

and if F'(x) •"fix), then, for a < x < 6, F(x) «• F(a) + fit)dt. If fix) has a
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finite number of points of discontinuity but is bounded, apply this theorem to intervals

of continuity between successive points of disc^ontinuity.

9.12. Extensions (sometimes called improper iniegrals). 1. Infinite Range. If

f(x)dx has a limit / as 6 -h oo (or as a —» — oo) we write / « J f(x)dx (or

J
/(a;)ria;); otherwise the latter symbols are meaningless. Further, f{x)dx ^

j ^
f(x)dx -b f(x)dx for any a, — « < a < « provided that each of the integrals

on the right exists, ('ritcria for the existence of lim / f{x)dx as 6 —+ « have been

developed similar to those for series.

Caution : P^or convergence, it is not stifficient that f{x) —> 0 as j —> oo

.

I'he easiest general process for determining convergence is comparison with a

function of known behavior. Thus, if c > 0^ j x® dx converges or diverges accord-

ing asa<—lor«^ —1. Hence
j f{x)dx will converge if \f(x)\ ^ Mx^j a <

— 1, and diverge if \f(x)\ ^ A/x®, a ^ —1, in e^ch case for some constant M > 0

and all sufficiently large values of x. This test can be applied if a can be found

such that x^f{x) I as x —*

2. /(x) “h (or — 00
) an x a. Such discontinuities are usually isolated

and may he assumed to be at an end point x = a or x =* 6 of the range. If
j

fb-t fb
f(x)dx —> I (or

j
f(x)dx —> 0 as « —> 0

,
« > 0

,
we write I =

j
f(x)dx; otherwi

this symbol is meaningless. Convergence or divergence can often be determiiUMl bj^

comparison with J (x — a)°‘ dx j^or J (b — x)®dxj, which converge if a > — 1 and

diverge if a ^ —1.

9.2. Indefinite Integrals. The fundamental theorem in 9.11 reduces the com-
fb

putation of
j

f(x)dx to the problem of finding a function F{x) such that F'(x) «

f(x) over an interval in which fix) is continuous. Any such function is called an

antiderivative^ a primitive functiony or an indefinite intergal of f(x) and is denoted by
//(x)dx with no limits of integration.

Note: If F(x) is an antiderivative of /(x), so is Fix) -f- C for any constant C,

Table of Integrals

b

f*

ise

• -j- dw) = w -f

j dv ^ cu c

j
(du + * • • -b dw) = w -b • • • -b tc + C

J c du =

4
. j miWWdi = /

if « = a(.0

J udv u» — J
V du

I
du » u -b C

f v>^du « —— -b C n 5^ —

1

J n -f 1

j ^ - In luH- C - In |ttl + In c - In |«*1

*•/(«+ bu)’>du - + C -1
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10 .

11

h
h

dn 1

+ Vat
du _ 1

+ V^^
1

arc tan

arc tanh

^ n + C ab>0

yl-i . + c ah < 0

+ r ab<Q

12

2 \/ —ah a — // \/~—ah

. / \/a + du — ^ H hi (w \/6 4“ \/a 4-^2 \/6

13. j
\'^

a

4- hu^du =
^

+ in/® 4- arc sin

2 V-i>
u 4”

14. f y- : = -^y_ III ({/ \/b 4~ V''« + bu^) C b > 0
J VG 4- OW® V t>

• / Va +tt» “ V-=? V -
J.
“ + C fc < 0

16. I du - Va"+ In + C

17. / “ Va + 6u2 - V^ iirc t.-in + C
•' “ v^

10 r 1 » \/g 4“ few® — Va .

'*
y iTvm? ^ "'—-3-' + ' " »

"

19
. [ 7-^2== - '.,.<«

'

/ a Va 4- few* V —a

20. f a“ rfw = p*
f- C

y In a

21. J
f” <?w ~ c’* 4- C

22. J In u du u In u — u C

\/--w4“C a<0
^ a

1. J sin w du = — cos u 4- C

. J cos udu ^ sin u C

. J tan M dw — — In Icos w| 4* C « In Jscc u\ C

I.

J cot udu “ In Isin u] + C

. j sec u du « In [sec u 4- tan u\ C

. J CSC udu ** In Icsc u — cot u] 4- C

j
arc sin udu ^ u arc sin u 4- v^l — u* 4- C

>. j arc tan udu ^ u krc tan u - In (1 4- w*) 4- C

31. j arc see udu ^ u arc sec u — Jn |u 4- Vw* — 1| 4- C

23 ,

24

25 ,

26

27

28 .

20

30 .

+ C fe > 0

fe < 0

« > 0

a < 0
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32.

33.

34.

35.

36.

37.

38.

39.

40.

41.

42.

43.

44.

45.

46.

47.

48.

49.

50.

51.

52.

53.

54.

65.

56.

HI INTEGRAL CALCULUS

u 1
sin® udu ^ ^

— - mn 2u + Cj
sin

j
cos® ii d?/ ===

I +
i sin 2m + C

j sec® u flu = tan m -f C

J so<5® u da = 3^2 (sec u tan u -f- In jsec u -f tan u\) -f C

J CSC® udu ^ — cot u C

j sec u tan u du = sec n -f- C

/

/.

fa + h cos M — 6*

CSC u cot udu ^ — CSC M 4- C

du . u
. ^

5-. tan o +
“h cos u 2

du

du

2
Vtf

® — 5® tan ~

— arc tan —rn h
M 4“ 6

— a® tan (m/2) -h m 4- ^

+ 6 cos « -v/fc*”- o'* Vfc* - O* tan (u/2) - a - b

f (t* cos* M

fiM
=* “ arc tan ^6 tan M^

+ C
4- 5® sin® u ab

j
sinh M du = cosh u 4- C

j
cosh udu ^ sinh u 4- C

j
tanh M iu = In cosh m 4- C

j
coth u du *= In sinh u 4- C

j
sech u du — 2 arc tan c“ 4- C

j
csch u du = Jn tanh

^
4-

j
arc sinh u du = u arc sinh m — \/l 4- w® 4“ C

J arc tanh u du = u arc tanh u 4“ 32 ln(l — m®) 4- C

j
sinh® udu = sinh 2m — }iu 4- C

J cosh® M du = t'4 sinh 2u C

/
sech® M du = tanh m 4- C

csch® M du =* coth u 4- C

e^^(a sin hu — b cos 6m)

•'i

/
6““ sin bu du

o* + 6*
+ C

, c"“(6 sin 6u + o cos bu)
, ^«•“ cos Uidu ^ —! r-TTS + C

a’ + o’

b* < H*

+ C o* < b*
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57. / sin OM cos 6u du ~
Jo J

/ cos oli cos 6w du
ro

J
1 sin aw sin 6w dw * 0
h)

unless tt «• 6

58. / sin* aa da
lo

f=* / cos
yo

* MM dw —

59.
f • sin aw

/o u “ “i-o.

-

^
according as a > 0, a « 0, or a < 0

60.
J

/
* dw =

lo 2a

Reduction Formulas

Many integrals can be reduced to the foregoing by one or more integrations by
parts (No. 5).

Example, Compare the first of the following formulas, with />=*2, g = r»7:

j
w*(a -h bu)'^

, -f ftw >* 1^
46 J

u(a + 6u)*

i/2(a buy u{a 4- buY 1

86 366* ' 366*
(a -f buy du

(a -h 6w)* /?/* u(a -j- 6m) (a -j- 6w)*)+c

Applied to a general expression, one integration by parts gives a reduction formula^

which can be used to step the exponents up or down until one of the preceding formulas

applies.

Typical Reduction Formulas. Note that a formula loses meaning if one of the

denominators vanishes; but then some other formula applies. In No. 68, if p + 7 0,

the integrand is / tan« udu or / cot« u du and responds to 69 or its analogue for the

cotangent.

61.
j
uHa+bunydu

W'-TiTj

62 . f «->(« + bu^ydu - - -If- f
J p -b 1 p 4- 1 y

63 ( « I
i

J (a + 6u*)p 2a(p - 1) (a 4- 6tt*)»»-» ^ 2a(p - 1 ) J

/
<J»Tl«6tt tn C

du » j--j — / u'*~^a^^*du
6 In a 6 In a y

65. j
M»‘(ln uy du =» - --— j—

^

J
u"(ln du

66. f sin" udu ^ ^ i f ginn-a u du
J ^ nj

07 f -K — cos u w — 2 r du

J sin" u (n — 1) sin""^ u n — 1 y sin"^* u

no f « • - J co8P”i u u
, p — 1 /*

68. / cos'' M sin« u du
i h —— I cos'*

J P+5 p+gy
r tan""~^ u ^

69. / tan" udu ^
5 / tan"~* w dw

6g(r 4- D bq{r + 1) y
"

a -^bu^ydu « ^ f -|-6M/»f"‘dM
p 4* 1 P + 1 y

du 1 ?/ . 2p — 3 / dw

if /
(a *f bu'ty^^ du

du

(a -b bu^)^~'^

- / „ • « J co8P”i u u
, p — 1 /*

8. / cos" M sin« M dw ; h —— /
y P 4-? p+gy cos""* u sui« a du

/
tan""~^ u ^

tan" udu ^
j

tan"~* u du

70. I u" cos au du »« / w" * sin aw dw
y a a J

Tactical Notea^ 1. Integration chn always be checked: dlSf(x)dx]/dx « /(a:).
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2. If none of these fornmJas is immediately applicable, try a change of forn» or a
substitution; in trigonometric* cases, an identity may help. Do pot forget, when
putthig X ^ g(t)j also t;0 put dx « g’it)dL

3. If f(x) involves Ax^ -f Bi -f C', complete the square (see 6.31) to get a +
Then use 10 to 19, perhaps after first using 61 to 63. Or, possibly with an adjustment
of sign of the whole integrand, a -f may be regarded, according to the signs of

a and 6, as one of a* — — a*; in the respective cases, try the

substitutions ^ a tan a sin a sec with a > 0 and 0 > 0.

4. If f(x) « P{x)/Q{x)y with P and Q polynomials (see 4.8), first divide until the

degree of the numerator P*(x) is less than the degree of Q(x). Then find partial

fractions for P*{x)/Q{x) (see 4.9).

5. The integral table of B. O. Pierce (Ginn) will be found adequate for almost all

work. Libraries often have the massive tables of Bierens de Haan.

/
b
f(x)dx. In graphical methods, plot y « f{x) and

locate the area A associated with the integral.

1.

Count the squares of A. Very rough.

2.

Use material of known weight per unit area; cut out A and weigh it. Rough
without thoroughly homogeneous material and good balances.

3.

Use a planimeter or integraph; directions are given with each instrument.

4.

C'ompute an approximating sum, as in the definition, first drawing in the upper
horizontal sides of the approximating rectangles so as to exclude from each as nearly

as possible as much of what belongs as is inclucied of what does not belong.

5.

Compute the areas [/(a^+i) -f /(a:,)]A*x/2 of the trapezoids [2»,/(ar»)],

(xi^. 1 ,
0 ), [x,>],/(a;t>i)] and add; simplify the computation by using equal subdivisions

if possible.

6.

Simpson^8 Rule, Use an even number of equal subdivisions: xo, Xo -f AXy

aJo 4* 2 Ax, • •
•

,
xo + 2m Ax. Then the approximation is Ax/3 times the sum/(xo)

-hfiXifn) -f 2[/(X2) +/(iF4) + * •
• +/(X2m-2)) + 4[/(Xi) + /(Xj) -f • • •

-f /(^2«-.l)].

The error is numerically not greater than M(h — a)(Ax)*/180, where M is the numeri-

cally largest value of/^^^(x) for a ^ x ^ 6. If 2m + 1 subdivisions are given, use the

rule for 2m of them, and approximate the extra area by 4 or 5.

7.

Subdivide the range by introducing points a — Xq < xi < • •
• < Xn “ 6.

Starting at Po(a,0), draw a fine with slope /(o) cutting x = Xi in Pi(xi, tji) ;
through Pi

draw a line with slope /(xi) cutting x « x^ in PAxiyV^) ;
* *

•
;
draw through i a line

fh
with slope/(x«-.i), cutting x =* 6 inP»(5,i?„). Then vn is an approximation to / f(x)dx

which may be improved by increasing n, and often also by using the number
/[(x< -f Xt>i)/21 instead of /(x,) for the slope of the line leaving P,. Note that the

curve drawn is an approximate graph of F{x) =* f:
f{x)dx.

8.

Expand /(x) in series, if possible, and integrate term by term.

9.

Replace /(x) by an approximation good for x between a and b and such that

can be integrated.

9.4. Fourier Series. A series T(x) « J^oo 4- ^ ^
(o» cos nx 4- bn sin nx) is

called a trigonometric seriels. T{x) is the Fourier series F(x) of /(x) in the interval

— IT < X < IT, and we write /(x) '^P(x), if xOn * ^^^/(x) cos nxdx (n « 0,1,2, • ^
. )

and vhn *» /(x) sin nxdx (n * 1,2,3, ;
•

• )• K T(x) represents /(x), its

coefficients must be those of F(x)
;
proof is based on 57 and 58 of tha Integral Tables

(page 196).
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Theoreim. If f(x) arul fix) aro T>()th soctionally continuous iri —w ^ x ^ w,

then F{x) = [/(x-f) 4" /(a;—) 1/2; in particular, F{x) ^ fix) at every point where

fix) is continuous.

If fix) is continuous and /'(x) is aectionaily continuous in — tt ^ a; ^ tt, then the

convergence of Fix) is uniform and absolute, and wherever /"(a;) exists, /'(a;) «« F\x)

(differentiated term by term).

If /(a?) is sectionally continuous in —ir ^ ar ^ tt, and/(ar) Fix), then
j fit)dt *

J Fii)dt (integrated term by term).

Remarks: 1. If /(—a) ^ fix), fe„ « 0 for all n, and Fix) is a ‘‘cosine series”;

if /( — a;) «= --fix), a« = 0 for all n, and Fix) is a “sine series.”

2. If /(a:) is to be treated over a ^ a: $ h, put/(x) «= <^»(0, where x « (6 — a)f/(2ir)

4- (6 — a)/2, and treat 4»it) for —tt < t < tt,

3. If f (—7r4') and /'(it—) both exist (see 8.13), then FM F{—t) * |/(—

)

4-/(7r- )l/2.

4. Fix 4- 2ir) = Fix), so that the sum of a Fourier series is periodic, with pcuuod 2'k.

Hence fix) « Fix) outside the interval — ir < x <t implies that/(a:) is periodic.

5. The coefficients may be approximated (see 9.3). An elaborate machine
(harmonic analyzer) is available for finding them.

6. Fnix) is often treated as an approximation to fix) “in the mean,” i.c., the “error”

is taken to be the mean error — Fnix)\^ dx * j^^\fix)\^ dx — vUido^ +

fe* 4- hit*)], wffiere Fnix) = 4- kx 4* hjt sin /car). When this type of

approximation is used, convergence as n — <» for particular values of x is of only

secondary interest. As soon as an n has been found that makes the mean error satis-

factorily small, Fnix) is used as an approximation to fix); the relative behavior of

Fnix) SLiidfix) may then be quite irregular at particular points.

Example. To find Fix) for fix) =* a; + ar* in ~1 < a: < 1. Put x = //tt, ^(0
= filM == t/ir 4“ seek 4>(0 for <t>it) in —tt <t< tt.

If n > 0

1
/» //

Oo = -
/

( 1

2
TT \Tr TT*,

)..i

On
1

cct

tt'*/ 0 ^
_ 4 cos rnr _ 4( — 1)’

~
x*?i* x*n*

bn _ 2
TT* j 0 ^

_ 2(

Ttn

*«)
1

3 im J

Fix)
1

" 3
,
2v^oo (-!)«/

2

+ - > . { — cos
X n \im

nxx — sin nxx^

Special series for

X =

*

— TT < ar < tt:

2 ( sin X(si

-4(

sin 2a; . sin 3a;

2 3”

cos 2x
,

cos X —
2*

sin 4x
4- -

cos 3x
3*

- 4-

The following aeries are valid in 0 < x < ir:

X
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. ? [(,. _ 4) Hin * -

/ . 4 \ sin 5*
, 1

Note that the right member gives the left member with sign changed in — ir < x < 0.

9.41. Fourier Integral. If f{x) is not periodic, then it can be represented by a

Fourier series only inside some chosen interval. It can be represented for all as by a

Fourier integral^ by virtue of the theorem: If f{x) and/'(a;) are sectionally continuous

in every finite interval, and
j \f{x)\dx exists (converges), then, for — « < x < -)- «>

\ I/(* + ) +/(x - )] = ; i(u) COR \t(u - 2)]fZ,t| dt

10. FUNCTIONS OF SEVERAL VARIABLES

10.1. Differentiation. If 2 = F{x,y) is the equation of a surface aS, and a value b

is assigned to y, then z = F(x,h) * g(x). g\x) is called the partial derivative of z

with respect to x and is denoted by dz/dXy dF/dXj 2*, F, (or F,')- At (0,6) 2* « Fx(a,6)

« lim fF(a + A,&) — F(a,b}]/h as — 0 measures the rate of increase of 2 per unit

increase in a;, when y has the value 5, as x increases through the value x — a; also 2,

is the slope at x « a of t}ie curve 2 = g(x) in the plane y ^ b, dz/dy is defined,

denoted, and interpreted similarly. If tc * f{x,yyz)y and fixed values b and c are

assigned to y and z, w ^ * gix)y and g'{x) is the partial derivative Wx =
dw/dx (etc.) of w with respect to* x, Wx measures the rate of increase of w per unit

increase in a;, when y ^ b and 2 =» c, as x increases through the value a? « a, but the

geometric interpretation would require foiu- dimensions.

Example, If 2 measures kilometers above the surface of the earth, the adiabatic

lapse rate of temperature for moist unsaturated air is dT/dz ** —9,8, which says

that T decreases 9.8®C per km of climb.

To compute partial derivatives, treat as constants all except the variable of differ-

entiation. If w x^y* — y sin xz^y Wx “ •2xy^ — z^y cos xz% Wy » — sin «2*,

am —2x^2 cos xz^. Higher partial derivatives are simply partial derivatives of

partial derivatives. In the example, Bhv/dx By « (ti?,)*, « » 6xy^ — 2* cos xz^

and Bho/By Bx » (wy)* - Wyx • cos X2*. Note that Wxy “ When-
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(as usually happens in practice) a repeated partial derivative is continuous,

regardless of the order in which the differentiations are performed, the result is the

same regardless of the order of differentiation; the differentiations may then be carried

out in any order.

The plane tangent to S at (a,6,c) is

for fix,VyZ) « k fr{x - a) -f /v(2/
- b) -f /,(2 - c) « 0

for z =« F(x,y) F^ix - a) -f Fy{y - 6) - (z - c) «* 0

Accordingly, the normal line has direction numbers fy, /«, or Fxj Fy, — 1 ;
the deriva-

tives are evaluated at (o,6,c). Notation occasionally met for z « F(x,y)i p «

q ^ Zy, r =* Zxxf s =* Zxyi — Zvx)y t = Zyy. N.B. The surfaces f(x,y,z) »= k [or the

curves F(x,y) = k in the X2/-plane) are called level surfaces of/ (or level curves or cxmiour

lines of F)

;

in either case, the curves that are perpendicular {orthogonal trajectories)

to the level surfaces (or curves) are called streamlines or lines offlow. Thus a stream-

line is tangent, at each of its points, to the line normal to the level surface (or curve

in the plane) passing through the point.

WTien z = F(x,y), differentials dx = x — a, dy ^ y — h, dz z — c are defined

at each point (o,6,c) in such a way that P(a dx, b + dy, c -f dz) lies in the plane

tangent to 2 = f{x,y) at [a, 6,/(a,5)]; thus dz ^ F^dx Fy dy, and this expression is

call'id the total differential of z. Similarly, w =* fix,y,z) has total differential dw «
/, dr 4- A dy -f fg dz; although the full geometric interpretation needs four dimen-

sions, we note that dw = 0 for P on the plane tangent at (o,6,c) to/(x,y,2) * f(a,b,c).

If increments Ax, •
• • are given to the independent variables, then fix, •

•
• )

suffers an increment Af, By setting dx *= Ax, •
•

•
,
a value for df is obtained that

is a useful approximation to A/(see 8.3).

As {x,y,z) moves through (a,fe,c) in a direction whose cosines (see 7.62) are I, m,n,

the rate of increase of fix,y,z) per unit increase in distance s measured in this direction

is df/ds Ifz -h “ffify 4- n/,; this is the directional derivative of /in the direction I, m, n.

In the plane case, dF/ds = IFs 4- fnFy =* Fg cos 4- sin 4>, where the direction

I, m makes an angle ^ with the positive a^-axis. More generally, if x, y, and z are

functions of a parameter u, so that (x,y,z) moves along a curve (see 7.4, 8.2), then

df/du » / « fxX fvil 4* /*«; similarly in the plane.

If X, y, z depend on u and v, then f{x,y,z) is a function of u and v;fu « f»Xu 4- faVu 4-

fgZu; similarly for ft.

In case there are many possible independent variables, it may be desirable to indi-

cate explicitly in the notation by a subscript those which are held constant. In

thermodynamics, p »» — (dC//dF)s thus means that the pressure p is the negative of

the partial derivative of the internal energy U with respect to the volume V, entropy 8
being held constant.

Again, in two total differentials of the same function with respect to the same
variables, coefficients of the differentials of the same*variables are equal: dF"*Adx-h
Bdy ^ C dx + Ddy implies A » C ^ Fg and B ^ D » Fy, Using the thermo-

dynamic variables above, along with (absolute) temperature T,dS ($S/dU)v dU 4“

(d8/dV)u dV « (dU 4- p dF)/T thus implies that (di8/dU)v * l/Tand (dS/dV)u

p/T. For a fuU treatment of thermodynamic va-riables, see ref. 10.

10.11« Implicit Functions. fix,y,z) k defines z impUciiXy as a function of x

and y, and the equation may often be solved to get 2 »* F(x,y), In fact, iifia,b,c) « k

and/« (a,6,c) ^ 0, and / and its derivatives are continuous, then there is a certain

region R of the xy-^lane containing (a,&) such that z >• F(x,y) is a single-valued

function of x and y for (x,y) in R and c F{a,h), The curves on the surface f(x,y,z)

k along which/* 0 oft^ decompose the surface into pieces, each of which can be
represented in the form z «* F{x,y), Thus x* + y* 4* k > 0 represents a
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sphere^ and/« » 2z « Oon the xy-plane. The hemisphere above (or below) that plane

is given by « - y/k — (x* -h"^) [or 2 * — y/k - (x^ -f y^)].

To compute 2* (or Zy) from fix^y^z) « k without first solving for 2
,
differentiate

each side of the equation with respect to x (or y), treating 2 as a function of x wherever

it appears:/, “ 0, whence 2, ** —/*//* (or Zy » —fy/fz).

Precisely similar remarks apply to curves given by Fi^x^y) - k ’m the plane. Also,

Fx + Fyy* « 0, whence y* = —FxIFy (see 8.22). Continue to get higher derivatives.

Thus fxx *f 2fxtZx +/m(2x)* fzZxx “ 0 permits the computation of 2,, (wherever

/* 3^ 0), etc.

10.12. Change of Coordinates. Suppose that u « f(x,v) and « vix^y) are two

functions with continuous derivatives such that for each (x^y) in a region R of the

xy-planc there is one and only one point (w,w) in a region R' of the wv-plane and that

the Jacobian or functional determinant (see 4.7)

d(u^v)

d(z,y)

Ux

Vx

^ly

Vy

does not vanish in R. Then (u^v) may be used as coordinates for the region R. The

equations connecting (x,^) and (u,v) are said to define a transformation of coordinates.

Under similar conditions, u ~ i(x,^V,2), v «= v(Xjy,z), w « ^{x^y^z) introduce coordi-

nates {u^v,w) ranging over a region F' in wvie-space for a region V of xyr-space

“
d{x,y,z)

Ux Uy Ug

Vx Vy Vg

Wy Wg

The inverse transformation replaces coordinates (u,v) by coordinates (x,y) [or (w,f;,tc)

by (x,j/,2)]. The Jacobian of the inverse transformation is the reciprocal of the

Jacobian of the transformation. Also, similarly for three

variables. For coordinates previously mentioned (see 7.61)

d(x,y) ^ a(x,y,2
) ^

B{r,e) d(pM ^ r* cos <p

To find the expression for a function after a change of coordinates, substitute from

the equations of transformation: f(UjV) » /[^(x,y), i?(a!,y)] *» F{Xyy)^ etc. To. find

derivatives, use the rules outlined above: df/du *» F,Xu + Fyyu, etc.
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Remark: In order that there may be a functional relation =• 0 between

^ix,y) and it is necessary and sufficient that d{i^,y{)/d{x,y) vanish identically.

Thus ^ — X — y and 17 « have Jacobian zero and are connected by the relation

17
== e^.

The foregoing applies with purely formal (‘hangers to k functions of k variables.

10.13. Mean-value Theorem. If f(x,y,z) has derivatives throughout the box

a<x<a-^h, b<y<b-{’kfC<z<C‘hlj then there' is a number 0 < 0 < 1

,

such that A/ ~ /(a -f h,b -f kyC -f- /) ~ /(a,ft,c) = hf^ + kfy -f //,, with the deriva-

tives evaluated at (a -f Gh,b -f ekyC -f- el). Similarly for F{x,y) in the plane.

10.14. Taylor^s Theorem. Under conditions similar to those of 8.71, f{a 4- h,

b 4- kyC 4“ 0 = f{<iM 4- (hfs 4- kfy 4- Ifz) 4 Q(hykf) + • •
• + /f„, where 2Q(hykyl)

= h%t + k^fyy H- Pfz» 4- 2hkfry + 2hlfjrz -f 2klfyz and the derivatives are evaluated

at (a,5,c). Similarly for F(x,y) in the plane.

10.16. Extreme Values. Definitions similar to those in 8.4. /must be stationary:

/x = /y = /* =* 0. The solutions of these equations are points (a,6,r) where / may
have an extreme value. h,k,l can be taken so small that t he sign of A/ is the sign of

Q(h,kyl), For f(ayb,c) to be a minimum, Q must he positive for all k, k, I not all zero.

Then the quadratic form Q is said to be positive definite. Necessary and sufficient

conditions that Q be positive definite an* that

j/xx fx!/ /x*j

f/tfX fl/U /vxj ^ 0
,

Jzx fsu /«
I

Jxr fxy^

\fyx fyu\
> 0

,
and fXX > 0 .

(For determinants, see 4.7.) To find maxima, sc^ek minima of —/, so that —Q must

be positive definite.

For F{Xjy) to be a minimum, F, = = 0 and Q « k-F,, -f 2hkFjy -h k^Fyy

must be positive definite, for which the necessary and sufficient conditions are that

FxxFyy — {Fxy)^ > 0 and F** > 0. Maximum of F is minimum of — F.

10.21. Curves and Surfaces. A curve C may be given by equations /i(x,y,z) « Aii,

kz (intersection of two surfaces). The tangent line then has direction

numbers flyfit — /u/a*,, /u/ax — fxxfu.fxzfiy — fiufzx. It is usually preferable to obtain

a parametric representation x = |(u), y = 77 ( 1/), z = ^( m ), in which u ranges over a

region of a it-(parameter) axis (see 7.4). For curves in the xy-planc, f(tt) ** 0 iden-

tically; other representations: F(x,?/) ^ ky y — fix).

If 8 denotes length measured along C from some fixed point, then, in x, y, z- or

r, Bf 0,- or p, 0, e-coordinates, respectively

ds^ * dx^ + dy^ 4* dz^

ds^ as dr^ 4" r* cos^ tpdB^ -f- r'^d<p'^

ds^ = dp2 4- p2d^2 4- dz2

If the independent variable is u, divide by du^ to get (ds/du)^. Special cases in the

plane:

Use the positive or negative square root according as s increases or decreases as u

increases. Then the arc length from the point uo to the point w is « *» / (ds/du)du,
Juo

When a is used as parameter, in cartesian coordinates, 1 » 4- y* 4* i*, and
if y, and i may be interpreted as the direc^tion cosines of the line 7’ tangent at P to

the curve. It can be shtowh that i, i), and 2 are direction numbers of a line N per-

pendicular to r at P. is called the principal normal. The number « (4!* + <f*
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+ ig called the curvature of C at P and p =* 1/k is called the radius of curvature

.

A circle of radius p in the plane of T and N {oscillating plane) with its center on N
distant p units from P on th(^ side from whhfh the curve appears concave is called the

circle of curvature or th(i osculating circle, k measures the rate at which the tangent

line is rotating per unit change in s. For a plane (nirve

y = fix)

X ^ li{u),y ^ rfiii)

r = g(e)

In the first case, if i/'* is numerically small, k — y" (approximately). At a point of

inflection, k « 0 and the circle of curvature degenerates to a straight line.

For a plane curve given by Fix^y) = k (constant), at a point where Fy jA 0,

2/' - -FJFy, (ds/dx)^ * 1 + {F,/Fy)\ H = ±(F„F/ -2 F.yF^Fy + FyyF,^)/{F,^

+ Fy)^^t with the sign opposite to that of Fy.

10.22. Surfaces S arise with roughly equal frequencies in the forms

I. fix,y,z) * h (const)

II. z =* F(x,y)

III. X = iiu,v) y = viuyv) z - UUfV)

(I +

(i*2 -j- y^)H

2r'2 - rr" +
(r'* H-

In II (or III) the point (x^y) [or (w,f;)] ranges over a region R of the xy-plane (or

uc-plane). For the normal line (hence tangent plane) for 1 and II, see 10.1. In case

III, it can be shown that the direction cosines (see 7.62) of one normal arc given by

A a
d(u]vj

A cos fi

r7(2,x)

d(u,v)
A cos y

d(u,v)

where A ^ -\/EG — F^, in which E ^ xj yj^ -f- ^u^ F « XuXv -f VuVv +
and G « Xt,* 4* yv^ 4- The normal in th<‘ opposite direction has the sign of each

cosine changed. For a curve on S given by a relation betwe^en u and r, ds* = E du^ +
2F dudv -^rG dv^; to get ds for I and II compute dz and substitute in ds* *= dx^ 4-

dy^ 4” dz®.

It can also be shown that the area da of a small portion of the surface, bounded
by « Wo, w =» Mo 4“ dw, v *= co, «? =« ao 4- dt>, is given to a satisfactory degree of

approximation by A du dv, where A is evaluated for mo, vq. Thus A cos a du dc, etc.,

are the projections of da on the j/z-plane, etc.

In case II, w and v are replaced by x and y, » 1 4- F « z^Zy, G ^ 1 + Zy%

A = Vl 4- 4r etc. In case I, if /, 5*^ 0, = 1 4* fz^/f^, F « fxfv/f»S O «
1 +/vVM A “ Vf> + /.* +/.VI/.I, etc.

In the important special case of a sphere (radius 6), at whose center spherical

coordinates r, 0 have been set up, da «* 6* cos ^ d$ d<l>.

10.81. Multiple (Double, Triple, and Repeated) Integrals. Let the equation

f « fix^y) define a surface S. [If / is multiple-valued, decompose S into pieces on

each of which / is single-valued (see 10,11).) I^et JR be the projection of S on the*

:rp-plai}e. Subdivide R into n small regions (f « 1,
• •

•
,
n), let Aia be the area

of Rif and let (€,*,i?i) be a point in Hi. Then f(^ifiji)Aia is the volume of a prism Pi

of base A<a and height /(^<,iji). If /(«,!/) ^ 0 for (Xjy) in JRi, this volume is an approxi-

mation to the volume of the solid whose base and sides are those of Pi but whose

“roof*' is that piece Si of S which projects into /?,, whereas the roof of P, is a piece of
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the plane z « The sum ^ is an approximation [if /(a?,y) ^ 0

for (x^y) in R] to the “volume’* between S and R* Let the number n of small regions

Ri into whieh R is divided increase indefinitely, in such a way that the diameter

of continuous curves 4>i(Xyy) — ki {i *= 1

tionally continuous.

||Ao|| of that region Ri with longest diam-

eter tends to 0 (see 8.12). If 2 ap-

proaches a limit I which is independent

of the way in which the process of sub-

division of R into Ri took place and of

the choice, at each stage, of the points

in Ri^ then f{Xjy) is said to be in-

tegrable over the range R^ the limit I is

called the (definite) double integral of the

integrand fix^y) over R and is denoted by

I / f(x,y)da = lim as

n 00 and
[

|Aal |

— 0. f{x,y) is integrable

over R if it is bounded in R and con-

tinuous except at points that ar(i isolated

(see 8.12) or lie on a finite number N
‘ . N) such that <^t* and 4>iy are sec-

lifix,y) ^ 0 lf(x,y) ^ 0] over R, then
j j

f(x,y)da ^ 0 (^ 0). In the former

(latter) case the volume between the surface and R is equal to the double integral of

/ (or —/). As in the computation of areas, changes in the sign of / must be noted

carefully. If fix^y) =« 1, then AiU = \R\ and the double integral gives the area

\R\ of R.

In precisely the same manner, one defines the triple integral /// f{x,y,z)dv

V

» lim as n —> 00 and |lAl'^|| — 0 where V is the region inside a closed

surface that is subdivided into n small regions Vi of volume AiV, (^i,i7<,fi) is a point of

Vi and l|Af;j| is the diameter of that Vi with the greatest diameter. The integral

exists, t,e.j f is integrable over F, if / is bounded in V and cx>ntinuou8 except at points

that are isolated or lie on a finite number of contmuous curves or surfaces given by
functions with derivatives that are seetionally continuous. If fix^y^z) * 1, the

integral reduces to J)” AiV ** IFj, the volume of F.

10.811. Extensions. 1. In case it is desired to extend a double or triple integral

over a region R ot V that is not confined by its boundary to a finite portion of the

plane or of space, insert auxiliary boundary curves or surfaces so as to have a region

R* or F' to which the above definitions apply. Compute the integrals over R* or

F' and let the auxiliary boundaries recede indefinitely. Then
j j f{x,y)da «» lim

R

,/1
f(x,y)da SLad jjj J{x^yyz)dv « lim

/(/
f{XyyyZ)dVy provldod that the

limits on the right do not depend on the manner in which the auxiliary bottndaries

disappear. Even for a continuous integrand, the proviso often requires rather

delicate study, usually involving an interchange of the order of integration (see 10.32}

with at least one limit . The question can sometimes he settled by comparison with
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the following integrals: If i? or F does not contain the origin, then
f [ (•'5* + V')^ da

is convergent if « < —2 and divergent if « ^ ~2, while

a

(x> + 2/* + dv

is convergent if a < —3 and divergent if a ^ --3.

2. In case the integrand becomes infinite at isolait^d points Q, or along curves C,

or over surfaces S in 72 or F, insc^rt auxiliary boundary curves or surfaces so as to

exclude these discontinuities, getting a region 72' or F' to which the ordinary definitions

apply. Proceed as in extension 1, deflating each auxiliary boundary so that it coin-

cides, in the limit, with the point, curve, or surface whose discontinuities it excludes.

The integrals are defined as in extension 1 with the same provisional condition. Use-

ful for comparison: If (o,b) is in 72 or (a,6,c) in F, then // [{x - fl)* -f - 6)2p dc

^ R

converges if a > —2 and diverges if a ^ —2, while
j j j [(x — a)* -f (j/

~ 5)

a

-h (z — c)*]^ dv converges if a > —3 and diverges if a ^ —3.

10.312. Theorems. 'I'he foregoing integrals, as well as the line and surface intev

fb
grals to follow, share most of the properties stated in 9.11 for / f(x)dx. Once and

for all

;

The integral o{f-\-g is the integral of/ plus the integral of g.

The integral of c/, c constant, is c times the integral of /.

If the range of integration is made up of tw^o (or a finite number of) partial ranges

with no (pair having a) common region, the integral over the whole range is the spni

of the integrals ever the partial ranges.

The mean value J of f over a range 72 [curve (or line), surface (or plane), volume]

of measure (length, area, volume) |72l is the integral of / throughout 72 divided by |72i.

If, throughout 72, w ^ ^ M, then m ^ J $ il/, and if / is continuous, J » /(P) for

some point P in R.

10.32. Repeated (or Iterated) Integrals. The diagram depicts a surface S with

equation z =* where / is continuous over the region 72. Assign to y the value

V, getting z » /(a;,??) *= g{x) for a(ri) ^ x ^ ^{yi)y where (a,?/) is the point T and

(/5,ij) is the point U, The cross-sectional plane area PUFTFis then hiji)

r/8(»?)p(»?
f{Xffi)dx. Similarly, the cross-sectional plane area ABCD is jfc(^)

.A(£)
Applying the process for finding the volume of a solid with known cross-

sectional area (see 9.1), we find that the volume of the solid above 72 and below S
[assuming /(a;,y) ^ 0 over R for convenience] is

j^k{z)dx - - j\{y)dy

“ a [Lr “ icC
These are called repeated or iterated integrals. Note the order: work first with the

inside differential and limits. Treat discontinuities in accordance with earlier methods
[see 10.311(2)]. If parallels to the axes meet the boundary of 72 in more than two
{Soints, break 72 up into smaller regions whose boundaries are met in at most two points.

The three expressions for the volume must be equal.
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j j
S{x,y)da’^ f(x,y)dydx - fMdxdy

Thus a double integral may be computed by repeated single integrations.

In a similar manner, one finds an expression for a triple integral as a repeated

integral.

r f f fb f5{x) f niJ'yy)

I IJ
“ h L) A(..«)

the limits of integration being so chosen as precisely to cover the field V of integration.

Similarly, one can evaluate the triple integral by integrating f{x,y,z)dy dz dx, or

f{Xjy,z)dx dz dy^ etc. (six possible orders), in each case choosing the limits so as pre~

cisely to cover V.

When R or T extends ‘‘to infinity*’ [first extension (10.311)], the repeated integrals

can often be shown to be equal by virtue of appropriate uniformity of convergence'.

For details, see a text.

When, in any particular problem, it is kno\Vn that the doubhi or triple integral

exists, then the repeated integrals are equal regardless of order of integration, and the

order may often be chosen so as materially to simplify the calculation. Many
computations may be conducted at pleasure with single, double, or triple integrals;

tentative steps often disclose the simplest attack. In any repeated integral, an

integration with constant limits may be delayed as long as may be desired; if

and \(x,y) are constants in the above triple integral, the integration with respect to

z may be carried out at any convenient time. If ail limits are constants, any order

may be used.

Note: When it is desired to acknowledge the variables in which /(a:,y) or/(x,j/,z) is

expressed, the double or triple integral is often written j j f{x^y)dxdy or

///'fix,yjZ)dz
dy dz without thereby committing the writer to a specific order of

integration ^d the^ attendant limits.
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10.33. Areas of Surfaces as Double Integrals. If the projection of 2 »
on the a;y-plane covers a r(*gion Rj then (sec 10.22) A du dv » -j- dz dijj

since u ^ x, v ^ y. The area of is / / \/1
*”+ '2^2

-f- Zy^ dz dy. If S has equation

R^

f(x,y,z) =« kf and/* 9̂ 0 over R, the area is j j (VfXT77~VI?/\fz\)dx dy,

R
10.4. Multiple Integrals in Other Coordinates. In the iterated integrals of 10.32,

the da or dv of the double or triple integrals were replaced by dx dy or dx dy dz^ which

may be regarded as the area and volume of boxes (see Fig. 10.12) with sides parallel

to the coordinate axes and dimensions dx X dy and dz X dy X dz. Suppose now that

(coordinates (^,17) or are introduced.

X «» y = or X ^ y =* 2 « xi^yVyt)

In order to express the multiple integrals as iterated integrals, it now becomes neces-

sary to use
*

‘boxes'^ with curved sides.

I?, f "f 17 -f- drj or ^ -b d{, »? + di7> f “h df

It ('an be .shown that

1 1
f(x,y)dxdy =11 fW(,v),

and
j j j

fix,y,z)dxdydz ^ f f f x(^^Vy^)]~~

where d(<#>,^)/d(^,i7) or d(^,^,x)/d(^,»7,f) is the Jacobian {J) (determinant of partial

derivatives see 10.12), and is assumed not to vanish for (^,17) in or (^yVyt) in V\
Note that, at (1,17) or (^,i7,f )» > 0 or J <0 according as the two f, 17 or three 17, f
positive *^axes*^ agree or disagree with the x, y- or x, y, 2-axes in respect of being right-

handed or left-handed (see 7,61). A point where J vanishes is a singvlar point of the

transformation; detailed study of each singiilar point is usually required. The
following are special cases: Polar coordinates

// f(x,y)dx dy f{r cos r sin $)r dr dB

Cylindrical coordinates

III f{Xjy^z)dx dy dz f{p cos p sin 2)p dp d<t> dz

Spherical coordinates

f{x^y^z)dx dy dz f(r cos Ip cos Bj r cos v» sin r sin v»)r* cos ^ dr dB d*l>

Calculations can often be simplified by using the coordinate system best adapted to

the problem; in particular, a convenient location of the origin should be sought.

The equations of a transformation of coordinates may be interpreted instead as

equations of point transformatmis mapping two planes or spatial regions on each other,

in such a way that the point with coordinates ({,17) in 12' is mapped on the point
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{x^y) in Rj etc. Point transformations are said to be (locally) area- or volume-

preserving or authalic in case boxes with sufficiently small equal corresponding dimen-

sions have areas or volumes whose ratios tend to 1 as the longest dimension tends to

zero. By inspecting the above formulas for the special case in which / ^ 1, one sees

that the transformation will have this property if its Jacobian is identically 1 (see 3.7).

10.6. Line and Surface Integrals. Let f{x,y,z) be defined in a region V in which C
is a curve given by y = <^(x), z = ^(x). If Pi [xi,0(xi),^(xi)] and P 2 lx 2y<l>{Xi)f\p{Xi)]

are two points on (7, the integral f(x,y,z)dx = j
/[x,<A(x),^(x)]dx is called the

‘ fPn
line integral or curvilinear integral of/ along C from P\ to 7^; similarl> for / F{x,y)dx

pi

» / P[x,0(x)]dx along y = <i>{x) in the plane, and similarly for line integrals with
Jxi

respect to y and z. If the curve has parametric representation x = y «

2 *= r(M), [ f{x,y^z)dx — f /[^(?i),»7 ( i0,r(w) Ji d?/; similarlv for the other integrals.
JC Jui
Pi

Reversing the dire<*tion of P changes the sign of tlnMntegral: ~ ~
/c

'

Pi

If arc length s is used as a parameter, then for example
P2

Pi HI

tPt
and y =» cos if the tangent to C has the direction angles a, y. Thus / f dx

Pi

-h gdy -b h dz ^ I (/ cos a + ^ cos 6 -b h cos y)ds. The symbol ^ i.s often used
JHI

to indicate that C is closed..

Plane Area by Line Integral. If C is a closed curve in the x^-plane, bounding a

region R whose area is then A = V ^ being desc^ribed in the

positive direction, z.c., so that R is alwaj^s t<o the left.

Entropy. If T, Q, and Sa denote absolute temperature, heat, and entropy of a
fU'

state represented in the familiar pv-diagram bj a point A, then Sb — Ea *
/

dQ/T^

where C is any reversible path from A Uy B.

If * = <t>(x,y) is a surfane S in V, j j f(,x,y,z)dx dy ” j j dy,

fs

where R is the projection of S on the xy-plane, is the surface integral of / over S; simi-

larly for integrals over surfaces x « <f>iy,z) or y « 0 (2 ,x). If the rectangle dx, dy
is the projection of a small portion of the surface, of area da, then da cos y ^ dx dy^

0 ^ cos 7 ^ 1
,
and j j f(Xfy,z)d:ip dy ^ J j f{x,y,z) cos y da. If the surface is

8 8
expressed by parametric equations (sec 10.22), then cos y and da may be replaced in

the integral by |d(x,y)/d(t/,t;)|/A and A du dv, so that

Jj f(^iyi^)dxdy ^ jj
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where /?' is the region in the iiD-plane corresponding to S, The area of S is

fJ^-U y/EG — F* du dv (see 10.22). If it is desired, as it often is, to take

account of the direction of the normal, remove the absolute value sign and watch
the sign of the integrand; changing the direction of the normal changes the sign of

the integral.

10.61 . In the following theorems, P, Q, and R are functions of x, t/, and z which,

along with their derivatives, have sufficient continuity (usually present in practice)

throughout a sufficiently large region to ensure that the necessary integrals exist.

Suppose that we have a surface S \vho.se compl(‘te boundary is C (perhaps several

curves). Let one side of *S be (arbitrarily) calhni positive, and lei /, y/i, n denote the

normal dirocttHl into space from the positive side of the surface. Let C be described

(in each of its parts) in such a way that an obs(?rver walking along C on the positive

side of iS always has S to his left.

Stokes* Theorem.

f P dx -f Q dy ^ R dz ^ j j
\LiRy - Q,) -f ?a(/% - P^) + n(Qx - Py)Jd«

Suppose that we have a bounded region L of space wliosc^ complete boundary S
is composed of closed surfaces and that /, w, n are the cosines of the normal directed

outward [away from S).

Divergence Theotim. ((lauss).

/// [R. -f Q„ f R:)dv

.<5’ V

N.B. 1. In case the integrand of the triple integral has discontinuities, exclude

Ihem from V by surfaces, which contribute further .surface integrals on the left. When
tht^se auxiliary surfaces are deflated, contributions to the surface integral sonujtimes

remain.

2. To apply this theorem to a region extending out indefinitely, introduce a large

surface (c.^., a sphere), apply the theorem to the region so bounded, and then let the

auxiliary surface recede indefinitely. In fortunate cases, the integral over it has a
limit (u.sually zero), and the volume integral also converges.

These remarkable theorems underlie many applications of mathematics. They
are often expressed in vector form (see 12.52, 12.53, 12.7 where the meaning of

“divergence” is noted and Green's theorems are stated). Technically, their use

permits line and surface, and surface and volume integrals to be transformed into one

another. In the plane, they have essentially the same content: If C is the complete

Iwmndary of P, I^Pdx + Qdy ~jj (Q. -P,)dxdy.

Under certain restrictions on the region involved, the following statements are

equivalent:

L P dx Q dy + R dz depends only on the positions of A and B and not ou

'

A
the curve C,

2. Pdx ^ Q dfj 4- P (/? *» P for every dosed curve C.
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3. Ry « Qi and Ps » Rx and Qz »= Py identically.

4. There is a function 4»{x,y^z), namely, / P dx Q dy R dz {A fixed, any

A
curve C) such that 4>x ^ P and <i>u ^ Q and 4ft ^ R and <l> is single-valued.

Wlien any one of these statements is true, the expression P dx Q dy R dz

is said to be an exact or complete differential. In fact, the expression is then the total

differential d4> of 4>(x,y,z) (see 10.1) and Py Q, R are direction numbers of the normals

to the surfaces 4> = constant.

Under certain restrictions on the region involved, the following statements are

(equivalent:

j j
*+ Rn)da depends only on the boundary C of S and not on the

surface bounded by C.

2. jJ (PI -h Qm -f Rn)da = 0 for every closed surface S.

S

3. Px Qu + Rz ^ 0 identically.

4. There are functions A, By and C such that P == Cy — and Q =» A^ — Cj- and
R Bz - Au,

10.6. Applications; Formulas. In addition to the lengths, areas, and volumes

for which formulas have already been found, many physical quantitit^s such as mass,

centroid, moment of inertia, work, pressure, attraction, etc., may be expressed as

definite integrals.

Densities occur frequently: mass (or electric or iiiagnetic charge) per unit volunu',

mass per unit length, force per unit mass, force per unit area, etc.

Illustrations of General Procedure. To find p(x,?/,2 )
= mass per unit volume at

P(XyyyZ), let i? be a region containing P, find the mass M contained in P, compute the

average mass M/|P| of R per unit volume, and take the limit as
|
jPi

|

—> 0, P always in R
(for |/2| and |1P|I, see 8.12). To find force F{Xyy,z) per unit area in a certain direction

at P(x,7/,?), let P be a plane region containing P and perpendicular to the given direc-

tion, find the total force F exerted on R normally (/.c., in the given direction), compute
the average force P/|P| per unit area, and take the limit as |1P|1 0, P always in R.

(Densities may be thought of as curvilinear, superficial, or solid generalized

derivatives.)

Typical Application. Suppose we wish to know by how much (dp) th(^ pressure

p at height h (measured vertically upward) exceeds the pressure p -f dp at height
h -f- dh. Evidently dp «« — jy ciw, where dm is the mass of air in a prism with area 1 cm*
as base and height dh. By the definition of py dm ^ p dh (approximately), so that
dp « --gpdh.

In the following, we use dR to denote dv, day or ds according as the region R over;

which P varies is solid, on a surface, or on a curve. Also, we use one integral sign,

corresponding to P on a curve; use two for da, three for di>, if more explicitness is

desired. To handle any specific problem, limits of integration are to be provided

according to directions in 10.32. Specializations to various coordinate systems and
representations follow the lines of 10.4. For discrete distributions, replace integrals

by sums.

Mass m distributed over P with density p:m ^ I p(P)dP, with P in dR, N.B,
JR

p is constant if the distribution is hompgeneousy or uniform (i.e., |Pi| * \R%\ implies

mi » mj)»
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Center of Mass m£ = / p(a;,^,2)a; dR. Similarly for y and 2. If p s 1,
JR

ill fact, if p is constant, P is associated with R as a. geometric configuration rather than

necessarily with a distribution of matter. It is then often called the centroid (ter-

minology not standard). For distributions of experimental size, P coincides with the

center of gravity as defined in physics. In case the distribution is uniform, and R
has a line or plane of symmetry, P lies in that line or plane.

Moment of Inertia 1 of the distribution about a line I from which P has distance

d{P): I = fg
p{P)[d(P)V dli, with P in dR. Rodim of gyration X of the distribution

about I is (hjfined by mX^ = I. In case p = 1, one speaks of the moment of inertia

of the configuration.

Attraction 7v, per unit mass, exerted by the distribution at a point Q in the direction

f p(^) t'os ^

JR
of a ray tc issuing from Q: K dRj with P in dR, where r denotes the

distance PQ and 0 is the angle (0 ^ 6 ^ ir) between k and the ray PQ.

Total Force F exerted normally on an area S by a normal force of magnitude <r

per unit area: F = ^ <r(P)da, with P in da. If the fluid pressure against a con-

fining surface at a point is p, the total force exerted on a small area da of the surface

is p da; if this small area is displaced through a distance ds along the normal, the work

done by the fluid is approximately p dads — pdvj where dv = da ds is the volume of

a small prism whose base is (approximately) da, and whose height is ds.

Work W done by a force F in a displacement from Qi to Qz along a curve C: W =
Qi

Ft(P)dSf with P in ds, where Ft denotes the projection of F at P along the tangenti
to C at P, directed from P to Q.

Mass of fluid 4> leaving a surface per unit time, if the density at P is p(P), the

velocity of the particle at P has magnitude V(P) and direction making an angle d(P)

with the ovtward normal to at P: p(P)F(P) cos 0{P)daj with P in da.

Typical Specializations {of These and Other Integrals). 1. Mass of a circular disk

of radius c whose density is a + hr, a and b constants, r the distance from the center.
r2ir fc

In polar coordinates, m = / / (a + br)rdrd$ « irc®(3a -f 26c) /3.

2. (/cntroid of a uniform (constant mass a per unit area) hemispherical shell of

radius a, so that vi «= 27raV. Using spherical coordinates, with the 0-plane as

equatorial plane, z to denote the hinght of the centroid above this plane, and z a

f:Psin if in the integrand, 2iraV2

fraa\ whence z = a/2.

3. The moment of inertia of the area inside the curve r*

containing the initial ray is

era sin tp a* cos tp d$ dtp =* jrxra^ / sin 2ip dtp
/.

o® cos 20 about a line

IT *

‘XV.
a coa 2e

r dr d$ a* sin* 0 cos* 20 d$

T

^ (cos* 20 — cos* 2$)d$
2 Jo

rr

^ (1 + cos 49) - (1 - sin* 29) cos 29jd9 - a*
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4. The (graviiatioual) potential energy 0 per unit mass at a point P is the work
required to bring a unit mass to the point from a standard position (of zero energy).

In terrestrial problems, the standard position for given latitude and longitude is usually

fh
mean sea level, from which h is measured vertically upward. Hence

since the work is independent of the path, which may be taken vertically. If go
~

980.6 cm per sec® is the acceleration of gravity when h = 0, then, at height h, g —

go(l — 2h/Rii) (approximately), where Rq = 6,370 km is the mean radius of the earth.

fh
Hence ^ ffo

Jq
2u/Ro)du *» goh(l — h/Ro)^ which is commonly called the

geopotential,

5. In studying turbulence (see ref. 8, Chap. IX, especially par. 52), it becomes

necessary to find the amount of horizontal momentum transferred through a hori-

zontal surface S by perturbations u' horizontally and w* vertically of a steady hori-

zontal velocity w. Taking the a;-axis in the direction of a, the g-axis horizontal and
perpendicular to % and the z-axis vertical, the horizontal momentum M of unit volume

is p(?^ + w'), where p is the density of the air. The amount of this momentum trans-

ferred per unit time through a horizontal area da ~ dx dy is thus AIw' da^ so that the

total momentum flowing across >5? is Jj p(u -f u')w' dx dy per unit time.

11. DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS
11.1. Definitions. An equation involving differentials or derivatives is a differen-

tial equation (DE)j ordinary or partial a<?cording as there is just one or more than one

independent variable. The order is the order of the derivative of highest order, and
the degree is the power to which that derivativ^e is raised. A eolation is a function

that satisfies the equation. To verify that an alleged solution actually is a solution,

find the necessary derivatives and substitute in the DE, An ordinary DE of order n

will usually have a solution (sometimes called the general solution) containing n

arbitrary or disposable constants. These constants may often be chosen to make the

particular solution so obtained satisfy desirable initial or boundary conditions.

Caution. 1. Some DE have solutions (some of which arc called singular) not

obtainable in this manner from the ‘‘generaT' solution.

2. Some DE have no solutions. Unless a specific solution can be found, it is often

difficult to establish conditions for the existence and/or uniqueness of solutions. We
assume in the following methods of finding solutions that the functions that occur have
properties adequate for the validity of the processes used. See texts for details and
for other methods, c.g., ref. 11.

11.2* Equations of the First Order and First Degree. 1. y* /(x). Then y =

if(x)dx + C (see 9.1 to 9.2). More precisely, ^ ^ ^ f{t)dt has g' »/(x) and

y ^ h when x ^ a. For example, to find a curve whose slope is y* « fix® — 5 cos x

and which has the abscissa 3 when x «= ir: y =»» 2x® — 5 sin x + (7, 3 =* 2ir* — 5 sin tt

-h C, C = 3 - 2ir®, 2/
- 3 -f 2(x® - TT®) - 5 sin x.

2. Variables Separate. f(x)dx H- g(y)dy » 0. Solution. !f(x)dx -f Jg(y)dy « C.

In other cases, try to separate variables by algebraic manipulation
;
if this succeeds,

variables are separable.

3. Homogeneous, y^ * /(x,g) where /(tXfty) *= f*/(x,g) for some k. Substitute e>x

for g or for x (transforming the equation, of course). In the result, the variables

will be separable. Solve and replace v by y/x or x/y.

4. Exact.

sueh that dz

P(x,y)dx + Q(4?,y)d2/ * 0 with Py

Pdx + Qdy (see 10.1, 10.51).

* 0* so that there is a function z

Solution. C *• P dx Q dy
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along any curve from any chosen (a,6) to (x^y) (see 10.5). More directly, let z »
iP{x^y)dx + treating y in the^ integration as constant, <t> arbitrary; compute
- ^'(y) + J^v set it equal to 0, getting a DE for <t> from which x disappears

(since Py = Qx). Solve for 0, and substitute in the expression for z. Then « =» C is

a solution of the original DE. Or, let z =» iQ(x,y)dy 4- \J/{x), etc., e.g.^ (sin y -- y
sin X — e^*)dx H- (x cos y + cos x)dy = 0. Since Py = cos y — sin x « Qy. this is

exact. Let z ^ f(x cos y -h cos x)dy 4- i^(x) = x sin y + y co8 x -h i^(x). Then
Zx — ein y — y sin x 4- must equal P = sin i/ —

2/ sin x — This will be

true if ^'(x) = — c**, i^(x) = — 6^*72. Hence solutions of the DE arc x sin y + y
cos X — e®®/2 = C.

5. Integrating Factor. P{Xjy)dx 4- Q(Xfy)dy = 0, Py 9^ Qx. It is sometimes

possible to multiply the DE by a factor /(x, 2/) that will make the result exact (see 4).

If algebraic manipulations and trial factors fail, see a text for hints.

6. Linear, y' 4“ P{x)y ~ Q(x). Multiply by the integrating factor J{x) ~
f,Jp(x)dz^ Then the solution is y where yj{x) == JQ(x)f{x)dx, e.g., in the theory of the

atmosphere one meets the DE dp == —gp dz^ where p denotes pressure, g the accelera-

tion of gravity, p density, and z height. If the air is dry, and the verti(‘al lapse rate

of temperature T is a constant a, so that T = 7’o — az, then, by using the equation of

state p ^ pRT (R the gas constant), the DE may be written in the form dpjdz 4-

g[R{T{'i — az)Y‘^p ~ 0. Here Q{z) — 0, P{z) ~ p[P(T'o — a2)]~i, and the integrating
— g —g

factor f{z) is (To "" az)^“. Hence the solution is {2\ — p ^ C. Up — po
-g g

when 2 « 0, thenC «= p and the solution may be written p = po(l — az/2\)^“,

11.3 Equations of First Order and Higher Degree. 1. Solve for y* and try to

integrate the resulting DE.

2.

Solve for y (or x) in terms of x (or p) and p', and differentiate with respect to

X (or y). Solve this new DE for x (or y) as a function of y\ Along with the given DEy
we then have parametric equations x — f(y')f y — g{y') for a solution in terms of the

parameter 2
/'. It may or may not be possible, or desirable, to obtain a relation

between x and y by eliminating the parameter y', e.g., y'^ 4- 01 y —
In [^'(1 4“ 2/')l* Differentiation gives

' = JL 4-
I dx _ j

1

^ ^ y' dx ^
1 y' dx* dy'

““
y'* y'(l + 2/')

Integrating with respect to y', we find x *= — 1/y' 4* [2/V(l + ^01 + C'; so that

X and y can be found when y' is given such that y'(l 4- y') > 0.

Special Case (filairaut). y ** y'x 4* bas the solutions y ~ cx 4* 0(c) for

each constant c.

11 .4 . Special Equations of Second and Higher Order. 1. If y does not appear
explicitly, write the DE as a first-order DE with y' and x as dependent and independent
variables. Solve to get y', and then solve the resulting first-order DE to get y.

2. If X does not appear explicitly, use y' and y as dependent and independent
variable [putting y'(dyVdy) for y"] and proceed as in 1.

3. y" » /(y) (common in mechanics). Multiply each side by 2y' and integrate

to get y', Then integrate agaiii (variables separable).

4. d^yjdx^ ^ f(x). Integrate n times with respect to x. .

11.61 . Linear Equations. A DE of the form

/n(a;)y<«> 4'/n-i(a:)y<”~i> 4. . .
. 4-/,(x)y' 4-/o(a;)y » y(x)

where «* dJ*y/dx^y is said to be linear. Solutions are sought over an interval in

which /n(a?) does not vanish. The DE is homogeneowt (HE) if y(x) « 0; with each

DE there is associated an HE obtained by replacing g(x) in the DE by 0,
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If yi, • •
•

, y* satisfy the HE^ and ci, • •
•

, cjb are constants, then y =* Ciyi +
*•*+ CkVk satisfies the HE, If yi, • •

•
, yn ^satisfy the HEy and if c\y\ -J-

• • .

-f Ci»y» « 0 for each X implies that Cl * • • • ^ Cn ^ 0 (t.ff., yi,
• •

•
,

are linearly

independent), then every solution of the HE may be written in the form y ~ ciyi -f

• • * + c„yn with properly chosen c^s, and y^ = ciyi -f-
• •

• + Cnyn with arbitrary

c^s is called the complementary functwn of the DE.
If g(x) 5^ 0 and y* is any specific solution, called a particular irUegral, of the DEy

then the most general solution of the DE is y - y* -f yr.

1. Reduction of Order, Suppose that a solution y\ of the HE has been found.

Let y =* yiZy and substitute in the HE. The result will be a new HE of order n — 1

involving z and its first n — 1 derivatives with respect to x. Solve this, perhaps by
finding a solution Zi, and putting z = zivyy and again reducing the order, * Finally,

restore y by substitutions’** •
•

,
ic « z/ziy z = y/yi.

2, y*WhenycUKru)wn. If y^ = Ciyi -h • •
• + r„y«, let y = yi(x)yi + y2(x)y2 H-

* •
• +yn(x)y*.

y\g\ -f y^gi + • • • -f yngn = 0

yigi -f“
• •

• 4* yJgH = 0

yd""^^y/ + • • • -h yn^^-^^yn' = g(x)/fn{x)

Set up the foregoing system of equations. Solve these n linear algebraic equations

(see 6.2) for the n unknowns y/,
• •

*
, yr/, integrate each result to get yi,

• •
•

, yn,

and substitute these in the expression for y; the result is y y* -f yc. (Variatiori

of pararneters.)

3

.

To find yc when /»(x), • •
•

, fo(x) are constants Oo, • •
•

,
On, substitute

y « in the HE as a trial solution, getting tlie characteristic equation OnW" -f

flg « Q, Solve this algebraic equation (see 6 .3), getting

the distinct roots m *= mi, • •
*

,
mp, some or all of which may be complex. Then, for

h ^ I, • •
•

, p, if mfc is a root of multiplicity jxhy the function yn *= (cho + c/aX -f • • •

-f- c*^*-ix>**”^)e”*** is a solution, and ye » yi -f-
• • *

-f* y^ is the complementary
function.

If the a's are real, complex roots occur in conjugate pairs: m* =* rhj ah + idk ~

och ~ i^k. In this case (using 5 ,7), y* + y,- may be written in the form

e®**[(dAo -|- dhiX -f.
. . • 4“ dhith-iX^'^~’^) cos fih -h (d'ho + d\ ix *4 * *

• +
d'hfi^^ixf^h-i) sin ^hx]y

where the d^s and d"s may be but are not necessarily complex.

Example. Let the characteristic equation be (m® -f 2m 4 4)®(m — 2) » 0,

mi « 2
,
m2 « —

1

4 i ^/^ (m2 « 2), m, = —

1

- i -y/s (ns « 2). Then in « cic®*,

y2 * (c2o 4 C2ix)e<'"^'^*v^®>*, ys “ (cso 4 yc * yi 4 1/2 4 yy, or write

y2 4 yi in the form e“*'[(d2o 4 dtix) cos 's/Sx + (dso' 4 dsi^x) sin Vsx].

4.. In case the fs are not constant, is not so easily found. If, in particular,

fk(x) « oaop* for A; « 0
,
1

,
• •

•
,
n, the substitution x » c* reduces the HE to one in

which the derivatives do have constant coefficients. Solve the new HE by the

method of 3 and put £ In x in the result.

5 . To find the particular integral y* when the/'s are constant a*s (more general

methods including the Laplace transform, in texts)
:
(a) Let g(x) « p a positive

integer or aero, q any constant (real or complex) . If y is a root of multiplicity k of the

characteristic equation (see 3), so that A:, -* 0 if 9 is not a root, substitute in the DE
a trial expression of the form y — (60 4 4 * •

• 4 hpx^)xhe9*y and determine
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particular values of the so as to satisfy it. With these specific 6*8, 2/*=«(6o +
6ia; + • •

• 4- hpx^)xh^^.

h. Special Cane, If g{x) = cos ^x or sin sx^ r and s real, try y « c’’*

(Bi cos sx + Ih sin sx), and determine values for Bi and B2 by requiring that y satisfy

the DE. Or, put cos sx = (c*** -f c“'**)/2, sin sx =* and proceed

as in (a).

c. If g{x) - gi(x) 4- . . . -f gfi(a;), replace g(x) in the by gh(x)j getting I

equations DEa for 6 « 1,
• •

•
,

I!. Find y** for each 2)7^^. Then 2/* for the original

DE is 2/1* 4- * *
* 4- yi*-

6. If two or more DE with several dependent variables have the same inde-

pendent variable, try by differentiation and algebraic manipulation to get a DE
involving only one dependent variable. Solve this and substitute in the other DE^
which will then have one less dependent variable. Repeat.

11.62. Second-order Linear Equations with Constant Coefficients; Vibrations.

Let x denote distance measured from a fixed point on a line, and let i denote time.

A particle of mass m moving on the line subject to a force proportional to the dis-

placement X will move in such a way that nix kx — Oj where A; > 0 or A; < 0
according as the force is directed from the displaced position x toward or away from

the origin, ?*.«., according as the force is restoring or disturbing. We assume A; > 0.

Then the solution of the DE is

X ^ (9 cos 4- b sin — c cos (034 — y)

where wo = \/klm and a, 6, r *= 4- 6^ and 7 = tan~^ (6/0) are arbitrary con-

stants determined by th(i values of x and x for some specific value of <, e.g.^ f — 0.

Thus the particle vibrates (simple harmonic motion) about its position of equilibrium

at the origin with a frequency vd « ci>o/2ir or angular frequency wo, t.e., making v*.

complete oscillations per unit time, or <*>o complete oscillations per 2ir imits of time.

The amplitude c is the maximum of \x\ and is attained at instants separated from

each other by time intervals of length 1/2vo. The time 1/vo required for a complete

oscillation is called the period of the oscillation.

In case the motion is opposed by resistance proportional to the velocity, f.e.,

damped^ the DE is mx + 2^x 4“ A;a; = 0, with ^ > 0. In case > km (strong damp-
ing), or ** km (critical damping), the particle will gradually approach the origin

without oscillation; these cases do not interest us here. If < km^ the solution of

the DE is

X ^ e ^ (a cos mt 4- b sin out) — ce
^ cos (oid — y)

with wi* = (km — 0^)tm^ ~ wo* — and the previous meanings of the other

constants. Thus the amplitude ce (for successive values of i giving maximum

jxl) is depreciated as t increases by the damping fadot e and ultimately becomes
imperceptible.

Since no external force has been applied, the foregoing vibrations are said to be

characteristic^ or natural^ or /rce, and w© (or wi) is the characteristic or natural frequency

of the free undamped (or damped) vibrations. In case a further force of magnitude

f(t) is applied along the line of motion, the DE becomes mil 4-' 2/3i -^-kx ^ f(t).

The case in which f(t) * F cos od (or F sin F constant, is of special interest; the

applied force varies periodically, having a frequency y ** w/2**. In this case the

solution of the DE is

X
-5?

ce ^ cos (wi< — 7) +
F cos (wt — S)

\/w*(wo* — w*)* 4"
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where oo “ y/hjm is the natural angular frequency of the undamped system, wi* —
Wo* — ^*/wi*, and tan 6 « 2/3w/[m(wo* — <•>*)]. On account of its disappearance as %

increases, the vibration given by the complementary function (first term) is called a

transient After the transient becomes imperceptible, a steady state is reached in

which only the oscillations given by the particular integral (second term) occur.

These have the frequency w of the impressed force and are called forced oscillations.

For a system with given wo, the amplitude of the forced vibrations is greatest if

w » Wo, so that forced and undamped free vibrations have the same frequency and

are then said to be in resonance. The presence or absence of resonance often accounts

(though not always respectively) for the success or failure of mechanical and electrical

equipment. Trouble threatens when = 0 and w — wo.

11 .6. Series Solutions (see 8 .7) . Especially when other methods fail, and especially

when the behavior of y is important for values of x near some fixed a; «= a, it may be

helpful to seek a series f(x) — (x -- a)^ ^ *
c* (x — a)*, co 0 which will satisfy the

DE, Write the DE so that each function of x (except y) is expressible as a series of

powers of a; — d. Even if this is not possible, there may still be a series solution,

perhaps in negative powers of a; — o; see the literature. Compute the derivatives of

/(z), writing f{x) = ““ a)*'’"'* and differentiating term by term. Substitute

them in the DE^ which will then state, after arrangement according to powers of

a; — a, that two power series are equal. If this is to be true, coefficients of equal

powers of a; — a must be equal. By equating these coefficients, find values for p
and the c^s in /(a;). When these values are substituted in /(a;), the resulting series,

if it converges, has a sum y which satisfies the equation.

Remarks: 1. In the linear case, this method may be used to find yc and/or y*.

N.B. 0 is the power series each of whose coefficients vanishes.

2 . Ordinarily, if the DE is of order n, n values of p will appear to be suitable.

Ordinarily, one (possibly more) of the early r^s {e.g.^ Co, since Co 5*^ 0) will turn out to

be unrestricted, thus amounting to an arbitrary constant of integration, while later

c*s will be determined by earlier c's and a value of p. In fortunate cases, each value

of p will give rise to a solution. In less fortunate cases (common if values of p differ

by an integer), only one value of p will work; for procedure in such cases, see the

literature {e.g, ref. 12),

3. In most of the linear cases that arise in practice, if each coefficient has a series

in powers of a: — o and if each of these series converges for |x — a| < R, then the

series obtained in the above manners (even in the less fortunate cases) converge for

\x ^ a\ < R and satisfy the DE,
Example, xy" -f y' 4- ** 0 (Bessers equation of order zero). This is linear

and homogeneous, and the coefficients are alre^y expressed as powers of x; we there-

fore take a » 0 and seek p and c*s such that f(x) » x** ^ ** ^ *
c^x**^** will

satisfy the DE,

f{z) * CqX^ -f -f -f CiXP-^^ 4. . . . -f . . .

f ix) « pcoxP-"* 4- (p 4- l)cixP 4- (p 4“ 2)C2X»^+1 + • •
• 4- (p 4*

-f . . .

/"(x) ** p(p — l)coxP''* 4* (p 4" llpcix*"”"*

4- ... 4. (p 4. k){p -f k ~ l)c*x»»'^*“-* 4 . . .

Multiply /(x) and/"(x) by x, add, and equate coefficients of x'""'*, x**, • • • to zero.

. p(p — l)co 4- pco * 0

(p 4- l)pci 4- (p 4- l)ci « 0

(p 4” 2)(p 4" 1)^2 4” (p 4" 2)^2 4* Co ** 0

(p 4* 3)(p 4* 2)ci 4- (p 4* 3)cj 4- ci 0

p*Co * 0

(p 4- l)»c, - 0

(p 4* 2)*C2 - -Co

(p 4- 3)*C8 » -Cl

(p + k)(p + k l)c* 4" (p 4- k)ck 4- Cfc-2 0 (p 4" k)^Ck • — cjk^a
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By the first equation, since co 5*^ 0, p =* 0 (twice). Since p = 0, the second equation
shows that Ci * 0. It then follows from the last equation that c* ** 0 for each odd Jk.

The third and the last equations show that, \f k ^ 2h is even, C2h * ( — l)Vo/[2* • 4* •

•
• (2hy] *: ( - 1 )%/(2^h !)*. Hence

fix) c„ 4- •
• +

lution of the DE, if it converges (as it does, for all x) . However, the DE is of

!ond order, so we expect to find another solution. This is a less fortunate case:

bhods found in texts, we obtain another solution.

‘ In . + C
(j2 ii!y<

“(**
2 ) (2>21T’

"** (* 2 3) (2’31)*

where C is an arbitrary constant. Note however that, as often happens in less

fortunate cases, <fi(x) i.s of no use at .r = 0 unless r© — 0, since otherwise |/(a;) In a;| — «
asx-^O-f.

11 .7 . Graphical and Numerical Solutions. Cleornetrically, an equation fix^y^y*)

~ 0 determines a value of 1/', hence a direction, at each point P{x^y). Further, an
equation /(x,y, 2/',y") = 0 determines a value of henc(‘ a curvature for each direction

(given by y') at each point P{x,y), For first-order equations, then, it is often helpful

to construct a line^element diagram, t.c., a< (a,6) draw a short line with slope y' com-

puted from the DE when x — a and y — h.

As the adjoining example indicates, such a

diagram often reveals useful qualitative

information about the solutions. We see

that the solutions of x — yy' * 0 form a

family of equilateral hyperbolas (see 7.31)

whose equation turns out to be x* — = C.

Note the indeterminacy of y* when x *

j/
« 0. Such singular points of a DE require

special care.

11 .71 . To solve y* =» /(x, 2/) graphically^

beginning at Po(a,&), chosen so that y will

have the value h when x = a, draw from

Po a line U of slope Wo = /(a,h). On h close

to Po, choose Pi(ai,6i). From Pi draw a

line h of slope nii « /(oi,6j). On h close

to Pi, choose F 2 (a 2jhi), From P 2 draw h X-yy*~0
with slope m2 « /(a 2,b 2). Continue as far as Line element <;liagram

may be desired. The broken line thus ob- '

tained is an approximation to a solution

that usually deviates farther from the '*true*' solution through Po the farther

one gets away from Po. The approximation may be improved by taking Pi closer

to Pi-i, thus requiring more steps to cover the desired range of x, and by using for m*-

an average value such as [/(Oi,6*) 4*/(a<+i,bi+i)l/2 or -f 2/(0*,5*) 4-

/(a*+i,6<4.i)].

11.72. To solve y' » f(x,y) approximately by series, agreeing that y ^ b when
X a, find y", y'", • • • from the DE (y" 4 fvV' « 4 fyf, etc.) and substitute

X * a, y *• 6, thus getting the values ya^*^ of the derivatives when x «« a. Then y
is represented approximately by the first few terms of the power series y « b 4
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— a)^/k\. Especially if the series shows signs of converging rapidly,

values of 3/ computed from its first few terms with x close to a are fairly reliable, may
be found quickly, and form a basis for more refined methods of approximation. In

principle, of course, this process may be continued to any required degree of accuracy,

but in practice the difficulties connected with finding the higher derivatives are often

prohibitive, and it may happen that the series converges (if at all) too slowly for

practical purposes unless x is very close to a. It is possible, of course, after obtaining

a point (a + ^,6 + A;), to begin all over again using this point in place of (a, 6), get a

point (a 4- -f 4* A; -f- ^i), and so on.

11 .73. Numerical Approidmation by Picard’s Method. We are given the DE
y* « /(a:, 2/) and desire a solution such that y — h when x — a. A line-element dia-

gram or some other evidence may suggest that y is a function of some specific form !/o,

with ya ^ b when x = a; if no such suggestion is reliably apparent, put yo ~ b (con-

stant). The first approximation is yi = ^ fUjyo(t)](lt, The second is =*

6 + y /[b2/i(/)ld/. The third is i/s = h -f J flt,y2 it)]dtj and so on. If x is kept

close enough to a, it can be shown that as w oo the functions i/«(x) tend (uniformly)

to a function y that satisfies the DE. If the integrations offer difficulty, they may be

performed approximately (see 9.3).

Numerous developments of the foregoing methods are available (see refs. 13 and 14)

.

11 .8. Linear Second-order Partial Differential Equations (PDE). We give only

general remarks on three of these equations. For notation and expressions for

in various coordinate systems, see 12.52, 12.6.

Laplace’s equation VV = 0

Heat equation VV ~
Wave equation VV =

'^General” solutions are often inaccessible and rarely useful. Instead, one seeks

particular solutions that satisfy the other conditions of the problem at hand. A useful

attack is to express f tentatively as a product of functions each of which depends on

only one of the independent variables. If an independent variable is missing in the

equation, take the corresponding function to be identically 1.

In rectangular coordinates ^ = X{x)Y{y)Z{z)T{t)

In cylindrical coordinates ^ =* R(p)B(B)Z{z)T(t)

In spherical coordinates ^ *= R{r)O{0)^{4>)T iji)

Example. Laplace’s equation in polar coordinates in two dimensions is p(p^p)p
4* *“ 0. ^ R{p)B{B) will satisfy the equation if and only if

• p(pR'YB + «0" =0 or +^ = 0

In the latter equation, the first term is a function of p alone, while the second is a
function of B alone. The equation can thus be satisfied only if each term is a constant,

and these constants are numerically equal and of opposite sign. Hence we may write

pifiRy « XE e" « -xe

If X 7^ 0, the solutions of the first are R * ap^^ 4- 2>p - those qf the second are

0 « If X « 0, the solutions of the first are »* a In p + 5; those of

the second are O « cs -b d.
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In a particular problem, one usually finds that only certain specific values of X are
permissible if is to satisfy the initial or boundary conditions of the problem.
These values are called eigenvaLuea (proper values, characteristic values) of X. Cor-
responding to each eigenvalue there will be eigenfunctions R\ and Bx such that
* satisfies the PDE, Having found these solutions ^x, one seeks constants c\

such that yp « not only satisfies the PDE but meets any other conditions

imposed by the problem.

In other coordinate systems and for other dimensions, the analysis is similar.

See ref. 10, Chap, VII, and ref. 15.

The solution for ^ > 0, of the heat equation for an infinite bar, with initial

temperature p(xfi) == /(r), is sometimes useful in the form

n r 0° _ a-)*
1 r 00 / 9 \

“
2-;;^ /-

- = +

where A" =* «(^ — x)/(2 \//).

12. VECTOR ANALYSIS

12.1. Definitions. Vectors are used to represent displacements, velocities,

accelerations, momenta, forces, etc. For practical purposes, a vector is best con-

ceived as a directed line segment or arrow leading from an initial 'point P to a terminal

point Qj and it is tluifi often called the position vector of Q relative to the origin P.

The direction of the vector is the direction from P to Q, and the distance PQ is the

magniivde or length of the vector.

Notation. Greek letters denote numerical functions and Latin, or Roman, small

letters denote numbers, both often called scalars to emphasize their nondirectedneas.

Vectors are denoted by boldface type. The magnitude of the vector V is denoted

by 1V|.

The vector tV == Ytj t jA 0 is defined to have the same initial point as V, the same
or the opposite direction according as f > 0 or f <0, and lfV| = IfllVj. It is conven-

ient to recognize, at each point P, the vector of zero length (initial and terminal point

P) and undefined direction as the zero vector at P, and to denote this vector by 0.

V “ 0 if and only if |V| » 0. Complete the above definition by putting OV — 0,

Then any vector V may be multiplied by any real number t. The sum U » V -h W
of V and W is defined to have the direction and length of the diagonal of the parallelo-

gram with V and W as adjacent sides. These operations have the propei^ies

V-fW-W + V U + (V + W)«(U + V)+W V-f0*^V
V -f (-I)V « 0 1|V1 - |W|1 $ IV -f WK |V| + |W1

fV 4- wv = (< 4- u)V t(V 4 W) « /!V 4 1<V1 » \t\\V\

Remarks: 1. Define —V to be (
— 1)V; then V — V =* 0.

2. V/|V| is a vector of length 1 or a unit vector with the same origin and direction

as V.

3. V is equal in length and parallel to the vector from the terminal point of

V to the terminal point of W.
4. (All vectors with common origin 0.) Two (or three) vectors U and V (and W)

are dependent or independent according as their terminal points are or are not coUinear

(or coplanar) with the point 0. U and V (and W) are dependent or independent

according as aU 4 feV « 0 (or all 4 6V 4 eW 0) does not or does imply that

aa>6»0(orai»&»c»0). If II and V (and W) are independent, then every

vector X 3P^ 0 in the plane ^f U and V (or in space) can be expressed in one and only

one way as X — all 4 (or X ** aU 4W 4 cW) with not all the numbers a, b

(and c) vanishing.
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The scalar (or dot) product U • V is a number equal to 1U||V| cos where 6 is the

angle between U and V. The expression A • A « lAl* is often written A®. XT • V « 0

if and only if |U| » 0, or |V| « 0, or cos ^ « 0 and U and V are perpendicular.

Properties.

UV-VU U(V4*W)-UV-fUW
The vector (or cross) product W « U X V is the vector such that: (1) W is per-

pendicular to U and to V (and hence to their plane); (2) W is so directed that, when
viewed from its terminal point, the rotation from U io V is positive (counterclockwise)

;

(3) [Wl =» IXJllVl sin B. Thus 1W| is the area of the parallelogram with U and V as

adjacent sides. W « 0 if and only if |U1 = 0, or 1V| « 0, or sin 0 =» 0 and U and V
are parallel. N.B. A X A =* 0.

Properties. UXV«-VXU UX(V + W)»UXV + UXW
The scalar triple product U • V X W, meaning U • (V X W), is equal to + or — the

volume of the parallelepiped with U, V, W as coinitial edges according as U is on the

same side of the plane of V and W as V X W or on the opposite side. Thus U, V,

and W are coplanar if and only if U • V X W « 0. In other words, U • V X W » 0

or 0 according as aU + hV -f cW = 0 for numbers n, 6, c not all zero, or not, i.c.,

according as U, V, and W are dependent or independent.

Properties.

u.vxw = v wxu = w uxv = -V UXW« -U WXV
- -W - V X U

Dot and cross may be intmdianged: U*VXW =*UXV'W, etc.

The vector triple product U X (V X W) is evaluated thus:

U X (V X W) » (U • W)V - (U • V)W (U X V) X W - (U • W)V - (V • W)U

Note that, although parentheses are unnecessary on the right but may be used if

desired, they are essential on the left. U • WV could only mean the iiumbe.r U • W
multiplying the vector V. The mere juxtaposition of two symbols for vectors, such

as WV, has no meaning; a dot or cross must be interposed.

(U X V) • (W X X) = (U • W)(V • X) - (U . X)(V . W)

Expand (U X V) X (W X X) by applying twice the rule for a vector triple

.product; several (equal) results possible.

Caution: Never try to divide by a vector. If a vector equation must be solved,

try to multiply (dot or cross) by a vector in such a way as to isolate the number or
vector sought, or to give it a numerical coefficient by which division will be possible.

In many problems, only the direction and magnitude of a vector are relevant, not
its initial point. It is then usual not to distinguish between two parallel vectors of

the same sense and length but to give the name free vector to the totality of all such
vectors (one at each point). The foregoing definitions apply without change to free

vectors.

In other circumstances (often with forces), a vector may be restricted to a line or a
plane. Such vectors are sometimes called bounds or sliding^ vectors.

C<Mpoiiants* Let a fixed point 0 be the origin of a rectangular cartesian

coordinate system. The vector R from 0 to a point RiXiPfS) is the position vector

of the point relative to 0. Let i, J, and k denote, respectively, the (unit) position
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vectors of the points with coordinates ( 1 ,
0

,0), (0,
1

,
0), and (0,0,1). Then R +

yj 4- zk (vector addition). The vectors di, yj, and 2k, or, more commonly, the

numbers x, y, 2 are called the components of R along i, j, and k.

|R1 =» 4 y'^ 4 =« r (standard notation)

Ri + R2 * (xi 4- xa)! 4 (yi 4 ya)] 4 {z\ 4- Z2)k

Ri X R2 “ (yiZ2 - ziya)! -f (ziX2 ~ xizi)} + (xiy2 -*• yiX2)k

<R = id -f ^yj -f ^«k

Ri • R2 « X 1X2 4 yiy?. 4 zizi

li j k|

xi yi 2 i

X 2 y2 Z2

Ri • R2 X Ra

|xi yi 2 i

jX2 ya 22!

;a;8 ys es!

i X j
» k « -j X i

i2=:j2=k2=:l i-j^j-k^k l-O

jXk«i=~kXj kXi=j»~iXk
12.3. Geometric Applications in three dimensions; can be specialized to two. Here

R is the variable (“running”) position vector of a point that moves about on a plane

or line, provided that it satisfies the indicated equation. Some of the equations

and formulas given in 7.62 arise naturally by expressing the following in components
(coordinates)

:

lane through R© parallel to V R = Ro -f

N.B. IfV is a unit vector, t measures the directed distance along the line from R© to R
lane through R© and Ri R == Ro + t(Ri — Ro)

Plane through R© with normal N (R — R©) • N » 0

Distance from. (R — R©) • N =0 to Ri, measured positively in the direction of N

(Ri ~ Ro) • N/lNl

Plane through R©, Ri, and R2

R — R© 4" f(Ri “ Ro) 4* u(Ra R©)

or

(R - Ro) . (R© - Ri) X (Ri - R2) « 0

R « Ro -f cuts (R — Ri) • N =* 0 when (R© 4- fV — Ri) • N « 0, f.c., for

f » (Ri - Ro) • N/V . N (V • N 5^ 0)

The line of intersection of (R — R©) • N© * 0 and (R — R©) • Ni * 0 is parallel

to N© X Ni.

12.4. Vector Functioxis of a Single Variable. If, for each value of a numerical

variable t, a point. r/(f) is specified along with a definite vector W at t/(0, we say that

W is a function of i and write W «= W(f). In many important special cases, U{t)

is a fixed point while the terminal point of W varies, the length and direction of W
depending on it. A variable vector V has a constant vector A as limit: lim V « A,

or V —> A, if and only if the initial and terminal points of V approach, respectively,

the initial and terminal points of A. V A if and only if jVl — lAj and, unless |A1

« 0, the direction of V approaches that of A. Continuity is defined as for numerical

functions (see 8.14). .

If t changes by an amount A/, we construct at U(t) a vector W + AW equal in

length and parallel in direction to W(i 4- Af), which is at f7(f 4- Af). Then seek

the limit of the vector AW/M as -0. If it exists, lim AW/At « 'Wit) » W'(0
** dW/dt is the derivative of W with respect to t. If Uit) is fixed, W is tangent to the

path y of the terminal point of W* If « denotes arc length along 7 ,
\dW/d8\ * 1.

Thus T » dW/ds is the unit tangent to 7 at Wit), dT/ds » d*W/ds* *» kN, where k

is the curvature and N is the unit principal normal (see 10.21) to 7 at Wit), The
vector B «• T X N is the binormal to 7 st W(0. arc rate of rotatimi of the
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binormal is called the torsion r of 7. It can be shown that dB/ds « —tN aiid dN/ds *
rB — itT. These (Frenet) formulas are more complicated if arc length is not the

parameter.

Properties of Derivatives.

(V -f W)' * V' 4- W' « ^'V 4 <#»V'

If ( is a function of u, dV/du ~ {tiV/dt){dt/du).

If V ** ViCOi 4- V2{t)} 4 then V' = t>i'i 4 4 Va'k.

|V| is constant if and only if V • V' == 0 for all t.

V has constant direction if and only if V X V' = 0 for all i.

(U • V)' = U' • V 4 U • V' (U X V)' =» U' X V 4 U X V'

(U • V X W)' = U' • V X W 4 U • V' X W 4 U • V X W'
[U X (V X W)]' = U' X (V X W) 4 U X (V' X W) 4 U X (V X WO

12.5. Vector Fields. If a vector V = V{x, 7y,z) = V(R) = vd 4 v^j 4 vsk is

defined at each point R = ad 4 2/j 4 2k of a region (see 8.12) of space, the family

of these vectors forms a vector field. If V is constant, the family of these vectors is

indistinguishable from a free vector. The components vi^v^^vz of V are best con-

ceived as related to vectors i, j, k at the point R rather than at the origin 0 from which

R issues, although the i, j, k at and those at 0 are congruent. The initial attention

needed to provide i, j, k at 12 habituall3’' will be amply repaid by extended experience,

especially since there is no alternative when curvilinear coordinates are used.

12.51. Gradient. If <t>(x,y,z) « </>(R) is a function of Xy ?/, then <^,i 4 +
^rk, where <t>x “ d<l>fdXj etc., is a vector field called the gradient of 0 and written grad

0 or V0 (say ^^del 0’*). The total differential of 0 is d0 =» V0 • dR, where dR —
da; i 4 dj/ j 4 di; k. If U is a unit vector, the directional derivative (sec 10. 1 ) of 0
in the direction of U is dip/ds = V0 • U. The direction of V0 is the direction in which

0 increases most rapidly, and lV0| is equal to the rate of increase of 0 in that direction.

At each point Ro, V0 is normal to the level surface 0(R) ~ 0(Ro).

12.52. Flux. Divergence. Let S be a surface inside a region in which a vector

field V is defined, N the unit normal to S. Then the surface integral ffV • N da

over S (see 10 .5) is the flux f of V across S. V • N is often called the normal com-

ponent of V, |V —V • NN| its tangential component; they are sometimes denoted by Vn
and Vt- If V represents at each point the velocity of a particle of a moving fluid

(density 1 everywhere and always) instantaneously situated at that point, then /
measures the rate of total flow across S out of the region away from which N points

into the region into which N points.

Now let S be dosed, and N directed outivard. Then / will measure, in the same
physical context, the net rate of decrease of the amount of fluid inside S, or the rate

of expansion of the volume instantaneously occupied by this fluid. The flux / divided

by the volume Av enclosed by S gives the average rate of expansion //Av of the volume
per unit volume. Now let P be a point inside 2, and let 2 shrink toward P in such

a way that
|| 2||

-^0 (see 8 . 12)i If f/Av — / regardless of other details of the manner
in which 2 shrinks toward P, then this number 1

,
obtainable at each point P from the

field V is called, on account of the interpretation just given, the divergence of V,

written div V * V • V (say “del dot F”). If V « vii 4 V2i 4 wsk, and the derivatives

Vix, v^yt Vu iufe continuous, then the divergence exists and

V • V *= 1^1* 4 4" *^8* ^dx dy dz

The div^ffenee theorem (see 10 *51 ) says that //V • N dd * //JV • V dv, the surface

integral extending over a closed surface 2 whose outward normal is N and the volume
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integral extending over the interior of S. A field for which V • V « 0 everywhere is

called solenoidal or source-free (see 10.51). div grad ~ V • = V^<t> (^^del squared

is called the Laplacian of </>; if = 0 throughout a region, is said to be /lar-

monic in that region.

Other Theorems,

!U V dv - J J (ftlf da jjjvxWdv = jj’NX'^ da

V”' 2*' K 's''

12.63. Circulation. Curl. Let 7 be a clos(‘d curve inside a region in which a

vector field V is defined, s the arc length of 7 ,
and T its unit tange^nt. Then c —

/v T*-/v.iR (see 10.5) is the circulation of V around 7 . If V represents

a force experienced by a particle of unit mass placed (on 7 ) at the initial point of V,

then c measures the work done by V as that particle is carried once around 7 .

Now let P be a fixed point, N a unit vector at that point, tt a plane through P
normal to N, and 7 a closed nonself-crossing curve in tt bounding an area Aa (containing

P) and so directed that an observer standing on the side of into which N points

may walk along 7 and keep Aa at his left. Compute c for 7 and the field V, divide

by Aa, and seek a limit lis 7 shrinks on v toward P in such a way that
II7 II

0. If

lim c/Aa exists regardless of other details of the manner in which 7 shrinks toward.P,

then the number / obtained in this way from the field V, at each point P and for each

direction N is the component along N of a vector called the curl or rotation or vorticity

of V, written curl V ~ rot V = V X V (say “del cross F"). If V « vd + raj + vjk^

and the necessary derivatives are continuous, then the curl exists and

V X V = (ray - Vtt)i -f {Vu ~ V8x)j + (r.,x - r,„)k

Stokes* theorem (see 10.51) says that
j
V-dR = j j

N-VXVda, the surface

integral being extended over a surface S whose complete boundary is 7 ,
with 7 and N

having the proper relative directions. A field for which V X V = 0 is called irrota-

tional or vortex-free or lamellar (see 10.51). If V represents the velocity of a moving
fluid, V X V is intimately connected with the vortices of the fluid.

Other Theorems,

f<l>dR = j j K X V<l> da fdRXV = If (NXV)XVda

12.54. Partial derivatives V« = dV/dz == lim{[V(a? + Ax^y^z) — Yix^y,z)]/Ax]

as Ax —O. Similarly for Vy, and V, (see 10.1, 12.4). If V = rd *f raj + rdc, then

Vx * rixi 4- V2*j + rsxkf etc. The vector V» measures the rate of change of V per

unit change in x. If W « icii -f traj 4- trJc, then W - VV « (W • V)V = triV» +
iTaVy *4 (definition). If \W\ = 1, then W • VV is the directional derivative

dV/ds of V in the direction of W, t.e., the rate of change, of V per unit change in distance

8 measured in that direction. In computing W • VV, first form the operator W • V
«* Wid/dx *4 uhS/dy 4* trjd/da, and then apply this operator directly to V. Similarly

(V . V)V « V«V = UlVdx^ + sysy^ 4- dVBz^)V » V,x 4- V,, 4- V.,
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Caution. vV, without dot or cross, has no meaning save as a second-order tensor

(see the literature).

V • V « i . Vx + j
• V, + k • V.

Properties of the Foregoing Operators.

v(<^ + = V<> -f

V-(U-fV) = vU-hV V
V • (4>y) * • V + 0V • V
V xv<t> ^ 0

V.(UXV)-VVXU-UVXV

and V X V = i X V, + i X V, -f- k X V,

v(0^) = 4“

VX(U-fV) «VXU + VXV
V X (<f>y) - X V -f 0v X V
V • V X V = 0

V X (V X V) = V(V • V) - v^v

V(U • V) = U • VV + V . VU -f u X (V X V) + V X (V X U)

V X (U X V) = V • VU - U • VV -h UV • V - VV • u

IfR = ad + 2/j
*4- 2k and r = |R|, then V X R ~ 0, V • R = 3, Vr ~ R/r, V2(l/r) = 0,

and V * VR = V for any V.

12.6. Curvilinear Coordinates. Let x, y, z be replaced by new coordinate variables,

(y 7j, 1* (see 10.12), Assume that rjj C form an orthogonal system, i.e., at each point

the three coordinate curves are mutually pt^rpendicular. (For more complicated

cases, see any text on tensor analysis.) If R = xi -f + 2k, then the derivatives

R|, Ri,, Rf are vecto s tangent to the coordinate curvets. Let ii = Rf/|R{|, i2 =
Rn/|Ri?lf

I

vectors tangent to the coordinate curves. These vectors

are also normal to the coordinate surfaces: ii ~ V^/|v^|, • •
•

,
i« = V^/lvfl. It is

usual to introduce functions hi = |R{1 == 1/|V||, hz - |R^| = I/IVt?!, and /ij = |Rf| =

l/lvfl. Then, symbolically

hi hz drj hi

Let V = Viii -f- Viiz -f Vsia* and W be expressed in terms of rj, Then

V<f>

WvY

V • V

U . . I 2 .
,

ij
,

</>$v^ + <i>iiVv 4* 0rvf

m
hi

Wi .

hz

• KhzhzVi)^ 4“ (hzhiV2)ii 4“ (hihzVz)^;]

V X V - !(/»,»,), - M[] + [(fc,t.0r - + \M( - (hiVi),]

In cylindrical coordinates p, h hi ^ 1, P) hi ^ I

and Vf - ii4'p + - ^« + U4'.
P

V • V - - {pVi)p 4- " t»2<y 4- Vu
P P

VV ** (p4'p)fi 4“ “1 4-
p p

Vi^ - VsM^ ii 4- (vu - Vip)U 4- (vzp -
^

V X V
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In spherical coonli!uit(‘H i\ <r, /n — 1, hi = rcos^, /ts “ r and

V • V - [ (rhu)r -1 — ViO -1 (cos v"
r cos ip r <ros p

W =
j
(rVr)r +

'

2^ 2 i (^0 ^ - (cos V*
cos* ^ cos tp

V X V *= [vsfl — (cos ip t>2)^l
—
r cos ip

+ [v\,p - (rvz)r\ -

+ [(r cos ip V2)r
r cos p

12.7. Green’s Theorems. Harmonic Functions. Wo are given a closed surface

S over which and throughout wliosc inttTior / surfac*(‘ and volunio integrals arc to be

extended. In the divergence theorem, put V - The result is

dv - /J<^N • do -///</) VV dv

Interchange 0 and ^ and subtract, getting

//(<^N . Vv^ - • V<^)da = ///(0VV 4'V^4>)dv

These are Greenes theorems. N.B. N • V<^ is often called the nornml derivative of 4>

and written d4>/dn:

In the first of these theorems, take = 1 and suppose that « 0 throughout

some region containing X, i.e.^ \p is harmonic. The result is //N • da = //d^/dn da
= 0. Thus the (lux of the gradient of a harmonic function across any closed surface

is zero.

Let r denote distance measured from a fixed point P. Putting = 1/r in the

second theorem above, one can show that

0
or
47r^(P)

according as P is outside or inside S. This formula expresses the value of at P
in terms of the values of ^ and d^p/dn on the boundary and of VV bi /. If is ^r-
moniCy then the volume integral disappears and only the boundary values are needed.

In fact, if S is a sphere with center at P, ^(P) is the average of the values of ^ on S.

Unless a harmonic function \p is constant, it cannot have a greatest or least value

in I. Finally, these results can be used to show that there is essentially just one func-

tion \p harmonic in I and having on S either given values of yp or given values of

d\pldn. The fon^going theorems are of great practical importance in connection, for

example, with the distribution of electric charge.

13. MECHANICS

18.1. Kinematics of a Particle. A moving point or particle is located by its

position vector R = a?i -f yj d** referred to a specific origin 0 at which a specific

frame 1, J, k of mutually orthogonal unit reference vectors has been installed. (For

vectors, see 12.) The motion of 0 and of the frame is assumed known. The velocity

and acceleration of (the terminal point of) R as measured or observed or computed

in this frame will be called its apparent velocity and acceleration.
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Time will be deDoted by arc length along the path or trajectory of R by s, and

derivatives with respect to i by dots. The unit tangent, normal, and binormal to

the path are denoted by T, N, and B, The apparent velocity vector V and apparent

acceleration vector A are conceived with their initial points at the positioii R of the

particle. To get cartesian equations, write down from the stated equations a separate

equation for each component.

V = R = .ri -1-2/14* ik. The speed is s = |V| « v = -h 2/* 4* and

V as f>T = sdR/ds.
• •• //TP

A « V = R = .fi 4- 1/j 4“ 2k = -b » i)T 4- where k is the curvature

of the path (see 10.21, 12.4). The terms i>T and are often called, respectively,

tin* tangential and normal accelerations. They are the components of A referred to the

(moving) frame constituted by the instantaneous positions

of T, N, and B. Since the component along B vanishes,

the particle is moving instantaneously in the plane of T
and N (osculating plane of the path), in which both V and

A lie.

Suppose now that, at the specified origin 0, we have

a frame I, J, K, which is moving rigidly. Viewed from

the i-j-k frame, this motion will appear to be a turning

about the point 0. At each instant there will be a vector

Qy called the angular velocity vector, about which the I-J-K
frame will be instantaneously rotating with angular spec^d

|a|. If U (origin 0) is any vector attached rigidly to the

I-J-K frame, its apparent rate of change can be shown

to be U « Q X U. To emphasize its source in the

frame, Q X U is called the drag derivative of U. For

example (see 12.4), the angular velocity of the T-N-B frame at points of the path is

O = xB 4- tT, and the Frenet formulas give the drag derivatives of T, N, and B.

If U — Wil 4- n 2j 4- wjK is not rigidly attached to the frame, its components

u\,'U 2j uz will also change. Thus

tr == till 4- U2J 4- waK 4- Mii 4- uzi 4* usK - mJ 4- tijJ 4- m»K 4- O X U

K

movement of the I-J-K

since t = Q X I9 etc. The sum of the first three terms is precisely the rate of change

of U as measured by an observer in the I-J-K frame. This is often called the relative

derivative and is here denoted by
d'JJ

dt *
(The notation QTSJdi is sometimes used but

requires great care.)

^ dV
Result, 0 - 4* O X U: apparent derivative is relative derivative plus drag

derivative.

Suppose, finally, that we have a moving point Q = Ri and an I-J-K frame at Q
moving with instantaneous angular velocity O. The apparent velocity and acceler-

ation of R a= Ri -h Ra are the following (since, in computing A, Q X O » 0):

d'Rs
V - R - ]R. + *•

A-v-R.+^‘+ax^» + (^ +oxo)xR.+ax(^‘ + oxR,)

A - Ri + + 20 X ^ X Ri + O X (O X Rj)

The term 20 X d^t/dt is called the CorwHs acceleration.
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Fortunately, it is rarely necessary to use this entire expression for A. For instance,

if Q and the I-J-K frame are fixed in and moving with a rigid body, and R3 leads

always to the same point of the body, then and both vanish. Again,

if Q =s 0, Ri vanishes. If the component of its angular velocity arising from orbital

revolution about the sun is m^glected, which may nearly always be done, the earth has

constant angular velocity of magnitude w = 27r/(24 X 3,600) =* 7.292 X 10~®

rad per sec about its axis.

In special coordinates systems, it is often advantageous to use a frame determined

in a natural way at each point 0 by the coordinate system.

1. Cylindrical coordinate in space and, with 2=0, polar (coordinates in the plane:

I radial (direction of iiUTcasing p), J transverHc (direction of increasing d), K vertical

R = pi + 2K H
V = pi -h p^J 4- A = (p ~ pd2)I 4- (p0 4- 2p6)J 4- zK

2. Spherical coordinate's in space, I, J, K, in directions of increasing r, 19, <t*, respec-

tively :

R = rl

V = rl 4- rd cos tpj — r^K
11 = ^ sin v^I 4* 4“ ^ cos

A *= fr — cos^ ^)I

4- (r& cos (p 4- 2fd cos J
~ 2f(f> 4” rd* sin (p cos ^)K

3. If th(^ origin is a point fix(‘d on the surface of the earth at latitude (p, I eastward,

J northward, and K vertical, R == a;I 4” 2/J 4- zJSi, and w denotes the magnitude of

the earth^s angular velocity, then n = (*> cos 4- « sin ipK and

d'R
V = 4“ X = (i Z(>} cos *p — yu> sin 4p)I 4- (i/ 4- xw sin <p)J 4“ (^ — xwcos <p)K

d'V
A « -jT 4- O X V = (j‘ — 2y(a sin <p 4- 22w cos <p — xw®)!

at

4- (y 4- 2x0} sin ^ 4- sin y> (2 cos v? y sin ^))J

4“ (i^ “• 2x0} cos *p — 0}^ cos tp (2 cos tp y sin

The terms of A involving w* are much too small to be of practical interest, being of

the order of the local variation of g and considerably smaller ,than various accidental

items of which the equations take no account. For practical purposes, then

A = [:g 4- 2(.>(2 cos ^ — y sin fp)]l 4“ (y 4“ 2x« sin ^)J 4- (2 — 2xw cos ^)K

18.2. Kinetics of a Particle. The vector M = mV is the niomerUum of a particle

of mass m moving with apparent velocity V. If the resultant force acting on the

particle is F, Newton^s law for the motion of the particle is M = F = mA.

Example. Let gravity be the only force acting. Use the frame of example 3
above, so that F » —myK. Then the equation of motion is

t:^
4* 2w(ii cos ^ - y sin ^)]I 4- (y 4“ 2xa> sin ^)J 4- (i — 2xw cos (p)K « —yK

From the last two components we find that

y » b — 2«x sin ^ 2 * c — y< 4* 2o>x cos (p
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where h and c are constants of integration. When these values are used in the equa-

tion for X, the result is

± + 4i0»^x = 2w(6 sin ““ c cos -f 2(agt cos <p

whence x ^ A cos 2w^ -j- B sin 2(at + ^ sin ^ 4* — c) cos

where A and B are constants of integration. Using this value for j, y and z may be
found by integrating the expressions for y and i.

The impulse of a force acting during the period from I - to to t = ti is I ~ Mj —
fix

Mo = / ¥ di. If the duration of the action of a fon^o is negligible, the force is said

to be impulsive, and I is defined to be the change produced in M.
The moment of momentum (angular momentum) about a point 0, referred to which

the position vector of the particle is R, isH = R X M, whic^h is the moment of M about

0. Hence, since ftxV=0, fi=RXlil = RXF ==L, where L = R X F is the

moment of F about 0. To get the angular momentum Mi about a line /, find H for any
point 0 on the line and resolve along a unit vector U parallel to the line. Similarly

for the moment Fi of a force F about the line /. Thus M/ = UH = URXM
and Fi = U • R X F, whence Mi = F/.

Work. Energy. The scalar k — wV2/2 is the kinetic energy of the particle. The
work done by F on the particle in a displacement from P to along a curve 7, with

unit tangent T, is a scalar whose value is computed by the curvilinear integral

(see 10.5, 10.6)

I

W{P,Q;y)
Jf

F • T ds,

where 8 measures arc length along y. When multiplied scalarly by V df, the equation

of motion becomes mV -V dt = ¥ V dt — F • T ds. Integrating from P to Q along

7, we find kg — kp ^ W{PyQ)y)\ the change in k is equal to the work done. If the

force F is an irrotational or conservative field, as the gravitational field is, the integral

of F is independent of 7 and W{P^Q\y) = <^(P) — where the scalar ^ is defined,

except possibly for an added constant, by <^((?) ~ — W(0,Q;y) for some fixed point 0
and any path 7 from 0 to Q and is called the potential energy. In this case, kq -- kp ^
4>(P) — whence kp -|- <f>(P) = A;g 4* so that the sum of kinetic and
potential energies is constant {conservation of energy^ energy equation). In this cast?,

F * -V0 (see 10.51, 12.51).

The change in k caused by an impulsive force with impulse I is k\ — ko — I •

(V, + Vo)/2.

13.3. System of Particles. For t = 1,
* *

•
,
n (range of all summations), let a

particle of mass mi have position vector R<, apparent velocity apparent accelera-

tion Ai, linear momentum Mi, and angular momentum H, * R* X M* about 0, and

be acted on by a resultant force Fi with moment Li = Ri X Fi about 0.

The momentum of the system is M « SMi = I2wiVi. If a point /?, the C/Cnter

of mass (see 10.6), is defined by the equation mS. =» Sw-iRi, where m =» Xm is the

total mass of the system, then XmiVi *= Xm^ki =» mfe, and M « mk. By adding

the equations mi% « Fi and putting F » 2Fi, we find Si * F « TJius R
moves as if the mass of the whole system were concentrated there and had applied to

it all the forces Fi. In particle, iff « 0, M « 0 so that the linear momentum of the

system is constant {conservation of linear ^mme^dum).
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The moment of momentum or angular momentum of the system about 0 is 5 —
SH, = SRi X m<V.. Since X V< = 0, d = SR< X rruVi = SR< X F< = SL< =»

L, where L = SLt denotes the resultant moment about 0 of all the forces F,- (not the

‘^moment of the resultant^O- In particular, if L =0, the angular momentum of the

system about 0 is constant (conservation of angular momentum). Similar theorems
follow for the moment of momentum about any point and about any line I (see 13.2).

For a continuous distribution, each summation in the preceding statements is

replaced by an integral.

13.4. Fluid Kinematics. Suppose a particle (or point) with position vector R
is moving with velocity V. I^et <f>(XyyyZ,t) be a scalar function, e.g., density, which

varies from point to point at a given instant and from time to time at a given point.

We are interested in the rate of change of 4> per unit change in time computed at each

instant at the position R of the moving particle. This derivative is called the particle

derivative
y
and is denoted by D4>/DL At time let the particle be at R, and ait + At

let it be at R + AR. The new value of 4* is the value at R + AR and t -f At. The
(jhange in <t> may thus be attained in two steps: (1) a change A«0 to the value of ^
at R -h AR and time t and (2) a change Attp from the value <l> -f Aa4> to the value at

R -f AR and time t 4" At. Since t is fixed in the computation of A,<#>, and AR = V Ai

approximately, it follows that A^<i> = V • V<^ A< approximately. Since the point

R 4- AR is fixed during the computation of At4>j it follows that At4> ~ (d<i>/di)At

approximately, where the partial derivative is here computed at the point R + AR.

On dividing A<t> = A.,<i> -f At<f) by At and letting At 0, we see that

D<i>

I)t

04>

lit
-f V-V</»

dt
4" V\4>x 4“ V24>v 4” Vz4>z

Similarly, if W is a vector

Dt ~ ^
4~ V • VW = —

- 4“ 4~ vzWy 4" viWg

(see 12.54). In particular, the acceleration of the particle is DV/Dt = dV/dt 4- V •

VV. Note that d<p/dty dW/d/, and dY/dt are computed at the point occupied at time t.

Considered as a ‘‘rigid body,” a small portion of a moving fluid has approximately

the velocity V of any one of its particles and angular velocity Q ~ X V. See

also 12.52, 12.53.

13.41. Equation of Continuity. Let S be a closed surface fixed in space, I its

interior. If p denotes density (mass per unit volume), the total mass inside S is

fffp dVf with the integral extended over 1. The rate of increase of this mass is the

partial derivative of this integral with respect to t. Under conditions on the con-

tinuity of p which are usually assumed to hold in practice, this derivative is ///(dp/di)

dv. On the other hand, the increase in mass is the tolhl amount flowing in across S,

i.e.y -~//pV • N da, extended over 2, where N is the outward normal to 2 (see 12.52).

By the divergence theorem —//pV Nda ~
• (pV)dtf. Hence ///[dp/df 4-

V • (py)]dv = 0, if no fluid is created or destroyed in /. Since this must hold for all

closed surfaces 2, it follows that the integrand vanishes:

|+. W)-|+V w + ...V-g+,V.V-0

This is the equation of continuity. If the fluid is incompressible (p constant everywhere

and always), the equation becomes V • V — 0. In the case of the wind, the assump-

tion that no creation or destruction takes place seems justified. However, if one were

studying the motion of water vapor in the air, then evaporation or condensation might
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occur at certain points. Sucli points, where the fluid is ‘^jreated’' or
*

^destroyed,*'

are called sources and sinks in the general theory. Their presence requires additional

terms in the equation of continuity.

13.6. Fluid Kinetics. Let dv be a small element of volume of a fluid, within which

there is accordingly a mass dm = p dv. The forces operating on dm arc conventionally

divided into two classes: (1) body forces, which are considered to act on each separate

particle of dm and to have intensities proportional to dm and (2) surface forces, which

are considered to be exerted on the boundaries of dm by contiguous matter and to

have intensities proportional to the area da of the portion of the boundary acted on.

A fluid is ideal or viscous (frictional) according as all surface forces do or do not act

normal to da. The viscous effect of microscopic friction between particles of a fluid

or of a plastic solid has this difference from that observed between a book and a table

:

any force, however weak, will sufficiently overcome viscosity to produce fluid motion

or plastic distortion, wliile no force weaker than a certain minimum will accelerate

the book from its static position on the table.

13.61. Ideal Fluid. The surface force on da in this case is independent of the

direction of the normal to do, is called pressure^ and is denoted by p (units of force

per unit area, counted positively wlien exerted outw'ard). Hence the total force

exerted by surrounding matter on the surface of dm is — //pN da extended over the

surface bounding dwi. Since dm is small, this is very nearly —Vp dv (see 10.6, 12.52).

Denoting by F the body forces per unit mass, we thus have the equation of motion

DV
dm « F dm — Vp dv

DV dV

-J + V • vV = F - - vp
Of p

or, since • = V • VV + V X (V X V),

^ - V X (V X V) - F - - vp - ^ VV«at p A

The flow’ is steady when, at each point of space, the velocity V of the particle

instantaneously at that point is independent of the time. Then dV/dt = 0 and the

equation of motion becomes

V vV = F - i vp
P

Only in the steady state are the trajectories of the particles the same as the family of

curves to which, at each instant, the vectors of the field V are tangent.

If the force F is conservative, F ~ the equation becomes

V • vv - - (
V0 + i vp^

The equation of state connecting p, p, and the temperature may sometimes be
used, especially in a region of constant temperature, to transform the term (Vp) /p.

If the velocity field V is irrotational, use the second form for the equation of

motion, in which V X V now vanishes.
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If] the steady case with conservative F

^ vV2 + + - vp - 0
A p

whence, by integration along a streamline

iv» + <^ + /^^ = c

with different constants, usually, on different streamlines. Kspecially in the incom-

pressible case, when p is constant so that / dp/p — p/p, this is called Bernoulli's equa--

lion. In the important special case in which 4) = gz, this equation becomes

2 + JL
P9

In the case of the wind, above the viscous boundary layer, a frame I-J-K at a

fixed point on the surface of the earth is used (see 13.1). Then the relative derivativci

DV/Di must be augmented by the drag derivative O X V, where Ct is the angular

velocity of the earth. Also, F = — with <j> = gz^ so that F = —^K. The equa-

tion of motion now is

^ + V vV + Q X V = -(/K - - Vp
ol p

Using the expressions for the components of acceleration found in 13.1, we may write

the equations

X -f- cos ^ — y sin i^
p dX

...O'
y + 2(ax Sin <p ^

P dy

„ „ . I dp
z — 2<*)X cos ^ ^ 17

p az

18.52. Viscous Winds. It is not easy to take account, in a practically useful way,
and with full generality, of the effects of viscosity as they are encountered near the

surface of the earth. The general equations contain the divergence of the velocity,

which is ignored here. Although the coefficient of viscosity varies with temperature

and altitude, the value p = 1.71 X 10""^ gram per cm per sec is ordinarily used. The
equations of motion are then augmented by an acceleration m(V*V)/p on the right.

Finally, it is usually sufficient to keep only the term (p/p)d*V/d2*. With these

assumptions, the equations of motion are

£ + 2«(i cos ^ — p sin

^ -f 2<ax sin ip

z — 2«;r cos <p

1 dp
, p d^

p dx p dz^

1 ^ ^ M^
P dy "^pdz^

Turbulent motion is still more complicated, involving eddy viscosity whose effect

is much stronger than that of the above molecular viscosity p. For details, see. ref.

16 and Sec. VI,
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14, EMPIRICAL DATA

14,1, Finding a Formula. It is oftt^n advantageous to find a formula y ~ f(x)

which “fits^^ a given table of values, in the sense that, if 2/
~ 5 when a? « a in the

table, then the value f{a) of y is fc.

14.11. Lagrange Formula. If = 0
,

• •
•

,
n) are w -f 1 tabulated pairs

of corresponding values, with all the m distinct, then

ffx) a h
~ Q a )

• •
• (x - an)

. ^
jx ~ ao ) ix - aj) » »

> (a;
~ a„)

*^^ **
‘^ (ao — Oi)(«o — «2) • •

• (rto — an) ‘ (tti — 0())(ai — a^) •
•

• (ai — a«)

4. . . .

- « o) (a; - Oi) • — (x ~ a„-i)

(ttn ao)(an ai) * *
• (a» a«_i)

is the unique polynomial of degree n such that /(a,) = 6, exactly.

Ordinarily, one wishes a polynomial of lower degree or some other more advan-

tageous expression and must accordingly be content wuth a formula that, for some or

all of the Qij gives values /(a,) for y which arc satisfactory approximations, in some

sense or other, to the 6,.

14.12. Rectification of Data. Plot the data and join the points by a smooth c.ur\’'e.

From the appearance of this tentative curve, and from information regarding the

physical source of the data, an experienced observer may be able to conjecture the

nature of an appropriate function y — f(x). Fortunately, many of the functions

that fit empirical data can be expressed, by a change of variables, in linear form.

From the given table, a new table may be computed for the new variables, and the

data in the new^ table are then said to be redified.

Actual computation of a new table may often be avoided by plotting on logarith-

mic or semilogarithmic paper (see 2.6). Again, tests using the given data, perhaps

suitably modified, may suffice to reject a proposed relation between x and y. In case

66 below^, for example, the equation A log y ^ b A log x tells us to compute from the

given {x,y) table a tabhi (log a;,log y), form the successive difTerences A log x =
log x.+i — log Xi and A log and then test to see w hether or not A log y is propor-

tional to A log X. If so, the constant 6 of proportionality is the exponent of x in

f(x) = ax^. On the other hand, suppose that we have found four corresponding

pairs in the (log x,log y) table, formed the differences, and tested for proportionality

with intolerably bad failure. We would then not bother with further expansion of the

Gog Xjlog y) table, but would look for some other function than ox^.

14.13. Determination of Constants. The data in the rectified table (u^v) will

satisfy approximately an equation of the form v a + fiu. Three methods arc in

common use for determining values of a and (I.

1. Graphical. Plot the («,») table of values, and draw a line that seems to ^‘fit^*

these points as closely as possible. Determine a and /3 either graphically by measur-

ing the v-intercept a and computing the slope from appropriate measurements

(see 8.9, y « a -j- 6x), or algebraically by substituting into r ~ a -f /9w the coordi-

nates of two points on the line and solving for a and This method is very ready

but quite rough.

2. Averages. Divide the (u,v) table into two parts with roughly equal numbers of

pairs in the two parts. If (w»-,a<)(i t=s . .
. ^pi) is one part, compute Ui «

Vi « (Xr similarly from the other part. Then

the line through (Ui^Vi) and (C/jyFa) is the required line. This method is usually

a satisfactory compromise between economy and reliability.

3. Least Squares. Under certain assumptions, it can be shown that the values of

a and 0 that are most probably correct are those so chosen as to make J)” (e<o — »ie)*
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a minimum, where vu ~ a -h ^Uio and (M,o,Vto) are the n observed pairs of values in

the rectified table. To find these values of a and A‘, write down the n equations

t?to = « 4- and add them, and write down the n equations UioVto “ aw<o +
and add them. The resulting normal equations

SVio = na + dSWio ^UioVtQ == -f

may be solved for a and d- This method is undoubtedly the most reliable, but by
far the most laborious. Its use is unwarranted except when quite accurate data are

given and quite an accurate result is desired.

If the data (Xi,yi) do not submit to rectification, other trt^atinent becomes neces-

sary. One may start with a function fix) suggested by the data as an approximation,

compute new data (ait,?/.*), where yi* — yi — /(xi), and try to rectify the new data.

Proceeding, obtain successive approximations until a satisfactory fit results. Or,

especially if the phenomenon is roughly periodic, try to us(^ a few terms of a Fourier

series (see 9.4); an example is treated in ref. 8, par. 62. See also ref. 17. On this

point, and for a wealth of details and examples, see ref. 2. For fitting the normal

curve, see 14.25.

14.14. Interpolation. Suppose the data consist of equally spaced values of xi

a, a -f a + 2/i, • •
• and corresponding values of y \ /(«),/(« 4 /Or

* *
*

r
and that

X y I

A A2

a

a k

f(a)

/(a 4 k)

j

Af(a) Ay(a)

a 4 2h fia 4 2/0 ^fi(i 4 k) Ay(a + h) Ay(a)

a 4 3/i fia 4 3/0 A/(<z 4 2/i) Ay(a + 2h) Ay(a 4 h)

a 4h fia 4 4h) A/(o 4 Sh) Ay(a + Sh) A'iia 4 2/0

Afia 4 4h) ... ^

i

Jfy(a 4 3/i)

we wish a value /(a + th) of y for the value a + f/i, 0 < f < 1, of ar. First construct a

as follows: Let A/(a:) ^ fix -f h) — /(a;), and, generally, A*/(aJ + fnh) ~
4 {w 4 1)A) A*""V(a; 4 mh). Then {NewtorirOregory formula)

f(.a + th)~m + t Af(a) + Ay(a)'+ Ay(a) + • • •

continuing as long as substantial contributions accrue [usually not beyond Ay(a)].

Values of the coeflScients tit — l)/2, • • ’ for convenient values of t are included

in many collections of tables. If A*+y(a) = A*+y(a) = • • • « 0, or if these differ-

ences are neglected, the series reduces to a polynomial of degree kin t. For A: » 1,

we have linear interpolation (see 2.5). Conversely, if fix) is a polynomial, A^'^^fiz)

* 0 for any x. Hence a necessary and sufficient condition that a polynomial of degree

k exist which passes through all the points occurring in a given table is that each of the

computed differences A****^ should vanish. For the many refinements of the process

of interpolation, see ref. 1

.

Missing values in a table can occasionally be furnished on an experimental basis.

See, for example, ref. 17, pages 69-70,

The process of extrapolation, Le., of extending a table or even a graph beyond the

greatest or least values of its independent variable, is generally highly unreliable
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unless the (equation is known, at»d it should not be undertaken without well-grounded

assumptions. This is true particularly of data obtained experimentally, because the

end values in the table are often observed under the least reliable conditions.

14.2. Statistics. Except in its rudimentary descriptive aspects, the statistical

treatment of empirical data presents essentially difficult and complicated problems

on which progress is continual. To supplement the following general remarks see

current journals and ref. 18; ref. 19 for modern theory; ref. 1 for graduation (smooth-

ing), search for periodicities, etc.; ref. 20 for measurements; and ref. 17 (pages 53-76)

and Sec. XII for climatic data.

14.21. Frequency Tables. Histograms. Suppose that n independent and equally

reliable observations 5Ci,
• •

•
,

of a physical quantity are available, e.g., monthly

precipitations for a period of years, temperatures at scattered points of a gas, repeated

estimates of the reading of a barometer at a given time.

Unless n is quite small, one will construct a frequency table. If M is a greatest

of the x’s and m a least, M — m is called the range of the data. On an x-axis choose

a (convenient interval containing m and M. Divide this interval conveniently into k

(a)

4i 4
I 5

3 3

5 4

Fio. 14.21.

smaller intervals of equal length 5, where }4b is not less than and often equal to the
allowable error in the specification of the x^s. If temperatures are given to the nearest
degree, for instance, then 5 ^ 1 deg. Let bo the value of x at the mid-point of the
iil\ interval, f = 1,

• •
*

,
k. Define /,• = /(^t) to be the number of the given x's

that fall between and -f i.c., in the ith class. Of course ^ifi “ n.

The integer states the frequency and the fraction /,/n states the relative frequency

with which the observed x's fall in the ith class. The table (^<, /<) is frequency table.

Define h{x) for any x to have the value /* if x is in the ith class, and h{x) « 0
otherwise, with the exception that various conventions arc used, according to con-

venience, regarding the points ± at the ends of the class intervals, e,g,f let

= yiUi +/t+i). The graph of h{x) is a histogram of the given data and
is often used to present a frequency table pictorially. Again, one often encounters a

cumulative histogram or ogive^ which is a graph of cumh(x) « 1/5 h(t)dt. Thus

5 cumh(o) is the area between h{x) and the x-axis and to the left of the ordinate h(a),

so that cumh(a) is the frequency with which x is observed to be not greater than a.

For large enough values of x, cumh(x) ~ n. Sometimes fi/n is used instead of /*

in the definition of h(x); then cumh(x) » 1 for large enough x.
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Example, The n - 12 a:\s: 0.70, 0.89, 1.23, 5.44, 2.31, 5.88, 4.32, 1.19, 2.38, 3.77,

4.59, 1.75 might represent monthly rainfall, in inches, at some locality. Classified

with = 1, ^2 “ 3, ^3 = 5, so that 6=2, the data would give the table, histogram,

and cumulative histogram displayed in Fig. 14.21.

14.22. Continuous Distributions. If the accuracy of measurements can be

improved, 6 can be decreased, but more intervals will then be necessary. The
histogram will have more and narrower steps and may become less and less appreciably

distinct from a smooth curv’^e. For many theoretical and practical r(>asons, one

studies curves y = <t>{x)^ usually so adjusted that
j

4>{x)dx = 1, which may be

treated as histograms idealized in this maimer and may be used to approximate

histograms arising in practic^e. Just as the area of that part of the histogram between

the ordinates h{a) and h{h) gives, when divided by n5, the relative frequenc^^ with
[b

which the observed x actually has fallen between a and b, so the area
J

<j>{x)dx gives

the probability that an x observed at random will fall between a and 5. The function

^(x) is said to be a continuous distribution funciion^ even though it may have jump
discontinuities, to emphasize the fact that a random observation may have any one

of a continuous set of values rather than being necessarily restricted to a disende

set like the I* (f = 1,
• •

•
,
k) above. There are, of course, theoretical probability

distributions for discrete variables, e.g.j in games of chance. Accordingly, one speaks

of a distribution in the discrete case too, meaning a frequency table or a histogram.

14.23. Definitions. The following quantities may be computed‘from a frequency

table or its histogram. Summations are for i = 1,
• •

•
,

If data are not

classified into a frequency table, put /c = w and, for each =* xiandfi =® 1. Classi-

fication introduces errors that are negligible unless the data are quite precise or the

classification quite crude; for adjustments to account for these errors in some cases,

see Sheppard ^8 corrections in t(ixts. If a continuous distribution function is given,

replace the summations by appropriately chosen integrations.

Modes are those with a greatest /,, f.c., with the liighest ordinate on the histo-

gram, so that a mode occurs more frequently than any nonmcMlal observation.

The median is that x for which cumh(x) = n/2; observations occur with equal

frequency above and below the median. Those xfor which cumh(x) = n/4 or 3n/4

are called the first and third quartiles.

The arithmetic mean is x =* (l/n)2/»^i. It may be interpreted as the abscissa

of the centroid of the distribution.

The fth deviation from the mean, or residualj ©r-fless happily) error, is ~ &. By
the definition of 5, — 5) *» 0 always.

The mean deviation is (l/n)S/<l|i — ^\.

The variance or dispersion is <r* *= (l/n)S/t(ti — *)* « — 2^. The
positive square root <r of the variance is the standard deviation^ or the root mean square

deviation, a v/ill be small or large according as the distribution is or is not heavily

concentrated in the vicinity of i. Tchebycheffs inequality: For any distribution for

which or* exists, and for any positive number X, the probability that [x — 5| > X<r is

not greater than 1/X^

The variable Xi » — x)/cr is said to be standardized. The distribution of the

X's, expressed in the frequency table (Xiji), has mean 0 and variance 1.

The skewness of the distribution is aa « (l/n)S/tX<^ For a distribution sym-
metric about at * 0. In a rough way, at measures the departure of the distribution

from symmetry about the mean. If a distribution has just one mode x*, then (i r
x*)/<r is sometimes used instead of as as a measure of sjkewness.

The kurtosis is ai » (I /n)XfiXi*, whose size, like that of <r, indicates the dis-

persion of the ^’s from It,
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For the distribution of the previous example, = (1,6), (3,3), (5,4): the mode
is $1 "* 1; the median is 2%; the mean is H2(6 •l+3*3+4*5) « the devia-

tions from the mean are — Hi the mean deviation is Jl2(6 * -f 3 • 3^ +
4 • ^H) the variance is H2(6(^J^)* + HH)^ + 4(i%)*) * the

standard deviation is \/i07/b =* 1.72; the standardized Xi are — ^36/(\/i07/6)
= ~11/V107, Wl07, 13/^/107;

14.24. The Normal Curve. The continuous distribution function of greatest

practical importance, on which, incidentally, the method of least squares is based,

is the normal function y = ! 's/lr, where the constant li is called the modulus

of precision (see 8.9). In case ^ — 0 and ^ = 1, the cumulatt'.d function erf{x)
—

2/\/7r ^ di is called the error /undton. This function is tabulated. To find the

probability that a random observation of a normally distributed variable will lie

between a and 6, find

[’’ ydx = e-‘'‘dt = 5 \erf[h(b - x)J ± erf[hia - f)]|
Ja Vir Jh(a-x) ^

Use the tabulated values of erf and the plus or minus sign according as a and b are

or are not separated by f . In particular, the probability that a random observation

will deviate from £ by as much as k (on either side)
fx-^k

is
/

1

Jx— k
y dx L

i-j-k

y dx

erfQik). Note that these probabilities give theoretical relative frequencies; to get

theoretical frequencies, multiply them by the number n of observations in the case at

hand.

The normal distribution has mode, median, and mean £, mean deviation —7=
V

f h\x — d® =* — — l/(2/i*),(r — l/(/t \/2), standardized variable
y - « /t vir

X - (X - i)/(h V2), otz « 0, <*4 = 3. The probable error or quartile q is that devia-

tion which is equally likely to be exceeded or not; for a normal distribution, erf{q) = H
and q =* 0.67449<r, By virtue of the connection between h and o-, the normal dis-

J
_ (x— x )*

tribution is often written y * 7..- e . The area under this curve lies,
0- V2ir

approximately: 68 per cent between £ — cr and £ H- v; 96 per cent between i5 ~ 2<r

and 5 -f- 2<r; 100 per cent between £ — Sir and ^ -f 3<r; actually less than 0.3 per cent

beyond £ ± 3cr.

14.25. Fitting the Normal Curve. Many empirical distributions (^»,/i) can be
satisfactorily approximated by the nonnal curve. If this is possible, use £ and <r

computed from the data as the £ and <r in the equation. To test for normality, draw
a histogram and approximate it by a smooth curve, which should resemble the normal
curve fairly closely. The relative frequencies of deviations from the mean not exceed-

ing or, 2o*, and Se should be approximately those given above the normal curve. The
skewness and kurtosis should not differ too greatly from 0 and 3, respectively. For

the more delicate x* test, see texts,

14.26. Precision of Measurements. In case Xj, • •
•

, a^n are (ideally) simul-

taneous dbservations of the same quantity, c.flf., readings of a barometer, it is com-

monly assumed that the accidental or random errors in the observations are distributed

normally about the true value. On this assumption, the most probable true value
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is the arithmetic mean £ computed from the observations. The precision of the

measurement is indicated by the standard deviation <r or the probable error 0.67449<r

computed from the data, more* exactly, by <r' = <r \/n/(*rr~ 1) or 0.67449<r'. In

order to exclude satisfactorily the effect of accidental errors, it is rarely economical

to take more than 10 or 12 readings before striking an average.

In case one of the readings Xi is suspiciously far out of line, compute £ with Xi

included in the data, and use the normal curve to find the probability of getting a

deviation as large as \xi — £\, If this probability is less that l/2n, discard Xi (('hau-

venet’s criterion). This is ordinarily justified if lx* — i5| > 3.1<r, or approximately

4.5 probable errors.

14.27. Correlation (for details see ref. 18). Suppose that n independent and
equally reliable pairs of observations (iCi.^i), • •

•
,

(a:«,y«) of a pair of physical

quantities are available, e,g.^ height and girth of n men, monthly precipitation and
average temperature at a given locality for a period of years. The? points {Xi^yi)

located in the plane will form a scatter diagram. By classifying the x^s and the i/’s

separately, as in 14.21, one gets a cross-classification into kK classes

^

with centers at

(^»-,’7()(t = 1, •••,/?;/** 1,
••

• ,A0, and a. frequency table (|i,i7/,/i/). Of course,

n = 2/,/ summed for t — 1,
• •

•
,

A; and / =* 1,
• •

•
,

A" independently. The
frequency table is commonly displayed as a double-entry table, with columns labeled

fi, rows labeled i;/, and the entry fu in the vj position in the table. The histogram

is now a family of rectangular prisms constnicted and interpreted in a natural manner.

Continuous distribution functions <i»(x,y) arc also encountered. The probability

nd
it»{x^y)dy dx. In dealing

with continuous distributions, replace summations in the following remarks by
appropriate integrations.

By fixing one of the variables and summing over the other, one gets the marginal

distributions. Thus the marginal table for the is (^»,/*), where/* = Xi /»/ /,

X
h

I fu over i. Of course, S/* » n =*» 2//.

One finds from the marginal distributions, separately for each variable: £, y, deviations

I* — and vi — Vi ^xy and standardized variables X* = (^* — x)/®-* and T/ «
—

'S)/<^v If the data have not been classified, i and / both rtm from 1 to n «
k -- K,

It is usually desired, when a value of one of the variables is known, to form an idea

of the mean and standard deviation of the corresponding distribution of the other.

Giving the point (^*, 1?/) the weight /,/, fit a line to the table (^-, 1?/) by least squares

(see 14.13). The result is

y ^ y „ (x --
£)f i,e.j Y - rX or x - 2 * r — (y — y), i.e,, X ^ rY

cr (Ty

according as the sum of the squared vertical or horizontal deviations from the line

is required to be a minimum. These lines are the regression lines of ^ on x and of x
on y, respectively, and could equally well be found by fitting the column means or

the row means. The coefficient

summed for i and I nmning independently over their ranges, is called the product-

moment corrdaiidn coeffidsnt. The number {l/n)Xfij{(i ^ £)(ni — jf) is sometimes

called the covariance oi x and y* The stimdard deviation of r is (1 r^)/^/n.
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Suppose now that a value; a of x is given. Sulistituting in the regression equation

gives 2/
« 6a *=

.V + r^yia ~ x) /(Tx. The number 6„ is then an estimated value of y
when X is known to have the; value a. The best estimate, however (see 14.26), is the

mean ya of the distribution of those for which x ^ a. If, for each a, 6a ^o,

regression is said to be linear. Unless regression is approximately linear, 6a may not

be a useful estimate of ?/, and r should he employed oidy with caution. Instead of

computing for each a the standard deviation of y^ given x = a, about the estimated

value 6o, it is usual to use for all x the standard error of estimate Sy = <ry \/l — r*, the

minimum of whose square is sought in finding the regression line. Given x * a,

the theory thus estimates y — ha with a standard deviation

The regression line of x on y may be used similarly to estimate x when y is given.

Then Sx = o'* \/i — r®.

It can be shown that — 1 ^ r $ 1 always. If r = 0, the regression lines are the

horizontal line y — y and the vertical line x = 5, while = ay and <S* =» o-*. In

this cas(;, knowledge; of either variable does not improv(‘ an estimate of the other.

At the other extreme, when r ~ ±1, the two lines coincide, — Sx *= 0, and all

the observations lie on the line. Between the extrem(;8, especially for normal dis-

tributions, and depending on the value of /*, it is possible to make rather definite

statements regarding the probabilities for on(‘ variable when the other is known.

The commonest continuous distribution in two variables is the normal distribution

I /X* _ ^ 4.X*'\~ e 2(i— rS) \ax” axCy

\/l - r*

Regression is linear.

It is not safe to conclude from a numerically large value of r that there is any
causal connection between x and y. Thus the rainfalls in Minneapolis and St. Paul

doubtless have . nearly 1 but arc common effects of the same complex of causes,

rather than either being the cause of the other.
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SECTION III

PHYSICS OF ATMOSPHERIC PHENOMENA
By H. G. Houghton, S. C. Lowell, and K. B. McEachkon

VISIBILITY

By H. G. Houghton

Introduction. The term msibility as (commonly used in aviation and in meteorol-

ogy means the maximum horizontal distance at which prominent objects can be seen

or can be recognized. Because the word visibility has a different meaning in popular

usage, Bennett 1 and also Middleton^ havt' suggested tlie more specific term visual

range for the meteorological element. However, since this is written for meteorolo-

gists, the word visibility rather than visual range will bo used. The definition of

visibility as adopted by the International Meteorologiiml Organization® specifies

it as the distance at which a prominent object such as a house or a tree can be recog-

nized. This is a difficult definition to follow in practice, since the identification of

an object depends to a considerable extent on familiarity and on the nature of the

object. It is also quite unsatisfactory from a tlu^or^tical point of view. For these

reasons and to conform with usual American practice, the visibility will be defined

here as the maximum distance at which an object can be seen against its background.

Although Bergeron recognized that visibility was at times a useful characteristic

property for the identification of air masses, only very limited use of it in this way has

been made. This is due in part to the effects of local sources of atmospheric pollution,

nonuniformity of visibility observations, and the modifying effects of condensation

and precipitation. The reverse problem of forecasting the visibility from a knowledge

of the synoptic conditions and local factors is of considerable imfKirtance. A more
careful and systematic use of visibility as a metcjorological element might lead to a

better understanding of the forecasting problem.

The visibility is of major importance in the operation of aircraft. With the

perfection of blind-flying techniques, visibility has ceased to be so critical along the

route but has become more important at terminals because of the poorer flying condi-

tions permitted by the instrumental developments. Although instrument approach

and landing systems are being perfected, such landings are still more hazardous and
require much more time to execute than a normal contact approach and landing.

Conditions of poor visibility and low ceiling often< result in serious congestion and
delay in the air above a busy air terminal. For aviation purposes, it is th^ lower

visibilities, under 3 miles, say, that are the most important. (A visibility of 3 miles

or less requires instrument flight procedures.) Such conditions are usually due to

fog, precipitation, dense haze, or smoke. The variation of the visibility with eleva-

tion is also of importance, as will be pointed out below.

Daytime Visibility. Simple observations reveal that, the more distant an object

is from the observer, the brighter it appears. If the objects are viewed against the

horizon sky, a distance will finally be reached at which the brightness of the object

so closely approaches that of the sky background that the object becomes invisible.

This limiting distance is the visibility. The increase in the apparent brightness of

the object with the distance from the observer is due to the sun- and skylight scattered

back toward the observer by the atmospheric suspensoids in the optical path. The
scattering particles, in order of increasing size, range from the air molecules through

condensation nuclei, smoke, dust, and fog to precipitation elements. Particles that

are emaller than the ware length of light, such as air molecules, condensation nuclei,m
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and smoke, scatter blue light more strongly than red. This accounts for the blue

appearance of distant objects often observed when there is light haze or light smoke
present. Particles larger than the wave length of light, such as dust, fog, and pre-

cipitation, scatter nonselectively. Since most poor visibility is due to these larger

particles, the scattered light is white except when the substance from which the

particles are formed is c.olored, as in dust storms and certain smokes. The angular

distribution of the scatt(jr(id light is dependent on the size of the particles and on the

spatial distribution of the incident light. It might appear from the above brief

discussion of scattering that a theoretical treatment of the visibility as a scattering

problem would be extremely difficult. Most of the complications can be avoided

by an ingenious treatment due to Koschmieder.^

Ck)n8ider a black object viewed against the horizon sky through an atmosphere

having a scattering coefficient k. (The scattering coefficient is the fraction of the

incident light scattered pcT unit distance along the beam.) Further, let the flux

density due to sunlight and skylight be and assume that this is constant along the

optical path. I'his implies that the slcy is either perfectly clear or uniformly clouded.

As will be shown later, this assumption does not greatly affect the generality of the

result.

Figure 1 is a schematic representation of a black object at a distance D from the

eye. The first problem is to compute the apparent brightness of the black object

due to the light scattered into the eye from the cone subtended by the object. For

the present purpose, the brightness B may be represented by the flux density produced

on the retina of the eye. Consider an elementary slice of the volume of length dx

and cross section S. Since the scattering coefficient is k and the incident radiation

is the total quantity of light scattered by the elementary volume is dx.

The scattered light per unit solid angle scattered toward the eye is some fraction c

of the total. The factor c is a function of the angular distribution of the sun- and
skylight and the size of the scattering particles, and is assumed to be independent of x.

Thus the scattered light per unit solid angle in the direction of the eye from the ele-

mentary volume is dl =* ckE^X dx.

Owing to the scattering loss between the elementary volume and the eye, only a

fraction c"”** of this will reach the eye. If the entrance aperture of the eye has an

area a, the solid angle subtended by the eye is a/x\ Hence the total scattered flux

entering the eye from the elementary volume is

dF •‘dl-. e-**

« cE^ Sa <?“** dx

If d is the focal length of the eye, the area of the image of the object on the retina is,

by simple geometric optics, Xd^/xK The flux density on the retina, or the brightnw,
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is then dF divided by the area of the iinane, or

(IBq = vEq^ k<r dx

llie total apparent brightiu'ss of the black obje(^i is obtained by integration from

a: »= 0 to a; = /), which gives

lh^cK,jA\ ~c (1)

Now, as pointed out by Koschmioder/ the brigldness of the sky iin mediately adjacent

to the black object must be given by the same exprc^ssion integrattnl U) ar = co Kince

the sky brightness is produced in the same manner as the apparent brightness of the

black object. This readily gives

B, - (2)

In the absence of color (lontrast, an object is visible as long as the ratio of the

difference between the brightness of object and baekgrourid and the background

brightness exceeds a certain threshold value. In symbols, the limiting condition is

B, - Bo ^
B,

(3)

where « is the brightness contrast threshold of the eye. For the average eye under

daylight conditions, e has a value of 0.01 to 0.02. Returning to the expressions for

the apparent brightness of a black object and of the horizon sky, it is clear that the

visibility will be equal to the distance Z>« at which the brightness contrast is equal

to the threshold value

« 1 - (I - « t
Eh

or ~ €

(4)

where Dm is the visibility of a black object against the horizon sky. Since the lines

of sight to the object and to the sky background are adjacent and since the brightness

of the object is so nearly equal to that of the background, variations in c, and k

with X would have compensating effects on Bo and Bb. It is therefore believed that

Eq. (4) should be generally true for aU atmospheric conditions. It is to be noted

that the visibility is independent of the natiu*e of ihe atmospheric suspensoids and
also of the sun and sky illumination. Taking c as a constant, the visibility is inversely

proportional to the scattering coefficient, which is a physical property of the atmos-

phere. Actually c is subject to some variations that will be discussed below.

If the object is not black but has a diffuse reflection coefficient A, the brightness

of the object is the sum of the brightness due to the scattered light in the optical

path and the brightness of the object itself. A general expression can be derived

only for the case of a uniformly clouded sky, since otherwise the brightness of the

object is a function of its orientation with respect to the sun. The visibility of an
object of reflection coefficient A seen against the horizon sky is*

It will be noted that if A » 0 (black object), this expression reduces to Eq, (4).

For a perfectly white object (A » 1) and c « 0.02, the ratio of the visibility of the

white object to that of a black object for the same scattering coefficient is ab^t 0.82/
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Since perfectly white objects are seldom found, the difference would normally be less

than this. If the sun is not obscured, the above result will not hold, particularly if

the object is a specular reflector or if the sun is behind the observer. If the object
is not dark-colored (albedo > 0.25), it should not be viewed with the sun behind the
plane of the observer if large errors are to be avoided. It is often stated that colored
objects should not be used as visibility marks. However, if the objects do not have a
large albedo, most of the apparent brightness at the visual range will be due to the
scattered light, and the apparent color of the object will not be much affected by its

actual color.

The only background considered in the above developments has been the horizon
sky. A similar expression may be derived for the visibility of an object of reflectivity

Ao viewed against a background of reflectivity Ah where the background and object
are at the same distance from the observer. It must be assumed that the sky is

uniformly clouded. The result is^

<»>

If there is a reasonable difference between ylo and Ab, the terms € and cAo/2 may be
neglected. The visibility depends not only on the scattering coefficient, but also

oil the difference between the reflection coefficients of the object and its background.
(Note that |Ao — Ah\ is a numerical difference and is never negative.) Reflection

coefficients vary widely for different objects and backgrounds, and their values are

not commonly availabh*.

Of the tliree formulas for the visibility given above, Eq. (4) is the simplest, is valid

for all weather conditions, and expresses the visibility only in terms of a physical

property of the atmosphere and a constant of the eye. For these.reasons, it seems
that the visibility of a black object against the horizon sky should be taken as the
standard visibility, although it is recognized that this standard cannot always be
attained in practice.

threshold brightness contrast ratio « has been considered as a constant above,
but it is subject to considerable variation under certain conditions. The value of c

varies from one person to another, but independent visibility estimates made by
trained observers using the same marks seldom show significant differences. The
value of € increases quite rapidly when the general illumination level falls below a
certain minimum, which is, however, well below usual daylight values. The apparent
value of « also increases rapidly as the angle subtended by the object at the eye
becomes less than about 2 deg. The variation of c with the angle subtended by the
object is shown in the table below', in which the value of e is taken as unity for an angle
of 3 deg.

Subtended angle, deg 0.25 0.5 1.0 2.0 3.0 5.0
Relative value of e 8.6 4.0 2.0 1.2 1.0 1.0

This effect is due to light diffracted by the edges of the object into the line of sight.

The table shows that small objects such as chimneys, flagpoles, etc., are not desirable

markers for the estimation of the visibility. The apparent value of e may also be
decreased by the use of objects that subtend angles greater than about 5 deg. Objects
of excessive size partly shade the optical path, thus decreasing the scattered light.

Since small particles scatter mostly in a forward direction, this effect is quite
important. A source of light in the field of view such as the sun also produces an
apparent increase in €. This usually can be avoided by a proper choice of direction,

but, if not, the object should be viewed through a blackened tube that will exclude
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the light from the ** dazzle source/* Finally, it also appears that the apparent value

of € increases when the visibility is very poor, as in dense fog. It has been found that,

when the visibility is about 300 m, the apparent value of c is about doubled; and, when

the visibility is about 50 m, € is approximately quadrupled. In considering the effect

of variations of e on the visibility, it should be remembered that the visibility is

proportional to In 1/e and hence that a twofold increase in e will correspond to a

decrease of only about 15 per cent in the visibility.

The scattering coefficient in the lower atmosphere is usually determined by the

suspended particulate matter such as dust, smoke, fog, etc. In the presence of fog,

precipitation, or smoke, the visibility may be a function of the direction of sight.

Present practice is to report a visibility such that equal or greater values exist over at

least half of the horizon. If the visibility in any quadrant is significantly different

from the average visibility, it is reported separately with the direction indicated.

This is particularly important in the case of terminal visibilities of less than 3 miles.

Variability in the visibility should also be report(?d if the visibility is poor.

Owing to the normal stable stratification of the atmosphere and the fact that

most of the atmospheric suspensoids arc introdu(‘ed near the ground, the scattering

Cone of
.-'''visibility

Xniahfpafh
C/eotr a}r

Inversion

Airport

Fig. 2.

coefficient usually decreases with elevation. This is often marked when an inversion

is present that keeps the smoke, dust, etc., in the layer between the ground and the

inversion.

The visibility as transmitted to the pilot of an approaching airplane is normally

based on observations made at the ground level in a horizontal direction. This

information is directly applicable only diuring the latter part of the landing approach

and often does not tell the pilot the maximum distance from which he can see the

terminal. This is due both to the decrease of the scattering coefficient with elevation

and to the terrestrial background of the objects viewed by the pilot. Normally
these effects act in opposition, but only rarely do they exactly compensate for each

other. No general rule can be given, although it is evident that, in the case of a well-

stirred atmosphere (approximately adiabatic lapse rate), the effect of the terrestrial

background will be more important than the change of scattering coefficient with

elevation, and the visibility from the airplane will be less than that observed at the

ground, assuming the ground observer uses marks seen against the sky. The reverse

case of a very stable stratification or inversion condition with thick smoke, haze, or

ground fog may cause an even greater discrepancy with the pilot being able to see

much farther than the ground observer. This condition often confuses inexperienced

pilots, because the terminal may be easily visible from overhead but be lost to sight

in the landing approach. Such a case is illustrated in Fig. 2. It is assumed here
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that the horizontal visibility below the inversion is constant and greater than the

height of the inversion. The visibility above the inversion is assumed very large

compared with that below it. From a point such as A, the terminal will be visible

since the path through the haze of fog layer is considerably less than the visibility.

At some point such as the terminal will disappear because of the increased length

of the path in the haze. (This limiting path length within the haze layer is less than

the visibility because of the effect of the terrestrial background.) From all points

outside the ‘V.one of visibility*’ determined by the limiting point the terminal will

be invisible.

In an effort to eliminate some of the difficulties discussed above, there may be a

tendency to use visibility markers viewed against a terrestrial background, or markers

located at as high an elevation as possible. This is not desirable in view of the effect

of changing atmospheric conditions. If it is necessary to interpnA the visibility as

determined at the ground, the pilot is usually in a better position to do so than the

observer.. Also, the horizontal visibility at the ground applies to the most critical

part of the landing prof^edure. It is much more important to follow standard methods
for determining the visibility so that the information furnished the pilot will be com-

parable at all terminals.

Visibility at Night. The visibility of nonluminous objects at night follows the

same laws as the visibility during the daytime, but the illumination at night is so low

that the value of € is large and of indeterminable value. It has been estimated that

the visibility in full moonlight is about 20 per cent of the visibility in daylight in the

same atmosphcjre.

The visibility at night is usually taken to mean the maximum distance at which

a light is visible. The flux density at a distance x from a point source of candle

power /o in an atmosphere having a scattering coefficient k is given by

(7)

The light will be visible as long as the flux density at the eye exceeds the threshold

value J&o. Thus the visibility of a light is

(8)

This can be solved for Dm by “cut and try” or from charts if Zo and are known.
The value of is dependent on the background illumination and the degree of dark
adaptation of the eye. For absolute darkness and complete dark adaptation, Eq »
10“^® lumens per cm*. (One lumen is the luminous flux in one solid angle from a

source of one candle power.) Langmuir and Westendorp* found the following empiri-

cal relationship between Eo and the background brightness B:

E, » 3.5 X 10-» VB

For full moonlight, this gives a value of Eq of about 2 X 10“^^ lumens per cm*. It is

probable that the value of Eq is subject to much more variation under usual conditions

than e, the threshold brightness contrast ratio.

The visibility of a light is also dependent on its candle power, which may vary from

less than 100 to several million candle power in the beam of a beacon.

By combining Eqs. (4) and (8), it is possible to express the visibility of a black

object against the horizon sky in daytime l)d, in terms of the visibility Dn of a light of

^ candle power Zo at night, in an atmosphere of the same scattering coefficient. The
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result is

n . a-
/)ft log €

log E, - log /o + log /)h
^ ^

The uncertainty as to the proper value of Eq makes this expression unsatisfactory for

computing Dd as a function of IK. M. G. Bennett^ has carried out a series of exp(»ri-

mental determinations of the relationship, and his results are given in Table 1.

Table 1^

Visual range of lights at night in the same atmosphere

Daytime
visibility

1 cp 10^ cp 10^ cp 10® cp

.87 yd
174
347
089

1,690
2 mi.

3%
7

12
16
30
44
67

1 The values above the horizontal line are experimental; those below are cxtra])olated.

By inserting the data of Table 1 in Eq. (8), it is found that the value of E(\ is about

3 X lO’”^ lumens per cm* if e is taken as 0.01. However, there is a range of at least

10 to 1 in the computed values of Eo, and a change in e to 0.02 reduces the computed
value of E^ by a factor of 100. These results sugge^it the desirability of more experi-

mental investigations of the type carried out by Bennett.

Table 1 clearly indicates the great dependence of the nighttime visibility on the

candle power of the light observed. For visibilities under 1,000 yd, almost any light

that might ordinarily be used will give a visibility considerably greater than the cor-

responding daytime visibility. This at least partly explains the frequently reported

increase in visibility from late afternoon to evening under conditions of poor visibility.

To make nighttime visibilities directly comparable with daytime visibilities, it is

evident that the candle power of the lights used as marks should increase with their

distance from the point of observation. It is not usually feasible to provide a special

chain of lights for this purpose. Alternatively, the equivalent visibility of a light

of known candle power may be determined from Table 1. For example, if a 100-cp

light is Just visible at 200 yd, the equivalent daytime visibility is 110 yd! Airport

boundary and obstruction lights, street lights, etc., are usually about 100 cp, and
they may be used for visibilities up to about 4 miles, although the visibility will be

overestimated in the lower ranges. Beacons and lighthouses may have the equivalent

of from one to several million candle power in their beams, and the visibility of such

lights may be several times the da3rtime visibility. Most instructions to observers

warn against the use of such lights as visibility markers. However, if no other light

is available at the ptoper distance, beacons must be used. With the aid of Bennett’s

table, some correction can be made. It should also be remembered that an airman

27 yd 38 yd 53 yd 70 yd
55
110
220
550

1,100
I ti mi.

69
125
226
451
738

1,140

111

204
371
829

1,490
1 * 2

139
269
525

1,240
1 ^ mi.

24 mi.

2 '/2
' mi. 1 ,650 yd 4H

4H Hi mi. 3H 7>2
6H IH 4H 10

12H IH 18
18 IH 9 24
31 m 34
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is iiitfirested first in how far ho can see the airw’ay and airport beacons, and later in

how far he can see the landing and obstruction lights. These two visibilities may
differ by a factor of 2 or more, as is apparent from the table. The decrease of the

scattering coefficient with altitude may be even more marked at night than during the

day because of the greater stability. This will always make the visibility from the air

greater than from the ground, because at night the background is not a determining

factor as it is in the daytime.

It has been found that flashing lights are not picked up more readily than steady

lights. The visibility of a flashing light is determined by its mean candle power, /.c.,

by its actual candle power multiplic^d by the ratio of the time on to the time of a

complete cycle. Under laboratory conditions, red lights are picked up better than

any other color of equal candle power, but in practice the difference appears to be

negligible.

The visibility of point sources is much greater than that of a diffuse extended

source. It appears that the threshold flux density for large diffuse sources is of the

order of 10,000 times that for a point source.

Instrumental Methods. At most stations, it will be found impossible or imprac-

tical to locate a sufficient number of visibility marks that satisfy the requirements

discussed above. In many cases, relatively large distances exist between suitable

marks. Under such conditions, the observer is instructed to estimate visibilities

intermediate between the marks by noting the sharpness with which the nearer

mark stands out and its apparent color. It is extremely difficult to make reliable

estimates of the visibility in this fashion.

Local differences of this kind in the visibility reports from neighboring stations

lead to inconsistencies that are very confusing to pilots. One possible solution to

this problem is the adoption of a standard instrumental procedure for the determina-

tion of the visibility. The significant factor that determines the visibility is the

scattering coefficient. If this is known, the visibility can be computed from Eqs. (4)

and (8) if standard values of the threshold brightness contrast ratio € and of the

threshold flux density are adopted. The scattering coefficient can be determined

by measuring the transmission of light over a path of known length. Instruments

for this purpose are expensive and must be placed with a fixed orientatipn, with the

result that the indication may not always be representative. It appears that a visual-

comparison photometer can be designed that will measure the ratio of the apparent

brightness of a black object and the horizon sky. The scattering coefficient could

then be readily computed.

Several empirical visibility meters have been developed in Europe, in which
ground-glass disks of increasing roughness are interposed between the eye and an
object until the latter disappears. These instruments do not determine the scattering

coefficient, but they may be calibrated empirically to read the visibility. Although

they have been found to be useful in Europe, such instruments have not been used

in this country.

Neither of the instruments mentioned above is suitable for measuring the visi-

bility of lights at night. However, a comparison photometer with a self-contained

reference light source has been constructed for this purpose,* and this might be com-

bined with the photometer for daylight observations to produce a universal instrument.

Forecasting of the Visibility. The forecasting of the visibility is largely a local

problem. The most important condition to forecast is poor visibility (3 miles or less).

The reduction of visibility below 3 miles may be due to fog, smoke, dust, exceptionally

dense haze, or precipitation (especially snow and heavy rain). The forecasting of

precipitation and of fog is too broad a problem to be considered here, and reference

should be made to the next part of this Section and to Sec. X for a discussion of these
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subjects. Haze is thought to consist of a suspension of very small particles which

may be either solid or liquid. The distinction between haze and smoke or dust is not

always very clear. The concentration of suspensoids is dep(*ndent on the past history

of the air (particularly its trajectory and the amount of precipitation it has yielded)

and on its vertical stability. Since air masses reaching a station with a given wind

dir(^ction often have similar life histories, there is usually a fairly good correlation

betw^een wind direction and visibility. The effects of lox^al sources of pollution such

as smoke and dust are often marked. The reduction in visibility in such cases is

dependent upon the amount of smoke discharged, the state of the ground (in case

of dust), the wind direction, wind velocity, and the stability of the atmosphere.

Stability, particularly when an inversion is present, tends to confine the smoke or

dust to the layer near the ground. With a given amount of smoke being discharged,

the greater the wind velocity the smaller is the concentration of smoke in the air.

Also, high wind velocities cause vcrti(^al mixing which distributes the suspensoids

through a deeper layer and hence improves the horizontal visibility at the ground.

For given ground conditions, the amount of dust added to the air increases with the

wind velocity. Bec^ause of the ( ffect of vertical stability, the visibility tends to be a

minimum in early morning and a maximum in the early afternoon.

As will be appreciated from the above discussion, local factors are of major impor-

tance in determining tin? visibility, and this is equally true of fog and, to some extent,

of precipitation. A careful statistical study of visibility at a given station, based on

an understanding of the physical principh^s involved, wdll generally greatly improves

the visibility forecasts.

Summary of Suggestions and Rules for the Estimation of the Visibility. For

(convenience, the more important points that bear on the practical aspects of the

estimation of the visibility are summarized below. A more complete discussion of

each item has already bcjen given in the preceding pages.

1. Objects used for daytime visibility marks should be silhouetted against the

horizon sky and should be as dark as possible, t.c., very light colors or glossy surfaces

should be avoided.

2. All objects used as daytime visibility marks should subtend an angle of at least

0.

5.deg and preferably not more than 5 deg at the eye.

3. Visibility marks should not have greatly different elevations, because of the

variation of the scattering coefficient with altitude.

4. Even if completely black, the objects should be so oriented that the sun is not
in the field of view’ at observation time. If the object is not of low albedo (0.3 or less),

the sun should preferably not be behind the plane of the observer.

5. If possible, separate series of marks should be available in more than one
azimuth so that the variation of visibility with direction can be determined.

6. At night, low candle power noncollimated lights should be used for the shorter

distances boundary lights, obstruction lights, streetlights, etc.). Beacons and
lighthouses if used at all should be selected only for the most distant marks.

7. Lights should not be used if they must be viewed against a background of

general illumination such as wiU be produced by a city.

8. Estimates of the visibility at night should not be made until the eyes become
dark-adapted. (At least several minutes—30 min may be required for complete
dark-adaptation.)

9. For details as to the method of coding and reporting the visibility, the observer

should be familiar with Circular or its equivalenj.
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CONDENSATION AND PRECIPITATION

By S. C. Lowell

Saturation and Superaaturation. Air is defined to mturated when th(^ water

vapor it contains would be in equilibrium with a plane surfa(?o of pure water at th(^

same temperature as the air, *.c., when the rates of transition of water molecules from

the liquid to the gaseous phase and from the gaseous to the liquid phase are (iqual.

The partial pressure of the water vapor in the air is then rrfdh'd the saturation vapor

pressure corresponding to the given temperature, or conversely we may speak of the

saturation temperature corresponding to a given vapor pressure. The relation between

saturation vapor pressure and temperature is showui in Fig. 34, page 81, and in Table

68, page 70. The relative humidity of moist air is defined to be the ratio of the existing

vapor pressure at the given temperature to the saturation vapor prcjssure at the same

temperature. If the air contains more W'ater vapor than is required to saturate it

at the given temperature (i.e., the relative humidity is greater than 100 per cent),

then we say that it is supersaturated. Supersaturation may b(^ produced in many
wfijs, e.g.y by mixing of two air masses of different temperature, both of which are at

or near saturation, by radiational and contact cooling, and, of particular importance

in the atmosphere, by adiabatic (expansion.

The saturation vapor pressure was defined above for equilibrium with a plam?

surface of pure water. In a water cloud, the liquid water is in the form of spherical

droplets, which, as we shall see later, are solutioiis of electrolytes and may in addition

carr>' free electrical charges, all these factors influencing the equilibrium vapor pressure

over the water droplet. We shall consider the effects separately.

The equilibrium vapor pressure e/ over a drop of pure water of radius r is greater

than the saturation vapor pressure c' defined above, as was shown by Ijord Kelvin,^

who derived the following relation

:

pltr In ( 1 )
e r

^ '

where p is the density of the water, R and T are the gas (ionstant and absolute tem-

perature of the vapor, and <r is the surface tension of the water drop. Equation (1)

shows that at a given temperature the equilibrium vapor pressure increases as the

droplet radius decreases. This means that evaporation can take place from droplets

of very small radius into air whose relative humidity is greater than 100 per cent.

If the water contains an electrolyte in solution, the equilibrium vapor pressure

over the surface of the solution is reduced according to Raoult's law, the ratio of the

equilibrium vapor pressure e/ to the saturation vapor pressure e' being equal to the

molar concentration of the water in the solution, f.e.,

e' m M (2)

where m/(m 4* M) is the molar fraction of water contained in the total mass w -f- M
of water and electrolyte. But for a water drop, m + M is proportional to the volume,

hence to and we may write

€*
* (3 )

where Ai is a constant of proportionality, and m is the mass of water in the drop.

262
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If the water drop carries a free charge E then, as was shown by J. J. Thomson,*
Kq. (1) must he modified as follows:

pHT In :

r

£,’2

(4)

Actually the correction is of little importance, since very minute droplets seldom

carry more than one electronic charge, and the first term on the right-hand side far

outbalances the second.

Of greater importance in the atmosphere in its effect upon equilibrium vapor pres-

sures is the coexistence of water in all three phases, solid, liquid, and vapor. As a

glance at Table 68, page 70 shows, the saturation vapor pressure over water at

temperatures below 0°C is appreciably greater than the saturation vapor pressure

ov('r ice at the same temperature. Air that is saturated with respect to the water

Fio. 1.—Ilelative humidity corresponding to saturation over an ice surface (scale on
left) and supersaturation over ice surface corresponding to 100 per cent relative humidity
(scale on right).

droplets will be supersaturated with respect to the ice particles. Hence, if ice crystals

and water droplets coexist, in a cloud, say, there will be a vapor-pressure gradient

such that water molecules will evaporate from the liquid-drop surfaces and sublime

on the ice-crystal surfaces. The relative humidity corresponding to saturation over

an ice surface is shown in Fig, 1. The importance of this in connection with the

occurrence of ice-crystal clouds such as cirrus is immediately evident. For example,

at a temperature of -“20®C the humidity need only be about 83 per cent for the air

to be saturated with respect to an ice surface. Figure 1 also shows the supersaturation

that exists over an ice surface at different temperatures when the relative humidity

is 100 per cent. For example, at a temperature of — 10®C the vapor pressure at a

relative humidity of 100 per cent is 10 per cent greater than the equilibrium vapor

pressure over an ice surface, and there is a considerable tendency for water vapk>r

to sublime on any ice crystals that may be present. The importance of this effect

on the colloidal instability of water-ice clouds will be brought out later.

There is an additional supersaturation process that may occasionally be important.

If a cold drop of water is brought into juxtaposition to a drop at a higher temperature.
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by turbulent mixing, say, then, since the equilibrium vapor pressure over the cold

drop is lower than that over the warmer drop, there will bo a tendency for water

molecules to evaporate from the warm drop, lowering its tempt^rature, and to condense

on the cold drop, raising its temperature. The process is similar to that occurring

between liquid drops and ice particles. It is interesting to compare the magnitude

of the two effects. The dashed curve of Fig. 2 show's the difference between the

saturation vapor pressures over water and over ice as a function of the air temperature.

The curve showa^a maximum difference of 0.27 mb at about — 12®C. Curve A shows

the temperature difference between adjacent water droplets that would cause a

satqration-vapor-pressure difference of the same magnitude as the maximum difference

between water and ice, f.c., 0.27 mb. Curve B shows the temperature difference

between adjacent w^ater droplets that w'ould give a difference in saturation pressure

equal to one-half the maximum difference between water and ice, i.c., 0.13 mb.

Curve C shows the temperature corresponding to one-fifth the maximum water-ice

effect, i.e.y 0.05 mb. For very low air temperatures, impossibly high temperature

differences between adjacent w'ater drops w'oiild be required in ord(‘r to get vapor-

pressure gradients of a magnitude comparable to the w'ater-ice effect, but this is by

Ae AT

Fig. 2.—Temperature difference between neighboring cloud elements as a factor in pro-

ducing supersaturation. {Courtasy of S, Petterssen.)

no means true at higher temperatures, where a fraction of a degree centigrade may
suffice.

Condensation and Sublimation. The proce^ of transition from the invisible-

vapor state to the visible-liquid state is called condensation. At temperatures

below O^’C, water vapor may pass directly to the solid state, in which case the process

is called sublimation. Both processes are accompanied by the release of considerable

quantities of heat.

Condensation and sublimation are not direct consequences of a state of saturation

or even slight supersaturation. Laboratory experiments performed on air that has

been carefully washed and filtered through cotton gauze to remove all foreign particles

present in it show that a supersaturation of at least 420 per cent is required to cause

condensation. Cloud-chamber photographs show that in this case the condensation

takes place first on the negative ions. With a further increase in supersaturation

(to about 600 per cent), the positive ions act as the condensation nuclei

j

and at 790 per

cent all ions are active as nuclei. With air that has not been freed of the suspended

solid and liquid particles, it is found that condensation may even commence before

saturation is reached. Thus there seems definite evidence that the condensing (or

sublimation) of water vapor in the atmosphere requires the presence of a nucleus for

each droplet (or ice crystal) that is formed.
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Most of the foreign particles in the air seem to be of terrestrial origin and find their

way into the air by numerous processes. The breaking of surf or waves, for instance,

causes small droplets to be carried into the air from the ocean surface. When the

droplet evaporates, a residue of salts (chiefly chlorides) is left suspended in the air

and is carried to higher levels of the atmosphere. Sandstorms or gusty, turbulent

winds inject billions of small particles into the air. Combustion processes furnish

finely divided carbon and, more important, sulfur dioxide, which ultimately becomes
sulfuric acid owing to the oxidizing action of sunlight [SO2 -f (O) — SOn; SO3 4- H2O

H2SO4]. These foreign particles vary greatly in size, ranging from 10““* to approxi-

mately 10 M in radius. Their number also varies wid(;ly, from several million per

cubic centimeter for heavily polluted air to only a few per cubic centimeter in moun-
tainous regions or at high levels where the air is very pure. Landrjberg* has shown
that the nuclei count undergoes wide changes due to the varying conditions of air

mass, relative humidity, trajectory, wind, electrical potential, and radioactivity, and
that definite diurnal and annual variations are indicated.

The foreign particles existing in the atmosphere may be divided roughly into three

categories. Hygroscopic particles, such as sodium chloride and sulfuric acid, make
up one large group. Generally speaking they act as condensation nuclei, even at

temperatures well below 0®(y, probably because, although they are of nuclear dimen-

sions, they exist as strong salt solutions with a consequent lowering of their freezing

point. The condensation nuclei may begin to gather moisture at humidities as low

as 70 per cent. This accounts, in large part, for the extremely hazy appearance of

the sky before a rain. The increasing relative humidity allows the hygroscopic*,

particles in the air to start absorbing moisture and increase in size. The air figura-

tively ‘4ains haze'’ before any actual precipitation occurs.

Minute crystalline particles, such as silica or quartz grains, arc thought to act as

sublimation nuclei^ according to Wegener.^ This theory is in part substantiated by the

fact that melted Vn ice, i.c., the partly compacted granular snow at the upper end of a

glacier, will not conduct electricity and hence contains no free ions, whereas rain water

will conduct electricity, though its conductivity is rather low. Since this snow is

formed entirely by sublimation processes, it is at least evidence that sublimation does

not take place on the usual hygroscopic condensation nuclei. The hexagonal form

of the silica crystals favors the formation of ice crystals, which are known to have the

same structure.

Amorphous, nonhygroscopic particles, such as soot or ordinary dust, are classified

as neutral particles. They may act as condensation nuclei but probably rarely do so,

owing to the superabundance of hygroscopic particles in the air, sufficient at all times

for the condensation process. The condensation nuclei are several thousand times

as numerous in the atmosphere as the sublimation nuclei. In fact, at times there

may be a definite deficiency of the latter.

The action of hygroscopic nuclei in initiating condensation may be seen from Fig. 3,

which with some modifications follows H. Kdhler® and H.G. Houghton.® The dashed

curve gives the relative humidity at which condensation will occur on nonhygroscopic

uncharged spherical particles as a function of their radii. The solid curves are for

nuclei of sodium chloride of dry weight as shown. As the figure shows, condensation

may commence on the hygroscopic nuclei at comparatively low relative humidities,

but these small nuclei cannot grow to cloud-droplet size until the relative humidity

becomes large enough to cause condensation on a neutral particle of about the same

radius. This might lead one to suppose that neutral particles would be nearly as

effective for condensation nuclei as the hygroscopic particles, but present evidence

indicates that this is not so, owing perhaps to the fact that the hygroscopic particles

are in the form of liquid droplets even below saturation, a shape that seems more
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conducive to condensation than the irregular shape of dust particles.
.
Since the larger

nuclei are most hygroscopic, condensation will take place first on them, and the

smaller nuclei, which as the figure shows require higher relative humidities, will become

active only if there are not enough of the larger nuclei present. In spite of this

seeming preference for large nuclei, condensation generally takes place on nuclei

having a considerable mass spectrum.

As condensation proceeds on the droplets, the effects of the radius of curvature,

electric charge, and dissolved hygroscopic substam^e on the equilibrium vapor pressure

over the droplet diminish and, for average-sized nuclei (radii 10“® to cm), arc no

longer important by the time the droplet radius cxcc'eds 10“^ cm, H. (}. Houghton^

Fig. 3.—lielative humidity (or supersaturation) needed to induce condensation on
spherical nuclei as a function of their radii. The dashed curve is for neutral particles.

The solid curves apply to nuclei of sodium chloride of dry weights ns indicated. Com-
puted for a temperature of 0°C and a saturation vapor pressure of 6.105 mb. {After H. G.

Houghton.)

derived an expression for the growth of such droplets from which a number of con-

clusions may be drawn. His equation states that

a* = A* -b %k(D - Z)o)f (5)

where a » drop diameter at time f, A « initial drop diameter, fc « diffusion coeffi-

cient of water vapor in air, and {D — Dq) =» difference between the water-vapor

density in the atmosphere and at the drop surface. Equation (5) shows that for the

drop diameter to increase {D — JDo) must be positive, or in other words the atmosphere

must be supersaturated with respect to the droplet surface. The equation also shows

that aging tends to make the droplets uniform in size. A computation of Prof.

Houghton’s, for example, on two droplets initially 0.2 and 2.0 p in diameter showed
that the larger would be only 10.2 m when the smaller had grown to 10.0

By means of the condensation process just dt^.Tibed, it is possible to get droplets

ranging in diameter up to 200 m- This size of droplet coiresponds roughly to large
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cloud particles or small drizzlt^ particles. It is not possible to get large drops solely

by thci process of condensation.

Dieni^ has shown that each cloud typo has a definite range of radii and that the

mass spectra for the different typ<'-s differ markedly. Stratocumulus cloud has a

range of radii from about 2 to 20 /x with a maximuni at 6 /x. Nimbostratus cloud con-

tains drops with radii between 2 /x and a diffuse, upper limit of 35 fx. There are two
maxima: one wide and flat from 4 to 11 /x and a secondary maximum for the larger

drops at about 22 /x. Stratocuiriulus may have a drop spectrum similar to nimbo-

stratus, usually occurring when light snow falls into the stratocumulus. Altostratus

cloud has a range from 2 to 25 /x with a maximum at 9.5 /x. No recent information is

avadable for the cumulus-type clouds.

Sublimation Forms. When ice forms in the free air because of sublimation

processes it may do so in a great variety of geornc^trical forms, all included under the

(!ollective classification of snow. I'his polymorphism, giving rise as it does to thou-

sands of exquisite natural patterns, has been the object of much study. W. A.

Bentley,** for example, made over 4,800 photomicrographs of different siiow crystals.

Nearly all the forms are transparent, and they owe their white appearance en masse

to the light they reflect from their brilliant facets. The size of snow crystals, which

ranges from .^loo to ^ in. in diameter, dc*pcnds on the temperature at which they

form and the type and thickness of the cloud through which they fall. I^arge flake

formation occurs at warmer temperatures, while the smaller, more solid type of

crystal is produc(^d at colder temperatures.

The fact that the water molecule contains three atoms favors the formation of

triangular or liexagonal crystalline forms, of which the columnar and tabular forms

predominate. The columnar forms comprise the hexagonal columns and the long,

thin, needle-shaped columns (ice spicules), while the tabular forms include all those,

either solid or branching, which form on a thin tabular plane. When the temperature

is very low, soliu triangular or hexagonal plates and tiny columns are most prevalent.

According to Bentley,**’ the crystal types may be arranged in the following order with

respect to the proportion of the total snowfall which they furnish: branching tabular

forms, granular forms, plates with branching exteriors, plate forms, columns, needle

forms, and compound forms.

Hail, another type of ice that occurs in the atmosphere, is formed through a quite

different process. Strong, rising.convective currents, as, for example, in a cumulo-

nimbus cloud, cause intense supersaturation resulting in raindrops that are carried

aloft and ffteeze in the cooling air. These frozen drops are called hail. The hail-

stones may fall after reaching a certain level and descend through a region of the

cloud containing supercooled water that freezes on the hailstone or leaves, a coating

of water much as ice forms on aircraft.

Repetitions of the ascending and descending motion result in a concentric struc-

ture of clear and opaque ice and the possible formation of very large hailstones.

Bilhara and Relf ** arrived at a theoretical upper limit for hailstone weight of about 1.5

lb on the basis of aerodynamic theory, but weights of over 2 lb have been recorded

;

these very large stones possibly having been formed by the cementing together

of two hailstones. Schumann^* has discussed the thermodynamics of hailstone

formation.

Soft hail is not really hail at all but is a form of snow, consisting of pellets of closely

packed ice crystals. It breaks with a splash upon striking a hard surface, whereas

true hail neither rebounds as much nor disintegrates as easily. As a rule, true hail

is characteristic of the violent summer thunderstorms, while soft hail usually accom-

panies the less severe winter or spring storms.
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A. Wogener'® has uiado a very convenient classification of the different sublimation

forms on the basis of the temperature and the relative saturation with respect to an

ice or water surface. His scheme is shown in P"ig. 4, where the abscissa is the tem-

perature of the sublimation product and the ordinate is the vapor pressure. In the

schematic phase diagram, T is the triple point (0.0098°C, 6.105 mb), f.c., the inter-

section of the evaporation curve BTD with the sublimation curve A T and the fusion

curve CT. If the existing vapor pre^ssure is

equal to the equilibrium vapor pressure over

ice or only very slightly greater, then the

simple halo-producing crystals are formed.

If the vapor pressure is somewhat greater

than in the preceding case, th(m, be(iause more
moisture is available, the corners of the

crystals branch out, yielding the diversiform

snow stars. When the supt^rsaturation (with

respect to an ice surface) is still further in-

creased, the branching out proceeds in all

directions, leading to the spherical crystals of

soft hail. When the vapor pressure becomes

equal to or surpasses the equilibrium vapor

pressure over supercooled drops, then super-

(^ooled water droplets may coexist with the

still growing soft hail, and there is a possi-

bility of glaze deposition on the soft hail

crystals, leading to th<i formation of what
Bergeron calls granular snow. If the supersaturation with respect to a supercooled

water surface becomes very great, true hail may be formed.

Cloud Elements and Precipitation Elements. It was pointed out earlier that

condensation processes alone cannot produce droplets over 200 /x in diameter, f.c.,

about the size of small drizzle particles. These might fall out of a cloud, but they

would probably evaporate before reaching the earth, though that of course would

depend on the height of the cloud and the relative saturation of the air below the cloud.

According to Findeisen,^^ the falling distance that a drop can cover in unsaturated air

is proportional to the fourth power of the radius. For this reason, clouds that con-

tain small droplets have sharp edges, while those containing larger cloud elements

have very ill-defined edges and trailing wisps or virga. Since, in general^ice crystals

are of larger size than water droplets and have a consequent greater rate of fall, the

edges of ice clouds (see page 259) are much more diffuse than are the edges of water

clouds. Siiring^*^ has recommended that the dividing line between cloud elements

and precipitation elements be made at a radius of 10“* cm (100 /*). The radius of

most raindrops is considerably larger than this limit, however, and may be as large

as 0.55 cm. Bernard'* has made an attempt to correlate the distribution in size of

raindrops with precipitation intensity.

Colloidal Nature of Clouds. It was pointed out by A. Schmauss'^-'* as early as

1919 that clouds could be regarded as colloids, or more particularly aerosols, because

they are composed of very large numbers of finely divided liquid and solid particles

suspended in air. This aspect of condensation phenomena has received much atten-

tion in recent years and has been developed and extended by 1’. Bergeron,^® W.
Findeisen,^* and others***® to form the basis of our modem theories of condensation

and precipitation.

CoUotdal InstabUUy in Clouds. A cloudi like all colloidal sols, has a constant tend^

mxsy toward self-destmotioa because of the forces that act to promote coalescence of

Fig. 4.—Schematic phase diagram
showing sublimation forms. {After

A. Wegener and K. Wegener.)
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the cloud droplets. This tendency to coalesce is called colloidal instability and, since

it eventually leads to large droplets that cannot be supported against the attractioil

of gravity, is manifested by precipitation. Coalescence, with a consequent decrease

in the degree of dispersion of the vrater droplets, may be a result of one or more of

the following factors:

1. Nonuniform charge or lack of charge on the cloud elements.

2. Variation in size of the water droplets.

3. Temperature difference between adjoining cloud elements.

4. Turbulent motion or relative motion of cloud elements due to gravitational

sedimentation.

5. Coexistence of all three phases of water, solid, liquid, and vapor.

The effect of 1 and 4 is to facilitate the fusion of droplets and increase the number
of collisions between droplets, while, as was shown previously in considering super-

saturation phenomena, 2, 3, and 5 create vapor pressure gradients causing diffusion

transport of water from the smaller to the larger droplets, from the warmer to the

colder droplets, or from the liquid phase to the ice phase.

Precipitation from Pure Water Clouds. The cloud droplets may grow in size by
condensation and coalescence. Condensation processes are insufficient to produce

large droplets, and Bergeron is of the opinion that colloidal instability due to any

of the first four factors above will not ordinarily result in precipitation of greater

intensity than drizzle or wet fog. Later investigations by H. G. Houghton and W. H.

Radford*^ cast some doubt upon this conclusion, however, and show that, if cloud

particles of unequal size occur at the same level, the effect of gravitational sedimenta-

tion may cause large raindrops to be formed. According to Houghton,® the size of

the drop that may be formed by this process is a function of the liquid-water content

of the cloud, the depth of the cloud layer, the vertical convective velocity, and the

size of the cloud particles. A temperature difference between adjoining cloud droplets

brought about by intense turbulent mixing or by uneven illumination of the cloud top

(Reynolds effe<d.) might, as Petter8.sen** has shown, conceivably upset the colloidal

stability of the cloud. As Fig. 2 shows, this temperature difference would not have

to be large at temperatures above 0°C to produce an appreciable vapor-pressure

gradient between cloud particles.

Precipitation from Pure-ice Clouds. Owing to the smaller number of sublimation

nuclei that are available, the number of cloud elements will be smaller in a pure-ice

cloud, but for the same reason they will probably be of larger size and grow faster

than the pure-watcr-cloud elements. Also, as Houghton® points out, ice crystals

in the form of skeletal snowflakes with their large surface-to-volume ratio and smaller

fall velocities may reach a larger weight by sublimation than is possible for water

droplets. With continuous adiabatic cooling, large-sized soft hail pellets may even

be formed. Since these particles can fall through a rather thick imsatiu*ated layer

without completely evaporating, the probability of precipitation is usually greater

from ice clouds than from water clouds.

Conditions are particularly favorable for coalescence of snow crystals in an ice

cloud, if the temperature is not too low, because of the form of the crystals, their large

surface areas, and zigzag paths of fall. It is believed that when two crystals collide

the increased pressure causes the ice to melt along their interface. The melting

reduces the pressure, and the two crystals freeze together. Large snowflakes may
form in this way. Conditions are most favorable with thawing snow. Rain is formed

by melting of the falling snowflakes, if the temperature below the cloud is greater

than 0®C, and is thus seen to be a special case of snow formation,
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Ice clouds occur quite frequently in the atmosphere. In fact, among layer-type
clouds, they occur more often than pure-water clouds. They are usually found at

intermediate levels, as, for example, the “typical altostratus,” in the precipitation

shield of the advancing warm front. The precipitation intensity associated with them
is usually light to moderate.

Precipitation from Water-ice Clouds. The coexistence of all three phases of water,

f.c., solid, liquid, and vapor, will produce colloidal instability in a cloud. As propos(*(l

by Bergeron^® and e.xtcnded by FindeLsen,^^ this is deeni(*d 1o be t)ie most important
effect in initiating precipitation and the only oiu* capabh^ of prochunng h(‘iivy precipita-

tion. It was pointed out earlier that the equilibrium vapor pressure is considerably
lower over ice than it is over water. Therefore, if supercooled drops and ice crystals

coexist in a cloud, there will be a diffusion transport of water vapor from the drops to

the ice crystals and a consequent rapid growth of the ice (crystals at the expense

of the water drops, which may entirely evaporate. As these crystals get larger, they
will fall through the lower layers of the cloud, which may still consist of supercooled

drops, and they will grow still furthc^r by sublimation. This process alone would
not account for large raindrops (formed from melted snow), according to Houghton,®
but during the fall a large number of collisions will take place between the falling

crystals and the cloud elements, and to a minor extent between the precipitation

elements themselves.

Precipitation from Stratus-type Clouds. In Fig. 5, which follows Findeisen,!^.®.';

various kinds of precipitation-producing stratus-type clouds arc shown. The cloud

Fig. 5.—A nirnbostratus-cloud system, {After W. FtndeUen.)

system is considered to be moving from left to right with an upglide motion. The
0®C isotherm is shown as a horizontal dashed line approximately 1,500 ft above the

surface.

Two pure-water stratus-type clouds are shown at the extreme right, the upper
one, since it is above the freezing level, consisting of supercooled drops. Light drizzle

fallfiffrom both clouds, but the drops from the upper cloud evaporate before reachiiig

the ground, so that only the lower cloud yields actual precipitation. Above the

water clouds is an ice cloud expanding downward, c.p., an altostratus that has thick-

ened to include a part of the isotherm . It has a few fractostratus containing water
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droplets below it. Small ice crystals fall from the higher portions of the cloud (in

the upper right corner of the figure), but being small they evaporate before reaching

the water clouds. From the thicker part of the ice cloud, larger ice crystals fall,

and these reach the water cloud consisting of supercooled drops. There they grow
rapidly by sublimation and also pick up a glaze coating forming granular snow
particles, which fall out at a faster rate. When they pass below the freezing level,

they melt, forming large raindrops which together with the drizzle from the low cloud

give moderate rain. During this process, the supercook^d stratus rapidly dissolves,

while the lower stratus disappears more gradually. After the water clouds have
passed, the intensity of the rain diminishes but increases again as the base of the ice

cloud lowers because of the increased size of the snowflakes. The fractostratus

clouds are unimportant for the formation of precipitation but are chiefly caused by
convection currents in the nearly saturated air below the nimbostratus cloud.

Altocumulus clouds consisting of supercooled water droplets are often found along

the upper boundary of the altostratus. 7'hey are formed of course by convectional

motion but arise because the continual falling out of ice crystals from the upper part

of the altostratus e.xhausts the limited supply of sublimation nuclei. Since sublima-

tion is no longer possible, condensation may take place on the condensation nuclei,

which arc always available in sufficient numbers. Usually the altocumulus layer

formed in this way is only 200 to 300 m thick, but occasionally it may attain a thick-

ness of 1,000 m.

Precipitation from Cumulus-type Clouds. The several stages in the growth and

decay of ciunulus clouds are shown in Fig. 6, which follows Findeisen.^^ **

Prclimincirv

stage

Hail

stage

1st. Rain

stage

2nd. Rain

Stage

Fig. 6.—Growth and decay of cumuliforra clouds. {After W, Findeisen.)

In its ^preliminary stage, the cumulus cloud consists entirely of water drops, both

above and below the 0®C level.

As the cumulus develops upward and the temperature decreases in the upper part

of the cloud, the supersaturation with respect to an ice surface finally becomes so great

(see Fig. 1) that sublimation begins on tttb sublimation nuclei. This generally takea

place in the neighborhood of — 18°C, therefore about 3,000 m above the 0® level

(indicated by the dotted line in stage II of Fig. 6). Above this boundary, a rapid

transition from supercooled droplets to ice crystals takes place, and concomitantly

many collisions between water droplets and ice crystals occur, forming soft hail and

granular snow. When these particles become too heavy to be supported by the

ascending air currents in the cloud, they penetrate the supercooled-water cloud lying

below the critical level and grow rapidly in size forming hailstones. The greater the

distance between the critical level and the 0® isotherm and the more intense the vertical

currents, the greater will be the size of the resulting hailstones. If these particles

are large enough, they will not melt after falling below the 0® isotherm and will reach
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the grouiul as hailstonos. ITiis soquencc of events, when it oeeiirs, constitutes the

hail stage.

Following closely upon the hail stage is a period of wry intense rainfall called the

first rain stage. During this stage, the supercooled-water cloud becomes transformed

into an ice cloud, owing to the gradual sedimentation of the heavier ice particles into

it from the upper part of the cloud. This creates a det^p zone in wliich ice crystals and

supercooled droplets coexist and in which the icci crystals grow rapidly at the expense

of the droplets. This mixing zone works gradually downward until it reaches the

0® level in the cloud. During this process, the undertjooled water cloud has been

gradually used up, and with its completion the major part of the precipitation activity

of the cumulonimbus is ended.

In the second rain stage^ water droplets below the 0® isotherm are carried above it

by the vertical currents and brought next to falling ice particles, now much smaller

than before, however. The size of the raindrops therefore decreases and with it the

precipitation inttmsity.

During the residual stage of the cumulonimbus, the ascending currents disappear,

and subsidence may even take place. This results in a change of part of the snow-

flakes and soft hail to simple ice crystals by partial evaporation. There are still a

few crystals falling out, however, which will cohere in the vicinity of the 0® level to

form snowflakes and yield a slight after-rain.

The crucial factors in determining the character of the various stages are the

duration and intensity of the convective current that builds the cumulonimbus.

With intense heating, as in the tropics, this current may last for a long time with con-

siderable magnitude, and the hail stage and first rain stage will last for several hours.

If the ascending current is weak or of short duration, on the other hand, no hail is

likely to fall, and the intense precipitation will have but a brief span. If subsidence

sets in prematurely, the cumulonimbus may shrink and disappear after only a mild

shower.
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LIGHTNING AND LIGHTNING PROTECTION

By K. B. McEachron

THEORY OF LIGHTNING

1. Origin of Thundercloud Charges. The exact process is not known through

which a cloud builds up electrical charges to such a magnitude as to cause a lightning

stroke. Several theories^"* have been advanced to account for the accumulation of

these charges, but the problem is complex and not subject to easy proof or determina-

tion through the construction of models. It is desirable to point out here that certain

meteorological conditions are necessary to produce a thunderstorm.

Lightning storms seem to have certain characteristics^ that are peculiar to a given

storm. As an illustration, some storms consist mostly of cloud-to-cloud strokes,

while in other storms cloud-to-ground strokes predominate. Furthermore, it has

been shown^ that some storms produce strokes having a higher percentage of succes-

sive current peaks within the stroke than other storms. These habits are apparently

due to differences in the location of centers of charge within the cloud; the successive-

current-peak type (multiple stroke) being the result of the discharge of various centers

in sequence.

. In the theory of the process of production of the charged cloud, a separation of

charges must take place. Considerable data'^ '*‘ indicate that the ground end of at

least 95 per cent of cloud-to-transmission-line strokes are positive. Thus, it seems

certain that for most strokes the lower surface or cloud base is negatively charged,

at least over most of its area. There is evidence that regions of positive charge can

exist in the base of the cloud. ’ • ** That the more remote or upper portions of the cloud

are positively charged is evidenced by oscillograms,® which show a change from nega-

tive to positive after some time has elapsed. The action of convection currents in

breaking up drops of water that have coalesced and raising these droplets to the upper

portions of the cloud with a subsequent reuniting and falling is regarded as an impor-

tant part of the mechanism of separating electrical charges in the cloud. It is quite

obvious that the air currents must do the work of separating the charges and keeping

them separated within the cloud. When these convection currents die out, the charges

will come together, and the cloud returns to approximately its original condition.

Mechanism of Lightning Discharge

2. Conditions existing on the earth, prior to a stroke between cloud and earth,

must be recognized in order that one may be familiar with the stroke process. This

is necessary for a proper understanding of the protective measures taken and may
help to explain why protection is not always attained.

As a negative charge builds up in the cloud base, a corresponding positive charge

appears in the earth underneath by induction, the negative earth charges being driven

away from under the negative cloud. Thus, as a storm cloud is carried along above

the surface of the earth, its counterpart of opposite polarity is carried along the surface

of the earth underneath. These positive charges, being attracted by the negative

charges in the cloud, move up transmission towers, along overhead ground wires,

up church steeples, flagpoles, trees, and other conducting or semiconducting objects.

264
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When the gradient is high, a corona discharge, or St. Elmo^s fire, may be seen. Thus
it is clear that, with a clotid of considerable height, say 5,000 ft, a very large area of the

earth is involved underneath.

8. Stroke Mechanism. Through the use of photographs taken of lightning

strokes, where the lens has been moved rapidly with respect to the photographic film,

Schonland"*^® found that the lightning stroke is initiated by a streamer from the cloud

which progresses toward the earth in a series of stops. The time taken for this initiat-

ing step leader to reach the earth was in some cases of the order of 0.01 sec. When it

reached the earth, a “return stroke’’ took place, progressing from the earth to the

cloud. At times, this return stroke did not get all the way back to the cloud.

That more than one discharge can take plax^e through the same path between cloud

and ground has been known for many years. In 1905, Larson” published a photo-

T time

‘"Ml 1 'll
\ Returnstroked {/kaderstroke ^^rReturn stroke \ \ \

STILL CAMERA
PHOTOGRAPH
OF STROKE

nitial downward stepped leader Subsequent dtschorges with downward continuous leaders

HIGH SPEED BOYS CAMERA PHOTOGRAPH OF THE SAME STROKE

CLOUD TO EARTH

\Brighfiipsof^. Time

leaderStroheim |// /> i i

STILL CAMERA
PHOTOGRAPH
OFSTROKE

Initial upward stepped leader Subsequentdischarges with downward continuous leaders

HIGH SPEED BOYS CAMERA PHOTOGRAPH OF THE SAME STROKE

CLOUD TO TALL CONDUCTING STRUCTURE
Fig. 1.—Schematic diagram of mechanism of lightning discharge.’*

graph of 40 such discharges occurring in a stroke that persisted for 0.624 sec, as shown
by the moving camera he used.

Schonland’s work showed that discharges, or current peaks that followed the

path determined by the step-leader discharge, were in general preceded by a downward
leader called a corUinuotis leader. When this made contact with the earth, a return

discharge occurred from the earth just as in the case of the initial step leader. The
velocity of the step leader is of the order of 50 in per iuSec with time intervals of about

100 fesec between steps. On the other hand, the continuous leaders have a velocity

of about 1 to 23 m per /usec. The return stroke from the earth moves up the channel

with a velocity of from about 20 to 140 m per Msec, which on the average is con-

siderably less than half the speed of light.

McEachron* has shown that at least 80 per cent of the strokes to the Empire

State Building are initiated by the building, rather than by the cloud. Apparently

the stress at the top of the building, due to its great height (1,275 ft to top of lightning-

eoHecting system) and its configuration, is such that a step leader begins at the
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building and progresses toward the cloud. I'he velocities are of the same order of

magnitude that Schonland found for the downward step leader. No return stroke was

found from the cloud, but instead a continuing current flowed, in one case as long as

0.625 sec. Following the initial step leader, successive discharges may occur, and

these, where leaders have been photographed, are always downward followed by the

return discharge from the building. It appears, therefore, that the mechanism

involved in the discharges, once the path is established, is the same whether to high

or low structures or to open country (see Fig. 1). The propagation velocities of both

the continuous leader and the return discharge are of the same order whether the

stroke w’^as initiated by tlie cloud or by a tall object.

Unpublished data seem to bear out the expectation that, as the heights of struc-

tures become less, the earth-initiated stroke becomes less frequent. Possibly it could

occur from some structure having a height of the ord(T of 100 ft or more located at

the top of a high rocky pinnacle (such as the figure of Christ on Corcovado in Rio de

Janeiro, which is known to have been struck several times), but in general structureis

of ordinary height will not initiate lightning strokes.

Many photographs*-^® taken both in this country and abroad show continuing

illumination between successive current peaks as shown by th(^ moving lens or film

camera or as seen sometimes when the path is blown along by the wind. Oscillo-

Time,sec.

Fig. 2.—Crater-lamp oscillograph record of lightning stroke to Empire State Building,
Aug. n, 1937.

grams (of which Fig. 2 is an example) taken by McEachron in 1937, show how closely

the change in density of such a photograph can be correlated with current in the stroke

(except of course where the film is overexposed, which is not liktdy to be the case with

the continuing part of the stroke). Thus, the photographs, now that they have been

checked by oscillograms, become good evidence to indicate that a stroke of lightning

is in reality a direct-current arc between the cloud and the earth with superimposed

current peaks that may occur in almost any manner, depending upon the constniction

of the cloud and the location of concentrations of charge.

It seems certain now that the direction of branching is also the direction of propa-

gation of the initial step leader; still photographs that show branching will therefore

reveal information on direction of propagation. As a rule, branching*-^® occurs only

at the time of the initial discharge; succeeding discharges, if present, seldom show
any branching.

It also seems clear that direction of propagation k determined by the configuration

of the electrodes rather than by polarity as was thought some years ago to be the

case.

As the stress in the cloud becomes higher and higher, such a condition is finally

reached that a leader starts on its way to the earth, picking the best path from instant

to instant, which k the reason why the discharge does not follow the electrostatic

field. As it progresses, it in effect lays down a negative^* space charge in the area
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surrounding the path and carries with it a high concentration of charge in the progress-

ing end of the leader. I'hc leader is connecU'd to the (^loud at all times, since it

requires a supply of charges from the cloud to keep it going. From the point of view

of the electrostatic field, it is as though a conductor had been let down from the

cloud, which as it progresses will cause a continual redistribution of charge on the

earth underneath. As the leader comes closer and closer, charges^^ in the earth move

in to the point underneath the downcoming leader until the stress on the earth^s

surface may become so great that the air is broken down and streamers form from the

'earth^s surface. Figure 3, a drawing of a photograph taken on a beach in New
Jersey, shows the existence of the streamers. It should be noticed that the earth

streamers are branched in an upward direction and that there are downward streamers

on the stroke itself. When the step leader formed,the downward streamers, there

was no connecting strokfj to the ground, but the

potential gradient was sufficicmtly high so that three

upward streamers formed and the stroke made contact

with the longest of the three.

The return-discharge phenomenon means that the

positive earth charge* is moving up the channel created

by the downward-moving leader. A field exists between

these charges and those in the space surrounding the

channel, and also in the cloud and in any branches that

may have been formed by the initial step leader. The

movement of these charges up into the channel consti-

tutes the flow of current, and here, apparently, is the

reason why there was no return discharge following the

upward leader from the Empire State Building, although

there was one from the earth following the downw^ard

step leader. Tie mobility of charges in the cloud is

low, while the mobility of charges in the earth is very 1" lo. 3 .- - Lightning

much greater. Thus, when the leader reached the earth,
^ard^streamers*^

u)AMug up-

charges could move quickly up into its channel, giving

rise to a relatively high cmrrent peak. The cloud, however, is not capable of

supplying charges so quickly, and therefore the current peak cannot develop; instead

a slow discharge results.

Although there is yet no oscillographic proof, there is considerable evidence that

strokes to the earth, and particularly to regions of low resistance of considerable area,

begin with a current peak. It is suggested by McEachron and Me Morris‘s that the

movement of charges in to the point to be struck, prior to actual contact, represents

the wave front, and the tail is determined by the movement of charges into the

channel after contact.

Goodlet,*® however, is of the opinion that ‘‘as the leader stroke moves toward its

goal, point discharge and displacement currents will flow, but the current in the

object struck is probably small until the start of the main or return stroke.’’

A consideration of the preceding discussion will disclose the fact that, in high-

resistance areas, charges may have to come from considerable distances, with the

result that considerable voltage is required to get the charges to the point struck.

This means that, in high-resistance areas, although the stroke current may be less,

the area involved will be much greater than if the ground resistance were low. In

* When reference is made to the movement of positive charges along a conductor, it is to be under-

stood that this refers to the movement of the electric field and the positive ends of the field terminating

on .the conductor. Thus the word ehargea is used to signify the terminal points of the electric field,

either at conductors or at other bodies. It is also to be remembered that the movement of a positive

charge from left to right is equivalent to the movement of a negative charge in the opposite direction.
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areas of high-resistance soil, the presence of extensive buried conductors, such as

cables or pipe lines, will influence the availability of charge, which would result in

easier formation of streamers from the earth above such conductors, thus tending

to direct the stroke to the earth above such conductors. This would not be expected

to have any appreciable influence in determining the path of the stroke until the step

leader was only a few hundred feet from the buried conductor. It has been suggested

that undergroimd areas of low conductivity might have a similar effect.*®

Electrical Characteristics of Lightning

4. Voltage. The potential between cloud and ground just prior to a stroke of

lightning has been variously estimated as from 80,000,000 to 1,000,000,000 volts.

These values mean little to the protection engineer, since it is the potential due to

lightning that appears on the transmission line or distribution circuit that is of impor-

tance to him. If the current in a wave traveling along a line is known, a satisfactory

value of voltage is obtained by multiplying the current by the surge impedance Z
of the conductor, which is frequently taken as 500 ohms.

The potential that can appear upon apparatus is limited only by either protective

devices or flashover of insulating structures, such as line insulators, plus the impulse

strength of wood or other insulating support, including the effect of ground resistance.

Direct strokes must be given consideration on all circuits carried overhead and on

underground circuits connected to overhead conductors. Increasing the insulation

between conductors and between conductors and ground is not of itself an effective

means of preventing flashover due to lightning. Some reduction can be obtained by
this means, and on low-voltage circuits the spacing may be made great enough so

that system current does not ordinarily follow the lightning flashover, thus reducing

the number of interruptions to service.^® However, increasing the insulation allows

higher voltage traveling waves to reach stations.

The potential allowed by line insulation is determined by flashover values resulting

from laboratory tests. The flashover potential is dependent upon the shape of the

wave applied, as well as upon its crest value. As the time to flashover becomes
shorter, the flashover voltage becomes higher and may be of the general order of

twice the 60-cycle crest flashover when the rate of voltage rise is approximately

1,000 kv per jusec, and flashover is on the front of the wave.

Lightning may cause voltages in conductors by induction as well as by direct

stroke to the conductor. The electrostatic field from a charged cloud induces in

the earth beneath charges of the opposite sign, and these will be found also on trans-

mission-line conductors wdthin the cloud field. Charges, having the same sign as

the cloud, will be driven off to remote parts of the line, or over the surface of insulators

to ground as a slow leakage. Since any charge bound on the conductors will be

released as the field is reduced in strength and will travel away from under the cloud

along the conductor at the speed of light, the potential developed as the result of a

sudden change of cloud field will depend not only on the change of field gradient but
on the rate of change

V * agh (1)

where V «- induced voltage

a a factor less than unity, dependent upon rate of change of the doud field,

and the distribution of bound charge

g » actual gradient in volts per foot where line is located

h » height of line, ft

Peek” gives a maximum value of 100 kv per ft gradient, while Norinder” has
measured values of up to 80 kv per ft.
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In a traveling wave, it is necessary that the energy be equally divided between

the electromagnetic and the electrostatic fields. When the released bound charge

has fully developed into a traveling wave in a conductor of sufficient length, it will

be found that the voltage of the traveling wave is half of that induced, since the

electromagnetic field is developed at the expense of the electrostatic.

In general, experience seems to show, in light of the available data, that lines

insulated for a system voltage of more than 69 kv will not be troubled much by induced

voltages; but, as the insulation becomes less with lower voltage circuits, the voltages

induced by lightning are of greater importance.

Direct measurements of induced voltages on circuits are not available, but it is

known that with a negative cloud base the polarity of the traveling wave, owing to

the release of the bound charge, would be positive. Some indication of the magnitude

of voltages induced in this manner may be obtained from the results of field studies of

(Currents through distribution^* and station-type lightning arresters. In the

general problem of protection*® of structures from the effects of lightning, the usual

Fig. 4.—Data from 734 strokes (Lewis and Foust).*®

lightning-rod system, though effective for direct-stroke protection, may require

modification if protection from induced effects is to be obtained. Some form of

Faraday cage may be the solution, particularly if small sparks arc to be avoided, as

in the case of explosive dusts or gases.

6. Total Stroke Current—Duration—Charge. The most comprehensive data

relating to current in the stroke have been collected by Lewis and Foust*® in coopera-

tion with electrical-supply companies. These measurements were made with the

magnetic link*^»®* arranged to read current in transmission towers. In some cases,

current was measured in all four legs. In other cases, measurements were made in

only one leg and extrapolated. The stroke currents were obtained by adding together

currents in all towers that seemed to be involved in a particular stroke. It is to be

noted that 50 per cent of the stroke currents are in excess of 23,000 amp (Fig. 4).

Flxpericnce curves are given showing lightning currents through distribution**

(Fig. 5) and station lightning arresters^® (Fig. 6). The original data show, among
other characteristics, a much greater percentage of positive records for distribution

circuits than were recorded on transmission lines. It seems likely that many of these

are the result of the release of bound charges with negative cloud base. In general,

the results obtained represent records of surges that have traveled to the arrester

through a considerable length of conductor (which is much longer in the case of the
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station arresters) and have become modified because of travel. Thus these data

give information as to lightning-arrester

currents to be expected, but as for the

stroke itself they indicate only that the

stroke current was of greater magnitude,

undoubtedly being in many .cases more

than twice the current values given for

arresters.

Walter®^ suggested in 1905 that the

continuing illumination observed on

moving-camera photographs of multiple

lightning strokes was a continuinj^ cur-

rent. It remained for McKachron* to

show in 1939 that the continuing illumi-

nation did represent current, through

the use of rotating-lens or film cameras

of the Boys*® type in conjunction with

oscillographs, installed in the top of the

Empire Qtate Building, one of which was

capable of recording over 1 sec of time*.

Broadly speaking, the lightning stroke

consists of one or more current peaks superimposed on a more or less continuous

Flo. 5.—Lightning currents through dis-

tribution arresters (McEachron and Mc-
Morris).^® Of 1,608 records obtained, 1,011

were negative and 597 wore positive.

Fig. 6.—^Lightning currents through station arresters (Gross and MoMoiTis).*^ Of 469
records obtained, 401 were negative and 68 were positive.

current flow. This is illustrated by the record*® shown in Fig. 7 taken with

cathode-ray and magnetic-type oscillographs. For strokes to the earth itself or to
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structures of low height, it is believed the stroke would he of the downward-
lead(»r type initiated with a current peak. The stroke recorded in Fig. 7 was probably

of the upward-step-loader type.

It is important to recognize the existence of the continuing type of discharge, since

it is no doubt the cause of most of the thermal effects of lightning, such as fires, holes

Time .seconds
(Insert scale- microseconds)

Total charge: -34 coulombs

Fig. 7.—Composite replotted from low-speed and high-speed oscillograms showing four

current peaks of stroke 3 to the Empire State Building, June 26, 1940 (McEachron).^®

burned in the skin of airplanes, burning of cable sheaths and conductors, and is

responsible in part for the blowing of fuses on distribution circuits.**

The duration of 76 strokes determined by the magnetic oscillograph or the Boys

camera is given in Fig. 8. These results show that 50 per cent of the strokes had

durations of 0.35 sec or longer. The maximum duration, recorded was 1.5 sec.
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The total charge, including current peaks for 49 strokes to the Empire State Build-

ing, is given in Fig. 9. The curve indicates that 50 per cent of tlie strokes to tlie

building had a charge of 25 coulombs or more, although the average is 37. The result

agrees well with the values suggested by Bruce and Golde.^^ The maximum charge

recorded in Fig. 9 is 165 coulombs, although McEachron and Hagenguth^^ report a

Fig. 8.—Stroke duration as a function of the frequency of occurrence (McEachron)*-^®
recorded by Boys camera or oscillograph. Based on 75 strokes to the Empire State
Building, 1935-1940.

Fig. 9.—Frequency of occurrence of stroke charge based largely on low-speed oscillo-

graphic data. Total charge of lightning strokes recorded by low-speed oscillographs,

Empire State Building, 1937-1940. Based on 49 strokes.

Coulombs in Two-polarity StrokesABC D E F G H
- 1.4 2.0 6.4 12.0 8.2 30 36 160.0

+ 1.2 1.1 1.8 2.3 9.9 17 17 2.6
Other strokes negative charge only (McEachron).*®

possible maximum charge of 240 coulombs based on data from holes burned in a thin

metal sphere on top of the WSM broadcasting tower in Nashville, Tenn.

Polarity, Cloud-to-ground strokes seem to be predominantly from ja negative

cloud base. The oscillograms of 49 strokes to the Empire State Building taken during

1937-1940 show that 41 were entirely negative, the remaining eight being partly

positive and partly negative. There is no certain evidence that any of the eight
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Table 1.—Data on Stroke Currents

(27—
(57
— m (55

—
(55

Voltage of system on
which measurements

wore made, kv

Range of

tower
currents,

amp

Range of
stroke

currents,
amp

Per cent
under values

given in

col. (2) or (3)

Per cent
negative,

all

strokes

Authority
reference

No.

6-220 100,000 100
30,000 90 87 6
20,000 82

66, 115, 154 130,000 100

!

100,000
60,000

!

90 97 45

150 40,000 70.000 100 70 46

69-220
1

150,000 99
30,000 50 93 20
2,000

I

Induced on aerial by 120,000 100
direct strokes, meas- 60,000 80% of all

ured with cathode- positive 30
ray oscillograph 60,000 70% of all

negative

Strokes to tall struc- 160,000 100
tures, measured by 10,000 80

28
fulchronograph 5,000 50

1,000 7

Lightning to Empire 58,000 100 84
State Building, 14,000 80

40
measured oscillo-

graphically
7,000 50

'Fable 2.—Coulombs

(T5

Per cent at least equal to
col. (2)

(25

Coulombs

1

—m—
Authority

reference No.

2

1

165
20 62 8
50 25
80 5

•201 1.6
50 measured with antenna 0.6 30
70l

4-60 28
i

5-200 \

Measured charge of cloud Average 30 [
47
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Table 3.—Characteristics of Current Wave Shape in Direct Strokes

Front and duration,
time in /tsec

How detei mined
Authority
reference

No.Wave
front

'Time to

half value
Total

duration

2-6

0-10
3.5-10

0-6 6-150

Varied
from 20
to 90

50 or more

Up to 60
23 to 45

100-300

50 to

20,000

Based on rate of rise and propagation
data

Tioop coupled to cathode-ray oscillograph
Cathode-ray oscillograph to high verti-
cal conductor
Cathode-ray oscillograph to Empires
State Building
Fulchronograph records to structuri^s

530 to 585 ft in height

12

30
27

40

28

Rate of current rise, amp//iscc

Average Maximum

20,000 40,000 Klydonograph and loop to tower 46
6,000 40,000 Cathode-ray oscillograph to high verti- 27

cal conductor
1,700-13,000 36,000 Empire State Building 40

1
30,000 Ia)()p coupled to cathode^ ray oscillograph 30

174-6,000 amp Range for currents to tall structures 28
43,000 ainp/psec (highest re- Transmission-line fulchronograph data
ported)

m
'"till

Timt.jus

20 40 60 80 100
I .1 . 1 . 1.1

^-30-

iiiiti'""

T\fne,jLis

40 60 80 100

Fig. 10.—Cathode-ray oscillograms

of a lightning stroke to the Empire
State Building, Aug. 8, 1938, Two
discharges; 89,200 psec between dis-

charges (McEachron).5t"

show considerable similarity in

began positive. It is evident, therefore, that

current reversals do take place, but apparently

they are the exception rather than the rule.

6. Peak Current Wave Shapes and Charge.

Very few data are available showing wave
shapes of lightning currents measured directly.

Some Russian data®^ are given in the table

together with results from the Empire State

investigation, and fulchronograph records

from strokes to buildings and chimneys rang-

ing from 530 to 585 ft in height,®^

In 1938, McEachron®" secured some oscillo-

grams of successive current peaks in strokes

to the Empire State Building. In one case,

as many as 12 current peaks were measured
in 0.28 sec. The wave shapes of all were
similar. I'hree of them reached a crest cur-

rent of 5,000 amp. In another case two
peaks, 89,200 psec apart, were secured and

wave shape (see Fig. 10).
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Fia. 11.—Frc^quency of occ.ixrrenco of current peaks of various magnitudes determined
oscillographically. Amplitude of current peaks recorded bj' high-speed cathode-ray
oscillograph on the Emi)ire State Building. Jlesults })ased on 13 strokes (McEachron).^®

Fig. 12.— Duration of current peaks measured to half value as a function of frequency
of occurrence. Based on 33 oscillographic records. Duration of current peaks recorded
by high-speed cathode-ray oscillograph on the Empire State Building, 1938 and 1939.
llesults based on 11 strokes (McEachron).^®

Fio. 13.—Charge of current peaks as a function of frequency of occurrence. Coulomb
values based on time to half value of crest current. Charge in current peaks recorded by
high-speed cathode-ray oscillograph. Charge passed until current decays to one half of

crest. Empire State Building. 1938 and 1940. Results based on 13 strokes (McEachron)
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It cannot be said that lightning has a particular wave shape; it can be expressed

onl)’^ between limits and in terms of the frequency of occurrence, as indicated in the

curves and tables.

Rate of Rise, It should be pointed out that, for transmission lines, rates indicated

ill the table apply only at the stricken point, and then not after a line-to-ground arc-

over. The rates of rise on a transmission line will be only half the rates indicated

(unless the stroke occurs at the very end of the line), and these will decrease rapidly

with travel.

Fig. 14.—Time to first crest of current peaks as a function of frequency of occurrence.
Recorded by high-speed cathode-ray oscillograph. Empire State Building, 1938 and 1940.
Results based on 13 strokes (McEachron).**®

Fig, 15.—Effective rate of rise (slope of line through points on wave front at 10 per cent
and 90 per cent of first crest) of current peaks of lightning strokes as a function of frequency
of occurrence. Recorded by high-speed cathode-ray oscillograph. Empire State Building,
1938 and 1940. Results based on 11 strokes (McEachron).^®

In Figs. 11 to 15 are plotted data obtained from cathode-ray oscillograms of
current peaks in strokes to the Empire State Building. The building itself may have
some modifying effect on these characteristics as presented, but it is believed that
once the path between cloud and the building is established the succeeding current
peaks will not be much influenced by the building. These data may or may not be
representative of the first current peak of the down step leader to structures of ordinary
height. However, because of the paucity of data on wave shape, these results are
believed to be useful until more complete data have become available.

A more detailed description of these data may be obtained from the original paper,*®
but it is worthy of note that the current peak with the greatest magnitude, 58,000
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amp, was positive in polarity and had a charge to half-current value of 4.9 coulombs,

which is more than three times larger than obtained from any other cxirrent peak

recorded oscillographically.

Table 4.—('oulombs. Individual ('urrent Peaks

Peak current ranges
No. of

peaks
Coulomb
range

Authority
reference No.

2,100-»5,000 8 0.19-0.28 29
5,000-21,000 28 0.28-1.47 29
56,000 (positive) 1 4.9 29
17,000-31,000 4 0.12-1.5 27
21,000 4 4-60

i

28

7. Effects on Objects Struck. Nonconductors are often shattered by lightning,

while conductors may be burned or even vaporized. The high current peak may
shatter trees or poles without setting fird to them, while a succession of current peaks

with continuing current may wtII cause a fire. High-current short-time discharges

passed through a No. 14 rubber-covered wire can eliminate the wire but leave the

rubber apparently undamaged. Such cases have been reported from the field, and
similar results have been obtained in the laboratory. Hollow or fiat conductors

are often crushed by high lightning currents, owing to both thermal and magnetic

effects.

The pressure effects developed inside trees or chimneys, or inside dwellings

because of the pressure in the spark often blow such structures apart violently. The
effects upon electrical apparatus are too complicated to be discussed here. It seems

likely, in view of the rather large number of coulombs found in lightning discharges,

that some overhead-conductor burning thought to have been due to power current

may be due to lightning.

Methods are available for satisfaertorily protecting most equipment and structures

from the effects of lightning. In general, such protection is best undertaken only

by those skilled in the art.

8. Lightning to Aircraft. Lightning storms represent a hazard to aircraft,®® not

only on account of turbulence, which affects the pilot's ability to handle the craft, or

static, which may interfere with radio communications or cause other trouble, but
on account of lightning itself. With lighter-than-air craft, special precautions must
be taken to prevent the formation of sparks that might cause fire. This is particularly

hazardous if inflammable gases are present. The principle of the Faraday cage may
be used with interconnection of metal parts to prevent the formation of sparks result-

ing from the flow of current through the structure due to changes in electrostatic

field or perhaps to direct strokes involving the structure.

Captive balloons should have the cable and winch well grounded. If personnel

are to be located close to such cable and winch during times w^hen lightning currents

may be flowing to the earth through such cables, the use of a grounded metal mat to

which the winch is connected and on which the personnel are located would add
materially to their safety even though the cable and winch are well grounded. If

such a ground mat is not available, a buried cable surrounding the winch and operating

personnel and groimdod with two or more ground rods spaced along the buried con-

ductor would operate to reduce the potential gradient along the surface of the earth

close to the winch in the event of a stroke to the balloon or cable. Of course, the

winch should be independently grounded and* interconnected with such a buried

conduotor. Telephone or other wiring entering the grounded area should have
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grounded conductors bonded to the grounded mat or cable, and the live conductors

should be connected to the <!ommon ground through protective gaps or arresters.

Airplanes are struck by lightning occasionally. Holes burned in the metal skin

indicate that the most frequent path of current flow due to lightning is from wing tip

to wing tip and from nose to tail. Apparently cloud-to-cloud dis(!harges are usually

responsible for such burns. Planes do not seem to be involved in cloud-to-ground

strokes very frequently, which may help to explain a relative predominance of thermal

effects compared with mechanical or explosive effects that are encountered freqiu;ntly

in connection with structures on the earth\s surface. The compensation of magnetics

compasses may be upset because of the magnetic eff(H'ts of lightning strokes currents

on magnetic material in the airplane, such as engine parts. Pilots may be temporarily

blinded by lightning flashes (particularly at night) that may interfere; with reading of

instruments immediately after the flash. Radio antennas may lx; damagexl, particu-

larly if they are of the trailing type. Metal propellers have been pitted from the

flow of lightning current.

All-metal airplanes appear to stand up under lightning conditions (luite satis-

factorily since the occupants and the appa’ratus within the metal skin are wdthin

an almost perfect Faraday cage. However, some satisfactory form of lightning pro-

tection for radio equipment shoidd be provided. Airplanes with nonmetal wings

and fuselage are less likely to become a part of the path of a lightning stroke, luit,

unless some successful form of conduction for the lightning current is provided, such

planes would be hazardous to operate in lightning storms on account of the possi-

bilities of mechanical and thermal effects.

‘ PROTECTION OF ORDINARY BUILDINGS AND MISCELLANEOUS
PROPERTY INCLUDING HANGARS FOR AIRCRAFT

9. Consideratioiis for Protection. Whether or not protection is justified will

depend upon the value and nature of the building and its contents, the fretjuency of

^ occurrence of lightning storms, the degree of shielding offered by other structures,

as well as the availability of firefighting apparatus. In some states, a reduction in

insurance rates can be obtained as a result of protecting buildings against lightning.

The hazard to human beings is practically eliminated if they are within a properly

protected structure.

10. Operation of a lightning-rod system depends upon the principle of intercepting

the lightning stroke before it reaches the structure to be protcctcMl and dis<;harging

the lightning current to ground through a sufficiently low resistance so that dang(‘rous

voltages do not result on account of the IR drop. Tall tre(;s cannot be depended

upon to protect near-by structures; if they are provided with lightning rods, however,

they may act as other similar tall grounded structures to protect near-by objects

within the cone of protection.

11. In placing a lightning-rod system on any structure, air terminala should be

provided for the purpose of keeping the earth end of the lightning arc away from th<;

building, and also to provide a cone of protection so that the building itself is com-

pletely protected. Air terminals should be spaced at intervals not exceeding 25 ft

and should not be less than 10 in. in height. National Bureau of Standards Hand-
book H21 " should be consulted for details.

12. Roof and down conductors should be coursed in such a way as to join each

air terminal to all the rest. At least two paths to the ground should be provided.

‘‘Dead ends*' should not exceed 16 ft.

18. Roof and down conductors may be made of copper, copper-clad steel, gal-

vanized steel, or a metal alloy that is as resistant to corrosion as copper. Ck>pper

cables should weigh not less than 187.5 lb per 1,000 ft. Thus, a round solid eon-
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(liictor of at least 34 in. in diameter is required. If steel or galvanized-stcel con-

ductors are used, they must have a net weight of steel of not le.ss than 320 lb per

1,000 ft.

14. Metal-roofed buildings should be treated as any other building from the

point of view of lightning rods and down conductors, Tinless the metal sheets of which
the roof is composed arc made electrictally continuous by means of suitable bonding

or interlocking. Such a roof should be provided with air terminals to receive the

lightning arc and should be connected to the earth at, at least, two points, preferably

on opposite corners.

16. Grounds are very important, connections being made to water pipes where
available. In some cases, it will be necessary to provide an extensive buried system

of wires to obtain a suitably low ground resistance. The trtiatment of grounds

depciiids, of course, upon the character of the soil and its conductivity.

16. Bonding and Grounding of Metal Bodies. Metal bodies extending through

the structure to be protected, or wholly exterior to the structure, should be bonded
to the nearest lightning conductor and under some conditions may require an addi-

tional separate grounding. Metal bodies situated wholly within the structure, and
those projecting through the sides of the building b(‘low the second floor, which come
within 6 ft of a lightning conductor or a metal body connected thereto, should be

bonded to the nearest lightning conductor and, if of considerable length, should be

grounded at the lowest or farthest extremity.

17. Protection of Hangars. The same general principles apply as for ordinary

buildings, but special attention is required because of the great height and area

involved. If the structure is built with a steel frame and all parts are securely bonded
together, it is necessary only to provide suitable air terminals extending through the

roof of the building and to give suitable attention to the grounding of the steel frame.

Where air terminals are spaced 25 ft or less on roof ridges, or flat surfaces, the height

of the terminal should not be less than 4 ft 10 in. For each additional foot of separa-

tion above 25 ft, the air terminal should be increased in height not less than 2 in.

,

National Bureau of Standards Handbook H21’' should be consulted for details.

Flat roofs should be divided into rectangles having sides not exceeding 50 ft in

length by drawing lines parallel to the edge of the roof and air terminals erected at

the intersection of these lines.

With reference to grounding, if a water-pipe system enters the structure, the

building frame should be bonded to it at the point of entrance, and in addition artifi-

cial grounds should be provided for the steel columns or roof trusses at not less than

half of the footings and distributed as uniformly about the building perimeter as

possible. Where satisfactory grounds cannot be obtained from driven pipes, the

building may be surrounded by a buried conductor that is interconnected to the build-

ing steel at convenient points to carry out the general principle of securing grounds at

not less than half of the footings. Exterior metal bodies, such as roof flashings or

down spouts, should be bonded to the lightning conductor itself. Interior metallic

bodies should be independently grounded and if within 10 ft of a lightning conductor

should be bonded to it.

18. Protection of Areas. In general, areas may be most satisfactorily protected

by the use of masts with interconnected wires from their tops all suitably grounded

to an interconnected ground system. This arrangement gives a subdivision of the

lightning currents down any one mast and provides for further subdivisions of cur-

rents in the ground. The area to be protected should be wholly within a cone of

protection that will have a base radius of approximately two times the height of the

axis of the cone. For a more detailed discussion of the cone of protection, reference

should be made to ''National Bureau of Standards Handbook H21.''
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19. Protection of Structures Containing Inflammable or Explosive Materials.

In this connection, extra precautions must be taken to prevent all sparks, no matter

how minute, from occurring within the protected area. Since these sparks can result

from induction, it is essential that all metal objects be bonded together and fre-

quently connected to groimd. It may sometimes be desirable to build a complete

Faraday cage, which of course represents the most certain form of protection. When
areas are particularly large, overhead ground wires or grounded mesh may be used.

Before undertaking the protection of such structures, one should consult those exper-

ienced in this field to be sure that all the proper precautions are taken.

The same method discussed under the general heading ‘‘protection of areas”

may be used for buildings, namely, the use of masts with or without interconnection

of overhead wires. In general, if conditions permit, the use of overhead ground wires

is desirable rather than masts alone since it reduces the current per support and will

give better protection in the area between the masts involved.^*

20. Static Electricity. Protection of the contents of a building against the effects

of static electricity resulting from changes in electrostatic fields due to sources external

to the building may be accomplished through the use of a Faraday cage. Many steel-

frame buildings are inherently self-protecting unless (explosive dusts are present or

some special process is being carried on in which the elimination of small sparks is

necessary. An all-metal structure with no openings would, of course, eliminate static

induced from outside fields; as the number and size of openings increase, the protection

obviously decreases. However, static may be produced inside such a structure

because of operations going on within that involve moving belts or friction, or bec^ause

of many other causes. In general, it can be stated tliat the separation of any non-

conducting material is likely to produce static. It can also be produced in many
other ways.

The control of static requires special knowledge and cannot be successfully treated

here. However, in certain industries, the use of high humidity over 60 per cent vrith

a suitable mixture of carbon dioxide gas is successful in combating static. The
general principle of grounding objects that either may come in contact with each

other or are separated by a small gap is probably the most satisfactory general method.
Use of conductive flooring and conductive shoes and the elimination of wool or silk

clothing for personnel helps in prevention of explosions due to static in ordnance
plants and hospitals. For more detailed information with reference to static electric-

ity and its control, referemce should be made to current literature on the subject. ®*'***®^'*‘*
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SECTION IV

RADIATION

By J. Charney

INTRODUCTION AND DEFINITIONS

Definition of Radiation. All matter not at the absolute zero of temperature sends

out energy into the surrounding space in the form of electromagnetic! waves. The
propagation of this energy as well as the energy itself is called radiation. Radiation

is easily distinguished from other forms of heat transfer, such as conduction and
convection, by its speed of propagation, which equals that of light, and by the fact

that no intervening material medium is required for its transmission.

The phenomena embraced by the term radiation can be? classified according to

wave length. At the lower end of the known spectrum lies cosmic radiation with

wave lengths as low as cm, while at the upper end lies radiation from power

lines, with wave lengths measured in kilometers. In between are found the gamma
rays, X rays, ultraviolet radiation, visible light, infrared radiation, and radio waves.

The radiation of interest to the meteorologist is that from the sun, the earth, and the

atmosphere and lies within the ultraviolet, visible, and infrared spectral regions.

The wave-length unit customarily employed in these regions is the micron (m), whicdi

is equal to 10"^ cm. In this unit, the wave lengths of the appreciable solar and

"terrestrial radiation fall between 0.15 and 120 m.

Absorption and Emission of Radiation in Gases. The nature of the radiation

emitted by a body depends on its physical state. Emission by a gas will differ char-

acterLstically from emission by a liquid or solid, and the same is true of absorption

.

To understand the differences, it is necessary to consider separately the emissive

and absorptive processes of gases, and of liquids and solids.

According to the atomic theory, a gas is a collection of molecules, each of w^hich

independently emits radiant energy at the expense of its internal energy. Each atom
in the molecule is visualized as a miniature solar system, consisting of light negatively

charged electrons rotating in different orbits about a heavy positively charged nucleus.

The kinetic and potential energies of the electrons together constitute the internal

energy of the atom. On the basis of the electromagnetic theory, the physicists of the

nineteenth century attempted to predict the wave lengths and intensities of the

radiation emitted by the rotating electrons in the atom. Their utter failure in this

respect, and also their failure to predict the emission spectrum of the so-called ** black

body,*' resulted in radical revision of the foundations of the classical mechanics of the

atom.

The two fundamental hypotheses of the new theory are: (1) an atom can exist

only in certain definite energy states, Ei, Ei, • • • etc., whose values are determined

in accordance with certain quantization rules, and (2) the frequency of the radiation

emitted by an atonr is given by the relation

Etn En
" “ ' -T-“ (1)

where Et^ and En are the respective energies in their initial and final states, and A is a

284
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universal constant. The frequency v is related to the wave length X by the formula

Xv = c (2)

where c is the velocity of light. Since the permissible energy values Em and En belong

to a discrete set, the emission spectrum of a gas will consist of a discontinuous set of

frequencies. Absorption consists of the reverse process. The absorbed frequency

will correspond to an energy transition from a lower to a higher state, so that the sign

of the right-hand side of Eq. (1) will be changed.

The emission spectrum of a gas can be measured by passing radiation from the

gas through a narrow slit and then through a prism or grating. The image of the

slit, when focused on the retina of the eye or on a photographic plate, is found to con-

sist of many separate bright lines against a dark background, each corresponding to a

different frequency. Tin; absorption spectrum can be obtained by sending light from

a source emitting a continuous range of frequencies through the gas and then through

the prism or grating, and will consist of dark lines against a bright background.

The absorption spectrum of a monatomic gas is somewhat simpler in appearance

than that of a gas whose molecules consist of more than one atom. The former

consists of well-defined lines while the latter seems to be made up of a series of bands,

especially when viewed by an instrument with low dispersive power. Closer inspec-

tion of the bands, however, reveals that they are composed of many fine lines. This

difference can be explained under the assumption that the rotational and vibrational

energies of the atoms in a molecule as W'ell as the electronic energies of the atoms can

take only discirete values. Denoting these energies by Erot, Evib, the second

fundamental hypothesis gives for the frequency emitted by a molecule

(jEJeloc 4- Eyih -h EroxY "" i^(eJec -b Erot + Evih) /o\
^ “

h

where primed quantities refer to the initial state and unprimed quantities refer to the

final state of the molecule. With each change in the electronic configurations of the

atoms in the molecule are associated independent changes in the vibrational and

rotational energy levels. Thus, w'hile a given electronic transition in an atom results

in a single frequency emitted or absorbed, a corresponding change of electronic

energy in fi.molecule is associated with many frequencies. The lines in a single band
are associated with fixed electronic and vibrational transitions, but with varying

rotational changes.

Influence of Pressure and Temperature on Absorption. No mention was made
in the preceding pages of the influence of neighboring molecules on emission or absorp-

tion by a molecule of a gas. Actually the energy levels of a molecule wdll be some-

what altered by the electric forces exerted by contiguous molecules. When the

molecule undergoes a transition from one energy state to another, the resulting fre-

quency will differ slightly from its undisturbed value. The result is a broadening

of the spectral lines in proportion to the degree of influence of the molecules of a gas

upon one another. An increase in the rate of impact should therefore be expected

to increase the width of the spectral lines and so permit the absorption of a greater

quantity of radiation. Since the rate of impact is directly proportional to pressure

and inversely proportional to the square root of temperature, absorption will be

increased by higher pressures and lower temperatures.

Bmissioii and Absorption by Solids and Liquids. If the considerations of the last

paragraph are applied to a molecule in a solid or liquid, it should be expected that the

enormously greater proximity of the neighboring molecules would so disturb the

energy levels of an emitting or absorbing molecule that the spectral lines would merge

with one another to produce a continuous spectrum. This explains why all solids
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and liquids emit and absorb radiation over a continuous range of wave lengths,

but with intensities that vary with wave; length. The total (juantity of radiation

increases with temperature, as does also the freqiienciy at which the maximum energy

is radiated. Thus a body that is being heated first becomes a dull red, then yellow,

and eventually white. A more precise statement of the laws governing radiation

from gases, liquids, and solids will be given in the following pages.

The Calculus of Radiation. 1. Definition of Flux. The flux of radiation is the

total quantity of radiant energy traversing a surface from one side to another per

unit area per unit time. Thus if Av is the energy passing through a surface element

Aff in the time Atj the flux F is the limit of the quotient Av/A<r At as both A<r and At

tend toward zero. The unit of radiative energy most commonly employed in mete-

orological calculations is the 15°C gram-calorie, and the flux is usually expressed in

gram-calories per square centimeter pc^r minute.

2. Definition of Intensity. Wlien beams of radiation traverse a surface in all

directions, it becomes necessary to define a measure of the quantity of radiation flowing

in a given direction. Let Aa be a small surface <’lement containing the point P.

Let N be the normal to A<r at 7^ and let L be a line througli P making an angle 0 with

N. Around L construct an elementary

cone of solid angle Aw, intersecting the

periphery of Aa, thus producing a vol-

ume in the form of a truncated cone

abutting on Aa. Let Av b(5 the energy

transmitted through Aa in the time At

within the above volume (see Fig. 1).

The limit of the expression Av/At Aw Aa

cos B as Af, Aw, and Aa approach zero,

keeping P and L fixed, is called the

intensity I of the field of radiation at- P and in tin? direction L. As so defined, the

intensity in a certain direction is the flux per unit solid angle across a surface normal

to this direction.

It should be remarked that the above definition of intensity breaks down in the

case of a parallel beam
;
for in any direction other than that of the beam the intensity

is zero, while in the direction of the beam the quotient Av/At Aw Aa cq^ B becomes
infinite since Av/At Aa cos B approaches a finite limit as Aw approaches zero.

3. Relation between Flux and Intensity. Since a unit an^a whose normal is inclined

at an angle B with the direction Jj projects into cos B units on a plane normal to L,

the flow of energy through this unit area per unit solid angle along L \b1 cos B. Hence
the flux confined in the differential solid angle dw is / cos B dtc. The total flux through

a given surface is therefore equal to the integral

F — fJ cos Bdo) (4)

taken over the half sphere of which the surface is in the diametral plane. The net

flux would be obtained by integration over the entire sphere. Introducing the

azimuthal sphere coordinate 0, Eq. (4) becomes

F I cos B sin B dB (5)

This expression for the flux cannot be integrated until I is known as a function of B

and In the event that I is independent of direction, the field of radiation is said

to be isotropic. In this case, the integration may be performed with the result

F «ir7
(6)
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or the flux through an arbitrary surface in an isotropic radiation field is w times the

intensity,

4. Lambert's Imw. If we denote the intensity of radiation emitted from unit

surface of a body in a direction making an angle 6 with the normal to the surface by
Je, Lambert’s law states that le is proportional to cos 6, or

le — h cos 6 (7)

where /o is the value of le at normal emergence. But if 1 is the total intensity of

radiation flowing away from the surface in the direction 0, we know from the definition

of 7 that le — I cos 0. Introducing this expression into Eq. (7), we obtain

I ^ It, ^ const (7')

or the intensity of the radiation emitted by a body is indepejidetU of direction. In accord-

ance with Lambert’s law, an incandescent sphere when viewed from a distance appears

to be a uniformly illuminated disk. Lambert’s law is in general exact only for a

perfectly absorbing body (a so-called ^^black” body); it holds for others only to the

extent to which they approximate a black body. The slight darkening of the outer

portion of the sun’s disk can be attributed to the imperfect absorbing power of the

gases in its atmospheni.

5. Specific or Monochromatic Intensity. Since the emissive and absorptive proper-

ties of most materials depend on wave length, it is useful to define a specific or mono-
chromatic intensity as the intensity referred to unit wave-length interval. Thus

7x = dl/d\. The specific intensity referred to unit frequency interval is similarly

defined by the relation Iv ^ dl/de. From Eq. (2), it easily follow’s that

(8)

Ordinarily the term intensity w ill be used in place of specific intensity where this can

be done without ambiguity.

Black-body Radiation, Kirchhoff’s Law. A relationship between the absorptive

and emissive properties of a body will now be established by the following idealized

experiment. Consider an evacuated enclosure surrounded on all sides by walls that

completely absorb radiation of all wave lengths. If the whole system is adiabatically

isolated from its surroundings, the temperature of the w^ills will become constant,

and the intensity of the radiation field within the enclosure will become everywhere

the same and independent of direction. In this state of radiative equilibrium, the

intensity of emission from the w^alls must equal the constant value of the intensity

within the enclosure. Thus the intensity of emission from a part of the wall will be

independent of its composition and also of the direction. A body that completely

absorbs radiation of all wave lengths is called a black body. We have therefore proved

the theorem : The intensity of the radiation emitted by a black body is independent of its

composition and of the direction of emission. It will be noticed that the second part

of the statement is equivalent to Eq. (7')- It follows that the intensity of emission

from a black body can only be a function of temperature and w^ave length. The
validity of this law in no way depends on the particular condition of radiative equilib-

rium that we have assumed in its derivation, since it concerns only the rate of emission

of a body, a quantity that is not influenced by the surrounding radiation field.

Now place a slab of absorbing material within the enclosure and let it come to

temperature equilibrium with its surroundings. I^et a stream of radiation, moving

in an arbitrary direction, strike the slab. A certain fraction dx of the incident black-

body intensity will be absorbed and a fraction 1 — ox transmitted. Let ex denote
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the intensity of emission from the slab in the given direction. Since the intensity of

radiation in the enclosure is everywhere the same, the intensity of the incident beam
must equal that of the emergent beam, which consists of the transmitted black-body

intensity plus the emitted intensity. We therefore have

JS;x « (1 ~ ax)JS:x 4- ex (9)

or - Ex O')
ax

This is Kirchhoff’s law as applied to the emission from a slab and may be stated

:

The ratio of the intensity of emission to the fractional absorption of a slab is equal to the

black-body intensity at the same wave length and temperature. Reflection and scattering

have not been considered, but it can be shown that the theorem remains true when
they are taken into account.

In the above form, Kirchhoff’s law is adapted to the treatment of radiative transfer

in a gas where emission and absorption take place mthin the body. An analogous

form can be derived from the relation between emission and absorption at the surface

of a liquid or solid, which reflects but does not transmit radiation. For this purpose,

we replace a section of the wall of our enclosure by a reflecting material and again

allow the system to come to temperature equilibrium. As before, the intensity of

radiation from the walls and in the enclosure must equal that of a black body. The
intensity of a beam of radiation issuing from the reflecting part of the wall will consist

of two parts; one part will be the intensity of emission c\' of the wall it.self, and, if the

reflecting material is perfectly smooth, the other part will be the reflected intensity of

the beam that comes from a direction symmetrical to that of the given beam with

respect to the normal to the surface. If ax' is the fraction of the incident radiation

absorbed by the surface, then 1 — ax' is the fraction reflected, and the total intensity

of the beam coming from the wall is therefore equal to ex' + (1 — a\')E\; and this

quantity must be equal to JS'x, the intensity of radiation from within the enclosure

traveling in the opposite direction. We have, therefore

Ex - (1 - ax')£’x + ex' (10)

or K - Ex (10')

It is an immediate consequence of Kirchhoff^s law that the intensity emitted by a

body can never exceed the black-body intensity and can equal it only in the spectral

regions where the body is opaque. The earth's surface, for example, is nearly opaque
to long-wave atmospheric radiation while it reflects some short-wave solar radiation.

It follows that it will emit black-body radiation in the former and less than black-

body radiation in the latter region. A body that absorbs a constant fraction of the

incident radiation at all wave lengths is called a gray body. According to Kirchhoff's

law, a gray body will emit a constant fraction of the black-body intensity.

Planck’s Radiation Law. We have shown that the intensity of emission from a

black body depends only on its temperature and the wave length. The exact form
of the relationship was first derived by Planck and may be written

Ex
2hc^ 1

e^T - 1

(11 )

where h is known as Planck's constant and has the value 6.56 X erg sec, c Is

the velocity of light 3 X 10^® cm
.
per sec, and Boltzmann's constant, Is equal to

1.37 X ^ per deg. T is tho absolute temperature of the body.
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The black-body intensity per unit frequency becomes, with the aid of Eqs. (2)

and (8)

(12)

C^T - 1

Figure 2 shows tlie black-body emission curves drawn for the temperatures 200

and 300°K.

1*10. 2.—Bla<rk-body emissioii spectra for 1m.

Wien’s Displacement Law. Color Temperature of the Sun. From Fig. 2, it can

be seen that the wave length corresponding to the maximum intensity decreases as

the temperature increases. The quantitative expression of this rule can be derived

from Planck’s general law by the ordinary calculus rule for obtaining the maximum
value of a functi<ui. Setting the derivative with respect to X of the right-hand side

of Kq. (11) equal to zero, w^e find that the maxivval value of X is inversely proportional

to the absolute temperature T. Or

y (13)

where a has the value 0.288 cm deg. *

The maximum intensity of solar radiation is in the blue-green at 0.475 jx. On
the assumption that the sun is a perfect black body, Wien’s law gives for its tempera-

ture the value 6090°K, which is known as the color temperature of the sun.

Stefan-Boltzmann’s Law. The total intensity of black-body emission can be
obtained by integrating Eq. (11) or (12) between the limits 0 and Thus

2k^T^
f - x^dx

Jo c* — 1

The last integral can be shown to have the value Hence

where <r * 2ir‘fc*/15c*/i*. This is the Stefan-Boltzmann law, according to which the

total energy emitted by a black body varies as the fourth pow& of the ahsolvie temperature.
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From the nature of the coordinates in Fig. 2 and from the first line in Eq. (14), it

follows that the area underneath each curve in the figure represents the total black-

body intensity emitted at its corresponding temperature.

It was proved on page 287 that the intensity of emission from a black surface is

independent of direction. The flux from the surface is therefore given by Eq. (6)

The constant tr has the value 5.70 X 10“*^ erg cm~® r€h‘~* deg“^, or 0.817 X 10"^® cal

cm“* min~^ dcg~^.

Beer’s Law of Absorption. When a beam of monochromatic radiation is trans-

mitted through an infinitesimal distance dl in an absorbing medium, a certain fraction

of the intensity will be absorbed, and it is assumed that this fraction is independent

of the intensity but proportional to the density p of the absorbing substance and to the

distance dL It follows that

—hyfi dl

The proportionality constant k\ is knov^m as the coefficient of ahsorpiion of the medium.

Integration of Eq. (16) gives

h = (16')

where /xo is the initial intensity and I the total distance traversed by the beam. The

integral P represents the mass of absorbing material in a column of unit cross

section extending tlu; distance L It is called the optical path length and is denoted by

m. Substituting this symbol for p dl in JCq. (16), we obtain the formula

h - (16")

which is known as Beer^s law.

We have tacitly supposed that k\ depends only on W'ave length
;
but it w^as shown

above that the absorbing power of a substance is a function of pressure and tempera-

ture as w^ell. In the event that these quantities vary along the path of the beam k\

will also vary, and Eq. (16') would be modified by placing k\ under the integral sign

in the exponential term.

In dealing with the transmission of radiation through the atmosphere, it is usually

assumed that the absorbing materials are uniformly stratified in a horizontal direction.

The density p will then depend only on the vertical coordinate z, and the path length m
can be written as

/ pdz sec B where B is the angle between the direction of the beam

and the vertical. The quantity / pdzm called the optical depth or optical thickness
Jzq

of the layer between the heights zo and zi and is equal to the number of grams of

absorbing material in a vertical column 1 sq cm in cross-sectional area, extending from

Zo to Zu

The Equation of Radiative Transfer. Consider a beam of monochromatic radia«

tion that traverses the distance dl in an absorbing medium. By FJq. (16), the change

in intensity due to absorption is — ftxp df/x, and the fractional absorption is k\p dh
By Kirchhoff's law [Eq. (9')1> the intensity emitted in the direction of the beam is

fexp d/Ex. Therefore the net change in intensity will be

dl\ « ^k%p dllx + kxfi dlE\ (17)
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and, introduciiLg the change of variable dm. = p dl, we obtain the equation of radiative

transfer

S “ (17')

By means of this equation, it is theoretically possible to calculate the intensity of

radiation at any point in the atmosphere, provided that the distribution of the
absorbing substance's and the coefficients of absorption are known.

Calculation of Flux from a Horizontal Layer. The central problem in the theory of

radiative heat transfer in the atmosphere is the calculation of tlie flux emitted by a
horizontal layer from one of its faces.

As will be seen, all questions relating to

the heating and cooling of the atmosphere

by radiation are ultimately referred to

the determination of flux. Let us con-

sider a layer, bounded by horizontal

planes of infinite extent, in which the

absorbing substances are uniformly

str6,tified in the horizontal direction, and
first calculate the flux at the base of the

layer that originates in an infinitesimal

sheet of optical thickness du. If the

intensity emitted by the sheet in the di-

rection B (see I^g. 3) is dl\ and the opti-

cal depth measured upward from the base

of the layer is u, the intensity transmitted to the base of the layer will be

by Becr^s law^ Introducing this expression for the transmitted intensity into Eq.

(5), we obtain for the flux of radiation at the base of the layer coming from the infini-

tesimal sheet

IT

f2ir f2
dFx ^

/ d<i) I d/xc~**x« » sin ^ cos 0 (18)

But from KirchhofT’s law^ (Kep (9')1 the intensity emitted by a slab in a given direction

is equal to the black-body intensity multiplied by the fractional absorption in the

same direction. In the present case, the fractional absorption in the infinitesimal

sheet is du sec B. Therefore d/x = k\ du sec BE\y and Eq. 18 becomes, after

integrating with respect iO’<f>

ir

df\ = 2rE\ du * sin 9 rfe (19)

T

If the integral 2 " sin 0 eos B dB is denoted by t/ the expression for dF\

reduces to

dFx^irEx^du (20)

The total downward flux F at the base of the layer is obtained by integrating Eq.

(20), from « « 0 to ti * Uu where Ui is the optical depth of the whole layer, and over

the w^hole range of wave lengths, from X » 0 to X * « . Performing this integration

and substituting the monochromatic black-body flux (F\)b for vE\, in which we are

justified by Eq. (6), we obtain

u»u,-

u^O

du

I

u
/ A

kjiUsecO

Fig« 3.—Transmitted intensity from an
lufinitesimal layer.
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In actual computations of flux in the atmosphere, a graphical method is used for the

evaluation of the above integral. This method will be discussed below.

SOLAR RADIATION

Nature of Solar Radiation. Observations conducted over a period of years indicate

that the solar radiation does not change appreciably from year to year and varies

only with latitude and season. A measure of the quantity of the incoming solar radia-

tion is the solar conatarUj which is defined as the flux of solar radiation at the outer

boundary of the earth’s atmosphere received on a surface normal to the sun’s direction

at the earth’s mean distance from the sun. The solar constant has the value 1.94 cal

cm“* min”’^

The spdctral distribution of solar radiation closely approximatc's that of a black

body. On the assumption that the sun is perfectly black, one can compute by means
of Boltzmann’s law the temperature it should have in order for the flux at the outer

limit of the earth’s atmosphere to equal the solar constant. This quantity is known
as the effective temperature of the sun and is equal to 5760®K. The effective tempera'^

ture differs from the color temperature of the sun defined on page 289. Selective absorp-

tion in the sun’s atmosphere reduces the total radiation but leaves relatively unchanged

the wave length corresponding to the maximum intensity.

It follows from Planck’s law that a black body at the temperature of the sun will

radiate upward of 99 per cent of its energy between the wave lengths 0.15 and 4

Roughly one-half of this radiation will lie in the visible region of the spectrum between

0.38 and 0.77 Mt ^-nd the remainder in the invisible ultraviolet and infrared regions.

Geographical and Seasonal Distribution of Solar Radiation. In the absence of

an atmosphere, the flux of solar radiation reaching a point on the earth’s surface

depends only on the zenith angle 6 of the sun and the sun’s distance from the earth.

If / denotes the intensity of solar radiation, the flux is given by Eq. (4).

/'’=»// cos B du> (22)

extended over the solid angle Aw, subtended by the sun. Within this small angle, /

may be regarded as constant. Therefore

F = / cos ^ Aw * / cos B— (23)

where a is the radius of the sun and r its distance from the earth. When ^ 0 and

r » fm, the mean distance of the sun from the earth, the above expression reduces to

the solar constant. Thus

(24)
fm

We note that the intensity is a much larger quantity than the solar constant. Sul>-

stituting Eq. (24) into Eq. (23), wc obtain

F - S cos 9~ (25)

and if no great accuracy is required, the factor can be taken as unity. We then

derive the familiar cosine law for solar radiation, namely

F ^ScohB (260

The total energy delivered per unit area on the earth^s surface in the. course of a

day is obtained by integrating Eq. over the period during which the sun Ik
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above the horizon. The evaluation of this integral is an astronomical problem, and
only the result is reproduced liere. If 4> is the latitude of the place, 5 the solar declina-

tion, and H the hour angle between sunrise and noon, or noon and sunset, the total

flux is

/
24 r 2 '

F di ^ S Bin sin «(// - tan H) (26)

where // « — tan tan 6 (27)

'I'lie solar declination can be found for any time of year from a nautical almanac.

Figure 4 was computed by means of Kq. 26 and shows the dependence of the daily

flux of solar radiation in cal cm"* day“’ on latitude and season. The horizontal

coordinate is given as time of year in the lower margin and solar declination in the

upper margin; the vertical coordinate is the latitude. It is noteworthy that, owing

to the length of day at the summer solstice of the Northern Hemisphere, the North

North Summer North Winter

Fig. 4.—Daily insolation in cal cm"* day"‘ received at the earth's surface in the absence
of an atmosphere. {After MUankovilch*a computationa.)

Pole receives the maximum daily total insolation, and the equator receives a mini-

mum. At the winter solstice, these conditions are reversed; indeed latitudes above
68° receive no radiation at all. The total radiation received by the Southern Hemi-
sphere during the southern summer is larger than the amount received by the Northern

Hemisphere during its summer, for in the Southern Hemisphere the earth is closer

to the sun.

Because of the presence of the earth's atmosphere, the solar radiation received at

the surface of the earth is somewhat less than is shown in Fig. 4. The depletion of

energy in the solar beam is greatest at high latitudes where, because of the large

zenith angle, its path through the atmosphere is longest. For this reason, the region

of maximum insolation at the earth’s surface is no longer found at the pole in summer
but is shifted to about 30° latitude.

Depletion of Solar Radiation. 1. Absorption in the Atmosphere, A study of the

solar spectrum reveals the presence of numerous fine absorption lines and bands*

These consist in part of the well-known Fraunhofer lines and are produced by absorp-

tion by the gases and vapors in the sun’s atmosphere. The remaining lines are due to

absorption by the gases in the earth’s atmosphere.
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One of the most striking eharactcristies of the ()))served solar speet nim is the abrupt

termination of the short wave-length end at 0.29 n. This is caused primarily by ozonci

in the earth’s atmosphere and represents a loss of over 5 per cent of the original solar

intensity. Ozone is distributed throughout the atmosphere up to heights of more than

50 km with the greatest concentration occurring between 25 and 30 km. The high

temperatures of the upper atmosphere are due in part to ozone absorption.

With the exception of ozone, the significant absorption of solar radiation by the

gaseous components of the atmosphere can be entirely attributed to water vapor.

Oxygen has several absorption bands, but these are so narrow that they represent a

very minute loss of solar energy. The remaining gases either do not absorb at all

or absorb negligible quantities.

Our quantitative knowledge of the absorption spectrum of water vapor in the short-

w^ave region is mainly due to Fowlc.‘ His

residts are represented in Fig. 5 by a t^urve

gmng the relationship between the frac-

tional absorption and the optical path

length. Also included in the figure is a

similar curve computed from a large num-

ber of measurements of the absorption of

solar radiation in the atmosphere by

Kimball® and Hoelper.® Fowle’s observa-

tions were taken in the laboratory and do

not take into account the variation of

atmospheric absorption with pressure and

temperature. If the proper pressure and

temperature corrections w'ere made, it is

probable that the two curves would be

brought into close agreement.

The nongaseous components of the atmosphere such as dust, smoke, and salt

particles must be included as absorbing agents. Their effect is highly variable but

should in moat cases be quite small.

2. Heating of Atmosphere hy Absorption ofSolar Radiation. From Fowle’s measure-

ments, Mugge and Moller^ derived an empirical formula from which one obtains the

heating of the atmosphere by solar radiation. If {^T)^ denotes the temperature rise

in 3 hr, w is the optical depth of the atmosphere water vapor above a given level,

and 6 is the zenith angle, then the formula

{AT)z » 0.039(w sec (28)

gives the rate of change in temperature at that level. Since the altitude of the sun

does not remain constant, Eq. (28) must be integrated over the course of the sun’s

altitude during the day to obtain the total heating. From extensive computations

by means of Eq. (28), Tanck® found that the absorption of solar radiation produces

a heating of from 0.3 to 0.6°C per day according to the amount of w^ater vapor.

Scattering and Diffuse Reflection. According to the electromagnetic theory of

light, a small charged particle placed in the path of a beam of light will experience

an alternating electric force. If the inertia of the particle is sufficiently small, it will

oscillate with the same frequency as that of the imposed wave and will therefore ennt

electromagnetic radiation of the same frequency.

The electronic charges in a molecule are acted upon in this way, and the emitted

radiation is scattered or reflected,^ Scattering occurs when the size of the aggregation

in which the molecules are found i#of the order of the wave length of the incident

Fia. 5.—Absorption of solar radia-

tion by water vapor according to Fowle
and to Kimball and Hoelper.
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riuliatiun or loss mid is clmractorizod by ilio do.pondonoc nii wavo loiigih, long waves
being less (dTecdively seattered than short ones.

If / is the intensity of the scattered light in a direction making an angle 6 with the

incident beam and is the intensity in the normal dirocdion, it can be shown that the

2

following law holds for scattering by very small i>artich‘s:

/ - /^(l + coh 2 e) (29)

2

Thus the amount of scattering is greatest in the direction of the incident beam and
in the opposite direction, .and least in the normal direction.

A coefficient of scattering may be deftned in the same manner as was the coefficient

of absorption. In a medium such as pure dry air, having an index of refraction ju,

and containing n particles p<3r cubic centimeter, the coefficient of scattering sx is very

nearly equal to

This expression conforms to the well-know^n law discovered by I^ord Rayleigh, which
states that scattering is inversely proportional to the fourth power of the wave length of

the incident radiation. If it is desired t,o compute the dephdion of the intensity of a

beam of light, the quantity + sx should be used in place of k\ in Beer’s law.

In the atmosphen*, sunlight is scattered by the molecules of dry air and water

vapor, and also by viuy snuHll solid impurities. Among the more obvious optical

phenomena produccid by scattering may be mentioned the blue color of the sky and the

red color of tin* sun and clouds at sunrise or sunset. The sky is blue because it is

made visible by scattered light, which, according to Rayleigh’s law is rich in the

shorter w ave lei gths; whereas the sun and clouds are seen by direct light since a

preponderance of the .short w aves have been removed during its long passage through

the atmosphere.

When the diameters of the .scattering particles exceed the wave length of the

incident light, the cocfTicient of scattering is no longer inversely proportional to the

fourth powH^r but is inversely proportional to a smaller power of the w'ave length
;
and,

when the particles boconu} sufficiently large, the dispersal of radiation is equally effec-

tive for all wave lengths and is called diffuse reflection. Large dust and haze particles,

water droplets, and ice crystals reflect rather than scatter light; and, since diffuse

reflection is nonsolective, all wave lengths are reflected equally. Thus, contrary to

popular belief, there is no particular color of light that W'ill penetrate a fog most
effectively.

When large solid particles are present in the atmosphere, the sky is suffused with

a w^hitish tinge due to diffusely reflected light. The depth of the blue color of the sky

can therefore be regarded as a measure of the amount of impurities in the atmosphere.

4. The Total Depletion of Solar Radiation. As described above, the incoming

solar radiation suffers depiction in the following ways; (1) absorption by ozone in the

upper atmosphere; (2) scattering by dry air; (3) absorption, scattering, and diffuse

reflection by suspended solid particles; and (4) absorption and scattering by water

vapor. We have seen that the solar intensity is reduced about 5 per cent by ozone

absorption. Kimball® has computed the effect of the factors (2), (3), and (4) for

several localities from observed intensities of solar radiation. In Table 1 is shown the

percentage of extinction of direct radiation from a zenith sun caused by each of the

above factors at three representative stations. The total depletion given in the tabU^^

does not represent the percentage that fails to reach the earth, for some of the scattered
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jind reflected radiation eventually arrives at the ground as dilTuse radiation. Kiinhall

estimates that on a clear day about 50 per cent of the scattered and diffusely reflected

light is returned to the ground in this way.

Table 1.—Percentage Depletion of Direct Radiation from a Zenith Sun by
THE Constituents of the Atmosphere at Representative Stations*

Dry air Water vapor Solid impurities Total

Washington, D.C.

Summer 9 17 10 36
Winter 9 8 9 26

Apia, Samoa

Summer 9 21 5

1

35
Winter 9 20 8 37

Mount Whitney, Galifornia

Summer 6 2 3 U

After Kimball.

Reflection of Solar Radiation by the Earth’s Surface and by Clouds. Albedo of

the Earth. With the single exception of a snow surface, the surface of the earth Ls

a poor reflector of solar radiation. Fresh snow reflects 80 to 85 per cent of the inci-

dent radiation, while old snow may reflect as little as 40 per cent. Grass reflects 10

to 33 per cent, rock 12 to 15 per cent, dry earth 14 per cent, and wet earth 8 to 9 per

cent. Virtually no radiation is reflected by a smooth water surface when the sun is

within 40 deg of the zenith; the reflection coefficient then increases from 2 per cent

at a zenith distance of 43 deg to 40 per cent at 85 deg.

The percentage reflection from a cloud deck was given by Aldrich^ as 78 per cent.

His measurements were made on low stratus clouds from 180 to 500 m thick. It

might be expected that a larger proportion of solar radiation would be reflected by
clouds of greater thickness, since the opportunities for internal multiple reflection

would be increased. A theoretical investigation conducted by Hewson* indicates a

rather wide variation of reflectivity with mean drop size in the cloud, cloud thickness,

and density. The variation of the reflection coefficient with cloud thickness for

clouds containing 1.0 gram m“® of liquid water and with an average drop diameter of
10"“® cm is plotted in Fig. 6. No accurate measurements of the absorption of solar

radiation by a cloud have yet been made. Although it is known that the absorption

coefficients of liquid water are very small in the short-wave region of the spectrum,

the path length of a ray passing through a cloud may be so magnified by internal

reflection that appreciable absorption might occur. Hewson has calculated the

fractional absorption in a cloud as a function of thickness, and these results are also

shown in Fig. 6.

The oZhedo of the earth is a quantity used to measure the total reflecting power
of the earth plus its atmosphere. It is defined as the fraction pf the incoming solar

radiation returned to space by scattering and reflection in the atmosphere and by
reflection at clouds and at the earth^s surface. It represents the unused fraction of

the incoming solar energy; the part that is absorbed neither in the atmosphere nor
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at the earth. The mean albedo can be determined astronomically by comparing the

intensities of reflected light from the moon when part is illuminated by direct sunlight

and part by reflected light from the earth. Aldrich determined its value indirectly

by assuming that, on the average, 8 per cent of the incoming radiation is reflecited

from the earth^s surface, 9 j^er cent reflcicted and sciatterc'd from a cloudless sky, and

78 per cent reflected by clouds, and that the mean cloud cover of the earth is 52 per

Fio. 6.—Percentage reflection, absorption, and transmission of solar radiation by clouds.

{After Hewson,)

cent. Under these assumptions, the albedo is 0.43, a value that agrees fairly well

with the astronomical calculations.

Angstrom^ gives the formula

A = 0.17 -f 0.53C (31)

for the relation between albedo and cloud amount, where A is the albedo and C the

number of tenths of sky covered by clouds.

TERRESTRIAL RADIATION

Black radiation at terrestrial or atmospheric temperatures, say, between 200 and

330°K is practically all contained within the limits 4 and 120 /z; whereas, at the effec-

tive temperature of the sun, about 6000°K, the bulk of the radiation is contained

within the limits 0. 15 and 4 n. Because of the mutual exclusiveness of the two regions,

it is customary in meteorology to refer to the former as the long-wave region and the

latter as the short-w^ave region.

The various substances composing the earth^s surface radiate very nearly as black

bodies. This is true even for surl’aces that are highly reflecting in the visible and

short wave regions of the spectrum, such as a snow surface. What is important is

that snow, together >vith other terrestrial bodies, is an excellent absorber in the long-

wave infrared region. By Kirchhoff's laW' it must therefore emit black radiation in

this region, and as a glance at Fig. 2 shows, all but an infinitesimal portion of the

radiation from a black body at terrestrial temperatures is contained in the infrared

wave lengths.

Besides the earth, a cloud of sufficient thickness (about 50 m) may also be

regarded as a black radiator. Because of the extremely large values of the absorption

coefficients of liquid water in the long-w’ave region of the spectrum, it is estimated that

a cloud or’ dense fog about 50 m thick will absorb practically all long-wave radia-

tion and will therefore also radiate as a black body.

Absorption of Long-wave Radiation in the Atmosphere. It was stated on page 294

that the atmospheric absorption of solar radiation is slight, being mainly due to water
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vapor but also in part to ozone and oxygen. The atmosphere is less pervious to

terrestrial radiation, owing mainly to the greatly iiuireased absorbing capacity of

water vapor in the long-w^ave regions of the spec^trum. In addition, carbon dioxide

has a narrow but intense absorption band centered at 14.7 m and extending from

12 to 16.3 ft, and ozone has weaker bands centered at 7 and 10 a*. The absorption

spectrum of water vapor is shown in Fig. 7. Marke.d absorption is shown between a

wide range of wave lengths, extending from about 4.5 to beyond 80 ft. The values

of k\ in the figure were measured by Hettner^^' in 1918. Later determinations indi-

cate that Ilettner’s values are too large but that the principal characteristics are

correct.

Simpson’s Coi^putation of Long-wave Radiation in the Atmosphere. In order

to avoid having to deal with the highly variable coefficients of absorption of water

vapor, early investigators of heat transfer by long-wave radiation treated the atmos-

phere as a gray body. The lack of success that attended their esfforts led Simpson

to propose a method that takes into account the variability of the water-vapor spec-

trum and is yet quite simple in application. Simpson rt^gards the atmosphere as being

composed of horizontal layers with optical depths of 0.03 gram of water vapor and

0.06 gram of carbon dioxide per square centimeter. Using Hettner’s data except in

the region 9 to 12 fi, where according to Fowde* but contrary to Hettner no absorptioii

takes place, and taking the carbon dioxide band at 14.7 m into account, he was able

to reduce the main features of atmospheric absorption of long-wave radiation by such

a layer to

1. Effectively complete absorption from 5.5 to 7 a*, and from 14 /u upward.

2. Effectively complete transparency from 8.5 to 11 /* and below 4 ju.

3. Incomplete absorption from 7 to 8.5 /* and 11 to 14 m*

On the basis of the Simpson wave-length categories, it is possible to give a quanti-

tative estimate of the upward flux at any level. For this purpose, we divide the

atmosphere below this level into layers containing 0.03 gram of water vapor and 0.06

gram of carbon dioxide per square centimeter. If Ap is the variation iii pressure

through one of the layers expressed iu millibars and q the mean specific humidity iu

grains per gram, then
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^ 0.03 X 10-*
Ap g (32)

for example, if g ~ 0.01, we obtain 2.9 mb for the difference in pressure, which cor-

responds to a difference in (‘hivation of about 100 ft in the lower atmosphere. Con-

sider now the \ipwar(l flux at the level in question in each of the three categories.

Since each layer is opacpie f o radiation in 1 ,
it follows by Kircdihoff^s law that the radia-

tion in this category will have originated in the first layiu* below the given level and

can })(? comput(‘d from the mean temperature of the layer, a quantity that will not

deviate much from tlu^ Uunperaturr of the given level. The radiation in 2 must have

originated at the ground and can be calculated from tlu^ surface temperature. Of the

radiation in 3 we cannot make any equally direct statement. It will be intermediate

ill amount between the radiation of this kind at the temperature of the earth and that

at the temperature of the levid, and we cannot be too far away if we take the mean
value as a first approximation. Figure 8 illustrates th(‘ mc'thod use^d in computing the

Fig. 8.~ Illustration of Simpson’s method.

flux. The upper curve represents black-body radiation from the groimd, and the

lower curve represents black-body radiation at the temperature of the level. The
flux in the first category originates just below' the level and is represented by the

vertically hatched region from 5.5 to 7 p and above 14 p. The flux in the second

category comes from the. ground and is represented by the horizontally hatched area.

The diagonally hatched region from 7 to 8*2 P Jmd from 11 to 14 p represents the flux

in the third category. The sum of the shaded areas represents the upw^ard flux of

radiation.

The Generalized Transmission Function. At the time that Simpson introduced

his simplifications, too little was known of the absorption spectrum of water vapor

to w^arrant any more complicated treatment of long-w^ave radiative transfA*. How-
ever, recent determinations of w^ater-vapor absorption have made it feasible to evaluate

the flux by means of the exact expression given in Eq. 21.

Since the rapid variation of the absorption coefficients from line to line in the

w^ater-vapor spectrum makes the direct integration of Eq, (21) a practical impossi-

bility, a method has been devised by Elsasser** for replacing the absorption coefficient

k\ by a more tractable function. The absorption coefficient is involved in the func-

tion which appears in the expression for r/. This function, according to Beer’s

law, represents the fractional transmission of a beam of monochromatic radiation
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through tlic optical path u. lii order to simplify the calculations, Elsnsser replaces

the function in the following way: The whole wave-length interval in which water

vapor absorbs is divided into a number of small subintervals, and the average value of

is determined for each of these intervals. We thus define the generalized trans-

rniHsion function ti(w, X) by the equation

r/ - (33)

For details concerning the determination of the function t/, the reader is referred to

Elsasser^s original paptT. It suffices for the present discussion to know that ’•/(«, X)

can be represented by the function

r, = l-^(V-2-) (34)

where ^ is the probability integral ^(a;) = and I\ is the function of wave

length that replacc^s the absorption coefficient and ri is called the generalized absorp-

tion coefficient. Its variation with wave length is shown in Fig. 9. Since l\ is much less

variable than it lends itself more easily to computation.

Fig. 9.—The generalized absorption coefficient.

It was^ explained qualitatively above how absorption depends on pressure and

temperature. It has been established both theoretically and empirically that l\

is approximately proportional to the square root of the pressure and inversely pro-

portional to the fourth root of the temperature. The temperature variation is small

and can be neglected. We may therefore write

h - (h). (35)

where p, is a standard pressure, which will be taken as 1,000 mb, and (^x)« is the value

of the generalized absorption coefficient at this pressure. As indicated previously,

to allow for the variation of kx with pressure, the expression k\u must be replaced
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by /fcx du. Similarly, it can be shown in the present case that the term l\u must
be replaced in t/ by //x du « {l\)4Vp/p« du. We therefore define the corrected

optical depth u' by the relationship

(36)

The expression for n then becomes

(34')

ELSASSER RADIATION CHART

1. Construction of the Chart. The computation of the flux of radiation from a

layer has been reduced on page 292 to the evaluation of the integral

lly substitution of r/ for the function r/ becomes

T/ = Ti[{l\),u' sec 6] sin d cos BdO (37)

This integration cannot be performed directly, since (/x)^ is known only as an empirical

function of X. We resort to a graphical method devised by Mugge and Moller.^

Introducing the function

gKD = (38)

and integrating the right-hand side of Eq. (21) by parts we obtain

F - Q[u'{T,),TW + Q\u'(T),T]dT + Q[«,'(r.),r]rfr (39)

where To is the temperature at the base of the layer and Ti the temperature at the

top. The expression u'{T) represents the relation between the corrected optical

depth measured from the base of the layer to an intermediate level and the tempera-

ture at that level. By definition u'(To) » 0 ,and w'(Ti) = u', the optical thickness

of the entire layer.

The three integrals in Eq. (39) together define a closed path in the QT-plane,

and the flux is equal to the area enclosed by the path. In order to emphasize that

portion of the chart which lies in the region of meteorological interest, the coordinates

Q and T are changed by means of the area-preserving transformation

X « aT*
Q«T)
2aT (40)

From the nature of the above transformation, it can be shown that the moisture

isopleths u' =» const and the isotherms T = const have the follo^dng properties

:

. The isotherms are vertical lines.

. The isopleth for w' « js a horizontal line.

c. All the moisture isopleths intersect in a point at which the absolute temperature

is zero.

d. u increases downward along any isotherm from u' * 0 to w' * <» . See Pig. 10.

2. Representation of the Flux Due to Carbon Dioxide in the Radiation Chart Al-

though water vapor is the most important absorber of infrared radiation in the

atmosphere, the effect of carbon dioxide is appreciable and cannot be ignored . Carbon
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dioxide absorption is concentrated chiefly in a rather narrow region of the spectrum
where it is very intense. We assume, as an approximation, that the carbon dioxide
in an infinitesimally thin layer of air absorbs all radiation within this region and
therefore, by Kirchhoffs law, emits black-body radiation corresponding to its tem-
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Fig. 10.— Klsasser’s radiation chart.

perature. If Xo and Xi are the wave-length limits of the region of intense carbon
dioxide absorption, we have

rxi

L
Since Fco, is a function of temperature only, we may express it in the radiation chart
by drawing an isopleth above the moMture isopleths such that the wedge-shaped area
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bounded by this isoplcth, the « 0 isopleth, and the T » jTo isotherm is equal to

the carbon dioxide flux at the temperature T^^. In the chart, this isopleth is denoted
black for reasons that will shortly become evident. In order to avoid the duplication

of flux, water vapor is taken to be transparent in the interval Xo to Xi.

3. The Optical Depth. The optical depth or optical thickness of a horizontally

stratified layer was defined as the integral
J

p dz^ w'here p is the density of the

absorbing material and Zo, the vertical coordinates of the horizontal bounding planes.

In the present caH(‘, p is equal to the w^at(?r-vapor density p„., which is given by qpa^

wlu^re q is the spe(;ifi(i humidity and pa the air density. Substituting this expression,

we obtain

U — / qPa
Jz(i

dz or da = qpa dz (41)

and if pa is eliminated by rm‘ans of the hydrostatic equation dp = —gpa dZj du becomes

dn = (42)

Introducing tliis expre.s.sion into hlq. (36), w<‘ obtain for the corrected optical thickness

y — /

0 Jpo
dp (43)

'File prime will be omitted from u in the following discussion with the understanding

t hat by y the corrected optical <lepth is always meant.

4. Graphical Deteraniuiiion of Flux from a Layer. In order to calculate the flux

from the base of a layer, it is necessary to measure the area bounded by the paths of

integration defined by the integrals in Kq. (39). Along the first path, represented

by the line OB in Hg. 1 1, w = 0, while T increases from 0 to To, its value at the base

of the layer. Idie second path, BC, is the plot of corresponding u and T values

through the layer beginning with u Oj T ^ 1\ at the base and extending to w « Ui,

T » Ti at the top. Along the third path CO, u = Wj, and T decreases from Ti to 0.

The area OBCO therefore represents the w^ater-vapor flux for all wave lengths wdth

the exception of the region of carbon dioxide absorption. The carbon dioxide flux is

given by the area OAB^ since by our assumptions the carbon dioxide radiation orig-

inates immediately above the base in an infinitesimal layer whose temperature is To*

The total flux from the base is therefore represented by the area OAJ5CO.
5. Black-hody Flux. It follows from Kirchhoff’s law that the flux emitted by an

isothermal layer of infinite optical depth is the same as that of a black body, since the

fractional absorption in such a layer is unity. On the radiation chart, the flux from

an infinite layer of water vapor at temperature To is represented by the area OBDO^
for the three paths of integration are, respectively, the w » 0 isopleth, the T « To

isothA*m, and the w — « isopleth. To this area must be added the area OABO
representing the black carbon dioxide flux. Thus total black-body emission at tem-

perature To is represented by the triangle OADO in the diagram.

Applications of the Radiation Chart. The radiation chart can be applied wherever

it is desired to calculate heat exchange by long-wave radiation in the atmosphere,

the only requirement being an upper-air sounding that gives simultaneous values of

temperature, pressure, and humidity. The following examples will illustrate its use:

I. Net Flux at the Ground, To calculate the dov^naward flux at the ground, the

atmosphere may be considered to be a layer extending from the ground up to a point

above which the moisture content is negligible (usually 300 to 200 mb is sufliciently

high). The downward flux is represented by an area such as OABCO in Fig. 11, and

the net flux is represented by the area OCBDO*
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Net Flux at an IrUernwdiate Level. At an upj)or levol L in the atinospliere, tlje

downward flux is determined as in the preceding (?ase, except that in Fig. 11 should

be taken as the temperature at L instead of the ground temperature. To obtain the

upward flux, u is measured downward from L. T increases with u along the curve

BE until the ground is reached
;
the ground is then replaced by an isothermal layer of

infinite optical depth so that, as u increases to oo, Ta, the ground temperature, remains

constant. The upward flux will be represented by the area OABEFOj and the net

flux by the area OCBEFO.

0

u
\

Uj,

00
Tg To Tj

Fig. 11.—llopreseiitatioii of flux on the radiation chart.

3.

Net Flux at a Cloud Base or Cloud Deck. The flux at the base or deck of a cloud

can be determined in an analogous manner. Since a cloud of sufficient thickness may
be regarded as a black body, the problem of calculating the net flux at the top of the

cloud is the same as the problem of calculating the net flux at the ground. The area

OCBDO represents the net flux at a cloud deck, provided that To is the temperature
at the deck. The upward flux at the base is found just as for any intermediate level

and is represented by the area OABEFO. The downward flux is black-body flux and
is given by the area OABDO. The net flux is therefore represented by the area

BEFDB.
4. Effect of an Inversion. The net flux

at the ground in the case of an inversion

is illustrated in Fig. 12. The flux is the

algebraic sum of the signed areas.

5. Measurement of Areas on the Radio--

Hon Chart. The measurement of areas on

the chart is facilitated by a table that

gives the areas of the wedge-shaped

figures bounded by the u =* oo isopleth,

au ^ const isopleth, and an isotherm.

For instance, in order to calculate the area

OCBDO in Fig. 11, we read from the table

the wedge-shaped area bounded by the
u ^ fc isopleth, the w «* wi isopleth, and the T ^ To isotherm. This leaves only the

small area BGCBf which may be measured by means of a planimeter or by dividing

it into simple geometrical figures whose areas are easy to evaluate.

6.

Determination of the u(T). Relationship. Expressing p in millibars, q in grams
per kilogram^ u in grams per square centimeter, and writing the integral expression

for u {Eq. (43)] as a summation of sinall terms, we obtain

Fio. 12.—Effect of an inversion.
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“
1 ,000

where qi is the mean specific humidity and pi the mean pressure in the pressure

interval A»p. The summation extends upward or downward from the level at which

the flux is being computed according as the downward or the upward flux is desired.

The method of calculation of the u{T) relationshiji is illustrated by Table 2 taken from

an actual sounding.

Table 2.—(Computation of Optical Depih

1

]

u for reference level at

p, mb T gram /
kg

Qi Aip AiU
>1,000

974 605 279

974 16 5.6
5.9 14 0.98 0.08

i

0 1.22 ,1.35

960 19 6.2
5.9 38 0.97 0.22

0.08 1.14 1.27

922 19 5.5
4.5 80 0.93 0.34

0.30 0.92 1 .05

842 11 3.5
3.5 52 0.91 0.17

0.64 0.58 0.71

790 8 3.5
3.5 48 0.88 0.15

0.81 0.41 0.54

742 4 3.5
2.9

1

62 0.83 0.15
0.96 0.26 0.39

680 2 2.3
1.9 75 0.80 0.11

1.11 0.11 0.24

605 ;

-T 1.4
1,2 69 0.76 0.06

1.22 0 0.13

536 -9 1.0
0.9 54 0.71 0.03

1.28 0.06 0.07

482 -15
! 0.7

0.5 1 82 0.66 0.03
1.31 0.09 0.04

400 -25 0.3
0.2

i

78 0.60 0.01
1.34 0.12 0.01

322 -37 0.1
0.1 43 0.55 0.00

1.35 0.13 0

279 -44 0.1
1

1.35 0.13 0

SYNOPTIC APPLICATIONS

Radiational Cooling of the Free Atmosphere. The change in the mean tempera-

ture of an atmospheric layer can be computed from the values Fs and Fi of the net flux

at the base and top of the layer. The net loss of heat F2 — Fi must be at the expense

of the cooling of the layer. If AT is the change in mean temperature, and pi and pi

denote the pressures at the base and top

I<\ - F, = -epAT
~

(45)

Expressing the pressures in millibars and the flux in cal cm~* 3 hr“', we derive the

following numerical formula for the cooling in 3 hr.

(AT),br » -4.1^*
pi- Pi

(46)
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The applications of the above formula to the free atmosphere show that long-

wave radiation produces everywhere a net cooling of from 1 to 3®C per day. The
cooling is greatest in regions of high specific humidity. Thus equatorial regions

experience more radiational cooling than polar regions. A further consequence of

the differential cooling is the tendency for an increase in stability in a given air mass
due to the more rapid cooling of the more moist lower layers.

The heating of the atmosphere by the direct absorption of solar radiation during

the day is probably not greater than 0.6°C^ per day and therefore does not compen-

sate for the cooling by long-wave radiation.

Formation of Polar Air Masses by Radiative Cooling. The variation in the rate

of radiational cooling in the atmosphere due to differences in humidity and tempera-

ture is normally not suflScient to create marked air-mass discontinuities. Moreover,

the radiative cooling must in the main be compensated by turbulent convection and

by the release of the heat of condensation when precipitation occurs, for we know
that the atmosphere .does not undergo per-

manent cooling. But, according to Wexler,’ ’

an important ex(^eption is found in the forma-

tion of polar air masses. He has investigated

the modification that occurs when a maritiiiK*

polar air mass arrives in the winter over a

snow-covered continent and there stagnates.

In this case, the compensating influence of

conduction and coiuiensation is slight-. The
heat transfer is due prinmrily to radiation.

Initially the snow surface sends more radia-

tion int-o space than it ^ecei^’e8 from the atmos-

phere, the outward flux being represented

by an area such as OCBDO in Fig. 11.

Since the direct absorption of sunlight is

negligible because of the low altitude of the

sun and also bec^ause of the high reflective

power of a snow surface, the snow^ surface will cool until it no longer sends off more
radiation than it receives. But this state of radiative equilibrium cannot persist.

The net flux vanishes only at the ground, while at higher levels it is upward. Hence
the air above the ground will continue to cool. As the air cools, it sends down less

radiation to the ground, and the ground cools further. The cooling of the atmos-

phere, which is initially confined to a thin layer adjacent to the surface, is gradually

extended upward by radiative cooling until a near isothermal layer develops from th('

top of the ground inversion to a height w here the temperature becomes the same as

that of the air before cooling. The successive stages in the process are showm in

Fig. 13.

Radiative Heating and Cooling of Clouds. The net flux at a cloud deck is the

difference between the upward black-body flux from the cloud and the downward
flux from the atmosphere. Since the downward radiation originates at lower tem-

peratures and besides equals only a fraction of the black-body radiation corresponding

to these temperatures, it will be exceeded by the upward flux. And since the net

flux in the interior of the cloud must be zero, the top of a cloud will lose heat, by radia-

tion. At the base of a cloud, the downward black flux is exceeded by the flux from

below, and the base will therefore be heated. The radiation chart areas representing

the net outgoing flux from the top of a cloud and the net incoming flux at the base

are shown in Fig. 14. The temperatures at the base and top are, respectively, Ti

and Tt] the ground temperature is Tq.

Fig. 13.—Successive stages in the
formation of a polar continental air

mass by radiative cooling.
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The radiational cooling of the top and heating of the base cause the cloud to become
less stable. This effect is considered to be a factor contributing to the release of noc-

turnal thunderstorms in maritime tropical air masses.

Sky Radiation. The downward flux of long-wave radiation from the atmosphere
is a factor of extreme importance in the forecasting of diurnal temperature variations,

nocturnal fogs, and nocturnal frosts. Wc shall first consider the downward flux from
a cloudless sky.

1. Flux from, a Clear Sky. In the absence of clouds, the downward flux depends
on the variation of specific humidity and temperature in the atmosphere. The
nature of the dependency is clearly showm by the radiation chart diagram (Fig. 14),

Several formulas have been proposed for its determination, but they all suffer from
the defect that the flux is evaluated in terms of surface temperature and humidity

Fig. 14.—Flux at tlu* base and top Fio. 15.—Dependence of sky radiation

of an overcast. Area (a) represents on cloud height,

the net outgoing flux at the top; area (6)

the net incoming flux at the base.

without taking into ac^count the moisture-temperature distribution with height.

We should therefore expect nothing better than a rough approximation.

Angstrtim^^ has proposed the following formula for the downward flux R:

R « aT^{A - (47)

T is the surface air temperature and e is the partial pressure of water vapor at the

surface. If e is expressed in millibars, the constants A, /f, and y have the following

empirical values:

A ^ 0.81 B « 0,24 y - 0.052

A different formula suggested by Brunt"' is

R — (rT^ia -f* ^ V^c) (48)

The best mean values of the constants a and h obtained from a series of independent

determinations are

a = 0.44 h « 0.08

Attempts have been made to give theoretical justifications for the above formulas,

but that they are essentially empirical can ^be seen if we take e « 0; then the ratio

RfvT^ for the atmosphere equals A — B or a, depending on which equation is used.

This would indicate that a dry atmosphere radiates about one-half as much as the

ground. Since the only other appreciable source of long-wave radiation in the atmos-

phere besides water vapor is carbon dioxide, it would follow that the emission of

atmospheric carbon dioxide is nearly 0.5 the black-body flux from the ground, whereas

actual measurements give not more than 0.2 for this ratio. The above formulas are
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nevertheless valuable, for they depend only on surhice observations of temperaturci

and humidity. But, where aerologieal soundings arc available, the radiation chart

is decidedly preferable.

2. FI%lx from a Cloudy Sky, A layer of clouds acts as a black body and greatly

increases the downward sky radiation. Figure 15 shows the downward fiiix from an

overcast sky as represented on the Elstisser radiation chart. The area a represents

the flux from a clear sky, a + b the flux from a high overcast sky, and a -f 5 -f c the

flux from a low overca.st sky. It can thus be seen that the downward flux decreases

rapidly with increasing cloud height.

Angstrom and Askldf^^ have given a modification of the formula for sky radia-

tion which takes into account the effect of clouds. If Ro is the downward flux from a

clear sky as computed by Eq. (47), the flux from an overcast sky is written

R. ^ -- \(aT^ - R,) (49)

where X is a factor depending on the height of the cloud base. Table 3 was com-

puted by Angstrom and Asklof from observational data. From theoretical con-

Table 3

Cloud height, km 1 .5 3
X r.

.

! 0.14 0.25

siderations, Phillips^^ calculated a different set of values, given in Table 4. Pdr

low clouds, there is quite good agreement between ''l^ables 3 and 4. The discrepancy

in the values of X for high clouds is attributed by Phillips to the fact that tln^ overcast

Table 4

Cloud height, km
X

2
0.17

5
0.38

8
0.45

observed by Asklof during the night may sometimes not have been sufficiently thick

to be black and may even have had occasional breaks.

Brunt has derived a formula for the nocturnal decrease in surface temperature

when the net outward flux from the ground is known. If pi, cr, and ki are, respec-

tively, the density, specific heat, and specific conductivity of the ground, T the tem-

perature at sunset, t the time after sunset, and Rn the net flux of long-wave radiation

at the ground, the decrease in temperature is given by the equation

AT Rn

PiCi y/k\
rVt (50)

The chief difficulty in the way of using the above formula lies in the uncertainty of

the quantity piCi VX* The addition of 20 per cent of ’water to dry soil will increase

this quantity fivefold.
^

Brunt's equation shows that the change in temperature for a specified net flux is

inversely proportional to prCi Vk. This factor therefore indicates the nature of the

dependence of the nocturnal variation of temperature upon the type of ground. Thus,

for example, piCi VK is nine times as large for the average soil as for snow, and we
should expect the temperature variation over a snow surface to be many times that

over a soil surface.
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A fundamental shortcoming in Brunt^s formula is its failure to take into account

the effect of turbulent convection from the atmosphere into the ground. It should

not, therefore, be expected to apply on windy nights.

The Terrestrial Heat Balance. The total flux of solar radiation received by the

earth is equal to its cross-sectional area multiplifid by the solar constant. To obtain

the mean flux over the earth’s surface, we divide by its area. Hence, if r is the radius

of the earth, the mean flux becomes

ZL ..^ -a 0.485 cal cni
“2 min"i

47rr2

Of this amount, it has been estimated by Bauer and Phillips*^’ that 33 per cent is

returned to space by dire(^t reflection at clouds and at the surface of the earth, and
1 0 per cent by diffuse reflection and scattering. Thus a total of 43 per cent is returned

to space without absorption. This figure has been defined as the earth’s mean albedo

(see page 297). Of the remaining 57 per cent, 14 per cent is absorbed by the atmos-

phere and 43 per cent by the earth.

Since the mean temperatures of the atmosphere do not change perceptibly from

year to year, a balance must exist between heat income and outgo. The atmosphere

receives heat by the following processes: (1) absorption of short-wave solar radiation,

(2) absorption of long-wave terrestrial radiation, (3) condensation of water vapor, and

(4) conduction from the earth. The amount under item (1) has already been taken

as 14 per cent of the mean incoming solar radiation. The atmospheric absorption of

radiation from the earth, under item (2), is estimated to be 0.533 cal cm"** min~^ or

112 per cent of the mean incoming solar flux. Wiist^i estimates the total precipita-

tion over the whole earth to be 390,000 km^ per year, which corresponds to an average

gain of 0.086 grani-cal cm“2 inin“^ or 18 per cent released as latent heat of condensa-

tion under item (3). Finally, Sverdrup®* has given a value of 0.010 cal cm~®min""*

or 2 per cent foi conduction into the atmosphere under item (4).

The atmosphere loses heat by radiation downward to the earth and upward to

space. The mean downward flux is estimated to be 0.466 cal cm“®mm“'^, or 96 per

cent of the mean incoming flux, and the outward flux to space is estimated at 0.243

cal cm"”® min“* or 50 p<jr cent.

On the basis of the above values, the heat budget of the atmosphere can be sum-
marized in Table 5.

Table 5.--jHeat Budget of the Atmosphere, in Per Cent
Receives

Absorption of solar radiation . 14
Loses

Radiation to earth 96
Absorption of terrestrial radiation

.

. 112 Radiation to space 50
Condensation of water vapor . 18 146
Condensation from earth 2

146

The mean temperature of the earth as well as that of the atmosphere does not

change perceptibly from year to year. Hence the earth and atmosphere as a whole

must receive as much energy from the sun as they send off to space by long-wave

radiation. Since 57 per cent of the mean incoming solar radiation is absorbed and

only 50 per cent radiated back into space by the atmosphere, 7 per cent must come
directly from the earth. If we add the 7 per cent of the earth’s outgoing flux of

radiation transmitted through the atmosphere to the 112 per cent absorbed by the

atmosphere, wo obtain a total of 119 per cent of the mean incoming radiation for

the quantity emitted by the earth. It may at first seem paradoxical that the earth

emits more radiation than is received outside the atmosphere from the sun, but the
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apparent contradiction is resolved if we take into account the fact that the earth

receives atmospheric as well as the transmitted solar radiation.

Geographical Distribution of the Outgoing Radiation. Although a radiational

heat balance exists for the earth and atmosphere as a »vhole, there is a rather marked

discrepancy between income and outgo at particular latitudes. The latitudinal

variation of incoming radiation was described in the table on page 292. In order to

calculate the corresponding variation in the outgoing long-wave radiation by means of

the Elsaaser chart, it is necessary to know the mean distribution of the meteorological

variables p, T, and / throughout the atmosphere. Since these data are notnow availa-

ble, recourse is had to Simpson^s method®* outlined on page 298. Simpson*® assumes

that the stratosphere contains at least 0.03 gram per cm* of water vapor and 0.06

gram of carbon dioxide. On this basis, the outgoing radiation in the first of his cate-

gories will originate in the stratosphere, the radiation in the second category Avill

originate cither at thc^ t‘arth or at a cloud, and the radiation in the third category will

0 10 20 30 40 50 60 10 80 90

Latitude,deg.

Fig. 16.— Latitudinal variation of yearly incoming and outgoing radiation.

be midway between black-body radiation at the temperature of the .stratosphere and

black-body radiation from the earth or a cloud. The total flux can be calculated if

the latitudinal variation of the mean temperature of the earth and the mean cloud

temperature are known. Simpson took the latter to be 261 °K for all latitudes. He
also assumed a mean cloud amount of five-tenths for all latitudes, so that his final

figure for the total radiation is the mean of the figures for clear and cloudy skies.

Figure 16 shows the variation of incoming and outgoing radiation with latitude.

Curve 1 represents the incoming radiation, and curve 2 the outgoing radiation as

computed by Simpson, His calculations gave a mean value of 0,271 cal cm"'* min“*

frr the outgoing flux, which compares favorably with the value 0.276 determined by
multipl3dng the solar constant by the albedo.

The Simpson wave-length categories were based upon measurements of water-

vapor absorption that have since been revised. He overestimated the absorptive

power of 0.03 gram per cm* of water vapor, and thicker layers should have been used.

Moreover, it now appears that the stratosphere does not even contain 0.03 gram
per cm* of water vapor. The radiation in the first category will therefore have origi-

nated partly in the troposphere and consequently at higher temperatures. Despite

these criticisms, the essential correctness of Simpson^s approach is borne out by later

investigations. The work of Bauer and Phillips** may be mentioned in this con-

nection. They assumed as given the distribution of temperature and moisture with

height and calculated the flux by dividing the water-vapor spectrum into three regions

in each of which the coefl&cient of absorption was given a constant value. The out-
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going flux was then calculated by integrating the equation of radiative transfer derived

on page 291. Their results are represented in Fig. 16 by curve 3. It will be seen that

both Simpson^s and Hauer and Phillips^ calculations give an excess of incoming over

outgoing radiation from 0 to about 30 or 35^ and a defect from there to 90".

In order to create a net balance between incoming and outgoing radiation, there

must be a meridional transport of heat from lower to higher latitudes. The energy

may be transported by atmospheric or ocean currents as sensible heat, or as latent

heat of evaporation. It does not follow that the atmospheric winds are entirely

responsible for the heat transport, but it is quite certain that any the^)ry of the general

circulation must take into account a considerable i)oleward transport of heat by
winds.
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SECTION V

METEOROLOGICAL THERMODYNAMICS AND
ATMOSPHERIC STATICS

By Norman R. BEf:us

INTRODUCTION AND FIRST LAW
Thermodynamics in General. The science of thermodynamics is fundamentally

the logical structure that follows a statement of the first and tlu^ second laws of

thermodynamics. The first law of thermodynamics is a special statement of the law

of the conservation of energy. The second law concerns itself with the question of

the direction in which a process involving heat transfer takes place. Neither of these

laws can be fully understood or safely applied until a precise understanding of certain

fundamentals is obtained. The first articles of this section will give the necessary

background for the subject ; the balance of the section will be devoted to the applica-

tions of thermodynamics to meteorological practice.

Thermodynamics studies the end results (initial and final) of energy transitions

from one form to another and of energy transmission (or transf(T) from one system

to another when the change is specified to occur in some partiiailar fashion or process.

The laws of thermodynamics coupled with the numerical results of a few experiments

enable us to solve many useful problems in all the sciences. The more refined and
sophisticated techniques of kinetic theory and statisti(;al me(*hanics, especially in

their quantum versions, add an understanding of the basic mechanism whereby these

processes of nature occur. This is an understanding with which thermodynamics is

not immediately concerned.

The ty^pe of question to which thermodynamics gives the answer, in meteorology,

for example, is illustrated by the following: What is the final temperature of a mass of

10 kg of saturated air that is heated isobarically at 1 atmosphere of pressure by the

addition of 1 kw-hr of energy as heat if the initial temperature was 10°C and if there

is no change in w'ater-vapor content during the proctiss? We note that the statement

of the problem specifies the process and the initial state (or condition) of the air com-
pletely. Nothing is stated as to the fundamental manner or mechanism of the heat

transfer; f.c., the answer is the same whether the heat is transferred by radiation or

conduction or convection. Such a specification as the above is typical.

When we wish to apply thermodynamics to some particular type of problem, we
must confine our attention to some particular part of the world with its attendant

quantities, machines, etc. Such an isolated sot of objects and concepts is known as

a thermodynamic system, or simply as a system, i.e., a system is that part of the universe

about which we decide to think throughout a portion of an investigation. Thermo-
dynamics is concerned with systems in equilibrium states, i.e., states in which the

system is in mechanical, thermal, and chemical equilibrium.

A system is said to be in an equilibrium state when it is completely determined

(or described) by one or more variables or ^‘thermodynamic coordinates, independ-

ent of the time. It is the evidence of experience that any finite system may be com-

pletely specified by a finite number of thermodynamic coordinates or 'properties. It

is also found by experience that the properties needed to specify a state are in general

314
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functionally related. The equation or functional relation among the properties of a
system is known as the eqvation of state.

It may be noted that the term state is not used in thermodynamics as it is in ele-

mentary physics to denote changes of form of a substance, e.g., water changing to ice

or steam. For such changes in thermodynamics, the expression change of phase is

used. The substance is then said to be in the solid, liquid, or vapor phase, i.e., ice,

liquid water, or wat(;r vapor.

An illustration will illuminate the generalizations of the preceding paragraphs.

C'Onsider the earth and its atmosphere. This we may take as a system. The thermo-

dynamic stale of the atmospln^re is known when we know the propertie.^ of pressure

and temperature, and the rc^lalive humidity at every point. We say the system is in

thermodynamic eqvUibrium when the properties are constant with time (or almost

constant). If no clouds are present, the atmosphere is in iha gaseous (oxygen,

nitrogc'ii, etc.) and vapor (water-vapor) phase. Clouds are small droplets of liquid

winter or i(ie (or both).

It should finally be notcul among these general statements that thermodynamics

is concerned only with continuous media; f.c., it is assumed that all elements of the

systems with which we operate may be discussed using the ordinary processes of calcu-

lus. Dryden^ observes in a recent review of the statistical theory of turbulence, '‘The

volume is small in (•omparison with the dimensions of interest in the flow but large

enough to include many molecules. A cube of size 0.001 mm, containing at atmos-

pheric pressure about 2.7 X 10^ molecules, satisfies this condition.’^

Thermodynamics and Meteorology. The earth atmosphere may be compared
with the working substance of a huge thermodynamic engine. Energy is received by
the atmospheric ultimately from the sun. This energy heats the surface of the earth

and the air adjacent thereto unevenly owing to the variable nature of the surface and
to unequal and nonsimultaneous receipt. Thus the polar regions in winter receive

no direct sunlight while eiiuatorial regions have an almost 12-hr day. Land surfaces

and the air over deserts are heated well in e.xcess of 100°F. at midday, while the oceans

and adjacent atmosphere have a maximum temperature of around 85°F.

This unequal heating carried on over the entire earth coupled with the rotation

of the earth and the attendant Coriolis acceleration lies at the foundation of the large-

scale, or general, circulations of the atmosphere. On a smaller scale, local variations

in heating are n^sponsible for the monsoons. On a still smaller scale, these local varia-

tions cause land, sea, and valley breezes and local storms of the thunderstorm type.

We shall see that thormodynamii^s aids in the understanding of how and w^hy the

large-scali' phiuioraena are as they are observed to be in the atmosphere. The science

of thermodynamics will, in fact, probably be in a front place in the finally accepted

theory of these phenomena. Such a theory does not exist at present. Thermo-
dynamics does permit us to make many useful calculations and predictions for a

generally local situation.

The essence of the difference between meteorology and most sciences is the fact

that meteorology studies a system that cannot be controlled by man. No adequate^

laboratory has ever been devised to simulate the atmosphere itself for study of thii

wesather. Laboratory methods are useful for certain small-scale determinations; but

in general the meteorologist must search for idealized processes that he considers

‘Snost likely*^ to occur, in lieu of controlled experiment in the laboratory. If the

first selected ideal process fails to produce results that are in fair correlation with

observations, he simply drops that concept and searches for another.

A ready acceptance of what we shall call physical approximations to the truth

(e.g.j that isentropic processes may occur in nature) necessarily typifies the meteorolo-

gist. This situation makes him the more ready to accept mathematical approxima-
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tions. Yet neither physical nor mathematical approximations are invoked except

when necessary to solve otherwise intractable problems. The essential item is to

understand the limitations of the approximations used.

Work. Work is the product of force and the distance through which the force

has moved. This implies that the force has moved some material body (or mass

point), i.e.^ that work is done on a body bj'^ a force that moves it, or by a body that

moves against a restraining force. The general mathematical expression for work

is simply

Work = TT - jv-ds (1)

where F is the vector representing the force

HHH11sI11 i
Fig. 1.—Fluid performs work oii a piston

during expansion

M dv - A dXj and the work done per unit

ind ds is the vector representing the ele-

ment of displacement.

Work Done by an Expanding Fluid.

Consider a cylinder fitted with a piston

and filled with a noiiviscous compres-

sible fluid. If the piston is permitted

to move a distance dx, the work done

by the fluid as it expands is pA dx,

where p is the pressure in the fluid and

A the cross-sectional area of the piston.

Tlie mass of fluid in the cylinder re-

mains constant; M =^Axp. Therefore,

ass of fluid contained in the cylinder is

dw ^ p dv (2 ;

where v = ~ is the specific volume of the fluid (see Fig. 1 ).

P

We may consider the atmosphere of the earth to be divided up by a series of planes

into elements of volume, each of which is large enough to contain many molecul(‘s of

air and small enough so that pressure and specific volume are constant throughout

each element. Pressure and specific volume may of course vary as we go from one

element of volume to the next. Each small element of volume may expand and in

expanding do work on its surroundings; or it may be compressed and have work done

on itself by its surroundings. The amount of work done per unit mass will bf^ p dv

by Eq. (2). The amount of work done by the entire atmosphere would be found by

integrating pp dv throughout the atmosphere.

Energy. Planck refers to energy briefly as the faculty to produce external effects.

This general concept includes the chemical, radiation, kinetic, mechanical potential,

radioactive, etc., energies of our daily experience. More precise definitions of the

energies involved in meteorological thermodynamics follow.

The kinetic energy of a mass M moving with velocity u is equal to Mu^/^ in New-

tonian mechanics. The quantity Mu^l2 is equal numeri(‘ally to the work required

to accelerate the mass M from zero velocity up to velocity u.

K.E.
J

V-da ~ J
M^-dB M jju-dn ^ (8)

We note that the kinetic energy is measured relative to the origin from which* the

velocity is measured. The kinetic energy of a bomb loaded in and carried by an

aircraft in flight, for example, is zero relative t6 the aircraft but is Mu^/2 relative to

the ground when u is the ground speed of the aircraft.
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Tho potential energy of a mass M in the (earth’s gravitational field is nmnorically

ecjiial to the work required to raise the mass to its present position against the gravi-

tational force acting on it. We have

P.K. * f Mgdz - Mg{z - zn) (4)
Jzo

where Zo is tlie position from which the lifting began and the expression on the right

implies that for elevations that concern us in meteorology the acceleration of gravity

is independent of position. This amounts to a mathematical approximation, but
one that is near enough to the truth so that the small variations caused by change of

g with latitude and (devation are negligible for present purposes. We note again

that this energy is measured relative to an origin. We generally take mean sea level

as the i)oint of zero pot(‘ntial energy so that the ent'rgy of a mass is written simply as

Mgz.

Tlie flow energy of a fluid per unit mass
of fluid is the product pa, where p is the

alisolute pressure and v the spiicific volume
of the fluid at the point considered. The
concept of flow energy (which was introduced

by the engineers) is demonstrated as follows:

C.'onsider a region of space R which contains

fluid. Let a part of the region be surrounded

by a surface S. Consider an element of

that surface A/1 in area. Let the pressure

at the center of A/1 be p. Imagine a small

amount of fluid to be forced past A/1. The amount of fluid forced out will be AA Aa?

where Aj is the linear displacement of fluid normal to AA. The mass of fluid fon^ed

out will b(^

Aiir = ^A^xp =

where p is the densiU’ of the fluid at the point and v its specific volume. The mechani-

cal work done by th(^ pressure in moving unit mass of fluid is

Air _ p AA Ax
AM p AA Ax (5)

We note that the faculty of the fluid to do mechanical work in moving unit mass of

fluid is given by the product pv (see Fig, 2).

The internal energy of a system is the sum total of energies inside the boundaries

of the system. This must include in general the mechanical, chemical, electrical, etc.,

energies of all fundamental particles of the system. The term for internal energy

must not, however, count again those energies already given an accounting. Thus
we have already itemized the kinetic energy of organized velocity, the mechanical

potential energy, and the flow’ energy; these energies w’ill not be counted as internal

energies in meteorological thermodynamics. Nor will we need to consider chemical

or electrical energies. The release of electrical energy in a thunderstorm is of course

tremendous; but its analysis is not feasible here or necessary for the usual weather

processes in the atmosphere. The remaining item of intc^mal energy important for

meteorology is the energy due to the disorganized motions of the particles (atoms and

molecules) of the atmosphere. These random velocities of the particles are functions

of the temperature of the system, as is shown in kinetic theory. It will be shown later

that for certain systems {e.g.^ a perfect or ideal gas) the internal energy is a function
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of temporaturo alone. W'e designate internal eiKTgy by the letter E and internal

energy per unit mass of fluid (f.f?., specific internal energy by the letter e).

Temperature and Heat. We are a>^are of what we refer to as thtj temperature of

* a material body as a fact of everyday experience. Initially we classify bodies as hot

or cold according to how they feel. We stiy the hot body has a higher temperature

than the cold. We observe further that, if a hot body is brought close to a cold body,

the two bodies will after a period of time appear equally hot (or cold). This qualita-

tive concept of temperature must be replaced by a quantitative concept later, but

in the early analysis it is useful as it stands.

It has been indicated above that the internal energy of a system is a function of

the temperature of the system. Then if the temperature changes the internal energy

may also change. The mechanism through which the internal energy has changed is

studied in physics; this mechanism (or these mechanisms) is not the subject of therino-

dynami(!S. Thermodynamics is concerned, however, with the end results of th(^

change. The energy that is transferred from one body to another by virtue of a

temperature difference between the bodies will be referred to exclusively as heat.

Once the energj^ has been transferred, it will be known as kinetic energy, potential

energy, internal energy, chemical energy, etc.; it is no longer heat. In analogy: the

precipitation from the atmosphere may he referred to as rain when it is falling. After

it fills a lake {or a water tumbler), it is no lortgcr rain; it is then water.

The important concept to bear in mind is that for thermodynamic analysers heat

is energy in transmission because of a temperature gradient. Tlie concept of energy

in transmission (or transfer) also applies to mechanical work. Thus work may be

done on a body or by a body, as heat may be added to or taken away from a system.

The net result in either case is that the energy content (more precisely internal

energy) may be changed.

Units of luiat may be transformed into units of work by using the appropriate

numerical factor. For example, one calorie of heat is approximately equal to 4.186

joules of mechanical work. Either the calorie or the joule is a unit of energy.

The First Law of Thermodynamics. The first law of thermodynamics is a statement

of the law of conservation of energy for a thermodynamic system. As such it carries

the weight of the law of conservation of energy and is offered without “proof,” being

a conclusion reached on the evidence of experience. In words, for a thermodynamic

system, heat added to the system between initial and final states equals the increase in

internal energy of the system plus the work done by the system. For small changes in

the thermodynamic properties, this statement is expressed algebraically by the

equation

. = de + dw' (6)

The primes on the small amounts of heat (g) and of work (w) indicate that these

quantities are not uniquely determined by a particular change of state. The internal

energy is by its very definition dependent solely upon the thermodynamic coordinates

;

it is itself a coordinate and a function of state. The energy in transfer between the

system and its surroundings during a state change, however, depends upon the

process chosen in going from the initial to the final state. Thus heat and work are

not functions of state. Mathematically, we say that dw' and dg' are not perfect,

differentials in Eq. (6). The primes are not written generally; but it is necessary to

note that heat and work depend on the path in all cases.

The general statement of Eq. (6) will take a more special form when the system is

specified. The work term may include shaft work of a turbine, for example. Or dw'

may designate only the work done by an expanding fluid. In the above equation and
hereafter, all energy terms are written with the joule ad a unit. Small letters (e, g,
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etc.) designate joules per gram of fluid while capitals designate energy for the entire

system in joules (£', Q, Wj etc.). The first law in its differential form for the earth's

atmosphere is by the above argument and by p]q. (2) easily seen to be

dg' = dc 4- p dt) (7)

where the only external work done i.s done by an expansion of the nonviscous fluid

acting against an applied pre^ssure.

Mechanical Equilibrium in the Atmosphere. 'Flie (‘(piations of motion for a non-

viscous fluid on a nonrotating (‘arth arc in their J^ult'rian form

du

dl

dv

dt

dw
Tt

X - -
p dx

Y -
pdy

1
p dz

z ~

du

dl
-f V • Va

dv

dl

dw
dl

4- V • Vv

-j- V • Vv)

(8)

where the* vector velocity of the fluid at a point (x,y,z) at time I is given by v =
(u,v,w). The vector (X,Y,Z) represents the extraneous forces acting at the point.

The pressure is given by p and the density of thc^ fluid by p. For the case where the

extraneous forces have a potential O, Eqs. (8) give an energy relation at once. We
multiply the equations in ordcT by the scalars ?/, c, and w and add to get

(9)

When the potential is steady {dil/di = 0), as it is, for example, in the earth’s gravita-

tional field, we have;

00)

where —Vp is the pressure gradient. If we assume further that the pressure is steady

(dp/dl = 0) and choose the axis of z vertically upward, we have

(>)

where u is now the total velocity, g dz = dl2, and v = -• Equation (llj reduces to

Bernoulli’s equation on integration, provided that the specific volume y is a constant.

In meteorology, the change in v during flow is generally too great to be neglected, and
Eq. (11) must be used as it stands. It is easily shown that Eq. (11) is also valid for

a rotating earth, since the terms involving Coriolis acceleration cancel out.

It has been assumed in deriving Eq. (11) that the fluid of the system is nonviscous.

If viscosity is to be taken into account, additional terms must be added to the Eqs. (8).

In general the expanded forms of (8) are ponintegrable. To obtain usable results,

it is assumed that the above equation as it stands will apply to the earth's atmosphere.

The results of observation indicate that the assumption is warranted to a good approxi-

mation for all usual circumstances. As the equation is applied in thermodynamics,

to smooth steady flow, it is an excellent approximation.

Equation (11) may be integrated to quadrature immediately. We find

2--- + ~ *«) + ^ 0 ( 12)
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where subscripts 1 and 2 refer to any two points along the streamline of flow. We
note that streamlines coincide with trajectories since it has been assumed that the

flow is steady. The first two terms of Kq. (12) are sometimes known as the me-

chanical effects*’ evident in the fluid. The mechanical effects, i.e,, the sum of the

change in kinetic and potential energies along the streamline, may obviously be

determined between two points when the specific volume is known as a function of

pressure along the streamline.

Alternative Derivation of First Law for Atmosphere. It is useful to demonstrate

the truth of Eq. (7) for the atmosphere in another way. We consider the sum of

the energies shown previously to exist in any flowing fluid, i.e,, the sum of the kinetic,

potential, internal, and flow energies. Adding these, we have at a point 1, ni^/2 gzi

“h Cl 4“ pi^i- At a second point 2 on the streamline, we have

T 4- gZ‘2 -f Co + -f i92 (13)

where 1^2 is the heat added between the two points. By the law of the conservation

of energy, these two values must be equal. We have then from the above in differ-

tial form

u du -i- g dz de + d(pv) = dq' (14)

Eliminating the terms contained in Eq. (11) expressed in differential form, we find

dq' ** dc -f- p dv, which is the first law as expressed by Eq. (7). The function c -f pe

* h, knowm as the enthalpy^ will be useful in later developments.

It is important to note that Eq. (14) is valid for all steady flow, t.e., it holds good

even when the fluid is viscous.

SECOND LAW, TEMPERATURE, AND ENTROPY

The Second Law of Thermodynamics. The second law of thermodynamics may
be stated in any one of a variety of ways according to the point of view it is wished to

emphasize. The law deals with the question of the direction in which a process

involving heat transfer takes place. Early statements emphasized concepts per-

taining to heat flow in ideal engines. The emphasis today in theoretical thermo-

dynamics is on the concept of entropy. We quote several statements of the law as

summarized by Zemansky.®

1. Kelvin-Planck Statement.—It is impossible to construct an engine which,

operating in a cycle, will produce no effect other than the extraction of heat from a
reservoir, and the performance of an equivalent amount of work.

2. Clausius Statement.—It is impossible to construct a device wliich, operating

in a cycle, will produce no effect other than the transference of heat from a cooler to

a hotter body.

3. The Entropy Principle.—As a result of natural processes, the entropy of the

universe is increasing.

4. The Principle of the Degradation of Energy.—As a result of natural processes,

energy is becoming unavailable for work.
5. The Probability Principle.—As a result of natural processes, the disorder of the

universe is increasing. •

The second law like the first is accepted on the evidence of experience. The
statements of Kelvin, Plancjs, and Clausius are essentially negative; but they are more
immediately useful for our purposes than are either of the other statements of the law.

It may be shown that the above statements of the law arc equivalent.

Definitions Useful for Second Law. It is necessary to investigate some theoretical

matters before making any applications of the second law. A quantitative definition

of temperature is essential. This will be based on ah analysis of a few simple idealized
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jjn)(*€58seK that an*, known (*oll(‘ctivt‘ly as a Carnot cycle*. Wc consider a system com-
posed of a working substance (r.g., the steam in a reciprocating engine) and other

items such as pulleys, pistons, cylinders, reservoirs, etc. If the system is taken

through a scries of changes such as expansions, additions of heat, etc., and is finally

brought back to its initial states, we say the system has executed a complete cycle.

'Phe C'arnot cycle is a series of two isothermal and two adiabatic changes.

An isothermal process is a state change in which the temperature of the system
remains constant. We note that our fundamental qualitative concept of temperature

as ‘‘hotness” or “coldness” is adequate for an understanding of a constant tempera-

ture. An adiabatic process is a state change in which no heat is added to (or taken

from) the system. A reservoir is a system of such nature that it may be used as a

source or sink of heat without sensibly altering its temperature. A true reservoir

do(\s not (^xist in nature, though the oceans, say, approximate a reservoir very well for

short periods of time. Thus the* tempcirature of the ocean water at a depth of 1 m is

almost (‘onstant from OOOOh to 1200h of the same day.

An insulator is defined to be a substance that will not transmit heat. A true

insulator does not exist in nature, ljut various substances transmit so little heat in

comparison with that transmitted by others for the same temperature gradient that

for practical purposes they may be considered to be insulators. Air, cork, wool, etc.,

are good practical insulators. A substance that transmits heat perfectly is known as

a conductor. Perfect conductors do not exist in nature, but they are approximated by
silver and copper.

The working substance of a system is any matter (gaseous, fluid, or solid) w'hich

may be used to receive energy either as heat or work and to store it in the form of

internal energy only to return the energy later either as heat or work. It is the

evidence of experience that an e(iuation of state exists among the coordinates needed

to specify the state of the substance, though for our inittil analysis it is not necessary

that the equation of state be known. It is assumed that working substances exist

which may be pui through reversible cycles.

A reversible process or state change is a process that is assumed to take place

ideally. It is conceived to occur so that it might actually be reversed anywhere along

the pro(^es8 path in such a way that both the systein and its surroundings return to their

original condition. An irreversible process^ on the other hand, is one such tliat the

system cannot be brought back to its original condition without requiring a conversion

or degradation of some external energy. All actual processes in nature are more or

less irreversible. Ideal processes such as the slow compression of a gas or the extension

of a steel spring may be made to approach reversibility aS nearly as please by care-

ful control of the surroundings. In meteorology, the nonturbulent expansion of an

ascending parcel of air through its environment may be considered reversible, pro-

vided the ascent occurs quickly enough so that a negligible quantity of heat is trans-

ferred. Any general textbook of thermodynamics devotes considerable space to a

discussion of reversibility and irreversibility.

Camot Cycle. The Carnot cycle consists of two adiabatic and two isothermal

processes executed by any thermodynamic system whatever. The processes are

assumed to be carried out as follows:

a—6, with the system in thermodynamic equilibrium at temperature Ti, a reversi-

ble adiabatic is performed until the system is in thermodynamic equilibrium at a

higher temperature Tt.

b—c, the system is maintained in thermodynamic equilibrium at Tz while a reversi-

ble isothermal is performed during which the system absorbs heat Qz.

c—df a reversible adiabatic is performed so that the temperature drops from Tt

to Ti.
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d— tho sysioni is maintained in thermodynamic oqnilihrinm at T\ while a reversi-

ble isothermal is performed during which the s,ystem rejects heat Q\.

Efficiency of Camot Cycle. The efficiency of any heat engine is defined to be

— 'isefulLwor^ doi^ per cycle
^ heat added p(‘r cycle

^

The Carnot cycle consists of r(^vei*sibl(‘ ideal processes. Therefore there are no losses.

The useful work done during the cycle is then IT = (?2 — Qu The heat rejected to

the cold reservoir at J\ is not ^'lost.^’ But it lias been made unavailable for useful

work in the present system. In other words, there has been a “degradatioiC' of

energy. It is a corollary of the second la\v that Qi is a positive number for any tem-

perature of the sink at 7'i other than the absolute zero of temperatur(\ In terms of

^
the heats Qz and Qu the efficiency of the cycle is then

2^/ Corollaries of the Second Law. Keenan* has col-

lected s(*voral corollaries of the second law in very useful

jg I
form. Th(» first of these are generally refern»d to as

^
Carnot’s propositions. The proofs are here paraphrased

*“““1 —— from the proofs givc'ii by Keenan; the corollaries are

quoted by permission.

' 1. It is impossible to construct an engine to work

between two heat rc.scm>/r.s, each having a fixed and uni-

/orm temperature, which will exceed in efficieriey a reversi-

hie engine working between the same reservoirs. Proof:
Fio. 3.—Reversible and Assume the contrary to be true, letting an engine / which

irreversible engines work- reversible have an efficiency iji that is greater thanmg between reservoirs. xi ^ ^ xi. 1

1

• i
•

the efficiency tir of the reversible engine /c, working

between the same temperatures T2 and Ti ; Tt > Ti. Let I draw enough heat from

the hot reservoir to produce work IT exactly equal to that required to operate the

reversible engine R as a “heat pump,” i.e., reversibly. The flow of energy is indicated

in Fig. 3. The efficiencies of the two engines are

'2Q1 2Q1

_ 2Qr — iQr W

where rjj > ijr by hypothesis. This requires that 2Qff > 2Q1 and iQr > iQj. But
this states that heat is transferred in net amount greater than zero from the cold to

the hot reservoir without other external effects. Since this conclusion contradicts

the second law^ as stated by Clausius, our original assumption cannot be true. The
corollary is proved.

II. All reversible engines have the same efficiency when working between the same two

reservoirs. Proof: The proof is like that in I above, i.e., it may be shown by assuming

the contrary that a conclusion is reached that violates the second law. We conclude

that the corollary is true.

III. A temperature scale may be defined which is independent of the nature of the

thermodynamic substance. Proof: Consider two Carnot engines operating in tandem.

Let the first absorb heat Qj from a reservoir at and reject heat Qj to a reservoir at

Ti, The second engine is made to absorb the heat Qi from the reservoir at 5r2 and
finally to reject heat Qi to a reservoir at Ti. The scheme is shown in Fig. 4. The
device may also be considered as a single Carnot engine working between reservoirs
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T-i and 3'i. We have Tz > T2 > Ti. From Eq. (16), we write

^' = 1 - rt. = m\,T,)

where the* function / is unknow'n save that it must he a function of the* tenipeiratures

ale)!ii*, since* the^ efficiencies (corollary II) are fune*,tions of the teunpeirature alone. We
intre)du(;e the identity

whence

and

f(Ti,T2)

Qi Qi/Qz

Qz * QV/Qz

fiTz^Tz) HT2)
Q
Qz

- f{T,,T2) « MTj)
HT,)

^
The first and third terms of the above equation state that the ratio e)f the he^ats in a

reversible e'ngine* is equal to the ratio of some function of the t(*niperatures between

Fio. 4.—Reversible en-
gines operating in tan-

dem.

which the engine operates. The ratio may then be taken as tlu^ ratio of the tempera-

tures themselves, when the temperatures are measured on the proper scale. This

scale is knowui as the KeJvin temperature scale or Jis the thermodynamic temperature

scale. Two temperatures Ti and Tt on the Kelvin scale are then givim by the ratio

of the heats added and rejected to and by a Carnot cycle operating between the

temperatures.

T^ _ (h

Ts Qz
( 18)

Since the ratio of the heats is independent of the working substance of the cycle, so

also is the ratio of the temperatures when measured on the Kelvin scale. The Kelvin

scale is then unique. Temperatures measured on the Kelvin scale will always be

represented by T (or °K),

IV. The Inequality of Clausius: Whetietfer a system executes a complete cycle
j
the

integral ofdQ/T around the cycle is less than zero, or in ike limit is equal to zero. Proof:
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Consider a system S (see Fig. 5) that executes a cycle while work ^ dw and heat ^ dQ
cross its boundaries. Let each element of heat dQ be supplied reversibly through a

reversible engine R which in turn receives heat from a reservoir at Ti. By the first

law we have ^ dw ^ ^ dQ sinc^e ^ dE ^ 0. From the definition of the tempera-

ture scale, (dl'F ’i‘dQ)/T\ — dQ/T or dW — [{T\ — 7’)/J']dy where 7’ is the tempera-

ture at which dQ is supplied to the system and dlF is the element of work done by the

reversible engine. The total work done by the systems composed of S and R is

STf - / dia + / dW

whence on substituting from the above

But if SIF is positive, the combined system of S and R constitutes a perpetual-motion

machine of the second kind, and this violates the Kelvin-Planck statement of the

second law. We also have that Ti > 0. Therefore we must conclude that

dQ
^ 0 (19)

which proves the corollary.

V. The cyclic integral of dQ/T is equal to zero for any reversible cycle. Consequently

the integral of dQ/T for any reversible process between

two states is a property of the system. Proof: ( -onsider

a system R^ which executes a reversible cychj (see

Fig. 6). Ijet a second system jR" surround R' and be

affected by work and heat that pass the boundary of

R\ JR' and JR" together thus form an isolated system.

Any heat that flows from R” must enter R'y and con-

versely, so that dQ' *= —dQ". For heat to flow from

R" to R'j it is necessary that T" > T'. We therefore

have for any flow of heat dQ'/T' ^ — dQ"/T". Now
let both R" and R' execute complete cycles. From the above, we have

Fig. 6.—System to illustrate

entropy as a property.

(20)

But by Eq. (19) each integral is nonpositive. Therefore we must have each integral

separately eqfial to zero. We may then write for any reversible cycle the general

result

Since Eq. (21) is the necessary and sufficient condition that the integrand be a perfect

differential, the integral oi dJQ/T is independent of the path of integration. There-

fore dQ/T is a thermodynamic property, since its value depends only on the initial

and final states i and / of the system, provided that the heat is added reversibly.

The property so defined is known as the entropy. In differential form, we have

where the letter S (or « for unit maes) will hereafter designate the entropy.

(22)
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VI. Tihe entropy of an isolated systetH increases or in iiic limit remains cxmsUinl,

I’iioof: Let any system go from an initial state to a final state by any reversible process

and return from final state to the initial state by any other reversible process. Now
repeat the cycle letting the system follow the first reversible path to the final state

and then return to the initial state by some irreversible process (see Fig. 7). By
corollary IV, we have

and by V

whence

im T ^ Jfi T
fi

Un r ^ jfnin T
ndQ<o

J/T T J/R T

On considering diffcTcntials and rcicalling Eq. (22), we see that

Fig. 7.—Reversible

paths R. Irreversible

path J.

dS t]I Jrev T
(23)

For an isolated system dQ = 0. Therefore

dSi^x ^ 0 (24)

or the entropy of an isolated system cannot decrease. The corollary is proved.

When the entropy of a system is constant for a process (dS s 0), the process is said to he

isentropic.

Alternative Approach to Second Law. An alternative and in some ways preferable

approach to a statement of the second law is given by Slater.^ He states the second

law as a postulate in the form

dS ^ T (25)

where S denotes the entropy. The equality sign is to be used when the process is

reversible and the inequality sign when the process is irreversible. Slater remarks,

‘^We shall see that definite consequences can be drawn from it, and they prove to be

always in agreement with experiment.'^ This is an entirely adequate reason for

acceptance of the law without the labor of analyzing Carnot cycles and other general

systems by which the same conclusion was reached in Eq. (23). It is useful, however,

for one who approaches the subject for the first time to start with somewhat less

abstract beginnings than the entropy directly.

Entropy as a Property. The entropy as defined in Eq. (22) was shown in corollary

V to be a thermodynamic property. The change in entropy of a system that has been

changed from state 1 to another state 2 may then be calculated along any reversible

path. The value so calculated will be the change in entropy for all possible paths

connecting the same end states, whether reversible or irreversible. On combining

the first and second laws, we have

dS
dE -f dW^

m

for reversible processes. By using this equation, one may determine the change in

entropy in terms of the change of internal energy and of the work done by the system.

It is clear from its definition that the entropy like internal energy, kinetic energy,

potential energy, etc., is measured from some datum or base state.
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EQUATION OF STATE AND THERMODYNAMIC COORDINATES

Equation of State. Therrnodyiianiics cannot of itself tell us what the equation

of state of a system will be or how many variables it will involve. These questions

rest with kinetic theory and statistical mechanics and with the evidence of experiment.

For the systems with w'hich wo shall be concerned in meteorology, those sciences pre-

dict and experinnmt verifies that three thermodynamic coordinate's (f.c., properties)

as a minimum are nupiired. These three are r(^lat(»d by an equation of state, deter-

inimMi by the system, which means that only two of the coordinates are independent.

The most commonly used (‘oordinates are pressure (p), temperature {T), and specific

volume (e).

The atmosphere is found to obey the perfect gas law (pv ~ RT) nearly enough

for all practical purpose's, so long as the air is not saturated. The gas constant R
contains the relative humidity of the air as a parameter. It is unfortunate for the

analysis, but true, that the amount of water vapor in the air cannot be determined

as a function of the thermodynamic coordinates. When th(i amount of water vapor

changes (as it does owing to mixing of air masses, vertical motions, and horizontal

path traveled by the air mass) we must take account of the change by using different

values of the constant R in the calculations. There is, in essence, a new thermo-

dynamic system involved. The manner in which R changes w'ith humidity is studied

under *^mixtures^^ (page* 349). We emphasize here only that for any particular value

of the humidity (less than saturation) the air does behave almost like a perfect gas.

Its equation of state is then pv/T = constant.

Thermodynamic Coordinates. It is clear mathematically that any chosen func-

tion of thermodynamic coordinates will itself be a new coordinate. New functions

coordinates) may be defined at will by any one of several methods, c.p., (1) alge-

braic manipulation—since? p is a coordinate, p* is another coordinate; (2) specification

of a process—entropy is discovered to be a coordinate after defining it t»o be dS «=

dQ/T where the heat is added reversibly; and (3) discovery of some combination of

coordinates that eases the analysis

—

enthalpy (see the following).

The introduction of new coordinates is limited to those which case and (darify the

analysis. Sometimes the new coordinate is named {e.g., enthalpy) and used as an

integral part of the argument. At other times the new function is always written in

terms of the old. Thus in meteorology p®-2»« is used as a coordinate on the adiabatic

chart, but it bears no name and is always thought of in terms of pnissure. The most

frequently used thermodynamic coordinates are listed here.

1. p = pressure; one of the fundamental and directly observable coordinates.

2. T = temperature; one of the fundamental and directly observable coordinates.

3. V « specific volume (or its inverse density; p = 1/v).

4. c « internal energy per unit mass.
5. « != entropy per unit mass.

6. A = enthalpy per unit mass — e + pu by definition,

7. ^ = Helmholtz free energy ^ e — Ts by definition,

8. ^ = Gibbs free energy = A — Tehy definition,

9. 6 = Availability « A — by definition (To is a fixed and constant T),

Thermodynamic Fonnnlas. Of ail the coordinates that may be found, in whatever

fashion, only two will be independent variables. This is the evidence of experience

that is stated n^athematically when we say an equation of state exists aipong the

variables. It is then merely a matter of manipulation to express any one coordinate

as a function of any other two. The form of the function (the equation of state) need

not be known explicitly to obtain useful relations among thejpoordinates, since many
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of tlio physically obsorvablo iioms will bo oxprossod ir» torms of derivatives. Mete-

orology does not no(^d many of the formal relations that are available. A few of the

more important are derived and listed below. For a more complete listing, see

Bridgman.®

Pressure. The pressure in a fluid is the limit of the ratio of the normal force on an
area to the area as the area decreases in size without limit. Thus p ** L (AF/AA).

If the stress across the area is wholly normal for all orientations of the area (i.c., no
tangential stresses), it is easy to show that the limit above is the same whatever the

orientation of the area; i.c., the pressure in the fluid is the same in all directions.

''Fhis result is d(^8criptive of wdiat are known as perfect fluids. Nature does not provide

us with a true perfect fluid; but the air approximates to perfect conditions, provided

that the flow is slow and nonturbulent. The static pressure in the atmosphere may
in gen(*ral be (easily and accurately measured by a mercurial or aneroid barometer

(see Sec. VIII on Meteorological Instruments).

Temperature. The teinp(*rature has been precisely defined in terms of the work
done by reversible engines [Eq. (18)]. In principle, it may be measured as accurately

as we please by means of a gas thermometer. In practice, it is measured by various

types of thermometers that have been calibrated at fixed points against standards.

Specific Volume. The specific volume of a fluid is the reciprocal of its density.

The density is the limit of the ratio of the mass of fluid in an element of volume to the

volume as the volume decreases without limit. Thus p = 1/v = L (AA//Ar). The
Ar—+0

specific volume of a confined fluid may be measured as accurately as we please by
weighing the container both with and without the fluid and taking the ratio of the

volume of the container to the mass of the fluid. In meteorological practice, the

specific volume (or the density) is found from the ecpiation of state after the pressure,

temperature, and humidity have been measured.

Internal Enerry. It has been deduced from thermodynamic considerations that

the intenial energy is a thermodynamic coordinate. Then if the change in internal

energy between any two states is found by considering any process that connects

the states, this value of the internal energy chang(i will be the same for any other

process connecting the states. Suppose heat energy is added to a system whose
specific volume is constrained to remain constant. From the first law, we have (for

a system in which dw = p dv)

dq]„ = de (26)

since p dv * 0. Since the volume does not change and we have postulated a change

in state, the temperature must, change. The specific heat at constant volume is

defined by the relation

Cv (27)

w’hence with the above de ^ CvdT and

€2 — €i (28)

We note that the internal energy is specified numerically only when the base state

from which it is measured is known. In meteorology, we may take the base state at

a temperature of 200°K and a pressure of 1,000 mb. This base state is here chosen so

that, at all pressures and temperatures found in the earth’s atmosphere, the internal

energy will be reckoned as positive. The specific heat as defined above is not neces-

sarily constant. The magnitude of Ov is to be determined by experiment.
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Entropy. Entropy was defined by Eq. (22). Suppose heat is added reversibly

to a system. From Eq. (22), we have on integrating !>etwet*n states 1 and 2

or on combining the first and si'cond laws for a /iystem that can do work only by fluid

expansion

The result computed from Eq. (30) will be the change in entropy between the two

states regardless of what process or combination of processes connects the two states

(reversible or irreversible).

From Eq. (23), we have for irreversible processes that 7' ds > dc -f P dv or

pdv< Tds - de (31)

Since p dv stands for the work done by the fluid, we see that the useful work that may
be derived for a given change in state is less for an irreversible process than it would

have been for a reversible process.

The entropy, like the internal cnerg>’', is specified numerically only when a base

state is specified. The base state is again taken to be at 200°K and 1,000 mb. Since

only changes of entropy have any significance in the following, the base state is

arbitrary.

Enthalpy. The enthalpy is h — e pv by definition. In differential form, we
haveVA « dc -4- P dv + V dp. Substituting into the com])incd first and second laws,

we have

T ds ^ dh V dp ^ dq (32)

where the equality holds for reversible procc^sscs and the inequality holds for irreversi-

ble processes. Suppose heat is added to a system whose pressure is constrained to

remain constant. Then v dp *0, and ive have dh = dq]p. The specific heat at

constant pressure is defined by

‘--.LoiMl '*»

whence with the above dh = Cp dT or

There is no suggestiop that Cp as defined above is a constant. Like Cr, it is a magnitude
that must be determined by experiment. The enthalpy, like internal energy and
entropy, is measured from the arbitrarily selected base state of 200®K and 1,000 mb.

Helmholtz Free Energy. The Helmholtz free energy is ^ « c — Ts by definition.

Using the combined first and second laws with this definition, we find

- drk^ 8 dT + pdv (35)

This relation states that, for isothermal processes, the work done is not greater than

the decrease in ^ and also that ^ is constant for reversible isothermal processes when
no work is done. For an irreversible isothermal process, ^ decreases when no work
is done.

Gibbs Free Energy. The Gibbs free energy is p * — jTs by definition. Using
the combined first and second laws with this definition, we find

dp ^ V dp - « dT (36)
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Then for isobaric isothermal processes, g is either constant (reversible) or decreasing

(irreversible). The function g is important because of the many physical processes

that take place isoV)arically and isothermally, e.g.^ change of phase (melting of solids

and the vaporization of liquids).

Availability. The availability is 6 — /* — Yd# by definition. 1\ is a fixed value

of the Kelvin temperature. It is the k)west temperature available for the rejection

of energy as heat, and it is assumed that all heat is rejcjctcjd at that temperature by the

system (see Keenan ‘‘). Using the combined first and second laws with the above
definition, we find

db ^ (T - T«)ds (37)

Thus for isobaric reversible processes, db = (7’ — To)ds, and for isobaric irreversible

processes, db ^ (T -- We note that the availability is less for the irreversible

process than it is for the reversible process..

Maxwell Relations. The most important differential relations for reversible

processes may be written

de — —p dv + T ds

dh ^ V dp -Jr Tds
dxl^ ^ -pdv - sdT
dg ^ V dp — H dT

Since c, /i, and g are all thermodynamic- coordinates, we may write from the above

at once

(39)

on recalling the usual equation for the differential increa.se of a function of two inde-

pendent variables.

If we assume further that the coordinates have continuous second partial deriva-

tives, the order of differentiation is immaterial, and we have from the above on
differentiation

\dsjr \dv/, \dTj, \dv/T

m.-m. -m.-m.
The four equations in (40) are known as the Maxwell relations,

SPECIFIC HEATS

Specific. Heats as Observables. It will be evident from the preceding equations

that internal energy, entropy, and enthalpy may be evaluated (given a base state)

when the specific heats and the equation of state are known. The specific heat

generally is defined by the limit

where Ag is the heat added per unit mass of substance and AT is the increase in tern-
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perature. According to this definition, the specific heat will have different values

according to the constraint imposed as the heat is added. The two ways of adding

heat and the resulting specific, heats that are most useful are (1) isobaric processes and

the specific heat at constant pressure, and (2) isosteric processes and the rc'sulting

specific heat at constant volume (or density). The specific * heats are sornetina^s

referred to 1 mole of the substance, in which case? they arc properly named molar

heats. In meUH)rology, it is customary to refer always to 1 gram of the substance.

The limits given by Eq. (41) according to whether the heat is added at constant pres-

sure or constant volume are then correctly termed specific heats.

The specific heats arc determined by measurement of the heat required to bring

about certain changes in the state of a gram of substance. For a few substances, the

values may be computed by simple kinetic theory and statistical mechanics. The
results of theory and experiment match closely in most cases. It is emphasized here

only that the values of the specific heats cannot be determined by thermodynamic

theory. They are essentially functions of the constitution of the substance and must
be determined by obs(irvation or a theory of matter.

General Relations between the Specific Heats. Some general n^ations between

the specific heats at constant pressure and at constant volume may be deduced from

thermodynamic theory. These results are useful in simplifying the theory and in

providing a check on the experimental results obtained. From Jui. (41) and the first

law of thermodynamics {dq de p dv ^ dh — v dp), we have

Ce -
(w), - (S)

“ (IrX “ (^)

(42)

(43)

for the specific heats at constant volume and at constant pressure, r(‘8pectively.

When the heat is added reversibly, we have in addition

(42a)

^ (5?),
(43a)

It may be shown by straightforward application of the results of the previous

article that the ratio of the specific heats is given by

£p _
Cv {dp/dv)T

(44)

(see Joos^ or Page^). Similarly, it may be shown that the difference of the specific

heats is given by

(45)
(dv/dp)T

We note from Eq; (45) that Cp is always greater than Ci>, since (dv/dp)T is negative

(a conclusion based on observation). From Eq. (44), it is noted that the ratio of

the specific heats is equal to the ratio of the isentropic and isothermal slopes on a

pressure-volume diagram. Also, since Cp > c,., the isentropes are always steeper

than the isotherms through any given point on the pressure-volume diagram.

Using Eqs. (44) and (46), one can find the values of Cp and Cv for any giyen sub-

stance by mechanical measurements alone. This result follows from the well-known

result that the velocity of sound in a gas is given by
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V<^P

pCv
(46)

Since u may be measured with reasonable accuracy by simple apparatus a

Kundt^s tube) and the density p may be measured directly, the ratio Cp/cv is determin-

able without any heat measurements. Also one may determine the value of Cp —
mechanically from the right-hand side of Eq. (45). This observation is not simple

to make, but the values of the derivatives can be found and thence the difference of

the specific heats without any measurement of the heat added. Using the results

for Cp/cv and Cp ~ Ci., one may eliminate and find the values of the specific heats

separately. If the equation of state is known, the difference of the specific heats is

easily found by direct differentiation (e.^., when pv = RT^ we find Cp — Cv — R)-

Specific Heats as Functions. The specific heats will in general be functions of

the thermodynamic coordinates. Using the Maxwell relations with the definitions

of the specific heats, we find by direct differentiation that

It is noted that, if the equation of state is known and c,, as a function of temperature

at some particular volume, or Cp at some particular pressure, the specific heats may be

calculated for all states. In the case of a perfect gas, Eqs. (47) and (48) reduce to

(49)

Equation (49) shows that Cp and Cc are functions of temperature alone for any perfect

gas. It was noted above that Cp — Cv is constant for a perfect gas. This result does

not imply that Cp and Cv are constant separately, however.

Specific Heats from Kinetic Theory. It is easily shown in elementary classical

kinetic theory that the specific heats of the simple gases are absolute constants.

These constants differ for different gases according to the ultimate structure postu-

lated to exist in the gas. The value of Cp for a gas composed of spherical molecules,

for example, turns out to be bR/2 where R is the gas constant. Cp for dumbbell-

shaped molecules on the same classical theory is 7R/2, The ratios of the specific

heats of these gases are 5/3 and 7/5, respectively. These values correspond closely

to the values as determined by experiment on appropriate gases.

Specific Heats of Solids and Liquids. The specific heat of a solid or liquid will

also depend upon how the heat is added. Yet for many solids and liquids the expan-

sion of the substance is so small on the addition of heat that the work done by the

expansion / p dv may be neglected in comparison with the change in internal energy.

A considerable literature has been developed on the specific heats of both solids and
liquids on statistical mechanics and kinetic theory grounds. These investigations

are beyond the scope of this book (see Slater,^ Fowler,® etc.). For practical purposes

in meteorology, we may always neglect the work done in expansion and state that any

solid or liquid with which we are concerned has only one value of the specific heat no

matter how the heat is added. This specific heat will be denoted by d for ice and c»

for liquid water. Neither a nor Cw is strictly constant; both will be functions of the

temperature (of the ice or water).

Calorimetry. An excellent r5sum6 of the entire subject of calorimetry is given by
Saha and Srivastava.® The authors discuss the important experimental methods and
results of the last 50 years. Methods are discussed under the headings of (1) mixtures,
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(2) cooling, (3) change of state, and (4) electrical. Experimental methods for determi-

nation of specific heats are discussed under (1) measurement of Cp, (2) measurement

of c», (3) determination of Cp/Cf. Other sources of information are Glazebrook;^®

Partington and Shilling ^^Handbuch der Experirnentalphysik,” Vol. 8, Part I; and

especially the International Critical Tables.

The present generally accepted values for the properties of water and its vapor are

those tabulated by Keenan and Keyes.^* Kiefer^'* has recomputed values from this

source and tabulated them in degrees centigrade and millibars of pressure for the

convenience of the meteorologist. The tables of Kiefer are reproduced in Sec. I.

Further tables are reproduced from U.S. Weather Bureau data.

THERMOMETRY AND THERMOMETRIC SUBSTANCES

Temperature. The concepit of temperature was originally conceived on the basis

of feeling. A body was judged hot or cold accordi?ig to how it felt to the touch. As

accurate measurements were beginning to be made, it was observed that as a body
became

^

^hotter’* certain physical changes took place. Gases expanded, for example,

or, if constrained to remain in the same volume, increased their pressure against the

walls of the containing vessel. These physical changes were used as criteria for the

establishment of arbitrary scales of
‘

^hotness. Thus temperature came to mean
the amount of expansion of a column of mercury or of a volume of gas. The centi-

grade scale labels the temperature of the boiling point of water under 1 atm of

pressure as 100 degrees centigrade (100°C), and the freezing point of water as zero

degrees centigrade (0®C). The Fahrenheit scale labels the same temperatures as 212

and 32®F, respectively. The numerical relation between the two scales is then

_ 100

®F - 32 180
(50)

Thermometric Substances and the International Temperature Scale. It is clear

that temperature as measured by the expansions, say, of different substances will not

necessarily agree for values between or beyond the two points (freezing and boiling)

at which they are made to agree. Experiment shows that the departure from agree-

ment is too great to be ignored. In 1927, the Seventh General Conference of Weights

and Measures representing 31 nations unanimously adopted a temperature standard.

The following are excerpts from the report by Burgess^* on the decisions reached by
the conference:

1. The thermodynamic centigrade scale, on which the temperature of melting ice,

and the temperature of condensing water vapor, both under the pressure of 1 standard
atmosphere, are numbered 0 degrees and 100 degrees, respectively, is recognized as the
fundamental scale to which all temperature measurements should ultimately be
referable.

2. The experimental difficulties incident to the practical realization of the thermo-
dynamic scale have made it expedient to adopt for international use a practical scale

designated as the international temperature scale. This scale conforms with the

thermodynamic scale as closely as is possible with present knowledge, and is designed

to be definite, conveniently and accurately reproducible, and to provide means for

uniquely determining any temperature within the range of the scale, thus promoting
uniformity in numerical statements of temperature.

3. Temperatures on the international scale will ordinarily be designated as
“

but may be designated as (Int,)” if it is desired to emphasize the fact that the
scale is being used.

4. The internationaltemperature scale is based upon a number of fixed and repro*

duoibie equilibrium temperatures to which numerical values are aasigned, and upon
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the indications of interpolation instruments calibrated according to a specified proce-

dure at the fixed temperatures.

5. The basic fixed points and the numerical values assigned them for the pressure

of 1 standard atmosphere are given in the following table, together with formulas
which represent the temperature {tp) as a function of vapor pressure (p) over the range
of 680 to 780 mm of mercury.

6. Basic fixed points of the international temperature scale:

. Temperature of equilibrium between liquid and gasi^ous oxygen at the pressure

of 1 standard atmosphere (oxygen point), — 182.97‘‘C.

tp = /7«o -f 0.012(>(p - 760) - 0.0000065(p - 760)*

. Temperature of equilibrium between ice and air-saturated water at normal
atmospheric pressure (ice point), 0.000®C.

c. Temperature of equilibrium between liquid water and its vapor at the pressure

of 1 standard atmosphere (steam point), 100.000®('

tp = ^760 + 0.0367(p - 760) - 0.000023(p - 760)*

d. Temperature of equilibrium between liquid sulphur and its vapor at the pressure

of 1 standard atmosphere (sulphur point), 444.60°C

tp - /760 + 0.0909(p - 760) ~ 0.000048(p - 760)*

e. Temperature of equilibrium between solid silver and liquid silver at normal
atmospheric pressure (silver point), 960.5°C

/. Temperature of equilibrium between solid gold and liquid gold at normal
atmospheric pressure (gold point), 1063°C

Standard atmospheric pressure is defined as the pressure due to a column of mer-
cury 760 mm high having a mass of 13.5951 g/cm*, subject to a gravitational accelera-

tion of 980,665 cm /sec*, and is equal to 1,013,250 dynes/cm*. It is an essential

feature of a practical scale of temperature that definite numerical values shall be
assigned to such fixed points as are chosen. It should be noted, however, that the

last decimal place given for each of the values in the table is significant only as regards

the degree of reproducibility of that fixed point on the international temperature scale.

It is not to be understood that the values are necessarily known on the thermodynamic
centigrade scale to the corresponding degree of accuracy.

7.

The means available for interpolation lead to a division of the scale into four

parts.

a. From the ice point to 660®C the temperature t is deduced from the resistance

Rt of a standard platinum resistance thermometer by means of the formula

Rt =“ Ro(J 4" At “H Rt^)

The constants Ro, A, and B of this formula are to be determined by calibration at the
ice, steam, and sulphur points, respectively. The purity and physical condition of

the platinum of which the thermometer is made should be such that the ratio Rt/Ro
shall not be less than 1.390 for t *= 100 degrees and 2.645 for t ~ 444.6 degrees.

^

b. From —190 degrees to the ice point, the temperature t is deduced from the
resistance Rt of a standard platinum resistance thermometer by means of the formula

Rt « Roll + 4- Bt^ 4- C(t - 100)f*I

The constants /2o, A, and B are to be determined as specified above, and the addi-

tional constant C is determined by calibration at the oxygen point. The standard
thermometer for use below 0 degrees must, in addition, have a ratio Rt/Ro less than
0,250 for < « — 183 degrees,

c. From 660®C to the gold point, the temperature t is deduced from the electro-

motive force e of a standard platinum vs. platinum-rhodium thermocouple, one junc-

tion of which is kept at a constant temperature of 0®C while the other is at the
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temperature t defined by the formula

e = a 4* + c/*

The constants a, 6, c are to be determined by calibration at the freezing point of

antimony, and at the silver and gold points.

d. Above the gold point the temperature I is determined by means of the ratio

of the intensity Jz of monochromatic visible radiation of wave length X tun, emitted

by a black body at the temperature hy to the intensity J\ of radiation of the same \rave

length emitted by a black body at the gold point, by means of the formula

1

1 1
1

Ji X 11^330 t + 273 J

The constant Cz is taken as 1.432 cm degrees. The equation is valid if X(^ + 273) is

less than 0.3 cm degrees.

The measurement of surface temperatures in meteorology is generally made with

mercury-in-glass thermometers. Very low temperatures are measured with spirit-in-

glass thermometers. The thermometer may be calibrated to r(»ad in centigrade or

Fahrenheit degrees. Temperatures are reported in degrees Fahrenheit at the surface

and in degrees centigrade for upper-air readings. See Sec. VIII on Meteorological

Instruments.

Gas as a Thermometric Substance. Gas thermometers are not used in routine

meteorological work. An analysis of the gas thermometer is necessary, however, to

establish the identity of the Kelvin scale and a temperature that can be measured in

practice. Extensive experiments in all countries have establislujd the fact that, at

high enough tdfnperatures and low enough pressures, the equation of state of any gas

may be WTitten

pv * He (51)

where p is the absolute pressure, v the specific volume, and 6 the ‘‘absolute tempera-

ture” of the gas. 12 is a constant for any particular gas. Equation (51) is taken as

the definition of the absolute temperature. Gas thermometers may be constructed

to measure tenfperature on the basis of Eq. (51), using either constant volume or

constant-pressure instruments. By extrapolation from measurements made at low

temperatures, it is found that numerically

e + 273.2 (52)

where t is the temperature on the centigrade scale.

The Perfect Gas. The perfect (or ideal) gas will be defined to be a gas having

two precise characteristics, (1) that for all values of the thermodynamic coordinates

its equation of State is pv ^ R6 exactly, and (2) that its internal energy is a function

of temperature alone. Both these conditions are shown to be true in elementary

kinetic theory for a simple gas in a force-free field. Thermodynamics cannot prove

either relation, since it is not concerned with the ultimate structure of matter. The*

question of how closely actual gases follow the definition of a perfect gas is fully

discussed in ref, 15.

For a perfect gas as defined above, the first law becomes

dg « Cr -h p dp » de -f p du (63)

where the specific heat at constant volume is given by
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since the internal energy depends on temperatuYre alone. We also have the useful

differcuitial relation

pdv •\-v dp = H'dQ (55)

Kelvin Temperature Scale and Kelvin Degree. The Kelvin temperature scale

was defined by Kq. (18). The Kelvin degree is established as follows: Let ©» be the

heat absorbed from a reservoir at Tn (the temperature on the Kelvin scale) by a

reversible engine and Qn-i be the heat nqected to a reservoir at Tn~i by the same
engine. Consider a number of engines operating in tandem between reservoirs at

progressively lower tcmiperatures, caeJi engine absorbing th(^ heat rejected by the

engine preceding it in line and rejecting heat to the engine that follows. Arrange the

temperatures of successive r(^s(;rvoirs so that each (uigine does the same amount of

work ir. By tlie first law^ of thermodynamics, the wwk done by each engine is equal

to IT ~ Qn — Qn-\ *= Qn~\ “ Qn-2 = Qn-2 — Qn-i “ * *
* . By tho socoiid law and

the definition of th(' Kelvin 1emp(‘ratures we have Qn/Qn-i — Tn/'Tn-i, Qn-.i/Qn^2 —
Tn-\/Tn-2 j

•
• • . From these two relations we see that Qn(l ~ Tn-i/Tn) =» Qn-i

(1 -- Tn-2/Tn-l) - Qn-2(1 ~ T Tn-2) « * *
* aild Tn - Tn-l - T ~ Tn^2 =

7 n_2 — 7 n-3 = • • •
. Wc SCO then that equal intervals on the Kelvin scale are the

intervals Ixitween which reversible engines w'ill do the same w^ork, w^hen each engine

absorbs the heat rejc^ctcnl by the c*ngine ahead in line. It w'ill be recalled that the

Kelvin scale is unique, since the efficiency of all reversible engines operating between

tlu‘ same temperatures is the same for any Avorking substance.

Now' imagine 100 reversible engines operating between the temperatures of the

steam point and the ic(? j)oint. These engines defim^ 100 equal temperature intervals

when the engines arc arranged as indicated above. Each such interval is called

1 degree on the Kelvin scale. We have — 7'ioe ~ 100. Temperatures on
the Kelvin scale ar(; di!signated by capital 1' or by ‘'K. The thermodynamic centi-

grade scale has temperature iiitervals equal to the intervals on the Kelvin scale. On
the centigrade s(?ale, how'ever, the steam and ice points are arbitrarily selected to be

100 and 0°, respectively. Th(‘ relation between the centigrade and Kelvin scales is

7' = / + 273.2, as will be show’n below.

Absolute Zero of Temperature. The concu'pt of an absolute zero of temperature

arises naturally from the Kelvin scale. Imagine a sequence of engines operating

reversibly as before, with eacli performing an equal amount of work. Since Qn-i/
= Tn~i/Tn~(i+i) and Tn-ii+i) < Tn-i we see that Qn^u+i) < Qn-i. But

Qn-i ~ Qn^u+i) *= const for all engines by hypothesis. It is evident that, if Qn is

finite (as it must be for Tn finite), then eventually a point will be reached at which zero

heat is rejected. The temperature at w’hich tliis occurs is designated as the absolute

zero of temperature on the Kelvin scale. It will be noted that tliis concept of an

absolute zero of temperature does not involve the ultimate structure of the working

substance.

Kelvin Temperature Scale and Perfect Gas Thermometer. It is shown here that

the temperature indicated by a gas thermometer (when the gas is perfect) is identical

with the Kelvin temperature. Consider a thermodynamic system composed of the

follow'ing items: (1) a cylinder fitted with a frictionless piston, both cylinder and

piston being perfect insulators, (2) a cylinder head that may be removed or attached

to the cylinder at will without the loss of work, heat, or gas—also perfectly insulating,

(3) two reservoirs at temperatures 0 i and 62 as measured on the absolute scale (^2 > ^i),

(4) a perfect gas that fills the cylinder, and (5) an extraneous force that may be applied

at will to the piston. The system is sketched in Fig. 8. The cycle through which the

gas passes is shown to pressure vs. specific volume coordinates in Fig. 9. The Carnot

cycle is analyzed as follows:
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a—b. With the insulating head in place and the system in thermodynamic equilib-

rium at Bij the extraneous force is applied and the gas is reversibly and adiabatically

fb
compressed until its temperature is Bx. "J'he first law requires that afb “ P ®

Cv do since dg « de -f P dv = 0.

h—c. The insulating head is removed and the reservoir at B% is brought into

contact with the working substance without heat or work. With the system in

thermodynamic equilibrium at B^, the gas is permitted to expand reversibly and iso-

thermally until a point is reached where tv > vi,; the amount of the expansion is arbi-

trary. Since the process is isothermal, d7* = dc = 0, and, on introducing the equation

L

of state, W’e have the heat added from the reservoir to be given by hQe dv

HB^ In (vr/vb). This quantity is also the work done by the gas during its expansion.

i!ii

'll
1*^1

'll

'esei^6}r%

5 a ~b adiabatic
b-c =isofhermaf
C'cL^oicffoiboffic

d-a = isothermal

>v
Fig. 8.—System to illustrate Carnot cycle. Fig. 9.—Carnot cycle to pr-coordinates.

c—d. The reservoir at B^ is removed from the cylinder without heat or work, and
the insulating head is restored. With the system in thermodynamic equilibrium at

Bi, the gas is permitted ^o expand reversibly and adiabatically. We have dq « 0, and
the internal energy and temperature will decrease since the gas does work against the

piston. The expansion is continued until the svstem is in thermod3mamic equilib-

fd fd
rium at ^i. We have rCj = —

/ p dv Cv dB.

d—a. The insulating head is removed and the reservoir at Bi is brought to the

cylinder without heat or work. The extraneous force is applied, and the gas is

compressed reversibly and isothermally until the original specific volume is attained.

The system is then in equilibrium at &i and i;«, and the cycle has been completed.

We have dga ^ pdv — RBi In {VaM.

For the adiabatic processes a—6 and c—d, we have dq «= 0. Then, on combining

the equation of state with the first law, we find Cv dB/9 * —p dv/0 » dv/v. We
have then

The integrals above are equal, however, since for a perfect gas is independent of

specific volume or pressure and since the integrations are carried out between equal

temperature intervals. Then Vh/va « Vc/Vd* We introduce this equation into the

above results for the ratio dqa/hQc and obtain at once
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tl s i!£i ss Tl
bQe T2

(56)

where the ratio on the right is the ratio of the Kelvin temperatures. This is equal

to dqalbQo because the cycle is reversible. We see that the ratio of any two tempera-

tures as measured on the Kelvin scale is the same as the ratio of the same two tem-

peratures as measured on the gas scale (f.e., the absolute scale). The two scales are

further made to agree at the ice point and the steam point by setting T*t — Tice **

=* 100 arbitrarily. It follows immediately that for all temperatures

^ « 7’ = / -f 273.2 (57)

where the right-hand side of Eq. (57) results from experiment using gas thermometers

and extrapolating data down to the absolute zero of temperature.

Departures of the international scale from the Kelvin scale are too small to be of

significance in routine meteorological work. Keenan quotes results based on meas-

urements made by Heattie that show less than 0.05°C difference between temperatures

measured on the two scales. He concludes that no distinction need be made between

the scales for any work of less than the most precise accuracy.

PROPERTIES OF PURE SUBSTANCES

State and Phase Changes
;
Descriptive. Consider a homogeneous thermodynamic

system at a state 1 determined by the coordinates pv7\ If one or more of the coordi-

nates are changed, compatible with the equation of state, and if the system remains

homogeneous in the same phase it was in at state 1, then the system is said to have

undergone a simple change of state. A phme is any physically homogeneous aspect

of a system. A simple illiistration of change of state is the compression of a gas.

Mathematically we may say that a system undergoes a change of state when all the

thermodynamic coordinates and their first and second derivatives are continuous.

It is a matter of common knowledge, however, that familiar substances may be

found under normal conditions in solid, liquid, or vapor form. Moreover these dif-

ferent phases may coexist in equilibrium. A system composed of two or more phases

is referred to as heterogeneous. When a portion of the substance of the system that

is in one phase (e.g.^ ice) is transformed into another phase {e.g., water), we say that a

change of phase has occurred. There may be a change of phase in a system without

a change of state of either component. Generally as the coordinates change there

may be simultaneous phase and state changes.

Pressure-volume Diagram. Introduce about 1 gram of water into a closed

evacuated container. Let the volume of the container be about 2 1. and the tempera-

ture of the water be just under 100°C. It is observed that, if the container and its

contents are kept at the initial temperature of the water, all the water evaporates

(vaporizes) into the space available. The system is homogeneous in its vapor phase.

The state is represented by point 1 on the pv-diagram of Fig. 10. Now compress the

vapor slowly and isothermally. The pressure will rise continuously for a time. At

a certain value of the volume, it is observed that simultaneously (1) vapor condenses

into liquid water, and (2) the rate of increase of pressure is zero [{dp/dv)T « 0].

This is point 2 in the figure. The pressure at this point is named the saturation vapor

pressure (sometimes the maximum vapor pressure). The vapor in the container is-

referred to as saturated vapor. In its initial condition at state 1, the vapor was unsatu-

rated, or superheated.

Continue the compression past 2 isothermally. It is observed that the process is

also isobaric. Condensation continues until nothing is left in the container except

liquid water. This state is at point 3 in the figure. Throughout the isothermal,.
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isobaric compression from 2 to 3, the system was heterogeneous in two phases (water

vapor and liquid water). During the process, the phase of water vapor is changing

to the pliase of liquid water. There is no change of state in either component since

temperature and pressure are not changed. At point 3 the system is again homo-*

geneous, now in the liquid phase, and we refer to the stale as saturated liqmd.

Continue the compression past 3 isotherinally. The pressure rises abruptly.

The phase remains \m(;hanged at any pressures found in the atmosphere. It may be

remarked, however, that if the pressure is large enough the liquid may undergo a

phase (diange into a form of solid (see Slater'^ for the several forms of ice found at high

pressures).

According to the temperature at which the above experiment is performed, one

obtains a different curve on the pf>-diagram. Several of the isotherms for water are

shown in Fig. 10. The locus of the points 2, 2', etc., is known as the saturated-vapor

Fig. 10.—A pr-diagraia for water showing isotherms.

line. The locus of the points 3, 3', etc., is known as tlu^ saluratedrUquid line for tem-

peratures above 0®C and as the saturated-ice line for temperatun^s below 0®(’ (see

triple-point data below). If the temp<»rature of the experiment is below 0"C, the

vapor does not condense into liquid water but sublimates into the solid phase (ice).

If, on the other hand, the temperature of the experiment is greater than 374‘'C, it is

observed that the system remains homogeneous no matter how high the pressure may

rise. The vapor” then behaves like a perfect gas in that only changes of state are

possible with increase in pressure isothermally.

Critical Temperature. The lowest temperature for which the water vapor cannot

be compressed into a liquid is known as the critical temperature of water. If the

densities of both liquid and vapor are measured and plotted as functions of tempera-

ture, the temperature where the two curves meet is the critical temperature. In

Fig. 10, the intersection of the saturated-vapor and the saturated-liquid lines is known

as the critical paint. In pv^-space, this point occurs for water at T * 047®K, p « 218

atm, and v « 2.50 ern^ per gram, Since all atmospheric temperatures are well below

the critical temperature of water, all three phases of water exist normally in the

atm<>sphere. The critical temperatures of nitrogen, oxygen, and argon (the main

constituents of dry air) are - 147‘’C, - 119‘*C, and ~ 122^C, respectively, so that these

elements do not appear iii equilibrium in their liquid or solid phas^ in the atmosphere,
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Triple Point. Consider another ideal experiment. With the apparatus of the

above system, keep the volunie of the container constant and change tlie temperature

by the addition of heat. At high enough temperatures, it is found that the space is

filled with superheated vapor. If the temperature is lowered, a point will be reached

at which some of the vapor begins to condense into liquid water. . The system is in

equilibrium with two phases present. If the temperature is lowered still further, the

liquid will begin to freeze into ice and some of the vapor-will sublimate into ice directly.

The system is in equilibrium with three phases present. It is found that the tempera-

ture cannot be lowered to less than 0°C until sufficient h(‘at has transferred from

the system to freeze all the liquid water. When the container holds nothing but ice

(and vapor), the temperature may be lowered still further. The system is now in

equilibrium with two phases present, ice and vapor. The point in which a substance

may exist in all thr(*,e phases simultaneously is known as the triple point.. For water,

the data are accurat(‘.ly t — 0.()098°C and p == 6.105 mb. (.see Zemansky®). In

mt'teorology, it is sufficient to take t = as has been done in the above discussion.

The triple point on the pt^diagram is of cour.se not a point hut a line, for the condition

may oc(Mir for any value of the specific volume between the saturated-liquid line and

the saturated-vapor line.

Pressure-temperature Diagram. Another representation that is useful is found

’when the saturation vapor pressure is plotted against temperature. l^>om the jw-

diagram, it is clear that there is a definite

value of the temperature corresponding to

each value of the saturation vapor pressure

(and conv(^rsely). Those values are found

at the points 2, 2', etc. Thus we can plot

a single (!urve on pT-coordinates repre.sent-

ing saturation vapor pn^ssure against tem-

perature. The general shape of the curve

is shown in Fig. 11. We observe that for

temperatures above 0®C the pressure in-

creases uniformly with temperature. At the

triple point, the slope of the curve is discon-

tinuous. Below 0°C', the saturation vapor

pressure has one of two values according to whether the vapor is in equilibrium with

ice or with supercooled water. The saturation vapor pressure is less over ice than it

is over water.

Supercooled water is liquid water that exists at a temperature of lo.ss than 0®C.

In the laboratory, the state is unstable. Introduction of a small crystal of ice, or

even a mechanical shock of thr^ container, will cause the supercooled water to change

into the solid phase. In the upper atmosphere, however, there is ample evidence that

supercooled water (at least in the form of . small droplets of liquid water) may persist

down to — 40°(^. This evidence is provided by observations of clouds that contain

liquid-water droplets at this low temperature. Liquid-water droplets are not common
below — 10®C, but they do sometimes occur. Our observations must then determine

the saturation vapor pressure for a system in vrhich vapor condenses into liquid water

(rather than sublimates into ice) even at temperatures below 0®C. The pressure is

called the saturation vapor pressure **over water** or ^‘over ice** according to whether

it is determined for the vapor in equilibrium with supercooled water or with ice.

One may construct three-dimensional pi^7-surfaces illustrating the properties of

water described above. Or one may draw isopleths in the plane of any two thermo-

dynamic coordinates, e.gf.. Fig. 10, which shows isotherms in the pt^plane. The choice

of diagram for illustration of the facts depends upon what one wishes to emphasize.

CriHcot!

po/nff

Fig. 11.—A pT-diagram for water at.

saturation.
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A substance that has no free surface and that fills all the space available in a

container is called a ^05 if its temperature exceeds the critical temperature for the

substance. If its temperature is less than the critical temperature, it is called a vapor.

Thus in the atmosphere we refer water vapor and to the gases nitrogen, oxygen, etc.

Temperature-entropy Diagram. Consider finally state and phase changes that

occur isobarically and the construction of a temperature-ontropy diagram. Intro-

duce into an evacuated cylinder a small piece of ice at less than 0°C. Let the pressure

applied to the system be maintained constant by a weight acting on a frictionless

piston in the cylinder. Add heat to the system. The ice will increase in tempera-

ture. If the heat is added reversibly, the entropy increases in amount ds *= dq/T,

If the pressure is greater than a few millibars, the heating continues to increase the

temperature of the ice at a rate proportional to the rate at which heat is transferred

into the system. This increase in temperature, continues until is reached. The
specific heat of the ice (ct) is almost constant. The incTease in entropy during the

warming from Ti to 273°K is given by As - f a dT/T ~ a In (273/7h).

We may continue to add heat, but no increase in temperature will be observed

until all the ice is melted into liquid water. The heat required to melt unit mass of

the solid {%,€,, to change its phase from solid to liquid) is called the heat of fusion.

During this phase change, the increase in entropy will be As » Lil21Z, where Li is

the latent heat of fusion.

The temperature of the water is now increased by causing more heat to enter the

system. The temperature may be increased up to the temperature T 2 ,
which is the

temperature corresponding to the saturation vapor pressure equal to the pressure of

the experiment. This is a state change of liquid water. The change in entropy of

the system will be As *= c«,ln (7'2/273), where c« is the specific heat of the water.

Cv is almost constant.

If more heat crosses the boundary of the system, the liquid water vaporizes at a

constant temperature (and pressure). This is then a pure change of phase. The
amount of heat necessary to vaporize unit mass of the liquid is called the latent heat

of vaporization. The change in entropy will be As » L/T% where L is the latent heat

of vaporization and ft is the temperature at which the pressure of the experiment is

the saturation vapor pressure of the water.

When all the liquid has been vaporized, further addition of heat will produce a

state change in the vapor phase. The increase in entropy for this state change is

given by Eq. (30) to be As ^ f Cv dT/T -f p drj/T, This equation must take account
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of the increase in entropy due to work done by the fluid as well as that due to an
increase in temperature.

According to the value of the pressure at which the experiment is performed, we
get different curves on the 7's-diagram. Several such isobars are shown for water in

Fig.«12. Since the melting point of ice at all atmospheric pressures is almost exactly

0°C, and since the heat of fusion is almost a constant, the saturated-ice line and the

satiirated-liquid line arc almost identical with the family of isobars up to the point

where vaporization begins. It should

be noted, however, that strictly speaking

the saturated-ice and saturated-liquid

lines are the loci of the points in 7Vspace

where the solid begins to sublimate or the

liquid to vaporize, respectively. On an

enlarged scale, we should have a family

of isobars in the neighborhood of the ice

and liquid lines which, to any usual scale,

fade into the loci, as shown in Fig. 13.

Just as it is possible to cool the fiquid

below 0®C without the appearance of the

solid phase, so is it possible to cool vapor below the temperature corresponding to the

saturation vapor pressure of the substance. The vapor is then known as super-

saturated vapor. This state is also unstable but not uncommon in the atmosphere.

Whether or not condensation begins as the vapor is cooled to the saturation point

depends upon whether or not impurities are present. This is discussed further on

pages 254-257. The regions of supercooled liquid and supersaturated vapor are

noted on the Ts-diagram of Fig. 12.

Fig. 13.—Family of isobars shown on
enlarged scale by thickened line.

Fig. 14.—An ^«-diagram for water showing isobars.

An enthalpy-entropy diagram may also be constructed on the basis of the above

experiment. This diagram for water is shown in Fig. 14. The method of construc-

tion is as indicated in the flgure.

Condttsiems firom Expei^ent. A number of conclusions may be deduced from

the numerical results of the experiments described above. These are, for meteoro-

logical purposes:
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1. The specific heats of ice and of liquid water are constants.

2. The melting (freezing) of ice (water) occurs isothermally at a temperature that is

independent of the pressure of the experiment. The heat of fusion is a constant.

3. Given a constant pressure, the sublimation of ice or the vaporization or condensa-

tion of liquid water occurs at the temperature for which the pressure of the experi-

ment is the saturation vapor pressure over ice or over water, respectively. * The
heat of vaporization decreases with increase in the pressure of the experiment until

it is zero at the critical point. The heat of vaporization is equal to the heat of

condensation.

4. Under constant pressure conditions in tlicrmodynamic equilibrium

a. Adding heat to water produces a pure change of state.

5.

Adding heat to ice produces a pure change of state.

c. Adding heat to ice and water mixed at 0°C produces a pure change of phase.

d. Adding heat to liquid water and water vapor mixed at saturation pressure

produces a pure change of phase.

e. Adding heat to vapor produces a pure change of state.

Not all the above statements are exact. They are, howevc^r, excellent approximations

to the truth for the calculation of thermod>'namk* coordinates of water in its various

phases for ail practical purposes in meteorology.

Clapeyron’s Equation. An important thermodynamic relation for the changes of

pha.se may be easily deduced from Maxwell’s relations and the second law of thermo-

dynamics# ' For any n^versible process, Ave have q — f T for thej h<'at added to a

system in terms of the change in entropy of the system. For an isothermal process

such as the vaporization of water under its saturation vapor pressure, we have ds =
{d8/dv)T dv where entropy « is expressed as a function of the two properties specific

volume V and temperature 7'[s = «(t>,7')l. The heat required to vaporize the liquid

is then L « / T(de/dT)v dv where we have replaced (ds/dv)T hy (dc/c)7’)r using one

of the Maxwell relations [Eq. (40)]. The saturation vapor pressure is designated by e

in accordance with meteorological practice (rather than by p). The saturation vapor

pressure is a function of temperature alone so that the above equation may be inte-

grated at once to give

L = T^(v,-vy) (58)

where L is the latent heat of vaporization, Vg is the specific volume of the vapor, and
v/ is the specific volume of the liquid. The latent heat of vaporization is also equal

to the change in enthalpy, since by the first law dq = dh when the process is isobaric.

It is hfg s L that is tabulated for the latent heat of vaporization.

Equation (58) is known as the Clapeyron eqiiation. It is usually written as

It ” T'(v7'^)

and, since Vg >> v/ for water, we have to an excellent approximation

de ^ L
dT ““ TVg

(60)

The usefulness of the above result occurs in supplying a means of checking experi-

mental data. It also will occur in numerous meteorological foriinilas as a simplifying

factor. If the equation of state and the latent heat of vaporization are known func-

tions so that L and v may be expressed as functions of temperature, FJq. (00) may be

integrated to give the saturation vapor pressure as a function of temperature (see

below).
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Numerical Results for Water. Generally accepted data for the thermodynamic
properties of water are those tabulated hy Keenan and Keyes. Their tables are

given in engineering units and thus are not convenient for direct use in meteorology.

From these data, Kiefer^* has computed the values and tabulated in centigrade

degrees and joules of energy. Kiefer’s very useful table is reproduced in Sec. I.

Harrison^® published earlier data of a more limited nature which agree well with

Kiefer’s table. Goodman^^ has computed the saturation vapor pressure's from equa-

tions given by Washburni** and made some useful tabulations. Goodman states

that his resTilts are in agreement with the values published by Goff.'® The general

agreement among all published data is so good that Kiefer’s table (which has the most
convenient arrangtunent for meteorological work) is adopted as standard in this book.

See Sec. I for various tables and graphs.

Using the data of Keenan and Keyes, Kiefer concludes that the saturation vapor

pressure over water in the range — 20°C' ^ i $ 50°(y may be accurately represented

by the equation

= 2-22 - 5-31 In (61)

where e» is the saturation vapor pressure in millibars. « formula due to Washburn
is accepted for the saturation vapor pressure over ice. H(‘ gives

CTloS
“ ^’^^2

(2^ “ r)
“* 2-31 1“ 273

for the range ~-40°G ^ t ^ T is the Kelvin temperature (7’ = < -f 273). It

is sometimes convenient to use the formula given by Tetens*®

e« = 6.11 X 10^’+^ (63)

where t = and the constants a and b have the following values:

1. Over water a = 7.5 b = 237.3

2. Over ice a == 9.5 6 = 265.5

From th(» tabulated values of temperature, saturation vapor pressure, and satura-

tion vapor density it is found that

fj IJ

- const == 0.461 joules/gram (64)

where Ca is the pressure in centibars, v the specific volume in cubic meters per kilogram,

and T the Kelvin temperature. It may be shown that the above ratio is also true for

superheated vapor at pressures up to an atmosphere when the superheat is high

enough. The obvious conclusion is that the vapor at the temperatures and pressures

encountered in the atmosphere behaves like a perfect gas. This conclusion is valid

so long as the vapor is not in thermodynamic equilibrium with a free surface of liquid

water in a container. See Keenan and Keyes^* for the properties of superheated

vapor at high temjseratures.

Enthalpies and entropies are tabulated in terms of joules per gram and of joules

per gram degree Kelvin relative to the arbitrary base point of 200®K and 1,000 mb
pressure. This base is chosen so that negative values are avoided for atmospheric

temperatures and pressures. From the first law of thermodynamics, the enthalpy is

in general given by the heat required to bring the system from the base state to the

present state. Thus dh * dq]p. The following notation is used:
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hi « enthalpy of ice at I ^ 0

hiff » enthalpy of sublimation t ^ 0

hg ^ hi hig » enthalpy of saturated vapor t $ 0

hifo ^ Li ^ latent heat of fusion ** enthalpy of fusion t =» 0

A/ » enthalpy of liquid water t ^ 0

hfg « L « latent heat of vaporization « enthalpy of vaporization / ^ 0

hg ^ hf hfg ^ enthalpy of saturated vapor / ^ 0

8{ * entropy of ice t ^ 0

8ig « entropy of sublimation t ^ 0

Sg « 8i 4“ Sig =* entropy of saturated vapor ^ ^ 0

s/ = entropy of liquid water t ^ 0

Sifo “ entropy of fusion < *= 0

8fff
^ entropy of vaporization O 0

Sg » entropy of saturated vapor t ^ 0

The empirical equations for these quantities from Kiefer’s tabulated data are as

follows:

hi « 134 4- 1.835( joule/gram i ^ 0 (65)

hig s= 2,838(±3) joule/gram t $ 0 (66)

hg ~ 2,838 4- 1.835/ joule/gram t ^ 0 (67)

Li ~ 333 joule/gram / « 0 (68)

h/ « 467 4* 4.19/ joulc/gram t ^ 0 (69)

h/g = L =* 2,502 — 2.38/ joule/gram / ^ 0 (70)

hg « 2,969 4- 1.81/ joule/gram / ^ 0 (71)

St =* 0.57 — 1.835 l^ln joule/gram °K / ^ 0 (72)

Sig * joule/gram ®K t ^ 0 (73)

«»7o

«/

9fg

8g

Si “h Sia

333

273

/ ^ 0

1.22 joule/gram ®K

T
273

/ « 0

joule/grani °K / ^ 01.79 4- 4.19 In

2,502 - 2.38/—
^“q3'273— J.V t ^

s/ 4* s/(7 joule/gram®K t 0

joule/gram ®K / ^ 0

(74)

(75)

(76)

(77)

(78)

It should be noted that the above equations provide (as they must) for the enthalpy

(and entropy) of saturated vapor to have the same value whether the liquid has

vaporized at zero degrees or the ice has sublimated. A similar statement holds for

the condensation or sublimation of vapor at zero degrees. Whenever accurate values

of any entropy or enthalpy are desired for saturated conditions, one should Irefer to

the tables in Sec. I. This is particularly true when it is desired to know the entropy

or enthalpy change for a considerable range in temperature, for the specific heats

concerned are not strictly constant even over the limited range of the table.

The internal consistency of the data is illustrated by a simple application of

Clapeyron’s equation. If we substitute the linear expression for h/g into Eq. (60)

and replace Vg by using £q, (64), we find

deg _ (3,152 - 2.38r)

(JT
* OMIT* ** (79)
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whence on integrating

(80)

which compares favorably with Eq. (61).

Direct observations of the value of the specific heats of water vapor in its super-

heated state, for temperatures and pressures found in the atmosphere, are not avail-

able. Insofar as the vapor may be considered to be a perfect gas at and near to its

saturation temperature and pressure, these observations are not necessary. The
enthalpy of a perfect gas is a function of its temperature alone; therefore the enthalpy

of superheated vapor is equal to the enthalpy of saturated vapor at th(i same tem-

perature. The enthalpy of superheated vapor is then given by ICq. (71), and the

specific heat at constant pr(;ssure is Cp' = 1.81 joules per gram ®K. Goodman quotes

a value of 0.45 Btu per lb °F, which corresponds to 1.88 joules per gram °K. Haur-

witz^' quotes 0.466, corresponding to 1.95 joules per gram Holmboe in a private

communication quotes 1.911 joules per gram °K. C. H. Meyers (Bureau of Stand-

ards) in a private communication shows that Cp' varies from 1.85 to 1.88 joules per

gram °K as the temperature and pressure vary between —60 and 60®C and 0.00 and
0.02 atmospheres. The divergence in these quoted values emphasizes the importance

of going to the tables when accurate values of enthalpy or specific heat are required.

For routine purposes, the variation of the specific heat may be neglected, and a mean
value may be adopted for calculations. It will appear later that fairly large changes

in the value of Cp' will occasion only small changes in the meteorological elements

calculated. This is true because of the small amount (by weight) of water present

in the atmosphere. In the following pages, a value of Cp' »= 1.81 joules per gram °K
is used in all numerical work.

PROPERTIES OF GASES

SubstancerU that are in the vapor phase at a temperature in excess of the critical tem-

perature are referred to as gases. At temperatures less than the critical temperature, the

substance, while in the vapor phase, will be referred to simply as vapor. Thus the so-

called ‘^permanent’^ gases of the atmosphere (nitrogen, oxygen, argon, etc.) having

critical temperatures well below any temperature in the atmosphere are correctly

knowm as gases. The vapor of water, carbon dioxide, sulfur dioxide, etc., having

critical temperatures above temperatures usually found in the atmosphere are cor-

rectly known as vapors for meteorological purposes. See Sec. I for critical-point data

of various atmospheric gases.

Equation of State. More than 56 different equations of state have been proposed

as functions relating the thermodynamic coordinates for actual gases. Of these the

simplest, and for most purposes adequately correct, equation is the perfect gas equa-

tion of state {pv/T « const). Data for the function pv/T are available in the

International Critical Tables (Vol. 3) for various gases and wide ranges of tempera-

tures. See also the more recent ‘^Temperature, Its Measurement and Control in

Science and Industry,” ref. 15. Examination of the data shows that, for all the

elements in the atmosphere in their vapor (or gaseous) phase, we may take pv/T »
const as a good approximation for all meteorological purposes (save, of course, research)

.

The results of the data for pure substances may be summarized in the formula

pv EZ
m m RT (81 )
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where the symbols have the following meanings:

B =« universal gas constant * 8.314 joules/mol °K

m = molecular weight of the substance

R = gas constant for the particular gas (considered == B/m
V * volume of one molecular weight of the gas, in'*

p =* pressure, cb (1 cb — 10 mb)

V ~ specific volume, w^/kg (,=.1)

T = temperature on the Kelvin scale (f.c., absolute scale)

Internal Energy. We have the experimental evidence of the Joule-Thomson

experiment (see Zemansky^) that the internal energy of actual gases is dependent on

temperature alone, to almut the same order of accuracy that the perfect gas equation

of state holds for actual gases. This experiment shows that, as a gas expands through

a porous plug from a higher to a lower pressure adiabatically, the temperatunc of th(*

gas remains the same. Sinccc no organized work is dome by such an expansion, it

follows from an application of the first huv of thermodynamics that the internal

energy is a function of temperature alone. We write then for the internal energy

of the gases and vapors of the atmosphere that

e == internal energy == e{T) (82)

It may be remarked that, although we find the above conclusion to hold with

sufficient accuracy for most meteorological purposes, for certain industrial processes

the conclusion is invalid. In the Lindt^ process for the liqut^faction of air, for example,

the final stages are possible because of the cooling effect of such an adiabatic expan-

sion. This fact is an excellent example of the necessity we have to examine all approxima-

tions {whether mathematical or physical) with the utmost care.

We may on the other hand deduce the result that the internal energy of a perfect

gas is a function of temperature alone when we admit that the temperature 7’ in the

gas equation is the thermodynamic temperature, for we have by the first and second

laws that de — T ds — p dv, whence

V

where the right-hand side follows from Maxwell's relations in Eq. (40). On differen-

tiating the equation of state, we find =* — whence

(83)

or the internal energy is indeed a function of the temperature alone. The above is a

reversal of the argument used in the article on thermometry; there it was postulated

that the internal energy was a function of the temperature alone and, on that basis,

it was shown that the temperature appearing in the perfect gas equation of state was
necessarily the thermodynantic temperature.

Enthalpy. Since we have pv ^ RT and e =» c(7’), then the enthalpy, which is

e + pvhy definition, is equal to e *f RT, f.c., the enthalpy o^a pe^rfect gas is also a

function of the temperature alone.

Difference of the Specific Heats. If we substitute the equation of state {pv » RT)
into Eq. (45) for the difference of the specific heats, we find that

Cfi Cv R (84)
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or the difference is a positive (constant. Althoiij^h Cp and r,. are not necessarily

constant independently, they ar(‘ fiinctions of the temperature alone, as shown by
Kq. (49).

Thermodynamic Properties. From the observal^le quantities of pressure, tem-

perature, and specific heats, the other thermodynamic properties may be calculated.

A base point, or datum zero, is adopted of 200°K and 1,000 mb pressure so that

enthalpy, internal energy, and entropy will always have positive values in meteorolog-

ical cahuilations. base point is otherwise arbitrary, sim^c all that is here desired

is to know the changes in the properties between staters. I'he formulas follow:

1. Specific volume (or its reciprocal, density) is calculated from the equation of

state after p and T are nu^asured

V == ^ mVkg (85)

2. Internal (‘iicrgy is given by the integration of Fq. (28) with Cv a constant by
assumption (or of co\irsc a mean value)

e - cAT — 200) joules/gram (86)

3. Kthalpy is given by integration of K(|. (34) with Vp a constant by assumption

(or a mean value)

h == ('p( T — 200) joules/gram (87)

4. PJntropy is given by integration of Fq. (30) with both Cp and Cv as constants

(or mean values)

H = rj. hi - It 111
j^ joiiles/Kram °K (88)

where the ecjuatmii of state has be(‘u iniroducu'd to perform the integration, p is in

millibars.

State Changes of Gases. Hie only changes that can occur in a gas will be state

changes, /.c., there ('an be no changes of phase, no matter how the thermodynamic
properties change, lietiause a gas is a substance in the vapor phase at a higher tempera-

ture than the critical temperature. The system then remains homogeneous in one

phase for all changes in the coordinates. The equation of state is a function of three

variables, any two of which are independent. It is useful to study the possible

variations in two of the coordinates when one is constrained to remain constant.

A general way of applying the desired constraint is knowm as the polytropic rela-

tion. This was introduced by Kmden in his researches on the atmospheres of the stars

(see Milne-2 and Eddinglon^^’). It is assumed that the amount of heat dq that is

added to a system is given by

^ dT (89)

where ^ is a parameter. Physically ^ is simply a specific heat. If Eq. (89) is intro-

duced into the differential expression for the first law of thermodynamics and inte-

grated with Cp, Cv, and { as constants, using the equation of state pv ^ RTj we find

idT = cpdT -RT^ •’• TdB (90)

Cp— Cv

whence 7’ « const (91)

Equation (91) is known as the generalized Poisson equation. Differerit state changes

take place along what are called process lines (or isopleths) according to the value of
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the parameter The defined processes with which we are usually concerned are set

out in Table 1,

Table 1

Value of ^ Heat
!

Process requires Name of process

^ - Cp dq ^ CpdT p « const Isobaric

{ = Cr dq *= Cv dT V « const Isosteric

^ = 0 dq - 0 (Rev) « const Isentropic

^ « ± 00 (dT * 0)
[
e const]

{
/?. « const >

(7' « const)

Isothermal

The isentropic process is of great interest in meteorology. This is sometimes

referred to as the reversible adiabatic, or somewhat loosely as the adiabatic. With

^ « 0, Eq. (91) reduces to Poisson *s eqiiation

R

T “ const (92)

where R — Cp — Cv. Equation (92) defines a family of process lines according to the

value of the constant used in calculation. Each line (or isentrope) represents state

changes possible with a constant value of entropy. The lines are also called adiabatiesj

(or adiabats) since the constraint calls for dq = 0. The constraint of constant tem-

perature defines a family of lines known as isotherms.

Potential Temperature. Isopleths of constant entropy for dry air are almost

universally known in meteorology as lines of constant potential temperature^ or as dry

adiabatics. The potential temperature d is defined by the equation

e = T (93)

Physically we see from Poisson's equation and Eq. (93) that the potential temperature

is simply the temperature that a mass of dry air would attain if it were brought from
its initial state to a pressure of 1,000 mb by an isentropic state change. The relation

between entropy and potential temperature is easily found by differentiating Eq. (93)

logarithmically and substituting into ds — Cp dT/T ~ R dp/p. We find ds « Cp d$/B

or, on integrating

« =* Cy In ^ + const (94)

Although the potential temperature is much more used in meteorology than is

entropy both in explanation and in thermodynamic diagrams, yet the entropy is an
invaluable concept in the development of the subject and in its understanding. In

particular, entropy is useful in discussing changes of phase of water in the atmosphere.

The relation in Eq. (94) may be used to change from potential temperature to entropy*

or vice versa.

Mixtures of Gases. A mixture is a system whose component parts are completely

homogeneous and in which no chemical reactions have occurred or are occurring.

Thus dry air is a mixture of several gases. Humid air is a mixture of dry air and water
vapor. The fundamental law concerning the mixtures of gases is the Qibbs-Dalton
law, which states: {1) the total pressure exerted by a mixture of perfect poses is equal to

the sum of the partial pressures of each of the components token each component occupies
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by itself the volume of the mixture at the temperature of the mixture, and (2) the internal

energy and the entropy of the mixture are equal to the sum of the internal energies and

entropies of the component parts of the mixture when each component occupies by itself

the volume of the mixture at the temperature of the mixture.

The Gibbs-Dalton law is applied to determine the thermodynamic coordinates

of a mixture of M i grams of component 1 with M 2 grams of component 2. Let m\

and m2 be the molecular weights of 1 and 2, ri^spectively. By part 1 of the law

p “ Pi -f p2 (95)

where p is the total pressure of the mixture of the two gases at temperature T con-

tained in a volume V. The total mass of the mixture is Mi -f M2 . From the equa-

tion of state for perfect gases, we liave

(96)
\mi WI2/

where pi and P2 are the densities of the component gases. But pi = Mi/F and P2

« M 2/V. Also the density of the mixture is p « (Mi -h Ma)/^. Then

_ Mip M 2P
“ WiTW, “ Ml + M. (97)

and on combining Eqs. (96) and (97)

P
r(Mi/mi) + (M2/m2)l

wr+m J
(98)

It follows from Eq. (98) that the mixture of perfect gases behaves mathematically

like another perfect gas whose molecular "weight and gas constant are given by

Ml + M 2

“ (Mi/mi) + (M,/mj)

P Mii?i + M2R2
•

^ “ Ml + M2

(99)

(100)

where Ri « B/nii and R 2 = B/m 2 . B is the universal gas constant.

The utility of Eq. (98) is obvious. For any mixture of perfect gases, we have to

deal with the perfect gas equation in the form pv = RT, where the gas constant k
appears as a parameter of the system. R is given by Eq. (100) to be a mean value

of the gas constants of the component gases. The above argument for a two-com-

ponent mixture may be repeated similarly for a mixture of any number of components.

It is thus easily shown that, for a mixture of n perfect gases

pv

R

V

V

p

RT
ZMiRi
XMi

1

p

2:pi

Sp*

(101 )

The internal energy and the entropy of the mixture are given by part 2 of the

Gibbs-Dalton law to be

SMiCt 2M<Cr<(r - 200)
* “ SAfi “ 2Mi

2MiBi“
'ZMi

8 (103)
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Following a simple transformation from Eqs. (101) and (102), the enthalpy of the

mixture is found to be

jfi = f? 4“ pv =
'sifV

ZM.CpiiT - 200 )

” s it/;
(104)

Tlie specific heats of the mixture per unit mass of mixture are given by

—
~dl'~ xMi

_ (tt

<iT

(102 ')

(104')

from Eqs. (102) and (104).

State Changes of Mixtures of Gases. A mixture of gases will be sucli that each

component gas is at the teinp(*rature of tlu* mixture. Thus any change in temperature

of the gas, so long as thermodynamic equilibrium is maintained, will proiluce the same

change in temperature of each component. 'I'liis simple conclusion is not valid for

the other properties.

Let p» be the partial pressure of component i. Then

p.- = RiTpi = (lOS)

where V is the total volume of the mixture. Let Mi remain constant. Ily differ-

entiation of Eq. (105), we see that

dpi __ ^ ^ ^ ^
p? r T “ y (106)

where the right-hand aide of Eq. (106) is obtained by differentiation of the equation of

state for the mixture (pv = RT) on the assumption that R = const, f.c., all the Mi
are assumed to rcunain constant. The conchman is reached in Eq. (106) that the

percentage increase of pressure of each component and of the mixture is the samcy provided

that there is no change in the relative magnitudes of the components present (f.e., none has

condensed out, far example).

It is useful to investigate the change in entropy of the component gases of a

mixture w^hen the mixture itself is constrained to isentropic state changes. Consider

a binary mixture of M i grams of gas 1 and M 2 grams of gas 2. Let R and E' and Cp

and Cp', respectively, be the gas constants and the specific heats at constant pressure

of the two gases. For brevity, write x = Mz/Mi. The entropy of the mixture is

MiSi 4- M282 = const (107)

or «i 4“ = const (108)

where si and 82 are the specific entropies of the components 1 and 2. On differentiat-

ing while holding x constant, wc have

dsi xds 2 =0 (109)

or, in terms of pressures and temperature

(&• ": _ s^) . 0

By rearrangement and noting that the relative increments of the partial pressures are

equal and equal to the relative increment of the total pressure, by Eq. (106) we have
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(IT ^ Rj±xR[
T ^

Cp + Cp' Pi

The change in entropy of component 1 m given by the left-hand member of Eq. (110),

whence, substituting dT/T from Eq. (Ill), we find on rearrangement

dsi = X
L (i/Cp') + (x/Cp) J Pi

(112)

It is concluded that the entropy of (mnponent 1 changes during an isenlropic state cha,nge

for the mixture unless R' ICp — R/cp. By Eq. (109), it follows that the entropy of

component 2 will also change.

THERMODYNAMIC PROPERTIES OF THE EARTH’S ATMOSPHERE

Composition of the Atmosphere. Table 2 gives the composition of the earth’s

atmosphere. Above 20 km, the composition may be somewhat changed. Above
100 km approximately the lighter elements must predominate (Fleming,®^ and (Chap-

man and Milnc^®). For the purpose of a thermodynamic investigation of the atmos-

phere for meteorologi(^al use, the distribution given in Table 2 may be assumed to

hold at all elevations.

Table 2*

Mass,
C,’
/()

Mole<!ular
weight

Nitrogen 75 . 51 28.016
Oxygen 23.15 32.000
Argon 1.28 39.944
Carbon dioxide Variable 44.020
Water vapor Variable 18.016
Liquid water Variable 18.016
Solid water (ice or snow) Variable 18.016
Other gases (neon, helium, radon, etc.) IVace
Impurities (dust, salt, smoke, etc.) Trace

i

After Panoth.®*

Vertical Structure of the Atmosphere. The atmosphere is a gaseous envelope

that extends radially outward from the earth’s surface for many kilometers. The

fundamental assumptioii is made that the substance of the atmosphere 7nay he considered

to be a thermodynamic system. It is a matter of observation that the lower layers of

the atmosphere are generally not isothermal. On the contrary, there is generally a

gradient of temperature or lapse rate directed vertically upward. This temperature

gradient will produce heat flow from lower to higher layers by conduction. There is

also a nonzero flux of heat transfer by radiation across the layers of the atmosphere.

The heat flow^ from both conduction and radiation is so small, however, that to a first

approximation it is neglected and the atraosphen# is assumed to be in thermodynamic

equilibrium, t.e., it is assumed that each element of mass is controlled in its thermo-

dynamic coordinates by an equation of state. To an excellent approximation, this

equation of state is given by pv/T « const.

The lower layers of the atmosphere are in modified convective equilibrium, the

modification being largely due to radiation. This means, in other words, that the

major amount of the heat transfer in the lower layers is done by radiation. Con-

vective (and/or adyective) currents in the air carry warmer or colder masses of air
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from place to place and thus transfer or transport the energy of the mass. This

transport is not called heat transfer in the language of thermodynamics. Thus, when
a parcel of air is moved quickly and without turbulence from a region of high pressure

to a region of low pressure (as in a vertical ascent), the heat transfer to the parcel is

assumed to be zero. This is so because the gradients of temperature in the atmosphere

are too small to transfer appreciable amounts of heat in the short time required for

such a transport of air. The above transport is assumed to be isentropic. It follows

from Poisson^s equation that ascending air will be cooled and descending air warmed.

The final result of such motions is that the temperature decreases with elevation

above the earth. The temperature gradient cannot bo found from Poisson^s (Hiuation

directly. One must take into account the effect of advective currents of air all at

different potential temperatures (or entropies). When the vertic^al motions are

sufficiently intense (as in a layer that is thoroughly mixed or kept stirred over a rough

terrain), the gradient of temperature will closely approximate the gradient as deter-

mined from Poisson ^s equation (see pages 348, 373).

Above the tropopause, the atmosphere is in conductive equilibrium. Here the

mass of air is relatively free from vertical movements. Radiation also plays a minor

role. As equilibrium is established, we should expect isothermal conditions to prevail.

That such a region does actually exist is well shown by observ^ations taken from the

records of radiosondes. At extreme altitudes, whore the atmosphere is so rarefied

that conduction no longer plays an important role, radiation must become the pre-

dominating influence. At these levels, the atmosphere is said to be in radiative

equilibrium (see Milne**).

The lower layers of the atmosphere are also the reservoir^' for varying amounts

of water vapor and liquid or solid water. Water is evaporated from the oceans and

the earth *s vegetation and carried aloft by motions of the air. When it ascends

sufficiently far (provided that the amount is not changed by mixing), the water vapor

must finally condense into liquid w^ater or sublimate into snow. It is in these low^er

layers that all the weather occurs. But, although the atmosphere above the tropo-

pause cannot hold enough w’^ater (because of the low temperatures present) to be a

region of weather, there is ample evidence that the weather of the lower layers is not

unaffected by what occurs at higher levels. This is so because the pressures existing

at high levels must play a role in the movements of the air at low er levels and thus in

the weather resulting from those movements (see Sec. X).

Terminology. The following terms are used in the analysis:

1. Dry air is a mixture of nitrogen, ox^-^gen, argon, and a trace of carbon dioxide in

the proportions given in Table 2.

2. Humid or moist air is dry air plus water vapor in amount less than saturation.

3. Saturated air is dry air plus water vapor at saturation vapor pressure.

4. Wet air {or iced air) is dry air plus saturated vapor and liquid w ater (or ice or

snow).

6. Supersaturated air is dry air plus water vapor at greater than saturation vapor
pressure.

6. Supercooled air is dry air plus saturated vapor and supercooled liquid water.

Dry, humid, saturated, and wet air are in stable thermodynamic equilibrium.

Supersaturated and supercooled air are in metastable thermodynamic equilibrium.

A suitable quantity and type of impurities present will prevent the occurrence of the

metastable states. The impurities present do not affect the thermodynamic analysis;

but they must be considered in the role of catalysts when the mechanism of con-

densation is Studied. The other gases of the atmosphere (trace of neon, argon, etc.)

are present in such small quantity that they do not affect the thermodynamic analysis.

The single important parameter of the atmosphere, considered as a thermodynamic
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system, is the amount of water vapor present. Its composition in other respects may
be considered constant for pres(iiit purposes.

Dry Air. According to Table 2 and to Eq. (101), the gas constant for dry air is

R
ht\ Hh M

A

0.287 joule/gram °C (113)

This result comes from the observational fact that dry air is a mixture of several gases.

We note that, since R /cp is almost the same for nitrogen and for oxygen (about 0.286),

a state change that is iscuitropic for the dry air will also be isentropic for the nitrogen

and the oxygen separately by Eq. (112). The specific heat at constant pressure of

dry air is 1.003 joules p(‘r gram °K. The equation for dry adiabatics (potential

temperature lines) is then

0 = (114)

from Eq. (93). Any of the thermodynamic properties of dry air may be found from
the appropriate equations, which follow from the etjuation of state

fw = 0.287r (115)

Humid Air. We recall that for atmo.spheric temperatures and pressures we have
ev/T =» 0.461 for water vapor. This is the equation of state of the water vapor based

on experimental results. It may be noted that the gas constant for water vapor from
this result (i.c., 0.401 joule per gram °K) is nearly equal to the ratio of the universal

gas constant to the molecular weight of water, i.c., 8.314/18.016 ~ 0.462. It is then

strongly indicated that the w^atcr vapor may be assumed to behave like a perfect

gas. This assumption is made subject to the provision that the vapor is not in

equilibrium with a flat surface of liquid winter.

Wc then assume that humid air is a mixture of dry air plus water vapor in amount
less than that required to saturate the space at the temperature of the space. Since

both the vapor and the dry air behave like perfect gases, the equations developed for

mixtures of perfect gases w ill apply to the humid air. We have then

^laRa d" AfvR'v
(116)

where p, v, and T are the pressure, specific volume, and temperature of the humid air.

Ma and Mv are the masses of drj^ air and water vapor, respectively. Ra and Rv are

the gas constants for dry air and for water vapor, respectively.

A variety of different (but dependent) parameters have been introduced to

designate the quantitj^ of w^ater vapor present. Some of these are defined below:

1. Mixing ratio w is defined by the relation

w (117)

2. Specific humidity q is defined by

^ A- Ma

3u Relative humidity f is defined by

(118)

/- £
^9

(119)
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where e is the partial pressure of the vapor in the humid air and r.. is the saturation

vapor pressure corresponding to the temperature* of the mixtures.

The dependence of the parameters upon each other is easily shown. From the

above equations, we have

w
... ^

1 +• te
(120)

The vapor pressure and total prcjssun^ in a space of volume 1^ at temperature T are

given by

e = p^RrT =
Vm^

p - pRT
Vm

(121 )

respectively, where the symbols have their usual meanirjgs. Take the ratio of these

pressures and introduce the definition of w to find ^

p — e p — f
(122)

or numerically, since iriv/nia = 0.622 where niv and nia are the molecular weights of

the water vapor and dry air, respectively, we have

V)
0.622c

p — e
(123)

for the relation between the mixing ratio and the partial pressure of the water vapor.

Note that the total pressure p enters into the equation. Ecpiation (123) may be

written in terms of relative humidity, pressure, and tenlperature (implicitly) by sub-

stituting Eq. (119). We find •

w
V “ /<'»

(124)

and recall that e, is a function of temperature alone. The value of the mturation

mixing ratio is defined to be the maximum value w may have at a specified tempera-

ture and pressure. This is given by / — 100 per cent to be

w. (125)

Another useful parameter for designating the water vapor present in humid air

is the virtual temperature. As we have seen, the equation of state for the mixture

of dry air and water vapor is pv = RT where the gas constant for the mixture is given

hy

p _ MaRa 4- MvRy _^
‘ 14

The equation may also be written pv = RaTv, where Tv is a number which when
multiplied by the gas constant for dry air gives the magnitude RT oi the actual humid
air. Then from the above we have

(126)

Equation (126) is taken as the definUum of the virtual temperature. It may be noted
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lliat Tr is not an actual teniperaturt^ in that it could be measured by a therinojneter.

But Tv does have the dimensions of temperature, and it does give a measure of the

humidity of the air. Using the above equations we find that, in terms of the mixing

ratio w

Tr
\ ~\-W{Rr/Ha)'

\ w (127)

Since Rr/Ra * mulniv ~ 28.97/18.02 = l.fil, we have numerically

T, = T = 'A1 + 0.61?/>) (128)

where the approximation on the right-hand sid(^ is good whenever squared powers and
higher of w may be neglected in comparison with unity. Since the mixing ratio is

known from the proja^rties of water vapor to be less than 0.03 in almost all cases, the

approximation indicated is valid for all except the most accurate calculations. The
difference between virtual temperature and temperatnre is always positive. This

difference will be greater for greater values of relative humidity (or mixing ratio).

The difference is greatest when / = 100 per cent or when w — tc*. Since Wt depends

on temperature and pre.ssur(; alone, the difference between temperature and virtual

temperature at saturation depends upon temperature and pressure alone. We have

{Tr - T)s - 0.61m;//’ (129)

for the difference at saturation. For values of the relative humidity other than

100 per cent, we have approximately

Tr - r = (T. ~ T)4 (130)

where / is the relative; humidity. This approximation is deduced from the approxi-

mate form of Eq. (123)

te . 0.622c . 0.622/c.
. ^

yy sb: sr =
p — c p— c p

(131)

since e << p.

It follows from the equation of state that humid air is lighter than dry air^ i.e.,

given two samples of air at pressure p and temperature 7’, one humid the other dry,

the ratio of their densities is less than one. The pressure in either gas is given by

p - pRT « PaRaT

whence, substituting in the value for the gas con.stant R in terms of and the mixing

ratio of the humid air, we have

_ paRa _ Pa(l “F W) ^
^ R "

I 'd- 1 .61 m;
^ (132)

The specific heats of humid air are found from Eqs. (102') aiid (104') to be

(133)

(134)

where c^a and Cpv are the specific heats at constant pressure of dry air and of water

vapor while and Cw are the specific heats of dry air and of water vapor at constant

volume. In terms of the mixing ratio, the above are

aCpa “F AtvCpp

At af'va ~F MrCvv
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r,.

Cpa XDCpv

1 + w
Cva 4- WCrv

1 -f W

(135)

pjquations (133) to (135) give the specific lu*ats per unit mass of humid air. The
specific heats per unit mass of dry air are defined similarly save that now only Ma
appears in the denominators. In this case

Cp — Cpa ”i“ tVCpp

Cv “ Cva H“ 'tlWvr
(136)

The specific heats at constant pressure are the most useful of the above equations.

Numerical^’' we have, using c^o = 1.003 joules per gram °K and ~ 1.81 joules

per gram °K

Cp = 1.003 + O.8O14; joules/gram °K (per unit mass humid air)

Cp *= 1.003 -f ].S0w joules/gram "’K (per unit mass dry air)

to a very good approximation.

State Changes in Dry or Humid Air. Given a mass of humid air (/ < 100 per

cent) we have, from the preceding equations

1.

Isobaric state changes (constant pressure)

^ dh ^ Cp dT

2.

Isosteric state changes (constant density)

J
^ de ^ Cr dT

3.

Isentropic state changes (entropy, or potential temperature, constant)

or

ds

Ij
Ti

Cp dT _ Rjdp _
" T ” p' ^

/
“
1
" \

(
P2\

¥1)
(137)*

when the mixing ratio w is constant.

Neglecting squared and higher powers of ic, we find numerically from pjq. (137)

that

Ti /p^yK2»fia~n.iw)

(138)

In meteorological applications, a further approximation is generally introduced by
neglecting the mixing-ratio term in the exponent of Plq. (138) altogether. In other

words, it is assumed that sufficient accuracy is obtained by writing

(139)

The error introduced by the approximation indicated in Eq. (139) is small. Its

upper limit may be estimated as follows: Using the generally accepted value of

R^/cpa »« 0,288 (instead of the value 0.286 which better fits the magnitudes 0,287

for Ra and 1,003 for Cpa) and Rv/cpv « 0.461/1,81 « 0.255 for water vapor, we find
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from Eq. (112) that

s- — joules/gram (140)

Assuming that w could have the very high mean value of 10 grams per kg for an
expansion from 1,000 to 400 mb, we have, on integrating, that |as] < 0.0005 for the

error in entropy. The error in potential temperature is about 0.2°C since r,, d A«

by Eq. (94). It may then be safely assumed for calculations to meteorological

accuracy that a state change that is isentropic for the mixture of dry air and water

vapor with relative humidity less than 100 per cent will also be isentropic for the dry
air component. The state change must, of course, be also isentropic for the water-

vapor component.

Saturated and Wet Air. A mass of humid air may be brought to the saturation

point in a variety of ways. We recall that saturated air is dry air plus water vapor at

saturation vapor pressure for the temperature of the air. Saturation may be attained

by (1) cooling the humid mixture down to the temperature for which the actual value

of the mixing ratio is equal to the saturation mixing ratio, or (2) increasing the value

of the mixing ratio until it attains the saturation value for the initial tcmperatiire.

A combination of such simple processes may also occur. Several paths by which

saturation may be reached are so important in nature that the saturation temperature

attained is given a special name {e.g.^ dew-point temperature). See pages 381, 390

for a discussion of meteorological temperatures.

Equations (116) to (140) inclusive may be applied to all states of humid air.

After the air reaches saturation, the thermodynamic system is no longer a homogene-
ous mixture of gases for all state changes. If the air is warmed, or if some of the

vapor is removed, then the air is again humid and the previous equations apply.

But if the air is cooled, or if additional water is put into the space, then either the air

is supersaturate d or it is wet. Whether or not the air takes on the metastable state

of supersaturation depends upon the condensation nuclei present. If correct numbers
and types of hygroscopic nuclei are present, the vapor may condense at even less than

100 per cent relative humidity. If neither hygroscopic nor condensation nuclei are

present, supersaturation is the rule. The question of the mechanism of condensation

is not one for thermodynamics to answer (see pages 254, 257).

What may be termed the normal state of affairs is that, as cooling of a mass of

humid air continues past the saturation temperature, either one of two things occurs,

(1) the vapor condenses and remains in the space, or (2) the vapor condenses and is

precipitated from the space. In nature the most likely occurrence is a combination

of these two simple events. In the absence of specific information on the relative

proportions of liquid water remaining and precipitating, one must determine the state

and phase changes for the two possible events noted above. These are referred to,

respectively, as reversible adiabatic and pseadoadiahatic changes. The important

thing to notice is that in either case the air at saturation is in such a state that any

further cooling will introduce a nonhomogeneous aspect, i.e.^ both water vapor and

liquid water will be present, even though the latter may be precipitated immediately

after condensation. If at any later point the direction of the heat flow is changed,

the pseudoadiabatic process is immediately homogeneous with only water vapor

present in the dry air, since the liquid water has been precipitated. But the reversible

adiabatic is homogeneous only after the liquid water present has been vaporized; up
to this point the two phases of vapor and liquid water are present and the system is

nonhomogeneous.

If saturation is reach^ only after the temperature has been lowered below 0*^C,

the normal situation is that water vapor sublimates directly into snow. If a non-
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homogeneous system of liquid water and water vapor is cooled to 0®C, the system will

either undergo another phase change w'ith the water freezing into ice at or only a

state change will occur with supercooled air resulting. The latter result is not

uncommon in the atmosphere, with the supercooling sometimes persisting well below

0“C.

The value of the mixing ratio that is computed and used in practice for tempera-

tures below 0®C in the free atmosphere is generally taken from the saturation vapor

pressure over water, even dowui to temperatures at wdiich ice or snow must predominate

over liquid water. In discussing this question, Goodman states:*

Because there are two possible values of vapor pressure, there are theoretically two
values for the specific humidity of saturated air at all tcmiperatures below 32°F. One
value of specific humidity corresponds to the vapor pressure over subcooled water and
the other to the vapor pressure over ice. Theoretically, therefore, the specific

humidity of saturated air at temperatures below* 32°F would depend on whether the

air was in contact with subcooled w^ater or wdth ice. Actually, liowever, the specific

humidity of saturated air below 32^F has betui found to correspfind to the vapor pres-

sure over subcooled water whether the air is actually in conta(;t with subcooled water
or with ice. All of the weight of the experimental evidence, as quoted by Keyes and
Smith®® and by Ew'ell,®^*®® indicates that the moisture content of cold air in equilibrium

with ice corresponds to the vapor pressure over subcooled w^ater and not to the vapor
pressure over ice. As Keyes and Smith®® state, Hhe water content of air in equilibrium

W'ith ice do(»s not correspond to w hat W'ould be expected on the basis of Dalton's law'

from the known vapor pressures of ice, but rather to the pn^ssure of subcooled water.'

State and Phase Changes in Saturated Air. I. Reversible Adiabatic {or Isentropic)

Changes. Consider a mass of saturated air at pressure p, temperature 7’, and mixing

ratio Wi « It is desired to determine the function relating temperature and pres-

sure when the mass is cooled isentropically The following symbols are used

:

T = temperature

p = total pressure

Cg = partial pressure of water vapor

Sa — entropy of unit mass dry air

«/ = entropy of unit mass liquid w'ater

8/g
— entropy of vaporization of w'ater

Sg ** entropy of unit mass of water vapor

Ma = mass of dry air present

Mg * mass of w^ater vapor present

Mf ^ mass of liquid water present

c = specific heat of liquid water

Cpa ** specific heat of dry air

Ra gas constant of dry air

Mgw « mixing ratio «

Mf
y * ''mixing ratio" for liquid water *

w y ^ i ^ constant

L a* latent heat of vaporization

Two assumptions are made, (1) that the mass of dry air cools isentropically, and

(2) that the liquid water remains in the space considered.

The entropy of the system is given by

AfttS* -f- MgBg + M/Sf sa const

Reprinted with permiesion.

(141)
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or in terms of xv and y })y

Ha + WHg d- 2/«/ = const

On differoittialion wo have

dsa + xj){(isf + dHj„) ydsf -]r (»/ 4- Sfa)dw + s/ dy

or, on recalling that Sg = «/ -f s/y and xv y — const, we have

iha -I- d(xVHfy) 4- (V) -f Xj)d8f = 0

hlquation (144) may be integrattnl at onc(; to give

0

(142)

(143)

(144)

(145)

If the small term involving ^ is neglected, we arrive at the approximation used by

Rossby

Cj,a In T — Ra In (p — c^) 4* = const (140)

since the entropy change of ih(‘ dry air comporumt is given by

«al^ = Cp„ln (-ir^ — Ra\n — (147)
Jl \/ 1/ Pi

-

It will be noted that Eqs. (145) and (140) give temperature as a function of pressure

(or conversely) since ««, and L arc* known as functions of T. The air remains

saturated always, and xi) is ther(‘fore equal to xi\s. To calculate the isentrope, one

takes a starting point wherever dc^sired and computes the constant in Eq. (146).

Then, on assuming some other temperature, the corresponding pressure on the isen-

trope may be ca^ ujlated. Tht‘ wet isentropes (or adiabatics) determined by the above

equations are also called the pseudo-wet-bulb potential temperature lines (see pages

387, 388).

IT. pH€udoadi(ihaiic Changes. If it is assumed that the water vapor condenses in

the space under consideration (thus giving up heat to the dry air component and
increasing its entropy) but is then immediately precipitated out, the analysis requires

a small change. I'he preceding equations hold down to Kq. (144). As the liquid

water does not remain in the space to add its entropy, we have in lieu of Eq. (145)

w = 0 (148)

Since xv ^ we may again neghict the last term. For greater accuracy one may take

mean values of the saturation mixing ratio at the two temperatures for which the

computation is being made and then, by graphical methods, find the changes in pres-

sure corresponding to particular temperatures. It will be noted that, to the approxi-

mation indicated in Eq. (146), the pseudoadiabatic and reversible adiabatic isopleths

are identical lines.

III. Hail Stage. It is of some interest to set down the equation for the hail stage.

It is assumed that isontropic cooling has proceeded from some initial point down to

0®C and that freezing occurs at that temperature. Add the following symbols to

those \itK5d previously

:

M

i

»» mass of ice present

8i « entropy of unit mass of ice at 0°C
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8i/o «* entropy of fusion per unit mass at 0°C

z w *= ^‘mixing ratio for tlie solid (ice)
irx a

y const = mixing ratio when the air is saturated and y «« « * 0

W2 =» mixing ratio when the temperature reaches 0°C and « » 0

Wi s= mixing ratio when all the liquid water present has frozen (y = 0)

It is assumed that freezing occurs isentropic.ally (for the entire mixture) and iso-

thermally. The total entropy of the system is

-Sa + U)S„ + yS/ + ZHi

per unit mass of dry air. The entropies Sgj «/, and are each constant since the tem-

perature remains at 0®C throughout the process. We recall that Sg = a* + *

«/ + fi/a at 0°C. Also Sf — Si =* St/o. On differentiating the above expression, we
have after a simple reduction

dsa -f Si/o dy -f Sig dw 0 (149)

Equation (149) may be integrated between state 3 where the freezing is complete and
state 2 where the freezing has commenced. We find

But ys

finally

Sa -f” Si/oiyz — yi) -b 8ig{Wz — W2)
— 0

0 and 2/2 = {wi — W2)
V

. Also Sa
I 2

-Ra In (p — €)fi/(p — e) 2 . This gives

Ra In = Si/Q(Wi — W2) + 8ig{Wt — Wi)

or in slightly different form

In
(p -

(P - <>3
S./o(Wi - Wi) + S/,(lPj — Wt) (ISO)

Since Wi > 102 and ej = cs = 6.105 mb, Eq. (150) may be written numerically

0.287 In = 1.22(«,. - i.,) + 9.16 (^^^ - 0.622 (151)

On selecting any initial point, it is found after calculation that the pressure p* after

the isothermal, isentropic freezing is less than the pressure when the freezing com-
menced. In the atmosphere, this implies an isothermal layer of finite thickness in

which the entrained water freezes as it ascends. Note that p^ — p% is small in com-
parison with either p2 or pz in any actual case. On expanding the term containing

the logarithm in Eq. (151), it is found approximately that

p2 - Vi
»i/op«(wi - Wz)

Ra
(162)

Consider a numerical example. Maritime tropical air with an initial mixing ratio of

20 grains per kg ascends to the 0®C isotherm where it freezes at about 500 mb. The
thickness of the isothermal layer wdll be approximately

(20 - 8) X 500 X 1.22

1,000 X 0.287
25 mb (163)
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It is noted that, even if all the liquid water is carried aloft, the isothermal layer is

relatively thin. If some of the water precipitates out (as it undoubtedly will in

nature), the isothermal layer will be appreciably thinner.

THERMODYNAMIC DIAGRAMS AND CALCULATIONS

Accuracy of Observations. The thermodynamic properties of the atmosphere

and the parameter indicating the water-vapor content cannot be measured in the

upper air as accurately as one might wish. In general, pressure and temperature are

transmitted in synoptic messages to millibars and whole degrees centigrade, respec-

tively. Mixing ratios are transmitted to tenths of grams per kilogram of dry air, but

the last figure is generally in doubt. In making routine calculations from such

reports, it is correct to introduce mathematical approximations that simplify the

arithmetic so long as the error introduced by the approximation is less than the error

of observation, l^o illustrate: 1. The mixing ratio is accurately given by 0.622«/

(V — e) whore p is the total pressure as read by a barometer and e is the partial pres-

sure of the water vapor present. Since e < < p it is sufficiently accurate for most

purposes to write

0.622cw =
V

(154)

2. The gas constant is given by Kq. (116) for humid air. In terms of the mixing

ratio

„ _ „ 1 -f {Rv/Rii)w _ „ 1 4- 1.61?o
it — Ita 1

i

—
1—

T

1 -f to 1 + tt>

Since tv is small in comparison with unity, it is sufficiently accurate for most purposes

to expand the denominator by the binomial theorem and neglect squared and higher

powers of w to obtain

R = Ra(l + OMw) (165)

Thermodynamic Data and Their Use. Thermodynamic data are collected and
used in one or more of several ways,

I. Tables. Section I contains a selection of tables giving data useful in mete-

orology. When one w ishes to find a related physical quantity as accurately as the

observations will allow, one should refer to the appropriate table. The saturation

vapor pressure over water, for example, is given in Table 68 for various temperatures

as accurately as it is known by experiment. When a value for the pressure is desired

that corresponds to a temperature falling between tabulated values, one interpolates

between tabulated values. Tables are sometimes prepared in full so that inter-

polation is not required. S<*e, for example, Table 87. This table of V, Bjerknes

gives distances betw'^een standard isobaric surfaces at various mean virtual temper-

atures. Interpolation is neither necessary nor desirable in general, for the accuracy

of observations is such that interpolation is not warranted.

II. Charts and Graphs. Observed data may be plotted on cross-section paper,

and a smooth curve may be drawn connecting the observed points. If the scale and
grid of the paper are well chosen, the graph may be as accurate as is desired. The
graphical method is nearly always the most convenient way of recording data. For

extended lists of observations, the graph is likely to become unwieldy if the scale is

large enough to give much accuracy. Mistakes due to the human factor are also

possible nn reading the graph. In spite of some disadvantages, however, graphical

analysis offers so much speed and convenience that it is widely used in all sciences.

III. Equations. Frequently a desired physical quantity may be easily expressed

in terms of the elementary functions. Thus we have simple algebraic equations for
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mixing ratio and the gas constant in terms of pressures and iw, respectively. It is

sometimes desirable to substitute into these equations and solve for accurate numerical

values of the unknowns. In other cases, the analytical expressions involve more
complicated functions. The equations frequently do not admit of an explicit solution

for one variable in terms of the known quantities. The numerical results must then

be obtained by a process of trial and error'’ or by a graphical analysis.

IV. Thermodynamic Diagrams. A thermodynamic diagram is a chart or graph on

which isopleths of various thermodynamic coordinates are plotted against other

thermodynamic coordinates, or functions of those coordinates. To restrict the defi-

nition even furth(»r, it is sometimes stated that the thermodynamic diagram must be

one on which areas rc^present energy. Several of the various diagrams in general use

will be discussed below. Any one of them is found to be of great value in routine

meteorological work.

Vertical Structure of the Atmosphere and Origin of Thermodynamic Diagrams.

The fundamental relation xiscid in the development of all thermodynamic diagrams is

the equation of mechanical equilibrium. In differential form, we have, from Eq. (11 j

u du g dz V dp =0 (156)

When the unit mass of atmosphr^n* to whi(di tliis equation applies is stationary, we
have the well-known equation of hydrostatic equilibrium

g dz 4- V dp — 0 (167)

or ^ = -gp (158)

where, p is the density of the. atmosphere and the axis of z is vertically up.

Equation (157) may be int(‘grated to quadrature immediately. We have

(22 - 2i)g =* - vdp (159)

for the linear distance betwetm the points 1 and 2 in the atmosphere. Introducing

the equation of state for perfect gases, this becomes

2, _ = _ 1 P RT^ (160)
9 jl P

It follows that, if the temperature and gas constant (which depends on the mixing

ratio) are known as functions of pressure, one may integrate and thus determine the

linear distance between isobaric surfaces. Temperature and pressure are chosen as

fundamental variables because they are directly measurable, whereas the specific

volume cannot be measured directly in the free atmosphere. It is a matter of personal

choice what functions of the temperature and pressure are selected for coordinates

of the diagram. It is sometimes helpful to choose functions that will make areas

represent energy. In the pseudoadiabatic diagram, the functions are chosen to make
the dry adiabatics straight lines.

Geopotential. The geopotential is defined to be the potential energy of unit mass
in the earth's gravitational field. We take the acceleration due to gravity to be

numerically 980 and effectively constant for meteorological thermodynamics. The
unit of geopotential is the dynamic meter, which is defined to be 10* erg of energy.

Thus in the earth's gravitational field the geopotential of a gram of mass at an eleva-

tion of jz; m is

^ « 980 >s 100* ergs/gram (161)
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where the elevation z is measured above sea level, i.e.^ the potential energy is tak(‘n

zero at sea level. In dynaniie meters (gtn), the gcopotential is

= 0.982 gm (162)

when 2 is in meters. The dynamic meter is dimensionally energy per unit mass; but,

since the acceleration of gravity is assumed constant, this quantity may be converted

into linear distance above sea level in meters by division by 0.98.

Pressure-volume Diagram. From Eqs. (159) and (162), it is clear that, if the

specific volume were plotted as a function of pressure between two points 1 and 2 in

the atmosphere, then the geopotential between the two points would be represented

by the area indicated on the right-hand side of Eq. (159). Given a sounding in the

atmosphere showing the specific volume as a function of pressure, one could then

planimeter the area indicated in F'ig. 15a and find the linear distance between any
two points along the sounding. The j)v- (or Clapeyron) diagram is little used in

meteorology because the speidfic Vohime is not directly measurable.

Fkj. 15.—Areas as energy and pv-diagrain.

Closed Areas as Energies on Thermodynamic Diagrams. Consider the repre-

sentation of any cyclic process on the pv-diagram. Let some particular cycle be shown
by the path 1-2-1 in a clockwise direction in Fig. 156. The total work done by the

thermodynamic substance through the cycle is given by the line integral; work »

fp dv. From the first law of thermodynamics, we have dq — de 'p dv ^ dh -- v dp.

From this we have on integrating around a cycle ^ dq = ^pdv ^ dp since de

and dh are perfect differentials. But either of the integrals on the right-hand side

of this equation gives the area enclosed by the curve that represents the cyclic process

on the pv-diagram. Therefore the area is equal to (1) the net amount of heat transfer

during the cycle and also (2) the net work done on or by the substance. This con-

clusion is equivalent to the usual expression that areas on the thermodynamic
diagram represent energies.^' The scale of the energy per unit of area depends only

upon the scales to which pressure and volume are laid down.

Equal-area Transformations. The fact that energies transferred in a cyclic

process and linear distances between points representing different states in the

atmosphere can be determined by the measurement of an area on the ptMiiagram

suggests that one investigate equal-area transformations, t.e., determine what other

coordinates can be used on graphs so that an area of A cm®, say, which lies inside some

particular closed curve on the original diagram will remain exactly A cm* when the

bounding curve is plotted on the new diagram. The area may change its shape

entirely, but the restriction is that the magnitude of the area remain the same. The
problem is essentially one of mapping. We think of an area A on the ptMiiagram

being transferred to an a:y-diagram by imagining the bounding curve transferred
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point by point. The coordinates x and y are so far unspecified functions of p and
Tt may be shown that tlie areas are transformed equally when

dx dy ^ ^ §M. ss I
dp dv Ov dp

(168)

Equation (163) may be solved in general. It is sufiicient for our purposes to note

here that, if the x-coordinate, for example, is specified as a function of p and v, then

the ^/-coordinate must satisfy Eq, (163) in order to give an equal area transformation.

If we select RT as the abscissa of a thermodynamic diagram and want areas to repre-

sent energies, then from Eq. (163), and with pv = R7\ we find that the ordinate must

bo a function satisfying

V
dv

I

This equation is satisfied if y = —In p. Other functions will also satisfy the equation.

Any diagram (lonstructcd with any of these functions as an ordinate scale will there-

fore have areas representing energies just as does the pfvdiagram.

(a) (b)
Fig. 16 .—Transformation of coordinates, x » x{p,i^^\ y «

The coordinates used on a number of thermodynamic diagram.s are listed in

Table 3 with indication of whether or not areas represent energies. Thc^ area-preserv-

Table 3

Chart name Ordinate Abscissa
Areas are
preserving

Pseudoadiabatic (or Stiive) —pR/fV RT No
Emagram —111 p

—RT In p
-T

RT Yes
Refsdal I In RT Yes
Temperature-entropy (or Tephigram) Cp In 6 (or s)

1

Yes

ing quality of each of the last three diagrams named above is easily shown by sub-

stituting into Eq. (163). Of all the diagrams listed, the adiabatic (or pseudoadiabatic)

is most widely used in this country. The Refsdal is used widely abroad and has been

chosen to illustrate the book of Petterssen.*^ The Emagram, which is similar to the

pseudoadiabatic diagram, is at present gaining a following. The temperature-entropy

or T^iagram published by Kiefer has many advantages and is also becoming more
widely used. The TMiagram is a modification of the older Tephigram of Shaw.

Paeudoadiabatic Diagram. The pseudoadiabatic diagram will be used for illus-

trative purposes in this book. The constouction of the chart is given in detail below.
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Much that is said with respect to its construction will apply equally well to the con-

struction of any other thermodynamic diagram, t.6., all the diagrams are obtained

from some transformation of coordinates on the pf>-diagram.

To lay out an adiabatic chart, first draw a basic grid of lines with temperature

measured along the horizontal axis, increasing to the right. The scale is linear and

runs from about —40 to 40°C. Isobars are laid off by labeling the base line as 1,050

mb and drawing in straight lines parallel to the base line at distances from other isobars

given by the difference between the respective pressures to the R/cp power. The
scheme is illustrated in Fig. 17. It may be shown that the linear distance between

isobars of equal isobaric spacing increases with decrease in pressure.

pR/Cp

10^ ZO^ 30^ 40^

Fio. 17.—Construction of pseudoadiabatic diagram.

If the coordinates of the pseudoadiabatic diagram are substituted into the left-

hand side of Eq. (163), we find

800mb
i
1

1

1

1

1

900mb
1
1

1

IOO(^^^£900^^^P

lOOOmb

<-

lOSOmb

dp dv dv dp Cp
(164)

But this term is the Jacobian of the transformation from pv to the new coordinates.

For a small area at pressure p on the pv-diagram then, the transformation gives another

area on the pseudoadiabatic chart. The ratio of the areas is the right-hand side of

Eq. (164). Since the area on the pv-diagram represents energy, then the energy

represented by an area on the pseudoadiabatic diagram is equal to that area divided

by the right-hand side of Eq. (164). We have then

Energy * area on pseudoadiabatic diagram X K (166)

where the factor K is

K-|-^- 0.937|
pcp

Values of K are tabulated below. We note that the factor is unity at about 800 mb,
greater than unity for p < 800 and less than unity for p > 800. Thus the areas on

the pseudoadiabatic chart may be taken to represent energies at 800 mb
; the areas

underestimate the energy for p < 800, and the areas overestimate the energy for

p> 800.
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Table 4
Pressure, mb Factor K

1,000 0.94
900 0.97
800 1.00
700 1.04
600 1.08
500 1.14
400 1.22

It is important to note that the diagram may be constructed so that areas will

represent energies at any one particular pressure desired, by the insertion of an
appropriate factor. It is not possible to make any one pseudoadiabatic diagram be

area preserving at all pressures. The area factor is independent of the temperature
(since $/T is a function of pressure alone).

Isopleths of entropy (or potential-temperature lines) for dry or humid air are

plotted from Poisson's equation

n

T ^ p^p X const

These lines are correct for humid air to the approximation noted in Eq. (139)» Since
R

the ordinate of the diagram is p®*', the potential-temperature isopleths are straight
R

lines. The slope of each line is different and is given by {lOOy^/0 in terms of the
potential temperature 9. If the diafipiam extended to zero degrees and zero pressure,
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the lines would spread out radially from the upper left-hand corner of the paper (as

fi

(180) 900

20* 30" 40"C,

Fig. 20.—Emagram. {After University of California at Los Angeles.)

Isopleths of saturation mixing ratio are drawn using the equation

where p is the total pressure (the pressure shown on the diagram), and €« is the satura-

tion vapor pressure. Since e. is a fimction of temperature alone, the above equation

determines pressure as a function of temperature for any value of the parameter ta».

The saturation-mixing-ratio lines are not straight but curve to the region of lesser

temperature as pressure is decreased.
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Adiabatics for saturated air are computed from Eq. (148). The computation is

made for the saturation vapor pressure over water even down to --40®C. These

isopleths are also curved. Physically it is clear that the temperature cannot fall off

so rapidly when liquid water is condensed from a mass being cooled adiabatically as

it does from a mass that remains humid. The wet adiabatics then rise more steeply

than do the dry adiabatics when viewed from the bottom of the chart . The tem-

perature fall with decrease in pressure is smaller numerically along the wet adiabatic,

or it has a smaller lapse rate.

Fig. 21.—Tephigram. {After U.CIj.A.)

It is sometimes useful to have the virtual-temperature difference shown on the

thermodynamic diagram. We recall that Tv .
T at saturation is a function of mixing

ratio and temperature alon^. But the mixing ratio at saturation is a fimction of

temperature and pressure; then Tv T at saturation is a fimction of temperature

and pressure. Any one of several schemes may be used to find Tv ^ T. It is not

customary to construct isopleths. One form of the adiabatic chart has small vertical

hatches on the standard isobarS) where the horizontal spread of the hatch marks is

equal to T. The Emagram shows the difference by numbers ranged along the

isobars. On some forms of the Emagram, numbers ranging along the isobars (every

100mb) show the virtual-temperature correction for thickness at saturation in dynamic
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meters directly. All such schemes can show the difference only at saturation. The
actual value is taken to be the saturated difference times the relative humidity

[Eq. (130)]. Simple nomograms may also be constructed to show the virtual-

temperature difference. Since the values of Wj, are shown on the pseudoadiabatic

diagram, it is a simple mental calculation to get a good approximation to Tv ^ Thy
using the equation Tv — 7^ « 0.hliv^f7\

..4000

..3000

. .2000

..1000

..0

.500

:.iooo

dyafii

Other Thermod3mamic Diagrams. The most generally used thermodynamic

diagrams are shown in skeleton form in Figs. 18 to 22. Since the basic grid of coordi-

nates is different in each case, the various isopieths appear with different slopes and

curvatures. Straight lines on one chart will be curved on another, etc. Areas on
all the charts except the adiabatic chart are equal save for the possibility of a constant

factor. Choice among the diagrams is personal when all are equally available. No
one contains any information that cannot be made a part of any other. Some opera-

tiptt^ may be essentially simpler (or more clear) on one of the diagrams. When such

operations have to be performed frequently^ one naturally elects to use the diagram
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best suited to his purposes. For illustrations, we shall use either the pseudoadiabatic

diagram or the T^iagram of Kiefer. The latter is more convenient when operations

involving entropy are derived and used.

Soundings above 400 Mb. It is the current practice of the U.S. Weather Bureau

to put the results of radiosonde flights up to 400 mb on the teletype sequence some

hours in advance of the results above that level. This has the advantage of g(‘tting

the information early. The practice should not lead, however, to a neglect of the

results at higher levels.

The standard pseudoadiabatic diagram (Fig. 18) runs to only 400 mb. Ibjsults

above 400 mb are plotted on the supplementary diagram shown in Fig. 18a. The

other thermodynamic diagrams in general use (Tephigram, Phnagrain, ('tc.) carry

isobars above 400 mb. In any case, one may start over again at the bottom isobar

-
30

’ -
20

^ -
10^ 0" 10® 20" 30 " 40

*

Fig. 22a.—A thermodynamic diagram with straight-line wet adiabats. (After J, R.

Barkley and R. Palmer.)

by relabeling the various isopleths. This may be done on any chart whose distance

between isobars is proportional to the logarithm of the ratio of the appropriate pres-

sures; for, In « In « In J3 ,
etc. The potential-temperature lines (dry

adiabatics) and isotherms must also be relabeled (see Fig. 20).

Thermodynamic Diagrams in hfeteorology. The thermodynamic diagram is the

fundamental working tool of the meteorologist for all investigations of the atmosphere

above the very surface layers. Radiosondes or aerographs are sent aloft, and from

their records the meteorologist picks off the values of pressure, temperature, and

humidity at all significant levels. These levels are plotted on the thermodynamic

diagram by entering with pressure and temperature. The parameter used to indicate

humidity is plotted alongside the point to give a more nearly complete picture of the

state of the air. The points so located are connected by straight lines, and the result-^

ing i^ies of lines (or the sounding) gives a graphical picture over the station of the

atmosphere at the time of the flight. The sounding as plotted on the thermodynamic

diagram detennines the following useful information:
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1. Air mass or air massos over the station (see pages 609, 676).

2. Stability of the air (see pages 402, 693).

3. Fronts (see pages (>47-649).

4. Subsidence inversions (see pages 734, 758).

5. Elevations of signihcant points and standard isobaric surfaces (see pages 373-
379).

One must distinguish clearly between isopleths on the thermodynamic diagram and
the sounding that is representative of the atmosphere at some particular time and place.

Isopleths are the curves resulting from imposed mathematical constraints. The
sounding is a series of lines connecting thermodynamic coordinates representative of

the atmosphere at a definite time and place. Under certain conditions, the sounding

may be coincident with some isopleth. The usual situation, however, is that the

sounding will fall somewhere between isotherms and isentropes; i.e., the physical

processes in the atmosphere are not such as to make the entire layer of air assume a

state of either conductive (whence isothermal) or adiabatic (whence isentropic)

equilibrium. Arty particular sounding will show evidence of many simultaneous

processes in the atmosphere.

PRESSURE, TEMPERATURE, AND ALTITUDE IN THE ATMOSPHERE

It is important for many practical purposes to be able to find the altitude at which

certain strata of air may exist in the atmosphere, e.g.^ inversions, isothermal layers,

moist layers, etc. For any distribution of temperature, preasure, and water vapor

whatever in the atmosphere, the equation of mechanical equilibrium in a static con-

ditio!! is given ])y Kq. (158). The axis of z is vertically up; g is the acceleration of

gravity; p is the density of the air. Substituting in the ecpiation of state for a perf<*ct

gas, we find from h’.q. (158)

^ ^ UL
di RT (166)

where R is the gas constant at the point considered. is a function of the water-

vapor content. If the temperature and water-vapor content are known as functions

of pressure, then Eq. (166) may be integrated and the linear distance between any
two pressures may be determined. The problem does not admit of a unique solution

in general, because the temperature and water-vapor content of the air do not follow

any known law. To a first approximation, the temperature may be assumed to

decrease linearly with altitude. This simplified model is treated below. The general

case must be solved with the aid of a thermodynamic diagram after temperatures and
mixing ratios are determined by indirect observation (radiosonde or aerograph).

Lapse Rate of Temperature. The lapse rate of temperature in the atmosphere is

defined by the equation

where y is the lapse rate. Strictly, one should write y « —dT/dz) but the notation

of Eq. (167) is preferred here to emphasize the fact that the atmosphere is assumed

quiescent enough so that (approximately) temperature is a function of elevation

alone. In words, lapse rate is the space rate of decrease of temperature upward
through the atmosphere at some particular time. A careful distinction should be

made between lapse rate and the rate of decrease of temperature in an individual

parcel as it ascends, even though the two may be numerically the same. On com-
bining Eqs. (166) and (167), we have
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y
gp dT
RT dp (168)

Thus the lapse rate is determined whenever temperature and R are known as functions of

pressure. To a first approximation ^
H may be taken to be constant and equal to the

gas constant for dry air (Ra * 0.287 joule/gram °K).

Isothermal Atmosphere. Suppose the atmosphere is at constant temperature To

between two pressures pi and pt. This situation frequently exists for thin strata.

Then from the preceding equations

- Z, - Els X In 2-’ (169)
Q p2

-’55^(22— 71)

P2 = Pie HTo

Equations (169) give either the linear distance between two pressures or the difference

in pressure between two points at elevations of zi and ^ 2 ,
respectively. Numerically,

when T is in degrees Kelvin and z in meters, we have

22 — 2i * 29.3To In — m
P2

2 !
- 2 ,

= 67.4rolog,«& m (170)
Pi

22 ~ 2 i 221.1 2'o logio ~ ft

where as a first approximation the gas constant for dry air is used.

Homogeneous Atmosphere. It is sometimes useful to consider an atmosphere in

which the density is constant with elevation. Such an atmosphere is said to be

homogeneous. Since the density po is constant in the equation of hydrostatic equilib-

rium, one may integrate immediately to obtain

p * Po - gpoz

where p© is the surface pressure, p© is the constant density, and g is the mean value of

the acceleration of gravity, z-axis is up. Assuming that the material of the atmos-

phere is a perfect gas, one obtains by substitution

r-n-f
where To is the surface temperature. The lapse rate through the homogeneous

atmosphere is then given by

-f °C/100m

on writing g «* 980 cm per sec*. This lapse rate is known as the autoconvective lapse

rate.

Unlike the actual atmosphere, the homogeneous atmosphere has a definite thick-

ness. The top of the atmosphere occurs where p — 0. Then from the above

ff „ Pi ^
gp^ g

where H is the thickness. Note that H will vary with latitude owing to changes in

both g (average between surface and top of atmosphere) and To. See tables in Sec. I.
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Adiabatic Equilibrium. When the atmosphere is in isentropic (or adiabatic)

equilibrium

dT dp
0T V

and on combining this with Kq. (168), which is true for any gaseous atmosphere

(171)

= —
dz

£
Cp

Numerically this bcjcomes, for the earth's atmosphere

rC/lOOgmyd

yd

0.98‘^C/IOO m
5.4°F/1,000 ft

(172)

(173)

Since Cp varies only a little with the mixing ratio ro, then 7 d is also a good approxima-

tion for humid air. The value yd is referred to as the dry^adiahaiic lapse rate. The
linear distance between two points of temperature Ti and T 2 in an atmosphere that

has a lapse rate equal to yd will be

22 - Zi

Zi — Zi

m{Ti ~ 7
*

2)

340(ri - T2)

m
ft

(174)

when the temperatures are measured on the Kelvin or centigrade scale.

International Standard Atmosphere. The I.C.A.N. (International Commission

for Air Navigation) atmosphere according to which some altimeters are calibrated is

defined as follows:

1. The air is dry, and its chemical composition is the same at all altitudes.

2. The value of gravity is uniform and equal to 980.62 cm per sec per sec.

3. The temperature and pressure at M.S.L. (mean sea level) are 15®C and 1,013.2

mb.
4. At any altitude z (meters) measured above M.S.L. and between 0 and 11,000 m

the temperature of the air is equal to f = 15 — 0.00652

5. For altitudes above 11,000 m, the temperature of the air is constant and equal
to -56.5®C.

U.S. Standard Atmosphere. The U.S. Standard atmosphere is similar to the

I.C.A.N. atmosphere. In the former

Gravity = 980.665

M.S.L. pressure = 760 mm =» 1,013.25 mb
M.S.L. temperature « 16°CJ = 288®K

7 •= lapse rate « O.OS^C per 100 m up to 10,769 m * 35,332 ft (t.c., up to 234 mb)
y « lapse rate » 0.00 at and above tropopause

Tropopause and stratosphere temperature « —55®(y = 218®K

Pressure and Elevation in Standard Atmosphere. In an atmosphere with a lapse

rate of *= const, and a surface temperature of To, the relation between pressure and
elevation is found by substituting the expression for temperature into Eq. (166) and
integrating. We find immediately when /3 0

•» Po (1 - ^)"^ (175)

where z is the elevation above the point where temperature and pressure are Tq and

Po, respectively. Numerically, for the I.C.A.N. atmosphere
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1,013.2

or, on solving for altitude in terms of prcssxire

- - «'“» [‘ - (roQ""]
where z is meters and p is in millibars. The constants appearing above will have

slightly different values when computed for the U.S. Standard atmosphere. *

Sea-level Pressure from Aircraft in Flight. Equation (175) may be inverted and

used to determine the sea-level pressure below an aircraft in flight at a known eleva-

tion. The method depends upon the actual elevation having been measured accu-

rately by some device other than an an<iroid barometer (a barometric altimeter).

Let the pressure, temperature, and elevation be p, 7', and z. If the lapse rate in the

atmosphere below the aircraft is constant and equal to jS, the pressure at sea level is

1

(

Rz\0.292fi
1 -f (178)

In the absence of better information, one may assume the standard atmosphere to

exist below the aircraft. In practice, it will be found that a better value of the lapse

rate may be estimated from previous flights over similar conditions.

Fortunately for the utility of the above method^ the change in po is relatively stnall xvith

lapse rate. Then if one^s estimate of the lapse rate is considerably off the true value,

Eq. (178) may still be used to find the sea-level pressure to good approximation.

To show this, differentiate Eq. (178).

“ 0 .292 /3^ [rr*
“

(176)

(177)

where for simplicity x =» 0z/\OOT. On expanding the term inside the bracket and

making a rearrangement, it is found that

dpQ A 4/32 6 ^“2 *

Po
""

5,840^2 V 3 lOOr 4 lO^T^
(180)

where /3 is in degrees Centigrade per 100 m and z is in meters. .

Example. Suppose the observations made at the aircraft show that T = 15®C
and z = 1,000 m. Suppose the best estimate of /3is 0.85°C per 100 m. On substitu

tion into the above, it is found that dpo/po = — 0.002<i^. Thus the lapse rate may be
off as much as 0.20 °C per 100 m, and still the error in surface pressure is only 0.40 mb-
(since the order of magnitude of surface pressure is 1,000 mb always).

Correction to Altimeter for Surface Temperature. The altimeter is calibrated to

read true elevation only when the temperature at the surface is 15®C. If the actual

surface temperature is not equal to 15®C, a correction must be applied to the reading

of the altimeter. In general, this correction will be greater the greater the indicated

altitude and the greater the difference between surface temperature and 16®C. The
correction is determined as follows: Let z be the true elevation and z* the indicated

elevation. When the altimeter indicates z% the actual pressure is

0.0066A
p - 1,013.2

^28r~)

but when the lapae rate is constant and equal to 0.65° per 100 m, the pressure at t m
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(true) is

,.,.013 .2(1 ,182)

where Tq is the surface temperature. The pressures given by Eqs. (181) and (182)

is of course the same. Equating the two expressions, we find after a simple rearrange-

ment

where is the difference between the surface temperature and 15°C. Thus = T^o

— 288 or AT — to — 15. When the surface teyyiperature is more than 15°, the altimeter

will read too low, and the correction is to he added. When the surface temperature is

lower than 1 5°, the altimeter will read too high, and the correction is to he subtracted.

If the lapse rate in the atmosphere is constant but not equal to 0.65, then Eq. (182)

will contain the actual lapse rate /3. Expanding the right-hand sides of Eqs. (181)

and (175) by the binomial theorem, it is easy to show that Eq. (183) still gives the

correction for the elevation to a first approximation. The approximation made is to

neglect squared and higher powers of the quantity ^z/Toy which appears in the right-

hand side of Eq. (182) when is inserted. The approximation is good up to 5,000 m.

If the aircraft is flying above a frontal or subsidence inversion, the above simple

correction may he in error.

Correction to Altimeter for Surface Pressure. The indicated altitude of any
altimeter will, of course, be in considerable error unless the instrument has been

adjusted to the correct ^‘altimeter setting.*^ The value of the altimeter setting will

vary with the synoptic situation. If the altimeter is to be trusted, the pilot must
obtain his correct setting either by radio or by estimate from the weather map. The
latter choice is taken only when circumstances prevent the use of radio. See thfe

instructions supplied with the altimeter used. See also Sec. I and Blackburn’s

Basic Air Navigation.”*

Navigational Computer. Daltoir’^ describes a navigational computer that is

now in wide use. This device provides a quick means by which an aircraft pilot may
determine his correct altitude from the altitude indicated by the barometric alti-

meter. Entry on the computer is made with temperature at the aircraft and pressure

altitude. Pressure altitude is the reading of the altimeter when it was set to read

zero at the standard M.S.L. pressure. If the ground temperature is also known, a

better correction is made by entry with mean-temperature and mean-pressure altitude.

Dalton arrives at his formula by assuming a constant lapse rate (not necessarily

standard) and expanding the altimeter equation. He obtains the result

H H(Ti -h To)

Z 288 - /3.[(Zx -f Zo)/2]

where H « ”true thickness of layer” (t.e., true altitude)

Z = indicated altitude « — Z©

Zi »« pressure altitude at top of layer

Zo * pressure altitude at bottom of layer

To ** actual temperature at bottom of layer, °K

Ti « actual temperature at top of layer, ®K
« standard lapse rate (0.65®C per 100 ra)-

By considering the various errors that may enter (surface temperature off 15°C,

nonstandard lapse rate, and nonstandard surface pressure), Dalton shows that the

^MoOraw-Hill, New York, 1944.
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above formula gives an error of less than 0.11 per cent even for extreme departures

from the standard atmosphere. These conclmions are valid bo long as the actual lapse

rate is constant. The formula takes no account offrontal or other inversions. Even with

inversions present, the error is generally not large.

KoUsman Scales. See Sec. I for a reproduction of Kollsman scales used to change

indicated altitude to true altitude.

Lapse Rate in Saturated Atmosphere. When the atmosphere is saturated, the

lapse rate is not constant, even when it is in wet-adiabatic equilibrium. The func-

tional relation between pressure and temperature for an atmosphere in wet-adiabatic

equilibrium is given by Eq. (148). In differential form,

dT „ d(p-e)
.
^fwL\

,

dT
Cp-jy— Ra— —-—h d cu)-jr ” 0 (184)

where T * temperature

p pressure

L * latent heat of vaporization

e =* saturation vapor pressure of water at T
Ra =* gas constant for dry air (0.287 joule/gram ®K)

Cp s= specific heat at constant pressure for dry air (1.003 joule/gram °K)

w « saturation mixing ratio at T and p grams/gram

c « specific heat of liquid water (4.19 joules/gram °K)

The value of the derivative dT/dp may be found by straightforward differentiation

in Eq. (184). It is found that

Rn 0.622L<?

p - ^ ^ nv ~ ey
dp [cp + wc wLl fwdL dc

[
R„ L(0.622 -f- u))] 1

L T T^\^ {Tdr"^ drip - T{p - e) Jl

On making the approximations that Ra = R and w * 0.622c/p and substituting

Eq. (185) into Eq. (168). it is found that the lapse rate for an atmosphere in wet-

adiabatic equilibrium is

,
0.622Le

dL\
,
(R.T

,
0.622 r / .

dL\
^
(RaT

i
del

V' V <<77* (b.622
. . .

V J

(186)

If the further approximation is made that the relatively small terms Le/p and
RaT/ 0.622 are neglected, Brunt^s** result is obtained

7m
V +

7rf

0.622Lc^

RaT
^0.622 r / dL\

, j del (187)

If we approximate still further by neglecting e[c -h {dL/dT)\ we obtain the result

given by Haurwitz*^

^

0.622Le

0.622jL de

If Clapeyron^s equation from Eq. (60) is written in the form

de he
dT “ R/T*

Rv • 0.461 joule/gram (189)
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and substituted into Eq. (188), it is found that

. 0.622Le
p -f r« yd ~or62y7;i7 (190 )

^^~~c~R7r^

Since L/T > > 1, we see that ym < yd* Brunt has published a chart giving the
values of 7m. Another form of the results due to Kiefer is given in Sec, I. Equation
(190) is perhaps the simplest for calculation if required.

Lapse Rate in Polytropic Atmosphere. If the atmosphere is in polytropic equi-

librium, one has from Eqs. (168) and (91) that

y
g

Cp — ^

and it is noted that y > yd when 0 < ^ < Cp, as is usually the case in nature when
the air is heated from below.

Pressure-height for an Actual Sounding. When the record of a radiosonde or

aerograph flight is plotted on a thermodynamic diagram, it is found, in general, that

Fig. 23.—Area method on Emagram.

the sounding does not follow either an isotherm, a dry adiabatic, or a wet adiabatic.

Relatively thin isothermal layers will often be found. Under certain conditions,

inversions of temperature will be present (increase of temperature with elevation).

Frequently rather thick layers will be in either dry- or wet-adiabatic equilibrium.

The usual situation is that the sounding will he composed of a combination of all possible

types of thermodynamic equilibrium. This result is due to radiation and to advective

and convective currents of air aloft. There is then no simple analytical expression

for temperature as a function of pressure, and graphical analysis must be used. The
information required from the sounding consists of the location above sea level of the

strata of air that may be of significance to the forecaster, A level is said to be ^^signifi-

cant*' when pressure, temperature, or humidity suffer abrupt change there.

I. Dry Air, Let points 1 and 2 in Fig. 23 represent two significant levels from
an actual sounding. Assume that the air is dry. Let the curve connecting the two
points represent the state of the atmosphere between the two points. In practice^

a straight line is drawn between signijlcant points. The distance between the two
levels in dynamic meters is given by Eq. (159) and the gas law to be

g(zt - *i) f2
^

f2 p)

We note th&t RT <i(ln p) is an element of area on the thermodynamic diagram (see

Pig. 23). Then,, by the above equation, g{zi — zj) is equal to the area to the left of
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the sounding, provided that the temperature scale extends down to 0®K. A simple

geometrical device enables us to get a numerical value for this area. Draw the lin<;

l'-2' coincident with a dry adiabatic so that the areas 1-0-1' and 2-0-2' are (Hiual.

Then clearly g(Zi — zi) is also equal to the area to the left of the dry adiabatic l'-2'.

This dry adiabatic will be referred to as the mean dry adiabatic.

For any dry-adiabatic line on the diagram, we have Cp dT/T « R dp/p. SuV)-

stituting this equation into Eq. (191) gives

g(z 2 - zi) = JcpdT = Cp(T/ ~ Ti') (192)

where T/ and T/ are the temperatnres where the mean dry adiabatic intersects the original

pressure levels. Numerically we have

g(z, - 2 ,) * 100.3(r,' - 7V) gm (193)

for the distance between pi and p^.

An alternate method of the distance determination involves the drawing of a mean
isotherm. In Fig. 23, let l"-2" be the isotherm through the point 0 which was deter-

mined by drawing the mean adiabatic. Recalling how the mean dry adiabatic was
drawn, it is a simple geometrical exercise to show that area 2-0-2" is equal to 1-0-1".

Then the area to the left of the isotherm is also equal to g{z2 — Zi). Therefore

- zx) = In (194)
Vi

where Tm is the isotherm drawn to make areas 2-0-2" and 1-0-1" equal. Numerically

wo have

- 2 ,) - 28.77’„ In gm *(195)

II. Humid Air, When the air is humid, account must be taken of the water vapor

present. Equation (191) now becomes

g{z^ - Zi) = j/
RT^ = j/

R.T. (19f.)

where R is the gas constant for the humid air. The virtual temperature has been

introduced by the equation RT — RaT^ The above fundamental relation then shows

that the distance between the two levels of interest
j
in dynamic meters

,
is now given by the

area to the left of the curve of virtual temperature. If the air had been dry the gas

constant would have been the gas constant for dry air, the virtual temperature would

have been identical with the temperature, and Eq. (196) would be identical with

Eq. (191).

Once the virtual-temperature curve has been constructed for the sounding, one

is concerned only with the area to the left of the new curve. This area is given by
either one of the following equations, and each gives numerically the distance in

dynamic meters between the two levels.

g(z2 - 2i) - In
g

- 2S.7T.„ In 2l gm (197)

g(tz - zi) - c,{r„' - T„') - 100.3(r.i' - T.,') gm (198)

Tvm is the mean virtual temperature. Tv/ and Tv/ are the temperatures at which the

dry-adiabatic "mean" to the virtual-temperature curve cuts the isobars. Refer to

Fig. 23 and think of the points 1 and 2 representing virtual temperatures rather than

real temperatures.
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The virtual-temperature curve is constructed by using Eq. (128); or by using

Eq. (130) with the distances laid off for (Tv — T)» on the adiabatic chart; or by using

a nomogram (see Fig. 19); or the ^‘distance corrections” may be determined directly

using the nomogram built into the Emagram. Any of these devices originates

ultimately with the equation RT ^ R/Tv [Eq. (126)].

III. Wet Air. Suppose each small element of the atmosphere contains droplets

of liquid water (as in a colloidal suspension). The difference in pressure between top

and bottom of an element of thickness dz is dp = — dz where po, pv, and p/ are the

densities of the dry air, water vapor, and liquid-water droplets, respectively. The
total density is the sum of these three densities. The distance between two points

in the atmosphere in static equilibrium is

dp

po + Pi* -f- Pf

dp
(p/RT) -h p/

<

It ina3^ he noted that the distance as comptited by the use of the preceding formulas

is somewhat greater than the actual distam^e in the case where liquid-water droplets

are present. But since p/ < < pa, the error is

very small. Moreover the quantity p/ is not

known in terms of the thermodynamic coordi-

nates, nor is it easily' observable. Equation

(197) or (198) is then used to calculate the linear

distance between levels^ even when saturation is

present with some liquid water droplets.

Note on the Assumption of Static Equilib-

rium. It is true that the equations developed

above are not strictly accurate unless the

vc'locity of flow' is the same at points 1 and 2

[see Eq. (156)]. If numerical values are

inserted, however, it is evident that the error

introduced by assuming static equilibrium is

entirely nt^gligible in this application.

Geopotential on the Temperature-entropy

Diagram. The expression for change in geo-

potential (i.e., altitude) on the 7'd-diagram or on the Tephigram takes an especially

simple form. Using the general equation p dz -}- 1; dp = 0, the differential expression

for potential temperature dB/B = dT/T — (R/cp)dp/pj and the equation of state for

perfect gases, it is found that

Fig. 24.—Area method on TB-
diagram.

gdz = cpT^ - cpdT (199)

Along a dry adiabatic, dB = 0, and changes in geopotential are then simply measured
along a vertical straight line. The process for finding the change in geopotential

between two pressure levels on a 7’0-chart is similar to that used wrhen the sounding

is plotted on the adiabatic diagram or Emagram. It may be shown that the change in

geopotential is given by Eq. (198) where as before Tvi^ and Tv2 are the temperatures

where the mean dry adiabatic cuts the isobars pi and p^. The areas to be equalized

are shown by hatching in Fig. 24.

Recommended Procedures. I. Mean Dry^diabatic Method, Plot the soimdiag.

Using Eq. (129) or any other desired delrice, determine the virtual-temperature

difference at each significant point at saturation. Multiply by the relative humidity

to get Tv — T. Mark Tv at each significant level by a small check. Draw the dry

adiabatic that equalizes areas between the y,rcurve, the isobars whose distance apart
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it is desired to know, and itself (see Fig. 23). The difference in elevation is given by
Eq. (198). The horizontal spread between the points Tv\' and Tvi' in degrees multi-

plied by 100.3 gives the linear distance between the siguiffcant levels in dynamic

meters.

The scfmtie imy be inverted and used to locate the pressure at some particular levels

say 10,000// above sea levelj accurately enough for most purposes. This involves know-
ing the elevation of the station above which the sounding was taken. First equalize

areas by a mean adiabatic up to a pressure that is close to that desired (e.g., 850 mb
for 5,000 ft or 700 mb for 10,000 ft). Then measure to the left from the intersection

of the mean dry adiabatic and the surface isobar a distance in degreies equal to the

tilevation desired less the elevation of the station in hundreds of dynamic meters. The
isotherm attained will intersect the adiabatic at the desired isobar and give the

desired pressure plus or minus a millibar or two. If the pressu» is desired more
accurately, equalize areas a second time, now using as top isobar the pressure found

by the first trial. Successive trials will converge to a unique pressure very rapidly.

II. Mean Isotherm Method. Plot the sounding and locate check marks for virtual

temperature as before. The distance bctw^ccn the isobars is given by Eq. (197) in

dynamic meters. Distances between standard isobars may be looked up in the

appropriate tables (see Sec. I). Fletcher and Graham*^ have developed a nomogram
to solve Eq. (197). Bellamy has a circular slide rule to solve it (University of Chicago

Press). Again, the equation is easily solved in any particular case using tables or a

slide rule.

III. Mean Mixing Ratio. Plot the sounding. Plot the mixing ratio on a separate

curve to the left. Estimate the mean mixing ratio in the layer. The linear thickness

is given by

2, - 2 i = 29.3 Ta + 0.61m>) m
J2 p

since Tv ** T(l -f 0.61w’)- This equation may be integrated to give

2, - 2 i = 29.3r„ In ^ (1 + 0.61«)„,)
Pi

where Tm is the mean temperature in the layer (not virtual temperature) and Wm is

the mean mixing ratio in the layer. The above may be WTitten as

22 — 2i (22 ~ + b{Az) (200)

where the first term is the thickness the layer w ould have if it w'ere dry and the second

term is the correction to take account of the water vapor present. The second term

may be calculated with tables or easily determined by use of a nomogram (sec Sec. I,

Fig. 46). The first term may be calculated or obtained from the tables in Sec. I

(these tables are now entered using mean temperature as an argument as if it were a

virtual temperature). The above method has the slight advantage that virtual-

temperature differences for the sounding dp not have to be determined.

Note on Pseudoadiabatit Diagram. Any of the above procedures may be used

on any thermodynamic diagram on which areas represent energies. The methods are

also used on the pseudoadiabatic diagram, although differences in elevation must
then be considered as approximations

;
since, as was showm earlier, the pseudoadiabatic

diagram cannot be made area preserving at more than one pressure. The errors

added are negligible, provided that the pressure intervals over which the procedures

are carried out are not too great. Comparison between the results determined on

different diagrams (pseudoadiabatic and TB) shows that it is safe to use intervals of

about 300 mb.
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Lapse Rate for Any Sounding. The average lapse rate in a layer may be obtained

easily when the thickness of the layer and the decrease in temperature are known.
We have

7av -
(201 )

where the linear distance Zi — 02 is to be determined bjf one of the above methods.

In principle, the lapse rate at a point may also be determined. This is scarcely worth
while on an actual sounding unless reports of temperature, pressure, and mixing ratio

have been received continuously. The idea may be illustrated by showing how to

find graphically the lapse rate at a point along a wet adiabatic. From Eq. (168), we
have

dT ^ gp dT ^ g dT
dz RTdp RTd{\np) (202 )

On the Emagram, linear distances along the vertical and horizontal are given by
—dy=^ d(ln p) and dx = R dT. Therefore

^ g_ dx ^ g/R^T
^ R^T dy tan a

(203)

where tan a is the slope of the tangent to the wet adiabatic. This slope may be
measured graphically and the lapse rate computed. Or a simple nomogram may be

constructed to give 7 as a function of T and a. Kiefer has made a similar analysis

on his Tfl-diagram and constructed the nomogram (Fig. 19).

Lapse Rate of Potential Temperature* On combining the definition of the poten-

tial temperature, the equation of state for gases, and the equation of hydrostatic

(»quilibrium, it is easy to show that the lapse rate of potential temperature is given by

= y (74 - y) (204)

where B « potential temperature, T « temperature, ya the dry-adiabatic lapse

rate, and 7 ** the actual lapse rate in the atmosphere.

METEOROLOGICAL TEMPERATURES

Meteorologists have found it useful to introduce more than a dozen diflterent

temperatures'’ in the course of their practical and theoretical work. These are not

different temperatures in the sense of being measured on different temperature scales

(e.g,y centigrade or Fahrenheit). Only one is a temperature, in that it is a number
corresponding to what would be read on a thermometer placed in the air under

discussion. The others are different temperatures to which the air may be brought

by one or more specific processes. For convenience, these meteorological tempera-

tures may be classified as follows:
*

1. Temperature « T. The actual temperature of a material mass of air as meas-

ured by a thermometer (T « f -f 273).

2. Sanation Temperatures.

Dew-point temperature « Td
Condensation-level temperature « T?

Wet-bulb temperature Tv>

Pseudo-wet-bulb temperature « Tw
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8. Potential Temperatures.

Potential temperature — 9

Partial potential temperature =« 9u

Pseudo-wet-bulb potential temperature =* 6,w

Wet-bulb potential temperature == 9^,

Pseudo-equivalent potential temperature =* 9,e

Equivalent potential temperature = 9e

4. Dry Temperatures.

Virtual temperature = Tv

I'iquivalent temperature = 7\

Pseudo-equivalent temperatures = Tg,

A given mass of air at some particular pressure, temperature, and mixing ratio

(p, Tj w) will attain any one of the above temperatures when subjected to th(; proper

defining process(es). The different saturation temperatures are attained by various

ways of bringing the sample of air to saturation. The potential temperatures are

attained when the sample of air is brought to the 1,000-Tnb pressure level in some

particular way. The dry temperatures are attained when the sample of air has all

its moisture removed in some particular w-ay. Each of the commonly used mete-

orological temperatures is discussed below. It should he noted that other temperatures

may he defined. The dew-point, condensation-level, w^et-bulb, and pseudo-wet-bulb

temperatures do not, for example, exhaust the processes by w hich a sample of air may
be brought to saturation. The prime purpose of the introduction of most of the

different temperatures is to indicate the water-vapor content of the air.

Dew-point Temperature. Let a parcel of air initially at p, 1\ w be cooled iso-

barically by some physical process (e.p., radiation) while the mixing ratio remains

constant. The temperature attained at saturation is named the dew-point tempera-

ture and designated by Td> We have for the process

p — total pressure is constant

w * mixing ratio is constant

€ = vapor pressure is constant * (205)

Q *= heat lost by parcel is positive

Td< T

Since w and e are constant, Td is the temperature for which e is equal to the satura-

tion vapor pressure. To find Td from a table of saturation vapor pressures, enter the

table with the value of e given and read the corresponding temperature. This is Td*

To find Td on a thermodynamic diagram, pass along the isobar at p until the ly, line

corresponding to is reached. Td is shown as point 1 in Fig. 25. Point 0 is the

initial air. Note that if the parcel is permitted to ascend along the dry adiabatic for

a shoH distance and then is cooled isobarically to the dew-point temperature is

changed very little in comparison with the change in the original temperature of the

air. This is so because the saturation-mixing-ratio line is almost vertical. The
saturation-mixing-ratio line is sometimes called the dew-point line.

In nature, the dew-point temperature is attained on calm clear nights when radia-

tive cooling produces dew or frost. In the observatory, it may be measured directly

by cooling a polished surface of metal (say a can inside which is a mixture of ice and

water) until condensation from the surrounding air begins. The dew-point tempera-

ture is particularly useful in synoptic meteorology and is regularly transmitted on
the U.S. Weather Bureau teletype as a part of the surface report. Its value is usually
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determined from tables in which entry is made with the wet-bulb temperature. Use

may also be made of the Psychrometric Slide Rule of the U.S. Weather Bureau.

Condensation-level Temperature. Let a parcel of air initially at p, T, w ascend

dry-adiabatically with mixing ratio constant until saturation is attained. The

temperature at saturation is named the condensation-level temperature and desig-

nated by Tc We have for the pro(^ess

p = total pressure decreases

w = mixing ratio is constant

e ~ vapor pn^ssure decrease's

« = entropy is constant (AQ = 0)

Tr < Td < T

Tc may be calculated by observing that with the above constraints

de _ dp

e p
R

T = pcp X const
(20b)

R

for the process. Also €c — c« at the temperature Tc. This calculation may be made

by ^Hrial and error or graphically. The graphical solution is of course immediately

available on the thermodynamic diagram, as shown in Fig. 26. Point 0 is the initial

air. Point 2 is at the condensation-level temperature where the path G-2 is a dry

adiabatic. This point is the intersection of the dry adiabatic through 0 and the

Wm » w line. The isobar through point 2 is known as the condemaiion^level pressure

and designated by pc*

In nature, the condensation-level temperature is approximated by the temperature

at the base of clouds when the air below the clouds is thoroughly stirred. The tem-

perature Te is sometimes called the doudAevel temperature for this reason, Tc is not

usually measured in the observatory, although it could be by causing a sample of air

to be expanded adiabatically in a container until condensation began.
^

Wet-bttlb Temperature. I^et a stream of air at p, T, w flow past the bulb of k

thermometer that is covered with a wet wdek. Water will be evaporated from the
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wick by the humid air flowing past. The bulb of the thermometer will be cooled

by the evaporation. When an equilibrium condition is reached, the following energy

equation holds:

(T - r«,)(cp + wcp') » (w' - w)Ly>
.

(207)

where T * temperature of the approaching air

Tw ** temperature of the leaving air « wet-bulb temperature

w mixing ratio of the approaching air

w* « mixing ratio of the leaving air

Cp ** specific heat at constant pressure of dry air

Cp « specific heat at constant pressure of water vapor

Lw *= latent heat of vaporization at the wet-bulb temperature

When the bulb is kept wet and well ventilated by a good stream of air (velocity

about 10 mps), the equilibrium condition will be that the leaving air is saturated and

r-
Fig. 27.—Wet-bulb temperature, Tw,

that the temperature of the bulb is equal to the temperature of the leaving air. Then

w* is determined by Tw and may be calculated from

0.fi226ti;
(208)

where p is the pressure at the time of observation and « e, at The calculation

from Eqs. (207) and (208) may be made by trial and error or graphically. The

graphic^ solution is simple on Kiefer's multipressure hygrometric chart (see page

391). cannot be determined on the thermodynamic diagram directly.

Tables are available whereby the observed wet-bulb depression (V.c., T — Txv)

gives the relative humidity and the dew-point temperature of the air without calcula-

tion. A different set of tables will be required for different pressures. The data

may also be given in graphical form. Tv is usually measured with a sling psychrome-

ter (see Sec. VIII on Meteorological Instruments).

Since the process is isobaric, the wet-bulb temperature may be indicated on the

thermodynamic diagram»*as shown by point 3 in Fig. 27. Since tv' > w, Tv >
In nature, the wet-bulb temperat\ire will be closely approximated when falling rain

evaporates into warmer air beneath, thereby cooling it to saturation at the same time

that its mixing ratio increases from its original value of w to w'. The heat required

for vaporisation is assumed to be supplied by the air.

Pa^do-wet-bulb Temperature. The pseudo-wet-bulb temperature is defined

by a series of processes that may be indicated on the thermodynamic diagram. Let

a parcel of air initially at p, Tj w ascetikd dry-adiabatically to Tlien follow down
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a wet adiabatic until the original pressure is reached. The intersection of the wet

adiabatic through Te and the original isobar determines the psoudo-wet-bulb tem-

perature, and it is designated by See point 4 in Fig. 28. Physically the process

is more nearly real if it is reversed. Thus let air be at point 4 and saturated. Let it

ascend along the wet adiabatic with immediate precipitation of condensed liquid

water until the mixing ratio has reduced to w. Then let the air descend along a dry

adiabatic until the original pressure is attained. The parcel completes the process at

p, Tj to. The temperature from wdiich it started is named the pseudo-wet-bu^b

temperature.

may be calculated by inserting Tt and the condensation-level pressure Pc with

the original pressure p into the equation for the wet adiabatic as given in Eq. (148).

But the calculation is both laborious and unnecessary, since a graphical solution is at

hand in the thermodynamic diagram

,

Fig. 29.—Hatched area in energy units equals (T,, — T,®) times a factor.

The usefulness of 7\«, lies in the fact that it is approximately equal to the wet-bulb

temperature. Following Bleeker,** it may be shown that, to an excellent approxi-

mation

- T,
A

(r„ -f 0,mL^e.JpRr,T^,T,^)
>0 (209)

where €»w is the saturation vapor pressure at T,*,, and A is the energy in joules per

gram represented by the area hatched in Fig. 29. The other symbols have their

usual meanings. If numerical values are inserted on ^the right-hand side of Eq.
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(209), it is found that the difference between Tw and T^w is positive and usually less

than Except for the most accurate work, it is adequate to take as deter-'

mined graphically on the thermodynamic diagram to be equal numerically to the

wet-bulb temperature 7

Potential Temperature. The potential temperature was defined by Eq. (93);

9 = 7X1,000/)?)^^*=?. The potential temperature is found on the thermodynamic
diagram by following a dry adiabatic from the p, T of the parcel to the 1,000-mb

isobar. 9 is shown as point 5 in Fig. 30. The potential temperature of any parcel

of air that is located along the dry adiabatic through 5 is the same value 6. The dry

adiabatic itself is then labeled by a value of 6 equal to the temperature at the intersec-

tion of the dry adiabatic and the 1,000-nib isobar. The potential temperature has

been found useful as the coordinate in some thermodynamic diagrams. In nature,

its importance arises from the fact that parcels of air that ascend or descend in the

atmosphere wiihont heat transfer will always have the same potential t(*mperatnre

b \
N. S-dpRotenfia/ temperature

Partial-potentialtemperature

N. 7-6sWdPs€i^o-wet‘bulb-ixifentialtemperature
Ns^=0fir. Wet-bulb-potentialtemperature

/ vK
Pseudo-equiYalent-potential

» \ temperature

\ \JO * Oe^ Equivalent-poientialtemperature

\
t

\ \ (Isobaric)

\
\\rrf

%

\
\m \ N.

p \
\
\

lOOOmb \

\

\7 8
1 V”'*

"

i \
5\

T
Fig. 30.- “Potential temperatures.

SO long as condensation is not reached. The potential-temperature lines are also lines

of constant entropy. For any value of the entropy s is given by s ** Cp In ^ + const.

Partial Potential Temperature. The partial potential temperature as defined

by Rossby*® is

9d =
(210)

where pd is the partial pressure of the dry jiir (pd j> — c).

to show that

In terms of 9, it is easy

(211 )

To a very good approximation, it is found on expanding that

“ »(1 + 0.461W)
\ Cj^d/

(212)
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where w is the mixing ratio of the parcel of air for which Ba is desired. The potential

temperature of the air may be rt^ad directly from the thermodynamic diagram. Then
the partial potential temperature may be computed using (212). Tables are

also available from whicdi the correction term 0.461 may be obtained by entering

with 6 and v). On the thermodynamic diagram, 6d may be found by ascending iso-

thermally from B a distance equal to th(i vapor pressure, and then following the new
B line back to 1,000 mb. ''Jlic path is shown in h'ig. 30 as a triangle 5-6'-6. The point

6 is Bd. The value of Bd may be taken equal to 6 only when to is very small.

Pseudo-wet-bulb Potential Temperature. The pseudo-wet-bulb potential tem-

perature is defined to be tlu^ temperature at which the wet adiabatic intersects the

1,000-mb isobar. The equation defining B,w is, from hkp (146)

, In
7b

Ita In -
Pi — C,

+ WiLi

1,000 -C2 ’ 7b

w-iLa

Bftw

- 0 (213)

where the state 1 is anywhere along the wet adiabatic and 2 is at 1,000 mb. The
vapor prejssures and mixing ratios in Eq. (213) are saturation values. The symbols

have their usual meanings. Any parcel of air at saturation is said to have the pseudo-

wet-bulb potential temperature of the wet adiabatic passing through the point p,

T locating the parcel on the thermodynamic diagram.

Consider a parc^el of air at saturation anywhere along the B^y, line. Let the parcel

descend to some p, T dry-adiabatically. Since this process is reversible (i.e., in

ascent the air would go back up the same dry adiabatic), we see that the parcel of air

has the same B^w it had originally. Similarly, if the parcel ascends adiabatically, it

will continue on the same B^w line. Clearly for any parcel of air is unchanged by
any adiabatic process. If a parcel of air at p, T, w is considered (not at saturation),

its B„w is found by following up the dry adiabatic through the point until the con-

densation-level temperature is reached. Thus, for any parcel of air, its pseudo-wet-

bulb potential t miperature is found by determining the wet adiabatic through the

condensation-level temperature and pressure.

The pseudo-wet-bulb potential temperature, is shown by point 7 in Fig. 30.

'rhe usefulness of d««,is in (1) identification of air masses and (2) stability investigations

when layers of air are lifted as by a front or orographically.

Wet-bulb Potential Temperature. The wet-bulb potential temperature is the

temperature at the intersection of the 1 ,000-mb isobar and the wet adiabatic through

the wet-bulb temperature. Since we have noted previously that Ty, > it follows

that By, > Bsw, By is shown as point 8 on Fig. 30. Since the wet-bulb and pseudo-wet-

bulb temperatures are approximately the same numerically, the same may be said

of their potential temperatures. The approximation is so good that except for the

most accurate work the two temperatures may be taken to be equal numerically.

Pseudo-equivalent Potential Temperature. The pseudo-equivalent potential

temperature is defined to be the temperature a parcel of air will attain if It ascends

pseudoadiabatically until all its water vapor has been condensed out and then descends

along a dry adiabatic to the 1,000-mb isobar. The temperature is designated by B^e*

From Eq. (213), we have

T’
Cp In- /2« In

Bfw
(214)

where T' and p' are the temperature and pressure at the level where the parcel has

lost all its vapor. Since the parcel descends dry-adiabatically, we have

R

(215)
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On elimination between the two erjnations it is found that

»„ - 9.„exp

or, approximately, on expanding in series

+— (216)
• Cp

where w and L are the saturation mixing ratio and latent heat of vaporization, respec-

tively, at d»tD» Cp is the specific heat of dry air at constant pressures

It may be noted that and 0»e are each uniquely determined by the same wet

adiabatic. The former is the temperature at the intersection of the wet adiabatic

with the 1,000-mb isobar. The latter is the temperature at the intersection of the

l,000^mb isobar with that dry adiabatic Avhieh is asymptotic to the wet adiabatic.

pR/Cp

Fig. 31.—Pseudo-equivalent temperature,

Since is easier to determine graphically on the pseudoadiabatic diagram, it is often

preferred. On the other hand, is more useful in some theoretical equations so far

as simplicity is concerned. The pseudoequivalent potential temperature is shown as

point 9 on Fig. 30.

The relation between and the partial potential temperature is given by llossby.*’

This is

- Bi exp (217)

where exp means the base of the natural logarithms. The other terms are

6d *» partial potential temperature

Tc * condensation-level temperature of the parcel

L « latent heat of vaporization at To

w «* mixing ratio of the parcel

Cp specific he^t of dry air at constant pressure

Equations (216) and (217) provide relatively easy means of finding 0oo in terms of

quantities that may be found directly from the pseudoadiabatic diagram.

Pseudo-equiTalent Temperature. The pseudo-equivalent temperature is defined

to be the temperature a parcel of air will attain if it ascends pseudoadiabatically until

it loses all its vapor, and then descends dry-adiabatically to its original pressure level.

The process is illustrated in Fig. 31. The pseudo-equivalent temperature is shown by
point 10. From the definition and the equations for the adiabatics, it may be shown
following Rossby** that approximately

r„-.rexp(^J (218)
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where T,, »» pseudo-equivalent temperature

T =® initial temperature of the air

Te “ condensation-level temperature

w =* initial mixing ratio of the air

L =» latent heat of vaporization at T
c.p = specific heat of dry air at constant pressure

Equivalent Temperature. The equivalent temperature according to the original

definition of Robitzsch is the temperature that the humid air would attain if all its

water vapor were condensed out at constant pressure and the heat released (latent

heat of vaporization) used to warm the air. As Itossby*® has pointed out, it is impos-

sible to visualize this process physically. It is preferred here to define the equivalent

temperature by the equation (see Petterssen**)

r, » r„ +^ (219)
Cp

where Te =» equivalent temperature

Tv, *= wct-bulb temperature

w’ mixing ratio at saturation at Tv,

L — latent hear of vaporization at Tv,

Cp =» specific heat of dry air at constant pressure

The equivalent temperature may be calculated from Eq. (219) or determined from

a nomogram (see Kiefer’s hygrometric chart for one form). Te as defined byEq.

(219) is sometimes known as the isoharic equivalent temperature.

Following Bleeker,^* it may be shown that the relation between the equivalent

temperature and the pseudo-equivalent tem-

perature is given to an excellent approximation

by

T.. - r. » — (220)
Cj>

where is the energy in joules per gram
represented by the area shown by hatching

in Fig. 32. It will be noted by reference to any
particular case and with the use of any tkermody--

namic diagram that Ttc — Te is a quantity too

large to he neglected^ z.e., we may not use the

equivalent temperature for the pseudo-equivalent

temperature, or conversely.

The order of magnitude of the difference

between and Tc is shown most easily

by subtracting T, as given in Eq. (219) from as given in Eq. (218). On expanding
the latter in series, it is found that

T.. - r, - r(i + - r. - (221)

On substituting for T -- Tw from Eq. (207), it is found approximately

>0 (222)Ip Cp

where it is assumed L is the same for both Te and T^ T, Te, and w are the tempera-
ture, condensation-level temperature, and mixing ratio, respectively, for the original

air for which the difference Tee - T. is desired.

Fig. 32.—Hatched area proportional
to (,Tae — Tc).
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Rossby’s Equivalent Temperature. Rossby*® defines,the equivalent temperature

to be that temperature attained in the pseiidoadiabatic cycle when the parcel returns

to its original partial pressure, not to its original total pressure. Making this

adjustment it is seen that the eq\iivalent temperature of Rossby is exactly

Te « T exp. and BE^Bd exp (217)'

This expression when expand(‘d becomes to an excellent approximation equal to the

right-hand side of Eq. (219). [To see this, replac^e 7’u. in terms of temperature and
mixing ratios from Eq. (207).] Thus Rossby^s equivalent temperature is almost

exactly equal to Robitzach’s isobaric equivalent temperature. The small difference

between them will be given by the right-hand side of P]q. (222). 7'he isobaric equiva-

lent temperature is never greater than Rosshy\<i equivalent temperature.

Equivalent Potential Temperature. The equivalent potential temperature is tlui

temperature attained by a parcel of air that follows the dry adiabatic through the

equivalent temperature to the 1,000-inb isobar. Since > Te, the same may be

said for their potential temperatures. Be is shown by point 10 in Fig. 30. The
equivalent temperatures are now little used in comparison with the pseudo-equivalent

temperatures.

Virtual Temperature. The virtual temperature 7\ was introduced by Eq. (12G)

and used in geopoteiitial determinations on the thermodynamic diagrams. It is

unnecessary to think of any physical processes by which a parcel of air may be changed

over into another state where p, 1\ w go into p, Tv, 0. The defining equation TvRa
= T'R is sufficient to describe it and its practical use sufficient to justify it. One may
of course think of the parcel of humid air as having been replaced by a parcel of dry

air at the higher temperature. The virtual temperature is givcm to an excellent

approximation by Tv = T(\ 4* 0.61wO where T is the acdual temperature, and %v is

the mixing ratio of the air in grams per gram.

Virtual Potential Temperature and Potential Virtual Temperature. Montgomery
and Spilhaus®^ define the virtual-potential temperatures by

R

and the potential virtual temperature l)y

Ra

where the symbols have their usual meanings. ITiese temperatures were introduced

in a paper suggesting various modifications in upper-air analysis. In particular,

it was suggested that isentropic analysis should be performed on one of these surfaces

rather than on a surface of constant potential temperature.

MISCELLANEOUS THERMODYNAMIC CHARTS AND PROCESSES

Rossby Diagram, The Rossby diagram*® is constructed with mixing ratio on a

horizontal linear scale and partial potential temperature on a vertical logarithmic scale

(see Fig. 33). On the diagram are drawn isopleths of equivalent potential temperature

according to Eq. (217)'. This temperature is called equivalent potential, temperature

after Rossby. Also shown on the diagram are isopleths of condensation-level tem-

perature and condensation-level partial pressure {Te and ped, respectivdy). It is

easy to see that each of these quantities is uniquely determined by B4 and v> (see any

thermodynamic diagram).
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The llossby diagram is particularly useful in the study of air masses, especially in

such studies as pertain to their identification. Since the basic coordinates are Ba

and Wf we see that a thoroughly stirred humid air mass will be represented by a point

on the diagram. This is so because neither the partial potential temperature nor the

mixing ratio is changed by dry-adiabatic processes. When saturation is reached,

however, the mixing ratio and the partial potential temperature will both change for

any further ascent. Thus a very thin stratum of air in which w changes rapidly will

occupy a line on the diagram, while a thick layer of stirred humid air will occupy only

a point. Curves drawn on the diagram for well-defined air masses are known as

characteristic curves of those air masses. The diagram is also very useful in distinguish-

Fig. 33.—Equivalent potential-temperature diagram. {After Roaahy.)

ing different types of inversions in the upper air. Thus a frontal inversion in which

the mixing ratio may increase with elevation will stand out from a subsidence inver-

sion in which the mixing ratio decreases rapidly with elevation.

Multipressure Hygrometric Chart. Kiefer^s multipressure hygrometric chart

contains facilities from which certain elements may be more readily obtained than

from the thermodynamic diagram (see Fig. 34). The right-hand side of the diagram

is drawn to basic coordinates of temperature and vapor pressure, both on a linear

scale. The 100 per cent relative-humidity line shows the saturation vapor pressure

at the temperature desired. Relative-humidity lines of less than 100 per cent are

drawn using the equation e « /e, where / is relative humidity and e, is the saturation

vapor pressure. Dry-adiabatic lines for the vapor pressure are drawn using Poisson's

equation
R

Ti

T2
- - 0.286
Cp

These lines slope down and to the right on the diagram.

(223 )
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The wct-bu]b temperature may b<’- determined graphically for any pressure because

of the following relation:

T - 0.622L—
e — € p

(224)

which is obtained by replacing w and w' in terms of e and e' in the right-hand side of

Eq. (207) and making the usual approximations. Thus the ratio of the change in

temperature (from original air temperature to wet-l)ulb temperature) to the change

in vapor pressure is a function of total pressure and temperature (implicitly through

the latent heat of vaporization L). The sloping lines of the rosettes on the chart

are drawn from Eq. (224) or its equivalent, according to the vahu* of L at the tem-

peratuHi from which the lines radiate.

Temperature ,
® C. C0PYRi6HT.i94i, by Paul j. kiefer

Fro, 36.—Skeleton inultipressure hygroinotric chart showing manner of use.

The left-hand side of the chart has scales for mixing ratio and specific humidity.

These are determined by entering with vapor pressure and crossing over to the appro-

priate pressure line. The pressure lines on the left-hand side are drawn from the

equation w *» 0 .622c/(p — e) where the symbols have their usual meaning. At the top

of the left-hand side of the chart is a nomogram for the determination of the

virtual-temperature difference. This nomogram may be constructed using the rela-

tion Tv ^ T ^ 0,6hvT. The enthalpy of the humid air and the enthalpy of dry air

at p, Tf w are shown by appropriate, scales \h « Cp(t -f 73) + wL], The manner of

determination of ike desired elements is shown in the skeleton diagram of Fig. 35.

Amount of Procipitable Water. The total amount of precipitable water vapor in

a column of air may be determined graphically when a sounding is available. It is

also useful to investigate the total precipitable water vapor in a saturated column (at a

particidar value of B^w) from the surface to great heights. Solot*® has given an analysis

that is straightforward and as accurate as one may wish. He proceeds as follows:
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The total mass of water vapor in a small element of humid air of 1 cm* cross section

and dz thickness is Am^ « wpa dz. Introducing the equation of hydrostatic equilibrium

and making changes of units as necessary, it is found that the linear thickness of liquid

water that would be precipitated if all were precipitated is

0.0004 f w dp in. (225)

r2
Mjso tf’dp cm (226)

if the column extends from p\ to in millibars. The mixiyig ratio w is to he expressed

in grams per kilogram. The value of in an actual sounding is taken from the radio-

sonde or aerograph record. If one wants the upper limit to the amount of precipitable

water, one picks off w, for the appropriate from a thermodynamic diagram. One
may of course construct isopleths on a special <^hart plotting against p for various

values of B^w (see Sec. 1). Th(^ thickness of water in inches or centimeters is deter-

mined by numerical integration of either of the above equations.

Rates of Precipitation. Fulks^^ has shown tliat

imih _
7

’

- (227)

whore r = mm /hr of precipitation from a 100-m thick saturated layer having an

ascensional rate of 1 mps
a * wet adiabatic lapse rate, °(V100 m

b = rnl,/°C:

T » absolat<‘ temperature

€ » saturation vapor pressure at T
hiquation (227) is derived on the fundamental assumption that the weight of dry air

in the ascending layc^r remains constant. Thus, taking a layer A/i in thickness with an

average density pu, the water vapor present is wpa The rate of precipitation is

numerically equal to the rate of change of water vapor present in the ekunent (pro-

vided that precipitation is instantaneous with condensation). Then r « pa Ahidw/dt).

On making certain minor approximations and introducing the relations for mixing

ratio in terms of pressure, etc., Eq. (227) results.

Isopleths calculated from F)q. (227) are plotted on the Emagram for 0.3 ^ r $ 1.0

(see Pig. 20). When the rate of precipitation is desired from layers of thickness other

than 100 m, or with different rates of ascension, the value of r as read from the diagram

is multiplied by the actual veU)city in meters per second and thickness in hundreds of

meters. Or one picks a mean vahie of r for each 100 m thick layer and adds the results

to get the rate of precipitation from the total thickness.

The precipitation rate in any actual case must clearly take account of the diver-

gence of the flow. Progress has been made in the solution of particular problems by
private investigators. Each case must be solved according to the structure (frontal,

orographic, or otherwise) that causes the air to ascend. Turbulence will evidently

complicate the problem still further.

Isobaric Cooling of Saturated Air (Formation of Fog). Suppose a parcel of air at

saturation loses heat to its surroundings. (Condensation will begin immediately

except in the rare instance that no condensation nuclei are present. The energy

equation for the process assumed isobaric is

dq « Cp dT 4- d(wL) (228)
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If we approximate by assuming the latent heat of vaporization to be constant and use

Clapeyron*s equation, de/dT » Le/RvT^j in terms of finite differences, we obtain

and A? = Ac (230)

where Aq = heat lost from parcel, joules/gram

Cp « specific heat of the humid air at constant pressure

L ** latent heat of vaporization

, - ^ = 0.622

e =* saturation vapor pressure at T, mb
T « absolute temperature (mean between initial and final)

p = total pressure, rnb

Rt = gas constant for water vapor = 0.461 joules/gram

I’^sing Eq. (229), one may obtain a good approximation to the temperature drop

accompanying a loss of heat Aq\ using Eq. (230) one may obtain a good approximation

to the change in vapor pressure accompanying a loss of heat Ag. If the rate at which

heat is lost (dq/dt) is knownfrom other considerations {observhtion and radiation equations^

for example)^ the rate at which temperature will decrease may be determined. The equa-

tions are so insensitive to small changes in T that the initial temperature may be used

inside the brackets without introducing appreciable error.

If none of the condensate is precipitated out of the air, the water droplets remaining

will eventually cause a reduction in visibility and fog. The concentration of droplets

in grams per cubic meter will be given by Atop, where Aw is the condensate in grams per

kilogram and p the density of the air in kilograms per cubic meter. Introducing the

equation of state and Clapcyron’s equation, it is found to a good approximation that

Concentration of droplets in grams/m® = AT (231)

where AT is the cooling below saturation, L is the latent heat of vaporization, and

e and T are average values for the saturation vapor pressure in millibars and the

temperature in degrees Kelvin between the initial and final states. These average

values may be estimated accurately enough since the result is insensitive to small

changes in T (in the denominator), and since c is a smooth function of T. Combining

Eqs. (231) and (229), expressed as a time rate of heat loss, one may predict the time

of onset of radiation fog, provided that one knows (1) the droplet concentration

required to produce fog, and (2) the rate of heat loss dq/dt. These items depend

entirely upon local conditions.

Fog-prediction diagrams may be constructed using the above results. Isopleths

are drawn on the multipressure hygrometric chart or on other charts for different

droplet concentrations. The isopleths may be calculated from Eq. (231) or some
equivalent equation. A useful form is given by Petterssen®* (see Fig. 36). Other

forms of fog-prediction diagram may be constructed for particular stations when the

rate of cooling is known under certain sjmoptic situations (see Fig. 37). Such dia-

grams are particularly useful in the forecasting of radiation fog. It mmt he emphasized

thai such a dmgram prepared for one station will not {generally speaking) work for any
oiher station where radiation rates are different.

It is interesting to note that the end result of cooling below saturation is the same
whether the condensation occurs uniformly as the temperature is lowered or ^^all at
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once’’ after a state of supersaturation is reached. In the hitter case, the change in

temperature down to the state of greatest supersaturation is given by Cp AT = Aq,

When condensation occurs, an amount of heat (Wi ~ w/)LiB used in warming the air.

With reference to Fig. 38, where the notation is self-explanatory, we have

Tf - r 0.622L

ei — e/ p
V ” /

But Eq. (232) gives the slope of the pressure lines in the rosettes on Kiefer’s multi-
pressure hygrometric chart. Therefore, by using this chart, one may find the final

temperature graphically as indicated in Fig, 38. This procedure is based on the

assumption that the heat transfer is known.
By an obvious extension of the above one may compute the amount of condensate

from an engine exhaust in the free atmosphere when the engine characteristics are

known. Such computations permit the designation of flight levels where ^'condensa-

tion trails” will not form.

Mixing of Two or More Air Masses. Consider for simplicity the mixing of two
different masses of air. Let T, Wy and p with subscript 1 or 2 refer to mass,

temperature, mixing ratio, potential temperature, and pressure of the first and second

air, respectively. Assume that the mixing ratios are such that condensation due to

the mixing will not occur. Let the two parcels of air that are to be mixed be repre-

sented by points 1 and 2 on the thermodynamic diagram of Fig. 39. Let each mass
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Fio. 37.—Taylor’s fog-predictioii diagram for Kew on calm, clear nights. The “fog-

predictioii lines” may conveniently be plotted on Fig. 3(3. (From FeUerssen, ** Weather

Analysis and Foreca^ing.*^)

Fig. 38.—Temperature attained after supersaturation and subsequent condensation to
saturation.

come to an arbitrary pressure p* along a dry adiabatic* The new temperatures will

he given by

Now let the masses mix isobarically. The system is assumed to be isolated from its

Surroundings so that the heat given up by one mass in cooling is absorbed by the other

in warming. Then Qi *» MiCpi(T — Tf) » 0* « MiCp%(Ti — T) where T is the
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final temperature of the mixture. If ilu? massen have the same constitution so that

Cpi « Cp2,
we obtain by rearrangement

T
Ml + Ah

H

or " Ml -f Mi

The final potential temperature is obtained by noting that

whence with the above

_ M\B\ + Midi

(233)

(234)

Since the entropy of the mixture is given by s = Cj, In 6 -f const per unit mass, it may
be noted that s ^ (MiSi -f- Afif^d /(Ali + A/ 2 ) where Si and S 2 are the specific entropies

of the original masses. It may be shown by expansion of the terms in convergent

Fig. 39. -Result of mixing two air masses shown on a pseudoadiabatic diagram.

series that a > (Af iSi + A/ 2.^ 2)/(A/j -h il/2). This result in words is that the specific

entropy of the total mass after mixing is greater than the average specific entropy of

the total masses before mixing. Such a result is expected, of course, because the

mixing is essentially a nonreversible (and hence nonisentropic) process.

It may similarly be shown that the final mixing ratio is given by

_ AfiWi -f- AfiWi
” Mt +Mt

' (236)

provided that condensation does not occur. Introducing the relation between the

mixing ratio and the vapor pressure, it is found that approximately

AIiCi -h Alzei

~Mi ^ Ah"
(236)

for the vapor pressure in the final mixture.

The vapor pressure as given by Eq. (236) may be in excess of the saturation vapor

pressure for the final temperature as given by Eq. (233), even when neither one of the

masses was originally at saturation. Thus in Fig. 40 the straight line connecting the

two points representing the initial conditions on the hygrometric chart may have a

portion of its length falling at humidities greater than 100 per cent. But it is recalled
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that Eq. (233) is valid only when condensation does not occur. When account of the

condensing vapor is taken, one finds a final temperature that is higher than that given

by Eq. (233). This final temperature will be found on the hygrometric chart at

the intersection of the 100 per cent humidity curve with the extension of the wet-bulb

line in the nearest rosette (at the appropriate pressure) running through the point

TyC given by solving Eqs. (233) and (236). See T/ in Fig. 40.

It appears at first thought that the mixing of two masses neither of which is at

saUiration might give a resulting mass with fog present. If the amount, of condensate

is investigated, however, it is found that the greatest amount possible is not sufficient

to produce fog unaided. The increase in relative humidity due to the masses mixing may.

Fig. 40.—Result of mixing two air masses shown on a multipressure hygrometric chart.

T—

^

Fig. 41.—Thoroughly stirred stratum between pi and p*.

on the other handy he such that a relatively small amount of radiation Or other cooling will

produce fog* These facts follow from the relatively small curvature of the saturation-

vapor-pressure curve.

Thorough Stirring of a Bounded Stratum. Consider a stratum of air bounded by
pressures pi and^2 . By bounded is meant that there is no interchange of properties

between this stratum and the rest of the atmosphere, a situation that occurs frequently
when there is a strong inversion aloft with fair winds under the inversion (see Fig. 41).

When two elements of mass are mixed, their potential temperature becomes 6 *»

(01 dMi -f 02 dM 2)/(dMi *f dMt) where 0i and ^2 were their initial temperatures (pro-

vided that condensation does not occur). When the entire stratum is thoroughly
stirred (f.c., mixed), its potqptial temperature is constant and equal to

^ f 0 dM f 0 dp
. 0 « ^

M. Pi - P2
(237)
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Similarly, the mixing ratio attains a uniform valuo of

/ w (IM S w dpW sa -?— ss ^M p.
(238)

throughout the layer. The conditions may be represented by the equations

g = g=0 p,<p<p. (239)

The relative humidity increases upward through the layer. This conclusion is

almost obvious. One may demonstrate the fact rigorously by taking the derivative

of the relative humidity (/ = c/e^), and introducing the facts that w « const and
de/dT — Le/RvT^ by Clapeyron^s equation. It is found that

1 ^
/ dz

yd [L
T !;]>» (240)

The above results are valid so long as there is no condensation. Equation (240)

also sho'ws that, when condensation is reached in a previously unsaturated layer, the

relative humidity becomes 100 per cent first in the topmost part of the layer. Such a

result would occur, for example, if a thoroughly stirred layer were cooled (tnther from

the top or from the bottom). If the cooling continues, the saturated layer will build

down from the top of the stirred stratum. Eventually stratus clouds will form, build-

ing from the top down.

Rossby^® has treated in detail the case in which thorough mixing occurs in a

bounded layer that is initially cold enough (for the amount of water vapor present) to

cause saturation and subsequent condensation at the top. He concludes that *Hhor-

oughly stirred strata, regardless of their degree of saturation, necessarily are charac-

terized by a fairly constant equivalent potential temperature {.Be)^ The conditions

of Eq. (239) may then be replaced by the more general ones

liB^t ^ BBhw
__ Q

~()z Bz ~ (241)

for a thorouglily stirred layer, regardless of the water vapor present. It may he

concluded conversely thatj if Eqs. (241) do not hold true in a stratum^ then the layer is not

thoroughly stirred. The most common sounding will show dB,v,ldz > 0 even when the

humidities are reported at 100 per cent by the radiosonde or aerograph, just as in

most soundings in humid air dB/dz > 0. In other words, the phenomenon of complete

thorough stirring is not evident in the usual air mass.

It may be noted that, when a stratum of air is thoroughly stirred, the addition of

heat at any one level will warm the entire stratum almost uniformly. Thus the

potential temperature will increase by a finite amount, at all levels. Similarly the

loss of heat will cool the entire stratum uniformly. Thus one must take into account

the thickness of the thoroughly stirred layer in forecasting surface temperatures based

on expected diurnal surface heating (or cooling). The thicker the layer the smaller will

he the diurnal change in temperature {provided that the layer remains thoroughly stirred).

Cloud Height above Thoroughly Stirred Stratum. When there is sufficient moisture

in the lower layers to cause condensation after thorough stirring, stratus*type clouds

will appear at the top of the layer under the inversion. The sounding \mder the

clouds will be dry-adiabatic. The height of the base of the clouds may be estimated

when the surface temperature and surface dew-point temperature are known. The
approximate formula is
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Height of base of clouds « 120(jro — Tdo) X\ m
Height of base of clouds = 200(To - Thq) ft

where Tq and Tdo are surface temperature and dew-point temperature, respectively.

The difference To — Tdo is generally known as spread.

The above formulas are derived on the assumption that the sounding is dry-

adiabatic and that the base of the clouds is at the level where the temperature is equal

to the dew-point temperature. The mean temperature in the layer is assumed to be

280°K; if the mean temperature is different, the constants in the above equations will

be slightly different.

Synoptically the height of the base of the clouds will be given by the above for-

mulas to sufficient accuracy for most purposes w'hen either (1) stratus appear at the

top of a well-mixed layer, the mixing being due to moderate to strong winds under a

pronounced inversion, or (2) cumulus appear above a layer through wliich the sound-

ing is dry-adiabatic (in a warm sector or behind the cold front with moderate to

strong winds).

Conservative Properties and Air-mass Identification. Any attribute or property

of an air mass that changes relatively little from day to day as the air continues in its

path is said to be conservative. No property as yet discovered is strictly constant

tor an air mass, nor is one likely to exist. Not only do heating, condensation, and
evaporation change the thermodynamic properties of the air, but turbulent exchange

of the very particles of the air will completely alter the original constitution of the air

mass in time. Yet certain properties are so nearly constant through short periods of

time and for the processes most likely to occur in nature that it is worth while to

consider the various elements and the conditions under which they may be expected

to be conservative. When a property is found to be almost conservative, it will be

called quasi’-conservativc.

Dry-adiabatic temperature changes bear the constraint that no heat is gained

or lost by the individual parcels of air, and that no water vapor is gained or lost. Thus
for all possible movements (under this constraint), the parcel of air considered will

remain on a potential-temperature surface in space (on a potential-temperature

isopleth on a thermodynamic diagram). Moist-adiabatic (or wet-adiabatic) tem-

perature changes bear the constraint that the only heat available for vaporization

must be supplied by the air and that when condensation occurs heat is added to the

air, i.e.j for the thermodynamic system as a whole (dry air plus water vapor and/or

liquid water), the processes are adiabatic and the heat transfer is zero. Then, for all

possible movements (under this constraint), the parcel of air considered while satu-

rated will remain on a pseudo-wet-bulb-potential-ternperature surface in space (and

on a wet adiabatic on the thermodynamic diagram) . In briefs any adiabatic movements

of the air in space mill appear on the adiabatics when shown on the thermodynamic

diagram.

Nonadiabatic temperature changes bfear the constraint that heat may be added

to or lost by the parcels of air under consideration as they move about in space. The
heat may be transferred by radiation or conduction. In such a case, ^ 0 in the

first law of thermodynamics. The parcel will not remain on a potential-temperature

surface in space or on a potential-temperature isopleth (either wet or dry) on the

thermodynamic diagram. If heat is added so that the temperature may rise, the

water vapor may remain constant or even increase. If heat is lost and the parcel

cooled below saturation, water vapor will condense out, and the mixing ratio will

decrease.

The process of evapora^tion from falling rain is assumed to bear the constraint that

the heat of vaporization is supplied hf the air. In such a case, for example^ the
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wet-bulb temperatures will remain constant throughout the process because it coin-

cides with their defining process. Similarly the equivalent temperatures will be con-

stant for evaporation from falling rain.

The important results are summarized in Table 5 following Petterssen. Each of

the conclusions may be reached by combining the definitions of the appropriate

process (es) with the definitions of the element undt^r consideration.

Table 5^

C Conservative with respect to

Humidity element Dry-ad ia-

batic tem-
pc'rature

changes

Moist-adia-
biitic tem-
perature
changes

Nonadia-
batic tem-
perature
changes

Evapora-
tion from
falling

rain

Relative humidit v Xo Yes No No
Mixing ratio Yes No Yes No
Specific humidity Yes No Yes No
Dew-point temperature' Quasi-con-

servativc
No Yes No

Wet-bulb temperature No No No Yes
Equivalent temperature' No No 1 No Yes
Pseudo-wet-bulb temperature No No No Quasi-cou-

8ervativ(^

Pseudo-equivalent t(»inp(‘rature. . . No No No Quasi-con-
servative

Wet-bulb potential temperature. .

.

Quasi-con-
servative

(iuasi-con-
serv^ative

No
1

Yes

Equivalent potential temperature

.

Pseudo-wct-bulb potential tem-

Quasi-con- i

servative
Quasi-con-
servative

No i Yes

perature

Pseudo-equivalent potential tem-

Yes
1 . No Quasi-con-

servative

perature Yes Yes No Quasi-con-
servative

Potential temperature Yes No No No

* From Pett-erssen.**

Kiefer has introduced a new element known as the signia function, which has

certain merits in air-mas.s analysis. By definition, the sigma function is

<r * ^ + c^{t + 73) -f wL (242)

where ^ » geopotentiai, joules/gram

w ~ mixing ratio, grams/gram

L = latent heat of vaporization, joules/gram

Cp « Hpeci'ic heat of dry air at constant pressure

This may he written as <r 4^ + wL where ^ is the stream function by definition

(also called the acceleration potential; see Montgomery and Spilhaus) Note that the

units chosen for sigma are joules per gram, rather than mega-ergs per gram as

transmitted by the XJ.S. Weather Bureau for stream function.

The definition of the sigma function arises out of the following considerations: The
equation of mechanical equilibrium is combined with the equation for the wet adia-
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batics. We have, to a very good approximation

Cp
dT^

T pd I

» “h 14 da = 0

0

and g dz + v (

whence on combining we find to a good approximation

Cp dT g dz u du -f d(wL) = 0

or a -f- -2
~ I'Onst (243)

The sigma function is tabulated in joules per gram from a base point of 200''K and
sea level. In terms of the units chosen, the contribution of velocity in Kq. (243) is

so small that it may be neglected for air-mass analysis.

Table 6.—Sigma Function at 1 Km in Source Region

Air mass rc w,

grams/kg i

i

1

1

' juulcH/grain

A, winter -30 0.2 253 54
A, summer
cr, winter

0 4.0 278 94
-20 0.5 259 {)4

cP. summer 15 6.0 284 114
mP, winter 0 4.0 278 94
mP, summer
cTy summer
mT, summer

10 6.0 273 108
15 9.0 290 132
25 15.0 297 145

It is observed from its definition that the sigma function for an air mass may be

expected to show about the same degree of conservatism that is shown by the pseudo-

potential temperatures. In particular, it w’ill be conservative for adiabatic processes

and for evaporation from falling rain. The sigma function will not be conservative

for nonadiabatic processes. From this point of view, the sigiiia function has no

advantage over the proper potential temperatures. On the other hand, it does give,

in joules per gram, the actual present energy of the parcel, and its changes from day

to day may then be correlated with the heating that has occurred (at least for stream-

line flow).

Stability and Instability. Some aspects of the mechanical stability of the atmos-

phere are considered here. See Sec. X for a more detailed analysis from a differ-

ent point of view. Assume the atmosphere to be in a steady state with a known
temperature-height curve (obtained from a radiosonde flight). Consider the effects

of making a small virtual displacement of a “test parceF^'of the atmosphere. Two
assumptions are made about the displacement: (1) that the test parcel follosrs an

adiabatic isopleth on the thermodynamic diagram, and (2) that the displacement

introduces no change in the environment. T?iese assumptions mil be excellent approxi-^

mdtions to truth for smaU displacements.

If the result of the displacement is such that forces are generated that tend to

increase the displacement, the parcel is said to be in unstable equilibrium. If the

result of the displacement is such that forces are generated that tend to restore the

parcel to its original position, the parcel is said to have been in stable equilibrium In

its environment. And finally, if the displacement generates no forces on the parcel,

it is said to have been in neutral (or indiff^nt) equilibrium in its environment.
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From an energy point of view, the parcel is in unstable, stable, or neutral equilib-

rium according as the displacement increases, decreases, or leaves unchanged its

kinetic energy. Thus consider two parallel streams of flow in the atmosphere. Let
the isobaric surfaces coincide with the geopotential surfaces initially. The equation

of mechanical equilibrium may be written from Eq. (11) as

ui dui 4- Vi dpi + g dzi =0
'Ui du i 4- va dpz 4- g dzt = 0 (244)

wliere subscripts 1 and 2 refer to adjacent streams. Since the isobaric surfaces are

assumed to coincide with the geopotential surfaces, we have pi ~ pa when zi — Za.

On subtracting the first from the second equation above, we have then

d 4- (t’2 - vi)dp * 0 (245)

for any pressure p. I'he variation in kinetic energy due to the displacement may be

writt(ui from the above and the equation of state to bo

8(K.E.) (246)

where T^i and Tv 2 are the virtual temperatures in the two streams. Equation (246)

is a general result applicable whether either both or only one of the streams is in

motion relative to the earth.

'J''he usual criteria for stability are derived from Eq. (246) by assuming one of the

streams (say 2) to be at rest relative to the earth while the other is displaced slightly

from rest. The left-hand side of Eq. (246) then gives the kinetic energy attained by
the parcel due to the displacement. In terms of linear displacement in the z-direction

(up), wo have

-J(K.E.) = - 1\,) (247)

From this equation, it is clear that the atmosphere at the point considered is in

unstable, stable, or neutral equilibrium according as the right-hand side of Eq. (247)

is negative, positive, or zero. The result may be expressed in terms of the actual

lapse rate in the atmosphere and of the adiabatic lapse rate by writing

RiTi = A!, (To ~ yddz) (248)

R2T2 R^iT — y dz)

for dry or humid air (replace yd by vw for wet air). From the above, the final criteria

for stability are

To(/?i ~ Ri) 4- {yRi — ydRi) > 0 unstable

To(/2, - R2) 4" iyRi - ydRx) < 0 stable (249)

T(s(Ri — R%) -f {yR'i — yaRi) 0 neutral

where To “ temperature at the point considered

R\ « gas constant at z in the environment (the same as the gas constant in the

ascending parcel)

R2 =* gas constant at z 4* d« in the environment

7 actual lapse rate in the environment at z

yd ** lapse rate along the adiabatic (replace yd by ym if the air is saturated)

When the variation of the water vapor with elevation is neglected, as is usually

done, we have from the above that Ri * B% and
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y > 7 tt(or ym) unstable

y < yd(or ym) stable (250)

7 =« yAor 7«) neutral

according to whether the air is humid (or dry) or saturated, respectively. From the

definitions of the potential temperatures, it follows that the parcel is in unstable,

stable, or neutral equilibrium according as the derivatives d0/dz and are nega-

Fiq. 42.—Clas.sifi(‘atioii of parcel stability for small displaceiaent according to lapse rate.

tive, po.sitive, or zero for humid (or dry) or saturated air, respectively. For perturba-

tions that push the parcel down, the temperature chaiigf' will follow along a dry

adiabatic in any case (humid or saturated) so long as the atmosphere has no liquid

water present to vaporize.

The above criteria are accurate but of limited use, since they apply strictly only

for small displacements of a parcel. // it is assumed that the parcel continues to follow

Fio. 43.—Conditional instability of the stable type for a parcel.

an adiahatic isopleth for finite displacements, and that the environment is still unchanged,

the results may be extended. It is easy to see that the right-hand side of Eq. (246)

representii the area on the Emagram that lies between the adiabatic path of a parcel

and the original sounding in the environment. This quantity will also approximately

represent the corresponding area on a pseudoadiabatic diagram. For upward dis-

placements, the energy is positive or negative according as the environment is colder

or warmer than the ascending parcel. Positive area contributes to instability, and
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negative area contributes to stability. The stability of the atmosphere must be

investigated for every significant level along the sounding. Three general types of

stability are recognized for this (!ase where finite displacements are permitted: (1)

absolute instability, (2) absolute stability, and (3) conditional instability. Condi-

tional instability is divided into the subclasses of (a) stable type, (6) pseudo-latent

instability, and (r) real latent instability. Soundings exhibiting each type of stability

are given in Figs. 42 to 45. A summary of the criteria is given in Table 7 from

Petterssen.*®

Fig. 44.—Conditional instability of the real latent type for a parcel.

Fig. 46.—Conditional instability of the pseudo-latent type for a parcel.

It may be noted that the assumptions made in deriving the above criteria are too

far from the truth to make the conclusions certain in borderline cases. When the

area method indicates strong stability or strong instability, the criteria are generally

valid. Otherwise the more refined methods provided by the circulation theorem

should be used (see Sec. X).

Ascent or Descent of a Layer and Effect on Lapse Rate (Convective Stability).

Consider the effects on the lapse rate in a stratum of air that is lifted bodily (as by a

front or orographically). Two cases are considered.

J. The entire layer is and remains unsaturated. The quantity (l/0)/(d6/dp) is

invariant with respect to the motion, since 0 is consUnt at every point (the lifting is
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Table 7.—Criteria op Stability and Instability Deduced on the Assumption
OP AN Undisturbed Environment (the Parcel Method)

Absolute stability . . .

Indifferent state

.

Absolute instability . .

Nonsaturated air: dis-

placed parcel not becoming]
saturated

dO
y < yd or --- > 0

oz

ae „

7 =* or = 0
az

y > yd or “ < 0
dz

Saturated air: displaced parcel
remaining saturated

or

^ 7»t

or

y < ym

az

y “ ym

a 1 nw

7 > ym or

a I niff

a$nr

az

or

aSs,

dz

or

dz

or

aOnu^

az

or

> 0

or

== 0

^ * 0

91^1

az

< 0 or

aSnw

dz
< 0

Nonsaturated air: displaced parcel becoming satiirat(*d

Absolute stability . . .

Conditional insta-

bility:

Stable type

Pseudo-latent

Real latent

y < ym

ym < 7 < 7 rf and also no potential pseudo-wet-bulb tempera-
ture line intersecting the ascent curve

7m < 7 < yd and also some of the potential pseudo-wet bulb
temperature lines intersecting the ascent curve,
and the positive area smaller than the negative
area

7m < 7 < and also some of the potential pseudo-wet-bulb
temperature lines intersecting the asccuit curv*‘,

and the positive area larger than the negative
area

Absolute instability. . 7 > Td or
dz

< 0

assumed to occur adiabatically), and Ap remains the. same provided that there is zero

horizontal divergence. Then, using Eq. (204) it is found that

or

1 as 1 aa az
, 7 — yd

$ dp 0 dz dp gpT

IL— s const

(251)

(252)

In other words, the difference between the lapse rate and the dry-adiabatic lapse rate is

proportional to the pressure (whether the layer is lifted or lowered). Ascent will

cause the actual lapse jrate to approach 7 d, and descent will cause it to depart from yd-

If account is taken of horizontal divergence when it is nonzero, it is found that

similarly

7 7d
Ap

» const (253)

where A is the cross-sectional area of the layer. This area will change with the move-
ment of the stratum.
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above result may be shown with ease on any thermodynamic diagram. Sup-
pose both top and bottom points representing a stratum of air are lifted along an
adiabatic, and assume that the straight line connecting the two points continues to

represent the sounding through the lifted layer. The above conclusions follow

qualitatively, as seen in Fig. 46.

II. Part of the layer hecomen saturated owing to lifting. This case does not bear a

simple mathematical treatment as does case I. An investigation may be made on

a thermodynamic diagram, however. Consider the sounding to bo known through a

given layer. It is found that if the layer is dry above and moist below, lifting will

produce instability. If the layer is wet above and dry below, lifting tends to produce

Fio. 46.—Dry stratum before and after lifting with zero divergence. Lapse rate increases
as stratum ascends.

stability. The two cases are clearly shown in Figs. 47 and 48. It is assumed in bcJth

illustrations that the horizontal divergence of flow is zero.

Considering infinitely tliin layers, it may be shown by use of the thermodynamic
diagram that, for lifting with zero divergence, we have

< 0 unstable
oz

, > Q stable
dz

» 0 neutral
az

The derivatives may bo evaluated approximately between any two levels in the sound-

ing. The entire layer is said to be convectively unstable, stable, or neutral according

to the value of the derivative.

If the amount of divergence is known (positive or negative) from considerations

of the flow pattern, its effect may he estimated on the thermodynamic diagram.

Thus assume that a layer 100 mb in thickness is raised from a lower level to a higher
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while 20 per cent of the mass of air between top and bottom flows out in the horizontal

plane. After the lifting is completed, a spread of only 80 nib in pressure will fix the

top and bottom of the original layer. Assuming that the original 'Hop'’ of layer

ascends adiabatically to 80 mb above the final position of the original "bottom,”

one obtains an approximate picture on the diagram of what the sounding would be

after lifting. This 'procedure is approximate at best when applied to thick layers. Since

the actual amount of divergence is rarely known accurately^ the method must he applied

with caution.

General Aspects of Viscosity. The results of this section are valid for a fluid that

is mechanically and thermodynamically perfect. The fundamental assumptions

hav(‘ been made that fl) fluid friction is negligibly small, and (2) the fluid is capnblf*

Fig, 47. Fio. 48.
Fig. 47.—Bottom of layer becoming saturated while top remains dry during lifting with

zero divergence. Stratum becomes unstable.
Fig. 48.—Top of layer becoming saturated while bottom remains dry during lifting with

zero divergence. Stratum stability increases.

of executing reversible thermodynamic cycles. These assumptions were introduced

mathematically by writing

I. Equation of mechanical equilibrium

* g dz 4* u du + V dp ^ 0

II. First and second laws of thermodynamics

dq]ny ^ T ds de p dv ^ dh V dp

III. Equation of state

pv RT

Equations I, II, III are excellent first approximations to reality in the atmosphere
under very general conditions. They may be considered valid for (1) laminar
flow, (2) heat exchange by continuous orderly processes, and (3) the temperatures and
pressures encountered in the troposphere. When these conditions are not present,

the fundamental equations must be modified. In a severe thunderstorm, for example,
it is unlikely that any of the above three equations is applicable. Then conditions

are such that the actual viscosity of the atmosphere cannot be neglected.

The direction of change introduced by departure from the above ideal conditions
is given by general theory. The entropy of the system must increase (considered to
be isolated). Friction effects will reduce the available energy. The quantitative
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results of an increase in entropy and of turbulence remain to be given. The general

case is perhaps impossible of treatment. Special cases have been solved for simple

boundary conditions. These special cases do not concern us particularly in a meteoro-

logical analysis and are not discussed here.
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SECTION VI

KINEMATICS AND DYNAMICS OF FLUID FLOW
By H. J. Stewart

1. Introduction. Pho acicnco of moteorology is essential ly a branch of fluid

mechanics; however, it is in certain respects one of the most difficult braiic-hos. From
an analytical standpoint, this is caused by the fact that those phases of fluid mechanics

such as heat transfer, turbulence, and the stability of fluid motions which are of the

utmost importan(‘e in any comprehensive theor^’^ of the general circulation of the

atmosphere are phases for which the basic mathematical techniques either are not yet

available or are extremely complex. In addition, the experimental data for the. arctic

regions and the stratosphere are rather meager; so there is as yet no general agreement

as to the experimental facts of the motions of the atmosphere in these regions. In

contrast to the majority of the physical sciences, the investigation of (iontrolled

laboratory experiments is seldom possible in meteorological probl(‘ins, for the large

Seale of the atmospheric motions is often an essential feature. For these reasons,

there does not exist at the present time any complete and coherent theory of the

general atmospheric circulation. One of the earliest attempts at the development of

such a theory was made in 1888 by Helmholz,' who to a certain extent anticipated th(^

modern polar-front theories, which were formulated primarily by the Tsorwegian school

of meteorologists headed by V. Bjerknes during the First World War.*“^ Ihe
impossibility of an axially symmetric meridional circulation was pointed out by Fxner'^

and Jeffreys.® The effect of the instability of the shearing zones near the belts of

westerlies in determining the resulting ceUular motion of the atmo.spherc has been

discuased by Stewart.^*® The role of high-level isentropic mixing has been discussed

by Rossby,® who has also discussed the effects of wave disturbances in the westerlies.^®

Since the.se investigations have dealt primarily with speci$il features of the motion

of the atmosphere, it is often difficult to separate cause and effect in applying them to

the larger problem. It is obvious that the development of a more complete theory of

the general atmospheric circulation would be of great importance, not only for theoreti-

cal purposes, but particularly for the development of improved weather-forecasting

techniques.

Although the general theory is still not complete, most of the details of the atmos-

pheric motions are well understood and ean be investigated successfully by means of

the standard techniques of fluid mechanics. Some of the simpler problems will be

discussed by purely kinematical methods; however, a complete consideration, of the

forces involved is necessary in most cases.

The essential property that characterizes a fluid is the fact that a fluid will not
withstand any shear stress, how-ever small it may be, without yielding to it. It is

obvious that a fluid in motion may experience shear stresses, and under these condi-

tions the fluid elements are continuously deformed. In many cases, the influence

of these shearing stresses is small, and satisfactory approximations may be obtained

without considering them. Jt will be assumed throughout that the atmosphere may
be treated as a fluid continuum.

There are two general methods of describing fluid motions. These methods are

generally refeired to as the Lagrangian md the Eukrian methods, although bothm
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methods were used by iiJuler. In the Lagrangian method, the trajectories of the fluid

elements are described. If the original coordinates of a fluid element are (o,&,c) and
its coordinates at any other time t arc {x,y^z), then the fluid motion is described in the

Lagrangian method by the following equations:

X = x(ajbjC,t)

y « y{afi,Cyt) (1.1)

z = ziafifCft)

For a given fluid element, o, 6, and c are fixed, and Eq. (1.1) obviously describes the

trajectory of the fluid element. The velocities and accelerations of the element can

be obtained by partial differentiations with respect to time. Similarly, the fluid

characteristics pressure, temperature, and density are described in terms of the element

coordinates and the time.

In the Eulerian system, the velocity field is described in terms of the spatial

coordinates and time. If (UjVjW) are the velocity components in the {x^y^z) direc-

tions, respectively, in a system of rectangular coordinates, then the velocity field is

described by the following system of equations:

V =s u{x,y,z,t)

V = v{x,y,z,t) (1.2)

w « w{x,y,z,t)

Similar expressions are also used for the pressure, t/Cmperature, and density fields.

The l^agrangian equations can be considered as integrals of the pjulerian equations.

The only modern writers who have used the Lagrangian method extensively are

V. Bjerknes and his collaboratx)rs.“ For the solution of most problems, the Eulerian

method is somewhat easier, and for that reason it is almost always used. The Eulerian

method will be used throughout the present work.

It is often ne cessary to consider the variation with time of some property of a given

fluid element. In the Lagrangian notation, this is given by the partial derivative

with respect to time; however, it is more complex in the liulerian system, for in general

all four coordinates of a given fluid element change with time. If a particle at time t

is at the point {x^y^z), a short time di later it will be at the point (x + w y -f t? df, z

wdt). The change in any quantity F{x^yyZ,t) is thus

dF
/OF

,
dF

,
dF

,
dF\

+ h V hw-r-|
\ dt dx dy dz/

dt (1.3)

The quantity in parentheses is thus the time rate of change of F for the fluid

element. Because of its frequent recurrence, it is given the special notation DF/Dt,

which was first introduced by Stokes. Thus

Dt

dF
,

dF
,

dF
,

dF
4* w T—h -r—r ic~

dt dx dy dz
(1.4)

2. Frontogenesis and Frontolysis. In general, the characteristics of the atmos-

phere vary rather slowly from point to point; however, a large portion of the extra-

tropical weather is intimately associated with the existence of narrow zones where

the characteristics vary rapidly. These transition zones are generally thought of as

surfaces of discontinuity or frontal surfaces which separate two dissimilar air masses.

One of the fundamental atmospheric processes that must be discussed is the process

by which such atmospheric discontinuities are produced. This process is called

froniogenestB. Negative frontogenesis, i.c., the destruction of atmospheric discon-

tinuities, is called frontolysis, Kinematical studies of this problem have been made
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by Bergeron,^* Bjerknes, and Pettersscn.^^ present study will follow the

method outlined by Petterssen.

Since the problem involves the change with time of the gradients of fluid prop-

erties, it is necessary to consider in some detail the deformation of the elements in a

fluid flow. The nature of the flow in the neighborhood of a point w^ill thus be investi-

gated. In order to simplify the analysis, the

velocity field in a plane surface will be considered

rather than the more general three-dinxensional

field. If u and v arc the x- and y-coniponents of

the velocity at the point (x^y) as shown in Fig. 1,

these velocity fields may be expanded in a Taylor

series about the origin

u = M -f-

V == Vo + (S)/+(S’X?' +

-h • •

(2 . 1 )

and for small enough values of x and y, the higher

order terms may be neglected.

The significance of some of the various velocifj^ derivatives may be shown by
considering their change from one coordinate system to another. Let the x, 2/-coordi-

nate system be rotated through an angle 6 to form the coordinate system y\ as in

Fig. 2. Then

u ^ u' cos 0 — r' sin e
o\

V « w' sin ^ -f v' cos d

and x' ^ X cos ^ y sin ^ ^ —a: sin 0 y cos B (2.3)

From this

g - cos «(sm + cos og-') - sin 0 (sin og; + cos ffg) (2.4)

and g-.Bin»(co8eg-sinsg,)+eose(co8»g; -sinsg) (2.6)

If these expressions are subtracted, it is seen that
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The quantity

dv du

dx dy
(2.7)

is thus seen to be independent of the orientation of the coordinate axes and must
represent some physical characteristic of the fluid motion. Its significance can be
determined from a study of the motion of two infinitesimal lines of fluid particles which
at the initial instant lie along the x- and ^/-coordinate axes, as shown in Fig. 3. An
infinitesimal time dt later, the position of these parti(;les is also shown. It may be
seen that each row is subjected to a translation, a rotation, and a stretching. The

elongation of the lines of particles is a second-order effect and may be neglected.

From this, the angular velocity «i of the particles originally on the x-axis is

dx (2 .8)

Similarly the angular velocity <02 of the particles originally on the y axis is

du
«2 *= — T-

dy

CJounterclockwise rotations liavo b(*en assumed to be positive. From this

c — “b W 2)

and c is seen to be the average rate of rotation of the flui^t element.

Similarly

£ “
«
(«“ 0 £•' - ““

« £')
-

-

““
*0)

and ^ “ sin
«
(sin » g, + cos *g/) + cos e (sin og, + cos flg)

(2.9)

(2 . 10)

(2.11 )

(2 .12)

If these are added it is seen that
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The quantity

2h
du

,

dv
(2.14)

is also seen to be independent of the orientation of the coordinate system. If {du/dx)

•f (dv/dy) is integrated over the area S enclosed by a contour C (see Fig. 4), then, by
Green’s theorem for the plane

/ / (£ + S)
~ ^

The right-hand integral is the net volume of fluid

(per unit thickness in the ^-direclion) that flows out

across the contour C in a unit time. The quantity

(du/dx) -f i^v/dy) can thus be interpreted as the

source strength per unit of area in the plane. The
constant 6 will be called the cocfficieid of horizontal

divergence.
Fig. 4.

if Eqs. (2.4) and (2.5) are added, it is seen that

dv du

55 dy
0/1 / da'

,
dw'N

,

/ du' dv'\
20 ^-,

and if Eqs. (2.11) and (2,12) are subtracted, it seen that

du dv c%a{da* dv'\
. / dv'

,

du'\

dx dy \€*x dy / \dx dy'

/

(2.16)

(2.17)

From Eq. (2.16), the axes can always he placed so that [dv/dx) 4* (du/dy) « 0 and
(du/dx) — (dv/dy) > 0. Such axes will be called principal axes. For principal

axes, the field of motion may be represented by three coefficients

ss
^

“ “ 2

^ 2 \dr dy)

Equation (2.1) may then be rewritten as

u ^ ax bx — cy

m V ^ Vq — ay by cx

The field of motion has thus been split into four component parts that can be

studied separately; however, it is more convenient to discuss them in terms of the fluid

streamlines. A streamline is a line for which the tangent at any point gives the direc-

tion of the fluid motion at that point. If u is the velocity vector at a point and dt is

an element of the streamline through that point

u X dr » 0 (2.20)

This may be considered as a set of differential equations defining the streamlines

for any given velocity field. For motion in a plane where z is constant, this may be

(2.18)

(2.19)
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written as

u V

or ^ ^ vdx — udy

(2 .21 )

(2.22)

It should be noted that the streamlines are not the paths of the fluid particles (often

called, streak lines or trajectories) unless the motion is steady.

The first component of the field of motion,

a ~ Wo and v = vo, is obviously a rectilinear

field of motion and needs no further discussion.

For the next component, u = ax and v — —a^,

the equation of the streamlines is

0 = -~a(ydx + xdy) (2.23)

or xy = Ti (2.24)

where Ci is a constant. Th(i stn^ainlines an'

thus r<'ctangular hyperbolas. '^Fhe streamlines

for a > 0 are shown in Fig. 5. This field of

motion is called a deformation fields and the

x-axis is called the deformation axis. It must
be remembered that the x-axis was chosen so that

Fig. 5.—Deformation field.

— ,

dw.

dx dy
and > 0

For the third component, n — hx and v — hy^ the equation of the streamlines is

0 h(y dx — X dy) (2.25)

or
I
“

The streamlines are radial lines from the origin and are shown in Fig, 6 for 6 > 0.

Such a flow with horizontal divergence is generally possible only if there is a vertical

subsidence, and the flow in the x«-plane must be of the type shown in Fig. 7. If b is

negative, the direction of flow is everywhere reversed, and the flow shows horizontal

convergence.

The equation for the streamlines for the fourth component, w » —cy and t; cx, is

0 « c(x dx + y dy) (2.27)

or X* 4- y* * C, (2.28)
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The streamlines are circles about the origin, and the motion shown in Fig, 8 for c > 0

corresponds to a rotation of the fluid about the origin with an angular velocity equal

to c.

These results show that the field of motion in the neighborhood of a point may be

considered as a uniform translation plus a deformation plus a divergence plus a rota-

tion. This general result may easily be extended to three-dimensional motions.

The magnitude of the horizontal temperature gradient is a convenient measure of

the rate of variation of an air mass’ characteristics. In order for the tendency toward

the generation of a front (or frontogenesis) to exist, it is necessary that the fluid motion

be such that these horizontal gradients increase in magnitude with tiijie. For sim-

plicity, we shall follow Petterssen and consider, instead of the temperature, any

conservative property a *= cc{x^y^t). The function

F = IVal (2.29)

is a measure of the tendency toward frontogenesis. If F is positive, frontogenesis

exists; if F is negative, frontolysis exists. F is called the Jrontogeneliml function.

Now

2|Val ^ 1V«| = ^ (Va)» (2.30)

4

Since a is a conservative property

- 0 (2.31)

Prom the gradient of Eq. (2.31), it is seen that

i Va + V • VVa + Va • Vv - 0 (2.32)

or 1 (Vot)* + • V(Va)> - -2(Va) • {Va • Vv)
0t

(2.33)

Thus (2.84)

Since Va - lVal(i COS 9 + J sin ») (2.86)

where $ is the angle from the a;-axis measured counterclockwise to the vector Va

as in Fig. 9, the expression for the froitogenetical function is
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F - -
1
V«| [cos* eg + sin*

9 g + sin 9 cos tf

(g + g) ]
(2.36)

If the aj- and ^/-axes are principal axes, the velocity derivatives may be expressed in

terms of the coefficients a, &, and c of Eq. (2.18), and

F = -|Val(a cos 2$ + h) (2.37)

It is apparent from this that only the deformation and horizontal divergence fields

are important for problems of frontogenesis. Although it is also obvious from physical

considerations, Eq. (2.37) shows that horizontal convergence, 6 < 0, produces fronto-

genesis; however, the horizontal divergence or convergence in the atmosphere is

generally very small
;
and a very good approximation can be obtained by neglecting

the coefficient b. Since both |Vaf| and a are positive, the frontogenetical function,

with 6=0, will be positive if 45 deg < < 135 deg. This means that the lines of

(constant a must make an angle of less than 45 deg with the a;-axis (the deformation

axis) in order for frontogenesis to exist. Horizontal convergence increases this angle;

and horizontal divergence decreases it. For a given deformation field, the fronto-

genetical effect is obviously strongest if the lines of constant a are parallel to the

deformation axis (|d| = 90 deg).

A positive value of the frontogenetical function is certainly a necessary condition

for the formation of a front; however, it is obviously not a sufficient condition. If a

front is to form, it is most likely to form in the region where F is the largest. A more
complete discussion of this problem is given in Petterssen's original paper.

The strongest frontogenetical njgion in the Northern Hemisphere is in the Pacific

Ocean off the eastern Siberian coast. In this area, there is in the winter season a very

strong temperature gradient between the cold land mass and the wann ocean; and
the isotherms are therefore practically parallel to the coast line. In addition, the

outflow of air from the continental anticyclone into the maritime air mass produces

a strong deformation zone with its axis also practically parallel to the coast line.

Similar conditions and another strong frontogenetical zone exist off the eastern coast

of North America. It is the frontal systems created in these regions that are primarily

responsible for the weather in western North America and in Europe.

3. Kinematical Analysis of the Pressure Field. The classical method of weather

forecasting and one that has been used ever

since the beginnings of technical meteorology

involves the consideration of the past history of

any given weather element or storm and, through

extrapolation, the prediction of its future position

and intensity. Although this qualitative idea is

very old and has been widely used, the formal

rigorous treatment of this method of forecasting

has been given only fairly recently, primarily by

Petterssen,^^ who discussed the problem of the

prediction of changes in the surface pressure field
* " '*X

by purely kinematical methods and without Piq, 10.

reference to the atmospheric forces involved.

In order to develop these extrapolation methods, it is first necessary to calculate

the time rate of change of any given quantity with respect to a moving point. Sup-

pose a point is moving with a velocity c with c» and Cy being the velocity components

in the x- and ^/-directions, respectively, as in Fig. 10, then the time rate of change of

any function F ^ F(x,2/,0 for this point is
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&t at
-f c • VjP

The second time derivative with respect to this moving point is then

««* “ (<»«“*" ® St

5“S + 2c v|’ + c (cVVf')+ (| + c.Vc).V^’

Now the acceleration of the moving point is

A
St

and Eq. (3.3) may therefore l>e, rewritten as

S^F

St^
~ + 2c V + c (c V VF) + A. - VF

(8 . 1 )

(3.2)

(3.3)

(3.4)

(3.5)

In a similar manner, expressions for computing all the higher order derivatives may be

obtained.

As an application of Petterssen’s method, these formulas will be used to compute
the velocity of an isobar. Suppose the point P on the po isobar in Fig. 1 1 is restricted

to motions such that it remains on both

the x-axis and the po isobar. For this

point, Cy 0, and

5p

St
0 ^ 4- c ^

dl * dx
(3.fi)

The velocity with which the point moves
along the x-axis (and thus the velocity of

the isobar) is

Cj, * ~ ay/at

dp/dx
(3.7)

Fio. 1 1.

If the point P had been restricted to

motion along the intersection of the po

isobar and the y-axis, then the velocity of the point would have been

Cy ^ - dp/dt

dpidy
(3.8)

Similarly ifP had been restricted to motion along the normal to the isobar, its velocity

in the normal direction would have been

_ apM
ap^dn (3.9)

dp » dp ^

dx ay
(8.10)

Cs cos a ^ Cy sin B (8.11)

* —

Since g
the velocities have the relations

The significaaoe of these relations may be seen easily by considering the displacements
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of the point P in a short time At. These are shown in Fig. 12. By Eq. (3.11), it can

be seen that the three points P\ P”, and P”' all lie on a straight line that is parallel

to the isobar po at the point P. The isobar po has thus been subjected to a displace-

inent parallel to itself. Since an isobar is a line and since the point on the line P'P'"
that the point P goes into is a matter of no consequence, all three equations (3.7),

(3.8), and (3.9) are thus equivalent. As a matter of convenience, it is generally best

to compute directly the displacement of an isobar in the direction normal to itself.

liquation (3.9) thus provides a direct method of estimating the rate at which the

surface-pressure chart is changing; however, the forecaster is primarily interested in

the behavior of special features of the pressure chart siuth as high- or low-pressure

centers or fronts rather than the behavior of the separate isobars. Special formulas

can easily be developed for treating these special features directly. A pressure center

is characterized by th(^ fact that at the center Vp = 0. This is true for either a high,

a low, or a saddle point. If a point P is restricted to move with a pressure center, as

shown in Fig. 13, it is characterized by the fact that

^Vp = 0 (3.12)

If this is expanded in terms of its components, it is seen that

and

J’p _|.c
dx dt

^ "

0
d^p

Sp dl
-f- Cr

d^p d^p

Hx^ '^'‘dxSy

d*p
,

d^p

dx dy dy^

(3 . 13 )

These form a set of two simultaneous linear equations that may be solved simultane-

ously for the velocity components c,: and Cy.

These expressions may be considerably simplified through the proper orientation of

the axes at the pressure center. Since the pressure is continuous, it may be expanded

in a Taylor series about the origin

p - po -f Aa;* + Bxy 4- Ci/* -h
• •

• (3.14)

and for small enough values of x and y the higher order terms may be neglected.

The isobars near the origin are thus seen to be plane quadratic curves (f.e., ellipses or

hyperbolas). If the x- and y-axes are oriented along the principal axes of these

infinitesimal ellipses or hyperbolas, the coefficient B in Eq. (3.14) must then vanish,

and for these principal axes

a«p

dx dy
0 (3 . 15)
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at the origin,

as

and

Equation (3.13) may then be solved for the velo(;ity of a pressure center

a^p/dx at

d'^p/ax^

a^p/ay at

a^p/ay^

(3.16)

In order to use these simplified expressions, principal axes as shown in Fig. 13 must be

used.

COLD ^ WARM ^^..^COLD

Section A^A
Fig. 16 .

For a circular high, any axis is a principal axis, and it is convenient to take the

OT’-axis perpendicular to the isallobar (T « bp/at » const) through the pressure center

as in Fig. 14. For this case, d^pfay at and both vanish, and since d^p/dx dt > 0

and a^p/dx^ < 0, it is seen that c* is positive. The circular high thus moves in the

direction of increasing pressure tendency. For an elliptic high with the x-axis the

long axis of the ellipse, the velocity is no longer along the normal to the isallobars as

\d*p/ax^\ < \a*p/ay^\ but is rotated toward the long axis of the high, as shown in

Fig. 15. Similar interpretations for Eq. (3.16) may easily be worked out for a low-

pressure center or for a saddle point.

It is a little more diflSicult to determine the property of the pressure field that

characterises a front. If a section (see Fig. 16) is taken through a normal frontal

system, it is apparent that there must be a discontinuity in the pressure tendency at

a front that is moving, since the surface pressure at a point is a measure of the mass of
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air in a unit column above the point, and the tendency at a point near a front is thus

primarily a measure of the rate of change of thickness of the layer of cold air over the

point. A front is thus characterized by discontinuities in the pressure derivatives;

however, the pressure itself must be continuous, for the fluid elements would otherwise

be subjected to infinitely large accelerations. This last fact can be used to develop a
formula for computing the velocity of a front. Let points 1 and 2 be neighboring

points, as shown in Fig. 1 7, separated only by the front at the point JP, and with point

1 being in the warm air mass. Then if P is restricted to the intersection of the a;«axis

and the front

^ (ps - pi) = 0 - J (p* - Pi) + Cx^ (ps - pi) (8.17)

The velocity of the front is thus

(dp2/di) ~ (dp, /at)

(dpi/dx) — {dpi/dx)
(3.18)

If the a;-axis is set parallel to the warm sector isobars, the term dpi/dx « 0, and the

calculation is somewhat simplified. It may be noted that, if the point P is not at a

front, both numerator and denominator of lOq. (3.18) vanish, and, as one might expect,

the velocity is indeterininate
;
however, the

tendencies and pressure gradients are discon-

tinuous at a front, and definite results are

therefore obtained for this case.

In these three examples, Eq. (3.1) has been

used to compute the instantaneous velocity of

an isobar, a pressure center, and a front.

Similarly, Eq. (3.5) may be used to compute

the instantaneous accelerations of these systems.

This will be worked out explicitly for the

acceleration of an isobar. Suppose the point P of Fig. 1 1 is restricted to motion along

the intersection of the a;-axis and the po isobar. Then

= 0 (3.19)

{or this point, and its acceleration in the a;>direction is thus

A.
dl- dX^

djp

dx

(3.20)

where the velocity c* is given by Eq. (3.7). Similar expressions could be worked out

for the accelerations of fronts or of pressure centers; however, it is apparent that they

are quite complicated.

The application of these results to the problem of forecasting displacements may
be illustrated by considering the displacement of an isobar. If D « D{t) is the dis-

placement of the point JP of Fig. 11 along the ar-axis, then D may be expanded in a

Taylor series

where {hD/U)o » c* and (5*D/6t*)o =* A*.,. There are thus two obvious limitations on

the use of these methods to compute the displacements. The first involves the
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accuracy with which any given term may be computed from the available experimental

data, and the second arises from the error involved in terminating the series of Eq.

(3,21) at any given point.

The primary factor involved in the experimental error in determining the various

terms is the calculation of the time derivatives. Let us consider the barogram (see

Fig. 18) at a station for which there is a warm-front passage at the time tf. The actual

rate of pressure change (dp/dt) is not reported; the actual pressure change for the

previous 3-hr period is given. For example, at time L, the pressure change Api

would be reported, and at time tty the change Apt would be given. By inspection,

Api is a fairly good approximation to Bp /dl half a period earlier. On the other hand,

Apt is a very poor approximation to Bp/Bt at time U\ in fact, it is even of the wrong

sign. Since the pressure differences are reported to a tenth of a millibar i)ressure, the

minimum probable error in Bp/Bt is about ±0.1 mb per 3 hr except just behind a

front where for all practical purposes Bp/Bi i.s not reported. Sinc(? B'^p/Bi^ must be

computed by taking the difference in consecutive pressure changes, its probable error

is about ±0.2 mb per (3 hr)-.

The pressure at a fixed point may be written as

(S).‘+

1

(»).<’+

It is thus seen that the probable error in computing the pressure after 24 hr due to the

term in Bp/Bi is about ±0.8 mb. The error due to the next term, however, is about

±6.4 mb. This indicates that the velocity term may be computed fairly accurately;

the acceleration term will probably be of the correct sign, but its accuracy is rather

poor, and higher order terms cannot be computed. The use of this formula corre-

sponds to the problem of single-barometer forecasting. At a fixed point, weather is

roughly periodic with the cycle from fair weather to storm to fair weather taking a

period that is generally of the order of magnitude of 1 week. This indicates that the

higher order terms cannot be neglected /or periods of much more than 1 day. Since

they cannot be computed with any reasonable accuracy, this (single-barometer)

method of forecasting is useful primarily for very short range forecasts with the upper

limit being about 1 day.

The diurnal variation of any quantity has, of course, a period of 1 day; and the

higher order derivatives of this diurnal variation are therefore comparatively large.

It is thus generally necessary to subtract out the normal diurnal variation of any
quantity, in particular the temperature for which the diurnal variation is often large,

before attempting to extrapolate any quantity for a period of 1 or more days.
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If the weather at a point that moves with the pressure system, as in Kq. (3.21) or

in corresponding formulas for computing the displacements of pressure centers or

fronts, is considered, the higher order derivatives are very much decreased in magni-

tude, and the period for which the formulas are useful is considerably extended. It

is generally found that the use of only the first, or velocity, term in computing dis-

placcmients of pressure systems gives satisfactory results for 6- or 12-hr forecasts.

If the correction due to the acceleration term is included, aatisfa<dory results can

generally be obtained for 24-hr forecasts. In his original paper, Petterssen'* shows a

number of examples, and the agreement between the predicted and forecast 24-hr

displacements of fronts, wedge lines, and pressure centers is generally satisfactory

even for quite complex systems.

4. The Dynamical Principles. The problems of froniogenesis and of extrapolating

the surface pressure field are purely geometrical, and kinematical methods were

sufficient for their solution. In order to study the atmosphere as a three-dimensional

fluid motion, it is necessary to use the more powerful methods of fluid dynamics and

to study the forces involved. Since a fluid is a material system, all the principles of

mechanics can be used in the solution of these problems.

The principles of conservation of mass, conservation of

momentum (Xewton^s laws of motion), and conservation

of energy will be used. The thermal equation of state of

the fluid provides an additional relation. These three

scalar and one vector equations can then be soIvcmI for the

velocity vector and the pressure, temperature, and density

of the fluid, subject to suitable boundary conditions. It

is first necessary to express these principles in the proper

Eulcrian notation.

Consider an arbitrary fixed surface S in a fluid flow as in Fig. 19, with n being a

unit vector that is an external normal, v being the fluid-velocity vector, and p being

the fluid density. The rate of mass flow out through the surface S is

n • vp dS (4.1)

On the other hand, the rate of decrease of mass within the surface is

where t is the volume enclosed by the surface S. By the principle of the conservation

of mass, the decrease of mass within the surface must be caused by a flux of mass

through the surface, and therefore

///«*'// = 0 (4-3)

T S

If the surface integral is transformed to a volume integral by Green’s theorem, it is

seen that

T

Since the surface S was any arbitrarily chosen surface, Eq. (4.4) can be true in every

case only if the integrand vanishes, or
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If + V.(^v) =0 (4.6)

This is called the continuity equation and is the niathematieal representation of the

principle of conservation of mass in a fluid flow. By differentiating the product

pv, the equation can also be written in the equivalent form

’^ + vv=0 (4.6)

From this, it is apparent that the continuity equation has an extremely simple form

for an incompressible fluid for which I)p/Dt ** 0. It is then simply

V • V = 0 (4.7j

Before writing out the equations of motion, it is necessary to consider the state of

stress in a fluid. In general, a fluid element will experience both normal and tangential

stresses; however, in many cases, the influence

of the tangential stresses is very small. For

this reason, the consideration of the effects of

the tangential stresses will be delayed until

later. For the present it will be supposed that

the stresses in a fluid are normal to the surface

of the fluid elements. In this case, the stress

tensor is mucli simplified. Consider the infini-

tesimal tetrahedron OABC shown in Fig. 20.

Let p, be the normal stress at the center of the

slant face that has an area dS^. Also let p, be

the normal stress at the center of the x face of artia dSx. Compression stresses are

considered positive. The net force in the x direction is

Px dS — p. dS, cos 0 (4.8)

plus higher order terms that arise from the variation of the stresses over their faces

where 0 is the angle between the x-axis and the external normal to the slant face. Now

dSx “ cos 0 dSx (4.9)

and the expression (4.8) can therefore be written as

(pr-p.)dSx (4.10)

If the linear dimension of the fluid element is considered a first-order infinitesimal, the

mass of the element is then a third-order infinitesimal. Since it is certainly necessary

that the acceleration of the fluid element be finite, the net force acting on the fluid

element must also be, at most, a third-order infinitesimal. The second-order term of

expression (4.10) must thus be identically zero, or

-p. (4.11)

in the limit as the size of the element approaches zero. Similar results can be obtained

for the normal stresses on the y and z faces of the clement. It is thus seen that the

normal stress at a point must be the same in all directions if there are no shear stresses.

A single parameter, the pressure, thus completely specifies the state of stress in a

nonviscous fluid. This result is generally called PascaVs law.

In order to express Newton^s laws of motion in the appropriate FiUlerian form,
‘

consider a surface 8 (see Fig. 21) that encloses a particular mass of fluid of volume r.
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As tlio fluid movps, tliis surface is carried with it and may be deformed, but it always

encloses the same mass of fluid, ’’rhc only forces acting on this body of fluid are the

normal pressure force and a body force, F per unit of mass, which is due to gravity.

The possibility of other body forces due to electric or magnetic fields, etc., and of

viscous shear stresses will be neglected here. If a is the acceleration vector at any
point, Newton’s laws of motion require that

j j j peidr — j j np dS ni'-^ dr (4.12)

T S T

since the mass of any element of volume is p dr. The two terms on the right are the

pressure and gravity forces acting on the body. Tf the surface integral is transformed

to a volume integral by Green’s theorem, it is seen that

If the fluid-velocity vector v is nmmm'id with respect to a stationary coordinate sys-

tem, the acceleration vector is obviously

a

py
jJt

py
Dt

- - Vp + F
P

(4.15)

(4.16)

These are the Kulorian equations of motion for a stationary coordinate system.

For meteorological purposes, it is most convenient to con-

sider velocities relative to the surface of the rotating earth, and
it is thus necessary to use the acceleration as measured in these

rotating coordinates. For this purpose, it is convenient to con-

sider two coordinate systems, one fixed and the other rotating

with the earth. The origin of the two coordinate systems may
be taken on the axis of rotation of the earth. The angular

velocity of the earth may be considered as constant and is a

positive righthand rotation with respect to the riorth polar axis.

The magnitude of the angular velocity of the earth u> is

2ir

sidereal day
7.292 X 10-6 sec- (4.17)

Suppose a point P {see Fig. 22) moves to the point P' in time

dty as observed in the fixed coordinate system. Let r be the vector distance from the

common origin of the two coordinate systems. Then

PP' « dt (4.18)

Now in time dt the point P, as observed in the rotating system, would have shifted to

the point Q where
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PQ-=i^XT^t (i.m

The apparent change in r, diaj as observed in the rotating system, is thus QP'j or

dr ^ dra -h i*> X I dt (4.20)

Thus + o X r (4.21)

It is apparent that similar results hold for any vector quantity that can be repre-

sented by a directed line element, and thus for any vector quantity A

dk
dt in 4- ci> X A (4.22)

where the subscript a means the rate of change as observed in the rotating system.

If q is the absolute velocity of the point P and v is its velocity relative* to the surface

of the earth

q = V 4- u> X r (4.23)

by Eq. (4.21). Also ^ therefore

a = (^) + 2«.. X V + w X (« X r) (4.24)

The angular velocity has been treated as constant in this differentiation. Now the

first term on the right of Eq. (4.24) is obviously the apparent or relative acceleration; the

second term is called the Coriolis acceleration; and the third term is the centripetal

acceleration.

Consider a particle that is at rest on the surface of a spherical earth. Then,

since v « 0, it is accelerated toward the polar axis as in Fig. 23; and, in order to keep

this mass stationary with respect to the rotating earth, a force sufficient to produce

this acceleration must be applied. The gravitational force of mass attraction can

supply the normal force; however, it cannot supply the tangential component. If

the earth were a sphere, then, since even the earth's crust is slightly fluid, this tan-

gential force would not be supplied, and the surface elements would slide toward the

equator. Instead of a real centripetal acceleration, it is convenient to reverse its sign

and to consider it as an apparent force, the centrifugal force. The earth's surface

yields until the resultant of the centrifugal and gravity forces is normal to the surface,

as shown in Fig. 24. By this process, the normal to the surface is rotat-ed through the
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angle €, which is quite small, having a maximum value of 700" at 45° latitude, either

north or south. The resultant of these two forces that acts normal to the earth's

surface is the apparent force of gravity. The apparent acceleration due to gravity g
is

g = 980.621(1 - 0.00264 cos 2<p) cm/sec* (4.25)

whore <p is the latitude angle.

Since the centripetal acceleration is included in the apparent acceleration due to

gravity, the Eulerian equations of motion for a coordinate system that is fixed with

respect to the earth’s surface are

^f2<oXv = - ivp+F (4.26)

For a perfect gas, the thermal equation of state is

p = pRT (4.27)

where R — 8.3136 X 10^ ergs per mol • °K is the universal gas constant and T is the

absolute temperature (see Sec. V) . For most purposes, the atmosphere may be treated

as a perfect gas; although, in certain problems involving evaporation or condensation

of water, this approximation is not valid.

The energy equation for a fluid can conveniently be worked out by considering the

motion of a particular volume of fluid, as in Fig. 21. If the principle of conservation

of energy is applied to the mass of fluid within the surface *S', it is seen that

III in + ^ + 1'''')'^^ + / / (4.28)

T r S

where q is the heat added per unit of mass, e is the internal energy per unit of mass, *

and V is the gravitational potential energy per unit of mass. The volume integral

on the right-hand side represents the part of the added energy that remains within the

fluid mass, and the surface integral represents the energy transferred outside by work

against the normal pressure stresses. For a viscous fluid, an additional surfacjc

integral must be added that gives the work done against viscous stresses. If the

surface integral is transformed to a volume integral by Green’s theorem, it is seen that

/ / / [^ 7^ ^ ^
^ “ 0 (4-29)

T

Since the fluid mass was arbitrarily chosen, the integrand must vanish, and therefore

+ y + (4.30)

This may be taken as the energy equation for a nonviscous fluid; however, a much
more familiar form may be obtained by combining this with the continuity equation

and the equations of motion. If the scalar product of the velocity vector and Eq.

(4.26) is computed, it is seen that

Dv 1
--v-Vp-f vF (4.31)

Since F * —VK and dV/dt « 0, this can be written as

* It is assumed that meohanioal snerKK units are used to express 9 and «.

(4.32)
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If this is subtracted from Eq. (4.30), it is seen that

^ _:?£ + Pv.v
Dl Dt^p (4.33)

From the continuity equation

1 .V V =
in \p)

1 Dp _ D /!>
Dt

(4.34)

so that the energy equation can finally be written in its most familiar form as

Dq^Dc ]l(V\
Dt Dt~^^Dt\p) (4.35)

For a viscous fluid, additional terms must be added to the right-hand side of Kqs.

(4.35), (4.33), and (4.30) to take into account the energy transferred by the viscous

stresses.

In the free atmosphere, heat is added to the fluid elements by radiation and con-

duction, and both are rather slow processes. For many fluid motions, this heat

transfer may be neglected and Dq/Dt * 0. In this ease, the temperature may be

eliminated between the energy equation and the equation of state, and it is seen that

the fluid elements follow an isentropic or reversible adiabatic process that may be

written

P (pp-*) - 0 (4.30)

where k «= Cp/cv = 1.40 for air.

A simple integral of the equations of motion can be obtained for the case of steady-

state motion by considering the .s component of Kq.

(4.26), which is parallel to the streamline at any given

point, as in Fig. 25. This is

Fig. 25.
_ I dp

^ ds p ds ds
(4.37)

where v is the magnitude of the velocity vector at this jioint. This can be integrated

if the density is a function only of the pressure to give

' + F -f
/

dp

P
const, along the streamline (4.38)

For a fluid of constant density, this gives the well-known Bernoulli equation

1 p
5 r* 4“ F -f - const along a streamline (4.39)
z p

For a perfect gas that is carrying out the i^ntropic process of Eq. (4.36), tliis gives

-f F + CpT = const along a streamline (4.40 )

This may be called a generalized form of Bernoulli's equation.

The generalized Bernoulli equation (4.40) shows that, unless there are large changes
in elevation, the temperature variation along a streamline for a fluid that moves
adiabatically is quite small; in fact, a change in speed of air from 0 to 30 mps produces

a temperature change of 0.4®C if there is no change in F. With the help of the

equation of state, the adiabatic equation can be written as
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dp ^
P k - 1 T (4.41)

For this case, where the variation of the temperature is of the order of 0.4/300, it is

seen that the variation in density is about per cent for normal atmospheric con-

ditions. This shows that, if the heat transfer between fluid elements is not important

and if the changes in speed or elevation along the streamline are not large, the fluid

may be considered as incompressible with a high degree of accuracy.

5. Circulation and Vorticity. If dr is an element of a contour C, as in Fig. 26, the

circulation around the contour is defined as

r = ^ V rfr (5.1)

c

By Stokes* theorem, this may also be written as

r * j J n • (V X y)dS (5.2)
^
5 Fig. 26.

where S is any surface that caps the contour C and n is a unit normal to the surface

on the positive side as given by the right-hand rule. The quantity

Q = V X V (5.3)

is called the voriicity. The interpretation of the vorticity vector is most easily

obtained by considering the motion of a solid body. For such a body rotating with

an angular velocity <«> about an axis, the velocity at any point is

V « Vo 4- w X r (5.4)

where r is the di stance from the origin which .s on the axis of rotation and Vo is the

velocity of the origin. From this

VXv=VX(o>Xr)=2w (5.5)

For a solid body^s motion, the vorticity vector is thus seen to be twice the angular

velocity vector. A similar interpretation can be obtained by expanding the vorticity

in terms of the velocity components in a right-hand cartesian coordinate system. If

the unit vectors in the a;-, y-, and 2-directions are i, j, and k respectively, and the

velocity components are v, and w, the vorticity is

(5.6)

From Eqs. (2.7) and (2.10), the 2-component of the vorticity is seen to be twice the

angular velocity about the 2-axis. Similar interpretations can also be madp for the

other components.

An important theorem can be obtained by considering the rate of change of circula-

tion about a contour that is composed of a particular set of fluid elements. Aa the

fluid elements move, the contour is carried with them. Since both v and dt vary

Now (D/DO (dr) *

(5.7)

0 (5.8)
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In the first integral, the apparent acceleration can })e expressed by means of the 0(|ua-

tions of motion. Thus, for a nonviscous fluid

^=-2^«Xv(ir-^i(Vp)-(ir + ^F-* • (5.9)

c c ^ c

Since F « —VF where V is the gravitational potential that is a single-valued function

Also

Xow the vector area of a surface capping the contour is

A = ^2 '^T X ik

V

(5.10)

(5.11)

(6 . 12 )

where r is the radius vector from some origin, and thus

^ ==
•-^ V X dr + ^

r X dv (5.13)

r c

If the second term is integrated by parts, it is seen that

^ ^ V X rfr (5.14)

c

Since the dot and the cro.ss can bo intt^rchanged in a triple scalar product and since

<•> is a constant, Eq. (5.9) becomes

^ (r + 2u • A) = - ^ (5.15)

c

This result is somew’hat simplified if one considers, instead of the contour C, its

projection C' on the equatorial plane. Then, if the integration is carried around C"

in a counterclockwise manner as view^ed from the North Pole, Eq. (5.15) may be

written as

(5.16)

where A is the area enclosed by the projected contour C'. This is known as the

Bjerknes circulation tkeorem.^'^ This theorem is extremely useful for the qualitative

interpretation of motions that are produced by differential heating. It must be

remembered that viscous stresses were neglected in this development.

From Eq. (5.1), it is apparent that the circulation around a contotir may be con-

sidered as being the length of the contour multiplied by the mean tangential velocity.

If one considers a square contour 1 km on a side, then the circumference is 4 km and
the maximum projected area is 1 km*. It is then seen that the 2«A term corresponds

to a mean tangential velocity that is at most 4 cm per sec. The term 2taA
,
which gives

the effect of the rotation of the earth, is thus seen to be negligibly small unless very

large contours or very small velocity gradients are considered.
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The phenomena of the ocean breeze that is generally found on any warm summer
afternoon near a (roast line is one that can be discussed very simply in terms of the

Bjerknes circulation theorem. Suppose that an air mass is stationary over a coast

lin^ and that the land surface is warmer than the sea surfa('.e as a result of radiation

heating, as in Fig. 27. In this section the isobars, po and p_i, would be nearly hori-

zontal; however, tin? is(jsteri(r surfaces .so and ~ 1 /p) would be inclined as shown,
owing to the differential heating at the surface. If omr considc^rs the contour ABCDA

^ 8 dp -(pu - — »o)

'rhus ““ (r -f- 2wA) == (po — p-r)(«i — So)

(5.17)

(5.18)

Since the height to which the differential diurnal heating is important is small, the

influence of the Coriolis term may l)e neglected, and it is seen that the circulation

around the contour A BCDA increases with time. This effetit obviously produces an
onshore breeze at the surface and an outward drift aloft.

At night, the radiation cooling of tin* land is greater than that of the sea; and late

at night the horizontal tcmperatiiro gradient is therefore normally reversed. This

produces the offshore breeze, which reaches

its maximum about dawn.

It may be noted that the circulation that

is developed tends to rotate the isosteric

surfaces toward the iaobarii^ surfaces in the

direction that places the lighter fluid above

the heavier fluid. The circujlatioii tInHjrem

is not too well suited for tin* actual calcula-

tion of velocitiet since? it really is a differ-

ential equation specifying the rate of change

of vorticity, and this would be rather diffi-

cult to integrate. It is, however, of great value for qualitative discussion of small-

scale motions produced by differential heating such as the land and sea breezes

discussed above or mountain and valley breezes.

In the previous example, circulations developed because the isosteric surfaces cut

across the isobaric surfaces to form contours like ABCDA . These contours are called

solenoids by Bjerknes. It would seem that, if the isobaric surfa(?es are also isosteric

surfaces, ?.c., if p == p(p), then no solenoids would be formed and no circulations would

develop. Consider

(5 . 19)
Jpo P

valued function of the pres-

(5.20)

<6.21)

If the density is not a function of the pressure alone, then Eq. (5.20) is no longer true,

and thus Biq. (5.21) is also no longer true.

The effects of the Coriolis term in the Bjerknes circulation theorem can be seen

by considering its application to large-scale motions on the earth. In order to use

where po is soiiiO standard pressure,

sure. B'urthermore

1'hcn P is a single-

80 that

dp

p

^ = tfrfP =0

dl‘

dp^

P
C
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the theorem as stated in Eq. (5.16), it is necessary to integrate around the contours

so that the projection of the contour in the equatorial plane is described in a counter-

clockwise manner as viewed from the North Pole; consequently the circulation for a

contour that encloses a cyclone is positive for both the Northern and Southern Hemi-
spheres. Similarly a contour that encloses an anticyclone has a negative circulation.

If a Northern Hemisphere anticyclone moves southward, its projected area A dimin-

ishes ^ the circulation must therefore increase algebraically, and the intensity of the

anticyclone must approach zero. Similarly a st)uthward displacement of a cyclone

causes its intensification. Northward displacements reverse these effects. Only the

Coriolis term in the circulation theorem was considered in reaching tliese conclusions;

the equally important pressure integral on the right-hand side and the effects of

viscous terms superimpose additional effects.

An important application of the circulation theorem is to an infinitesimal contour

C in an isentropic surface at latitud In such a surface, the pressure and density

are connected by the adiabatic equation
pp-* * B (5.22)

where B is a constant. Also the circulation around the contour is f dS where f is tin?

component of the vorticity normal to the isentropic surface and dS is the area enclosed

by the contour. Since the isentropic surfaces in the atmosphere are nearly hori-

zontal, the area of the projection on the equatorial plane is sin ^ dS» Thus

^^[(f + 2«sin^)rf.S’l - 0 (5.23)

The heat-transfer proces.ses in the free atmosphere are slow enough so that the

fluid elements follow closely the adiabatic equation, Eq. (4.36). This means that the

^ fluid elements remain in the same isentropic

surfaces.

If the contour C is in the isentropic surface

for which the potential temperature is con-

sider the small cylinder of fluid bounded by the

contour C and extending from the to the Bi

isentropic surface as in Fig. 28. The mass of

this element is

M ^ ph dS (5.24)

Since the pressure change Ap between the surfaces 0i and is the weight of a unit

column of the fluid between these surfaces (neglecting vertical accelerations)

M =5 i Ap dS (5.25)

As the mass of the fluid element is conserved, the area dS is thus seen to be inversely

proportional to the pressure differential Ap, and hJq. (5.23) becomes

D /f -f- 2w sin ^
Dt\ Ap y

” (5.26)

The bracketed term is thus seen to be a conservative quantity as long as the motion

is isentropic. If the fluid element is carried to a standard latitude and then

stretched (or compressed) to a standard pressure differential Ap„ the vorticity for

that condition is given by

ft d- 2« sin f +* 2w sin ip—
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The quantity called the potential vorticity, is also a conservative quantity, and it

has been used by Starr and Neiburger^* to trace the movements of fluid elements in

an iaentropic surface. Because of the inaccuracies in the observations of the winds
aloft, there are, of course, fairly large experimental errors involved in the determina-

tion of the potential vorticity.

6. Atmospheric Wind Systems. There are several general methods by which the

atmospheric winds may be investigated. The
simplest method is to specify a velocity field

and to calculate from this the corresponding

pressure field. Since the atmospheric winds

are on the average nearly horizontal, the

restriction to horizontal motion will be made.

Furthermore it must be remembered that,

since the viscous stresses are being neglected,

the pressure-velocity fields computed here do

not apply in the lowest levels of the atmos-

phere (roughly the first kilometer) where

viscous stresses are important.

If a fixed coordinate system on the earth^s

surface is used in which the z-axis is normal to the earth’s surface, the a;-axis points

east, and the ?/-axi8 points north, as in Fig. 29, then the equations of motion are

[from Kq. (4.26)]

Du
ITt

•f 2ta{w cos — V sin ip)

Dv
Dt
+ 2o)U sin ip =

Dw ^— 2ii)U cos <p =

1 dp

p dx

1 ^
p dy (6 . 1 )

where v? is the latitude angle. The small difference between the latitude angle and
the angle between the ?-axis and the equatorial plane has been neglected. If only

horizontal motion is considered, w is zero, and the first two equations of motion are

where

Du
Dt
Dv
Dt

Xu = —

X s 2(1) sin

(6.2)

(6.3)

It may be noted that, with the restriction t4> horizontal motion, the a;-axis may be

arbitrarily oriented in the horizontal plane without changing the form of Eq. (6.2).

If the second of these equations is multiplied through ]>v i = \/ ~1 and the two are

added, a single equation

^ (a + iv) + iX(u + w) = -
J (g + *•g) (6.4)

for the horizontal wind vector, w + w, is obtained. It is often simpler to use this

single equation involving the complex wdnd vector than to use the two equations

involving the wind components.

The simplest possible wind system is the case in which the wind blows in straight

parallel horizontal lines with a constant velocity. * The acceleration of the air parti-

* Strictly, Bojne curvature of the path of the air particles is necessary because of the curvature of

the earth^s surface; however, that factor is neglected here.
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cles relative to the earth^s surface is then zero, and

u -f iv

The velocity vector is thus seen to be perpendicular to the horizontal pressure gradi-

ent, or the isobars are parallel to the streamlines. Since the orumtation of the axes

is arbitrary, tliey may lx* placed so that v is zero and 7/ positive. For this case, the

. isobars are parallel to the .r-axis, and

he flow and pressure patterns for the Northern^ Hemisphere are shown in Fig. 30.

In middle latitudes, the relativt^ a(‘celeration of

y,,, 3Q the air is generally small when compared with the

Cbriolis acceleration. Fiquation (6.5) or (6.6) can

thus be considered as a first approximation to the equilibrium wind for any given

pressure distribution. This first approximation is called tbe geosirophir windy and

Eq. (6.5) or (6.6) is called the geostrophic wind eauaiion.

It is frequently observed that, as an air mass moves along, its speed is nearly con-

stant while its direction changes greatly. For n steady flow with no tangential

acceleration

•{- (if + iv) = / ~ (6.7)

where the axes have been placed so that r = 0 and v > 0 and r is tlx* rndius of curva-

ture of the trajectory as shown in Fig. 31. 1'he radius of »y
curvature is considered positive when the curvature is positive

as in Fig. 31. For the fluid element at the origin \

1

p dy/

From this dp/dx = 0; and the isobars are therefore parallel to
^ ^

the streamlines in this case also. If the prc.ssure gradient

is replaced by the geostrophic wind u„ =• — (1/Xp) (i>p/iiy), this may be written

— + X(m - M,)

Since the wind velocity must approach Ug for large values of the radius of curvature,

the positive sign must be used
;
therefore

The significance of the other root, which corresponds to the negative sign, will be

discussed later. The wind velocity calculated from Fq. (6.11) is called the gradieni

wind.

In the Northern Hemtephere X > 0, and the gradient wind is therefore less than

the geostrophic wind if r is positive (if.c., cyclonic curvature). This is shown by
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Eq. (6.9). Similarly, the gradient wind is greater than the geostrophic wind if r is

negative (i.e.f anticyclonic curvature). *

Additional light is shed on this problem by considering the wind motion for the

case in which there are no external applied forces. For this case, the geostrophic

wind is zero, and Eq. (6.9) can be written

- I (
6 .12)

where Ve is the radius of curvature for this critical case. For this case, equilibrium is

possible in the Northern Heinisphero only if Vc is negative. At 45°N latitude, X «
1.03 X 10“^ soc“'; therefore /v == —97 km if.M is 10 nips. For this radius of curva-

ture, the centripetal and ('oruilis accelerations are exjual and opposite. From this,

it is seen that in the Northern Hemisphere there are two types of motion with a clock-

wise rotation. In the first type, the magnitude of the radius of curvature is greater

than that of and the (nriolis acceleration is larger than the centripetal acceleration.

In order to produce this acceleration, the pressure must decrease to the left of the

velocity, or < 0 in Eq. (6.8). In the second type, the magnitude of the

radius of curvature is less than that of r^, and the Coriolis acceleration is smaller than

the centripetal acceh^ration. For this case, the pressure must increase to the left of

the velocity, or {dp/fiy) > 0 in Eq. (6.8).

If the air is flowing in closed paths and the equilibrium is of the first type discussed

above, the pressure must be a maximum in the center. This is the type of equilibrium

found in all the large-scale syattuns in the Northern Hemisphere that rotate in a clock-

wise manner. Since these systems with high pressure in their center are called

antic7ycloneHj clockwise rotation in the Northern Hemisphere is often referred to as anti”

cyclonic rotation. The equilibrium velocity for this case is the gradient wind, which

is given in Eq. (6.11).

It is of con.S4derable interest to note that, for anticyclonic motion, the quantity

in parentheses in Eq. (6. 1 1 ) varies from — 1 for Ug/\r — — to 0 for = 0 or r ~ »

,

Thus the minimum value of n/r is

and this is equal but of opposite sign to the rate of rotation of the earth about an axis

normal to the surface. This shows that, although an anticyclone rotates in a clock-

wise sense relative to the earth’s surface, its absolute rotation is in the opposite sense.

For very small scale systems, equilibrium of the second type with low pressure in

the center of a clockwise-rotating system is possible; however, such systems are of

very little importance from the viewpoint of the meteorologist because of their small

scale. The neglected root of p]q. (6.10) that corresponds to the negative sign gives

the equilibrium velocity for this case.

If a system in the Northern Hemisphere rotates in a counterclockwise sense, it

must, by Eq. (6.8), have a low pressure in its center. Since this is the type of motion

observed in the middle-latitude cyclones, counterclockwise rotation is often referred

to as cyclonic rotation. For cyclonic rotation, the equilibrium velocity is also given

by Eq. (6.11).

It may be noted that, for both cyclonic and anticyclonic motion, the fluid moves

along the isobars with the low pressure on the left. This is in accordance with the

rule first enunciated by the Dutch meteorologist Buys Ballot. In middle latitudes,

the observed winds have large enough radii of curvature so that the centripetal term

in Eq. (6.8) is generally small compared with the Coriolis term. This means that the
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geostrophic wind is generally a fairly good approximation for these latitudes. In the

equatorial regions, the Coriolis paraifteter is very small; therefore the geostrophic

wind is not a satisfactory approximation in these regions. Furthermore, the small

value of the Coriolis parameter makes the anticyclonic type of equilibrium with high

pressure in the center of the system impossible in equatorial regions.

In the Southern Hemisphere, the Coriolis parameter X is negative. All the con-

clusions reached above for the Northern Hemisphere can be repeated, but the direction

of the rotation must be reversed. Thus, in the Southern Hemisphere, cyclones rotate

in a clockwise sense; anticyclones rotate in a counterclockwise sense; and the wind

blows with low pressure on its right.

The conditions under which the gradient-wind equation is valid are that (1) there

are no viscous forces, (2) there are no tangential accelerations, and (3) the motion is

steady. The first of these is satisfied everywhere except close to the (uirth’s surface;

and the second is also generally nearly satisfied; however, in many situations the

motion is far from steady. Some indication of the effe(;t of a changing pressure field

can he seen by considering an initially flat pressure field that builds up to a steady

gradient. Suppose

where Ug is the final steady-state geostrophic wind and fc is a constant, and suppose

that the fluid is initially stationary. Then, from Eq. (6.4)

(u -h iv) -f i\{u + iv) = iXap(l - (6.15)

and u iv = 0 for f = 0. The solution of this equation that satisfies this boundary

condition is

„ + .-*<) + w, (6. 16)

If the wind vector at each instant were the geostrophic wind corresponding to the

pressure gradient, it would be m, + w, where

Wt + iv, « Ug{l - (6.17)

This might be called the “stationary” wind velocity. The difference between these

two

(u + iv) - (u, -f- iv,) =» Ug
^ (6.18)

is the component caused by the changing pressure gradient. This shows an oscillat-

ing component'with a period 2v/\ that does not damp out and a second component
that does damp out. At 30®N latitude, this period 2ir/X is 1 day. If A; « X so that

the pressure gradient would reach 95 per cent of its final value in 12 hr, the magnitude
of the oscillating component would be 0.71 m,,. From this, it is apparent that the wind
velocity in a changing pressure field may vary considerably from the wind velocity

for stationary equilibrium.

A different method of approach to this problem was given by Brunt and Douglas, “

Equation (6.4) may be written as

From this (6.20)
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if the variation of density is neglected. If this result is substituted in the last term of

Eq. (6.19), it becomes

u 4* iv + i
Xp vaa syj

i_ ^J!e. j. •

X®p dt * dy dt

1 d D
(6 .21 )

X2 at Dt

Brunt and Douglas suggest that the last two terms may be neglected in most cases,

and their final result is that

u -f iv
i /dp . dp\ ^ I /

d^p \ '

Xp \dx ^ ay) XV at ^ ay at) ’

(6 .22^

The first term is th(‘. g(;ostrophic wind, and the second i.s thus the component caused by
the changing pressure field. This component blows perpendicular to the isallobars

(lines of constant pre^ssure tendency, apjat) and is called the imllobaric component

by Brunt and Douglas. It is obvious that this is only an approximation, since the

isallobaric wind will in general have a component normal to the isobars; and for this

condition the neglected terms in Eq. (6.21 ) cannot vanish except in very special cir-

cumstances. The isallobaric wind component apparently does, however, give an

idea of the order of magnitude of the deviation of the wind from the geostrophic (or

gradient) wind.

A similar method of approach is to consider the geostrophic wind as a first approxi-

mation to the wind velocity. This corresponds to neglecting the last term in Eq.

(6.19). Then this first approximation can be used to evaluate the neglected term and

to obtain in this manner a second approximation. This may be considered as a

first step in an iterative process for determining the wind velocity for a given pressure

field. This method was indicated by Van Mieghcm;**’ however, no discussion of the

convergence of this method has been given.

It is often ot intgrest to determine the variation of the wind with height. For the

cases in which the geostrophic wind is a satisfactory approximation, a very simple

solution to this problem can be given; however, it is convenient to consider first the

law of variation of pressure in the vertical. For horizontal motion, the equation for

vertical equilibrium [see Eq. (6.1)] is

— 2a)W cos ^ — 1^ — p (6.23)
p dz

For any normal velocity, the left-hand term is extremely small, i^'or example, if

u » 10* cm per sec and ip = 30‘*N, 2ww cos v? = 0.1 cm* per sec. Since this term is

only about one ten-thousandth of the acceler-

ation due to gravity, its influe^e on the vertical

pressure gradient is negligible, and, with sufficient

accuracy

az
-gp (6.24)

This is the well-known hydrostatic equation.

A very simple explanation of the variation of

wind with height can be obtained by considering

the slopes of the isobaric surfaces. If at a given point the avaxis is taken parallel to

the wind at that point, as in Eq. (6.6), the isobars in the yz-plane are as shown in

Fig. 32. The slope of the isobaric surface through the origin is

tan a
dpidy

apiaz
(6.26)
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From Eqs. (6.24) and (6.6), this is

tan a « - « (6.26)
9

where u is the geostrophic wind at the origin. The geostrophic wind is thus a measure

of the steepness of the isobaric surface. From Eq. (6.24), the distance between

consecutive surfaces is determined by the density; therefore, if the surfaces po and

are to be parallel, each isobar must also be an isosteric and thus an isothermal line.

For this condition with parallel isobaric surfaces, the geostrophic wind would not

vary with height. This condition was first given by Dines. If the temperature

increased to the right along the po isobar, then the surface p,.i would be steeper than

the surface po, and the geostrophic wind would increase with elevation. ( Vmversely,

if the temperature decreased to the right along the po isobar, the geostrophic wind

would decrease with elevation.

Analytic formulas for computing the variation of the geostrophic wind with

elevation will now be developed. If the density is eliminated from Eq. (6.5) by the

equation of state, the geostrophic-wind equation may be written

(n -f iv) . R / d .
,

• ^ 1 \ //I--
T “ * X (ai P

)

and the hydrostatic equation may be written

X.
RT

From Eq. (6.27)

d /w 4* ^ iR /

dz \ T /X \dx dz
log p -f t

(6.28)

(6.29)

If the pressure is eliminated by means of the hydrostatic equation, this becomes

d /M + iv\ ig /dT . dT\
Tz \T ~

)
” XT* *

aj/ /
(6.30)

If this is integrated with respect to z from a level to a higher level z, it is seen that

u+i.- + (6.31)

where the subscript 0 refers to conditions at the height z^. The geostrophic wind
thus has one component that is proportional to the absolute temperature and a

second that depends on the horizontal temperature g^dient. The second component
is called the thermal mind.

If the temperature does not vary with height, Eq. (6.31) may be evaluated very

simply, for the horizontal temperature gradient is in this case also independent of

height. Thus

The thermal wind is seen to blow parallel to the isotherms, and, in the Northern

Hemisphere, it moves with the low temperature on the left. It is thus seen that, as

the altitude increases, the wind changes so as to approach the direction of the hori*

zontal isotherms. For more complex temperature distributions, the evaluation of

the thermal windwould be more difficult; however, the interpretation would, of course,

be similar
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fn middle latitudes and at fairly low elevations, the ratio (AT/Ap) is much greater

for horizontal north-south variations than for vertical variations. This means that

the velocity of the westerlies must increase with elevation. At high altitudes, in the

lower regions of the stratosphere, the temperature gradient along the isobaric surfaces

is reversed, and the westerly wind then diminishes with height. The maximum
velocity of the westerlies is normally found near the V>avSe of the stratosphere.

These results also show an important difference between the migratory anticyclones

of the middle latitudes and the semipermanent anticyclones such as the Azores or

Pacific highs. The former are cold-air outbreaks from the polar regions; consequently,

their thermal-wind compontmt is opposed to the surface geostrophic (or gradient)

wind. The.se system.s are thus quite shallow. Ihe semipermanent anticyclones are

characterized V>y warm subsiding air in the core, and the wind therefore increases

with elevation up to great heights in the.se systems.

7, Surfaces of Discontinuity. Since much of the weather of the middle latitudes

is associated with the polar front, the equilibrium of the air masses in the neighbor-

hood of th(*se atmo.spheric discontinuity surfaces is a problem of considerable mete-

orological importance. Helmholtz^ gave the earliest demonstration that such a

discontinuity surface would be in equilibrium, provided that certain discontinuities

exist in the density and velocity fields at the frontal surface. There are, of course, no

real discontinuities of this sort in the atmosphere; however, the fluid-property gra-

dients are so large in the frontal zones and the.se zon(^s are narrow enough so that their

thickness is practically negligible in any synoptic problem.

From the equations of motion, it i.s

apparent that the atmospheric pressure

field must be a continuous function, for

there would otherwise be regions of infinite

acceleration in the fluid. This fact can be

used to estal)li h the conditions for equi-

librium of a frontal surface. The problem

is, of course, very complicated in general;

however, very simple solutions can be

given for a few cases. Suppose a frontal

surface separates two fluid masses, as in

Fig. 33. Then, since the pressure must be

a continuous function, the pressure derivatives in the direction parallel to the frontal

surface must be the same in both air masses. Thus

dp
- cos OL -4-

t>Pi . dpi
,
dpi .

sin a =* cos a 4* sin a
dz dy dz

(7 . 1 )

where the subscript 1 refers to the left-hand fluid

and the subscript 2 refers to the right-hand fluid.

From this

tan a
(dp\/dy) — (dpi/dy)

(dpi/dz) — (dpi/Sz)
(7 .2)

A similar expression could be written for the slope

of the frontal surface in the a>4irection.

The simplest case is that of a plane front with

the air in each air mass moving in straight hori-

zontal paths parallel to the front. In this case, the front traces a straight line in any

horizontal plane, and it is convenient to take the x-axis along the front so that
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t; SB SB 0. If the a;-axis makes an angle fi with the eastward direction, as in hlg.

34, the equations of motion are [from Eq. (4.26)]

Du
, o / \ 1

-77“ + 2u>(w cos ^ cos j
8 V Sin

JJt p oX

•r— + 2w( — w) COS ^ sm ^ -f w Sin
Dt p ay

Dw \ dp
-rrr — 2<o COS ip{u COS ^ — V m\ fi) Q
iJt p oZ

Since the relative accelerations arc 2oro, the pressure gradients are

0

~ 2u)pu sin if

— flrp 4- 2a>p?/ cos (p COS /9

dy

dp

dz

(7.3)

(7.4)

The condition that the frontal intersection in the Z2-plane be horizontal is that

dpi dpt _ Q
dx dx

(7.5)

This condition is obviously satisfied. The slope of the front in the 2/2-plane is, from

Eq. (7.2)

tan a
2o) sin *p(piU\ — PiUj)

g(pi — ps) — 2<p cos ip cos t^ipiUi — P 2U 2)

(7.6)

It is of interest to consider the special case in which both air masses have the same
density but different velocities. For this case

tan a — tan ip sec (7.7)

Thus, for an east-west front, a » and for a north-south front, a « ir/2. These

are special cases of a more general result that is obtained by noting that, in these

coordinates

(o ** «(cos ip sin jSi -f cos ip cos -f sin ipk) (7.8)

and n = — sin aj + cos ak (7.9)

where n is a unit normal to the frontal surface. From these results, it is seen that

40 • n « w( — cos ip cos i3 sin a -j- sin tp cos a) (7.10)

By Eq. (7.7), the right-hand side of Eq. (7.10) is zero, so that n is perpendicular to

This proves that such a frontal surface having the same density on both sides must be

parallel to the polar axis.

A second special case that can be considered is the case in which both air masses

have the same velocity but have different densities. If w * wi » W2,
the slope of the

front for this case is

tan a
2<au sin ip

g — 2wu cos ip cos 0
(7.11)

The second term in the denominator can be neglected, since, for u 10^cm per sec,

the product uu •>* 7.29 X 10~’ cm per sec*. The second term is thus less than a
thousandth of g for any possible wind ^velocity. Furthermore, since is so much
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smaller than the slope of the front shown by Eq. (7.11) is very small, and the front

is practically horizontal.

For the special case of equal densities, the first term in the denominator of Eq.

(7.6) vanished, and only the second term was left; however, it is easily seen that, if

the temperature difference between the air masses is as much as l^C, the first term is

many hundreds of time as large as the second. A satisfactory approximation for

all normal erases can thus be obtained by neglecting the second term. Thus, with

sufficient accuracy

_ X (plWi ~ P2W2 ) 10^tan Q! — (7.12)
g (Pi - P2)

^ ^

Since the temperature's, but not the densities, are directly observed, it is convenient

to express this result in terms of the temperatures. Since the pressure at neighboring

points separated by the front must be the same, piTi = P 2T 2 ,
and

\ 7 2W 1 — 1 lUi
tan a

g J 2 - Ti
(7.13)

Lot T2 * Ti + AT
and W2 — wi 4- Aw (7.14)

Then
\Ti /Aw vi\tan«=— (7.15)

Furthermore, the second term in the bracket is normally very much smaller than the

first, since AT/T is of the order of 0.05 while Aw is generally of the same order as wi.

The final approximate formula for the slope of the frontal surface is thus

X7 1 A?^ t i»\
tan « “ — (7.1b)

At latitude 30®N with 7\ — 280°K, AT = 10®K and Aw = 10* cm per sec, this gives

tan a = 0.0021. The slope of frontal surfaces may thus be expected to be of this

general order of magnitude.

If the x-axis is placed along the front with the cold air on the left, AT is always

positive. Thus if Aw is also positive (in the Northern Hemisphere), tan a is small and

positive, and a is a small positive angle. For this case, the warm air would lie on top

of the cold air. This is the condition normally found at the polar front. For the

other case, with Aw negative, the cold air would lie on top of the warm air, for a would

be slightly less than tt. These formulas have considered only the possibility of static

equilibrium; the stability of the motions was not considered. It will later be shown

that this condition with the cold air on top of the warm is unstable and would soon

break down, and the air masses would mix. The condition with warm air on top of

the cold will be seen to be comparatively stable.

This indicates that the front between a westerly current and an easterly current

to the south (in the Northern Hemisphere) is unstable. This is undoubtedly one of

the reasons why the sharp and well-defined frontal systems that are generally found

on the polar side of the belt of westerlies are not also observed on the equatorial side

between the westerlies and the trade winds.

These forpiulas were developed on the assumption that the acceleration of the

fluid elements relative to the earth’s surface was negligible when compared with the

Coriolis acceleration. This approximation and Eq, (7.16) are satisfactory for the

nascent cyclone and also in general for the warm front of a fully developed cyclone,

for the horizontal velocity component parallel to the front is normally much larger

tlj<i»n the upglide velo<jity components in these cases. On the otW band, the
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velocities of a cold front are more often nearly in a plane perpendicular to the surface

frontal line. For this case, the Coriolis accelerations are generally negligible in

comparison with the relative accelerations, and the pressure gradients are entirely

different from those predicted by Eq. (7.4). A complete solution of this cold-front

problem cannot be given; however, von Kdrnian^* has shown for the case in which the

motion is in the plane perpendicular to the surfact^ frontal line that the initial slope,

near the ground, must be about 60 deg. A complete solution of this problem has not

yet been found.

y

If a coordinate system i.s used in which the cold air mass is stationary, the flow is

a steady-state flow with the warm air mass approaching and flowing up and over the

cold air mass, as in f'ig. 35. In each fluid, the density will be treated as a constant.

In the stationary cold mass, the pressure is

Pi =* Pu - gpiy (7.17;

where po is the surface pressure in the cold mass. Since the motion is steady, the

Bernoulli equation, Eq. (4.39), can be used to compute the pressure, and the Bernoulli

constant will be the same for every streamline if it is assumed that the warm air mass
for large values of x has a constant velocitj'^ U. Thus

Pu =* ~^2/»2(w* 4- V^) — gpiy -h C (7.18)

At the origin, where the velocity is zero, the prc'ssure must be po; thus C « po; and

Pi - po — gp-y - .l2P 2 (w® + v^) (7.19>

Since the pressure must be continuous across the frontal surface, the boundary con-

dition there is that pi «= p 2 ,
or

y
P2 ^

pi “ p3 2g
(7.20)

Since the fluid has no upper boundary, the speed of the warm air far downstream may
be expected to be again I/, and the depth of the cold mass there, y», is therefore

Vo — X2T
Pi "" P2 ^g

(7.21)

Since the fluid flow is two-dimensional, the continuity equation is

This shows that

SB ’-vdx + udy

(7.22)

(7.23)

must be a perfect differential. The significance of the function ^ is easily seen; for,

in the ;r^plane on the lines for which f is constant, » 0; or

0 * —r d« + w dy (7.24)
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from Eq. (7.23). The lines of constant ^ are thus streamlines [see Eq. (2.22).], and
\ff is for this reason called the siream function. The velocity components may be
obtained from the stream function by differentiating, and, from Eq. (7.23)

and

u

V =

dy

d\p

Bx

(7.25)

It may be noted that the velocity component in any given direction is the derivative

of the stream function 90 deg to the left of that direction.

Fig. 36.—“The Black Blizzard” of Apr. 14, 1935, near Lamar, Colo. {Photograph from
U.S, Soil Conaervation Service.)

Far ahead of the front, if viscous effects are neglected, the warm air moves with a
uniform velocity; its vorticity here is therefore zero. Since the density is assumed to

be constant and the scale of the motion is small enough so that the Coriolis terms may
be neglected, Bjerknes’ circulation theorem shows that the vorticity will remain zero.

Thus

^du
Bx By

(7.26)

If the velocity components are eliminated by use of the stream function, it is. seen

that

(7.27)

For this problem, it is more convenient to use polar coordinates r ^ y* and
$ w tan~' {y/x). In these coordinates, the equation for the stream function is

£!£ -L ^ 4- » n
ar* r r* aa*

(7.28)

A solution of this equation is

yff *» Cr» sin nd (7.29)
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where C and n are constants. It may be noted that the streamline ^ 0, which

extends along the line 9 =» 0
,
is continned past the origin on the line $ =* ir/w. The

radial velocity at any point is

—nCr^~^ cos ne (7.30)
r dS ' '

and, along the streamline 6 ^ v

I

there is no tangential velocity component; and

Ur » wCr«"i (7.31)

If the flow near the origin is to obey the boundary condition, Eq. (7.20), it is apparent

that the velocity must vary like the square root of the distance from the origin.

From Eq. (7.30), this is possible, provided that w « and x/n is thus 2ir/3. llie

cold front thus makes an angle of ir/3 or 60 deg with the surface, at least near the origin,

as shown in Fig. 35. Frictional effects on a moving cold air mass cause the nose to

be rounded off near the ground, but this steep frontal surface is quite characteristic

of those cold fronts in which the fluid flow is nearly two-dimensional. Figure 36 is a

photograph of a dust storm that shows this typical shape. This very steep surface

is also responsible for the very narrow band of storm activity associated with a line

squall.

Of these two special solutions, the first was characterized by a horizontal flow

parallel to the frontal surface with negligible relative accelerations, and the second

was characterized by a two-dimensional flow in a plane perpendicular to the surface

frontal line and large relative accelerations. In the first case, the front was very flat;

and, in the latter case, the front was quite steep. The atmospheric fronts are inter-

mediate types with the warm fronts generally closely resembling the first type and

the cold fronts resembling the second.

8. General Effects of Viscosity. In all the previous calculations, it was assumed

that the shear stresses acting in the fluid were negligibly small. In the upper levels

of the atmosphere, this is generally a satisfactory approximation
;
however, the shear

stresses are of great importance in the layer; about I km deep, just above the earth^s

siuface. The existence of these shear stresses is the phenomenon of viscosity or fluid

friction. In the present application, the fluid will be treated as incompressible. The
more general case in which compressibility is considered is discussed by Lamb.^*

The simplest fluid flow in which the viscous stresses are of primary importance is

that of a fluid between two parallel walls a distance h apart with one wall stationary

and the other moving parallel to it with a con-

stant velocity 17. For this case, it is observed that

the fluid elements next to the boundaries move at

the same velocity as the boundaries. This con-

dition of no slipping past solid boundaries is

characteristic of all viscous-fluid motions except

motions of a gas at very low pressures where the

mean free path of the molecules is of the same
order as the other geometric distances involved. •

If the velocity X] and spacing h are not too large,

the fluid velocity between the parallel walls is foimd to vary linearly with the distance

from the fixed wall, and the velocity distribution is as shown in Fig. 37. It is also

found that a shearing stress r which tends to prevent the relative motion is exerted

on both walls. This shearing strei^ is foimd to be proportional to the ratio C//A, or

r-Mj (8.1)

* A oritioAl disouMion ol this boundary oondition u given in 8. Goldstein, ** Modern Developments in

Fluid Dynamioa,*' Oxford, London, 1S3S.

Fra* 37.
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where m is the constant of proportionality. The coeflScient jx is called the viscosity

coefficient.

This experiment would be rather impractical to duplicate in practice; however,

it is closely approximated by the flow between two concentric cylinders, one fixed

and the other rotating, as long as the radii of the cylinders are large compared to the

distance separating them. The latter type of flow is generally called Couetle flow.

The viscosity coefficient of air is found experimentally to be almost independent

of the air density (Maxwell’s law) and to increase with temperature. An empirical

formula*® for this case is

« 0.0001702(1 -f 0.00329i -h 0.000007^*) dyne sec/cm* (8.2)

where t is the temperature in degrees centigrade. For liquids, the viscosity coefficient

is found to decrease with temperature. For water

0.01779
**

1 + ()y03368< + 0.0()b22<*
dyne sec/cm* (8.3)

This result was obtained by Helmholtz*^ from Poiseuille’s observations.

The shear stress on any plane in the fuid that is parallel to the wall must be the

same as that on the alls in the fluid flow considered above, and this can be expressed

in a more useful manner as

T (8.4)

since the \nelocity profile is linear. This expression \vas introduced by Newton and

is generally called the Newtonian friction law. This simple law can be used to calcu-

late the shear stress in any case *for which the fluid flows in parallel sheets. As an

example, it will be used to calculate the flow

in a cylindrical tube.

(insider a circular cylinder of radius a

with X being the distance along the axis and

r being the distance from the axis, as in Fig.

38. Since the flow is in sheets parallel to

the axis, the pressure in any plane perpen-

dicular to the axis, such as sections 1 or 2 in

Fig. 38, must be constant. For steady flow

through this tube, the fluid cylinder of

fadius r must have no net force acting on

it in the a:-direction. The pressure forces

on the ends of the cylinder and the viscous stresses on the side must thus balance, or

du

"a;'
2irrZ -b (pi — p2)Tr* = 0 (8.5)

Gravity forces have, of course, been omitted. From this

du Pi ~ Pi

dr 2nl
(8.6)

The velocity must vanish at the wall where r « o. Thus

(8.7)

and (8.8)
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The velocity distribution is thus seen to be parabolic, is proportional to the pressure

gradient along the axis of the tube, and is inversely proportional to the viscosity of

the fluid. For this case, the volume of fluid flowing through the tube in a unit time is

F » ^ 2irrwdr (8.9)

or 7 „ !!i?l - o4 (g.lO)

This fourth-power law for the fluid flow was accurately verified in an extensive series

of tests by Poiseuille, and this flow is usually called Poiseuilk flow. Since the rate

of fluid flow through a tube and the pressure gradient along it can be accurately

measured, this gives a ver}- good experimental method of determining the viscosity

of a fluid.

In order to investigate more complicated three-dimensional flows, it is necessary to

generalize the simple friction law given by Eq. (8.4). The general notation for the

viscous stresses on the surfaces of a fluid element is shown in Fig. 39. On the reverse

side of the element, the direction of positive

stresses is reversed. It may be noted that

tension stresses are taken as positive. The
double-subscript notation is used, with the first

subscript giving the face on which the stress acts

and the second subscript giving the direction in

which the stress is acting. Thus T,y is a stress in

the X face which is directed in the ^/-direction.

These nine stress components are not all

independent. This can easily be seen by con-

sidering the moments acting on an infinitesimal

element, as in Fig. 40. The moment tending

to rotate the element about the z-axis is thus

{txv Tyx)dx dtj dz plus higher order terms. This

moment is a third-order infinitesimal unless

r»y *» Ty«. On the other hand, the moment of inertia of the element about this axis

is a fifth-order infinitesimal. The angular acceleration of the element would there-

fore be infinite unless r^v ** ry*. Since the angular accelerations of the fluid

elements must be finite

Txy Tyx

and similarly (8.11)

and n. •» r„
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By this result, the uuinbor of iTulep(‘nHent viscous stress components is reduced to

six. It is of interest 1o nf)te that, })ecause of this result, the order in which the sub-

scripts are written is a. niatf(T of no c^onsequence.

The elementary fried ion law, Eq. (8.4), shows that in this case the viscous stress

is a linear function of the rate of distortion of the fluid elements. If a similar law is

to hold for three-dimensional flows, then

Oil

+ fll

Ov
+ fi\n

du
,

dv
+

dw
rxy = All

(ix ' d// dz +“"5?
dll

"f ft
.

du
+ • •

-f
dw dw

Txe -
rlx

“ dy
"r ' + fl29
dy dz

ct C.

where an, «i 2 ,
etc., an^ vivseosity coefficients. Similar expressions could be written

for the other stn^ss components. Now these viscosity coefficients must be the same
for any orienttition of tlu^ coordinate system, and for parallel flows Eq. (8.12) must
reduce to Eq. (8.4). For example, if t; = ic ^ 0, then O vi - tx. By this means and
by a rotation of the coordinate system, all the viscosity coefficients can be evaluated.

and it is found that the viscous stresses are given by the following expressions for an
incompressible fluid

:

rtx (8.13)

The algebraic details of this calculation are rather involved and will not be duplicated

here. The detailed calculations are given by Lamb.^®

The equations of motion for a viscous fluid can be obtained by correcting the

dynamical equation, Eq. (4.14) or (4.26), for the viscous stresses. Consider an

element as in Fig. 41 in which all the stress components acting in the a;-direction are
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shown. From this, it is apparc*nt that the* iu*t forcei in the OJ-direction per unit of

volume due to these viscous stresses is

^ _L A a.
ax’"" ’ay’’’'"

Corresponding expressions for the forces in the y- and ^-directions can be written from

symmetry. The equations of motion corresponding to Eq. (4.14) are then as follows:

Qx =

Qy **

a, =

Txx + - Ty:
,
ax ay

j-
^ ''

+ F,1 + \ (

A

p dx p \dx

iap,]/a ,a ,a \
p-^ ^ ^ ^

1 ^
p dz

+ ^ .X. j.^ Txx Tyz -h
ax ay dz ")

(8.14)

If the shear stresses are expressed in terms of the velocity components by Eq. (8.13),

the equations of motion can be convcuiiently expn'ssed in the vector form

a = _ 1 Vp -f. F 4. V*v (8.15)
P P

The variation of the viscosity coefficient has been neglected. These dynamical equa-

tions were first obtained by Navier.*® The method of development is due to Stokes,

and Eqs. (8.15) are called the NavierStokes equations. The ratio v - p/p^ which

occurs in the Navicr-Stokes equations is called the kinematic viscosity coefficient.

An important feature of the Navier-Stokes equations is seen if they are written

in a dimensionless form. If in any given flow" a characteristic velocity and length

are U and d, respectively, dimensionless variables may be introduced by writing

V = I7v', t — id/U)t\ p = pU^p\ a = (U^/d)&', x « dx\ y = dy\ and z = dz\

The primed quantities are then the dimensionless variables. The Navier-Stokes

equations then become (if the gravity forces are omitted)

a' = -Vp' + ^ VV (8.16)

where R « pUd/pj and the distance d has been taken as the unit of length. R is

called the Reynolds number after Osborn Reynolds, who first pointed out the impor-

tance of this dimensionless ratio. It is apparent from Eq. (8.16) that, if two flows

have geometrically similar boundary conditions, then Eq. (8.16) will be the same and

the flows will be geometrically similar, provided that the Reynolds number is the

same for the two cases. The Reynolds number is thus a hydrodynamical measure

of the scale of a fluid motion.

It would be possible to develop special solutions of the Navicr-Stokes equations;

however, these solutions are of little meteorological interest; for the atmospheric

motionsar a almost invariably complicated by the phenomenon of turbulence. This

phenomenon was first clearly discussed by Reynolds, who investigated the flow in a

tube by injecting streamers of dye into the fluid. At low speeds, the fluid flowed

smoothly in parallel layers, and this type of flow is for this reason called laminar flow.

At high speeds, however, the flow was not smooth but turbulent with the fluid being

thoroughly mixed. The latter type of flow is called turbulent flow. The critical

Reynolds number (based on the mean velocity in the tube and the tube diameter)

above which the flow was turbulent was found to be about 2,000. By taking great

care to see that the fluid entered the pji^ smoothly and with no critical disturbances,

Eknaan*® was able to obtain laminar flows with Reynolds numbers as high as 24,000.
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For laminary flow, the velocity distribution and shearing stresses arc those given

by Eqs. (8.8) and (8.4) ;
however, in turbulent flow the velocity gradients in the center

of the tube are much smaller and those near the wall arc much larger than those for

laminar flow with the same total discharge. Typical velocity profiles are shown in

Fig. 42. The shearing stresses on the wall arc

also much higher for the turbulent flow. It

thus appears that the Navier-Stokes equations

will provide the proper solution for the case of

laminar motion but not for turbulent motion.

The same result is found in all other cases.

Unfortunately, the scale of atmospheric motions

(and thus their Reynolds numbers) is large

enough so that these motions arc almost invariably turbulent.

As an explanation of this difficulty, Reynolds suggested that the Navier-Stokes

equations still apply, provided that they are applied to the instantaneous and rapidly

varying turbulent velocities rath(‘r than to the mean velocity that is observed by nor-

mal instruments. This conjecture appears to be completely verified, although the

general theory of turbulent motion i.s at present not complete. If the Navier-Stokes

equations are to be used for turbulent-flow problems, it is thus necessary to express

them in terms of the observed mean velocity components instead of the instantaneous

velocities. This will be carried out in detail for the equation for equilibrium in the

a;-direction,.

From Eq. (4.26)

pdx ~ ^ ^ + P*' I” + P^'^ + 2p(«via — u>tv) (8.17)

The continuity equation (‘an be written as

® “ ” t + " +“
I, ^

If these are added, it is seen that

pax =* ™ (pw) *f " (pu.-) + ^ (puv) -f {pmv) -f 2p{(ayW - (8.19)

Let the velocity components and the pressure be written as

u ^ a 1//

V -^v'
(8 .20)

w — w
p *= p + p'

where w, 0, iD, and p are the mean values over a period 6 which is of the order of a few

hundredths of a second so that these means are the quantities normally observed.

The primed quantities are thus the turbulent fluctuations which average out to zero

in the time 5. These turbulent components can be measured directly only by means
of instruments, such as the hot-wire anemometer,** that react extremely rapidly to

velocity fluctuations. For the large-scale turbulent motions occurring in the atmos-

phere, the appropriate value for 5 may be much increased. Now take the mean value

of Eq, (8.19) over the period 5. The averaging process of taking the mean and the

processes of differentiation can obviously be inten^hanged. Now

pM *s p^ -b pw' “ pw “f pa' s* pw

Lotminor

r

f/oiv

(8.21)
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Similaxly

pM* « piia 4- pu'w'

puv — pud -h pu'v' (8.22)

pt4W = pfm -f pu*w‘

It should be noted that the density has been treated as constant. For the terms that

are linear in the velocity components, it is seen that the instantaneous velocity is

merely replaced by its mean value in this averaging process. On the’otluT hand, the

terms in which the velocity is quadratic have additional terms introduced that depend

on the mean value of products of the turbulent components. The mean value of

Eq. (8.19) is thus

pa» « ^ {pit) + ^ {puCi + p//'?/) -f (p?7e -f- pu'v') -f £ {pfud + p?/V)

f 2p{oi,W - ui^v) (8.23)

Now the continuity equation i.s linear in the velocity components, and its form i.s

therefore unchanged by the averaging process. It can thus be inultipli(*d through by

i7, as in Eq. (8.18), and then be subtracted from Etj. (8.23). 'fhe final result is

du
, . du , ^ du

, « du
. ,

d
, ,,

P«. = p -

5^
+ pu^ + P®^ + ptft + 2p(o,yir - «,f) + — (pu u ) 4 (pu V )

+ I {pii'w’) (8.24)

The effect of the turbulent velocity components appears only in the last three terms.

'

Since the viscous stresses are linear in the velocity components, no additional U*rmH

are introduced on the right-hand side of Eq. (8.14). 'Fhe (Kiuations of motion in

terms of the mean velociti(\s can thus be written as follows:

TT "H ^ T” "b ^ — "b -T— 4” 2 — (*>zV) — — — —

—

dt dx dy dz ^ ' pdx
4“ P

>

4- ^ (t„ - pu'u') 4- ^ (t,x - pu'v') 4- (T.r
dx dy di,

pmV)
j

I
^ dv .

^dv fy. . . ^
\ V

p
(>..» - pmV) 4- ^ (t,, - pv'v') 4- £ (t., - pp'ip')

j

du;
,

. ate
,

I dp
,

,,- 4- 4- 2US - p,yu) = - -- 4 K-

P
(t.. - pfu'w') 4- ^ (t,j - pv'w') 4 ~ - (t« - P«>'w')

j

(8.25)

In these equations, txx *“ 2p{dii/dx), etc., as in Eq. (8.13).

It is to be noted that these dynamical equations written in terms of the mean
velocities are pf exactly the same form as the Navier-Stokes equations except for the

additional terms involving the mean values of the products of the turbulent velocities

which appear on the right-hand side. I'hese additional terms appear in the equations

as though they were stresses, and they are for this reason generally called apparent

9tre8$e8, It is these apparent stresses that cause the marked differences in the velocity

distributions for laminar and turbulent flows. For atmospheric motions, it is generally

found that the apparent stresses —pwV, etc., are many thousands of times as large
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as the laminar type stresses, etc., and the laminar-type stresses can be neglected

except in a very few cases.

Reynolds' introduction of the apparent stresses shows clearly the reason for the

differences in laminar and turbulent flow^s; however, it does not permit the solution of

turbulent-flow probUuns; for the apparent stresses appear as six new unknown quanti-

ties. The critical problem in turbulent motion is to express these apparent stresses in

terms of the mean velocity components, and no general solution of this problem has

yet been obtained. Since the turbulent velocities at any given point generally are

caused by conditions some distance away, the complete theory will undoubtedly

involve integral relations; however, many extremely useful results have been obtained

by more or less intuitive method.s that involve only differential relations.

If the phenomenon of viscosity in a laminar flow is considered from a molecular

viewpoint, the viscous stresses appear as a transfer of momentum due to the random
motion of the molecules. It thus seems plausible to consider the turbulent motions

as a macroscopic parallel to the random motion of the molecules. The stresses in a

turbulent flow could then be givcm by a formula similar to the Newtonian friction

law [Kq. (8.4) or the more general Kq. (8.13)]. For example, one could write, cor-

responding to Eq. (8.4)

(8-26)

where Txy is the total stress and K is an cifectivc kinematic viscosity coefficient or,

as it is more generally called, an exchange coefficient. 1'his method was first used by
Boussinesq.^i This assumption, of course, gives no information regarding the

magnitude of the exchange coefficient, and this must be deterniined by experiment

for any given type of problem. If the turbulence was not isotropic, as in a stably

stratified atmosphere, it would be necessary to use a different exchange coefficient

for mixing in tne various directions. This has been done in the case of high-level

isentropic mixing in the atmosphere by Grimminger^® and llossby.®

The exchange coefficient can also be used to calculate the turbulent transport and

diffusion not only of momentum but also of dust, moisture, heat, or any other property.

The application of this principle to meteorological problems has been made by Wil-

helm Schmidt®^ and many others. An excellent survey of the effects of turbulence

on the motions of the atmosphere was given recently by Lettau.®^

9. The Wind Structure and Turbulence near the Earth's Surface. In the lower

levels of the atmosphere where the viscous stresses are significant, the wind may be

considered as horizontal, and in addition the variation of the viscous stresses in the

horizontal directions is so small that only the vertical variations need be considered.

If it is a.ssumed that the wind in any given horizontal plane is a uniform rectilinear flow,

then the acceleration of the fluid elements relative to the earth's surface is also neg-

ligible. This is generally a satisfactory approximation. The equations of motion

for this case arc

-pXfJ =

p\u ^

a* ^ a*
”

av
+

(9.1)

where r,, and are the total viscous stresses. In this case, it is again convenient

to express these as a single complex equation

Vto dy) 4- ^ (r#x +i\p(il 4" if}) (9.2)
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In terms of the exchange coefficient K

Tzx -f tTgy “ Kp ^ + iv) (9.3)

If the exchange coefhcient is treated as a constant, for a first approximation,

Eq. (9.2) can be written

jXp(« + a) - ~ (H +
* ^) + + »*’) (9-4)

Suppose the a:-axis is placed along the surface isobar, so that the geostrophic wind is

ity where Ug is positive. For the comparatively shallow layer in which fhe viscous

effects are important, the horizontal pressure gradient and the density and thus u,

can be considered as constant. Equation (9.4) then becomes

(u -f iv — Ug) —
^ ^ (w -f iv — Ug) « 0 (9.5)

This is to be solved with the boundary conditions that u + fi; = 0 at the surface,

2=0, and that u iv = Ug at high levels. The general solution of Kq. (9.5) is

u -^iv - Ug 4- (9.6)

where a = (9.7)

From the boundary condition, it is seen that Cz — 0 and Ci = — Wj,; therefore

H -I- it) rrr ^^^[1 — ^»~(l+»)aar]
(9 g)

If the velocity vectors are plotted for various elevations, it is seen that their end points

lie on an equiangular spiral that has the geostrophic wind for its limit point, as in

Fig. 43. Since this solution was first obtained by Ekman, who applied it to the ocean

currents produced by surface stresses, this figure is called the Ekman spiral. Its

application to atmospheric motions was first made by Akerblom.'^®

The results of this solution show that the viscous stresses cause the wind to blow
across the isobars into the low-pressure zone. The maximum angle with which the

wind blows across the isobars is 45 deg, and this occurs at the surface. In addition,

it is seen that the deviation of the wind from the geostrophic wind and the viscous

stresses dimmish upwardTn an exponential manner.
If the Ekman spiral is used to analyze experimentally obtained wind distributions,

the magnitudes of the exchange coefficient and the viscous stresses can be obtained.

The most convenient experimental quantity for this purpose is the height H at which
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the wind blows parallel to the isobars. From Eq. (9.8), this occurs for aH « jr;

therefore

From Eq. (9.3), the horizontal-shear-stress vector at any level is

(9.9)

Tzx + tTzy = KpUg{\ “h

and the magnitude of the shearing stress at the surface to is therefore

XpHug
TO ~

TT \/2

(9.10)

(9.11)

Observations of the height H for various geostrophic winds were made by Dobson,®^

and the results are shown in 7'able 1

.

Table 1

Ugy cm /sec 460 910 1,560
cm 1 6 X 10^ 8 X 10^ 9 X 10«

pA, grams/cm sec 23 43 54
Kj cm 2 /sec 2.0 X 10^ 3.7 X 10^ 4.7 X 10^

TO, dynes/cm 2 0.8 2.2 4.2

In these calculations, it was assumed that X =»= 1.14 X 10“^ sec"^ and that p «= 1.15

X 10“*^ gram per cm^ These results give at least the order of magnitude of K and

To. It is of interest to note that the value of pK/p is of the order of 10*; therefore the

stresses due to turbulent mixing are overwhelmingly large when compared with the

laminar-type str-'sees.

Although the Ekman-spiral solution gives the general features of the wind in the

friction layer, it can, of course, give no information on the variation of the exchange

coefficient with altitude. This information can be obtained from the analysis of

sounding-balloon data. The shear stresses can be computed by Eq. (9.1), and the

exchange coefficients can then be computed by Eq. (9.2). Calculations of this sort

have been made by Mildner.®* His observations of the exchange coefficient which

were obtained as the mean of 28 balloon runs on an October day near Leipzig show the

results in Table 2.

Table 2

1

Height, m
1

80 135 190 240 295 405 460 510
125

1

270 310 500 246 117 70 70pKj grams/cm sec

j

This shows a linear variation of the exchange coefficient with altitude in the first 250 m
and then a rapid decrease to a more or less constant value aloft.

If an atmosphere is initially stable, turbulent mixing tends to produce a condition

of neutral stability throughout the layer that is mixed. This produces a very stable

layer just at the top of the turbulent layer, as shown in Fig. 44, in which the potential

temperature is plotted against altitude. This very stable layer would suppress the

turbulence and slow down the growth of the turbulent layer. Such a condition may
have caused the great decrease in the exchange coefficient observed by Mildner

between 240 and 295 m, for the air mass in which his observations were made had a

fairly stable lapse rate of about 6.5®C per km.
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The most obvious weakness of the Ekman-spiral solution is the assumption that

the exchange coefficient is the same at all levels. This is particularly so in the first

few meters from the surface where the exchange coefficient must become very small.

A solution that is valid near the surface can be obtained by means of the “mixing-

length’^ hypothesis, which was introduced by
Prandtl.®* Let us consider a layer next to the

surface that is thin enough so that the shear

stress may be considered as constant. In this

ground layer, place the ar-axis parallel to the

wind. The shear stress in this layer t„ is thus

the shear stress at the ground ro, or

To = —pmV (9.12)

where the laminar-type stresses have been

neglected. In ac.cordance with the exchange-

coefficient hypothesis, it seem.s reasonable to

suppose that w' is proportional to dilfdz^ and if the layer of air is neutrally stable,

m' and w' should be proportional. Equation (9.12) can thus be written as

TO = p/» (If)’
(9.13)

where is the constant of proportionality. The quantity / has the dimensions of a

length and is called the mixing length. In terms of the mixing length, the exchange

coefficient is given by

(9.14)
102

z

Fig. 44.

where the magnitude of du/dz is used, since both K and are essentially positive.

The introduction of the mixing length does not in itself solve the turbulent-flow

problem, for it merely replaces one unknown quality, the exchange coefficient, by
another, the mixing length; however, it is generally found to be much easier to make
suitable estimates of the mixing length than of the exchange coefficient.

An elegant method of estimating the mixing length in any given turbulent flow is

provided by the principle of mechanical aimilartty^ which was proposed by von K4r-

m&n.^® He suggested that, in any fully developed turbulent flow, the velocity field

in the neighborhood of any two given points must be geometrically similar but may
have a different scale. Since this scale must be independent of the magnitude of

the velocity, the simplest length tiat can provide such a scale is Other

lengths such as could also be formed from the velocity derivatives; but, if

the similarity principle holds, they must all be proportional to the first; and the mix-

ing length also must be proportional to this scale length. Thus

I
,

du/dz
^ dhl/dz^ (9.16)

where ^ is a universal constant.

By means of this expression for the mixing length, Eq. (9. 13) can be written as

\dzj dz^

k

VV«/p
(9 .10)
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The negative square root was used, since d^u/dz'^ is negative in the case under con-
sideration. This may be integrated to obtain

Vro/p
(Z + 2o) (9.17)

where Zo is an integration constant and z is supposed to be small enough so that the
variation of r© is negligible. From this

=r ^ \/~ 1

dz k ^ p z zq
(9.18)

If this result is compared with Eq. (9.13), it is seen that

/ - fc(z -h Zo) (9.19)

Since z is measured from the surface of the earth, kzo is thus seen to be the mixing
length at the surface; and z© must be a measure of the roughness of the surface and is

called the roughness coefficient. If the surface is quite smooth, there may be a very
thin layer with laminar flow next to the surface, and Eq. (9.19) cannot be assumed to

hold down to the surface but will hold only to the outer limit of the laminar sublayer.

The effects of this laminar sublayer have been considered by von K^m4n.*^ Such
laminar sublayers exist in the atmosphere at smooth-water surfaces, and Rossby^*

has applied von Kdrmdn's results in his study of the momentum transfer at the sea

surface.

If the possibility of the existence of a laminar sublayer is neglected, then z© is a

measure of the roughness, and Kq. (9.18) holds dowm to the surface where u * 0.

If Eq. (9. 18) is integrated from z = 0 to a height z, it is thus seen that

This result was given by Prandtl.*® For this case, the exchange coefficient is given by

K = fc y-" (2 + Zo) (9.21)
’ p

i.e.f the exchange coefficient varies linearly with the distance from the surface. This

is in agreement with Mildner^s observations. This logarithmic velocity distribution

is found to apply to the flow near any rough w^all

Table 3

Surface condition Zo, cm* Observer

Smooth lawn 0.55 Hellmann^^
Open fields 3.2 Shaw^®
Sea surface (swells-~no breakers) 4.0 Wlist*^

This solution contains two arbitrary constants, k and z©, which can be adjusted

to give the best results. The best experimental data show that k *» 0.40. As a

result of channel tests with sand grains for the surface-roughness elements, Prandtl

suggests that

” 30 (0 .22 )
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where c is the actual height of the roughness cjlement. This is in rough agreement with

the results found from the analysis of meteorological observations. Several values of

the roughness coefficient as reduced by Rossby and Montgomery from observations

by various observers are given in Table 3.

Similar roughness coefficients have been given by Paeschke.^* His results are

given in Table 4.

Tablk 4

Surface Condition zo, cm
Smooth snow 0.5
Fallow field 2.1
Low grass 3.2
High grass 3.9
Wheat field 4.5

If Eq. (9.20) is solved for the shear stress to, it is seen that

'•--{iWTWS)}’"’ <»•“>

SO that the shear stress varies as the square of the wind velocity at any fixed level in

the logarithmic layer. This is in agreement with an empirical law

To =* pyhi^ (9.24)

which had been proposed by G. I. Taylor^* as a result of his analysis of Dobson's®^

observations. Taylor’s results showed y ~ 0.05. As the wind observations were

made at a height of 30 m, this corresponds to a roughness coefficient of Zo « 1.0 cm.

The logarithmic wind distribution fits the observed wind distribution in the layer

next to the surface with a high degree of accuracy as long as the air is in a condition

of neutral stability. For very light winds, the turbulent mixing is frequently too

weak to establish a neutrally stable layer. The gravitational stability in this case

reduces the intensity of vertical mixing, and thus the wind will increase faster with

altitude for a given shear stress. A dimensionless quantity that measures this effect

is the Richardson number
J
where 0 is the potential temperature. The

first theoretical investigation of this problem was made by Exner;®® however, his

results were not satisfactory. Since then this problem has been treated more suc-

cessfully by Rossby and Montgomery^* and by Sverdrup.®^

Although the logarithmic velocity distribution fits the observed wind close to the

surface very well, it contains the shear stress to as an undet/ermined parameter. A
more complete theory can be built up by combining the logarithmic solution with a

wind spiral. If there is to be continuity in the wind velocity and in the shear, the

boundary condition at the bottom of the spiral regime is that

+ (fi +tP) (9.26)
oZ

where C is a real constant. This condition is required since the wind velocity and
shear in the logarithmic layer are in the same direction. The other boundary con-

dition is that the wind must approach the geostrophic wind at high levels.

If the exchange coefficient is treated as constant throughout the wind spiral, Eqs.

(9.5) and (9.6) still apply. Since H iS — Uf » 0 for large values of x, C* « 0.

If the wind at the bottom of the wind spiral (z * 0) is

(H (9.26)
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SO that a is the angle at which the wind crosses the isobars at the groimd. then

u ^ 4- (CoC*« - (9.27)

If this is substituted in the boundary condition (9.25), it is seen that

Cq ^ Ug(c.o8 ot
— sin a) (9.28)

and that C ** ~~ (cot o- — 1 ) (9.29)

With this value of Co, Eq. (9.27) can be written

u + tf) ^ Ug y/iug sin a e V 4 / (9.30)

The shear stress at the bottom of this layer is

+ irzy = A'p ^ (w -f iv)\z^o = Kp (9.31)

The magnitude of this shear stress must equal the shear stress at the ground; therefore

To == pUg sin a V2\K (9.32)

This solution of the wind-spiral equation was given by (J. I. Taylor.*®

If this wind spiral is to be fitted together with the logarithmic solution to obtain

a complete .solution, then the shear stress ro of Eq. (9.32) must bo used through the

lower layer. If the wind is to be continuous

Ug ((ios a — sin a) « \/^-- log ” (9.33)
K ^ p Zo

where h is the depth of the lower layer. The exchange coefficient must also be con-

tinuous; therefore

K (9.34)

Since the wind velocity, the shearing stress, and the exchange coefficient are continu-

ous, the wind shear is also continuous. If ro and h are eliminated between p]qs. (9.32)

to (9.34), an expression is obtained that determines the angle a. This is

k y/

U

g (cos g — sin a)

VsiiT^
log

kzo \/Ug sin a (2X)
(9.35)

This solution can be used in the same manner as the Ekman spiral to analyze

observed wind distributions. For this purpose, Dobson's observations will again be

used. It is first necessary to d(jtertnine the theoretical height at w^hich the wind is

in the gradient direction. Let this height H be written

H (9.36)

where h is the thickness of the logarithmic layer and H* is the thickness of the spiral

layer. From Eq. (9.30), the cross wind € will vanish at the height H* if

H' » (9.37)
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Also, from Kqs. (9.34) and (9.32)

h 4- 2 «.

k Ug sin a (2X)M
(9.38)

Since Zo is negligibly small when compared with //, the sum of these two gives H.

In the calculations, it is preferable to use dimensionless forms. I^et

2]^

so that iVi is a dimensionless exchange coefficient. Then

hlL
u„

-f
XiV*

2k y/sin (

(9.39)

(9.40)

A second dimensionless paniineter is

.V
XSo

(9.41)

In terms of these two dimensionless parameters, the equation for a becomes

A:(cos a — sin a) _
ATjH \/sin a 2k \/sin a

(9.42)

If N and Xll/ug are given, Kqs. (9.42) and (9.40) can be solved simultaneously for the

values of a and Ni. Then, from Eq. (9.32), the shear stress can be found, for

TO “ pu\ sin a (9.43)

The depth of the logarithmic layer is given by

A = j^l + 2fc (a + ^) (9.44)

In reducing Dobson’s data, it was assumed that X = 1.14 X 10"^see“i, z© *=* 1.0 cm
and p = 1.15 X 10~^ gram per crn^ The details are given in Table 5.

TiVBLE 5

cm /sec 460 910 1560
//, m 600 800 900
a °(observed) 13 21 20
jv ; 4.03 X 10« 7.98 X 10« 13.7 X 10«

\H
Ug

Ni

0.01555 0.01003 0.00658

2.93 X 10-6 1.24 X 10-6 5.49 X 10”*

a® (computed) 13 17 21
h

H 0.068 0.043 0.037

NtNH 2.37 X 10* 2.80 X 10® 2.79 X 10®

TQj dynes/cm* 0.32 1.04 2.35
Kf cm*/8ec 2.72 X 10* 4.51 X 10* 5.38 X 10*

It may be observed that this corrected theory predicts the angle that the wind

blows across the isobars with a fairly high degree of accuracy. The thickness of the

logarithmic layer is seen to be about 40 m. The shearing stress at the ground is seen
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to be somewhat smaller than that computed by the simple Ekman spiral, and the

exchange coefficient is somewhat larger. It may further be observed that the exchange
coefficient varies roughly with the square root of the velocity, and the shear stress

varies roughly with the three-halves power of the velocity.

This solution to the problem of the wind distribution in the friction layer is com-
pletely determined by 'Ug, X, 2o, p ,

and K. From these quantities may be formed the
two dimensionless parameters N and N i. Of these two, the first, N, is composed of

Wff, X, and which are all external parameters that determine the wind distribution.

On the other hand, N\ contains A', the exchange (coefficient. Since the exchange
coefficient is a measure of t he turbulent mixing, it i.s an internal parameter determined

by the fluid motion. For this reason, one would expect to find a functional relation-

ship of the form

Ni = Nr{N) (9.45)

From the analysis of Dobson’s data, it appears that this may rouglily be written as

AT
1
= 2.6 X 10 (9.46)

Unfortunately, this formula cannot be (considered as generally applicable, for there

are several additional facctors that have not been considered. Probably the most
important of these is the effect of gravitational stability. Next is the fact that the

surface roughness is far from homogeneous; and, although the roughness in the

immediate neighborhood determines the wind distribution in the logarithmic layer,

the turbulent mixing in the wind spiral must be determined by the mean roughness a

considerable distance upwind.

In this wind-spiral solution, the exchange coefficient w’as considered as constant.

Since the wind shear w\as found to decrease exponentially, this solution involves a

mixing length that increases exponentially with altitude. A solution of the wind

spiral that avoids this difficulty has been given by Ilossby,^* who used a generalisation

of von Kdrmdn’s similarity principle to compute the mixing length. In a later paper,

Rossby and Montgomery^* combined this wind spiral with a logarithmic layer near

the ground in order to obtain a complete solution. The general results of their

analysis are similar to the somewhat simpler theory given here, which uses G. I.

Taylor’s solution of the wind spiral.

10. Diffusion of Properties by Eddies. It was pointed out that the laminar

stresses, if viewed on a molecular scale, arise from the transport of momentum by the

random motion of the molecules. In exactly the same

manner, the apparent stresses are caused by the

turbulent transport of momentum. CJonsider a sur-

face element of area dS in the xy-plane, as in Fig. 45.

Then the volume of fluid carried up through this

surface by the turbulent motions in time dt is dS dL

Now this fluid has a momentum in the a;-direction of

an amount pu per unit volume. Thus the amount of x

momentum transported in the z-direction is puw' dS dt.

If this is averaged over the time d, it is thus seen that

puV is the net turbulent transport of x momentum in the ^-direction per unit time

and area. This will be written as

Tg{pu) ** ptt'tc' « —T,,

l^milar interpretations can be placed upon the other apparent shear stresses.

(10 . 1 )
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In order to simplify the following discussion, let us consider a motion with 0 »
it) = 0 and a « u{z\ as in Fig. 46. If it is supposed that the turbulent transfer arises

from eddies of fluid that are initially in equilibrium with their surroundings and are

then moved across the flow to some new position where they

mix, then, in any given plane, z « const

-V du

Tz (10 .2)

where V is the distance below the plane where the turbulent

eddy was formed. This is, of course, only the first term of

a Taylor series. Substituting this result in Eq. (10.1), it is

seen that

Tz(pu) ~ —Tfx ~pwrp
du

^ Iz
(10.3)

In other words, the exchange coefiicient K is

K = wT (10.4)

The turbulent transport of any other fluid property may be discussed in a similar

manner. In order to make the problem more specific, the transport of moisture will

be considered. Let q be the specific humidity, so that pq is the mass of water per unit

volume. Then

g “ § + v' (10.5)

where g' is the turbulent fluctuation of the specific humidity and q is its mean value.

Then, again, the volume of fluid carried up through the surface dS^ of P'’ig. 10.1 in

time di is dS dt, and this fluid has moisture per unit volume equal to pq. Thus
pqw^ dS dt is the turbulent transport- of moisture through this element in time dt.

If this is averaged over the time 5, it is seen that

T.{pq) = pw'q’ (10.6)

Also, if g « g(2), we can assume

«' = jr dli

^ dz
(10.7)

so that r.{pq} - (10.8)

where K is given by Eq. (10.4).

If the turbulent motion is isotropic, the exchange coefficient is the same for the

transport in any direction. On the other hand, if the turbulent motion is not iso-

tropic as is the case in a fluid with a stable stratification, it would be necessary to use

a different exchange coefficient for each direction in which the turbulent transport

was computed. As the mixing length V depends on the rate at which the fluid proper-

'*'Thi0 idea may be formulated more precisely by use of tensor quantities. In the notation of
cartesian tensors,** the shear stress n/ is a second-order tensor; and if it is assumed that the shear stress

is a lineai^tensor fm^Uon of the flutd<^eforniation tensor dui/dxi, then

m * pKiitm

where the exchange coefficients Kt/hn are the components of a fourth-degree tensor that has 8*. or 81«
components. Since r,», these are reduced to 54 distinct components. If the turbulent mixing is

isotropic and the fluid is incompressible, this may be further reduced to a single exchange coefficient

and

This corresponds exaSily to the laminar stresses as given by Eq. (8.13), For nonisotropio turbulent
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ties are transferred to and from the turbulent eddies, it might also be expected that
the exchange coefficients would vary from one property to another. This effect has
been noticed; however, Sverdrup's observations^^ indicated that exchange coefficients

for heat and momentum were practically the same in the atmosphere. On the other

hand, he found considerable difference in the exchange coefficients of different proper-

ties in the ocean, where the stability is fairly high.

This method of developing the formulas for the turbulent stresses [Eq. (10.3)]

and the exchange coefficient [Eq. (10.4)] is due to G. I. Taylor. Since it involves the

assumption that momentum is transported unchanged by the turbulent eddies

through the distance these theories are generally classed as momentum-transfer
theories. The assumption that momentum is transferred in this manner assumes
that the turbulent-pressure fluctuations have no net effect on the momentum transfer.

Taylor has shown that, if a motion (both the mean and the turbulent components)
is strictly two-dimensif)nal, the momentum is not conserved in the eddy-transfer

process but the vorticity is. Taylor was thus led to develop his vorticity-transfer

theory. It can easily be shown that the vorticity-transfer theory cannot apply to

turbulent flow near a wall, and for this case the momentum-transfer theory which

gives the logarithmic velocity distribution gives a satisfactory solution. For certain

other cases such as the flow in the wake behind a long rod, the vorticity-transfer theory

can be applied quite successfully.

The turbulent transport as given by Eq. (10.8) can be used to develop the equation

for turbulent diffusion. For this purpose, the laminar-diffusion terms will be omitted

in order to simplify the calculations. Consider a volume element as in Fig. 47.

Then the turbulent transport of water per unit of time into the element from below is

mixing, the reduction from 54 exchange coefficients to one is no longer possible, although many may be
»hown to vanish.

In comparison with this result, the turbulent transport of a scalar quantity such as the moisture

P2, is a first-order tensor T* (p«), which may be assumed to be a linear-tensor function of the specific-

humidity gradient di/dxi. Thus

Ti(pq) - (C)

For this case, the exchange tensor Ka is a second-order tensor having 3*, or 9, components. If the

turbulent mixing is isotropic, the exchange tensor is again reduced to a single exchange coefficient K
where

Ti(j>q) - - 0* 57,

This is the tensor form equivalent to Eq. (10.8). For the nonisotropio case, the nonvanishing compo-

nents of Kii may be identified with certain of the nonvanishing components of Kubn,
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—Kp{dq/dz)dx dy. Similarly, the transport out of the top is — {Kp(dq/dz) + (d/dz)

lKp{dq/dz)]dz] dx dy. Thus ^ is the net transport per unit volume and

time into this volume element due to the turbulent mixing in the 2-direction. Similar

expressions give the effects due to mixing in the x- and 2/-directions. This net influx

is of course equal to the rate of increase of water within the element, or

This is the turbulent-diffusion equation for isotropic turbulent mixing. In most

cases, the density may be considered constant and eliminated from the equation.

Since

P^ ^ (p9) + V (p?t) -
9 [If

+ ^ • (P»)] (10-10)

and the bracketed term is identically zero by the equation of continuity, the diffusion

equation, Eq. (10.9), can be written as

I (p9) + V • (p5» - /)A' V9^ = 0 (10.11)

In this form the advective transport pq^ can be more easily compared with the

turbulent transport —pK Vq.

These results will first be used to discuss the problem of evaporation into a steady

wind. In order to simplify the calculations, it will hv. assumed that the motion is two-

dimensional in the a;2-plane, and furthermore the variation of the wind velocity,

density, and exchange coefficient with elevation will be neglected. These assump-

tions completely neglect the wind structure of the lower atmosphere; therefore only

qualitative results can thus be obtained. Since the horizontal turbulent transport

is normally very small compared with the horizontal advective transport, the hori-

zontal-turbulent-transport terms will be neglected. With these approximations,

the diffusion equation becomes

dz* K dx (10 .12)

Suppose the air is initially dry so that q

q-O

« 0, and at X = 0 it passes over a moist

surface where the saturation humidity

is constant and equal to go. Since

the horizontal turbulent transport is

neglected, the air must still be dry for

the line a? « 0. The boundary con-

ditions that the humidity must satisfy

are thus g = 0 for x *= 0, and g ~ go

for z = 0. The solution is to cover the

quadrant in which both x and z are

positive, as shown in Fig. 48.

This problem can be solvtnl by the similarity method. Assume g « $(17) where

u
i

Fig. 48.

9 s hzx^ and h and a are constants. Then

dg fj

dx ^ idif
(10.13)

and ° di,*
(10.14)

From this
di;* ’ d.

(10.16)
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]t may be observed that, if a =* this reduces to a function of the single variable

i;. Furthermore, let 6 * * u/AK; so

V (10.16)

Then Eq. (10.15) beconu^s

g + 2,|-0 ' (10.17)

The boundary (;oiiditions are g — 0 for 17 ~ oc and 7 « 70 for — 0. Now an inte-

grating factor for Kq. (10.17) is therefore, this may be integrated to

P = Ce-^' flO.18)

where C is a constant of integration. The int(‘gral of this that makes q vanish at

17 » «3 is

q=^ -C e-‘‘tll (10.19)

From the other boundary condition, it is seen that

90 = = -C (10.20)

Thus 5 = 90 (10.21)

This result nisy be conveniently €*xpressed in terms of the error function ‘i>(x), whi<rh

is tabulated in many convenicmt rt*ferences. (See also Sec. I.) Since

Kq. (10.21 ) may be written

2
<I>(x) =

'
/ /

di

V ^

7 * 7o [1 — ?Z/4A’'x)l

( 10 .22)

(10.23)

'^riiis solution of the turbulent-diffusion problem was given by Jeffreys.®^ In this

approximation, the specific humidity is constant along the curves for which 17 is con-

stant, 7 .C., along any parabola of the form 2* « kx.

This solution may be used to estimate the rate of evaporation from the surface.

This is

7'.(/.9)|.-o Kp ^\ (10.24)
dZ

By the use of Eqs. (10.20), (10.18), and (10.16), this is

y^(p7)|,.»o pqo
‘

» TX
(10.25)

The total mass M of water evaporated per unit time in a strip of unit width in the

2/-direction and of length I in the x-direction is

M - 7’.(p9)!-od* (10.26)

or M - 2pqoV—^ IT
(10.27)

Since this solution ti:eats the wind velocity and the exchange coefficient as being

independent of the elevation, it seriously overestimates the total evaporation from
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large bodies of water. A more complete solution of this problem that considers some

of the effects of the variation of the wind velocity and exchange coefficient with eleva-

tion has been given by Sutton, “ More recent investigations of the evaporation from

land and water surfaces which consider the linear variation of the exchange coeffi-

cient for small elevations have been given by Thornthwaite and Holtzman and by

Montgomery. W. Schmidt®^ has considered the problem of evaporation from a moist

surface of finite width. He used the same approximations as Jeffreys and obtained

similar results.

A similar analysis can be used to discuss the problem of the heating (or cooling)

of an air mass that has moved onto a warm (or cold) surface. The turbulent-diffusion

equation [Eq. (10.9)] cannot be applied directly to the temperature field, for the

temperature is not conserved during the eddy-mixing process. As the turbulent eddy

is displaced from equilibrium, its temperature changes at the dry-adiabatic lapse rate;

consequently, the heat transfer in the vertical is

T.{Q) = -Kpe, {— + r) (10.28)

where Y is the dry-adiabatic lapse rate of 9.86°C per km. 1'his shows that the turbu-

lent transport of heat in a stable atmosphere is downward, and this heat transport

tends to produce an air mass of neutral stability. The heat-diffusion equation is thus

(10.29)

if only the vertical turbulent transport of heat is considered. If the variation of Kp
with elevation is neglected, this can be further simplified to

^ = (10.30)

Suppose an air mass has an initial temperature distribution given by

T ^ To- yz

where y is the constant lapse rate. At time < = 0, this air mass arrives over a surface

for which the temperature is Ti. Then, if horizontal variations in temperature are

neglected and Kp is assumed to be independent of the elevation

(10.31)

In order to calculate the final temperature distribution, it is preferable to calculate

the change in temperature AT where

AT « r - (To - yz) (10.82)

From Eq. (10.31)

|(AD-A^,(Ar) (10.38)

and the boundary conditions are AT « 0 for f » 0 and AT Ti — Tq for z « 0.

This is mathematically identical with the previously discussed moisture-diffusion

problem, with the following quantities corresponding:
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By means of these substitutions, the final solution can be written immediately as

T - 7’. ~yz + {Tx - To) [l - (10-34)

This solution was given by Taylor.®® The term in brackets in this equation

is unity for « ~ 0 and diminishes to a value of 0.1 for zf\/4Kt =* 1.2. Thus the

effect of the change in surface temperature is very small above this level. Taylor

assumes that for all practical purposes this term has no effect above zl\^4Ki ** 1;

therefore the height to which the effect of the surface temperature change has pene-

trated is

« 4Kt (10.35)

I'aylor’s observations of the virtual-temperature distribution over the Grand Banks
of Newfoundland showed a marked inversion near the surface and neutrally stable

air aloft. From the height of the inversion and the length of time the air mass had

been over the cold sea surface, Taylor was able to estimate the magnitude of the

exchange coefficient. His results are as follows:

Wind (Beaufort scale) 1 2 3

Kf cm*/8ec 1,000 2,000 3,000

It may be noted that these values of the exchange coefficient are very much smaller

than those computed from Dobson’s data. The difference (a factor of 10) may be

ascribed to stability in the surface inversion.

Further calculations using Eq. (10.34) have been made by Schwerdtfeger,®* who
used the equation to estimate the rate of heating of an air mass that is over a warm
surface.

Another interesting application of the heat-diffusion equation is the problem of

the diurnal temperature variation in the atmosphere. Suppose the air mass has a

mean lapse rate y and that the mean temperature distribution is therefore given by
Eq. (10.30). Then, if the variation of the exchange coefficient in the vertical direction

is neglected, the diurnal variation is determined by Eq. (10.33). The boundary

conditions are as follows:

(o) At the ground (z - 0)

AT « A cos vt

(6) Very high (2 « oo)

AT » 0

Note that the diurnal variation of the temperature at the surface has been approxi-

mated by a single cosine term of amplitude A and frequency v ^ 2ir (days)’”^. This

could be considered as one term of a Fourier series; however, the first term by itself

fits the surface conditions fairly well. Note that the time is zero at the maximum
surface temperature condition, which generally occurs in the middle of the afternoon.

Since the boundary condition (o) may be written in an exponential form and Eq.

(10.33) is linear with constant coefficients, the solution must also be of an exponential

form. It may easily be verified that a solution of Eq. (10.33) that fits these boundary

conditions is

at cos (vt — oz)

where a

(10 .36)

(10.37)
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From this result, it appears that the amplitude of the diurnal variation of the tem-

perature diminishes exponentially with elevation and that the time of the maximum
temperature varies linearly with elevation. The exchange coefficient can be esti-

mated from either the amplitude or the phase changes with elevation.

Observations of the diurnal temperature variation on the Eiffel Tower have been

given by Schmidt. His results are given in Table 6.

Tablk 6

Height,
m

Amplitude.
Time of

maximum
(P.M.)

1.8 3.00 2:30
123.1 2.09

1

4:00
196.7 1.72 ! 4:30
301.8 1.29 4:30

The exchange coefficient as computed from the first two amplitudes is 4.1 X 10^ cm*-^

per sec. The exchange coefficient computed from the last two is 4.9 X 10^ cm* per

sec. It may be observed that these exchange coefficients are of the same order of

magnitude as those computed from Dobson^s wind observations.

The assumption that Kp is independent of the elevation m\ist be very poor in the

layer closest to the surface in which the exchange? coefficient must vary linearly. This

indicates that Schmidt^s simplified theory given above must underestimate the

amplitude and phase change in the first layer and overestimate them aloft. This

conclusion is supported by Schmidt’s experimental data.

Haurwitz*® has considered the diurnal variation of temperature in an atmosphere

in which the exchange coefficient varies linearly with height. For this cast?, the solu-

tion can be expressed in terms of Bessel functions.

An interesting application of the theory of turbulent mixing for nonisotropic

turbulence has been made by Grimminger.*^ Parr®^ had suggested that, although

the gravitational stability must suppress the vertical mixing in the ocean, the mixing

in the surfaces of constant density might be on a large scale. This conjecture is

apparently verified. Rossby®® suggested that similar large-scale lateral mixing may
take place in the isentropic surfaces in the upper atmosphere. Grimminger applied

this idea to the study of the lateral spread of the lines of constant specific humidity

in these isentropic surfaces. He neglected vertical mixing, and from his experimental

data he found the coefficient of lateral mixing to be between K =* 10® cm* per sec and
10^® cm* per sec. Since this is of the order of 10* times as large as the vertical exchange

coefficient and since the vertical-property gradients are about 10* times as large as the

horizontal gradients, the horizontal mixing is apparently much more important than

the vertical mixing. Following this result, Rossby®’^ has discussed the possible effects

of this lateral mixing on the general circulation of the atmosphere.

Another interesting and unusual application of the theory of turbulent diffusion

has been made by Defant®* and Lettau*® and others. In this application, the migra-

tory cyclones and anticyclones of the middle latitudes are treated as turbulent eddies

in th^ general circulation of the atmosphere. For these eddies, the exchange coeffi-

cient may be computed directly by Eq, (10.4). For this case, K is found to be of the

order of 6 X 10*® cm* per sec. This result was used to compute the meridional trans-

port of heat in the earth’s atmosphere*
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For all the problems considered here, the turbulent transport was computed by
making certain assumptions regarding the nature of the exchange coefficient. Many
attempts have been made to develop a more complete theory of turbulent motion by
statistical methods that would eliniinato the necessity for these simplifying assump-

tions. The most important developments in these theories to date have been given

by Taylor®® and by von KArindn."^® An excellent survey of the status of the statistical

theories of turbulence has been given recently by Dryden.'^^

11. Energy Changes in Atmospheric Wind Systems. It has been shown that the

viscous effects create surface stresses that tend to destroy the atmospheric motion,

and the magnitude of this shear stress at the surface is about 1 dyne per cm*. Since

the mass of air in a unit column extending from the surface to the outer limit of the

atmosphere is about 1 kg per cm*, a stress of this magnitude must have rather large

dissipative effects. These effects will now be studied in a little more detail.

Suppose the x-axis is taken parallel to the isobars, then the equation for equilib-

rium in the y-direction [see Eq. (9.1)] is

-XpS = A(^„) (11.1)

If tliis is integrated with respect to z, it is seen that

pXiJ dz = -T„|' (11.2)

At high levels, the shear stress must vanish and at the ground r,* = r© cos a. Thus

M 1

^
r« cos a (11.3)

The integral is the total mass transport across the isobars. [It was assumed in Eq.

(11.1) that the isobars were parallel at all levels in the friction layer.) This mass

flows across the isobars into the low-pressure region. Since the pressure at any point

is a measure of the mass of air above that point, the mass transport must tend to

equalize the surface-pressure differential. For moderate wdnds, r© cos a may be taken

as about 1 dyne per cm* and for middle latitudes X is about 10“^ sec“^; therefore the

mass transported across the isobar is about 10* grams per cm sec.

Suppose the isobar surrounds a circular low of radius R. Then the total transport

inward is 2vRM. Since the area is x/?*, the mean rate of pressure rise within this

isobar is

dv 2irRM 2gM a\

If M ** 10* grams per cm see and R » 400 km, then

^ ^ dyne/cm* sec « 1.8 mb/hr (11-5)
at Jit

This rate of pressure increase in the low is high enough so that, if it were the only

factor, almost any atmospheric low-pressure system would be destroyed in a period

of about 1 day. Since the atmospheric cyclones last for much longer periods, there

must be equally strong regenerative processes taking place in the levels above the

friction layer.

Similar conclusions may be obtained from a consideration of the rate of dissipation

of the atmospheric kinetic energy by the viscous stresses. Consider a fluid element,
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as shown in Fig. 49, which is of thickness dy in the ^/-direction. Then the work done

per unit time on the fluid below this element by the shearing stress on its bottom

surface is Utzx dx dy. On the other hand, the work done at the upper surface by the

upper fluid is 4- ~ (wT«)d2
j|

dx dy; therefore the net work done on the element

per unit volume and time by the viscous stresses is (d/dz)(ilTzx)> Now

Fig. 49.

Since (d/dz)rzx is the net force acting on the element

per unit of volume, the first term on the right-hand

side represents the work done by the viscous stresses

in accelerating the fluid element. This is kinethi

energy transferred from the rest of the fluid into

the element. Since the total work done on the

element is done at the expense of the kinetic energy

of the surrounding fluid, the difference Tzxidiildz)

must represent the kinetic energy dissipated within

the element and turned into heat, hlach of the other

eight viscous stresses contributes a similar term to the dissipation function 4>, which

gives the rate of dissipation of kinetic energy per unit volume. Thus

If the fluid motion is horizontal so that tc =* 0 and if the horizontal variations of the

velocity are neglected, the dissipation function is simply

Tzx
Bu

dz
4" Tzy

dz
(11.8)

The viscous dissipation in a unit column of the atmosphere is thus

If this is integrated by parts, it is seen that

D = ^UTzx 4" ^
* (11.10)

The integrated part vanishes since the wind velocity vanishes at the surface and the

shear stresses vanish aloft. If the x-axis is taken parallel to the isobars, the equations

of motion for the friction layer [see Eq. (9.1)] may be written

Xp(t* - Uy) (11.11)

where Ug — (l/Xp)(dp/i?y) is the geostrophic wind above the friction layer. From
this

d B
^ a* ®^
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The viscous dissipation is thus

I) = \u„ 0dz (11.13)

By Eq. (11.3), this may finally be written

I) *= UgT^i cos a (11.14)

A surface shear stress of 1 dyne per cm® corresponds to a geostrophic wind of

about 10® cm per sec. The dissipation for this case is about 10* ergs per cm® sec.

Since the mass in a unit column of air is about 10* grams, the total kinetic energy for

this case is about X 10*(10*)® = 5 X 10* ergs per cm*. In an hour the total dissi-

pation would be 3.6 X 10* ergs per cm®, or about 1 per cent of the total kinetic energy.

From this, it appears that the kinetic energy of the winds must be completely replaced

every 100 hr.

It is of interest to note that about half this viscous dissipation occurs in the lowest

20 or 30 m of the atmosphere. The dissipation in such a column of height z is

If the ar-axis is taken parallel to the wind close to the ground, then t,x — to and is

constant for this shallow layer. Furthermore *=0; therefore

/>! - row (11.16)

where u is the wind velocity at the height z. Since the wund velocity reaches half the

geostrophic velocity at an elevation of from 20 to 30 m, half tfie total dissipation of

kinetic energy occurs below this level.

In order to discuss the manner in w^hich the energy of the winds is replenished,

it is necessary to discuss the distribution of energy in the atmosphere. This energy

exists as gravitational potential energy, internal energy, and kinetic energy. A very

simple relationship exists between the internal and gravitational potential energy in

the atmosphere. In a unit column, the potential energy is

P = jjzpgdz (11.17)

By the hydrostatic equation, this may be written as

If this is integrated by parts, it is seen that

P = _pj|" + (11.19)

The integrated part vanishes at both limits; and, if the effects of moisture are neg-

lected, p «» pi2T; therefore

P pTdz (11.20)

If the effects of moisture are neglected, the internal energy* in this column is

Kr.CrjjpTdz (11 .21 )

* It is aiMumed that the internal energ.v and the ai^ecific lieat ooefficienta are expressed in mechanical

energy units.
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Since Cp « the sum of the internal and potential energies is

P + E Cp jj pT dz (11.22)

or P + &’ = kE (11.23)

where k is the ratio of the specific heats For air, k =* 1.40. In the atmos-

phere, particularly in the tropical regions, a considerable portion Of the internal

energy is contained as the latent heat of vaporization of water. This of course troin-

plicates the discussion and slightly changes the result. The importance of the water

vapor in this problem has been discussed by Nonnand.’^* If the modification due

to the water vapor is neglected, this result shows that, of any seven units of energy

added t;0 the internal and potential energy of the atmosphere, five units go into the

internal energy and two units go into the potential energy.

Consider a fluid mass within a closed system, /.e., a system with fixed insulating

walls. For this case, there can be no energy transfer, either heat or mechanical,

through the walls. The principle of the conservation of energy thus requires that

|(X+P + i’)=0 (11.24)

where K is the total kinetic energy, P is the total gravitational potential energy, and

E is the total internal energy. If this is integrated, it is seen that

^K = + E) (11.25)

If this closed system extends for the whole depth of the atmosphere, this can be

written

AK-=-kAE (M.26)

This shows that, in such a closed system, any increase of kinetic energy can be pro-

duced only by decreasing the internal and potential energies; furthermore, the kinetic

energy dissipated by viscous stresses at once reappears as increases in the internal

and potential energy.

Margules^® first applied these formulas to the problem of estimating the amount
of kinetic energy produced by any given change in a hydrodynamic system. Before

considering such calculations in detail, the expression for the internal energy of an

adiabatic layer will first be obtained. For such a layer extending between the levels

Zi and Zt

E Cv f pT dz

By the hydrostatic equation, this is

^ = -.£i’ f^'rdp
9 Jpi

(l-k)

For an adiabatic layer, Tp * is constant; therefore

Tdp-^j^d{Tp) (11.29)

Thus E - j^(23r^)
~

Consider a unit column in the atmosphere with two adiabatic layers next to the

surface. Then suppose the lower twq layers overturn without mixing, as indicated

(1L27)

(11.28)
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in Fig. 50. Each layer may be assumed to retain its initial potential temperature, $i

for the original lower layer and $2 for the original upper layt^r. As the pressun^ at

any point is the weight of the air above that level, the ground pressure is unchanged

as is the pressure at the top of the two layers

pt. Similarly if pm is the pressure at the

middle surface initially, pt pg — pm is the

pressure at the middle surface in the final

state. The temperature at any point is given

by the potential temperature for

'(£)
k-J
k (11.31)

where po is the standard "^pressure of 1,000

mb. By Eq. (11.30), the initial internal energy of the two layers is

Similarly, the internal (*nergy of the two layers in the final state is

(pi)^
+ ~ ^ pV”

(11,32)

Oipt
\vJ * J

(11.33)

From this the change in internal energj»^ is

- (Po + P< - Pm) V] (11.34)

The bracketed quantity is the difference of nearly equal quantities and is rather diffi-

cult to evaluate. As long as the pressures pg and pt are not very much different from

Po, a very simple approximate form can be used, for

-
(‘ + (^) + <»«

If the two adiabatic layers are rather shallow^ the higher order terms may be omitted,

and Kq. (11.34) becomes

,p ^ 2c,(fc - 1) .

«i)
(P« - Pm)(Pm - P«)

Po
(11.36)

From this, it is seen that the internal energy is decreased if the initial condition was
unstable so that e% < di. By Eq. (11.26), the kinetic energy that could be released

by this overturning is

(11.37)
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It should be noted that there is no change in the internal energy of the air above the pt

level. The mass of air in the two adiabatic layers is

M = (11.38)

If the available kinetic energy were to be evenly distributed through this mass, it

would correspond to a uniform velocity c where AK =
^

c* = 4c
* ~ ^

(0, - 0A - Pm)(pm - p.) gq.
P»(P. -Pi)

^ ^ ^

If the adiabatic layers are both 100 mb thick and the potential temperature dif-

ference is 10°C, the speed c is 21.1 nips. For 200-mb layers with 10°C potential

temperature difference, the speed c is 29.8 mps. #

Margules carried out similar calculations using the exact formula, Kq. (11.34),

for two adiabatic layers, each 2,000 ni thick, with a 3°C potential temperature dif-

ference. For this case, c = 15 mps. Margules also considered the case of two adia-

batic air masses that initially lie side by side and in the final state lie with the lighter

ones above the heavier. The horizontal extent of the two air masses was the same.

For 3,000 m thick layers with a 5°C potential temperature difference, the speed c is

12.2 mps. If the potential temperature difference is increased to 10°C, c « 17.3 mps.

These calculations show that the vertical motions that are observed during the

development and occlusion process for a normal cyclone are a large enough energy

source to explain the observed w'inds that accompany these storms. These cakmla-

tions, of course, show only that the energy is available; they do not show why the

energy is not immediately dissipated through small-scale turbulent motions instead

of being used to produce the large-scale motions of the winds.

Similar calculations giving the energy available in a single layer of air having an

unstable lapse rate have been given by Littwin.’* The effects of moisture in a single

layer of air with a dry-adiabatic lapse rate has also been considered by Littwin.^^

12. Perturbation Theory. It has been shown that dissimilar air masses could

be in equilibrium with a sloping discontinuity surface separating them. It w'as also

seen that this horizontal juxtaposition of dissimilar air masses represents a certain

potential energy source that might be transformed into kinetic energy of motion.

It thus seems necessary to discuss the stability of these discontinuity surfaces in order

to determine whether or in what manner this energy of mass ’distribution can be

realized. For this purpose, the linearized theory of small disturbances (or, briefly,

the perturbation theory) is the appropriate mathenlatical tool. Complete discussions

of this problem have been made by V. Bjerknes and his collaborators.^^ In this

investigation, the effects of viscosity and of compressibility will be neglected.

The equations of motion are then

~-f-v Vv-|-2«Xv« ~ivp+F (12.1)
at p

and the equation of continuity is

V • V - 0 (12.2)

Suppose these equations, together with suitable boundary conditions, are satisfied

by a mean velocity field V and a mean pressure field P. Suppose further that a small

disturbance is superimposed on this mean field so that

V w V -f v'

(12.8)
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where v' and p' are the velocity and pressure disturbances. The equations of motion

becolne

^ + V VV 4- 2« X V + ~ + v' • Vv' + 2« X V' + V • Vv' + V' W
at at

= - - VP - - Vp' + F (12.4)
P P

Similarly, the equation of continuity is

V • V + V • v' * 0 (12.5)

Now the mean flow satisfies the equations of motion and continuity, and therefore

the terms involving only the mean terms drop out. The equations for the disturbances

are thus

and

-f v' • Vv' -h V • Vv' + v' • VV + 2u> X v' - - Vp' (12.6)
dt P

V - v' - 0 (12.7)

From this, it is seen that the continuity equation has the same form for the disturbance

terms. as for the mean flow. If the disturbance velocity is assumed to be small when

compared with the mean velocity, every term of Eq. (12.6) is a first-order term exc?ept

for v' • Vv', which is of the second order and may be neglected for sufficiently small

disturbances. If this term is omitted, then the equations of motion become

dt
-f V • Vv' + v' • VV -h 2w X v' Vp' (12 .8)

These linearized equations of motion, which are valid for sufficiently small disturb-

ances, are (tailed the perturbation eq^iations. For the special case to be considered

here, in which the disturbances in a uniform rectilinear flow in the x-direction so that

V « Ui are considered, Eq. (12.8) takes the simpler form

^ + u + 2« X V'
at aX

1
Vp' (12.9)

I^et us consider, as an example of the application of the perturbation equations

the two-dimensional problem of gravitational ^
wave motion in a single layer of fluid. It will

be assumed that the fluid is initially stationary

so that V « 0 and that the motion is on a^

small enough scale so that the Coriolis terms"

may he neglected. Suppose the mean depth of

the layer is h and the wave amplitude is % as

shown in Fig. 51. The origin of the coordinate^

system is taken at the bottom of the layer.

If the perturbation velocity components in the

X- and z-directions are u and w, respectively, the perturbation equations for this

case are

du

[ /

5

1

h
\

Fig. 51.

dt p dx

dw 1 dp*

dt p dz

du . dw
dx dz

(12 . 10)
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Since these equations are linear with constant coefficients, the solution can be of an

exponential form. An exponential solution that corresponds to a wave progressing

in the positive ^-direction with a velocity e (r 0) is

SB

tv = (12.11)

where A, j5, and C are complex constants and only the real part of these expressions

are to be used. These will be a solution of the perturbation equations if

From these, it is seen that

— ike

A

-f 'ikC * 0

-ikcB 4- « 0

ikA 4 XB = 0

B =

X =

(12.12)

(12.13)

Two solutions are thus found, one for \ — k and the other for \ — —k.

Suppose A i, Bi, and (?i are the constants corresponding to the first solution X — A*,

and A 2,
Bi^ and Ci are the constants corresponding to the second solution. Since the

equations are linear, the sum of these two solutions is a more general solution. For

this case

w = (Bif** 4 (12.14)

At the bottom of the layer, the vertical velocity must be zero, and this can be satisfied

if B\ = —B2 . From Eq. (12.13), it is seen that A) — A^ and C] * (U. In addition

to this condition, the motion must also satisfy the boundary Cf>ndition that the pres-

sure is constant on the top surface where z * h 4 i?. For the equilibrium condition

P « — A) 4 po (12.15)

if the pressure is taken as pc> at the free surface. The total pressure is thus

p « —gp{z — h) Ar pCi(e** -f 4 po ’(12.16)

This pressure will be po at the free surface if

0 « 4 4 (12.17)

Since the perturbation must be small, A, B,’ and C and 17 are all small quantities. If

only first-order terms are retained, Eq. (12.17) becomes

? Cl cosh (12.18)
g

The wave amplitude must also satisfy the purely kinematic condition at the wave
surface that

dri
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If the second-order terms are again omitted, this may be written as

ikr

-2Y ^ sinh (12.20)

or ~ f
tanh {kh) (12.21

)

This formula determines the speed of propagation of the wave c in terms of hy and
the wave length L = 2ir/fc. The wave velocity has two possible values, one positive

and one negative. This indicates that a wave disturbance of a given wave length

will travel in either the positive or negative a;-directions with the same speed.

These results may be summarized in a somewhat more simple manner by writing

71 « a€^k(»-ct)
( 12.22

so that the maximum wave height is given by the magnitude of a. From Eq. (12.18)

a - Cl cosh {kh) (12.23)

'Fhe final solution for the perturbations is as follows:

n

V’

P'.

P

ag cosh m
r cosh {kh)

ggsinh (kz)

c cosh {kh)

an
cosh {kh)

(12.24)

It is of interest to consider the special case for which the wave length is long com-
pared to the depth. For this case, kh * 2irhlL is a small quantity, and tanh {kh) is

approximately kh. This is within 1 per cent of accurate if L/h > 40. For this case,

the wave velocity equation is simply

c* « gh (12.25)

so that disturbances of all wave lengths travel at the same speed. For this approxima-

tion, Eq. (12.24) shows that the velocity u is constant in any given vertical column and

the vertical velocity ic is a linear function of the distance from the bottom.

A second special case is that of wave motion in very deep water, where the wave
length is small compared with the depth. For this case, tanh {kh) » 1. This is

within 1 per cent of accurate as long as L/h < 0.4. The waves in the open ocean

thus come in this class. For this case

- I
(12.26)

and it is seen that long waves travel faster than short waves.

These results were computed on the assumption that the waves were of the pro-

gressive type and were moving with a wave velocity c; however, the results may be

combined so as to obtain the theory for standing waves. Since the equations are

linear, solutions may be superimposed. Consider one wave train for which the wave

surface is given by Eq. (12.22), and superimpose upon this a second wave train having

the same shape at < » 0 but traveling in the opposite direction. The combined wave

surface is giv^ by

71
m -f

^ » 2a cos {ket)e^^‘or

(12.27)

(12.28)
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This is a standing wave of twice the amplitude, the same wave length, and of a fre-

quency kc. The velocity and pressure perturbations for the standing wave may be

obtained by superposition from Eq. (12.24).

If one considers the wave motion in a fluid having two layers of different densities

and a free surface at the top, the problem is complicated by the fact that there may be

wave disturbances in the inner surface separating the two fluids. This problem has

been considered by Ekman,’® who used it to explain the phenomenon of ^Mead

water encountered in the Norwegian fiords, where there is a layer of fresh water

over salt water.

After this preliminary discussion of gravity waves, we shall now consider the

problem of wave disturbances in a frontal surface. The polar front will be approxi-

mated by a plane frontal surface with an east-west intersection with any horizontal

plane and with a slope upward toward the north at an angle a. Take the a;-axis in

the frontal surface toward the east, the j/-axis in the frontal surfa(;e toward the north,

and the z-axis normal to the surface, as shown in Fig. 52. In this coordinate system

<0 = w[cos — a) j -h sin {<p — a) k] (12.29)

and F « —^(sin a j + cos « k) (12.30)

z

Suppose that in each air mass the velocity is horizontal, constant and parallel to the

frontal surface so that V = Vi, I'he flow pattern is then the same as that discussed

on pages 441-443.

For the undisturbed state, the equations of motion give

^ = -p(2f/«. - F,)
dy

If = p(2?7«, + F.)

(12.31)

The pressure in the undisturbed state can thus be written as

P - p(2U<^s - Fy)y 4- p(2Uwy *f F,)z (12.32)

If unprimed quantities are used to refer to the lower fluid and primed ones for the

upper, the condition that the pressure must be continuous along the frontal surface

z » 0 is that

p(2l7«. - Fy) « p'(2U'w, - Fy) (12.33)

This equation determines the slope of the frontal surface, for it may be written as

[see Eqs. (12.29) and (12.30)]

p[227<tf sin (<p
—

* ot) 4- ^ sin.oc] » p'[2f7'« sin — a) -f- (7 sin a]

1:1 XL-. ..
2a> sin tp{pV - pT7')

Jr rom this tan o? ** *“*
j i\ a 'jjyyr

^(p ~ p') — 2w CDS ip(pu - pT7')

(12.34)

(12.35)
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This is the same formula for the slope of the frontal surface as that obtained from

Eq. (7.6) with * 0.

If the perturbation velocity components are m, r, and the perturbation equations

for thia case are as follows:

dt

, du
-f* “h 2w(ji)y — 2vci>t H

—

1 dp'

dx

dt

dw

dv

p dx

1 dp'

dx p dy

. jj dw « 1 dp'

dt +
e du dv dw

dx'^ dydz

9

0

= 0

= 0

(12.36)

An exponential solution of these equations which corresponds to a wave traveling

in the x-direction with a velocity c is given by

U =

w * Cc^**^‘*<*~®*> (12.37)

IL. — 2)gX*+ijfc(x—ft)

p

It may be noted that the perturbation is assumed to be independent of the y-coordi-

nate. Now Eq. (12.37) will be a solution of the perturbation equations, provided

that

— fA;(c — U)A — 2uJtB + 2a>vC -1- ikD =* 0
• 2<i>*A — ik(c — U)B «* 0

-2u)yA - ik{c - IJ)C -H =* 0

ikA + XC « 0

From the last three of these equations, it is seen that

B

C

D

^2w,

k(c- U)
%k m

2(tf] k^
I/)* u

The first equation of (12.38) will then be satisfied if

k^ _
X* fc»(c ~ uy

(12.38)

(12.39)

(12.40)

For the present, let us consider c as being real. Then, if c — 17 is small enough, X

must be pure imaginary. This corresponds to perturbations that are periodic in the

2sdirection. If the fluid is of infinite extent on either side of the frontal surface, such

periodic perturbations would require infinite kinetic energy and may be eliminated

from consideration. This means that the frequency of the wave motion as seen by
an observer moving with the air mass must be greater than 2«, or

lfc(c - 17)1 > 2a>. (12.41)
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With this restriction, it is seen that

^ -
11

(12.42)

If the motion is such that the C'oriolis terms may he neglected, this reduces to \ ±
as in Eq. (12,13). Since the amplitude of the frontal disturbance must vanish at large

distances from the front, the X for the lower fluid is

X - A [i -

where k is considered as positive. Similarly

(’2.44)

where primed quantities refer to the upper fluid and the principal value of the square

root is used.
,

If the wave surface is given by

17 = ac**^*-*^** (12.45)

then the kinematic relations relating this amplitude with the velocity fields are that

^ , TT ^
at dx

iiif-

TTf

Thus, if second-order quantities are neglected

(12.4())

-ik(c - U)a
-ik(c - Da = C' (12.47)

The other boundary condition that the fluid motion must satisfy is that the pressure

must be continuous across the front, or

(P + p%^ = (P + p') (12.48)

By means of Eqs. (12.32), (12.33), (12.37), and (12.45), this can be written

p[(2Uo,y -f P.)a + Z>] * p'[(2(7'wy + F,)a -f Z>']

From Eqs. (12.39) and (12.47) *

D (c-U) [2«, +

D' - (c - V) [2a.» + ^ (c - C')] a

(12.4«J

(12.60)

By means of these relations, the pressure equation that determines the wave velocity

can be written as

p
[(f. + 2c«,) + Y (c - C)*] - p' [(f. + 2c«,) + Y (c - C')‘] (12 .61 )

Because the solutions of this equation are very complex, it is advisable to consider

first some special cases.

Suppose the motion is such that the CorioHs accelerations are negligible. This is

the case for disturbances of a fairly sh<»rt wave length. For this case, « «• 0, P»
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\ ^ kj and X' == — A\ The only restriction on c is that it cannot equal U or U\ The
wave-velocity eqimtif)n is thus

p[-g + k{c ~ Un = p'(-flr - k{c -

This is a quadratic equation for the wave velocity, and its solution is

, == eIL±^E 4-

P -f p' “
LA;(p + p')

__p/

(p 4- p')*
(u -

(12.52)

(12.53)

If the density of the upper fluid p' is taken as zero, this shows that the wave velocity is

U ± (12.54)

so that the wave velocity relative to the moving fluid is given by the same expression

as Eq. (12.26). For the wave velocity in the frontal surface, the first term on the

right-hand side of Kq. (12.53) is a mean velocity of the two fluid masses; the wave
motion therefore has two equal v(;lo(‘ities, one to the right and one to the left, relative

to this mean velocity of the fluid mas.ses. This first term is called the convective

C4)mponent of the wave velocity, and the second is called the dynamic component.

This solution apparently gives the wave velocity as a continuous function of the wave
length L = 2ir/k\ however, it should be noted from Eq. (12.38) or (12.39) that the

solution breaks dowm for c =* t/ or (/'.

Consider the case for which both fluids are stationary and V — U' = 0, then

p]q. (12.53) becomes

<‘2“)

By comparison with lOq. (12.26), it is seen that, as the density of the upper fluid

increases from zero, the w'ave velocity continuously decreases and becomes zero for

p = p'. For p <. p', i.c., for the case with the heavier fluid on top, the w^ave velocit}^

becomes an imaginary quantity. hVom Eq. (12.45), it is seen that, if the imaginary

part of c is positive, the wave amplitude increases with time. The two imaginary

solutions thus correspond to one w ave that increases in amplitude and one w ave that

damps out. For this case, the heavier fluid is on top, and the wave disturbance con-

verts this potential energy of mass distribution into the wave motion, which increases

in amplitude. Such a wave, w^hich increases in amplitude by converting other forms

of energy into the kinetic energy of the wave motion, is called an unstable wave. For

this particular case, waves of any wave length are unstable.

From Eq. (12.53), it is seen that, if there is a velocity difference between the two

fluids so that U — U' 0, complex values of c and thus unstable waves can exist

even if the lighter fluid is on top, provided that the w^ave length is short enough.

The critical wave length that separates stable and unstable waves is

“ y (12.56)

If pVp *• 0.95, which corresponds to an atmospheric temperature difference of 15®C

if the upper air mass is at 300°K, and if V ~ IJ* 10 mps, the critical wave length

is 625 m. For the unstable shorter weaves, the wave energy is obtained from the

kinetic energy of the motion of the fluid masses. This instability of the short waves

causes some mixing at any atmospheric frontal surface, and a narrow mixing zone

between the two air masses is therefore created.

Stable waves of the type determined by Eq. (12.53) are frequently observed

at the top or bottom of cloud strata. The application of this formula to the study of
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8u<^h cloud waves has been made by Wegener.

A

more complete theory taking into

account the compressibility of the air has been applied to this problem by Haurwitz.^*

If the wave length is very long, the Coriolis acceleration terms maj’^ not be neg-

lected. If the Coriolis terms are included, the frontal surface is inclined- a certain

potential energy of mass distribution therefore exists even though the lighter fluid

is on top; for the heavier fluid may flow under and force the lighter fluid aloft. If the

Coriolis terms are included, the wave velocity is given by Eq. (12.51).

Let us consider next the case for which the front is purely a velocity discontinuity

so that p = p'. For this case, a = 0, X =* A, and X' = —k. The
wave-velocity equation is simply

or

{c ^ UY ^ - (c - U'Y
U -\-U' . f

' - U'^ ^
(12.57)

(12.58)

It appears that for this case the Coriolis acceleration has no effect, and the instability

due to the shearing motion of the air masses is observed. Since this instability exists

for disturbances of all wave lengths, frontal systems of this type with the same den-

sity in both fluid masses must be expected to develop very wide mixing zones, owing

to the unstable wave motion.

For this case, the Coriolis term involving a>y was seen to have no effect. This is

generally true; for this component occurs only in the term f\ + 2ra>y; and F* is by far

the largest term unless c is very large. However, if r were to be much largf^r than,

say, 300 mps, the compressibility effects must also be considered. Thus, over the

entire range for which Eq. (12.51) is applicable, wy may be neglected and the wave-

velocity equation is

p
[f. + y (c - t/)*] = p'

[
F. + - f/')*] (12.59)

Let us consider next the special case for which the velocity is uniform across the

front and U »= U\ For this case, a is practically zero; therefore Ft ^ —g and
w* « sin ip. By means of Eqs. (12.43) and (12.44), the wave-velocity equation

[Eq. (12.59)1 becomes

(c - to* [l - 4«,*

k^{c - UYJ

- pQ
k{p + P')

(12.60)

Since the square root is positive, it is seen that the Wftve is stable if p > p' and unstable

if p < p'. This is true for all wave lengths just as in the case for which the Coriolis

terms were neglected.

The complete discussion of Eq. (12.69) for the case with both velocity and density

discontinuities has been considered in some detail by Bjerknes et aV^ Owing to the

complexity of the problem, the calculations will not be repeated here. They find that

for short wave lengths the wave velocity is given very closely by Eq. (12.53); however,

certain additional wave velocities very close to the critical velocities c *»* 17 or f/'

are found. For short wave lengths, these roots are not significant; however, for very'

long waves having a wave length of the order of 1,000 km, these additional wave
velocities become complex. These very long wave disturbances are thus unstable if

the Coriolis terms are included.

The existence of these unstable long waves is the basis of the wave theory of the

origin of the polar-front cyclones that was proposed by Y. Bjerknes and his coUabo*

rators. According to this theory, the unstable long-wave disturbances in the polar

front cause the potential energy due to.the sloping discontinuity surface to be con-
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verted into the kinetic energy of the wave motion. As this wave motion becomes
more intense, it is observed on the synoptic scale as a young cyclone. Since the wave
theory developed above assumed that the disturbance was small, it can be applied

only to the initial stages of the development. The further development of the

cyclone and the occlusion process cannot be discussed by this means. Some con-

siderations of the development of finite waves that .can be applied to the occlusion

process have been made by Iloseiihead.*®

V. Bjerknes et al.^^ have also considered some of the effects of compressibility and
of the restrictions due to the earth’s surface on the polar-front waves.

18. Atmospheric Tidal Motions. After discussing the long cyclone waves in the

polar front, it seems appropriate to consider next those even larger scale phenomena
which involve motions of the entire atmosphere. Since half the total mass of the

atmosphere occurs in the first 6 km from the surface, the atmosphere is an extremely

shallow layer of fluid if it is viewed on a planetary scale. For any disturbance that

involves a considerable portion of the atmosphere, the wave length must be very long

in comparison with the depth of the fluid. In the theory of gravity waves in an
incompressible fluid, it was seen that for such long waves the motion was primarily

horizontal, with the ratio of the horizontal velocities to the vertical velocities being

of the order of the wave length divided by the fluid depth. It will be seen that this

same conclusion holds for the large-scale motions of the atmosphere where the effects

of compressibility must be considered. It thus appears that the vertical accelerations

may be neglected for these large-scale motions. Because the first class of fluid motions

of this general nature to be investigated was the oceanic tides, these large-scale motions

are generally called tidal motiom.

Let us first consider the problem of small disturbances in a stationary atmosphere.

Let z be the normal distance from the earth’s surface, and let the density po and the

pressure po in this stationary atmosphere be functions of z only. The pressure and
density in the undisturbed condition are related by the hydrostatic equation

dpo

dz (13 . 1 )

In the disturbed condition, the velocity is v with the components (UjV,w); the density

is p s* Po 4- p'; and the pressure is p — po + p'.

The equations of motion as linearized for small disturbances are

|^+2<aXv = _lvp'+^F (13.2)
dt Po po

where F is the gravitational force vector or F = —^k where k is a unit vector normal
to the surface. Since po is not a function of the time, this may also be written as

at>
^ ^ d<

i V^ +

1

po dt po dt
(13.3)

If the equation of continuity is similarly linearized, it becomes

dt
—po

(
V • V 4-

W dpo\

po dz }
(13.4)

We shall assume that for the disturbed motion the density is a function only of the

pressure and that

(13.5)
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SO that c is the rate of propagation of a small pressure pulse. This may also be written

Dp
J)t J)t

V • V

If this expression is also linearized, it is seen that

,
dpo , _

^ = -cVoV-v

By means of Kq. (13.1), this may also he written as

^ “ p«(gw - c» V • v)

(]3.6)

(13.7)

(13.8)

If the expressions for dp'/dt and dp'fdt are substituted in Eq. (13.3), it is seen that

+2“ X J = V(r=V . V - i,„,) + kv .V (, +£!-») (13.9)

These are the perturbation equations for small disturbances in a stationary

atmosphere.

For certain cases, these equations may he simplified. Tlie first c^ase occurs if tlu‘

atmosphere is in convective equilibrium, and the expansions due to the disturbances

are also adiabatic. For this case

11 (13.10)

where is a constant and y = Cp/cr. For this case

u y~l P
TV- * yjipy 1 =r Y
J)p p

(13.11)

Thus = c’ = yRT
Dp

(13.12)

Since the density is a function only of the pressure*

^ IJp dpo

dz Dp dz
(13.13)

By Eqs. (13.1) and (13.12), this can be written

po az
(13.14)

therefore the last term in Eq. (13.9) is identically zero.

This result is also obtained for an isothermal atmosphere that is in radiative

equilibrium if the disturbances are slow enough so that they also follow an isothermal

law. For this case

p « pRT (13.15)

where T is constant; therefore

^ RT (18.16)

Since the density is again a function of the pressure alone, Eqs. (13.13) and (13.14)

apply for this case too. For either of these special cases, the perturbation equations

are thus
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For the isothermal atmosphere, r* is constant; but, for the adiabatic, atmosphere, r®

varies with the altitude.

The perturbation eq\iations negleeling the ('oriolis terms have been discussed by

Lamb,‘®-*‘ and his treatment will be followed here. If the (ycriolis terms are neglected,

the perturbation equations for either the adiabatic or isothermal case are

—. == vfc^V • V - gw) (13.18)

This equation may be solved most readily in terms of the velocity potential function.

The density is a function only of the pressure for both cases; therefore the Bjerknes

circulation theorem, with the Coriolis term omitted, shows that the circulation around

any arbitrary contour formed from a given set of fluid elements will remain constant.

Since this circulation is zero for the undisturbed state, it must remain zero. Since the

circulation around any contour is simply the flux of vorticity through the contour, the

circulation around any arbitrary contour can be zero only if the vorticity is everywhere

zero. The fluid motion for these perturbations is thus irrotational, or

V X V * 0 (13.19)

It is apparent that this condition satisfies Eq. (13.18). Since the curl of the velocity

vector is zero, the velocity vector itself must be the gradient of some scalar function, or

V * (13.20)

The scalar function is called the velocity potential. In terms of the velocity potential,

lOq. (13.18) becomes

v(g-r=VV + 4^)=0 (13.21)

The bracketed quantity must thus be independent of the spatial coordinates. Since

an arbitrary function of time may be added to the velocity potential without changing

the values of the velocity components, this may be integrated, and

= c* — g
dip

Jz
(13.22)

In an adiabatic atmosphere, the temperature decreases upward at a constant rate

If the subscript « denotes surface values, the conditions in the equilibrium state are

given by

T, = T.--^z (13.23)
Cp

Tlie atmosphere for this case has a definite outer limit at the point where To vanishes.

The depth of the atmosphere h is

/i - ^ r. (13.24)

The temperature can thus be written as

= i- (A - *) (13.26)
Cp

c* - z)

By Eq. (13.12)

(13.26)
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It is hIso convenient to introduce at this point the depth H of the equivalent homo-
geneous atmosphere where

Jl ^ a T. (13.27)
9p> a

By Eq. (13,24), this may also be written

n = — h (13.28)
Cp

Since the adiabatic atmosphere has a definite upper limit, it has certain mathe-

matical advantages over the isothermal atmosphere. Let us investigate the horizontal

propagation of a wave in the adiabatic atmosphere. Suppose

(13.29)

This will satisfy Eq. (13.22) if

d^P dP
(13.30)

In order to solve this equation, it is convenient to introduce f = A

Then

— z and m =* r,./B

- ,d^P
,

dP^/rrur^- , A
. ^

(13.31)

This may be further simplified b3' putting

P = e-«0(f) (13.32)

Then «^ + (m - 2ki) - 2kaQ - 0
dip di

(13.33)

where 2a =» w ^1
— (13.34)

Equation (13.33) is the standard form for the confluent hypergeometric function**;

therefore its solution is

Q « AiFi{a;m;2W + - m - 1; 2 - w; 2H) (13.35)

where the confluent hypergeometric function is

.F.(a;«;2*f) - 1 + j (2*1) + jT^“mfm^+ 1)

and A and B are arbitrary constants. If Eq. (13.6) is linearized, it is seen that

(.3 ,37)

At the outer limit of the atmosphere, this must vanish. Now po varies as and near

the outer limit, varies as unless B « 0. Since DpIDt would thus approach

a finite limit at the outer edge of the atmosphere, it follows that B •» 0, and the

velocity potential is

9P «-
(13.38)
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For any given wave length, the permisaiblc valuc« of « ami IhuK of <r arcs determined

from the other boundary condition that the vertical velocity must vanish at the sur-

face, or dtp/d^ * 0 for ^ * A, Thus

m
g -h f

Wm + 1)
{2kh) 4-

(« + l)(g +2)
{2khy +

1 4

2{m 4 l)(w 4 2)

otja 4 1)

2 • m(m 4 1)
~(2kh)+-^ (2khy + (13.30)

This determines g as a function of kh.

Our chief interest is in waves that are long compared with the depth so that kh

is small. For very small values of kh, the first approximation to the solution of Eq.

(13.39) is 2ot/m = 1. A second approximation is given by

1 4 , kh
, rt/iLv* /to

m “ i + (m + 2/m + l)kh
“ ' m + 1

(13.40)

From Eq. (13.34), it is seen that

i
- •vGfr ('*">

Since m 4 1 “ Cp/R, this can also be W'ritteii as

I = VWi (13.42)

where // is the depth of the equivalent homogeneous atmosphere as given by Eq.

(13.28). For a surface temperature of 15°C, f{ = 27,640 ft and a/k ~ 943 ft per sec.

Since (r/k is the speed with which the w'ave moves, it is seen that the spef^d of propaga-

tion of the long w aves in an adiabatic atmosphere is the same as the speed of propaga-

tion in the equivalent homogeneous atmosphere.

For these long waves, the velocity potential of Eq. (13.38) can be written as

^
[l + (1 + . .

.

j
(13.43)

The remaining terms arc of higher order in k and may be neglected,

components are thus

u
V

w

0

m 4 1

The velocity

(13.44)

Thus the horizontal velocity components are independent of the elevation, and the

vertical velocity varies linearly with the elevation. Furthermore w/u « --ikzl

(m 4 1), and this is of the same order as kh since z ^ h. We see also from Eq.

(13.22) that

-v - gw. ^ (13.45)

80 c‘v v - gw “ - «•(**-»«) (13.46)m 4 1

where the terms of order k* or higher have been neglected. This quantity is also seen

to be practically independent of the elevation for long waves.

In an isothermal atmosphere with isothermal expansions, Eq. (13.22) may also

be«applied. Since c’ is constant in this case, it is possible to find solutions that are
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independent of z and represent purely horizontal motions. For example, Eq. (13.22)

is satisfied by

^ (13.47)

Fon this case, the wave velocity is independent of the wave length and is given by

c y/lRT or c « y/^ just as in Eq. (13.42). Furthermore, v *= » 0; and

u = (13.48)

The disturbance velocity is again independent of the altitude.

In an isothermal atmospben^ with adiabatic expansions, it is not possible to use

the velocity potential, for the density is no longer a function of the pressure alone.

For this case

,
dpQ . ,

.

I' +7. a.
=

If the Coriolis terms are omitted, Kq. (13.9) then becomes

_ = V(,.2 V . V - j7ie) ~ k(y - l)flr V • v

(13.49)

(13.50)

Since c* is constant, it is possible to find a solution with purely horizontal motions.

It is easily verified that a solution of Eq. (13.50) is given by - tc = 0 and

^
.•*(x-rt) + (T-l)g

u *= Ae ^
(13.51)

This is a wave propagated with the velocity c = \/yRT, For air, y = 1.40; therefore

the wave velocity for this case may be written e =* 1.18 y/gH. For a surface tem-
perature of 15°C, this makes c * 1,115 ft per sec. It may be noted that for this case

the horizontal velocity increases with the elevation
;
however, the momentum pou and

the pressure variation Dp/IH both diminish with altitude.

Lamb also calculated the speed of propagation of long waves in an atmosphere

having a lapse rat/e of half the dry-adiabatic lapse rate with adiabatic disturbances.

For this case, he found that the speed of propagation of long waves is 1.07 y/jH- For

a surface temperature of 15°(/, this is 1,010 ft per sec.

G. 1. Taylor*® has computed in the same manner the velocity of propagation of

long waves in an atmosphere in which the temperature falls linearly from 283'*K at

the ground to 220°K at a height of 13 km and is constant above that level. For this

case, he finds the velocity of propagation to be 1,024 ft per sec. Tliis is very close

to the value of 1,046 ft per sec observed from the air waves caused by the explosion of

Krakatao in 1883.

This problem has been treated more recently by Pekeris.*^ He further rehned

Taylor’s calculations by including the (k)rioIi8 terms and by considering the tempera-

ture maximum that occurs at about 60 km in the high levels of the stratosphere.

These same methods can be used to discuss the large-scale oscillations of the earth’s

atmosphere as a whole. If the effects of rotation are neglected, Eq. (13.22) can be

used to discuss the isothermal oscillations of an isothermal atmosphere. In polar

coordinates (r^tf,^) with 0 being the angle from the north p^lar axis and ^ being the

meridional angle, Eq. (13^22) may be written

a^ +̂
at*

a*f ^ , r£V 1 2^ j 1 a

lar* ’'"rar '^'r*maae (13.52)
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If we assume that the motion is primarily horizontal so that d<p/dr = 0, this betjomes

1

sm B <1B

1 «^V

sin* 0 d<i>^

d^ip
(13.53)

Since the depth of the atmosphere is small compared with a, the radius of the earth r

may be replaced by a in this equation. Assume that

if = (13.54)

This represents a wave disturbance traveling along the latitude circles with an angular

velocity a/rn. Since the velocity field must bt; single-valued, 7n must be an integer.

With these assumptions, Eq. (13.53) may be written as

where

( Sin ^ J + w(n -f 1) P = 0
sin^d^V dB / |_ 8111*0

]

(13.55)

n{n -f 1)
iT*a*

c*
(13.56)

This is practicall.y the standard form of the equation for the associated Legendre

functions,®* and it is well known that this equation has a solution that is finite over

the range 0 $ 0 ^ x only if n is an integer. The natural frequencies of an isothermal

atmosphere with isothermal expansions on a nonrotating sphere is thus given by Eq.

(13.56) with integer values of w. The periods of the natural oscillations are thus

2x ^ 2x a

« ” y/n{n + i) c
(13.57)

If w^e take a =* 4,000 miles and c «= 943 ft per sec (15®C), the two longest periods are

27.6 hr and 16.0 hr, corresponding to n == 1 and n = 2, respectively.

If the effects of the earth’s rotation are to be considered, Eq. (13.17) rather than

Eq. (13.22) must be used. If the vertical velocities are neglected and r is set equal to

a, Eq. (13.17) becomes, in polar coordinates

where

0*// Bv

d^V
, „ dw -

^ +2«-cose

p = [iff

.

a sin 0

1 dP
a sin 0 d<l>

_IBP
a OB

A
00

{v sin

(13.58)

(13.59)

and where u and v are the velocity components to the east and north, respectively.

In an isothermal atmosphere, r* is constant; therefore the solutions of these equations

show the same velocities at all elevations. These same equations arise in the theory

of the free oscillations of a liquid ocean of constant depth on a rotating sphere. The
calculations of the periods of the free oscillations of an isothermal atmosphere were

carried out in this manner by Margules.®® He assumed, as in Eq. (13.54), that the

solutions were of the form of a function of 0 multiplied by He used a tem-

perature of O'^C and a propagation velocity c « 2,84 X 10* cm per sec. For the

zonal type of oscillations {m « 0), he found the three longest periods to be 20.44,

12.28, and 9.59 hr. For m * 1, the three longest periods of waves traveling toward

the east were found to be 13.87, 9.22, and 6.63 hr. For m » -1, the waves traveling

to the west were found to have periods of 36.67, 10.22, and 6.77 hr. For m » ±2,
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he found the longest periods to be 11.94 and 18.42 hr for waves traveling east and west,

respectively.

These free oscillations of the earth’s atmosphere are of great interest in the study

of the regular oscillations of the surface barometric pressure due to tidal motions of

the atmosphere. It is observed that the most regular barometric oscillations have
solar diurnal and semidiurnal periods. On the other hand, the corresponding lunar

tides are almost unobserved. For example, the semidiurnal solar tide is found to have

an amplitude of 0.0375 in. of mercury at the equator, while Ohapman*® finds the semi-

diurnal lunar tide to have an amplitude of 0.00036 in. of mercury at Greenwich. It

has been suggested that the solar semidiurnal tide is amplified by a near resonaiu^e

with one of the atmosphere’s natural frequencies. In this connection, it is of interest

to note that, according to Margules’ calculations, the oscillation of the semidiurnal

type that travels to the east with w = 2 has a period of 1 1.94 hr. Since the solar tide

has a period of 12 hr, a very near resonance is indicated. It has been suggested by
Kelvin,®^ that those oscillations may be due to the daily temperature variation; how-
ever, it would be expected that, if this were the cause, the solar diurnal tide rather

than the solar semidiurnal tide would be the larger. This question has been discussed

more completely by Chapman.*®

It is unlikely that the near re.sonance indicated by Margules’ calculations is a

satisfactory solution of this problem as Margules assumed the disturbances to be

isothermal. For disturbances of as short a period as 12 hr, it would be expected that

the disturbances would be more nearly of an adiabatic natures Pekeris*^ showed that,

in an atmosphere with a temperature maximum in the upper stratosphere as is indi-

cated by the propagation of sound waves through these regions, one of the modes of

oscillation for adiabatic disturbances might be expected to have a period of about

12 hr. A rigorous theoretical treatment of this problem, however, is not yet possible,

since the required experimental observations of the temperature in the high strato-

sphere are not yet available.

The types of oscillations that have been considered thus far have been small

disturbances in an otherwise stationary atmosphere. Actually the atmosphere has a

strong mean meridional velocity field composed primarily of westerly and trade-wind

belts. These mean motions might be expected to modify long-wave disturbances in

the atmosphere. It is reported by Taylor*® that some of the irregularities in the

Krakatao explosion wave could be interpreted as the effects of the trade-wind belts.

On the other hand, the atmospheric wind speeds are only a small fraction of the speed

of propagation of these long-wave disturbances; therefore the effects of the mean
speeds might be expected to be small.

The longest period of any free oscillation of the atmosphere of the type considered

thus far is of the order of 1 day, and these types of motion apparently have no great

influence on the weather phenomena occurring in the lower levels of the atmosphere.

Another class of long-wave oscillatory motions apparently has large influences on the

surface weather. It was observed that the isobars in 10-km level charts generally

are of a sinusoidal character. Rossby*® suggested that these sinusoidal isobars

represent wave disturbances in the belt of westerlies.

In his discussion of these waves, Rossby assumed the disturbance to be purely

horizontal and the fluid density to be constant. With these assumptions, the hori-

zontal divergence of the disturbance velocity field vanishes. He also assumed that

the mean motion of the westerlies could be represented by a uniform rectilinear flow

of velocity IJ, If we consider an infinitesimal horizontal contour of area in an

incompressible fluid, the Bjerknes circulation theofem shows that

g[(f.+ X)d5] -0 (13 .60 )
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where f is the vortieiiy component, normal io the surface and X ^ 2to cos B is the

Coriolis parameter and 6 is the colati tilde. If there is no horizontal divergence, dS
cannot vary

;
tiierefore

^ (f + X) » 0 (13.61)

If the x-nxia points east and the 2/-axis points north, the velocity components are

ll + u and V where u and v are the <listurbance velocities. Now

/A
I)l

— 2w sin
D0
in

2(a> sm B
r

a
(13.62)

where a is the radius of the earth. If the disturbance is assumed to be small and the

curvature of the earth’s surface is neglected, Eq. (13.61) can be written

(

li

4- - 0 (13.63)

Since the equation of continuity for this case is simply

Ou dv

dx dy
0

it is again possible to introduce the stream function yp where

(13.64)

u

V

dy

-
âx

(13.65)

"Fhe stream func'ion satisfies the continuity equation identically. It will also satisfy

Kq. (13.63) if

The variation of will be neglected. If it is assumed that the disturbance is inde-

pendent of the y-coordinate, then

yp = (13.67)

will be a solution if

(13.68)

It may further be noted that a standing wave for which c « 0 is possible if

(13.69)

The wave length for which c » 0 is 6,050 km at 45® latitude if C" * 15 mps.

The observed long-wave disturbances in the atmosphere are apparently almost

stationary standing waves of this type caused by geographical disturbances. It has

been pointed out by JlUiot®® and by others that the assumption that there is no

horizontal divergence is not quite verified; however, the horizontal divergence is

generally small.

This analysis can easily be extended to take into account the fact that the atmos-

phere surrounds a spherical earth. To simplify the analysis, only stationary dis-
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turbances will be considered. Equation (13.61) is still valid where .(* is the radial

component of the vorticity or

[»<“"*>

+

5]
<'”»>

w'here u and v arc again the east and north components of the velocity, respectively.

Supposing that the mean velocity of the atmosphere is along the latitude circles and

is a function only of the latitude, we can write

u = r + u'

v^v' (13.71)

where the primed quantities refer to the di.sturbance. Similarly

f ^ -f- r' (13.72)

5,
(/'sin 9)]

|,(«'sin9)+?^] (13.73)

If the disturbance is small, Eq. (13.61) may be linearized, and it becomes for steady-

state disturbances

^ ^ (2« sill 9 - w' = 0 (13.74)
a am $ d<t> a \ d6 /

^

For this case, the equation of continuity is

(13.76)

where

and

Z

r'

1

a sin 6

a sin 6

For this case, the stream function is defined by

de

= r' sin $ (13.76)

The continuity equation is thus satisfied identically. If the stream function is intro-

duced into Eq. (13.74), it can be integrated once and becomes

c' + (2« sin 9 - lA - F(»)
‘

(13.77)

where F($) is an arbitrary function of $. A particular integral of PJq. (13.77) involving

F($) 9^ 0 shows motions parallel to the latitude circles. Since these solutions are of

no interest, FiB) can be set equal to zero. If f'' is expressed in terms of the stream

function, Eq. (13.77) becomes

This eqiiation determines the disturbances for any given mean motion.

Except for the equatorial regions, the mean velocity is represented fairly well by

U -m Uo ain $ (13.79)
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where f/o is a constant. l"he wave disturbances for this mean velocity field have been

discussed by Haurwitz.®^ For this case, Eq. (13.78) becomes

.-iLS ' S) + BT,g + 2 (i + K) * - »

The stream function is thus seen, as in liq. (13.53), to be a surface harmonic of order

n where

n(n + 1) =
2 (l + (13.81)

Both u' and r' must vanish at the poles, and the harmonic must have a period of 2ir

in </>. This restricts ^ to the form

^ ^ (cos 0) (m^) (13.82)

m

where m is an integer greater than unity and w, also an integer, is given by Eq. (13.81).

Since n must also be an integer, it is seen that oscillations of this type with no hori-

zontal divergence anywhere can exist only for a discrete set of mean velocities. These

velocities are sliown in Table 7.

Table 7

n f/o, mps
1 rr--- r/o, mps
V2

2 231.5 163.6

3
1

92.6 65.4
4 51.4 36.3
5 33.1 23.4
6 23.2 16.4
7 17.1 12.1

The last column, Uq/\/2, is the velocity at 45® latitude, in the middle of the westerlies.

It may be noted that the velocities corresponding to n — 5, 6, and 7 cover the range of

velocities normally encountered in the atmosphere. For intermediate values of the

mean velocity, wave disturbances of this type are no longer possible; however, more

complex types involving horizontal divergence are possible. If the restriction to

steady-state motion is relaxed, similar families of moving waves may be found. The
application of the theory of this type of wave motion to forecasting problems has been

studied by Rossby,®® Haurwitz,®^ ®* Starr,®* and others.

All the types of oscillatory motion studied thus far have had periods of only a

few days. Since the weather varies widely from one year to the next, it would seem

that the atmosphere must possess natural modes of oscillation having periods of the

order of magnitude of, but different from, a year; for the nonseasonal variation of the

only external parameter, the solar-energy input, is apparently extremely small.

One type of motion that has shown extremely long periods has been discussed by

Stewart^'® who investigated some of the properties of the subtropical high-pressure

systems.

On the equatorial side of the belt of westerly winds, in both Northern and Southern

Hemispheres, there is a strong shearing zone having anticyclonic vorticity. Now
such shearing motions are generally unstable and must be expected to break up,
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and the vorticity can be expected either to diffuse throughout the fluid or to collect

in stable vorticity concentrations, provided that such stable configurations exist.

For example, the vorticity in the boundary layer of a fluid flowing in a channel is

diffused throughout the fluid, whereas the vorticity in the wake behind a bluff body
develops into the well-known von K^lrradn ‘Vortex street'^ for a wide range of the

Reynolds number. Stewart suggested that the subtropical high-pressure systems are

dynamically stable vorticity concentrations similar to the “vortex street.’^ In order

to discuss this question, it is necessary to investigate the stability of such vorticity

configurations.

It seems that the horizontal field of motion is of primary importance in deter-

mining the motion of these large-S(^ale systems; therefore it is assumed that the

atmosphere can be treated as a single layer of fluid of constant density with the

vertical velocities being of small importance so that the pressure can be det(‘rmined

from the hydrostatic equation. It is also assumed that the apparent acceleration is

negligible when compared with the Coriolis acceleration. In addition, the effects

of the variation of the Coriolis parameter are neglected. This means that the fluid

motions considered are those taking place on a rotating disk rather than on a rotating

sphere.

By the hydrostatic equation, the pressure at any point is

p - gp(k - z) (13.83)

where h is the depth of the atmosphere. The circulation theorem for this case shows

that

where « is the angular velocity of the disk. If the motion could have started from

rest with a uniform depth ho, this may be integrated and becomes

.r

dX
- ho) (13.85)

If the velocity components are eliminated from this equation by means of the geo-

strophic-wind equations

-2wi; = 2wu = (13.86)

an expression determining the depth of the atmosphere (i.e., the seia-lcvel pressure) is

obtained. This is

d% 4ti>* ^
-f T-; r- (a — ho) * 0

dx^ dy^ gho
(13.87)

This equation can be further simplified by the introduction of dimensionless variables,

X « 2«3c/\/^ho» y ** 2ofyl\^gfro and ^ » (h — ho)/ho. With these new variables,

Eq. (13.87) becomes

ax* aF* „ -0 (13.88)

In terms of the dimensionless depth and dimensionless velocities defined by IJ «
w/V"gho and V * the geostrophic-wind equation can be rewritten as

dX
- 7

ar
-u (13.89)
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Tho only solution of I’q. (13.88) that vanishes at infinity and represents flow in

circles about the origin and thus corresponds to a simple vortex is

ri « aK,{r) (13.90)

where a is an arbitrary constant, r =» \/ and Ko(r) is a modified Bessel

function of the second kind. If a is positive, the motion is anticyclonic
;

if a is

negative, the motion is cyclonic. All the motions considered in the present investiga-

tion are built up through superposition of vortices of this type. Prom p]q. (13.89),

this vortex has a dimensionless tangential velocity ue given by

~ ~~ciKi(r) (13.91)

O

The geostrophic-wind equations used in the above development can be shown to be
valid unless r < < 1

.

Based on a homogeneous atmosphere having a mean sea-level pressure and density

of 1.013 X 10® dynes per cm; and 1.22 X 10~® gram per cm'\ respectively, the same
as the standard atmosphere, the characteristic velocities and distances used above to

produce dimensionless variables are = 2.87 X 10'^ cm per sec and \/^»/2c«> ~
1.97 X 10^ cm. At a distance of 2,000 km from the center of the Pacific or Azores

high-pressure sysbmis, the characteristic velocity is of the order of 10 mps. Since

A''i(l) = 0.602, this indicates that these anticyclones have

a strength such that a is approximately 0.06.

If the interaction between the Northern and Southern

Hemispheres is neglected, the ring of subtropical anti-

eyedones can be roughly represented by N equal anti-

cyclones of the type given by P]q. (13.90), which are placed

on a ring of radius a and spaced at equal angles r = 2ir/iV’,

as shown in F%. 53. In the Northern Hemisphere, the

Pacific and Azor(3s high-pressure regions are well defined.

They are about 120° longitude apart. There is some
evidence of a third such system over India and equi-

distant from the other two; however, this evidence is far

from conclusive, owing to the low-level interference from

the monsoon. In the Southern Hemisphere, there are also three such systems,

best model is thus obtained with iV = 3.

The surface deflection for such a system in its equilibrium state is

<o
Fig. 63.

The

a
j
fvo[a2 -I- r2 ~ 2ar cos {B — wr)]^=^ (13.92)

From I'q. (13.89), the dimensionless velocities in the radial and tangential directions

Ur and UBj respectively, are given by

Ur
1 dtt

r ^ (13.93)

The velocity of any vortex is the velocity at that point due to all the remaining

vortices. From the second of the expressions of Eq. (13.93), the system shown in

Fig. 53 is seen to have a dimensionless angular velocity ft given by

a » - I
Ki (20 sin

^
nr^ sin

(|
nr^ (13.94)

In Table 8 are given the values of U and of a a V'ffSi, the linear velocity of the vortices,

for a «• 0.06, ^ 3, and a = 3.0 and 3.5. The values of o 3.0 and 3.6 correspond
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to the ring of subtropical anticyclones being placed at latitude 37 and 29°, respec-

tively. From this result, it is seen that such a vortex system would have a slow pre-

cession to the west. In the atmosphere, there is also a region of distributed cyclonic

vorticity to the north of the westerly winds. It is easily seen that this cyclonic

vorticity tends to produce an eastward displacement of the subtropical highs. It

appears that these two displac^ements cancel one another so that the systems are

practically stationary, a condition that is undoubtedly also imposed by the thermo-

dynamic and topographical factors. Since the westward drift shown in Table 8

is very small, no attempt will be made to correct the vortex system shown in Fig. 53

in order to take into account the polar cyclonic vorticity.

T.\ble 8.

—

Angular VELoriTiEs or Vortex Systems, a == 0.06, A =» 3

i

a 12

i

ail

3.0 -0.000112 — 9.6 cm /sec

3.5 -0.000037 — 3.7 cm /sec

If the nth vortex is displaced by a distance Ar„ in the radial direction and by an

angle in the tangential direction, the surface deflection in the displaced condition

is

, = a
,
A:„[(a + ir„)* + r» - 2(a + A'-«)r cos {0 - nr - (13.95)

The velocities of the vortices may be calculated as before by Eq. (13.93). If the

displacements are small, tlu^ changes in velocity of the Nth vortex from the equilib-

rium value indicated by Eq. (13.94) may be written as

~
(ft ^

ArnKoiRn) sin nr

-f a “
I
"’j

Aue * « v A%(/?n) sin*
^
wr - cos nr

j

+ a |Ar„ sin*
^

-f
j

4- a A$n Ko(Rn) sin nr|

where Rn = 2a sin

It shoxdd be noted that the t in l^kps. (13.96) is a dimensionless time. If the actual

time is t*, then

i « 2wt* (13.97)

Expressions similar to Eq. (13.96) for the velocities of the other vortices could be

be written from symmetry. These would form a set of simultaneous differential

equations for the displacements.

If the N equations in each of the two sets indicated in Eqs. (13.96) are added, it is

seen that

{Sb-

/

[2««(««) i nr + J
K,{Rn)m | »r]

J
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From this, it is seen that, if a mean vahie of a is chosen so that
i
Ar^ « 0 ini-

tially, then from Eqs. (13.98) both^^^_^ Ar„ and A0„ will remain constant.

These results correspond to similar equations for two-dimensional line vortices that

state that the impulse of a system having no external forces remains constant.'®

The disturbed motion of the vortex system as described in lOqs. (13.96) can best

be dis(!U8sed by considering the normal modes of oscillation. From the symmetry
conditions, the displacements in each normal motle must be of the form Arn = Ar

and A^„ = A^ac*"^ where tp characterizes the normal mode and is a member of the

series 2ir/iV, 4ir/iV, • •
•

,
2Tr{N — l)/iV', 27r. With this notation, h'.qs. (13.96) can

be written as

“ (Ar,v) ~ A Arx — Ba A$\ — ^ {A6s) = ( Ar^ -}- Aa Adj^ (13.99)
a (U a (It

where .4 *= A'o(/?„)e‘"^ sin m

B = (1 -
I

co»=
I
nr

j
(13.100)

C =• sin* !»'’+ — (1-2 cos nr + e*’"')

j

If the amplitudes Ars and A^a' are a.ssumed to vary like and p is the dimension-

less normal frequency, then, from Eq. (13.99),

p = «(—tA ± \^'BC) (13,101)

From Eq. (13.100), it can be seen that, for ^ = 27r, A = A = 0, and there are thus

two zero normal frequenci(‘S. These two zero frequemnes are those shown in p]q.

(13.98). It can also be seen that, for the specified vahn^.s of <f, A is always a purely

imaginary quantity; B is always real and not less than zero. From Eq. (13.101),

the condition that the frequ(?ncics be real is that C be real and nonnegative. Com-
plex frequencies, of course, characterize systems in w'hich the amplitudes increase

with time and are thus unstable. Now^ C is always real and is always positive for

N < 7. U N —
7j C is always positive if a > 71. For N > 7, C is negative for one

or more of the given vahies of <p. A value of a > 71 corresponds either to disturbances

of such great wave lengths or to motions of such a shallow’ layer of air in the earth\s

atmosphere that it is probably of no significance. The yotU^x system is thus stable

if N is less than or equal to six.
.

The frequencies and modes of oscillation will be discussed in some detail for the

ciises where iV ** 3 and a * 3.0 and 3.5. From Eq. (13.97), it may be seen that the

period of an oscillation is given by

T =
2p

sidereal dayc (13.102)

The normal mode of oscillation, from Eq. (13.99), is given by

?
-

(13.103)
Avn Arn B

«

'Fhe results for a ** 3.0 and 3.5 are given in Tables 9 and 10, respectively. The tw'o

normal modes thus show a short-period (2,000 to 5,000 days) and a long-period

oscillation (70,000 to 250,000 days). The path of the vortex is in each case an ellipse.

For the short-period oscillation, the vortices are east of their mean position when
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traveling south and west when traveling north. For the long-period oscillation, the

sense of the rotation is reversed.

Table 9.—Normal Modes of Oscillation for A’ *= 3, a = 3.0, a «= 0.06

27r

3

47r

'3

— iA
B
C
V

T days
a AOk
Ar,v

0.00
0.00
0.00

0.000268
1,865

-0.53?:
1

(2248

1414

•1182

0.000002
2.5 X 10^

0.53i

-0.0
0.0
0.0

-0.(X)0268
1,865

0.53t

1

02248
0414
01182

-0,000002
2.5 X 10»

-0.53i:

Table 10.

—

Normal Modes of Oscillation for A" = 3, a =* 3.5, a = 0.06

<p

2t

T
47r

3

— iA
B
a

T days
a ABn

Ars

0.00
0.00
0,00

0.000096
5,200

-0.5H

0859
1467
0375

0.000007
7.1 X W
0.5H

-0.0
0.0
0.0

-0.000096
5,200

0.51t

00859
01467
00375

-0.0(K)(K)7

7.1 X 10^

-0.5H
I

i

These calculations cannot he considered as a quantitativ^e theory of the oscillations

of the semipermanent high-pressure systems; however, the essential features of the

calculation, vorticity concentrations at distances of roughly 10,000 km, an* found in

the atmosphere; therefore motions of this type must exist in the atmosphere. It

might be expected that the cfifects of coupling between the Northern and Southern

Hemispheres and of any cyclonic vorti(!ity concentrations on the polar sides of the

westerly winds would be to decrease the period Of the shortest oscillation and to

introduce additional natural frequencies. Those results are of considerable interest

particularly in view of the climatological evidence of atmospheric periods of the order

of from 10 to 20 years.
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SECTION VII

THE SCIENTIFIC BASIS OFMODERN METEOROLOGY*
By C.-G. Rossby

The science of meteorology does not yet have a universally a(!cepted, coherent-

picture of the mechanics of the general circulation of the atmosphere. This is partly

because observational data from the upper actmosphere still arc very incompk^te, but

at least as much because our theoretii^al tools for the analysis of atmospheric motions

are inadequate. Meteorology, like physics, is a natural science and may indeed be

regarded as a branch of the latter; but, whereas in ordinary laboratory physics it is

always possible to set up an experiment, vary one factor at a time, and study the con-

sequences, meteorologists have to contend with such variations as nature may offer,

and these variations are seldom so clean-cut as to permit the establishment of well-

defined relationships between cause and effect.

Under these conditions, theoretical considerations become more important than

ever. The atmosphere may be considered as a turbulent fluid subjected to strong

,
thermal influences and moving over a rough, rotating surface. As yet no fully satis-

factory theoretical or experimental technique exists for the study of such fluid motions;

yet it is safe to say that, until the proper theoretical tools are available, no adequate

progress will be made either with the problem of long-range forecasting or with the

interpretation of past climatic fluctuations.

Certain phases of the admittedly oversimplified analysis of the circulation of the

atmosphere presented here may be traced as far back as 1888, to the German physi-

cist von Helmholtz, but other parts arc the result of recent research and should, to

some extent, be considered as the author^s personal view. The combination of these

various elements into a still fairly crude birdVeye view of the atmosphere and its

circulation was undertaken during the last few years as a by-product of an inten-

sive study of Northern Hemisphere weather, with which the author had the good

fortune to be associated. This study was conducted as a cooperative project between

the U.S. Department of Agriculture and the Massachusetts Institute of Technology

and was to a large extent supported by Bankhead-Jones funds.

CONVECTIVE CIRCULATION

The energy that drives the atmosphere is obtained from the sun's radiation. Just

outside the atmosphere an area exposed at right angles to the sun's rays would receive

radiant energy at the rate of about 2 gram-cal per sq cm per min. The earth is

approximately spherical, and its surface area is therefore four times as large as the

cross-sectional area intercepting the sun's rays; it follows that on an average each

square centimeter at the outer boundary of the atmosphere receives about 3^ gram-cal

per min. Part of this radiation is reflected back to space from the upper surface of

clouds in the atmosphere, ^nd part is lost through diffuse scattering of the solar radia^

tion by air molecules and dust. It is estimated that a total of about 40 per cent on

*This mftterial is reprint^ from *'CUmi^te and Man." Yearbook of Agriculture for 1941, U.S.

Oovemmeni PrinUng Office, Washington, D.C.'
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an average is lost through these processes. (It is this reflection that determines the

whiteness, or albedo, of the earth as a planet, and thus the earth is said to have an
albedo of about 40 per cent.) The remaining radiation passes through the atmosphere
without much absorption and finally reaches the surface of the earth, where it is

absorbed, generally without much loss through reflection. Snow surfaces furnish an
important exception, since they may reflect as much as* 80 per cent of the incident

solar radiation.

Since the mean temperature of the earth does not change appreciably, it follows

that the heat gaim^d from the sun must be sent back to space. On the surface of

the earth, the solar radiation is transformed int/O heat, and this heat is returned as

“long^^ (infrared) radiation toward space. Thci rate at which the ground sends out

such radiation is very m^arly proportional to the fourth power of the absolute tem-
perature. Thus, at the h(‘at loss of the ground through radiation is about

15 per cent greater than at freezing, and it follows that the surface temperature of the

earth must increase if the incident solar radiation increas(^s, to maintain equilibrium

between radiation income and loss. The ground is very nearly a perfect radiator,

f.c., it sends batrk to the atmosphere and to space the maximum amount obtainable

from any surface at a particular temperature.

All the invisible radiation from the ground cannot escape to space; the larger part

of it is absorbed in the atmosphere, prin(;ipally by the water vapor in the lower layers

but also to some extent by small amounts of ozone present in the upper atmosphere.

The atmosphere in turn emits infrared (heat) radiation upward and downward. The
radiation emitted in either direction increases with the mean temperature of the

atmospheric column but is always leas than the radiation emitted by a perfect radiator

of the same temperature. The more perfectly the atmospheric column absorbs the

ground radiation from below, the more perfectly it radiates. It is evident that, if

radiative processes alone controlled the behavior of the atmosphere, it would have to

emit as much as it absorbs. Since it emits in two directions but absorbs appreciably

only from the ascending ground radiation, it follows that the mean temperature of the

atmosphere must be lower than that of the ground. Also, since the ground receives

not only solar radiation but also infrared radiation from the atmosphere, the ground

temperature must be higher than might be expected from the intensity of the incident

solar radiation alone.

The preceding analysis shows that the atmosphere serves as a protective covering

that raises the mean temperature of the surface of the earth. This is often referred

to as the greenhouse” effect of the atmosphere. 'I’he analysis also shows that the

atmosphere as a whole must be colder than the ground. The reasoning may be

refined by considering the atmosphere as consisting of a number of superimposed

horizontal layers, and it may then be shown that the mean temperature must decrease

upward from layer to layer, fairly rapidly near the ground, then more and more
slowly. At great heights (above 10 km, or 6 miles), the temperature becomes very

nearly constant. This layer is called the stratosphere.

Up to this point, our analysis has been based on the assumption that no appreciable

direct absorption of solar radiation occurs in the atmosphere. This is approximately

correct as far as the lowest 20 km (12 miles) of the atmosphere are concerned. How-
ever, between approximately 20 and 50 km (12 and 30 miles) above the ground, the

atmosphere contains a certain amount of ozone, increasing from the equator to high

latitudes, and this ozone is capable of directly absorbing some of the radiation emitted

by the sun and also, to a somewhat lesser extent, part of the long-wave radiation from

below. As a result, in the upper portions of this ozone layer, the air temperature

appears to exceed the mean air temperature next to the ground. It is this ozone

layer which protects us from the extreme ultraviolet rays in the sun's radiation.
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At still higher levels, the oxygen and the nitrogen in the earth's atmosphcjre are

capable of intense direct absorption of solar radiation. For this and other reasons,

it is now generallj^ believed that the temperatiin^ again rises to values which may be

as high as 500 to 1000®A above 150 km (93 miles) above sea level.

This uppermost region of high temperature is located at a height where the air

density is so small that no appreciable direct dynamic effect on air circulation in the

lower layers of the atmosphere can be expected. It is necessary to admit, however,

that U^mperature variations and resulting circulation at the ozone level may he sig-

nificant so far as weather and wind in the lowest strata are concerned. No existing

theory suggests a definite mechanism for control of sea-level circulation and weather

by an ozone layer. On the other hand, circulation in the lowest 20 km of the atmos-

phere has definitely been shown to produce redistributions of the ozone aloft, and hence

atmospheric ozone has of late become an element of decided interest even to practical

meteorologists, as a means of tracing air

movements in the stratosphere.

Until our knowledge of the absorption and
emission of radiation by watcT vaf)or increases,

it is not possible to state what the final

decrease of temperature with (devation w’ould

be in cas(^ of purely radiative; equilibrium,

but it is probable that in the low(;st portion

of the atmosphere it would be far steeper

than the de<;rease actually observed (about

in I km, or 17°F in 1 mile). As a result

of evaporation, the lowest layers would bo

very nearly saturatenl with water vapor. It

can be demonstrated that a saturated atmos-

phere in which the decrease in temperature

w'ith elevation is more rapid than the value

just indicated must be mecduinically unstable

or, allowing for its compressibility, top-heavy,

and thus must tend to turn over. Violent

vertical currents (convection) would result,

which w’ould carry water vapor and heat from

the earth's surfact; to higher levels.

At these upper levels, the water vapor

would condense as the result of expansion

cooling, and from there the heat realized through the condensation processes would be

sent out to space through infrared radiation. In this way, the free atmosphere would

actually give off more heat by radiation than it would absorb, and the loss would be

balanced by convective transport of latent heat upward. Thus an atmosphere heated

uniformly from below in all latitudes and longitudes, i,e,, the atmosphere of a uni-

formly heated nonrotating globe, would show “no sign of organized circulation between

different latitudes but would be characterized by violent convection somewhat like

that in a kettle of water that is being heated from below.

Rising bodies of air expand with decreasing air pressure and cool as the result of

the expansion. In the convectively unstable atmosphere here described, the ascend*

ing currents would acquire their momentum in the overheated layers next to the

ground and rise beyond the level where they reach temperature equilibrium with the

environm^t. As a result of this overshooting, a layer of minimum temperature

would be created at the top of the lower, convective portion of the atmosphere (the

troposphere). It follows that troposphere and stratosphere would be separated by a

Fio. 1.—The thin line shows how
the temperature would drop with
height if radiation alone controlled the

state of the atmosphere. This is an
unstable arrangement resulting in

violent overturning. The heavy line

shows the result—cooling next to the

ground, a moderate temperature drop
with elevation in the lower atmosphere
(troposphere), then a marked tempera-
ture minimum (tropopause), and above
that an almost constant temperature.
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narrow transition zone (tropopanse) of rapid temperature increase upward. T1j<^

effect of convection on an unstable ten)pcrature distribution assumed to have been

established by radiation is shown in Fig. 1. Figure 2

A

shows the convective circula-

tion of the troposphere on a uniformly heated nonrotating globe, as described.

MERIDIONAL (NORTH-AND-SOUTH) CIRCULATION

Into this dhaotic state, a certain order is brought through the fact that the incom-

ing solar radiation is far from uniformly distributed over the surface of the earth.

Hecause of the low angle of incidence of solar radiation in polar regions, a given hori-

zontal area in high latitudes receives far less solar radiation than an equal area cluster

to the equator. To determine the consequences of this concentration of heat income
in equatorial regions, it is advisable for a moment again to disregard the rotation of

the earth and investigate what would happen if -the earth stood still but the sun fol-

lowed its normal path across our sky. In response to the greater heat income in

low latitiuh's, tlu^ temperature lh(‘re would rise until the increased temperature of

Fig. 2.— Scheinatic diagrams illustrating: A, the hea\’y, irregular convective activity,

accompanied by cumulus and thunderstorm clouds, that would characterize the atmosphere
if the sun's heat were applied uniformly everywhere and the earth did not rotate; By con-
centration of convection in the vicinity of the Equator, north winds near the ground and
south winds aloft, which would result on a nonrotating earth with the sun’s heat applied

mainly in low latitudes, as it actually is on the rotating earth.

the atmosphere in this region would result in increased infrared radiation toward

space, capable of reestablishing complete balance with the heat received from the

sun. Such an equilibrium corresponds to a far greater increase from pole toward

equator in surface temperature or in the temperature of the lower atmosphere than is

actually observed. As a result of this heating of the atmosphere in low latitudes,

the air there would expand vertically, while the cooling in high latitudes would result

in a vertical shrinking.

Thus, at a fixed level of, say, 5 km (3 miles) above sea level, a greater portion of

the total atmospheric air column would be found overhead near the equator than

near the poles. Since the air pressure always measures the weight of the superim-

posed air column, it follow^s that higher pressure would prevail at the 5-km level near

the equator than near the poles. Air, like any fluid, tends to move frqm high to low

pressure, and thus the upper atmosphere would be set in motion from the equator

poleward. This motion obviously would raise the sea-level pressure nea,r the poles

and reduce it near the (Kiuator, and as a result the surface air would move from poles

toward equator.

Considering the Northern Hemisphere only, it is thus evident that the inequality

in heat income between latitudes produces, on a nonrotating globe, south winds aloft
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and north winds h('lo\v. This circulation scheme is illustrated in Fig. 2B, lielatively

warm air is carried northward aloft, and relatively cold air is carried southward near

the ground. As a result, it is no longer necessary for the ground and the sea surface

in low latitudes to reradiate all the local radiation income to space, but part of this

heat is used up in evaporation and is transported northward and upward in the form

of latent and realized heat. It is finally returned to space from higher latitudes or

higher elevations through infrared radiation.

Thus a vertical column of air in high latitudes no longer absorbs as much radiation

as it emits but is continually suffering a net loss of heat through the combined effects

of the various radiative processes. This loss is balanced by a gain of heat (realized

or latent) resulting from the exchange of air with more southerly latitudes and by a

gain resulting from realization of latent heat through condensation. Even though

our present knowledge of the radiative processes in the atmosphere is still very incom-

plete, it is becoming increasingly probable that everywhere in high and middle lati-

tudes the free atmosphere above a shallow layer of air next to the ground is constantly

losing heat by radiation. The significance of water vapor as a carrier of heat (latent)

poleward and upward is, for the same reason, b(‘coming more and more appreciated.

As a result of the net transport of heat polew\*ird, th(^ temperature (contrast betw^o(‘n

pole and equator is reduced.

The polew'ard flow of w^arm air aloft and the transport tow^ard the equator of

relatively cold air next to the ground has th(i further effect of bringing about a reduc-

tion in the vertical temperature decrease. Thus instability is cut dowui and vertical

convection reduced in middle and high latitudes.

The picture thus obtained, that of an atmosphere heated from below and rising

near the equator, chilled and sinking in higher latitudes, requires a few additional

comments to eliminate possible misunderstandings. Even in high latitudes the

temperature decreases upward. Thus, if the air in these regions is steadily sinking,

the individual air particles must be getting w^armer, w hic^h would hardly seem to be in

accord with the idea that the air in this region is losing heat through radiation. It

must be remembered, however, that air is highly compressible. As the air sinks, it

comes under the influence of higher pressure. Owing to the compression, its tempera-

ture rises, just as the temperature of a gas in a cylinder rises with compression. In

the atmosphere, the rate at which the temperature of a sinking particle would rise as a

result of compression is about 10®C in 1 km. Thus, if the temperature of a sinking

air particle rises only 6®C in 1 km, it means that the particle has given off heat cor-

responding to a temperature drop of about 4®C. . !pry air, rising through the atmos-

phere, cools through expansion at the same rate, 10®C in 1 km. Thus, if a rising

current shows a temperature drop of only 6®C per km, heat must have been added,

corre.sponding roughly to a temperature increase of 4®C per km. If this additional

amount of hent is not availabhi, the temperature at fixed upper levels w^ould obviously

drop.

In saturated air, rising through the lower atmosphere, a certain amount of heat

is made available through the condensation of the Water vapor carried along by the

current. Thus the expansion cooling of saturated air is less intense than the expan-

sion cooling of dry air. The actual rate of cooling varies, but it amounts to about

6®C per km in the lower atmosphere for temperatures around freezing.

The circulation described above between a heat source in low latitudes and at

low citations and a cold source in middle and higher latitudes but distributed over

all elevations works on the same principle as a simple heat engine. In such an engine,

the difference between the heat received at the heat source and the heat given off at the

cold source is converted into work. Here it appears as kinetic energy of the wind

system. Unless brakes are applied, the wind must constantly increase in speed.
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Such brakes are provided by the friction between the winds and the ground (or sea

surface). Since no appreciable changes are wrought in the surface of the earth,

the energy of the winds is steadily converted intx) heat, which ultimately must be
radiated back to spac^e. Thus, in the final analysis, the total amounts of radiation

received and given off by the earth must equal each other.

The scheme just outlined differs sharply from the true situation observed in the

atmosphere, and this discrepancy depends mainly on two factors completely neglected

up to the present time. The first of these is the rotation of the earth; the second is

the distribution of continents and oceans. ’^I'he effect of the rotation will be discussed

first, the earth^s surface still being considered as uniform.

INFLUENCE OF THE EARTH’S ROTATION

The (*arth does not appreciably change its speed of rotation, and thus it may be
assumed that on an average it neither receives momentum from nor gives off momen-
tum to the atmosphere. The rotation, how'cver, does profoundly affect the character

of the flow patterns observed in the atmosphere.

To understand the influem^e of the earth’s rotation, consider first this simple

experiment: If a marble attached to a piece of string is placed on top of a smooth table

and swung around the free end of the string and if then the length of the string is

shortened, it will be found that the speed of the marble increases. If the string is

shortened to one-half its original length, the speed of the marble is doubled; if the

string is reduced to one-third its original length, the speed of the marble is tripled.

Thus the product of speed and radius of rotation remains constant during the experi-

ment. I’his product is usually referred to as the angular momentum (per unit mass)

of the marble.

A ring of air extending around the eartli at the ecpiator, at rest relative to the

surface of the ( arth, spins annmd the polar axis with a speed equal to that of the earth

itself at the equator. If somehow this ring is pusht^ northward over the surface of

the earth, its radius is correspondingly reduced; and it follows from the principle set

forth that the absolute speed of the ring from west to east increases. Since the speed

of the surface of the earth itself from west to east decreases northward, it follows that

the moving ring, in addition to its northward velocity, must acquire a rapidly increas-

ing speed from west to east relative to the earth’s surface.

The principle itself may be illustrated very simply by an extreme and absurd case.

The eastward speed of the earth itself at the equator is about 465 m (509 yd) per sec.

A ring of air displaced from this latitude to latitude 60, where the distance from the

axis of the earth is only half tliat at the equator, would appear in its new position

with double the original absolute velocity, or 930 m (1,017 yd) per sec. Since the

speed of the earth itself at this latitude is only half w^hat it is at the equator, or 232 m
(254 yd) per sec, it follows that a ring of air thus displaced would move eastward over

the surface of the earth with a relative speed of 698 m per sec (about 1,560 mph).

Obviously such wind speeds never occur in the atmosphere, one reason being the

effect of frictional forces, another the fact that large-scale atmospheric displacements

never are symmetric around the earth’s axis or as large as those indicated.

It is apparent, however, that this tendency toward the establishment of west

winds in northward-moving rings of air and of east winds in southward-moving rings

must modify the previously described meridional (north-south) circulation scheme

considerably. This is best seen if one assumes that the meridional circulation scheme

characteristic qf a nonrotating earth (Fig. 2B) is suddenly set in operation on a

rotating earth in which the atmosphere previously was at rest relative to the ground.

The moment the circulation begins, west winds (relative to the earth) would begin
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to develop in the upper atmosphere, with a slight component northward, and east

winds in the lower atmosphere, wdth a slight component southward.

In this scheme, ground friction plays a basic role, since it prevents the develop-

ment of excessive east winds in th^ surface layers. The upper atmosphtTe, in which

west winds prevail, is not in direct contact with the earth’s surface; however, mixing

of air between the upper and low^er strata must reduce the west winds aloft as well

as the east winds below. Since the. momentum of the east winds also is reduced from
below, through the effect of ground friction, it is apparent that the mass of the west
w’inds aloft would far exceed the mass of the easterlies near the surface. Figure 3/1

illustrates what the velocity distribution would be a short time after the rotation began.

EQUATOR EQUATOR
Fig. 3.—Why tho earth’s rotation leads to a breakdown into several ceils of the simple

meridional (north-south) circulation represented in Fig. 2B, A, A short time after the
meridional circulation indicated by the arrows is set in operation, west winds appear aloft,

east winds below. B, Gradually the upper west winds are brought down to the ground
near the Pole, and the east winds rise near the Equator. t\ The west winds are retarded
by friction and seek their way northward, but cooling and sinking continue next to the
Pole. Finally, D, a complete three-cell circulation system develops.

Certain features of this picture agree well with observed conditions. Above
4 to 5 km {2)4 to 3 miles), westerly winds prevail in all latitudes. At sea level, easterly

wind components are normally observed between latitude 30®N and 30®S. Other

belts of easterly wind components are observed in the polar regions, north of latitude

60®N and south of latitude 60®S. Unexplained, however, is the fact that in each

hemisphere westerly winds prevail also at sea level within a broad belt between lati-

tudes So and 60®, approximately.

It is fairly easy to see that the theoretical model in Fig. 3A, characterized by east

winds everywhere in the surface layers, is physically impossible as a steady state.

If east winds prevailed in all latitudes', friction between the atmosphere and the
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solid earth would constantly tend to reduce the rotation of the earth. On the other

hand, the atmosphere would constantly gain momentum from the earth. Soorujr or

late;r a state of equilibrium would be established in which the atmosphere would
neither gain nor lose momentum through contact with the earth—an equilibrium that

is known to prevail, since the rotation of the earth for practical purposes can be
regarded as constant. Such an equilibrium requires that the retarding influence

of the east winds must be offset by the accek^rating influence of a belt or belts oJ^west

winds, also in the surface layers. It is clear, however, that this argument is incapable

of determining the number, width, and strength of the required west-wind belts. It

is the purpose of the four diagrams in Fig. 3 to explain why the initial meridional

circulation, under the influence of the earth’s rotation, necessarily must break down
into at least three separate cells on ea(;h hemisphere.

In order to understand the successive stages of development indicated in Fig. 3,

it is first necessary to discuss, in some detail, the effect of the rotation of the earth

on the relative motion of air over its surface. Wherever a ring of air parallel to a

latitude circh' is rotating more rapidly than the surface of the earth itself, it is acted

upon by an excess of centrifugal force which tends to throw the ring away from the

axis of the earth, which in the Northern Hemisphere means southward.* If the

ring rotates with the same speed as the earth (?.c., if it is at rest relative to the surface

of the earth), this excess of centrifugal force vanishes. If this were not the case, any
object resting on the surface of the earth would be thrown toward the equator. A
ring of air rotating more slowly than the earth itself, and hencq appearing as an east

wind relative to the earth, suffers from a deficiency in centrifugal force and tends to

move toward the axis of the earth, i.r., in this hemisphere, toward the north. To
keep a west-wind belt from being thrown southward, the atmospheric pressure must
be higher to the south than to the north of the ring (in the Northern Hemisphere),

thus producing a force directed northward and capable of balancing the excess cen-

trifugal force*. If no .such pressure force (gradient) is available, the ring will be dis-

placed slightly southward until enough air has piled up on its south side to bring

about the required cross-current pressure rise to the south and equilibrium. The total

displacement needed for this purpose is usually quite small as compared with the

width of the current.

To keep an east-wind belt in equilibrium, the atmospheric pressure must be higher

on the north side than on the south side (in the Northern Hemisphere), so that the

resulting pressure force balances the deficiency in centrifugal force acting on the

ring. It has already been brought out that, in the Northerti Hemisphere, air moving

northward tends to acquire a velocity eastward, while air moving southward tends to

acquire velocity westward. To offset this tendency toward deflection eastward, t

a northbound current of limited width piles up air to the east and creates higher pres-

sure to the east than to the west, while the reverse applies to a southbound current.

All these results may bo generalized so as to apply to any wind direction. It is

thus found that in the Northern Hemisphere steady w'inds always blow in such a

fashion that the air pressure drops from right to left across the current for an observer

facing downstream. The stronger the current flows, the steeper the drop in cross-

current pressure. If, in any horizontal plane, lines of constant air pressure (isobars)

are drawn, it may be seen that the air follows the isobars and moves counterclockwise

That part of the centrifugal force (per unit inaas) which oorreeponds to the earth's own rotation is

balanced by a component of the earth’s gravitational attraction. The resultant of this component of

the centrifugal force and of the earth’s total true gravitational attraction is perpendicular to the earth’s

surface and constitutes what is normally referred to as gravity.

t The method of compensation here described is obviously impossible for circumpolar rings of air.

Hence rings of air displaced northward acquire west-wind tendencies, south-bound rings eaat-wind

tendencies, as brought out previously.
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around regions of low pr(^ssnr(‘ (ryclones) and clorkw’ist' around regions of high pres-

sure (anticyclones). In the Southern Hemisphere, the direction of motion around

highs and lows is reversed.

It is apparent from the preceding reasoning that the relationship between wind

and horizontal pressure distribution is truly mutual; a prescribed pressure distribution

will gradually set the air in motion in accordaiK^e with the law set forth; likewise, if

somehow' a system of horizontal currents has been set up in the atmosphere, the

individual current branches w ill very quickly be displaced slightly to the right (in the

Northern Hemisphere) until everywhere the proper cross-current pressure drop from

right to left has been established. Owing to the ease with which the atmosphere

thus builds up the cross-current pressure drop required for equilibrium flow, the

reasoning just outlined merely h(‘lps in understanding wdiy the pressure in the Northern

Hemisphere always rises from l(*ft to right for an observ(?r looking dow^nstream but

does not by itself indicate that one current pattern is more likely to be established

than another. To establish the character of the current patterns, either the pressure

distribution must be known, or additional physical principles must be utilized.

It is now possible to return to a discussion of the circulation development in

Fig. 3. In an axially symmetric atmosphere, such as the one here discussed, tlie

absolute angular momentum of individual parcels of air doc's not change except

through the influence of frictional forces. Ihider these conditions it is evident that

the meridional (north-south) movements indicated in Fig. 3

A

must gradually redis-

tribute the absolute angular momentum so as to create west winds next to the ground

in the polar regions, and east wdnds aloft over the equator. This is the state illus-

trated in Fig. SB. If the meridional circulation is slow, the pressure distribution in

the atmosphere must constantly adjust itself fairly closely to the prevailing zonal

winds. Thus, in Fig. SB, there would be a sea-level-pressur(i maximum at the transi-

tion point between the east winds in low' latitudes and th(» w'(^Ht wdnds farther north.

This latter belt of west winds can continue its southward displa(u*ment as long as it is

acted upon by an excess of centrifugal force. However, pari of the air in this w'cst-

wind belt must steadily lose momentum through frictional contact with the ground.

Under the influence of the resulting deficiency in centrifugal force, this shallow portion

of the belt next to the earth’s surface must set^k its way northw'ard, as indicated in

Fig. 3C. Since air continues to cool and sink next to the pole, it follow's that the

retarded west winds, for purely dynamic reasons, are forced to escape aloft some
distance from the pole. Finally a cellular state develops, as indicated in Fig. SD.

The ^'hree Hemispheric Circulation Cells. Up to this point the breakdown of the

original simple meridional circulation scheme has been treated as a purely dynamic

effect. It now becomes necessary to investigate whether the final mean circulation

scheme is compatible with the thermal processes of the atmosphere. For this purpose

we must fall back upon our as yet very incomplete knowledge of radiative processes

in the atmosphere.

It was stated previously that, practically everywhere above a shallow layer next

to the ground, the free atmosphere suffers heat losses through the combined effects

of the various radiative processes to which it is subjected. In middle latitudes at 2

or 3 km above sea level, these losses would produce a cx>oling at fixed levels of the

order of magnitude of perhaps 1 or 2®C per day.

Thus, with the possible exception of equatorial regions, the free atmosphere every-

where serves as a cold source (condenser) for the circulation engine. Heat sources are

located at the earth's surface and above the surface layers in those regions where

latent heat is released through condensation. The release of latent heat through

scattered, unorganized convective actiop is of little consequence for the atmospheric

.heat engine, but those regions where there is organized ascending mass motion with
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attending condensation and release of latent heat become important heat sources

capable of driving the atmospheric circulation. It follows that the atmosphere itself

to a considerable extent has the power to regulate the distribution of its heat sources

and also, through dynamicallj^ produced temperature changes, to modify the intensity

of its cold sources. * The latter effect follows from the fact that a temperature change
modifies the emission, but not the absorption, of a given parcel of air.

It follows from the preceding discussion that the air ascending in the equatorial

belt and spreading poleward at upper hivels must lose heat fairly quickly and that

parts of it must reach ground again when it is in the horse latitudes (in the nciighbor-

hood of 30°N or S). A branch of the dc^scending air spre^ads poleward
;
another branch

eqiiatorward. I'he poleward branch will appear as a west or south-west wind, and
must eventually meet th(i cold air seeping equatorw^ard from the pole. Forced ascent

results, re(juiring a heat source w’hich is provided through the release of latent.heat

in the ascending air.

Fig. 4.—The final cellular meridional circulation on a rotating earth: Convection near
the Equator, a clear zone of de.sceiiding air motion north of it (about latitude 30° N), and
heavy slanting cloud masses with accompanying precipitation in the polar-front zone
(55 to 60° N).

Thus the original single meridional circulation cell characteristic of each hemisphere

in the original scheme breaks up in such a fashion that one cell extends from the

equator to the horse latitudes, another from about latitude 60® poleward. The result-

ing scheme of circulation is illustrated in Fig. 4. In both extreme cells, the heat

sources are found at low levels, the cold sources well distributed along the vertical.

Looking eastward at a meridional vertical section through the Northern Hemisphere,

one would observe counterclockwise circulation in each of these extreme cells. These

circulations are direct in the sense that they carry heat from heat source to cold source,

all the while transforming a small fraction of the heat energy received into kinetic

energy. The direct cell to the southmay be called the trade-wind cell, since the south-

ward-moving low^er branch of this cell is responsible for the steady northeast trade

winds just north of the equator. For reasons that will appear, the northern cell will

be referred to under the name polar-frotU cell.

It now seems possible to offer an explanation also for the circulation in middle lati-

tudes. In the two direct circulation cells to the north and to the south, strong

westerly winds are continually being created at high levels. Along their boundaries

with the middle cell, these strong westerly winds generate eddies with approximately

lliis would beoomo significant in^an atmosphere free from water vapor.
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vertical axes. Through the action of these eddies, the momentum of the westerlies

in the upper branches of the two direct cells is diffused toward middle latitudes, and

the upper air in these regions is thus dragged along eastward. The westerlies observed

in middle latitudes are thus frictionally driven by the surrounding direct cells. The

excess of centrifugal force ac^ting on these upper west winds of middle latitudes forces

the air southward, but e(}uilibrium is never reached, since the air still farther to the

south, instead of piling up and thus permitting tlie establishment of an adequate

cross-current pn^ssure drop, cools through radiation and sinks to lower levels.

It has already b(ien pointed out that the air that sinks in the horse latittides spreads

both poleward and equalorward. The poleward branch must obviously appear as a

west wind accompanied by a cross-current pressure drop northward. It continues

to move northward, since the retarding influence of ground friction continually keeps

the surface westerlies below th(' intensity required for equilibrium. Aloft the situa-

tion is reversed, since thcTc the frictionally driven winds always remain slightly in

excess of tin' value recpiirc'd to balaiwe tin* cross-current pressure drop. The result

is a motion northward near the surface, a slight motion southward aloft.

Fio. 5.—Pressure jirofile for the Northern Hemisphere.

Thus, to an observer looking eastward, the meridional circulation in middle

latitudes is clockwise and opposite to the direct counterclockwise circulations to the

north and south. Ihis middle cell serves as a necessary brake on the general circula-

tion driven by the direct-working heat engines farther to the north and to the south.

It has already been stressed that part of the (relative) rnomeiitum eastward generated

aloft in the direct cells to the north and south spills over into the middle cell (through

large-scale horizontal friction), where it is destroyed through slow southward dis-

placement. The surface westerlies established in this middle cell serve the additional

purpose of balancing the retarding force exerted on the earth itself by the easterlies

farther south and north.

It follows from the previously established rule for the relation between wind and

pressure that the sea-level pressure must drop from the pole southward to about 60*N,

then rise to about 30°N, and finally drop from there on toward the equator. At

higher levels, where the wind is everywhere westerly, the pressure rises steadily from

the pole toward the equator. Thus at sea level a trough of low pressure is established

in latitude 60° and a ridge of high pressure in the vicinity of 30°N. The observed

mean pressure as a function of latitude for the winter 1938r-1939, shown in Fig. 5, is in

good agreement with the result of the previous analysis.

Climatic Zones. By this time it becomes possible to talk of climatic zones. The
ascending motion in the equatorial region will obviously be attended by a great deal

of convective activity, violent because of the extr^e instability of the vertical
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t(?mperature drop. Owing to the absence of horizontal contrasts, this convective

activity will follow the sun with a great deal of regularity and produce the heavy after-

noon showers characteristic of this climatic zone. The air descending in the horse
latitudes will have lost a great deal of its moisture, and the descending motion leads

to warming by compression at internu?diate hwels. Thus, in spite of relatively high
surface temp<)ratures, the vc^rtical temperature drop is fairly weak and the air itself

so dry as to prevent convection. This region, then, will be characterized by an arid,

or semiarid, climate.

The region of ascending motion around 55 or will obviously be characterized

by a great deal of precipitation from the ascending air. It also is evident that this

precipitation will be of an entirely different nature from that observed in the tropics.

Hecause of the southward movement of cold polar air along the ground and the north-

ward movemcuit of warm and relatively moist subtropical air aloft, the vertical

t,(‘iiiperature drop in this region will be too weak to permit violent convection, and the
precipitation must be associated with the ord<'rly ascent of moist, warm air over the

wedgelike tongues of polar air that extend southward. In this region, cold polar air

and moist subtropi(?al air converge next to the earth^s surfac(\ This, then, must be a

region in whicrh tlu^ surface isotherms, or lines of equal temperature, are constantly

being crowded together and w^here abrupt transitions from subtropical to polar air

conditions may be observed.

This transition zone, incessantly regenerated and incessantly destroyed, is in

modern meteorology referred to as the polar-front zone. Here cold and warm air

masses are in constant battle. This battle expn*sa(^s itself through the formation of

quasi-horizontal waves that normally progress from W(;st to east along the front. The
length of individual waves varies betwetm 1,000 and 5,000 km (about 600 and 3,000

miles). Because of the constant battle of air masses, the polar-front region is char-

acterized by strong temperature contrasts and a rapid succession of dry and wet
spells.

The polar regions, characterized in the main by the descent of air that has lost

most of its moisture in the ascent over the polar front, arc characterized by cold arid

or semiarid climate.

PLANETARY FLOW PATTERNS AND THE STABILITY
OF ZONAL CIRCULATION

The preceding analysis indicates that the polar front tends to occupy a mean
position parallel to a latitude circle. The Southern Hemisphere, with its practically

uniform water cover, is probably to a large extent characterized by such a zonal

arrangement of the different wdnd belts and of the polar front. Thus it is fairly well

established that the storms (polar-front waves) of high southerly latitudes move
with far greater regularity from west to east than the storms of the Northern Hemi-

sphere. This difference in behavior results from the influence of the nonzonal dis-

tribution of oceans and continents in the Northern Hemisphere, which leads to a

breakdown of the polar front. The breakdown is reflected also in the sea-level-

pressure distribution.

Figure 6 shows the practically zonal normal pressure distribution observed in the

Southern Hemisphere, and Fig, 7 shows the extremely asymmetric normal pressure

distribution characteristic of the Northern Hemisphere. Both figures refer to wdnter

conditions. It is evident that, particularly in the Northern Hemisphere, the belts of

high and low pressure have broken down into separate closed centers of high and low

pressure. These centers are usually referred to by the somewhat misleading name
centers of action. During the wdnter season, at least five such centers may be observed

in Dur hemisphere—^the Icelandic and Aleutian lows, the Pacific high, the Bermuda
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or Azores Jiigh, and tJi(‘ Asiatir high. 'Hk* <laily syiH»pti(; vvealher (diaris for ih(3

Northern Hemisphere sliow a great many mon^ moving high- and low-pressure systems,

associated with the battle between cold and warm air masses along the polar front.

The construction of mean charts permits the elimination of these moving disturbances

and brings out clearly the quasi-permanent character of the centers of action listed

above.

Of late such mean pressure charts for periods of a week, a month, or a season have
received a great deal of attention. Wien a sequence of weekly mean charts is studied

Fig. 6.—Normal sea-level-pressure distribution (millibars) over the Southern Hemi-
sphere in July. Compare this with Fig. 7 and note the great regularity and symmetry of

the pressure distribution in the Southern Hemisphere, due, presumably, to the absence of

large land masses. (After Shaw.)

it is found that the centers of action may move very slowly, eastward or westward,

several weeks in succession. Frequently one or several of these centers of action may
break up into several parts. With the breaking up of the zonal pressure distribution

into separate centers of action or cells goes a breaking up of the mean polar front into

two, three, or four separate portions, usually extending from southwest to northeast.

The position of these separate mean fronts is determined by the size, development, and

position of the individual centers of action. Since, on the other hand, most of the

storms that control weather in our latitudes move along the frontal zones thus estab-

lished, it is easy to see why it is imperative to understand the factors that lead to the
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breakdown of the ideal zonal circulation into individual centejrs of action. As a
first step, it is necessary to discuss briefly the possible types of nonzonal steady flow

patterns that can exist on the earth.

It is a well-known fact in mechanics that a rotating rigid body will not change its

rate of rotation unless it is subjected to a fort^e that produces a moment (torque)

around the axis of rotation. If the body does not rotatci initially, a, torque is needed
to set it in rotation. This simple principle can be applied to vertical columns of air

as they move over the surface of the ewth, but in so doing one must keep in mind that

Fig. 7.“-“Nornial isea-Ievel-prossure distribution (niinil)ajs) over the Northerm Hemisphere
in January. {After Shiw),

Note the great irregularity of the pressure distribution in the Northern Hemisphere as

compared with that in the Southern (Fig. 6), the two deep cyclonic (low-pressure) centers

over the northernmost oceans, and the well-developed anticyclone (high-pressure center)

over Asia.

the earth itself is everyi^^hcre in a state of rotation around the vertical. To demon-

strate this rotation, it is sufficient to refer to the case of an ordinary freely suspended

pendulum, which swings back and forth in a vertical plane. If a pointer is attached

to the pendulum weight and permitted to trace the path of the pendulum in a sand

bed just below, it will be found that the plane of the pendulum slowly turns clockwise

(in the Northern Hemisphere). At the pole the plane of oscillation would make one

complete turn (360 deg) in 24 hr; in latitude 30® it turns more slowly, making one
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complete turn in 48 hr. It is well known that the time of rotation of the pendulum

plane may be obtained by dividing 24 by the sine of the latitude.

It is obvious that this rotation of the plane of oscillation simply means that below

our feet the earth rotates counterclockwise (clockwise in the Southern Hemisphere),

rapidlj' at the poles and more and more slowly

Fig. 8.—Changes in current struc-

ture resulting from southward and
northward movements in the Northern
Hemisphere: Ay A narrow current
moving southward would, if forced to

follow a straight path, acquire a strong
cyclonic (counterclockwise) shear; By
if free to seek its own path, it would
curve around cyclonically ;

C, a narrow
current moving northward would, if

forced to follow a straight path,

acquire a strong anticyclonic (clock-

wise) shear; Z), if free to seek its own
path, it would curve around anti-

cyclonically. In all cases the current
would pile up air on the right-hand
side looking downstream, but the
slight deflections needed to bring this

about would not materially affect the
flow patterns illustrated.

as we approach the equator. Vertical air

columns that move from one latitude to

another tend to take their rotation with them.

Thus a current of air originating in high

northerly latitudes, where the cyclonic

(counterclockwise) rotation of the earth is

strong, and moving southward to a latitude

wJiero the cyclonic rotation of the earth is

weak, w'ill possess an excess cyclonic rotation

around the vertical over that of tlie earth

itself when it arrives at its destination. This

excess rotation can express itself in two

diffenmt ways or in a combination of both,

as illustrated in Fig. 8.

The current can follow^ a straight path but

develop a shear so that the right edge of the

current (looking downstream) moves faster

than the left edge (Fig. 8.4). In the atmos-

phere, there arc several influences at work

that normally prevent the development of

strong shear zones and lead to the establish-

ment of currents of fairly uniform velocity

cross .stream. In that case, the current is

forced to bend around cyclonically, as indi-

cated in Fig. 8H. f'igures 8C and 8£> illus-

trate the corresponding effects in a northbound

current developing anticyclonic (clockwise)

rotation.

When the mean zonal circulation was

discussed, a uniform seeping southward of

cold air from high latitudes was assumed.

In that case, there is of course no possibility

for the establishment of cyclonically curved

streamlines, and the excess of cyclonic

rotation in the southward-moving belt of

cold air should therefore lead to strong

cyclonic shear in the northern belt of easter-

lies. Likewise, in the free atmosphere, where

rings of air are displaced northward toward

regions where the earth itself rotates more
rapidly counterclockwise (cyclonically) around

the vi^rtical, the resulting deficiency in ro-

tation of the displaced air columns must

express itself in the form of anticyclonic

shear. However, in both cases it can be said that the statistical mean north-

ward and southward velocities associated with the general circulation between

latitudes are so weak that frictional forces of all kinds have ample time to prevent the
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^establishment of sharp shear zoihw. The situation is different in the case of air cur-

rents that for some reason or oilier are definitely deflected from their eastr-west motion.

In these currents, latitude changes occur so qui<*kly that the frictional forces have

inadequate time to act. In such currents, the excesses or deficiencies in rotation

have a ttuidency to produce curved flow patterns. Initially straight currents from

the north curve around cyclonically; currents from the south curve around

anticyclonically.

It is particularly interesting to apply these results to a study of the stability of west-

wind or east-wind belts of limited width. If a (‘urrent from the west at some point

in its path is subje(;t(id to a cyclonic, torque that gives it a slight deflection northward,

it follows that tlu^ current from then on will head toward higher latitudes, where the

rotation of the earth itself around a vertical becomes stronger and stronger. Thus
the relative cyclonic rotation (curvature) wdiich the current acquired at the initial

point of deflection will decrease and eventually, after sufficient displacement north-

ward, change into an anticyclonie curvature. The current will then finally bend back

tow^ard its equilibrium position. As it moves southw^ard, it will pick up cyclonic

relative rotation (curvature), and the net effect will be a sinusoidal, or wavelike,

oscillation of the west-wind belt around a certain mean latitude, such that the current

will form a s(*ries‘ of standing waves downstream from the point at whic^h it was

disturbed initially.

The amplitude fd these waves depends upon the intensity of the initial disturbance,

but the w'ave length depends principally on the strengtli of the w^est-wind belt. The

stronger the wind, the longer the wave length. For the wind velocities prevailing

in the upper troposphere in our middle latitudes in wintertiriK^, this wave length is

of the order of magnitude of 5,000 km (3,000 miles). These “resonance^' weaves give

us a length scale for the large semipermanent centers of action into which the previ-

ously described symmetric zonal circulation actually breaks up.

If the sar^e type of reasoning is now applied

to a narrow current from the east, wdiich at a
given point in its path is given a slight cyclonic

rotation (cyclonic curvature), it follows that

the current from then on moves slightly south-

ward. However, the farther south it moves,

the stronger will be the cyclonic rotation of the

current, since it is constantly moving towwd
latitudes whore the earth's own cyclonic

..rotation around the vertical becomes weaker

and weaker. Thus the current is deflected

farther and farther away from its equilibrium

latitude. Finally it will have turned around

completely and will then appear as a west

wind, but with sufficiently strong cyclonic

curvature to return to its original path. If the current had originally been deflected

northward, it would describe a complete anticjTlonic circuit. This may be of

importance in connection with the breaking up of the high-pressure belt around

latitude 30®. It is fairly evident that the cold easterly winds to the north, because

of the large body of cold air over the arctic, are constrained to break up into cyclonic

vortices.

The analysis shows that easterly winds are unstable and tend to break up into large

cyclonic or anticyclonie eddies. The dimensions of the eddies thus formed increase

with the velocity of the east wind itself, and they agrt>e reasonably well with the

dimensions of the cyclonic centers of action referred to above. Figure 9 illustrates a

HIGH

Fig. 9.—Diagram of waves on a
broad west-wind belt, showing
troughs of low pressure and ridges of
high pressure.
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shwly r(’8onati<*(i wjiv'o on a broad wost-wind bolt, niul Fi^. 10 tlio trajc^ctoi’y of a

deflected east-wind bolt of narrow width.

To understand coinphdely the behavior of cold currents from the north a further

reference should be made to the spinning-marble experiment discuss(‘d earlier. It was
pointed out that, by a shortening of the string, the nmrble could be made to spin

faster and by a lengthening of tlie string to spin more slowly. In the same way, the

outer edge, or periphery, of a rotating column of air that is stretched vertically and
shrunk horizontally will spin around more rapidly; if the column shrinks vertically

and stretches horizontally, it will spin more slowly. In applying this result to vertical

columns in the atmosphere, it is necessar3' to consider the absolute rotation. It

thus follows lhat air columns that stretch vertically* must acquire an excess (cyclonic)

rotalion relative to tlic earth, while air columns that shrink vertically acquire a defi-

cient (nnticyclonic) rotation relative to th(^

N surface of the earth.

It is a well-established fact that cold cur-

[
J rents from the north gradually sink and sprt*ad

V y out next to the surface of the earth. This

sinking is most marked along the right-hand

IV
—

I

--
- £ edge of the cold current (for an obs(;rver facing

downstream). Thus the left-hand branch of

the current curves around cyelojiit^ally^ as a

result of the decrease in latitude, but the right/-

hand branch, in which strong sinking occurs,

curves around anticyclonic^ally. As a result,

the deflected cold current spreads south in a

fanlike fashion.

If for .some reason the* westerlies of middle

latitudes arci disturbed and a quasistationary

wave pattern is established, th(^ pressure will

drop wherever a wave trough is bedng es-

tablished. (k>ld air from the north will be

pulled into these low-pressure troughs. Hence

intermittent outbreaks of cold polar air from

the previously undisturbed east-wind belt to

the north are likely to occur wherever there is a

trough toward the south in the w^esterlies. (Corresponding outbreaks of warm and

moist air from the southern belt of easterlies tend to occur where the westerlies are

deflected northward. One obtains in this way the pattern of flow illustrated in

Fig. 11, which in several respects well describes the observed flow pattern in the

atmosphere. It is obvious that this pattern leads to a breaking up of the polar front

into separate portions that run roughly from southwest to northeast. Along these

individual polar fronts, waves form that move northeastward and gradually die out in

the central low-pressure areas to the north.

Figure 12 represents a modification of Fig. 11 obtained by assuming that the

crests and valleys of the quasi-permanent waves in the west-wind zone extend from

southwest to northeast, parallel to three of the four principal boundaries between

oceans and continents in the Northern Hemisphere. This theoretical picture agrees

remarkably well with the observed mean pressure and frontal distribution in any

one of the principal frontal zones of the Northern Hemisphere.

To each speed of the westerlies corresponds one definite resonance wave length,

and this wave length increases with increasing strength of the westerlies. Thus it

appears that the number of points wher^ polar air is simultaneously injected into the

0
s

Fig. 10.—The upper curve repre-

sents the path of a narrow cast-wind
belt that has received a small initial

deflection northw’ard. The lower
curve rei)resents the path of a cur-

rent that has received an initial

deflection southw^ard. Since a cur-

rent in a state of steady motion can-

not intersect it.self, the analysis sug-

gests that narrow* eastwind belts are

unstable, resulting in the intermittent

formation of large vortices.
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west-wind zone depends upon the strength of the westerlies and decreases as the wester-

lies increase. In the Southern Hemisphere, where land masses are relatively insig-

nificant or, in the case of the antarctic continent, symmetrically distributed, these

injection points may occur in any longitude, and thus the mean wind and pressure

Fig. 11.—Breakdown of the zonal polar front and establishment of a typical branch
front through the injection of polar air into a trough in the westerlies. Subsiding, under-
cutting branches of the polar air take on anticyclonic curvature (broken lines); nonsub-
siding branches will curve around cyclonically and form. the left edge of the cold wave.
The polar front is indicated by a barbed line.

Fig. 12.—Injection of polar air into a slanting trough of the westerlies. Such troughs

may easily form as a result of thermal perturbations of the westerlies set up along the

slanting eastern coast lines of Asia and North America-Qreenland.

distributions should appear fairly uniform around the globe. In the Northern

Hemisphere, on the other hand, preferential injection points are established, and the

final mean-pressure distribution is thus far from symmetric around the axis of the

earth.
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INTENSITY FLUCTUATIONS IN ZONAL CIRCULATION
AND THE CIRCULATION INDEX

In view of the fact that the dimensions and positions of the circulation patterns

associated with strong and weak circulation differ in a ch.aracteristic fashion, it is

evidently important to develop m sirnj)l(* index to the intensity of tlie zonal circulation.

It has been pointed out previously that the surface westerlies in middle latitudes

form a part of a reverse meridional circulation cell which is drivem by the direct cells

to the north (polar-front cell) and to the south (trade-wind cell). Because of this

frictional drive, it is reasonable to assume that these surface west winds, at least

qualitatively, furnish a good measure for the variations in the general zonal circulation

of the atmosphere. A simple measure of the intensity of these sea-level westerly

winds may be obtained by taking the difference betw'een the mean pressure observed

ill latitude 35®N, near the center of tlie subtropical high, and the m(*an jiressure

observt^d in latitude 55®N, just south of the pressure trough normally jirevailing in

the vicinity of latitude 60°N. This mean-pressure diffenMice is very nearly propor-

tional to the mean-w*ind component from the west prevailing within this zone, if sur-^

face frictional forties are disregarded. In vit'w of the variations in the difference

between the mean temperature of an air column in latitudes 35°N and that of another

Fig. 13.—Zonal circulation variations during the period November, 1936 to May,
1938. This index to the zonal circulation i.s computed weekly as the difference between
the mean pressure at latitude 35° and the mean pressure at latitude 55°. The greater this

index is, the stronger the prevailing west wind in middle latitudes. Note the large ampli-

tude of fluctuations in winter, particularly the occurrence of long trends downward or

upward through several weeks in succession.

air column in latitude 55®N, it is, unfortunately, impossible to use the same mean-

pressure difference as a quantitative measure of the mean west^wind component at

higher levels within the same zone, but it should at least serv-^e as a qualitative index

to the variations in circulation intensity at higher levels.

Mean weekly values of this circulation index have been computed sirice 1936 and

show amazingly strong fluctuations from week to week in the circulation intensity.

During the winter season, these fluctuations range from an index value of about 15 mb
to one of about —5 mb, the latter value indicating an actual reversal of flow in the

surface layers (east wind). These fluctuations are well illustrated by the curve in

Fig. 13. The variations in circulation intensity are obviously fairly irregular, but it is

also evident that trends persisting through 3 or 4 weeks arc fairly common during the

winter. The irregularity of the variations in circulation intensity is sufficiently pro-

nounced to eliminate effectively all possibility of long-range forecasting on the basis

of periodicities, but the persistence tendency in the index curve is sufficiently high to

permit judicious extension "(extrapolation) of a trend for a week at a time. During

the summer, the fluctuations in circulation intensity arc somewhat smaller and also

more irregular. It is hard to see how adequate short-term long-range weather fore-
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oasts can be developed until there is an adequate understanding of these amazing
fluctuations in the zonal oiroulation intensity.

It has already been nientioiu^d that the energy of the westerlies depends upon the

meridional circulation h(*tw(‘en luiat sonnies and cold sources in the two direct

meridional colls, to the north and to the south of the westerlies. It would therefore

s(Mnn probable that a satisfactory understanding of the variations in the zonal

circulation intensity cannot be r(^ac,h(‘d until fairly complete temperature and humidity

data from the upper atmosphere ov(‘r tlie entire Northern Hemisphere are available

in the form of daily routine m(\asurcunents. No adequate physical theory is available

at the present time from w hich th(‘ fluctuations in circulation intensity may be com-

puted, but recent studies suggest that these fluctuations may be; associated with the

intermittent estal)lishment of a dir(‘ct inflow of deep moist air from the equatorial

trade-wind belt into the w(;sterlies of middle latitudes. There is good reason to hope

that the problem of the* circulati(m fluctuations will be brought much closer to its

solution within the next few years.

INFLUENCE OF LAND MASSES^ AND OCEANS ON THE CIRCULATION
PATTERN

In older writings, it is sometim(‘s staff'd that the difiVnaicf' bf'tween land climate

and sea cliniatf' is causf'd by the difference in specific hf‘at between w’ater and solid

rock. It is more correct to em])hasize that the uppf'r layers of the ocean are nearly

always in a staff* of viohuit stirring whereby heat loss(*s or hf*at gains occurring at the

sea surface are distributed tliroughout large* volunu's of water. This mixing process

sharply r(*duces the temperature contrasts between <lay and night and between winter

and summer.

In the ground, there is no turbulent redistribution of heat, and the effect of

molecular heat coiuhiction is very slight. Thus violent contrasts betw^een seasons

and between (uiy and night an* crf;ated in th<; intf'rior of continents. During the

winter, the snow’ cover that extf'uds over large* portions of the northern continents

reflects liack tow'ard space a largf* j)art of the sparse incident solar radiation. For

these various reasons, the northern continents serve as efficient manufacturing plants

for dry polar air. The polar air cap is no longer symmetric but is displaced far to the

south, particularly over the interior of Asia. This in turn means that the mean polar-

front zone is deformed and t(*nds to follow’ the boundaries of the northern continents,

('xtending northeastward along the Pacific coast of Asia, then southeastward along

the Rockies, and finally northeastw ard along our Atlantic coast tow ard Iceland. Our

know’ledge of tlu* upp(;r w’esterli(*s at high levels is still very incomplete, but it appears

that they, too, are displaced southward over the Asiatic continent.

The polar air that is bf;ing steadily manufactured over the interior of Asia generates

a polar front that in the main follows the Pacific coast line of that continent. Just

as pure easterly winds are established behind the m(;an polar front on a symmetric

globe, northeasterly winds will be ostablishfxi to the north and west of the Asiatic

polar front and southwesterly wdnds south and east of the same front. This arrange-

ment of currents is, how’cvcr, highly unstable. It has already been brought out that

currents from the north tend to assume cyclonic curvature unless they have an oppor-

tunity to sink and spread out. '^Fhe cold currents from the north behind the Asiatic

polar front cannot spread out tow’ard the interior where still deeper masses of cold air

are stored. Hence they must stream south over the Pacific, and these intermittent

outbursts help to maintain a deep cyclonic vortex off the Pacific coast of Asia.

The air masses that are found south and cast of the Asiatic frontal zone and at

higher levels stream tow^ard the iUeutian Islands. As they move northward, they

must gradually curve around anticyclonically (clockwise). It has already been
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pointed out that the wave length of such an oscillating west-wind belt increases with

increasing wind velocity. .Hence, if the soxithwest or west^southwest winds off the

coast of Asia are sufficiently strong, they will follow the boundaries of the North Pacific

Ocean, curving around anticyclonically as a result of their northward displacement.

Ill this case, a single frontal zone is <‘stablished, along which storms move rapidly in an

eastward direction, crossing the Pacific coast of North America in fairly high latitudes

(British Columbia, Washington, Oregon).

Fig. 14.—Mean sea-level-pressure distribution (millibars) during a week of slow sonal
circulation, Nov. 14 to 20, 1937. Note two separate low-pressure centers in the Pacific,

a weil-deveIoi)ed continental high in North America, the split character of the Icelandic

low, and the displacement toward Europe of the Asiatic high.

On the other hand, as the southwesterly winds off the coast of China grow weaker,

they tend to curve around anticyclonically much more sharply. A trough of low

pressure may then be created in the middle or eastern part of the Pacific, and thus

another injection point for polar air may be established. A new polar front, extending

across the mid-Pacific from southwest to northeast, may thus be established by purely*

dynamic means, whenever the general circulation slows down. Storms (waves)

traveling northeastward along this polar front bring moist southerly winds to Cali-

fornia. These moist air masses are trapped between the Pacific polar front on the

one hand and the mountains and the cold air masses over the continent on the other.

They are therefore forced to ascrend, and in so doing they probably produce a large

portion of the winter rains^ hi southern and central California.
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As a result of the production of polar air over .Greenland and the North American
continent, another polar-front z(jne is establisbt^d over the eastern states, extending

from the lower Mississippi Valley over New England, Newfoundland, and the northern

North Atlantic toward northern Norway. When the circulation in middle latitudes

is very weak, a second Atlantic polar front may be established over western Europe.

This doubling of the Atlantic polar front appears to be a more infrequent phenomenon
than the doubling of the Pacific polar front.

Fig. 15.—An example of the tiieoretical planetary flow pattern for weak zonal circula-

tion. Compare this diagram with Fig. 14 and note the presence in both of a split Aleutian
low and a split Icelandic low with one branch centered over eastern North America. In
comparing tlie tw'o diagrams it should be remembered that the wave pattern of the wester-

lies indicated here is in reality Fig, 14 obscured by shallow cold-air anticyclones and that
it would appear clearly on a corresponding chart for the 3-km level.

Figures 14 and 15 represent an attempt at a comparison of the observed pressure

distribution during a period of very weak zonal movement in middle latitudes with the

computed air trajectories during a period of weak circulation. The observed pressure

distribution (Fig. 14) shows that the Aleutian low has split into two separate centers,

one off Kamchatka and one in the Gulf of Alaska. Likewise, the Icelandic low has

split up, with one center over Labrador and a second center in the form of a long trough

extending southwestward from Spitsbergen to a point off Ireland. The center

positions of these observed cyclonic whirls agree fairly well with the computed circula-

tion centers in Fig. 15.
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In computing this last circulation diagram, it was assumed that the easterlies to

the north have a mean velocity of 8.9 m per sec, the westerlies in middle latitudes a

mean velocity of 15.5 m per sec, and the easterlies still farther to the south a mean
velocity of about 13.3 m per sec. These velocities were chosen so as to give a proper

wave length for the westerlies and the proper dimensions for the cyclonic and «nti-

cyclonic eddies to the north and south. Thus tlie only claim that can be made for

this theoretical analysis is that, with reasonable values for the prevailing zonal winds,

Fig. 16.—Mean sea-level-pressure distribution (millibars) during a week of strong zonal
circulation (Jan. 9 to 16, 1938). Note the presence of a single strong Aleutian low, a single

Icelandic low, and the displacement toward the Pacific of the Asiastic high.

it leads to flow patterns of a high degree of verisimilitude. In view of the disturbing

influence on the mean zonal pressure distribution of the relatively shallow, cold anti-

cyclones over Asia and North America, it is impossible to start the analysis from the

observed zonal pressure distribution.

It is fairly apparent that both the theoretical and the observed circulation imply

the existence of double polar fronts both in the Pacific and in the Atlantic. The
positions of these mean fronts have been indicated by broken lines in Fig. 15.

During periods of strong circulation, the theoretical resonance wave length

analyzed previously becomes too large for the development of two frontal zones either

in the Pacific or in the Atlantic, The resonance wave pattern is no longer free to

develop, and the circulation pattern is probably mainly a function of the distribution

of continents and oceans.
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Figure 16 is typi(‘al of the mean pressure distribution during periods of strong

circulation. A comparison of Figs. 14 and 16 reveals certain marked contrasts that

appear to be typical.

During periods of strong circulation both the Aleutian and the Icelandic lows are

characterized by single well-d(iveloped centers and by large dimensions. The Aleutian

low is then normally locat('d near the Ahiskan peninsula and the Icelandic low in the

vicinity of Iceland or ev(^n east and north of it.

During periods of weak circ\ilation, one or the other or even both of these centers

split into two s(*paratc cells of snuillor dimensions than normal. One part of the

Aleutian low may be found near Kamchatka; one in the Gulf of Alaska. At the same
time the Icelandic low is frequently displaced westward and southward, or it may, as

in Fig. 14, split into two c{‘lls.

Iluring periods of strong circulation, a fairly well developed high-pressure area,

often referred to as the Cheat Basin high, is usually found over the southern portion

of the rtockj" Mountain state's. 'I'his is really a part of the subtropical (warm) high-

pressure area. North of this high-pressure area there is a rapid inflow of relatively

mild Pacific air masses over, the United States, and rapid air motion eastward prevails

over the northern states. There arc very few indications of the development of a cold

continental anticyclone over the interior of this continent.

During such periods of strong circulation, maritime inflow' from the southwest

characterizes weather conditions in northwestern Europe. Both our Pacific North-

west and northwest(jrn Europe are then dominated by a rapid succession of wave
cyclones—w^arm, moist, subtropical air masses alternating with relatively mild, mari-

time polar air masses moving in from the w'^est or northwest, llainfall on the Pacific

coast occurs mainly far to the north, in British Columbia or Washington and Oregon.

Finally, during such periods of strong circulation, the Asiatic high appears to be

displaced toward the Pacific side of Eurasia.

On the other hand, as the zonal circulation of middle latitudes weakens and finally

reaches a minimum value, there is a marked tendency for the Great Basin anticyclone

to disappear and for a strong continental anticyclone to develop over the interior of

North America. The center of this anticyclone is located far to the north, in Canada,
and a wedge of high pressure extends southward into the United States. Thus, in

the surface layers, there is very little air movement from w'est to cast across North

America. At the same time, the Asiatic anticyclone is usually displaced westward,

toward Europe. The effects of these pressure changes on w^eather conditions are

profound. There wdll now* be an outflow of cold continental air from the east over

Alaska and eveni over British Columbia, and another outflow from the southeast of

extremely cold continental air from Asia over northwestern Europe.

The polar-front cyclones, which move up over the Pacific toward that portion of

the Aleutian low which during periods of weak circulation is located in the Gulf of

Alaska, are quite likely to bring w'ith them warm moist air masses from the southwest.

It has already been brought out that these moist currents are frequently trapped

between the polar air masses that come dowm over the Pacific to the west and the

mountains and continental air masses to the east. Thus forced to ascend, the moist

air yields heavy rainfall fairly far south on the Pacific coast

During periods of w^cak circulation, the theoretical sea-level-pressure distribution

is so ()isturbed through the development of continental anticyclones that it may
become unrecognizable. For this reason, it- is of some interest to look at the pressure

distribution at higher levels, say. 3 km (about 2 miles), as determined with the aid of

upper-air data now available daily from a number of stations in the United States

(Figs. 17 and 18). In Fig. 18, corresponding to a period of weak circulation, there

are good indications of low'-pressure troughs off the Pacific coast and east of the
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Fio. 17.— Mean pressure (inches) at the 3*krn level for the five-day period P"eb. 26 to

Mar. 2, 1939. This map corresponds to a period of strong circulation. Notice the general

trend of the isobars from west-southwest to east-northeast in the eastern half of the coun-

try, indicating a general west-southwestern wind. This type of wind distribution aloft

in the eastern part of the United States corresponds to temperatures well above normal.

Fio. 18.—Mean pressure (inches) at the 3-km level for the five-day period Mar. 19 to

23, 1939. This map corresponds to a period of weak circulation. Notice the west-north-
west winds over the Middle West and the East, corresponding to temperature well below
normal in these sections. Tliis pressure distribution suggests two troughs, one over the
Atlantic coast and another over the Padfic just off the California coast.
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Atlantic coast. Figure 17, corresponding to a case of strong circulation, shows a

single well-marked trough, probably an extension of the Icelandic low, extending south-

westward through the Mi8sissii)pi Valley.

Fia. 19,—Temperature departure from normal, in for a period of maximum circulation.

The index at this time was 13.2 millibars.

Fig. 20.—Temperature departure from normal, in ®F, for a period of maximum circulation.

The index at this time was 12.5 millibars.

During periods of strong circulation, characterized by strong west-to-east move-

ments in middle latitudes, the belt of westerlies is usually displaced somewhat to the

north of its normal position. Because of the prevailing strong winds, intense lateral
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mixing and turbulence develop in middle latitudes. This mixing process transports

heat northward and creates positive temperature anomalies in middle latitudes and

Fio. 21,—Temperature departure from normal, in ®F, for a period of minimum circulation.

The index at this time was —1.4 millibar.s.

Fig. 22.—Temperature departure from normal, in for a period of minimum circulation.

The index at this time was 0 millibars.

presumably negative ones farther south. During periods of weak circulation, the

west-east components decrease in intensity, and there is a pronounced tendency
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toward the development of large-scale north-south current systems. At such times,

regions of positive and negative temperature anomalies will appear side by side, but

their position will not always be the same, as may be inferred from the previous

discussion of the reflation between the size of the stationary flow patterns and the

prevailing zonal-circulation intensity. The four anomaly charts. Figs. 19 to 22, are

intended to bring out these differences between periods of strong and wc^ak circulation.

The value of the relationship described above between the observed circulation

pattern and the intensity of the zonal circulation lies in the fact that it reduccvs the

number of variables to be considered in any discussion of weather types by establishing

two idealized world pressure patterns, for periods of maximum and minimum circula-

tion intensity. Given the values of the zonal circulation index during a few consecu-

tive weeks (during the winter season) it is probably possible, from these valu(‘.s alone,

to give a description of the mean pressure distribution at the end of 1h(i period that

will be decidedly better than a pure gue.ss, although definit(‘ly subject to a considerable

margin of uncertainty. Until it becomes possible to predict the fluctuations in the

zonal-circulation index, it is of course impossible to utilize this knowledge with full

effectiveness in forecasting.

The preceding discussion suggests another important application. It should be

possible to establish relationships corresponding to (but not iH^cessarily identical with)

the ones described above, between mean zonal-index values and mean circulation

patterns for longer periods (months or years). The establishment of such climatic

patterns, having a physical background, should be of grciat value in the analysis of

past climatic fluctuations and should serve to emphasize the need for restraint in this

field of research, by bringing out the self-evident fact that the sequence of past climatic

events can vary only very slightly from point to point. Hence, the geographic distri-

bution of the climates assumed to have prevailed during a certain geological period

must follow a pattern that is compatible with accepted physical and meteorological

principles.
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SECTION VIII

METEOROLOGICAL INSTRUMENTS

By Loxjvan E. Wood

INTRODUCTION

MoteoroloKical instriiint‘nts nuiy ]u‘ (livided into three goiUTal groups, those in

routine use for surfaee observations, /.e., measurements of pressure, temperature,

humidity, sunshine, ete., at or near the earth's surface; those in routine use for upper-

air observations, i.e., pilot balloons, associated equipment, and radiosondes; and last,

a large variety of instruments that either are used in very limited numbers, applicable

only for special problems, or are coniiected with closely related sciences.

Space permits a brief description of only the first two groups.

BAROMETERS

Barometers may be divided into two basic types, mercurial and aneroid. In

general, mercurial barometers are characterized by a high degree of accuracy, per-

manence, and fragility as compared with aneroids, which are small, light, highly

portable, and relatively rugged.

A mercurial barometer can be designed to measure pressure accurately without

referen(re to another standard (filthough they are seldom so designed in practice),

but all aneroids must be compared with a standard to establish calibration.

Mercurial Barometers. A mercurial barometer consists in principle of a column
of mercury balanced against the wedght of the atmosphere. A vertical column of

mercury 30 in. long exerts approximately the same pressure per unit area as the

atmosphere at sea level. The height of the mercury column is proportional to the

pressure (see Fig. 1),

The basic relationship for the measurement of pressure by a mercurial barometer

is

= Pog(l - fit)h

where Pd ** pressure, dynes/cm*

po «* density of mercury at 0®C, 13.5951 grams/cm*

g acceleration of gravity at sea level and 45°lat., 980.621 cm/sec*

=* coefficient of thermal expansion of mercury, 0.0001818

t « temperature or mercury, °C

h *s height of column of mercury, cm.

One millibar * 1,000 dynes/cm*; therefore pressure in millibars is given by

P Pog(l ^t)h
“

1,000

Pressure measurement with a mercurial barometer depends on three principal

factors.

1. Measurement of the height of the mercury column.

2. Determination of p, the density of the mercury.

3. The value of the acceleration of gravity.

532
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There are two common types of mercurial barometers, the fixed cistern and the

adjustable cistern. In the simple U tube shown in Fig. 1, the mercury level changes

equally in both sides with a change in pressure. Since it is inconvenient to measure
both levels, the open side of the barometer is made much larger than the closed side

and is known as the cistern. The changes in mercury level in the cistern are less than

those in the closed tube in the same ratio as the area of the cistern is greater than that

of the closed tube.

In an adjustable-cistern barometer, the mercury level is manually adjusted to a

reference point prior to determining hj the height of the mercury column.

The height h is always measured from this reference point.

In the fixed-cistern barometer, a fixed amount of mercury is used,

nnd the level of the mercury in the cistern is allowed to vary with

changes in pressure.

The variation in level in the cistern bears the same relationship to

the variation in level in the tube, as the cross-sectional area of the tube

does to the area of mercury surface in the cistern, f.e., if the ratio of the

area of the mercury surface in the cistern to the area of the tube is 50

to 1, the range of fluctuation of nfercury level in the cistern will be

one-fiftieth of that in the tube. Since the pressure is determined by
measuring the level in the tube, allowance must be made for the change

in cistern level. This is done by contracting the measuring scale in the

above case by ^%i. The simple U tube may be considered as a fixed-

cistern barometer having a unity area ratio, in which case in. on the

scale represents 1 in. pressure. With a fixed cistern, it is essential that

the cistern and tube have constant cross-sectional areas throughout the

ranges of mercury movement in order to have a linear scale. This is

not necessary with an adjustable cistern.

In Fig. 2a is shown a cross section through a type of fixed-cistern

barometer, while 26 shows a Fortin cistern, a common type of adjustable cistern.

W’^ith an adjustable-cistern instrument, h is measured by means of a vernier-

equipped scale based on the tip of the ivory cone as a starting point. With a fixed

cistern, h is measured by means of a vernier-equipped scale based on the level of the

mercury in the cistern at zero pressure as a starting point.

Barometer scales are ordinarily made of brass. Consequently, for accurate meas-

urement of 6, it is necessary to correct for the temperature effect on the scales.

The density of mercury changes with temperature. With an adjustable cistern,

the density of mercury is important only inasmuch as it affects the length h through

the change in weight per unit length of the column. The change in volume is of

itself of no importance. With a fixed cistern, there are two effects, that changing the

length of the column and that due to the change in volume of the mercury. The
latter is a function of the physical proportions of the barometer and is independent

of the prtissure.

In practice, the temperature correction for an adjustable-cistern barometer con-

sists of a single composite correction for the scale and mercury errors, whereas that

for a fixed-cistern barometer consists of the same correction plus a relatively small

correction for the particular design of instrument in question. In some barometers,

that correction is so small as to be negligible under normal conditions of pressure and

temperature.

Barometers reading in inches normally have scales cut to be correct at 62‘^F,

and the mercury is referred to 32®F. This combination gives zero temperature

correction at 28.5®F. Metric barometers have zero temperatme correction at O^C,

both the scale and the mercury being referred to 0®C.

n

Fig. 1.

Principle
of mercu-
r i a 1 b a-
rometer.
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A thermometer is mounted on a merciu-ial barometer with its bulb exposed so as

to indicate a temperature as representative as possible of that of the entire barometer.

It is important to keep a barometer at as uniform a temperature as possible.

The acceleration of gravity varies with both latitude and altitude above sea level.

A correction must be applied to all mercurial-barometer readings for the local value of

g. This is given by C — p{g\ — ^o)/i7o, where C is the (correction and p the pressure,

both in the same units. gi is the local gravity acceleration, and go is the standard

value. In practice, pn, the normal pressure for the station in c|uestion, may be used.

Barometer readings are made in terms of the length of the mercury column meas-

ured to the top of the convex meniscus, which gives too large a value, the excess

amount depending on tluc size of the tube. A large tube has vtcry little meniscus error,

a b

Fig. 2.—Barometer cisterns; a, fixed, and 6, Fortin.

and a small tube has a relatively large amount. In practice, the meniscus error and
any residual error in the location of the scale are grouped in an instrumental error

peculiar to and constant for any given barometof. Many barometers are adjusted

at manufacture to make this correction zero.

In Fig. 3a is shown a fixed-cistern marine barometer. When the clamp is loosened,

the barometer swings out from the wall and hangs freely from the gimbal ring attached

to the end of the hinged support arm. The tube is constricted through part of its

length, as indicated in Fig. 2a, to reduce the volume of mercury and lessen pumping
when the barometer is used on shipboard. To read the barometer, note the ther^

mometer reading, tap the barometer lightly, set the vernier so that the bottom edge

is tangent to the top of the meniscus, and read the vernier and apply the necessary

corrections.

The cistern screw, when unscrewed as shown, lets the steel cistern rest on the outer

case and is the normal position. For iriiipping, the screw is turned up, forcing the

mercury up in the tube. The leather joint is impervious to mercury.
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Vernier

Setting
" knob

VThermometer

Clamp

Fio. 3^—Merourial barometers: a» fixed, and 6, Fortin.
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To read the Fortin barometer shown in Fig. 35, note the thermometer reading,

set the mercury level in the cistern even with the tip of the ivory point, tap the tube

lightly, set the lower edge of the vernier tangent to the top of tluj nuiiiiscus, read the

vernier, and apply the mercury corrections.

The cistern screw of a Fortin instrument is screwed up enough to fill the tube and
cistern nearly full when it is desired to move the

barometer.

Adjustable-cistern barometers are generally more
accurate than the fixed-<’isterii type. However, the

latter type is simpler to use, more ruggcnl, and Ixitter

adapted to marine use.

A barometer should be mounted on a solid support

where it will not be expost'd to direct sunlight. It

nnist hang vertically and lx; at a height convenient,

to read. Mercurial barometers are fragile and must
be carefully handled.

Aneroid Barometers. The principle of an aneroid

barometer is shown in Fig. 4, which represents a cross

section through a simple aneroid mechanism. Figure

5 shows the mechanism of a precision aneroid. The pressure-sensitive element is a

beryllium copper diaphragm wdiich contracts and expands with changes m atmospheric

pressure. The rate of a diaphragm, ?.c., the movement per unit chang<' in pressure,

may be controlled within reasonable limits by the thickness and ttiinper of the metal

and the shape. Well-designed diaphragms are substantially linear over wide pressure

ranges. The movement of the diaphragm is transmitted to a point('r through a lever

Fig. 4.—Principle of aneroid
barometer.

system and sector and pinion. 'Aneroid instruments are subject to errors due to

temperature, drift, and hysteresis.

The temperature error is due to the change in elasticity of the diaphragm with

temperature. It is compensated for by incompletely evacuating the diaphragm or

by use of a bimetallic compensator or both. A bimetallic compensator is a bimetal

lever or shdft arranged to react to a temperature change, in the opposite direction to

the diaphragm.
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The stiffness of beryllium copper, or phosphor bronze, materials commonly used
for diaphragms, increases with decreasing temperature. I'hus, when the temperature
of the instrument drops, the diaphragm will expand slightly, indicating a nonexistent
drop in pressure. lum a little air is left in the diaphragm, it will contract with a
drop in temjx'rature, thus d(*cr(‘a8ing the pressure inside the diaphragm and offsetting

the increase in stiffness of the rnetal. Bimetallic compensation employs a lever or
shaft of binu'tal so placed in the h^ver system as to offset the changes in the diaphragm.
In genc'ral, comp(*nsation methods in simple form are exact at only one pressure and
t(unperature, but in practice they give good results over the ranges required.

Ficr. 0.—Microharogrjiph.

Hysteresis in aneroids that are well designed and constructed is very small, as is

also drift with time.

In high-(iuality instruments, jeweled pivots are used and the mechanism is balanced
so that position ( rrors are negligible. Knife-edged pointers are used in conjunction

with mirror si^ales.

Aneroid baronu‘ters are ('asily portable, convenient to use, and when checked

against mercurial barometers at reasonable intervals are reliable and accurate. An
adjustment is always provided for setting an aneroid to indicate the correct pressure.

In the mechanism illustrated, the worm when turned rotates the entire mechanic
while the dial remains stationary.

BAROGRAPHS

Conventional barographs employ aneroid mechanisms sufficiently powerful to

operate recording pens. Mercurial barograpl^s have been made but are relatively

complicated and not in widespread use.
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Figure 6 illustrates a mic^robarograpji. The prefix micro- is added to the name
because of the open scale, 2 ?

2

hi- on the chart (corresponding to 1 in, of mercury.

Many barographs have 1 in. on the chart representing 1 in. of mercury.

The pressure-sensitive element is a sjdphon bellows with an internal spring.

This element, through a suitable lever system, moves the pen arm. Temperature

compensation is accomplished with a small amount of air in the sylphon and a bimetal

in the lever system.

The pressure range covered is 2J 2 in. of mercury, but the instrument can be

adjusted to operate over that range at any reasonable altitude.

Dashpots are provided to prevent vibration from causing a ragged record.

The scale is linear, and the pen can be set to the correct pressure by means of the

adjusting screw that moves the sylphon up and down.

The chart cylinder is driven by a jew'eled clock movement mounted inside the

cylinder. Weekly charts are generally used, but different time scah^s can be obtained

by changing gears in the chart cylinder drive.

Chart drive clocks require the same care and attention normally given high-

grade clocks. They should be ch^aned, oiled, and repaired only by compebuit clock

repairmen.

The pen release arm moves the pen arm away to make it easy to change the chart.

THERMOGRAPHS
A thermograph is shown in Fig. 7. The sensitive element is a Bourdon tube.

This is a metal tube of approximately elliptical cross section bent in a curve, the

•Adjustment

Bourdon
tube

Chart dip

"'"Charf speed
gear

Fig. 7.—Thermograph.

major axis of the cross section being parallel to the axis about which it is curved. For
temperature measurement, the tube is filled with alcohol. An increase in tempera-

ture lesults in an increase in volume pi the alcohol which results in straightening of

the tube.
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The scale is linear, and the pen can be set to record correctly by means of the

adjusting screw.

The pen arm is supported in su(;h a way that it bears against the chart with a
fix(‘d pressure due to its own weight. This arrangeiiumt for controlling pen pressure

is also used on other roc^ording instruments.

Different time scales are possible, altbough weekly (charts are generally used.

A thermograph clock is exposed to extremes of temperature and consequently in

cold climates will require special lubrication. Low-temperature oils arc used, and in

extreme cases all oil is removed. This may be done by means of a suitable solvent

such as pure gasoline.

The temperature eleimmt on the instrument shown in Fig. 8 is a finned bimetal.

The fins are made of coppiT and greatly reduce the time lag, making a very responsive

instrument. •

C/ock key

Ink bofHe

Hair element

Finned
bimetal

Temperature
adjustment

release hver ^Ten^rm"^^ arm
Fig. 8.—Combined thermograph and hygrograph.

For measurement of soil and water temperatures, thermographs are used in which

the sensitive elements consist of liquid-filled bulbs connected to the recording

mechanisms by capillary tubing. Three types of remote recording thermographs

use (1) mercury in a steel bulb and capillary, (2) an organic liquid in a nonferrous bulb

and capillary, and (3) a liquid- and vapor-filled system in which the vapor pressure

varies with the temperature. The sensitive element connected to the pen may be

either a Bourdon tube, a diaphragm, or a sylphon bellows. The recording mechanism

is essentially the same as in the ordinary thermograph. Frequently two elements

are employed so that temperatures of the air and soil, air and water, or other com-

binations may be recorded on the same chart. For recording ocean temperatures

at sea, the bulb may be mounted in the condenser water intake of a ship.

HYGROGRAPHS

Figure 9 shows a hygrograph, dr relative-humidity recorder, employing human
hairs as a sensitive element. In Fig. 8 is shown a combined humidity and temperature

recorder. In both instruments, the humidity mechanism operates in the same
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manner. Human hair is the only humidity-sensitive element in widespread use at

meteorological observatories for recording relative humidity.

> Human hairs, after they are treated to remove the natural oils, are charaetcrizrd

by elongation and shortening with changes in rcrlative humidity. This change in

length is nonlinear, being greater the lower the humidity. In th(‘ instruments illus-

trated, a pair of cams rolling against each other liax e a nonlinear motion that counter-

acts the nonlinear action of the hairs, thus giving the chart a linear scale.

Hair elements arc essentially free from temperature eftecds, except for heconiing

very sluggish in their action at subfreezing temperatures.

The clock, pen release, etc., are the same as for barographs and tluTmographs.

An adjustment is provided for setting the pen to record correctly.

The hairs should be kept as free from dust as possible and particuhuly from fumes

or dirt that would form a nonhygroscopic film on the Jiairs. Ti e hairs can be ejeam'd

with a camels-hair brush and distilled W'ater wh.en necessary.

Barographs, thermographs, and hygrographs are ordinarily oix^rated in conjunction

with and checked by eye observations of indicating instruments, wdiich are generally

more accurate. The recorder charts are corrected to agree with the eye observations.

Recording instruments are accurate and reliable but require checking against standard

instruments.

In general, instruments depending on the deformation of an elastic system are

subject to drift wdth time and to hysteresis. In well-designed instruments, both

are small. An adjustment is always provided for shifting the pen arm to the correct

point on the chart. The lever system alwrays magnifies greatly the motion of the

sensitive element. An adjustment in the lever system allows this magnification to

be varied in amount so that the motion of the pen can be matched to the chart. This

adjustment can be made only when the instrument is checked at tw o or more widely

separated points in its measurement range, whereas shifting the pen to the correct

point on the chart can be done whenever necessary without disturbing the calibration.

THERMOMETERS
The thermometer ordinarily used in meteorological work is the liquid-in-glass

type, which depends on the differential expansidki of glass and the liquid for its action.

Mercury, which expands approximately ten times as much as glass, is used in most

thermometers that nieasure tempoutures above the freessing point of mercury. For
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extremely low temperatures, alcohol or other liquids with low freezing points are used.

Figure 10 shows a simplf3 mercury thermometer.

The relationship between the cross-sectional area of the capillary and the volume
of the bulb determines the scale length per degree. Meteorological

thermometers are usually accurate to within a few tenths of a degree ®

centigrade and have as open scales as the accuracy justifies, Cylin-

drical bulbs, bc(;au8e of their greater surface area for the same volume, ^ ^

have less time lag than spherical bulbs, (kmscquently, when time lag ^ I

is a factor, cylindrical bulbs are employed. When properly made of

well-seasoned glass and a(*curately calibrated, thermometers retain their _
*

characteristic over long p<*riodB of time. ^ j

The maximum thermometer shown in Fig. 1 1 uses mercury and has ^ ^

a constriction near the point where the capillary joins the bulb. This

constriction is of such a size that, when the temperature rises, the.

mercury will force its way through. WTicn the temperature drops, the

mercury column will break at the constriction. The mercury in

the bulb can then <x)ritract while the mercury column remains above the ®

constriction. The maximum thermometer is mounted in a special

support (see Fig. 12) that holds it with the bulb end slightly below the

other end. A catch is provided on the support so that the thermometer b
(•an be released and turned to a vertical position. The mercury column

will then drop against the constriction, and the upper end will show the ^
maximum temperature since the thermometer was last set. It can be -1
reset by whirling it rapidly so that centrifugal force drives the mercury J
past the constriction. M

The minimum thermometer shown in Fig. 11 is filled with alcohol ^ B
and has a small glass index in the capillary inside the alcohol column V* ®
wdiere it is held by surface tension. W’hen the temperature drops, the _
alcohol column diminishes in length and pulls the index along with it. TT^
If the temperature rises, the alcohol flow’s freely past the index, leaving

||

it in the low^eat position reached since the previous setting. The mini- ^
mum thermometer may be read by noting the scale reading opposite the I
end of the index farthest from the bulb. The thermometer can be reset I
by turning its bulb end up, in which position the index w^ill slide dowm to Fig.
the end of the alcohol column. 10.—Mer-

A remote-indicating thermometer, known as a telethermoscopej is c u r i a 1

used to determine the outside temperature from indoors. This instru-

ment usually employs a resistance coil made of platinum or nickel

wdre which is mounted in tlie instrument shelter. The indicator is a form of

Wheatstone bridge with the dial calibrated in degrees of temperature. The circuit

of such an instrument is shown in Fig. 13. The four arms of the bridge are repre-

sented by Tj the temperature element, K -f F, ^ f /S»i, and Fi -f a. The tw o

C0N5TRICTI

Fig. IX,—Maximum and minimum thermometers.
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slide wires are mechanically connected and so proportioned that 5 -f 6 4- iSi » Fi -f a.
When the bridge is balanced, iT »= J? -j- F. All moving contacts are in the galvanom-

eter and battery circuits. Three wires are
run from the indicator to the sensitive resist-

ance clement so that equal lengths of wire are
conne(!ted in each side of the bridge and thus
balance out any effect of temperature on the
connections. To determine the temperature,
it is necessary only to balance the bridge and
read the temperature directly from the dial.^

Figure 14 shows a bimetal. This consists

of two metals securely bonded together and
ha\nng different coefficients of expansion. The
invar is essentially unaffected by temperature
changes, whereas the brass expands and con-
tracts, thus changing the shape of the bimetal.
Bimetals are frequently straight, as illustrated,

Tlicy are used extensively in thermographs and for

Different combinations of metals

The amount of movement of

Fig

•damp for
minimum
ihermomeiet

)^^C/amp for
maximum
ihermomefer

'Catch

12.—Support for iiiaxiinum and
minimum thermometers.

or coiled in the form of a helix,

temperature compensation of pressure instruments,
are used, depending on the characteristics desired.

Fio. 13.—Telethermoscopc circuit—^Leeds Fig. 14.—Bimetal temperature element,
and Northrup design.

a straight bimetal as illustrated is proportional to the temperature change, the
square of the length, and the reciprocal of the thickness.

PSYCHROMBTBItS

Meteorological humidityr measurements are generally made with a wet- and dry-
bulb psychrometcr, consistmg of two thermometers with carefully matcHM scales,

the bulb of one being, covered with a muslin wick. When this wick is wet and the

psyehrometer is exposed to the air, evajioration takes place from the wet bulb wick,
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cooling the thermometer an amount dependent on the vapor pressure. An air flow

of at least 15 ft per sec over the bulbs is needed.

The amount of cooling of the wet bulb taken

in conjunction with the dry-bulb indication, i.c.,

air temperature, gives a reliable measure of w^ater-

vapor pressure and consequently of relative

humidity and dew point.

Wet- and dry-bulb psychromcters are made in

several forms, namely, sling, rotor, hand-aspirated,

and motor-aspirated. A sling psychromcter is

shown in Fig. 15. This instrument is whirled so

that the bulbs travel with a circular motion around
the hand of the operator. A form of hand-

aspirated psychrometer uses a rubber bulb as a

pump to cause a flow of air over the thermometer

bulbs. In a motor-aspirated psychrometer, a

small electric motor drives a blower that draws

air over the bulbs (see Fig. 16). In making
psychrometer measurements, it is important that

the instrument have no effect on the humidity

bcung measured. ( k)ii8equently all fans, blowers,

etc., must draw air over the thermometers rather

than blow it on them to avoid luxating the air.

Tables giving relative humidity and dew point

as a function of the wet- and dry-bulb temper-

atures are used to facilitate obtaining the desired

data. Various nomograms and slide rules are

also in use.

In order to make accurate humidity measure-

ment's, certain precautions are necessary. It is

vitally important that the two thermometers are

well matched, since in many cases the difference

between the wet- and dry-bulb temperatures is
15.-SUng psychrometer.

very small and must be known accurately. "The wdck must be clean and free from

deposits from the evaporation of hard w^ater. It must be completely saturated prior

Dry buib fhermomefer

Wetbulb fhermomefer

^Carrying hcmoUe

'-Wafer bofile

oncups

Mofor

Blower

Fig, 16.—Motor psychrometer.
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to use with water at the prevailing air temperature or else given extra time for

thermal equilibrium to be reached.

In freezing weather, the water must be allowed to freeze and the resulting ice

allowed to cool to the air temperature. Sublimation of the ice will then cool the

thermometer. Wet-bulb readings must be taken at the lowest indication reached

by the thermometer.

WIND INSTRUMENTS

Wind velocity is measured by two instruments, an anemometer that gives the

movement and a w’ind vane that gives the direction. These are often combined in

one unit.

Wind Vanes. A wind vane of the conventional type is shown in Fig. 17. Well-

designed wind vanes have the following characteristics

:

1. Light weight so that the vane will have a low moment of inertia and will respond
well to quick changes in wind direction without excessive overswing.

2. Accurate balance that will prevent side thrust on the bearings and will prevent

a tendency to point in one direction if the axis of rotation is not exactly vertical.

3. Good bearings so that the vane will turn freely with light winds.

4. Sufficient size and correct shape to give an adequate turning moment in light

winds.

The indications from wind vanes are commonly transmitted by one of three

methods:

1. A wind vane may be directly connected to a rod extending downward through
the roof to an indicator or recorder. Universal joints are provided to allow for

slight misalignments. Because of its mechanical limitations, this method is seldom
used any more.

2. l^e simplest common method is to have the wind vane turn a cam inside a
ring of electrical contacts. By means of 8 contacts corresponding to the cardinal and
intercardinal points of the compass, 16 directions can be indicated by means of a cam
overlapping two contacts so that for intermediate directions two contacts are t|j^ade.

These contacts are connected by suitable wire to indicating and recording instruments
inside the office. This system is in widespread use.

3. The best memus for transmitting wind-direction indications* is by means of a
self-synchronous transmitting motor Connected directly to the wind vane. This
method gives reliable, continuous indications.
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Table 1.—Wind-speed Insthuments

Wind-sensitive
olorneni

Transmitting
mechanism in
nnemometer

Indicator Recorder Power supply llemarkK

(lea ring Counting dials
jegister wind
movement

N(»nc No external
power re-
cpiircd

Dials located in

anemometer

Mile contacts,
gear-<li‘iven and
c.loaod for every
mile of wind
passing cup
w ii eel. 0th-
aiid lOtli- mile
contacts hridged
to facilitate
(‘(Mint ing

None Pen moves
sideways on
chart for dur-
ation of each
contact

Schoenmehl or
storage cells

i

1

Speed deter-
mined from
movement re-

corded and
chart time
scale

1 Buzzer, con-
1

nected to buzz
when contacts

j

close

Nfme Butteries, or
transformer
connected to
11 5- volt 60-
cycle a-c

Speed deter-
m i n e d b y
counting buzz-
es during a
measured time
interval.
Buzzes per
minute equal
miles per hour

l^o-tTiile con-
tacts, g ear-
d r i V n and
closed for each
iij 0 nule of wind
passing cup
wheel

Light, connect-

;
ed to flash

j

when contacts
clOH<‘

1

None Batteries or
transformer
connected to
11.5-volt 60-
cycle a-c

Speed deter-
mined by
counting flash-

es during a
measured
time interval.
Flashes per
minute equal
miles per hour

C’up anemom-
eter measures
wind move-
ment rotat-
ting at rale
proportional
to wind speed

Capacitor dis-

charge circuit

with meter

None 1 1 5-volt 60-cy-
cle a-c

A capacitor is

discharged
through a
highly damped
meter circuit
at closing of
each contact.
Indicates
speed on mi-
croammeter
m.p V e m e n t

.

Sluggish be-
cause of infre-
quent contacts

Small permanent
magnet genera-
tor directly con-
nected to cup
wheel

Voltmeter cali-

b r a t e d i n
tei ms of wind
speed

Recording
voltmeter

No external
power re-
quired

Voltage gener-
ated propor-
tional to wind
speed

Magnetic drag
tachometer

Dial mounted
on tachom-
eter mechan-
ism

None No external
power re-
quired

Used on port-
able or hand
anemometer

Self-synchronous
motor driven
from anemom-
eter spindle
through reduc-
tion gearing

Disk and roller

tachometer
mechanism

Self-synchron-
ous motor re-

corder used in
conjunction
with torque
amplifier

115 volt 60 cy-
cle a-c

Indicates speed
directly.
Large dials,

pointers, and
angular deflec-
tions used as
contrasted
with meter
movements
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Table 1.—Wind-speed Instruments.

—

(CorUinved)

Wind-sensitive
element

Transmitting
tnechanisni in

anemometer
Indicator Recorder Power supply Remarks

Electronic pick-
up unit using
vaned disk ro-

tating past in-
ductance

Milliamineter
calibrated in

terms of wind
speed

Recording mil-
Uammeter

115-volt 6f)-cy-

cle a-c
Uses electronic
frequency me-
ter to convert
frequency
from pick-up
coil to current

Bridled ane-
m o m e t e r .

Angular de-
flection of ro-

tor propor-
tional to wind
speed

Self-synchronous
m o t o r g e a r -

driv'en from ro-
tor

Self-synchron-
o u s motor
with dial and
pointer

Self-synchron-
ous motor re-
corder

115-volt (U)-cy-

cle a-c
Indications
proportional
to square root
of air density.

Anemograph Pi-
tot tube sys-
tem

Pressure tube di-

rected into wind
by vane. Stat-
ic pressure open-
in g s a r o u Ti d
vane axis

None Slack d i a

-

phragm oper-
ated by pres-
sure differen-
tial moves pen
on chart.
Linear record

No external
power re-
quired

Indications
proportional
to square root
of air density.
Comparative-
ly difficult to
install owing
to piping re-

quired. Re-
sponsive to
gusts

Wind-speed Instruments. There arc two common types of wind-speed instru-

ments, those employing freely rotating cup wheels and those operating by virtue of the

air pressure produced by the wind on a restrained system. Bridled and pressure tube

anemometers are examples of the latter type.

Wind recorders are of two general types, those registering movement along a time

axis and those making a graph of spewed against time. The former type is simple,

reliable, and in widespread use. A record of wind movement on a time scale is very

useful for climatological purposes since total movement and averages, means, and

extremes are easily measured.

Recorders plotting speed against time are usually used in conjunction with

indicating instruments. When an instant knowledge of wind speed is needed, the

indicator will show it, and the recorder will keep a record of it.

Table 1 outlines the more common types of wind-speed instruments.

Cup Anemometers. Wind movement may be measured in a number of ways, the

most common of which is the rotating-cup anemometer. The cup anemometer in

its simplest form measures the movement of the wind, i,e.j each rotation of the cup
wheel corresponds to a definite distance traveled by the wind. Therefore, the

number of turns the cup wheel makes in a given time interval corresponds to the dis-

tance the wind traveled in that interval. Ihe wind speed can be determined by divid-

ing the distance traveled by the time taken.

Cup anemometers have been made in a variety of sizes and styles but usually have

three or four cups either hemispherical or conical in shape. A good cup anemometer
such as that shown in Fig. 18 is substantially linear throughout the range of wrind

speeds commonly encountered, as shown by the graph, and is independent of air

density. This anemometer has three conical-shaped cups with beaded edges. The
cup wheel is light in weight and mounted on a spindle turning in high-grade ball

bearings. Light weight makes it respond to rapid fluctuations in wind speed, and low

friction on the bearings allows it to start turning in an extremely gentle wind. Devia-

tions of the wind stream from the plane of rotation of the cup wheel have little effect
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Wme-TUMNCL CAUMATION Of CUP ANCMOHCTER

Fig. 18.—Cup anemometer and calibration curve.

Tenths andunits

indexpoint

Tens andhundreds
index point

Innerdial
lensandhundreds

Ouferdiai
Tenths andunits

Mile contacts

Fio. 19,—^Anemometer dials.
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The inner dial has 99 teeth, and the outer dial has 1€0 teeth. Thus, for every turn

of the outer dial the inner dial gains one tooth. This system counts to 990 miles and
then repeats. There is a contat^t pin set in the outer dial at each mile point and the

ninth and tenth miles are bridged by a long contact. The dials illustrated read

919.4 miles, and the long contact between the ninth and tenth miles is closed. This

long contact is physically located between the fourth- and fifth-mile points, since the

contact shoe is diametrically opposite the index point. Contacts that close for each

J'OO *nile are loc^ated behind the dials. Conventional mechanical counters are also

used in anemom(*tera.

The mile contacts connect to a recorder in which a pen makes a jog in a straight

line on a clock-driven chart for each contact made. Wind movement is thus plotted

on a time scale, and determination of speed is simple.

Wind Indicator. Figure 20 show's an indicator

for wall mounting. This is wdred to an eight-contact

w'ind vane and the one-sixtieth-mile contacts on an

anemometer. The indicating elements are nine small

light bulbs and a buzzer. The eight ouUt bulbs

corresponding to directions are wired to the appro-

priate conta(ts in the vane head (see Fig. 21). The
center light and buzzer are wired to the one-sixtieth-

mile contacts so that either visual or aural indication

of speed may be had. Rheostats for varying the light

intensity are provided. To determine direction, the

direction switch is snapped on, and the lights are

noted. If two are on, the intermediate point is taken.

To measure speed, the buzzer or center light is turned

on and the buzzes or flashes are counted for 1 min.

The number o(i lals the miles per hour.

Magneto Anemometer. The cup wheel is directly

connected to a small permanent magnet generator.

This generator, or magneto, generates a d-c voltage

proportional to the rate of rotation and consequently

to the wind speed. The unit shown in Fig. 22

employs a Weston magneto in the anemometer and a

Weston voltmeter calibrated in miles per hour as an
indicator. This system requires no external power and is simple to install, requiring

only two wires suitable for low voltage.

Wind-velocity Transmitter. The concentrically mounted vane and anemometer

illustrated in Fig. 23 is representative of the type of construction used in wdnd instru-

ments. The vane and anemometer both turn in ball bearings. Each is geared to

a self-synchronous motor. The direction motor is geared one to one to tlie vane.

The speed motor turns much slow'er than the anemometer spindle.

Self-synchronous motors are used for transmitting angular position or rotation

from one point to another, os from a wdnd vane to a direction indicator. Figure 23«

shows the circuit for two motors, a transmitter, and a receiver. The two motors

are identical and have single-phase primary windings and three-phase secondary

windings. Slip rings are provided to connect to the rotors. Either primary or

secondary may be the rotor, depending on design. When the transmitter rotor is

turned, the receiver rotor turns a like amount. The effort necessary to turn the

transmitter rotor need be only large enough to overcome the brush and bearing friction

of the two motors plus the load, if any, imposed on the receiving motors.

Fig. 22,—Magneto anemom-
eter and indicator.
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Disk and Roller Wind-speed Indicator Mechanism. Since the self-synchronous

s|n*ed motor in Fig. 23 turns continuously, the corresponding motor on the receiving

end will do the same. In ordcT to get wind speed, it is therefore necessary to have

some device for (^onvc'rting the rate of rotation of the receiving self-synchronous motor

into an indication of speed. This may he done by means of the disk and roller mecha-

nism shown in Fig. 24. In this me.cliani.sm, th(* disk-drive motor turns tw^o polished

hardened-steel disks at a c.onstant speed in opposite directions. These disks bear

against a st(H*l roller. The axis of the roll(;r is perpendicular to the axis of rotation

of the disks. On an (‘xtcmsion of the roller axis is a circular rack and a screw or worm.

This worm is coniic'cted by a gt^ar train to tlui s<4f-synchronous motor driven from the

anemometer. A pointer is mounted on the shaft of the pinion meshing with the

circular rack. When the anemometer cups are not turning, the roller is in the center

of the disks and consequently doc’s not turn. With the wind blowing and the c\ip

wheel turning, the worm will pull the roller away from the center of the disks, and it

will turn at a rate proportional to its distance from the center.

As soon as the roller has moved far enough to be driving the worm at the same rate

that the anemometer tends to, equilibrium is reached, and the pointer will indicate

the wind speed since it is moved by the sliding of the circular rack. The gears and

parts making up the mechanism are so proportioned that, for the maximum wind

speed for which the (equipment is designed, the roller will be at the outer edge of the

disk. The time factor for determining speed from wind movement is supplied by

the synchronous disk-drive motor.

Wind-velocity Torque Amplifiers. When it is desired to operate several wind

speed and direction indicators from one anemometer and vane, a means of torque

amplification is necessary. Figure 25 shows a wind-direction torque amplifier.
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Essentially the same mechanism is used for spewed. The wind vane, throuKln the self-

synchronous motor, turns the leader contact arm. This leader contact fits between

the follower contacts with very little clearance. When the leader contacts move,

connection is made to a follower contact that energizes the power motor, driving the

follower contacts in the direction to open the circuit. The power motor also drives

a self-synchronous motor, which is thus kept in step with the vane. This motor can

operate several indicators, the power to drive them coming from the power motor.

The leader contact arm is driven through a roller and heart cam. This is a safety

device whereby, if the vane moves more rapidly than the follow-up mechanism can

respond, the roller will ride up on the high part of the cam until the rest of the mecha-

nism can catch up. The average wind direction is indicated, rapid fluctuations being

smoothed out.
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A torque amplifier is more necessary for indicating wind speed than for indicating

direction, the power available from the anemometer being much less than that from

the vane. Many wind systems use no amplification for dir(*ction. For speed, the

leader contacts may be positioned by the disk and roller mechanism, the contact arm
replacing the pointer. Ihe indicators to operate with the torcuie amplifier mechanism

1 ui. 27. -“Wind-.sx>eed indicator circuit.

consist of self-synchronous motors mounted in suitable cases with pointers and dials.

The recorder shown in Fig. 29 works with self-synchronous motor wind instruments.

Electronic Wind<*8peed Indicator. Most wind-speed instruments place a small

load on the anemometer. The electronic type, a typical circuit of which is shown in

Fig. 26, avoids this. Attached to the cup-wheel spindle is a light disk bearing copper

vanes that rotate past the pole pieces of a coil, the Q of w'hich is changed at a rate

proportional to the rate of rotation. This coil is connected in such a manner that it
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modulates an oscillator which through a suitable circuit controls the current flowing

through a milliammeter movement. Recording may be accomplished by means of

a recording milliammeter.

Simple Electrical Wind-speed Indicator. To deiermino .accurate speed from the

indicator shown in Mg. 20 takes at least 30 sec. The indicator, the circuit for which
is shown in Fig. 27, operates from the same on(j-sixtieth-niile (Contacts, and the speed

may be read directly from a meter scale. Each time tlu; anemometer closes the

one-sixticth-mile contacts, a capacitor charged to a fix(‘d voltage is discharged through

the meter circuit. Since with light winds appreciable time intervals (‘lapse betw^een

contacts, the meter circuit is highly d.amped, and th(‘ meter show's average speed.

Fio. 29.—Self-synchronous motor wind recorder.

Hand Anemometer. Portable anemometers are made in several forms. One
type employs a conventional cup wdieel connected to a magnetic drag tachometer

mechanism. The observer holds the anemometer with the cup wheel above his head

•and reads the speed from the dial.

Bridled Anemometer. Figure 28 shows an anemometer with a multicup rotor

that is restrained by springs from turning freely. Since the wind pressure is propor-

tional to the square of the speed, the springs are so arranged that their restraining

force is proportional to the square of the angular deflection, thus linearizing the

anemometer. The indications of all anemometers depending on air pressure are

affected by air density.

A magnetic damper is used to prevent excessive oscillation of the rotor near the

aero point. The rotor is geared to a self-synchronous motor, the angular position of

which is a direct indication of speed.
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Anemograph. Tht‘, aiunnograph rocords both wiod direction and speed on a clock-

driven chart. Wind direction is recorded V>y means of a rod running from the vane
through the roof and connecting to the recorder. Sp(?ed is measured by the pressure

differeiKje between statict-pressure holes concentric witli the vane axis and a pressure

orific(^ directed into the wind by the vane. Static and pressure lines run to the

recorder and conned to opposite sides of a diaphragm that moves a pen. llie direc-

tion rod turns a cam that also moves a pen. Speed indications are sensitive to air

density. This instrument requires no external power but is limited in its application,

owing to the direct -coiimajted vane.

PRECIPITATION GAUGES

A simple form of rain and snow gauge is shown in Fig. 30. The collector is 8 in.

in diamet(T and therefore catches the rain falling on the area of a circle of that diam-

eter. ’^fhe water coliect(’d runs into a tube having a cross-sectional area one-tenth

that of the (a)lh^ctor. ( 'onseciucuitly, the* depth of water in this measuring tube is

ten times tlu^ actual rainfall. The amount i* measured by means of a wooden stick

graduaUal in tenths of an in{‘h, ea«‘h graduation being equivalent to in. of pre-

cipitation. Under weather conditions con-

ducive to rapid evaporation, measurement

should be made iinim'diately after pn‘cipi-

tation stops, in freezing weather, th(‘ col-

lector and measuring tube are removed,

and snow is caught directly in the main

body of the gauge. It is then melted and

measured in the tube.

1'he tipping buck(*t gauge shown in Fig.

31 is one of the moat widely used recording

gauges. The tipping bucket is divided

into two compartments and is so balanced

that, when ixi. of rain has accumu-

lated, it will tip, (unptying itself, making
an electrical contact, and exposing the

other side of the bucket. It thus tips

back and forth, making a momentary con-

tact for each tip. These contacts are re-

corded by the quadruple recorder described

on page 558. The tipping bucket gauge has a faucet on the bottom by means of

\vhi(!h the water can l)e drained into a measuring tube and meaisurcd by stick to check

the recorded amount. This type of gauge is accurate for low and moderate rates of

rainfall but has an (Tror that increases with the rate of rainfall, owing to the rain lost

while the bucket is tipping, the time required for tipping being constant regardless of

the rate of rainfall. During freezing weather, the tipping bucket must be removed to

prevent damage.

Figure 32 illustrates the Fergusson type of weighing rain and snow gauge. Pre-

cipitation is collo(»ted in a receiver mounted on a spring balance that positions the

pen on a record chart. The chart drum is driven by clockwork. To give adequate

openness of scale, the lever system is designed to make the pen traverse the record

three times. This makes possible 1 H in. on the chart for each inch of precipitation

with a total capacity of 9 in. This gauge is particularly suitable when a. graphic

record is desired without the need of external power or frequent visits to the equip-

ment. The record is accumulative to the maximum capacity of the gauge, the slope

shows the rate of rainfall, and loss through evaporation is Evident.
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The accurate measurement of precipitation is seriously interfered with by the wind.

In general, precipitation gauges catch too little in windy weather. In a steady wind,

the direction of movement of the rain or

snow will be the n^sultant of vertical and
horizontal components and will strike the

collector of the gauge at an angle. Thus the

stronger the wind is lh(‘ less the effective

area of the gauge collector is. Also, in a

gusty wind, the precipitation may be blown

over and around the gauge. The Alter

flexible shield in Fig. 33 breaks the fonre of

the wind and thus diminishes its effect on

the gauge.

SUNSHINE-DURATION TRANSMITTER

In Fig. 34 is illustrated a type of differ-

ential thermometer used to record the dura-

tion of sunshine. The construction of the

black bulb is shown in the inset. When the

sun shines, the black bulb is heated and

the air expands, driving the mercury up
past the contacts and thus closing a cir-

cuit to the quadruple recorder. When the

sun is obscured by clouds, the temperatures of the clear and black bulbs tend to

eciualize, and the mercury moves below the contacts. This instrument must be set

at su(!h an angle that the sunshine falls as nearly i)erpendicular to the axis of the tube
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as possible. It should be readjusted for the different seasons. It is essentially an

on-off device and will show if the sun is shining except in the morning and evening,

when twilight corrections must be applied, since even with a clear sky the radiation

is then too weak to heat the black bulb.*

Another type of sunshine recorder which, in addition to showing whether or not

the sun is shining, gives an indi(‘ation of intensity of the sunshine is the C'ampbell-

Stokes design. This consists of a glass ball approximately 3 in. in diameter with a

heavy paper chart mounted underneath it. Whim the sun strikes the ball, the rays

are focused on the paper chart and burn a trace in it as the earth rotates. In this

recorder, the position of the chart must be varied to suit the season of the year.

QUADRUPLE RECORDER

ITiis instrunu'Tit, also known as a dation uietcgrograph, is in wi<lespr(‘ad use for

recording wind movement and direction, sunshine duration and rainfall. Figure 35

Fig. 35. Quadruple recorder,

shows the general form and construction Fig. 36 shows the circuit. The record

is made on a daily chart that turns once in 6 hr and moves axially as it turns, being

driven by a clock movement. Wind movement is shown by sideways movement of

a pen caused by the anemometer contacts closing the circuit. The wind-direction

record is made by four*- dotting pens, one for each cardinal point. Intercardinal

points; are shown by two simultaneous dots. The circuit to the vane is closed once

each minute by the clock, and the direction is therefore recorded at l-min intervals.

The sunshine-duration circuit is also closed once each minute by the clock. The sun-

shine pen is moved by a cam back and forth in a series of steps when the sun is shining.
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It draws a straight Jinc if the sun is not shining. The rain-gauge circuit is connected
to actuate the pen used for sunshine. The record is similar t o that made for sunshine
(ixcept that, instead of the pen^s moving each minute, it moves whenever the tipping
bucket empti(*s, thus making a record readily identified. The recorder is usually
equipped with a buzz<‘r conn(^cted to the one-sixtjeth-mile contacts on the anemometer
and with a switcdi for niamially closing the direction circuit so that wind direction and
movement may be rcuidily dt'termincd without the need of interpreting the record or

waiting for clock contacts to close. Recorders of this general type are used for record-
ing wind movement and direction and in many cases just movement alone,

DETERMINATION OF UPPER WIND BY PILOT-BALLOON OBSERVATIONS

When a properly inflated spherical balloon is released, it rises at a substantially
constant rate and drifts freely with the winds through which it passes. From a
determination of the balloon’s position in space at regular time intervals, with reference
to its point of release as an origin, the speed and direction of the wind at various levels

can be derived.

There arc two principal methods used for determining the position of the balloon
in spa<ie, the single-theodolite method, which is relatively simple and in widespread
use; and the double-theodolite method, most accurate but complicated and seldom
used except for experimental purposes. Only the single-theodolite method is described
here.

To fix the balloon in space with one theodolite, it is necessary to measure the
horizontal, f.e., azimuth angle, from a reference point (true north), the vertical, f.c.,

elevation angle, above the horizon, and to obtain the height from the ascension rate

and time in the air.

In Fig. 37, Pi, Pi, and Pz represent the positions of a balloon at the ends of the

first, second, and third minutes, respectively, after release from 0. The lines D\, Z)j,

and Z>8 represent the horizontal distances of the balloon, and hi, hi, and Ih represent

the corresponding heights. The angles cn, at, and az are the corresponding elevation

angles measured above the horizon. Therefore Di « hi cot aj and Di » hi cot on,

etc. The height of the balloon, which is a function of time, and the elevation angle
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Specify the loeetion of the ballooi) insofar as distance from t}i(‘ origin is concerned.

The azimuth angles /3i, /Sn, and /5:; correspond to the first, second, and third minutes

of the balloon’s path, respectively. The line 0, /b, 7^, and etc., represents the

path of the balloon insofar as it can be dct<jrmined by 1-min intervals. More frequent

observations would define the path more accurately, and lt‘ss frequent observations

would define it less accurately. However, standard practice requires an observation

every minute.

In practice, the horizontal projection of the balloon is drawn to scale on a plotting

board, using the liorizontal distanc(‘s ami the azimuth angles. Tliis will giv^e the

broken line O, a, 5, c. To determine the wind speed at point 5, the distance on the

plotting board is measured from point a direclly to point c. This distance is divided

by the time involved, which in this case is 2 min, and the result will be the wind speed

representative of the region around h. The wind speed for any other point may be

determined in a similar manner. For instance, thiit for point o is determined by
drawing a line from 0 to 5, which in the case of the first minute coincides with the

horizontal distance. Special scales are ordinarily used for c\'aluating speeds from the

plotting board. These scales must be suitably proportioned to match the scale of

the plotting board, which is normally 1 cm to 200 ni. When dealing with high winds,

it may be necessary to double this scale a’iid plot on the basis of 1 cm to 400 m, taking

care to make the necessary allowances in scaling wind speeds.

The wind direction at the point h is denoted by a line through 0 parallel to the line

ac. An angle measured clockw ise from north to this line, which shows the direction

from which the wind came, is the direction desired. In routine pilot-balloon observa-

tions, special equipment is used for the plotting and determination of upper-wind

conditions.
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As previously stated, the ascension rate of the balloon is assumed to be constant,

except for the first 5 rnin of ascent. The ascension rate can be calculated by the

following formula:

V' = 72
•H

in which V is the spr'od in mc'tors per minulc, L tin; total lift of the balloon in grams;

I the free lift of the balloon in grams which is ecpiMl to the total lift minus the weight

of the balloon.

Sunshade

Vertical circle

scale

Eyepiece

Cross-hair light

Rheostat

^-Horizontal
scale
light

Horizontal
iangentscrew

Slow motion screw

hiG. 38.— Pilot-balloon theodolite, {(-ourtenj/ David White Comjmny.)

Hydrogen or helium is used to inflate the balloons, helium being preferred because

of its freedom from fire hazard. For regular observations, balloons are inflated to

give a normal ascension rate of 200 mpm, to which is added 20 per cent during the

first minute, 10 per cent during the second and third minutes, and 5 per cent during

the fourth and fifth. Twelve-inch balloons giving approximately twice the ascension

rate are used when fast ascents are desired to save time. The use of standard ascen-

sion rates makes possible tables giving the horizontal distance of the balloon as a

function of time and elevation angles.

Plotting boards are made with different mechanical arrangements and to different

scales, but all use the basic method outlined above. ' The surfaces of the plotting
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boards are preparc^d so they can be marked on with a soft lead pencil and the marks
erased when the work is completed.

A type of theodolite used for pilot-balloon observations is shown in Fig. 38. This

instrument has a telescope of approximately 20 power arranged in su(^h a manner
that it can be pointed in M\y direction above the horizon. This is a(-coinplished by a

prism in the center of the telescope which causes a right-angle bend in the light rays,

allowing the observer to sight always along the horizontal axis of the instrument.

The theodolite is equipped with a leveling head, vertical and horizontal circles, tangent

screws, and verniers similar to those used on conventional surv(‘yors^ instruments.

Pilot balloons are nominally of 30 or 100 grams w^eight, 6 or 12 in. in diameter prior

to inflation and arc used in sevtiral colors. Uncolon'd balloons are used on clear days

because they are readily observed against a bright sky. On cloudy days, hlac^k bal-

loons are most easily visible, and red, yellowy or orange balloons work Ix'st with broken

clouds and intermediate conditions. The balloons can be inflated witb a reasonable

degree of accuracy simply by using a. definite free lift and assuming an average weight

for the balloon itself, or they can be accurately inflated by means of an inflation

balance, making allow'aiices for individual differences in the balloons. An inflation

balance consists of an ordinary beam balance wdth special scab's and a dc'vicc' for hold-

ing the balloon and measuring its lift while it is being inflated.

Other accessories used in connection with balloon observations lire tc'h'phone sys-

tems for connecting the theodolite observer wdth the man plotting the data insid(‘, and

a timing device for signaling at the end of each minute when the theodolite angles

are to be read.

For a pilot-balloon ascent at night, a small paper lantern containing a candle or a

small battery-operated light bulb is tied to the balloon. The theodolite is then

sighted on the light. The theodolite cross hairs and scales are provided with suitable

illumination.

CEILING-HEIGHT INSTRUMENTS

Ceiling-height measurements in cloudy weather are made in the daytime by means
of small 10-gram rubber balloons inflated to ascend at a definite rate. The time

interval between release an-d disappearance into the clouds multiplied by the ascension

rate gives the ceiling height.

At night, a searchlight directed vertically wflil throw a spot of light on the cloud

base. By means of a known base line and measurement of the elevation angle of the
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light spot, the height can be determined from the relation h tan a. In Fig. 39 is

shown a clinometer for measuring the angle of elevation. In use, the observer stands

at on(! end of the base line and sights through the eyepiece at the spot of light directly

above the other end of the base line. The spot of light is centered on the cross wires,

and the indc^x is clamped in place. The angle can then be read, and by means of tables

the ceiling height can lx? determined. The light uses a 420-watt bulb and projects

a concentrated beam of light.

A recent development for the measurement of ceiling heights, both day and night,

is the photoelectric clinometer (Nephohypsometer) that, operating in conjunction

with a modulated beam sciarchlight, determines ceiling heights on the same principle

as the conventional clinometer and ceiling light. The modulated light beam is

reflected from the clouds and is detected by the photoelectric unit which responds

only to the modulation frequency.”

AEROMETEOROGRAPH
d'h(» atTometeorograph is designed to be attached to an airplane and records the

pressure, temperature, and relative humidity of the air through which it is carried.

Humiolity

pen arm
Case damp
rod^

Pen arm shifting rod
.

Tension
a€(Jusfing

Prior to the development of the radiosonde, this instrument was used extensively for

upper-air soundings (see Fig. 40).

RADIOSONDE EQUIPMENT

There are a number of radiosonde systems, but space permits a description only

of the modulated audio-frequency system in widespread use in the United States.®
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The principal parts of a radiosonde are sliown in Fig. 41^ and a schematic diagram

is shown in Fig, 42. Tlio complete radiosonde measures aborit hy 8 by 4 in. and,

less its battery, weighs about 700 grams. It is d(‘signed for use with a balloon giving

an ascension rate of approximately 200 m per min. The balloon weighs about 350

HumidUy contacts

grams and is capable, under favorable conditions, of reaching an altitude of 10 to

12 miles with normal load. Inflation with helium or hydrogen to a free lift of 500

grams gives the requisite ascension rate. A paper or cloth parachute is tied about

6 ft below the balloon, and the instrument is tied about 50 ft below the parachute.

In gusty winds, when launching is difficult, the instrument will frequently be coupled
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f'lose to the baJloon to facilitate ground handling. Tlie total load is supported

directly by th(^ neck of the balloon.

The instruuKuit case is n)ade of doubh'-faced corrugal(‘d cardboard and covered

with a waterproof surface that will refle(*t solar radiation.

The (‘lectronic unit, combines in f)ne assembly a radio-i‘r('qu<‘iicy oscillator operating

at 72.2 me and a modulating oscillator of th(^ relaxation type* operating over a nominal

audio range of 10 to 2(K) cycles p(*r s(‘c. ('hanges in the rate of relaxation are caused

by changes in temperature and humidity, thus varying the fr(‘cpiency in relation to

atmospheric conditions. ''Hk* power supply consists of a dry battery that has a

3-volt filament section and a 90-volt plat(‘ s(‘ction. Two sizes of batteries of equal

electrical characteristics but difforent shelf life ar(‘ used. One with a shelf life of

l> months weighs approximately 20 oz, and the other with 3 months’ shelf life weighs

only 12 oz.

Th(^ firessun* unit has aneroid capsules that move a contact arm over a com-

mutator that has alternate conducting and insulating segments. The position of the

conta(;t arm is a im^asuri* of the pressure. In addition to measuring pressure, the unit

acts as a switch to control the temperatun*, humidity, and reference circuits. The
temperature elenu'nt is a resistor having a large negatives tc‘mp('rature coefficient of

resistance. Temp(*ratur(‘ measurcunents depend on the ratio of the resistances at

different temperatures, rath(*r than on the a.(dual n‘.sistance value.

The humidity eh'im*!)! employs a chemical film, the resistance of which varies

with humidity and ti'Uiperatun^ Allowance is readily made for th(‘ temperature

effect in (evaluating the record.

The temperature and humidity (‘lernents are mounteal in a cylindrical radiation

shi(dd to protect tliem as much as possible from direct (*xposure to solar radiation.

The shi(dd is arra.ng(‘d so that a fre<‘ How of air takes plac(' both inside and outside.

The relay controlhal by the pressure unit (‘onnects the tempi'rature and humidity

units in the circuit,

Ciremt. The modulating oscillator has its rate of relaxation controlled by a

resistancre network (^oniK'cted in the grid circuit. The plate circuit of the modulating

oscillator is capacitively cciupled to tiu* grid circuit of the radio-fre^quenej^ oscillator,

thus modulating it at the relaxation frt'quency.

Referring to Fig. 42, w^hen the pressure contact arm is on an insulating spacer,

the temperature (ileinent is in the circuit; when the contact arm is on a humidity con-

tact, the relay is emu gized, thus disconnecting the temperature element and connecting

the humidity element. When the contact arm strikes a low reference contact, a

signal is emitted that has nominally a frequency of 190 cych's per* sec, or 95 divisions

on a 100-division recorder scale commonly used in radiosonde work. This signal is

used as an upper limit for the measuring range of the instrument and is arbitrarily

adjusted to 95 re<r)rd(^r divisions for evaluation of records, n^gardless of its true value.

The adjustment of the low reference frequency to 95 is an expansion or contraction

of the measuring scale of the particular radiosonde in question to make it fit a standard

calibration.

When the contact arm touclu^s a high reference contact, the signal is nominally

97 divisions in value and is used for identifying the signal sequence, each fifteenth

contact being a high reference.

In the radiosonde illustrated, there are 80 contacts, each fifth being a low reference

(contact except for the fifteenth, thirtieth, etc., which are high reference up to and

including the sixtieth. Above the sixtieth, each fifth is a high reference, and inter-

mediate contacts are connected to give low reference signals. Near sea level, one

(intact and its associated insulating spacer represent approximately a 500-ft change

in altitude.
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The scale range for temperature measurement extends from 80 divisions for high

temperatures to 5 for low. The humidity scale ranges from approximately 93 to 5

divisions.

Figure 43 gives the temperature versus r(‘si8tance curve of the temperature element

and the recorder divisions frequency) versus resistance curve of the relaxation

oscillator.

Temperature elements all have curves of the same shape but differ slightly from

each other in absolute value of resistance. To evaluate the temperature from a

radiosonde record, it is necessary to find the resistan(;e corresponding to the recorder

reading in question and then find the temperature corresponding to tlpit resistance;.

In practice, the resistance', being connnon to both curve's, is eliminated, and the

Temperoiture, deg. cenb

temperature is read opposite recorder divisions on a special slide rule, the setting of

which is done for the particular instrument in question prior to release.

Humidity readings are evaluated by means of a graph that gives humidity as a

function' of recorder divisions and temperature. •

Ground Equipment. The major components of a radiosonde receiving and

recording equipment are an antenna system, a receiver, an electronic frequency meter,

and a recorder. Figure 45 is a schematic diagram from which the power-supply

circuits have been omitted for simplicity.

A vertical half-wave dipole antenna is used and is connected to the receiver by a

gas-filled or solid coaxial transmission line.

In Fig. 44, the top unit is the receiver, the next is the frequency meter, and beneath

that is the recorder. The receiver is of the superregenerative type and is equipped

with a timing meter, a loud-speaker, and a special audio amplifier the output of which

connects to the frequency meter input. The frequency meter has one stage of
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amplification that controls two Thyratron tubes. These Thyratrons are connected

in push-pull and alternately discharge capacitors through a diode rectifier and indi-

cating and recording meter circuit. The frequency meter input switch allows the

input circuit to be grounded or connected to 60 cycles, thus permitting checking the

zero point aiid a point corresponding to 60 cyclcjs on the recording scale.

The recorder meter, while physically located in the recorder, is connected in serit^s

with the panel meter and operates in unison with it. An equalizing adjustment

enables the two meters to be set to agree exactly at the reference frequency. Rheo-

stats, one a coarse adjustment and one a fine adjustment, provide for expansion and

contraction of the scale to fit individual radiosondes.

The recorder mechanism is shown diagrammatically in Fig. 46. The recorder

meter is scanned once every 2 sec by a light beam revolving concentrically with the

meter axis. This beam of light, as it revolves, is interrupted by the wide meter

pointer. After each interruption, the light strikes the photocell suddenly, causing

its resistance to drop and through the medium of the amplifier to energize the tapper

bar magnets, causing the tapper bar to press the ribbon and chart paper against a

spiral ridge, the position of which is related to that of the meter pointer. The gear
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ratios are such that, in scanning the full meter scale, the spiral drum makes one turn,

thus expanding the meter scale over a chart 10 in. wide. The paper is fed by a con-

stant-speed motor while another motor drives the ribbon through an automatic

reversing mechanism.

Tlie power supplies for the frequency meter and amplifitir are well regulated to

prevent variations in supply voltage from affecting the operation.

Phofoiube

Recorder amplifier

Tapper bar coHs

Fig. 45.—Ground-equipment schematic diagram.

Superheterodyne receivers are also used for radiosonde work. This type is char-

acterized by greater selectivity and freedom from local interference than is the super-

regenerative receiver.

An alternate type of recorder for radiosonde signals, the Leeds and Northrop

Company Speedomax, is a null-method recording potentiometer. In this recorder,

the record is made by an ink pen moved back and forth across the chart. The record

and pen are completely visible, eliminating the necessity of the indicating meter on
the frequency meter panel.

Prior to release, a radiosonde is placed in an instrument shelter and connected to

a motor-driven switch. This switch alternately connects the different circuits, causing

the instrument to send temperature, humidity, and reference signals. These signals
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are recorded and checked againat the actual temperature and humidity in the shelter.

The instrument is then released, and as it rises the pressure-operated switch performs

the same function in the air that the test switch in the shelter performs on the ground.

The radiosonde record is in the form of a graph with temperature, humidity, and

(Seeinsert)

Fuj. 46.—Recorder diagram.

r<‘ferenoe signals plotted in terms of recorder divisions agamst time, while the pressure

is from the contact sequence.

EXPOSURE OF INSTRUMENTS

The value of meteorological observations depends to a large extent on the expo-

sure of the instruments. The importance of proper exposure can hardly be over-

emphasized.

Thermometers and thermographs are normally mounted in an instrument shelter

such as that shown in Fig. 47. This has a double roof and louvered sides. The double

roof helps prevent radiation from heating the interior, and the louvered sides allow

free air circulation over the instruments. Shelters are painted white to reflect radia-

tion. Instruments should be placed near the center, since the walls will be. heated

above the true air temperature at times. A shelter should be oriented so that direct

sunlight will never strike the interior when the door is open. The best location is in

an open space over sod with the floor of the shelter at least 4 ft above the ground.

Shelters, because of lack of a better place, must often be mounted on roofs. A shelter

may also be mounted on the shady side of a building with an air space between.

Adequate exposure of instruments on shipboard is difficult. In general, the shelter

should be placed where it will be uninfluenced by heat generated by or radiation

reflected from the ship, and exposed to as free air circulation as possible.

Maximum and minimum thermometers are mounted on a crosspiece near the

center of the shelter. When a rotor psychrometer is installed, care must be taken to

allow sufficient room for it to revolve safely.

Wind instruments must be placed where the wind is undisturbed by sxirrounding

objects. In general, wind speed increases with elevation above the ground. In

the interest of comparable wind measurements, the instruments at different stations
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should be exposed under standard conditions at a uniform height. Since this is diffi-

cult, the vane and anemometer are usually placed as high as possible. The wind vane

must be oriented correctly so that true directions will be indicated.

A rain gauge should preferably be placed on the ground in an open space. Near-by

low objects that act as windbreaks may assist in obtaining accurate measurements.

A sunshine-duration transmitter must be located where it will be exposed to the

solar radiation throughout the entire day.

Successful pilot-balloon runs require a th(*odolite location that allows clear vision

in all directions to within a few* d(‘gre(^a of the horizon. The theodolite must be

oriented to true north.

The only part of radiosonde equipment critical with respect to location is the receiv-

ing antenna, which should preferably be located much as a theodolite', i.e.j so placed

as to allow line-of-sight transmission from all directions. The antennas should also

be placed as near the receiver as possible to avoid excessive length of transmission

line. From a convenience standpoint, the instrument shelter where the radiosondes

are ground checked, the balloon-inflation station, and the ground equipment should

be as close to each other as practicable.

In. locating both theodolites and radiosonde antennas, consideration should be
given to the prevailing winds, and the most favorable locations available should be

used.

Needless to say, the ideal exposure of all instruments is generally impossible at

any one station. Care should be taken to use the best locations available, considera-

tion being given to the function and relative importance of each instrument at the

particular station in question.

AUTOMATIC WEATHER STATIONS

Automatic weather stations have been developed for taking scheduled surface

observations at isolated locations and transmitting the data to the points where used.

An automatic station consists of an assemblage of measuring instruments, a mecha-

nism for converting measurements into a form suitable for transmission, a radio
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transmitter, program and (control equipment, and the necessary power plant, house,

and accessories. Designs arc such as to facilitate transportation to an installation

at isolated places.

What is probably the most common type operates on the same principle as the

audio modulated radiosonde.^® Other types have })een built using various methods
of converting the meteorological data into a form suitable for transmission by radio.

CALIBRATION AND TEST EQUIPMENT

In order Jo calibrate and/or test instruments, it is generally necessary to subject

them to the range of conditions that th(\v are designed to measure.

Pressure measuring instruments are tested in chambers in which the pressure may
}>o varied over the needed range and accurately measured, usually with a mercury
manometer. For precise work, the manometers are maintained at a constant tem-
perature or corrections applied for temperature effects.

(Control of tcmiperature in pressure chambers is necessary for che(^king the tem-

perature effect on the instruments being tested and for adjusting the compensating

means. Temperatures are usually read from liquid in glass thermometers visible

through windows.

Pressure changcNs are obtained by vacuum and pressure pumps, and temperature

changes by electric heaters and mechanical refrigeration (»r dry ice. The chambers are

thermally insulated and of sufficient strength to withstand the pressure differentials

encountered.

Testing of aneroids, l^arographs, aer()met(H)rographs, etc., is usually done undcjr

static conditions, that is, the pressure and temp(*rature are brought to the desired

values and allowed to stabilize before readings are taken. Air circulation in the

chambt^r is necessary to prevent large temperature gradients.

A specialized test known as a flight similitxtdc test is employ(*d for testing radio-

sondes. The p. essure and temperature are decreased at rates approximating those

encountered in actual radiosonde flights. Equipment for such tests requires careful

design to eliminate pressure and temperature gradients since measurements are made
under constantly changing conditions. Approximately forty readings of pressure

and temperature are taken during a test and then compared with a record made by
the radiosonde being tested.

A typical flight similitude chamber consists of an aluminum or copper can large

enough to hold a radiosonde and provide room for air circulation around and through

its radiation shield. This can is mounted in a well-insulated cabinet. Cooling is

obtained by placing dry ice on the can or by surrounding the can with a liquid cooled

with dry ice.

Satisfactory (control of rates of evacuation and cooling are obtained by a valve in

the suction line from the vacuum pump and the careful application of the dry ice

in small quantities. A temperature of —60°C can be reached in this way in approxi-

mately 75 min. at a substantially linear rate. Mechanical refrigeration is used to a

limited extent for this work. A manometer covering the full range of atmospheric

pressures and a thermocouple potentiometer outfit for accurate temperature measure-

ment are used as standards to check the radiosonde.

Humidity tests require a chamber in which the humidity can be varied and for

some types of tests, the temperature also. A humidity chamber should be lined with

a nonhygroscopic material, equipped with an air-circulating fan, and wet- and dry-bulb

thermometers. Variations in relative humidity are usually obtained by one of two

methods. Various chemical salt solutions will maintain fairly constant and fixed

values of humidity in a chamber by absorbing moisture from or giving it up to the

air. Eight different solutions quite adequately cover the relative humidity range.
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The other method frequently used employs, for low humidities, the condensation

of the moisture in the air by a cooling unit and reheating of the air, while for high

humidities moisture is supplied by an atomizing spray.

Thermometers and any temperature instrument that can be safely placed in a

liquid are best checked in a liquid bath which can be accurately controlled, and in

which gradients are substantially eliminated by stirring and careful design.

Wind instruments require wind tunnel tests for checking over-all performance

and obtaining calibrations for new designs. Routine checks of various types of

rotation anemometers can be made by removing the rotor and driving the spindle at a

constant known speed by means of a synchronous motor with suitable gear reduction,

or other means. The indicated speed should agree within the allowable tolerance

with the wind tunnel speed known to produce that rate of spindle rotation.

Radiosonde ground equipment for the audio-modulated-frequency system is

checked for recording accuracy by means of a frequency generator, which supplies

accurate frequencies to the frequency meter input. These frequencies are generated

by a tuning fork controlled multivibrator or small i)crmanent magnet alternators

driven at a constant speed.
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SECTION IX
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By George R. Jenkins

METEOROLOGICAL CODES*

A major problem of synoi)tic meteorology is th(» collection and dissemination of

reports. The sheer bulk of data required to prestmt a clear picture of weather over a

large enough area to be suitable for forecasting has necessitated the use of many
media of communication and the reduction of the size of messages by the use of codes

of various kinds. A world-wide survey of all meteorological codes and means of

transmitting weather information in use is not feasible in this volume; the currently

used codes are far too numerous. There are many reasons for the complexity in

weather codes and reports; the diversity of elements to be observed, the various

techniques of observation, variation in the information desired by analysts in different

parts of the world, and lack of uniformity in the codes adopted by separate political

units are some of the reasons. Therefore, it is intended her(^ to outline the basic

principles upon which the transmission of meteorological data by coded reports is

based. Details can be found in the references cited.

The International Codes Organization

Successive agreements and adoptions by various countries through the agency of

the International Meteorological Congress Committees have resulted in a considerable

degree of standardization of wc^ithor codes. Approval of a proposed code is indicated

by its being assigned an appropriate International designator. This designator is

in the form of F followed by a one-, tw^o-, or three-digit number. The first of the

digits is the general-category indicator: 1 indicates a form for surface reports from
land stations; 2 is for surface reports from ships; 3 is for nephoscope and upper-air

reports from both land stations and ships; 4 is for forecasts; and 5 is for analyses.

Second and third digits are used to indicate the separate forms in use within these

categories.

Although many political units use International codes, others use portions of these

codes or have devised forms of their own. Details of the many code forms and their

areas of utilization can be obtained in most complete form from the Hydrographic

Office, U.S. Navy, in the publication H.O. 206, Radio Weather Aids to Navigation.

In the following discussions, only the most widely used or more representative forms

of codes are given; the choices are based on prewar and current usages as much as

security considerations permit.

International forms are indicated by the International designators; United States

forms are indicated by USWB. Definitions of the letter designators are given on
successive pages under ‘^Explanations of Code Symbols,^' and, where appropriate,

code numerals are tabulated as to meaning under “Code Tables.’'

* Appreeiation for valuable contributions and suggestions is due to Captain H. T. Orville, U.S.N.,
and to Commander Peter Lackner, U.S.N.

574
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In addition to the numeral codes, mention should be made of the symbolic weather

reports in use as basic data for airways forecasting in the United States. They are

used to transmit over Schedule A ho\irly weather observations, route forecasts, and
other aids to air navigation. ICxplanation of the code used in Schedule A hourly

reports is given separately in Ta})le 4, page 588 to 593.

Surface Synoptic Reports

Land Stations. The F 1 code, consisting of only four groups, is not used alone to

any extc;nt, but it constitutes the first part of nmst codes. Wide variation of practice

occurs with additional groups. F 1 1 is the fundamental (‘od(» form for middle-latitude

stations; it provid(5S for the reporting of high clouds and prt'ssure tendencies. In

turn, there arc four extensions of the F 11 according to the location of stations.

F 111 and F 112 are for inland stations where maximum and minimum temperatures

are significant, along with state of th(‘ ground; they are used as a pair, the choice being

determined by the time of reporting, which, in turn, determines whether maximum
(F 111) or minimum {F 112) temperature is reported. Similarly, F 113 and F 114

are used as a pair for coastal stations, and the time of reporting determines whether

the stat(! of the sea, the visibility to seaward, and the state of the ground, or the

difference between air and sea temperatures, tlie swell, and the direction of swell are

to be reported.

F 12 and its elaborations are for tropical stations; pressure tendencies arc of

less significance than details of past w’eather, especially time of commencement of

“weather," and time, din'Ction, and force of maximum winds.

The USWB cod(*, with possible use of 10 groups, is the most elaborate of those

cited. Its ninth group takes cognizance of ihv. problems of reporting pressures in the

w^estern highlands, and its ivnXh group permits special reports on state of sea and swell

from coastal stations (thus eliminating the use of separate codes, as in the Inter-

national) as well as many otlu^r special phenomena.

F 1 IIIClCm wwVhNH DDFWN PPPTT
F 11 FI plus UCnavp
F 111 F 11 plus RRTrT.E
F 112 F 11 plxisRRTnTnE
F 113 F 11 phi&RRSV.E
F 114 F 11 plus RRTdKDk
F 12 FI plus UURRt^
F 123 F 12 plus DlChDu/mT^T^ DDF^GG
F 124 F 12 plus DLCnDH/MTnTn DDFrGG
USWB IIIClCm wwVKNh DDFWN (OOFFO or 55FF5) PPPTT UCnapp T»T,Dc-

Tx/nFx/n 7hchcVV SRMtRR (OOOR'R^) dPrJ^^ma, OSpSpSpSp,

Ships. As with land-station reports, ship reports are standardized as to their

initial groups; F 2 is the basic code. F 232 was adopted for standard middle-latitude

use; F 242 differs from it in reporting height of clouds in place of form of high clouds

and was introduced for use in regions traversed by air lines. F 261 simplifies cloud

and pressure-tendency data, while F 291 accents sea conditions.

F 2 ship YQLLL lllGO DDFww PPVTT
F 232 F 2 plus ZClCmChN TdKDuWNh d,v»app

F 242 F 2 plus AClCatHN TdKDkWNh d^v^app

F 261 F 2 plus eKDkCN Tdd,AWCH
F 291 F 2 plus 9SKDitW

Upper-air Reports

Pilot-balloon Observations. Two basic forms of code are in use; their differences

are in the methods of reporting heights and wind velocities. F 331 and F 341 are
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designed to report primarily significant wind levels as determined by changes in the

direction or velocity; the USWB form is distinctive in that it provides for reporting

winds for standard levels. In /"331 and /'’341, two numbers are needed to identify the

elevation, and velocity is reported by only one number; this introduces some com-
plexity to velocity tables. In the case of standard-level reporting, the levels are

easily identified by the use of one number, and two numbers are available for reporting

velocity. In both forms, direction is reported by two numbers.

F 331 pilot IIJGG HHddVb IIHddvf, . . . etc. {ClCm HHM) (44444 mim-mmifnb

F 341 pilot ship YQLLL lllGG IJIIddvt JfJlddvb etc.

USWB Hif)GG Oddvv (Ila)ddvv {IDddvv etc.

Temperature and Humidity Soundings. As with pilot-balloon soundings, upper-

air observations of temperature and humidity may be reported either in terms of

significant levels or in terms of standard levels, wliich, in turn, may be standard pres-

sure levels or standard elevations. The International forms cited report significant

levels and standard pressure levels; the U8WH forms re{;ently and currently in use

have accented significant levels and have shifted in secondary accent from standard

elevations to standard pressure levels. USWB{1) is the form used up to Feb. 1, 1945;

IA‘?irB(2) is the form used from T'eb. 1, to May 1, 1945; f^ASTFJ5(3) is the form from

May 1, to July 1, 1945; USWB{4) is the form used from July 1, 1945 to Jan. 1, 1946;

and f '5irB(5) is the form proposed for use in 1946.

F 36 temp IlIGG PiFiPi TTTUU P 2P 2P 2 TTTUIJ etc. (for significant levels)

F 363 temp lUGr IlJhPiP.P, TTTUU HJhPJ^iPi TTTUU viv. (for significant

levels) CK)0(X) UJl dUJl dll d TTTUU etc. (for standard pressures, hundreds of

millibars)

F 37 temp ship YQLLL lUGG PiPiPi TTTUU etc. (as F36)
F 373 temp ship YQLLL lllGG HdUdPiPiPi TTTUU etc. 00000 ndHJldH.Jh

TTTUU (as F 363)

C75]FF(1) (first transmission) ;//(?(?PFPTF UUlhlluHio PPTTUPPTTU cU% 10171
Lmrinrinrinr Lnirnirnirmr . . . etc. . . . (50)/f////; (second transmission) ///Crsofrso

YYIhJh,Ih,PPTTU PPTTU QiQ, {lOlA^fAdf) . . etc. 10177Lx/WV^*xP«
Lx^fxYt fxdxcrdwx LxdixdixSixStX LyPpyPpyPayPsy LyAfy/j fydv'yd-wy LydiydiySiySiy
LJPpzPptP ,'Z LgZfzZfzdtezdvrz LgdizdigSigSiz 101A d/A df CtC.

t//STrP(2) (first transmission) same as I/>STFP(1); (second transmission) JllGbi/lbn
YYH,,II,,nb,PPTTUPPTTUeiG, , . . (lOlA^/Ad/, etc.) 10177
L^pyPpyPayPay LyZfxZfxZJyZfy,

(7/SiIFP(3) (first transmission) same as 17^TFP(1); (second transnussion) llIGbnGbt)

YYIhJhiHb, PPTTU PPTTIJ, etc. . . . 10197 OOTTU H/llImrmr 85777/
Illlllmrmr etc. (for the 1,000-, 850-, 700-, 500-, and 300-mb levels in that ordcT)

(101 Ad/Ad/, etc.).

USWBW (first transmission) IlIGG PPPTT UUeee PPTTU PPTTU etc. . . .

10171 Lnirnirmrmr etc. . . . GOHUH S5HHH 7011Hli 50// ///f; (second trans-
mission) IIIGbifff^, YYeee PPTTU PPTTU etc. . . . 30////// 20////// 10//////

10198 PPTTU PPTTU etc. . . , 10171 Lmrmrfnrmr etc. (these mixing ratios

referring in order to the 5,000-, 10,000-, 15,000-, and 20,000-ft levels only)
101A<//Acf/ etc.).

USWBib) (first transmission) same as USWB{4)\ (second transmission) IIIGhSh^
YYeee PPTTU PPTTU etc, , . . 30////// 20////// 10////// (lOlAd/Ad/ etc.).

Miscellaneous

There are many aspects to the reporting of meteorological data other than those

covered. Several are noted briefly below, selected according to their general use-

fulness in synoptic w^ork.
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Aircraft Reports. These luivc used for some time as a part of the airways

reports in the United States; they are identified as '‘PIKEPS” and utilize mixed
symbolic code and abbreviated adajdation of plain language. More formal methods
of utilizing aircraft reports were developed before th(^ war; meanwhile they have been
considerably modified. Although this is an important step in riud enrological report-

ing, it is not thought appropriate to imtlude an extended account of the reports in

this discussion; many current developments are considered to be confidential, and it is

further likely that current usages may be changed during the war and after it. The
most complete and widely used aircraft reporting system is that developed by the

United Nations; it has been published by the U. 8. ^A'eather Hureau under the title

“Combined Aircraft Weather Report Form (CvVW-C').”^*

U.S. Teletype Sequence Indicators. Teletype transmissions are organized as to

nature of data and an^a of its coverage into sequences, each of which is identifiable

by its indicator at th(.‘ head of th(‘ sequence. The general form of tluw indicators for

Schedule C (those for SchiMiule A are onlj’ slightly different) is as follows:

(PDW) R1 SI YYGGggZ,

If PDW appears, it indicates that the sequenct* is out of its normal order and

constitutes delayed weather data. HI is here used to symbolize “Report Indicator”;

the indicators used, with their meanings, arc as follows:

AG North Atlantic reports
AL Alaskan reports
CA Ontral and South American reports
CR Crop region reports

FA Forecasts, airways
F

D

Forecasts, 5 day
FR Frontal Passage resume
FS Forecasts, s ' ates

IR Icing r6sumd
MA Master analysis
MB Bermuda reports
MC Miscellaneous Canadian reports
MD General reports
ME Eastern Canadian reports
MF AACS Canadian reports
MG Eastern Atlantic reports
MJ Pacific reports
MK Mexican reports
MM Miscellaneous I'nitecl States reports

3it/ 3-hourly

MN Mexican, - Central American, and
western and eastern South American
reports
MO C'aribbean Islands and Eastern
South American reports
MR Primary United States reports
MR Great Lakes reports
MS Supplementary United States re-

ports
MT Primary United States reports
M ir Western Canadian reports
MX South Atlantic reports
PA Prognostic map analysis
PB Pilot-balloon oDservations
RR Precipitation bulletins

RS Radiosonde and aerograph sound-
ings
TA 5,000 and 10,000-ft weather-map
analysis
TX Temperature extremes bulletin

map reports

SI is here used to symbolize “Sequence Indicator,” always a two-digit number. For

details of the stations included, points of relay, and numbers of sequences, see the

Federal Airways Manual of Operations. “

The rest of the indicator has meaning according to the definitions given under

Explanations of Code Symbols, page 573; briefly, it supplies the day of month and

the time of reports in liours and minutes.

Forecasts, Analyses, Advices, Etc. The general F 4 group of International codes

is not given here. In the United States, forecasts are issued in plain language or an

abbreviated adaptation. The general technique and structure of a code for trans-

mitting an analysis has been developed to a high degree in the “Combined Analysis

Code (CAC).'' The form is completely general; any type of analysis (surface, upper-

air constant level, upper-air constant pressure, prognostic surface or upper-air, etc.)

can be transmitted with ample specification of details to permit very satisfactory
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rendition of the analysis. Complexities of the code are too <,o permit its being

presented in this volume; it has bee?i published in useful form by the C.S. Weather

Bureau.^

Explanations of Code Symbols

Most of the letter symbols of the codes given arc purely symbolic abbreviations

for the meteorological elements. In coded reports, they are re[)laced by numbers.

Often, primarily when two numbers are available to describe an element, it is necessary

to give only the definition, the range of ehunents, and the practices in f()r(^e, in order

for the coded reports to be interpreted. At other times, primarily when a single

number is assigned to the element, the total range of values is too great to be reported

by a single number without reduction of the range to no more than 10 categories.

Such cases are defined below and in succeeding code tabh‘s.

Some letters and numbers in the symbolic forms of the (^odes appc'ar in cod(‘d

reports as given. These are indicators that may serv(‘ to idtuitify either the cod(‘ form

itself or the content of individual groups within the reports. Tn tht‘ (explanations,

such indicators are identified by a single asterisk (*) for those used in InternatiouHl

codes and by a double asterisk (**) for those used with USWB cod(‘s.

A Amount and character of barometric tendemw (3-lir), (‘xpressed by a single

figure (Table 1).

Ad/Adf Last two digits of ‘additional data de.signator group’’ (AdAdAdAd/Ad/)
of USWB radiosonde code. AdAdAd is always transmitted as 101. Ad/Ad/
may range from 01 to 96, with some figures not used. 33 to 64, inclusive, give

reasons for no report or for termination of record; 65 to 96 imrlusive require addi-

tional groups to follow the designator. Most commonly (uicountered are 77

(isentropic data follow^ and 71 (mixing-ratio data follow). Rec^ent important
additions are: 97 (constant pressure dabi in the form OOTTU HMH/rirnir S*^TTU
HHHmrtnr etc. follow); and 98 (constant level data for 5,000-, 10,(XX)-, 15,000-,

and 20,000-ft and 10-, 13-, and 16-km levels in form PPTTIJ PPTTIJ etc. . . .

10171 LmrVir'fnr'fnry etc. follow).

a Characteristic of the barometric tendency for the 3-hr period preceding the time

of report (see also pp). (Table 1.)

as Characteristic of the barometric tendency for the* 3-hr period ending 3 hr before

the time of report (Table 1).

C Form of predominating cloud (used when only one form is reported). (Table 1.)

Cl Form of low cloud (Table 1).

Cm Form of middle cloud (Table 1).

CiT Form of high cloud (Table 1).

CORE (JRECTIF) * Corrected observations. CQN** same as COER,
DD True direction of the wind near the ground. It is reported from 00 (calm) to

32 (north), hence to 32 points of the compass, (’omrnonly only even values are

used. With the International code, 33 is added to the coded value of DD when
unusual squalliness or gustiness has occurred during the hour preceding observa-

tion; 67 is added if there has been a line squall.

dd Direction of wind in the upper air, or cloud movement, on scale 01 to 36, f.e.,

to nearest 10 with the 0 omitted; 00 denotes calm. With USWB Pibal code

and International forms similar to it, 50 is added to dd if the wind velocity

exceeds 99 units (see w); with F 331 and F 341, 50 is added to dd when wind
velocities are between 30 and 60 mph or between 92 and 122 mph (see Vs).

Dk Direction from which swell comes. (9 denotes all directions or no definite

direction.) (Table 1.)

Dc Direction from which clouds move. Refers to Cm if reported; if there is no Cat,

refers to Ch; lastly, refers to Cl (9 denotes direction unknown). (Table 1.)

Db/m Direction from which Ch move when reported; if no C//, refers to Cm (9 is

not used). (Table 1.)
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Dl Direction from which Cl move when reported (9 not used). (Table 1.)

d. Direction in which ship is moving (Table 1).

dwrdwxy dwydu'y) dujtdwz Direction of wind at the isentropic surface x, t/, or z, whichever
is indicated ))y the subscript. It is coded the same as dd.

dixdixf d^pdiyy dizdiz Direction of isobars at th(^ isentropic surface x, y, or 2
,
whichever

is indicated by the subscript. It is coded tiie same as dd.

eee Klevation of the reference level to which the initial or surface pressure included

in the radiosonde report is reduced; in North Ameri(;a it is reported in tens of

feet ;
elsewhere it may be reported in tens of feet or in whole meters.

E State of the ground (Table 1).

F Wind velocity expressed in Beaufort force. International forms report winds
above force 9 as 9, and the group is followed by words indicating the force.

FF Appears in added group of USWB surface code, following the usual third group
when wind velocity exceeds force 9. The form 00/'’F0 is used when the wind has
been measured; the form 55FF5 when the wind is estimated. The following table

appli(;s

:

FF Mph FF Mph FF Mph FF Mph

10 55-04 12 74-82 14 93-103 16 115-125
11 65-73 13

1

1
1

83-92 15
1

1

104-114
1

17 126-136

Fx Maximum wind force (Beaufort), usually for the 6 hr preceding the time of

observation (Table 1).

GG Hour of the day, GCrr nearest to the time of surface observations, or of com-
mencing pilot-balloon and radiosonde ascents. Numbers from 01 to 24 cor-

respond to th(‘ 24-hr clock.

fjr 60^50 Hour of the day, (Kn', with 50 added. Used in the USWB radiosonde code

to indicate that th(^ following report is the second transmission.

gg Minutes of time.

h Height of base of cloud. Refers to base of lowest type of cloud if the base is

below 8000 ft. If there are fragments of detached cloud lower than that of the

predominating type, the height of the fragments may be sent in plain language in

addition to the regular report (Table 1).

hehc Height of ceiling in hundreds of feet.

// Elevation in thousands of feet of the level for which data on wind velocity apply.

Used in USWB pilot-balloon reports. Only alternate groups have such level

designators, except for levels above 25,000 ft (Table 1).

f/fc, //lo, //20 The numbers of the three groups in the first transmission of the USWB
^.radiosonde code containing the data for the 5,000-, 10,000-, and 20, 000-ft

mandatory levels. Thest^ groups are further identifiable by each being followed

by a period. 15,000 ft data are also followed by a period.

//js, The same as the preceding, but appearing in the second transmission

and indicating the positions of the groups giving the data of the 10-, 13-, and
16-km levels. Periods also follow these data groups.

iUl Height in hectometers above sea level to which upper-air wind data refer.

Mandatory levels are 10 and 20 hectometers; the lowest level of each stratum of

distinctive wind directions of velocity is also transmitted.

HdHd Heights in hectometers for which data of temperature and humidity are

transmitted.

HUH Height above sea level of a mandatory pressure level, reported in tens of feet

or in tens of meters (according to the practices of the reporting agencies).

///, II Station designators, either index numbers or letters.

K State of swell in open sea (Table 2).

LLL Latitude in degrees and tenths, the latter being obtained by dividing the

number of minutes by 6 and neglecting the remainder.
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III Ix)ngitude in degrees (tens, units, and tenths: if the longitude exceeds 99°, its

value is determined from the quadrant of the globes; see explanation of Q).

L Designator of levels for which mixing-ratio data are sent. It ivS used in the first

transmission of the USWH radiosonde code. Significant levels are numbered
in order from the surface (1) on up. The mixing-ratio groups are composed of

the number of each succeeding odd-numbered level, the mixing ratio of that

level in units and tenths, and the mixing ratio of the lu'xt e\'en-nunibered level

in units and tenths. When mixing ratio exceetls 9.9 grains p<?r kg, only the units

and tenths are transmitted; the decoder supplies the additional figure by noting

the relative humidity, temperature, and pressure, the combination of which indi-

cate the mixing ratio intended.

Lx, Ly, Lg Group designators of isentropic data: x, ?/, and z dt'iiote the last digits of

the values of the potential temperatun'S of the three isentropic surfac(;s for which
data are sent.

La, Ltj Lu Group designators of isentropic data used with L\SM17^(2) radiosonde

code. The /, and u denote the hundred, ten, and unit digits of the value of the

lower of the two reported isentropic levels.

M Reason for ceasing upper-wind observations (1 and 5, clouds; 3, liazc; 7, rain).

miW2m8m 4Wi 6 See explanation of

nirfrir Mixing ratio in gram.«f per kilogram (see explanation of L).

N Amount of sky covered by cloud, in tenths (Table 2).

Nh Amount of cloud of which height is reported by h. In ship reports where height

of cloud is not given, Nh indicates only the amount of low cloud, 67. (us(! table

for N, Table 2).

PFF Pressure in millibars (tens, units, and tenths, initial 9 or 10 omitted), reduced

to sea level.

PmPrJPm Pressurc in millibars (tens, units, and tenths, initial 7 or 8 omitted), reduced

to 5,000 ft above sea level. Used by high-level stations in the United States,

transmitted in the ninth group of the surface synoptic reports.

PP Pressure in millibars (tens and units, hundreds omitted). Used to report pres-

sures of upper-air reports.

PiPiPi, P2P2P2 ,
etc. I^essure in hundreds, tens, and units of millibars at trans-

mitted levels in upper-air reports.

PP Amount of pressure change in 3 hr immediately prec(;ding time of observation.

Usually transmitted in fifths or halves of millibars. In the USWB code, if the

pressure change exceeds 99 fifths (19.8 mb), the total amount may be indicated

by following the fifth group with an additional group in the form OOppp where ppp
is the total pressure change (in fifths of millibars).

PpxPpxj PpifPim PpzPpt Pressures in hundreds and tens (units omitted) of millibars

at the isentropic surfaces Xy y, and z.

P$xPt,x, PnyPspy PhJ^»i Condensation pressures (lienee measures of the humidity) in

hundreds and tens (units omitted) of millibars at the isentropic surfaces % j/,

and z.

PILOT* Information following gives upper-air wind data.

Q Octant of the globe (Table 2).

Rli In International forms, the amount of rainfall (at 0700 for the preceding 13 hr,

and at 1800 for the preceding 11 hr). Expressed in whole millimeters with the

following exceptions:

Code No. Code No. RR

91 HI 94 0.4 97 Trace
92 95 0.5 98 Over 90 mm
93 96 0.6 90 Unknown
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HR III U8\VB surf{x(‘<' rode:, th(i airiount of precipitation in the 6-hr period preceding
the observation (if Rt is sent as /, RR is for the preceding J2-hr period), in

hundredths of indies, exc^cpl. tliat coded 99 denotes trace. When precipitation

exceeds 0.99 in., RR is encoded with the hundredths in excess of whole inches, and
the eighth group is followc'd by another group of the form 0007?'i2' where R'R^
gives the whole inches.

Ru Depth of snow on the ground at the time of observation, in inches except that
code figure 9 denotes less than 0.5 in.

Rt Time precipitation began or ended, in hours before the time of observation
(Table 2). Rt gives time precipitation began if ww indi(;ates precipitation, as

current or within the last hour,

R State of the sea (Table 2).

RpSp Special phenomena, general description (refer to USWB weather code for details

of the group).

HjtSp Special phenomena, detailed description (refer to USWB weather code for derails

of the group).

RiyRiy, R^tRiz Angular spacing of isobars in degre^es of latitude, at the isen-

tropic surfaces x, y, and z.

Ship (Navire, SchifT, Xavios)* idemtify ship rciports.

SYN* Sometimc‘s precedc^s synoptic reports from land stations in International

c^ollc'ctive message's.

TTT Temperature of the uppc'r air in degrees and tenths, Fahrcmheit or centigrade.

Negative temperatures are indicated by adding 500 to* the numerical value

when encoded.

TT Temperature of the air in whole degrees, Fahrenheit or centigrade. When
centigrade is used, negative temperatures are indicated by adding 50 to the

numerical value of the temperature; in Fahrenheit, negative Umiperati^res are

added algebraically to 100 wh(*n encoded.

TxTx Maximum temperature in previous period of length determined by the time

of observation. Nt'gative temperatures reported as explained under TT,
TnTn Minimum temperature in previous period of length determined by the time

of observat'on. Negative temperatures reported as explained under TT,
temp* Following information gives humidity and temperature observations of

upper air.

TnT^ Temperature of the dew point in whoh* degrees. Negative temperatures
reported as explained under TT.

Td Difference between sea and air temperatures (Table 2).

Ty, Time of commencement of weather reported by W (Table 2).

U Relative humidity reported as a single number (Table 2).

UU Relative humidity in whole percentages.

vv Velocity of the wind in the upper air; it is used in the USWB code and reported

in miles p('r hour. In International forms, it is usually designated as ViVi and
reported in kilometers per hour. WTien the velocity exceeds 99 units, 50 is added
to ddy and the velocity is recorded wdth the hundreds omitted.

Vb (and etc.) Velocity of upper winds at height HH above sea level.

Two tables apply:

. Wlien no qualifying groups (44444 muntmimA etc.'' are sent, t>f, represents wind
velocity according to subtable A under of Table 2.

. When the qualifying groups are sent, Vh represents wind velocity for level x
according to the value of m with subscript number corresponding to the level x.

When mx * 0, wind velocity for the level x is obtained from subtable A
;
when

rriz « 1, wind speed for the level x is obtained from subtable B under of Table 2.

V, Speed of ship in knots (Table 2).

V Horizontal visibility (Table 2).

V» Horizontal visibility toward the sea (Table 2).

VV Horizontal visibility in units and tenths of miles for code figures 00 through 90

(9 miles); thereafter, 91 ** 10 miles, 92 - 20 miles, etc., and 99 - over 90 miles.

{ContiniMd on page 39$,)
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Table 1.—Code Tabled
Transmission and plotting of data—Meteorological codes

A q AND 03

CODE CHARACTER |3*H0UR AMOUNT PLOTTING PLOTTING PLOTTING PLOTTING
NO. OF OF CHANGE SYMBOL SYMBOL SYMBOL SYMBOL

CHANGE
I
a? MB/0.5MB [DESCRIPTION DESCRIPTION! DESCRIPTION DESCRIPTION

NO LOWER aOUOS NO MIDDLE CLOUDS

CUMULUS TYPICAL

OF FINE WEATHER ALTOSTRATUSJHIN

CUMULUS HEAVY TYPICAL
AND swelling, ALTOSTRATUS.THICK
WITHOUT ANVILTOP (OR NIMBOSTRATUS)

altocumulus.or
HIGH STRATO'

CUMULONIMBUS CUMULUS,SHEET ATcumulonimbus

ALTO-
STRATUS

STRATO-
cumulus

NIMBO-
STRATUS

FALLING >30 y/
VERY X

RAPIDLY / >12

NOT USED
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Table 1.—Code Tables (Continued)
Transmission and plotting of data—Meteorological codes
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Table 2.—C'ode Tables
Transmission and plotting of data—Meteorological codes

^SEA>UtR

—

Ta,r

>
Tsi
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Table 2.—Code Tables (Confewcri)
Transmission and plotting of data—Meteorological codes

(METERS)
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TABLii 4.—USWB Symbolic Weather Code for Airways
Hourly Teletype Reports

EXPLANATION OF SYMBOL WEATHER REPORTS
(based on instructions contained in M'eather Bureau Circular N 1941

and later modifications)

To illustrate the method used in transmission and deciphering of symbol weather
reports, the following example of such a report is given. Each element of the report

is connected by a line with a description of all symbols and conditions which might be
used in that particular phase of the report. Elements of observations are always
transmitted in the same ordcu*; therefore all symbol weather reports may be deciphered
by reference to this chart.

WA N BPL 231028E W7V 0 (D VaV
-

.
- V"'"' —y—'

Station Classification I'yp^ Date and time Ceiling Sky Visil)ility

of report report of report

L- F- 0(18/ 48/ 47 -8 /9(i3/
i- ^ 11

*" V - ^ V—

^

—V—

'

V ^

WVather Obstructions Barometric I'emper- Dew Wind Altimeter
to vision pressure ature point setting

CJG VRBL 5 to 8 U 13e (IDVO 20 VRBL K to llj '

Remarks

For example, the report giv(ui above would be deciphered as follow’s: Washington

—

instrument; special report on 23rd at 10:28 a. rn., Eastern War Time; indefinite

ceiling at 7(K) feet, variable; overcast, lower broken clouds; visibility % mik?, variabk';

light drizzle; light fog; barometric pressure 1006.8 millibars; temperature 48°F; dew
point 47®F; wind west 8 nules per hour; altimeter setting, 29.63 inches; ceiling variable*

500 to 800 feet, overcast layer at indefinite 1,300 feet, broken clouds variable to

scattered, scattered clouds at 200 feet, visibility variable from to 1M miles.

Detailed explanations

Station Lists of station names and their representative call letters are
posted on W'eather Bureau airport station bulletin boards for

the information of all concerned.

CJassification of re-

port.

The symbols C or N are used irnmediatcjly following, after
1 space, the station letters to classify the weather conditions
at airports specifically designated as control airports.

C (contact): Ceiling 1,000 feet or more and visibility 3 miles
or more.
N (Instrument): Below class C minimums.
If no classification letter is used the station is not located at a
control airport.

Tvpe of report “SPL,’’ when it appears in this position in a weather report,
indicates a “speciaP’ observation; ‘TX'L” similarly indicates

a local extra observation.

Dat'e and time of

report.

This group consists of 6 figures and one letter, the first two
figures referring to the month, the remaining figures indicating
the time of day based on the 24-hour clock, and the letter

showing the time zone. For example, 150307P means 3:07
a. m., Pacific War Time of the 15th day of month; 181338C
means 1:38 p. m., Central War Time 18th day of the month.
This group is transmitted in all reports other than those trans-
mitted in regular seimences in which the date and time appear
in the sequence heading.

Culling The absence of a “ceiling’^ group indicates an ^^unlimited”
ceiling (above 9,750 feet).
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Table 4.—USWB Symbolic Weather (Jode for Airways
Hourly Teletype llKPonTH.—(Continued)

Detailed explanations

Ceiling (Cant.) Figures representing the number of hundreds of feet which apply
are used to indicate the height of the ceiling between 51 and
9,750 feet, inclusive, above the station, e.g., “35” indicates
3,500 feet, “3” indicates 300 feet, etc.

The figure naught (0) is used when the coiling is z(to (below
51 feet).

(Veiling values are always (except as noted in the following
paragraph) preceded by one of the following ceiling classifi-

cation letters:

M Measured ceiling.

E Estimated ceiling.

IT Indefinite ceiling.

P Precipitation <*.eiling.

B Balloon cc'iling.

A ( billing reported from aircraft.

A plus sign (+) is used (instead of a ceiling classification letter)

whenever the balloon was blown from sight, at the height
represented by the figures, before reaching the clouds.
The letter T, immediately following the figure (s) for ceiling,

indicates that the height of the ceiling is changeable.

Sky The absence of a s^’^mbol for sky indicates that pn^upitation or
obstructions to vision are present which reduce the ceiling to
zero and/or the visibility to less than one-fourth mile and
make the sky unobservable.
The sky condition is indicated by the following symbols unless
the condition given above is present.

O Clear.

0 Scattered clouds.

CD Broken clouds.

0 Overcast.
0/High scattered.

CD/High broken.
0/High overcast.

0 CD Overcast, lower broken.
00 Overcast, lower scattend.
CD CD Broken, lower broken.
CD 0 Broken, lower scattered.

0 CD Scattered, lower broken.
00 Scattered, lower scattered.

0/ CD High overcast, lower broken.

0/0 High overcast, low^er scattered.

CD /CD High broken, low^er broken.
CD/0 High broken, lower scattered.

0/ CD High scattered, lower broken,

^0/0 High scattered, lower scattered.
The plus (-T) or minus (—) sign preceding the cloudiness symbol
indicates “dark” and “thin,” respectively.

Height of lower scattered clouds is indicated by the entry of a
figure, representing the hundreds of feet applying, immedi-
ately preceding the scattered clouds symbol.
Only two layers of clouds are reported in the body of the report.
Additional layers are reported in “Remarks.”

Visibility The absence of a figure for visibility indicates that the visibility

is 10 miles or more.
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Table 4.—USWB Symbolic Weather Code for Airways
Hourly Teletype Reports.

—

{Continued)

Detailed explanations

Visibility {Coni,) 'rhe value of the visibility below 10 miles is indicated by figures

representing the number of miles and/or fractions of miles.

The letter V, immediately following th(' figure for visibility,

indicates a fluctuating visibility.

Weather "I'he “weather” element of the report is indicated, wdieri

appropriate, by the following symbols:
R —Light rain.

R Moderate rain.

JR4Heavy rain.

S —Light snow.
S Moderate snow.
4Heavy snow.

ZP—Light freezing rain.

ZR Moderate freezing rain.

ZP 4-Heavy freezing rain.

L—Light drizzle.

i

!

i

L Moderate drizzle.

L4Heavy drizzle.

ZL —Light freezing drizzh\
ZL Moderate freezing drizzle.

ZL 4-Heavy freezing drizzle.

E —Light sleet.

E Moderate sleet.

F+Heavy sleet.

A —Light hail.

A Moderate hail.

A 4-Heavy hail.

AP—Light small hail.

AP Moderate small hail.

JP-fHeavy small hail.

SP —Light snow pellets.

SP Moderate snow pellets,

i
iSP-hlleavy snow pellets.

Light snow squall.

SQ Moderate snow squall.

jSiQ-f-Heavy snow squall.

PQ—Light rain squall.

EQ Moderate rain squall.

PQ 4-Heavy rain squall.

T Thunderstorm

.

r+Heavy thunderstorm.
SW —Light snow show'ers.

Moderate snow showers.
4“Heavy snow showers.

RW —Light rain showers.
RW Moderate rain showers.
RW 4-Heavy rain showers.
TORNADO W (always written out in full and followed by a

letter showing direction from station).

Obstructions to The '^obstructions to vision^’ element of the report is indicated,
vision. when a|i>propriate, by the following symbols:

F --5 4Damp haze.
F— Light fog..

F Moderate fog.
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Table 4.—USWB Symbolic Weather Code foe Airways
Hourly Teletype Reports.

—

(Continued)
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Table 4.—USWB Symbolic Weather Code for Airways
Hourly Teletype Heportr.—{Continued)

Detailed explanations

Wind {Cant.) / Southwest.
West-southwest.

- West.
West-northwest.

\ Northwest.
North-northwest.

C Calm.
The velocity is indicated by figures representing its value in

miles per hour. If wind is calm no entry is made for v(^locity.

If estimated, this is indicated by the (uitry of letter E
immediately following the velocity figures.

The character of the wind is indicated, when appropriate, bv
entry, following the velocity, of a minus sign (— ) for “fresli

gusts ^ and a plus sign (+) for “strong gusts." No symbol
for character means the w'ind is steady.
Wind shifts which have occurred at the reporting station are
indicated, immediately following the other wind data, by an
arrow showing the direction (to Ifi points) from which the wind
was blowing prior to the shift, followed by tlie local tinu;, on
the 24-hour cuock, at which the shift occurred, with following
letter showing the time zone. The intensity of the shift is

indicated by the minus sign ( — ) for “light," the absence of a
sign for “moderate^" and the plus sign (-f ) for “heavy," the
signs being entered immediately following the standard-of-time
letter.

Altimeter setting.*. . Indicated by a group of 3 figures representing the inch and
hundredths of an inch of pressure involved. I'hus, 30.00
would be written as “000"; 29.98 as “998"; etc. Sent only
by designated stations equipped with mercurial barometers.

Remarks Remarks are transmitted in authorized Phiglish abbreviations
and teletype symbols. Lists of the abbreviations are available
for inspection at all the Weather Bureau Airport Stations.

The teletype symbols used arc shown on this chart.

Special data Special data comprising pressure change and characteristic,

5,000-foot pressure at selected stations, cloud, thunderstorm,
and snow depth data, special data from selected stations, etc.,

are entered in code at certain times by tlu' stations designatea
to do this, as separate groups, immediately following the
report proper.

Missing data p]lements normally sent, but for some reason missing from the
transmission, will be indicated by the letter ilf entered in the
report in place of the missing data.

Nonmeteorological

data
Nonmeteorological remarks are occasionally added by the CAA
Communications personnel concerning field conditions and the
operation of radio facilities.

Supplementary data Every three hours supplementary (additive) groups are ap-
pended by selected stations. These facilitate the preparation
of -S-hourly synoptic maps for forec$<sting, intermediate to the
fi-hourly reports of Schedule C; besides appearing on Schedule
Aj some of these reports are also converted" for transmission
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Table 4.—USWB Symbolic Weatheb Code for Airways
Hourly Teletype Reports.—(Continued)

Detailed explanations

Supplementary data in the surface reports code of Schedule (7 in the 6-hourly
(Coni.) reports and in the sequences. The symbolic form of

tin* hourly reports with additive groups is as follows:
(hourly report )/app C^CMCHDch+M+ (or ClCmChDc) ^PmPm-
PmUz (Tn/xTfi/xOSpSpSpSp): the longer form, including maxi-
nmin or minimum temperature and special phenomena, is used
at the tilings that correspond with the regular 6-hourly reports;
intermediate 3-hourly reports do not include this information.
The symbols have the same meanings and code tables as given
on pp. 578-593 for the USWB surface niports code with the
addition of and M + which have the following meanings:
/i+ Height above the surface of base of cloud layer which

predominates in amount b('tween 10,000 and 20,000 ft

((7ode 0 == none or 10,000 ft; Code .1 = 11,000 ft;

. . . etc. . . . ;
Code 9 =* 19,000 ft; Code ~ 20,000 ft or

more).
M+ Method by which is determined (Code 0 =* missing;

Code 1 = measured; Code 2 = estimated; (^ode 3 =
from Pilot Report).

ir Past weather, geiKTally for the period 6 hr preceding the time of observation.

If precipitation has occurnnl in the last hour or is curnmt at the time of observa-

tion, IT is coded as the most characteristic weather of the 5-hr period ending 1 hr

before the observation. (Table 3.)

ww Present weather (Table 3).

w The initial 5g;urc of code wWf thus indicating the general state of the weather
(Table 3).

PF Day of the month.
YfnYm Same as YY.
}' Day of the week (1 denotes Sunday, etc.).

Value of the stream function in units and tenths (hundreds

and thousands omitted and to be supplied by the decoder) of millions of ergs

per gram. The thousands and hundreds are virtually always equal to the first

two figures of the potential temperature of the isentropic surface.

Time given in GCT.
00, 85, 70, 50, 30, 20, 10 Indh-ators of data groups in the USWB radiosonde code

that refer to the 1,000-, 850-, 700-, etc. mb levels,

00000* Following information gives upper-air temperatures and humidities for

fixed pressures at intervals of 100 mb (1,000, 900, 800, etc.).

OOFFO** SeeFF.
3*, 4*, 6*, 9* Internal indicators designating the code form being used for surface

reports from ships. These appear as the first figure in the fifth group of F 232,

F 242, F 261, and F 291, respectively.

44444* Indicator group for wind velocity. See miwamsmiwu and t>6.

(50) Indicator of group giving height of the 500-mb level in the first transmission

of the USWB radiosonde code. It appears only when the reporting station i.s

not on a circuit and its report is relayed.

55FF6** SeeFF.
7**, 8**, 9**, 0** Internal indicators used to identify the optional groups in USWB

surface reports.

- (hyphen, - . . , . -), X, / (slant), 99 Data missing or code spaces have no meaning.
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PLOTTING WEATHER CHARTS

Surface Synoptic Charts. The chart on which plotting is to be done has most

of the stations indicated by three-number designators. In North America., the first

STATION MODELS

Fig. 1.—^Plotting models, surface reports.

digit of the designators usually increases in value with increasing latitude; the second
digit increases in value from east to west. The third digit varies at random within

the rough quadrangles determined by the variation of each of the first two digits.

The data to be plotted are obtained from the 6-hourly teletype sequences (schedule

€ in the United States). Several systeme of plotting the elements around the station

circle are shown in Fig. 1.
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Constant-level Charts. Data for constant-level cliarts are iratteitted In oon-

venient form for the 5,000-, 10,000-, and 20,000-ft pressures in the first' ^ansnyssion

of radiosonde observations. Data for 10, 13, and 16 km are sent in the second trans-

mission. The first transmission sends not only pressure, temperature, and relative

humidity, but also mixing ratio
;
the last item is not sent in the second transmission

for the highest three levels. Additional data are obtained from the pilot-balloon

observations for the level being plotted. When no wind report is available for this

level, but a report is available for the adjacent lower level, the latter report should

be plotted, properly noted. The order of arrangement of data around the station

circle, with an illustration of the use of a lower-level wind direction, is given in Fig.

2a and h.

^i^TPPP ^<^rPPP
cF° (^V^W - -
(a) (b) (c) (d)

*(Hik the level

ofthe wind
Fig. 2.—Plotting models, constant-level charts.

Distinction should be made between data that arc missing for any cause, best

connoted by recording M in the proper place (Fig. 2(*), and data (humidity elements)

that are unknown because they are too low to record, best connoted by dashes

(Fig. 2d),

The 10,000-ft chart may Vie extended from the continent over the adjoining ocean

areas by use of reports of surface pressures from ships and island stations, provided

that the following conditions prevail in order to justify an assumption that the lapse

rate between the surface and 10,(XK) ft is nearly moist-adiabatic: (1) isoViars are cycloni-

cally curved in the vicinity of the report; (2) fresh to strong surface winds; (3) con-

vective clouds or precipitation present at the time of report; and (4) absence of

stability phenomena (fog, stratus, drizzle, haze). Under such circumstances, the

Graph for Extrapolating the Pressure at the 10,000-ft Level (Fig. 49, Sec. I) may be

used to obtain satisfactory approximations. In latitudes below 25°, an assumed mean
lapse rate between the moist- and dry-adiabatic i.s more suitable than a moist-adiabatic.

Table 5

Months

Potential temperatures

BD Lg

.January to February 290
296
302
308
302
296

296
302
308
314
308

i

302

302
308
314
320
314
308

March to April
May to June
July to August
September to October
November to December

Isentropic Charts. Data for isentropic charts are derived from the second trans-

mission. The indicator group 10177 indicates ‘‘isentropic data follow.*' There are

six data elements transmitted for each of three isentropic surfaces. The six elements

are pressure, condensation pressure (moisture), stream function, wind direction,
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direction of isobars, and angular spacing of isobars.* The three isentropic surfH<;(‘s

are spaced at 6® of potential temperature apart and are changed every 2 mouths

as indicated in Table 5. For the United States, Ly, the middle surface, is generally

most suitable; in very detailed analysis, all three may be plotted.

When a particular level to be plotted has been chosen, its data can be identified

in the second transmission following the indicator group by noting the three groups,

each of which begins with the number that is the last figure in the potential-tempera-

ture value of the surface. The decoding of these tlata can be determined from the

explanation of codes.

20177 07956 68231 6 2 2 1 8 27248 23432 2 3 O 1 6 ek

Wind speeds and additional wind-direction data may be obtained from pilot-

balloon observations. When PpyPpyO has been plotted, the elevation of the surface

may be estimated from Table 6. With the elevation thus estimated, wind reports

Table 6

Pressure, mb Height, 1,000 ft Pressure, mb Height, 1,000 ft

1,000 1 600 14
950 2 550 16
900 3 500 18
850 4-5 450 20
800 6 400 24
750 8 350 27
700 10 300 30
650 12

from pilot-balloon observations can be plotted where winds are given at the proper

level to be in or near the isentropic surface. When winds are 1,000 or 2,000 ft below

the isentropic surface, they should be entered in dotted form. If these observations

do not quite agree with the wind directions given in the isentropic data, it should be

recalled that the two observations are not exactly synoptic.

Plotting of the station model is as shown in Fig. 3.

* From Feh. 1, to May b 1945, data for only two isentropic surfaces were transmitted, these being
February, 290 and 295; March and April, 295 and 305, moreover, data included only pressure at the
surface, condensation pressure, and stream fuftction for each surface. After May 1, 1945, no further
transmission of isentropic data is scheduled.
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Cross Sections. Cross-section charts are usually constructed with coordinates of

horizontal distance as abscissa and elevation as ordinate. An approximate pressure

scale in millibars may be superimposed using the average pressure-height equivalent

of Table 6 (or may be found more accurately in Sec. I).

The track of thc^ cross section is chosen either from the latest surface map for the

purpose of (jontributing most to the analysis, or from a proposed flight plan. The
topography along the track should be traced, cither from a template or from the eleva-

tions of stations in conjunction with a relief map. Simultaneously, positions of

reporting stations should be labeled and marked with vertical lines.

The data entered on the cross section are of two kinds: radiosonde reports (first

transmission) and pilot-balloon reports. Radiosonde ol:>servation8 should be plotted

for every available station as follows: for each reported level as determined by the

pressures, plot the temperature, relative humidity, and specific humidity; in addition,

enter a pseudoadiabatic c-hart with the pressure and temperature, and determine the

potential temperature. Pilot-balloon observations of wind velocities are plotted by
rt^ferring to the height scale to determine the position of reported levels. Directions

arc plotted with north to the top of the cross section. Usually winds need to be

10,000
'

5000’

plotted only for each 2,000 ft. If the station has no radiosonde report, the pilot-bal-

lo(3n data are plotted on the station ordinate; if the station does have radiosonde data,

it. is usually best to offset the wind data to right or left far enough to prevent overlap

of wind arrows on the radiosonde data.

An example of plotted cross-section data showing both radiosonde and pilot-

balloon observations is given in Fig. 4.

Pseudoadiabatic Diagrams. The particular form of thermodynamic diagram used

by the Weather Bureau and other operating agencies in the United States is the

pseudoadiabatic diagram. Pressure in millibars (scaled as po-®**) is the ordinate, and
temperature in degrees centigrade is the abscissa; the basic pressure-temperature grid

is usually printed in brown. Also in brown are adiabats, straight lines that slope in

general from upper left to lower right. Superimposed in red are pseudoadiabats,

rendered as curving broken lines, and saturation mixing-ratio lines, rendered as fine

unbroken curves.

A sounding is plotted by entering the chart with temperature and pressure as

arguments for each level sent. The points so established are connected by straight

lines; through each point there is also drawn a horizontal line to designate the level

clearly for purposes of facilitating analysis of the sounding. Relative humidity and

mixing ratio are entered to left and right of the significant points. Examples of

plotted soundings may be found at several places in this volume.
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IXpper«>wiiid Charts* Upper-air wind velocities are transmitted in the pilot-balloon

observations code with directions to the nearest 10 deg with the 0 omitted, and speeds

in miles per hour. The velocities are plotted, however, with directions to the nearest

one of 16 points of the compass and with speeds indicated in Beaufort force. Con-
versions of the data should be done by the decoder (refer to the code tables and
Beaufort force tables elsewhere in this volume to get equivalents).

The charts issued for use by the U.S. Weather Bureau and other agencies usually

indicate that winds are to be plotted for the surface and at successive 2,000-ft levels

above sea level up to 10,000 ft; and by 5,000-ft intervals thereafter to 20,000. It is

important to note that wind levels other than surface are indicated in thousands of

feet above sea level, not station level. For purposes of having upper-wind data in

most useful form for plotting constant-level charts, 5,000-ft winds may be plotted in

place of those for the 6,000-ft level. Calm at a particular level is indicated by a C
over the station circle; when weather conditions prevent the making of observations,

appropriate weather symbols should be plotted at the station circles of the surface-

wind chart.

Constant-pressure Charts. The last group of the first transmission of radiosondt^

observations (HHH) gives the elevation of the 5(X)-mb level above each station.

The plotter or analyst must supply the first and last figures of the elevation in the form

IHHHO; the resultant elevation is in feet to the nearest 10. Although the contour

lines of the pressure surface are also virtually streamlines, corroboratory data of wind

velocities may be plotted from the pilot-balloon observations wherever these obser-

vations give winds reasonably close to the elevation of the 5(K)-mb surface.

When radiosonde data are sent in the forms ( ^SMr/i(4), and

the plotting of constant-pressure charts will be a major plotting procedure in place of the

plotting of constant-level charts. The station plotting model fr)r constant-pressure

charts is the same as that for constant-level charts, HHH being substituted for PPF.
In addition, changes of height in particular time intervals may be entered above th(^

HHH figures. With present forms of reports for upper-air winds, there is no alter-

native but to plot winds for the nearest approximate elevation to that of the pressure

height.

METEOROLOGICAL MAPS

Maps used in plotting data for purposes of weather forecasting must represent

relatively large portions of the earth. It is therefore necessary to consider the kind

of projection to be used. Since no flat map can- have all the desirable properties of

the globe, the projection chosen must achieve accuracy in some dominant property at

the expense of others. In general, a map projection for meteorological plotting

should have the following properties as closely as possible:

1. Conformality; i.e., the property that the angle between any two intersecting

curves on the map is the same as the angle between the curves on the earth represented

by the curves on the map. Thus, parallels are normal to meridians at their points

of intersection. This property has obvious advantages for the plotting of wind

directions.

2. Minimum of variation in scale; i.e., distances on the map should be as true as

possible. The plotting of trajectories, the use of gradient scales of various kinds, and

the forecasting of displacements are obvious cases in which map scale is important.

It is noteworthy that recent developments of gradient scales include measurements

by degrees of latitude. This eliminates scale problems when proper regard is given

to the central latitude over which any distance is measured.

3. Equality of area; i.e., a given area on the map bears the same ratio to the area

that it irei^tis^nts that any other area on the map bears to the area it represents.
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This property ensures that weather systems on the map are comparable in areal* extent

wherever they may occur.

4. Rendition of great circles on the globe as straight lines on the map. This

property is desirable in considering radii of curvature and, consequently, the applica-

tion of gradient-wind monograms and allied problems. It is also desirable for naviga-

tion purposes, and flight-planning maps are usually on projections having this property

or closely approximating it; weather maps may appropriately be on similar projtictions.

The maps actually adopted are generally conformal. Because plotting charts do
not endeavor to present the entire globe, other desirable properties are approached

satisfactorily. The projections recommended for use in synoptic meteorology by
resolution of the International Meteorological Committee are all conformal; the

particular projections are designated according to the part of the earth for which tlie

weather analysis is to be done. For polar regions, the polar stercographic projection

with standard parallel at 60® is recommended. The U.S. Weather Bureau has used

stereographic projection for its Northern Hemisphere maps. The recommended
projection for middle latitudes is the Lambert conformal conic type with two standard

parallels (recommended to be at 30 and 60®, but varied in practice according to th(‘

area being projected). Besides being conformal, this projection, when the latitudinal

spread of the map is not too great, reduces scale errors and inequality of arcm to

negligible amounts; in addition, over most of the map, straight lines closely approxi-

mate great-circle courses. It is particularly suited to rendition of areas of wide

longitudinal extent, such as are needed for middle-latitude synoptic work. Con-

sequently, this projection has been widely adopted. North American maps have also

been produced on polyconic projection; this projection is suitable to North America

because of the continent’s wide latitudinal range; the maps have highly desirable

properties along the central meridian but become increasingly less satisfactory for

meteorological purposes with increasing longitudinal distance from the center.

Hecommended projection for equatorial regions is the Mercator with true scale at

22}4^. For obvious reasons, the Mercator projection should be confined to use in

low latitudes, but it is very good for that purpose.

Climatological data requiring world maps present a quite different problem.

Care should be exercised in selecting a projection suitable to the kind of data to be

shown and the weight to be given to particular regions. Winds in general should be

plotted on conformal maps, whereas air-mass source regions might well be presented

on an equal-area map. In practice, no world map can be best suited to all kinds of

data, and some compromise projection is often adopted in order to gain eohl|Btency

of presentation without entirely sacrificing suitability of projection. *

TIME

Concepts of time are associated with the two motions of the earth, thg year with

the revolution of the earth around the sun, the day with the rotation of the feirth on

its axis. Unfortunately, the two motions are not precisely synohrbndqi^ .the

period of revolution is not an integer multiple of the period of rotation. '^hMlt^hefevesr,'

the period of rotation is a constant only in relation to a fixed celestial body; in refiia^hniob

to the sun, it changes in response to the variable distance between earth and sun,' the

consequent variation in the speed of the earth in its orbit, and the effect of the moon.

As a result, there are several systems of measuring time.

The Sidereal System. The sidereal day is defined as the interval between two

successive upper transits of the first point of Aries across any given meridian. It is

thus the exact period of rotation and is constant in length, but it has the inconveniaice

that a particular time notion, such as noon, varies through ail hours of the clock.

Similarly, the sidereal year is the time taken by the earth to complete one revolution
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around the sun from a given star to the same star. Its length is 365 days, 6 hr,

9 min, 9 sec.'" Sidereal time is used primarily for astronomical purposes. It is of

importance to meteorology only in problems involving expressions of the angular

rotation of the earth.

Solar Time. The apparent solar day is defined as the interval between two con-

secutive transits of the sun across any given meridian. This interval is not constant

(its annual range is approximately 31 min) and clock mechanisms (cannot of course be

constructed to keep this time, '^rhe mean solar day was instituted to gain the advan-

tage of regularity while retaining the convenience of (correlation between hour numbers
and the daily solar succession. Mean time assumes a fictitious sun that moves in

the plane of the equator with a uniform eastward velocity that equals the mean
velocity of the true sun in the ecliptic. The equation of time is the difference between

apparent and mean time; it is zero at four times of the year, with maximum values

of slightly over 16 min.

Oorresponding to the solar day, the tropical year is the time interval between two

successive passages of the vernal equinox by the sun. It is 20 min 23 sec. shorter than

the sidereal year or 365 days 5 hr 48 min 46 sec. * Simce the tropical year is dependent

upon the apparent motions of the sun and therefore can be correlated with the seasons,

it is taken as the year of civil reckoning. Actually, it is shorter by 26 sec than the

Gregorian calendar year, but this is insignificant, amounting to only 1 day in about

3,300 years.

The division of the year into months originally stemmed from changes of the

moon and is still so based in the Mohammedan lunar calendar. It was changed in

Europe with the establishment of the Julian calendar (45 b.<;.); the monthly structure

of the Gregorian calendar is essentially like that of the Julian.

For practical purposes, even mcian solar time on a local meridional basis is unsatis-

factory. As a consequence, “standard time” has been adopted in some form in

virtually all parts of the world. Its fundamental concept is that, starting from a stan-

dard or initial meridian (Greenwich or 0® meridian), there are designated successive

standard meridians at intervals of 15° of longitude; the entire 15° zone bisected by a

standard meridian keeps the same time as the mean solar time for the meridian.

Such a purely geometric division is followed over the oceans, but, on large land areas

and island groups, the standard-time-zone boundaries depart from meridians in

order to accommodate political boundaries, railroad facilities, and the like. Some
political units choose to keep time that is based on mean solar time for a local meridian.

Details of the standard time zones are given by Time Zone Chart of the World, H.O.

5192, published by the Hydrographic Office, U.S. Navy.

Each time zone is given a “zone description” in hours from 1 to 12; the description

is given a sign (+ for zones in west longitude, — for zones in east longitude)
;
and the

magnitude of the description increases with longitude. The twelfth zone is divided

medially by the 180° meridian. This meridian, modified by departures for political

boundaries, is also the International Date Line; when the meridian is crossed from east

to west, 1 day is added to the date, when it is crossed from west to east, 1 day is sub-

tracted from the date.

Meteorological reports are commonly referred to Greenwich civil time. Local

standard time, for purposes of considering diurnal effects, can be derived from GCT
by algebraically adding the “zone description” to the GCT. If “local mean time”

or “local apparent time” are desired, reference should be made to the Nautical or

Air Almanacs to apply longitude factors and the equation of time. “Daylight

saving time” and “war time” amount simply to adding —1 algebraically to the zone

description.

* All time intervals are given in mean solor time units.
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HISTORICAL BACKGROUND

The role played by weather conditions in the struggles of mankind and the fortunes

of war has been recorded in history. It was realized early that, since we cannot con-

trol the weather, the alternative was to forecast weather conditions.

Despite its importance to human welfare, economy, and warfare, little progress

was made in weather forecasting until the development of extensive telegraphic

networks during the nineteenth century. I'he advent of radio communication
permitted the collection of weather reports from ships at s(»a and from outlying

observation stations. The rapid collection of simultaneous weath(*r observations

has made synopdc meteorology possible.

During the First World War, detailed forecasts were put to tactical use* by both

sides. In the Second World War, weather forecasts have played an important part

in the successful prosecution of the war. Strategic and tactical use of weather

information is being made by all sides.

The greatest advancements in daily weather forecasting were made in the inter-

mission between the First and Second World Wars. It was during this period that

V. Bjerknes and his collaborators introduced the theory of the air-mass- and frontal-

analysis method of forecasting, which is now*^ in common usage in middle-latitude

countries. C.-G. Rossby and his collaborators were notably active in upper-air

analysis applied to short-term forecasting, and more recently they, I. P. Krick, and
others have attacked the extended-period forecasting problem.

It should be noted that the introduction of the polar-front theory and our concept

of air masses as well as the methods of upper-air analysis developed during the last

30 years have made it possible to train en masse the great number of qualified fore-

casters necessary to supply the military and naval needs in the present global conflict.

The rapid development of air transportation wull undoubtedly continue to stimu-

late synoptic meteorology and may ultimately lead to techniques resulting in successful

long-range forecasts. Owing to the complexity of the problem, it is questionable

whether the accuracy found in the exact sciences will ever be achieved. Synoptic

meteorology will always be a science necessitating the use of sound judgment based

on experience and training. New techniques and a better physical background should

ultimately lead to a forecast accuracy comparable witli the prognostic accuracy now
found, say, in the medical profession.
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AIR MASSES

By F. a. Berky, Jr., and E. Bollay

An air mass is geiK^raJly dofinod as an extensive portion of the ^itmowsphere which

is approximately homogeneous in its horizontal distribution of temperature, humidity,

and lapse rate. These properties are acquired by air remaining ovtT a large portion

of the earth^s surface having similar temperature and humidity conditions until

equilibrium is reached by convcM'tion and radiation processes between the surface and

the lower layers of the atmosphere.

Regions where air mass(*s originate are referred to as source regions. Snow- or

ice-covered polar regions, tropical seas, and desert areas are generally siifFi(*i(*ntly

uniform to act as source n'gions. The middle latitudes, owing to th(‘ steep latitudinal

temperature gradient and the nominiform temperature (conditions established by th(c

distribution of land and s('a areas, are not sufficiently honiogeneous to act as source
' regions. These portions of the earth serve as transition zoiuis.

When air finally loaves its sounce region, it has the properties characteristic of

that portion of the earth’s surface. However, these properties are subject to modifica-

tions as the air travels over surfaces having different temperature and moisture

conditions.

The weather conditions encountered in an air mass depend on tlie characteristic

properties acquired at the source and on the extent to which mcidifications have taken

place. For successful forecasting, it is therefore essential to follow the life history of

the various air masses encountered on the synoptic chart.

It has been observed that the lower layers of air in the troposphere are subject, to

rapid modifications depending largely on the nature of the surface over which they arcj

moving. In order to asc(‘rtain what modifications are taking place, it is essential to

watch the trajectory of the various air masses to determine what physical and dynami-

cal processes occur. The properties of an air mass may be modified by any one or all,

or any combination, of the following processes:
*

1. Radiation ('gain or loss of heat).

2. Evaporation or condensation.

3. Convergent or divergent flow.

Special attention should be given to whether the trajectory is principally cyclonic

or anticyclonic. With a cyclonic trajectory, it has been found that the lower layers

will have a predominantly steep lapse rate accompanied by associated instability

phenomena. An anticyclonic trajectory results in a pronounced stable stratification

and subsidence inversions at intermediate levels, which tend to suppress any vertical

developments that may be initiated in the surface layers. Weather conditions in

the two cases are generally quite different.

SOURCE REGIONS

The principal source regions of air masses are indicated in Figs. 1 and 2 for summer
and winter conditions.

The Arctic and Polar Continental Source, The arctic and polar continental source

comprises the arctic fields of snow and ice and the snow-oovered portions of the con-

tinents where the wind system is predominantly of anticyeldnic nature. In the
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Southern Hemisphere, this source is confined to the snow- and ice-covered portions

of the antarctic continent.

The Tropical Maritime Source. The tropical maritime source comprises the
regions on the equatorial side of the subtropical high-pressure belt over the oceans in

both hemispheres.

The Polar Maritime Source. The polar maritime source is in n*ality an oceanic

zone of transition separating the tropical maritime source from the polar and arctic

continental source., ('yclonic flow conditions and pronounc.ed west-east surface

temperature gradients exist in the higher latitudes, while anticyclonic flow conditions

and less marked zonal-temp<iratiire gradients prevail in the lower latitudes of this

oceanic zone of transition. In the Southern Hemisphere, the air mass produced in

this transition zone is virtually the only polar air reaching the continental areas.

Polar air from a continental source is practically never observed beyond the antarctic

continent.

The Tropical Continental Source. The tropical continental source is found in the

Northern Hemisphere over the large land masses of North ^rica, Asia, southwestern

United States, and southern Europe in the summertime, and over North Africa in

winter. In the Southern hlernisphere, a tropiCal continental source exists over the

interior of south Africa, Australia, and over a limited area in the interior of South
America.

The Equatorial Source. The equatorial source occupies the equatorial belt

between the subtropi(;al anticyclones of the Northern and Southern Hemispheres.

This region is mainly oceanic and has an extremely uniform horizontal temperature

distribution.

Source of Monsoon Air. The monsoon circulation predominates in the southern

jind southeastern parts of Asia. In winter, cP air originating in the interior of Asia

flows across the Himalayan mountain ranges toward the equator. This air is rela-

tively dry and is warmed adiabatically as it descends the southern slopes of The
Himalaya. In summer, air from the equatorial source flows up over the mountains

toward the interior of Asia. This air over India resembles unmodified equatorial

air. Weather conditions encountered with the winter monsoon are in general jair.

The summer monsoon produces a hot, damp climate with excessive rainfall.

Source of Superior Air. Superior air is essentially a high-level air mass, although

it may appear at the surface. It is believed to be created largely by subsidence.

This air is most frequently observed over the southwestern part of North America.

CLASSIFICATION OF AIR MASSES
Bergeron introduced the concept of air masses in forecasting practice and has laid

down the basic principles of air-mass analysis. The classification established by
Hergeron has come into almost universal usage, since it classifies air masses from the

geographical as well as the thermodynamic point of view.

This classification separates air masses into four basic types;

1. Equatorial air masses (E), typical of the source region for equatorial air.

2. Tropical air masses (T), typical of the source region for tropical air.

3. Polar air masses (P), typical of the source region for polar air.

4. Arctic air masses (A), typical of the source region for arctic air.

In addition, each of the four principal groups may be subdivided into maritime

(m) or continental (c) masses according to whether the source region is oceanic or

continental.

The thermodyn4swnic feature of Bergeron’s classification consists of two main

types:

!• Cold air masses (k), indicating air that is colder than the underlying surface.

2. Warm air masses (w\ indicating air that is warmer than the underlying surface.
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The thennodynaniic classification indicates stability or instability conditions in

the lower layers of tlie air mass, and the geographical classification indicates the source

region of the air mass.

Differential Classification of Air Masses
Designator Description

cAk ( bntinental arctic air that is colder than the surface over which it lies

cA w ( 'Ont inental arctic air that is warmer than the surface over which it lies

niAk Maritime arctic air that is colder than the surface over which it lies

cPw Contiiumtal polar air that is warmer than the surface over which it is

moving
cPk Continental polar air that is colder than the surface over which it is

moving
mPw Maritime polar air that is warmer than the surface over which it is

moving
7HPk Maritime polar air that is colder than the surface over which it is moving
m'rw Maritime tropical air that is warmer than the surface over which it is

moving
7nTk Maritime tropical air that is colder than the surface over which it is

moving
cTw (Continental tropical air that is warmer than the surface ov(*r which it is

moving
cTk Continental tropical air that is colder than the surface over whi(;h it is

moving
mEk Maritime equatorial air that is colder than the surface over which it is

moving
mEw Maritime equatorial air that is wanner than the surface over which it is

moving
M Monsoon air, found over southeastern Asia

In wirit(T this air is transitional polar contimmtal air being transformed
into equatorial air. In summer this air is unmodified equatorial air

S Superior air, found generally aloft over the southwestern United States,

and occasionally at or near the surface

GENERAL CHARACTERISTICS OF AIR MASSES

The temperature and moisture content are the distinguishing properties of air

masses. Since the temperature and moisture content of a parcel of air can be uniquely

e:jpressed in terms of the pseudo-wet-bulb potential temperature or the equivalent

potential temperature, it has become customary to identify the various air masses by
their equivalent potential or their pseudo-wet-bulb potential temperatures. These

two temperatures are invariant for adiabatic changes (see Sec. V). They therefore

offer a certain amount of conservatism not found in the simple observation of the free-

air temperature and the usual expressions of moisture content.

For the synoptic analyst, it is relatively important to know the mean or typical

values of the representative mijteorological elements for the various air-mass types

by n^gions and seasons. In the past, only the mean values of the different meteorologi-

cal elements of the various air masses have been tabulated, and very few ^HypicaT^

soundings have been published. This difficulty will no doubt be overcome when the

rich accumulation of upper-air data now being collected throughout the world can

be published.

CHARACTERISTIC AIR-MASS PROPERTIES OVER NORTH AMERICA

The characteristic air-mass properties of North America were first compiled in an

organized form by Willett. ® The data used were based primarily on kite observations.

Showaiter* published mean seasonal values of significant properties of North American

air masses based on a short period of airplane observations. His results offer the most
(Complete information to date and are therefore reproduced for use in identifying air

masses (Table 1).
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Tablk 1-1.

—

Mean Seasonal Values of Significant Properties of North
American Air Masses. {After ShowaJier.)

ORDER
OF data cAw type of air massm MEAN SEASONAL VALUES OF SIGNIFICANT PROPERTIES

WINTER 1935-36

N0.0F0BS.
SFC. 500 1000 1500 2000 2500 3000 4000 5000

iS9 SOA:4.3 371:2s 321A4 381S.4

S4Ar22.0 SSJs22.E 36X2&2

270 KrY273 IOY275 08^278 0.8X282 0.

W-/ S0^82
,
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ORDER
OF DATA

NO.OFOBS.
SFC.

S TYPE OF AIR MASS
MEAN SEASONAL VALUES OF SIGNIFICANT PROPERTIES

WINTER 1935-36

0 1000 1500 2000 2500 3000 4000 5000
a/ S2^.4 28^.0 27M0 28X1.2 23^4.0 22

S,8^09 3.2^^ 2,6^06 2,f^0e ^.9^309 AST3/0 0.9

9.8 3^M2J 36AJJJ 33X7.8 32X4.f 3/X3.0 31X6.5 29Xf36

96 3.8^00 3SY209 2.9^309 2.3^308 I.TTZOS !.r^09 0.7^/l

X J. JL J?W*^ 29X/S.8

Sr /OOT I?"
M.2 27X/2.S 2SX7.S 26X4.5 25.

09 2.2^06 2.0^07 16X209 1.2X211 0.7y3/4

2fSKiSa^Si[iKL&

0/ 2.3X303 L8X203 !.4X303 /.OX^ 0.6X307

MONT- /V z'L 30X2.0 27X5 25X0 24X4.3 26X0 24X6.7 24X2.7\
0OMERYY ^

ORDER
OF DATA mPk type of air MASS
R.H. /•Vl MEAN SEASONAL VALUES OF SIGNIFICANT PROPERTIES

WINTER iaj5-36
N0.0F0BS.

SFC. 500 1000 1500 2000 2500 3000 4000 5COO

63XIJ 77X13 74X5.6 73X9./ 68X/3.2 64

IS 63X/.I S9X4.2 S6X7J SSXO.5 56X59 60

3 2.2X294 7.8X295 7.4X396 7.0X298 0,

57X0.6 64X4.0 67X7.7 56X3.6 57X7.6 52X5.5 57X2.2

787 0.9X287 05

\3 69X4.3 65X8.7 €1X77 57X4.7 53X7.5 52.
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ORDER _
OF DATA mHw type OF AIR MASS
r.h.at mean seasonal values of signi ficant properti es

winter 1935-36
NO. OFOBS.

SFC. 500 1000 1500 2000 2500 3000 4000 5000

CHEY- 52X£.6 A '

3 .41^.3 42^3.6 J^A/ SBMS 3S^3.I J4>«9 34^.9

S0^:0 43M8 45MS 4^.4 39^6.0 40^53 33^1.7

0 KLA..3^ 46^.S 47^33 47^1.0 46̂ 7./

CITY Tnfm 2S

3 84X4.6 85334 88X5.20 81^.7 64X^.4 38^3.7

ORDER
OF oata mT type ofair mass
r-h.At. mean seasonal values of significant properties

~flr>rW winter 1935-36
NO. OFOBS.

SFC. 500 1000 1500 2000 2500 3000 4000 5000 i

SHREVE-:^
PORT io^

0 dz;^s d2M,5 S9X2.5

COLA 13,3^328 11,7^328 m^27 7,9Y^22 7.3Y322 6,2X32/ S.t^ZO J.

67^,8 6218.2 62^9 S6U,2 72^,0 17^.7

77,7X320 /O.ST327 9,1X320 7,4X378 6,8

,3 ^172,2 62X9.8 ^XS.S 2018,S

80173.8 58X77.7 4718.5 3314.2 26M8
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Table 1-7,

Table 1-8.
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ORDER
or DATA S TYPE OF AIR MASS

MEAN SEASONAL VALUES OF SIGNIFICANT PROPERTIES

^/n% SPRING 1936

NO.OFOBS.
SFC. 500 1000 1500 2000 2500 3000 4000 5000

(6J 26^.4 27^.6 27^S 2SX9.S

3.rX3l3 3.5^316 2.8^3e 2.4^316 1.6^317 1.0^318

.

4S%i3 3^^ 29^^ J?tW O^K
34^6 333^ - '

31^^ 37̂ 6.5

2S^W 20^^ 1.4
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ORDER _
OF DATA Ml TYPE OF AIR MASS
r-h.At mean seasonal values of significant properties

SPRING 1936
NO. OF OBS.

SFC. SOD 1000 1500 2000 2500 3000 4000 5000

&4'r3Z6 7./YJ24 S.2^322 J.

56^J3.0 SSi^J SSMI.9 S61&4 601A2 64X25

^•0 ^M9,0 79M7J €^JJS9 6BM2^ 63.

'330 6.8

7 67JJ60 62X12.2 67^.6 63X66 SSXpJO 30X6.0

OMERT/Js^/a



AIR-MASS PROPERTIES OVER NORTH AMERICA

ORDER
OF DATA

NO.OFOBS.
SFC.

Table 1-13.

CAw TYPE OF AIR MASS
MEAN SEASONAL VALUES OF SIGNIFICANT PROPERTIES

AUTUMN 1936

$8^7 44^.8 .

T/ffe ^

7S^3 6S ^̂, S9^.9 54^.4
Tr^ 3!o^^ Ioy^ Ti^^e

/ 76^.4 70^4 S3M-3 S2M4.6 38^.4
87 2JY289 2JY79/ 7.8^292 /.2Y29S
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ORDER
OF data S type of air mass
r.h.At mean seasonal values of significant properti es

~Th%.
.

AUTUMN 1936

NO. OF OBS.
SFC. 500 1000 1500 2000 2500 3000 4000 5000

4SXJ7.2 33^6.9 30^6.0 Z6^l.O 27AS.8 27^.2 28^7.1

4.0'^n 3.3'Y3I9 2.7'Y320 !.9'^32I /.2'r324

-A-
2.9^^ /.s^^

34^0.3 30X^ 27^5.3 26M2 24^.4 23^.2 2/^.9
Ts^fSJs Tffm lJ%J3 Tf^ ar^
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ORDER
OF DATA

NO. OF OBS;
SFG.

77J,

mPw TYPE OF AIR MASS
MEAN SEASONAL VALUES OF SIGNIFICANT PROPERTIES

AUTUMN 1936

0 1000 1500- 2000 2500 3000 4000 5000

S9AJ3.9 S3^n.6 S7X9.S 60M-9 S9A^9 S4^.6
6.5^14 S.T^ie S.g^3/7 4 9^3/8 4.7^379 2.7^378 7.9Y379

S.^J/S 4.S^J/7 4.rx3n 3.1^317 2S^3}d 7.rr320

SALT 64;^.8 .
LAKE —

C

CITY S.2t^08

OKLA

7 S2XS.2 S4X/./ SdJc8.2 52^.8

ORDER
OF DATA

ffJiAl-
^T/er
NO. OF OBS.

mT type of air mass
MEAN SEASONAL VALUES OF SIGNIFICANT PROPERTIES

AUTUMN 1936

SFC. 500 1000 1500 2000 2500 3000 4000 5000

4.0 70^.3 62X23.8 66X29.6 65X16.6 64X233 65130.7 63JJ.6 53X2.3

PENSA-J?i^ _3^ 2̂ W
C0U75./Y336 74.0f339 72.2X336 70.5Y33S 9.2^333 7.

EL
PASO /ToY^6 Y Y 74.05X392 //.0Y343 /O.0Y342 84X339 6.7X335 4.-

'./ 69X5.2 68X22.7 6719.7 65X4.! 68X2.9

HRe/B-37X23.4 7Sip.8 73127.7 75X8.5 741J5.0 66.

42 73.0X34/ 778X340 9.8XX6 7.7X332 6.2X330 57
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ORDER
CP TYPE OF AIR MASSOF DATA

juUa MEAN SEASONAL VALUES OF SIGNIFICANT PROPERTIES

SUMMER 1936

NO. OFOBS.
SFC. SOO 1000 1500 2000 2500 3000 4000 5000

7/1/S.3 SS1J9.0 S3JJ7J S2AJ4.2 St\JIA 70^.2 73\^J

wW iMif sl%9
77A/(Sg 60^.9 S9J£^ fi6Us.J

J4^f ^

WASH- «?-?A<y-7 .ymao -»ia/7./ g^z/ 7^g./

ington/Ts^? l^Jii

or/g Ag'73/a 74?'73'/tf SSyin «.7YJ/5 40

ORDER
mPtype of air massOF DATA

r.h.At MEAN SEASONAL VALUES OF SIGNIFICANT PROPERTIES

Tysi SUMMER 1936
NO. OFOBS.

SFC. 500 1000 1500 2000 2500 3000 4000 5000

e.2^ZS 64^22 6,3^23 6.9^322 5.^323 4,2^18 3J

54^9,8 S2M9,7 SI^A Sl^S.Z 591^.9 SS±3S S2HS

S7JJS,3 48^7,5 S/XI.8 SSM? 56^
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ORDER
OF DATA

R:H^

NO. OF OBS.
SFC.

mTtype of air mass
MEAN SEASONAL VALUES OF SIGNIFICANT PROPERTIES

SUMMER 1936

1500 2000 2500 300Q 4000 5000

2 SSAjSJ 6IXJ4.7 67X/0.6 76^,S 68^,4
9.3^39 8.3Y337 7.8^336 8.6^332 3,4

8 7.3Y33S S,8YJJ4 6,6^335 S,S^335 4,-

S9M7J 43348-6 ^AJ4.8 S31£.e 66,

[4 6SX23J 62X20.8 63XJS.6 7/XJ4.7 68MI.6 7533.3 74UA 73332
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ORDER
OF DATA

N0.0F0B5.
SFC.

S TYPE OF AIR MASS
MEAN SEASONAL VALUES OF SIGNIFICANT PROPERTIB

SUMMER 1936

SFC. 500 1000 1500 2000 2500 3000 4000 5000

7.7 33^9.6 :36AJS.0 3SAJ2.4 29,'

W' 33^1-0 j5^-y w-/
6.6^339 S.6T338 4.0Y334 2.4'f33l

1
“^ 9.0 29X2S.I 37M9.I 35M*-5 28;UU 24XJ.7 26^9 23

SO/M 35^3 i?2A//.g

Water vaporcont^ (W),grams per kilogram

Fig. 3.—Identification of North American air masses on a Rossby diagram. (After

Showalter,)



WEATHER AND FLYING CONDITIONS

Figure 3 shows the approximate values of North American air masses on a Ilossby

diagram. This figure is exceedingly useful in identifying air masses whose trajectory

or history is unknown or in comparing a particular air mass with the mean values.

WEATHER AND FLYING CONDITIONS IN NORTH AMERICAN AIR MASSES

cPk and cAk in Winter. The weather and flying conditions with cPk and cAk
air over the United Stat(;s depend primarily on the trajectory of the air after leaving

the source region. Trajectories usually observed are shown in Fig. 4.

Types A and B in Fig. 4 are (cyclonic trajectories and are usually indicative of

st-rong as well as deep outbreaks of polar or arctic air. A steep lapse rate maintain(*d

by the cyclonic flow conditions is accompanied by active turbulence. The lapse

rate often becomes absolutely unstable* in the lower layers, owing to heating from

150* 140® I30®120®ll0®100“9(r80®70® 60* 50“ 40*

115® no® 105® 100® 95® 90® 85® 80" 75® 70® 65®

I'lG. 4.—Trajectories of cP and cA air in winter. A and B are under cyclonic control;

C and D are under anticyclonic control; and E, F, and G are infrequent Pacific coast

trajectories.

below. The injection of rjioisturc^ over the large areas of relatively warm water of the

Great Lakes makes the air convectively unstable. The convective instability thus

formed is released as the current of cold air flows over the highlands and ridges of the

Appalachians.

On the lee side of the Great I.akes and on the windward side of the Appalachians,

on(; may expect a rather low broken to overcast sky condition with frequent and wide-

spread snow squalls. The tops of the clouds are on the order of 6,000 to 8,000 ft on

the lee side of the Great Lakes and on the order of 12,000 to 15,000 ft over the Appa-

lachians. Rather severe icing conditions may be expected over the mountains and

light to moderate icing on the lee side of the lakes. Rough and gusty flying con-

ditions are the rule as long as the outflow of cold air continues. East of the Appa-

lachians, the sky condition is generally clear except for scattered fractocumulus

clouds. Visibility is excellent, and surface temperatures are moderately high owing to

turbulent mixing. As a rule, the upper-air temperatures are relatively low for cPk

and cAkj owing to the steep lapse rate, which often extends to at least 3 km.
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The weather conditions experienced over the central United States under the

influence of trajectories similar to C and D (Fig. 4) are quite different. Unusually

smooth flying conditions are found in this region, except near the surface where a

turbulence layer results in a steep lapse rate and some bumpiness. Condensation

forms are as a rule absent, except that some low stratus or stratocumulus may form

at the top of the turbulence layer. As the cold air stagnates and subsides under the

influence of the anticyclonic trajectory, marked haze layers develop indicating the

subsidence inversions. The surface visibility also deteriorates as th(^ air stagnates

and subsides, owing to an accumulation of smoke and dust spreading laterally in the

surface layers. This is especially noticeable during the early morning hours when the

stability in the surface layers is most pronounced. In the afteriioon, wlu‘n surface

heating has reached a maximum, the visibility will usually improve because of th(5

steep lapse rate and resultant turbulence then present in the surface layers.

Movement of cPk and cAk westward over the Ilockj^ Mountains to the Pacific

coast is infrequent, owing to the stability of this air. However, when successive

outbreaks of cold air build up a deep layer of cP air on the eastern slopes of the Rocky
Mountains, relatively cold air can flow toward the Pacific coast unhindered.

If the trajectory of the cold air is similar to E in Fig. 4, rather mild temperatures

and low humidities result on the Pacific coast because of the adiabatic warming the air

undergoes as it flows down the mountain slopes.

Occasionally, however, the trajectory may pass out over the Pacific Ocean, as

indicated in F and G in Fig. 4. The air then arrives over central and southern

California as a cold current cf convectively unstable air. This type is characteriz(‘d

by squalls and showers and even snow as far south as southern California.

cPk in Summer. This air mass has characteristics and properties quite different

from those of its winter counterpart. Because of the long days and the higher

altitude of the sun as well as the absence of a snow cover over the source region,

this air is usually unstable in the surface layers, in contrast to the marked stability

found in cP air at its source in winter. By the time this air reaches the United

States, it can no longer be distinguished from air coming in from the North Pacific

or from the Arctic Ocean.

Clear skies or scattered cumulus clouds with unlimited ceilings characterize this

mass at its source region. Occasionally when this air arrives over the central and

eastern portion of the United States it will be characterized by early-morning ground

fogs or low stratus decks. Visibility is generally good except near sunrise when it is

often reduced by haze or ground fog. Convective activity, usually observed during

the daytime, ensures that no great amounts of smoke or dust accumulate in the surface

layers. An exception to this is found under stagnant conditions near industrial areas,

when visibility may be reduced in those areas day and night. Pronounced surface

diumai temperature variations are observed in cP air during summer.

The convective activity of this air is generally confined to the lower 7,000 to

10,000 ft, and flying conditions will therefore be smooth above approximately

10,000 ft except when local showers develop. Showers, when observed, usually

develop in a modified type of cPk over the southeastern part of the country. The

base of cumulus clouds that form in this air will usually be on the order of 4,000 ft

because of the relative dryness of this mass, and they are therefore of ample height

for the safe operation of aircraft.

mP in Winter—Pacific Origin. Maritime polar air from the Pacific dominates

the weather conditions of the west coast during the winter months. In fact, with

high-index circulation patterns, rapid west-east motion, this air is often found

to influence the weather over most of the United States.
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Pacific coast weather, while under the influence of the same general air mass,

varies considerably as a result of different trajectories of mP air over the Pacific.

Thus knowledge of trajectories is of paramount importance in forecasting on the

west coast.

Figure 5 shows various trajectories that mP air may take prior to reaching the

coast. Occasionally the air takes a direct route from the Aleutians and the interior

of Alaska across the Gulf of Alaska, as indicated in A, Fig. 5. In this case, when the

air reaches the coast of British Columbia and Washington after 2 to 3 days over the

water, it is found to be convcctively unstable to about the 2-km level. This instability

40* 50* 60* 70* 80*

Fig. 6 .—Trajectories of mJP air observed over the Pacific coast.

is released when the air is lifted by the coastal mountain ranges. Showers and squalls

are common with this condition. Ceilings are generally on the order of 1,000 to 3,000

ft along the coast and generally zero over the coastal mountain ranges. Cumulus

and cumulonimbus are the predominating cloud types, and they generally extend to

very high levels. Visibility is generally good because of turbulence and high winds

commonly found with this trajectory. Of course, in areas of condensation and

precipitation, the visibility will be low. Icing conditions, generally quite severe, are

present in the clouds. After this mP air has been over land for several days, it has

stabilized sufficientlj^ to permit the safe operation of aircraft.

mP air following trajectories B and C in Fig. 5 undergoes a longer water trajectory,

and the surface heating therefore extends to higher levels. Convective instability
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is usually present up to the 3-kni level. "J'he degree of instability is less, however,

than that found with trajectory A. Showers in this air are generally not so intense

as in the former case. The total amount of precipitation is larger with this trajectory,

particularly if lifting of the entire mass takes place.

7fLP air following trajectory D in Fig. 5 will arrive on th(^ (roast with an anticyclonic

trajectory. Whether this air originally came from the interior of Siberia or Alaska

or whether it originally came around the western periphery of the Pacific anticyclone

can usually not be determined and is not pertinent. This trajectory usually is over

Avater sufficiently long to permit modifications to reach equilibrium at all levels.

When the air reaches the coast, it is a very stable current, usually evidencing one or

two subsidence inversions. Stratus or stratocumulus type clouds are fn^quently found,

Ceilings are on the order of 500 to 1,500 ft, and the tops of clouds are gen(‘rnlly less

than 4,000 ft. Icing conditions are seldom ol)served in air following trajectory D.

Visibility is fair except during the early-morning hours, when, owing to the greater

stability of the air, haze and smoke frequently reduce the visibility to less than 1 mile.

This type of air is found over the entire Pacific coast at times. It is at times referred

to as mT air, since it follows the northern limb of the Pacific anticyclone. Perhaps

more appropriately, this air should be labeled niP air with an anticyclonic traj(*ctory.

True mT occasionally does reach the west coast. Storm conditions of major intensity

usually accompany an influx of mT air, and the weather conditions are in great con-

trast to those observed with mP air following trajectory D.

mP air gradually drifts eastward w'ith the pn^vailing west-east circulation. In

crossing the Coastal Itanges and the Rocky Mountains, much of the moisture in the

lower layers is condensed out, and the heat of condensation liberated is absorbed

by the intermediate layers of air. On the eastern slopes of the mountains, the air

is warmed as it descends dry-adiabati(*ally. As it flows ov(er the cold and quite

often snow-covered land surface east of the mountains, the warm inP air becomes

very stable in the lower layers.

The flying conditions in mP air east of the Rocky Mountains are in general the

best that are experienced in winter. Relatively large diurnal temperature ranges

are observed. Turbulence is almost absent, and visibility is good except for smoke
and haze in industrial areas. Ceilings are generally unlimited, since no or only a few

high clouds are present. This type of mild winter w^eather spreads eastward to the

Atlantic coast at times.

When mP air crosses the Rocky Mountains and encounters a deep dome of cP

air, which it is forced to overrun, storm conditions producing blizzards over the plains

states result.

In winter, the Great Basin over the western United States is occasionally under the

influence of an intense dynamic anticyclone. Maritime polar air that is over this

region at that time will be modified extensively by the subsichuice effect from aloft.

The characteristics of mP air are lost under such conditions, and the air is referred

to as polar basin air by west coast meteorologists.

This air is very dry and is warmer than cP and typical mP air. When it flow^s

eastward over the Great Plains or westward to the Pacific Coast under the anti-

cyclonic flow pattern, it brings fine weather with generally clear skies and mild

temperatures with low relative humidity. Flying conditions are excellent in this

air.

mP in Summer

—

Pacific Origin. With a fresh inflow of mP air over the Pacific

coast, generally clear sides or a few scattered cumuli over the coastal mountains

are observed. As this air flows southward along the coast, a marked turbulence

inversion reinforced by subsidence, from aloft is observed. Stratus or strato-

cumuius clouds generally form at the base of the inversion. Ceilings are then
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generally on the order of 500 to 1,500 ft with tops of elouds seldom above 3,500 ft.

The formation of the stratus condition along the coast of California is greatly

enhanced by the presence of the upwelling of cold water along the coast. East
of the Rocky Mountains, this air has the same properties as cP air.

mP in Winter—Atlantic Origin. Polar maritime air whose origin is in the Atlantic

bticonn^s significant at times along the east coast. It is not nearly so frequent over

North America as the other types, owing to the normal west-east movennuit of all

air masses. This type of air is observed over the east coast in the lower layers of

the atmosphere whenever a cP anticyclone moves slowly off th(j coast of the Maritime
Provinces and New England. This air, originally cP^ uiuhirgoes less heating than its

Pacific counterpart, because the water temperatures are colder and also because it

spends less time over the water. This results in the instability being confined

to the lower layers of this air. The intermediate* lay(‘rs of this air are very stable

owing to the anticyclonic trajectory the air is subjected to. Showers are generally

absent; however, light drizzle or snow and attendant low visibility are (common,

(’eilings are generally on the order of 700 to 1,500 ft with tops of the clouds near

3,000 ft. Marked subsidence above the inversion ensunjs that clouds duo to pene-

trative convection will not (‘xist above that level.

The synoptic w(‘ather condition favorable to mP air over the east coast is usually

also ideal for tlu^ rapid development of a warm froni with maritime tropical air to the

south. Maritime tropical air will then overrun the mP air, and a thick cloud d(M*k

will form. Clouds extending from near the surface to at least 15,000 ft are then

observed. Oilings will th(*n be near zero, and icing conditions will be severe in the

(^old air mass. Freqm'ntly freezing rain and sl(‘et will be observed on the ground.

'Powering cumulus clouds pnwail in the warm air and often produce thunderstorms.

Flying conditions an^ rath(*r dangerous with mP air becausti of turbulence and

icing conditions present near the surface. Poor visibility and low^ ceilings are addi-

tional hazards. The cloudiness associatc^l with the mP current usually extends as

far west as the Appalachians. The rapidity of the above development is of great concern

to all forecasters.

When mT air overruns nil^ air, flying conditions become impossible over the east

coast because of thc^ thit^kness of clouds.

mP in Summer—Atlantic Origin. In spring and summer, this air is occasionally

observed over the east coast. Marked drops in temperature that frequently bring

relief from heat wav(*s usually accompany the influx of this air. Just as in winter,

there is a steep lapse rate in the lower 3,000 ft of this mass. Stratiform cloud forms

usually mark the inversion. Ceilings are on the order of 500 to 1,500 ft and the tops

are usually 500 to 1,000 ft higher. No precipitation occurs from these cloud types.

Owing to turbulence in the surface layers, visibility is usually good. This air usually

does not constitute a severe hazard to flying.

mT in Winter—Pacific Origin. This type of air is observed only infrequently on

the Pacific coast, particularly near the surface. Any air flowing around the northern

limb of the Pacific anticyclone is usually referred to as mP air. This air has the

weather characteristics as well as the low temperature of mP air, having had a long

trajectory over the water.

Occasionally the eastern cell of the Pacific anticyclone breaks down, and one

portion moves far to the southward off, the coast of Lower California. This portion

of the anticyclone will then be able to produce an influx of mT air. Generally the

influx of mT air is carried aloft by a rapidly occluding frontal system somewhere over

southern California, producing the heaviest precipitation recorded in that area.

Occasionally mT air is observed above the surface with pronounced storm develop-

ments over the Great Basin. Since large open warm sectors of mT air do not occur
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along the west coast, representative air-mass weather is not experienced. Flying

conditions are generally restricted when this air is present, owing mainly to low frontal

cloud systems and reduced visibility in precipitation areas.

mT in Summer—Pacific Origin. This type of air has no direct influence on the

flying conditions and weather over the Pacific coast. During the summer season, the

Pacific anticyclone has moved northward and dominates the Pacific Coast weather

with mP air.
*

mT in Winter—Atlantic Origin. Maritime tropical air is in unmodified form when
it reaches the southern portion of the United States. Temperature and moisture

content are higher in this air mass than in any other American air mass in winter.

In the southern states along the Atlantic coast and Gulf of Mexico, mild temperatures

and high humidities with much cloudiness are found, especially during the night and

early morning. This is the characteristic weather found in ytiT air in the absence of

frontal conditions. The stratus- and stratocumulus-type clouds that form at night

tend to dissipate during the middle of the day, and fair weather is then the rule.

Visibility is generally poor when the cloudiness is present; however, it improves

rapidly because of convective activity when the stratus clouds dissipate. The ceilings

associated with the stratus condition are generally on the order of 500 to 1,500 ft,

and the tops are usually not higher than 3,500 to 4,500 ft. The tops of the clouds

usually coincide with the inversion of temperature and decrease in humidity found

at those elevations. Precipitation docs not occur in the absence of frontal action.

With frontal activity, the convective instability inherent in this air is released, produc-

ing copious precipitation.

Occasionally when land has been cooled along the coastal area in winter, mari-

time tropical air flowing inland will produce an advection fog over extensive areas.

In general, flying conditions within this air mass are fair. Ceilings and visibilities

are occasionally below safe operating limits; however, flying conditions are relatively

smooth, and icing conditions are absent near the surface layers.

As the trajectory carries the mT current northward over progressively colder

ground; the surface layers are cooling off and becoming saturated. This cooling is

greatly accelerated if the surface is snow- or ice-covered or if the trajectory carries

the air over a cold-water surface. Depending on the strength of the air current,

fog with light winds or a low stratus deck with moderate to strong winds will form

rapidly because of surface cooling. Occasionally fine drizzle will fall from this cloud

form, and visibility even with moderate winds will then be very poor. Owing to the

rapidity with which the low clouds and fog form within this air mass over very large

areas, particularly during the night, flying conditions are hazardous whenever exten-

sive surface cooling is indicated. Frontal lifting of mT air in winter, even after the

surface layers have become stabilized, will release the convective instability and yield

large amounts of precipitation in the form of rain or snow.

During the winter, air resembling mP is occasionally observed flowing inland over

the Gulf and south Atlantic states. Generally this air is cF air that had a relatively

short trajectory over the warm water off the southeast coast. Clear weather usually

accompanies this type of air in contrast to cloudy weather accompanying a deep cur-

rent of mT air. On surface synoptic charts, the apparent mT current can be dis-

tinguished from true mT currents by the surface dew-point-temperature value. True

mT air will always have dew-point-temperatu|^ values in excess of 60®F. The highly

modified cP air will usually have dew-point values between 50 and 60®F.

mT in Summer— Origin. The weather in tjbe eastern half of the United

States is dominated by mT air in summer. As in winter, warmth and excessive

amounts of moisture characterize this air. In summer, convective instability extends
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to higher levels, and there is also a tendency toward increasing instability since the

air moves over a warmer land mass. This is contrary to winter conditions.

Along the coastal area of the southern states, the development of stratocumulus

clouds during the early morning is typical. These clouds tend to dissipate during

the middle of the morning and immediately reform in the shape of scattered cumulus.

The continued development of these clouds leads to scattered showers and thunder-

storms during the late afternoon. Ceilings in the stratocumulus clouds arc generally

ample for the operation of aircraft, on the order of 700 to 1,500 ft. Ceilings become
unlimited with the development of the cumulus clouds. Flying conditions are gen-

erally favorable despite the shower and thunderstorm conditions, since the convective

activities are scattered and can be circumnavigated. Visibility is usually good except

near sunrise when the air is relatively stable over land.

When mT air moves slowly northward over the continent, ground fogs frequently

form at night. Sea fogs develop w'henever this air flows over a relatively cold current

off the east coast. The fogs over the Grand Banks are usually formed by this process.

In late summer, the Bermuda anticyclone becomes intensified at times and seems

to retrograde westward. This results in a general flow of mT air over Texas, New
Mexico, Arizona, Utah, (k)lorado and even southern and Lower California. The mT
air reaching these areas is very unstable because of the intense surface heating and

orographic lifting it undergoes after leaving the source region in the Caribbean and

Gulf of Mexico. Shower and thundersorm conditions, frequently of cloudburst

intensity, will then prevail over the southwestern states. Locally this condition is

termed sonora weather.

cT Air. This type of air is found over the United States only in summer. Its

source region is the relatively small area over the northern portion of Mexico, western

Texas, New Moxi(?o, and eastern Arizona. As might be suspected, high surface

temperatures and low humidities are the main air-mass characteristics. Large diurnal

temperature ra iges and absence of precipitation are additional properties of cT air.

Flying conditions as pertaining to ceilings and visibilities are excellent. Uncom-
fortable flying conditions prevail during the daytime in this air, owing to turbulence'

extending from the surface throughout the average flying levels.

Superior Air. The origin of this air mass is not known. It usually first appears

in our field of observation over the southwestern states and is believed to be the result

of strong subsiding motions. Most frequently this air is observed only at higher and

intermediate levels of the atmosphere, but it is not uncommon to find it at the surface

particularly in the south central states. In its lower layers, it is the warmest air mass

observed in the United States. Owing to a steep lapse rate, it becomes colder than

mT at high levels. Relative humidities are usually less than 40 per cent; quite often

they are too low to measure with the present meteorographs.

Superior air is observed in both summer and winter. Flying conditions are

excellent in this air mass, since no cloud forms are present and visibilities are usually

very good because of the dryness.

From a forecasting standpoint, this type is very important. It frequently is

observed with strong westerly winds that as a rule will overrun the northerly mov-

ing mT current from the Gulf of Mexico. Unless the mT air mass is deep, the

superior air will put a lid on all convective activity found in the maritime tropical

current and thus prevent the formation of shower and thunderstorm conditions.

If the maritime tropical current is deep and a current of S air is present at high levels,

then the characteristic dryness and relative coldness of S air tend to steepen the lapse

rate. Convective activity within the mT mass will then be intensified and extend

to higher levels.
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CHARACTERISTIC AIR-MASS PROPERTIES OVER EUROPE

Although in general the characteristics of air masses over Europe are much the

same as those found over North America, certain diffcucnces ('xist. One reason for

this is the fact that an op<*n ocean extends betw<*en Europe and North America toward

the arctic. This allows an influx of mA to reach Europe. This typ(' of air is not

(uicountered over North America. The location of an extensive mountain range in

an cast-west direction across southern Europe is an additional infliuuicc not present

over North America, where the prevailing range is oriented in a north-south direction.

If the trajectory of the air is observed carefully and the modifying influences of

the underlying surface are known, little difliculty should be eiujountered in under-

standing the weather and flying conditions encounten'd in an air mass ov(*r any con-

tinent or 0(^ean.

mA in Winter. This air is observed primarily over western lOurope. Strong

outbreaks of this air, originating in the arctic betw^een Grecmland and Spitsbergen,

usually follow in the w'ake of a deep cyclonic system moving across Scandinavia. A
deep cold anticyclone is generally associated with this invasion of arctic air.

Ey the time this air mass reaches the British Isles, it is very unstable. Cumulus
and cumulonimbus are the typical clouds, and widespr(‘ad show^ers and squalls are

frequent. Visibility is generally good because of turbuhmee. Icing conditions

in this air mass often affect aircraft operation.

Table 2.—Arctic Air in West Europe after Having Passed the Norwegian Sea
(Winter) *

Station
Eleva-

tion, gm Press.
Temp.,

o(. ir e

Nancy, Cologne, _ 1,000 2 3.() 275 274
and Frankfurt 800 900 --3 2.9 278 274

1,700 800 -10 1.9 281 274
2,700 700 -17 1.1 284 274
3,850 600 -26 0.45 287 275
5,100 500 -36 0.21 290 276

'IVappes, Ilijon,

Evon, and (-h&-

— 1,000 4 3.6 277 275
800 900 -2 2.6 279 275

teaiiroux 1,700 800 -8 2.0 282 275
2,700 700 -16 1.2 285 275
3,850 600 -25 0.52 288 276
5,150 500 -32 0.25 294 278

Hamburg, Kiel, and ! 1,000 3 3.8
. 276 275

Norderney 800 900 -2 3.0 279 275
1,700 800 -8 1.7 283 275
2,750 700 -14 0.9 287 275
3,900 600 -21 0.5 292 277
5,150 500 -30 0.27 297 279

Lindenberg. Berlin,

and Breslau
1,000 2 3.7 275 275

800 900 -2 2.9 279 275
1,700 800 -9 2.0 282 275
2,700 700 -15 1.1 286 275
3,850 600 -23 0.56 290 277
5,150 500 -32 0.26 294 278

* After Pettermen.
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With the presence of a secondary cyclonic system over France or Belgium, arctic

air will occasionally sweep southward across France to the Mediterranean, giving

rise to the severe mistral of the Rhone Valley and the Gulf of Lions. Heavy showers

and thunderstorm conditions are typical of this situation.

mA in Summer. In summer, this type is so shallow that in moving southward
from its source region it modifies to the extent that it can no longer be identified as a

separate entity. It is then indicated as mP.

Tablio 8.— Akotic .\ir in Summer near Source Rkc4ion*

Station
Eleva-

tion, gin
Press. W d Oaw

Murmansk and 0
1

1,000 9 5.1 282 279
Archangel 850 tK)0 2 3.7 283 278

1

1,750 800 -2 3.5 289 281
2,800 700 -11 1.8 291 279
3,850 fiOO -16 0.8 298 281
5,150 500

i

-27 0.3 301 281

* After Pettersaen.

mP in Winter. Maritime polar air observed over ICurope usually originates in

the form of cP air ()V(‘r North America. It reaches the west coast of Europe by vari-

Table 4.—Polar Maritime Air over West Europe (Winter)*

Station
Fleva-

tion, gm Pr(‘ss.
Temp.,

"C
W e

Trappos, Dijon, 1 ,(KX) 5 4.5 278 276
Lyon, and GhA- 850 900 2 3.9 284 279
teauroux 1 ,7.50 800 -4 2.9 287 279

2,750 700 -9 1.9 293 280
3,950 600 -16 1.3 298 282
5,250 500 -24 0.6 305 283

Hamburg, Ki<4, and 1 ,000
900

4 4.4 277 276
Norderney 850 1 3.5 282 277

1,750 800 -5 2.2 287 277
2,750 700 -10 1.3 291 278
3,950 600 -18 0.8 295 279
5,250 500 -27 0.5 300 281

Nancy, Cologne, — 1,000 4 4.7 277 276
and Frankfurt 850 900 2 4.1 283 278

1,750 800 — 5 2.8 286 278
2,750 700 -11 1.6 290 278
3,950 600 -19 0.9 295 279
5,250 500 -30 0.5 297 280

Lindenberg, Berlin,

and Breslau
1,000 2 4,1 275 275

850 900
1

0 3,3 281 276
1,750 800

1

^4 2.3 287 278
2,750 700 -If 1.1 290 278
3,950 600 -19 0.7 295 279
5,250 1 500 -28 0.4 300 281

* After Petten^een

.
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OU8 trajectories and therefore is found in different stages of modification and produces

weather similar to mP air over the west coast of North America. Table 4 shows

average conditions of this air over West Europe.

Table 5.—Polar Maritime Air over West Europe (Summer)*

Station
Eleva-

tion, gm Press.
Temp.,

‘^C
W e Osw

Hamburg, Kiel, _ 1,000 15 8.5.
1

288 286
N o r d e r n e y, 850 900 10 6.3

1

291 285
Swinemunde, and 1,800 800 4 4.7

1

295 285
Konigsberg 2,850 700 -2 3.1 300 285

4,050 600 -9 1.8 306 285

1

5,400 500 -17 1.0 312 286

Helsingfors, Utti, 1,000 14 7.4 287 284
and Slutsk 850 900 11 6.0 293 285

1,800 800 4 4.0 296 284
2,850 700 -2 2.8 301 284
3,950 600

I

1 ^ 306 285
5,300 500 -19 1.2 310 286

* After Petterssen.

Table 6.—Polar Continental Air over Russia and Central Europe (Winter) ”

Stations
Eleva-

tion, gm Press.
Temp.,
®C W $

Archangel _ 1,000 -26 0.36 247 247
800 900 -19 0.85 262 260

1,650 800 -21 0.80 269 265
2,600 700 -27 0.50 273 267
3,700 600 -36 0.25 275 *268

4,950 500 -42 0.16 282 272

Moscow and Smo- 1,000 -17 jjlMQIIII 256 256
lensk 800 900 -14 267 264

1,650 800 -16 272 269
2,600 700 -23 269 270
3,700 600 -32 267 271
4,950 500 -41 272

Munich and Fried-
richshafen 800 900 -11 1.4 270 267

1,700 800 -17 1.0 273 268
2,650 700 -21 0.60 279 271
3,760 600 -26 0.38 282 275
5,050 500 -36 0.16 290 276

Nancy, Cologne,
ana Frankfurt

1,000
!

-6 2.0 267 266
800 900 -9 1.5 272 268

1,700 800 -15 1.1 275 269
2,650 700 -20 0,72 281 272
3,800 600 -26 0.50 287 275
6,100 500 -34 0.20 292 277

* After Pettersoen.
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mP in Summer. This air when observed over Europe is similar to mP air, as

observed on the west coast of North America. The weather conditions associated with

this air are generally good. Occasionally, because of surface heating, a shower or

thunderstorm is observed in the daytime over land. Table 5 shows average conditions

of this air over West Europe.

cA and cP Air in Winter. The source region for this air is over northern Russia,

Finland, and Lapland. It usually is observed over Europe in connection with an
anticyclone centered over northern Russia and Finland. Occasionally it reaches th(i

British Isles, and also at times it extends southward to the Mediterranean.

Owing to the dryness of this air, clouds are usually absent over the continent.

Fair-weather cumulus are the typical clouds when this air is observed over the British

Isles. Over the Mediterranean, this air soon becomes unstable and gives rise to

cumulus and cumulonimbus clouds with showers. Occasionally it initiates the

development of deep cyclonic systems over the central Mediterranean.

Visibility is usually good; however, after this type becomes modified, haze layers

form and reduce the visibility.

cA and cP Air in Summer. The source region for this air is the same as for its

counterpart in winter. It is a predominantiy dry mass and produces generally fair

weather over the continent and the British Isles. The visibility is usually reducerl

because of haze and smoke in the surface layers As this air streams southward,

the lower layers become unstable, and eventually convective clouds and showers

develop in the later stages of its life cycle.

Table 7.—Polar Continental Air over Rtj-sia and Europe (Summer)*

Station
PJleva-

tion, gm Press. W e Bsw

Moscow, Smolensk, 1,000 17 7.4 290 287
Cracow, and Kiev 900 900 16 7.0 298 289

1,850 800 9 5.1 301 288
2,900 700 2 3.5 305 286
4,100 600 -5 2.2 311 287
5,500 500 -14 1.1 316 288

Murmansk and 1,000 14 8.6 287 285
Archangel 850 900 11 7.3 293 287

1,800 800 5 5.6 295 286
2,850 700 -1 4.0 301 286
3,950 600 -5 2.4 311 287
5,350 500 -15 1.9 315 288

Berlin, Lindenberg, — DSI 17 9.6 290 288
Breslau, Swine- 850 14 7.5 296 288
mlindc, and Kto- 1,850 8 5.7 300 287
igsberg 2,900 700 2 • 3.9 305 288

4,050 600 -6 2.3 309 287
5,450 500 -14 1.3 316 288

Helsingfors, IJtti, 1,000 19 9.2 292 288
and Slutsk 900 900 14 7.3 296 288

1,850 800 8 6.0 300 287
2,900 700 1 3.5 304 287
4,100 600 2.2 308 286
5,450

i

500 1.1 313 287

After Pettersfien.
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mT Air in Winter. Maritime tropical air that arrives over Europe usually

originates over the southern portion of the North* Atlantic under the influence of

the Azores anticyclone. It is marked by pronounced stability in the lower layers and

typical warm-mass cloud and weather conditions. Owing to the stability, it is

relatively smooth even with moderately strong winds. Relatively high tempera-

tures accompany the influx of this air, and the moisture content is greater than in

any other air mass observed in the middle latitudes of Europe.

Visibility is as a rule reduced, owing to its stable stratification and the presence of

fog and drizzle, which are frequently observed with an influx of air.

Maritime tropical air is most frequently observed in West Europe. By the time

it reaches Russia, it is generally found aloft and only infrequently on the surface.

Tablk 8.—Maritime Tropical Air over Europe (Winter)*

Station
Kleva-

lion, gm Pres.s.

•

Temp., W d

Trappes, Dijon, 1,000 10 7.0 283 282
Lvon, and C'hi,- 850 900 6 5.4 288 282
teauroux 1,800 800 3 4.1 294 283

2,850 700 ~2 2.7 300 284
4,050 600 ~9 1.8 306 285
5,400 500 -18 1 .0 312 286

Nancy, Cologne, — 1,000 9 6.7 282 281
and PTankfurt 850 900 7 5.2 i 289 283

1 ,800 800 3 4.0 ; 294 283
2,850 700 -3 2.5

i

299 ! 283
4,000 600 -11 1.4 304

i

284
5,400 500 -19 1.0

1

310
i

286

Hamburg, Kiel, and — 1,000 9
i

6.2 282 281
Norderney 850 900 5 5.4 287 282

1,800 800 2 3.7 293 283
2,850 700 -4 2.2 298 283
4,000 600 -12 1.4 303 284
5,400 500 ~19

1

0.8 311 286

Lindenberg. Berlin,

and Breslau
1,000 6 5.5 279 i 278

850 900 5 5.5 286 282
1,800 800 ' 1 4.2 293 i 283
2,850 700 -6 2.7 297 ! 283
4,000 600 -11 1.8 304 284
5,400 500 -19 1.1 311 286

Koni^sberg and 1,000
I

Swinemunde 900 4 5.6 286 282
800 1 3.4 292 282
700 -6 2.1 296 281

600 -14 1.5 301 282
500 -18 1.3 311 286

Moscow and Slutsk 1,000
900
800 -3 3.4 288
700 292 279
600 -15 1.4 299 282
500 -23 0.8 284

* After Pettermen.
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Table 8 gives average conditions in mT air as observed over Europe.

mT Air in Summer. In general, this air has the same properties as its counter-

part in winter with the exception that it is less stable over land because of surface

heating. This air mass loses its warm-mass characteristics soon after passing inland

over the relatively warmer land surface during the summertime.
Over water, this mass is still a typical warm mass. Sea fogs frequently occur

in the approaches to the English (Channel during the spring and early summer in

mT air.

Visibility in mT air is generally better in summer than in winter particularly

ov(T land where convection currents usually d<;velop.

"IVbi.e 9.—Maritime Tropical Air over Europe (Summer)*

Elevation,
gm Press. Temp., °(/ ir

1

Bsw

_
1 ,000 20 8.9 293 288

900 900 14 7.5 296 288
1,850 800 9 6 2 301 289
2,900 700 3 4.6 306 289
4,100 600 ~4 3.3 312 289
5,500 500 -11 2.1

1

320
1

290

* Aft^r Pciterssen.

Table 10.

—

Continental Tropical Air over Europe (Summer)*

Stations
I]leva-

tion, gm Press.
Ter^.., W

1

6

Konigsberg and _
1 ,000 21 11.6 294 291

Swinemunde 900 900 17 8.7 300 290
1,850 800 11 6.6 302 289.5
2,925 700 3 4.6 305 288.5
4,125 600 -4 2.9 312 289

i

5,500 500 -12 1.6 319 289
1

Berlin, Lindenberg,
j

1,000 20 9.5 293 1 289
and Breslau 900 900 18 8.5 300 ! 270

i 1,850 800 11 6.5 303 289
2,925 700 4 4.6 308 289
4,150 600 -3 2.7 313 289
5,500 500 -14 1.6 317 288

Helsinki, Utti, and 1,000 20 10.4
1

293 290
Slutsk

I

900 900 17 8.0 299 289
1,850 800 10 5.8 302 288
2,900 700 4 4.1 307 288
4,150 600 -4 2.6 312 288
5,500 500 -12 1.3 319 289

Moscow, Smolensk,
Kiev, and Cracow 900

1,000
900 23 9.3 305 293

1

1,900 800 15 7.2 307 291

!

3,000 . 700 6 4.5 309 289
4,200 600 -1 3.0 315 290
4,600 500 -10 1.6 321 290

* After PetterMen.
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Maritime tropical air flowing over the Mediterranean in summer usually changes

to a cold mass, since the water temperature of the Mediterranean is then slightly

higher than that of the air. Weak convection currents prevail then, usually suffi-

ciently strong to form cumulus-type clouds, but seldom sufficiently strong to

produce showers. Table 9 gives average conditions in niT air over Europe in

summer.

cT in Winter. The continental tropical air that arrives ov(^r Europe in wint(*r

originates over North Africa. By the time it reaches central Europe it diffcirs little

from mT air. In general, this air mass is much more prevalent over southern Europe

than over central or western Europe.

Although the moisture content of this air is less than observed in rnT air, the

visibility is not much better than in mT air, owing primarily to the greater dust

content.

This air constitutes the major source of heat for the development of the Mediter-

ranean cyclonic storms, most common during the winter and spring months.

cT Air in Summer. Air in this cat (‘gory usually develops over North Africa,

Asia Minor, and the southern Balkans. At its source region, the air is dry and warm
as well as unstable. In its northw’ard flow over southern Europe, cT air will absorb

moisture and increase its convective instability. The summer showers and thunder-

storms observed over southern Europe are often produced by a modified cT air

mass.

This air mass is much more prevalent over southern Europe than is its winter

counterpart. Table 10 shows the average condition of this air over Europe in

summer.

CHARACTERISTIC AIR-MASS PROPERTIES OVER ASIA

The air masses commonly observed over Asia, particularly eastern Asia, are

continental polar, maritime tropical, equatorial, and monsoon air. Maritime polar

and continental tropical air play a minor part in the air-mass cycle of Asia.

Table 11.

—

Polar Continental Air over Siberia and China (Winter)*

Station
Eleva-

tion, gm Press.
Tei^., w e Baw

Khabarovsk 1,000 -25 248 247
750 900 -27 254 253

1,600 800 -28 261 259
2,500 700 -32 0.30 267 263
3,500 600 -38 0.20 273 266
4,750 500 -44 0.13 271

Vladivostok -19 0.55 254 253
750 -22 0.50 259 257

1,600 -25 0.45 265 261
2,550 i

-32 0.22 267 263
3,600 -39 0.16 271 265

IH9j
Peiping — -9 0.4

500 0.3

2,000 HHI
* After PettenMidQ.
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cP Air. Continental polar air or arctic air as observed over the interior of Asia

is the coldest air on record. This is brought about by the fact that the interior of

Asia, made up of vast steppes, serves as an ideal source region. High mountain
ranges across southern Asia aid in the production of cP air. They tend to keep the

polar air over the source region for a long time and to block the inflow of tropical

air over the higher latitudes.

The weather conditions over eastern Asia are governed by this air mass through-

out the winter. Successive outbreaks of this air occur over Siberia, China, and the

Japanese Islands and establish the winter weather regime. The weather conditions

prevailing in this air are similar to those found in cP air ov(*r the eastern portion of

North America.

The cold air that is forced southward over The Himalaya to India and Burma
arrives in a highly modified form and is generally known as w'int(*r monsoon air.

Table II gives average conditions of cP air over Siberia and ( Jiina.

mT Air. Maritime tropical air is usually observed along the coast of (Jiina and
over the Japanese Islands during the summer. In structure it is almost identical

with 7nT air as observed off the east coast of North America. The weather conditions

encountered in this air are similar to those of its North American counterpart.

E Air. Equatorial air is observed over southeastern Asia. During the sumni(?r

all of India and Burma are under the influence of E air, owing to th(i summer
monsoon circulation. In the wintertime, when offshore winds prevail, E air is found

not over the land masses but some distance offshore.

Equatorial air is an extremely warm and moist air mass. It has great vertical

depth, often extending beyond 20,000 ft in height. This entire column is unstable,

and either any slight lifting or a small amount of surface heating tends to release

the instability and produce showers and squalls.

The equatorial air observed over India and Burma is almost identical in structure

with E air found all along the equatorial zone over the entire earth.

Table 12 gives yearly average values of E air over Batavia, Java.

Table 12.

—

Equatorial Air over Batavia, Java*

Elevation, gm Temp., ®G w, ff/Kg

10 26 86 18.8
1,000 21 1 77 13.3
2,000 15 74 10.0
3,000 10 66 7.1

4,000 4 64 5.4
5,000 -2 60 3.8
6,000 -7 57 2.7
7,000 -13 53 1.9
8,000 -19 49

i

1 .1

Yearly average after A. Wagner.

Monsoon Air. Monsoon air as observed over India and Burma consists of

unmodified equatorial air during the summer monsoon and of highly modified cP

air during the winter season.

The weather conditions during the summer monsoon consist of cloudy weather

with almost continuous rain and widespread shower activity. High temperatures

and high humidities further add to the discomfort.

The weather conditions during the winter monsoon are dominated by the dry

and adiabatically warmed polar air flowing equatorward. It is during this time that
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generally pleasant weather prevails over most of the area influenced by monsoon
conditions.

Tables 13 and 14 give average conditions in monsoon air over India.

Table 13.—Monsoon Air in India (Winter)*

Stations
lOlcva-

tion, gni
Pr(^ss.

Temp.,

!

19

10

5
1

-5
-14

ir

4.3
4.2
3.5
3.1
1.7
1.2

e

\

^sw

Agra -
8.50

1 ,800
2.8.50

4.050
5,400

996
900
800
700
600
500

292
292
296
305
310
320

283
283
283
286
287
288

Poona 1,000 900 22 6.8 304 290
2,000 800 14 4.6 306 288
3,200 700 7 2.8 311 288
4,300 600 0 1.4 317 288

j

5,700 500 -9 0.6 322 289

Karachi — 1,000 18 6.6 291 285
900 900 15 5.0 297 286

1,850 800 8 3.4 300 285
2,<K)0 700 4 3.4 307 287
4,150 600 -3 2.6 313 291

* .After PcttorH.»«;n.

Table 14.—Monsoon Air in India (Summer)*

Stations
I^]leva-

tion, gm Press.
Temp., W e Osw

Madras 1,000 31 304 299
950 900 25 17.0 298

1,950 17 13.5 310 297
3,050 10 10.0 314 296

3 295
5,700 4.2 327 294

Agra — 1,000
900 900 28 19.0 311 300

1,900 800 21 314 299
700 15 12.0 320 298

6 7,5 342 296

1Hiil
-1

Iwm 332 296

* After Petterseen.

CHARACTERISTIC AIR-MASS PROPERTIES
m THE SOUTHERN HEMISPHERE

Air mass^ encountered in the Southern Hemisphere differ little from their counter-
part in the Northern Hemisphere. Since by far the greater portion of the Southern
Hemisphere is oceanic, it is not surprising to find maritime climates predominating
in that hemisphere.
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Since the two largci contiinmts of the Southern Hemisphere, Africa and South

America, both taper from the (equatorial regions toward the South Pole and have

only small land areas at high latitudes, cP air is unknown except over the antarctic

continent. Maritime polar air is the coldest air mass observed over the middle

latitudes of the? Southern Hemisphere.

In the interior of Africa, South America, and Australia, cT air can be observ()d

during the summer. Over the nmiaind(*r of the Southern Hemisphere, the pre-

dominating air-mass types are mP, and E air. The structure of these air-mass

types is almost identical with those found in the Northern Hemisphere.
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FRONTS

By E. Bollay

The theories of atmospheric boundaries were presented by Helmholtz, Margules,

and V. Bjerknes in various classical papers. J. Bjerknes and H. Solberg were first

to apply these theoretical concepts to synoptic meteorology in the theory of frontal

analysis and the formation of^wave cyclones. T. Bergeron did much to refine the

original concepts of fronts and laid the ground work of air-mass analysis.

Bjerknes and Solberg first called attention to the fact that the major weather

changes occur along the boundaries between the different air masses. In reality those

boundaries are transition zones that for practical purposes can be considered as dis-

continuities or frontal surfaces. Owing to the general circulation of the air, the frontal

surfaces are in equilibrium whenever they form a small angle with the horizontal.

A frontal surface may therefore be defined as an inclined narrow zone of transition

in which the meteorological elements vary more or less abruptly. A front is defined

as the line or zone of intersection between the frontal surface and the earth's surface

or some other horizontal plane. The theories of atmospheric boundaries are discussed

in Sec. VI.

CLASSIFICATION OF FRONTS

Fronts can be classified geographically and also according to the motion of the air

masses involved.

Geograpliical Classification. The formation of fronts occurs from time to time

in widely different regions over the earth's surface. However, it follows from what
has been said about frontogenesis in Sec. VI that the development of fronts occurs

most frequently in certain geographical regions, particularly where deformation fields

prevail with a suitable temperature gradient. Regions favorable to frontogenesis

usually found along the boundaries of the four major air masses. The climatologi-

cal charts in Sec. XII show these major deformation fields and mean frontal zones

in each hemisphere. The fronts along these boundaries are called arctic, polar, and
intertropicai front according to their mean positions. These positions and their

annual variation are further discussed in Sec. XII.

Cla88ificatio& of Fronts According to Motion of Air. This classification was
introduced by Bjerknes and Solberg. It is based primarily on the displacement of

638
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fronts and the resultant temperature changes. Four basic types of fronts are provided

by this system: (1) cold front, (2) warm front, (3) occlusion, and (4) stationary front.

A cold front is defined as a front along which cold air replaces warmer air at the

surface (Fig. 1).

A warm front is defined as a front along which warm air replaces colder air at the

surface (Fig. 2).

An occlusion is defined as a front resulting when a cold front overtakes a warm
front. Occlusions are subdivided into warm-front-type occlusions and cold-front-

type occlusions (Figs. 3 and 4).

WARM AIR

A stationary front is a front that has little or no horizontal motion. On synoptic

charts, these fronts are indicated as quasi-stationary fronts.

For forecasting purposes, it is not sufficient to know whether one is dealing with a

cold front or a warm front. In order to forecast the weather conditions accurately,

it is further necessary to know the stability conditions in both air masses as well as

the distribution of vertical velocities. An estimate of the stability of the respective

cold and warm air masses can usually be gained from upper-air soundings and cloud

observations. The determination of vertical currents on a large scale is not feasible

so far; however,- an estimate of the sigp of the vertical velocity can usually be obtained

from the distribution of hydroraeteors and clouds.
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Fig. 5.—Possible distributions of vertical velocities at frontal surfaces.
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I'he various possible combinations of vertical velocities at frontal surfacjc^s are

shown in Fig. 5. Types A, B, and C are observed with various frontal types in nature.

With type D the frontal cloud system would be found in the ascending currents of

the cold air, since no frontal cloud system could exist in the warm descending currents.

From observation, it is known that frontal cloud systems are embedded in the warm
air and that type D would th(irefore lead to conditions not consistent with observations.

Thermal Structure. The thermal structure of discontinuities depends \ipon the

width of the transition zone and the temperature difference across the zone. The
strength of a frontal zone is a function of the thermal structure. The strength or

intensity of fronts dciterrnines the ease with which discontinuities can be located.

Strong fronts have marked t(unperature changes in both the horizontal and the verti-

cal, whereas weak fronts are marked by only minor changes in temperature. Figure

6 indicates the thermal structure of fronts or discontinuities of diffenmt intensity.

The intensity or strength of a frontal zone is not to be confused with frontal

activity. The activity of a front is more a function of frontal slope, vertical velocities,

and stability conditions,

WARM FRONTS

A front along which warm air replac(‘s cold(‘r air at the surface is called a warm
front. The velocity of the warm air normal to the front is usually greater than the

Fig. 7.—Streamliiie.s of the geostrophic motion of tropical air relative to the moving warm-
front surface, Feb, 15, 1935, 6 p.m. (After Bjerknes and Palrncn.)

velocity of the cold air retreating from the front. This results in active upglide

motion in the warm air.

The active upglide motion usually extends t-o the highest levels of the warm front

in the vicinity of a cyclone. In regions not under pronounced cyclonic flow condi-

tions, the warm air recurves anticyclonically as it ascends. In such regions, the

vertical components decrease with altitude, and eventually descending motions

develop. A good example of this is shown in Fig. 7. It can be seen that in this

case the motion at the 6-km level is almost parallel to the contour lines.

' Since the slope of warm fronts is about 1 :160 on an average, it follows that the

vertical components in the warm air are never large, even with relatively strong
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winds in the warm air. The typical weather conditions and flow patterns associated

with warm fronts are shown in Fig. 8.

Warm-front Cloud Systems and Precipitation. Characteristic cloud systems are

usually observed with warm fronts, covering a wide area and often coinciding with the

prefrontal, falling isallobaric pattern. The first clouds indicating the approach of

the warm front are usually observed 700 to 1,000 miles from thg surface position of the

front and consist of cirrus. As a rule, the cirrus do not coincide with the frontal

boundar^^ but are embedded in an adjacent layer of air some distance above the front.

There is some disagreement as to their exact cause. That these clouds are not formed
on the warm-front surface is inferred from the fact that the warm-front surfaces do
not reach the lev(‘l at which these clouds are observed.

With the approach of the front, the cirrus increase and merge into cirrostratus.

As a rule, the boundary of the cirrostratus is found about 600 miles from the surface

front. Gradually the cirrostratus thickens and merges into altostratus as the front

approaches. The leading edge of the altostratus is found with a typical condition

a

Fig. 8.—Typical weather conditions and flow patterns observed with warm fronts.

about 500 miles in advance of the surface front. Precipitation is common in the

lowering altostratus deck up to 300 miles in advance of the warm front. I'he cloud

type in the precipitation area is referred to as nimbostratus.

The cloud systems found with warm fronts coincide closely with the frontal surface

up to the cirrostratus level. As a rule the frontal clouds are thickest over the surface

portion of the front and decrease steadily along the warm-front slope. It is not
unusual to find the cirrostratus, altostratus, and nimbostratus arranged in layers

instead of a solid cloud mass resting on the frontal surface.

When the warm air is convectively unstable, showers and thunderstorm condi-

tions are frequently superimposed on the steady warm-front-type precipitation.

Cumuliform clouds will then be embedded in the nimbostratus and altostratus clouds

and extend to high levels within the warm mass.

Warm-front precipitation increases and reaches its greatest intensity with the

approach of the steepest portion of the warm-front slope. Little if any rain is observed
when the surface front passes. However, it is not uncommon to find drizzle and
stratus-type clouds with the frontal passage and in the warm sector after the front

has passed.

Particularly common with warm fronts of rapidly developing systems is the

warm-front fog observed in the wedge of cold air adjacent to the surface front. As a
rule, this fog will disappear only with"the passage of the warm front.
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In examining pilot-balloon observations, warm fronts will be found in regions of

pronounced clockwise shifts in the wind direction with increasing elevation. When
clouds are present in and above the warm-front surface, this veer in wind direction

can of course not be observed; however, in such cases, the pilot-balloon data will

terminate at the cloud base, thus giving indirect evidence of the height of the frontal

zone. Along the upper portion of the warm-front surface, the winds will usually

flow parallel to the frontal slope or may even flow downslope. Under such circum-
stances, wind data will not necessarily indicate the frontal position.

On radiosonde soundings, warm fronts can be located with ease whenever the front

is active. That is particularly true in the lower portions of the frontal surface, where
the vertical currents are at a maximum. At the upper levels, where downslope
motions may be present, the frontal characteristics are masked to such a degree

that the warm-front surface cannot be located with any degree of certainty or con-

Fio, 9.—Wind distribution and characteristic properties through a warm-front surface

oriented in a NW—SE direction.

fidence. Figure 9 shows the wind distribution and c.haracteristic properties through

a warm-front surface.

Warm-front Characteristics Observed on Surface Charts

Pressure Distribution. Active warm fronts can generally be located by pressure

troughs on the surface charts. The troughs are seldom so pronounced as those

observed with cold fronts, and other meteorological elements are therefore usually

resorted to in locating warm fronts accurately.

Pressure Tendencies. Pressure usually falls for an appreciable length of time

prior to the frontal passage. Advection of warmer air and divergence above the

frontal surface, and the removal of colder air in the lower layers account for the

falling tendency. Prior to the frontal passage, the*tendency characteristics are

or \^. A warm-front passage is usually indicated by a \. tendency characteristic.

Extensive negative isallobaric patterns precede warm fronts and roughly coincide

with the warm-front cloud shield. A marked decrease in the isallobaric gradient is

observed in the warm sector except when rapid deepening of the associated cyclone

is taking place.

Wind. The wind velocity usually increases in advance of warm fronts because

of the general increase in the pressure gradient. Gustiness, which is noticeably

absent in the underlying cold air, has been observed to increase below the warm-

front altostratus deck, particularly during the cold season of the year over continents

and during the warm season over the oceans. This is explained by the greater

pressure gradient and by the destructive effect of the altostratus deck on the surface
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inversion. Iladiation from the surface becomes negligible under cloudy conditions,

and the surface inversion will then be destroyed by turbulent mixing.

The approach of the front is usually marked by increasing gustiness and stronger

winds blowing nearly parallel to the surface front. A maximum in the wind velocity

is reached just prior to tlu» frontal passage. As the front passes, the wind will veer

and generally diminish in intensity.

Cloud Forms. Warm fronts are nearly always well defined by typi(^al cloud

forms. A transition from cirrus to cirrostratus to altostratus to nimbostratus is

the rule. The relative distance of these cloud types from the surface position of

the front is indicated in Fig. 8.

Fractostratus and stratus and occasionally fog are observf'd in the immediate

vicinity of the warm front. Within the warm mass away from the front, only typical

air-mass clouds are found.

Cumulus-type clouds will form in the warm air b(‘ing lifted if the air mass is

convectively unstable. It is also under such circumstances that mammalocumulus
are observed from the ground.

Precipitation Forms. The precipitation area of warm fronts extends about

300 miles in advance of the surface front. Plspe(*ially typical hydrometeors of warm-
front precipitation are the following states of w('ather;

*
76 * *

*

*
* * 72 * * TO 0 *

69 •
*

CONTINUOUS
HEAVY SNOW
IN FLAKES

CONTINUOUS
MODERATE SNOW
IN FLAKES

CONTINUOUS SLIGHT

SNOW IN FLAKES
SNOW(ORSNOWAND
RAIN.MIXED)

HEAVY RAIN AND
SNOW, MIXED

68 : 66 •
•

64 .% 62 •• 60 ©
SLIGHT OR MODERATE
RAIN AND SNOW.
MIXED

CONTINUOUS
HEAVY RAIN

CONTINUOUS
MODERATE RAIN

CONTINUOUS
SLIGHT RAIN

RAIN .

Hydrometeors typical of the frontal zone are the states of weather as shown on

page 645.

Temperature Changes. Temperature rises slowly with the first indications of

the warm-front cloud system. When the altostratus shield approaches and the

surface inversion is destroyed, rapid increases in the surface temperature occur,

often leading to the apparent development of a fictitious warm front. In precipitation

and fog areas, the temperature drops several degrees. When the front passes, a

general and rapid rise in temperature is commonly observed.

Dew-point Temperature. The temperature of the dew point increases slowly

with the approach of the warm front. In the precipitation area, there is a marked
increase in the dew point. A further increase follows the frontal passage whenever
the air in the warm sector is of maritime tropical origin.

Visibility. In advance of the front particularly underneath the altostratus deck,

the visibility is unusually good, owing to the absence of a surface inversion. In the

precipitation area, the visibility decreases and becomes quite low just prior to the

frontal passage. After the warm-front passage, the visibility improves to the char-

acteristic values of the air in the warih sector.
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77

*

SNOW AND FOG

67

RAIN AND FOG

61

INTERMITTENT
SLIGHT RAIN

59
9

9

THICK DRIZ7LE
AND RAIN

ISLIGHT OR MODERATE]

DRIZZLE AND RAIN

58

57 56
9
9 9
9

55

9
9
9

54
9 9

53
9

9

DRIZZLE AND FOG
CONTINUOUS
THICK DRIZZLE

INTERMITTENT
ITHICK DRIZZLE

CONTINUOUS
MODERATE DRIZZLE!

INTERMITTENT-
MODERATE DRIZZLE

52 99

CONTINUOUS
SLIGHT DR17ZLE

51 50 '48 46

INTERMITTENT-
ISLIGHT DRIZZLE DRIZZLE

FOG.SKYNOTDIS-
ICLRNIBLE-HAS
BECOME THICKER
DURING LAST HOUR

FOG. SKY NOT
discernible.no
APPRECIABLE CHAN6E1

DURING LAST HOUR

44 41 40

FOG.SKY NOT DIS-

CERNIBLE- HAS
BECOME THIf NER
DURING LAST HOUR

MODERATE FOG IN

LAST HOUR, BUT
NOT AT TIME OF
OBSERVATION

FOG

24 *

RAIN AND SNOW
MIXED IN LASTHOUl
BOT NOT AT TIME
OF OBSERVATION

23 *

SNOW.OTHERTHAN
IRjSHOWERS.lN LAST
HOUR BUT NOT AT
ITIMEOF OBSERVATION

22 •

RAIN.OTHERTHAN
SHOWERS. IN LAST
HOUR.BUT NOT AT
TIMEOFOBSERWION

21 9

DR1ZZLE,0THERTHAN

SHOWERS, IN LAST

HOUR BUT NOT AT

TIME OF OBSERVATION

8

LIGHT FOG, (VISI-

BILITY 1000 TO
ZOOOM., 1100 TO
ZZOOYDS.)

5 OO
HAZE.(VISIBILITY

PLUS lOOOM., 1100

YDS.)

Ceilings. The cloud ceilings in advance of the warm front follow the slope of the

frontal surface as long as no precipitation takes place. In the precipitation area, the

(jeilings are lower because of clouds forming within the cold air. Very low ceilings

prevail along the surface front, and a rapid improvement follows the frontal passage.

COLD FRONTS

A front along which cold air replaces warmer air at the surface is defined as a

cold front.

Marked pressure rises due primarily to the advection of colder air are associated

with cold-front passages. As a cold front passes, the wind will veer sharply and the

temperature and humidity decrease. The visibility improves markedly in the colder

air, and the cloud ceilings increase almost immediately after the cold-front passage.

The distribution of cloudiness and precipitation depends to a large extent on the

distribution of the vertical velocities of the warm air. Bergeron differentiated between

two basic types of cold fronts on the basis of vertical velocities. Type I is defined
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as a cold front whore the warm air is being lifted to high levels over the cold-front

surface, owing primarily to the intrusion of cold air in the lower levels. Type II

Noon Wmd! direefion

Noon
Fig. 10.—Autographic record of cold-front passage. Mar. 17, 1944, Annapolis, Md.

is defined as a cold front where the warm air is lifted only along the leading edge of the

intruding wedge of cold air* At higher levels, the warm air is moving faster than
the cold air, and therefore no ascending motions are observed in the warm air above
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the frontal surface. Vroqu(‘ntly deHcending inotioiiK dovoloj) along the upper portion

of the frontal surface with this tyi>c of fast-moving cold front.

Cold Front Type I

Cold fronts of this classification are observed outside the zone of cyclonic activity.

They are generally slowly moving fronts or may even be qiiasi-stationarj". There

200 ISO 100 50 0 50 100

Miles

Fui. 11.—Tj pe I cold front. {After Bergeron, 1934.)

is a general upglidc of warm air over the entire frontal surface so that the cloud system

rest‘mbl(*s that of a warm front. An observer on the ground will of course observe the

clouds in revcrst‘ orth‘r. Kiinbostratus and rain extend for several hundred miles

to the rear of the front and are followed by
altostratus and eirrostratus. The slope of this

type of front is on an average about 1:100;

however, near tne ground the slope is appreci-

ably steeper owing to surface friction. Unlike

the gradual and uniform upglide motion ob-

served with warm fronts, the lifting along the

lower portion of the cold front is pronounced.

This lifting produces a high cloud bank often

resembling a gigantic cumulonimbus cloud.

Showt^rs and thunderstorms and squalls are the

typical conditions that persist for hundreds of

miles along this type of front. The horizontal

extent of the cloud and precipitation area is

generally smaller than that observed with warm
fronts. Since the motion in the cold air is

generally dc'seending, no cloudiness is pn^sent in

the cold air some distance behind the front.

If the cold air is unstable, convective cloudi-

ness may develop behind the surface front

where the descending motions have become negligible. Figure 11 shows the flow

conditions and cross section through a cold front of type I.

On vertical soundings, this type of front is usually well marked. The tempera-

ture-height curves will indicate pronounced inversions. The relative humidity is

generally high in both the cold air and the warm air near the surface front owing to

cloudiness and precipitation. The mixing ratio in the warmer air is larger than that

in the cold air. Figure 12 shows the variation in characteristic properties through a

type I frontal zone.

Section through
Fig. 11

MlKing ratio
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Fig. 12.—Characteristic properties

through a type I cold front.
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Cold Front Type II

This type of cold front is very important from a forecasting standpoint. They
are observed within the zone of (j^xlonic activity and as a rule move very rapidly.

Since the warm air above the frontal surface movies even faster, descending motion

actually develops in the warm air along the frontal surface at the higher levels. The
warm air near the surface is pushed vigorously and forcibly upward. As a rule,

descending currents prevail in the cold air immediately behind the frontal surface.

Ml lea

Fio. 13.—Type II cold front. (After Bergeron, 1934.)

C- Verficx^l iemperafure disfnbufion in wcirmairbeibrehWng
Ih \/trficat femperafurc distribution in vvarmairafterftfting

moist adiabaticatiy

Fig. 14.—The development of a temperature discontinuity within a cold air mass.

It is with this type that a squall line frequently extends along or slightly in advance

of the surface front for many miles, induced by the ascending warm air and the rapidly

protruding and overturning cold air near the surface layers. Because of high wind

velocities associated with this type, steep frontal slopes can be maintained, ranging

from 1 :40 to 1 :80.

The cloud system forming in the ascending warm air resembles a huge cumulo-

nimbus cloud. Frequently stratus clouds grow laterally from the main cloud bank

at some intermediate level, and nimbostratus and altostratus form after the ice-crystal

level is reached. This cloud deck may drift ahead of the surface front by as much
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as 150 miles, where it generally breaks up into small isolated patches of lenticular

altocumulus. The vertical <‘xt^mt of the cloud system in the warm air is determined

by the inversion formed l)y the high-velocity current aloft and the predominantly

ascending warm air. The trailing edge of the cloud system usually consists of strato-

(iumulus opacus or altocumulus opacus and may be observed within a 50-mile zone

behind the surface front.

Since descending motions are pronounced in the cold air behind the front, clouds

are noticeably absent in this air. If the cold air is unstable, cumulus-type clouds will

develop when the descending components are no longer significant.

Precipitation usually oc.cwvn at or slightly in advance of the surface position of

the front in the form of lieavy sliowers. Line squalls and thunderstorms should be

anticipated if the warm air is sutficiently unstable and no pronounced inversions are

present to block vertical convection.

The width of the precipitation ar(^a is frequently so small that it may not show

up at all on synoptic charts. In such cases, past weather and the amounts of recorded

precipitation are the only chics as to the activity of the front. Careful attention

should be given these items.
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Fig. 15.—Characteristic properties ihrough a type II cold front.

When the w'arm air is relatively dry, type II cold fronts will sweep through without

producing any precipitation and sometimes even without producing cloudiness.

Owing to the sinking motion of the cold air behind the front and the resultant

adiabatic warming, the temperature change across the front is often destroyed or may
even be reversed. In such cases, the frontal passage is marked by only a wind shift,

an increase in the visibility, and a decrease in the moisture content. A real tempera-

ture change is observed under these conditions as far as 50 to 100 miles behind the

masked front and is often designated as a secondary cold front. This temperature

discontinuity marks the boundary between the adiabatically warmed cold air and the

horizontally moving current of cold air observed farther behind the front, as shown in

Fig. 14. This temperature discontinuity may also be marked by a change in the wind

velocity due to the absence of descending motions. No clouds or other frontal

phenomena are observed with the temperature discontinuity.

Difficulties are often encountered in analyzing cross sections through the lower

portion of type II cold fronts. The dry-adiabatically descending cold air is “warmed

more than the moist-adlabatically ascending warm air is cooled, thereby destroying

the temperature contrast across the front or possibly even reversing the temperature

gradient, as discussed in the preceding paragraphs. The subsidence inversion within

the cold air is often more marked than the frontal surface on a temperature-height
^
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curve. This results frequently in some confusion as to where the frontal surface

should be located. Figure 15 shows the characteristic properties through a type II

cold front.

Cold-front Indications Observed on Surface Charts

Pressure Distribution, (-old fronts are located in wi‘Il-defined pr(\ssur<; troughs

w'henever there is a marked densit^v contrast between two air masses. A careful

analysis of the isobars will in most cases indicate the correct position of tlu' pn^ssun^

trough that contains the front. This method of isoharic analysis is frequt'ntly the

only possible means of locating fronts over ocean arenas or regions of scanty surface

reports.

Pressure Tendencies. In advance of cold fronts, the tendency characteristic is

usually indicated by a and \. The isallobars of falling pressure in advance of

the front usually form an elongated pattern approximately parallel to th(! front.

Frontal passages are indicated by and \y tendfuicy characteristics.

Type I cold fronts w’ill indicate weak pressure rises behind the frontal passage.

The isallobars of rising prt'ssure behind the front ar(‘ widespread end do not show

strong isallobaric gradient.

Type II cold fronts frequently" have sudden and strong rising-pn*ssure t<‘ndenci(\s

following the frontal passage, and the isallobars of rising pnvssure an' oftf'ii confin(‘d

to a narrow and oval-shaped area behind the front.

Wind. With the approach of the front, tlu' wind will usually back until it is

almost parallel to the front. The w’ind will lu* high(*st at the time of the frontal

passage, particularly with type I fronts. In advance of type II fronts, the change in

wind speed is not so pronounced as that observed with type 1.

A clockwise shift occurs with the frontal passage. Very gusty winds and occa-

sionally a line squall occur in the frontal zone. After the frontal passage'., the winds

decrease rapidly with type I fronts. Strong winds, frequently gusty and turbuhmt,

are observed for long periods of time in the rear of type II cold fronts.

Cloud Forms. Type I cold fronts are preceded by the cloud forms typical of the

wrarm air mass. Towering cumulus and cumulonimbus as well as stratocunnilus and

nimbostratus are observed with and immediately behind the surface front. Alto-

stratus and cirrostratus usually trail far behind the surfac'c front.

Type II cold fronts are generally preceded by lenticular altocumulus that gradu-

ally increases and changes to altostratus. With the approach of the front, the alto-

stratus merges with nimbostratus and huge cumulonimbus in a cloud bank at the

front. Stratocumulus opacus and altocumulus opacus are the predominant cloud

types found a short distance behind type* TI cold fronts.

Precipitation Forms. Showers and sometimes thunderstorms will occur with the

cold-front passage, and continuous precipitation will be observt^d for some hours after

the frontal passage with cold fronts of type I flow conditions.

* Shower and sometimes thunderstorm activity of short duration will ot‘cur with or

slightly in advance of type II cold fronts. Rapidly clearing conditions arc typical

after the frontal passage.

Temperature. With type 1 cold fronts, there will be a pronounced drop in tem-

perature with and following the frontal passage. Type II cold fronts will generally

be preceded by a temperature fall in the warm air due to the prefrontal showier activity.

Immediately behind the front, rapid clearing and quite often descending motions

tend to keep the temperature in the cold air about the same as in the warm air. An
abrupt temperature change is encountered under such circumstances some di.stance

from cold' front.
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Dew-point Temperature. "J'lie dew-point temperature will generally aid in

locating tlie fronts. A drop in dew point will be observed with both type I and type II

cold fronts. When the temperature effect across a type 11 cold front is masked by
descending currt^nts, the front can often be located by the change in dew-point tem-
perature that will be pronounced under such circumstances.

Visibility. With the approach and passages of type 1 cold fronts, the visibility

decreases. In, the cold air a slight improvement in the visibility is observed. Since

the precipitation eontinuc's with this typo, no marked improvement takes place until

the precipitation (*nds. Type II cold fronts are preceded by regions of poor visibility

due to shower activity. A pronoum^ed improvement will almost always follow this

type of (^old-front passage'.

Ceilings. With tyi^e I fronts, the ceilings become very low at the time of the

frontal passage' and lift only gradually after the front has passed the station. Type II

cold fronts will have low ceilings restricting aircraft operation only in the vicinity

of the front, irnlimited ceilings usually arc found in the cold air, and, far in advance
of the cold-front, ceilings are ample for operation of aircraft.

INFLUENCE OF MOUNTAIN RANGES

Mountain ranges greatly influence the speed of fronts and frontal slopes, and the

frontal activity. The orientation of the front relative to the mountain range and the

Fui. 10.—A warm front crossing a mountain. {After J, Bjerknes and Solherg, 1921.)
,

size of the mountains as well as the stability of the air masses involved determine

the amount of modification that develops.

The retardation of fronts in crossing mountain ranges frequently results in the

development of new cyclonic waves on the front. This effect is observed on the

south coast of Greenland, along the south coast of Norway, and also along the southern

section of the Alleghenies in the United States.

Warm Fronts. Figure 16 represents vertical sections through a warm-front

surface passing a mountain range. As a rule, the slope of warm fronts is much less

than the slope of mountain ranges. Therefore, when a warm front approaches a

mountain range, the warm-front surface reaches the mountain ridge first and traps a

wedge of cold air along the mountainside, as shown in Fig. 16. Since the cold mass

cannot escape, the warm-front surface will accordingly become stationary along the
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leading slopes of the mountains. Tlie precipitation area common to the lower portion

of the warm front will then persist over the same r(‘gioii for a long time. The upper

portion of the warm front will pass over the mountains and descend on the lee side

of the mountain range. Precipitation and sometimes cloudiness are absent on this

side owing to sinking motions. When the warm front arrives over flat country, it

regains its characteristic, cloud and ])recii)itation pattern.

The effect of mountain ranges is therefore primarily to widen the precfipitatioii

area and to increase the duration as well as the intensity of the precipitation on the

windward side of the mountains and to decrease the precipitation area and intensity

on the lee side.

Cold Fronts. Figure 17 shows .suceesai\'e vertical sections through :i cold front

crossing a mountain range. The (;old wedge is retarded on th(‘ w indward side and
accelerated on the lee .side of the mountains.

If the air on the lee side of the mountains is colder than the advancing w^edge of

cold air, the cold front will merely travel across the top of the cold dome on the lee

Fig. 17.—A cold front crossing a mountain.

side of the mountains as an upper air front. This frequently happens during the

winter east of the Rocky Mountains and also east of the Alleghenies during the

early-morning hours. At that time, the stagnant air east of the mountains will be

colder because of radiation processes, while the well-stirred air associated with the

cold front will maintain higher temperatures and therefore overrun the stagnant

mass on the lee side of the mountains. Frontal activity will be at a minimum under

such conditions until surface heating has become active in reversing the temperature

conditions. Thunderstorm conditions and squalls may develop when the upper-air

front finally breaks through to the ground.

If the air on the lee side of the mountains is warmer than the advancing wedge of

cold air, the cold front will sweep the warm air away. The frontal activity continues

unhindered in this case.

The angle with which a cold front approaches and crosses a mountain range deter-

mines the increase in frontal activity on the windward side and the relative decrease

on the lee side of the mountains. maximum change in frontal activity occurs

v/hen the front lies parallel to the mountain range.
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Occluded Fronts. Occluded fronts crossing mountain ranges are influenced in

the same way as cold fronts and warm fronts Cold-front-type occlusions behave

like cold fronts, and warm-front-type occlusions cross mountain ranges like warm
fronts.

Mountain ranges frequently tend 1o accelerate the occlusion process when a

warm-sector cyclone approaches. Under such circumstances, the warm front is

retarded by the mountain range wliile the cold front moves unhindered until it reaches

the mountain range and the stalled warm front. This condition is observed often on

the west co.ast of continents during winter.

OVERRUNNING COLD FRONTS

Overrunning cold fronts indicated in Tig. IS an' commonly associated with violent

thunderstorms and tornadoes in the ( lulf state s and the Great Plains region. Although

in general this type of front nl stru(‘ttiro is indicative of great instability, it can be

Fio. 18.—Overrunning cold front.

shown that this situation may under certain circumstances persist for periods of 12 to

24 hr.

Overrunning cold fronts arc obs(.*rved primarily with mP cold fronts invading in'P

air. Maritime polar air when observed east of the Roc^ky Mountains has approxi-

mately the same or sometimes less density than the maritime tropical air from the

Gulf of Mexico and the Atlantic Ocean.

The horizontal velocity distribution favoring the development of overrunning

cold fronts is such that strong westerly winds are found in the mP air and stnmg
southerly winds prevail in the mT air. The synoptic • situation necessary for this

flow pattern consists of a deep c\ clonic center located over the northern and central

Great Plains, This cyclonic development is usually the result of pronounced out

breaks of cP air southward along the eastern slopes of the Rocky Mountains and the

simultaneous influx of a warm niT current over the Gulf states. The mP air, accel-

erated by the deepening cyclonic system, will then flow rapidly eastward and impinge

on the mT current in a jetlike effect.

The forced lifting of the viT current by the mP air will set off convective activity,

producing heavy showers and thunderstorms. The mP air will occasionally be



The distance to which the overrunning takes place has been observed to be up
to 300 miles Because of turbulence and convective activity, the overrunning nose

eventually breaks down, and the front continues in the conventional fashion

eastward.

Figures 19 and 20 show the synoptic conditions for the development of a typical

overrunning cold front. Tornadoes were observ^ed with this synoptic situation.
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OCCLUDED FRONTS

Wann-front-type Occlusions. In wave cyclones, where the advancing cold air

is warmer than the cold air below the warm-front surface, a warm-front-type occlusion

results if the cold front moves faster than the warm front. In this case, cool air will

lift the warm air from the surface and gradually will flow up the warm-front surface.

The cold air below the warm-front surface will move slowly under such circumstances.

Figure 21 shows the cycle of events associated w'ith this type of occlusion.

The warm-front-type occlusion has a typical wrarm-front-type cloud system that

is gradually destroyed by the advancing w^edge of cool air, f.e., the upper-air cold

front. Eventually only cirrus clouds mark the remnant of tlie original cloud system.

For forecasting purposes, the progress of the upper-air cold front is of greatest

importance, since the zone of bad weather precedes and accompanies this front. The

surface occluded front is of interest only in forecasting the wdnd direction and tem-

perature changes near the ground. The position of the upper-air front can best be

followed by noting the trailing edge of the prefrontal precipitation pattern and the

pressure tendencies. A line of cumulonimbus clouds and thunderstorms often accom-

panies the upper-air cold front, provided that the overrunning cold air has not prog-

ressed too far up the warm-front slope.

Between the upper-air cold front and the surface occluded front, precipitation is

generally absent unless induced by the topography.

Warm-front-type occlusions arc particularly prevalent along west coasts of con-

tinents during the winter. The cool air flowing onshore is usually warmer than the

cold continental air lying along the immediate costal region. This type of occlusion

is also very common east of the Rockies in winter. Cold cP air over the Great Plains

is invariably colder than mP air. Any cyclonic activity between these two air masses

will produce a warm-front-type occlusion.
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The weather conditions change rapidly with this type of occlusion. When the

upper-air cold front is first established, moderate frontal activity should be expected.

However, as the upper-air front progresses to higher levels and gradually eliminates

the warm air over the warm-front surface, the frontal activity diminishes, and the

front is gradually lost on the synoptic chart. This type of occlusion is therefore very

important during its initial stages and of only minor interest in its later stages.

Cold-front-type Occlusions. When the air behind the cold-front surface is coldest,

the occlusion that results when the cold front overtakes the warm front is called a cold-

front-type occlusion.

In the early stages of the occlusion process, the occlusion is preceded by all the

phenomena a8.soriated with warm fronts, and at the surface it acts in exactly the same

manner as a cold front. Figure 22 shows the cycle of events associated with this type

of occlusion.

During the later stages of the occlusion process when the warm air undergoes no

further lifting, the prefrontal cloud system disappears almost entirely. The occlusion,

from then on, acts once more as a simple cold front and should be indicated as such on

surface charts.

Cyclonic activity associated with outbreaks of cP or cA air usiftilly results in the

formation of oold-front-type occlusions. Occlusions produced over continents and

along east coasts of continents are therefore generall}’^ of the cold-front type.

The zone of poor weather conditions occurs along and in advance of the occlusion.

A marked improvement in the weather conditions, similar to that experienced with

cold fronts, occurs after the occlusion passes.



CYCLONES AND ANTICYCLONES

By E. Bollay

CYCLONES

Experience in synoptic meteorology lias shown that cyc^lonic and anticyclonic

systems are primarily the result of the interactions between difTeront air masses.

This is especially true of cyclonc^s, which have their origin on the fronts separating

the major air masses.

In the initial stages, cyclones have the characteristics of waves. If the frontal

wave is dynamically unstable, whic'h is true in the majority of the cases, then the

occlusion process begins and the disturbance assumes the characteristics of a vortex.

The structure of the cyclone is therefore not fixed but in the course of its life cycle is

undergoing constant changes, forming as a wave and ending as a vortex. The initial

appearance of cyclones as waves not only is an observed fact but is also required by
the theory of the development of cyclones.

Wave Action on Fronts, Stable and Unstable Waves. The question whether a

frontal disturbance is dynamically stable or unstable depends on vario\is circumstances

that have so far b<?en investigated only aft<'r stringent simplifying assumptions have

been made. No complete and entirely satisfactory stability criteria, directly appli-

cable to synoptic meteorology, have been found so far.

Theory indicates that the stability of a frontal surface d(qjends on the wave length

of the wave. Experience indicates that frontal disturbances with a wave length

less than 600 miles are usually stable, and frontal disturbances having a greater wave
length are usually unstable. Following theoretical considerations, based on certain

simplifying assumptions, the critical frontal slope is found to be about 1 :100, Slopes

greater than this result in unstable waves. Observations in synoptic meteorology

seem to indicate that 1:150 is more nearly the critical slope of frontal surfaces. The
temperature gradient and wind discontinuity across the front arc further factors

influencing the dynamic stability of the frontal surface.

On the basis that the stability of the frontal .surface decreases with increasing

frontal slopes, Bergeron has offered the following useful conclusions:

1. Warm fronts are generally dynamically stable and therefore less subject to

cyclogenesis.

2. The southern portion of cold fronts and quasi-stationary fronts are dynamically
unstable and therefore subject to cyclogenesis.

3. Horizontal temperature inversions and the upper portions of frontal surfaces

are dynamically stable and therefore not subject to cyclogenesis.

Experience also seems to indicate that frontal waves become more stable with

increasing stability of the adjacent air masses. When dealing with a deformation

field and a frontogenetical zone, the eastern sector is generally more subject to cyclo-

genesis than the western sector.

The Development of Frontal Cyclones. If a wave forming on a major air-mass

boundary is dynamically unstable, its amplitude will increase as it travels along the

front, and the associated low-pressure system will deepen. Figure 1 shows the life

cycle of a cyclone as first presented by Bjerknes and Solbcrg in 1922. Stage a repre-

sents the initial undisturbed condition of the front; stage b shows the developing

668
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frontal wave with a eonvc*rging flow pattern and a small precipitation area to the north
of the warm front. If the wave is dynamically stable, it will not develop further but
will travel along the front in this stage of development. If the wave is unstable.

a b

9 A
Fig. 1.—^Life cycle of a cyclone. {After Bjerknes and Solherg, 1922.)

stage 0 follows. The wave development has now progressed sufficiently far that the
disturbance can be called a young wave cyclone. A well-formed warm sector and a
steadily deepening low-pressure system forming at its peak are characteristic of this

phase.
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In Stage c, the flow of air in the warm sector is such as to produce overrunning

when encountering the warm front. A broad warm-front rain area is typical of this

condition. The cold front also becomes more pronounced at this stage, owing to the

increased cyclonic pressure field. Type II cold-front weather conditions are typical

in stage c.

By this time the pressure at the cyclonic center is generally 10 mb lower than in

its initial stage, indicating of course that air is being removed in the upper levels.

The direction of movement of the young wave cyclone is determined almost

exclusively by the direction of the w'arm-sector isobars. The speed of the wave
cyclone is usually greatest at this time. It wdll decrease as the cyclone graduall}''

changes from its wave characteristics to those of a vortex.

Stages e and / indicate the occluded stage of the cyclone. The great(*st intensity,

the minimum central pressure, and the highest vertical extent are observ(‘d in these

stages.

Stages g and h indicate the final dissolution of the cyclone. All frontal activity

has disappeared, and only the characteristics of a dissipating vortc'x r(unain. The
polar front has now been displaced southward, and now waves will form if the proper

initiating forces are present.

Energy Considerations. Ihe main source of kinetic energy found in cyclones is

believed to be brought about by the transformation of potential energy of the hori-

zontal distribution of mass into kinetic energy. The sinking of cold air and the

simultaneous rising of warm air along the frontal surface creates a solenoid field favor-

able to the development of large amounts of kinetic energy.

The kinetic energy of the preexisting air currents on both sides of the front is

another source of energy. This energy is necessary to bring about the initial vertical

displacements that will release the large amounts of kinetic energy discussed above.

The potential energy of conditionally unstable strati fiCwations is a further supply

of energy, Refsdal has shown that cyclones with moist and conditionally unstable

air increase more rapidly in kinetic energy. Likewise, cyclones that are already

occluded may suddenly experience a redevelopment with the injection of conditionally

unstable warm air. This is often observed in winter when an old cyclone passes out

to sea. The injection of moist unstable air will then frequently produce a vigorous

redevelopment. .

Pressure Variations in Moving Cyclones. J. Bjerknes has shown that the lo(!al

pressure change at some fixed point at a level h is brought about by

1. Horizontal divergence above h.

2. Vertical air transport through the level h.

3. Horizontal advection above level h.

The following tendency equation shows the combined effect of these factors:

(?)*
” “ // K"*2 2)

In examining the pressure variations experienced with a schematic pressure field

shown in Fig. 2, Bjerknes concludes that in advance of a trough line the pressure falls

because of removal of air by means of horizontal divergence in that part of the atmos-

phere above level h. The rear part of a trough is associated with rising pressure

because of horizontal convergence above level h.

Applying this analysis to a young polar-front cyclone, Bjerknes explains the pres-

sure variations observed at different levels in terms of the tendency equation.

Considering the pressure distributipn in advance of the warm front, it is apparent

that the trend of the isobars at the earth's surface is such that there will be divei^ence.
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This will cause the pressure to fall in advance of the warm front. In addition, the

motion is such that warm air replaces colder air. The advective pressure term would
therefore also cause falling pressure. At the earth^s surface, the vertical air transport

through the base of the column is zero, and therefore this term of the tendency equa-

tion vanishes at the ground. Horizontal divergence and advection are therefore the

only terms affecting the pressure variation in advance of the warm front at the ground.

In the warm sector at the ground, the last two terms of the tendency equation

vanish, since no vertical velocities are present and the air is supposedly horizontally

homogeneous. Any pressure change in the warm sector must therefore be due solely

to horizontal diverg<uice in the air column.

In the cold air behind the cold front, a marked pressure rise is observed on the

ground. This is due principally to the horizontal advection of colder air. Con-

A ^ C

Fio. 2.—Schematic pressure field at a level h of the upper troposphere. {After J. Bjerknett,

1937.)

vergence within the cold mass also tends to cause a pressure rise. Above the dome of

cold air, conditions are somewhat different. The isobars in the warm current have a

trough at some distance behind the surface cold front. Divergence producing a

pressure fall is found in the warm air between the surface cold front and the upper-

air pressure trough. This pressure fall will reduce the surface pressure rise. This

effect is slight with young wave cyclones but becomes more pronounced as the cyclone

develops. After this upper-pressure trough passes the station, a more marked pres-

sure rise will be observed at the surface. Convergence in both the cold and warm

air as well as advection of colder air will then contribute positive pressure changes.

The marked pressure rise associated with the upper pressure trough is frequently

erroneously interpreted as a frontal trough or a bent-back occlusion.

The pressure variations associated with upper-air waves cannot be explained on

the basis of the divergence term or the advection term and therefore must be largely

brought about by the vertical air transport (gfiVx). Since the warm air descends over

the cold-front surface and ascends over the warm-front surface, this term will produce

faUing pressure over the cold-front surface and rising pressure over the warm-front
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surface at the levels through which this vertical motion takes place. These are

the pressure changes necessary in increasing the amplitude of the upper-air pressure

waves. As these waves develop, they will reflect their influence on the pressure dis-

tribution on the ground. According to Bjerknes, this pressure variation is the essen-

tial cause of the deepening of cyclones. Since this term is largely brought about by

the flow over the frontal surfaces, it is apparent that the frontal wave is the primary

source of the cyclone. Figure 3 shows the barograms to be expected on the basis of

the tendency equation at various levels. These observations are in general accord

with observational facts.

Fig. 3.—Thermo-isopleths and barograms of a young polar-front cyclone. {After J.

Bjerknes t 1937.)

Structure of Cyclones. The Structure of a Young Wave Cyclone. The structure

and typical weather conditions of a young wave cyclone in the Northern Hemisphere

are shown schematically in Fig. 4. The streamlines show the general air flow in both

the warm and cold air and are therefore representative of the isobars. The isobars

in the warm sector are generally straight and orientated in a southwest-northeast

direction. In the cold air, the isobars show strong cyclonic curvature except in

advance of the warm front where the flow is divergent. During this stage of develop-

ment, the central pressure of the depression is usually not more than 10 to 15 mb lower

than in the undisturbed environment.

IVo vertical cross sections show tjhe structure and flow conditions north and
south of the center. The lower cross section crosses the warm sector and indicates
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Fig. 4.—Model of a young cyclone. {After Ber0eron, 1937.) Air motion in the vertical

sections refers to a moving-coordinate system.

Surftice Chart: 1, Shower; 2, rain area in cold air; 3, rain area in warm air; 4, drizzle

area; 5, warm front; 6, cold front; 7, streamlines of the cold air; 8, streamlines of the warm
air; 9, outer cirrostratus boundary.

Vertical Section: 10, frontal surface; 11, other discontinuity surface; 12, motion of the

cold air relative to the center; 13, motion of the warm air relative to the center; 14, falling

ice crystals; 16, suspended cloud particles; 16, lower ice crystal boundary; 17, rain or snow;

18, drizzle.

>



Fio, 6a.—^Ber^eron’s model of the warm-front-type oocludion.

On the Map: Showers 2, **upslide** rain 3, warm-sector rain r
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the vertical motions of the warm air over the warm front and the typical warm-front

cloud system as well as the motions of air associated with the cold front and its asso-

ciated cloud system. The upper cross section indicates the frontal surface at some
distance above the surface of the earth and the fronts 1 precipitation that is falling

through the cold air.

In Fig. 4, the weather conditions in the cold air in advance of the warm front are

governed more or less by active convection as long as the higher clouds are lacking.

The typical clouds are Cu and Cb. With the approach of the typical warm-front

cloud system, the insolation is reduced considerably, and the convection is damped
out. The convection-type clouds shrink and gradually disappear under the Cs-.4s

shield.

Typical warm-front conditions will then set in and continue until the surface

front passes. Sometimes the typical warm-front conditions discussed in the para-

graphs on fronts are disrupted by shower

and thunderstorm conditions. This can be

expected if the overrunning warm air is con-

vectively unstable. Maritime tropical air is

usually convectively unstable if it had a

short trajectory from the primary source

region, and stable if it had a long trajectory,

such as around the northern limb of a

subtropical anticyclone. I’hus maritime

tropical air arriving over the southeastern

United States is usually convectively un-

stable while the same air flowing around the

Bermuda and Azores anticyclon(‘ is stable

when it arrives over the British Isles and the

continent.

The weather conditions in the warm
sector are a direct function of the .stability.

Convective-type cloudiness should be ex-

pected if the instability can be realized by
surface heating. In general, the weather

conditions in the warm sector are ideal

except in the peak, where the air under-

goes a certain amount of surface cooling and

convergence. An Si or Sc cloud deck frequently forms in this zone, and occasionally

it lowers to the surface and forms fog.

Sometimes thunderstorm conditions break out in the warm sector when an over-

running cold front impinges on the warm current. This condition is discussed in some

details under Fronts, pages 653 to 665.

The weather conditions experienced in the rear of the cyclone after the cold-front-

type weather has passed are primarily a function of the stability and the flow con-

ditions in the cold air. Cyclonically curved isobars usually indicate convective

activity, and anticyclonically curved isobars will usually stabilize the intermediate

layers sufficiently to minimize the convective development. An 5c or St deck is

then the typical cloud if there is sufficient moisture in the lower layers. Frequently

clear skies prevail with anticyclonic flow conditions.

Structure of the Occluded Cyclone. The wave cyclone discussed thus far is only

a transitional stage in the life cycle of the cyclone, lasting on an average 12 to 24 hr.

The occluded stage in contrast maintains itself longer. Figure 6 shows Bergeron’s

model of the warm-front-type occlusion.

Fig. 5b,—Three-dimensional picture of

the warm-front-type occlusion. L is low-
pressure center at the ground; L* is low-
pressure center in the warm air aloft; P
is the point where the upper-cold front

pierces the x, z-plane.
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When the occlusion process starts, the pn'ssurc at th(‘ center of th(^ depression

usually 15 to 20 mb lower than the environment. 'Fhe cyclone is then represcnited

by a syst(*ni of closed isobars having a steep gradient.

One of the clearest indications of an occluded cyclone is the lack of warm air near

the surfaces. A vortex of polar air exists on the surface. The warm air that has not

been deflected to the right in ascending over the warm front also turns cyclonically

and forms a vortex of warm air above the cyclone center. Mixing between these two

masses takes place, and the warm air is gradually transforiru'd into polar air.

The cloud and precipitation forms associated with this type of ocr’Jusion are sliowji

in Fig. 5.

ANTICYCLONES

Anticyclones are characterized by small horizontal pressure gradi(‘nts and light

winds in the innia* portion of the system. Jn the Northern Hemisphere, th(^ air

motion is clockwise and diverging in the lower layers. At the upper l(‘V(‘ls, th<*re is

a corresponding inflow of air that is particularly pronounced while the anticyclone

is building up. The diverging air flow in the lower layers is brought about by the

Fig. 6.—Migrating wedges of polar air north of the subtropical anticyclone. {After
Bjerknes and Bergeron.)

general subsiding effect. This also is responsibhi for the formation of subsidence

inversions. A general warming and drying effect accompanying the subsidence

produces the clear and generally fine weather normally associated with anticyclones.

Anticyclones can be divided into four main types:

1. Rapidly Moving High-pressure Area between the Individual Cyclones of a

Cyclone Family. Such systems are more like wedges than like closed anticyclones.

They form exclusively within the cold air. Owing to divergence, no fronts are found

within these systems despite the fact that a good temperature contrast may exist

between the front side and the rear of the wedge. When these systems approach a

quasi-stationary anticyclone such as a subtropical cell, the polar wedges will appear

simply as wedges of the subtropical anticyclone, as shown in Fig. 6. Under such

circumstances, a strong front will separate the polar air from the tropical air,

2. Cold Anticyclones, Which Follow the Last of a Series of Cyclones. These

systems are similar to the first type in that they form wholly within the cold air.

This type of anticyclone usually develops to moderate intensity and produces a

number of closed isobars around the center. The areal extent of anticyclones of

this type is comparable with that of the average wi^ll-occludcd cyclone. As this

anticyclone moves southward, it gradually slows and tends to become quasi-stationa^>^

This usually happens in preferred zones where conditions arc favorable for an anti-

cyclonic circulation. One such region is the location of subtropical anticyclones.

With the approach of a cold anticyclone, the subtropical cell usually retreats toward

the equator and begins to break down; The cold anticyclone will then take ita place

and reform into a new subtropical cell, as shown in Fig. 7.
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8. Persistent, Slowly Moving Anticyclones Composed of Polar or Arctic Air.

As a rule, this type of anticyclone forms as a result of successive outbreaks of cold

air. It maintains itself and quite often increases in intensity after reaching middle
latitudes. It covers large areas often the size of Europe or the eastern half of North
America. One reason why this type of anticyclone persists for periods of 5 to 10 days
in middle latitudes is the fact that it gradually changt^s to a warm or dynamic anti-

cyclone. Since dynamic anticyclones maintain their anti(^yclonic circulation to

very high levels, the prevailing westerly circulation is interrupted and thus the

pressure centers tend to remain stationary with resp(*ct to wcist-east motion. Th(*

formation of this type of anticycloiui is frequently linkt^d to tropopause waves and
their coupling effect on polar-front wav(5s.

4. Subtropical Anticyclones. These are dynamic or warm anticyclones that are

maintained by the general circulation. They are fre(|uently reinforced by the south-

ward movement of the polar anticyclon(‘s. The impular concc'pt partly established

by climatological data that these systcuns are stationary is erronc'ous. Portions of

Fig, 7.—Transforinatiou of subtropical anticyclone. {After Bjerknes and Bergeron.)

the Pacific or Atlantic anticyclones frequently l)r(‘ak off' and progress eastward.

This is particularly noticeable in advance of an east\vard-moving cyclone at higher

latitudes.
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DISPLACEMENT OF PRESSURE SYSTEMS

By J. F. O’Connor

The speed of individual isobars is given by the expression

where U ~ speed of isobars in N units per 3 hr

h - 3-hr pressure change

N = distance between two isobars in arbitrary length units (degrees of lati-

tude will he used here)

Ap = the pressure difference between two isobars that are N distance units

apart

It can be shown ^ that the displacement of any symmetrical pressure S5^stem along a
chosen axis is given by the average of the speeds of two isobars, equidistant from the

trough or wedge line

= 5
(f/A + Ub)

1 (bjiNA

2 \ ApA
. hBNB\
^Vb)

where the subscripts A and B refer to the points at which the axis of computation

intersects the isobars, in advance, and to the rear of the symmetry line, respectively.

Smoothed isallobars must be drawn through the pressure tendencies plotted on

the map. The term h is then interpolated from these smoothed isallobars at the

desired point. This term may be positive or negative, the isobar moving toward

higher pressure when negative, and toward lower pressure when positive.

The term N, in combination with Ap, is an expression for the representative

pressure gradient in the vicinity of the point where h is chosen, N is measured

along the axis chosen for computation. Following Byers, ^ N is considered positive

when the pressure decreases in the positive direction of V, and negative when the

pressure increases in this direction.

Reliable results from the above expressions depend upon the proper choice of

three things:

A. The representative points on the isobars at which the terms h are read.

B. The location and orientation of the axes of computation.

C. The choice of the distance terms N.

A. The choice of representative points on isobars should be governed by the

following considerations:

1, For the computation of displacements of individual isobars, points should be

chosen close to the isallobaric maximum or minimum, in regions where the isobars

are closely packed (see Fig. 1).

2. For the computation of displacements of pressure systems, points must

not be chosen such that either one will fall beyond the isallobaric maximum or mini-

mum, measured from the center or center line of the pressure system. Since the

chosen points must be equidistant from the center of the pressure system along the

669
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axis of computation, th(' point clos(*st to the center clotcrininc.s the distance of both

points from the center (see Fig. 2).

Note: Point B is at the maximum distance from the center along the west -east

axis. Thus point A is hxed such that distance AO equals distance OB.

B. The choice of the computation axis should be governed by the following:

1. For the computation of displacement of an individual isobar, the axis may be

chosen in any direction, provided that the point at which the axis intersects the isobar

in question fulfills condition 1 in paragraph ^4.

2. For the computation of displa(;ement of a comj)lete pressure system:

a. It is desirable to clu)ose the axis normal to the trough or wedge line, when
possible. However, the axis may fn^quently lx* chosen in any dir(‘ction oblique to

the trough or wedge line, as long as it intersects a well-defined isallobaric field (see

axis CD, Fig. 2).

b. For approximately circular pressure systems, tin', axis ma\" be chosen in any

direction. Usually the largest component of motion is obtained along an axis con-

necting the pressure center with the isallobaric. center in advance of it.

c. To determine the future position of individiial pressure centers, it is advisable

to compute the displacements along two (convenient axes (sec Fig. 3). Points are

then located on both axe?s representing the future positions of the cent(*r in those

directions. The resultant position of the center is then found at the intersection

of perpendiculars dropped from these points.

Note: This is different from the vectorial sum or resultant, except for the case of

two axes chosen perp(mdicuhir to each other.

C. The choice of distance N is governed by the following

:

1. N should be sufficiently long to give a true representation of the pressure

gradient in the vicinity of the point where its relat(‘d pressure tendency h is read.

2. N should not be so long that it extends beyond the trough or wedge line or cuts

the isobars of adjacent pressure systems.

3. N lengths in advance and in the rear of the center need not be equal. However,

the proper pressure difference Ap corresponding to each must be used in the denomina-

tor of the displacement formula.

Problem. Compute the 12-hr displacement of the 996-mb isobar along a west-east

axis (see Fig. 1). Solution. 3-hr displacement of isobar

where h = —6.0 mb per 3 hr

N — —2.0° lat. in length

Ap — 6.0 mb (the pressure difference between the extremities of N)
Note: N is minus in this case, since U is considered pcjsitive to the east, and the

pressure increases in this direction.

U (- 6 .0)(- 2 .0)

6.0
2.0° lat. per 3 hr

» 8.0° lat. per 12 hr eastward

Thus the 996-mb isobar will move eastward along the chosen axis to the vicinity

of Albany, N.Y.

Note: Individual isobars extrapolated by means of the above expression will not
give reliable results for more than 12 hr.

Problem. Compute the 24-hr displacement of the low-pressure center and occluded
front in Fig. 2. Solution. A west-east axis is chosen through the low center. It
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appears that there will be no appreciable displacement of the low center in a north-
south direction, since the isallobaric gradient in this direction is small. Points A and
B are chosen on the axis equidistant from the center. Point B is chosen at the maxi-
mum distance from the center, f.c., <>n the isallobaric ridge (B cannot be chosen to the
left of this position). Thus the position of the point A is also fixed in advance of the

P^iG. 1.—Computation of displacement of an isobar. The point chosen for computation is

located at Lansing, Mich. Tliis is a portion of Fig. 2.

center. Distances N are chosen for 9 mb of pressure difference in the vicinity of

points A and B and are expressed in units of degrees of latitude.

C = i (.Ua + Vb)
2 \ ^PA Apii )

where * —2.2 mb per 3 hr

N

A

— —3.8° hit. per 9 mb of ApA
ha = +5.0 mb per 3 hr

Nb ^ +2.6° lat. per 9 mb of ApB

u - I + i±M^±2.6)] = lat 3 hr

« 9.4° lat. per 24 hr.

Thus the low center will move eastward to the vicinity of Doucet, Canada. This will

also mark the northern fix of the occluded front in 24 hr.

To determine the displacement of the southern portion of the occlusion in the

next 24 hr, a west-east axis is chosen along the 38.8° parallel of latitude. This axis is

chosen because it intersects a well-defined isallobaric field. Points C and D are chosen

on this axis, as indicated in Fig. 2.

U - }ilUc + f/nl
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Fig. 2.—Computation of displacement of cyclonic center and its occluded front, 0830
EWT, Jan. 14, 1943.

Data plotted are pressure tendencies. Isobars are the solid lines, isallobars are the
dashed lines. The —1.0 mb isallobar and the +1.0 mb isallobar north of the secondary
cold front have not been drawn.

by the 24-fer micceeding synoptic map has been indicated in Fig. 2 as a dotted curve, which
agrees quite well with the computed positions.

Problem. Compute the 24-hr displacement of the anticyclonic center in Fig. 8.

Solution. Two axes for computation are chosen. Points A and B are marked off on
the west-east axis, C and D on the north-south axis. N

a

and Nb are the distances
chosen for 6 mb of pressure difference along the west-east axis, while Nc and Nd are
chosen for 3 mb of pressure difference. In each case, the N distances cho$en are con-
venient and adequate to represent the true pressure gradients.
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Along the west-east axis

hA = -}-3.2 mb per 3 hr

Ma = +3.7“ lat. per 6 mb of ApA
hit *= —1.5 mb per 3 hr

A‘ii — —3.2“ lat. per 6 mb of Ap«

1 r(3.2)(3.7) .
(-1.5)(-3.2)

= g- + g
]

= l.3S“ hit. per 3 hr
= 11.0“ hit. per 24 hr

Along the north-south axis

he == +0.8 mb per 3 hr

.V(’ = +2.9“ hit. per 3 mb of Ape
hi) = +0.1 mb per 3 hr

X i)
— — 1.5“ lat. per 3 mb of Apn

.. 1 r(0.8)(2.9)
,
f+O.DC-l.ojl

L'.v. = 2[ 3-+ 3— J
- 0.36“ lat. per 3 hr
= 2.9“ lat. per 24 hr

The resultant (see B^c) of the north-south and west-cast components is the dis-

placement indicated by the solid arrow pointing east-southeastward from the center

in Fig. 3. Thus the computed 2+hr displacement of the center places it about 60 miles

northeast of ('ape Hatteras. The average speed in that direction is about 28 knots.

Note: In these computations, the observed tendencies have not been corrected for

diurnal variation. It was felt that the precision of both the method of computation

and the accuracy of the analysis did not warrant such corrections. Also, the greatest

distance used between two computation points along a chosen axis is about 600 miles.

Over this distance, the variation of diurnal tendency is negligible compared with the

magnitude of the isallobaric gradients involved.
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UPPER-AIR CONDITIONS

By E. Bollay

Vertical Temperature Distribution and Height of Tropopause. The distribution

of temperature at sea level over the globe is presented in charts contained in the

section on ("liinatology. In general these show that the isotherms deviate from the
parallels of latitude on account of the thermal (‘ffects of the sea and land distribution.

The distribution of temperature above the surface' of the earth indicated in Fig. 1

shows a systematic decrease in temperature with altitude up to the tropopause. An
isothermal lapse rate or even an increase in temperature can be expected in the

stratosphere.

The highest temperatun^ of the troposphere is found near the C(piator on th(‘

earth *8 surface. In the \ipp(*r air, too, up to an altitude of about 10 dyn km, the

?OKm.

tropical regions are the warmest. However, at higher elevations the equatorial zone

has the lowest temperature. In equatorial regions, lh<! decn^ase in temperature

continues up to about the 17 dyn km level, while at other latitudes the decrease

in temperature ceases at lower levels. Thus the temperature distribution of the

stratosphere is characterized in all seasons by lower temperatures over the tropics

than over the middle and high latitudes.

More detailed information of the vertical temperature distribution in the lower

5 km during the winter months is given by the mean temperaturevpressure curves

of selected stations illustrated in Figs. 2 to 10.

The height of the tropopause lies somewhat higher in summer than in winter.

Also, as indicated above, the tropopause is highest over the equatorial regions, and its

elevation decreases poleward.

675
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Upper-air Pressure. Charts showing the mean pressure at levels above the

surface have been prepared by Shaw in his ** Manual of Meteorology/' vol. II. Owing
to the lack of sufficient upper-air data, these charts are based primarily on extra-

polated surface data. With upper-air data now being observed over a wider region

of the earth's surface, these charts will probably be revised to fit observed conditions.

Byers and Starr in Supplement 47 of the Monthly Weather Review have recently refined

the 2- and 4-km normal January pressure charts of Shaw by means of new data made
available from North America. These are shown in Figs. 11 and 12.

Winds in the Upper Troposphere and Lower Stratosphere over North America.

Stevens compiled the resultant winds at 6,000, 8,000, 10,000, 12,000, and 14,000 m
over the United States in Supplement 36 of the Monthly Weather Review. The
resultant winds during various times of the year are shown in Figs. 13 to 17.
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Fig. 6.—Mean wiiit
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Fig. 8.—Mean free-air temperaturett at selected’ United States stations in January.
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Fig. 9.—Mean free-air temperatures in January at low-latitude American stations.
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FiG. 11.—Normal January pressure at 2 km. {After Byers and Starr.)
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Fig. 12.—Normal January pressure at 4 km, {After Byers and Starr.)
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ATMOSPHERIC STABILITY AND INSTABILITY

By

Norman R. Beers

GENERAL PRINCIPLES, SLICE METHOD (6)

The physical significance of the saturated-adiabatic ascent of air through a dry-
adiabatically descending environment was investigated by J. Bjerknes.^ Bjerknes’

paper gives a theoretical treatment of the cumulus convection in an atmosphere with
a temperature lapse rate between the saturated-adiabatic and the dry-adiabatic

(conditional instability). Two important conclusions are made: (1) cumulus convec-

tion does not convert heat into kinetic energy unless the ratio between the width of

the cumulus towers and that of the cloudless intervals is below a certain critical value,

and (2) the atmosphere is always less unstable with respect to a system of finite cloud

towers than with respect to the infinitely small saturated particle of the so-called

"‘parcel method.” Since the cloud-tower method deals with conditions that are

more real than those of the parcel method, Bjerknes concludes that “Its results are

likely to be better suited for all applications to real nature.”

S. Petterssen* applied the elements of Bjerknes’ investigation with some important

extensions to the practical problem of forecasting convective phenomena (with

emphasis on thunderstorm analysis and forecast). The “slice method,” as originally

presented by Bjerknes and adapted by Petterssen, actually classifies the stability

of a single level of the atmosphere of unit thickness. Although good results have
been obtained generally using the techniques suggested by Petterssen, experience has

indicated some desirable changes. In particular, it has been found essential to take

account of the stability layer by layer through the atmosphere, especially through the

column where cumulus activity may occur. This requires an extension of the theory

and particular attention to the distribution of moisture in the column.

The criteria of stability developed here apply in the case of an initially barotropic

atmosphere subject to perturbations of velocity from any source. The suggested

techniques of analysis may be used with normal care to forecast cumulus activity

triggered off by fronts, orographic barriers, or surface heating. The procedures can

be learned and applied by rote; the forecast itself will in most cases require some
judgment. After a moderate amount of experience, the forecaster can make a quick

estimate of the situation with the slice method. This estimate appears to be more
reliable than the result obtained by the parcel method. In addition to this, the slice

or convective-cell method provides a quantitative measure of stability for the entire

column. With this information, the forecaster has a real basis for statements on time

and extent of development of the expected cumulus.

The quantitative measure of stability used is the drculaiion acceleration. The
results follow from an application of the circulation theorem of V. Bjerknes. See a

paper by E. Holland® for a similar though less extensive independent treatment.

The atmosphere is assumed to be stratified in layers, each layer being determined by
significant levels of radiosonde data. The circulation acceleration is determined for

each layer separately; the results are shown to be additive for the entire column.

Account is taken (before the computation) of known changes in the sounding before
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the time of the forecast period (c.flr., removal of night ground inversions by insolation).

The cumulus activity resulting from velocity perturbations is forecast on the basis

of the distribution of circulation acceleration through the entire column. The
analyst must of course base his forecast on all available information. In other words,

he will continue to analyze the surface synoptic chart, upper-air charts, etc. Tech-

niques and a routine for analysis are given below after a discussion of the theory.

The whole is illustrated by several selected examples.

State of Atmosphere. The thermodynamic state of the atmosphere over a

particular station at a particular time is given w’ith moderate accuracy b}" the report

of a modern radiosonde or a<‘rograph. The report is plotted on a thermodynamic
diagram and called th&mounding. Since the report does not give a continuous record

of pressure, temperature, and humidity, it is generally assumed that straight lines

drawn between significant points will adequately represent the state of the atmosphere

between significant levels as well as at those levels. The assumption is warranted,

provided that the levels have been chosen according to (airrent instructions (see IJ.S.

Weather Bureau Circular P),

Fig. 1.—Region of cumulus clouds—schematic.

The following simplifications are introduced as assumptions:

1. Horizontal motion does not maintain any not inflow to or outflow from any
stratum determined by the air between significant levels.

2. Conditions are barotropic initially.

3. All motions are adiabatic above the surface layers.

These assumptions are generally valid in circumstances where cumulus activity

is expected because of surface heating. They may be modified by frontal or oro-

graphic lifting.

Consider simplification (1). The situation is represented schematically by Fig. 1.

Attention is fixed on a horizontal area in the atmosphere large enough to contain

several cumulus clouds, and small enough so that isobaric surfaces are also geo-

potential surfaces. Cumulus clouds indicate regions of ascending currents of air.

Cloudless sky indicates regions of descending air. For the present, all velocities other

than those indicated in Fig. 1 may be neglected. For simplicity, it is assumed that

the ascending velocities are constant across any one region of ascending air. It is

also assumed that this constant upward velocity persists throughout the thickness of a

layer determined by consecutive significant levels. More rigorously, one may define

average values of the velocity through the stratum and across the horizontal area in

question. Sindlar assumptions are made for descending velocities. These conditions

are made useful by writing the equation

MV + Aft; » 0 (1)

where M* and M are the ascending and descending masses, respectively, in one region

and stratum, v' and v are the corresponding velocities. Equation (1) is the precise

statement of simplification (1) above.

Assumed barotropy means simply that the isobaric and isothermal surfaces are

coincident initially. These surfaces are also taken horizontal. If the atmosphere
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is not barotropic in the case to be investigated, the solenoids computed for the baro-

tropic field may be considered to be added to those already in existence before the

perturbation commenced. In practice, the slice method is used only when conditions

are almost or actually barotropic.

Simplification (3) is the basic one made in many thermodynamic analyses. All

evidence indicates it to be valid whenever the motions take place with moderate

speed away from the earth’s surface. Since it is used in the analysis for air above the

convective condensation level generally, and for periods of a few hours at most, the

assumption is warranted.

Velocity Perturbations. It is desired to know what changes in the state of the

atmosphere will be produced by a certain type of velocity perturbation. Initially

the conditions arc as described above. When vertical velocities have persisted for a
small interval of time, there will be changes. These changes depend upon the initial

state and upon the perturbations received. In particular, it is essejntial to determine

whether initially small perturbations will be intensified or dissipated by the dis-

tribution of temperature and moisture originally present. It is not necessary for

the time being to specify the perturbations more completely than was done above.

Their origin is also not important; they may be thought of as being due to impulsive

or continuous forces.

When only vertical velocities exist at a fixed point in space, the local changes in

temperature per unit time are given by (see Sec. VI)

dT
dt

= v'{y -Jd) in ascending nonsaturated air (2)

ar
at

- v'{y - 7w) in ascending saturated air (3)

or
at

= v{y yd) in descending nonsaturated air (4)

ar
at

= v{y in descending saturated air (5)

where v' and v are the ascending and descending velocities, respectively, T' and T
are the temperatures in the ascending and descending currents, yu is the dry-adiabatic

lapse rate, ym is the saturated- or wet-adiabatic lapse rate, and y is the actual lapse

rate in the atmosphere at the moment considered. The very small change in yd if

some but not 100 per cent moisture is present is neglected.

It may be noted in passing that the local changes in pressure in the atmosphere con-

sidered, under small perturbations of velocity, will be negligible. This is so because,

aside from dynamic effects, the pressure at a fixed point depends essentially upon the

weight of the air above the level in question. This amount of weight is changed so

little by small changes of velocity in relatively thin layers that to an excellent approxi-

mation geopotential surfaces remain isobaric surfaces throughout the motions.

Stability of a Layer. The stability of a layer of the atmosphere is investigated

using the circulation theorem of V. Bjerknes. This theorem gives the rate of change

of circulation around a closed path that moves with the fluid (see Sec. VI). On
neglecting frictional forces and the term 2w dF/dt where F is the projection of the

path on the equatorial plane, one obtains

(6)

where C is the circulation. The rate of cliange of circulation is frequently called

(and is here called) the circulation acceleration. It will generally be designated by
C dot'O for brevity. The dimensions of (J are the same as the dimensions of
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energy per unit mass. Equation (6) is essentially a prognostic equation, since it

gives 6 in terms of present values of the density (or of the specific volume) field. On
introducing the equation of state for a perfect gas, Eq. (6) becomes

C ^RT^ (
6')

where p is pressure, T absolute temperature, and /f the gas constant for the air. The
value of R depends on the moisture present. Tt may be noted in passing that the

term 2a> dF/dt is not always negligible at low latitudes. The effect of it is to increase

d when the path of integration changes the enclosed area rapidly, e.fir., after Ch clouds

have formed.

Consider a portion of the horizontal region that contains one area of ascending

and one area of descending air. Applying the concepts of the model atmosphere

already described, consider the vertical currents to persist through layers of finite

thickness. The scheme is .shown it» Fig. 2. The closed path 1 -2-3-4 (‘onsists of two
isobars and two vertical legs; tlu* path is fixed in .space, and the air flows across tin'

4 P, 3

V*

\

V

i Po 2
Fio. 2.— Sc hematic view of convective cell.

isobars. Let the temperature at elevation z in the stratum be T initially. After an

interval of time A/, the temperature at z in the two vertical legs is given by

for ascending and descending air, respectively.

Equation (6') can be applied to the path 1-2-3-4, since the layer is assumed to

have a finite thickness, i.e., after a small interval of time, the space average tempera-

tures in the vertical legs of the circuit are very closely equal to the average tempera-

tures in the path that travels with the fluid. The approximation becomes better

the thicker the layer and the smaller the time interval. If in fact the perturbations

were initiated by impulsive forces, no approximation is involved in the instant after

the motion commenced. Since it is desired to apply the theorem only for layers of

finite thickness and for small intervals of time, the error introduced by integrating

around 1-2-3-4 is negligible. On performing the integration, one readily finds

(? = « In (r., - Tn) (8)

where and 2^41 are the average temperatures in the vertical legs of the circuit

at the moment considered. The top and bottom pressures in the stratum are px

and Po. The small variation in R through the layer due to the presence of water

vapor is neglected, t.c., R will be assumed to be constant through any one layer. A
refinement could be made by using virtual temperature, but this is not generally

necessary.

Since conditions are barotropic initially by assumption, the initial values of the

average temperatures in the vertical legs are the same. Initially of course the veloc-
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ities are zero. Initially then 6 is zero. When, however, the perturbing veloeities

have persisted for a time Atj the average temperatures in the vertical legs are given l>y

where the lapse rates that arc used to evaluate OT'Idt and dT/Bt are average values

through the stratum. On substitution into Eq. (8), one finds

(9)

Equation (9) is the fundamental result of the slice or convective-cell method.
'Jhc right-hand side of the equation can be evaluated from any sounding. On recalling

tlie definition of the circulation, it is apparent that (? is a measure of the change in

kinetic energy through the interval of time At. In fact, it is clear from Eq. (8) that

the difference on the right-hand side (z.e., C in this special path of integration) is the

difference in the geopotentials represented by the ascending and descending columns.

Since energy is conserved in the system, this i.^ also the difference in kinetic energy.

W^hen the initial temperature and moisture distributions in the atmosphere are

such that the right-hand side of Eq. (9) is positive (f.e., C greater than zero), the per-

turbing velociti(\s increase with time. In such a case, the layer is said to be in unstable

equilibrium. The state of equilibrium is of course in reference to the type of per-

turbation assumed earlier, i.e., to the vertical velocities v' and t; where Af 'v' -f Mv = 0.

When, on the other hand, (J is zero or negative, the layer is said to be in neutral or

stable equilibrium^ respectively. These cases produce either no change in or a diminu-

tion of the perturbating velocities.

Effect of Moisture Distribution. Equation (9) gives essentially different answers

respecting stability according to the distribution of moisture in the atmosph(^re.

Three possible v.ases occurring in nature must be considered. These cases and the

results of appropriate substitutions of preceding equations are

I. Dry Layers. Botli ascending and descending currents are initially and remain

80 dry that condensation does not occur. Then

(10)

II. Liquid Water Present The layer contains enough liquid water so that both

ascending and descending currents follow the saturated-adiabatic, i.e., condensation

occurs in the ascending current while evaporation occurs in the descending current.

Then

C' -/nng[(7 -7»)(l +^')]t-'A/ (11)

III. Wei Layers. The ascending current is initially so nearl}' saturated that

condensation occurs immediately the motion commences and continues throughout

the interval considered. The descending current produces no evaporation. Thus

parcels of air in the two currents follow the saturated- and the dry-adiabatic, respec-

tively. Then

(? = j? In [(t - yJ -
>«)] ^ (12)

It is clear from Eq. (10) above that, when the stratum is dry and when y < ydj 6
is negative and the layer is question is stable with respect to all perturbations. When

y > yd there is instability in the dry layer. In case II, the layer is stable or unstable

according to the sign of the term (y - ym)- Case III, which is the most interesting
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in nature, will be seen from Eq. (12) to depend on the magnitude of the ratio M^/M
when 7m < T < 7</- In this case the layer is said to be “selectively unstable.'' In

other words, 6 will in certain cases be positive for a given sounding and M'/M but

negative for the same sounding and different M'/M. The functional dependence of

(? on M'/M is best shown graphically (see Figs. 4 to 9).

Thickness of the Layer. Equations (10) to (12) show that the magnitude of 6
depends on the “thickness ” of the layer considered. More precisely, C is proportional

to the natural logarithm of the ratio of bottom to top pressure across the layer. This

result suggests a convenient unit of measurement for (?. For the linear distance

between two isobars on an Emagram is exactly proportional to In po/pi. Also the

linear distance between isobars on a pseudoadiabatic diagram is approximately pro-

portional to this factor. The effect of the thickness of the layer considered on its

stability is then very conveniently obtained by multiplication by the linear spread of

top and bottom isobars for tlie layer on the thermodynamic diagram. In present

practice, the linear scale of temperature on the pseudoadiabatic diagram is used,

Bjerknes’ Method. Bjerknes^ arrives at results similar to those given in Eqs. (9)

and (12) by considering the “accumulation of heat per second" within a layer that is

kept fixed in space, while the air passes through it upward and downward. The
pressure at the level remains almost constant. Then the rate of change of heat (more

precisely enthalpy) is given by

dt
Cp [m

di ^ at _

r,{M' + M)
i2T

at

(^'1
V df

(13)

Small variations of the specific heat Cp with changes in moisture content are neglected.

The right-hand side of Eq. (13) is divide<l up into two terms (1) the “uniform heating"

of the whole unit layer at the rate aTIdi, and (2) the “surplus heating" (positive or

negative) of the cloud parts of the layer at a rate proportional to {dT^ /at) — {dT/dt).

The surplus heating in the layer for the three cases considered is found to be

(I) _,,Mv(l+^)a

(II) CpMv(l+^)^ (U)

(III) CpMV (/3 - a

where a as 7^ — 7 and s 7 — As Bjerknes remarks, “The surplus heating

of the clouds is the only part of the heat of condensation available for the production

or annihilation of kinetic energy." The uniform heating of the layer under ordinary

circumstances consumes most of the energy put into the system by the heat of con-

densation. The uniform heating also involves a raising of the center of gravity of

the whole air mass, i.e., an increase of its potential energy.

Note on the Derivations. It will be noted that the only difference beween the

expressions (14) for the surplus heating and the right-hand side of Eqs. (10) to (12)

is the factor involving the thickness of the layer considered. The term R In po/pi At

has been replaced by CpM\ Bjerknes' expi^essions apply to a layer of unit thickness.

The equations derived for 6 apply to the stratum between the pressures po and pi.

In each case, the sign of the result is the same for a given sounding; the difference lies

in the magnitude of the “stability" to be assigned.

Intuitively it is not difficult to see that C is & measure of the change in kinetic

energy. It may be noted, however, that no effort has so far been made to suggest

precisely what system has this amount of energy. The refinement may be made
using the circulation theorem, provided*that some additional simplifications are intro-
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duced. Consider the following special case: At time U when there is no motion, a per-

turbation of velocity Vq is applied as an impulse. Assume the layer to be so thick

that the ratio of the length of the ascending column to the length of the descending

column is almost unity. This assumption is valid for even very thin layers if the

int(‘rval of time is small enough.

Initially the circulation around a path consisting of two isobars and two verticals

is zero. After the motion has commenced, it is C = Lv' — Lv or Lv'(l -|- M*/M)
where L is the thickness of the strai\im in linear measure. For this simple path,

the circulation acceleration is giv(*n by direct differentiation to be ~ L dv'/dt

(1 )• I^et be the elevation above an arbitrary base of the lower boundary
of the layer in question. Then dh/dt ~ v'

.

Tin? linear thickness of the layer is

given in terms of the mean temperature through it to be Jj — In po/pi * \/g.

On combining the two expressions for C and eliminating L, one obtains

where

dP
= a^h

ffynC/K

T„A\ -b {M'/M)]

K = ]{ In • y,0' M
V\

The solutions of the above differential equations for the cases wdiere a® > 0 and
< 0 are

h = “
• si nil od
a

h =
|—I

sin |cv|/

v' = Vo' cosh od

— Vo cos \a\t

a* > 0

< 0

with the boundary conditions that ~ Vo' and /i = 0 when / — 0, It will be not(id

that a® is determined by the sounding and choice of the ratio The above

form for a* was selected because it is later found convenient to plot d/K for use in

practical analysis (Figs. 4 to 9).

In applying the above equations for h or v', it is essential to remember the condi-

tions under which they are valid. The time t must be so small that the displacement

h does not materially alter the original fields of temperature and pressure. It is

reasonable, for example, to take i large enough to make h/L about 0.10.

It is seen that, when a* > 0, the perturbing velocities are increased. When, on

the other hand, a* < 0, the result of the perturbation is an oscillation of simple har-

monic motion about the original position. T^hese two cases respond to unstable and

stable stratification, respectively.

In nature, the effect of friction cannot be neglected. Without a complete analysis,

one can still conclude qualitatively that friction will set an upper limit to the velocity

that will be attained in the case of instability. Similarly, friction will damp out the

oscillations in the cavSe of a stable stratification.

A numerical example for the above solutions negle(‘,ting friction is as follow^s

(for M'/M « 0.2):

Unstable I^yer

a « 0.40 (from sounding)

« 270‘*K
a* «« 1.21 X 10“*sec-*

. Vo
* 2 mps (assumed)

. h » 182 sinh at

v' a* 2 cosh at

Stable Layer

C
^

=» —1.60 (from sounding)

Tm » 270‘^K
a* « —4.g4 X 10- ^- sec~?-.

Vo* =» 2 mps (assume

)

Amplitude » 91 m
Period =* 4.75 hr
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From the velocities as given by the above equations, one can find the kinetic

energy of the motion. In all that follows, attention is centered, however, on the

quantity 6 rather than on the velocity in either the ascending or the descending air.

This is done in order to avoid the additional assumptions made above. It will also

be seen that 6 more readily than the velocities lends itself to a description of the

stability of the column as a whole.

Stability of Stratified Atmosphere.—Inspection of two or more soundings taken

within one air mass will show that the atmosphere is more or loss stratified in parallel

layers. In the following, it is assumed that this stratification is accurately enough
represented by the layers between consecutive significant It^voLs of radiosonde

data for the station desired. Through each such layer, the thermodynamic proper-

ties and the mixing ratio have cither con-

stant magnitudes or constant vorti(;al gradi-

ents. Thus lapse rate i.s about constant

through one layer, as is the decrease (or

increase) of mixing ratio. WTiere these

quantities have sudden changes, new signifi-

cant levels are inserted in the report.

The assumed dynamical structure of the

atmosphere during cumulus formation is

shown schematically in Fig. 3. Kach layer

is assumed to have the simple structure used

above in investigating the stability in one

stratum. The hatch(‘d area represents thcj

cloud area. It is not necessary to make
any statement about precisely v^hen velocity

perturbations reach any particular layer,

nor about how large the perturbations are.

Such additional information would permit

more detailed analy.sis and forecast but could be added in our present state of

knowledge only as assumptions. Since the significant levels are isobars, the circu-

lation theorem provides the value of for the cumulus tower as a whole, i.e.

Fio.

tower.

3.- Schematic view of cumulus
Hatched portion represents cloud;

clear portion represents clear sky.

(3'(l-2-3-4j = (each stratum)

where the summation on the right-hand side will take account of the fact that indi-

vidual layers may be either wet or dry.

For use in the above, it is convenient to rewrite Eqs. (10) to (12) as follows:

^ dry ascent and descent (1)

X * 0 ascent and descent (II)

^ ^ ^ w) ascent and dry descent (III)

JRl - i2 In £5
• Yiv' Ae (IV)

Pi

Since the liquid water content of the strata is generally unknown (and in any caee

must be very small during early stages of formation), the case of wet-adiabatic ascent

and descent is excluded by assumption. The circulation acceleration for the entire
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cumulus tower is then given by the sum of Eqs. (I) and (III) determined for the dry
and wet strata, respectively. Then

dry
layers

wet
layers

It will be noted that both the factor K and the lapse rates used in Eq. (15) may vary
from layer to layer. As implied by the sketch, one may also consider M'/M to have
different values for different strata, liquation (15) is the general expression for the

stability of the entire .sounding.

Total Heating at Any Elevation. It is of some interest to note, following Bjerknes^

and Petterssen,® the total heating of the layers in the three cascis considered. By
substitution into the appropriate part of Eq. (13), it is easily found that

(I) oli

(11) ctl1
^ ' (16)

(III) = c^A/'v’(y, -

The rate of change of heat (enthalpy) at any level is then zero except in the case of

wet-adiabatic ascent accompanied by dry-adiabatic descent. This means that the

temperature averaged over a large horizontal area is constant in time in case I and
case II. The temperature change within the ascending and descending streams is

of course given by the appropriate one of Eqs. (2) to (5). In the case of wet ascent

and dry descent, however, the average temperature over a large horizontal area will

increase with time. This follows from (III) above since yd > ym always.

The net effect of wet-adiabatic ascent and dry-adiabatic descent in parallel streams

as visuaUzed here is then to warm the levels concerned. This warming over a hori-

zontal area of appreciable extent will increase the stability of the warmed layers with

respect to the air below and will decrease the stability with respect to the air above.

When, for example, condensation occurs just under a dry layer, the warmed air beneath

will become very unstable with respect to the dry air above.

Formation of Cumulus. Physically the sequence of events that ends in the

existence of cumulus clouds is not simple. The fact of vertical gust velocities through

the atmosphere is well established by observation. These vertical velocities may be
thought of as initiating in a great variety of ways. The turbulent surface layer,

for example, in flowing over any but a mirror smooth surface will provide vertical

perturbations to the layers above. When the circulation acceleration is positive in

the layer over the source of the gust, greater velocities result. WTien the turbulent

layer is capped with a strong inversion (in which d becomes negative), perturbations

from below are soon damped out.

The preceding analysis shows that the atmosphere is more imstable to perturba-

tions with M'/M small. The result is that, while initially there may be no ‘‘pre-

ferred value*" for M'/Mj yet the smaller towers will build up while those of greater

cross-sectional ai*ea will be damped out. Observation of the growth of cumulus shows,

especially in the early stages, that the cloud area is small compared with the clear

spaces. After many clouds form, the entire sky may of course be covered because

of wind shear in the vertical and consequent spreading out of the individual towers.

There is also a physical limit to the smallness of M*/M, For as the ascending current

becomes very small in area, turbulent mixing in the horizontal will destroy cloud as
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soon as it forms. It is diflftcult to visualize a real case in which M'/M would be less

than about 0.10.

There seems to be no basis in fact for stating that M' I

M

will have any particular

value in nature. A complete statistical investigation may provide further information

on what value should be used in practice. Experience to date indicates that M'/M
assumed to be from 0.20 to 0.30 in mid-latitudes will lead to a correc.t analysis in most
cases. It may be noted that the ratio M'/M is associated with cloud cover; cloud

cover « M'/{M' + M). It is evident also that, as M'/M approaches zero, the slice

method reduces to the parcel method (see Sec. V).

It is considered probable that the effects of impulses from below arc transmitted

upward through the atmosphere somewhat like a shock wave. The rate of upward
development of cumulus as observed show^s definitely that this *^wave” speed is rela-

tively small (order of magnitude a few meters per second). The impulses will be

transmitted relatively rapidly through layers where > > 0 and will penetrate

slowly if at all those layers where C < 0. The growth of velocity in the simplest case

is of course given by the preceding equations. These cannot be used to give an

exact time of development of the complete cloud, for the equations are only approxi-

mately true after the displacements have a finite value. Th(;y may, however, be

used in a qualitative way as indicated.

If the layers are all completely dry {w s 0), there will naturally be no cloud forma-

tion. Whether a given layer should be considered “wet” or “dry” in the deter-

mination of C depends on the amount of moisture present. If the permitted

displacements produce condensation, the layer is wet and 6 is given by Eq. (12). If

no condensation results from the displacements, the lay(‘r is dry and 6 is given by Eq.

(10). It will be recalled that condensation may occur when relative humidities are

below 100 per cent. The rule that relative humidities are usually at 100 per cent in

cumulus clouds does not apply in the analysis, for during the time of perturbations

and small displacements the cloud is only beginning to form. After the formation

is complete, the simplifications introduced do not apply in any case. In particular

the atmosphere is not barotropic after cumulus have formed.

The “weather” resulting from cumulus formation depends on a number of factors

beyond the scope of this stability investigation. See Sec. Ill for the physics of

condensation. It is adequate here merely to remark that if instability is large

through relatively thick layers around the 0-deg isotherm, thunderstorms, hail, etc.,

are bound to result when perturbations of velocity trigger off the instability.

Modification of the Real Atmosphere. The application of Eq. (15) to a sounding

gives a quantitative measure of the stability of the atmosphere as it was at the time

of the radiosonde (or aerograph) flight. The soundings used in forecasts are generally

taken at night when very stable conditions exist in the lower layers (over land).

Unless the insolation of the early day is sufficient to remove the inversions and to

steepen the lapse rate in the lower layers, cumulus formation is improbable. The
analyst must then take probable modifications of the sounding into consideration

before making a forecast.

The major changes in the sounding will be due to one or more of the following:

(1) surface heating, (2) lifting of the entire layer as by a front or an orographic barrier,

(3) advection, and (4) large-scale divergent or convergent flow. These changes may
be taken into account before <? is computed. Minor changes in the atmospheric

structure will also occur because of change in moisture by mixing aloft and evaporation

at the surface. Under certain circumstances, radiation from moist layers aloft will

cause appreciable changes in lapse rate. This is a cause of some nocturnal thunder-

storms. The latter modifications may generally be accounted for after 6 is computed

for the sounding.
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Evaluation of the Record. Given a sounding modified by the analyst to take

account of surface heating, divergence or convergence, advection, and lifting expected,

the circulation acceleration may he computed by E^q. (15). In practice, the ratio

/M will be taken to be 0.20 or 0.30. Numerical results are given for r' and M
equal to unity. The final 6 is given in arbitrary units resulting from using the linear

spacing of isobars on a pseudoadiabatic diagram as “thickness factor^' (see page 707).

The distribution of C for the sounding gives the stability of the atmosphere. In

drawing conclusions from the result, one must rememlx^r the restrictions on it. Thus
the stability is accurately indicated only for the atmosphere satisfying the original

assumptions and for (1) relatively small displacements and (2) perturbations of

velocity that fit the equation M'v' Mv — 0. One may extrapolate the results

qualitatively beyond these rigid boundaries, but the extrapolated values can be

approximations to reality at best.

In drawing conclusions from the record for forecasting the weather, one must also

have some knowledge of the physical structure of the clouds. 1'he atmosphere may
be very unstable (in the sense of having much turbulence) without resulting weather.

The slice or convective-cell method like all others rt‘quires some judgment and physical

knowledge to ensure accurate forecasts. The inherent advantage of the present

method is that its simplifying as.sumptions are close approximations to reality. What
has been accomplished is a means of stating stability or instability in terms of the mag-

nitude and distribution of one variable ((?), instead of the several variables previously

employed. It also appears that, in a good percentage of cases investigated, a correct

forecast may be issued with relatively small reliance on general experience.

PROCEDURES AND TECHNIQUES OF ANALYSIS FOR CUMULUS ACTIVITY

The procedures and techniques suggested below arc designed to meet two needs:

(1) to give additional information to the experienced analyst through convenient

use of the slice or convective-ccll method and (2) to establish systematic routines by
which the nonexpert may improve his analysis and forecast.

Surface Synoptic Chart. Examine the surface synoptic chart to answer the

questions

1. What air mass is expected over the station? What modifications are expected

in it during the forecast period? What will be the trajectory of the air arriving over
the station? What changes may be expected in moisture content in lower layers?

2. What fronts are in the vicinity? Wliat is the general flow pattern (convergent

or divergent)?

3. W^hat is the expected cloud cover? Will insolation be sufficient to remove night

ground inversions?

4. Is the station in a region of a dynamic anticyclone?
5. What is the expected maximum temperature?
6. Wliat surface winds will prevail through the forecast period?

In many cases, the analyst can easily make a correct forecast from the synoptic

chart alone. If the answers to the above questions show that intense cumulus

activity is possible, he should proceed to use other data. In passing, it is always

wise to consult a reliable climatological atlas unless the climate is familiar (see

Sec. XII).

. Upper«air Charts* Examine the constant-level charts, the isentropic charts, the

constant pressure charts, and the pilot-balloon charts to answer the questions.

1. Is the air over the station unusually wet (dry) ? What changes are expected?

2. Will mixing along the isentropic surfaces increase (or decrease) the moisture

content?
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3. Is upslope (or downslope) motion expected along the isentropic surfaces?

4. Will the upper winds increase so rapidly with elevation that the tops of cumulus
will be sheared off and dissipated by horizontal turbulence?

5. Is the flow pattern convergent (divergent) over the station? What levels are

affected?

6. Will advection aloft bring in colder (warmer) air? What levels?

Radiosonde Reports. Examine radiosonde reports from the station and from

one or more stations upwind to answer the questions

1. Is the atmosphere clearly so stable that cumulus activity will not occur? Such
is generally the case under a strong subsidence inversion.

2. Is there sufficient moisture present to permit clouds?

The radiosonde reports plotted on a thermodynamic diagram will also permit a

quick estimate of the situation by either the parcel method or the slice method.

If the parcel mel-hod shows absolute stability for air carried above the convective

condensation level (CCL), no cumulus will show any appreciable development. If

the parcel method shows a positive area, the slice method should be applied. A
quick qualitative estimate may be made by inspection. If the sounding shows near

saturation everywhere and has a lapse rate close to or less than the wet-adiabatic, the

atmosphere is stable. If the sounding is wet and lies appreciably to the left of the

wet-adiabatics (greater than wet-adiabatic lapse rate), cumulus formation may be

severe. If the air aloft is dry, the atmosphere is stable except when lifted frontally

or orographically unless the sounding shows a lapse rate greater than the dry-adiabatic.

Stability from the surface up through 10,000 to 15,000 ft will almost always stop

extensive cumulus activity.

Slice Method Procedures. After analysis of the synoptic chart, modify the

appropriate sounding according to what type of convective activity is expected.

1. Cumulus Due to Surface Heating, (a) Mark the convective condensation level

(CCL) of the air in the surface layers. The CCL is located at the intersection of the

sounding with the saturation mixing ratio line equal to the average mixing ratio in

the lower layers. Rule: Take the average mixing ratio to be the arithmetical mean
of the mixing ratios transmitted for the lowest three significant levels plus 2 grams per

kg. The 2 grams added are to take account of the usual diurnal increase. Circum-

stances may indicate that a greater or les.ser value should be added (e.gr., surface winds

coming from wet or dry terrain). The addition usually lowers the CCL. (6) Draw
the dry-adiabatic intersecting the CCL from the CCL to the surface isobar. The
stratum between the CCL and the surface isobar is the source of velocity perturbations

to the upper layers
;
this is called the turbulent surface layer. The temperature at the

intersection of the surface isobar and the dry-adiabatic is the temperature to which

the surface must be warmed before cumulus activity may become pronounced. At

lesser temperatures, velocity perturbations will not exist at the CCL. Greater surface

temperatures will increase the magnitude of the turbulent transfer and, consequently,

the magnitude of the perturbing velocities.

2. Cumulus Due to Frontal or Orographic Lifting. If the initial lifting of the air

leaves undisturbed its barotropic condition, the slice method may be applied. Some
account should be taken of divergence and convergence in important cases. The
general effects of lifting may be determined by computing C (circulation acceleration)

after modification of the sounding as follows; (a) Move the surface level isobarically

to the expected temperature before the frontal passage (or as the air approaches the

orographic barrier). (6) Lift each significant point of the sounding (surface point

after the above change) adiabatically a predetermined number of millibars. It is

generally sufficient to lift each level the same amount in millibars, thus assuming
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there is zero convergence. The amount of lift will depend on the slope of the front or

the orographic barrier. In practice, it seems l>est to lift all points 100 mb. The
analyst may then use his judgment to decide whether in this particular case a greater

or less lift should have been employed.

3. Make a mental note or jot on the thermodynamic diagram what minor
changes are expected in the sounding between the time of the sounding and the time
of expected cumulus activity. Pay particular attention to changes expected in mixing
ratio and temperature aloft. (See a recent paper by Martin^ for discussion of changes

due to advection.) When current upper winds are available, show their values on
the thermodynamic diagram (see illustrations on succeeding pages).

4. Divide the sounding into layers. The lowest layer lies between the CCL
and the first significant level above it. Other layers lie between consecutive significant

levels above. Each layer is considered separately in the analysis. It is usually

sufficient (and desirable) to proceed to the limits of the first “raob” transmission (400

mb). When aerograph soundings are used, this elevation is generally not reached.

5. Label each layer as “wet** or “dry.** A layer is said to be wet when per-

turbing velocities produce condensation in the upward currents. A layer is said to

be dry when th(?re is no condensation in upward currents. Rule: Experience indicates

that in mid-latitudes a layer may be assumed wet when the relative humidity is greater

than about 70 per cent; otherwise the layer is taken to be dry.

Note: This step is clearly very important. For the sign of C vvill generally depend
upon whether the layer is w et or dry. In case of doubt, use another sounding if avail-

able. It is sometimes desirable to make computation for a layer both w^et and dry.

(). Determine the circulation acceleration for each wot layer separately,

equation for wet layers is

where

and (?

M'/M

y, yd, ym

R
po and Pi

r'

C
K

K « In 2-V
Pi

7da* At

The

(III)

(IV)

circulation acceleration (positive for in.stability)

ratio of the masses of ascending and descending currents of air in a

convection cell

actual lapse rate, dry-adiabatic lapse rate, and w(jt-adiabatic lapse rate,

respectively

' gas constant for the air

pressures at bottom and top of the layer

magnitude of the ascending velocity in the cell

duration of the velocity perturbation

Note: The ratio M'/M may be interpreted in terms of the expected cloud cover

at the start of the cumulus activity (in case clouds are due to surface heating). In

fact
M'/M

Cloud cover
1 + (M'/M)

Figures 4 to 9 give for convenience the value of C/K for different ratios M*jM and for

all likely lapse rates. To apply the above equation proceed as follows

:

a. For each layer separately mark off the temperature change along the sounding,

the dry-adiabatic, and the wet-adiabatic. The average values of the ratios of the

lapse rates through the layer are given by

ym ^ X «
yi ATd yd ATd (17)
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The procedure is illustrated in Fig. 10. Alternatively look up the mean value of

ym in Fig. 33 or Table 74 in Sec. I. Care should be used in finding these values.

h. Select a value of M'/M. Rule: Experience indicates that in mid-latitudes

M*IM will be from 0.20 to 0.30. Reference to the figures shows that, if a layer is

slightly unstable for a certain it is more unstable for smaller M*/M and stable

for larger M'/M. Use M'/M ** 0.3 first.

c. Enter the appropriate figure (for selected AVJM) with the ratios ym/ya and

y/ya^ Read off the value of C/K (positive or negative). Record this value on the

thermodynamic diagram in the layer.

0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 TO ^

Ifm/yd yni/7d

Fio. 5.—Nomogram for circulation accelor- Fio. (>, —Nomogram for circulation acceler-

ation. ation.

d. Take the thickness of the layer into account. Using dividers or marks on a

piece of white paper, measure the linear distance between isobars for the layer. Use

as scale the line,ar scale for temperature at the base of the pseudoadiabatic diagram.

Thus a layer will be so many ^^degrees centigrade thick (see Fig. 10). This choice of

unit is arbitrary but has the advantage of convenience. Record this thickness in

the layer.

e. Multiply C/K by the thickness of the layer. Record this product in the layer.

In the arbitrary units selected^' this number is the stability of the layer.

Note: The value of C may be computed in specific energy units (e.g.j joules per

gram) if desired [see Eq. (IV)].

7. Determine the circulation acceleration for each dry layer separately. The
equation for dry layers is
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where the symbols have the meaning used in Eq. (IV) above. It will be noted

that 6/K is negative unless the sounding has a superadiabatic lapse rate. Since this

is unlikely in the upper air save for very thin layers, the effect of dry layers is generally

stabilizing to initial velocity perturbations.

Note: When a dry layer overlies a wet layer that becomes warmed because of

cumulus formation, the lapse rate will increase appreciably, and instability will

develop.

a. Find 7 /7 d as in Eq. (17) above.

h. Use same M'IM as in wet layers. Compute CjK by simple multiplication, as

shown in Eq. (I).

c. Multiply tIK by thickness of layer as in wet layers. Record final C in the

arbitrary units explained above in the layers on thermodynamic diagram.

smu

SHMSEi

0 ai 0.2 03 04 05 06 07 08 09 IjO

imird
-Nomogram for circulation acceler-

ation

-Nomogram for circulation acceler-

ation.

iV'ote on CompiOatum* In the rather rare cases when lapse rate and moisture dis

tribution are almost constant through layers thicker than those transmitted on the

teletype sequence, it is correct to apply the above procedures to the thicker layer as

if it were one. Particular care must be taken to obtain average values for the ratios

of the lapse rates in such cases. In working up a sounding, read off lapse rates to the

nearest 0.01®C per 100 m. Measure thickness of layers to the nearest 0.10®C. Record

final 6 to the nearest 0.1 arbitrary unit.

Distribution of Figures 11, 12, and 13 show the order of magnitude of (} in

some general cases. Figure 11 is a skeleton pseudoadiabatic diagram [N Aer. 448(f)].
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Ifm/yd

Fig. 9.—Nomogram for circulation acceleration.

i'lG. 10.*~-Sample computation for circulation acceleration for ‘‘wet layer.”

M*IM - 0.3.

Ratio
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The numbers in the rectangular blocks (each 100 mb by 10®C •) show, reading from top

to bottom;

1. The average ratio of the wet-adiabatic lapse rate to the dry-adiabatic lapse

rate in the block (a pure number).
2. The value of (? in the arbitrary units explained above for a sounding that is

saturated along the dry-adiabatic through the middle of the block—a very unstable

case.

3. The value of d in same units when the sounding is saturated, M'/M » 0.3,

and the lapse rate is the mean of the wet- and dry-adiabatic lapse rates for the block.

4. The value of (? in same units when the sounding is saturated, M'IM « 0.3,

and the lapse rate is equal to the average wet-adiabatic lapse rate in the block.

400i

m
mb
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300

900
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2.60

1.96

-0.55

.670
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3.40

-1.44

.560
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AZl
8.27

5.80
-2.44

HEY:

1.

-An/ra

2.
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Ibrall

c
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2,74
1.92
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4.03

2.82

-1.22
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5.49

3.84
-1.66
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6.62
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-2.00
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1.54

-0,66
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3.43

2,40
-1.03
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4.69

3.28
-1.41
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5.72

3.98
-1.72
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6.46

4.52
-I.9I

.830

1.57

1.10
-0.47
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2.85

2.00
-0.86

.560

4.05

234
-1.23
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5.05

3.53

-1.53

i

.375

1 5.75

4.03
-1.74
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2.46

1.72

-0.75

.584

3.54

2.48

-1.07

.470

4.50

3.15
-1.37

.390

5.19

3.63
-1.57

600

i400mb.

500

700

.300

6.45

4.51

-1.95

.332

5.67

3.97
-1.72

dOOmbi

m

llOOOmb.
-20 -10 0 K)

Temperature, ®C.
20 30 40

Fia. 11.—Average wet-adiabatic lapse rates and circulation acceleration for various lapse

rates through TOO mb intervals. See KEY in figure.

Reference to Fig. 11 will prevent any gross errors in calculation. It will be noted

that interpolation from block to block is not linear.

Figure 12 shows 6 computed for average values of mP air in summer in Europe.

It will be noted that the atmosphere is unstable below 900 mb
;
above 900 mb there is

considerable stability. Figure 13 shows (? for cP air in summer in Europe. The air

is very stable in its lowest 100 mb. From 900 to 800 mb there is some instability.

Above 800 mb the sounding is stable or neutral (700 to 600 mb). All layers have

been assumed '^wet” afid M^/M taken to be 0.3 m the calculation. Both figures

are for average conditions.
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Fio. 12.—Circulation acceleration for mean conditions in mP air.

500 /J ur-^/0

Fia. 13.—Circulation acceleration for mean conditions in 6P air.
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THUNDERSTORMS AND THUNDERSTORM FORECASTING

Three major considerations arise in a study of thunderstorms:

1. Meteorological problem: What are the conditions of the air mass(es) concerned?
What lifting will occur? Where and when will thunderstonns occur? What will he
their violence?

2. StrucUire and life history: What is the physical structure in the thunderstorm
throughout its life history? What are the probable trajectories of various thunder-
storms?

3. Operations: What instructions will be issued to personnel who will be in or in the

vicinity of thunderstorms (aloft or at the surface)? What measures will be taken to

safeguard equipment?

The meteorological problem must be solved by the meteorologist. He may be

guided in his conclusions by pilot reports. The structure and life history of thunder-

storms will be understood only through the wholehearted cooperation of meteorologist

and pilot. Without this cooperation, forecasts will be issued in terms not understood

by the pilot. The too often earth-bound aerologist must rely on the descriptions

given by the man who has flown the wetither. The question of what to do about the

weather is the final responsibility of the operations officer. He cannot make the

correct decisions without correct forecasts from the aerologist.

General Structure and Description of Thunderstorms. A thunderstorm consists

of a core of uprushing air fed by an inrush of air from the front of the storm. Inertia

carries the rising mass far above its equilibrium level. The top of the rising column
finally falls over and pours down. Cold rain, hail, or snow may assist in cooling the

downdrafts. These increase in violence and sometimes reach the surface as cold

currents. A strong downdraft is us\ially found immediately behind the updraft,

with the air farther to the rear settling more gradually.

The intensity of a thunderstorm is an indefinite term. One storm may provide

strong turbulence and hail at a station while less than a mile away the storm is con-

sidered mild. Moreover, the severity of the storm may change greatly in an hour^s

time. At the right time and place, the conditions within a localized convective

thunderstorm can be just as bad as they are at any spot in a long line squall. The
classification of thunderstorms must be based largely on what starts them off. After

they have commenced, the associated turbulence and precipitation will depend on

what the structure of the atmosphere was when they started and upon how it modifies

as they progress.

Note: No thunderstorm will be reported as “mild” by a pilot caught in its center.

There is no reliable method of recognizing in advance a thunderstorm that will

produce large hailstones. It appears that large hailstones occur in convective thun-

derstorms as often as in line squalls. About one storm in 800 on the Denver-New
York airway produces hail as large as walnuts. One in 5,000 produces hail as large

as baseballs. I^arge hail appears more frequently when the base of the unstable region

is below 7,000 ft and when lapse rates are per 1,000 ft or greater. The moist

layer generally straddles the freezing level and is at least 15,000 ft deep. Hail some-

times occurs only in a very small column of the storm. Severe hail has been observed

to fall apparently from the blue sky close in advance of and behind the storm. This

has apparently formed in the chimney and been thrown out at the top.

It appears that lightning strikes on airplanes are more common in cumulus- or

thunderstorm-type clouds and precipitation at a temperature within 6 deg either side

of freezing. The majority of strikes are preceded by St. Elmo's fire (coronal dis-
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charge, visible at night). This begins when precipitation is encountered. Static

in the radio and turbulence generally increase with the increase of the St. Elmo^s

fire. The entire cycle including the strike often takes place within less than min.

The strike may often be avoided by choosing a new fiight level. Pilots should turn

on the cockpit light and watch the instrument panel to guard against being blinded

by flashes. Structural damage to the aircraft is unlikely. The radio and flight instru-

ments may be permanently damaged by a strike; they will generally be temporarily

out of commission at least.

Turbulence apptjars to occur largely at the boundary surfaces between vertical

currents. A number of experiences havc^ been reported in which the plane has been
carried rapidly but smoothly within a strong vertical current. More frequently

the efi'ect is that of a sharp edge gust.'' Accelerations up to 10 ^ have been recorded

by aircraft. Visual evidence of turbulence is given by the scud roll observed at the

forward edge of a typical thunderstorm between an updraft and the following down-
draft. Strongest vertical currents generally occur in the lower two-thirds of the

thundercloud.

Gusty winds and wind shifts generally accompanying the passage of a thunder-

storm over the station may overturn grounded aircraft. Loose gear may be picked

up and thrown against, other objects, causing considerable damage. Meteorologists

are expected to notify hangar personnel in advance of such winds.

Two things are necessary before a thunderstorm will occur: (1) a potentially

unstable atmosphere with some of the air warmer than 0°C and (2) a trigger action to

start the vertical motions. Thunderstorms are generally classified according to the

manner in which the vertical motions are started. Once started, the potential

instability of the atmosphere is turned into real instability that produces strong

vertical velocities and the attendant thunderstorm.

Thunderstorm T3rpes. Thunderstorms may be classified as follows:

1. Air-mass thunderstorms.

a. Convective.
b. Orographic.

c. Nocturnal.

d. Isentropic.

2. Frontal thunderstorms.

a. Cold front.

h. Prefrontal.

c. Warm front.

d. Stationary front.

e. Upper front.

It should be noted that the thunderstorm occurs in the warm air mass in all cases.

In air-mass thunderstorms, this is obvious, for only one air mass is in the vicinity.

The statement is still true when cold and warm air masses are present and the thunder-

storm is frontal in character. In this case, the cold air serves only as a means of lifting

the warm air, thus triggering off its instability.

Convective thunderstorms occur with greater frequency than any other type and

are common to most temperate latitudes during the summer months. Other names
are (1) heat thunderstorm, (2) thundershower, (3) local thunderstorm, and (4) thun-

dersquall. The triggering action is provided by perturbations of velocity, local in

character, from the turbulent surface layers of the air after they are heated by the

sun. Characteristics are (1) rapid development, (2) small area, (3) slow movement,

(4) intense local precipitation, (5) strong downdrafts and local squalls, (6) risk of

local hail, and (7) dissipate by midnight at the latest (over land). They are most

common at the time of maximum temperature or shortly thereafter. ^
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Orographic thunderstorms occur when conditionally or convectively unstable air

is lifted by the terrain. Very rapid development and rather large area covered are

characteristic. The storm frequently remains stationary over the elevated land

causing its start. It is fed by new supplies of moisture brought in ]>y fresh air.

‘'Cloudbursts^^ arc generally caused by orographic thuiidcustorms. Contact flight

should not be attempted beneath such storms, since they have a temlency to hug the

peaks. Hail is a common feature in terrain such as the eastern slopes of the Rockies

south of Montana. The orographic thunderstorm is frequently found along with

frontal thunderstorms.

Nocturnal thunderstorms are common in the plains slates betwtHui 2200 and 0600.

They are generally scattered. They are frequently due to radiation from the top of

thfe moist layer. Nocturnal thunderstorms are often associated with obscure over-

running conditions in which a weak warm front was indicated on the surface map.
Factors that seem to precede these storms are (1) a weak warm front overrunning from

the southwest, (2) a convectively unstable air mass, and (3) altocumulus or strato-

cumulus clouds, generally broken.

Isentropic thunderstorms occur as the result of iscmtropic vertical displacaancnt of

a convectively unstable air mass. These may be associated with warm-front or

nocturnal thunderstorms in many cases.

Cold-front or "line-squalF' thunderstorms are started by the lifting of convectively

unstable air by the intrusion of the cold air along a cold front. Tlu^y occur in tlie

warm air. Greater energy is generally released when the front moves rapidly and/or

when it has a steep slope. The thunderstorms on a cold front maj^ persist along

hundreds of miles of the front. Hence the name line squall. The storms are generally

intensified in the afternoon and weakened at night. This indicabvs that convective

action in the day is a large factor. In some cas(*s, the contrast in the air masses is

so great that very violent storms occur even at'night. Topographical feaiur(^s distort

the microscopic structure of the front and cause great variation in the strength of

storms along it. Thundorheads at 12,000 ft or so are frequently separated by clear

spaces. At other times, the cold front may present a solid wall rising above 40,000 ft.

Prefrontal thunderstorms, often without breaks, sometimes develop })etween 75

and 300 miles ahead of a cold front. These storms are most active from afternoon to

midnight with a concentration around the end of the afternoon. During the period

of greatest activity, the original cold front becomes greatly weakened but intensifies

again after the prefrontal line squall dissipates. These storms are frequently accom-

panied by tornadoes in the United States. There are various explanations for the

development of these squall lines (see page 653). No completely reliable procedure

for forecasting all prefrontal line squalls is known.

Warm-front thunderstorms are relatively infrequent. In general, they occur

at high altitude. They then give showers superimposed on the usual warm-front

weather. High-level storms appear to be most active from later in the evening to

sunrise and least active in the afternoon, the reverse of the cold-front type. This

fact may be due to radiation from the top of the moist layer at night. When the

instability of the warm air is great, the storm will occur after only slight lifting and
may become violent at low levels.

Thunderstorms produced by stationary or qitasi-stationary fronts may have warm-
front or cold-front characteristics according to the slight movement of the front.

Violent storms may result, especially if the front is near the edges of cold water in the

spring.

Upper-cold-front thunderstorms are similar to the warm-front type but are usually

more severe. They occur along the upper cold front where the lifting of the warm
air ahead of the front is greatly increasJid. Tliere is a layer of stable air beneath the
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sU>rin haso ('xc(‘pt wlioiM' ih(' upper front bc^coinoK a Riirfaco front over higher couulry.

Time of Occurrence of Thunderstorms. Unless the climate of the region is

familiar, the for(»caster should consult a reliable climatological atlas (see the section

on Climatology, page 095). Convective thunderstorms are most likely^to occur when
the temperature of the surfa(;e minus the temperature of the air over the surface is a
maximum. Such maxima o(!c.ur over land in the afternoon and over the oceans at

night. Frontal thunderstorms (K*cur whenever the unstable air is lifted by the front.

"I'liey are likc'ly to be most violent when aided by convective activity (cold front)

or radiation from the top (warm front).

Forecasting of Thunderstorms. I'hundc^rstorm forecasting may be done a few
lioiirs ahead with a little practice by observation of the clouds. Flat cumulus that

show no tendency to develop indicate stable conditions aloft and no possibility of

thuiuh.T or showers. If towers show, precipitation is probable. If the clouds show
signs of ice-crystal development, precipitation with thunder is certain. Radio static

increasing is frequently a good sign of approaching thunderstorms.

From the pscmdoadiabatic diagram it is possible to determine certain properties

of the atmosphere as they existed at the time the sounding was made. Allowance

must be made for modifications between the time of the sounding and the time of

possible thunderstorm development. All information available from upper-air data

and pilot reports should be used. Lapse rates in the atmosphere under thunderstorm

conditions are generally between 3^2 and 51^ °F per 1,000 ft. In general, the steeper

the lapse rate (the nearer to deg), the more unstable is the atmosphere. Lapse

rat(\s by t hemselves are of little use since even a steep lapse rate is not serious if suffi-

cient moisture, initial perturbations (lifting forces), and other factors are not available.

Pearly-morning inversions will generally be eliminated by early-day surface heating.

Inversions at higher levels may limit the development to stratocumulus clouds.

When strong differences of wind exist at different levels, air-mass thunderstorms fail

to appear even when other conditions are right. This is probably due to shear and
turbukuice in the horizontal. Low-pressure areas and troughs generally favor thunder-

si orms. C'Onvergc'nce effects may be dominant even when fronts are not present.

Isentropic iipslope motion may produce thunderstorms over wide areas.

Thunderstorms in mid-latitudes in other than the summer season will not generally

extend to great heights. Thunderstorms in the tropics at any season, and in summer
in mid-latitudes, may extend to great heights. Pilots have reported the tops of

cumulonimbus clouds well above 50,000 ft. The deeper the storm, in general, the

more intense it is.

Detailed procedures and techniques for forecasting thunderstorms due to con-

vective activity will be found on pages 703 to 711. The methods follow some of the

original ideas of J. Bjerknes. The parcel method is discussed on pages 402 to 405.

P^rontal and orographic thunderstorms are forecast after the atmosphere is found to be

unstable to lifting in layers. The effects of the lifting are discussed on pages 405 to

408. The effects of convergence and divergence are discussed on pages 407 to 408.

A discussion of how to estimate the sign of divergence or convergence that will occur

in a given flow pattern is given on pages 813 to 815. The physics of condensation

and precipitation is given on pages 252 to 262. The thermodynamic approach and

the general analysis of thermodynamic diagrams are treated in Sec. V,

The discussions referred to above are complete in themselves. A thorough under-

standing of their principles is requisite to correct forecasting in the wide variety of

situations th^t may develop. It is impossible to illustrate all possible combinations

of circumstances; the understanding that comes from a knowledge of the principles

plus experience will ensure the best possible forecasts. From a combination of

experience and principles, the individual will deduce his own set of forecasting rules.
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Since a long set of such rules is unnecessary for the experienced man ana is likely to

provide unwarranted confidence in the beginner, no such set is given here.

It should be noted that the forecaster can hope to do no more than determine

whether thunderstorms are due in the vicinity, their probable time of development,

and their probable severity (expressed in terms of vertical development, turbulence,

hail, etc.). Forecasts of exact time and place of occurren(‘<* are slinost impossible,

except after long experience with the terrain in question.

EXAMPLES OF ANALYSIS AND FORECAST

After the routine work of finding the distribution of C along the sounding is done,

the forecast is made. A few general rules for forecasting may be given, but emphasis

Fig. 14.—Sounding for Washington, D.C., June 28, 1943, 0000 EWT.

is placed on the physical meaning of the number d rather than on a long list of rules.

Thus positive (? in a layer means that when perturbing velocities reach it they will

become larger; the layer is unstable. The larger is in a layer, the more unstable

the layer is. When, on the other hand, 6 is negative in a layer, perturbing velocities

that reach it will become smaller ; the la^^er is stable. According to the magnitude and

distribution of C through the entire sounding, the analyst will forecast weather from
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clear to severe thunderstorms and hail. Experience and constant attention to all

available synoptic data are required before correct forecasts can be made in some
cases; in others the distribution of 6 is so striking that a correct forecast may be made
by a beginner. The following statements may be used as guides:

1.

The distribution of worked up for a sounding is for the sounding as modified;
the analyst must decide from synoptic data what other modifications will occur during
i ho forecast period.

2. Dry layers are stable unless the lapse rate is supcradiabatic.

3. Wet layers are stable unless the lapse rate is appreciably greater than the

wet-adiabatic lapse rate.

4. The time factor may be considered qualitatively. Thus perturbations per-

sisting for several hours in layers where 6 is positive will result in velocities large

enough to penetrate thin stable layers above.

6. The magnitude of the initial perturbations may be considered qualitatively.

Thus impulses from a thick turbulent surface layer in which the wind is strong will be

greater than if light winds were present in a thin surface layer.

6. When (J is positive for all layers separately, the instability will certainly result

in ctunulonimbus, thunderstorms, and hail.
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7. When C is negative for all Jaj'^ers separate!}^, the stability present w ill prcivcnt

any cumulus formation.

8. When 6 summed over all layers is positive and greater than a certain magni-
tude (depending on the scale used to account for thickness of layers), cumulus activity

is certain.

9. When 6 summed over all layers is negative and its absolute nuignitucle is large

enough, extensive cumulus activity is impossible.

10.

When C is alternately positive and negative up the sounding (the usaial case in

nature), the analyst must pay particular attention to the location and thickness of the

layers:

. If positive 6 occurs through several thick layers and clusters around the O-deg

isotherm, thunderstorm activity with precipitation is probable.

. If positive 6 occurs only well below the 0-deg isotherm, cumulus clouds may
form (extent depends on thickness of layers in which C is positive), but precipitation

is improbable.

Note: Precipitation is not uncommon in the tropics even when the tops of the

cumulus are well below the 0-deg isotherm.

Figure 14 is plotted from the teletype sequence for Washington, D.C., June 28,

1943, 0000 EWT. The synoptic situation was such that the early day was expected
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to ])o clear. The maximum t(imp(jratiire exp(*.ci(‘(l was 92®F. The average mixing
ratio in the turbulent surface layer was assumed to be 19 grams per kg, since a con-

siderable increase was expected during the day with southerly winds. The OCL was
at about 884 mb. The parcel m(‘thod showed a substantial positive area. Wind
shear aloft was not expected to be excessive. Considerable moisture was found at all

levels. On the basis of the parcel method, thunderstorms were forecast for the area.

The slice-method analysis gives positive C with considerable instability up to

713 mb at 10°C. Above this layer, there is great stability except for the relatively

Fia. 17.—Sounding for Wasliington, D.C., Apr. 27, 1944, 0000 EWT.

thin layer FG which has positive 6, The table shows 6 computed for M*jM « 0.2 and

0.3. Since the instability is confined largely to layers below the 0-deg isotherm, and

since is negative and large in magnitude, partly cloudy should be forecast on the

basis of the slice method. Observation at Annapolis on June 28 showed about one-

fourth cloud cover from 0800 EWT throughout the day; cumulus humilis were logged

with bases estimated at 3,500 ft. Maximum temperature attained 90®F. Winds

were about southerly, Beaufort 4, throughout the day.

Figure 16 is plotted from the teletype sequence for Washington, D.C,, June 29,

1943, 0000 EWT. Circles and letters A, B, etc., represent the significant levels. The
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parcel method again shows a positive area. The slice method again shows great

cumulus activity improbable from surface heating. The synoptic chart showed,

however, that a cold front of good depth and strength was expected to pass Annapolis

about 1400. Therefore the 6 was computed for the “lifted sounding.^' The points

in squares and with letters A', etc., represent the result of lifting the sounding point

by point. Each level was lifted 100 mb. The lift is along the dry-adiabatic until

saturation and then along the wet-adiabatic until the 100 mb have been passed. The

0"C. 20X.
Fio. 18.—Sounding for Lake Charles, La., Mai-. 27, 1944, 0000 EWT,

resulting C for the lifted sounding with « 0.2 is shown for each layer in Fig. 15.

The pseudo-wet-bulb potential temperature decreases about 5*C through the sounding.

The distribution of (J shows instability through and below the 0-deg isotherm with

great instability from F* to G*. Fair stability exists from B' to E\ There is insta-

bility in the lowest lifted layer. The sum of (? is positive. On the basis of instability

around the 0-deg isotherm, frontal passage expected during period of maximum insola-

tion, and considerable depth to front, thunderstorms should be forecast. Hail is

unlikely, since the total instability in lower layers is small. The thunderstorms should

be “moderate/^ Observation at Annapolis pn June 29 showed light thunderstorms

and showers beginning at 1330. The cold firont passed the station at about 1430.
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Note; Bome allowance may also be made for convergence. Thus, if the flow is

convergent in the layer jBC, for example, one should lift level C more than B, When
the flow is divergent, on the other hand, the final spread between the levels in millibars

is less than it was originally.

Figures 16 and 17 show extreme stability. In the Miami sounding, the stability

is produced by the effect of a dynamic high centered about 400 miles to the northeast.

All layers aloft are dry. In the Washington sounding, the stability is produced by
advection aloft of warm moist air. These examples arc stable by any analysis.

Fia. 19.—Sounding for Brownsville, Tex., May 4, 1944, 0000 EWT.

Figure 18 is for Lake ^Charles, La., Mar. 27, 1944, 0000 EWT. The sounding

levels are shown by circles and letters A, etc. It is desired to know the result of

lifting. Each level was lifted 100 mb; the result is showui by squares and letters A\
B', etc. The diKstribution of 6 shows great instability through and around the 0-deg

isotherm. On the basis of the slice analysis, severe thunderstorms and hail should be

forecast for this lifted air. Actually, when a strong cold front lifted the column

sometime later large hailstones fell at Memphis and Nashville.

Figure 19 is for Browmsville, Tex., May 4, 1944, 0000 EWT. A cold front was
expected to pass the station sometime after 1200. The lifted sounding (100 mb)
and the distribution of is shown in the figure. There is strong instability in lower
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layers and neutral equilibrium through the 0-deg isotherm. Since the front is expected

close to the time of maximum insolation, thunderstorms should be forecast. ‘‘Slight-

intensity^’ thunderstorms 4 hr ago were reported by Brownsville on the 1430 map
of May 4 with the cold front by the station. There was a trace of precipitation.

Present thunderstorms of moderate intensity were shown on the same map.

Figure 20 shows another case of the effect of considerable dry air aloft and of the

time of frontal passage. The sounding as received shows moderate instability around

15 Wet

OX 20X.

Ftg. 20.—Sounding for Washington, D.C., 0, J944, 0000 EWT.

the 0-deg isotherm. Insolation was not expected to give bonvective thunderstorms.

A cold front was expected during the afternoon. The lifted sounding shows instability,

and thunderstorms were forecast. Actually the front did not pass Annapolis until

very late evening. A light shower was logged beginning at 2030. Showers con-

tinued throughout the night. No thunder was logged. Washington on the other

hand received moderate thunderstorms with showers in the late afternoon.

Figure 21 shows a tropical sounding from the Carribbean area, early autumn,

0000 local time. The parcel method shows a tremendous positive urea. On taking

account of the dryness of the atniosphere, tlie slice method shows stability, Using
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a slightly difforanl vorsion of th<i prosont method, partly cloudy w{»s forecast. Obser-

vations showed Ho Ho 0000 to 0900; Ho Ow, ?jo ^ from 1200 to 1600.

No convective clouds seem to have penetrated the stable dry layer fiCD.

Figure 22 is a sounding taken at He.nlow (Beds), Kngland, 0600 (IM'r, June 25,

1935. The parc(J method shows a moderately larg(^ positive area. The slice method

shows all lay(Ts unstable up to 700 mb. Above 700 mb llien* is rather small stability.

Since is tmiformly positive Ihnmgh all lower layers, scwenr thunderstorms should

Fia. 21.—Sounding in Caribbean area, early autumn, 0000 Local Time. M'/M — 0.3.

be forecast. Observations showed clear sky in the early morning. Violent thunder-

storms occurred all over southern England shortly after noon. Maximum tempera-

ture attained 81 ®F.

Figure 23 is a sounding taken at Pasadena, Calif. Cumulus clouds were already

in evidence at the time of the flight. The distribution of d shows that clouds will

carry well past the 0-deg isotherm with considerable velocity. Thunder and hail

should be forecast, particularly since some orographic lifting will occur in the vicinity

of Pasadena. Observation showed light thunderstorms and considerable hail and

showers beginning at 1246.
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FOG AND FOG FORECASTING

By J. F. O'Connor

Fog results from the condensation of atmospheric water vapor into water droplets

that remain suspended in the air in sufficient concentration to reduce the surface

visibility below 1,100 yd. Saturation of the air and the presence of sufficient nuclei

of condensation are usually necessary for fog formation. In some cases, however,

deliquescent nuclei may produce foggy air with relative humidity considerably below

100 per cent (see page 255). These nuclei are frequently found in industrial areas

in the form of sulfur compounds resulting from combustion, and also in masses of

air with large concentrations of hygroscopic salts due to previous trajectory over

oceanic areas.

The principal physical processes that cause saturation are evaporation and cooling.

The common types of fog resulting from each process are

1. Evaporation fogs.

a. Frontal fog.

b. Steam fog.

2. Cooling fogs.

a. Advection fog.

b. Radiation fog.

c. Inversion fog (stratus).

d. Upslope fog.

Frontal Fog and Stratus. When warm rain falls through cold air, e.g.y at a frontal

surface, supersaturation develops owing to evaporation from the w^arm rain into the

cooler air, and condensation on the nuclei proceeds, forming stratus cloud or fog. If

the air through which the warmer rain falls is originally unsaturated, it will be cooled

to its wct-bulb temperature by the evaporation process. Thus, wherever the rain

temperature exceeds the T,w of the cold air, stratus or fog will form. George^ has

shown that pre-w^arm-frontal fogs offer the greatest obstacle to operation of scheduled

flying during winter months in the southern and eastern United States,

In the rear of fast-moving cold fronts, fog does not result from this process, owing

principally to turbulent mixing (see page 399) of the cold air beneath the front. In

general, cold air that is thoroughly mixed beneath a front because of high wind

velocity is usually characterized by a stratus cloud with no fog.

Note: If the cold air mass is so much colder than the warm mass that, even with

an adiabatic lapse rate established through mixing, its temperature at the ground is

appreciably colder than the falling rain, then fog will form regardless of the intensity

of turbulent mixing.

Following are given some vertical-temperature distributions through frontal

surfaces, before rain starts to fall from the frontal cloud (hatched zone) . The tempera-

ture of the falling rain Ti is considered to be the temperature at the top of the frontal

inversion AB, When the air below the frontaUinversion has become saturated by
evaporation fsom the falling rain, the original lapse rates (solid lines) will have cooled

727
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to the wet-bulb lapse rates (dashed lines) between those levels where the dashed lines

fall to the left of the Ti isotherms (line of circles). Consider the four cases in Fig. 1.

Case I. Rain at temperature Ti falls through the cold air below, imparting the

saturation vapor pressure at its temperature Ti to the air. Above the level C, this

will be in excess of the saturation value at the air temperature, and condensation will

occur, A stratus cloud will form in stratum BC, Below level C, the air temperature

exceeds the rain temperature, and no condensation occurs.

Case II. Frontal fog forms from the base of warm-front cloud B down to surface,

since the rain is warmc^r than the cold air throughout. Furthermore, the lapse rate

after saturation will have changed to the dashed line (T,^ curve). After the air

reaches its wxt-bulb temperature, the energy for further evaporation of the rain is

provided by the enthalpy of the rain itself. If the air column below the frontal

surface is too deep, the rain will cool to the air temperature before it reaches the

ground. In such cases, the stratus does not build down to the surface. Thus frontal

fogs are usually found in the shallow wedge of cold air near the front. This case

Cose I Cose 2 Cose 3 Cose 4

Fig. 1.—Vertical temperature distributions through precipitating frontal surfaces, together
with strata developing fog or stratus

represents negligible turbulent mixing in the cold air, as indicated by its stable

lapse rate.

Case III. Figure 1 represents case II with turbulent mixing having developed

in the air below the frontal surface. The lapse rate below the frontal inversion is

therefore adiabatic. The fog that existed at the ground in case II has been lifted to

level C by turbulent mixing. This has raised the surface temperature to 7^2, which

now exceeds Ti, Thus the final lapse rate below level C (condensation level of surface

air) is dry-adiabatic (solid line), moist-adiabatic from level C to B where the stratus

exists, with the frontal inversion from R to A, where the base of the frontal nimbo-

stratus is found.

Case IV. The inversion at the surface is caused by cooling from below (cold air

under the front moving northward over colder ground). In this case, a stratus deck

should develop in the stratum BC, No condensation would occur in the stratum CD,

Fog would also exist in a shallow layer between the surface and level D, Increasing

velocities would rapidly dissipate the surface fog, since the mixing would destroy the

surface inversion.

Steam Fog. Steam fog is an unstable fog type, produced by intense evaporation

from a water surface into relatively cold air. Rapid condensation then occurs, and,

since this process involves heating from below as well as addition of moisture, a strong

lid in the form of an inversion some distance above the surface must be present to

prevent the fog particles from dissipating into the drier air above. Steam fogs are

observed in the middle latitudes in the vicinity of lakes and rivers in s,utumn when
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the water surfaces are still warm and the air cold. For example, at night after stag-

nant air has developed a strong radiationally produced surface inversion, it may drift

over the adjacent warm water. The heating from below destroys the lower portion

of the surface inversion, and the steam fog fills this stratum. This is frequently a

hazard to aviation, since many airports are located along rivers. This process is

shown diagraramatically in Fig. 2. If the heating from below is sufficient, it may
entirely wipe out the inversion, and then the fog dissipates owing to mixing with the

dry air above.

Oceanic areas adjacent to source regions of arctic air in winter frequently experience

this type of fog. In such regions, e.g., the Aleutians, it is known as arctic sea smokcy

occasionally building up from the water surface to heights of 5,000 ft.^ In such cases,

it takes the form of cumulus clouds with bases on the water, often with clear spaces

between. Fl^ung is hazardous through this type because of severe icing and tur-

bulence. At other times, the ‘*sea smoke/* forms a continuous sheet over the water

surface, and then it is much shallower.

Advection Fog. Advertion fog is produced by the transport of moist air over a

colder surface, resulting in the cooling of the surface layers below their dew points,

Fig. 2.—Formation of steam fog over a warm body of water, due to drainage of radiationally

cooled air in the surface layers over the adjacent land.

with condensation taking place in the form of fog. All sea fogs are of the advection

tyi>€ except the steam fog mentioned above.

Moist air whose dew point is in excess of water temperature, moving at gentle to

moderate velocities over an underlying surface that becomes progressively colder

downwind, gives the conditions favorable for its formation. The maximum frequency

of advection fog is observed with light to gentle winds. Under such conditions, the

fog is relatively shallow and stable, i.e., it is characterized by surface inversion. With

lower velocities, the effective temperature difference between air and water decreases,

and the almost complete absence of turbulent mixing permits only a very shallow

layer at the surface to be cooled.

With winds in excess of moderate velocity, the effective temperature difference

increases, and the change favors fog formation. On the other hand, intense turbulent

mixing develops, lifting the fog off the surface to a stratus deck. However, some

cases of sea fog have been reported with very high winds (tropical air fog), e.gr., in the

North Pacific in summer. In such cases, the fog is quite deep and turbulent, filling

the entire area below the inversion. Such a condition can exist only in regions where

the sea surface is much colder than the air traveling oyer it. For example, tropical

Pacific air moving northward over the cold waters of the Bering Sea and the Oyashio

current, is cooled in excess of 20®F, resulting in fog over large areas.

The Pacific Oyashio waters off Kamchatka and the Atlantic waters of the

Labrador current off the Grand Banks of Newfoundland experience the maximum
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yearly fog frequency in the Northern Hemisphere, with the season of greatest fre-

quency being summer (see the chart on page 994). High frequencies of advection

fog also occur in summer along the west coasts of continents (e.g., the San Francisco

area) where low sea-surface temperatures exist because of upwelling (see page 1042).

Prevailing onshore winds transport the warmer air from farther out to sea inland over

the cold coastal waters, producing fog. However, the subtropical latitudes along west

coasts experience a high frequency in summer of what is essentially “inversion fog*'

(see page 731).

Cold waters off the east coasts of continents frequently produce fog in sumnu'r,

owing to warm moist air blowing seaward from the continent. Frequently the fog

banks can be observed lying some distance offshore, whiles a land breeze prevails,

e.g., along the New England coast. During late afternoons, these fog banks may be

transported inland by the sea breeze. With clear skies, howev(*r, the fog dissipates

because of convection over the warm land, while in the evening after the land has

cooled off, the fog may be transported for a considerable distance^ inland and persist

until convection is set up by the sun^s heating next morning.

It should be noted that, when warm moist air is transported over a snow surface,

although the initial rapid cooling may produce a fog, there is a marked tendency for

dissipation inland. Pettersseie’ ascribes this condition to eddy flux of moisture down-
ward on the snow, which has a constant temperature of 0®C (since the snow is ni citing

because of w’armer air above), thus tending to keep the humidity of the air below

saturation. Subsequent condensation on the snow liberates latent heat, contributing

further to the snow^s ablation.

It is also observed that sea fog drifting in over coastal snow surfaces results in

rapid dissipation of the snow and a reciprocal dissipation of the fog. Thus, adv(».ction

fogs transported inland over snow surfaces can persist only for a certain distance,

but, of course, as long as the fog continues to blow inland, the coastal stations remain

befogged. Arctic summer fogs are predominantly advection fogs that eventually

dissipate with sufficiently long trajectory over the melting i(‘e.

Radiation Fog. Radiation fog, or “ground fog, ” is produced when stagnant moist

air is in contact with ground that has become progressively cooler during the night

because of an excess of outgoing radiation. The cooling from below produces a tem-

perature inversion in the layers next to the ground. The depth of this inversion

depends upon the amount of turbulent mixing. Under calm conditions, turbulent

mixing is practically zero, and an extremely shallow inversion results in fog only a

few feet thick, or simply in the formation of dew or frost. Frequently, shortly after

sunrise, stirring develops, and the fog rapidly increases in depth. For the production

of a ground fog sufficient to hamper terminal weather conditions on airways, a breeze

of Beaufort force 1 or 2 is necessary. With velocities in excess of these values, tur-

bulent heat redistribution within the mixed layer counteracts surface radiational

cooling, and fog usually does not develop. Thus, for the formation of radiation fog,

the most favorable conditions are

1. Air with an initial dew point high enough that the expected cooling during the

night will lower the air temperature a few degrees below this value.

2. Initial gradient wind not in excess of gentle velocities, so that, when the air is

stabilized by surface cooling, just enough turbulent stirring will remain to keep a fairly

deep layer cooled below its dew point.

3. Constant or increasing mixing ratio with height in the surface layers, initially,

so that the stirring will increase the dew point near the surface.

4. Cloudless or only high cirriform clouds in the sky, in order to promote the

maximum heat loss from the ground to outer space by long-wave radiation.
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Radiation fogs do not form at soa, owing to the negligible diurnal variation of sea-

surface temperatures. Radiation water fogs do not develop over snow, owing to the

ice-crystal effect^ (see page 253). Briefly, at air temperatures below 0®C moisture

sublimes on the snow at relative humidities less than 100 per cent, and saturation

cannot occur. I'liis is precisely the mechanism of desiccation that operates in the

source regions of polar air. Figure 1, page 253, indicates the values of relative

humidity existing in the air in excess of which sublimation occurs on the snow surface,

at various temperatures below 0®C. If the air contains active sublimation nuclei,

however, dense radiation ice fogs may then form. Such sublimation nuclei are active

only at temperatures substantially below freezing. These fogs are common in con-

tinental areas at high latitudes in winter. It should be noted that water-droplet

fogs have been observed at temperatures as low as —30°C. Simpson^ described such

an observation in the antar(^tic. However, these are probably of an advective

nature.

It is usually difficult to distinguish true radiation fog, since frequently other

processes are in operation. A frequent combination of processes resulting in fog

formation is advection of warm moist air inland or northward over colder ground in

winter, resulting in near saturation of the air, with subsequent radiational cooling

of the surface layers, producing sufficient further cooling to cause fog formation.

Valleys are particularly subject to radiation fogs. Drainage of air cooled at higher

elevations into the valleys prevents excessive cooling or fog formation on the slopes

and ridges. This cooled air accumulates in the valleys, resulting in fogs of con-

siderable intensity in low-lying terrain. This same mechanism, f.c., radiation plus

air drainage, accounts for the high frequency of frost conditions in low-lying places

in certain seasons, while higher elevations are frequentlj’' frost-free.

Inversion Fog. Inversion fog is the name given to any type of fog or stratus cloud

that initially develops at the top of a moist layer under a subsidence inversion.

C^ooling, both by turbulence and radiation at the top of the moist layer, accompanied

by subsidence above the inversion, intensifies the latter and produces the stratus that

may build down to the ground as a fog. The most persistent inversion fogs are those

occurring on the subtropical west coasts of continents in summer, c.jf., southern

California.*' The trajectory of the onshore flow takes the air over isotherms of

increasing temperature (since the minimum sea-surface temperatures are farther

north); thus, the air approaching the coast both by day and bj’^ night is unstable

below the inversion. . Added to this effect, radiation to space from the top of the

moist stratum cools the air at this level below its dew point, producing stratus. With
sufficient radiational cooling, the cloud may build down to the surface.

Neiburger^® recently suggested that adiabatic cooling of the top of the moist

stratum, resulting from vertical motion, pla3’'s an important role. The land-sea

breeze effect Ls advanced as the probable cause of this vertical motion. Briefly, off

the coast the normal wind flow is assumed to remain unchanged. Near the coast

during the day, the onshore component is augmented by the sea breeze. As a result,

the maritime air stratum below the inversion is spread farther inland, becoming

thinner vertically. The inversion thus lowers, warming adiabatically, and dissipates

the stratus. At night, on the other hand, the maritime air stratum stretchers verti-

cally, with the inversion ascending and cooling adiabatically, causing the stratus to

form below the inversion. After its formation, radiational cooling from the top of

the stratus is suggested as playing a major role in the thickening of the stratus.

Inversion stratus is a frequent occurrence in winter over any locality where cold

air.flows anticyclonically over warm bodies of water. For example, polar air flowing

anticyclonically southward over the Great Lakes in winter acquires heat and moisture

from below, developing a convective stratus dwk below the base of the subsidence
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inversion. Radiation from the top of the moist layer at night results in thickening

of the stratus deck below the inversion, which may even cause precipitation in the

form of granular snow. Analogous developments occur when polar air moves off

the northeast coast of the United States and returns as an anticyclonic current to

eastern United States coastal regions after a trajectory over the relatively warm ocean

surface. Light precipitation in the form of drizzle-type snow may then occur along

the coast. Similarly, cold air passing southward off the Gulf coast, experiencing an

anticyclonic trajectory over the warm Gulf waters in winter, returns inland over

the Gulf coastal regions embedded with stratus formations, from which precipita-

tion frequently falls as an air-mass drizzle after radiational cooling from the top of the

moist layer during the night has intensified the cooling from above. In such cases,

however, surface temperatures rarely rise during the day to the values necessary for

the dissipation of the stratus decks, except along the Gulf coast. Thus, the stratus

is very persistent as long as the anticyclonic flow conditions continue, although some
lifting of the cloud base during the day does occur.

Other occurrences of inversion fog over the United States occur in winter in west

coast valleys with access to the sea, e,g,j the San Joaquin Valley in California. The
synoptic conditions necessary are the presence of a Great Basin high, with it.s accom-

panying persistent subsidence inversion above the valley floor. Beneath this inver-

sion exists stagnating moist maritime air. Because of the excessive outgoing radiation

at night due to exceedingly dry air in the subsiding anticyclone, stratus frequently

develops at the base of the inversion and builds downward to the floor of the valley.

These fogs are remarkably persistent, sometimes continuing for as long as 2 weeks

without breaking. Similar persistent high fogs occur with stagnating polar maritime

anticyclones over central Europe. These fogs eventually dissipate with a change

in the synoptic situation, e.g., when an occlusion moves into this region terminating

the subsidence. Sometimes these fogs build up from the ground, and as such, are

not true inversion fogs, but rather advection-radiation type (maritime fog).^

Upslope Fog. Upslope fog is a stable-type fog resulting from the gradual oro-

graphic uplift of convectively stable air (see page 407). The air cools adiabatically,

and the fog begins to form when it reaches an elevation where the air has cooled to

saturation. This elevation may be determined on an adiabatic chart from the initial

conditions and is its lifting condensation level (see page 383). The dew point must be

initially sufficiently close to the air temperature that saturatioii can be attained

before the ascending motion ceases. The wind velocities must not be so great that

turbulent lifting of the fog away from the surface will result. If the air is initially

convectively unstable, convective currents will develop on saturation.

In the United States, this type of fog is frequently observed on the eastern slopes

of the Rockies, when easterly winds produce a general ascent of moist air from the low

elevations of the plains to the mile-high foothills of the Continental Divide.

Cheyenne'* fog is of this type.®

Frequent occurrences of dense fog that are reported by observers at high eleva-

tions are due to convective and other types of clouds engulfing the station. This

condition is, of course, different from what is understood as upslope fog. When
convective clouds engulf the observer, frequent clearings are experienced as the

convective elements move past the station. Observers in the valleys would, of course,

report this condition for what it truly is, f.c., cumulus clouds.

Actually, there is no physical difference between a, fog and cloud, except that

clouds have a greater variety of forms. \^Tjether a mass of water droplets restricting

the visibility is reported as fog or cloud depends merely upon the observer's position

with respect to it.
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FOG FORECASTING

The forecasting of radiation fog depends upon

1. A determination of the amount of nocturnal cooling that will be necessary to

lower the air temperature suificiently below the dew' point to produce a fog.

2. The determination that the temperature will or will not drop to that value
(luring the night.

Fog-prediction diagrams that facilitate the determination of (1) are available

(see page 395). Entering the diagram with the air and dew-point temperatures of the

previous evening, the temperature necessary for fog formation can be obtained. The
determination of (2) depends upon expected wund, sky, and soil conditions, ^.c.,

involves the gen(iral techniques of minimum-temperature forecasting. General rules

for fog forecasting can, at best, serve only as a guide, since fog formation depends to a

great extent upon local factors.

A statistical approach to the problem of fog forecasting has been found to give

valuable results. For example, fog-prediction diagrams for individual localities

may be constructed on the basis of past frequencies of fog formation related to the

gradient wind, ‘^spread or dew-point depression, and visibility prevailing at some
hour on the previous evening. A diagram for use on clear nights with light winds is

given on page 396. This diagram relates the fog expectation under such conditions

to the dew-point depression prevailing at various hours during the night. Other fog-

expectation diagrams relate gradient wind as well as dew-point depression prevailing

the previous evening to the time of morning when the visibility will decrease below

certain limits. ^

Even with the best fog-prediction diagrams available, attention must continually

be paid to the other factors affecting fog formation. Topography, for example, is

especially important, with its accompanying drainage effects mentioned above.

Haze and smoke in industrial areas accelerate formation, other conditions being the

same. The gradient-wind direction also affects fog formation. This is, however,

a more important factor for coastal areas, where advection plays the most important

role. A nonconvective middle or low overcast during the day restricting the sun^s

heating, wdth subsequent clearing at night, will permit the air to cool rapidly at night

below its dew point and result in fog. This is usually a post-cold-frontal situation, or

mixing-radiation fog after George.®

The forecasting of the development of inversion fog depends upon a knowledge of

the amount of radiation that will emanate from the moist layer to space during the

night, as well as a knowledge of air trajectories. An approach to the solution of this

problem may be made through the use of the Elsasser radiation chart (see page 301).

Since experience indicates that, under the conditions indicated previously, its develop-

ment is probable, some procedures for its quantitative estimation may be mentioned.

The elevation at which the top of the stratus will be located is determined by the

height of the base of the subsidence inversion. The latter is easily obtained from a

temperature-height (T-H) curve and is assumed to be invariant within the forecast

period, unless rapid changes in circulation are impending. The forecasting of the

height to which stratus will build down after forming is apparently closely related to

the wind velocity near the gradient level. A relationship between these two factors

can be generally determined for each locality.

To forecast the time of dissipation of such a fog,” a T-II curve extending at least

up into the inversion stratum must be at hand in the early morning after the stratus

has been formed. If an aerological sounding is at hand, this is sufficient. However,
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ill its absence, a T-H curve may be constructed as follows on an adiabatic chart

(see Fig. 3)

:

1. From the isobar corresponding to the surface pressure, draw a dry adialiat

through the surface dry-bulb temperature T,

2. Terminate dry adiabat found in (1) at the elevation of the cloud base (level 2),

which may be determined by ceiling measurement.
3. The t^^line through the point where the dry adiabat intersects the level of the

cloud base represents the ^

^effective specific humidity^* of the turbulent layer. This
specific humidity is usuallj^ smaller than the surface specific humidity, and the cloud

base is therefore found to be higher than the LCL* of the surface air.

4. The cloud top must be known from pilot's reports or other sources.

5. The T-H curve from the cloud base (level 2) to the reported elevation of the

cloud top (level 4) will be a moist adiabat continuous with the termination of the

dry adiabat found in (1).

Fig. 3.—Determination of surface temperature T, necessary to dissipate inversion stratus.

6. To construct the T-H curve of the inversion stratum, the temperature at some
elevation above the cloud top must be known, either from a pilot's report or from some
high-level observation station in the vicinity. Of course, the temperature determined
in the latter fashion must be representative of the free air.

7. The inversion T-H curve is then determined by a line drawn from the termina-
tion of the moist adiabat located in (5) at the elevation of the cloud's top (level 4),

through the free-air temperature determined above the cloud top at its proper eleva-

tion (level 6).

The T-H curve from the surface through the subsidence inversion may thus be
synthesised from available data, and consists of a dry adiabat up to the cloud base,

a moist adiabat through the cloud stratum, and an inversion above the cloud top.

To determine the surface temperature T» that will be necessary to dissipate the cloud,

a dry adiabat is dropped to the surface isobar from the intersection of the topline (3)

and the inversion (7). The temperature at the intersection of this adiabat with

the surface isobar {T„) must be attained during the day to just dissipate the cloud.

From the curve of the normal diurnal temperature variation that has been constructed

statistically for the particular locality under previous conditions of stratus overcast

for the various seasons, the time at which this temperature will be attained may be
* lifting condensation levd.
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estimated. Also, in this manner, the time at which the cloud will lift to any elevation

necessary for flight operations may be forecast. It should be realized that the time

of dissipation of the stratus determined in this manner will be the earliest possible.

Actually, it may take longer, since under normal conditions there is a certain amount
of evaporation from the soil with diurnal heating, which raises the dew point, requiring

a consequent higher surface temperature for the dissolution of the stratus. This

procedure may be used in any locality where radiationally produced stratus has

Kig. 4.— Plot of lunuber of hours of aunsliine necessary for breaking varying thicknesses of

cloud at indicated localities. {After Wood.)

developed during the night, if the necessary data, such as height of cloud tops, free-air

temperature, etc., are known.

It may be seen from the above method that a general relationship must exist

betw(?en cloud thickness and time necessary for clearing. Figure 4, after Wood,^*

is a plot of the number of hours of sunshine required to produce clearing against

thickness of the stratus. This plot is an average based on observations at Boston,

San Antonio, and San Diego. It appears from the scatter that the amount of day-

light to dissipate a given stratus thickness may vary by a few hours. There does

appear to be an average linear relationship that may serve as a rough guide.
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EVAPORATION AND DISTRIBUTION OF WATER VAPOR
IN THE ATMOSPHERE

By Norman K Beers

One of the fundamental questions ariaing in synoptic meteorology is, ‘*What is

the moisture distribution?” A promiiuuit scientist has remarked privatedy, “Once
you know the distribution of moisture in the atmosphere, then you can attempt

to forecast/^ The answer to this question is supplied as fully as circumstances warrant

by surface and upper-air sjmoptic data. Although desired information is sometimes

lacking because of paucity of reports or breakdown of facilities, yet in principle the

moisture distribution at a given time may be determined with reasonable speed and
accuracy. One of the fundamental elements leading to correct forecasts is then the

answer to, “What will the moisture distribution become?” This is fundamental,

because, if the analyst could accurately predict (1) the flow of the air, (2) the tempera-

ture field, and (3) the moisture distribution, he w^ould not fail also to forecast accu-

rately the “weather. The above three elements are of course not independent.

Nor are they the only three that may be selected for attention. But whatever the

choice of elements may be, one must be the moisture distribution.

Two aspects of the problem are recognized: (1) how does the water vapor get into

the air and (2) what happens to it after it is in the air? The first of these aspects is

the subject of evaporation (generally called sublimation if water vapor results from ice

or snow* directly;. l!>aporation is the name usually given to the physical process by
which liquid water becomes water vapor, whether from a free-water surface, from a

soil surface, or from transpiration from plants. C. W. Tbomthwaite refers to evapo-

ration from liquid water plus transpiration from plants as evapoiranspiraiion. The
question of the furtlicr distribution of the vapor after it is in the air is the subject of

diffusion. Diffusion is taken to include molecular diffusion and, of. far greater magni-

tude outside of laminar boundary layers, eddy diffusion or transfer of the water vapor.

These are both, strictly speaking, three-dimensional problems unsteady in time.

Solutions of an exact nature are available only in relatively simple cases. Approxi-

mate solutions are how^ever generally available.

Note: Eventually, of course, the water vapor may condense and precipitation

may result, thus completing the hydrologic cycle. The subjects of condensation and
precipitation are treated on pages 252 to 263.

The necessity for close attention to all aspects of evaporation and diffusion is

easily demonstrated. Byers' comments, for example, “In a moist, fertile region

such as the eastern part of the United States in summer, the rate of addition of w^ter

vapor to the atmosphere by evaporation and the transpiration of plants is probably

greater than the addition of moisture by an ocean surface.'* It is to be noted, of

course, that the addition of water vapor to the lower surface layers is not enough to

cause much “weather." The moisture must also be distributed through the vertical.

Striking proof of this statement is evident on the synoptic chart when a dynamic

high with strongly subsiding air aloft lies over the southeastern United States, In

such a case, only radiation fog can prevent the logging of partly cloudy or clear skies.

737
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Smiihuly, in the tropics, when the trade-wind inversion is low and stroiiiJ?, if dry air

is aloft, no severe cumulus activity will occur.

Process and Factors of Evaporation. The fundamental mechanism of evaporation

is a problem in kinetic theory. When a substance and its vapor are in equilibrium

together, molecules of the substance arc continually passing into the vapor phase,

while at the same time an equal number of molecules (on the average) arc passing

from vapor into liquid (or solid). If the vapor density in the space surrounding the

substance is lowered a little, as by the removal of .some molecuh^s to a scqmrate space*,

there is a net passage of the liquid into the vap(>r phase. If, on the other hand, the

density of the vapor is .somewhat incTeased, there is a net flow of moh'cules into the

liquid phase. What i.s usually called evaporation is a net flow of molecules from liquid

to vapor. When the flow is in the other direction,
*

‘ condensation is occurring.

The prediction of precisely how' much substance will evaporate under specified

conditions is difficult enough in the laboratory. In the field of meteorology, where

there is no control of the factors and where it is difficult to measu^^ the conditions

accurately, the prediction is approximate at best. A few qualitative statements may
be made, however.

1. Other things remaining the same, the evaporation is ])roportional to the dififer-

ence between the saturation vapor prc'ssure at the temperature of thd water and the

actual vapor pressure of the air.

2. Evaporation wull be continuous only if energy is continuously received from
some outside source (e.g., insolation).

3. Evaporation will be proportional to the rate at which vapor is carried away from
the immediate vicinity of the evaporating substance. The evaporation rate into

still air, for example, is much smaller than evaporation into a wind.

4. i^vaporation is more rapid from fresh than from salt water.

Determination of Evaporation. Thornthw^aite and Holzinan^ have published

promising results of theoretical and observational procedures. Their method is to

measure accurately the vertical distribution of moisture in the atmosphere, measure-

ments being taken at two or more levels. Using theoretical developments of Prandtl,

Rossby, Sverdrup, and others, they find the formula

F ~ ^ 7.1 (ci — e2){U2
—

“Ml)

f -f 45974

where E *= evaporation, in. per hr, for an installation where the upper observations

are taken at 28.6 ft and the lower at 2 ft above the ground

T « temperature, °F

and €i = vapor pressures, in. Hg at upper and lower levels

U2 and ui « wind velocities, mph at upper and lower levels

The formula is rigorously correct for an adiabatic atmosphere. Some corrections

are made for other conditions, but these are minor except when inversions are strong

or when the adiabatic lapse rate is considerably exceeded.

With respect to evaporation studies generally, Thomwaite and Holzman comment;

In general, most researches on the problem of evaporation have been directed

toward the determination of moisture losses from bodies of water. This has led to a
deficiency in basic and quantitative information regarding actual moisture losses from
watersheds or land surfaces. Studies of the evaporation from free water surfaces

alone have proved wholly madequate from the standpoint of soil conservation. What
is required is the actual moisture losses from all types of geographic surfaces, or in

other words, a quantitative estimate qf the evaporative phase of the hydrologic cycle.

... In an effort to supply this much needed information a method for determining
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the evaporation from either land or water areas has been presented in this preliminary
report. The practicability of the technique has been completely demonstrated. It is

hoped that with proper instrumental installation it will be possible to determine
transpiration rates and moisture requirements of various field crops and forest trees,

the effectiveness of various moisture conserving practices, and the relative importance
of evaporation and transpiration in the hydrologic cycle.

Be<^ause of the fundaihental nature of the methods used by Thornthwaite and
Holzman,* much may be exj)ected from measurements made along the lines sug-

gested. A network of observation points ovc^r an area, with readings takcui at several

levels on each, would give invaluable information to all interest(*d in this important

(lucstion. Some rather brief case liistories are giv(‘n by the above authors.

Other Methods. A number of other methods have been applied to the study of

evaporation. Among these may be mentioned'*

1. Formulas based on irn'teorological (elements.

2. Heat balance.

3. (k)rrelation with climatic records.

4. Direct measurement from pans, etc.

Formulas based on meteorological elements vary from the simple expression given

by Dalton in 1802 [E =* c(c« — e,i)\ t-o the rather complex equations of Jeffreys,

Sutton, et aL (see Brunt *). Dalton ^s equation with a factor I -{ ku added to account

for wind is about as useful as any for the simpler applications. Here is the satura-

t ion vapor pressure at the temperature of the winter, Cd is the saturation vapor pressure

at the doAv-point bunperaturc of the air, v is the wind velocity, and k is a constant.

The more complex equations have necessarily been derived for certain special systems,

c.^., evaporation from circular pans holding a free surface of w^ater. They do not in

any case give much immediaKdy useful information to the synoptic meteorologist.

The study of evaporation from the point of view' of heat balance has been used w'ith

considerable success in determinations of the evaporation from the oceans by Sver-

drup.'* His theoretical results agree well with those of Wtist based on obvservations

(after a correction factor is api)lied to the results of Wtist). The method consists in

equating the energy received from the sun to the energy used by evaporation, w'armiiig,

back radiation, ('tc. Th(^ results would, of course, be exact, provided that exact

measurements could be made of all the energies involved.

The correlation of climatic records offers another means of making exact deter-

minations of evaporation from large areas, provided that the records are complete

and accurate. Thus, if the total precipitation is known as well as the total runoff

by surface and ground water and the change in storage over a given area, the difference

will be the amount of total evaporation (soil, free-water surface, snow^ surface, and

transpiration). The method has been applied with some success by the U.S. Geologi-

cal Survey. See the article by C. H, Lee in Meinzer^s ** Hydrology.’^

^

A new' method of determining the amount of w'at-er transferred to the atmosphere

from land surfaces through processes of evaporation and transpiration has recently

been developed by Thornthwaite. A preliminary description of the method appears

in the annual report for 1944 of the Committee on Transpiration and Evaporation

of the American Geophysical Union.**

Thornthtvaite obtained all of the available observations of water losses from land

areas in different parts of the country. These include water requirements in various

irrigation districts in the West and the data on evapotranspiration from different

types of cover on the weighing lysimeters of the Soil Conservation Service in

Coshocton, Ohio, They also include computations of water loss from small water-

sIuhIs as a difference between precipitation and ninoff for months when it was apparent
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that there was no reduction of evapotranspiration because of a moisture deficiency

in the soil and where it was possible to estimate the lag in runoff and thus to assign

the water available for runoff to the month when the rainfall occurred.

From these observations Thornthwaite derived a general equation by means of

which daily, monthly, and annual evapotranspiration can be determined from records

of temperature, length of day, and precipitation. Since runoff can then be computed

as a difference between precipitation and evapotranspiration, the many runoff

measurements of the Geological Survey and other agencies provide a rigorous test

of^the validity of the formula. A map of average annual runoff in eastern United

States computed from Weather Bureau data of temperature and precipitation and
published in the report of the American Geophysical Union Committee on transpira-

tion and evaporation shows that the formula is trustworthy. Maps of average annual

and average July evapotranspi ration* computed by Thornthwaite 's method appear

on pages 741 and 742. Hiey are preliminary and subject to revision.

The direct measurement of evaporation from pans offers many advantages in some
applications. A variety of pans and special surfaces has been devis(^d. See Mtunzer®

for examples. Measurements must be corrected for size and shape of the pan. More-

over, any pan placed in the open is subject to various disturbances, some of which are

difficult to predict and to account for. Finally the rate of evaporation from such a

device is so dependent on the temperature and wind that very accurate measurements

of these elements must be made Ixdore complete correlations are possible.

Quantitative Results of Measurement of Evaporation. Some ({uantitative results

of Wtist and Sverdrup for the oceans are given in Table 1. According to Wtist, the

figures for the oceans as a whole are as follows:

Total evaporation from oceans — 334,000 km'* per year

Total precipitation on oceans = 297,000 km'* per year

Amount supplied oceans by runoff = 37,000 km'* per year

The figures for the land surfaces of (he earth are as follows:

Total precipitation on land ~ 99,000 km* per year

Evaporation from land surfaces and inland winters = 62,000 km'* per year

Tabi^ 1.—Avkilvge Values of Kvapokatiok E axd Precipitation P,
Cm per Year*

Latitude

Atlantic Ocean Indian Ocean Pacific Ocean

E F E P E P

40‘’N 94 76 94 93
30® 121 64 116 65
20® 149 40 (125) (74) 130 62
10® 132 101 (125) (88) 123 127
0® 116 96 125 131 116 98

10®S 143 22 99 156 131 96
20® 132 30 143 121

!

70
30® 116 45 134 58 110 64
40® 81 9 83 73 81 84
50® 43 72 43 79 43 84

Aft<«r Sverdrup and Wftgt.
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Plant physiologists and foresters have accumulated a vast amount of interesting

data on the amount of transpiration by plants. Plants were grown in pots or tanks

and the amount of water utilized by them was carefully measured. The ratio of

total water lost by a plant through transpiration in a givciu time interval to the weight
of dry matter produced is called the water requirement. In the experiments con-

ducted by Briggs and Shantz,^’ between 1911 and 1917, the water requirement of

Pig. 1.—Average annual evapotranspiration in eastern United States in inches. Pre-
liminary, subject to revision. {Courtesy of C. W. Thornthwaite.)

alfalfa grown at Akron, Colorado, averaged about 850, and ranged between 657 in

1912 and 1,068 in 1911. The growing season temperature was low in 1912 and high

in 1911. They found that the water requirement varied through the season; it was
much higher in midsummer than in spring or autumn. In an experiment conducted

in 1912 the water requirement of the first crop of alfalfa (June 3 to July 26) was 615,

of the second crop (July 26 to Sept. 7) was 975, and of the third crop (Sept, 7 to

Nov, 4) was 479.^® The average water requirement for a number of field crops
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studied at Akron ranged from about 250 to nearly 000. ''Fhe water requirement, of

forest trees appears to be somewhat higher, f.gr., larch about 1,200. See Meinxer® for

more complete data. These observations suggest that the variation in water effi-

ciency (reciprocal of water requirement) of a .single plant under the changing con-

ditions of temperature and insolation during the growing season is as great as that

found in different species. Thus it is virtually impossible to e.stimate the t ranspiration

rates of these plants from the determinations of their water requirements.

Fig; 2.—Average July evapotranspiration in eastern United States, in inches. Pre-

liminary, subject to revision. {Courtesy of C, W, Thornthvmite.)

The recent studies of Thornthwaite suggest that transpiration is a function of

incident radiation upon the plant surface and of the ambient temperature and is

practically independent of the kind of vegetation involved. Although this conclusion

is contrary to current notions concerning transpiration rates it is not unreasonable

when we consider that transpiration,Jike evaporation, is related to the energy received

froih the sun, so long as there is no moistiu'e deficiency in the plant.
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According to "rhornihwaite’s preliminary map (Fig. 1), the average annual water

transfer into the atmosphere in e^istem United States is less than 20 in. along the

(Canadian border and more than 50 in. in southern Florida. In the Great Plains

evapetranspiration drops olf sharply in response to reduced precipitation. This is

striking along the Gulf ('oast of Texas and in the lower Rio Grande valley where
almost every drop of rain returns directly to the atmosphere and practically none
appears as runoff. An annual evapotranspiration of less than 18 in. there corresponds

to more than 48 in. in the same latitude in Florida. Thus the loss to the atmosphere

in south Texas W'ould be at least 30 in. greater than it is if the water were available.

According to Thornthwaitt^’s map, the range of evapotranspiration from north to

south in July is quite small (s(;e Fig. 2). It is about 5 in. along the Canadian border

and less than 7 in. along most of the Gulf (^oast. Only in southern Ix>uisiana and in

two small areas in Gc^orgia and Florida does it rise above 7 in. In the major part of

the area east of tlie 100th meri<lian the average loss to the atmosphere is betw^een

5.5 and 6.5 in., about 6.0 in. This is approximately 0.2 in. per day.

Holzrnan^^ has computed the total average depth of water in the atmosphere for

July, 1936. In eastern United States it rangexl from less than 0.9 in. in the north to

more tluin 1.7 in. on tin* Gulf ('oast. If Holzrnan’s computations for 1936 can be

considered representatives then it is evident that the daily increment of moisture to

the atmosphere is a consid<*rable part of the total. From Thornthwaite^s map it

appears that the avtirage daily evapotranspiration is about 0.16 in. in the north and

0.22 in. in th(^ south. Apparently
^
theUy the moisture in the atmosphere can he increased

daily by om -sixth to one-eighth.

From Wlist ’s^^ data, the July evaiioration from the surface of the Gulf of Mexico

and the ('aribbean is (‘stimated at less than 5.5 in. Over most of the land area of

eastern UnittHl States th(‘ (’vapotranspiration is greater than this amount.

The amount of (‘vaporation from bare soil is a function of the depth of the W’ater

table. When the soil is saturated at the surface, evaporation is rapid. When the

water table reaches a depth exceeding the limits of capillary at^tion, evaporation

ceases. For practical purposes, there is no evaporation after the water table is

below 4 ft. Evaporation from sand, saturated at the surface, is slightly in excess

of the evaporation from a fre^e-water surface. Evaporation from average loamy soil

is about 90 i)cr cent of that from a free-water surface. Data for various bare well-

drained soils for the year are given by Mcinzer.^ Some representative values follow:

Average evaporation

Typo of Soil Average precipitation
Fine sand 16
Clay 72
Loam 69
Sandy loam 69
Peat 35

The evaporation from soil it.self when covered with vegetation is less than indicated

above. The total evaporation, including transpiration, is usually larger, how^ever.

Process of Diffusion. Water vapor that has been evaporated into the atmosphere

will be diffused through the available space according to the magnitude of the eddy

coefficients of diffusivity. These coefficients are functions of the type and velocity of

flow. They are large, and large diffusion results when the air is turbulent; diffusion

is small when the flow is laminar and winds are light. In the lower surfaces, when the

lapse rate is close to the dry-adiabatic, diffusion along the vertical is considerable.

Thust, within a period of a few hours, the mixing ratio will become almost constant

through several thousand feet of turbulent surface layer, even when the moisture was

originally largely confined to the lower few hundred feet or less. In the upper layers
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of the atmosphere when there is no pronounced convective activity and no cumulus

clouds, diffusion is largely along isentropic surfaces.

In theoretical studies of diffusion, one investigates the transfer of the quantity

mixing ratio (or sometimes specific humidity). Thus Grimminger*'* has made a study

of the lateral mixing from isentropic charts. His results derive from an application

of the fundamental equation of diffusion

where A,, Ay, 17 are the coefficients of eddy diffusivity in the x, y, z directions (««axis

up); p is the density; q is specific humidity; and w, c, w are x, ?/, z velocities. After

making certain simplifying assumptions, Grimmingei wa.s able to evaluate the eddy

coefficients for the isentropic slu^et both for mean isentropic maps and for dail}^ maps.

Average values of the. kinematic coefficient of eddy diffiusion (1/ = /1,/p) runabout 5 X 10®

cm* sec~b The value of ri was taken to lie betw'ccm zero and 50 grams cm**^ sec“^. It

must be borne in mind that the A*s wdll vary somewhat wdth lapse rate and with the

w ind speed. Extreme values of p found by calculation were 0.3 X 10® and 40 X 10®.

Important theoretical investigations of the lateral diffusion of currents have been

based numerically on the results obtained from the study referred to above. See a

second paper by Grimrninger.^ See also Sec. VI of this book.

Qualitative Estimates of Diffusion. No ready means exists at presemt for the

calculation of diffusion in the atmosphere, and the analyst must in general rely on

qualitative estimates. Some very general synoptic situations may be recognized.

P^or example, the presence of considerable moisture in the lower 5,000 ft, say, of the

air over Miami, P'la., does not necessarily mean that the atmosphere will be moist at

10,000 ft next day over the South Central states. Before the moisture can be carried

aloft in quantity, some mechanism must exist whereby vertical diffusion is laige.

This vertical distribution is accomplished generally by one or more of the following:

(1) fronts, (2) isentropic upslope, (3) orographic barriers, and (4) convective storms.

A frequent demonstration of the above is found in summer on the isentropic chart

(or on the 10,000-ft map). Here, for example, it is not uncommon to find isolated

patches of moisture at higher levels. It is generally easy to establish that the patch

of moisture was caused by thunderstorm activity or orographic lifting local in char-

acter. Fronts or large-scale isentropic upslope will generally produce tongues of

moisture on the upper-level charts.

It should also be noted that, just as certain trajectories of the air tend to increase

the moisture present, other trajectories will decrease the moisture. Since mixing

ratio is conservative (in the absence of condensation), moist tongues w ill become less

moist as the water vapor is diffused into dry air. Similarly, moisture may be lost

in the lower layers when the air mass travels over desert regions.
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DIURNAL VARIATION OF THE METEOROLOGICAL ELEMENTS

By George 11. Jenkins

PRESSURE

In low and middle latitudes, mean hourly pressures are found to follow an aj)proxi-

mately systematic daily succession which is usually characterized by two minima
occurring near 0400 and 1600 and two maxima occurring n(‘ar 1000 and 2200, lo(^al

time. Commonly, this total daily succession is called the diurmil variation of pressure.

When the diurnal variation is subjt^cted to harmonic analysis, it is fo\ind to have at

least two important components and possibly four.^*^'’

The first harmonic is usually explained as being due to the alternate daily heating

of the air by the sun and nocturnal cooling of the air by terrestial radiation.*’ It

varies with cloudiness; between oceanic and continental areas: with latitude; and,

over the oceans, between the major subdivisions thereof^; over equatorial oceans

(10°N to 10°S), it has an amplitude between 0.35 and 0.52 mb, being least over the

Atlantic; between latitudes 10 and 20“N and S, the amplitude generally decreases to

around 0.3 mb.
The second harmonic has maxima and minima closely (corresponding to those of

the diurnal succession. It varies with latittide, the tiim^ of yi?ar, and location; over

equatorial oceans, its amplitude is generally 1.1 to 1.2 mb; this de(*reas(^s to 1.0 to

1.1 mb in latitudes 10 to 20“X and S.^ At Washington, 1).( It is very nearly 1.2 rnb.^

The third harmonic, the terdiurnal variation, according to Albright,’* is absent

over the equator, reaches a maximum at 30° latitude, has opposite meridional phases

between Northern and Soutlu^rn Ibunispheres, and shifts 180° betwcuui winter and

summer. A quatrodiurnal variation is also ofT(ir(*d by Albright.

Not entirely 8ati,sfa<*tory explanations hav^e been devclop(^d for these several com-

ponents of the noimal diurnal variation of pressure, nor hav(‘. the effects of various

locations been analyzed. Diurnal pressure changes in high latitudes and at high

altitudes are quite different from those at low' elevations in middle and low' latitudes

for which the harmonics have been mentioned. As a consequence of the many
variations that enter into the diurnal variations at different places, a thorough sys-

tematization for the world is not po.ssible. Kxarnples of diurnal variations repre-

sentative of different situations are given in Fig. 1.

Tropical stations A, B, and C show remarkably uniform diurnal variations of

pressure. Total daily amplitude is 3 to 4 mb; and this total amplitude is equal to

the daytime variation from 1000 to 1600, The variation at Batavia is presented for

the 2 months of minimum (June) and maximum (September) amplitudes. As a

generalization, tropical diurnal amplitudes are least at the soIsti(?es and largest at the

equinoxes; at Batavia, a secondary maximum is obscjrved in March and a secondary

minimum in December. At Singapore, the monthly successions of amplitude are

essentially the same as at Batavia.^ The total difference in amplitude as showm by
B and B* is not large, however; as a consequence, curve C seems generally representa-

tive for tropical regions, and this uniformity accounts for the general usefulness of

table 1. No examples of diurnal variation of pressure at tropical continental locations

are available for inclusion in the data fqr, purposes of noting the effect of continentality

in low latitudes.

746
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Fig. 1.—Representative examples of diurnal variation of x>ressure. Examples A, C,
M, and N are annual curves and, owing to the annual variation of pressure, are usually
derived as averages of hourly departures from monthly mean pressures; hence, the base line
is “ zero departure.” Examples B, B\ i>, D\ E\ L, andL^ are monthly curves computed as
the mean hourly pressures plotted from a base line of the monthly mean pressure usually
reduced to mean sea level. All other examples are plots of monthly averages of hourly
station xiressures. In all cases, ordinate scale units are 0.2 mb, and abscissa units are
hours. An index of the cuirves, including latitude, longitude, elevation, time Interval of
curve, and source, is as follows:

A, Singapore (1°N, 104°E), annual.®

B, Batavia (0°S, 107®E, 8 m), June; B\ September.*^
C, Pacific Ocean (4 I2 ®, composite general curve), annual.*
D, Calcutta (22j^^®N, 88°E, 6.6 m), January; 2>', July.^^

E, Cape of Good Hox^e (84®S, 18l^°E), July; E\ January.*’
F, San Diego (33°N, 117°W, 28 ft), January; F\ July.*®

Seattle (48®N, 122°W, 30 ft), January; G\ July.*®

H, Kansas City (39'’N, 96°W, 750 ft), January; H', July.*®

/, Grand Junction (39®N, 109°W, 4602 ft), January; I\ July.*®

J, Jacksonville (30®N, 82®W, 31 ft), January; July.**-

K, Boston (42®N, 71«W, 29 ft), January; K\ July.*®

Aberdeen (57®N, 2®W, 26.8 m), January; L\ July.*’

Af, 20® (composite genersJ curve), annual.*

33 (composite general curve, oceanic), annual.*
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In middle latitudes, continentality and elevation as well as latitude and season

have significant effects on the diurnal variation of pressure. It is notable that, at

most stations and seasons, the absolute maximum is around 1000, the absolute mini-

mum around 1600. Seasonal variations are distinctive, but are not consistent;

Calcutta, Cape of Good Hope, San Diego, Jacksonville, Boston, and Aberdeen show
larger amplitude in winter than in summer; the reverse is true at Seattle, Kansas

City, and Grand Junction, the last two showing the effects of continentality. The
Pacific coast stations show considerable differences from the Atlantic coast stations of

the United States; Jackson\dlle shows an expected larger amplitude than higher lati-

tude San Diego, but the January amplitude at Boston is double that at Seattle; and
in reversal of normal latitudinal variation, the July amplitude at S<^attle is larger

than that at Boston. Perhaps the dominant features of the middle-latitude curves

are the damping out of the nocturnal range at Kansas City and Grand Junction.

In January, the 2000 maximum is nearly absent and is displaced to 0200 or 0300,

while the usual 0400 minimum, also nearly absent, occurs at 0500 at both stations;

in July, the nocturnal range is entirely absent at Grand Junction and barely dis-

cernible at Kansas City. Especially prominent is the daytime range at Grand Junc-

tion in July; the maximum is 2 hr earlier than normal, the minimum is hr later

than normal, and the total range exceeds slightly that of any presented for the tropics.

The same kind of curve is characteristic for inner Asia in summer.® Continental effects

are also noticeable when curveM is compared with those for Calcutta; the latter shows

considerably larger amplitude than the average for the Pacific Ocean in about the

same latitude. The coastal stations in the United States and Cape of Good Hope
show less variation from the oceanic average amplitude in comparable latitudes;

the ocean curve is notable, however, for its absolute minimum at 0400 instead of the

usual 1600; it is matched in this respect only by Aberdeen in both months and Cape
of Good Hope in January.

Table 1.—To Correci* IUrometrk: Pressure for Diurnal Range at Sea
WITHIN THE Tropics

Northern Hemisphere South(;rn Hemisphere

Zone
time

Spring Summer Autumn Winter Spring Summer Autumn Winter

0400 -bO.8 +0.7 +0,8 +0.3 +0.6 +0.7 +0.7 +0.5
0800 -1.1 -0.9 -0.9 -0.9 -10 -1.0 -0.8 -0.9
1200 -0.9 -0.6

1

-0.7 -0.6 -0.5 -0.4 -0.4 -0.4
1600 + 1.3 + 1.2 +1.3 + 1.4 + 1.4 + 1.3 + 1.1 + 1.2
2000 +0.1 +0.1 1

-0.1 0.0 0 0 -0.1 -0.2 -0.2
2400 -0.4 -0.3 -0.3 -0.2 -0.5 -0.4 -0.4

i

-0,5
1

1

The amount^) given should be algebraically added to the observed pressure to extract the effect of

the diurnal variation.

High latitudes show departures from the characteristics noted for low latitudes.

The Aberdeen curves show that the total amplitude is small, especially in July, and

the nocturnal range is as important as the daytime. Shaw'^ gives data showing the

maximum ranges to be 0.5 mb in the arctic (February) and 0.68 in the antarctic

(August); thus the maximum range occurs near the time of low sun in each case.

The average amplitude in both the polar ranges is near 0.3 mb, and the diurnal range

of pressure may properly be considered as negligible.
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Interest in the use of pressure tendencies for extrapolating the motions of pressure

systems and in single-station forecasting has accentuated the need for systematic

knowledge of the diurnal variation of pressure. For the United States, this need

has been largely metJ® In the tropics, the amplitude of normal pressure variation

is so great that the 3-hr pressure tendencies have little significance, and 24-hr tend-

encies have more forecasting value (see pages 782). However, for purposes of aiding

in the identification of developments of tropical storms, Table 1 is useful; it is sug-

gested^ that, when pressure tendencies are less (algebraically) than those of the table,

and the corrc(;ted pressure is more than 3 mb below the normal for the time and place,

it is likely that a tropical storm is forming or is near by.

WIND

Wind Velocity. At the earth’s surface, over land areas, the variation of wind
during the day is a well-marked phenomenon. The time of maximum velocity is

commonly in the early-afternoon hours, when thermal convection is at a maximum
and provides a coupling elTcct between surface air and the usually more rapidly moving
air aloft. The time of minimum is usually in the early-morning hours when the

atmosphere is most stable. This variation obviously is dependent on the synoptic

situation, but tlie situation is favorable often enough that the variation is clearly

defined in experience and statistics.

The same coupling effects that cause the surface winds to increase during the day

cause winds aloft above plains regions and surface winds at high-altitude stations to

show an average minimum of velocity during midday hours. The decrease is not

precisely the converse in time or amount of the increase in surface winds. This efl’ect

presumably is noticeable to the lu‘ight to which convection penetrates. The shift in

the nature of the diurnal variation takes place comparatively close to the earth’s

surface; Landsberg^* suggests that the level is as low as 200 ft, while Brunt ^ cites

a study by Fellman indicating that with light winds the shift is definable at 16 m.
in winter and between 16 and 32 m. in summer.

There are considerable seasonal dilTere.nces in the amplitude and frequency of

well-marked diurnal variation in wind velocity in middle latitudes; moreover, there

are wide differences between topographic situations. Along coasts and lake shores,

the diurnal variation is not solely a function of vertical convection but is enhanced
by the accompanying development of land and sea breezes. Since the latter are

usually stronger than the land breezes, the resulting regime is not much different

from that over land surfaces. In regions of rugged topography, the diurnal variation

of wind is complicated by the nocturnal development of katabatic mountain breezes

that are generally stronger than the daytime valley breezes and may result in a

diurnal variation contrary to that of plains regions.

Diurnal variation of wind over the oceans has not been explored as thoroughly'

as has that over land. The small diurnal variation of sea-surface temperature has

suggested^ that there is no significant variation in wind. In middle latitudes, it is

likely that this is substantially correct. Ch'cr the tropical oceans, however, the

large amplitude of diurnal variation of pressure suggests that there may well be small

but definable corollary variations in wind. Moreover, average nocturnal maximum
of convection produced by the vertical distribution of nocturnal radiation implies a

likelihood of maximum wind velocity at night. Brunt*» cites a single reference to

Gall^ to the effect that there is a maximum velocity at night in the southeast trade

winds over the Indian Ocean. If such variation is real and has the causation sug-

gested, there might well be a shift in winds with sunrise, when convection is lessened

by insolational warming of the air. Observational data are insufficient to establish

the facts.
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Wind Direction. Diurnal variations in wind direction are strong where local

conditions result in the domination of the winds by such effects as land and sea breezes

(such as at some low-latitude coastal stations) and mountain and valley breezes.

Other variations appear in statistics but are small in amplitude. For example,

associated with the increasing wind force as convection couples the surface and
upper-air flows, there is a slight veer in the Northern Hemisphere (a back in the

Southern Hemisphere). Moreover, Humphreys^*' notes what may be called Miotropic

variations^ whereby the wind veers gradually during the day from east to west, follow-

ing the sun; this, of course, is a statistical product and is not observed as an actual

shift in the wind. Landsberg^- gives data from H. H. Olayton on time of maximum
frequency of cloud drift from variation directions at Blue Hill Observatory, which show
also a continued veer during the day and night from east at 0500 to wivst at 1700 to

north at 2300 and return to east at 0500. Humphreys oilers the explanation that

wind will tend to blow toward the region of highest heating.

TEMPERATURE

The fact of diurnal variation of temperature needs no amplification. Th(‘ amount
of the daily range, however, varies widely with many factors. Among these, cloudi-

ness and humidity of the air, nature of the earth’s surfar-e (principally a function

also of moisture as well as vegetative cover and other properties of the surface), the

vertical lapse rate of temperature, wind, elevation, and latitude^ may be mentioned.

The first is quite obvious in its influence on the penetration of insolation to the earth’s

surface by day and retardation of the net lo.ss of heat by terrestial radiation at night.

The second is clearly demonstrated by the very small diurnal variation of temperature

over the oceans; on land, after heavy rains when soil is moist and water stands on the

surface, temperature ranges are less than during dry weather, apart from the (doudi-

ness. In general, the average diunial range of temperature increases with distance

from water bodies.

In air masses with steep lapse rates, heating during the day is accompanied by
deep convection whereby energy absorbed by air near the earth’s surface (over land)

is rapidly distributed through a thick layer of air. Similarly, at night, steep lapse

rates are often accompanied by considerable winds and turbulent mixing that keeps

the lower layers warmer than in conditions of still, stable air in which ground inver-

sions develop. Stable air during the daytime damps convection and confines tur-

bulent mixing to a small thickness of air. As a consequence, then, air with steep

lapse rates is likely to show smaller diurnal temperature ranges than stable air, pro-

vided, of course, that cloudiness docs not overwhelmingly interfere. These same
conditions in general account for the fact that diurnal ranges of temperature are

usually smaller at high-level stations than in near-by valleys; more prevalent windi-

ness and mixing of the air at high levels i.s in contrast to air drainage at night and
high heating by day in valleys.

There is no simple statement for latitude effects. Daily ranges of temperature

normally increase with latitude up to subtropical latitudes. Maximum daily ranges

have been recorded in subtropical deserts, where clear air, dry land surfaces, and weak
pressure gradients combine to make conditions ideal for high maximum and minimum
temperatures. In these same latitudes, however, along foggy coasts paralleled by
cool ocean currents, sea breezes effectively chop off the maximum temperatures, and
fog often interferes with terrestial radiation at night, so that daily ranges are among
the lowest in the wwld. In middle latitudes, daily ranges vary less with latitude than

with distance from the sea and season; maximum ranges usually occur in summer,
minimum ranges in winter. In very high latitudes, diurnal ranges decrease again,

owing to the lessened effectiveness of the daily succession of sunlight and darkness.
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HUMIDITY OF SURFACE AIR

There are many expressions for the moisture content of the air. Of these, relative

humidity shows the largest and most regular diurnal variation, in response primarily

to the diurnal variation in temperature. For synoptic purposes, more significance

is found in dew point and mixing ratio; for practical purposes, these may be considered

to vary together, and the following discussion is confined largely to mixing ratio.

Diurnal variation of mixing ratio depends upon the diurnal distribution of con-

densation, evaporation, diffusion of water vapor, and, to a negligible degree, air pres-

sure. On the basis of average diurnal conditions, condensation is a night to

early-morning phenomenon. Evaporation, on the other hand, increases during the

day-time period of rising temperatures, although it is also strongly influenced by wind,

relative humidity 0>oth of these normally correlate with temperature), and nature

of the surface. Diffusion of water vapor depends upon vertical convection and the

vertical distribution of moisture. Obviously, the diurnal variation of mixing ratio

must vary with different, localiticis.

Over the oceans, small diurnal variation of temperature of the sea surface and of

the lower levels of the atmosphere prohibits strong diurnal variation in mixing ratio.

Along mid-latitude coasts, and in low latitudes, where daily temperature ranges are

not large, the normal diurnal variation of mixing ratio consists of a late-night to early-

morning niinimum, and an afternoon maximum, with a small total amplitude on the

order of 1 gram per kg. However, during the siiminer season, when transpiration and
other surface conditions may yield as much or more water vapor to the air than do

free-water surfaces, ^ ® the amplitude may reach as much as 4 grams per kg on some days.

Such conditions are probably typical of continental interiors of the tropics with rain-

forest vegetation.

In arid regions and continental interiors in middle latitudes in summer, the large

diurnal temperature ranges initiate potentially large diurnal variatio'hs of moisture.

However, air aloft is normally drier than low-level air; and, as convection develops,

vertical diffasion of water vapor may offset evaporation processes and cause a second-

ary afternoon minimum of mixing ratio. This is shown in data presented by Shaw^’^

for several stations (the data give diurnal variation of vapor pressure, which may be

converted to an approximation of variation of mixing ratio from the expression

(dw/w) = (de/e) — ld(p — c)/p — e], the last term of W'hich is negligible). In

extreme conditions such as at Calcutta in March, the premonsoon hot dry season,

the average daily variation of mixing ratio is near 2.5 grams per kg. Absolute daily

minima of vapor pressure in the afternoon to early-evening liours are quite common
apparently; they are reported by Shaw at Calcutta from October through April, at

Paris from April through August, at Dar es Salaam, coast of Tanganyika, in June

and July, at Stuart, central Australia, from November through March, and at Naha,

Oshima Shoto, south of Japan, from July through September. Thus the minimum
is not confined to arid i-cgions; it is a summer phenomenon except at Dar es Salaam.

In general, however, the magnitude of the variation is not large, the one given for

('alcutta being the largest reported in the data.

In polar regions, the average vapor pressures and mixing ratios are so low that

diurnal variation can necessarily be only minute.

CLOUDINESS

Diurnal variation in cloudiness appears where either radiative or convective

processes of cloud formation are dominant. Thus, in tropical regions, at land sta-

tions, cloudiness shows a strong tendency to a maximum in the afternoon. Over

tropical oceans, the periodicity is not so pronounced; there is a tendency toward a
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late-night or early-morning (0600) maximum of cloudiness, related to nocturnal

radiation from upper levels and possibly to convergtmc-e in advance of the morning

crest of the diurnal pressure variation (see the section on Oceanography, pages

1048-1049).

In middle latitudes, there is considerable seasonal variation in cloudiness. In

general, summer shows afternoon maximum of cloudiness associated with convective

cumulus. Winter, on the other hand, usually shows a sunrise maximum associated

with radiational stratiform types; but the winter maximum is much less distinct than

the summer one at most stations, owing to the smaller hourly range in cIoudine.ss

associated with high frequency of cyclonic .systems.

Polar regions are reported by Landsberg’- to have a midday to afternoon maximum
of cloudiness; data presented by Sliaw” for the arctic verify this in general; 8 moutlis

including both \iinter and summer periods, have slight maxima of cloudiness from

1200 to 2000, inclusive.

PRECIPITATION

Diurnal variation of rainfall has much in common with that of cloudiness, but it is

less pronounced. There is also a di.stinction to l>e made between variation in fre-

quency of rainfall and vjiriation in quantity of i)recipitation. In reference to the

latter, most inland stations at all latitudes, but parti<'ularly in the tropics and in the

middle latitudes in summer, show an afternoon maximum in amount of rainfall per

hour, associated with the commonly heavy falls from afternoon and early-evening

convectional storm.s. On tropical islands, coasts, and oceans, the most distinctive

diurnal patterns appear, with maximum of precipitation at night; this is related to

upper-air convection released by radiation froni cloud and moist layers. In middle

latitudes, the total magnitude of the variation is usuall}^ quite small; the more cyclon-

ically controlled the climate is, the less is the variation. Thus at New York, the

amplitude of variation of intensity of precipitation in inches per hour for 3-hourly

intervals of the day is only 0.009 in.^* The .same order of magnitude has been found

for English stations.’®

Time of maximum frequemey of precipitation may show much or little relation

to time of maximum intensity. Li the tropics and in middle-latitude inland stations

in summer, the correlation is high. But at middle-latitude coastal stations, and in

the winter period in the middle latitudes generally, the correlation is slight. Some
stations show quite marked periodicity in time of rainfall, however; e.g., Valencia,

Ireland, has rain on 25 to 30 per cent of all days at 0800, and on only 15 per cent of

days at 1200; it does not have well-defined periods of maximum intensity. Other

stations in the British Isles do not show the marked diurnal variation that occurs at

Valencia. At Barcelona, Spain, the time of maximum frequency of rainfall shows

particularly low order of relation with time of maximum intensity, and both vary

widely from month to month.®

Most land stations having thunderstorms show a strong maximum of incidence

in the afternoon. A secondary maximum often appears between 0300 and 0400;

and, at maritime locations (western and northw^estem Europe), this secondary

period is quite pronounced. jVg noted in connection with cloudiness, over tropical

oceans and coasts, convective activity reaches a maximum in the early-morning hours,

while the afternoon hours show only a secondary maximum.

VISIBILITY

Diurnal variation of visibility is marked commonly by a maximum in the afternoon

and a minimum in the morning in humid regions. The factors involved are several.

Fog usually shows maximum frequency in the early morning; this is naturally reflected
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in the morning minimum of visibility, and that minimum varies with the seasons and
consequent incidence of radiational fogs. The afternoon maximum is associated with

the average minimum of relative humidity and maximum convective turbulence that

thins air-plankton by distributing it through maximum depth of air. Consequently,

the diurnal variation is usually greater in summer than in winter in middle latitudes.

It is, of course, much gn^ater over land than over the oceans.

In arid regions, the afternoon maximum of visibility is reduced or eliminated

by the increasing quantity of dust that is picked up from the ground as winds increase

to their afternoon maximum. Similarly, near forest fires, accelerated rate of burping

during afternoon hours produces more smoke and haze than at other times of the

day.^-^
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ICING ON AIRCRAFT

By E. Bollay

Aircraft icing constitutes one of the chief hazards to the safe operation of aircraft.

The condition favorable for icing will always require careful study and attention

by the forecaster and pilot, despite the introduction of mechanical deicing devices.

Ae present trend of going to higher flight levels, particularly on long flights, will

greatly reduce the icing hazard. Icing conditions at the terminals will then constitute

the major problem.

Icing will result when liquid water Is present at U^mperatures below freezings

It is well known that liquid water can exist at temperatures below 0®C. The region
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where liquid water in the supercooled state is most frequently observed is between

0 and — 18®C. Any cloud area with temperatures between 0 and — 18°C is therefore a

potential icing zone. Liquid water and icing have been observed with temperatures

as low as --‘40®C.

Types of Icing. Icing as encountered by aircraft is divided into three main
categories.

1. Clear Ice. lYansparent ice formed by tin* freezing of large-sized droplets is

known as clear ice. It presents the greatest hazard of the three typ(*s. C^Iear ice

forms clear deposit of ice, deforming the contours of the airplane aiui adding much
additional weight. The clear ice on the leading edge of the airfoils greatly changes

the aerodynamic properties of the wing and results in decreased lift and increased drag.

2. Rime Ice. Opaque ict^, formed in clouds by the rapid freezing of minute-sized

droplets is known as rime iee. ''Phis type of ice consists of a rough opaque mass that

Fig. 1.—A warm-front icing situation. Shaded areas indicate zones of potential aircraft

icing.

builds into the wind and will affect the operation of the aircraft sooner than (dear ice.

Mechanical deicing equipment removes this type of ice more effectively than it

removes clear ice.

3.

Hoarfrost. Ice crystals deposited directly on the aircraft from the water vapor

in the air are known as hoarfrost. This presents far less difficulty to aircraft, particu-

larly while in flight. During landing and take-off operations, the presence of hoar-

frost presents hazards of which the pilot must be aware. With hoarfrost present, the

normal relationships between stalling speed and wing attitude may change appreciably.

Only power landings should be attempted with hoarfrost, rime ice, or clear ice present.

No take-offs should be made with ice or hoarfrost covering the wings or control surfaces.

Wet snow also presents hazards to flying, particularly at low speeds. Under sugh

circumstances, snow clings to the surfaces more readily and thus deforms the aero-

dynamic properties of the airfoils in a fashion quite similar to that of ice. Climbing

to higher levels will usually remedy this situation.

Meteorological Conditioiia for Icing. Icing conditions will be found to exiit in

most cloud type^ with the proper temperature distribution. The intensity of icing
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is more pronounced if turbulence is present, and it also is believed to increase with the

speed of the aircraft. Rime ice is more common with little turbulence, and clear ico

predominates when turbulence and vertical velocities are observed. Occasionally

clear ice and rime ice form simultaneously, indicating the presence of both small and
large droplets of supercooled water. Since vertical velocities are usually associated

with icing conditions, they are most frequently observed with warm fronts, cold fronts,

occlusions, and (Mirnulus clouds, and over mountaineous terrain where vertical currents

arc orographically induced.

Warm Fronlfi. Owing to 1110 extensive clotid s.ystems, both in the vertical aiul

liorizontal, fissociated with warm fronts, severe icing may be a.ssociated with them.

The temperature distribution in both the cold and the warm air should he carefully

studi(‘d, and regions in the 0 to — 18°C zone should be delineated as icing zone.s when

Fia. 2.—A cold-front iriug situation. Shaded area.s indicate zones of potential aircraft

icing.

clouds arc present or suspected. Particularly severe icing conditions result when
warm rain falls through a very cold layer near the ground. In such cases, the freezing

rain will produce impossible flying conditions.

Cold Fronts. With cold fronts, the primary cloud system is in advance of the front

in the warm air. This region is therefore the zone of potential icing, in cloud areas

with temperatures betw'cen 0 and — 18®C. Strong vertical currents are frequently

found in this zone, carrying large amounts of liquid water into the critical icing area.

If warm rain is falling from the overlying warm air through the cold air, freezing rain

may result if the cold-air temperatures are below freezing.

Cumultis Clouds. Aside from the dangers from structural strains and control

difficulties from the violent vertical currents experienced with certain cumulus-type

clouds, these clouds present a great icing hazard. Whenever possible, they should be

circumnavigo^ted. Flying over the top may be impossible, and flying below them is

often dangerous because of turbulence and strong descending and ascending currents.

Orographic Conditions. Mountain ranges introduce severe icing hazards whenever

an air mass with a suitable temperature range and high moisture content is forced
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to ascend. Under such circumstances, the clouds forniiup; should he avoided. Icinj;

conditions will be most severe where the vortical velocities ar(i ^ijreHtest. Figure 3

shows the distribution of the icing zone over mountains.

Carburetor Icing. Carburetor icing is encountered by aircraft when flying through

humid air with temperatures generally above freezing. When the air passes through

the expansion chaiintils of carburetors, the reduction of tin* air temperature due to

expansion and tlu' high moisture content will produce a dangerous icing situation.

^Moeferafe fo heavy icing zone

Fig, 3.—Iciug situation over mountains.

With present aircraft equipment, heating devices are availa])le whereby the tempera-

ture in the carburetors can be rcgidated, thereby greatly reducing this icing hazard.

ATMOSPHERIC CROSS SECTIONS FOR FLIGHT OPERATIONS

By E. Bollay

Atmospheric cros.s sections are extremely useful in depicting weather conditions

along a certain path at a given time. They are of great assistance in preparing a safe

as well as efficient flight plan for extended flight operations. Atmospheric cross

sections usually indicate the location of the frontal surfaces, cloud types with esti-

mated heights of the tops and bases of <douds, precipitation areas, thunderstorm zones,

regions of aircraft icing, the distribution of the upp(u-air winds along the flight path,

and the distribution of the free-air temperature. Figure 1 is an example of such a

cross section. The data plotted on atmospheric cross sections consist of the informa-

tion received from radiosonde and airplane soundings and the pilot-balloon data as

well as reports from other aircraft flying along the same route. The surface position

of the fronts and current surface observations are plotted on the base of the cross

section and are obtained from surface synoptic charts.

Method of Analysis. In analyzing cross sections, the frontal surfaces are located

first. These should be located in accordance with the characteristics of frontal

inversions and wind variations outlined in the section on Fronts, pages 643 to 660.

Care must be taken not to confuse all temperature inversions as frontal inversions.

Inversions also develop because of such processes as cooling, turbulence, and sub-

sidence. Often more than one of these processes is active in forming an inversion,
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such as cooling from below and subsidence aloft, or cooling and turbulent mixing.

Figure 2 indicates the various criteria of nonfrontal temperature inversions.

Nonfrontal temperature discontinuities arc drawn on cross sections to indicate to

the forecaster regions of great vertical stability. To the pilot, these layers appear as

haze layers and regions of smooth flying conditions. Bumpiness is usually observed
at the base of the inversion; therefore no difficulty will be had in recognizing these

nonfrontal temperature discontinuities.

IWERS/ON BY COOLfNO

Re/afivehumidity fg >f^

Mixing ratio

Turbulence lnversion

Relative humidity fg%f2

Mixing ratio

^0 below inversion

^ ^ betow inversion

SUBSiPENCE inversion

Relative humidity f>>f2

Mixing ratio

TVhas amaximum decrease in
going through the inversion

dT^^ comedistance above
the inversion

Fiii. 2.—Characteristic properties of nonfrontal temperature inversions.

Frequently the frontal slopes cannot be uniquely determined by frontal inversions

or pilot-balloon data. In such cases, the slope of the potential-temperature surfaces

should be utilized. It is generally conceded that a frontal zone consists of pronounced
concentration of potential-temperature surfaces as shown in Fig. 3. Since these

surfaces are nearly parallel, the frontal surface can be drawn parallel to the general

slope of the potential-temperature surfaces.

The cloud types, precipitation areas, and thunderstorm zones are indicated on the

basis of the surface observations, and .on the data from the soundings and airplane

observations. It should be remembered that, when indicating cloud areas, relative

humidities may be less than 100 per cent, as explained in Sec. Ill, page 253.
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Kcgions of aircraft icing are indicated in cloud areas between the temperatures of

0 and ~18®C. Whenever vertical currents are suspected in these potential icing

areas, moderate to heavy icing should be anticipated. For additional information

on icing, sec pages 753 to 756.

The distribution of the free-air temperature and the upper-air winds are included

in the plotted data on cross sections and therefore become apparent at a glance. On
long flights, these data are extremely useful since the free-air temperature and upper-

air winds enter into the performance computations of aircraft power plants.

In performance computations of aircraft power plants, the free-air temperature

is of considerable importance. The actual flight level may be determined by the

free-air temperature in order to obtain the maximum range with the minimum fuel

consumption. Winds aloft, unless strong, may play a secondary role in such cases.

In actual practice, the determination of the flight level is of course*, a compromise

Fig. 3.—Potential tomi>eiature distribution through a frontal zone.

between the gain achieved by a suitable temperature distribution and the gain of

speed due to wnids, provided that other meteorological conditions are the same at the

levels under consideration.

Atmospheric cross sections show the vertical structure of the atmosphere along a

selected route as interpreted by the meteorologist from the surface synoptic chart

and the upper-air data. Owing to the paucity of upper-air data, the cross sections

are by necessity estimates of existing conditions. Since forecasts fall in the same
category, the meteorologist should illustrate as realistically as possible the w^eather

(jonditions along the route.

AIR TRAJECTORIES

By R. a. Baumgartner

The trajectory of a parcel of air is its track over the earth's surface. Assuming

gradient-flow conditions, the isobars represent trajectories only when the pressure

system is stationary and its structure is unchanging. Since pressure systems move
rather than remain stationary, the isobars on synoptic maps will rarely indicate the

actual path of a parcel of air for any appreciable length of time. It is desirable to

foresee the actual paths for various air parcels in considering the movements within

air masses for forecasting temperatures at fixed stations, for fog forecasting, ^ and for

a general understanding of the existing distribution of meteorological elements.

A simple relationship has been determined® between the curvature of isobars and

the curvature of trajectories as follows:

i. s= i*
^ 1 — ? cos '4'^

rt r< V V )
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where n - radius of curvature of the trajectory

Ti =» radius of curvature of the isobar

c =» speed of the pressure system

Sk as angle between the direction of motion of the system and direction of the
gradient wind iv)

The Ti of a parcel is determined by first finding the center of curvature of the isobar

in its vicinity. The center of curvature is found at the intersection of the perpendicu-
lar bisector of two chords of the isobar in the vicinity of the parcel.

Fig. 1.—Synoptic weather map of Feb. 12, 1944, 2030 EWT, showing trajectories of
air parcels A, and D in an anticyclone over Eastern United States. Arabic numerals
locate succe.ssive six-hourly positions of the air parcels. Homan numerals refer to six-
hourly positions of the center of the anticyclone.

The speed and direction of motion of the pressure system may be estimated from
previous history or computed by means of the displacement formula on page 669.

The speed of the gradient wind may be determined on the assumption that the wind
blows along the isobars from a gradient-wind nomogram such as that found on page
54. The angle is considered as the angle, smaller than 180 deg, between the
positive direction of motion of the system and the positive direction of the wind
vector.
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The trajeetoricH of a few parcels of air in an anticyclone (see Fig. 1) were com-
puted with the above equation. It was determined that the anticyclone moved east-

southeast at approximately 28 knots. The following indicates the procedure used in

obtaining the trajectory of parcel A :

At the initial point on trajectory A, which is located at position A (1) in Fig. 1,

the following values were drAermined:

Ti = EA * 5.8^^ lat.

c = 28 knots ~ 2.8** lat. per 6 hr

V = 43 knots =4.3** lat. per 6 hr
4^ = 40 deg

Substituting in the formula

=5^0 -H
rt = 11.4° lat.

Along EA^ the radius of curvature of the isobar, mark off 11.4° latitude (AF). Using
this radius, AF = r/, constrinit an arc of a circle from A (1) equal to the computed
6-hr displacement (4.3° latitude). This will determine the position of point (2),

which, to a first approximation, is its position on the earth’s surface 6 hr from the

current map. Point 2 is now located on the next G-hourly map where the above
procedure is followed in locating point 3. After repeating the above for successive

6-hr intervals, the complete, 36-hr trajectory of point A is determined as indicated in

Fig. 1.

For forecast purposes, it may be assumed the structure of the system will not

change appreciably in the next 24 to 36 hr. The trajectory of a parcel may then be

computed from .he current map for a given period of time. For example, point 2

of parcel A is located from the current map as described above. Since the pressure

system will be centered at point II 6 hr later (from previous history or calculation),

the parcel A is thus located in a different position relative to the system’s center from

the current map. To determine point 3, the above procedure is repeated for point 2

wuth the pressure system centered at its new position II. This is repeated for as many
6-hourly intervals as it may be assumed that the movement and structure of the

system remain unchanged.

The following table gives an illustration of the air temperatures in degrees Fahren-

heit as reported by the stations over which the various parcels were located (Fig. 1)

at each successive 6 hr.

Time Position
1

A B C D

1 14 33 43
2 12 30 37
3 15 32 31
4 27 32 31

2030 5 26 32 26
0230 6 13 27 24
0830 7 15 24

1

25

It is of interest to note that temperatures of parcel A at 24-hr intervals are prac-

tically the same with the exception of points 4 and 5. Increased temperatures at
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these points are duo to increased daytime heating. Temperatures at the end of

36 hr, under similar sky conditions, are considerably warmer for parcels B and C
in comparison with parcel A

,
which is as one would expect from the trajectories of the

air parcels.
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TROPICAL SYNOPTIC METEOROLOGY

By C’lvn.iAN Staff, Institittk of M’bopical Meteokolooy,

Rio 1‘iedkas, Pitkrto Rico*

INTRODUCTION

Approximately half the troposphere lies above that portion of the earth^s surface

included between the Tropics of Cancer and Capricorn. On the whole, synoptic

meteorologists have m^glected this region, partly bei^ause reliable weather data are

s(^anty, partly because an ill-founded tradition is current among high-latitude met<'-

orologists, that tropical weather is determined in a simple manner and, except for

occasional hurricanes in some parts, is unaffected by secondary circulations. In

the last few years, however, practical necessity has demanded that synoptic analysis

near the equator receive closer attention; military and ci\dl meteorologists whose duty
has taken them into equatorial and subequatorial regions have soon learned how ill-

founded the standard accounts of those regions may be. The picture these accounts

give would indicate that convection in the tropics is intense, chaotic, and unorganized,

(‘specially on and n(‘ar the equator, that th(^ wind systems are simple, and that the

weather is dominated firirnarily by the diurnal and seasonal variation of insolation.

'Fhis con<H»pt is derived from climatology, and the climatological means are based

largel}^ on n'cords from land stations, many of them quite unrepresentative. Such a

j)ic1ur(^ is of litl^e or no use to the forecaster and may occasionally lead him seriously

astray.

In their attempt to grapple with the difficult problem of the aperiodic variations

of low-latitude weather, forecast{»rs hav(* naturally availed themselves of ideas

dcv'eloped in the temperate zone. It is unquestionable that organized systems of

bad weather, bearing a striking resemblance to the fronts of the temperate zone, an^

fn'quently encountered by aircraft flying over the tropical oceans. It is also unques-

tionable that such organized systems may be observed to pass over well-exposed land

stations, their passage being accompanied by rain, wind shifts, cloud sequences, and

sometimes temperature oscillations so marked as to tempt the most conservative to

r(‘COgnize theun as fronts. Moreover, it is often possible to draw’ the systems as fronts

on one or a few synoptic maps. But these ^‘fronts” wdll soon behave in a manner quite

unpr(‘dictable by the usual niles for high-latitude forecasting: they wdll move at

improbable speeds, and the anticipation of intensity changes wdll bo mainly guesswork.

Under these conditions, it is not possible to maintain continuity, and the forecasting

problem becomes cornxspfindingly difficult.

PRINCIPLES OF TROPICAL METEOROLOGY

Lack of Well-defined Air Masses. In temperate meteorology, great emphasis

is placed upon the concept of the air mass, a huge body of air possessing properties

that are more or less homogeneous in the horizontal. It is recognized, of course, that

The Institute of Tropical Meteorology is located on the campus of the University of Puerto Rico

and is operated jointly by the University of Chicago and the University of Puerto Rico. The initial

organisation of the ieaohing and research program was carried out by Mr. C. E. Palmer of the New
Zealand Service, who served as director of the Institute during the first year of ite

existence,
^
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this horizontal homogeneity is only approximate—that convection, radiation, and

other processes will always produce gradients of property within the air mass; but

Fio. 1 .—Tip diagram for San Juan, Puerto Rico, at 2H00 local time on Dec. 18, 1948 showing
the “trade inversion" and the moist and diy lasers.

Fig. 2 .—Tip diagram for Henderson Field, Guadalcanal, at 1000 local time on Mar. 5,

showing the separation of the so-called ** monsoon air’* into moist and dry layers,

such gradients are insignificant compared with those found at the boundarie$ of the

air masses. In the tropics, however, the changes in property that occur across zones

that could possibly be regarded as air-mass boundaries are insignificant compared
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with those that result from the action of convection and radiation upon the *^air

masses.^'

The Moist and Dry Layers. The horizontal gradients of air-mass properties,

therefore, are of subordinate utility in tropical analysis. On the other hand, the

vertical distribution of moisture is of greatest importance. A series of upper-air

soundings obtained from a representative tropical station, especially in an area where
trade winds prevail for a large part of the year, will show that for long periods the

humid air supposedly characteristic of the tropics extends to only moderate heights

(Figs. 1 and 2). At a comparatively low level, the moisture content falls off very

rapidly with height; and th(i region of rapid change may be marked by an inversion

of temperature or, failing this, a change of lapse rate. Above lies extremely dry air,

the superior air. This inversion of temperature has long been known as the “trade-

wind inversion, '' and much significance has been attached to it. However, it now
seems advisable to recognize that a sharp zone of demarcation between the humid
lower layer and the dry upper air almost always exists—even in the absence of any
temperature inversion—and to name the layers the moist and dry layers, respectively.

The distinction between these layers is evident not only in the trade-wind zones but
also in regions that are traditionally suppos(id to be the seat of widespread chaotic

convection, c.^., the e<iuatorial Pacific Ocean. It cannot be too strongly emphasized

that the atmosphere in the tropics is not necessarily highly unstable, not even in the

equatorial zone. In some regions, it retains a stable stratification for very long

periods, showing w’cll-marked moist and dry layers on the equator itself. Figures 1

and 2 illustrate this separation of the tropical atmosphere into moist and dry layers.

Both show a marked inversion in the zone of separation. The sounding at Henderson

Field (Fig. 2) is particularly important, since it was made in the “monsoon air“ on

the northern side of the equatorial front.

The forecaster thus encounters his first analytic problem: to determine the depth

of the moist layer and its ^'a^iations in space and time. The solution is not so simple

as it app(‘ars, since, in the tropical

current, areas of ascending air several

miles wide alternate with clear areas

w'hero the air subsides. For this reason,

radiosonde or airplane observations will

report the depth of the moist layer

differently according to whether the

flight is made in an area of ascent or

one of subsidence. Moreover, many
soundings are made on islands or in

mountainous terrain, w^herc the local

effects overshadow those of synoptic

importance. The data from the sound-

ings may then completely mislead the analyst. Accurate measurements or expert

estimation of the lieight of the tops of convective clouds taken from aircraft fl>dng

over the open sea provide the best means of determining the depth of the moist layer.

These observations have showm how widespread is the separation of the tropical

atmosphere into well-marked moist and dry layers.

Representation of the Velocity Field. In addition to the depth of the moist layer,

the tropical forecaster needs to determine the structure of the velocity field at all

levels in the troposphere, and probably also in the lower stratosphere. Through the

wartime extension of aircraft operations and the establishment of close pilot-balloon

networks, wind observations are now" available in some tropical regions in great

quantity. Using them, some tropical meteorologists have attempted to develop

Fiq. 3.—Streamlines disappearing in a region

of convergence.
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streamline analysis, willi special emphasis on locating areas of ai)pearing and dis-

appearing streamlin(\s. Those areas where streamlines disappear are regions in

which there is horizontal (*onvergcnce in the velocity field, and those where new stream-

lines appear are regions of horizontal

divergence (Figs. 3 and 4).

In the low troposphere, convergence

in a layer several thousand feet thick

nearly always r(‘sults in ascending mo-
tion because the air cannot move
through the earth^a surface, and diver-

gence results in descending motion. In

that part of the atmosphere to which on

the average we find the moist layer

restricted, then, the disappearaiKie of

streamlines implies a stretching of the

air columns and de<*pening of the moist

layer; and the appearance of streamlines

is accompanied by subsidcuKto and a

contraction of the moist layer. Streamline maps that also contain lines of depth of

the moist layer bring out this relationship clearly. In the regions in which stream-

lines disappear, the moist layer is deep; in regions in which they appear, there is

evidence of subsidence. Such maps (Fig. 5) used in conjunction with the surface

charts, constitute a powerful instrument in tropical analysis.

Fio. 5.—Streamline map of the tropical North Atlantic for the 9,000-ft level surface showing
variations in the depth of the moist layer.

Basic Currents of the Tropics. If areas of horizontal convergence and divergence

could be forecast expansion and contraction of the moist layer could be anticipated.

Then the type, the amount, and the thickness of the convective cloud could be pre-

dicted. Neither the surface map nor the streamline analysis automatically makes
this possible. It is necessary first to understand the processes governing the develop-

Fig. 4.—Streamlines spaced in inverse

proportion to the wind sp<.*ed. New stream-
lines appear in an area of horizontal

divergence.
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ment and travel of the areas of convergence and divergence and the manner in which
t hese areas appear in the pressure and velocity fields. The knowledge so far acquired

may best be summarized in the form of synoptic models.

Before discussing the models as such, it is useful to consider the broad currents

in which the different systems may lie. Three general wind regimes occur in the

tropics

:

1. Deep easterlies extending to great heights, at least to 6 km. This current is

found usually between 15°N and 15°S and extends farther poleward in summer than in

winter.

2. Equatorial westerlies overlain by easterlies at high levels. They also lie within
th(‘ belt mentioned in (1) and are generally separated from the polar westerlies by the
deep easterlies.

3. Shallow easterlies overlain by the polar westerlies of temperate latitudes.

These occur on the poleward sides of the troj)ical zone, and extend farthest equator-
ward in winter.

It is not correct to think that west winds are found above the easterlies along all

meridians or in all tropical latitudes. Observ^ations show quite clearly that the upper
winds of the tropics are controlled by the anticyclonic cells centered at high levels

at about 15 to 25°N and S. On the (‘quatorward side of these cells are deep easterlies.

Thus the clear-cut S(‘-hematic diagram sometimes given, showing the surface easterlies

everywhere overlain by westerlies, is an oversimplification. The height of the base

of the westerli(i8 increases very rapidly near the central parts of the subtropical highs.

In a few degrees of latitude, it may rise from 1.5 to 8 km or more.

In addition, the equator is not necessarily the warmest region in the tropics, even

on the average. Rather it may be said that within 20®N and S, at least over the open

oceans, temperature gradients in tins lower troposphere are weak or absent. A general

poleward outflo^^ from the equatorial zone aloft is rarely observed.

SYNOPTIC MODELS OF THE TROPICS

The modtds described below’ belong to two general categories: (1) those of the

tropics proper, generally steered by the deep easterlies, though westerlies may char-

acterize the lower layers, and (2) those representing modifications of temperate

systems, steered by the polar westerlies, though easterlies may occur near the surface.

Waves in the Easterlies. Although the disturbances known as waves in the easier^

lies occur in many parts of the tropics, they have been primarily studied in the tropical

North Atlantic and the Caribbean (Fig. 6). Dunn' has pointed out that during sum-

mer a series of isallobaric highs and lows moves from east to W’est over the region and

that the intensity of convection within the current varies with the succession of these

isallobaric centers. More insight into the mechanism of these systems has recently

been gained by Riehl.® I'igures 7 and 8 show a model wave in the easterlies in the

Northern Hemisphere.

The deformation in the isobars 4s more pronounced near 10,000 ft than at the

surface. Indeed, sometimes w’hen a disturbance passes aloft, the surface-pressure

change is less than 1 mb. Also, the wave appears best in the velocity field. Thus a

streamline analysis at various levels outlines the wave better than the isobaric analysis.

The onset of the wave is attended by a turning of the trade wind, both at the surface

and aloft, toward the northeast in the Northern Hemisphere. When the axis of the

trough has passed, the wind shifts fairly rapidly to the southeast.

Streamlines drawn to a sufficiently dense network of winds show that the forward

part of the wave (west of the wave axis) is a region of divergence and descending
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motion; to the rear, however, there is usually convergence with ascending motion.

The wave crest generally slopes eastward with elevation.

It is noteworthy that, with a northeast wind and falling pressure, the weather

over the sea and even over the mountainous islands of the Caribbean is fine, the moist

la3^er varjdng between 5,000 and 8,000 ft in depth; and the bad weather is concentrated

not so much at the axis of the wave but some little distance behind. A deep moist

I^G. 6.—General locations in which waves in the castei lies have been observed or suspected.

L LW^ L LW

B-SfreamUnes irtSOOOft for fhesame wave,andfsof/nes showing

ihe depth ofthe moist layer

Fig. 7*—The easterly wave in the Northern Hemi.sphero.

layer and an extensive area of unsettled weather accompany the isallobaric high behind
the wave axis.

There is evidence that many waves in the easterlies are generated near the west
coast of North Africa, more especially when the low-pressure trough usually associated

with the equatorial regions has moved far into the Northern Hemisphere; that is to

say, in the northern summer. It seems that the waves develop inland rather than
along the coast line and that they pass on to the ocean and then travel more or less

uniformly toward the west. Easterly waves, of the type described, occur also in
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the South Pacific as far west as the northern Cook Islands. There they can be traced

in sunnner first passing across the Marquesas Islands and later over Pcnrhyn Island

and Nassau. Observations at Palmyra and the Caroline Islands in the North Pacific

indicate that they pass these islands also. At Natal, on the east coast of South

America, weather and wind sequences suggest that the South Atlantic is also subject to

f'jisterly waves. This distribution suggests that the waves develop mainly in those

regions where the oceanic anticyclones arc large, quasi-stationary, and very stable.

In regions where the high-pressure belt is largely made up of a succession of migratory

anticyclones, easterly waves are comparatively rare, so far as is known. As an exam-

ple, the western South Pacific west of the Cook Islands has few. Occasionally,

however, even in this region, a migratory high-pressure cell will slow up and become

stationary, and then small easterly waves may develop along its northern border.

Tropical Modifications of Temperate Systems. The waves in the easterlies dis-

cussed in the preceding section are comparatively simple in that there is little or no

2Q000

15,000

•€ 10.000

4-

C

5000

0

Fig. 8*.—Vertical cross Bcction along the 15® N parallel of latitude through the wave shown
in Fig. 7.

temperature gradient in the lower troposphere when they occur (in summer), and hence

advoctive changes are negligible.

Strong temperature gradients on the other hand are usually associated with mid-

latitude waves in the westerlies. Specifically, the air behind the trough is colder than

that ahead of it. This distribution means that the trough must slope upward toward

the roar.

With the trough is, more often than not, a cold front that has, of course, the two

essential characteristics of a front:

1. A gradient of temperature.

2. A cyclonic wind shear.

Quasi-periodic outbreaks of polar air into the tropics occur in the Northern

Hemisphere almost exclusively in winter, but in the Southern Hemisphere the pole-

ward parts of the tropics are affected by temperate systems throughout the year.

During such an outbreak, several developments may occur.

300 150 0 150 300 450

Miles
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1. The upper trough may advance to the east of the cold front.

2. The density discontinuity across the front may disappear while the wind shear

persists,

3. A new' trough may develop by the splitting of a high on the equntorward side of

a developing middle latitude cyclone.

A^T/ie surfacepresstjrepctfkrn. Tihesurface oHscontina/ty

is sti/isfrona but witt frontofyse

B-The 5,000 fr^sfreamlfnes

C- Vertical&Acrosssection through apolartrough
Fig. 9.—The polar trough.

The structures that result from these processes are called (1) polar troughs, (2)

shear lines, and (3) induced troughs.

The Polar Trotigh. la most cases when a cold front reaches lower latitudes, the

accompanying wave in the upper westerlies advances far to the east of the surface

front (Fig. 9). In the lower troposphere, the front soon becomes weak, because it

lies in a frontolytic wind field. A tem^rature discontinuity at low levels may persist
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for a short time, but in most cases it becomes very diffuse. However, the wave in

the upper westerlies continues to advance above the surface easterly winds. Since
the wave is accompanied by a pronoun(‘,ed pressure trough aloft, the surface easterly

isobars also show a cyclonic wave pattern. The surface-pressure trough, it must be
emphasized, is a reflection of the trough in the higluT westerlies. Since the latter

is continuous with the surface trough of higher latitudes, the whole structure is termed
the po/ar trough. Bec^ause of the presence f)f deep westerli(»s above the shallow layer of

easterlies, the direction of nioveincuit of the polar trough is opposite to that of the

waves in the de(*p easterlies and ther('for(‘ cannot be undiTstood without reference to

these upper winds.

The convergence and divergence in the lower levels have the same distribution

as about a wave in the deep easterlies. Eiist of the trough line, there is usually hori-

zontal convergence with bad weather. To its west, one finds divergem;c with a shal-

Ficj. 10. Polar front in the South Indian Ocean.

low moist layer and fine weather. The bad weather east of the trough line consists

of convective clouds, cither cumulus conge^tus or cumulonimbus. But sheets of

altostratus associated Avith the cumulonimbi may link up and form a continuous deck,

from which steady rain falls. Figure 9 represents a model polar trough at the stage

w’hen the surface front is still fairly strong though undergoing frontolysis. The
streamlines are drawn for the 5,000-ft level. Figure 9(7 is a vertical cross section

through the polar trough. The axis of the trough is drawn to slope eastward at high

levels, a frequent but not necessary event. The contour of the base of the westerlies

deserves close attention because of its importance in forecasting the upper winds and

the steering current.

In the large regions between the subtropi(jal highs, the speed of the polar troughs

is relatively fast, and their intensity may be very persistent. Immediately to the

west of the subtropical cells, on the other hand, the troughs are quasi-stationary.

Here they present an equatorward extension of the mean positions of the oceanic polar

fronts.

A “doubling” of the oceanic anticyclones is associated with the formation of an

additional polar trough in mid-ocean. Under such circumstances, there are two com-
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plete polar-front systems in temperate latitudes and two pronounced quasi-stationary

polar troughs in the tropics.

In general, the moving polar troughs form near the west coasts of the continents.

They tend to dissipate as they approach the semipermanent troughs and to merge with

the latter. For example, consider the occlusions that develop in the South Indian

Ocean^ and move toward Australia (Fig. 10). As they approach the continent,

polar troughs form along the west coast well in advance of the occlusions and extend

far cquatorward.

Fig. 11.—A polar trough in the West Indies.

In the subtropics and lower iiyddle latitudes, a migratory anticyclone follows the

occlusion, somewhat equatorward from the low center, and an inverted V-shaped

depression appears on the surface map between this anticyclone and its predecessor.

The trough in the upper westerlies lies far to the east of the weak surface front in the

tropics, and it keeps this relative position during the whole of the passage toward the

east, at least until it reaches the region of Tahiti (150®W) where it encounters the South

Pacific cell.

Figures 11 to 13 show a polar trough over the West Indies. Significant

features of the surface map (Fig. 11) are (1) the separation of a small anticyclonic

circulation over the Bahamas, (2) the formation of the trough over Haiti, and (3) the

persistence of the principal high farther to the east. The anticyclonic circulation

over western Cuba and the trough over Haiti appear clearly in the upper winds (Fig.

12). The similarity of air-mass structure on both sides of the trough is illustrated by
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the soundings in Fig. 13. Notice that the air above San Juan is actuallj’' colder than

that to the west.

The Shear Line. The fast-moving troughs just described coincide with an eastward

progression of migratory warm highs that frequently reinforce the semipermanent

highs.

The latter, however, may be replaced in another manner. If a very strong polar

outbreak occurs behind a deep depression on the poleward side of the quasi-permanent

high, a marked cold front with a predominantly east-west orientation will advance

into the subtropics. The oceanic high then collapses, and it is replaced, not by a

warm high proceeding from the west, but by the cold high associated with the polar

outbres-k, moving equatorward. This high rapidly assumes warm characteristics,

building up soon into the higher atmosphere. Considerable subsidence in the cold

air above a shallow surface layer coincides with the transformation of the high (Fig.
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14). Therefore, the d(*nsity discontinuity at the front quickly disappears above the.*

surface layer. But the zone of cyclonic wind shear not only persists but may actually

strengthen, especially if subsidence on its poleward side is extreme. This persistemt

velocity discontinuity is known as a shear line.

In the lower levels, the cyclonic shear exists between strong east winds on the

poleward side of t he lino and weak east winds on the equatorward sidci. At high levels,

Fig. 14.—The '‘shear line.” A, surface pressure pattern associated with a “shear
line” moving into very low latitudes. B, streamlines at the 5,000-ft level corresponding
with the pressure pattern in A. C and 2), replacement' of an oceanic anticyclone by a
migrating high moving from the west behind a polar trough. E and F, replacement of

the oceanic anticyclone by an intense high associated with a cold outbreak. A “shear
line” moves rapidly into low latitudes.

it is evidenced by a trough between two highs: (1) the old oceanic high still persisting

aloft but decreasing in intensity, and (2) i;he new high replacing the former and build-

ing into the upper air. While this new anticyclone continues to intensify and the

old one to weaken, the ^hear line will move into lower latitudes, sometimes reaching

the equatorial zone itself. Its arrival produces a sudden freshening of the trade wind

which has long been known in the tropics as the surge of the trades or reestablishment

of the trades.
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Severe weather, iucludiiiK several lines of cumuloniinbus and thunderstorms,

accompanies the shear line. At some distance to the rear of the shear line, the weather

usually becom(»s very fine with a shallow moist layer and very dry air aloft
;
near the

top of this moist layer, radiation stratus or stratoournulus may form.

The Induced Trough. The formation of an induced trough can be expected when a

front, while moving into fairly low latitudes, preserves its extra! ropical character-

istics and becomes quasi-stationary th(*rt^ The front will be oriented nearly east-

west, giving rise to frontal waves. 'J'he increase in the westerlies above the frontal

surface in connection with such a wave development may result in the formation of a

juiw closed anticyclonic eddy on its equatorw'ard side. The dynamic trough between

this eddy and the principal high farthest east is called the induced trough (Fig. 15),

The distribution of w<‘ather at the induced trough is similar to that about the

polar trough, provided that the induced trough moves to the east. A deep moist

layer wdth bad weather is located on the eastward side, and to the west there is good

weather.

If the frontal depression responsible for the formation of the trough movers toward

the east, the induced trough will move with it but will die quickly.

Fig. 15.—Two surface maps showing the development of the induced trough.

If, however, the frontal depression remains stationary, the induced trough will

also remain stationary, and it may intensify with bad weather on both sides.

The Equatorial Trough and the Equatorial Front. Several concepts of the synoptic

systems in the equatorial zone have been advanced. Brooks and Braby^ described a

synoptic structure which they called the equatorial front. Basing their discussion

chiefly on the climatological records of certain islands in the equatorial western Pacific,

they came to the conclusion that in that region the trade winds from the two hemi-

spheres converge along a narrow zone and that the Southern Hemisphere air of the

southeast trades ascends over the Northern Hemisphere air, forming a front rather

similar to the warm front of extratropical latitudes. East of the 180th meridian,

they stated, the two trade systems do not meet at a *'sharp angle”; consequently

there is less convergence and less precipitation and cloud.

Later the Norwegian meteorologists adopted the idea of the equatorial front

(Bergeron*) and extended it. According to their concept, the trade winds of the

hemispheres meet along a zone of convergence that completely encircles* the earth.

This zone they call the inieriropical frord^ similar to the polar front, with one of the

air masses ascending over the other.
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At the same time, a considerable group of meteorologists have continued to use

1 he old concept of the doldrum zone, in which the trade winds of the two hemispheres

are thought to merge not along a narrow band, but in a fairly broad belt of light and

variable winds and unorganized, heavy convective showers. This concept is based

on climatology, and it should be emphasized that climatological records are inadequate

as a basis for synoptic forecasting.

The Equatorial Trough. Hie high-pressure belts of the two hemispheres are

separated by a trough of low prc'ssure, which in general coincidtvs with the equator in

liG. 16.—The equatorial trough and the equatorial front. A, the equatorial trough
near 0®. B, streamlines for A. Ct the equatorial front south of 0® reinforced by a shear

line. I>, streamlines for C.

oceanic regions but which fluctuates with the seasons, especially in the neighborhood

of the great land masses. This is the equatorial trough^' (Fig. 16A, B), When the

trough lies along the equator or within 3® latitude N or S of it, the winds on both sides

are predominantly easterly in direction. When it departs widely from the equator,

however, the trough will frequently contain a closed depression with predominantly

westerly winds on the equatorward side and easterlies on the poleward side only.

As an approximate rule, we may say that the equatorial trough must depart more
than 5® away from the equator for a closed system to exist within it.

Equatorial westerlies, however, may be found also in certain seasons when the

trough is located very close to the equator, especially above a shallow layer of surface
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easterlies. Thus they appear along the equatorial coast of Brazil during the wet
season. The difference may best be stated as follows:

1. When the trough departs more than 5* latitude away from the equator, the
appearance of equatorial westerlies can be counted upon in nearly all instances.

2. When the trough lies near the equator, the westerlies will be found only in

specific synoptic situations favorable for their formation.

Observations show definitely that along only a portion of its length is tlio equatorial

trough a zone of convergence. Rather it is a zone in which regions of convergcnc<j

alternate with regions of divergence. Where there is an east-west gradient of pressure

along the equator, divergence occurs in the equatorial trough to the W(*st of a line,

joining th(^ cont(T of the subtropical anticyclones; to th(j east of this lim^ there is

(convergence.

Such a distribution of convergence and divergence may also be d(Hlu(*ed from the

cell theory of th(^ gcmeral circulation: the east winds of subequatorial regions cannot

everywhere have a (*.ompon(mt toward the equator. Rath('r, there will be alternating

regions round the globe in the first of which the east wind has a slight component
toward the equator and in the next of which it has a slight component away from the

equator. In view of the fact that deep easterlies pnwail predominantly in the sub-

(equatorial oceanic r(‘giojJs, this velocity distribution will exist through the larger part

of the troposphenc.

These alternate regions of convergcmce and divergence are a]>undantly confirmed

by the climatologi(ral means of precipitation, cloudiness, and thunderstorm activity

along the ecjuator and also by the daily synoptic charts. The regions of horizontal

divergence are dry zon(cs, and fine weather prevails for long periods. A strong

inversion usually (‘xists at about 8,000 ft with very dry air above. As a result, the

clouds arc mainly cumulus humilis or trade cumulus. There is very little precipita-

tion. In th(’ (jquatorial dry zone of the Pacific, many islands, e,g.^ Malden, Cliristma.s,

and Canton Islands are practically devoid of vegetation. In the westi'rn parts of the

equatorial Atlantic, somewhat similar, though loss extreme, conditions prevail over a

considerable part of the year.

The Equatorial FroiU. When the equatorial trough is more than 5° latitude away
from the equator, convergence between the winds on the polar side of the trough and
those on the equatorward side takes place along a narrow elongated zont*, called the

equatorial front (Fig. 16C, Z)). The streamline analysts shows that there is consider-

able ascent of air at the front but that both Northern and Southern Hemisphere air

masses a*scend; there is little, if any, evidence of overrunning. The result is the

formation of a band of cumulonimbi with bases reaching almost to the surface and the

tops frequently to above 40,000 ft. An extensive sheet of altostratus is usually asso-

ciated with the cumulonimbus. The height and thickness of this altostratus may
differ in the two currents. Fighter aircraft ascending through the altostratus some-

times report as many as six separate sheets of this cloud. At high levels, a broad

deck of cirrostratus spreads out on either side of the front. Heavy sciualls, water

spouts, and thunderstorms may accompany an intense equatorial front, and frequently

the convective clouds seem to be oriented in two or three parallel bands separated by
comparatively clear spaces approximately 50 miles wide. *

This phenomenon can be linked to the structure of tropical clouds over the open sea. Far from
land, convective clouds in the equatorial zone tend to orient themselves in long lines (cumulus eft

iehdon) lying parallel to the direction of the wind. With fine-weather cumulus and trade cumulus, the

lines are close together, but as the depth of the cloud increases so also does the distance between the
cloud lines. The eame tendency of the eqtiatorial air to form longitudinal vortices parallel to the wind
probably accounts for the double and triple structure that is sometimes associated with a strong equa-
torial front.
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The equatorial front does not always have the structure outlined above. Its inten-

sity varies considerably from day to day, and a front of the intensity just described

may in 2 days be reduced to a narrow line of cumulus congestus.

The equatorial front furthermore is subject to rapid dissipation after a marked
poleward advance. When this occurs, a new front will develop, usually in the mean
seasonal position. This sequence of events is associated with the development of

depressions on the front, some of which attain hurricane intensity.

Tropical Depressions. * The depression characteristic of the tropics is that known
in different parts of the world as the typhoon, hurricane, or tropical cyclone. The
extension of the observational network into low latitudes, however, has shown quite

clearly that many more low-pressure centers are found in the tropics than was pre-

viously suspected and that only a small proportion of them attain hurricane intensity.

Indeed, the hurricane or typhoon is a rather rare and extreme form of a fairl}" common
development.

Tropical depressions can form in any of the systems discussed in the previous

sections and not only in the wet season, as has previously been supposed, but in the

winter months as well. While the systems p^e^uously discussed an^ difficult to detei^t

by the analysis of the surface synoptic chart alone, tropical lows are picked up fairly

easily with an adequate network.

The following classification is in use by the U.S. Weather ilun^au and has been

adopted by the Institute of Tropical Meteorology, Rio Piedras, Puerto Rico:

1. Tropical disturbance: circulation slight or absent on the surface, possibly more
marked aloft, but no closed surface isobars.

2. Tropical depression: one or more closed surface isobars; wind force equal or less

than Beaufort 6.

3. Tropical storm: closed surface isobars, wind force more than Beaufort 6.

4. Hurricane: wind force Beaufort 12 (75 mph) or more.

The life history of tropical lows also may be divided into four stages:

1. The formative stage, which begins when the circulation develops along the

equatorial front, in an easterly wave or in a polar trough, and ends when the circulation

reaches hurricane intensity.

2. The stage of immaturity during which the circulation reaches its maximum
intensity, is most symmetrical, and covers a relatively small area.

3. The stage of maturity, when the isobars associated with the storm are gradually
spreading out over a wide area and there is no further deepending. The intensity may
be slowly decreasing, although the area covered hy tbe cyclonic wind system may b(^

larger than at any other period during the life of the storm.

4. The stage of decay, when the circulation either assumes extratropical charac-

teristics or dissipates.

Hurricanes sometimes go through all four stages entirely within the tropics, but

winter storms may recurve and move so quickly that they reach the polar front quite

early, perhaps in stage 1.

The exact causes of the formation of tropical depressions are unknown. In spite

of this, however, it is possible to divide them into different types according to the

synoptic systems in which they originate. We.may distinguish the following:

1. Easterly wave depressions; any wave in the easterlies in midsummer and early

fall is likely to give rise to a closed circulation which in many cases will attain hurri-

cane intensity. It is characteristic of this type of depression that it is very small and
violent in the stage pf immaturity and that it may develop with great suddenness.

It usually develops in that part of the wave known as the crest, that is to say, the region

* Host 0^ the material on hurnoanee is from an Unpublished summary by O. £. Dunn.
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where the surface isobars show the greatest amplitude. Many of the most destruc-

tive storms in the Carribbean and Gulf of Mexico belong to this category. Not all

easterly wave depressions attain hurricane intensity, however. In the fall and spring,

there is a great tendcmcy for such depressions to be feeble, to move fairly rapidly away
from the parent wave, and to recurve into a polar trough over the United States or

in the western Atlantic. In this case, they will induce on the polar front wave
depressions that may become very strong.

2. Equatorial front depressions: the equatorial front gives rise to series of depres-

.sions of various intensities. When this occurs, the front will usually be well marked
and wull lie along the greater or east-west axis of the deprfissions, which in the earliest

stage will show little movement but increasing intensity. P>om the beginning, the

region of low pressure is extensive, sometimes covering 30® longitude and 1 0° latitude

within the central isobar. Inside this envelope” there are light variable winds, with

easterly directions predominating on the poleward side of the equatorial front and

westerly directions on the equatorward side. Invariably, however, in this early stage

the winds have a marked component toward the front.

Eventually one or two smaller depressions will develop 'within the flat low-pressure

area, but the rate of development is usually much slower than that characteristic of

easterly wave df^pressions. Soon after su(^h a small intensifying dt^pression is estab-

lished, it will begin to move toward the west. At the same time, the equatorial front

will move farthc^r away from the equator, at least on the eastern side of the low. Once
this happ(*ns, deepiiiiing in the central depression is usually rapid, and a true hurricane

may develop. In all cases when the equatorial front shows a pronounced poleward

(;x(;ursion to the east of th(i major low-pressure center, a smaller depression of at least

storm intensity may be suspected within the outer flat ^‘envelope.”

3. In w'intor, strong polar troughs in the tropics show a pronounced tendency

to produce small depressions, which will appear to develop some considerable distance

on the equatoiward side of the frontal system. The upper-air analysis shows that

they form in the polar trough. They seldom attain any great intensity in the tropics

but move rapidly poleward, meet the front associated with the temperate part of the

polar trough, and induce a frontal wave in middle latitudes. Some of the violent

storms off the east coast of the United States may be traced to such small depressions

developing near Cuba or Hispafiola. The Kona storms of Hawaii also appear to

belong to this categor3^

4. Depressions may develop in the induced trough but only if the polar front

wave that has induced the trough remains stationary. Such depressions, like those

forming in the polar trough, are likely to produce wave cyclones on the polar front in

higher latitude.^.

In their formative stage, equatorial-front depressions may show a pronounced

asymmetry in the distribution of weather and cloud, whereas most easterly wave
storms are symmetrical about the center. In all cases, there is a marked tendency for

the weather on the left of the track in the Northern Hemisphere to be particularly

fine. In some cases, strong anticyclogen^sis on the equatorward side of the center

takes place, and a small high appears even on the surface map. This is especially

the case in the South Pacific. Soundings in the area of anticyclogenesis show that

the moist layer there is very shallow and is topped by a strong inversion. It has

long been known that, in many hurricanes, both before and during recurve, there is a

tendency for the bad weather to be concentrated in the poleward portions and ahead

of the moving depression. It now appears that this applies also to small and weak
depressions, such as those developing in the polar trough.

It should be mentioned that the equatorial front can be detected for long periods

during the development of the equatorial-front hurricane. In the central region of
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strong winds, the bad weather is more or less uniformly distributed, but outside this

area a definite discontinuity" in wind and weather can often be found long after the

storm has rciached full intensity.

It is noteworthy that in all types of depressions the cyclonic circulation <?an fre-

(piently be observed at 8,000 to 10,000 ft before it reacln^s the surface. This fact is

often useful in forocjusting. When a well-developed storm or hurricaru* moves through

a sparse network of observing stations, the circulation aloft is often more extensive

than at the surface, and the 10,000-ft wind chart will therefore show a circulation that

is too small to pi<^k up accurately on the surface chart.

TROPICAL ANALYSIS

As in higher latitude's, an analyst in the tropics must consider

1 . The region he is analyzing. The variations of weather and climate from place to

})lace are considerable.

2. The s(‘asoTud variation of tlie weather. In some regions, the j)rimary circula-

tion changes little with the season whereas in others it undergoes large, variations.

3. Migratory synoptic systems.

4. Local effects. The changes in the meteorological elements due to the diurnal

variation of insolation and to tlie effects of orography an^ in general far gn*ater tluin

those due to all except the most intense secondary circulations, (’onscquently it is

nec(‘ssary to separate the diurnal and orographic variations from those attributable to

the synoptic systems.

An important difTerence between high and low latitudes is the more complicated

relationship b(*tw('<'n wind and pressure in the tropics. The gradient wind is approxi-

mated in only the higher tropieal latitudes; and even there it is oft(m a very poor

approximation. Hence new nujthods of analysis of the velocity field are essential.

Methods of Analysis

The charts and cross sections on which tropical analysis currently is based are

1. For the general analysis:

. The surface charts.

. Upper-level charts—mostly of wind data.

c. Time sections showing the variation of the weather elements with time at one

station.

2. For the special analysis based on aircraft reports:

a. Aircraft spot reports—a method of njpresenting aircraft reports on maps.

h. Flight cross sections—a section along,the track of aircraft showing in detail the

vertical distribution of clouds and weather.

c. Weather-distribution charts— method of collecting a largo number of visual

observations into a graphic, usable form, especially one that can be used by

nonmeteorological personnel.

3. For micToanalysis:

a. Application of all items listed under 1 and 2 to a small area.

h. Station-circle reports—a graphic method of representing the weather visible

from observations at one station.

The Surface Map. Surface Temperature. The surface temperatures at land

stations in the tropics are entirely unrepresentative for synoptic analysis. Those

taken on very small, flat islands far removed from large land masses are somewhat

more useful.
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1. The diurnal far exceeds the seasonal range of temperature. At Penrhyn Island,

Jin atoll of the South Pacific (9°S, 158°E), the mean diurnal range is 8°F and the moan
seasonal range only 2®F. At stations in the interior of continents, the diurnal range

is much greater. An an example, a portion of the thermogram at Medellin, Colombia,

is given in Fig. 17. This trace is typical also of stations on large mountainous islands,

especially on the lee side, where a diurnal range of 20°F is not uncommon. Tlu^

foehn effect tends to giv(^ these stations a continental character.

2. The diurnal variation of temperature is most marked on chijir days. Clouds,

even in small amounts, will lower the surface temperature in daytime. iVecipitation,

however, including small orographic showers, has the greatest effect, sinciMhe evaponi-

iion from falling rain quickly cools the air to the wet/-bulb temperature. If tin;

showers occur during what is ordinarily the hottest part of the day, the tempcraturi'

will fall so suddenly and markedly as to resemble the typical temperature change

with mid-latitude cold fronts. The coincidence of temperature change and rainfall

often has led to faulty frontal analyses.

27 26 29 30M xa M XE M m M XU M

So closely docs the temperature at land stations follow the trend of cloudint«s and
rainfall that under no circumstances should it be used except for microanalysi.s.

The Dew Point, The dew point is affected in the tropics by two processes:

1. Evaporation from falling rain or from surface water.

2. Mixing processes that bring dry air from aloft to the surface.

These effects far exceed those which are due to difference in origin of the air

masses; conseciuently, the dew point is not used in tropical as in temperate analysis.

It serves to dete<d, subsidence inversions at comparatively low levels and hence to

give evidence of descending motion. The dew point should not be used when the

station recording it is reporting rain or has reported rain within the last hour. In

addition, it becomes unrepresentative on the loo sides of mountains, where often it

shows a considerable diurnal variation. On low' tropical islands, however, this diur-

nal variation is very small, and marked changes can in most cases be traced to vertical

mixing.

Preasvre. Pressure readings arc representative except for dynamic effects in

mountainous areas. The gradient of pressure due to dynamic causes across a chain

of mountainous islands may be as much as 3 mb. This can lead to a fictitious picture

of pressure troughs between individual islands. For the drawing of isobars, it should
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always be remembered that the pressure-wind relationship cannot be relied upon as an

aid. It is best to carry out the isobaric analysis with the use of the pressures alone.

Pressure Changes, The diurnal variation of pressure in the tropics is very great

and becomes greater as one approaches the equator in oceanic regions or proce(?ds

from the shores inland in continental regions. The 3-hr pr(\ssure changes which are

still being recorded at most tropical stations are without value in the analysis. On
the other hand, the 24-hr tendencies are very valuable, so much so that, when;

possible, they should be computed hour by hour.

Surface Wind, The surface wind at tropical land stations is notoriously unre-

presentative. At coastal stations, the land and sea breeze is more marked near the

equator than anywhere else. Orographic distortions of the wind How are very great

in mountainous country. An analyst should be constantly on his guard against

using wind shifts due to the land and sea breeze to identify the passage of synoptic

systems. Observations over the open sea far from large; land masses, however, arc

representative.

Hydrometeors, Olouds and precipitation at land stations are largely d(‘ter-

mined by the orography. Kven islands of small elevation tend to be(;ome convection

points during the daylight hours and to be

free of cloud at night. The intensitj" of

convection on the other hand depends on

the synoptic situation. Thus it is possible’

to use the height of the orographic cloud and

the time of commencement of orographic

precipitation as an index of stability.

Upper-level Charts. Since the radio-

sonde network in the tropics has not yet

attained sufficient density to permit accurate

drawing of upper isobars, upper-levid charts

serve mainly for analysis of the wind field,

as given by pilot balloons and aircraft re-

ports. Since the wind changes and the

zones of convergence and divergence are

usually more pronounced aloft than at the

surface, such analyses outline the synoptic

situation quite clearly, especially if carried

Fig. 18.-—Keciprocal scales of the type out for several levels, c.p., 5,000, 10,000, and
used for streainline aiialy.sis. 20 000 ft

Streamline 'analysis should be used if the reporting network is dense enough. Its

value is the same as that of the representation of the flow by isobaric analysis in middle

and high latitudes, in that it permits an estimate of vorticity and divergence and

locates discontinuities in the wind field. •

The objects of streamline analysis are to represent the direction and speed of the

flow and to show the vertical motion. The streamline is parallel everywhere to the

wind direction. The distance between adjacent streamlines is drawn inversely pro-

portional to the wind speeds, * e,g.j a speed of 5 mph is represented by a spacing twice

as great as that for 10 mph, a speed of 10 mph by a spacing twice as great as that for

20 mph, etc. (Fig. 18). Usually the streamlines are not everywhere continuous but

begin and end in certain regions. A beginning streamline shows divergence in the

velocity field and an ending streamline convergence (Fig. 19).

Because of the direct relationship of the streamline pattern to weather, the analysis

should not be carried out without taference to the other data, especially the weather-

* Some meieoTologiste me other methods of representing wind speed.
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distribution (jhart. Such a ^jroccdure is less necessary when the network of winds is

very dense and accurate. Tf the streamlines are drawn for a level near the surface,

downward motion from that level is not likely, and the ending of a streamline will

represent an upward motion of the air at that point. If it is necessary to start a
new streamline at any point of the same low-level chart, that point will lie within an
area of subsidence.

For higher levels, it must be remembered that at any level, the vertical motion
d(‘pends on the total div(^rgenee between that level and the earth^s surface. If there

is a net divergence between the surface and 10,000 ft, the wind velocity at 10,000 ft

will have a downward component, even though there may be convergence at the

10,000-ft level itself. At a higher level, then, it is possible to have either upward or

downward motion, or even no vertical motion at all, regardless of whether or not con-

vergence, divergence, or neither is occurring at that particular level.

Therefore, streamline analysis for one upper-level chart, e.flf., 10,000 ft, does not

necessarily indicate the sign of the vertical motion. A simultaneous analysis of several

charts between the surface and 10,000 ft gives the information necessary. For

instance, if the lines disappear at 5,000 and 10,000 ft in the same area, upward motion

can nearly always be inferred. However, if streamlines disappear at 10,000 ft and

appear at 5,000 ft, subsidence between 5,000 and 10,000 ft is probable. For an accu-
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rate determination of vertical motion at a particular IjjCvel, all heights between the

surface and that level must be considered.

Spot Reports from Aircraft. In order to acquaint the forecaster as quickly as

possible with observations from aircraft, a number of codes for the transmission of

in-flight reports by radio have been devised.

A brief summary of the elements that are most desirable in such observations is

presented here. However, it should be emphasized that spot n^porfs are not con-

sidered to be so satisfactory as a plain-languag(^ r(‘port by the pilot or observer.

They should never be used as a substitute for briefing the pilot after the flight.

Standard elements in aircraft position reports are (1) the timi^ of report, usually

Greenwich civil time, (2) the position of the aircraft in degrees and tiMiths of latitude

and longitude, and (3) the flight altitude in thousands of feet. The positions of suc-

cessive observations should be close enough together to have overlapping visiViility

fields. This usually requires that observations be made (‘ach quarter hour, with

additional obsi^rvations where special phenomena or rapid changt's occur. Winds
at flight altitude are readily obtained by measurement of drift with the drift metiT.

The double-drift method is recommended, although other methods using the drift

meter are reasonably accurate. Estimated wdnds should never be reported, bei^ause

they are often wrong and may be misleading.

All differ(int types and layers of clouds should lx*, reported separately, each witl)

amount in tenths, and heights of tops and bases. Since several differ(‘nt types of

low’ cloud are often ob.served at the same tinn^, it is desirable to allow fur three or four.

It makes little difference if several types of high cloud are pr(;s(*nt except in sp(*cial

cases. Most of the weather in the tropi(’s is shower-type precipitation, and for

forecasting purposes it is useful to expand the classification of showers according to

frequency and intensity.

The following such classification is suggested:

V
V
V

shower unspecified

light shower

moderate shower

heavy shower 4

\ Aircraft flying in shower

(V)
(V)
(V)
(t)

vv
vV
vv
vv
(W)
(vV)
(w)
(vv)

shower unspecified in sight

light shower in sight

moderate shower in sight

heavy shower in sight

Aircraft not flyirtg in shower

frequent shotvers unspecified

frequent light showers

frequent moderate show’ers

frequent heavy showers

Aircraft in shower

frequent showers unspecified in sight

frequent light showers in sight

frequent moderate showers in sight

frequent heavy showers in sight

Aircraft not flying in showers

Other weather may be described using the International classification. Visibility

is seldom seriously restricted in the tropics, except in clouds or precipitation. Haze,

however, is useful as an index to stability conditions, and visibility is therefore

included in aircraft reports. Below is a model of an aircraft report:
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T
N„ Ch I

T

1. Surface wind is j';ivpn hy a barbed arrow, 10 knots for a full barb and 5 knots

for a half barb.

2. Wind at flight level is given by an arrow with the velocity in knots written in.

3. Nh is the total amount of low clouds.

4. Nl is the amount of low clouds of one type. Cl is the typo of low clouds.

5. T/B is the height of the tops and the height of the bases in thousands of feet.

6. NmCm is the amount and type of middle clouds.

7. NnCjf is the amount and type of high clouds.

8. TT is the temperature in degrees centigrade.

9. VV is the visibility in miles.

10. ww is the symbol for w'oather.

11. GG:gg Greenwich civil time.
'

12. Ha is the height of the aircraft.

13. W is tlie weather encountered since the last observation.

It is recommended that aircraft reports be plotted on a ba.se map of large scale.

Flight Cross Section. Drawn by tin? pilot or observer while in flight, the flight

cross section shows, in pictorial form, all the weather encountered by the airplane.

It is intended to be as true as possible a representation of cloud patterns, distribution

of haze, fog, and precipitation, together with notes on wind direction, amount of sky

cover and of different cloud decks, and other w’cather phenomena (Fig. 20).

The vertic^al scale is in thousands of feet, and the horizontal scale may be of either

time or distance. Use of a time scale has the advantage of leaving the observer free

of navigation problems until the end of the flight when the position of the airplane at

various times can be worked out from air speed, wind directions, and headings. Fur-

thermore, the time scale permits the observer to change the horizontal scale at will.

For speeds of near 200 mph, a scale of 15 min of flight to 1 in. of section gives a very

satisfactory spread of clouds. Where weather conditions change rapidly, as in a

thunderstorm area, a scale of 10 or even 5 min of flight per inch of section is desirable.

The flight path is drawn to aid in entering the cloud heights and to show the chosen

flight elevation in the various weather situations. Pertinent navigational data should

be put on the section or in the notes. If a time scale is used, it suffices to check the

exact times when the heading is changed and to mark the new heading along the base

of the section together with either the air speed or the ground speed.
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Clouds are sketched as they appear during the flight, except for the distortion due
to the exaggeration of the vertical scale. They are outlined in blue pencil; and, in

cases of large cumulonimbi or thick stratus, the body of the cloud is hatched in or

shaded in blue. Vertical greem hatching denotes showers or rain between the cloud

and the surface, and a dashed line gives the lieight of the probable inversions. All

indications of shear in the wind field should be carefully noted. At the base of the

section are entered appropriate symbols for weather phenomena, such as thunder-

storms, haze, virga, squall lim^s, and halos, and also wind observations both at the

flight level and at the surface.

The observer should write remarks in blank spaces of the section, covering such

subjects as air temperature, weather observed on either side of the flight path, and

positions of th(^ airplane relative to landmarks and, more particularly, to topographic

features and land and water areas.

a - Shower at Waller Field, 10min, before fakeoff
b - LargeS dissolving fo East
C - Headed inland
d- Inandout ofclouds
e 'Started to rain after landing

Fio. 20.—Flight cross section.

Weather-distribution Chart. To provide a simple and complete method of

representing cloud and weather conditions, many forecasters have found the weather-

distribution ckart useful. This is a graphic chart upon which weather data are

entered as appropriate symbols (Fig. 21). It is used as a supplement to the standard

synoptic map. It gives the location of the cloud systems with respect to coast lines,

islands, mountains, as well as synoptic pressure patterns. Aircraft and ship reports,

as well as representative land reports, are used in the preparation of the chart (Fig.

22). Nevertheless, personal interviews with pilots who patrol the areas furnish the

best information Concerning the weather on and surrounding the flight path. These
data cannot be expressed completely on the aircraft weather-report form.

Time Sections. The use of time sections, a standard tool of meteorologists for

many years, is a special aid in the tropics, where stations are widely spaced. Several

of the most applicable types of time sections are listed below.

1. Surface pressure: Graphs of the 24-hr pressure change are particularly helpful

since they represent the synoptic changes.
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2. Upper pressures; The 24«hr change is used in the same manner as, and in <?on-

junction with, the surface-pressure variations.

The upper-pressure changes can also be represented in the form of altimeter cor-

rections, as developed by John C. Bellamy. Centers of high positive values of altim-

SYMBOLS
CLOUD AND WEATHER DISTRIBUTION

LOW CLOUD
IN BLUE

HEIGHTS IN FEET

WEATHER
PRECIPITATION IN GREEN

FOG IN YELLOW
is

j:

Ilf

ilii
V K

V
7 y
y

m
* *
y y y

#
y

j >

9 » !

9 9

9

9

9

V

ScdItterecI smoill clouds

(Cumulus
,
Fnacfo - cumulus)

Loirge heap clouds

(Towering cumulus)

Tall shower clouds
with anvil tops
(Cumulonimbus)

Broken layer cloud

(Stratocumulus, stratus)

Continuous layer cloud

(Stratocumulus, stratus,

nimbostratus)

Sharp edge of cloud sheet
or clear area marked
by boundary line

Area where cloud cover
effectively unbroken marked
to, diflflQtial hatching

Rain(ordrizzle)

Scattered or intermittent

rain(or drizzle), ifdistinguished

from continuous rain

Moving showers
(of rain)

Snow

Moving showers
(of snow or sleet)

Drizzle, if distinguished

from rain

Fog (yellow)

Qr^area of yellow
fading

^

UPPER CLOUD
(OPTIONAL)
IN BLACK

SPECIAL PHENOMENA
IN RED

Middle cloud in patches,
globules, etc.

(Altocumulus)

Middle cloud in layer,

continuous.

(Altostratus)

High cloud, scattered
or broken
(Ci rrus,Cirrucumulus)
High cloud in continuous
sheet
(Cirrostrgfus)

Combinations ofsymbols may be

used; relative spacing indicates

amount (rfcloud cover, precise .

amount may be entered in tenths If

desired. Relative size ofsymbols
'

indicates relafive size of

individual clouds (notamount)

or ofshowers, thundersbrms,

etc.

u u u u Thunderstorm

Hail

Sguall

Gale at surface

Freezing level

Icing level (Base)

Visibility in miles

or yards (Purple)

Upper wind in knots
orm.p.h.at$tandard
lev6l,or level on shaft

Cold frontfBIue line)

Warm front (Red line)

Occluded front (Purple line)

Eguatorial front orother w/ndl

discontinuity (Orange line)

(I

A
A

FREEZING
8000

iCiNG
JQQQ.

V=I5

|V=500YDS.|

Fig. 21.—Symbols: cloud and weathor distribution.

eter correction are also centers of high pressure relative to their surroundings in the

horizontal and vertical, and vice versa. Thus the altitude of the greatest intensity

of the centers may be determined immediately. Greatest variation of the altimeter
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corrections is found above 6 km, but, for operational use, a running plot of the daily

soundings should be kept for all heights (Fig. 23).

3. Height of the moist layer: Preferably from aircraft reports. A cross section of

6^, may be kept in connection with that of the height of the moist layer, or it is some-

times kept separate (Fig. 24).

4. Upper winds: Together with the 24-hr pressure changes at the surface, this

cross section is currently the most important one for the forecaster. It commonly

consists of arrows plotted for each 2,()00-ft interval. It is of espc^cial importance to
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Fig. 1^2.—Weather distribution chart.

determine the base of the polar westerlies during the winter season, but that level is

often impossible to locate because of the small number of pilot balloons reaching it.

Like all analyses in the tropics, that of the time section should not confuse the local

and the synoptic effects. The weather at a station may be affected by its leeward or

windward position and not show a change representative for its position in a synoptic

system.

The various types of time section just described are usually combined in a single

form. One illustration of such a form is contained in Fig. 25,

Microanalysis. For military air operations in the tropics, forecasts of a general

nature indicating roughly the presence of cloud and rain in an area are insufficient.

A forecast for operational use requires information of specific and detailed nature,

whether a particular target or landing strip will be in a shower or under cloud at a
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given time, or exactly when and where fighters will leave a cloud cover. The prepara-

tion of such a forecast in a region where local and diurnal effects are as marked as

synoptic changes requires something more than the usual large-scale analysis. The

technique developed to facilitate such detailed forecasts is called microanalysis.

Fundamental to the microanalytic approach is specialization to fit the particular

problem of the area. In the Panama region, for instance, this problem is primarily

Dcc.n,l943 18 19

1600 0400 1600 0400 1600

Fig. 26,—San Juan, Puerto llico. Cross section of winds and altimeter corrections.

to provide the best possible defense of the Canal Zone. To do this it is necessary that

interceptor aircraft be able to strike at maximum range as rapidly as possible. When
they return from such a mission, fuel supplies will usually be insufficient to enable the

aircraft to wait out a shower before landing or to reach a weather-free field unless

warned in advance. The weather officer is able to supply the necessary information

readily because a dense network of weather-reporting stations makes possible the
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charting of all major cloud groups in the area. He follows the hourly development
and movement of these clouds and showers and can make satisfactory short-term

forecasts. In this region, the primary concern is not whether there will be showers,

but rather when they will form and where they will move.
The weathf^r-distribution chart and the station-circle plot form the basic tools for

microanalysis.

Weather-dislrihuiion Chari (Fig. 22). The scale of the weather-distribution chart

is large enough so that individual large clouds may be located on it. A scale of 1
°

latitude per inch will satisfy most purposes. Each individual cumulonimbus cloud

RIO PIEDRAS.RR.

STATION CIRCLE OBSERVATIONS

1W0L If^OL

Fia. 26.—Station-circle observations.

is drawn on the map in its exact position at the observation time. Towering cumuli

are entered individually if prominent enough, but where many cumuliform clouds are

present over a considerable area, scattered symbols suffice without specifying indi-

vidual clouds. In the latter case, the density of symbols is proportional to the

number of tenths of clouds of the particular type, and the size of the symbols is

proportional to the size of the cloud. Hatched areas or a variation of the Li sym-
bol of the International cloud code represent stratiform clouds. The heights of the

tops and bases of all clouds are entered in feet besides the cloud symbols. Green

shading indicates areas of continuous precipitation and areas of rain from a stationary

cumulus or cumulonimbus. Green shower symbols designate moving showers, with

a distinction between light and heavy showers.
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Wind directions may be entered for particular levels using red arrows, but the

chart is generally used in conjunction with a separate streamline map.

In operations, a prognostic weather-distribution chart has far more meaning to a

pilot than the same forecast in writing. A glance locates the areas of good and of bad
weather and gives a definite idea of the intensity and extent of convective activity and
of cloud heights throughout the area. Another great advantage of the weather-dis-

tribution chart is that it makes the weather forecast pfipular with the using personnel.

This popularity makes it well worth the added labor of its construction.

Station-circle Reports. At stations where the weather depends largely on the

distribution of sea and land masses and on topography, detailed visual observations of

the location of weather with respect to these features aid the forecaster considerably.

The station circle (Fig. 26) is designed to record such observations against prominent

hills, mountain ridges, coast lines, and other reference points. The outline of clouds

in the distance is drawm around the periphery of the circle. Those clouds lying within

the circle of vision are located as accurately as possible within the circumference, using

the same symbols as described for the weather-distribution chart. Blue symbols

represent clouds; green symbols and shading delineate shower and rain areas. Wind
arrows with barbs show the direction and force of the surface wind.

Beside the station circle, the observer should make notes covering the amount of

each cloud type, the heights of tops and bases, the visibility, and other phenomena.

Since the direction of clouds is of major importance for forecasting, the observer must
determine it with great accuracy.

Observations of this type must be frequent to be of value. Use of successive

reports makes it possible to trace across the skj^ the path of each prominent cloud or

shower from the time it appears in the field of vision until it passes out of sight or

dissipates. For developments near the station, observations should be made every

15 min, certainly at no longer intervals than hr.

Stability Analysis. Stability of the atmosphere may be determined instrumentally

or visually. A general, but very useful, visual classification is

1. Extreme stability throughout atmosphere. Poor visibility, haze layers, stratiform

clouds only or none at all.

2. Extreme stability in one layer. One stable layer such as at the top of a layer of

cold-air advection, fiat-topped cumulus humilis, haze layer, perhaps altostratus or

altocumulus, sometimes stratocumulus cumulogehitus.

3. Slight stability. Haze layers, trade cumulus over the ocean, limited tops to the

cumulus and often stratocumulus.

4. Slight instability. Good visibility, no haze layer, cumulus congestus and
chimney cumulus, cumulonimbi over the mountains, occasional light showers.

5. Extreme instability. Organized cumulonimbus systems with associated cirrus,

altostratus, and stratocumulus decks, turbulence, frequent moderate to heavy showers,

often with steady light rain between showers.

Clouds. Clouds in the tropics form primarily as a result of vertical motion. In

fact, the cumulonimbus is the parent cloud of low latitudes, f.c., the stratiform and

cirriform types usually observed are outgrowths from cumulonimbus. Some of these

outgrowths may resemble the warm-front sequence of cirrus, cirrostratus, and alto-

stratus observed in middle latitudes; but they do not indicate overrunning. One
important type of cloud—stratus due to radiation and turbulence—does not form

because of vertical motion.

Clouds Due to Vertical Motion. The factors that control the development of cumuli-

form clouds in the tropics are (1) the depth of the moist layer, (2) orography, (3)

horizontal convergence in the wind field, and (4) to a lesser extent, stability conditions.
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Depending on the intensity and distribution of these factors, various types of cumuli-

form clouds develop.

1. Cumulus humilia is far more frequent in the tropics than was formerly supposed.

It often has a rough, tattered appearance caused by turbulence (then it is frequently

called fractocumuiua). It indicates a shallow moist layer and negligible convergence

(Fig. 27a).

2. Trade cumvlns in g(‘neral has a “blocklike'^ appearance since it ends abruptly

at the trade inversion. A group of these clouds shows considerable symmetry because

their bases are all at the same level and they all have nearly the same vertical extent

(Fig. 27b),

3. Chimney clouds have greater vertical than horizontal extent. Frequently they

take the form of long “necks protruding above the trade inversion from the tops of

the lower .cumuli. Chimney clouds indicate a moist layer of moderate height. The

observer should note whether or not the necks are dissipating or developing with time.

The “necks ina}" lean with height, thus indicating the vortical wind shear (Fig. 27c).

A.CUMULUS HUMILIS

errs ^ _cE:::a

C. CHIMNEY CLOUDS

.jCI
inversion

Fig. 27.—Cuniiliform clouds.

4. Cumulus congestus forms when cumulus builds to a considerable height and

takes on a massive, mountainous appearance. At the edges of the main body of this

cloud are smaller developments, called outriders^ which give the cloud a very broad

base. Showers fall from cumulus congestus when the cloud has reached a thickness

of at least 6,000 to 8,000 ft, regardless of whether or not it has reached the ice-crystal

level. These showers can be heavy (Fig. 27d).

5. Cumulonimbus forms when a cumulus congestus builds far into the freezing

layer. The height of individual cumulonimbi varies from 20,000 to 50,000 ft. The

cloud has many outriders, and sheets of aitostratus and cirrostratus formed by the

lateral spreading of the developing cloud. Since these sheets frequently spread far

from the parent cloud, they have often been mistaken for frontal surfaces. After

the parent cloud disintegrates, some of these layers may remain. Thick anvil cirrus

persisting under such circumstances is called cirrus nolhus (Fig. 28).

Array of Clouds, Frequently cumuli are observed in ordered files with definite

clear areas between. Theoretically, the orientation of such files should depend upon

the direction and magbitude of the vertical wind shear. With small shear, the files
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should be oriented normal to the direction of shear; with great shear, the files should

be parallel to this direction. However, too few observations have been taken to check

the validity of this rule in practice.

Clouds in Relation to the Distribution ofLand and Sea. It is generally supposed that

convection over land tends to reach a maximum during the afternoon: while that

over the sea reaches a maximum near sunrise. However, there an^ many exceptions

to this simple rule. On mountainous islands, nocturnal showers ocrcur in some

localities, and afternoon showers occur in others. In still others, there ar(^ two maxima
of convective activity, one at night and one in the afternoon. Also, during the night

and again during the forenoon near such islands, a line of cumulus congest us or cumulo-

nimbus may form parallel to the coast and at a distance of 30 to 50 miles from it.

Radiation-turbulence Stratus. Stratus forming at the base of an inversion is an

exception to the predominance of cumuliform clouds in the tropics. I1ie causes of

tliis cloud are (1) moisture transport aloft by vertical mixing duo to turbulence and

(2) cooling by radiation of the top of the moist layer. This type of stratus occurs in

many parts of the tropics. Some of the princ^ipal tropical regions are the west coast of

South America from a few degrees south of the equator to northern Chile, the coast

of Southwest Africa off Angola, the coast of Northwest Africa, off Rio de Oro, the coast

of Brazil between S&o Luiz and Natal and the coast of Lower California. Radiation

clouds may occur also in many parts of the tropics in modified polar air behind a cold

front or shear line when this air is undergoing subsidence.

Over wide areas, both the height of the base and that of the top of the stratus arc

nearly uniform. The cloud reaches its maximum development in the early morning

near sunrise. During the forenoon, it weakens, especially near coasts, and it may
dissipate there entirely. Ihe first stage in the breaking up of the stratus is its trans-

formation to stratocumulus. However, in many places a sheet of this cloud persists

for weeks at a time, particularly over oceanic regions.

Summary of Ansiysia Rules. This section will present a survey of methods of

analysis for the synoptic systems of the tropics. The analysis is based on the weather

elements and charts previously described.
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Waves in the Easterlies, Once formed, waves in the easterlies can be recognized by

1. 24-hr pressure falls, generally less than 3 mb, ahead of, and corresponding rises

behind the waves. Because of the considerable time interval over which the pressure

changes is computed, the wave crest itself will usually be located in the region of

greatest 24-hr falls.

2. A cyclonic deformation of the surface isobars.

3. llie presence of easterlies to at least 20,000 ft.

4. A turning of the upper winds, especially between 5,000 and 15,000 ft to north-

east ahead of the wave crest (Northern Hemisphere) and a shift to southeast behind.

5. Unusually fine weather ahead of the wave crest and })road convection areas with
showers to its rear.

Intensity. The intensity of a wave is proportional (1) to the amount of deforma-

tion in the flow pattern and (2) to the magnitude of the 24-hr pressure changes.

Increases of intensity of the waves will be discussed under tropical storms.

A decrease of the intensity is indicated by

1. A decrease of the magnitude of the 24-hr pressure variations.

2. A decrease of the deformation in the upper wind field.

3. A lessening in the changes of the height of the moist layer across the wave.
4. A decrease of the convection behind the wave; and a maintenance of the trade

cumuli ahead of it.

The Equatorial Trough. The equatorial trough can simply be located by the

surface isobaric analysis n(*ar the equator.

The Equatorial Front. The analyst may suspect the presence of an equatorial

front when the equatorial trough is about 5® latitude away from the equator. It

can n^adily be located between a current of deep easterlies on the poleward side, and
equatorial wt^sterlies on its^npiatorward side. These westerlies are found not always

at the surface but frequently above a shallow lay(ir of easterlies, 1 ,000 to 2,000 ft thick.

It is important to ascertain the depth of the westerlies, which may range from only a

few thousand feet (notably in the East Atlantic Ocean) to 20,000 ft and more (Dutch

East Indies). Long bands of cumulonimbus oriented mainly east-west serve as a

further indication.

The 24-hr pressure change is not a reliable indicator, since it depends entirely on

the type of transformation the equatorial front is undergoing. A stationary equa-

torial front may have no change at all.

The Polar Trough. A polar trough moving eastward in the tropics can be recog-

nized by

1 . 24-hr pressure falls, rarely in excess of 5 mb, ahead of the trough with usually

smaller rises to its rear.

2. A cyclonic deformation of the surface isobars.

3. A low base of the polar westerlies; determination of its heights is of the greatest

importance.

4. Southeast winds ahead of the trough below the base of the westerlies.

TROPICAL FORECASTING

Two kinds of short-term forecast arc usually demanded (1) those that require

prediction of only a few hours and (2) those that extend over a period of 1 to 2 days.

The latter can be prepared only after analyses of weather maps covering a wide region.

The technique of forecasting only a few hours ahead is usually much simpler. The
two kinds will be considered separately here. Since forecasting in the tropics is still

in the development stage, some of the forecasting principles indidated must necessarily

remain more vague than would be desired.
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Forecasts for Periods Not Exceeding 12 Hr

Short-term forecasts for periods not exceeding 12 hr can be subdivided into

1. Terminal, patrol, and operational forecasts for coastal areas and islands.

2. Forecasts for the open sea.

3. Route forecasts for aircraft in transit.

The forecasts are prepared from (1) microanalysis and (2) modifications imposed

by the larger scale synoptic situation.

1. For forecasts over coastal areas and islands the dependency of the daily weatlu^r

sequence on the local orographj^ and the land and water distribution is of primary

importance. Synoptic systems will modify this diurnal cycle, but only the strongest

will suppress it altogether.

The forecast from microanalysis is dependent largely on the wind in the low’er

10,000 ft in addition to the topography of the forecasting area. Since the winds arc

very steady in most parts of the tropics for considerable periods of the year, one should

determine, as a preparation to forecasting during periods of the prevailing wind

:

For the Land and Sea Breeze.

1. Duration, depth, and extent.

2. Time of beginning and ending.

For Daytime Convection over Land.

1. A stability scale on which the expected amount of build-up can be based.

2. Time of beginning and end of convection.

3. Favored sites for development of convective clouds.

4. Sites where the clouds break off from areas of origin.

5. Principal lines of drift of showers.

6. Time of day at which clouds begin to move out over the open sea.

7. Areas in which clouds move out over the open sea.

For Nocturnal Showers along the Coast.

1. Location of principal build-ups.

2. Time of beginning and dissipation of coastal clouds.

3. Periods of principal shower activity along the coast.

4. Distances that showers extend inland.

5. Duration of relatively clear periods between the diurnal convection maxima.

The following rules serve to guide in the forecasting:

1. The best estimate of stability conditions can be made a short time after convec-
tion has started.

2. Usually the clouds can be forecast to move with their steering current as repre-

sented by wind direction and velocity between 5,000 and 8,000 ft. Stationary clouds,

however, are frequently found over the favored sites of convection.

3. Strong wind shear with height is detrimental to the development of large cumuli
and showers.

Different synoptic systems will produce variations from normal of wind and
stability conditions. Because both the rate of movement of these secondary circula-

tions and the weather associated with them change but gradually in the tropics,

extrapolation of these systems assuming constant velocity and weather pattern will

usually be successful.

* ExoepUons are an equatorial front moving aoUvely poleward, and a tropical atorm deepening
rapidly or recurving.
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The abnormal wind velocities necessitate entirely different forecasts from micro-

analysis. Thus, for instance, the site of origin and the time of formation of clouds will

change, as well as their track and time of dissipation. Forecasters should, for the

more frequent abnormal wind direction, make the same study outlined for the normal.

The effect of changed stability conditions is much easier to estimate, since it depends

ou the intensity of the synoptic system that produces it and on the position of the

forecasting area relative to the system.

2. Forecasts over the open sea usually need to consider the secondary circ.ulations

only. However, microanalysis with subsequent forecast of the areas of formation

and tracks of large individual clouds will still be of value in many types of operation.

For carrier-based aircraft, the problem is similar to that for fighter aircraft based in

the Panama Canal Zone, outlined under microanalysis. Upon return from missions,

these airplanes also are generally short of fuel and need to land almost immediately.

Prediction of the movement of individual clouds and squall lines will permit steering

of the carrier into the clear zones between clouds. A similar type of forecast of

squall lines can be made for terminal conditions at seaports.

Route forecasts can be based primarily on the extrapolation of synoptic sys-

tems and their attendant areas of good and bad weather. The position of individual

clouds is of little importance, unless the pilot is expected to encounter a solid wall of

cumulonimbus.

Forecasts for Periods of 24 to 48 Hr

As stated previously, a forecaster needs to analyze maps covering a wide region

on all sid<^s of his fori'casting area in order to prepare forecasts 1 or 2 days ahead. For

Fig. 29.—Cyclogenesis at a triple point on the equatorial front.

instance, in order to understand the sequence of events in the Antilles, maps for

North America and the North Atlantic Ocean as well as the equatorial zone have to

be drawn. Events taking place at the Azores or Seattle may profoundly affect

weather over the Antilles 2 days later.

The forecasting methods are

1. Extrapolation for shear lines and troughs.

2. Path method for centers.

3. Special rules for formation, intensification, and dissolution.

The subject may be conveniently divided into (1) summer (wet-season) forecasting

and (2) winter (dry-season) forecasting.
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Summer (Wet-season) Forecasting. The Equatorial Front, In those regions

of the world where the equatorial front undergoes large seasonal departures from the

equator, it furnishes the principal forecasting problem. This front differs from other

systems in that it moves toward the north or south rather than toward the east and

west, and in that, while other systems may move over the oceans for 1,000 miles or

more without changes in intensity, the equatorial front necessarily intensifies while

moving actively poleward. In addition, it usually" does not move equatorward over

considerable distances.

The equatorial front will persist in a steady state when

1. It lies near its mean position for the season.

2. It undergoes only minor oscillations north and south.

3. The weather at the front is light or moderate.

4. Winds normal to it on either side do not inen^ast^

Fig. 30.—Cyclogouoaife on the equatorial front due to strengtheninK of the trades.

Increasing activity is to be expected when the current on either side of the front

strengthens and the wind component normal to it increases. Such an intensification

is primarily derived from

1. Formation of a triple point between the front and a y)olar trough on its poleward

side (Fig. 29).

2. Strengthening of the deep easterlies, generally due to tlie approach of a shear

line from the poleward side (Fig. 30).

3. Strengthening of the equatorial westerlies, primarily due to a slmrtor trajectory

of the air flowing across the equator (Figs. 31 and 32).

In case of a triple-point formation, bad weather can be expected to develop fairly

uniformly within the three currents involved; in the^ther cases, the current w^hose

activity causes deepening at the equatorial front will contain the worst weather. In

all three situations described, there will form on the equatorial front a tropical dis-

turbance, which may develop to hurricane intensity. This tropical disturbance

need not form in the region where the equatorial front at any given instant has its

greatest poleward bulge; and the orientation of the front need not change for some

time after the center has begun to move slowly along it, generally westward.

Deepening disturbances can be recognized by their tendency to move poleward,

while continued movement along the front, especially where the front bends equator-

ward, leads to gradual dissipation of the center. If deepening occurs, that part of

the equatorial front which lies to the east of the forming depression can be expected
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to move poleward with the center to about latitude 15 to 20®; while on the equator-

ward side of the whole system very fine weather will develop. After reaching latitude

15 to 20°, the front can be forecast to break down and to reform simultaneously near

its mean seasonal position. As mentioned before, equatorward movement of the

front, other than the small oscillations during steady state, should not be forecast.

The exact time of re-formation of the front is difficult to estimate. Indications

will usually be furnished by a break of the streamline pattern near the seasonal mean

Fio. 31. -Strengthening of the south we.st monsoon due to shortening of the trajectory

across the equator.

Fig. 32.—Cyclogenesis on the equatorial front due to strengthening of the southwest
monsoon.

position of the front. As soon as this occurs, rapid reestablishment of a zone of

moderately bad weather can be forecast at once.

Waves in the Easterlies. Since waves in the easterlies are embedded in a deep
easterly steering current, usually of more than 1,000 miles* extent, they often advance
steadily for very long distances over the tropical oceans. A forecast of regular pro-

gression is therefore usually accurate. The wave moves with constant speed of about
10 to 15 mph, the direction of movement being about normal to the trough line and
parallel to the steering current. If 3-hr tendencies are available, application of the

kinematic methods of Petterssen* should yield excellent results.
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Forecasters should watch primarily the equatorward eastern side of the sub-

tropical highs for formation of waves in the easterlies, especially if a marked semi-

permanent trough is located east of the high. Weakening and often dissipation

can be expected in the wide area to the west of the oceanic highs.

Intensification of the 24-hr pressure falls and strong increases of the wind velocities,

especially near the 5,000-ft level, together with a marked increase of the meridional

wind components, may be taken as a warning that a closed surface center is forming.

Dc(;eleration should be forecast immediately, together with dissolution of that part

of the wave in which the deepening is taking place. The part w(ill on the equator-

ward side of the forming center, however, will continue its movement westward as an

independent unit.

Tropical Storms. Intensification. The forecasting principles regarding tiu'

formation of tropical storms, as far as now known, were presented in the two preceding

sections. I\)r forecasting intensification, the following rules have b(;en found useful

in the West Atlantic:

1. A tropical storm in the formative stage moving in exce.ss of 20 inj)h will not

intensify.

2. A rate of movement of 15 mph or less is favorable for intensification.

3. Storms developing coincident with or following the intrusion of polar or superior

air into the tropics will not become intense.

4. If a depression has attained winds of Beaufort force 6 at the surface*, it will

usually increase to hurrie^ane intensity during the main hurricane season, provided

that (1) no polar or superior air enters the system, (2) it does not pass inland over a
large land mass or reach a high mountain range on an island, and (3) the depression

stays below 25° latitude.

The following rule will also hold in general: A tropical disturbance will intensify

strongly if it is pass(!d by a polar trough moving eastw’ard on its poleward side, while

deep easterlies of at least 20,000 ft of thickness maintain themselves between the two

systems.

Movement. While the storm is in the tropics, the deep easterlies are nearly always

the steering current. In determining this steering curn.mt, care must be taken not

to make use of stations that are affected by the hurricane circulation itself. For

immature storms, the average wind between 8,000 and 12,000 ft will be most repre-

sentative; for mature storms, higher elevations to the cirrus hwel must be included.

If a strong turning of winds with height exists, in particular if the base of the polar

westerlies lies at a relatively low level, the steering current is weak or nonexistent.

The problem of recurvature then confronts the forecaster.

Steady progression can be forecast for all storms that are moving westward or

west-northwestward under the influence of the trade wind as in the case of waves in

the easterlies. The storms will move slightly to the right of the steering current

(Northern Hemisphere), about 20 to 30 deg, and, according to recent studies, will

be displaced with 70 to 80 per cent of its speed.

Recurvature. It was believed by Mitch elF that

... all tropical storms apparently seek to move northward (in the northern hemi-
sphere) at the first favorable opportunity. Any tropical storm will recurve into a
trough of relatively low pressure that may exist when the tropical storm arrives in the

same region. No storm will break through and recurve until it reaches a region where
south or southwest winds prevail aloft and relatively low pressure to the northward is

shown on the weather map.

Since, as was just brought out, the upper winds play a vital role in determining the

recurvature, and since the surface map does not necessarily show the flow aloft, a
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forecast of recurvature from the surface map alone should not be attempted. Many
hurricanes have by-passed troughs and low-pressure centers on their polev/ard side

and continued their westward movement undfer circumstances that presented a

picture on the surface map similar to other situations in which recurvature did take

place. A decision as to whether recurvature will occur, then, has to be made more*

than once in the lifetime of many tropical disturbances.

The following rules, as yet quite imperfect, may be taken as guiding principles;

1. Eastward movement of polar troughs in excess of 25 in])h is unfavorable for

recurvature.

2. If a polar trough is followed by a strong secondary cold front at some distanc(‘,

the probability of recurvature is greatly increased.

3. Tropical storms will not recurve eastward away from tlu^ polar trough into

which they are moving.
4. The farther tin; polar westerlies intrude into the tropics and the lower their base

west of th(* hurricane, the more likely recurvatiire will be. Mitchells statement con-

cerning the upper flow is entirely applicalde, but as yet it has not been determined to

what level the base of the westerlies must lower to warrant a forecast of recurvature.

During recairvature, very slow movement, often 6 to 10 mph, can be forecast.

After comph^tion of the recuirvature, when the storm has come fully under the influema*

of the upper south or soutliwc'st current, considerable acceleration will often take

place. The rate of ac(*eleration depends on the stremgth of that upper current, and
movements of as much as 15® latitude in 24 hr or more have been observed.

The storm can be ex))ected to pi(;k up the polar front or to develop fronts of its own
while moving into the polar zone. Its isobars will tend to become V-shaped or oval,

and the rainfall and wind distribution will lose the symmetry of the tropics.

Dissipation without Reaching High Latitudes. Dissipation in the tropics can be for('-

cast if a tropical storm moves on a tropical continent, such as Central America or

Indo-China. Dissipation can also be expected, when the storm re.a(‘hes a subtropical

continent, such as the southern United States or southern China, and is blociked from

moving poleward by a large warm high over the continent. Hardly ever does dis-

sipation over a tropical ocean occur.

Winter (Dry-season) Forecasting. Especially in the poh^ward parts of the

tropics, winter forecasting is complicated by the fact that a uniform steering current

does not exist. During the quasi-periodic outbreaks of cold air, the base of tln^ polar

westerlies extends far into the tropics; while, in the periods between outbreaks, ihv

deep easterlies tend to reestablish themselves. The forecasting of the height of the

base of the polar westerlies thus assumes great importance, both for the upper-wind

forecast and for determining the type and direction of motion of disturbances to be

expected in the tropics. During the period when the base of the westerlies is low,

motion with a component toward the east can be expected; and the disturbances will

lie polar troughs, frontolyzing cold fronts and wintertime tropical disturbances. The
reestablishment of deep easterlies coincides with the equatorward advance of very

active shear lines!

Polar Troughs. Polar troughs will not change speed, unless undergoing changes

of intensity. Again, the kineinatical methods of Petterssen® should yield good results,

if the 3-hourly tendencies are available.

Steady progression of polar troughs will occur primarily in the broad regions

between the semipermanent subtropical cells and can be forecast with assurance if

the migratory anticyclones of the subtropics are expected to move steadily from west

to east, without much meridional displacement, and if no large-scale outbreak of

arctic air is predicted.
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As a migratory polar trough approaches a semipermanent cell from the w(38t,

it can be forecast to merge with the quasi-stationary polar trough found there. The
latter will move slowly westward ai the approach of a migratory trough; after tluj

two systems have combined, it will return to its previous position.

Weakening of polar troughs other than that just described is indicated by a general

rise of the base of the polar westerlies, a lessening of the upper thermal gradient across

the trough and a decrease of the meridional wind components. If strengthening of

the trades occurs ahead of a polar trough, the latter should be forecast to decielerate

and weaken rapidly. It may even reverse its direction of movement while in th(3

process of dissolution.

Cold Fronts, Forecasting the displacement of the cold front can best be done by
the standard methods. After the thermal gradient across the front loses its impor-

tance, the forecaster will depend mainly on a correct judgment of the intensity and

displacement of the upper anticyclone forming to the rear and over the front. Since

this anticj'-clogenesis is associated with strong subsidence in the niiddh^ troposphere,

high convective clouds will rapidly disappear except at the forward edge of the front,

and there will remain only a low deck of stratocumulus due to turbulence in the old

polar air.

Winieriime Tropical Disturbances. The forecasting of displacement of tropical

storms in winter is quite? analogous to that for the summertime storms. The steering

current usually flows from the south or even west of south at the time of the format iori

of the disturbance. Therefore, immediate movement northward or east of north,

can be predicted. The speed will generally be more rapid than in summer, cor-

responding to the stronger cir(?ulation of winter. Wintertime storms can rarely lx?

forecast to acquire the intensity of tlu? summer storms, and they will reach the polar

front usually within 2 or 3 days after their formation.

As in summer, the disturbances at times lose connection with the polar trough

in which thfiy are moving poleward. This separation is followed by westward

recurvature and deepening of the disturbances. Since a breakaway from the? fast-

moving troughs of winter takes place more readily than from the slow-moving troughs

of summer, the forecaster must be constantly on the alert for such a separation during

the colder season.

Maintained Shear Lines. The displacement of equatorward- and also westward-

moving shear lines in connection with the reestablishment of the deep easterlies is

more difficult to forecast and is part of the general problem of determining the direction

of the steering current. This problem is closely connected with the expected changes

of the zonal indices. Tlie index of the subtropical easterlies generally increases about

5 days after the index of the polar westerlies strengthens. This development follows

a strong arctic outbreak and the simultaneous equatorward movement over the

oceans of a large polar high, which rapidly is transformed into a dynamic high as it

progresses into the subtropics.

If this sequence is observed on the weather map, a rapid rise—and often dis-

appearance—of the base of the polar westerlies in the tropics can be forecast. At the

forward edge of the deepening easterlies, a strong shear line with an* elongated belt of

severe weather and a rapid increase of the easterlies to its rear can be expected to move
equatorward. This shear line will frequently reach the equatorial front or the

equatorial trough and cause deepening there.
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SOUTHERN HEMISPHERE SYNOPTIC METEOROLOGY

By Civilian Staff, Institute of Tkopical Meteorology,

Rio Piedras, Puerto Rico*

INTRODUCTION

To the synoptic* meteorologist who has acquired his training and experience in

the Nortliern Hemisphere, weather maps of any portion of the Southern Hemisphere

present some unfamiliar features. Thc^re arc% of course, the well-known differences

that depend upon the relation of wind and pressure south of the ecpiator; the sense of

the wind circulation about anticyclones and depressions is opposite to that to which

he is accustomed; vorticity relationships at frontal boundaries seem strange, and

frontal wav(?s and occlusions have unfamiliar shapes. But over and above these

differences, which are after all not unexpected, there are those that are more difficult

to analyze, that are apparent in the development and movement of high- and low-

pressure systems, in the properties of the air masses and in the nature of the disturb-

ances of s\ich frontal systems as are found in the hemisphere. This chapter is

concerned with the description and elucidation of the latter more subtle differences.

It is also concerned with tln^ mechanical difficulties that, arising out of the nature of

the weather-reporting networks, beset the northern meteorologist in his first attempts

at the construction of a southern analysis.

All th(ise differences and difficulties can be traced to the prime geographical

feature in which the S<nithern Hemisphere differs from the Northern. The great

land masses of the earth are concentrated north of the equator; for most practical

purposes, the Southern Hemisphere is a water hemisphere, and its meteorology is

oceanic meteorology. This is particularly apparent in the higher latitudes. It is

true that the antarctic continental icecap surrounds the pole and extends to the

antarctic circle, but, as will be seen later, there are reasons for suspecting that its

importance as a source of a continental air mass is not so great as has been supposed.

Apart from the narrow southern part of South America, the stretch between 45 and
65°S is unbroken ocean right around the hemisphere.

THE GENERAL CIRCULATION

The mean annual pressure map of the Southern Hemisphere shows the following

salient features: three large quasi-permanent anticyclones are located in middle

latitudes 6ver the great oceans, one in the eastern South Pacific extending from the

west coast of South America to longitude 140°W, the second almost completely cover-

ing the South Atlantic Ocean, and the third more or less centrally placed in the South

Indian Ocean. Between the highs, the axes of which run approximately along 30®S

latitude, lie indifferent regions, or cols. South of the anticyclonic belt, with its quasi-

permanent centers and intervening cols, the mean isobars run almost parallel to the

latitude circles. Southward pressure decreases rapidly to about the 65th circle of

* The Institute of Tropical Meteorology is located on the campus of the University of Puerto Bloo
and is operated jointly by the University of Chicago and the University of Puerto Rico. The initial

organization of the teaching and research program was carried out by Mr. C, E. Palmer of the New
Zealand Meteorological Service, who served as director of the Institute during the first year of its

existence.
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latitude, whore in the mean is found, not separate low-pressure cells, as in the Northern

Plemisphere, but a continuous pressure trough that encircles the antarctic continent

(the so-called “antarctic trough*’)- South of the trough, pressure again rises under

the influence of a continental anticyclone that is coextensive with the antarctic con-

tinent. North of the anticyclonic belt, also, pressure decreases toward the e(|uator,

and here we find the so-calhid “equatorial trough,” which separates the high-pressure

belt of one hemisphere from that of the other.

As a whole, the pressure patt ern in the Southern Hemisphere shows far less seasonal

variation than that of the Northern Hemisphere. Moreovc^r, the major seasonal

changes affect the tropics, and this is to be expected, since the major part of the

southern land masses lies in low latitudes. In summer, “heat lows” appear south

of the Amazon Basin in South America, over the whole of the eastern part of South

Africa and over northern Australia. The largest of these low-pressure; areas is that

which covers northern Australia, the Dutch East Indies, and Central Indian Ocean.

These “heat lows” are to be regarded as more extensive sections of the equatorial

trough, which, under the increased surface heating of summer, moves southward

from the equator on and near the land masses. In winter, although pressure is

rolativ(;ly high over the land, separate subtropical anticyclones can still be dis-

tinguished. The quasi-permanent high that, according to the mean-pressure maps,

app(;ars over Australia in the winter months has misled many northern meteorologists,

who hav(; regarded it as a continental anticyclone similar to that found over Green-

land. Synoptic charts, however, show’ clearly that Australia is only rarely, even in

the wintertime, the seat, of a stationary anticyclone. It must be emphasized that,

so far a.s it is known, the only pronounced s<;asonal variation of pressure in middle

and high latitudes in the Southern Hemisphere is the shift of the axis of the sub-

tropical highs. Both these and the tracks of the migratory anticyclones presently

to be described move northward during summer and southward in winter. The
excursion, however, is only over a very few degrees of latitude, much less, indeed, than

the somewhat similar movement in the Northern Hemisphere.

Before we pass to a consideration of the air masses and frontal configuration of

the Southern Hemisphere, it will be well to compare the picture given by the mean
annual and seasonal pressure maps with that revealed by experience with daily maps.
The latter show that the quasi-permanent oceanic; highs have indeed a considerable

permanence on the day-to-day synoptic charts. How^cver, the regions between the

highs, which appear as cols in the mean-pressure pattern, are occupied on the synoptic

charts by a train of w^arm migratory anticyclones. These are best developed in

the Australian and western South Pacific regions but also appear on South African

and South American maps. As an example, we may take the Au.stralian region.

Between the permanent anticyclone of the South Pacific and that in the Indian Ocean,

there are usually two or three migratory highs moving steadily at about 10° longitude

per day from west to east. Between these anticyclones protrude northward the upper

parts of inverted V-shaped depressions which, of course, move with the anticyclones

from w’est to east. The few analyses that have been found possible over the great

southern ocean in high latitudes show that the V-shaped depression is but the northern

part of a great closed cyclonic system somewhat similar to the stationary Icelandic

or Aleutian low of the Northern Hemisphere but, unlike those depressions, moving
from west to east with the anticyclones to the north.

The synoptic charts also show that, along the western border of the great South

Pacific, South Indian Ocean and South Atlantic cells there is a quasi-stationary low-

pressure trough, which not only extends through the belt of the westerlies but, at

least in the upper air, also runs into the tropics. Even the mean-wind charts of the

oceans show very clearly the deformation fields associated with these permanent polar
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1 roughs. It has already been pointed out that the daily maps show that the so-called

‘‘eontinental anticyclone'* of Australian mean-pressure maps is not a quasi-stationary

cold high but is to be attributed to the fact that the migratory anticyclones moving
from the west are usually most intense in winter over the continent and lose their

vigor after they pass eastward into the Pacific. In summer, the huge low-pressure^

area over and about northern Australia is seen on synoptic maps to be composed of

several separate centers. Some of them over the neighboring open sea attain hurri-

cane intensity and recurve toward the south and east. A similar low-pressure area,

in which equatorial-front hurricanes develop, lies north and northeast of Madagascar
and is continuous with the extensive summer low-pressure area over South Africa.

On the other liand, the ocean to the east of the tropical parts of the South American
continent only rarely seems to be an area of very low pressure, since in the Atlantic

the equatorial trough remains in the Northern Hemisphere both summer and winter.

AIR MASSES

We are now in a position to inquire if frontal zones exist in the Southern Hemi-
sphere. From the mean-pressure maps and the synoptic charts, we should expect to

find continental polar air (antarctic air) over the antarctic continent. We should also

expect to find that the quasi-permanent anticyclones over the great oceans are source

regions for the production of tropical air. In both these regions, of course, observa-

tions are scanty, but those that exist confirm this expecitation. The antarctic air has

properties similar to those of the arctic air found over Greenland. Similarly, the

tropical air that originates in the great anticyclones resembles the air that moves
out of the northern subtropical highs, e.g.^ the Azores anticyclone. The few high-

latitude synoptic charts available show that antarctic air rarely, if ever, moves out

from the continent in a great outburst, accompanying a cold polar anticyclone moving

from antarctic to lower latitudes. It seems rather as if this continental air, moving
northward to the west of the great traveling depressions already mentioned, becomes

very rapidly transformed over the ocean into maritime polar air. There is very little

evidence that it advances as a body behind an antarctic front," but rather evidence

seems to indicate that it mixes with the air over the polar oceans. Thus the chief

polar air mass of the Southern Hemisphere appears to be maritime polar air. The
history and properties of this air mass differ from those expected on the classical air-

mass theory. In the mean, the west winds of middle and high latitudes blow parallel

to the surface isotherms of the polar seas. Thus, though they are of considerable

strength, the moving air undergoes little transformation by heating or cooling from

below. In these zones, then, the maritime polar air mass moves rapidly and shows a

considerable gradient of property (particularly of temperature) along the meridians.

It is not homogeneous in the horizontal nor does it originate in an anticyclonic region.

The great permanent subtropical anticyclones are source regions for a tropical

maritime air mass entirely similar to that found in similar situations north of the

equator. As already pointed out, a quasi-permanent polar trough lies along the west-

ern border of each subtropical oceanic high. This provides a good wind field along

which frontogenesis can take place. On the western and southern sides of the high,

then, we expect to find, and do find, a polar-front system following the classical model

of the Northern Hemisphere. It is far otherwise with the regions in which migratory

anticyclones are found. Here a more or less uniform gradient of temperature extends

from the center of the anticyclone into high latitudes. The air-mass contrast is not

so much between the air masses originating in the moving anticyclones and the polar

westerlies to the south, but rather between the air which moves southward along the

western border of the anticyclone and that which moves northward along the eastern

border of its successor.
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An air mass which appears to have considerable importance in some synoptic

situations is that which originates in the dry central regions of South Africa and
Australia. This has all the properties associated with continental tropical air. At
its source it is dry and cloudless and possesses characteristically a steep lapse rate of

temperature. When it moves from its source onto the neighboring oceans, a strong

inversion usually forms in the lower layers (owing to cooling and turbulence above the

sea surface). The moisture added from ihe sea is then rtistricted to the lower layers.

Sheets of stratocumulus and stratus are characteristic of continental tropical air when
it passes on to the ocean.

It has already been pointed out in a preceding chapter that, in the tropics, espe-

cially in oceanic regions, the concept of an air mass is of only limited application.

We shall therefore not describe the hypothetical equatorial air mass that appears in

the rather confused accounts of equatorial meteorology in the standard texts.

FRONTS

It is apparent from the preceding account that, on the average, we should find

three major frontal systems in the Southern H(imisphere (1) that which nins from a

point a little south of Tahiti southeastward along the southern boundary of the

quasi-stationary subtropical anticyclone of the South Pacific, (2) that which crosses

South Africa somcwdiere betw(»eii 30 and 40°S latitude and extends southeastward on
the poleward side of the South Indian anticyclone, and (3) that w^^hich lies in the

vicinity of the mouth of tlie Plata River and stretches across the South Atlantic Ocean
and far to the south of South Africa. The three major fronts are subject to wwe dis-

turbances entirely similar to those of the polar fronts of the North Atlantic Ocean and
of the North Pacific. As an example, we may take a wave originating on the South

Pacific polar front to the south of Tahiti. It moves rapidly toward the southeast as

an unstable wave, which finally occludes off iha southern tip of South America. By
the time it reache.s that position, the depression as.so(datcd wdth the w^ave has become
a formidable cyclone, and this passes south of the south Orkney Islands into the

WeddeU Sea; here it usually remains stationary and fills up. Such depressions, of

(course, are the great storms for w^hich the passage around C’ape Horn Nvas famous
in sailing-sbip days. Similar sequences are found in the South Atlantic and South

Indian Oceans. In the South Indian Ocean, howtwer, the great depressions that

form as a result of wave activity on the South Indian polar front do not remain sta-

tionary but continue to move eastw^ard south of Australia and New Zealand. It

should be mentioned that the young wave cyclones on the South Atlantic and South

Indian polar fronts can frequently be detected in their early stages over the con-

tinent-s of South America and South Africa, respecyvely. In that condition, they

seem to be in every way similar to weaves on the polar fronts in the Northern Hemi-
sphere, and, as in the Northern Hemisphere, they rarely form singly on the polar

front but form instead in families of from two to six, usually in rapid succession. The
wave sequence on the polar front ends when the final members of the series run

together and occlude in a great central cyclone to the southeast of the quasi-per-

manent anticyclone. The great mass of maritime polar air that sweeps around the

western and northern parts of this cyclone then carries the fronts away eastward.

As already mentioned, both the mean-pressure and wind charts and the daily

synoptic maps show us that the whole of the southern atmosphere is organized into

regions that alternate along the latitude circles. The first of these regions corresponds

roughly to the area where the great subtropical anticyclones are located, where the

zonal circulation is strong and is interrupted only occasionally by the passage of large

wave depressions on the polar front. But between these regions lie others in which

the meridional circulation, though intermittent, is more intense. These are the
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regions in which migratory anticyclones are found, and between them are the intense'

troughs that eTid in the great migratory depressions centered at about 60^8 latitude.

A comparable region in the Northern Hemisphere is the United States, but here the

picture is considerably complicated by the presence in wintertime of continental polar

air. The anticyclones under these circumstances are at first cold and have a con-

siderable equatorward component in their trajectories.

The V-shaped depression that lies between two migratory anticyclones is in most

cases occupied by a strong front of the cold-front type, liecent work has shown that

this cold front can be derived historically from an occlusion that originates as a result

of wave activity on the polar front associated with the stationary siibtropic.al anti-

cyclone lying to the west of the region of migratory highs. In most cases, this front

is not oriented northwest-southeast except in its northern subtropical parts; rather

it sweeps in the form of a great arc with a meridian as chord. In the Soutli Pacific, it

has been termed the meridional front. When the procession of migratory anticyclones

from west to east is regular, the meridional fronts will move frrim western .Australia

across New Zealand and into the South Pacific without showing the slightest sign of

the instability that results in frontal-wave formation. This sequence, (billed normal

progression^ of undeformed meridional fronts and migratory anticyclones, though

basic to an understanding of the meteorology of the area, is not very common. More
often the east coast of Australia acts as a region of disturbance, so that nu'ridional

fronts passing from the west into the region will undergo wave? dc'forrnation there.

The waves thus formed will move across to the north or to the south of New Zealand,

giving rise to storms that sometimes reach formidable dimensions and intensity.

As they approach the region of the quasi-permahciit anticyclone of the South

Pacific, the migratory highs and their associated meridional fronts may have one of

two fates. The most usual sequence is for the migratory high to the east of th(j

meridional front to collapse and disappear. The approaching meridional front then

tends to become weak and to move into the quasi-permanent polar trough along the

western border of the subtropical high, where it reinforces the already existent polar-

front . The second sequence is for the anticyclone following the meridional front

to become very intense, bringing up much cold air from southern latitudes. The
meridional front then becomes the new quasi-stationary polar front of 'the South

Pacific. When this happens, the migratory high that preceded it replaces the olrl

subtropical anticyclone, and the old quasi-permanent polar trough moves into the

eastern South Pacific
;
here under most circumstances it quickly becomes reduced to a

weak trough between the two high-pressure cells. Occasionally, however, it may
preserve its intensity, and in this case we have doubled cells in the South Pacifica

anticyclone, and two polar fronts.

Both Northern and Southern Hemisphere synoptic meteorology, but more espe-

cially the latter, show us that the quasi-permanent oceanic high-pressure cells can be

replaced in two ways, depending on the strength of the zonal index. The first has

just been described; it is the replacement of the high by a warm migratory cell of

great vertical extent that moves in from the west behind a meridional or some similar

front. The second is perhaps better known and has been described by the Norwegian

meteorologists. Periodically, the great migratory cyclones centered at 60®S latitude,

after their establishment at the eastern end of the polar-front system, will not move
away eastward but will remain stationary. In this case, the anticyclone forming

in the polar maritime air to the west of the cyclone will not migrate eastward and

become a warm moving ]iigh, but will remain stationary and intensify in situ. As it

intensifies, the old subtropical high to the north rapidly loses intensity and is com-

pletely replaced by the new high as the latter builds up into the higher atmosphere.

Future research should show that the type of replacement of the subtropical cells
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depends on the zonal index. When the index is high, the replacement should be from
the west. When the index is low, the eastward progress of the systems slows, down,
and replacement comes from the south.

TROPICAL METEOROLOGY
The more theoretical aspects of tropical meteorology and those principles that

are of wide application have already been discussed in a previous chapter. Here
it suffices to treat the local peculiarities of tropical meteorology in the Southern
Hemisphere.

In spring (October, November, and December), the equatorial trough migrates from
the Northern into the Southern Hemisphere in two regions, the western Pacific from
about 100*^W to the Timor Sea, and the western Indian Ocean.

The equatorial front reaches the peak of its development and its farthest south

position in late February and early March. It is then found in the Pacific crossing

the equator west of the 160th wesi meridian, from which position it passes between the

Solomon Islands and the New Hebrides across the Coral Sea on to northern Australia.

It leaves the western Australian coast in the neighborhood of Broome, but its position

in the Timor Sea varies greatly from year to year. In the middle part of the Indian

Ocean, it usually nms south of the equator (at about 5°S latitude). There is, how-
ever, a strong prohiihility that at about 80°K longitude an equatorial dry zone is inter-

mittently established, but there arc few observations to confirm this. The Indian

equatorial front runs from about 65°E longitude and 5°S latitude southwestward

on to the <!oast of South Africa near the northern tip of Madagascar. So far as is

known, the equatorial front is not active in the South Atlantic Ocean. Similarly,

in the eastern Pacific east of 1(K)®W, the equatorial front appears to lie 3° or more
north of the equator throughout the year. A pronounced equatorial dry zone lies

in the central Pacific from about 140°W, 5®S to about 170 or 180°E. Islands like

Canton Island, Malden Island, Howland Island, and Christmas Island, which have

a dry climate, lie wholly within the dry zone, and the great variability of rainfall on

such islands as Peiirhyn and Ocean Islands which are on its southern and western

borders, respectively, depends upon a shift in the position of the dry zone.

Hurricanes are found, as would be expected, in those regions where the equatorial

front is active, that is to say, the western South Pacific from about 170°W to the coast

of Australia; occasionally in the Gulf of Garpentcria; in the Timor Sea; in the western

South Indian Ocean and about Madagascar. At the height of the hurricane season,

storms may form near the northwest coast of Australia and move entirely across the

Indian Ocean to recurve in the neighborhood of Mauritius and Madagascar, just as

in the Northern Hemisphere hurricanes are known to form m^ar the Cape Verde

Islands, move across the Atlantic and pass into the Caribbean and the Gulf of Mexico.

So far as it is known, hurricanes do not occur in the far eastern South Pacific nor do

they occur in the South Atlantic. In forecasting for southern hurricane areas, it

must be remembered that the storms will recurve rapidly into the quasi-permanent

polar trough should they form in the neighborhood of the western boundaries of the

quasi-permanent anticyclones. Thus, some hurricane tracks show very little east-

to-west movement, the storms apparently passing straight into the polar trough after

formation. Another point to remember is that the polar trough between two migra-

tory anticyclones is in most cases just as effective as a channel for the passage of the

hurricane into high latitudes. On the other hand, in the South Pacific many cases

are known of hurricanes moving southward to about 35^ meeting a large stable

migratory anticyclone and then becoming stationary and filling up.

In winter, the equatorial low-pressure trough lies wholly in the Northern Hemi-

sphere; consequently those narrow sones of convergence associated with it and known
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as the eq%mtorial front are not found south of the equator. The southeast trades

then extend into the Northern Hemisphere, turning to become the southwest monsoon
in those regions where the equatorial trough is far enough removed from the equator.

However, in winter, strong shear lines” are common in low southern latitudes, and

these may be mistaken for the equatorial front. This is particularly the case in the

eastern Pacific south of GaMpagos Islands and in the (‘astern Atlantic in the vicinity

of Ascension Island.

The troughs a.ssociated with the quasi-permanent polar-frontal systems, as alreadj^

pointed out, are of (ionsiderable strength and permanence. Moreover, they eixtend

in the upper westerlies in the tropics to a very low latitude. This is especially true

of the polar trough of the South Pacific, which extends almost to the equator in winter-

time. Naturally, it is subject to considerable changes of intensity with variation in

the zonal index and the consequent movement and development of the migratory

anti(^y(dones to the west of its position. Easterly waves are known to oc.cur in th(‘

eastern South Pacific. They form somewhere east of the Marquesas Islands, passing

over these islands and over Penrhyn and Danger Islands to lose their identity in the

((uasi-pcirmanent trough in the South Pacific. There seems to be evidence that they

exist also in the South Atlantic, but this is a matter for future research. Nothing

is known of their appearance in the Indian Ocean, but observations at Mauritius

suggest that they will be found here also.

ANALYTICAL PECULIARITIES OF THE SOUTHERN HEMISPHERE

The techni(iue of synoptic analysis in the Southern Hemisphere does not differ in

principle from that used in the north. But the emphasis on certain aspects that do

not, perhaps, receive' very great attention north of the equator is considerable. Since

the Southern Hemisphere is largely a water hemisphere, occianic aiialysis assumes the

greatest importance. 'I'he principles of oceanic analysis in middle and high latitudes

may be summarize^d as follows:

1 . Most w^eight should be given to observations made on ships and aircraft. This

particularly applies to the wind and (in the case of ships) the pressure observations.

Every attempt should be made to space the isobars over oceanic regions by using these

representative winds in conjunction with a gradient-wind scale. The isobars can

then be boldly extrapolated toward neighboring land masses. The cloud and pre-

cipitation observations also should receive great weight.

2. Observations from representative island stations should receive the next

greatest weight. To do this correctly, however, requires very accurate knowledge

of the topographic character of the islands and of the situation of the stations upon
them. It is advisable to classify the islands according to their topography and to

weight them in the following order:

. Low-lying coral islands or atolls serve best as observing stations. The observa-

tions are probably as representative as those taken on board ship.

. Small islands of moderate elevation, such as the phosphatic islands of the

South Pacific make excellent stations, especially if the observation point can be

located on the windward side with respect to the prevailing wind. Orographic effects

are usually slight enough to be neglected (c.flr,. Ocean Island, Chatham Islands).

c. Small islands of considerable elevation will show marked orographic effects,

usually on the cloud and wind. Stations on the windward side should receive the

most weight Lord Howe Island).

d. Stations situated on large mountainous islands yield data that must be handled

with great caution. The observations taken from stations on the windward side of

an .island may be fairly representative as regards wind, but precipitation and cloud

will be quite unrepresentative. Lee-idde stations usually show marked orographic
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effects of the foehn type and may be quite misleading if used uncritically in the

analysis.

3. Over the continents of Australia, South Africa, and South America, the prin-

ciples applicable to continental analysis should be used. However, two facts must be
kept in mind:

a. The interior of South Africa is a plateau of considerable elevation, and the

continent of South America, more especially, the Andes, offers a tremendous obstruc-

tion to the air flow of all latitudes. To a minor extent, ihv, islands of New Zealan<l

constitute a similar obstruction to the high-latitude flow.

The distortion produced by high mountain chains in middle and high latitude's is

well known in the Northern Hemisphere. In such regions in the north, however,

there is usually a large continental space to the east of the chain, so that there is no
difficulty in drawing isobars in the lee side of the mountains. South America and,

to a lesser dc^gree, New Zealand are so narrow in middle and high latitudes that we
have virtually a mountain chain rising from the sea. The observations on both sides

of the chain are considerably influenced; indeed, in many situations they appear quite

unrepresentative. When the wind blows almost at right angles to the chain, there

is considerable local increase pressure on the windward side and a corresponding

decrease in pressure on the leeward side of th(i obstacle. This results in a great

distortion of the surface isol)ars and, of course, the wind flow. A ridge of high pressurt;

is built up on the windward side of the land mass with a compensating low-pressure

trough on the leeward .sid(‘. 'Fo one inexperienccid in mountain meteorology, this

consid(?rable fall of pressun? across the chain is very puzzling. It may lead in th(j

analysis to a fictitious front, entered on the lee side of the mountain. In the actual

drawing of the isobars over a narrow mountainous country like New Zealand, it is

best to sketch in tentatively isobars of the undeformed flow (which can be estimated

by smoothing the ol)serv'e(l pressures across the mountain chain) and then later to

correct them to agree with the actual pressures on the coast. If this is not done, an

exaggerated curvatures will appear in the isobars over the oce^n, and this in turn

will affect the location on the map of fronts moving toward the land mass.

In both the analysis and the forecast, southern meteorologists should remember
that orographic distortion of the isobars is greatest in air masses that are stable.

Howc^ve'r, unstable flow, if at all strong, will almost invariably show some orographical

distortion, provided that it strikes the mountain chain at an angle greater than 35 deg.

When a large number of stations exist on a {^mall mountainous island, orographic

effects similar to the one just described can be detected with a strong wind flow.

The effect must he allowed for in the isobaric analysis.

Isobaric analysis over South Africa presents considerable difficulty, especially

in the summertime. In that season, the central plateau is very strongly heated. The
surface isobars in the interior then give very little information that can aid in locating

fronts; it is often advisable to draw merely for the pressures recorded by stations

situat(Mi along the coastal plain. Analysis of the interior is best based upon pilot-

balloon observations.

6. In summer the interior of South Africa, Australia, and to a lesser degree the

tropical parts of South America are cx)vered by quasi-permanent low-pressure areas

due to prolonged heating. To analysts who are not accustomed to dealing with such

regions, so-called “heat lows” present very difficult problems, particularly since the

air flow aloft is so markedly different frym that of the surface.

It should always be remembered that “heat lows'^ may be fictitious, that is to say,

the low sea-lovel pressure may be due to faulty temperature correction of barometers

situated on strongly heated high plateaus. Nevertheless, even when this effect is

allowed for, there will often remain low-pressure areas that must be directly attributed
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to the effects of prolonged heating on the density of the lower atmosphere. If the

low is sufficiently far removed from the equator, a cyclonic wind circulation and

marked horizontal convergence will develop in the lower atmosphere over the heated

area. It is characteristic of such systems, however, that they are replaced at no great

height (usually below 10,000 ft) by relatively high pressure, anticyclonic circulation,

and horizontal divergence. Because “heat lows’’ usually develop only over deserts

and semiarid regions, the steep lapse rates of the lower atmosphere are not accom-

panied by cloud or precipitation, but dust storms, dust devils, and other instability

phenomena characteristic of hot arid conditions are common.
Occasionally a front will move into a region that is the seat of a “heat low.”

High-level thunderstorms may then develop. These arc not persistent, and the

front Avill quickly dissipate. A new heat low is likely to develop in the region where
the front has disappeared, and this may tempt the inexperienced to retain the front

on the map and attribute the low to a frontal wave disturbance. lOxamination of

the pilot-balloon and radiosonde observations from the area should (juickly reveal

the falla(\v in such analyses.

4. Sinc(‘ the data, even over the continents, are so scanty, special devices must
be used, more particularly at the representative island stations, to follow closely

changes in tlu^ meteorological elements with time. It is advisable to choose certain

key stations from the island groups, together with a few roprc'sentative coastal stations

from the continents, and to maintain for these stations tinuj cross sections or mote-

orograms. Wliorever possible, each meteorogram should show in the form of time

sequences the following metCK)rological elements: surface pressure; l(),()00-ft pressure

and 20,00()-ft pressure; surface wind; uppcjr winds plotted in the so-calhjd “ladder

form”; temperature at the surface, 10,000 and 20,000 ft; surface dc^w point; specific

humidity at 5,000, 10,000, 15,000, and 20,000 ft; tlie cloud forms and pri‘(upitation.

5. Certain key pilot-balloon stations should be chosen; for these hodographs

should be drawn and the methods of single-station foreciasting as (hweloped at the

University of Chicago should be applied,

6. Since southern lands lie to a great extent in low latitud(5s, great attention must
be paid to the relation l)etwe<m the secondary circulations of the tropical and tem-

perate zones. In particular, the tropics should be analyzed very carefully at all

times in order to trace the development and travel of tropical depressions, which may
recurve into higher latitudes. In certain areas, it is most important in the summer to

keep a close watch on old hurricanes, since these are likely to accelerate considerably

after recurving into the terap(^ratc zone.



FORECASTING THE WEATHER WITH THE AID OF
UPPER-AIR DATA*

By Vincent J. Olivek and Mildred B. Oliver

FORECASTING THE WEATHER IN MIDDLE LATITUDES
FROM THE DIRECTION AND CHANGE OF DIRECTION

OF THE WINDS AT 10,000 FT

flow pattern of tlie air in the free atmosphere above the layer of frictional

influence next to the earth is indicative of the type of W(‘ather that should oc<mr at

the surface of the earth. Meteorologists long ago noted that a current of air moving
from south to north (in the Northern Hemisphere) will usually turn antieyclonically

to the oast and that a current of air moving from north to south will turn cyclonieally

to the east. More recently, investigations have been made to determine the exact

paths of these currents and under 'what circumstances they deviate from these normal

paths. Rossbyt has demonstrated that, if a current of air conserv6‘S its absolute

vorticity as it moves across latitude lines, it must change its vorticity relative to the

earth. This vorticity will show up as a curv^ature of its path or as a shear in the cur-

rent. Any current moving across latitude lines toward the south will acquire increas(*d

cyclonic vorticity (Northern Hemisphere) with respect to the earth. In more familiar

terms, this means that the current will turn cyclonieally or will acquire a cyclonic

shear (the wund will decrease from the right side of the current toward the left side),

llie change in vorticity usually appears as a change in curvature of the streamlines

rather than sliear.

* At t.hf* tiniie of preparation of this manuscript, constant -level charts were being drawn throyghout
the United States; hence all of the illustrations and discussions hert^ refer directly to these constant-
level charts. Since at the time of publication constant-pressure charts have replaced constant-level

charts, it might be supposed that this discussion is no longer of current interest. It is the purpose of

this introduction to show that all that has been said about the 10,000-ft chart is equally true of the

700-nib chart.

Contour lines of the 700-mb chart are drawn parallel to the winds and spaced inversely as the

strength of the wind just as on the 10,000-ft chart. Therefore all the discussion in the following pages
that deals with the spacing or curvature or direction of the isobars at 10,000 ft holds equally well for

the constant-pressure chart for 700 mb.
Isotherms are drawn through equal values of temperature on l:)Oth charts and their motion and

orientation with respect to the isobare or contour lines are of the same forecasting importance on both
charts. The isotherms on the constant-pressure char^^have the additional signihcance of being lines

of constant potential temperature and constant density, which the isotherms at 10,000 ft only
approximate.

The moisture lines are drawn and used identically on either chart. On the constant-pressure chart

the mixing ratio lines have the additional significance of being equivalent-potential temperature lines

and condensation temperature lines for particles at 700 mb.
The overlay or intersection method of drawing mean isotherms as indicated on page 829 can also

be done with constantr-pressure charts. The surface map should be drawn for intervals of 4 mb and
the 700-mb contours for intervals of 100 ft in order to have the lines drawn through the intersections

approximate the mean temperatures. The intersection method will give lines of exact mean values

when two constant-pressure maps are used—such as between 1 ,000 and 700 mb.
In all other respects the 700-mb and the 10,000-ft charts are the same and all rules for their use as

an aid to forecasting the weather are identical for both charts.

t The principles discussed here may be stated in terms of the following equation:

C±1
Ap

const

In this equation / is the Coriolis parameter, f is the vorticity relative to the earth, and Ap is the pressure

difference between the bottom and the top of an individual fluid column. The absolute vorticity is the

quantity / -t* L
813
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Consider now a deep current of air from near the surface to 10,000 ft which con-

tinues to move in a straight line toward the north for some time. If this current were

moving with a constant absolute vorticity, it should be turning anticyclonically to

the right. Since it is observed to be moving in a straight lino instead, we know that

there must bo something acting to change the absolute vorticity of the stream. The
only process by which the absolute vorticity of a current in the free atmosphere may
be changed is horizontal convergence (causing cyclonic vorticity) or divergence

' (causing anticyclonic vorticity). In this case, since the vorticity of the stream with

respect to the earth is less anticyclonic. than would be expected if the absolute vor-

ticity remained constant, we see that horizontal convergence must be. occurring.

From this we can make the rule that follows:

Any extensive current of air moving across latitude lines from the south, which is

moving in a straight or a cyclonically curved path, must be converging horizontally.

Since in this discussion w<» are referring to a current of air exttmding from near

the surface up to at least 10,000 ft, the gradual convergence in the above-mentioned

current will produce slow upward motion in the air mass. This will usually cause

show'er-typo precipitation if th<‘ Jiir mass is convectively unstable or steady precipita-

tion and stratus-type clouds if the air mass is convectively stable. If this latter type

of weather occurs in the warm sector of a cyclone, it wdll often be misinterpreted by
the analyst as an indication that overninning is occurring and that there is a warm
front to the south of the region of steady rain and altostratus clouds. In reality, the

clouds and rain are due to the gradual upward motion in the warm air as the result

of horizontal convergence.

It is evident from the above discussion that the more sharply the current of air

from the south turns cyclonically, the more rapid must be the convergence, and

therefore the more pronounced the vertical motions and weather.

Consider now a curremt of air moving from the north. Owdng 'to the change in

the vorticity of the earth with latitude, this current should acquire a cyclonic curvature

and turn to the east if the absolute vorticity W'ere to remain constant. . We find that

the usual motion of such a current is not in accord with the assumption of constant

absolute vorticity. The central portion of the stream will travel in a straight line

while the extreme right edge will turn anticyclonically. We know that horizontal

divergence must be occurring in the right side of the current, since it is acquiring a

greater anticyclonic vorticity relative to the earth than it had when it started. There-

fore, we can deduce that this portion of the current must be subsiding. It follows

that the portion of the air mass which is turning cyclonically will have a steeper lapse

rate than the portion of the air mass w'hich is moving in a straight line from the north

or turning anticyclonically, for the subsidence in the latter two portions of the current

would be stabilizing the air mass. Ii^ the portion turning cyclonically, more insta-

bility and shower-type precipitation occurs than in the other parts. A quantitative

determination of the amount of convergence and divergence taking place can be made
by comparing the observed trajectories of the air stream with the trajectory the stream

would have if it maintained its original absolute vorticity. A method of computing

this latter trajectory has been developed by Rossby.^

The above principles can be used in practical forecasting as follows:

1. Cloudiness and precipitation are prevalent under cyclonically curved isobars

aloft (about 10,000^ ft), regardless of the presence or absence of fronts on the surface-

weather map.
2. In a cold air mass the instability showers, cumulus, and stratocumulus clouds

will be found only in the portion of the air mass moving in a cyclonically curved path,

3. In a w^m air mass moving with a component from the south, cloudiness and
precipitation will be abimdant under a feurrent turning cyclonically or even moving in a
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straight line. Only where the current turns sharply anticyclonically will there be no
clouds and precipitation.

Rule 1 will hold best in mountainous regions, over the oceans, and in the warm
sectors of cyclones. The mountains will help release the instability of the air mass
in the region of cyclonic curvature; the oceans will supply sufficient moisture so that,

wherever instability is indicated, precipitation will occur; and warm-sector air will

usually 1)0 moist enough so that small amounts of convergence will bring about the

cloudiness and precipitation as indicated. In the summer in warm sectors containing

mT air, thunderstorms and occasionally tornadoes will be observed if the air flow

aloft is cyclonic.

4. Clear skies will occur wherever a current of air is moving from the north in a
straight line or in an anticyclonically curved path, ("lear skies will also be obser\^ed

in a current of air moving from the south if it is turning sharply anticyclonically.

Examples of the above four rules will be found in Figs. 10 to 23. On nearly all

these maps, the precipitation is under the regions of cyclonic curvature, and clear or

scattered skies occur under the n'gions of anticytdonic curvature. These rules hold

regardless of the proximity of surface^ frontal systems.

The method used by the authors in these figures to illustrate the relation betw’een

the weather and the upper-air curvature is to superimpose the upper-air map on the

surface map. This techni(pi(* is quit(‘ fruitful in bringing to light the relationships

between the two levels and is suggested for forecasters as a standard procedure to be

followed when analyzing the two maps.

5. Elongated V-shap(*(i troughs will have cloudiness and precipitation in the

southerly current in advance of the trough with clearing at the trough line and behind
it.

An illustration of this rtde will be found on the map for Sept. 27, 1942, shown in

Fig. 12. This figure shows a deep 10,000-ft trough in the central E'nited States with

overcast ski(J8 and precipitation in the entire area covered by the southwesterly flow.

The trough line at 10,000 ft marks the change to clear skies. The entire region under

the strong flow from the northwest has clear skies, evtm though there is a frontal

system in that current as well as in the southerly current.

FORECASTING FRONTAL WEATHER FROM WINDS ALOFT

When the component of the wind perpendicular to a cold front increases with

height through the front, the front will produce no weather, since the front will not

be lifting the air mass above it. Rather, the upper air mass will be flowing downslope

along the frontal surface. The weather at the front will be due to convergenqp

along the surface trough line, and not due to any lifting by the front. Under these

circumstances, the general weather distribution is as follows: Convergence produces

a certain amount of weather in the warm sector. This weather increases toward

the cold front where the effects of the convergence become greatest, but stops abruptly

after the front has passed.

Frequently, with the above wind distribution, the weather at the cold front is

absent, while the weather some distance ahead of the front is still present. The

zone of weather ahead of the front is often called a prefrontal squall line. This con-

dition is to be explained as follows:

If the air above the cold front is moving faster than the front, that air will be

flowing downslope and will be warmed adiabatically (see Fig. 1), and the relative
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humidity will decrease. This drier air over and just ahead of the surface cold front

will prevent much cloudiness or precipitation from occurring there. Farther ahead

of the front, the warm air will be converging into the trough, rising as it does so.

As it reaches higher elevations where the winds are stronger, this air will move away
from the front and carry the prefrontal clouds with it. The prefrontal squall lines

and weather will occur in the portion of the warm sector where the upward motion

Fio. 1.—Inactive cold front. Wind speed increases height normal to front.

Fig. 2.—Active cold front. Wind speed decreases with height normal to front.

takes place. The distance of this weather ahead of the cold front will depend upon

the rate of increase of the winds with height, for that determines the distancir ahead

of the front at which the dry subsiding air will be found.

These types of cold fronts are referred to as inactive cold fronts and usually move
rapidly. Active cold fronts are those in which the component of the wind perpendicu-

lar to the front decreases ^th height through the fronts.

Active cold fronts (see Fig. 2) have widespread frontal cloudiness and precipitation

at and behind them, since the air above the front is actually being lifted in this case.

Relative to the front, the air above the front moves backward up along the front.
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With warm fronts, an increase of the wind component with height perpendicular
to the front gives an active front, one with pronounced jm^frontal tdouds and pre-

cipitation. Inactive fronts, characterized by broken cirrus and altocumulus, are

produced by a decrease with hcMght of the wind component perpendicular to the front.

However, the activity of a warm front depends as much on the curvature of the

isobars at 10,000 ft aliove it as upon the direction of tluise isobars. If the wind is

turning cyclonieally as it crosses the front, the front is far more active than if the flow

ivS anticyclonic above the front. Where the wind is blowing anticyc^Ionically over

the warm front, the cold air mass will usually be subsiding so rapidly that th(^ apparent

upslope motion of the warm air over the cold air will be (*oinplet(^ly luaitralized by the

subsid(*nce, and no upslope motion will actually be occurring. Besides this, if the

warm air mass is turning anticyclonically, the relative humidity will usually be mucli

low(‘r than if it is turning cyclonieally, and greater lifling will therefore be required to

bring the air to saturation.

The activity of a cold or warm front may be recogniz(‘d by a comparison betwecui

the 10,000-ft wind flow and th(‘ frontal positions as follows:

0. If the 10,000-ft flow is perpendicular to t he cold front, the front will be inactive,

because the wdnds normally increase with height.

7. If the 10,000-ft flow is i)arallel to the cold front, the front will be active. Tlui

cloudiness and precipitation will extend as far behind the front as the w inds at 10,000-ft

arc parallc'l to the front.

8. Warm-front cloudim^ss and precipitation will (xrcur where the 10.000-ft wind
flow is across the warm front from the W’arm to the cold side and turning cyclonieally

or moving in a straight line.

9. The 10,000-ft ridge line is usually the forward limit of the prewarm-frontal

cloudiness. The sharper the ridge, the mon» accurate' the rule is.

10. Warm fronts are accompanied by no weather and fe'w (‘louds if the 10,000-ft

flow' above them is anticyclonic. Frontolysis of such fronts is usual.

FORECASTING THE MOTION OF SURFACE SYSTEMS AND THE WEATHER
ASSOCIATED WITH THEM FROM THE DIRECTION OF UPPER-AIR FLOW

11. ("enters of rising and falling pressure on the surface map rmn e* parallel to the

w'ind flow’ at 10,000 ft across the surface isallobaric' center, with a speed proportional

to that of the 10,000-ft wind.

Hence, most lows move parallel to the 10,000-ft wdnds with a velocity proportional

to that of these' winds since most surface low^s move w ith the surface isallobaric centers.

Surface highs are for the most part larger than surface low's and will often intensify

or merely bulge in the direction of the surface isallobaric maxima.

A surface low' w'ith the flow at 10,000 ft across it is a warm low' and is low’ only

because it is warm. It will move with the flow at 10,000 ft since the w'arm air will

do so. Surface lows that are merely the reflection of a closed upper-level center are

usually cold lows and will move in the direction of and with the speed of the upper-

level center.

Petterssen* has pointed out that wave cyclones move in the .direction of the w’^arm-

sector isobars. This rule is identical wdth the above statement whenever the tempera-

tures in the w arm sector are homogeneous or whenever the isotherms are parallel

to the warm-sector isobars. Whenever there is some other temperature distribution

in the warm sector, the surface isobars in the w’arm sector are not parallel to the winds

aloft. In such a case, the surface low will tend to move in the direction of the upper

flow rather than parallel to the warm-sector isobars.
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(The above guiding of surface systems by the upper-level flow has been referred

to as the steering principle.) The following statements refer to the principal steering

patterns observed in North America:

12. During periods of continued strong westerly flow aloft (high index) over North
America, surface fronts move rapidly eastward with little air-mass contrast across

them and practically no frontal precipitation or cloudiness south of the belt of strong-

est westerlies aloft.

Kast of the Rockies, such fronts are accompanied by cirrus and altocumulus or clear

skies with little or no precipitation, but on the west coast the westerly flow up the

mountains may produce copious rain. For an example of the former efTect, see Fig. 19.

13. During periods of northwest flow' at 10,000 ft from w'estern Canada to the

eastern United States, surface lows move rapidly from northw^est to southeast bringing

cold air outbreaks southw'ard east of the Continental Divide.

The amount of precipitation o<^curring ahead of these surface lows depends upon

the position of the ridge aloft. With the 10,000-ft ridge centered on the west coast

and the main trough aloft over the western Clreat Lakes, cyclonic curvature aloft

will exist between the Continental Divide and the Great l^akes region. This favors

widespread cloudiness and precipitation in advance of each new outbreak of cold air

from the nortlnvest. For an example, see the 0130 maps for Sept. 25 and 26, 1942

(Figs. 10 and 11). Note particularly the low that comes in north of Montana and
moves to the border of South Dakota and Minnesota.

If the 10,000-ft ridge is centered over the Continental Divide, anticyclonic curva-

ture aloft w'ill prevail through the central United States, and precipitation w'ill be

localized in the northeastern portion of the country. In general, the cold-air out-

breaks will move into the country farther east. Sec the 0130 map for Nov. 13, 1942

(Fig. 16).

14. When anticyclonic flow aloft prevails over the Mississippi Basin, fair weather
occurs throughout the region under the anticyclonic flow', and storms move around the

periphery of the high.

These large high-pressure areas frequently stall and prevent cold air from entering

the United States except in New England. They stagnate more often in summer
than in w'inter. See the maps for June 19 and 20, 1943 (Figs. 20 and 21).

15. When southwest or southerly flow aloft prevails over the United States, storms
move toward the north, giving widespread bad weather.

16. During periods of southerly flow at 10,000 ft along the east coast, secondary
storms frequently develop in the vicinity of Cape Hatteras.

With such a flow aloft, primary disturbances form in the Gulf or lower Mississippi

Valley and move northeastward just west of the Appalachians. These lows are

generally occluded by the time they reach the Great Lakes region. Then secondaries

form along the Atlantic coast where the flow aloft has the greatest cyclonic curvature.

The energy for these storms is concentrated where the tropical air over the Gulf

Stream comes into contact with cold air trapped between the Appalachians and the

coast.

The motion of these secondaries, once they have formed, can be forecast from

the 10,000-ft pressure pattern. With southwesterly flow aloft, the storms move
parallel to the Atlantic coast, producing northeasterly gales and heavy precipitation

along the coast. See the maps for Mar. 6 and 7, 1943 (Figs. 14 and 15). If the flow

at 10,000 ft is southerly or southeasterly, the storms move inland. Heavy snow or

rain and strong east winds occur along the coast, but west of the low the northerly

winds are very light.
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FORECASTING DISPLACEMENT OF SURFACE SYSTEMS BY USE
OF PRESSURE CHANGES ALOFT

The rule that follows is based on statistical studies made by Bice and Stephens.^
Previously it had been suggested by German meteorologists, but no supporting
statistical evidence of its validity for the United States was giv(ui by them.

17. The 24-hr surface isallobaric minimum will move parallel to the upper wind
flow to the current position of the 20,000-ft 24-hr isallobaric ridge line in 24 hr. Pres-
sure changes aloft should be 5 mb or larger for this rule to apply.

The above empirical rule may be explained physically and geometrically as follows:

Pressure rises at 20,000 ft are usually caused by rising pressure in the stratosphere

and upper troposphere. Th(‘se pressure rises accompany tropical air in the strato-

sphere and upper troposphere as the air moves in aloft from its source region. It

has been observed that this inflow of tropical air in the stratosphere occurs approxi-

mately 24 hr before the tropical air reaches the same region in the lower levels. Ihe
forward edge of the inflow of tropical air at low levels is the region of greatest surface-

pressure falls, for it is there that the lighter air is replacing heavier air most rapidly.

In this manner, the 24-hr isallobaric maximum at 20,000 ft is related to the 24-hr

surface isallobaric minimum.
Geometrically, the above rule may be explained as follows: Consider a surface

wave in 1 exas with the 20,000-ft flow approximately west to east with slight cyclonic

curvature over the wave. Suppose now that, during the next 24 hr, large pressure

rises occur at 20,(K)0 ft in New England, and during this same period the surface

low moves from Texas to Tennessee parallel to the 20,000-ft wind flow. The large

pressure rises aloft in New England will have changed the isobar direction at 20,000 ft

from nearly w(\st-east to more southwest-northeast. The surface low during the next

24 hr will follow this modified steering pattern up to the northeast. We see, then,

in order for the storm to move from Texas to New England, it was necessary for the

pressure to rise aloft in the New England region. This reasoning may be applied to

other types of systems with similar results.

FORECASTING THE DEEPENING AND FILLING OF WAVES BY USE
OF THE 10,000-FT CHART

18. A wave will be unstable and deepen if the 10,000-ft wind field over it possesses

cyclonic relative vorticity (i.e.j cyclonic curvature of the isobars, or cyclonic shear).

A wave will be stable if the 10,00()-ft wind over it possesses anticyclonic vorticity.

In applying this rule, it is necessary to consider the shear as well as the curvature

of the streamlines. Thus the relative vorticity of a current is given by the following

expression

:

Vorticity = ; + I;

where c is the wind speed and r is the radius of curvature of the streamlines. It is

clear that a current may have vorticity even though it is straight (r infinite) if it has

shear. Tlie shear is taken as positive (cyclonic) if the velocity increases from left

to right (Northern Hemisphere) when looking downstream.

We know from observation that in all intense cyclones the cyclonic rotation is

present at all levels. If we assume that the development of an incipient wave into a

large storm is produced by the release and redistribution of the potential energy in

the air masses whose boundaries form the wave, we can reason as follows: Whenever

the circulation over an incipient wave cyclone is cyclonic to high levels, there is very
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little release or readjustment of energy needed to produce a large storm except in

the lower levels, since the circulation in the higher levels already, corn'sponds to that

observed over all large storms. On the other hand, whenev(‘r the circulation over an

incipient wave is anticyclonic at high levels, this portion of the circ^iilation must be

completely changed before the wave can become an intense storm. Sin(*e the amount
of change n(»cessary for the development of the wave* is much less when the upper

jitmosphere already possesses cyclonic vorticity, the wave will be more likc^ly tf)

develop when it is under a current possessing cyclonic vorticity than wh('n it is und(*r

a current possessing anticyclonic vorticity.

19. If there are several waves along a front, the om^ with the most intense cyclonic

vorticity aloft will develop at the expense of the others. This is usually the oiu‘

neanvst the axis of the trough aloft.

Minor local intluenees frequently produce irregularities in the shape of a front.

When the winds aloft are perpendicular to the front, these irregularities are usually

unimportant, since they f)roduee no wt'ather and are transitory in character. They
are usually disregarded on 6-hourly surface maps. Hut w'hen the winds aloft an*

parallel to the front, even a slight bend in the front will produce uixslope motion.

'Fhe winds aloft will blow upslope over the forward edge of the bend and produce

clouds and/or precipitation. Thus, energy is rek*ased that is used to cause further

devcdopment of the wave. The winds aloft blowing down over the cold air to the

rear of the bend pull the cold air along and make the bend persist so that there is no

tendency for the wave to flatten out once it has formed.

20. Waves develop along frords when the 10,000-ft flow is parallel to the front, or

n(*arly so.

On the 0130 map of Mar. 12, 1943 (Fig. 17), there is a good example of this type of

activity.

FORECASTING WITH THE AID OF MEAN TEMPERATURES AND
MEAN-TEMPERATURE CHANGES

21. Cloudiness and precipitation will occur where the 10,000-ft winds blow across

the mean isotherms from the warm side to the cold side; clear skies will occur where the

10,000-ft winds blow' across mean isotherms from the cold side to the W’arm side.

When the winds aloft blow across the mean Lsotherms from warm to cold air, they

arc blowdng up over the more slowly moving cold dome. Thus the air aloft is Iiftx*d.

This results in cloudiness and precipitation. When the winds aloft blow from cold

to warm air, they blow downslope over the cold dome, and weather is at a minimum.

22. If the mean isotherms in the cold air are packed along a front, it is a strong

front and will tend to produce weather.

Where the mean isotherms are closely packed, there is considerable potential

energy. When a storm enters this region, the potential energy is released, and the

storm develops. If there is the same packing of mean isotherms on both sides of a

frontal zone, there is no marked front as yet, A marked front can develop only along

the warm side of the closely packed isotherms. This follows from the definition of a

front. Sec maps for Sept. 25 to 27, 1942 (Figs. 10 to 12).

23. If the mean isotherms are perpendicular to a front, the front is.w'eak, will

produce little weather, and is subject to frontalysis.

If the mean isotherms are perpendicular to the front, there is no temperature or

density contrast across the front. Hence, by definition it can hardly be called a
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front, but is merely a trough liru‘. The following rules were derived from research

being conducted by the authors on mean temperatures. The research is by no means
completed, and the following results should therefore be regarded as tentative.

With warm lows, the mean isotherms show the highest temperature directly over
the surface low, which is about halfway between the 10,000-ft trough and ridg(^ line,

i.e.y the mean isotherms and 10,()00-ft isobars are 90 deg out of phase. Since warm
lows move with the mean speed of the warm air over them, they will be rapidly moving
systems.

If, on the other hand, th(^ highest mean temp(‘ratures occur under the 10,000-ft

ridge (m(»an isotherms and l(),000-ft isobars in phase), the ridge itself is w^arrn while

the low is a cold and therefore slowly moving low. PVom these relationships, we
obtain the following rul(!s:

24. If the mean-temperature chart shows the maximum temperature along a
latitude line to be about halfway between the 10,000-ft high and the next low', the

surface low^ beneath wdll move rapidly. If the maximum temperatures occur in the
high aloft, the surface low' wull tend to stagnate, w-ith w'eak fronts moving rapidly

around it.

25. A change in the typ(‘ of advection behind a slowly moving cold front is a sign

of a new^ frontal wave forming.

Instead of uniform cold-air advection behind the front, there will be a decrease

in cold-air advection or even slight w^ann-air advection behind one portion of the

front with continued strong cold-air advection on both sides of this region. This

(‘liange in advection may be detected on mean -temperature charts or by inspection

of pilot-balloon obsiTvations at stations behind the front.

26. 'llie first indTcaition of pnwvarni -frontal <‘louds over a cold high is a layer

characterized bv advection of w arm air at some height betw'een 10,000 and 20,000 ft.

This layer of w^arm-air advection will show up as a veering of the wuml with eleva-

tion at those heights. *

FORECASTING THE 10,000-FT CHART

The following are several general methods for forecasting 10,(X)0-ft charts:

1. Extrapolation. The easiest method of forecasting the 10,000-ft pattern is

extrapolation, bather trough lines and ridge lines or 24-hr isallobaric centers may be

extrapolated. Since the pat terns at 10,000 ft are more persistent than at the surface,

extrapolation gives better results at 10,000 ft.

In using pressure changes aloft, the procedure is to extrapolate the isallobaric

centers and add the changes to the present pressures in order to get the prognostic

map. Changes in the shape of the 10,000-ft pattern may be forecast by this method,

whereas pure extrapolation would not indicate these variations,

2. Isotherm-isobar Relationships. The 10,000-ft pressure pattern may be fore-

cast from the isobars and isotherms at that level. P>om the kinematics of wave

motion, assuming that temperature is a conservative element and that there is no

convergence or divergence, Rossby ^ derived the following equation

:

U
— c Ap

where c is the speed of a system, U is the mean speed of the westerlies, Ar is the

amplitude of the isotherms, and Ap is the amplitude of the isobars.
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The authors have found that for practical purposes the above equation indicates

that, wherever cold air moves into a system, the pressures at 10,000 ft will fall
;
where

warm air moves in, the pressures at 10,000 ft will rise. This can be demonstrated

as follows:

Let us first consider the case where At < A p. From the above equation, it is

seen that U c must be larger than f/, t.e., that c must be negative. This means

that the system should retrograde, which in turn means that pressures should fall

Fig. 3.—Retrograde trough with amplitude of isotherms smaller than amplitude of isobars.

to the west of the system and rise to the east. The preceding diagram (Fig. 3) show-

ing At < Ap indicates that cplder air is being brought into the western end of the

trough and warmer air into the eastern portion, since the winds will move the isotherms

in that maimer. Thus, where the isobars indicate that temperatures will fall, the

equation indicates that the pressures should fall; and similarly, where the rising

temperatures are expected, rising pressures are indicated. Any indications of retro-

grade motion from this formula should ordinarily be interpreted as deepening of

the system rather than as retrogression.

Consider now the case when Ap < At (Fig. 4). From the above temperature and

pressure distribution, it is clear that temperatures would be increasing to the rear

of the trough and decreasing in advance of it. At the same time, the above equation

shows that the trough should move eastward. In other words, pressures will fall in

front of the trough and rise behind it. Again we see that the region of temperature

fall is the region of pressure fall, and likewise the regions of temperature and pressure

rise are coincident. Moreover, the formula shows that the larger the amplitude of

the isotherms relative to the amplitude of the isobars, i,e,j the more nearly the winds

blow perpendicular to the isotherms, the faster the trough will move. This means
that the greater the temperature change at a given point at 10,000 ft, the greater the

pressure change is.

If the isotherms and isobars are parallel, (7 * (7 — c, hence c « 0. Such a system

will have no temperature advection around it and will stagnate without appreciable

deepening or filling. For example, see Sept. 25, 1942 (Fig. 10).

If ArlAp is negative, the temperature and pressure changes would be of the oppo-

site sign. However, it is the opinion of the authors that such lows seldom occur

at 10,000 ft.
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If we assume that the pressure changes at 10,000 ft are due to horizontal advection
of air in the stratosphere, wc can explain the above relationship between temperature
and pressure changes as follows:

("old, heavj'^ air in the stratosphere is most frequently found in tropical regions

where the 10,000-ft temperatures are highest. As the cold air in the stratosphere
moves northward, the warm air at 10,000 ft accompanies it. If, then, we can predict

the place to which the warm air at 10,000 ft will move and can assume that the cold

Fio. 4.—Slowly progressing cold trough with amplitude of isotherms greater than amplitude
of isobars.

air in the stratosphere will move with it, we can forecast that pressure rises will occur

there at 10,000 ft because of the inroad of cold dense air in the stratosphere above it.

("onversely, cold air at 10,000 ft is associated with warm light air in the strato-

sphere. Hence, in regions where cold air moves in at 10,000 ft, there will be pressure

falls, since above 10,000 ft the stratospheric air is becoming less dense and exerts

less pressure.

8. Solenoids. If we examine the temperature and pressure field for solenoids,

we see that they, too, indicate rising pressure where the temperature is rising, and

falling pressure where the temperature is falling. Wherever warm-air advection is

indicated, the horizontal solenoidal field indicates anticyclonic circulation acceleration.

This increasing anticyclonic circulation may be interpreted as indicating rising
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pressure, for the two usually occur together. On the other hand, wnerever the iso-

therm-isobar intersections indicate cold-air advection, the solenoidal field indicates

cyclonic circulation intensification and therefore falling pressures. We see then

that the rule that temperature falls indicate pressure falls and temperature rises indi-

cate pressure rises is indicated by all three types of reasoning: first, the formula baser!

on kinematics alone; secoTul, the stratospheric changes that should accompany the

temperature changes; and third, the solenoidal field.

In forecasting the 10,000-ft pattern, it is necessary to use the above relationships

quantitatively. P^mpirical results show that the temperature change in degrees centi-

grade is in the mean approximately equal to the pressure change in millibars during the

same period of time, *

The procedure in forecasting is to move the temperature at one point on the

10,000-ft cliart along the trajectory of that point determined by the present and future

winds at 10,000 ft. Ordinarily this trajectory will not be coincident with the isobars,

nor will it be a straight line. Having moved the point in question, subtract its tem-

perature from that observed at its terminus to determine the temperature change in

the forecast period. Add this change algt'braically to the ))re8cnt pressure at the

terminus to deUTinine the prognostic pressure. The future winds at 10,000 ft may be

arrived at by simple approximation of air trajectories or, mon^ accairat.ely, by Rossby's

method outlined below.

4. Rossby*s Trajectory Method. This method of forecasting th<* future trajec-

tories of air particles, and hence the future streamline pattern, is based on tluj assump-

tion that free-air flow proce<^ds with constant absolute vorticity.

Particles are selected where the vorticity relative to tlie earth is zero, ?.r., where

the isobars are straight and then* is no shear. If the.se particles change latitude b\it

conserve their absolute vorticity, they acquire a vorticity relative* to the earth and

travel in a curved path. The curve they follow is periodic, with constant amplitude,

wave length, and frequency as far as the particle is followt^d. This obviously dt)es

not take into account the loss of energy, and hence momentum, due to lateral mixing

or changes in vorticity due to convergence and divergence.

After many particles have been followed, a map can be constructed with isobars

drawn from the predicted wind directions and velocities. Bellamy has made some

simple charts that facilitate and extend the use of this method, making it unnecessary

to lise only the inflection points.

Forecasting the 10,000-ft map, when extrapolation fails because the pattern is

changing, may be done adequately by the temperature-change method, by computing

trajectories, or preferably by a combination of both. Two examples of these methods

will be given below.

Consider first the case of a deep, cold trough in eastern North America (Fig. 5)

with a surface low in the region marked A, We see, from the pressure and tempera-

ture distribution indicated on this map, that large temperature rises will occur in the

northern portion of the trough in the region marked ^‘Rising” where the strong

westerly flow would bring warm air into the trough, while temperature falls will occur

in the southern part of the trough, marked “ Falling. By the temperature-change

method, we should therefore forecast pressure rises in the north and falls in the south.

These pressure changes would gradually alter the map until it looks like Fig. 6, with

the northern portion of the trough filling up and the southern portion becoming a

more pronounced low. This also means that the northern portion of the trough will

be displaced eastward more rapidly than the southern portion, and the trough line

will tilt from northeast to southwest.

This prinoipto was brought to the attention of the authors by C. L. Mitchell of the U.S. Weather
Bureau.
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As these changes continue, a closed low will develop in the southern part of the

trough, as is indicated in Fig. 7. Not only has the low in the south been completely

disconnected from the rest of the trough in the north, but the belt of westerlies has

also moved north of it so that it is likely to stagnate.

Now let us consider the problem of forecasting the changes in the same pressure

and temperature distribution by Rossby’s trajectory method. In the region marked
A (Fig. 5), over the intense .surface low, trajectories would have a long wave length

and small amplitude, as shown by the arrows starting from that region. Farther to

the south, south of A, where the wind velocities iire lighter and the isobars have

more anticyclonic curvature, the trajectories would have a shorter wave length and

follow the arrows indicated there.

Consider now the effect of these future trajectories on the present pressure dis-

tribution, keeping in mind the principle that, when a strong current of air enters a

region in which the isobars do not balance the Coriolis force, as near the regions marked

“Rising^’ and ^‘Falling,*' pressures wilt be built up to the right of the current and will

fall to the left, until the pressure gradient does l)alance the Coriolis force and the

isobars are parallel to the winds. As is seen from the diagram, “Rising" is to the

right of the current there and “Falling" is to the left, so that rising pres.sures should

occur at “Rising” and falling pressures at “Falling." This is in agreement with the

results obtained above by the temperature method.

For a second example, consider a stagnant deep low in the eastern United States.

The forecasting problem here is to determine when the low will start to fill up and

move. As long as the isotherms and isobars remain parallel as in Fig. 8, no tem-

perature changes should occur. Therefore no pressure changes should ocuiur, and the

low should remain stagnant. As the isobars and isotherms are parallel, the trajec-

tories would be the same as the isobars. They, too, would indicate no motion.

Let us now consider the effect on this stagnant low of the temperature and pres-

sure distribution associated with a surface low pressure at A in Pig. 8. The tempera-

ture and pressure distribution is now such that marked temperature rises should

occur in the region marked “Rising." This will produce rising pressures there,

which, in turn, will produce more we.sterly flow to the north of the region marked
“Rising." Subsequently, more warm-air advection will occur north of this region

with the rising pressures gradually extending northward and eastward. It is apparent

from this that the low-pressure center will be displaced rapidly northeastward ahead

of the rising pressures.

Associated with the surface disturban^ice at A in Fig. 8, the 10,000-ft chart shows

stronger winds with less anticyclonic vorticity at that point. The trajectories of air

particles from the vicinity of A are indicated by the heavy lines that pass through the

eastern low. As before, pressures will rise to the right of this current and fall to the

left, so that the low in the east will move northeastward. Again the trajectories and

temperature changes indicate the same motion of the pressure system.

6. Use of Stratospheric Conditions for Forecasting the 10|000*ft Pattern. The
13-km chart seems to be the most useful high-level chart for forecasting changes that

will occur below at 10,000 ft. On this chart, pressure lines and potential-temperature

lines are drawn. At this level, lines of constant potential temperature approximate

lines of constant density, since potential temperature is a function of both tempera-

ture and pressure. High temperatures and low pressures give high potential tempera-

ture and low density, while low temperatures and high pressures give low potential

temperatures and high densities. We can recognize regions at 13 km where the air

is very dense by noting the regions of low potential temperatures and regions whore

the air, is rare by high potential temperatures If we assume that the changes that

occur at these high levels are due primarily to advection, it follows that, wherever
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the potential temperature at 13.km rises, the pressures beneath 13 km will fall, since

less dense air has been moving in at 13 km. The 13-km potential temperatures will

move with the 1 3-km winds, which are indicated by the isobars at that level.

The technique of forecasting from this chart is to examine the 13-km potential

temperature and pressure pattern and determine where the potential temperatures

at 13 km will rise, and fall, in the forecast period. The pressures at 10,000 ft should

fall wherever the 13-km potential temperature rises and should rise where the potential

hmiperature decreases at 13 km. The magnitude of the pressure changes at 10,000 ft

will be roughly proportional to the magnitude of the potential-temperature changes

at 13 km.

If this techniques were applied, not just at 13 km, but at all the upper levels and

if the changes at all levels were integrated, a much more accurate prognosis of 10,000-ft

pressure changes should be obtained. More detailed information on this use of

stratospheric conditions may be obtained in a paper by Wulf and Obloy.®

A chart indicating t]ie height of the tropopause can be used in a manner similar

to that using the 13-km potential temperature. The tropopause will be low wherever

the 13-km potential temperature is high, and the tropopause will be high where the

13-km potential temperature is low. Wherever the tropopause becomes lower, the

pressure will fall at 10,000 ft. A high tropopause will give high pressure at 10,000 ft.

The motion of the tropopause can best be forecast by the winds at the level of the

tropopause. Since tliis level is not constant, the isobars at one constant level will

not give this motion. The above discussion assumes that change in height of tin;

tropopause is due mainly to. horizontal motion. The authors are not prepared to

make a statement on the validity of this assumption.

At present the upper-air data as it comes in over the teletype is too sparse to give

a unique solution for any of these high-level charts. Therefore, for current data,

forecasting methods utilizing flie radiosonde data below 400 mb only will be more

accurate than those relying upon the second transmission of radiosonde data. More-

over, wdnds up to 10,000 ft are many times more plentiful and accurate than those

above. Therefore, pressures at 10,000 ft may be checked by the pilotr-balloon observa-

tions, whereas errors at the higher levels may be overlooked.

6. Use of the Surface Map and Mean Isotherms. First, forecast the motion of

the surface low by use of a combination of upper-air steering and deepening principles

and surface continuity. Then, from the present distribution of mean tempera-

ture and pressure, forecast the future distribution of mean temperature. A com-
bination of the surface map and mean temperatures automatically detcrmincis the

10,0(X)-ft map. An easy method of determining this graphically was devised by G.T.

Stephens at the University of Chicago. This method will be discussed later in this

chapter.

The 0130 map of Sept. 25, 1942 (Fig. 10) shows how this method of forecasting

may be applied. The surface low-pressure center located just north of Montana is

forecast to move to the border of South Dakota and Minnesota and deepen, since

strong cyclonic shear and curvature exist over it at 10,000 ft. The mean temperatures

in advance of the low are slightly lower than those behind the low, and only slight

warming should take place during the next 24 hr, since very little advection is indi-

cated by the change of winds with height. The surface low in 24 hr will then have

approximately the same temperatures on both sides of it, and the 10,000-ft low should

therefore be directly over the surface low. The map of Sept. 26 (Fig. 11) shows that

this occurred.

7. Use af Current Mean-temperature Distribution. Pressure rises at 10,000 ft

will oedUr in 24 hr over regions of lowest mean temperature, and pressure falls will

occur in 24 hr over regions of highest mean temperature.* This rule, like the rules
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on the use of 24-hr isallobars aloft, frequently holds but like all empirical rules has
many exceptions.

8. Use of Wave Length. At 10,000 ft, major troughs and ridges of long wave
length tend to persist. Minor troughs will deepen when they move through the major
troughs and will fill when they move over major ridges. This is one of the principles

\ised by the 5-day forecast group in Washington.’ They determine where the 5-day
mean troughs will be and forecast that individual troughs will deepen as they move
into the mean troughs.

9. Effect of Cold Water Surface. Upper-level highs tend to stagnate and intensify

over the Clreat Lakes region and off the coast of New England during the season when
t he water is colder than the air.* When the air flows over colder water, a surface

inversion is produced that prevents ground friction from affecting the air above the

inversion. The frictional outflow from the high is thereby reduced, and the high

tends to persist.

10. Various Equations Developed for Forecasting the Displacement of the 10,000-
ft Systems. With the 3-hr pressure changes as computed by the method of Miller

and Thompson,^ Petterssen’s trough and ridge formulas may be used at 10,000 ft.

Rossby and Wexler have developed the following equation:

C « rr ^
47r2

where C is the velocity of a trough eastward, U is the mean west-east wind speed, L
is the wave length, and the other (juantities are constant for a given latitude. The
main difficulty with this formula is the determination of the wave length. The best

plan seems to bt* to use tlu; large-scalc‘ troughs and ridges to determine the wave
length, and to ignore minor troughs superimposed on those. With a map only as

large as the Unl’ed States, an accurate determination of the wave length is always

problematical.

METHOD FOR THE CONSTRUCTION OF MEAN ISOTHERMS BETWEEN
THE SEA LEVEL AND 10,000 FT

The mean Isotherms for the layer between sea lov(»l and 10,000 ft may be con-

structed graphically as fo lows: Draw the 10,000-ft isobars for intervals of 4 mb and
the surface map for intervals of 3 mb on the same size map base. Now select the

intersection of any one of the 10,000-ft isobars and a surface isobar. From this

t)oint, draw a line to the intersection of the next higher 10,000-ft isobar and the

surface isobar 6 mb higher. From this second point, continue on to the next higher

10,000-ft isobar and the second higher surface isobar, and .so forth. F’inally, when
one 10,000-ft isobar dw^s not intersect the corresponding surface isobar, continue

the line through another intersection of the same two isobars and proceed to the

intersection of the next lower 10,000-ft isobar and the surface isobar 6 mb lower.

This line which has been constructed is a mean isotherm. It will be noted that the

value of the surface isobars that pass through all the intersections through which the

mean isotherm has been drawn was even if the value of the first surface isobar was

even, or odd if the value of the first surface isobar was odd. After this first isotherm

has been drawn, draw the rest of the mean isotherms through the other intersections

of the 10,000-ft isobars and the corresponding surface isobars. Throvigh ail the

intersections on the map that are used, either odd- or even-valued surface isobars will

pass. This may be used as a check on the construction. In drawing these isotherms,

the following rules must be followed:
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1. Always cross an intersection from the higher pressure side of both the surface
and 10,000-ft isobars to the lower pressure side of bothy or from the lower pressure side

of both to the higher pressure side.

2. Never cross a 10,000-ft pressure line unless it intersects one of the surface isobars
which is h(ung used (i.e.j either odd- or even-valued surface isobars).

3. NeveM’ (^ross a surface isobar, odd or even depending upon which is used, except
where it intersects the corresponding 10,000-ft isobar.

In weather stations, theses isotherms may be drawn easily on the 10,000-ft map by
superimposing it on the surface map on a light table. It is easier to draw mean iso-

970 980 990 1000 1010 1020 1030 1040 1050

therms if the isotherms are first drawn near a low where there are numerous inter-

sections and a definite isotherm pattern.

The isotherms drawn by this method are for intervals of approximately 4®C up
to -bl4°C and for intervals of approximately 6°C for higher temperatures. Hence,
when one line is labeled by the use of the Starr diagram (Fig. 9), the others may be
labeled immediately with no fmther recourse to the diagram.

Illustrations of these mean isotherms may be found in the maps in other sections

of the paper. ,*
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SYNOPTIC EXAMPLES

In the following discussion, we shall attempt to show how the rules we have given

can be used in forecasting the motion and intensity of surface highs, lows, and frontal

systems, as well as the formation and spread of cloudiness and precipitation that

accompany these storms.

Map for Sept. 26, 1942. On the map for Sept. 25, 1942 (Fig. 10), our first problem

is to forecast the motion and change in intensity of the two waves on the front just

east of the Rocky Mountain region. Using the 10,000-ft flow to guide the two lows,

we see that the low in eastern Colorado shouhl move straight east, while the one just

north of Montana should move southeast. The velocity of these two lows should be

approximately equal to the velocity of the wind at 10,000 ft over them. We see that

at the present the northern wave has much stronger winds over it than the southern

one. The former is moving at about 35 mph, while the one to the south is moving
between 15 and 20 mph. Before deciding whether these values will be constant for

the next 24 hr, the forecaster must forecast the change in the 10,000-ft winds over the

path of the low. This change will become evident in this case when we consider

more carefully the intensity of the two lows.

The low in eastern Colorado is under a current that has only a little cyclonic

curvature but has anticyclonic shear along its path. Xote how much stronger the

10,000-ft winds are U) the left of the approximate future path of this low than they

are to the right of this path. This anticyclonic shear indicates that the low will not

develop as it moves to the east. On the other hand, the low just north of Colorado

should move to the southeast toward Iowa at about 35 mph and deepen as it moves.

The deepening is indicated by the cyclonic curvature and cyclonic shear at 10,000

ft over and ahead of the surface low. The cyclonic shear is very evident in this case.

Note that to the left of the path of the low the 10,000-ft winds are only about 10 to

15 mph. To th^ right and over the path of the low, the winds are much stronger.

Note in particular the strong winds at Bismarck, Moline, and Chicago as compared

with those at Winnipeg, La Crosse, and Milwaukee.

Knowing then that the surface low will move to Iowa and deepen as it does so,

we can use this knowledge to help wdth the forecast of the 10,000-ft pattern. We know
that the 10,000-ft low will be displaced toward the colder air from the surface low.

If we examine now the temperatures in advance of the surface low, we see that the

air mass is extremely cold for this time of the year. In fact, it was in some sections of

Illinois and Iowa the coldest air that had ever been observed there that early in the

fall. Knowing this, we can say lhat the air mass that will move in behind the low

will not be much, if any, colder than the air mass ahead of the low. We see then that

we are forecasting that there will be a deep low in Iowa and that the air mass behind

it will be about the same temperature or perhaps even slightly warmer than the one

preceding it. We can say, therefore, that the 10,000-ft low will be located nearly

directly over the surface low and will be closed or nearly closed, as is the ease with

all intense surface lows that have cold air surrounding them.

Let us now consider what the effects of this 10,000-ft low will be on the motion of

the surface system. First, since it will be over the surface low, the surface low will

not have so strong a current over it as it has on this map. Therefore, instes.d of

moving it 36 mph for the entire 24 hr, we must slow it down toward the end of the

period when the closed low forms over it. Twenty-five to thirty miles per hour would

be a better forecast for its average speed. If now we consider the effects of a closed

low aloft over Iowa on the 10,000-ft winds in Kansas and Missouri, we see that the

winds should be much stronger than they are now, because in general the strongest

winds aloft are found just to the south ofa low center aloft. We must now revise our
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forecast movement for the low in Colorado. Instead of moving it 15 to 20 mph,
we should move it more rapidly. Twenty-five or thirty miles per hour would be more
in line with the results of our forecast of the northern system.

So far we have attempted to make a forecast of the motion of the two surface

lows using the 10,000-ft winds and then using this motion and the mean-temperature

distribution to forecast tlie 10,000-ft pattern. We then made certain changes in

motion of our systems to make them consistent with the changers in the 10,000-ft

pattern.

The next problem is forecasting the distribution of clouds anrl precipitation.

We see that all of Oklahoma, Kansas, and Nebraska and North and South Dakota is

<;overcd with clouds. Most of these clouds are middle (blonds and arc, due to rnP

air overrunning the cP air in that region. It is obvious that none of the cloudiness is

from 7nT air, for the winds aloft show that none is moving into these regions. Con-

sider now the region to which this-mP air will move in the next 24 hr. If in 24 hr there

will he a closed low at 10,000 ft over Iowa, we see that the winds will be from the

south or southwest from Iowa eastward. The mP air that is producing the rain and

clouds will be moving to the northeast. We see at the present from the nn^an iso-

therms that the coldest air is in the Great Lakes region. The very light winds

observed there now indicate that this cold air will still be th(‘re 24 hr later. If we still

have a dome of cold air over the Great Lakes and have south or southwest winds aloft

going up over the dome, we see that upslope motion will be occurring thor(\ The air

that will be going upslope is the air that is now producing the clouds and precjipitation

farther west. Since this air is already saturated, the upslope motion should cause

precipitation to occur over as much of the Great Lakes region as this current of air

overruns. The mean isotherms, by locating the domes of cold air, facilitate th<‘ fonv

casting of clouds and precipitation caused by overrunning.

Let us now consider the likelihood of frontal weather in North Dakota, South

Dakota, Nebraska, and Kansas, behind the front that should extend from the low

in northern Iowa south and southwest to the mountains. It is apparent from the

fact that w'e have placed our 10,000-ft low directly over the surface low that, no matter

in what direction the front extends from the center of the low, it will run perpendicular

to the 10,000-ft winds for at least several hundred miles from the center of the low.

It follows, therefore, that there should be little or no frontal clouds or precipitation

behind the cold front in these regions. However, both clouds and precipitation should

occur throughout the region of convergence under the closed 10,000-ft center.

The cold front along the southeast coast is under a region of anticyclonic curvature

of the 10,000-ft isobars. It should therefore gradually frontolyze. To be consistent

with our forecast of a deep 10,000-ft trough extending from Iowa southward, we should

forecast the 10,000-ft winds over this region of frontolysis to become south or south-

west. In either case, there would be active overrunning of tropical air north of this

region. We should thus forecast increasing cloudiness and precipitation there, even

though the front is weakening and should continue to weaken. The extremely low

velocities at 10,000 ft at present would indicate that this overrunning must be quite

slow until the low from the northwest deepens considerably.

The disappearance of the 10,000-ft trough in Michigan was quite plainly indicated

on this map. Upon examination of the change in wind direction with height in the

region just to the south and west of the 10,000-ft low, we see that very little advection

of either warmer or colder air is indicated. It follows from this that the surface

pressure changes are the result of pressure changes occurring at 10,000 ft. Since we
know the 10,000-ft pressure is rising in and to the rear of this trough, we should expect

it to move and hll during the following period.

Map for Sept 26, 1942* This situation (Fig. 11) has several interesting features.
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The closed surface and 10,000-ft lows in southern Minnesota show the result of the

strong cyclonic shear in that region on the previous day. Since this low is vertical,

the steering principle cannot be used to forecast its motion. The motion of lows of

this type can be forecast by using either Petterssen^s formulas or the upper-air rules

for the motion of upper centers, because the upper and lower centers will both move
along together. In this case, we see that the centers should move to the northeast and
deepen as they do so. It should be noted that surface pressures are falling all through

northern North Dakota, Minnesota, and Wisconsin, although there is little advection

of warm or cold air there. If these falls are not due to warm-air advection, as is

indicated by the mean isotherms and isobars, they must indicate that the pressure is

falling at 10,000 ft. We should therefore forecast a deepening of the 10,000-ft low

as it moves to the northeast. The falling pressures and slight warm-air advection

in Montana indicate the approacdi of another frontal system from the north, since

all such disturbances are preceded by pressure falls and temperature rises.

The motion of the cold front in Oklahoma and Texas is very important in fore-

casting the general distribution of weather. We note in this region that the surface

winds are considerably stronger than the 10,000-ft winds. This frequently happens

in this region, and it is the writers’ opinion thart it is caused by the topography. The
cold air moving from tlie north is prevented from spreading out to the west by the

mountains there, and whtirever the center of the low is south of the C'anadian border

there seems to be a funnel effect that increases the win<l velocities between the moun-
tains and the low trough. This is aided in the south by the Ozarks. The cold front

should move south and southeast with the speed of the surface winds behind it.

Since it is moving faster than the 10,000-ft winds, it should be active even though

the 10,000-ft winds are perpendicular to it. The surface winds behind it are between

30 and 40 rnph, and the front should therefore move about 35 mph to the south.

Its eastward motion should be less than this but should increase because these strong

winds will becoi le north^’est as they move farther south.

The large-scale flow of cold air to the Gulf should be accompanied by falling pres-

sures at 10,000 ft. From this and the deepening indicated in the north, we should

forecast a well-developed trough at 10,000 ft extending from about Lake Superior

to the Gulf. East of this trough, the 10,000-ft winds should be from the southwest,

and west of it, they should be from the northwest. The cold front should be con-

siderably east of this trough line, since it was moving quite fast and should be oriented

northeast to southwest. We should forecast, therefore, that this front will be quite

active because it will be parallel to the 10,000-ft winds over it. On the other hand,

the new cold front, expected from Canada, could not.be parallel to the northwest

winds expected there unless it were moving from the northeast, which would be

impossible with the present winds aloft. W’^e therefore should expect no weather

with it.

Map for Sept. 27, 1942. This is a very good example of an active cold front in the

east (Fig. 12). The cloud and precipitation area extends as far behind it as the winds

at 10,000 ft remain parallel to the front. There are several small waves along the

front; but, since there is no cyclonic shear at 10,000 ft, they will not develop. The
cold front in the northwest, on the other hand, is perpendicular to the 10,000-ft winds

and therefore has no waves or weather associated with it.

East of the eastern cold front, the 10,000-ft isobars indicate a current of air moving

from the south in a straight line or turning slightly cyclonically. This, then, is a

region of convergence, and we should expect the cloudiness and precipitation through-

out this re'gion to continue. The mean isotherms show very little change in tempera-

ture from Florida to New York, indicating that a warm front in this region woidd be

impossible. This is the type of situation in which many analysts will indicate a warm
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front somewhere along the eastern seaboard to account for the rain and altostratus

clouds, even though the mean temperature maj' be higher on the cold side of the

^‘warm front’* than in the warm sector.

This is also an example of an elongated or V-shaped 10,000-ft trough. Such

troughs will have clouds and precipitation quite generally in the region east of them
and mostly clear skies to the west, regardless of the position of the surface fronts.

Map for Sept. 28, 1942. Along the east coast, this map (Fig. 13) again illustrates

a cold front with small waves forming along it in the region where the 10,000-ft winds

are parallel to the front. The important change indicated on this chart is the influx

of air from the west over the liockies. It is important to note that this influx of air

is taking place more rapidly in the south than it is in the north. When this occurs,

pressures rise most rapidly in the southwest quadrant of the 10,000-ft low, and the

low consequently fills. This filling of the southwest quadrant of the low is also

indicated by the surface pressure tendencies. We see, by comparing the surface

isobars with the 10,000-ft isobars in Kansas and Nebraska, that warm-air advection

is occurring there. This would tend to cause falling pressures at the 8\irfa<*n. The
surface pressures arc obser\^ed to be rising in this region. From this, vve conclude

that the 10,000-ft pressures are rising even more rapidly than the surface ones, for

they must compensate for the lighter air coming in between the surface and 10,000 ft.

This map also shows a good example of an ina<‘tive warm front, d'ho warm front

east of the Continental Divide is a pronounced front in that ther<^ i.s a large tempera-

ture contrast across it and yet there is no weather with it. This will m'arly always

be the case when the 10,000-ft i.sobars turn anticyclonically over arnl on both sides

of the front. CWiparo the 10,fK)0-ft curvature on this map wuth that on the map of

Sept. 25, and note the difference in the weather.

The map for the following day is not included in this report. It shows that the

warm front moved eastward and partly frontolyzed. Clear skies still prevailed over

and east of the front. The 10,000-ft trough in the (treat Lakes region filled very

rapidly, giving nearly straight west winds over the eastern half of the country. This

then increased the speed of the frontal system along the east coast and changed it

from an active front with waves and w^eather behind it to an inactive one, because the

10,000-ft winds became perpendicular to it when the 10,000-ft trough filled up.

Map for Mar. 6, 1943. This map (Fig. 14) is included to illustrat^e the motion and

development of the large low center in Tenneasee and the subsequent development

of a secondary center along the east coast. From the steering principle, wc see the

low in Tennessee should move rapidly to the northeast. I'he 10,000-ft isobars are

cyclonically curved over the low and show pronounced cyclonic shear. The low should

therefore deepen as it moves. This deepening is occurring at the time of the map, as

is indicated by the surface pressure changes. If we forecast this low to move to the

northeast and deepen, we should expect the 10,000-ft trough to deepen in the northeast

also and be centered west of the surface low, because the mean isotherms show the

air to be much colder to the west of the low. This position of the 10,000-ft trough

would indicate southwest winds along the east coast of the United States. We should

expect a secondary low to develop along the front that now crosses the east coast.

This coastal storm should intensify quite rapidly as the storm in Tennessee occludes

and moves northeastward west of the Appalachians. This east coast development

occurs whenever the 10,000-ft winds become parallel to the coast, the 10,0(X)-ft isobars

show cyclonic curvature or cyclonic shear with straight flow, and a cold air mass is

present over the coastal plain. This map is another example of how the precipitation

area extends from the front as far to the northwest as the winds remain parMlel to the

front. The trough line at 10,000 ft marks the edge of this region.

Map for Mar. 7, 1948. This ma|f (Fig. 15) illustrates the development of the
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secondary storm along the east coast where the winds aloft are parallel to the coast

and are cyclonically curved. Note the pressure tendencies in Maine. This map
also contains an illustration of an inactive cold front. The front extending from
Montreal to Florida now is nearly perpendicular to the 10,000-ft winds. There is no
frontal precipitation or frontal cloudiness behind this front. The cyclonic curvature

at 10,000 ft behind the front indicates that the air mass is quite unstable. Note the

instability showers and stratocurnulus clouds that extend throughout the (Ireat

Lakes region and from the Mississippi River to the mountains. These instability

phenomena are incre^ised by the heating effect of the Great Lakes and the lifting by
the mountains. The snows occurring as far south as Nashville and Evansvilte are too

far south to be due to the Lakes and too far west to be due to the mountains. They
are instability air-mass showers set off by turbulence under the 10,000-ft trough,

because the air is most unstable there. The downslope effect east of the mountains

is sufficient to prevent the showers and to dissipate most of the clouds.

Map for Nov. IS, 1942. This map (Fig. 16) is included to give an example of a

polar outbreak over the Great Lakes region. The 10,000-ft ridge and the accompany-
ing west winds over Montana are effective in preventing the cold air from flowing

southeastward just east of the (Continental Divide. The stronger the circulation

from the west around this ridge and the farther east the ridge is located, the farther

east will the cold-air outbreak occur.

Map for Mar. 12, 1943. This map (Fig. 17) affords another illustration of a cold

front which is parallel to the 10,000-ft wind flow. It is therefore an active cold front

and has several waves forming on it. The frontal cloud sheet extends as far to the

rear of the front as the flow is parallel to the front. Note also, that there is consider-

able cloudiness and precipitation ahea<l of the front. This again illustrates the

principle that, whenever a current of air moves from the south in a straight line or in a

cyclonically curved path, convergence is occurring, and clouds and precipitation should

he expected. I. this case, the clouds and precipitation are occurring only where

the 10,000-ft isobars indicate this type of flow is present. Note the clear skies in

Florida where the 10,000-ft flow is anticyclonic. Of all the waves on the front, the

one in Texas is most likely to develop because it is closest to the 10,000-ft trough line.

There may be considerable doubt as to the correctness of the frontal system in Texas,

but there seems to be little doubt as to the presence of a wave of some sort there, and
since it is closest to the 10,000-ft trough line it should deepen and move to the east-

northeast, as is indicated by the 10,000-ft wind flow. Since the 10,000-ft winds over

this wave average about 35 mph, it shoidd move at this speed.

The front in Wisconsin is perpendicular to the 10,000-ft winds and therefore has

no weather with it.

Maps for Oct. 7 and 8, 1942. Thtjse two maps (Figs. 18 and 19) afford a good

illustration of fair-weather situations over the entire United States. Note the large

region of anticyclonic flow at 10,000 ft in the west and central part of the country

and the anticyclonic shear over the entire country. Whenever the strongest westerlies

occur along or north of the Canadian border, the anticyclonic shear thus indicated

from the border southward is effective in weakening all the fronts and preventing the

formation of any extended areas of clouds or precipitation. Subsidence is quite

general throughout these regions of anticyclonic curvature of the 10,000-ft isobars,

and the S air produced will help maintain the cloudless skies that occur under these

conditions. The strong westerly winds aloft usually cause copious precipitation along

the west coast; but, if they are also turning anticyclonically, as must be the case on

these two days, even this region will be without precipitation. The fronts that reach

the central United States usually are accompanied by some cirrus and altocumulus

clouds, but in this case even these were not observed.
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Maps for June 19 and 20, 1948. These two summer maps (Figs. 20 and 21) were

chosen to illustrate a rather trequent summer situation—a large 10,000-ft high south

of the Great Lakes region and frontal systems moving around the periphery of the

high giving frequent frontal passages in New England where the 10,000-ft winds are

from the northwest, causing recurrent pushes of cold air from Canada to move to the

southeast in this region. The map of June 19 shows that such an outbreak has just

passed New England behind the cold front off the coast. Another should be expected

during the next 6 hr behind the front just to the northwest of New England. This

front should move southeastward over New England at about 35 mph, since that is

the speed of the 10,000-ft winds there. The map of June 20 shows that this cold air

has completely covered New England and that another outbreak is approaching from

central Canada. This system should be past New England in 24 hr, because it has

winds at 10,000 ft over it of about 30 mph and therefore should move at about 30 mph.

There is a small trough indicated by the 10,000-ft winds extending from Sault Ste

Marie to between Chicago and St. Paul. Note the northwest wind at St. Paul and

the southwest at Chicago. As this trough moves eastward, we should expect showers

and thunderstorms to occur under it in the warm sector of the low to the north.

These would be much more frequent and severe during the afternoon than at night,

because the air would be most unstable then. The thunderstorms that are occurring

in northern Michigan at the time of the map arc probably associated with this small

10,000-ft trough rather than with the frontal system to the north. The wave on the

front farther to the west should move parallel to the 10,000-ft wind flow and have a

history similar to the previous two just discussed.

THE CONSTRUCTION AND USE OF ISENTROPIC CHARTS

An isentropic chart is a chart depicting meteorological elements on a surface of

constant potential temperature. Except for nonadiabatic processes, particles move
along an isentropic surface. The main purposes of the chart are (1) to aid the fore-

casting of atmospheric circulations and the weather produced by them, and (2) to

study the flow patterns in the free atmosphere. In order to do the latter, it is assumed

that the mixing ratio of a particle of air is conservative and that the motions of moist

and dry air are followed on the chart.

Data Used on Isentropic Charts. Ordinarily pressure lines, moisture lines, and
streamlines are drawn on the isentropic chart.

The pressure lines are isobars, drawn for intervals of 50 mb. Their spacing and
direction at each radiosonde station are sent over the teletype wherever they may be

determined. This is another form of the information previously sent over the tele-

type as the shear-stability ratio vector.”

The moisture lines are either lines of constant mixing ratio or lines of constant

condensation pressure. The latter are drawn for 50- or 100-mb intervals and have a

certain advantage over mixing ratio lines. The proximity of a condensation pressure

line and its corresponding actual pressure line shows at a glance the degree of satura-

tion of the air.

The streamlines bear the same relationship to winds that isobars do on a constant-

level chart. Values of the isentropic stream function are sent and are used to deter-

mine the spacing of streamlines, with higher values of the stream function to the right

of the wind.

Other useful data that should be plotted on isentropic charts are the 24*hr changes

in pressure and condensation pressure at each station. If the pressure and con-

densation pressure are approaching each other, the air is nearing its condensation

point. This may be useful in forecasting.
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In determining areas of condensation, it is not necessary for the actual and con-
densation pressures at a point to be equal. Because of instrumental errors in radio-

sonde observations, a condensation pressure 10 or 20 mb less than the actual pressure

may denote saturation.

On isentropic charts, regions of saturation are shaded. The condensation pressure

lines are not drawn through such regions, since they would have to coincide with
the actual pressure lines or show supersaturation. Furthermore, the assumption of

conservatism of potential temperature is not fulfilled in such regions, and the inter-

pretation of the lines if drawn would not be the same as elsewhere.

The winds at the radiosonde stations should be plotted on the isentropic chart.

Winds at other stations are helpful for very accurate isentropic analysis. These
are determined by sketching in the isobars lightly and labeling them as to elevation,

assuming a standard atmosphere. The wind is picked from the pilot-balloon run

at the elevation indicated by the isobar running through the station. This wind is

then plotted on the isentropic. chart.

Choice of Isentropic Level. The data for three different isentropic levels are sent

daily over the teletype. These levels vary with the season, for in order to be of

practical use they must be such that (1) they are above the layer of frictional influence,

and (2) they are sufficiently low to have a large range of mixing-ratio values. The
following values have been used

:

Winter 290-296®A
Spring and fall 296-302®A
Summer 308--320°A

Ordinarily the forecaster should select the intermediate level sent and use it on con-

secutive days for continuity. However, changes must be made occasionally when
unusual weather occurs.

Relationships of Meteorological Elements on Isentropic Charts. The following

relationships between meteorological elements on isentropic charts are useful in the

interpretation of such charts for forecasting:

1. Pressure lines are lines of constant temperature
2. Pressure lines are lines of constant density.

3. Pressure lines are approximately lines of constant height.

4. The elevation of the potential-temperature surface is an indication of the mean
temperature of the air column below' the surface, a high elevation implying low mean
temperature, and a low elevation implying high mean temperature.

5. Condensation-pressure lines are lines of constant equivalent-potential tempera-
ture and lines of constant wet-bulb potential temperature.

6. The wind velocity at a given latitude is inversely proportional to the spacing of

the streamlines.

7. The isobars at any point on the isentropic surface are approximately parallel

to the vertical shear of the geostrophic wind (f.c., the thermal w'ind) at that point.

This fact can be used as an aid in constructing the isentropic isobar field, since the

directions of the thermal winds at various points on the given isentropic surface can

be determined with sufficient accuracy by estimating from pilot-balloon reports the

actual wind shear in the vicinities of these points. The direction and horizontal

spacing of the isobars for the isentropic surface are included in the data transmitted

over the teletype whenever the winds can be measured to sufficient heights.

Very small or very large values of isobar spacing, as sent in on the teletype, are

not useful, since such values will usually apply to only a limited area in the immediate

vicinity of the observing station. Light thermal winds are frequently inaccurate

because of the coding of direction of winds as sent on the teletype to the nearest
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10 deg and because of errors of observation due to vertical motions. With a very

steep lapse rate, the turbulence in the region will make the assumed ascension rate

of the balloon fallacious and will therefore give incorrect results for the computed iso-

bar spacing and direction.

Mnciples for Drawing Isentropic Charts. On isentropic charts, the data ar(^

sufficiently wddely scattered so that a unique pattern may not be drawn on the chart.

Judgment must be exercised in using the data so that the resultant chart will be

reasonable. Since the surface map is usually more definite, the isentropic chart

should, first of all, be consistent wdth it and, secondly, should be consistent with other

charts and data, such as the 10,000-ft chart.

To ensure such consistency, the first thing to do in isentropic analysis is to draw

the surface fronts on the isentropic chart. Centers of surface highs and lows should

also be marked. Then, with the 10,000-ft chart at hand, the analysis of the isentropic

chart is begun.

In analyzing isentropic charts, the streamlines should be drawn first, after all the

winds have been plotted as outlined above. The advantage of drawing them first

is that the analyst will then be conscious of the main flow pattern. Since air particles

move with the wdnds, he wdll be deterred, for example, from moving a dry or moist

tongue in from the ea.st in regions where the streamlines show strong west winds.

In general, drawing the streamlines first makes for a more reasonable isentropic

chart.

Once the general flow pattern is determined, the pressure and condensation-pres-

sure lines are drawn for intervals of 50 mb. In the past, it has been customary to

space these lines as evenly as possible, but from a physical point of view such spacing

is highly improbable. Pressure lines should be closely packed behind strong cold

fronts or ahead of strong w’arm fronts. They should be parallel to these fronts. If

the data show that pressure lines cross a front or are widely spaced on the cold side

of the front, frontolysis or a weakening of the front is indicated. In warm sectors,

the air is fairly homogeneous so that pressure line.8 should have wide spacing and

should be oriented east-west, in general, since latitudinal differences in heating produce

the main temperature gradients in warm sectors. Thus, it appears that the practice

of drawing evenly spaced isobars on isentropic charts should be avoided in favor of

lines drawn to fit actual surface and upper-air conditions.

Where pressure lines are drawn to fit surface fronts, cold tongues should push in

from the direction shown hy the streamlines behind cold fronts. Warm tongues

develop ahead of and over cold fronts with the maximum temperatures immediately

in advance of the cold front. Warm tongues branch when a surface system occludes,

with one branch turning anticyclonically and the other turning cyclonicaUy back

along the occlusion. Ordinarily both warm and cold tongues tend to have an anti-

cyclonically curved axis and frequently have closed isobars at the forward end ofthe
tongue.

Condensation-pressure lines ordinarily have the same pattern as the actual pressure

lines, so that ordinarily warm tongues are moist and cold tongues dry.

In drawing these tongues, besides taking into consideration their direction as

determined by streamlines, the analyst must consider the source regions. He must
see that dry and moist tongues originate in appropriate regions. This means that in

general the isobars are open to the north in dry tongues and to the south in moist

tongues.

Summer isentropic patterns are generally persistent, except for diurnal changes.

However, they are complicated by the fact that convection during the day often

reaches to considerable heights, ofte^^ up through the isentropic surface, l^is fre-

quently occurs in the southeastern Unit^ States. The source region th«i is below
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the isentropic level, and moist tongues frequently are not open toward the south.

This is so because in summer the Gulf of Mexico is often relatively cool and has less

convection over it than there is over the hot land. In summer, the Pacific Ocean is

not a source of warm air because of the relatively cool coastal waters. Moist air in

the southwest in summer originates at low levels and penetrates into the isentropic

surface by convection in the vicinity of Arizona and New Mexico, the ultimate source

of moisture being the Gulf of Mexico.

Up to the present time, moist and dry tongues have been shaded on isentropic

charts to bring out the contrasts between air masses. However, the authors feel

that a better picture of the temperature and moisture distribution could be obtained

if the chart were shaded in red toward the higher moisture values starting with some
moisture line that divides the chart approximately in half, and if the chart were shaded

in blue on the low-pressure sid<i of the isobar having the same numerical value as the

above-mentioned moisture line. This method of shading accentuates both the

moisture and the temperature distribution and to some extent the distribution of

relative humidity.

Arrows are drawn in dry and moist tongues with the shaft of the arrow parallel

to the axis of the tongue and the arrowhead pointing in the direction of the near-by

streamlines.

After analyzing the isentropic chart, the analyst should recheck his work with the

surface map and winds aloft. Without some sort of radio direedion finder, pilot-

balloon observations are impossible to make through (;loud layers. Hence, saturated

areas should be devoid of winds. Saturated areas should appear where there are

clouds or precipitation reporteul at the surface. Such clouds and precipitation will

appear on some isentropic suriaces. The elevations given for the clouds should be

ohec^ked to see if they are near the isentropic surface drawn. Finally, a check for

continuity from the previous isentropic charts, allowing for diurnal changes, should

be made.

For an example of an isentropic chart, see Fig. 22.

The Use of Isentropic Charts in Forecasting. Isentropic charts may be xised (1)

in forecasting the development and deepening of cyclones and anticyclones, (2) in

forecasting frontogenesis and frontolysis, and (3) in forecasting cloudiness and
precipitation.

Forecasting the Development of Cyclones ami Anticyclones, (Vclones and anti-

cyclones develop, in general, in regions where the isentropic chart shows a crow^ding

of isobars. Usually such regions have considerable potential energy concentrated in

them. If, however, the lapse rate is very steep in either air mass, but not in both,

the close packing of the isobars will be due to this difference in lapse rate. The air

mass where the steep lapse rate exists will appear colder than the other but may have

nearly the same surface temperature. The forecaster should check this point by use

of the radiosonde observations in the region.

If on successive isentropic charts we observe that a cold dome has built up over one

portion of the country, we should realize that this dome may represent a large con-

centration of potential energy, and we should be on the lookout for the development

of a storm on the eastern side of the dome if the isobars become crowded there. To
release the potential energy, the wind there should blow from the cold into the warm
air. The cold air will then start spreading out, with some of the cold air turning

cyclonically and some anticyclonicaUy. Hence, a low will form to the east or north-

east with an anticyclone toward the west or southwest.

It has been found that 36 hr usually elapse from the time when the cold air starts

spreading out until the time when the storm has deepened completely. **

This Bt»temont is in agreement with oonolusionB reached by Lt. Q. P. Cressman from an unpub-
lished study of a number of weather situations made at the University of Chicago.
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The isentropic chart can also be used in forecasting by noting cold pushes from the

north. These appear as cold tongues. In almost all cases when the cold tongue is

pronounced, cyclogenesis will take place to the left of the tongue, and anticyclogenesis

will take place to the right. The same thing occurs when there is a pronounced warm
tongue from the south.

The development of cyclones may be forecast by the consideration of moist tongiu^s

on isentropic charts. When a moist tongue starts to split into two brancht^s, one

curving cyclonically and the other anticyclonically, cyclogenesis is likely to occur

beneath the branching. Moist tongues continue to branch for some time after a

cyclone is fully developed and is no longer deepening. Hence it is important in using

this pattern for forecasting cyclogenesjs to make such a forecast when the moist tongue

first starts to branch, not after it has b(?en branching for considerable time. Care

must be taken to be sure that the moist tongue is branching. Frequently some
moist air will come in from another direction and will make a moist tongue appear to

branch. In order to bo useful in forecasting, the isentropic chart must be drawn with

careful regard for continuity.

Forecasting Frontolysis and Frontogenesis. When the isobars on an isentropic

chart begin to spread out in the region of a surface front, they indicates that a decreas-

ing amount of potential energy is available at the front. We can then forecast thai

the front will become less pronounced.

If the isobars on an isentropic chart at^tually cross the surface front at right angles,

or nearly so, then the energy of the front will be dissipated through lateral mixing.

.\s soon as this condition exists, frontolysis should be forecast

.

In this connection, it might be of use to mention some effecds of lateral mixing

noted by Namias.^® Lateral mixing generally takes place along isentropic surfaces.

Hence, frontal surfaces parallel to isentropic surfaces will easily persist, whereas

fronts that intersect the Lsentropic surfaces wdll frontolyze unless they arc in highly

frontogcnetical regions.

When precipitation occurs, the equivalent potential temperature, rath(*r than the

potential temperature, is conservative, so that lateral mixing will occur along surfaces

of constant equivalent potential temperature instead of along isentropic surfaces.

Under these circumstances, isentropic surfaces may cross frontal surfaces in the

vicinity. Near cold fronts, widespread precipitation is rare, so that in general the

isentropic surfaces are parallel to cold fronts and frontolysis is therefore not so likely

as in the case of warm fronts.

A packing of isobars on an isentropic chart in a region where no surface fronts

exist indicates the possibility of frontogenesis. This is particularly useful in fore-

casting the development of warm fronts in the eastern United States ahead of a surface

low-pressure system moving in from the west or northwest.

Forecasting Cloudiness and Precipitation. Most cloudiness and precipitation occurs

in regions of moist tongues on isentropic charts. In summer, in particular, moist

tongues are useful for forecasting, since air-mass and frontal thunderstorms are

concentrated where these tongues exist. At any time of year, cloudiness and pre-

cipitation are more prevalent toward the left and forward sides'of moist tongues than

elsewhere.

In general, when the winds, as shown by the streamlines, blow across the isobars,

upslope or downslope motion results, since winds generally increase with height. Of

course, if there were no changes in wind velocity with height, there would be no such

upslope or downslope motion. In order to determine this motion, recourse may be

had to relative-motion charts. On these charts, the isobars at only one level are

drawn. The central isentropic levels is used for economy of effort. Because it is

assumed that all three isentropic surfaces have approximately the same pressure
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pattern, it is unimportant which particular surface is used. The difference between
the stream function at the top and bottom isentropic surfaces is plotted at each sta-

tion. Then lines are drawn for equal values of this difference. These will be relative

streamlines. These lines indicate the direction of flow at the upper level with respect

to the lower level. Assuming that the pressure pattern moves with the speed of the

lowest level, these relative streamlines will indicate where upslope and downslope

motion exists on the isentropic^ surface.

Where the relative wind, as indicated the relative streamlines, blows across the

isobars from higher to lowc^r pr<*8sure, upslope motion exists. In regions where this

occurs, cloudiness and precipitation are prcivalent; while in regions of downslope

motion, where the relative winds blow from lower to highcT pressure, cloudiness is

curtailed, precipitation infrequent, and frontolysis likely. In general, the larger the

angle between the isobars and strc'arnJines on an isentropic cdiart, the greater thc^

upslope or downslope mot ion is and thci more pronounced are the effects of such motion.

Where the strc^arnlini's are very widely spaced, however, the winds arc too light to

produce any marked effects.

In foreciisting cloudiness from upslope motion, the forecraster should take into

account the moisture content of the air. The nearer the air is to saturation, the

sooner cloudiness and pn*(‘ipitation should be forecast. In New Mexico, for instance,

upslope motion often exists, but the air is far too dry to produce cloudiness.

There are a few g(uieralities that can be made concerning upslope motion. In

general, air moving toward the north mov(‘s upslope, since it is generally colder to the

north. Air usually move's downslope toward t he south . Therefore', increasing cloudi-

ness and precipitation can be <^xpected with northward-moving air currents and

increasing fair weather as the air mov('^ toward the south.

Use of Isentropic Weight Charts in Forecasting. Isentropic weight charts are

conatrmded by plotting the difference betweem values of actual pressures at t^vo

isentropic surfaces on a map and superimposing the streamlines from one isentropic

surface. The difference of pressure Ix'tween the two levels is a measure of the differ-

ence in height betweem them. The fartlier apart two isentropic surfaces are, the

steeper must bo the lapse rate between them. Thus at a glance the isentropic weight

chart shows the relative lapse rates in different air masses.

To be useful for forecasting the patterns of prc'ssure, differences on the isentropic

weight chart must move more slowly than the wind between the isentropic levels.

Suppose, now, that the isentropic weight chart (‘Hhick-thin (^hart) shows, by the

streamlines, that air is moving from a region 'where the isentropic surfaces are close

together to one where they are far apart, t.e., the air blows from '*thin** to ‘Hhick.^’

The current of air moves along potential-temperature lines with the top at one poten-

tial temperature and the bottom at the other. As the column of air moves from the

'^thin^’ to the ^Hhick’^ region, it 'will stretch vertically as the isentropic surfaces

bounding the top and bottom of the column are farther apart in the *‘thick” region.

This vortical stretching must be compensated for by horizontal convergence. This,

in turn, leads to cyclogenesis. Conversely, when air moves from 'Hhick” to '*thin,’^

the possibility of anticyclogenesis is enhanced.

The use of isentropic weight charts, and of relative motion charts as well, is usually

not worth the time necessary to construct them. Most of the time the patterns do

not give definite indications one way or another. But occasionally, particularly in

forecasting intense cyclogenesis, or anticyclogenesis, good results have been obtained.

Limltatioiis of Isentropic Charts. There are two types of limitation to isentropic

charts, the first physical, the second practical. In following the motion of particles

on isentropic charts, it is assumed that the potential temperature is constant, a condi-
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tion that is not fulfilled in the following nonadiabatic processes common in the

atmosphere:

1. Radiational cooling and heating.

2. Evaporation and condensation.

3. Convective activity.

It is further assumed that the moisture content of air is conservative, and this,

too, varies.

Other limitations are practical. In the course of the above discussion, isobars

and moisture lines on isentropic (!hart8 have been treated together for the most part

.

In the winter, the moist tongues almost always coincide with th(? pressure troughs

in the isentropic surface, while dry tongues are coincident with regions where th(‘

isentropic surface is at a high level. Hence the only information add(^d by the

moisture lines on the isentropic chart is the proximity of the air to saturation.

The reason that the position of moist and dry tongues is not useful in wintcT

depends upon the fact that the vertical gradient of moisture is far larger than the

horizontal. This is true in all seasons, but in winter the isentropic surface varies so

greatly in elevation that the moisture lines merely reflect the changes in elevation,

rather than delineate the horizontal moisture differences. In summer, on the otluT

hand, the isobaric pattern is frequently flat, and the moist tongues arc rc'ally repre-

sentative of horizontal moisture gradients.

Another practical limitation of isentropic charts is the time element. At the

present time, the isentropic data come in on the second radiosonde transmission.

For instance, the isentropic data for the midnight sounding come in about 0800.

This means that the isentropic chart is usually not plotted and analyzed until 1100 or

noon, not until after the main forecasts for the day must be made. The consideration

of time has led various meteorologists to look for substitutes for the isentropic chart

that can be used as soon as the first radiosonde transmission comes in at about 0230.

Proposed Substitutes for Isentropic Charts. As far as forecasting the intensity of

fronts, cyclogenesis, and anticyclogenesis is concerned, the mean isotherms between

sea level and 10,000 ft may be used in the same way that isobars on isentropic charts

are used. Packing or spreading out of mean isotherms has the same significance as a

similar configuration of isobars on isentropic charts.

As a substitute for condensation pressure lines on an isentropic chart, G. T.

Stephens of the U.S. Weather Bureau has been using condensation temperatures at

10,000 ft, assuming a constant pressure of 700 mb. The proximity of a condensation-

temperature (or dew-point) line and its corresponding tehipcrature line gives essen-

tially the degree of saturation of the air, and thus moist tongues will be delineated.

The authors feel that this is more satisfactory than the isentropic chart but that

even better results could be obtained by dealing with the mean moisture in a layer

and mean temperatures, rather than with the moisture at one surface, whether isen-

tropic or constant level. Research is being done on this subject at present.
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WEATHER ANALYSIS FROM SINGLE-STATION DATA

By ViNCKNT J. Olivek and Mildred B. Oliver

INTRODUCTION

During tlie last fow years, wartime conditions have madc^ it necessary for isolated

combat units to issue forecasts in ri'gions when^ no network of meteorological stations

could be made available. Frequently the data from several stations or from recon-

naissance planes are available, but in some regions the forecaster must rely only on

surface and upper-air observations made at his own station. This is particularly

true in the cas(5 of ships at sea. Hence, it is important to develop proficiency in

extracting information from limited aerological data. The technique outlined below

was developed for working with data from a single station, but if the data from two
or more stations are available, the analysis will be much more accurate. 1''h(^ same
technique is then applied to each station reporting w(‘ather conditions.

After the forecaster has analyzed all the available material, he reconstructs the

surface and 10,000-ft maps to fit all the data and then forecasts the weathtT from a

combination of these; charts according to the methods described in the section on the

use of upper-air data in forecasting (pages 813-857). In such a reconstruction the

meteorologist must be thoroughly familiar with the characteristics of the normally

observed patterns of surface and upper-air cinmlation. He must furth(;r be able to

distinguish between solutions which are internally consistent, and those which are

inconsistent and therefore to he discarded. I'he mean-temperature chart is drawn to

check the consistency between the sea-level and the 10,000-ft pressure patterns. The
procedures outlined below' apply primarily to r(;gions in middle latitudes but may be

adapted for other localities.

OUTLINE OF GENERAL PROCEDURE IN FORECASTING
FROM LOCAL AEROLOGICAL DATA

I. Plot pilot-balloon observation on a polar diagram.

II. Plot pressure-temperature and characteristic (0w) curves for the entire radiosonde

flight on a tephigram or other energy diagram . The analysis is facilitated if both
curves are on the same diagram.

III. Plot a graph of the variation with time of as many of the following elements as

are available:

A. Sea level, 10,000 ft, and 10 km pressures.

B. Surface temperature and dew point.

C. Mean temperature between sea level and 10,000 ft.

D. 13-km potential temperature,

E. Wind direction, sky conditions, and clouds, which should be plotted at the

bottom of the graph at 6-hr intervals.

F. Frontal passages.

IV. Determine from a careful investigation of all the data the most probable circula-

tion pattern, both aloft and at the ground.

A, To determine the circulation pattern at 10,000 ft:

1. Note the air masses present at the surface and aloft. The type of air mass
gives some indication of the general circulation if the source regions of the

various types of air mass are known. For example, tropical air found at a

858
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Station in a northerly latitude would indicate that the circulation pattern

aloft was one with ridges and troughs of large amplitude, since such a
pattern is recjuired for tropical air to be transported far to the north.

2. Determine whether there is a warm- or cold-type low- or high-pressure

area in the vicinity of the station. Warm lows in middle latitudes with
warm highs to the south usually exist with strong west to east winds at

10,000 ft over the lows, and weak 10,000-ft circulation over the highs (high-

index conditions). Oold highs and lows are associated with 10,000-ft

ridges and troughs of large amplitude (low-index conditions).

3. Examine the temperature and height of the tropopause. A cold high

tropopause indicates tropical air, and a warm low tropopause indicates

arctic type air. Either of these indicates a circulation pattern of waves
with large ami>litude.

4. Note the wind direction and velocity at high levels. Large northerly or

southerly components occur only with waves of large amplitude.

5. From the wind direction and velocity and 10,000 ft pressure, determine the

location of the 10,(X)0-ft ridges and troughs with respect to the station.

Since high pressures lie to the right of the wind and low pressures to the

left (Northern Hemisphere), the general picture of the 10,000-ft pattern

near the station may be obtained from the wind alone. The 10,000 ft

pressure should be compared with the normal 10,000 ft pressure for the

station for the season of the year. Any large departures from normal
indicate; a trough or ridge of considerable intensity, usually of large

amplitude.

6. From the wind direction and velocity at 10,000 ft, dettumine the spacing

and direction of isobars at that level.

B. To determine the sea-level circulation pattern:

1. Use the gradient wind direction and changes in it during the j)ast 24 hr to

determine the location of sea-level pressure systems with respect to the

station, just as the 10,000-ft wind was used to determine the circulation

at th it level.

2. Locate any fronts that an; in the vicinity of the station as follows

:

a. Determine from the surface reports the hours at which fronts passed the

station, and displace them from the station at a speed determined from
the pilot-balloon observations.

b. Examine the radiosonde observation to see if there are any fronts

approaching the station.

c. Examine the pilot-balloon observation to see if any fronts are approach-

ing the station and to ascertain how rapidly they are moving.
d. Determine the orientation of near-by fronts by use of the mean iso-

therms, orientation of clouds, the change in gradient wind dijcection, or

by a stability analysis.

e. Determine the spacing and direction of isobars at the surface.

V. Construct the sea-level and 10,000-ft isobars on one chart. Draw them to fit all

the deductions made from the data in the previous analysis. Check the internal

consistency of the patterns by use of the mean-temperature chart.

VI. Shade in precipitation and cloud areas on the map in accordance wdth the princi-

ples discussed in the section on the use of upp(^r-air data in forecasting.

VII. Forecast from the reconstructed map, taking into accx>unt deepening or filling of

systems determined from the pilot-balloon and radiosonde data.

TECHNIQUE OF UTILIZING THE PILOT-BALLOON DATA
IN SINGLE-STATION ANALYSIS

Of all the measurements made in the atmosphere, the pilot-balloon run is the most

important in single-station work. In the following paragraphs, we shall discuss the

different ways we can use the pilot-balloon run, after it is plotted on a polar diagram.
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On the polar diagram, a point for the wind speed and direction is plotted for every

thousand feet, as in the example below. The line joining these points constitutes a

hodograph (Fig. 1).

1. The Gradient Wind. In order to determine the direction and spacing of the

sea-level isobars from the balloon run, it is necessary to determine the gradient wind.

The effect of surface friction shows up on the hodograph as a turning of the wind to the'

right (Northern Hemisphere) and an increase in v(?locity with height throughout tlu'

Fig. 1.

frictional layer. Under certain assumed conditions, Ekman has shown that this

change in direction and velocity with height will appear on the hodograph as a spiral

extending from the center of the hodograph. The gradient wind would be determined

by a vector from the center of the hodograph to the center of the spiral. Actually,

since Ekman's conditions rarely exist in the atmosphere, a clear-cut spiral does not

usually appear on the hodograph. Hence, in most cases the spiral cannot be used to

determine the gradient Wind. In siich cases, the forecaster will obtain comparable

results from successive pilot-balloon runs if he assumes that the gradient wind is

approximately 20 to 30 deg to the right of the surface wind in direction and has a

velocity approximately equi to the wind velocity at about 1,500 or 2,00to ft above the
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ground. Surface winds that are unrepresentative because of some local factor should

not be used. These approximations depend upK)n topography and the type of air

mass involved. In making these approximations, the forecaster should decide what
factors are distorting the Ekman spiral and should take all of them into account.

At any Icjvel above the gradient level, the direction and spacing of isobars may be

determined directly from the pilot-balloon run, since the winds will be nearly parallel

to the isobars.

2. Horizontal Temperature Distribution. The horizontal temperature distribu-

tion is deduced from the hodograph by using the change of wind direction and velocity

with height. A vector from a point on the hodograph to some higher point, e.p., from

A to B (Fig. 1), will be parallel to the mean isotherms in the layer between the two
points with cold air to the left and warm air to the right (Northern Hemisphere).

The length of the vector is proportional to the magnitude of the horizontal tempera-

ture gradient.

The mean isotherms in a cold air mass will be parallel to any strong front within

200 or 300 miles of the station. They will also be closely packed in that region. We
can therefore tell from the direction and spacing of the isotherms as indicated by
the hodograph whether there is a front near by, and if there is what orientation it has.

Small shears on the hodograph indicate weak horizontal temperature gradients.

In view of the fact that such gradients occur in warm sectors and in the midst of large

highs where no fronts exist, small shears should not be used to determine the orienta-

tion of fronts.

Besides giving the orientation of fronts, the mean isotherms indicate on which

side of a dome of cold air the station is located, because the; dome of cold air is always

to the left of the mean shear vector. Knowing where the dome is located and knowing
the direction of the upper-air winds, the forecaster can tell w'here upslope and down-
slope weather is probable. This type of analysis should be used to determine where

precipitation and cloud areas should be entered on the reconstructed map.
The spacing of the mean isotherms can be used in deducing the mean temperatures

in the regions surrounding the station. The surface temperature may be arrived

at by taking the lapse rate at each station into consideration.

Since the direction of upper-air winds is sent to every 10 deg and since the accuracy

of the velocities depends on the assumption of an ascensional rate for the pilot balloon,

which is invalidated by upward or downward motion, indicated shears that could be

due to these inaccuracies in the actual pilot-balloon observations should not be used to

determine the orientation of fronts, etc. As a general rule, any shear produced by a

change in the wind direction of 10 deg or less or a change in velocity of 10 mph or

less should not be relied upon.

3. Advectiou. Once the reliable shears have been drawn on a hodograph, it is a

simple matter to determine how much warm or cold air is being brought in over the

station. Consider the shear AB in Fig. 1. The perpendicular to the shear AB from

the center of the diagram gives the mean wind in the layer AB perpendicular to the

horizontal temperature gradient, and therefore the direction and rate of motion of the

mean isotherms. The value of the resulting temperature change can be determined

by using the Horizontal Temperature and Pressure Gradient Scale which was devised

by John C. Bellamy of the University of Chicago for this purpose, or it can be com-

puted with the aid of the thermal wdnd equation. In the example referred to (Fig. 1)

the shear indicates that warmer air lies to the west-southwest of the station. The
mean wind perpendicular to these isotherms is likewise from the west-southwest,

26 mph. This indicates that the warm air to the west-southwest of the station is

approaching at the rate of 25 mph..

By a continuation of this reasoning, it is clear that warm-air advection will always
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show up as a veering of winds with height, and cold-air advection as a backing of

winds with height (Northern Hemisphere).

The most important use of advection is to determine whether a front is approach-

ing or receding. All types of fronts are preceded by warm-air advection near the

ground, and with warm and occluded fronts the warm advection extends to high

levels. In the case of cold fronts, the warm-air advection in the lower levels is usually

accompanied by slight cold-air advection in a layer somewhere between 6,000 and

15.000 ft as much as 200 miles ahead of the front. This cold-air advection aloft in

advance of the front is often the only indication that a cold front is within 200 miles

of the station.

Ck)ld-air advection in the lower levels indicates that the cold air mass is getting

deeper and that hence the cold front is moving away from the station. When this

cold advection cc^ases, the center of the cold dome has been reached. Beyond the

center of the cold dome, warm-air advection begins. Therefore, if the type of advec-

tion is noted for several consecutive periods, the location of the station with respect

to the center of cold domes may be readily ascertained.

The distribution of advection with height may be used for obtaining the degn*c

of activity (t.c., the amount of cloudiness and precipitation) of fronts. If upon

approach of a warm front, the balloon ryn indicates very little advection in the lower

3.000 to 5,000 ft and marked warm-air advection above, the approatdiing front will

be active, because the warm air aloft will be moving in more rapidly than the cold air

in the lower levels is retreating. The approach of an active warm front is indicated

by a rapid increase of wind velocity with height even before it shows up as the above

distribution of advection. On the other hand, if the strongest warm-air advection

occurs near the surface, or if the winds decrease in velocity with elevation, an approach-

ing warm front will be inactive and will have an attenuated cloud system.

Cold fronts are inactive when the winds aloft are perpendicular to them and

increasing with elevation. It follows that, in periods of strong west or northwest

wind aloft, all cold fronts approaching the station from a northwesterly direction will

be inactive. With active cold fronts, the winds aloft are parallel to the front or blow

across the front from the warm to the cold side. The precipitation and cloudiness

behind the front persist as long as the wind distribution indicates presence of activity.

This is usually until the trough line aloft has been reached. If the forecaster knows
the approximate orientation of an approaching cold front, he can infer the activity

of the front from the winds aloft ahead of the front. The approximate orientation

may be obtained from a knowledge of the location of source regions of cold air with

respect to the station. For example, in the central United States, most cold fronts

are oriented northeast-southwest so that northwest winds accompany inactive fronts,

whereas in Texas and Oklahoma most cold fronts arc oriented east-west so that north-

erly winds aloft would be associated with inactive fronts and westerly winds with

active ones.

4. Stability. The horizontal distribution of stability also may be determined

from the hodograph. Consider two shears AB and BC^ as indicated in Fig. 1. Since

in the lower layer (A to B) the warm air lies to the south and west of the station with

cold air to the north and east, while in the upper layer (B C) the warm air lies to

the west and cold air to the east as indicated above, there is relatively cold air over

relatively warm air to the south of the statidn. Hence in this quadrant the lapse

rate will be steeper than in the other quadrants. To the north; where relatively w^arin

air overlies cold air, the stability will be greatest. Instability usually shows up in

the direction of cyclonically curved isobars near the ground and aloft. Since cold

fronts are usually associated with the major troughs, the instability usually shows up
toward a CqM front. ,
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If there is no change of the isotherm direction with height, a change of shear may
still exist. Consider the case where there is a shear from west to east from the ground
to 6,000 ft and no shear above that level. This indicates that in the lower 6,000 ft

it is warmer to the south and colder to the north, while above 6,000 ft the temperature
is uniform in all directions. The lapse rate, then, would be steepest where the surface

temperature is highest, i.e.^ toward the south.

5. Advective-pressure Change. The pressure tendency at levels above the

ground (^an be computed with the aid of the hodograph. The surface-pressure

tendency can be considered as being equal to the tendency at 10,000 ft (or any other

level) plus the rate of change of weight of the air between the surface and 10,000 ft.

Th<^ rate of (diangc of weight between the surface and 10,000 ft will be referred to as

the advective-prcssure change and may be computed with the aid of the following

equation

:

^ = 2.16'X 10*p/C„Cr
at

where d £^p/dl is the advective pressure change in millibars per 3 hr, p is the mean
density in the layer considered (about 1.1 X 10“^), / is the Coriolis parameter at the

latitude* in question, Cn is the wind velocity perpendicular to the shear, and Ct is

the shear. It is assumed that velocities are measured in miles pj?r hour. On a

Ijodograph, a radius vector from the center gives the wind at each level. The above

formula states that the advective-pressure change in a given layer is proportional to

the area of a triangle bounded by the two vectors representing the gradient and the*

10,000-ft winds and the shear line between the ends of the two vectors. The 10,000-

ft-pressure tendency is equal to the surface-pressure tendency (corrected for diurnal

change) minus the advective-pressure change. For the hodograph in Fig. 1, the

advective-prcssure change is —1.5 mb per 3 hr.

The 10,000-rt-prcssure change is used to determine the motion or chang(;s in

intensity of the 10,000-ft troughs and ridges. P'or instance, a southwest wind at

10,000 ft in the central United States with rising pressures would indicate that tlu5

trough to the west of the station was either hlling up or moving westward and that the

high to the east of the station was intensifying or moving westward. Since retrograde

systems are rare, we can assume that the trough at 10,000 ft to the west is decreasing

in intensity. This indicates to the forecaster that the frontal system associated with

the trough is becoming less fftitive, since the winds aloft will be becoming more nearly

west-east.

At a station in the central United States with northwest winds at 10,000 ft and a

rising tendency at that level, we should know that there is a ridge to the west of the

station that is approaching the station or intensifying. ICither of those would produce

the same type of weather in the environs of the station.

With a northwest wind and falling pressures at 10,000 ft, we should know that the

high to the west is diminishing in intensity or the low to the east intensifying.

Both of these suggest a new outbreak of cold air approaching from the north or

northwest.

Other wind directions and pressure changes at 10,000 ft may be interpreted by
similar reasoning.

TECHNIQUS OF UTILIZING RADIOSONDE OR AIRPLANE OBSERVATIONS
IN SINGLE-STATION ANALYSIS

In analyzing a sounding, one of the first steps should be to determine the air masses

present aloft over the station. Seasonal normals of equivalent potential tempera-

ture, temperature, and moisture content such as Showalter (see page 609)ha8 prepared
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for various air masses may be used to help in the identification of air masses. The
trajectory of the air mass may cause such pronounced modifications that individual

air masses do not compare well with the normals. Probably characteristics of the

lapse rates, such as multiple inversions in cP or cA air, and the upper-air pressures and

tropopause characteristics are more useful for identification than any other normals

that have been compiled up to the present time.

Wulf and Obloy * in their work with upper-air data in tlu? vicinitj" of the tropopause

have found that changes there are a good indication of the type of air mass in the

vicinity of the station. The 10-km level is near the level where, with change of air

mass, the largest pressure and tcunperature changes oc^cur. Very low pressures at

10 km indicate that air of ar<*tic origin is over the station, and very high pressures

indicate that air of tropical origin is over the station. Hence, in single-station fore-

casting, the pressure changes at 10 km are quite useful. Rises of pressure in the

stratosphere indicate the influx of more tropical air aloft and the subsequent influx

of more tropical air near the surface, sinfte the changes aloft precede those on the

ground. Similarly, falls at 10 km indicate air of more arctic origin aloft and the sub-

sequent inflow of a colder air mass at the surface. Table 1 shows the average pres-

sure for each month of the year at Omaha, Neb., and Oklahoma Oity, Okla. It should

be noted that then? is a very large variation from summer to winter. On any one day,

the observed 10-km pressure may be compared with the mean from th<^ month to

determine whether the air present has come from a more northerly or more southerly

latitude than is normally the case. The normal flow for any n'gion may be dider-

mined from tin? monthly normal upper-level maps published by the U.S. Weather

Bureau 5-day forecasting section.

Tablk 1.—Norm.\l 10-km Pressure

Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr. May June July Aug. : Sept. Oct. Nov. Dec.

Omaha . .

.

Oklahoma
257 259 260 267 273 282 286 286 283 277 267 264

City. .

.

264 265 267 271 279 284 287 288 286 280 274 270

It might be pointed out that there exists a positive eorrelation between the pres-

sures at 10 km at a given station and the elevation of the tropopause, so that a high

value of the pressure is usually accompanied by a high tropopause. It is thus apparent

that the elevation of the tropopause may be used in the same manner as the 10-km

pressures.

Since the winds at upper levels are usually stronger than at the surface, these

tropopause characteristics will often precede the surface air mass. One of the best

ways of forecasting the approach of a cold front is to watch the tropopause and pres-

sures aloft. When a low, warm tropopause appears and the stratospheric pressures

start to fall, a cold front may be ^pected soon. The arctic-type tropopause may
precede the surface front up to approximately 300 miles. Frcjquently when this

occurs there is a double tropopause due to the incoming arctic-type air and the

remaining more tropic air present ahead of the front.

^

Double tropopauses have another interpretation useful for forecasting. Suppose

a cold front has passed with a deep low to the northeast and the cold air has become
quite deep with a characteristic arctic-type tropopause. If then a second tropopause

appears above the first, it may indicate that warm air is coming in all the way around

the low to the northeast bringing with it a colder, higher tropopause. Here a double
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tropopause indicates the type of low with a bent-back occlusion, or trough hanging

back to the rear.

After a cold front passes a station, new cold outbreaks frequently follow with no
clouds to presage thcjm. Then falls in stratospheric pressures, with northwest winds
aloft, indicate that the storm is deepening and that a new outbreak of cold air is

approaching. Large 12-hr pressure changes aloft may be used similarly.

Small 12-hr pressure ehangtis aloft are not very useful, since then^ is considerable

diurnal variation, the magnitude and cause of whicdi are not well known. This

problem is being studied by O. II. Wulf of the IT.S. Weather Bureau.

After the air masses have been determined and various conclusions drawn from the

stratospheric, pressures, the forecaster should investigate the sounding for evidences

of fronts, regions of clouds, and stable layers. All inversions should be studied to

find fronts, regions of subsidence, <‘t(‘.. The height at whi(‘h the base of cumulus or

cumulonimbus (clouds (^ould form during the day and the height to which they could

extend should be investigated. The sounding should be tested for conditional and

convective instability so that the forecaster can forecast clouds and shqwers after

lie determines frontal patterns in the vicinity. I'his type of analysis is the same as

that usually mad(‘ in any kind of forecast work involving soundings (see pages

871, 649, 758).

When the heights of frontal surfaces arc determined by the forecaster, he has

some idea of the distance of the front from the station. Normally warm fronts have

a slope of about 1:100 or 1 :200, cold fronts 1 : 150 (dose to the front and occlusions

1 : 100, Anoth(‘r method of computing the; distance to a front is by use of Margules’

formula

tan <

ffy

TmjUl — ^2)

where / is the C oriolis parameter, ui and W 2 are the wind components parallel to the

front ill the two air masses (determined from the pilot-balloon observation), Ti and

Ti are the temperatures in the two air masses on either side of the front, and Tm is

the mean of these temperatures. The main difficulty in computing the distance

of a front by means of the slope is that the slope usually changes wdth distance from

the surface position. Hence another method of spacing systems must be used. This

will be treated later. The proximity of the front may often be arrived at fairly

accurately by noting (ffianges in the stratosphere, discussed above.

Besides being useful in the identification of air masses and fronts, the soundings

also indicate what type of index condition exists. Here normals come into play.

If the 10,000-ft pressure in the United States is far above or below the monthly normal,

low-index conditions are indicated. Approximately normal 10,000-ft pressures

indicate high index. Similarly above or below normal mean temperatures between

the sea-level and 10,000 ft, as determined from the sounding, indicate an abnormal

flow from the north or south and hence low index. Normal mean temperatures

persisting for several days indicate high index. With either high or low index, normal

pressure at 10,000 ft may occur for a brief time between troughs and ridges, but, with

low index, the meim temperature will usually deviate from the normal. For this

re^ason, both 10,000-ft pressures and mean temperatures should be utilized in deter-

mining the index.

The mean temperature in the lowest layers is often an indication of the trajectory

of the air. For instance, below normal mean temperatures throughout an entire

low, especially in the warm sector, would rule out the possibility of an wJT warm sector

and in North America would suggest northwest steering with a deep low. In the

Great Lakes region, very high mean temperatures in a warm sector would suggest a
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trajectory from the Gulf. The surface and I0,000-ft isobars should be drawn to be

consistent with these indicated trajectories.

The principle of the guidance of surface systems by the upper-air flow (usually at

10»000 ft) has been used successfully in single-station forecasting. All systems except

deep cold low's or warm highs move in the direction of the upper flow’, (inversely,

if the direction of motion of surface systems may be determined from surface observa-

tions, the 10,000-ft wind direction maj' be inferred.

TECHNIQUE OF USING SURFACE OBSERVATIONS IN SINGLE-STATION
FORECASTING

m

In reconstructing a w'eather map for the region near the station, tlu‘ past surfact'

observations should be plotted in positions displaced from the station in accordance

wdth tlie steering principle mentioned above. Changes due to tlie motion of tin*

10,0(K)-ft syst('ms, generally toward the east, must be considered. Hence, past sur-

face observations should be moved in a direction halfw’ay b<‘tw(*en that in which

they woul(} be moved by the l(),000-ft w'ind, and due east. The velocity with which

the.se reports are displaced should be the velocity of the surface syst(‘m, which may
usually be determined by the gradient wind behind a cold front. If other data are

not available, the forecaster should use the seasonal mean velocity for fronts lu^ar hi.s

.station. T'sually past reports for 6-hr intervals for 24 or 36 hr art‘ plotted. These

may then be draw'n for, unless there is intense deepening or filling, and th<‘v are a

great asset in determining the surface map east of the station. Past fronts and

centers of highs and low's should also be displaced in a similar fashion and should b(‘

draw'll for unless the forecaster has good indications that a change in velocity has

occurred.

The 8ea-leY(‘l pressures are irseful in determining the spacing of systems, w hich is

one of the mo.st difficult problems facing the forecaster. The surface high is located

approximately halfway between consecutive low^s. Hence, after a surface low^ pjisses

a station, the forecaster should note the pressure (carefully and also note the tiiru*

between the passage of the low' and the arrival of the surface ridge. This time mul-

tiplied by the spetMl at w hich the past low*^ w'as moving gives the distance betwi'cn the

low and the high. The next low' should be an equal distance to the west. I'he fronts

may be placed in this second low' wdth results more reliable than those derived from

computations of the slope of fronts.

In summer, the actual pressure is an indication of the likelihood of frontal passages.

For instance, no pronounced cold fronts pass Chicago wdth the pressure 1,014 mb or

higher. Such empirical rules may be devised for any locality if sufficient dal^a ar<^

available.

The cloud sequences show whether or not a warm front or oc(4usion w'ill be active.

This is particularly useful in the absence of pilot-balloon observations. If a sequence

of cirrus, cirrostratus, and thick altostratus appears, the isobars aloft are straight or

cycionically curved over the w'arm front, and the wdnds increase in velocity with heught.

There would also be warm -air advection where the clouds occur. From the surface

wind and from cloud directions, the direction of the 10,000-ft isobars and of the mean
isotherms may be inferred. The lapse of time between the appearance of cirrostratus

and the beginning of rain is an indication of the velocity of the winds aloft and may
help in determining the speed of the system.

Cloud and haze observations are also useful in constructing a sounding w'hen an

actual radiosonde observation is not available. Visibility near the ground indicates

the presence or absence of a surface inversion. If cumulus clouds are present, a dry-

adiabatic lapse rate may be assumed to the base, and a moist-adiabatic lapse rate may
be assumed through the cloud layer. Inversions aloft show up as haze layers or as the
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spreading out of the tops or sides of clouds. When pilot-balloon observations and
radiosonde observations are not available, cloud observations are extremely useful.

Hodographs and soundings can be constructed and the 10,000-ft wind direction and
pressure computed. Since clouds have a different appearance and significance in

different parts of the world, the forecaster must make a careful study of cloud 8(‘quenceR

in his region preceding and following weather disturbances in order to us(‘ them to best

advantage in making single-station forecasts.

The forecaster must know the effects of local topographic influenc^es. He can

determine these from a careful study of past records. A knowledge of the location

of the station with respect to the principal storm tracks and air-mass sources is like-

wise essential. Typing of maps for each locality can be done and is often of con-

siderable help, provided that allowances are made in individual cases for departures

from the normal types.

When the map is complete, tjie forecaster may forecast from it as h<^ would from a

regular weather map.

In conclusion, we shall touch upon the usefulness of single-station forecasting.

That such forecasting is important for military units forced to operate where weather-

station networks are not feasible has been demonstrated in actual combat conditions.

Furthermore, the application of the method to analysis from several stations along

the periphery of wide water surfaces has been made in the North Pacific and Atlantic.

Fr(‘qu(UJtly, in northerly latitudes where weather reports are transmitted by radio

and where atmospheric conditions often interfere with radio reception, the analysis

must be made from the data at only a few stations.

Aside from these practical uses of single-station forecasting, there are great bene-

fits to be gained by a meteorologist who studies the method. Single-station fore-

casting forces the forecaster to make use of all the data. This is usually not possible

with the profusion of information ordinarily available. "Khe method forces the fore-

caster to 8e(» the interrelationship and dependence of the weather in one region upon
that in anotluT region. It forces him to consider the atmosphere in three dimensions

and h<»nce gives him a complete picture of the structure and changesIn the atmosphere.

I'his makes for improved forecasting,

EXAMPLE OF ANALYSIS AND FORECAST

An Example of a Single-station Analysis and Forecast. An analysis of the data

taken during a 24-hr period at Chicago, 111., is given in Tables 2 and 3 and Figs. 2 to

6, which cover the period from 1200 CWT Oct. 20, to 1330 CWT Oct. 21, 1942. The
hourly sequences were taken at the Chicago Municipal Airport. The radiosonde and

pilot-balloon observations were taken at the Joliet Airport, whicdi is about 30 miles

southwest of Chicago.

Discussion of Data for First l2-hr Period. The surface observations during this

12-hr period show that the station is on the western side of a high-pressure area.

Since the temperatures are quite high, it must be a modified mP or a very old cP

anticyclone. The dew points are low enough to exclude the possibility of mY air

being present. The scattered high clouds, disappearing after dark, indicate that there

is no active warm front approaching the station. Also, the temperature is so high that

it would be unlikely that a warmer air mass is approaching. The falling surface

pressures indicate the approach of a trough; and, since most troughs occur at fronts,

we should expect the approach of a cold front. Since the pressure is falling rapidly

at the close of the period, and since it has been falling for at least 12 hr, we should

conclude that the front is fairly close, Le., less than 400 miles.

The clear skies suggest that, if there is a front approaching, it is not within 100
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Table 2,

—

Radiosonde Observations, Chicago, III., Oct. 20, 1942, 2300 CWT

tllevation, km Press., mb Temp., R.H.% Mixing ratio,

grams /kg

Surface 986 11 79 6.4
0.4

!
966 16 72 8.7

0.5 950
1

16 64 7.8
1.2 874 11 70

,

6.4
1.5 846 8 72 5.5
1.6 833 8 69 5.4
2.9 708 0 53 3.0
3.8

1
635 -7 54 3.3

4.9 I 552 -14 57
1

1.3
6.1 466 -22 57 0.8
7.0 416 -27 57 0.6
7.2 400 -28 (\0 0.4
8.0 360 -33 55 0.3
10.1 265 -50
11.2 224 -58
13.0 166 -58
14.1 140 -58
15.0 122 -60
15.7 108 -50

5,000-ft pressure

10 .

000-

ft pressure

10.000-

ft pressure,

20.

000-

ft pressure

10-km pressure. .

.

13-km pressure. .

.

840 mb
096 mb
373 mb
407 mb
2(>8 mb
107 mb

Hourly Sequence Data for Chicago, III.. Oct. 20 and 21, 1942

V 1200CO/139/66/40/'14/992
R 123OC-0/129/68/36-*/12/99O
V 13OOC.0/129/68/36-*/'12/99O
R 133OC.-0/n5/7O/37/'12/986/9J2 0407 44

V 14OO(>0/115/7O/37/'14/986
R 143OC.-0/1O5/72/36 T /16/983
V 1500CO/105/72/36 T /16/983
R 153OC-0/O98/71/36T /15/981
V 16OOC-0/O98/71/36T /15/980
R 1630CO/091/71/36T /"17/980/810 0506

V 17OOC-0/O91/71/36T yi 1/979
R 173OC-0/88/65/43 T /9/978
V 18OO(>0/O88/65/43 T /7/976
R 183OO0/6K-O85/63/4O T /9/976
V 1900C06K-085/63/40t /'9/976
R 1930C06K-081/60/40t /'8/975/606 0409 73

V 2000C06K-081/60/40 f /*8/975
R 2030C07 081/68/42 1 /1 1 /975
V 2100C08 081/58/42 10/974
R 2130008 075/66/41 /10/973
V 2200C09 075/66/41 1 8/973
R 2230CO9 068/65/43 T 10/972/906
V 2300C09 068/55/43 8/971
R 2330C09 061/63/44 7/907
V OOOOC08 061 /63/44 9/969
R 0030C08 054/63/45 10/968
V 0100C08 064/53/45 10/968
R 0180C08 044/53/46 /'8/966/810 73
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miles of the station, because in this region most fronts are preceded by some clouds

at least 100 miles in advance of them.

The pilot-balloon observation taken at 1700 CWT (Fig. 2) indicates that the

surface isobars extend from southwest to northeast and the 10,000-ft isobars extend

from west to east. This change in direction with height indicates that warm-air

advection is occurring. Warm-air advection occurs in advance of all types of fronts,

so that the sounding indicates that the station is located in advance of some type of

0

front. The mean isotherms extend from north to south with the warmer air to the

west. In view of the fact that normally cold air is found to the north and warm air

is found to the south, this indicated departure of the temperature field from normal

suggests that the approaching disturbance is well developed, since small disturbances

do not distort the normal temperature distribution so much.

The change in the shear with elevation indicates that the most unstable air is to

the south.' This shows that the isobars should be more cyclonically curved to the

south, which in turn suggests some type of disturbance to the south of the station.

(In this case, it turned out to be the remnant of a system that was undergoing frontoly-
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sis in the southeastern United States.) The uniformity of the wiiyi direction and

velocity up to 5,000 ft should be interpreted as indicating an adiabatic lapse rate and

complete mixing up to 5,000 ft. I'he advective-pressure change is less than the

surface fall. The computation gives a pressure tendency of —0.7 mb per 3 hr at

9,000 ft. This, accompanying a west wind at 9,000 ft, indicates that a trough is

approacliing from th(' northwest and deepening, as is normally the case with nearly

all upper-air troughs moving southward.

0

ISO

Fig. 3.

The pilot-balloon observation taken at 2300 CWT (Fig. 3) shows very little change

as codtopared with the earlier one. The surface frictional layer stands out more clearly

now that the air has become more stable next to the ground. The 10,000-ft winds

havebecome more nearly southwest, indicating that the trough is approaching. The
change in direction with height up to 10,000 ft still indicates that warm-air advection

is occurring. From 10,000 to 14,000 ft, the backing of the winds indicates that it is

getting cooler at those levels. This cold-air advection occurring above a layer of

warm-air advection is typical of thotregion extending for about 200 miles in advance

of the cpld front. Ibis, then, is the first indication that the cold front is within 200
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miles of the station. The mean isotherms between the gradient level and 10,000 ft

are still oriented north to south with the colder air to the cast. From 10,000 to 14,000
ft, the mean isotherms extend nearly east to west with the warmer air to the north.

This again indicates the presence? of a well-developed low-pressure system, because
this teinp(?rature distribution is quite different from the mean. The decrease of wind
velocity from the gradient level up to 14,000 ft suggests that the cold front will be an
active one, since the? strong winds at low levels cause the cold front to move faster

than the air mass aloft, ( V)mputations from the hodograph again indicate that the

10,000 ft pressure is falling. This again, in view of the fact that tlie 10,000-ft winds
are west-southwest and w(;ak, indicates deepening of the 10,0(X)-ft trough as well

as motion to the southeast. 'Fhis deepening should result in stronger winds at the

STANDARD HEIGHT PRESSURES

Fig. 4.

upper levels and, therefore, less frontal cloudiness or precipitation behind the front.

The change in the shear with height indicates that the most unstable conditions are

to the southwest of the station. This also points to the fact that therfe is a cold front

to the west of the station and that the greatest curvature of the isobars ahead of the

front is to the southwest.

The west-east component of the velocity of the air between the surface and

10,000 ft is 20 mph. Assuming the front to extend north to south, we can use this

velocity of the wind perpendicular to the front for the velocity of the front. This

value will be too large if the front is inactive and too small if the front is active, but

it will be close enough to use as an approximation. We have found so far that the

distance of the front is less than 200 miles but more than 100 miles away. If we
assume that it is moving 20 mph and accelerating (due to the deepening of the low),

we should expect it to pass the station in 5 to 10 hr (closer to 5 if the storm deepens

much).

The radiosonde observation for 2300 CWT (Fig. 4) shows clearly the nocturnal

inversion next to the ground produced by surface cooling. If the maximum tempera-
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Table 3.—Radiosonde Observations, Chicago, III., Oct. 21, 1942, 1100 CWT

Elevation, km Press., mb Temp., »C R.H., % Mixing ratio,

grains/kg

Surface 981 12 51 4.8
1.4 841 0 72 3.2
l.() 827 0 73 3.3
2.3 760 1 60 3.2
2.9 703 ~2 50 2.2
3.0 694 -2 .50 2.3
4.0 560 -16 41 0.0
5.9 474 -25 43 0.4
7.1 400 -33 39 0.2
7.9 356 -39 42 0. 1

9.0 302 -42 *

11.3 216 -45
12.4 182 -45
14.9 124 1

-54
16.6 96 -56
19.6 60 -52

5,000-ft pressure 833 rub

10,000-ft preafiure r»88 mb
5(55 nib

20,000-ft pressure 400 mb
2()3 mb

13-km pressure. ... 108 mb
10-km pressure. . . . . 100 mb

Houri.y Sequence D.ata kok Chicago, III., Oct. 21, 1942

CWT
V 0200C 08044/53/45 1 /8 /96C

R 0230C(i)/8034/52/45 j /'8/9C2

V 0300CO/8034/52/45 T /8/962
R 0330CO/8024/53/46 j /8/959
V 0400CO/8024/53/46 T /8/959
R O43OC0/8O17/53/45 T /8/937/812 0309

V O5OOC0/7O17/53/45 1 /8/957
R 0530C80(T)6K-014/52/47-*/6/956

V 0600C80f6K-014/52/47-»/6/956
R 0630CE70 ©8014/52/44r->\14->/0608c/956/Binovo
v/ 0700CE70©7014/52/44-»\14/956
R/s0730CE70©5R-K-010/52/40\7/955/60399 0706 51

V 0800C©/60©5R-K-010/52/40—\12/95S
R/s 0830C®/60©3K-014/50/42-12/956 Binovc

V 0900C-D/4K-014/50/42->12/956
R 09300-® /4K020/50/40—\15/967
V 1000C-m/6K-020/50/40-.\16/957
R 1030C0017/51/38-»\18/957/103
V 1100C30(D017/51/38-\18/957
R 1130035^17/53/37-18/957
V 12000350017/53/37-16/957
R 1230CE35®014/53/36—16/956
V 1300CE35 ©014/53/36—16/956/Binovc
R 1330CE35©003/52/35—\16/953/Binovc/90799 5006 50

PIRBPS TOVC 46 MSL TMP AT 60 MSL
37 TEMP IN OLDS 33 LOT TURBO
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ture for the day (73°F) is plotted on this diagram, it is apparent that during the
afternoon the lapse rate was equal to the dry-adiabatic rate from the surface up to

5.000 ft. This is in agreement with the deduction we made from the pilot-balloon

run for 1700 CWT. The tropopause shows up distinctly at 11 km. This indicates

that the air mass is maritime polar, because tropical air has a much higher tropopause,

and arcti(5 or polar contin(*nt-a] has a lower tropopause. There are no frontal inver-

sions indicated by the souTiding, substantiating our cone-lusioii that there was no warm
front or occlusion approaching but only a cold front. The relative humidities are

high enough so that a forecast of cloudiness and precipitation with the passage of

the front is indicate^d. During th(^ last 24 hr, pressure has fallen at all levels, indicat-

ing a more aredh^ type of stratosi)heri(^ air moving in above 13 km. This is an indica-

tion of th(^ approach of a cold front, because stratospheric-pressure falls usually

prece,<le a. surface front.

From the surface obs{‘rvat ions, winds aloft, and radiosonde data taken during

this 12-hr period, wv have found that an active (U)ld front is approaching and should

pass within tlu' next 5 to 8 hr. Wo also know that there is some sort of disturbance

to the southeast, because the first balloon run indicated cycloni(ailly curved isobars

in that direction. We think that the main system is deepening, since the upper-level

pressure falls with weak wost(‘rly winds would indicate this. The map should there-

fore be drawn showing a low to the northwest, a high over the mountains west of the

front, and another high along the east coast east of the disturbance to the southeast

of Chicago.

We shall now examine the data for the second 12-hr period and see what further

developments are indicated. The surface reports indicate a frontal passage at 0630
followtul by rain and then rapid clearing. Since the tcunperature remained nearly

constant from 0630 to 1330, we can infer that a cold-front or cold*type occlusion

passed, because othc'rwise tlie temperature would have risen during the day. The
dew point fed slowly from th(^ time of the frontal passage. Because only scattered

high clouds preceded the front, a cold front rather than an occlusion is indicated.

The clearing Ixhind the front was quickly followed b}' the formation by turbulence

of a stratocumulus cloud deck indicating that the air mass must be unstable at least

in the lower levels. The pressure continued to fall for 2 hr after the frontal passage,

then rose very slowly, and then started falling again. This could indicate rapid

deepening of the low accompanying the cold front or the approach of a secondary cold

front. There is insufficient information in the surface data for us to decide which

alternative is correct. We know from experience, however, that, if a secondary front

is found to the rear of a low, the low will usually deepen. We should therefore inter-

pret these falling pressures as an indication of the approach of a secondary cold front

as well as the deepening of the low, since these two frequently occur together.

The pilot-balloon run taken at 0500 (Fig, 5) indicates quite marked cold-air adveo
tion above 2,000 ft. This sounding was taken over 1 hr before the front passed. We
should therefore interpret the cold-air advection that is occurring at levels so much
lower than is usually the case in advance of cold fronts as an indication that the front

is very close to the station, less than 50 miles. Since the wdnd still decreases in veloc-

ity with height above 7,000 ft, we should expect the front to be active, because it

should be moving faster than the portion of the air mass ahead of it which lies above

7.000 ft. The frontal lifting therefore should be most pronounced above 7,000 ft.

The surface observations at and shortly after the passage of the front substantiate

this, in view of the fact that the clouds were reported at about 7,000 ft.

A computation from this balloon run indicates that the pressure is falling at the

rate of 3.7 mb per 3 hr at 9,000 ft. This very rapid drop in the upper-level pressure

accompanying such weak upper winds indicates rapid deepening of the upper-level
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low-pressure trough. We know that deepening of an upper-level low occurs when
cold air enters the rear of the trough (see pages 822~823). We should therefore con-

clude that cold Ilk is entering the rear of the upper-level trough. I'he weak winds at

the surface and 1,000 ft and the large change in wind direction in this layer indicate

that the stable layer produced by nighttime radiation is still present.

The balloon run at 1100 (Fig. 6) indicates that the front has passed, and we sec

that pronounced cold-air advection is now occurring. The mean isotherms, as

0

Fiq. 6.

indicated by the shear vector, are oriented from south to north with the cold air to

the west. Since this report is taken just a few hours after the front has passed and

since the shear is quite pronounced, it should be used to indicate the orientation of

the cold front. Since the mean isotherms are oriented from north to south, we con-

clude that the cold front is oriented from north to south. The velocity of the cold

front is equal to the velocity of the wind perpendicular to the front. In this case,

we see that the front should move to the east at about 25 mph. As we mentioned

before, there must be an adiabatic lapse, rate up to the base of the clouds and con-

siderable turbulence throughout this layer. We should therefore realize that the
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effects of surface friction will be present up to about 2,500 or 4,000 ft, and we should
choose that level as the gradient level, remembering that the directions and velocities

below that level may be considerably in error because strong turbulence invalidates

the assumption of constant ascension rate of the balloon.

If, on the other hand, we assume that the report is completely reliable in the

lower l(;vels, we shoujd conclude that only slight warm-air advection is occurring below

4,000 ft and marked (^old-air advection is occurring above that level. From this,

0

ISO

Fio, 0.

we should forecast a rapid steepening of the lapse rate and therefore increasing air-

mass instability and resulting cloudiness and weather.

The computation of the pressure tendency at 8,000 ft again indicates that the pres-

sures aloft are falling very rapidly. This again indicates that deepening aloft is

occurring, and a secondary front should be expected to the rear of the trough. The
deepening of the upper-level trough indicates that more air-mass instability should

occur, and we should therefore expect that the low scattered clouds observed forming

at the time of the balloon run will increase.

The radiosonde observation taken at 1100 CWT (Fig. 4) indicates that con-

siderable cooling has occutred between 10,000 ft and the surface. This must be due

OOl
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Fig,
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to the passage of the cold front. Some cooling has occurred between 10,000 ft and
10 km, also. This may be due to lifting of the upper air mass by the front, or it may
be that cooler air has moved in aloft over the front. We see, though, that by far

the most pronounced change in temperature haKS occurred in the stratosphere. The
tropopause has dropped from 1 1 to 8 km while the temperature in the lower portion

of the stratosph(Te has iiKTeased from —58 to — 43°C, a rise in temperature of 15®C^

This is much greater than the change produced at the surface by the passage of the

cold front, and its cff(*(rt on the surface pressure is more pronounced than the effect

of the cold air. It is the influx of this very warm and light air in the stratosphere that

is responsible for the large* falls in pressure observed at all levels below 13 km. The
slight rise at 13 km is hvss than the diurnal rise at that Wei, but it does indicate that

the air abov(^ 13 km was not responsible for an5^ of the deepening that occurred below.

It is apparent from this sounding that, if the surface air were carried by turbulence

up as far as the*- lapse rate is adiabatic, stratocumulus should form at about 4,000 ft.

We shall now^ attc'inpt to d(\scribe how a map could be drawn for 1330 CWT,
Oct. 21, 1942, and a forecast made for the following 24 hr from the results of the above

analysis of the data.

We must first place the cold front 'that passed at 0630 CWT. Since th(^ pilot-

balloon observation sho\vcd that it w^as moving at 25 mph and since it passed 7 hr

before 1330, we should place it 175 miles to the east of (bu^ago. This would be just

to the west of Tohido, Ohio. Since the winds on the ground and aloft had a westerly

component both before and after the passage of the front, we know^ that the center of

th(‘ low pass(*d to the north of Chicago. Just how far to the north we cannot tell

from these data. W(‘ know also that the 10,000-ft trough is still to the west of Chi-

cago and deepening rapidly. Since the 10,000-ft pressure is already 688 mb, which is

1-1 mb below the October normal pressure of 702 mb, we can conedude that the trough

line is not very far to the west of Chicago, not more than 100 or 200 miles. We should

therefore draw the 10,000-ft map showing a deep trough in the center of the United

States with a w(ill-developed ridge along both coast lines. The two ridges cannot

bo drawn closer to the trough for the following reason: In order that the 10,000 ft

pressure should average soraewboro near normal ov(*r the country as a whole, the two

ridges on either side of this deep low must have somewhat above the normal pressures

for these regions. We cannot draw ridges wdth central pressures above normal closer

to the trough without making the pressure gradients between them and the 10,000-ft

trough to the west of Chicago much greater than are ever observed in these regions.

Furthermore, since the uppermost winds observed in this trough have been quite

weak, it would be unwise to draw a map showing extremely strong gradients anywhere

around this trough.

The secondary front indicated by the data must bo somewhere to the northwest

of the station, because it could not be preceded by falling pressures aloft (10 km) if

it were coming from any other direction. We cannot tell yet just how far away it is

except that it is over 200 miles away and therefore will not pass in the next 8 hr. We
should watch the surface wind direction closely to see when the ridge between the two

surface fronts passes. When this ridge is reached,' Chicago should be halfway between

the two fronts. Knowing then how far away the first front is, we can say how far

away the second one is. Since this ridge line has not as yet been reached, we know
that the secondary front is farther to the west than the first front is to the east. The
wind direction rather than the pressure should be used to define the ridge line, since

with a deepening system the pressures will fall long before the ridge line has arrived.

We should expect a surface high to be located to the east (displaced toward colder

air) of each of the 10
,
006-ft ridge lines. This would place one of them over the Great

Basin region and the other off the east coast. The instability that was indicated on
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the first balloon run to the southeast of Chicago should be effective in producing

showers or thunderstorms over the mountain regions of Kentucky, Tennessee, and
Virginia. The secondary front to the northwest should be accompanied with low

clouds and showers, for the air mass should be quite unstable under the 10,000-ft

trough.

The forecast for Chicago, based on the above reconstructed picture would be for

continued instability clouds during the afternoon, diminishing at night. We must
assume that the secondary front will pass at some time between 8 and 24 hr from 1330,

because, if it were any closer, the ridge mentioned previously would have passed.

We should therefore pick some time between these two limits for its passage and make
our forecast accordingly. We should forecast the surface wind to shift to southwest

or south halfway between the forecasted time of the front passage and the time of

passage of the previous oiui (0630). Since the 10,000-ft trough is deepening rapidly,

we should expect considerable instability-type precipitation both before and after the

passage of the secondary front.

The observed data showed that the ridge line passed Chicago at 1900 on the

current day (Oct. 21). This is about 13 hr after the passage of the first front. From
this time until 0800 on the following day, the wind remained from the southwest.

At 0800, the secondary front passed, 13 hr after the ridge line. Precipitation began

at 0400 and lasted intermittently until 1600. The ceiling averaged between 1,000

and -1,500 ft during this period, fltictuating with each shower.

It was the purpose of this discussion to show the method used in single-station

analysis and forecasting. Each case presents a new set of problems that must be

considered. There are numerous local effects that must be taken into account in

different regions, but the general technique of investigating the data is basically the

same. Such assumptions as the one used above, that the ridge is halfway between the

two troughs, of course do not always hold as in this case, yet the results from such an

assumption will give in nearly all cases a closer approximation to the distance of the

next disturbance than any other method such as assuming a low every 3 days, or that

all systems are some constant distance apart.
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SECTION XI

CLOUDS AND STATES OF THE SKY

By P. L. SCHERESCHEWSKY

HISTORY AND INTRODUCTION

Clouds have been observed and used for sliort-period weather foreeasting from time

i|nmemorial. Empirical knowledge acquired >>y sailors and peasants was first

expressed in familiar sayings. When more scientific studies of weather began in th(^

nineteenth century, emphasis was first placed on winds, pressures, and temperatures

rather than on clouds. Abercromby and Hildebrand.saon recognized this emphasis

when they published the first international classification of clouds. To quote th(^

present International Atlas, ‘Tn the opinion of the authors, the foremost application

of cloud observations wa.s the determination of the direction of winds at different

altitudes.'^

Clouds are now considered essential and accurate tools for weather forecasting.

Every feature of the air masses (discontinuity, subsidence, instability and stability,

etc.) is reflected by the shape, amount, and structure of the clouds. Thus close

scrutiny of clouds will assist the analyst in identifying and analyzing air masses.

Relationships among the details of cloud structure, synoptic weatluT analysis, and

structure of the atmosphere are being investigated and progressively determined by

meteorologists in all countries. Progress along this line makes advisable more and

more detailed observations and eventually more detailed classifications. Synoptic

studies of clouds (nephanalysis) indicate the possibility of a visual weather analysis

based on cloud observations. Such an analysis is of great help in areas where a dense

network of ground stations cannot be operated (e.gr., in thp oceans or polar areas).

Actual scientific studies of clouds began in 1802 and 1803 when Laman*k in France

and Howard in England published their classifications. Their crude tlrawdngs of

clouds were inadequate, since small structural dt^lails may have a great significance.

Both men were hampered by lac^k of proper instruments to keep accurate records of

observations. No instruments w^ere available to measure air currents, height of

clouds, temperature, and humidity in the free atmosphere. Furthermore it was not

believed that cloud forms were the same all over the world.

Further scientific progress was made in the era beginning in 1879 when H. Hilde-

brandsson published an atlas of 16 cloud photographs. In 1887, Abercromby and
Hildebrandsson published a classification of clouds in which great importance was
attached to height as a criterion. The present International classification was the

direct offspring of this work. The first International Atlas was published in 1896.

It contained 27 sketches and photographs. The classification laid down in the Atlas

soon became official and was used generally in almost all countries.

Another period of progress, greatly accelerated by aviation, commenced with the

First World War. Pilots had to live among the clouds, to use them, and to avoid

their dangers. Forecasters began to utilize information derived from synoptic studies

of clouds. A new and much more extensive atlas was prepared. The classification

of 1896 was fallowed quite closely. In addition, the states of the sky were classified

on the basis of the work emerging from studies of depressions by the Norwegian and

882
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Table 1.—Cloud Names*
Cloud genera

Cirrus .... Ci
A. Hioh clouds .... Cc

CirroHtratus .... Cs
B. Middle clouds .... Ac

Altostratus .... As
Stratocumulus . . . . . Sc

C. Low clouds .... St
Niinbostriitus .... Ns

D. Clouds with vertical development .... Cu
Cumulonimbus .... Cb

Cloud species most frequently observed

Cumuliformia fl<^cr/us ...

Cumuli/ormiH casteUatui*

.

LenticulariH

Mammatus

Undulatui*

The principal varieties are

Al)br<.*viatioji

(I'uin.) ...

(C’tif. floco.)

.

. (C’uf. ctist.)

(Lent.)

(Marn.) ....

(Uml.). .

(Had.)
Special features may occur

Ci filoHUS .... (Cim.)
Ci uncinus .... (Ch unc.)

Cirrus . . . (Ci den.)

Ci nothus t
... ((h not.)

Cirrostratus . . (Cs neb.)

(/8 ftlosuH .... (Cs fil.)

Ac translucidus. . . . , . . (Ac tra.)

Ac cumulogenitus.

.

. . . . (Ac dig.)

As Iranslucitlus .... (As tra.)

Altostratua . . . . . As opacus .... (As op.)

As praecipitans. .

.

.... (As prae.)

Sc translucidus .... (Sc tra.)

Stratocuniulus Sr opacus .... (Sc op.)

Sc vesperalis. .

.

.... (Sc vosp.)

Cumulus . . (hi humilis . . . (Cu hum.)
(.'^u congcstus , . . ,

(f hi con.)

Cumulonimbus . C!h cjilviis (Cb cal.)

Cb capilUtUH .... (Cb cap.)

Arcus \
^ Development of clouds

On the horizon (X)

Increasing X|

r>ecreaaing |X

Intermittent 1X1

Has ceased during the last hour X]

Has begun during the last ho\jr [X

* Chronological connection X-X
X

Spatial connection

The above symbols may be used to facilitate the making of entries (\ representing the cloud designs*

tion).

Taken from International Atlas, Paris, 1932.
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Froni4\ schools, and the title of the table in the Atlas was altered to Atlas of Clouds

and States of the Sky. The plates in the 1932 edition of the Atlas include 101 photo-

j?raphs taken from the ground, 22 photographs taken from aircraft, and 51 “states

of the sky.”

Clouds play a much more important part in meteorology today than ever before.

Aircraft are hying in progressively more dangerous weather, and the pilots must

therefore have a better knowledge of the clouds they will encounter, their structure

and hazards. The familiar features of dangerous thundiTclouds arc often hidden

behind other clouds of secondary importanc<^; but, even in such castes, if pilots pay

careful attention to stnieture, they can generally identify and avoitl danger zon(‘s.

From the analyst’s point of view, clouds should l>e considenui as acc’urate tools for

forecasting. The detailed structure of clouds, together with their diurnal evolution

and association with other clouds, or the succession of clouds at a parlitailnr station,

are refined and directly visible evidence of the structure of the atinospluTo. This

fact is being used more and more in synoptic meteorology. It is not necessary to

(‘numerate in detail here all that is being done at pres(‘nt to furth(‘r und(‘rstjuiding of

all the physical proc(?sses involved in the formation and evolution of clouds. Progress

has again been accelerated by military necessity, and much more knowledge of clouds

will become available when peacetime sc^eurity permits publication of all data.

INTERNATIONAL CLASSIFICATION OF THE CLOUDS AND STATES OF THE
SKY

Necessity of Detailed Description of the Clouds. C’louds arc divided into four

families: (1) high clouds, (2) middle clouds, (3) low clouds, and (4) cloiids with

vertical developiiiont. Each family is divided into genera. There are 10 gcniera.

Each of the families contains two or three genera corresfK)nding to cIotkLs that appear

(a) isolated, (6) in sheets, or (c) in more or less continuous sluiets. Genera are sub-

divided into species. Species are again subdivided into varieties. The International

Atlas mentions explicitly 20 species for 7 out of 10 genera, and 7 general varieties

that can apply to many of the species. For example, altocumulus translucidus cumuli-

formis ftoccus refers to the genus altocumulus, the species translucidus, the variety

cumuliformis, and the subvariety fiocc^us. In addition, .special features may be

njentioned whenever feasible. Thus it is helpful to know wh(4her the cloudiness is

increasing, decreasing, has begun during last hour, etc. Al.so details of amount,

d(Misity, distribution in the sky, optical phenomena, and direction of motion are helpful

in analysis. Table 1 indicates the claasification of cloud forms fixed ])y international

agreement.

CLOUDS*
Table of Cloud Ciassificatioa

At nearly all levels clouds may appear under the following forme;

o. Isolated, heap clouds with vertical development during tiu*ir formation, and a spreading out when
they are dissolving.

6. Sheet clouds which are divided up into htaments, scales, or rounded masses, and which are often

stable or in proc^ess of disintegration.

c. More or less continuous cloud sheets, often in j»rocess of formation or growth.

Cl.A88lFtCATION INTO FAMILIES AND GeNSBA

Family A: High clouds (mean lower level 6,000 m.)i

i f 1. Genus cirrus.

® \ 2. Genus cirrocumulus.

Form c ( 3. Genus cirrostratus.

From International Atlas, Paris* 1932.
* It should be noted that the heights given are for temperate latitudes, and refer, not to sea level, but

to the general level of the land in the region. It should be noted that in certain cases there may be large
departures from the given mean heights, especially as regards cirrus, which ma}*^ be found as low as
3000 metres in temperate latitudes, and in polar regions even almost as low as the surface.
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Family B: Middlb clouds (mean upper level 0,000 in., mean lower level 2,000 m.)

Foiru
Gonus altoeumuhis.*

I orin b \

Form e j 5. Genus altosiratus.

Family C: Low clouds (moiin upper level 2,000 m., mean lower level close to the ground)

Form of
Form h\

Forin c|

G. Genus stratocumulus.*

7. CienuH stratus.

8. Genus ninibostrstus.

Family D: Clouds with vehtk al oKVELt»pMENT (mcjiii ui»per l» \e! that of the cirrus, mean lower
level 500 m.)

j. f 0. Genus euniulus.
orrn oj Genus cumuloniiuhus.

Dkfini'jions and Descriptionk ok the Forms ok Clouds

I. Cirrus (Ci) [Howard 18082]

A. Definition. Detached clouds of delicate and fih:o\is ai>pearance, without ahatling, generally
white in colour, often of u silky appoarajice.

Cirrus appears in the most varied forms, such as Isolated tufts, lines drawn across a blue sky, branch-
ing feather-like plumes, curvefl lines ending in tufts, etc.; they are often arranged in bands which cross
(he sky like meridian lines, and which, owing to the elToet of perspective, converge to a point on the
horiaon, or to two oppo.site points (cirrostratus and cirrocumulus often take part in the formation of

these bunds).
B. Explanatory Remarks. C'irrus clouds are alw'ays compo8e<l of iec* crystals, and their transparent

character is due to the state of division of the crystals.

As a nile these clouds cr(>s.s the sun’s disc without dimming its light. But when they are excep-
tionally thick they may veil its light and obliterate its contour, ’rhi-s wouhl also be the case with
patches of altostrutus, but cirrus is distinguished bj' its dazzling whileness and silky edges.

Halos3 are rather rare in cirrus.

Sometimojj isolatfMl wisps of snow are seen against the nine sky, and resemble cirrus; they .aie of a
less pure white and le.sH silky than cirrus; wisps of rain are definitely grey, and a rainbow, should one be
visible, shows their nature at once, for thi.s cannot be prmluced in cirrus.

lieforo sunrise and afb^r sunset, cirrus is sometimes colouretl bright yellow or red. These clouds are

lit up long before otner clouds and fade out much later; sometimes after sunset they become grey.

.\t all hours of the day cirrus near the horizon is often of a .yellowish colour; this is due to distance and
to the great thickness of air traversed by the rays of light.

Cirrus, Ixuiig in general more or less inclined to thci horizontal, tends less than other clouds to become
parallel to the horizon, under the effect of perspective, as the horizon is approached; often on the con-

trary it wems to converge to a point on the horizon.

C. Species. Amongst the more remarkable forms one may note:

1. Cirrus fiiosus [Claytav 1896^]. More or leas straight or irregularly curved filaments (neither

tufts nor little points) and without any of the parts being fused t«>gether.

8. Cirrus uncinus [Maze 1889^]. Cirrus in the shape of a comma, the upper part ending in a little

tuft or point.

8. Cirrus densus [Besenn ]921<]. Cirrus clouds with such thickness that without care an observer

might mistake them for middle or low* clouds.

4. Cirrus nothus [C.E,N. 1926’] (Hybrid cirrus). Cirrus proceeding from a cumulonimbus and
composed of the debris of the upper frozen parts of these clouds.

D. Varieties. Ordinary cirrus may appear in many very different forms. One may particularly

note the forms flocous and vortebratus which are really aspects of the varieties curnuliformis and
undulatu.s radiatus resiwctively.

t Most altocumulus and stratoeumulus clouds come under category 6; b»it the varieties curnuliformis

and particularly castcllatus belong to category a.

* "On the Modification of Clouds” reprinted in: Neiidrucke von Schriften und Karten fiber Metoo-

rologio und Erdmagnetismus. Tome III, Berlin 1894, p. 6.

* Cf. p. 886, note 5.

« “Discussion of the Cloud Observations” made at the Blue Hill Observatory of Harvard College,

Annals of the Astronomical Observatory of Harvard Collc'sge, Cambridge 1896, Vol. XXX; part IV,

p. 347.
* SuT la Classification dea Nuages, M6moires du Congrfts M6t<^orologique International de Paris 1889,

p. o*.
• **Lb Classification d4taill4e des Nuages en usage h I’Obeervatoire de Montsouris,” Annales der

Services Techniques d’Hygidne de la Ville do Paris, tome I, Paris 1921, p, 304.

y “Proofs-verbaux de la Commission Internationale pour I’Etude des Nuages—Session de Paris,

Avril 1926,’* Circulaire no. 47 de la C.E.N, p. 37.
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n. Cirrocuxnalus (Cc) [Howard 1803, ^ Renou 1855^]

A. Definition. A cirriforni layer or patch composed of small white flakes or of very small globular

masses, without shadows, which are arranged in groups or lines, or more often in ripples resembling those

of the sand on the sea shore.

B. Explanatory Remarks. In general cirrocumulua represents a degraded state of cirrus and cirro-

stratus both of which may change into it. In this case the changing patches often retain some fibrous

structure in places.

Real oirrocumulus is uncommon. It must not be confused with small altocumuhus patches on the

edges of altocumulus sheets. There are in fact all states of transition betw'een cirrocunuiluH and alto-

cumulus proj^er; this is only to be expected as the process of formation is the same. In the absence of

any other criterion the term cirrocurnulus should onlj' be used when:
1. There is evident connection with cirrus or cirrostratus.

2. The cloud observed results from a change in cirrus or cirrostratus.

3. The cloud observed shows some of the characteristics of ice crystal clouds which will be found
enumerated under cirrus (p. 885).

Clear rifts are often seen in a sheet of cirrocurnulus.

m. Cirrostratus (Cs) [Howard 1803,s Renou 1855^)

A. Definition. A thin whitish veil, which does no^^blur the outlines of the sun or moon, but gives

rise to halos, i^ometimes it is <iuite diffuse and merely gives the sky a milky look; sometimes it more
or less distinctly shows a fibrous structure with disordered hlaineuts.

B. Explanatory Remarks. A sheet of cirrostratus wliich is very extensive, though in places it may
be interrupted by rifts, nearlj' always ends by covering the whole sky. The border of the sheet mai' be
straight edged and clear-cut but more often it is ragged or cut up.

During the day, when the sun is sufficiently high above the horizon, the sheet is never thick enough
to mask the shadows of objects on the ground.

A milky veil of fog is distinguished from a veil of cirrostratus of a similar appearance by the halo

phenomena® which the sun or the moon nearly always produce in a laj^er of cirrostratus.

What has been said above of the transparent character and colours of cirrus is true to a great extent

of cirrostratus.

C. Species. Cirrostratus has two principal aspects which correspond to the two following sfiecies:

1. Cirrostratus nebulosus [Clauden 1905*1. A very uniform light nebulous veil, sometiniea very

thin and hardly visible sometimes relatively dense but always without definite details and with halo

phenomena.
2. Cirrostratus filosus [C.E.N. 1930^]. •A white fibrous veil, where the strands arc more or less

definite, often resembling a sheet of cirrus densus from which indeed it may originate.

IV. Altocumulus (Ac) [Renou 1870*)

A. Definition. A layer, or patches composed of lamina or rather flattened globular masses, the

smallest elements of the regularly arranged layei being fairly small and thin, with or without shading.

These elements are arranged in groups, in lines, or waves, following one or two directions, and arc

sometimes so close together that their edges join.

The thin and semitransparent edges of tlte elements often show irisations which are rather char-

acteristic of this class of cloud.

From the definition it follows that altocumulus comprises the sul>genera:

1. Altocumulus translucidus [C.E.N. 1930*1. Altocumulus formed of elements whose colour

—

from dazzling white to dark grey—and whose thickness vary much from one example to another, or even
in the same layer; the elements are more or less regularly arranged and distinct. In the definition of

the elements it is the variation in the transparency of the layer, variable from one point to another,

that plays the essential part. There appears in the interstices either the blue of the sky, or at least a
marked lightening of the layer of cloud due to a thinning out.

1 Ibidem, p. 8.

* First to be found with the present meaning in: “Instructions M6t6orologique8,’’ Annuaire de la

Sooi^t^ M5t5orologique de France, tome III, Paris 1855, p. 143.

* Ibidem, p. 9.

* First to be found with the present meaning in Ibidem, p, 142.

* The following are the principal halo phenomena:—I. A circle of 22® radius round the sun or moon;
this is roughly the angle subtended by the hand placed at right angles to the arm when the latter is

extended; this halo is sometimes, but rarely, accompanied by one of 46® radius, 2. Parhelia, Paroselenae

(mock suns or mock moons) luminous patches, often showing prismatic colours, a little over 22® from the
sun or moon and at the same elevation. 3. A luminous column (sun pillar) placed vertically above and
sometimes below, the sun. i

Often only small fragments of these appearances are visible but they are none the less characteristic

of high clouds.
* “Cloud Studies,*' Londres 1986, p. 46.
V "Atlas International des Nuages et des Etats du Ciel—Extrait a Pusage des Observateurs," Paris

1930, p. 6.

* Bulletin de PObsenratoire de Montsouria, 13 F6vner 1870. See also “ Rapport sur la Classification

des Nuages," M6moires du Congres M^t5orologique International de Paris 1889, p. 16.

•"Atlas International des Nuages et des Etats du Ciel—Extrait a Pusage des Observatours,”

Paris 1930, p. 7.
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2. Altocumulus opacus [C.E.N. 1930>1. Altocumulus sheet which is continuous, at least over the
greater part of the layer, and consisting of dark and more or less irregular elements, in the definition
of which transparency does not play a great part, owing to the thickness and* density of the layer; but
the olement<H sliow in real relief on the lower surface of the cloud sheet.

B. Explanatory Remarks. The limits within which altocumulus is met arc very wide.
At the greatest heights, altocumulus, made up of small eleiiiunts, resembles cirrocumulus; alto-

cumulus however is distinguished by not possessing any of the following characters of cirrocumulus:
1. Connection with cirrus or cirrostratus.

2. An evolution from cirrus or cirrostratus.

3. Properties due to physical structure (ice crystals) enumerated under cirrus.

At lower levels, where altocumulus may be derived from a spreiuiing out of the tops of cumulus
clouds, it may easily be mistaken for stratocumulus; the convention is that the cloud is Jiltoeuniulus if

the smallest, well defined, and regularly arranged elements which are observed in the layc^r (leaving
out the detached element.s wliich are generally seen on the edges) are not greater than ten solar diameters
in their smallest diameters.

When the edge of a thin semitransparent patch of altocumulus passes in front of the sun or moon
a corona appears close up to thorn; this is a colouresd ring with red outsidet and green insidt*; the colours
may be repeated more than once. This phenomenon is infrequent in the case of cirrocumulus and only
the higher forms of stratocumulus can show it.

*

Irisation, mentioned above, is a phenomenon of the same type as the corona; it is a sure murk of

altocumulus as distinguished from cirrocumulus or stratocumulus.
Altocurniilus clouds often appear at different levels at one and the same time. Often too they aie

associated with other types of cloud.

The atmosphere is often hazy just below altocumulus clouds.

When the elements of a sheet of altocumulus fuse together and mak(! a continuous layer, altostralus
or nirabostraiu.s is the result. On the other hand a sheet of altostr.Mtus can change into altocumulus.
It may happen that these two aspects of cloud sheet may alternatt! with each otlier during the whoU*.
coiuse of a day. It is also not rare to have a layer of altocumulus eoexi.sting wilh a veil resembling
altostralus at a height very little less than the altocumulus (altocumulus duplicatus de Quervain).

It is interesting to note that one may often observe filiform descending trails to wliich the name
virffa has been given.

C. Species. Among the most remarkable s|jecies one. may note:

Altocumulus cumulogenitus (Cumulo-Stratus <le Quervain). [C.E.N. 1920.=| Thi.s is an ahocurnu
lus cloud formed by the spreading out of the tops of cumulus, the lower parts of the cumulus clouds
having melted away; the layer has the api>carance of altocumulus opacus in the hist stages of its

growth.

D. Varieties. An important variety of altocumulus should be noted, nami>ly, altocumulus cumuli-
formis which has two different aspects:

Altocumulus floccus [Vincent 1903^]. Tufts resembling small cumulus clouds witiiout a base, an<l

more or less ragged.

Altocumulus caotellatus [Clement Ley 1894<]. Cumuliform masses with more or leas vertical develop-

ment, arranged in a line, and resting on a common horizontal base, which gives the cloud a crenellated

appearance.
The hoods or veils which form above a cumulus by the uplift of a damp layer, and which may be

pierced l.\v the tops of the cumulus, are considered as a detail of cumulus, and denoted by the term piletis

attached to the name cumulus; Vuit in reality they are aberrant forms of altocumulus translucidus.

Moreover, similar clouds, independent of cumulus, can be formed by the same process by the effect

of a rising current caused by a mountain or an obstacle. Tliej’ are then named altocumulus, and they
are classed, on account of their form, with the variety lenticularis.

V. Altostratus (As) [Renou 1877«]

A. Deflnition. Striated or fibrous veil, more or less grey or V>lujsh in colour. This cloud is like

thick cirrostratus but without halo phenomena; the sun or moon shows vaguely, with a gleam, as though
through ground glass. Sometimes the sheet is thin with forms intermediate with cirrostratus (alto-

stratus translucidus). Sometimes it is very thick and dark (altostralus opacus), sometimes even com-
pletely hiding the sun or moon. In this case differences of thickness may cause relatively light patches

between very dark parts; but the surface never shows real relief, and the striated or fibrous structure is

always seen in places in the body of the cloud.

Every form is observed between high altostralus and cirrostratus on the one hand, and low alto-

stratus and nirnbostratus on the other.

Rain or snow may fall from altostratus (altostratus praecipitans), but when the rain is heavy the

cloud layer will have grown thicker and lower, becoming nirnbostratus; but heavy snow may fall from

a layer that is definitely altostratus.

» Ibidem, p. 7.

* Circulaire C. E. N, no. 47, p. 40,

* “Les Vari4t6s de TAlto-Cumulus, Annales de TObservatoire Royal de Belgique,” Nouvelle s6rie,

tome VI, Bruxelles 1903, p. 14.

• Stratus oastellatus **Cloudland,” London 1894, p. 56.

• ** Rapport sur la Classification des Nuagea,” Mdmoires du Congr^ M6t6orologique International de

Paris 1889. p. 15.
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From tho definition of altostratus it follows that there are three sub-genera:
1. Altostratuf translucidus [C.iS.JV. 1926M. A sheet of aliostratus resembling thick cinostratus;

the sun and the moon show as through ground glass.

2 . Altostratus opacus [Bcsso/t 1921>]. An opaque layer of altostratus of variable thickness which
iriay entirely hide the sun, ut any rate in parts, but showing a fibrous structure in some parts.

3. Altostratus praecipitans [Clement Ley 1894'*1. A layer of opaque altostratus which has not yet

lost its fibrous character, and from which there are light falls of rain or snow, either continuous or inter-

mittent. This precipitation may not reach the grouml in which case it forms virga.

B. Explanatory Remarks. The limits between which altostratus may be met are fairly wide
(about 5000 to 2000 metres).

A sheet of high altostratus is distinguished from a rather similar sheet of cirrostratus by the con-

vention that halo phenomena are not seen in altostratus, nor are the shadows of objects on tlie grr)und

visible.

A sheet of low altostratus may be distittguished from a somewhat similar sheet of nimbostratus by
the following characters: Nimbostratus is of a much darker and more uniform grey, and shows nowhere
any whitish gleam or fibrous structure; one eann(»t definitely see the limit of its undersurface which
has a ‘‘soft” look, due to the rain, which may not reach the gro\ind.

The convention is also made that nimbostratus always hides the sun and moon in every part of it,

while altostratus only hides them in places behind its darker portions, but they reappear through the

lighter parts.

C'areful observation may often detect virga hanging from altostratiis, and these may even reach the

ground causing slight rain. If the sheet still has the character of altostratus it will then be called alto-

stratus precipitans, but not if it has become nimbostratus.

A sheet of altostratus. even if it has rifts in places, has a general fibrous character. A cloud layer,

even a continuous one, which has no fibrous structure, and in which rounded cloud masses may be seen,

is classed as altocumulus or siratocuinuitis, according to circumstances.

Altostratus may result from a transformation of a sheet of altocumulus, and on the other hand
altoslraitis may often break up into altocumulus.

C. Varieties. There are many varieties; some of them may be dist.inguishe<l by adding one of the

general qualifying adjectives to the name of the sub-genera altostratus opacus undulutus').

VI, Stratocumulus (Sc) [A'oewaa 1841<J

A. Definitions. A layer or patches composed of lamina or globular masses; the smalh'st of the

regularly arranged elements are fairly large; they are suit ami grey, with darker i>arts.

These elements are arranged in groups, in lines, or in waves, aligned in one or iti two directions.

V'ery often tlie rolls aie so close that their edges join together; when they cover tho whole sky, us on the

continent, especially in winter, they have a wavy appearance.
From the definition it follows that stratocumulus compri.ses two sub-genera:

1. Stratocumulus translucidus (r.A’.iV. 1930‘'1* A not very thick layer; in the intiu.sticee between
its elements either the blue sky appeals, or at any rate there are much ligi ler i>artH of the cloud sheet,

which here is thinned out on its upper surface.

2. Stratocumulus opacus (C.jS'.iV', 1930<|. A very thick layer made up of a eontiriuous sheet of large,

dark rounded masses; their shape is seen not by a difference in tranfli>arenc.v, but the}' stand out in real

relief from the under surface of the cloud layer.

There are transitional forms between stratoeuraulu.s and altocumulus on the one hand and between
stratocumulus and stratus on the other.

B. Explanatory Remarks. The difference between stratocumulus and altocumulus is given under
the latter (page 886).

It should also be noted that the cloud sheet calleil altocumulus by an observer ut a small height would
appear as stratocumulus to an observer at a sufficient height.

It often hapi>ens that stratocumulus is not as-sociated witn any clouds of the B or C families; but it

fairly often coexists with clouds of tho D family.

The elements of thick stratocumulus (stratocumulus opacus) often tend to fuse together completeb ,

and the layer can, in certain cases, change into nimbostratus. The cloud is called nimbostratus when
the cloud elements of stratocumulus have completely disappeared and when, owing to the trails of

falling precipitation, the lower surface has no loiiger a clear-cut boundary.
Stratocumulus can change into stratus and vice versa. The stratus, being lower, the eloinents

appear very large and very soft, so that the structure of regularly arranged globular masses and wave
disappears as far as the observer can see. The cloud will be called stratocumulus 21s long as the structure
remains visible.

C. Species. Among the more remarkable species one may note;

1. Stratocumulus vesperalis [Besson 192V\. This name is given to flat elongated clouds which ate

often seen to form about sunset as the final product of the diurnal changes of cumulus.

* Circulaire C.E.N., no. 47, p. 40.
- Ibidem, p. 309.
> Stratus praecipitans, Ibidem, p. 61.
^ ** Vorlesungen fiber Meteorologie,’* Halle 1841, p. ISl.
B "Atlas International des Nuages et des Eltats du Ciel, Extrait i Tusage des Observateurs," Paris

1930, p. 12.

• Ibidem, p. 12.

' Ibidem, p. 312;
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9 . Stratocumului cumulogenitus [C.E.N. 10300* Stratocumulus formed by the Hpreaditig out, of

the tops of cumulus clouds, which latter have diHapt>oared; the layer in the early stages of its formatio})
looks like stratocumulus opacus.

D. Varieties. The clotid called roll cumulus in England and (Jermany is designated stratocumulus
undulatus; its wave system is in one direction only. It must not be confused with flat cumulus cloucht

ranged in line. Stratocumulus often has a mammatus (festooned) character, that is to say there is a
high relief on the lower surface where pendant roundetl iniisscM or corruptions are observed, and at
times these look as though they would beconre detachc<l fron» the cloud. Caro must be taken not to

confuse this cloud with some kinds of altostratus opacus wluwe under surface n»ay r»i)pear to be slightly

corrugated; the latter is distinguished by its fibrous struefure.

VIL Stratus (St) [Howard ISOS^ IlUdebrandsson and Ahercromby 18873]

A. Definition. A uniform layer of cloud, resembling fog, V)ut not resting on the ground. Wlum
this very low layer is broken up into irregular shreds, it is designated fraclostratus (Frst).

B. Explanatory Remarks. A veil of true stratus generally gives the sky a hazy api>earance which is

very characteristic, but which in certain cases may cause confusion with niinhostratus. ^^heTl there is

precipitation the difference is manifest: Nirnbostratua give,^ continuous rain (sometimes snow), procipita-

lion composed of drops which may be small and spanse, or else large (jit least some of them) and close

together, while stratus only gives a drizzle, that is to say small <irops very close together.

When there i.s no precipitation a dark and uniform layer of stratus can easily be mistaken for ninibo-

st.ratus. Till; lower surface of uirnbostratus however has alwavs a soft appearance (widcspreaii trailing

precipitation, virga); it is quite uniform and it is not possible to make out definite detail; stratu.s on the

•other hand has a “dryer” afipearance, and however uniform it may be it shows some cont.ra.st8 and some
lighter transparent parts, that is, j^laces less dark where the cloud is thinner, eonesponding to the

interatice.s between the rolls and globular niasties of stratocumulus, but considerably larger, while

nimbostratus seems only to be feebly illuminated, and as though lit up from within.

Stratus is often a local cloud, and when it breaks up the blue sky is seen.

Fractostratus sometimes originates from the breaking up of a layer of stratus; sometime^s it forms
independently and develops till it forms a layer below altostratus or niuibostiutus, whicli latter may be
seen in the interstices.

A layer of fracto.stratu8 may be distinguisheil fiom nimbostratus by its ilarker appearance, and by
being broken up into cloud elements. If these elemiMits have a cuniuliform appearance in places the

cloud layer is called fractooumulus and not fractostiatus.<

VIII. Nimbostratus (Ns) [(\E.N,

A. Definition. A low, aniorphous, and rainy layer, of a dark grey colour and nearly uniform;

feebly illuminated seemingly from inside. When it gives precipitation it is in the form of continuous

rain or snow.
But precipitation al 'lie is not a sufficient criterion to distinguish tlic cloud which slumld be called

nimbostratus even when no rain or snow falls fron» it.

There is often precipitation which does not reach the ground; in this case the base of the cloud is

always diffuse and looks “ w^et” on account of the general trailing precipitation, rirga, so that it is not
possible to determine the limit of it.H lower surface.

B. ExpUinatory Remarks. The usual evolution is as follows: a layer of altostratus grows thicker

and lower until it becomes a layer of nimbostratus. Beneath the latter there is generally a progressive

development of very low ragged clouds, isolated at first, then fusing together into an almost continuous

layer, in the interstices of which however the niiiibosiraiu& can generally V>e seen. These very low clouds

are called fractocumulus or fractostratus according as to whether they appear more or less cinnuliform

or stratiform.

Generally the rain only falls after the formation of these very low clouds, which are then hidden by
the precipitation or may oven melt away under its action. The vertical visibility then becomes very
bad.

1 Ibidem, p. 13.

2 Ibidem, p. 8.

» First to be found with the present meaning in: “Quarterly Journal of the Royal Meteorological

Society,” April 1887, p. 148.

* Such fractostratus or fractocumulus clouds may be calleii nimbus.
» The introduction of nimbostratus is considered indisixmaable by the President of the International

Committee for the study of clouds, on account of criticisms made on the definition of nimbus in the

Provisional Atlas.

The following are the reasons for this new definition:—the definition of nimbus in the Atlas of 1910

led to some confusion; in fact, in different countries the name nimbus was given (a) to a low amorphous
rainy, layer, originating directly by change from a descending layer of altostratus, (b) to very low, dark,

ragged clouds isolated at first though not later, which form very often below altostratus or under the

rainy layer described above, (a)*

In the present Atlas it was intended to give the cloud (n) the new name of nimbostratus, which is a

better name than nimbus for a continuous layer which is formed by evolution from altostratus. As to

clouds (6) the}’’ are classed as fractocumulus or fractostratus (according as they are more or less cumuH>
form) from which they are not distinguished either in shape, or in their mode of formation (turbulence)

;

when however they look dark in colour, owing to special lighting (e.g., the presence of a higher cloud

sheet) and so have a very different colour from ordinary fractocumulus or fractostratus, they may if

thought necessary, be oatled nimbus,
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In certain caaes the precipitation may precede the formation of fractooumulus or fractoatratuB. or

It may happen that these clouds do not form at all.

Rather rarely a sheet of nimboatratus may form by an evolution from a stratocumulus.

IX. Cumulus (Cu) [Howard I8O31 ]

A. Definition. Thick clouds with vertical development, the upper surface is dome shniied and
exhibits protuberances, while the base is nearly horizontal.

When the cloud is opposite to the sun the surfaces normal to the observer are blighter than the e<lg<‘«

of the protuberances. When the light comes from the side, the clouds exhibit strong contrasts of light

and shade; against the sun, on the other hand, they Itxik dark with a bright edge.

True cumulus is definitely limited above and below, its surface often appears hard and cleai cut.

But one may also observe a cloud resembling rugged cumulus in which the different parts show con-

stant change. This cloud is designated fractocumulus (Freu).*

B. Explanatory Remarks. Typical cumulus develops on days of clear skies, and is due to the cur-

rents of diurnal convection; on the continent it appears in the morning, grows, and then more or htss

dissolves again towards the evening.

Cumulus whose base is generally of a gi%y colour has a uniform structure, that is to say it is corn-

p(^od of rounded parts right up to its summit, with no fibrous structure. Even ivlu'ii highly fleveloped,

cumulus can only produce light precipitation.

Cumulus, when it reaches the altocumulus level, is sometimes capped with a light, diffuse, and white
veil of more or less lenticular shape, with a delicate striated or flaky structure on its edges; it is generally

shaiied like a bow which may cover several domes of the cumulus, anti finally be pierced by them. This
cloud w’hich does not constitute a specicjs is given the name of pileus, a cap or hotxl.

The clouds which form belovr altostratiis or nimViostratus and which can develof) into a complete
layer, through whose interstices the altostratiis or nimbtwstratus is generally seen, are usually fracto-

stratus; but if the3'' have a cumnliform appearance they should be classed as fractocumubm. They
rareij' have this appearance during or soon after rain; on the other hand it is frequent at the beginning
of the formation of the low cloud, and when it breaks up.

C. Species. Among the more remarkable species one may notcc

1. Cumulus humilis [Vincent lUO?’]. Cumulus with little vertical development, and seemingly

flattened. These clouds are generally seen in fine weather.

2. Cumulus congestus [Maze 1889^1. Very distended anti swollen eumulus, whose domes have a
cauliflower appearance.

X. Cumulonimbus (Cb) [Weilbarh 1880^]

A. Definition. Heavy masses of cloud, with great vertical dovelopmemt. whose curnuliforrn summits
rise in the form of mountains or towers, the upper parts having a fibious texture and often spreutling

out in the shape of an anvil.

The base resembles nimbostratus, anti one generally notices virga. This basi* has often a layer of

very low ragged clouds below it (fractostratus, fractocumulus, cf. p. 889'.

Cumulonimbus clouds generally proiluce showers of rain or snow and sometimes of hail or stift hail,

and often thunderstorms as well.

If the whole of the cloud cannot be seen the fall of a real shower is enough, to characterise the cloud as a
cumulonimbus.

B. Explanatory Remarks. Even if a cumulonimbus were not distinguisht^d by its shape from a
strongly developed cumulus its essential characl-er is evident in the difference of structure of its upper
parts, when these are visible (fibrous structure and curnuliforrn structure). Masses of cumulus, how-
ever heavy they may be, and however great their vertical development, should never be classed as

cumulonimbus unless the whole or a part of their tops is transformed or is in process of transformation

into a cirrus mass.

Although the upper cirriform parts of a cumulonimbius may take on very varied shapes, yet in certain

cases they spread out into the form of an anvil. To this interesting variety the name incus is given.

In certain types of oumulonimbus, which are especially common in spring in moderately high lati-

tudes, the fibrous structure extends to nearly the whole cloud mass, so that the cunmliform parts alinosl

wholly disappear; the cloud is reduced to a mass of cirrus and of tirga.

The veil cloud pileus is seen with cumulonimbus clouds as with cumulus.

When a cumulonimbus covers nearly all the sky the base alone is visible, and resembles nimbr>-

stratUB, with or without fractostratus or fractocumulus below. The difference between the base of a
cumulonimbus and a nimbostratus is often rather diflSeult to make out. If the cloud mass does not
cover all the sky, or if even small portions of the upi>er parts of the cumulonimbus appear, the difference

is evident. If not it can only l)e made out if the preceding evolution of the clouds has been followed,

or if precipitation occurs; its character is violent and intermittent (showers) in the case of cumulonimbus,
as opposed to the relatively gentle and continuous precipitation of a nimbostratus.

The front of a thunder cloud of great extent is sometimes accompanied by a roll cloud of a dark
colour in the shape of an arch, of a frayed out appearance, and circumscribing a part of the sky of a

* Ibidem, p. 7.

*Po«y 18^ **Sur deux nouveaux types de nuages observes & Havane,'’ C. K. Acad^tnte des

Sciences de Paris 1863, tome 56( p. 361.

Atlas dee Nuages,*’ Bruxelles 1907, p. 8.

« Ibidem, p. 36.

> Formes de Nuages dans TBurope Septentrionaie,'* Annales du B. C. M. de France, anu6e 1880,

tome I, partis B, p. 27.
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lighter grey. This cloud is named arcus and is nothing more or less than a particular case of fracto-
cumulus or fractostratus.

Fairly often mammatus structure appears in cumulonimbufi, either at the base, or on the lower surface
of the lateral parts of the anvil.

When a layer of menacing cloud covers the sky and virga and mammatUft structure are both seen it is

a sure sign that the cloud is the base of a cumulonimbus, even in the absence of all other signs.

Cumulonimbus is a real /actory of douds; it is responsible in great measure for the clouds in the rear
of disturbances. By the spreading out of the more or less high parts and tlie melting away of the under-
lying parts, cumulonimbus can produce either more or less thick sheets of altocumulus or stratocuinulus
(spreading out of the cuimiliform parts) or dense cirrus (spreading out of the cirriform parts).

C. Species. Amongst the remarkable species may be noted:
1. Cumulonimbus calvus [C.E.N. 1926*]. Cumulonimbus characterised by the thunderstorm or

the shower that it causes, or by virga, but in which at first no cirriform parts can be made out. Never-
theless the freezing of the upper parts has already begun; the tops are beginning to lose their cumulus
struottne, that is to say their rounded outline's and clear-cut contours; the hard and "cauliflower”
swellings soon become confused and melt away so that nothing can be seen in the white mass but more
or less vertical fibres. The freezing, accompanied by the change into a fibrous structure, often goes on
very rapidly.

2. Cumulonimbus cspillatus [C.E.N, 1926*1. Cumulonimbus which displays distinct cirriform

parts, having sornetinms, but not always, the shape of an anvil.

Instkitctions for this Observation of f’nouDs

Determination of the Cloud Form, Varieties and Casual Details

At the time of each observation it is essential to determine the family to which the clouds belong
(high cloud, middle cloud, low cloud, or cloud with vertical development).

The observer will then specify and enter in the observation book

:

1. The genus of the cloud described by the international code number used in the Atlas. It must
be remembered that typical forms are relatively rare; it is generally forms more or less intennediale
that are oljserved; con.scquently one must determine the typical form which the cloud ob.served most
closely resembles.

2. The species (the particular kind of cloud belonging to the genus alieady determined) zuaking use

of the definition.^, and the names given in the Atlas under the cloud in question.

3. Th<*. variety (that is, one of the particular forms common to different genera) using the definitions

and abreviations given below.

•1. Tlic casiial details, whicli do not characterise either species or varieties, according to the defini-

tions given below.

If the cloud is in process of evolution the observer should note both the present and the preceding

forms.

The general and principal species have been described on pages 884-891. The most important
varieties and special features are defined below.

A. Principal Varieties. The chief varieties common to different genera are us follows:

1. Fumulus (Fum.) [flit/fer At all levels, from cirrus to stratus, a very thin veil may form, so

delicate that it may be almost invisible. These veils seem to be most frequent on hot days, and in low
latitudes. Occasionally they may be observed to thicken i.npidly, forming clouds easily \isible, espe-

cially cirrus and cumulus. 'I'ho clouds thus produced seem unstable however, and usually melt away
soon after their formation.

Oirrus fumulus must not be confused with cirrostratus nebulosus. The latter is much more .stable,

and does not show the phenomenon of the formation and sutweguent rapid disappearance of cirrus

clouds.

2 . Lenticularis (Lent.) [Clement Ley 1894*]. Clouds of an ovoid shai>e, with clean cut edges, and
sometimes irisations, especially common on days of fohn, sirocco, and mistral winds. This form exists

at all levels from cirrostratus to .stratus.

8 . Cumuliformis (Cuf.) [Atlas 1896*|. The rounded form resembling cumulus which the upper
parts of other clouds may sometimes assume. This may be seen at all levels from cirrus to stratus.

4. Mammatus (Mam.) [Clement Ley 18949- This description is given to all clouds whose lower

surfaces form pockets or festoons. This form is found especially in stratocumulus and in cumulonimbus,

either at the base, or even more often on the lower surface of anvil projections. It is also found, though
rarely, in cirrus clouds, probably when they have originated in the anvil of a dispersing cumulonimbus.

8 . Undulatua (Und.) [Clayton 1896*]. This term is applied to clouds composed of elongated and
parallel elements, like waves of the sea. It is well to note the orientation of these lines or waves. When
there is an appearance of two distinct systems, as when the cloud is divided up into rounded masses by
undulations in two directions, the observer will note the orientation of the two systems. Observation

should be made on lines as near the zenith as possible to avoid errors due to perspective. If the undu-

latua variety is very pronounced, the orientation of the bands should be determined and recorded.

* Circulairo C. E. N. n« 47, p. 44.

* Ibidem, p. 44.

» Annuaire de la Soci4t6 M6t4orologique de France, tome XXVIII, Paris 1880, p. 109.

* Stratus lenticularis, Ibidem, p. 49.

^ Atlas International des Nuages, Paris 1896, p. 8.

* Cumuio*6tratus et Cumulo-Nimbus mammatus, Ibidem, pp. 84, 104.

* Ibidem, p. 346.

,
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6. Radiatus (Rad.) [C,E.N. 1926‘]. This term is applied to clotids in parallel bands (polar bands),

which owing to perspective seem to converge to a point on the horizt)n, or to two opposite points if the

bands cross the whole sky. The point is called the radiant point, or vanishing i)(>int, and its position

on the horison should be noted (N, NNE, etc.). The point on the horizon should be noted w'hore the

bands, if prolonged, would converge, if they do not actually reach the horizon.

B. Casual Varieties. The chief casual varieties arc the following;

1. Virga, wisps or falling trails of precipitation; ajiplied principally to altocumulus and altostrutus.

2. Pileus^ a cap or hood; applied principally to cumulus or cutuulouimbus.
3. Inruis, anvil; applied to cumulonimbus.
4. Areas, arch cloud; applied to cumulonimbus.

The Necessity of Noting the State of the Sky as a Whole and of Followino the Evolution
OF THE Clouds

A, The Necessity of Noting the State of the Sky as a Whole. It is evident fr<nu the si>ecificationH

of the cloud co<le that to describe the skj' at the station at a particular time logically and completely

it is not enough to know tlie genera or even the species of the clouds present; for example, altocumulus

appears in seven speciheations of the ctKlo, ami cirrus in nine. In reality each specification of the code,

as the explanations show, is not so much a dry enumeration f>f the genera or species of clouds in the

sky, as a gonernl indioalon of the structure, the organization, and the evolution of the cloud complex
which makes up the state of the sky. Home specifications only refer to the general structure; for

example Cm = 9 is a thundery sky; everyone knows that in thundery conditions <legenerate cloud forms
are met with which arc very difficult to classify, while the thundery look of the whole sky is apx>arent

immediately and w'ithout any doubt.

Each specification of the code corresponds to a state of the sky, lower, middle, or high. The observer

should have at his fingers’ ends the commenturies accompanying the dcfinititiris; he .should consider

as a whole the lower, middle, or high clouds there described, and try to make a considered judgment of

the observed sky as a whole, so that he can directly apidy to it a number of the code.

The detailed analysis of the individual clouds should follow and twt precede this recognition of the state

of the sky as a whole. If the ob.server gets used to this course In; will find in a short time that the differ-

ent states of the sky, lower, middle and high, corre.sponding with the code, will stMun just as “live”

as the typical cloud forms, and it will be just as easy to identify a stale of the sky jwj the form of a cloud.

B. Necessity of Following the Evolution of the Sky. The aspect of the sky is continually changing,

and many transitional forms exist between the different types of cloud described. It is relatively

rare for the observer to see typical clouds of one genus which float past, or persist in the sky for any
considerable time; in most cases he will find that he has difficulties at the time of observation if he

has not taken the trouble to watch the sky since the last observation. If however he has taken this

precaution he will often be able to refer a confusing state of the sky, or a particular cloud, to a previous

state which vras typical and easy to identify. Moreover most of the specifications of the cloud code
take into account the evolution of the clouds. A single isolated observation is insufficient.

As regards evolution, the recognition of the state of the sky as a whole, recommended in the previous

paragraph, is better than the identification of clouds considered by th^ iiiselvcs, for as a matter of fact

the evolution of the state of tin* sky can be followed indefinitely at one station, while the evolution of a

cloud, if, as is usual, it is a “migrant" can only be observed during the relatively short time that it

takes to cross the sky.

CLOUD CODE
Lower Clouds

0. No lower cIoucIn

1. Cumulus of fine weather

2. Cumulus, heavy and swelling, without anvil top

3. Cumulonimbus
4. Stratocumulus formed by the flattening of cumulus clouds

5. Layer of stratus or stratocumulus

6. Low broken-up clouds of bad weather
7. Cumulus of fine weather and stratocumulus

8. Heavy or swelling cumulus, or cumulonimbus, and stratocumulus

9. Heavy or swelling cumulus (or cumulonimbus) and low ragged clouds of bad
weather

Middle Clouds

0. No middle clouds

1. Typical altostratus, thin

2. Typical altostratus, thick

3. Altocumulus, or high stratocumulus, sheet at one level only

4. Altocumulus in small isolated patches, individual clouds often sho^^g signs of,

evaporation and being more or less lenticular in shape
1 Circulaire C. E. N., n® 47, p 36.
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5. Altocumulus arran|!;t^<i in more or less parallel bands, or an ordered layer advancing
over t h(i sky

6. Altocumulus formed a spreading; out of the tops of cumulus
7. Altocumulus associated with altostratus, or altosiratus with a partly aHocumulus

character

8. Altocumulus castellatus, or scattered cumuliforni tufts

9. Altocumulus in several sheets at different hovels, gcuierally associated with thick
fibrous veils of clouds, and a chaotic appearance of the sky

Upper Clouds

0. No upper clouds

1. Cirrus, deli(!ate, not increasing, scattered and isolated masses
2. C-irrus, delicate, not increasing, abundant but not forming a (*ontinuous layer

3. ('irrus of anvil clouds, usually dense

4. ('irrus, increasing, generally in the form of hooks ending in a point or in a small tuft

5. Cirrus (often in polar bands), or cirrostratus advancing over the sky, but not more
than 45 deg above the horizon

6. Cirrus (often in polar bands) or cirrostratus advancing over the sky, and more than
45 deg above the horizon

7. Veil of cirrostratus covering the whole sky
8. Cirrostratus not increasing, and not covering the whole sky
9. Cirrocumulus predominating, associated with a small (}uantity of cirrus

STATES OF THE SKY“^

Clahsification of States of the Skv‘

This classification is based not only ujion knowledge of the jdiysicul i)roc(‘swe.s involved in tlieformu-
t-ioii of clouds but also upon the s3rnoptic study of disOirbanees.

The enumeration of the kinds of cloud which cover the sky ut a given moment is not a sufficient

characterization of the “state of the sky.” What really characterises it is tlie aggregate of the indi-

vidual clouds and their organization.

A distinction will be drawn between the “upper and middle sky" and the “lower sky." (The
divisions of the space wliich may be occupied by clouds, or rather the cloud comph'xes contained in

them, will be referret to repeatedly in the following pages so that it was necessary to adopt abbreviated

terms.)

The state of the upper and middle sky Ls detern>ine<l hj' thermodynamical processes associated with
big atmospheric disturbances.

It is most often a qxiestion of adiabatic expansion which accompanies a general fall of pressure.

Turbulent processes also aie always to Imj found to a greater or lesser extent and inaui'^ asi)ects peculiar

to the middle sky are due to turbulence. Even convection may sometimes have effect. up to these

altitudes. But in general these states of the sky depend almost entirely upon the synoptic situation;

they correspond to definite sectors of big atmospheric disturbances and are like them migrant or durable.

They appear moat clearly in midfile latitudes, for in low latitudes, apart from tropirul cyclones, varia-

tions of pressure are often feeble and local W'hile in northern regions the; upper and middle skj' is often

masked by a very overcast lower sky.

T'he state of the lower sky on the contrary is determined by the meteorological conditions existing

in the low luj^er which is directly influenced bj*^ the surface of the earth. Chnid formations in that part

are essentially caused by the processes of convection or turbulence and sontetimes by cooling by radia-

tion. These states of the ski*^ are therefore understood to depend largely upon the nature of the surface

of the earth whether sea or land, upon the relief of the land, its heating, etc. They are particularly

abundant and heavy in maritime and northern climates.

I. Upper and Middle Skies

These states of the sky are one of the principal manifestations of the life of large normal atmospheric

flisturbanoea, and characterise the various zones: front, central, rear and lateral.

In some of them it is advisable to distinguish between the case of a feeble disturbance and the case

of a typical, well developed disturbance. I'^Irthe^, in the lattei case the same atten\iated aspects are

to be found in the south lateral section.

Finally it is expedient to treat separately the big thundery disturbances of iniddhi latitudes which

exhibit characteristics peculiar to themselves and a degree of complexity unknown in ordinary dis-

turbances. In such cases no useful purpose is served by distinguishing more tlian the front zone on the

<me hand and the central and rear zone on the other.

International Atlas, Paris, 1932.

1 This classification has been based upon experience gained in Europe by studying extra-tropical

depressions.
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There are, therefore, in short the following states of the sky:

1. Emissary'' sky.

2. Front sone sky, typical.

3. Front zone sky, weak.
4. Lateral sky.

5. Central sky, typical

6. Central sky, weak.

7. Rear sky.^

8. Pre-thunderstorm sky.

9. Thundery sky,

II. Lower Skies

A. Simple Skies, a. "Convection” Skiee.- The extent and intensity of convcctioti depend upon
the vortical instability of the atmosphere which results from tht? heating of the svirface layer of a muss
of air which is cold above. It also varies with the water content of the upper laj'ors. Three states of

the sky arc to be distinguished according to the intensity of this convection:

1. Ciimuliforin sky of line weather.

2. Disturbed cumuliform sky (without cumulonimbus).
3. Disturbed cumuliform sky (with cumulonimbus).
b. “ Turbulence” Skiea,'^ When air is slightly disturbed over a large surface on a small scale, hori-

zontal layers of cloud are produced. The following distinctions are drawn according to whether the

area of disturbance is clearly bounded above by a much more stable layer, or whcthe.r it has no distinctly

defined limits:

4. Stratiform sky (stratus or atratocumnlus).*

5. Amorphous sky (fractostratus or fractocumulus of bad weather).^

B. Mixed Skies. Some combinations of two of these skies are evidently impossible. I'or example,

the amorphous sky cannot exist at the same time as the e»jmuliform of fine weather because there ia

then not enough humidity; the association of a stratiform sky with that of cumulonimbus is rare, tlie

marked inversion of the former being hardly compatible with the powerful convection of the latter.

The following combinations are conceivable:

6. Cumuliform sky of fine weather (1) and stratiform sky (4).

7. Disturbed cumuliform sky (2 or 3) and stratiform sky (4).

8. Disturbed cumuliform sky (2 or 3) and amorphous sky (5).

III. Combinations of Lower Skies and Upper and Middle Skies

The various states of the lower sky on the one hand and of the upper and middle on the other hand
can naturally exist separately.

It must, however, be noted that the amorphous sky associated with turbulence can only exist

beneath a layer of middle cloud (central zone) or under a vast cumidonimbus (rear zone).

On the other hand, the rear zone which, in its upper and middle parts contains some fragments of

clouds (fragments from middle layers or cirrus and altocumulus cunuilogenitiJs), is necessarily favotiruble

to very vigorous convection w'hich extends to high altitudes producing disturbed cumulus or even
cumulonimbus. A disturbed cumuliform sky or one witli cumulonimbus is therefore necessarily asso-

ciated with the up|>er and middle part of a rear zone and itself constitutes the essential characteristic

of the rear sector of a disturbance.

Many ctJtnbinations of lower skies with upper and middle skies are possible, but not all, however.
Thus, for example, beneath the middle layers there very often exists a marked subsidence of the air which
tends to weaken coni'ection so that this state of the sky is incompatible with a disturbed cumuliform or
cumulonimbus sky.

Definition and Description of the States of Set

A. Upper and Middle Sides

I. Emissary Sky. Sky of cirrus. Either isolated or forming little groups at some distance from
each other.

The tyi>es of sky which may be <iirectly replaced by an emissary sky are: the cumtiliform of fine

weather, the stratiform, the rear zone (which it follows fairly often when there is overlapping of two
disturbances) or the thundery sky.

These clouds are the first indications of the presence at a distance of a disturbance, from which the
cirrus clouds emanate.

When the observer is on the extreme edge of the disturbance, with only these emissary cirrus in view,
he cannot know whether he is in front or at the side of the depression.

This state of the sky ia distinguishable from the beginning of the front zone sky by the fact that the
cirrus have no tendency to coalesce.

Compatible lotoer ekiee. All lower skies may be accompanied by emissary cirrus above.

^ The more or leas accentuated characteristics of this section of the sky arc determined by the nature
of its lower part.

s This term is not to be understood in its precise physical sense and does not presuppose the exact
process of cloud formation.

* Stratus and stratocumulus do not differ essentially except in height.
* These clouds may also be called nimbus.
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H. Typical Front Zone Sky. Sky of cirrue in fine filaments, regularly arranged, passing progres-
sively into a transparent veil of cirrostratus or altostratus.

The upper and middle skies which may be directly followed by a typical front zone sky are: the
emissary sky, tin? rear zone sky (superimposition possible) and the thundery sky.

The typical front zone sky begins with cirrus sometimes accompanied by cirrocumulus. The cirrus
are generally of the fibrous type in long transparent bands, never of the foamy or irregular type which
is encountered in thundery distiirhanccs.

The most rai>idly nmving cirrus are to be found in this stale of the sky. In Europe the direction of
the current in which they travel is generally between W.S.W. and N.W. The cirrocumulus are generally
in the clusaictil form (little white globular masses rather transparent and close together).

The cirrus are soon repla(?ed by an immense cirriform sheet which is very transparent at first. The
most beaiitiful solar phenomena are to be observed with this type of cirrostratus; the complete halo of
22® is an almost regular occurrence.

At the time when the first cloiids of the front zone sky appear, it not infrequently happens that the
last cloud elements of the preceding disturbance have not yet disappeared; with the result that the over-
lapping of a rear zone or thundery sky complex with that of a front zone may be observed.

Compatible lower aktea: various convection and stratiform types.
Under the cirrus there is often at first a cumuliform type below (only over the land and provided

the time of day is favourable). But as the veil of cirrostratus develops, these cumuhis clouds “subside,”
flatten out and generally end by disappearing.

If a stratiform sky has prevailed before the arrival of the front zone, the low clouds can generally
be seen to break intf) fragments and disappear but there are exceptions to this rule. It may happen
that the stratiform sky hides the whole evolution of the front zone sky.

III. Weak Front Zone Sky. Sky composed of middle clouds (more rarely high), regularly arranged,
often in parallel bands. Banks of altocumulus not very thi'k and with clear outlines, uniting gradually
into a continuous layer.

The states of the sky which may be directly followed by a weak frojit zone sky are: the emissary sky,
the rear zone sky (superiiiiposition possible) and the thundery sky.

The weak front zone sky begins with altoctimuluft wlueh is as likely as not to be accompanied by
cirrus. (There might sometimes be a tendency to confuse the altocumulus with cirrocumulus.)

There is not much to be said about the cirrus. It is generally of the type described above under the
typical front zone heading but it is generally less abundant and less rapid.

The altocumulus clouds belong to two different varieties but often exist togethc^r. The one kind
rovers the sky with an imimujse patchwork; the rectilinear fissures which divide them call to mind the
ornamcultttion of a crocodile’s skin; their matter is often diaphanous and the blue of the sky which is

seen through tlieir mass blonds with them at the edges in an almost imperceptible fashion. On the
edge of these sheets or of the fragments which become detached, the cloudlets are much smaller and,
in iilaces, very similar to cirrocumulus. The other kind, on the contrary, congregate and form large,

elongated bands the front edge of which crosses the sky, clear-cut and rectilinear in shape; their matter
is white and opa(im* while the cloudlets constituting the bands are in the shape of rolls or ovoid stones.

To this variety belong usually the clouds which on some summer evenings hide the sunset with a hori-

zontal violet barrier and which are sometimes called in error “stratus of the horizon.” The character-

istic optical phenomenon occasioned by these clouds is that of the solar or lunar corona.

Altocumulus wuth “scaly” edges of so frequent occurrence in thundery conditions are not found
with this type.

Compatible lower akiea. The lower types which may exist below a weak front zone sky are the same
as in the case of a typical front zone sky, that is to say, convection or stratiform skies and there is the
same tendency for low clouds to disappear.

IV. Lateral Sky. Little isolated banks of high and middle cloud, often lenticular, irregularly

arranged and in perpetual transformation.*

The states of the sky which may be directly fullow'cd by the lateral type are: cumuliform sky of fine

weather, stratiform sky and emissary sky.

The lateral sky almost always follows the isolated cirrus, the distant forerunners of the disturbance,

on the flank-s as well as in the front.

After these cirrus clouds, which in some instances, however, may be wanting, the altocumulus
appear; these middle clouds should not be confused with the “shreds” of the rear zone sky nor with the
regularly arranged masses in the front zone sky. Here they appear in isolated banks of altocumulus,

arranged irregularly. Lenticular altocumulus, of pearly whiteneas, is of frequent occurrence in this

type. In the general way, these banks of altocumulus are remarkably unstable in form. They arc

incessantly dispersing or developing afresh; if any one looks at the sky after having ceased to do so for

a few minutes he will find it completely changed.

The wind generally remains light since the place of observation is far removed from the centre of the

disturbance.

The sky is never completely overcast; the amount of altocumulus reaches a maximum, then dimin-

ishes again and the fine weather sky reappears without any more serious effect of the disturbance having

been experienced.

Compatibla lower akiea. These are of the convection (excepting disturbed cumuliform with cumu-

lonimbus) and stratiform types.

» This description of a lateral sky only applies to the lateral zone on the warm side of a disturbance

(southern side in Euroi^e). On the cold side (northern side) the lateral part in a typical case presents

exactly the same aspect as the front zone (cirrus, then complete veil of cirrostratus or altocumulus).

Fine weather, however may follow immediately instead of the rainy weather which follows in the front

zone.
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Beneath the lateral sky a cumulus typo can persist without subsiding much. Nevertheless largo

cumulus congestus are rarely found there (except in mountainous regions). A stratiform sky is fre-

quently associated with a lateral zone sky espooially in maritime climates.

V. Typical Central Sky. Low ceiling, opaque veil of altostratus or of nimbostratus becoming
covered by fractostratus or fractocumulus and perhaps giving continuous rain.

The only upper and middle state of the sky which can precede a typical central zone sky is the
typical front zone sky (sometimes hidden by a stratiform sky).

The veil of cirrostratus in the front zone sky is soon followed by a thicker veil; the halo disappears
and the .sun only remains visible as a silvery spot of ill-defint‘d contour and fading brightness. This
is the typical altostratus api>earance. Altocumulus and cirrocumulus, or rather clouds looking like the
latter but being iierhaps only altocumulus, are still to be* seen but iinstead of appearing white against

the blue of the sky, they stand out dark grey against the pearly grey of the altostratus veil. Often they
are masses of little rouiul spots; more rarely they extend in close parallel lines reminiscent of the undula-
tions w'hich the sea, forms on the sanil of the. seashore.

It is at this moment that a characteristic phenomenon may be seen: the transiiarency of the air

has become perfect. When tin; veil of altostratus advances, the horizontal screen of cumulus disappears,

as also the mist which shrouds distant objects; beneath the high vault of the sky the atmosphere becomes
immense and limpid.

But the sun soon disappears and the ceiling of altostratus darkens n.s it becomes gradually lower and
passes into nimbostratus. Rain, generally of the continuous kind, begins and lasts for several hours.

In some conditions the rainfall may be prolonged and last the whole day. Rainfall accompanying alto-

.stratus or nimbostratus is generally more intense than the light rain from altocumulus in a weak central

sky type but it is not as abundant as in the dowmpoiirs from the typical rear zone sky w^hich follows.

The atmosphere is very humid, another point of diflercnec between central rain and rear zone showers.

Visibility is rather bad. In general the sheet of altostratus or nimbostratus terminates shortly after

the rain stops, its rear eilge being generally fairly clear-cut, rectilinear in shape and of fibrous structure.

In fewer cases it may be possible to witness a progrtissive thinning of the altostratus or nimbostratus for

some hours after the rain.

Compatible lower akies. The amoriihous sky is necessarily associated with the typical central zone

sky.

The complete ])assage of an altostratus system is alw'ays accompanied by low clouds. If the Ic>w<*i

part of the sky is clear of clouds at the time of the arrival of the altostratus system, low clouds are seen

to appear in the form of fractostratus, fractocumulus or stratocumulus; but in the la.st case also the

amorphous condition (fractostratus) dominates in the end. Even if there are still some cuinuliform

clouds when the central zone conditions set in, thej' are gradually transformed into fractostratus. The
latter sonietinu’s form evcmtuuHy a eontinuoua layer which entirely hides the altostratus or niinho-

stratus. When the rain has nearly ceased falling, however, the fractostratus is often transformeil into

fractocumulus.
VI, Weak Central Sky, Low ceiling. Opaque veil of altostratus formed from altocumulus which

have coalesced, sometimes hut not always becoming covered by fractostratus or by fractocumulus and
being capable of giving more or less continuous though slight rainfall. Misty sky. Wind generally

rather light.

The only upjier and middle state of the sky which can be directly followed by a w'eak central zone

.sky is the weak front zone type.

The Ixinks of altocumulus in the w’eak front zone sky are follow’ed by a sheet of altocumulus of the

second variety described on page 887 but much more extensive than those, bunks. On the front edges

altocumulus without sbadow.s are clearly seen. But almost immediately shadows begin to form on
the altocumulus and they develop into a uniform sheet, true altostratus, the altocumulus structure

being almost indiscernible; mist intervene.s, an essential factor in the weak central zone sky and one
which contributes towards the uniform appearance of the altostratus in such a fashion that if the edges

had not been observed it would be impossible to distinguish it from an altostratus of cirriform structure.

Where the mist is not too thick to be pierced by the sun it diffuses a warm and gilded hue over the

whitentiss of the altocumulus. In all other parts a greyish-mauve veil spreads over everything. Visi-

bility deteriorates rapidly, sometimes to only a few hundred metres.

Fractostratus intermingles with the mist in small shreds of little density. These clouds, which
in a typical central zone sky are almost always associated with rain, often pass without giving rain in

this type. When rain does fall, it is fine and resembles at times a heavy drizzle. Altostratus of tliis

type does not exhibit the same continuity as in typical central zone cases. Gajjs or thin places may
appear. Sometimes even a rift may divide it into two sheets; the mist then becomes momentarily
invisible; only the whitish colour of the sky reveals it.

The rear edge of the sheet is formed of altocumulus without shadow, shiny white and very opaque.

It stands out clearly against the sky and is often broken by well-marked fissures through which the blue

sky is seen.

Compatible lower skies: amorphous sky. The lower sky is analogous to the corresponding one in a

typical central sky. The quantity of low clouds is always less (in exceptional cases there is none at

all) and the fractostratus is seldom sufficient to hide the sky above completely.

Vn, Rear Zone Sky. Unstable weather, characterised by rapid alternations of pronounced improve-

ments with exceptional visibility and menacing, disturbed skies which may be accompanied by showers

and squalls. The upper and middle parts of the sky contain remains of dense and relatively low, high

or middle clouds.

In the case of the rear zone sky the lower sky is inseparable from the upper and middle sky. It is

characterised by more or less intense convection. 'That gives the dominating note to the scene and the

typical or “weak” nature of the disturbance is manifested by the degree of intensity of convection.
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If the lower sky contains cumulonimbus (heavy showers, squalls) the disturbance is a typical one. If

there are only disturbed cumuliform clouds (showers and feeble gusts of wind) it is weak.

A description of a typical rear aone sky will be followed by that of a weak one but in both, the lower

part of the sky i>lays a large part. •

First it should be noted that:

The rear aone sky generally follows the central aono type.i

a. Typical rear zone sky. It has just been showm that the dominating characteristic of a centra)

zone sky is its uniformity. It is just the opposite in the rear zone.

It is not an uncommon occurrence for rain in a do|>ression to be falling simultaneously over an area

equal to half of France. In the rear-zone, however, the most violent shower almost always leaves out'

corner of the horizon illuminated by the sun which is soon to reappear. Diversity obtains; an

observer flying at a great height would see beneath him, following upon the impenetrable mantle of the

central sheet, a heterogeneous collection of cuiiiuliis, fraet<)cumulus and cumulonimbus and beneath

this host of clouds, the earth still wet, variegated with shade and light. Squall clouds and extra-

ordinary transparency of the atmosphere arc the two essential characteristics of the diverse aspects

which the roar-zone sky nray aasurne.

The typical silhouette of cumulonimbim is not generally to be .seen owing to the presence of cumulus

or other low clouds (fractocumulus, fractostratus) wdiich hide the cumulonimbus clouds at tlm morneni

when they are distant enough to be seen in profile.

Electrical manifestations are feeble in this zone (a few peals of thunder, occasional lightning), but

they do occur sometimes and even in winter the fall of temperature does not preclude their occurrence

completely. Another characteristic of sriualls associated with dei>ression.s is the regularity of theii

travel over large areas.’

The cumulus which surround cumulonimbus are distinguishable from the cumulus of fine weather

(cumulus hurnilis) by the ragged appearance of their lower edge and the bulging of their upper part.

This tendency for cumulus to bulge always exists in rear zf»nc ski(‘s.

In cumulus hurnilis the ratio of the vertical height to the horizontal length is of the order of but

in the cumulus discussed al>ove it may reach or surpass *

2 . I'urtlicr, the usual typical rear zone skies

do not exhibit the most beautiful example«iof dome formation which are nn>te clearly showm by tlu

.misty cumulus of the weak rear zojie sky .and the marble-like piles t)t showery cumulu.s.

In the clearances in the rear zone, visibility i» very good and Honi«qimes exceptional. The sky

assumes a characteristically deep blue colour, very different from the pjile blue of anticyclonic fine

weather which always makes one think of a vivid colour seen Ihrotigh a light mist us though through »

thin veil of dust. The colour of the sky is paler at the horizon and when the cirrus in advance of a nev

depression does not cause u red sunset, the mu sets below the horizon on a background of .shining straw-

coloured yellow.

It goes without saying that the heterogeneous character of the rear zone sky is observable there too

and if one glances at the points on the horizon which arc dominated by the .scpiall clomls, clumps of ver.v

low clouds may be soon floating in their slmdow.

Finally the last clouds withdraw and fine weather is established. 3 When the passage of a dei>re8sion

is completed by the end of the day. the night air is very pure and favourable to the formation of fog.

If it pa8.sc;s during the night the distant viow’.s are slightly veiled and the blue of the sky is less vivid.

The rear zone phase may last a long time (several days) owing to the persistance of a current of cold,

unstable air in which cumulonimbus are formed. This is exemplified in the showery weather typical of

maritime polar air, on the coasts of north-west Europe.

b. Weak rear zone sky. The clouds to be found in the w'-ak rear zone sk>' are non)inally the same

as those of the typical rear zone but their characteiistics are different.

Although the lower sky generally does not degenerate beyond the disturbed cumuliform .stage,

cumulonimbus are not entirely lacking; although the tops bulge con-sideriibly they do not present any

danger and frequently appear lost in the mist. Electrical discharges from them are practically unnotice-

able and the gusts of wind which accompany them are not at all strong. They freciuently pass without

a shower and they never cause heavy rainfall. In weak disturbances it might almtwt be said that mist

takes the place of rain. ... ^

This attenuation of virulence corresponds w'ith the substitution of sheets of middle clouds for those*

of high ones. Further the harmless cumulonimbus belonging to the passage of the type in question are

generally associated with sheets of altocumulus, while those of thunderstorms and typical rear zone

squalls are associated with cirrostratus and false cirrus. Moreover, isolated fragments of altocumulus

may be seen trailing across the sky, quite independent of any cumulonimbus. This is of much rarer

occurrence in the typical rear zone sky but may be seen in the thumlerv sky. The aggregate of these

fragments at the same, height at the central sheet and following at some distance in its wake gives a

very peculiar appearance to the weak rear zone sky. It is also hardly possible to eonfuse these ulto-

cumulus clouds with those of the weak front zone sky. They are much more opaque, more brilliant

and their irregularly arranged banks have silhouettes which are absurdly easy to recognise.

Finally in the place occupied, as will be seen later, by stratocumulus in the rear of a thundery dis-

turbance there are generally found with the type in question, layers which may be called by the same

* In some cases, unstable conditions which give rise to rear zone clouds may develop after fine weather

without the previous appearance of the central aone type. On the other hand, m the rear of a central

sky the rear zone sky may be lacking and be replaced by a stratiform type.

* In thundery conditions on the contrary the thunderstorms seem to come to birth, to rage and dis-

appear again within a small area so that they are seldom known to maintain their force for more than a

^^^•^pro^ded that the front zone complex of a new disturbance is not too near.
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name but which exhibit a peculiar structure. The layer looks just like altocumulus in vast rolls or in

patchwork formation, but the cloudlets are infinitely greater than in true layers of altocumulus, less

geometrical and obviously lower. They present certain analogies with stratocuraulus vespernlis

derived from the diurnal Evolution of cumulus.
The weak rear zone sky is likewise the type which exhibits in its clearer parts certain well-developed

cumulus which are sometimes designated “silver-tMlged’* cumulus. These are huge clouds of grey
colour, tinged with violet, which when situated in front of the sun remain altogether dark except for a
thin streak of silver or gold which silhouettes them. In the atmosphere, always a little misty at such
tim(»!k, the sun's rays wliich are intercepted by these clouds form an immense pencil of diverging rays
wliich are clearly visible owing to the mist and have a very fine, aesthetic eff<;ct.

Eventually fine weather returns, provided that the front zone cloud complex of a now disturbance
is not very near.

VIII. Pre-thunderstorm Sky. Dense ciiTus in very soft outlines. Partial veil of thick cirrostratus,

domed altocumulus (cumuliformis) in separate tufts—^since the beginning of the approach of the storm
no thunder clouds in the strict sense of the word have yet arrived—very light wind.

The types of sky which may be imincdiatelj' followed by the pre-thunderstorm sky are; cumuliform
fine weather sky and the rear zone skj'.

The pre-thunderstorm sky begins with cirrus, generally of a very characteristic type. 'I’he forms
are diverse and most of the varieties which experts have distinguished in the family of cirrus may be
said to belong to thundery disturbances. But one characteristic common to almost all variotios is their

opacity, an opacity purely relative and especially so in comparison with the remarkable transparency of

the fibrous cirrus which moreover is often in accompaniment. 'I'his opacity may make them resemble

fragments of fructocurnulus. Among their varieties of form may be f4Uoted at random: foamy tufts,

fern leaves, hooks or rings. In Europe tlieir direction is frrun between west axul 8r>iith.

These cirrus are. generally derived from the anvils of cumulonimbus cloiuls whose cumuliform parts

have disappeared.

They are accompanied or preceded (sometimes by as much as 24 hours) by isolated allocurnulus

cumuliformis in a fine weather sky which also indicates a higli temr)eraturf‘ gradient in the upp(‘r layers.

Compatible lover ttkirs. The only lower type which be associated with tlie pre-thunderstorm

sky is the cumuliform line weather sky which characterises warm i)cri(Mls in summer and which mayp
develop considerably in mountainous regions.

IX. Thundery Sky. Sky characterised by its overcast aspect, chaotic, heavy and as it were stag-

nant. The lower layers of cloud often having a mamniatus appearance. A gmieral absence of wind
except during the storms or thundery showera. The upper and middle sky is comi)OHed chiefly of dense

cirrostratus and diverse forms of altocumulus.

The only state of the sky which can immediately precede the thundery sky is tlve pre-thunderstorm

sky.

As in the case of the rear zone sky of an ordinary disturbance the lower 8k.v i.s inseparahlo from the

upper and middle sky. Strong convection (cumulonimbus) is an essential characteristic of thundery

skies, except in the extreme rear where layers of stratocumulus are often to be found.

It is as well to draw attention to the fact that in the case of thunderstorm systems, the central and
rear zones arc very difficult to distinguish, convection playing an essential part in both. Also the expres-

sion “ thundery sky” applies to both the central and rear parts in the passage of a thumlenstorm system.

The central sheet often produces no rain. It Is sometimes diflicult to identify and in many cases

one is tempted to say that it is altogether lacking, since a thunder-storm system truly cmisists essentially

of a multitude of cumulonimbus. Some thundery disturbances bring abundant and lasting rain which

falls from a vast altostratus but strangely enough these altostralus cloud.s do not precede the eumulo-

nimbus: they follow or arc intermingled with them. The name of “thundery rains” is ker»t for these

characteristic rains.

Nevertheless, the precursory cirrus which form the pre-thunderstorm sky are separated from the

cumulonimbus by clouds of the cirrus or altocumulus familifjs which do not necessarily form a sheet

but take its place.

In the cirrus family are to be included the extensive sheets of fibrous struefure, often fairly trans-

parent and assuming at times the air of altostratus. A rather curious veil of cloud is to be seen in these

conditions; it is so vast that it seems to cover the sky and so light that its existence is conjecture<l rather

than perceived. This immense, almost imperceptible gauze is chiefly revealed by the irregularities of

its structure and by the effect it has upon the appearance of the stars.

Of the altocumulus family “altocumulus cumuliformis” is to be seen, a characteristic type in thun-

dery systems. It generally appears in the form of large tufts with ragged edges, without shadows, and
set somewhat apart (altocumulus flocous). The colovir of the sky at the time of the passage of thundery

altocumulus is remarkable; the blue becomes mingled with a violet hue as it loses its vividness. Some-
times the dome formations are accentuated and develop considerably (altocumulus cnstellatus). These

clouds are often white, sometimes grey and frequently merge into a greyish cirrostratus.

The thundery sky, especially near the end of its passage, is essentially composed of cumulonimbus
with their attendant train of frnctooumulus and fractostratue. In Europe, the inost violent thunder-

storms occur in tlus phase. The direction from whence they arrive deviates little from S.W. and hardly

ever touehee S. or W, Their velocity is rather variable, of the order of about 50 km./hr. A curious

point about these clouds is their rapid development. If efforts are made to follow minutely the course

of a thunder squall by telephone it is surprising to observe its birth, sudden growth, maintenance of its

force over a limited course, 6f the order of 150 km., and its death without any evident reason. The
cumulus clouds show clearly the tendency to form domes. Visibility in the clear intervals admits of

the same observations as in ^ the rear sone skies of ordinary disturbances. The peculiar trait in the

thundery type is the presence of two clouds, the mammatocumulus and a type of stratocumulus which
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does not appear with absolute regularity in other cases. The mammatocumulus is in a wellknown form
but often somewhat different from its classic form: in place of rounded protuberances it often exhibits
rolls or species of festoons.^

The thundery stratocumulus is formed of elongated clouds, dull in colour, of a dark bluish grey.
It appears in the rear of thunderstorms and particularly in the following circumstances; when a thunder-
storm finishes in the evening and there seems some justification for expecting clear weather the next
morning it often happens that when the sun rises the sky is clouded with an extensive bank of this strato-
cuinulus. It seldom lasts, however, beyond the first few hours of the day.

In conclusion, isolated banks of cirrostratus may be seen at the same time as the full cumulonimbus
and lightning sometimes flushes in them during the night. These clouds are probably the cirrus anvils
remaining from cumulonimbus clouds.

B. Lower Skies

J. Convection** Skies

I. Cumuliform Fine Weather Sky. Moderate “convection” sky, characterised by the presence of
cumulus with horizontal bases, more or less dome-shaped but without excessive vertical development and
exhibiting a clear diurnal variation which may result in altocumulus or stratocumulus.

'riiis tyf)e of sky lias a definite diurnal variation, esi)ccially on the Continent. The evolution of

“settled fine" weather may often be observed in the morning from the more or less dome-shaped, fine

weather cumulus which lust during the day but disperse in the evening. In the tropics as well as in the
mountainous regions of the temperate zone, fine weather cumulus may grow until they develop into
cumulonimbus which give heat thunderstorms. If the state of the sky reaches this stage it should be
classed according to circumstances either as “thundery sky” or as disturbed cumuliform sky witli

cumulonimbus.
Isolated cumulus sky may develop and assume very varying aspects according to circumstances.

It may hai»])en that in the course of their vertical development the cumulus reach a stable layer which
l)revent« them from developing to any greater height. The result is a spreading out of the tops of the
cumulus which form a sheet resembling altocumulus or siratocamulus. If subsequently the con-
vection currents weaken, the cumuliform part of the clouds disperses first while the altocumulus may
survive. Thus a fine weather cumulus sky may be transformed, especially towards evening, into a
sky characterised by banka of low altocumulus (altocumulus curaulogenitus).

If the stable layer is only a little above the level of condensation, the cumulus become extended
(piite near to their biuse and may coalesce into an almost continuous layer. A rather analogous phe-
nomenon may frequently be observed in the evening when dome-shaped cumulus subside and spread
at the lev€'l of their bases (stratocumulus vcsporalis).

II. Disturbed Cumuliform Sky without Cumulonimbus. Intense convection sky, characterised
by thick cumulus, jagged and seething but with no cirriform structure at their summits.

When convection takes place in a sufficiently strong current the forms of dome-shaped cumulus
are not so regular and they tend to become cumulus congestus. The weather is then more disturbed
with rai)id alternations of thrcjatcning skies and bright periods.

This motley sky of changing cumulu.** congestus is characteristic of cold, unstable currents w’hich

are warmed by contact w'ith warm earth or sea.

Cuinolua of this kind—(‘specially those which are formed over the sea—show much less diurnal
variation than fine weather cumulus.

These conditions arc cspcjcially likely to occur aft.«^r the passage of a disturbance. In the latter

case a cumulus congestus sky is also associated with fragments or broken sluHits of middle cloud of alto-

cumulus .structure.
*

III. Disturbed Cumuliform Sky with Cumulonimbus. Intense convection sky, characterised by
the presence of cumulonimbus.

In the same meteorological conditions convection may increase sufficiently for some of the cuinuhis
congestus to become cumulonimbus. The sky then assumes the typical form associated with showers
and bright periods. Sometimes there are thunderstorms too but they are of short duration and of little

importance comr)ared with those of thundery systems.

II. ** Turbulence** Skies

IV. Stratiform Sky. Rather low ceiling layer of stratocumulus, stratus or fog; weather not rainy

(excepting fine drizzle) but misty.

In those parts of the continents which are within the temperate zone, this state of the sky is mainly
observed in winter in anticyclonic conditions; it is very rare in summer. In the intermediate seasons,

autumn and spring, it exhibits a clear diurnal variation. First of all there is no low cloud, then fog or

stratus is formed by cooling during the night and it is not dispersed until after the sun rises the next

day. In winter insolation is often too small to dissipate the fog or stratus which has formed during

the night and the sky may remain overcast for several days in succession—above the stratus there is

generally a clear sky, as may be seen from mountains of no great height.

The same skies of fog, stratus or stratocumulus are observable at sea as a lesult of warm air currents

and they may thus extend to regions which are not anticyclonic.
*

Western Europe is often overrun by this maritime variety of stratus weather. On the northern

edge of subtropical anticyclones there is often a humid current from west or south-west in which the

stratus and stratocumulus often constitutes a lateral connecting sone between two successive disturb-

1 Mammatocumulus often precedes a thunderstorm; in America it often appears in front of a tornado.
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anoes. It should be noted that stratocumulus or stratus of this type do not have a definite diurnal

variation; they sometimes spreatl over the sky in the middle of the day.
Stratus does not generally give any precipitation ; bvit if it is very dense it may give drissle, which

is accentuated if orographical ofTects are also present.

V. Amorphous Sky. More or less continuous layer of fractostratus or of fractocumiilus of bad
weather.

This state of the sky somewhat resembles the preceding one. Nevertheless it is distinguishable by
its more ragged appearance and conipJcte absence of regular undulations. On the other hand low clouds

are never the only ones in this type; above them there is always eitlier a sheet of altoatratus (possiljly of

altocumulus structure) or cunmloniinbu.s from which more or less continuous precipitation is falling.

Friietostratua or fractocuiuulus appear at first in isolated masses beneath the veil of middle cloud

but they multiply rapidly and form before long a more or less continuous layer.

III. Mixed Skiea

VI. Stratiform and Cumuliform of Fine Weather. A mixe<l stratiform and cumuliform sky may
develop when a sheet of stratus or st’atoeumubi.s is dispersing and fractostratus is being transformed
into fractocumiilus. Cumulus is thus formed at the expense of stratus and at the same level where the

.stratus previously existeil.

This type of sky is always transitory, for in the long run one of the two tendencies always triumphs
over the other and forms a simple cumuliform or stratiform sky.

Another and much more lasting variety of a mixed stnitiform and cumuliform sky may develop

when cumulus are formed beneath the cloud .sneet (which in this instance consi.shs of stratocumulus.

stratus being too low for cunnilus to exist beneath it). In the case con.sidered the cumulus are of the

fine weather type, remain small and <lo not reach the sheet of stratocumulus,

Vn. Stratiform and Disturbed .Cumuliform Sky. If convection is very strong and if the cumulus
clouds assume a disturbed aspect, their summits generally ixmetrate into or even right through the

cloud layer above thc*m, a phenomenon which cannot be seen from the ground but may be seen by an
aviator. In humid climates thi.s type of sky may give showers.

VIII. Amorphous and Disturbed Cumuliform Sky. This tyiie only exists in .showery weathei' wher
fractostratus or fractoeumulus may be formed beneath cumulonimbus (sometimes even btmeatli heai \

,

<listurbed cumulus). In humid clirnate.'s, fractostratus or fractocumulus may foiru a layer wliich fills

the spaces betv'^een the cumulonimbus. In this case the individual cumulonimbu.s clr)ml.s canmit be
reeogniseil in their typical form; nevertheless their passage is indicated by a temporary darkening of the

sky and showers.

REMARKS ON TAKING OBSERVATIONS OF THE STATE OF THE SKY

1. Distribution of Cloud Forms in Different States of the Sky. A knowledge of the genera or even
of the species of the individual clouds present in the sky at any given moment is not enough to identify

the state prevailing at the statiem in question. In reality the same cloud genera or groups of genera
may be found in different states of the sky. Inversely, supposing the state of the sky to be known,
it is not possible to deduce with certainty the genera of individual clouds of which it is composed beenuw'
a given state of the .sky does not always contain the same genera.

Some interesting conclusions, although mainly of negative valuer can be drawn from the distribu-

tion of cloud forms in the various .states of the sky: certain cloud genera and, still more, certain groups
of cloud genera are incompatible with certain states of Jhe sky. From an analysis of the clouds pres-

ent, certain states of the sky can in some casias be rejected. Inversely, if the state of the sky in ques-
tion is known, it is also a foregone conclusion that certain clouds and associations of clouds cannot
exist. Thus, in both cases, the process of elimination of various solutions simplifies the diagnosis of

the remainder.

n. AppUcationsof Knowledge of State of the Sky. 1 Tt facilitates the identification of cloud genera
present in the sky.

2. In some cases, it makes up, in part at least, for indecision as to cloud genera.

This is frequently the case in thundery situations; degenerate cloud forms then occur which are v€*ry

difficult if not impossible to name according to the international cloud classification, while the thundeiy
nature of the sky as a whole is imnuidiately manifest beyond all doubt.

Thus if an observer cannot name the cloud forms with certainty, he can sometimes know what sec-

tion of a cloud system is prevailing and it will be granted that that is an important piece of information
with regard to the clouds.

The identification of a sky as a w'hole compared with that of the individual clouds is further greatly
facilitated by the fact that the observer can make use of the preceding history of the sky. The evolution
of the sky at one station can be followed indefinitely, while the evolution of a cloud—if it is a "migrant’*
as is usually the case—can only be observed during the relatively short time that it takes to cross the
sky.

3. Even if the individual cloud forms are identifiable, clouds of the same genera assembled in the
same quantities may correspond to two states of the sky equally oharacteristio but altogether distinct

—

and therefore to two different situations.

For example, cumulus and altocumulus may be associated in the same proportions in totally different

states of the sky: (1) preceding rain (front sone), (2) following rain (rear sone), (3) on the border of a
rain area (lateral xone).

Therefore, even after the cloud forms present in the sky have been identified accurately it may still

be necessary to identify the aggregate condition in order to distinguiBh between two sky complexes,
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the composition of which is qualitatively and quantitatively the same us regards cloud genera but which
correspond to totally different situations.

For these varioxis reasons the classification of states of the sky is indispenHsl^le and it is necessary to
know how to proceed with the direct and indirect identification of the state' of the sky. In principle
the observer’s diagnosis of the state of the sky ought always to be accompanied by an analysis of the
individual clouds present at the time.

DEFINITION OF HYDROMETEORS*
(With Gc*rman, French, and English Names.)

Regen, Pluie, Rain: Somewhat uniform precipitation of rather large drojjs (ordinary rain, steady,
widespread rain) from a continuous cloud covering. The sky is either covered with a real layer of rain
cloud which has developed from a succession of layer clouds or with a uniform, grey but comparatively
high layer of cloud, generally with shapeles.*? cloud masses below, w’hich may in fact bo present in such
numbers that the layer clouds are completely hidden.

Seknee, Neige, Snow: Somewhat uniform precipitation of hexagonal stars from a contiiuunis clmnl
covering (appearance of the sky as in the case of rain).

Regenechnee, Pluie et neige. Sleet: Somewhat uniform precipitation from melting snow or snow
mixed with rain.

Reifgraupeln Neige rouUe, Guanitlau snow: White opaque pellets, 1 to 5 mm. in diameter, of snow-
like structure. They are brittle and easily compre.Mscd. If they full on a hard surface, they rebouinl
and then break easily. They chiefly occur with temperature about 0®C. and mainly over the land, often
before or at the same time as ordinary snow.

FroatgraupeJn, Grtail, Soft hail: Semi-tran.sparent, iou?ui, seldom conical pellets, about 2 to ram,
in diameter. They often have a centre of granular snow covered by a thin layer of ice. Even when
they fall on a hard surface, they frequently remain lying on it without breaking; they are Uf>t easily
conijircssed or brittle. Since they generally fall with temperatures about 0®C., often at the same time
as rain, they are wet.

Ilagel, GrHe, Hail: Irregular little pieces of ice varying in size from that of peas to tluit of a man’s
fist. They are either completely Uunsparent or formed of alternating clear and opaque (snow-like)
layers. They fall almost exclusively during severe or protracted thunderstorms and never with t(*m-

peraturo below freezing j»oint.

Eiskdrnchen, Grains de glace. Pellets of ice: Transparent pellets, hard as glass, 1 to 4 mm. in diam-
eter. If they fall on a hard surface they rebound. They develop from raindrops which fall through a

cold surface layer and thus freeze.

Eisnaddn, Aiguilles de glace. Floating ice chtstals: Very little sticks, pellets or scales of ice, which
appear to hover in the air. They are especially visible wdien they glitter in the sunshine and may give
rise to sun pillars or other halo phenomena. They occur in stable winter conditions mostly with intense
cold in polar winter or in the higher layers of (he free atmosphere.

Niesdri, Bruine, D uzzle: Somewhat uniform precipitation of numerous liny droplets (diameter
generally less than 3-2 inin.) w'hich almost seem to hover in the air and share its slightest rnovement.s.

Drizzle falls from a continuous, dense, low layer of stratus. In particular along coastlines and on
mountain ranges drizzle can sometimes yield coixsiderable amounts of precipitation (at anj' rate up to

20 mm. in 24 hours).

Nebd, Brouillard, Foo: Microscopical little drops of w’ater, w'hich hover in the air and cause a wet
and cold feeling. If watched carefully the water dro]>let8 may in some circumstances be almost seen t,o

pass in front of one’s eyes. On the whole fog appears white except near industrial regions where it

becomes dirty grey or yellow. With a real fog w'hich is not dispersing, the horizontal visibilitj’^ should,

according to international agreement, be le.sR than 1 km., at least in one direction.

Leichter Nebd, Brouillard Uger, Mist: Light fog, in which visibility must be greater than 1 km.
It does not cause a raw or damp feeling because the water droplets in mist are too small and far apart;

it often has a greyish appearance in distinction from actual fog.

Dunsi, Brume, Haze: Little particles of dust from dry regions or of salt, w'hich are dry and so extra-

ordinarily small that they are neither felt nor perceived with the naked eye but which give the air a
characteristically smoky appearance. Haze easts a completely uniform veil over the landscape and
dulls its colours. Against a dark background this veil has a bluish colour (“blue distance”) but a dirty

yellow or reddish yellow against a light background {e.g., clouds on the horizon, snow-covered summit,
sun). Haze may be distinguished by this characteristic from greyish mist which it sometimes equals in

intensity.

Reine, durchaichtige Luft, Visibiliti exeeptionnelle. Unusual visibility; Even when there is no
particulate obscuration of the atmosphere, it is possible to observe the same blue veil as in hazy condi-

tions against a sufficiently remote, dark background. At sea level (in the lower layers of air) this veil

which is caused b.y the pure air itself completely hides the outlines of mountains at a distance of over

600 km. even in the most favourable circumstances and in general does so at less than 100 km. This

may also occur at twilight or when visiVjility in any direction is reduced, for example, by a shower,

provided that the air is otherwise clear and transparent. If there is no range of hills at a sufficiently

great distance, the purity of the air can be recognised by the fact that the colours and details of the

landscape within 5 or 10 km, are clear and distinct (no semblance of being veiled), that ranges of hills

to a distance of about 30 km. are sharply defined in cloudy weather and appear almost pure dark blue

against the sky, while details are clearly visible (at least with a telescope) when the sun shines upon

them.

I* International Atlas, 1932.
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Schauer, Averse, Showkb; Of the above mentioned hydrometeore, rain» snow, sleet, granular snow,
soft hail, hail and grains of ioe may fall in showers. A show'er is not only characterised by the quick
onset and cessation of the precipitation or its rapid changes of intensity but also and more especially by
the appearance of the sky. Showery weather is characterised by a rapid alternation of dark, threatening
shower-clouds and bright periods of short duration but ofUm with deep blue skies (April weather).
If there is no definite clearance between the showers it is due either to a layer of high cloud (which is

often the forerunner of further rainfall) or to the fact that the space between the shower-clouds is filled

with low though lighter clouds. It may even happen that the precipitation never completely stops, the
arrival of a shower being marked in such cases by sudden darkness.

Schneegest&ber, Tourmente de neige. Drift-snow (a) : Snow' fall in squally w'eather.

Schneetreiben, Chasse-neige (1), Drift-snow {b 1): No actual precipitation. The snow is whirled
so high from the ground that visibility is considerably decreased both horiaontully along the ground and
vertically. The condition of the sky is not recognisable.

Sehneefegen, Chasse-neige (2), Drift-snow (6 2): Snow, torn from the ground by the wind, is driven
along it low down so that vertical visibility is not materially decreased. The motion is almost in a
straight line.

Sandsturtn, TempSte de sable, Sandstorm: No actual precipitation but sand or dust is whirled into

the air so that visibility at eye level is less than 1000 m.
jPoix, Roace, Dew: Little drops of water which in consequence of direct condensation from the

neighbouring layer of air are deposited on surfaces which have been cooled by nocturnal radiation.

Reif, GeUe blanche. Hoarfrost: Ice crystals which are precipitated in the sjiriio way as dew.
Rauhreif, Qiwre (1), Rime (1): Ice crystals which arc deposited when fog and frost occur together

mainly upon vertical surfaces—in particular upon the points and corners of objects. To windw'ard
they may grow to considerable layers of hoarfrost-like structure. The jirocess is in some ways analogous
to the formation of granular snow.

Rauhfrost, Givre (2), Rime (2): Masses of ice, which are deposited in an analogous way to rime but
which occur with wet fog or supercooled driszic so that their structure is analogous to that of soft hail.

Both forms are specially apt to occur in mountainous districts.

Qlatieis, Verglas, Glazed frost: Homogeneous transparent layers of ice formed on horizontal and
vertical surfaces from super-cooled drizzle or rain.

Beschlag, D^pdt de bu/e: Deposition of water vapour from the lowest layers of the atmosphere which
have been cooled below the dew' point by outward radiation frt>m the ground.

Gewilter, Orage, Thunderstorm: Both lightning and thunder are observed.
Weiterleuchten, Eclairs, Sheet hohtnino: Lightning without thunder.
Donner, Tonnerre, Thunder: Distant thunder is heard, but no lightning is seen.

The direction in which thunder and lightning are observed should be stated if possible.

REMARKS ON THE INTERNATIONAL CLASSIFICATION

The number of internationally accepted varieties of clouds will increase in the

future. Even at present, more is known about the significance of the varieties than

can adequately be expressed by the International classification. It is consequently

the observer’s duty to use the existing classification as extensively as possible. He
should always express species and variety as well as genus whenever he is sure of the

observation. The reason for this is that the synoptic significance of the cloud usually

lies in the variety and detailed structure. The necessity of detailed observation

applies not only to the individual clouds, but also to the successive aspects of the same
layer of clouds during the day. The behavior of a layer of cumulus throughout the

day, for example, indicates the synoptic situation as w^ell as or better than does the

shape of the individual clouds at a given time.

A good cloud observation helps in the analysis of the synoptic map. Such an

observation may be discussed under three headings: (1) correctness, (2) detail, and

(3) continuity.

1, Correctness. A doubtful observation must be reported as doubtful. If it is

intended for a teletype message in which doubt cannot be mentioned, the observation

should be omitted.

Example. White lines close to the horizon may be cirrus, cirrostratus, alto*

cumulus, haze, or simple stratus. Each of these clouds has significance in the analy-

sis, stratus being the most harmless, altocumulus being the most significant.

Generally speaking, clouds close to the horizon (below 10 to 15 deg elevation) should

be examined with extra care, and doubt as to their name should be clearly indicated.

An incorrect report is worse than no report. In the case of a teletype message, for

example, an observer should remember that he is cooperating in a network with

many other observers. Clouds that appear low on his horizon may be described easily
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from the next station. Little is lost by omission, but much harm may be done by
sending a doubtful message that conflicts with the correct report tom the neighboring
station. The analyst is not always able to decide which report is correct from the

data available.

2. Details. Certain clouds are found under so many diiferent circumstances that

mention of the genus alone does little g<)od in synoptic analysis. Even mention of

species as well may not suffice. The variety, the most elaborate ttjrm in the presertt

(jlassification, is more typical, and there is an obvious need for subvariety observations

in order to keep pace with the progress in other fields of meteorology. Similarly, great

d(dail is very useful in understanding the chronological (^volution of a given cloud

layer. For best results, frequent inspections of the sky (hourly at least) and many
stations (50-mile grid) are necessary.

3. Continuity. The successive aspects of the clouds observed at a given station

vary continuously. So do the clouds observed on a cross-country flight. This con-

tinuity is related to the continuity in the slopes and shapes of frontal surfaces and the

elements that control the physics of the clouds. Important here are (1) surfaces of

discontinuity, (2) inversions, (3) Hubsidenc,e layers, (4) ascending currents, (5) descend-

ing currents, (6) distribution of moist and dry layers, and (7) the distribution and

varieties of the vertical temperature lapse rates.

SKY COVER

The cloudiness or sky coverage is usually given in fractions of o or The total

cloudiness refers to the amount of the sky covered by all genera; the partial cloudiness

refers to each genus observed separately. C'lose to the horizon, perspective reduces

the amount of blue sky that can be seen, causing cloudiness to appear greater than

it really is. It is consequently advisable to ignore that portion of the sky ^vhen

estimating the cloudiness. There are no rules that automatically give a correct

estimate of total or partial cloudiness. Clear or overcast skies are easy to identify.

In other cases, the following indications usually give satisfactory results: The observer

should ask himself the questions (1) is the amount of clouds (or blue sky) almost

negligible? and, if nec.essary, (2) is the amount of blue sky obviously greater than the

amount of clouds? If cloudiness is almost negligible, the report should be If

blue sky is almost negligible, the report should be ?^io* If cloudiness and blue sky

appear equal, the rt'port is }/2 - If the blue sky predominates but cloudiness is greater

than J j 0 ,
the report should be 34 • If cloudiness predominatiis but the blue sky is

greater than o, the report should be

fJxperience shows that the above method leads to estimates that are independent

of the observer. Ptom the viewpoint of the synoptic analyst, this is a valuable

achievement. The scale of cloudiness reads then 0— —34

—

H—?4—?io

—

In the writer’s opinion, closer steps are really not necessary and probably would

not be estimated identically by different observers.

NEPHANALYSIS

The study of synoptic charts on which only clouds and weather are plotted demon-

strates three facts that can be labeled (1) individuality, (2) typicalness, and (3) con-

tinuity. Cloud forms and cloud species over large areas form synoptic entities (called

nephsystems) usually surrounded by fair-weather areas of clear sky, cumulus humilis,

or cirriform clouds. These systems usually correspond to groups of frontal lines,

the most typical of which is the V-shaped group consisting of one warm front and

one cold front (t.e., a cyclone). Other nephsystems are not associated with fronts.

Here, for example, we have the thundery nephsystems frequently found within the

tropical air in the southern United States.
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Nephsystems can be divided into various sectors that are characterized by various

kinds of weather. Subspecies (varieties) of clouds yield valuable data concerning

the location of the station with respect to the sectors of the nephsystem and, in conse-

quence, with respect to the fronts. If an itinerary is traced within the nephsystem,
all cloud forms successively encountered constitute a succession that is continuous.

Through these continuous changes, cloud genera and species, although appearing
<piitc diverse (such as altostratus and cumulus, or stratocumulus duplicatus and
cumulonimbus), are proved to be related by a series of intermediate forms. Thus

H,
L,

Fig. 1.—Sky and doud.s in a typical disturbance.

Note: 1. This diagram corresponds to a typical disturbance*—to he precise, the

first of a family—arriving from the west in western Europe.

2. It sometimes happens that the rear zone is much more extensive and that it

persists for several days over the same region.

3. Fractocumulus may occur practically anyw here in the rear zone.

4. The specifications J/a and Mi corre.spond, respectively, with t!ie front or

lateral sector and wTth the central or rear sector of thunderstorm disturbance. They
can find no place in this diagram, which is that of a normal disturbance.

5. Observers should not take the form of cloud corresponding to the position in

this diagram as necessarily determining the form of cloud to be reported.

the clouds are found to be part of a large synoptic continuum, of an organized

''society.'^ This entity is the nephsystem.

The geographical relationship and organized association of numerous different

genera, species, and varieties of clouds is the most characteristic datum in the concept

of the nephsystem. Various types of nephsystems have been mentioned almve (t.c.,

cyclonic and thundery types). Other types may also be discovered when air-mass

weather, tropical, and arctic weather have been more thoroughly studied. The major

significance of the concept of the nephsystem is attached, not to a given geographic

relationship of clouds, but to the existence of a patterned association of clouds.

Within the nephsystem, certain discontinuities exist. These discontinuities cor-

respond to the surfaces of discontinuity in frontal analysis. They are encountered

only in the itineraries that cross them, at the point of traverse. The basic cloud of
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the nephsystem is altostratus. Since altostratus is \isually encountered in connection

with a surface of discontinuity (namely, a warm front), its position is fundamental
in weather analysis. Almost all other forms of cloud can be related to the altostratus

by a continuous succession of intermediate forms such as have been described else-

where. Such successions are called ahj or cloiid sequences. A study of cloud sequences

obviously yields practical advice on the use of clouds in forecasting.

A general sketch of a nephsystem is given in Fig. 1. It is important to explain

how the figure should be interpreted. Forecasters already familiar with the simple

models of fronts and cyclones used in frontal analysis, and with the complex shapes

of actual fronts and cyclones as found on the weather map, will appreciate the dif-

ference between the idealized nephsystem and those found in practice. In other

words, the simple model of a nephsystem should not be described or interpreted with

a dogmatic mind. The model is merely a guide for the interpretation of a neph-

analysis map, comparable with the cyclone models used in frontal analysis. Further-

more, the simple nephsystem model is based largely on observations gathered in

temperate climates and especially in western Europe, as were the early models useil

in frontal analysis. Every analyst will then be able to adapt the simple model to the

weather conditions as found in his region, whether it be in the tropics, in the arctic,

or in remote parts of the temperate zone. I'hree essential facts are (1) individuality

of nephsystems, (2) typicalnessof cloud varieties, and (3) continuity of cloud sequences.

Observations plotted on maps for nephanalysis include clouds, weather, height

and amount of clouds, ceilings, and precipitation. The observations are presented

V)y me{ins of curv^es called nepheurves. Nepheurves are comparable to isobars or

fronts on the usual synoptic map, in that they delineate certain areas by sharp lines.

In practice, m^phanalysis (consists in identifying the various nephsystems and the

external zones separating them. The most useful nepheurves are (1) the clear sky

curve, (2) the border line of the nephsystem, (3) the (uirves of precipitation, and
('4) various auxi'iary curves such as ceiling, cloudiness, instability, etc. The neph-

eurves enable the analyst ultimately to trace the various nephsystems and to locate

their sectors. Predicting the motions and transformations of the systems is the next

and most important step.

Most of the nepheurves need no definition since their names are self-explanatory,

e.g.y the clear sky curve, the precipitation curves, ceiling curves, and cloudiness curves.

The border line and the lines of weakness are defined as follows: As can be seen in

Fig. 1, the typical borderline curve is the altocumulus, with exception of the area

designated as connecting zone. The border line consequently separates the stations

reporting altocumulus from those reporting none. In the connecting-zone area,

which is characterized by stratiform and convective-stratiform states of the sky, the

stratocumulus is the best index of the border line. If typical, it belongs to the system.

False or nontypical stratocumulus, however, may appear, especially on the midday

charts. They are merely dense cumulus and belong to the external zone. This is

also true of stratocumulus of local origin such as the orographic type.

Lines of weakness are used to mark the separation of two nephsystems that are

otherwise not entirely separated by an area of fair weather. The two systems may
at first appear as one. The latter occurs, for instance, when small waves cause the

frontal line to bend. Weakness in the cloud formations can show in various ways:

(1) the total sky coverage may decrease; (2) the sky may remain overcast while the

ceiling rises, (3) the distance between the border lines may decrease, etc.

PRACTICE OF OBSERVATIONS OF CLOUDS AND OF STATES OF THE SKY

. Some errors may be committed in spite of a good knowledge of the international

definitions. The following will be helpful in deciding which name to select when
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(as often happens) a cloud form is intermediate between two or even three typical

forms.

1. Cirrus. Vague white layers are not necessarily composed of cirrus. Con-

fusion is especially easy in hazy weather. When cumulus begin to form in the morn-
ing, condensing vapor sometimes appears as a transparent veil, which maj’^ be mistaken

for cirrus. Usually, however, those veils may be identified as low clouds because of

their motion parallel to the fumulus and small cumulus that appear at the same time.

They may also be identified by their angular speed, which, because of their low alti-

tude, is far greater than that of cirms. When white patches of altocumulus or high

stratocumulus appear on the horizon, their wavy or cellular structure is difficult to

see. They may also be mistaken for cirrus or cirrostratus, a mistake that would

confuse the central analyst. This is the reason wrhy the observer must be very careful

w’hen recording clouds h^ss than 20 deg above the horizon.

2. Altocumulus. When the early-morning sky is overcast with stratocumulus or

stratus, the layer often progressively dis.solves thereafter and may altogether dis-

appear before noon. When sky cover during this period falls below ?ior remnants

of the layer may resemble altocumulus. In place.s, the clouds appear as white opaque

rolls or look like thin transparent paving blocks. Were it not for the previous history

of the sky. the clouds might be mistaken for altocumulus. Altocumulus, how'ever, arc

middle clouds and have nothing to do with this synoptic situation. The correc^t

observation is ^'dissolving stratus or dissolving stratocumulus.^^ From the synoptic

analyst’s point of view, any mention of altocumulus should be avoided unless they are

undoubtedly present; for, when altocumulus are located on the edge of a nephsystem,

they serve to delineate the system. They mark the boimdary betw'een the system

and the external zone where only cirrus and cumulus are found. The incorrect

mention of altocumulus may consequently lead to the mistaken belief that a system is

approaching. The remedy clearly lies in closely following the history of the sky.

3. Altostratus. Since altostratus is the backbone and the most important cloud

of the system, it should never be mentioned unless it is certainly present. Its dimen-

sions are characteristically large, covering hundreds of miles in either direction.

Thus descriptions of a sky wht)8e cloudiness is only y{^ or % 0 j
coupled with reports

of altostratus, would therefore puzzle the central forecaster. Actually, the reporttnl

altostratus is sometimes a thick cirrostratus, the anvil of a cumulonimbus, an isolated

anvil left behind by a series of thunderstorms, or even an altocumulus lenticularis

(which is completely developed and has lost its altocumulus stnicture). The inter-

national definition of altostratus reads, "striated or fibrous veil more or less bluish in

color.’’ For practical purposes, it is best to stay strictly within the limits of this

definition. This advice agrees with the spirit of the modem classification. When-
ever a cloud is observed that is of an intermediate kind and may be called either alto-

stratus, cirrostratus, anvil, etc., the name altostratus should be avoided and the

alternate name applied.

CLOUD OBSERVATIONS IN THE TROPICS

Orographic and continental effects and the effects of diurnal variations in the

tropics are much greater than in temperate zones. The net effect is a large increase

in the number and size of cumulus congestus clouds. These often prevent observa-

tion of middle and high clouds. Consequently the observer is unable to report the

presence (or absence) of these important types. Similarly the congestus often prevent

proper reporting of dangerdhs cumulonimbus. The disturbing effect of the cumulus

congestus in the tropics compares with that of stratocumulus in temperate zones.

The disturbance takes place even more frequently. Unless caution is used, there-
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foro, observers over large areas will report nothing but cumulus congestus, thereby
critically lessening the data available for analysis and forecast.

Numerous observation points are located near the seashore. Here many clouds

observed in the direction of the land are under strong continental influences, whereas
clouds over the water generally indicate more accurately the undisturbed structuie

of the tropical air mass. In addition, there may be coast-line orographic effects.

The significance of a typical congestus is then entirely different in the middle of the

day depending on whether it is observed over water or over land. Over the sea it

shows structural instability of the atmosphere; over a hilly plain, it simply results

from diurnal heating of the ground. To avoid misunderstanding, it is advisable to

report cloud conditions over land and over sea separately. Such a double description

is in line with the thought of the Atlas (which provides for a circle of horizon outlining

cloud conditions in all directions), and with the great necessity for description from
below and above when reporting from aircraft.

Cumulus. The observer should avoid a tendency to limit his vocabulary to

cumulus humilis, cumulus congestus, and cumulonimbus. All known forms should

be mentioned when viewed in order to differentiate the various aspects of connections

and their various significances. In particular, the name congestus should be used

only when no other is applicable. In extended tropical areas, especially south of

large anticyclonic masses, there is a natural tendency to stability in the lower part

of the middle troposphere (probably due to subsidence), usually between 5,000 and

20,000 feet.. Such stability is reflected in the .shai)e of convection clouds and should

be noted.

Altostratus. 'I'he altostratus plays a great part in the structure of the tropical

hurricane and of the squall lines connected with them. The present tendency to

reduce the name altostratus k) a layer connected with a large phenomenon of synoptic

significance applies. cons€*quentIy, especially well to the tropics.

Example, ( .iribb(*an hurricane Aug. 19 to 23, 1943. On a flight from San Juan
Puerto Rico to Trinidad, cirrus and cirrostratus were observed halfway, progressively

thickening into altostratus covering the whole sky, with little or no low clouds for

abcnit 150 miles, until a line of cumulonim])us was n‘ached. A hurricane was detected

soon after the flight, and its center located next day (Aug. 20) about 200 miles east of

(luadcloupe Island. The hurricane moved west northwest. Altostratus was con-

nect(?d with it and with one of its squall lines for 3 days. The altostratus c^xtended

from south to north up to the center of the hurricane. The layer of clouds wa.s

60 miles wide from west to east, and several hundr(*d miles long from south to north.

The thundery variety of altostratus opacus seems to be the most frequent under

hurricane conditions. Its typical features are as follows: Cirrus and cirrostratus

ahead of it have a more turbulent and foamy structure than the altostratus of tem-

perate zones. Its surface is not so smooth. It seems to be lined with other clouds

of the altocumulus genus, sometimes altocumulus cumuliforrais and floccus. It

looks in some respects like the thundery altostratus that appears within the tropical

air mass in the southern ITnited States, Heavy rains and thunderstorms occur.

Cumulonimbus* Tropical cumulonimbus are much higher than in temperate

zones (up to 40,000 ft). They can consequently be setm from much greater distances.

Even in temperate zones, cumulonimbus towering from behind the horizon have been

photographed by Rudaux wdth special lensiis (focal length 120 cm) at distances up to

150 miles. In the tropics, especially, a misleading impression is conveyed by the

observer (especially the aerial observer) to the analyst and forecaster unless he

specifies whether the clouds are low or high on the horizon. A coinplete description

will also state whether the clouds are seen in all directions or in only one sector of the

horizon.
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Degenerated Cumulonimbus. Degenerated or weak types of cumulonimbus are

observed in the tropics, e.g., in some troughs of the easterlies. Both from the synoptic,

point of view and for the safety of flying personnel it is necessary to distinguish these

from their more dangerous cousins the true cumulonimbus. The anvils of the

degenerate type are low and often have no defined cirriform structure. The clouds

are perhaps best compared in appearance with high altocumulus or even strato-

cumulus. In the International classification, they fall under the species of strato- or

altocumulus cumulogenitus. These names do not clearly express the relationship

between the degenerate cumulonimbus and the cumulonimbus; but the difference

should be kept clearly in mind by the observers.

Whenever feasible, observers should avoid mentioning cumulonimbiis. Really

dangerous spots will thus be clearly delineated on the maps, and safe areas without

cumulonimbus or with weak varieties of cumulonimbus will be indiciated more easily

to airplane pilots. For additional information rt'garding clouds in the tropics, set^

X, pages 792-794.

CLOUD OBSERVATIONS IN TEMPERATE LATITUDES

The synoptic significance of cumulus clouds in temperate zones is less important

than that of middle clouds. However, it is not to be neglected; careful observation of

whatever clouds may form may always be associated with the synoptic map.
Diurnal Evolution of Fair-weather Cumulus. Over land, the cumulus of fair

weather is a day cloud. Over the sea, it may bo observed at any time. Thv, land

cumulus starts in the morning; small white tufts without shadows appear simultane-

ously at one or more places in the ch^ar sky and start growing. In the first stage,

the cloud does not really fit the definition of the standard cumidus, for it shows neither

vertical development nor base. It is advisable to describe such clouds as ‘‘fumulus,’'

this being the name from the International classifi(^ation that best fits the case,

l^ater both the base and vertical development appear. W hen fair w(‘ather is accom-

panied by morning fog, the fog may dissolve completely before the furmilus appear,

or the fractostratus in which the fog breaks up may be transformed directly into

fractocumulus and cumulus.

If the vertical development is especially small, tht» cloud is called cumulus hurutUs.

If it is especially distended and swollen, it is called rumulus cmi^esius. The huniilis

variety is found in the interval between two neplisystems in the “moderate convective

sky,” at the edge of the cumulus area, close to the anticyclone or the anticyclonic ridge.

The congestus variety is found within the iiephsystem in its rear zone, near the cold

front, or in the w’arm sector.

The International classification does not explicitly distinguish other species of

cumulus. An extension is implicitly favored when it is stated that the humilis and

congestus are “among the more remarkable species.” There are in fact several inter-

mediate forms of cumulus between the typical humilis and the typical congestus. For

the time being, the general varieties may be used for distinguishing the types that

have other synoptic significance and must consequently not be confused with humilis

or congestus.

Cumulus with normal vertical development come under the variety cumulus

cumulifarmis. In the tropics, an interesting variety corresponds to the relatively

undisturbed flow of the trade winds and is called by some meteorologists trade-wind

cumulus. Another interesting variety encountered in the tropics is the chimney

cumuhiSy so called because of its unusual vertical development and very small base.

In this cloud, a large number of narrow vertical currents or “chimneys” characterixe

the formation. This is in contrast to the congestus, in which the ascending cur-
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rent occupies a greater horizontal area. The chimney cumulus gives little if any
precipitation.

The “table'' cumulus (German Tafelwolke) is a more or less swollen cumulus, the

top of which is remarkably flat. All upward bulges seem to be stopped by the same
horizontal plane. The indication, of course, is that a strongly stable layer lies just

above the top of the cloud. The utility of the classification is obvious.

A simple rule for establishing a border line between cumulus cumuliformis and
cumulus congestus is that the height of the cumuliformis is moderate and does not
exceed appreciably the dimension of its base, which is also small. The height is

rarely above 3,000 ft. The base and height of the congestus often measure 5,000 to

7,000 ft. The thickness of humilis is below 1,500 ft, and the base is always somewhat
larger. The altitinhi of the base varies, with 4,500 ft a normal figure. The altitude

w'ill vary during the day, increasing with ground temperature. An increase of a

thousand feet betwcMm 1000 and 1400 local time is not unusual.

When the sun go(‘,s down, tln^ fair-weather cumulus progressively shrinks and dis-

appears, but the pro(*eHs of dissolution is not the reverse of the process of growth.

The typical cloud of dissolution is the stratocninulus vesperalis. The dome-shaped
top flattens, and the base spreads out. The empty space.s between several individual

clouds may disappear, thus cr(‘ating at places one single large and flat cloud. At the

same time, the structure of the base changes. T'ndulations, or cells, appear in the

previously uniform gray base. Similarities between these clouds and altocumulus

or stratocumulus will be noted. The final name utratorurn ulus vesperalis is given,

since the formation occurs in the evening. This is tht^ typic‘al cloud of fair-weatlujr

sunset. After sunset, the layer becomes thinner, breaks up, and dissolves completely.

Abnormal Evolution of Fair-weather Cumulus. The diurnal ev'olution described

above occurs when the station remains for a sufficient tinie (12 hr or longer) far enough
from a nephsystem where congestus and fractocumulus appear, and also far enough
away from an anticyclone where the weather is fair but no cumulus appear. This

normal evolution frequently does not occur. According to the departures from it,

the forecaster may draw conclusions regarding the displacement of anticyclones and
neplisystems toward or away from the .station. This is of course especially helpful

for single-station analysis. Anomalies are of numerous typos.

Example. 1. Observations from the ground and from a reconnaissance aircraft

at Chicago, 111., Aug. 18, 1943. Swelling fractocumulus were observed in the early

morning following the passage of a cold front. The clouds flattened rapidly instead

of bulging according to normal evolution, and at 1100 only fair-weather cumulus
were observed. These showed no increase in number or size up to 1200. A decrease

w'as noted shortly after 1200. All these observations conflict with the known normal
evolution of clouds. No stratocumulus formed, and at 1600 (long before sunset)

the cumulus began to disappear. .At Dubuque, west of Chicago, the cumulus dis-

appeared at legist an hour earlier than at Chicago. Then the observations indicated

quite clearly that, even though the cold front was still fairly close to the station to

the cast, an anticyclonic ridge had reached the area from the west and dominated the

cloud formations.

2. Observations at Fort Bragg, North Carolina, Apr. 5 and 6, 1944. A strong

cPk air mass has invaded the area. On Apr. 5, a typical evolution of fair weather

occurs. F\iinulus appear at 1100 EWT. Stratocumulus vesperalis last until after

sunset. On Apr. 6, the sky is clear in the morning. Fumulus do not appear until

1200. They develop into cumulus humilis about 1400 and a little later once again

look like fumulus. No vesperalis forms. The fumulus disappear about 1700. The
difference in cumulus conditions on the two successive days was striking. The
atmosphere was already stable the first day, as was shown by the poor vertical devel-

opment of the humilis. The stability was strongly increased the second day. At
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Upper levels, temperatures increased markedly. See Figs. 2 and 3 for a 24-hr

sequence of changes in the air mass. Subsidence aloft was so strong on Apr. 6 that

descending currents were observed by light aircraft making frequent ascents.

Cumulus Congestus. Cumulus congestus are distended and swollen cumulus

whose domes have a cauliflower appearance. No special varieties are mentioned in

the Atlas of 1932. The great expansion of air travel since that time ((sspecially in

tropical areas w'hcre swollen cumulus are frequent), and the synoptic relation between

these clouds and the more dangerous cumulonimbus make it desirable to go into

greater detail in the observ’^ations and reports. Wh(;never possible, mention of

congestus should be avoided: thus one should apply the term ‘^table,^’ ‘4rade wind,^*

^tohimney,” cumuliform is, etc., whenever possible. Kven when the species name

Fig. 2.—Normal evolution of fair-weather euinulus. Sounding taken at Norfolk, Va.,

Apr. 5, 1944, 1200 EWT. Visual observations made at Fort Bragg, N.C., shovred a
typical evolution of fair-weather cumulus. The sounding is seen to lie close to the dry
adiabatic up to 706 mb, which agrees with the forinatioii of the cumulus. Stable layers

above 706 mb prevent the inushrooniing of the clouds.

congestus applies, there is one variety that should always be distinguished. This

is the silver-lined” congestus that can be seen in Plate 78 of the International

Atlas. The silver-lined appearance and |he divergent sunrays that usually accompany
the cloud are due to the hazy atmosphere. It will be noted that cumulonimbus found

in the vicinity of the silver-lined congestus do not givcj strong squalls or heavy showers

or thunderstorms.

Thermal Structure of the Atmosphere. Kochansky in Lwow, Poland, has care-

fully studied the thermal structure of the atmosphere by means of aircraft soundings

(one to three per day). The soundings show a stable layer with isothermal or slightly

inverted temperature distribution above the condensation level in the case of cumulus
humilis. This accounts for the absence of bulges. Near midday, the lapse rate

between condensation level and ground is close to the dry-adiabatic, with even super-

adiabatic lapse rates near the ground. Diurnal variations of temperature (within

the same air mass) decrease with elevation above groimd. The change at condensa-
tion level is practically negligible. The conclusion is that the diurnal evolution of
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the fair-weather cunuilus is therefore due to changes in the vertical currents at the

cloud level. Changes in general air-mass conditions, such as subsidence and advec-

tion, will of course produce changes aloft. These changes are reflected in the nature

of the cloud formations. Turbulent conditions occur frequently in the adiabatic

layer below the condensation Iev(d, especially near the condensation level, lielative

humidity increases from the ground up to the condensation level. Above the tops of

Fio. 'A.—Abnormal evolution of fair-weather cumulus. Sounding taken at Norfolk,

Va., Apr. 6, 1944, 1200 EWI'. Visual observations made at Fort Bragg, N.C., showed
abnormal evolution of fair-weather cumulus. The cumulus were flat and lasted less than
2 hr, being succeeded by a few fuipulus. Although the sounding had not changed much
since the previous day from the surface up to about 1,500 m, marked subsidence and
w'arming had occurred aloft. Airplane soundings^ at 10,000 ft showed an increase in

temperature of about 9.5°F (5.3®C) between 0930 and 1346 EWT. The greatest warming
aloft occurred at Nashville, Temi., and Louisville, Ky. The striking change in the behavior
of the cumulus on the successive days is the conspicuous sign of the subsidence wanning
aloft. The subsidence was associated with the passage ot a surface anticyclone moving
from northwest to southeast.

cumulus humilis, relative humidity usually drops suddenly to a low figure, as low as

15 to 20 per cent. See Sec. V for thermodynamics of the atmosphere. General

stability and instability conditions are treated in Secs, V and X.

COLOR OF THE SKY (CYANOMETRY)-~HAZE LAYERS

When the sky is cloudless or contains on the horizon only low clouds whose char-

acteristics cannot be determined, observation must not be suspended. The shade of

blue is significant; it is related to the origin of the air mass. The haze levels and their

colors are also significant.
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Cyanometiy. A logarithmic scale proposed by Linke (1927) comprises 14 shades

of blue from deep ultramarine to pure white. Color samples are compared with
the bluest spot in the sky, which is taken to be about 90 deg to one side if the ob-

server faces away from the sun. Comparison takes place after a 30-sec period of

accommodation.

A simpler scale has been proposed and tried by Neuberger; its six shades

can readily be identified by an observer without reference to a prepared color scale.

In the eastern states of the United States, the shades observed usually range from

Nos. 4 to 8 of the Linke scale. Elsewhere, c.g., in Morocco, a far wider range can

be found.

Table 2 is an example of the relationship between color measurements of the sky

and the origin of air masses in French Morocco.

Table 2

Blue
shade No.

|

(Linke)

Vapor
pressure,

i

mm
Origin of air mass

14 10 Polar maritime or continental
13 11

12 13
11 12 Tropical maritime
10 14

9 16
8 18
7 17 Tropical continental
6

Haze. The International definition reads, ^^Little particles of dust from dry

regions or of salt which are dry and so extraordinarily small that they are neither felt

nor perceived with the naked eye but which give the air a characteristically smoky
appearance. . . . Against a dark background this veil has a bluish color, (blue dis-

tance), but a dirty yellow or reddish yellow against a light background {e.g.y clouds

on the horizon, snow covered summit, sun). Haze may be distinguished by this char-

acteristic from greyish mist which it sometimes equals in intensity.

There is no sharp division between thin clouds and thick haze. Haze often has a

sharply defined top below an inversion, which is called the haze level. It can be deter-

mined wdth a precision of approximately 100 ft in altitude. The light of the sun is

reflected by the haze particles and by the top of the haze. As a result, the haze layer

looks white to an observer in an airplane who looks toward the sun ; it looks purple-

brownish when he looks in the opposite direction. After the plane has reached and

passed the haze level, the sky right above the haze is clear, and clouds very low on the

horizon appear with sharply delineated features. Light white streaks are seen floating

on top of the haze. There are often several haze levels, especially in anticyclonic

areas. Sometimes the beginning of a haze layer can be noticed by the fact that it

appears on only one-half of the horizon. This undoubtedly has a synoptic significance.

Study of synoptic distribution of haze layers and of their use for air-mass analysis

is still in its initial stage but is expected to yield valuable information. In fair-weather

areas, it is the most important element for visual analysis.

CJLOUD PHOTOGRAPHY
Cloud photography is an essential part of weather observation that has no sub*

stitute. No matter how detailed the. International classifications become in the

future, visual observations and written descriptions cannot replace photographs.
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1. Pilots can assist greatly in improving weather forecasting by photographing
cloud formations. This will also help the forecaster to explain the weather to the

pilots; the forecaster has to describe how cloud formations look when seen aloft.

Photographs are helpful in this respect.

The cost of photographing is small compared with the other operating expenses

of an airplane or of a weather station. Photographs provider an efficient method of

keeping a record of interesting flight or weather conditions. They should be taken as

regularly as possible.

2. Weather-history Photographs. Interpretation of photographs taken aloft

is much easier if photographs of clouds in the same area are taken simultaneously

from the ground. If such ground photographs are taken every day at about the hours

of international observation, whether photographs have or have not been taken aloft,

they constitute a real ^‘history of the sky.'* Three photographs a day (morning,

noon, and afternoon) are usually sufficient for that purpose. This history can be

used as a background tc^ interpret all photographs taken aloft and is therefore very

valuable to the forecaster. If an interesting event takes place between international

observation hours, it is recommended that additional photographs be taken.

Example. If the sky breaks up, thus showing the structure of the overcast, or

if a mammatus variety forms, photographs taken between the regular hours will

make the sequence of events clear.

8. Time. Best hours are those of international observations—0730Z, 1330Z,

1830Z, and 0030Z; but the time is of secondary importance, especially for photographs

taken aloft.

4. Size. Small photographs arc of little use, as a rule. Of course, they can be

enlarged in order to show details more clearly; but in the field, scratches, stains, etc.,

on the original cannot entirely be avoided and are enlarged as well as the details.

Best results are obtained from cameras that use large film sizes. The minimum size

recommended is 4 by 5 in. (K20 camera, for instance). Photographs of this size can

easily be enlarged to 8 by 10 in., which is a convenient size for studying photographs

or showing them to individual pilots. Photographs for filing should be kept attached

to a cardboard of the usual commercial size, 8 by 11 in.

6. Marginal Data. If a photograph is to be used for improving weather fore-

casts, it should be compared with the map that corresponds to the area taken, and it

must therefore bear the following essential data:

1. Filing number.
2. Location {e.g.y aloft 55 miles, northwest of Birmingham, Ala., or Mitcbel Field,

New York).

3. Altitude (of airplane and of cloud layers traversed below).

4. Date (use standard abbreviations).

5. Time (indicate time and also time zone; c.g., 1230 EWT).
6. Orientation, e.g., facing north, south, etc.

«

A photograph without the above data is almost useless for the purpose of synoptic

studies. The data are so inipcfrtant that it is advisable to write them directly on the

original film, preferably in a part of the landscape and not on the clouds. They will

appear automatically on each print.

The following data are interesting but optional:

7. Subject.

8. Film used.

9. Filter used.

10.

Length of exposure and aperture.
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It is advisable to keep a record of the preceding data on sheets or in a book for all

pictures taken.

6. Choice of Subject. Photographs should preferably be taken according to the

directions of an experienced photographer and forecaster. If none is available, the

following suggestions may be useful:

1. SiiK^c clouds are widely disseminated throughout the sky, tw'o photographs in

opposite or different directions should be taken if possible.

2. If there arc several levels of clouds, shoot a part of the sky when^ clouds appear
at all levels, or at least at two levels. If there is a third level, use the second shot to

show it.

3. If there is a break in a large layer of clouds, place it in the picture. The struc-

tui*e of cloud layers appears more clearly on the edges of the break.

4. Ix5w clouds are less interesting than medium and high clouds; emphasis should
therefore be placed on medium and high clouds.

7. Framing. The horizon should also be clearly shown, preferably including a

tn'e or building, because it indicates the size of the clouds. If clouds lie relatively

close to the zenith, the horizon cannot be shown; a place in the picture, a troetop,

telephone pole, roof of a building, tower, or chimneytop will then be a useful guide.

These, like the horizon, help to orient the photograph and provide a relative scale for

its details.

Many photographs are hard to use because the horizon or an object of reference

is not shown; altocumulus clouds, for instance, may bti confused with cirrocumulus

or stratoeumulus.

8. Filters. Since most of the synoptically interesting clouds arc found in a

relatively gray sky of uniform brightness, their characteristics should be artificially

rendered more conspicuous in order that their structure may be better und(*rstood.

Film, moreover, is not so sensitive as the human eye to contrast in shades of light

gray and blue. This heightening or dramatizing of photographs is a practical neces#

sity. The quality of the results obtained from them therefore greatl}" depends on the

proper use of filters.

Red and yellow filters an^ used most commonly. Red filters are preferable when
gray shades predominate. Yellow filters are recommended when the blue of the sky

appears in large areas of the subject. In (‘ase of doubt, use a red flltcT.

9. Length of Exposure, ( loud photographs should be taken under all conditions,

including the most adverse, and the length of the exposure (tonsetpientl}" varies widely.

Even professional photographers make mistakes if they rely on guesswork in choosing

the proper period of exposure. A good exposure meter is strongly recommended.

It should be borne in mind that the exposure time indicated on commercial meters

refers to a subject on the ground, containing an average amount of bright spots and

dark shades. Clouds, on the other hand, are a different kind of subject. They never

contain shadows comparable with those of a ground subject, and the exposure time

indicated by meters must consequently be lessened, usually divided by two or even

four. Overexposure ii^a common shortcoming of cloud photographs. If the exposure

is correct for the clouds, the landfi|cape is usually underexposed, but this does not matter.

10. Aperture. Small apertures are recommended bn photographs taken from the

ground because clouds are usually lucent. Photographs taken from airplanes are

sharper if exposure is short, which implies larger apertures.

11. Stereoscopic Photographs. Stereoscopic views of clouds are much more

easily understood than are simple photographs. ITiey avoid errors due to perspective

effects and other causes. The hrst photographs of clouds that could be used to a

certain extent for stereoscopic views were taken in order to measure cloud altitudes;

the two stations were about 1 mile apart. Stereophotographs are Ospefiatty eaay to
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take from airplanes that traverse a long distance within a few seconds. Two photo-

graphs are taken successively from the same airplane, the camera being aimed laterally

at the same cloud formation. The elapsed time between the two exposures is several

seconds, varying with the speed of the plane and the estimated distance of the subject.

Since the average distance between the pupils of the eyes is in. and the normal

range of strong stereoscopic sight is less than a yard (1*10 approximately), calculations

for stereoscopic photographs of a cloud group 10 miles off, for instance, can be reck-

oned accordingly. A l-rnile base may be acc<‘ptabhf for low clouds, but a much greater

distance is necessary for high altocumulus and cirrocumulus.

12. Duo photographs. Photographs of the same cloud layer may be taken from

the ground and from above in (|uick succession or simultaneously. Few, unfortu-

nately, have been made, but their value is great, and as many of these air-ground

photographs as possible should be taken. They enable forecasters to explain to

pilots how' weather will appear to them when seen from abovcj. Conversely, they

enable pilots to describe what they have seen to the forecaster; thus in both ways

they contribute to improved fortM*asts.

13. Prints. Glossy paptT brings out details better than mat paper and also

lends itself better to rc'production of th(; photographs from the print, if photographs

are to be used for publication when the original negative is not available.

Contrasting paper is usually recommended in order to bring out all details of the

clouds.

When the print is developed, emphasis should bo placed on cloud details. As

with overexposure, the landscape (koines out gray and dull, ])ut this is unimportant.

U.S. WEATHER BUREAU CLOUD CODE CHART

Introductory Remarks. Mgun^s 4 to 37 inclusive are reprinted by permission of

the U.S. Weather Bur(;au. With the exception of Figs. 5, 8, 12, 19, and 28 these

are from the \ leather Bureau’s Cloud Code Chart. The exeeptions were made in

order to obtain glossy prints for the cuts; the additional photographs were kindly

supplied by the Librarian of the Weather Bureau. The Cloud Code Chart was ^'pre-

pared with a view to aiding in the interpretation of cloud reports in the international

figure code.” The size of the photographs does not permit detailed descriptions of

the cloud structures that characterize their significance from the viewpoint of synoptic*

meteorology.

Cl 1

Fig. 4.—Cumulus humilis.
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Cl4

O
Fig. 8.—Stratocuinulus vesperalis.

Cl 5

Fig. 9. Stratocunmlus translucidus.

Fio. 10.—Stratocumulua opacua.
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Fig. 11.—Stratus.

Cl 6

liG. 12.—Fractocumiilus of bad weather.
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Pia, 16.—Aitostratus tranfiluoidiis.
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Cm 2

^

.'V:- ,;„.
^

Fig. 17.—AltostratuH opacus.

Fig. lO.^AHoWmulua lentioularis.
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Fxa. 22.—Altocumulus cumulogonitus.



[Sec. XI

Fio. 26.—Aitocumultia floccue.
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Fig. 29.—Cirruj^ filosus.

Fig. 30.—CirruH nothus.

Ch 3

Fxg. 31.—Cirrus derunis.
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Ch4

Fia. 32.—Cirru.*? uncinus.

Ch5

Fio* 84.—Cimw above 45 deg.
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SECTION XII

CLIMATOLOGY*

By H. Landsberg

INTRODUCTION

Climate is the collective state of the atmosphere at a given place or over a given

area within a specified period of time.

The individual weather events and the meteorological elements characterizing

them form at any place a group with properties peculiar to the particuilar locality.

A group of observed values can be described by statistical measures such as the mean,

the range, the frequency of various intervals, the sequence of events and their periodic

repetition. In a narrower sense, many consider climate only as the mean local

condition of the atmosphere. As such, it can be abstracted by the '^rnean values

(a term often used as equivalent to “normal values’^) of the various meteorological

elements, namely, temperature, pressure, humidity, wind direction and speed, cloudi-

ness, etc. A characterization of the collective “weather'^ in this fashion permits one

to establish distinctions between atmospheric conditions at various localities. One
should, however, not lose sight of the fact that an abstraction of this type serves only

to simplify the scientific digest of a tremendous number of individual meteorological

observations.

By analogy, let the individual citizen of a country correspond to a single? weather

event; collectively the individuals form a nation, and this collective corresponds to

climate. From the traits of the individuals, one can obtain statistically an “average

citizen” of a nation. This fictitious character cannot be identified with any indi-

vidual in the population; yet he may serve as a symbolic contrast to the “averag(‘

citizen” of another nation. The same advantages and shortcomings that can be

attributed to the concept of an “average citizen” are inherent in that of the “normal

climate ” at a given place. In considering climate, it is therefore necessary to remem-
ber always that the climate is a result of single weather events. Hence the same basic

factors that cause weather as an instantaneous manifestation in the atmosphere bring

about the climate. This means that the climatic conditions can be derived from a

study of the general atmospheric circulation and its local modifications.

The circulation in the atmosphere is determined by a multitude of processes con-

verting energies in the atmosphere. Some of these processes are well known, others

barely studied. Their influence, interrelation, and interaction are very complex.

Therefore no analytical and quantitative treatment of all the causes underlying

climate can be given at the present time. Rather, climatic conditions are usually

described by the empirically observed quantities that characterize the instantaneous

state of the atmosphere. The observed facts and the figures derived therefrom can

then be fitted into the scheme of general circulation that is currently accepted and

based on a more or less qualitative appraisal of the many factors involved in atmos-

pheric dynamics.

* The author ia indebted to his assistant, Miss Odette Neuman, for considerable help in plotting the
world charts ol climatic elements presented in .this section.

928
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PLANETARY (RADIATION) CLIMATE

Even if the earth had no atmosphere, one could speak about a climate because

its surface would show a temperature different from that of other celestial bodies.

This temperature would also show variations in time and space, particularly as a

function of latitude. These differences are caused by position and motion of the

earth in the solar system and also l)y changes in the primary source of energy, the

sun. The sun, a star with a surface temperature of about 6000°(>, radiates energy

into space. On a surface exposed normal to the sun’s rays at the mean distance of

the earth from the sun, an energy of 1.94 cal p(^r cm® per min is received on an average.

There are slight variations around this mean value, probably amounting to not more
than 1 p(‘r cent either way from the mean. The fluctuations of this value are of

shorter and longer duration, days and years. They are intimately related to solar

activity, but their influence on climatic conditions is as yet insufflcienfly explored.

Iharauae it w^as originally assumed that the solar radiation within an era long com-

pared w’ith human history was constant, this energy amount of 1.94 cal p(T cm® per

min was called the nolar constant. Even though its fluctuations are now an accepted

fact, the term solar constant is still used to designat<j the intensity of the solar energy

re(!eiv<^d at a mean <listanc(5 from the earth to the sun on a surface normal to the rays.

The energy actually received at the boundary of the earth’s atmo8ph(‘re is variable

not only because of the .solar fluctuations but also bec^ause of the variation of distance

between sun and earth during the course of the year. For a certain day of the year,

this distance is approximately given by the formula

/i 2xd\
1) == a 1 1 — c cos —y J

wdiere D = distance from sun to earth

a = mean distance from sun to earth (92,900,000 miles)

e ~ eccentricity of orbit (0.0167330)

Y ~ length of the year in days (365.2563 days)

d — number of days siin^e Jan. 1 (approximate least distance)

27r « 360 deg

During the curr(*nt era, the earth is closest to the sun on about Jan. 1 (91,342,000

miles), farthest aw^ay on about July 2 (94,452,000 miles). The mean intensity of the

solar radiation received on these days at the boundary of the atmosphere is 2.007 and

1.877 cal per cm® per min, respectively. The mean value for any individual day can

be obtained if one remembers that the radiation intensity varies inversely with the*

square of the distance.

A further climatic influence inherent in the position of the earth in the universi'

is the inclination of the axis of the earth with respect to the orbit. At the present

time, the axis is inclined 66®33' against the plane of the orbit. This inclination is

essentially the reason for the existence of seasons. Only at the time of equinox (Mar.

21, Sept. 23) does the dividing line of the lighted and the dark half of the earth parallel

a meridian and pass through the poles. Between Mar. 21 and Sept. 23, the North

Pole is tilted toward the sun, and from Sept. 23 to Mar. 21, the South Pole is tilted

toward the sun. This causes the variable length of the day in all latitudes except

the equator. The length of the astronomical day as a function of latitude can be

computed or represented by a nomographic chart (Fig. 1).

The existence of an atmosphere around the earth complicates matters further.

Even the length of daylight is determined not by the astronomically possible duration

of direct solar illumination but by additional light received before sunrise and after
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sunset through the scattering of the sun's light in the atmosphere. The scattering

effect that produces the twilight is variable because of atmospheric refraction that

changes the apparent position of the sun, particularly in polar regions. The amount
of refraction is a function of the temperature distribution in the atmosphere, but no
fixed rules for this effect can be given here. However, an approximate estimate of

the length of twilight at either end of the daylight period can be obtained by setting
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Fig. 1.—Duration of day (sunrise to sunset) in various latitudes. Use scale of dates
marked “N” for Northern Hemisphere, scale “S*’ for Southern Hemisphere. Select date
on horiaontal scale reading upper portion on either “N” or “S'* scale from left to right,

lower portion from right to left. Place ruler vertically to scale through date. Obtain
intersection with appropriate. latitude. Follow horisontally across to ordinate scale of
hours on left of diagram and read time interval, in hours, between sunrise and sunset.
Time of sunrise or sunset can be approximately obtained by dividing this interval by 2 and
subtracting it from or adding it to time of local noon.
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an arbitrary limit of solar doprossion below the horizon at which light normally
becomes so dim that outdoor activities cannot be carried on without the benefit of

artificial illumination. This limit is usually fixed at a solar depression of 6 deg below
the horizon, and the time interval between this point and sunrise or sunset is called

civil twilight. The length of the civil twilight can also be nomographicallv represented

(Fig. 2).

The scattering of solar radiation in the atmosphere is of climatic importance even

(luring the daylight hours, because it causes a separation of the solar radiation into
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Fio, 2.—Duration of civil twilight in various latitudes. Use scale of date mai^ked

“N** for Northern Hemisphere, scale “S” for Southern Hemisphere, reading upper portion

of either “N*' or *‘S” scale from left to right, lower portion from right to left. Place

ruler vertically to scfile through date. Obtain intersection with appropriate latitude line.

Follow horizontally across to ordinate scale of hours and read duration of civil twilight

at either end of day. To obtain time of beginning or end of civil twilight subtract interval

from time of sunrise or add to time of sunset.
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direct radiation from the sun and diffuse sky radiation. The total amount of solar

and sky radiation that should theoretically be received on a horizontal surface, e.g.,

the surface of the earth, can be calculated. If the atmosphere had no absorbing

capacity, this would be only a function of the solar elevation above the horizon, ?>.,

the angle of incidence of the sun’s rays. This angle of elevation would also govern

the ratio between the direct and the diffuse radiation. Actual observations show

that, on clear days at solar elevations of 70 deg, about 85 per cent of the total radia-

tion comes from the sun, 15 per cent from the sky. At a solar elevation of 10 deg,

only 60 per cent of the total radiation comes from the sun and 40 per cent from the

sky. Diffuse scattering is also responsible for a certain amount of loss of incoming

radiation to the terrestrial heat balance, because scattering is uniform in all directions,'

and hence part of the incoming radiation goes back into the universe.

On and beyond scattering, the absorbing properties of the atmosphere are of

importance in radiative processes. Before ever hitting the surface of the earth, part

of the radiation is absorbed by gases in the atmosphere that show selective absorp-

tion. In the high atmosphere, there are two absorbing constituents, ozone and

nitrogen pentoxide. The exact amounts absorbed by these gases are as yet insuffi-

ciently explored, and matters are particularly complicated because these components

probably owe their existence to radiative processes. In the lower atmosphere, water

vapor, carbon dioxide, and suspended dust act as absorbing agents. Most important

for the heat budget of the atmosphere is the behavior of the water in it-. As vapor,

it absorbs radiation of long wave length, and, in suspended liquid form (clouds), it

reflects considerable portions of the incoming radiation. The niflection from cloud

surfaces is probably the largest single factor in the atmospheric heat budgtd- .All

estimates of the heat transactions in the earth’s atmosphere (and at pn\sent all

values are at best rough estimates) have to be based on assumptions about cloudiness,

because reliable cloud observations arc lacking in many parts of the globe. It is

known, however, that the surfaces of clouds reflect from 60 to 90 per cent of the incom-

ing radiation. According to Mosby, the moan im^oming radiation n^'eived at the

surface of the earth on a horizontal plane is given by the following empirical formula:

Q k h(\ - 0.007Kb cal/cmVmin

where k « transparency of atmosphere (varying from 0.023 at equator t;0 0.027 in

70** lat.)

h mean elevation of sun above horizon

C « mean cloudiness of locality in percentage of sky cover

After the solar radiation reaches the surface of the earth, further transformations

take place. First of all, a certain amount of energy is again reflected. The amount
of reflection (albedo) depends on the type of surface. For solid surfaces, the albedo

in. percentage of the incoming radiation is shown in Table 1.

Tablk 1.—Albedo of Solid Surfaces

]

Type of surface
Cultivated wil
and vegetation

Sand Fresh Old snow
and sea iceareas snow

Per cent reflection 7-9 13-18

[

80-90 50-60

For a smooth sea surface, the values for reflection of solar and sky radiation on a

clear day as a function of solar elevation are given in Table 2, according to Sverdrup.
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Table 2.—Albedo of Smooth Sea Surface

Solar elevation, deg 5 10 20 30 40
1

50-90
Per cent reflection

1

40
1

25
1

1

12 6 4 3

For overcast sky, tlie reflection of a smooth sea surface is 8 per cent. The over-all

energy reflection of the earth, including that of clouds, has been estimated to be
between 37 and 45 per cent.

The observed amount of heat received on a horizontal surface on the average clear

day ii.e.y mean of all clear days of the year) with respect to latitude on the Northern

Plemisphere is shown in Table 3, according to Perl.

'Fable 3.—Mean Daii.y Heat Sum Received on Clear Days in Various Latitudes
OF THE Northern Hemisphere

Latitude, ® 0 15 30 45 60 1 75
Heat sum, cal/cm*/dav 510 510 470 380 300 220

Because of cloudiness, the values actually received are in many spots of the earth

only one-half to two-thirds of the indicated quantities.

At the surface of the earth, interactions between the surface and the atmosphere,

which are of fundamental importance for the energy budget of the atmosphere, take

place. In this respect, it is important to note that the total heat budget remains

essentially constant within the current era. Hence as much energy as is received is

again lost. The minute amounts of heat flowing from the interior of the earth out-

ward and the small amounts stored by photochemical reactions in plants are negligi-

ble. Very influential, however, is the change that takes place in transforming the

incoming radiafon of short wave length from sun and sky (maximum energy at wave
length of 0.5m) to an outgoing radiation of long w^ave length (maximum energy at

about lO/x)- Each point on the surface of the earth radiates energy according to the

law' of Stefan-Boltzmann, i.c., heat loss is proportional to the fourth power of the

absolute temperature of the surface. The heat loss from the surface of the earth'

would far exceed the amount received from sun and sky were it not for the intercep-

tion of considerable amounts of energy by the water in the atmosphere.

Clouds and water vapor will absorb a large amount of the dark outgoing radiation

and radiate it back to the earth's surface. Thus the heat loss that, for a surface of

287® absolute temperature (mean temperature of surface of the earth as a whole

14®C « 57®F *= 287® K), would be about 0.64 cal per cm* per min is actually only

about 0.13 cal per cm* per min. This last quantity is called the effective radiation of

the earth and is, of course, a mean value only. Observed effective radiations vary

greatly throughout the year and from place to place. For the earth as a whole and

the average day of the year, the mean heat budget at the surface of the earth is shown

in Table 4, according to Conrad.

Table 4.

—

Heat Budget of the Earth as a Whole for Average Day of the Year

Heat received by Cal/cm*/day Heat lost by Cal/cm®/day

Direct solar radiation 170 Outgoing radiation. . 790
Diffuse radiation 140 Evaporation 120

Back radiation from atmosphere 000

Total Total 910
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G. C, Simpson has calculated the annual mean value of the net heat balance for

all latitudinal zones with considerations of all factors involved. His results are shown
in Table 5.

Tablk 5.—Net Radiation Balance of Various Zones
^

^

s
1

^

10 f 10-20 20-30 30-40
|

40-.'>0

i i i

i

'

,50-60
1

60-70
1

7(V80 80-90

;
1

1

1

0.060' +0.055 +0.043 +0.013,-0.034
: -f 0 . 0.59 + 0 . 053 + 0 . 0351 0 .00

,

- 0 . 053
! i ! i

'
1

-0.077 -0.103 -0.163
-0.096, -0.126j -0.163

-0.168
-0.169

Latitude, ”

Not radiation balance,
cal/cinS/min:

Northern Hoiniaphorc
Southern Hemisphere

On the whole, the earth is losing heat at all latitudes higher than 35® and gaining

heat between 35°X and S. This again represents, however, only a mean pictun^ for

the year. There is a considerable annual variation, as (^an be iiot(*d from Figs. 3 and

4, which show the radiation balance of the earth in January and July. It is note-

worthy that the hemisphere that has summer has a positive radiation balance to

latitudes as high as 00°. The irregularities of the lines of equal radiation balance are

caused mainly by differences in the temperature of the radiating land and water mas.ses

as well as by the differences in cloudiness.

From data such as these, Milankovich has calculated a theoretical temperature

that should be expected on the surface of the earth if the atmosphere were completely

at rest and the distribution of land and sea were even over th(‘ surface of the earth.

Thi.s mean planetary temperature of various zoik's prodiic(‘d by solar radiation and

its modifications is shown in Table 0. for comparison, the? temperatures actually

observed on the two hemispheres are also given.

Table 6.—Theoretical Pl^anetarv and Observed Temperatures for Variox^s
Zonks

Latitude*, ° 0 10 20 30 40 50 tK) 70| 80 90
Planetary tcmperaturiL °F
Observed Northern Hemisphere,

91 89 83 72 57 37 12 -111-26 -31

°F
Observed Southern Hemisphere,

79 80
i

78 69 57 42 ! 30
j

1

1

14! 2 ?
I

°F
i

79
I

78 73 65 54 42
1

28
;

11 -4
1

?

The planetary temperature that is a result of the net radiation effects agrees with

the observed values only in the latitudes of about 40°. From there toward the equa-

tor, actually observed values are lower; toward the poles observed values are higher

than the theoretical ones. Jhis observation is a (Consequence of the general circulatimi.

The temperature differences between pole and equator caused by radiation produce

pressure gradients resulting in transport of air from one place to another. This

general circulation is a most important influence upon climatic conditions. Table 5

also indicates that the observed temperature values on the two hemispheres arc

different. That fact is caused by the uneven distribiUion of land and sea between the

tw^o hemispheres. This differentiation of the surface of the earth into continental

and oceanic areas is another control of climate that produces some of the most pro-

nounced climatic differences observed on this planet. * These differences 'are mostly

a result of the diverse heat transactions taking place in various component parts of

the earth's surface. Three types of surface, widely different in their properties, are

of major importance: solid ground, water, ice and snow.

In solid ground, only g, very shallow layer participates in the heat transactions.

The molecular heat transfer is almost solely responsible for transport of heat from the

sdrface to greater depths. For example, the annual variation of temperature usually

does not penetrate deeper into the grotihd than 30 to 50 ft.
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In water, this variation penetrates to at least 600 ft, mainly because of turbulent

heat transfer. Moreover, to raise the temperature of a unit volume of water by one
unit takes about two and one-half times as much heat as for an equal volume of soil.

Hence a surface of solid ground will respond very rapidly to changes of radiation,

7*.c,, it will heat and cool quickly. In contrast, a water surface will warm or cool

only very slowly. A further consequence is that air in contact with the soil will

follow the temperature changes of the soil, and, by upward- or downward-directed

convection, the higher layers of the atmosphere will participate in these heat transfers.

Over water, air will show onty very slow temperature changes. From water surfaces

some heat will also be lost by evaporation. This heat will eventually benefit the air

when condensation occairs, but this may be at a considerable distance fronj the point

where the evaporation took place.

Surfaces of ice and snow' have entirely different properties. They will reflect

considerable amounts of radiation, part of which wdll be absorbed in the air. If the

temperature of the ice or snow surface is close to the freezing point, part of the heat

received at the surface will b(‘ used for melting. In addition, especially in fresh snow,

besidCvS a very high reflection of energy, little heat will penetrate into the ground

becjause of poor conductivity. At night, when snow’ radiates just about as a black

body, the temperature of the air in contact with the snow’ surface w'ill be lowered

consid(‘rably. If the air is calm, daily temperature extremes over snow will be

accentuated.

GENERAL CIRCULATION OF THE ATMOSPHERE

The radiative processes on the earth wdll create a priori at the surface of the planet

a zone in the region of the (‘quator that is w'armer than zones at the poles. In addition

the mosaic of continents interspcrsiHl betw'cen oceans establishes areas that will

follow radiation changes rapidly wdiile the oceans themselves will react only very

sluggishly to such changes. The influence of temperature changes in the oceanic

part of the surface wdll be w'idesi)r(;ad partly b(5cause the oceans cover five-sevenths

of the total surfac,e area of the earth and partly because the currents in the ocean can

transport’^ eJirnate far from the region of origin. In a medium as mobile as air,

temperature differences that are created by radiation wdll immediately give rise to

currents that tend to ecpialize them.

On an imaginary earth that had a homogeneous surface and was nonrotating, the

differences in radiation w’o\dd lead at the surface to sources of cold air at the poles

and a source of w'arm air at the equator. Ascending motion would prevail at the

equator, subsidence at the poles. A pressure gradient would exist aloft from equator

to the poles resulting in a transport of air from equator to the poles aloft. As a con-

sequence, at the surface a pressure gradient from the poles to the equator would be

established, producing transport of air from the poles to the equator.

This simple cycle is, of course, immediately destroyed by the^rotation of the earth

from west to east. Air originating in equatorial latitudes has the high angular

momentum existing at this great distance from the axis of rotation. Air originating

near the poles has a small angular momentum because of proximity to the axis of

rotation. The conservation of momentum will cause a mass of air moving pole-

ward to advance faster eastward than a point on the surface at higher latitude.

Hence, with respect to the surface of the earth, a polew^ard-directed motion will acquire

a west-to-east component. That means that the winds from the equator to the pole

tend to become west winds and, vica versa, that a flow directed toward the equator

will, with respect to a point on the surface, acquire an east-to-west component because

it moves from a region of small angular momentum to one with higher angular momen-

tum. Thus a wind from the pole to the equator tends to become an easterly current.
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The deformation of the single cell envisaged for a nonrotating (;arth will lead on
• the rotating earth to weste^rly winds at high elevations in the poleward-directed cur-

rents as actually observed. The lower W'inds moving toward the equator become
easterly wdnds, a condition also actually observed from the poles to latitudes of about
60°. The upper air moving from the equatorial region (as a westerly current) with a

slight northward- or southward-directed component cools because of high radiative

heat losses aloft and will gradually sink to the surface. I'his subsiding process

actually takes place in latitudes of 30°. With a pressure gradient at the surface

existing toward the equator, part of this air wdll return toward th(^ eejuator, now
acquiring an easterly compom*nt because during the slow' subsid<mce process it will

acquire the angular rotation momentum of the 30° region. In the polar regions, the

very cold air existing at the surface will create a pressure gradient tow ard a region of

minimum surface pressure between oO and 60° latitude. However, in the high atmos-

phere, pressure stays highest at the equator and low'cst at the poles, ilie surface

trough of low' pressure in 50 to 60° latitude w ill cause an inflow of air from both south

and north, wiiich will tend to reinforce the easterly winds on the pohward side. On

Fig. 5.—^Schcnie of general circulation over a rotating earth with uniform surface. (After

C.~G. Romby.)

the equatorial side of the trough, an inflow of air from ri^gions (iofje^r to the eejuator

will yield westerly winds.

In the Northern Hemisphere, this circulation will result in planetary winds, as

shown in a schematic diagram given by llossby (Fig. 5). The Southern Hemisphere

would represent a mirror image of this picture, with the equator as symmetry axis.

As can be seen, near the equator winds are light (doldrums), and ascending air cur-

rents produce convective cloudiness with precipitation. North and south of the

equator to about 30° latitude, the trade winds are prevalent at the surface (northeast

in the Northern, southeast in the Southern Hemisphere). The trade winds from both

hemispheres often meet in the equatorial belt and create a zone of convergence that

is called the equatorml front. In the regions of 30° latitude (horse latitudes), sub-

siding air leads to clear skies. In the latitudes of 50 to 60°, between the southwesterly

winds originating in the subtropics and the northeasterly winds of the polar regions, a

discontinuity, the polar front, is in existence. Here the .warmer southern air masses

ascend over the colder polar air masses, creating another zone of cloudiness and

precipitation.

The meridional triple-cell arrangement in each hemisphere is an idealized state

that would determine the climate of various zones, provided that the surface of tho

earth were homogeneous.. The entirely different conditions of radiation and heat

exchange over continents and oceans distort this theoretical pattern very badly, at

least at the surface. This can readily jbe seen from a set of pressure and wind maps,

giving the actually observed values (Figs. 6 to 11). Evidently the pattern with three
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cells of circulation between the poles and the equator is better preserved in the

Southern Hemisphere (land area 19.2 per cent, ocean area 80.8 per cent) than in the

Northern Hemisphere (land area 39.2 per cent, ocean area 60.8 per cent). In general,

this simple circulation scheme is more recognizable over th(^ large oceans than over the

land masses. In the region of the Asiatic-Australian continental area in many months
of the year, just a single high- and low-prejssure system dominates the circulation

from 60°N to 30°S latitude.

There is, of course, in addition to the distortions introiiiu^ed b.y the diff(;rentiation

of land and water surfaces, a s(‘asonal migration of the circulation belts. This can

perhaps be best illustrated by the mean positions of the two pofar fronts and the

equatorial front in the months in which these fronts reach farthest to the north and
to the south (Fig. 12). In the Northern Hemisphere, the polar front has its extremity

northern position in July, its extreme southern position in January. During this

Fig. 12.—Mean extreme positions of the polar fronts (solid line) and the equatorial front

(double line). Broken lines indicate highly variable or doubtful positions.

last month, frequent wave development leading to cyclonii^ a(*tivity along the front

and the distortion by the continents make it quite difficult to assign a mean position

to the front in many parts of the hemisphere. The disfani^e between the positions in

January and July is quite considerable, again caused by continental influence. In

the Southern Hemisphere, the migration of the polar front is much less than in the

Northern Hemisphere. The southeni polar front is closest to the pole in February,

during the latter part of the southern summer, when the whaler masses reach their

highest temperature. The equatorial front reaches its extreme positions in February

and August. The distance covered by this migration is greatest in the Asiatic-

Australian region and least over the ocean areas of the South Atlantic and the South-

east Pacific.

CONTINENTAL AND OCEANIC INFLUENCES ON CLIMATE

Next to the general circulation, as is plainly evident from the preceding paragraphs,

the simple planetary climate is mostly influenced by the distribution of continents and
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oceans. The major wind systems of the general circulation are largely responsible for

a circulation in the oceans. Although temperature distribution in the water masses

would set up a circulation in the water even if no winds were acting, nevertheless the

persistent wind systems are the mainspring of the huge transport of water masses

across the length and width of the oceans. More or less stable currents carry their

temperature characteristics to far-distant parts of the oceans, moving warm water

poleward and cold waters toward the equator. Examples of warm currents are

the Gulf Stream and its extension, the North Atlantic Drift, in the Atlantic, the

Kuroshio and the^North Pacific Current in the Pacific. Moving in a general north-

east direction from the coasts of southeastern North America and Southeast Asia

they create, coupled with the prevailing westerly winds, temperature conditions on

the coasts of Northwest America and Northwest Europe that are much warmer than

could be expected in latitudes close to the arctic circle. The contrast between the

temperatures of the western and eastern oceans in the Northern Ihanisphero is further

reinforced by southward-moving cold currents in the western portion of the oceans,

such as the Labrador Current in the North Atlantic and the Oyashio in the North

Pacific. The influence of these cold currents on the temperature of the surroundings

and on the formation of fog stamps the climate of these regions.

The climate of some coasts, where the prevailing winds blow the surface water

away from the coast, is influenced by the temperature of w ater w oiling up from greater

depth to replace the surface w^ater. This upw elling wat(T usually has a rather low

temperature, and the phenomenon has a conspicuous effect on cloudiness of the coasts

of Southwest Africa, Peru, and California.

Aside from the effects of the currents, the oceans dampen and distort temperature

variations. The daily amplitude of air temperature is much less over the ocean than

over the land. The same is true for the annual range of temperature (difference

between mean temperatures of warmest and coldest months). Over the ocean, the

lag of temperature extremes behind the time of maximum and minimum radiation

intensity is longer than over land. In the Northern Hemisphere, except for polar

regions, the warmest month inland is ordinarily July, the coldest January. Over the

oceans and on some coasts, the w^armest month is August, the coldest Febniary, f.r.,

about a month later than inland. In polar regions, because of the peculiar radiation

conditions, the maximum may be in either July or August, but the minimum tempera-

ture is usually not reached until late February or early March, just before the single

great sunrise of the arctic.

The daily range of air temperature over the^open ocean is not much over 2 to 3®F;

coastal fringes may experience mean daily ranges of 8 to 10°F, but 300 miles inland

the mean daily range is ordinarily not less than 15°F.

In continental areas under a regime of prevailing onshore wunds, the oceaipc

influence is carried far inland; while, in oceanic regions under a regime of offshore

winds, continental influences are felt out at sea. The latter effect is usually not

nearly so pronoimced as the former. The contrast of continental and oceanic climates

can be described numerically by indices of '‘continentality.” An index of that type

which is most adapted to modem meteorological concepts is the ratio of the frequencies

of air masses of continental (C') and maritime (Af') origin. At the present time,

analyzed weather maps for a sufficient number of years, which would enable one to

determine this ratio, are available for only a few regions of the world, mainly Europe

and North America. From these, the C'/Af' ratio for the ^stern United States for

the year as a whole turns out to be about 1.2. This indicates that the area is slightly

more xmder the influence of continental than of maritime air masses. In western

Europe, the ratio is about 0.3, denoting that maritime air masses are about

three times as prevalent as continental air masses.
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A less dynamic, although very descriptive, approach is the use of the annual

temperature range for the ralculalion of a factor of continentality. Johansson defines

an index of continentality based on this element as follows:

K O.OA

sin ip

- 14

where K index of c.ontinentality

A =s annual temperature range, °F

<p ~ geographic latitude

A purely oceanic cJimate would have an index value of 0, an extremely continental

climate one of 100. I'lie constants of the equation are obtained by assigning the

values 0 and 100 to two <‘xtreme stations. Johansson used Thorshavn (Faro Islands)

and Verkhoyansk (Siberia) as the two extreme stations. Use of this formula will

yield, for examphi, for Winnepeg (Manitoba) an index of 51, for San Francisco the

value 3.

Defining ‘'oceanicity ” rather than continentality, F. Kcrner makes use of the

fa<‘t that in maritime cliniat<'s the spring months are much colder than the correspond-

ing aiitunm months. Kerner calls his index the ihvrmoimdromic ratio^ which is given

by the formula

0 = 100
A

where 0 = oc-eanicity

to = mean temp(Tature of October

iji * mean temperature of April

A = annual temperatunj range •

The use of this formula yields values of 4 for Verkhoyansk, 5 for Winnipeg, and 44 for

San Francisco

On the whole, the annual temperature range can well serv'^e to illustrate the con-

trast between continental and occ'anic areas (Fig. 13) although it is also in part a

function of latitude. Except for the immediate neighborhood of the equator, the

values of annual temperature range increase from the shores inland. The lines of equal

range follow roughly the outlines of the continents. Where prevailing wind currents

transport maritime air masses toward the continent, as in the case of the westerlies

over Eurasia, the core of maximum range is di8place^d from the center of the continent

toward the lee. In this case, the annual ranges increase only very slowly from the

Atlantic Ocean into Eurasia. On the Asiatic shores of that continent, it is noticeable

that the continental influences do not reach far offshore, for the values of the range

decrease very rapidly toward the Pacific.

Table 7.—Relatiox between Interdiurnal Temperature Variation and
('ONTINENTALITY

Area
Mean interdiurnal tomi>.

variation, ®F
Index cf continen-
t.Tlity of Johansson

West coast of North America 2.7 3
Central North America 6.3 60
East coast of North America 5.2 56

Western Europe 3.2 27
Western Russia 4.7 45
Central Siberia 5.8 86
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The leveling influence of the ocean is also effective in reducing the temperature

changes from day to day (interdiurnal temperature variation) caused by alternating

of various air masses especially in the regions of polar-front cyclonic activity. Air

masses passing over the ocean lose rapidly their original characteristic properties

near the surface and ac(juire those of the immediate environment. As a result, the

mean interdiurnal t(‘inperature variation is less over the oceans tlian over land.

There exists considerable correlation between the index of continentality and the

mean interdiurnal temperature variation, as shown in Table 7.

The general effect of continents and oceans on the temperature distribution can

be well visualized from Figs. 14 to 19, which represent world-wide isotherms at sea

level. Especially Ihe maps for January (Fig. 14) and July (Fig. 17) will make thc‘

P'la. 20.—The hydrologic cycle of evaporation, precipitation, and runoff between oceans
and continents. (After B. Holzman.)

following axiomatic statements clear: In the summer season the sea-level isotherms

over the oceans bulge toward the equator, over the continent toward the poles.

Continental areas around the tropics show centers of maximum heat in summer.
Cold oceanic currents are distinctly marked in the summer isotherms. In contrast,

during winter, the sea-level isotherms over the oceans bulge toward the pole, over

the continents toward the equator. Continental areas near or beyond the arctic

circle show centers of maximum cold. Warm oceanic currents are distinctly marked
in the winter isotherms.

It is, of course, plainly evident that the influence of continents and oceans is not

restricted to thermal conditions. All the phenomena connected with the water in

the atmosphere are related to the distribution of land and water; evaporation and
hence the amount of water vapor in the atifiosphere, condensation and hence cloudi-

ness and sunshine, and ultimately precipitation. It is not possible to exclude the

influence of dynamic effects such as frontal activity and subsidence or those of moun«
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tain ranges on the water cycle in the atmosphere. Nevertheless a few general state-

ments are valid, namely, cloudiness decreases, sunshine increases inland; humidity

and precipitation, as well as wind speeds, decrease inland.

Evaporation over the ocean is considerable and, according to estimates by Wiist,

amounts to 81,000 cubic miles of winter yearly. In comparison, from inland water

bodies and wet soil only 15,000 cubic miles evaporate. Most of this inland evapora-

tion occurs in dry air masses, is transported as water vapor out to sea, and is pre-

cipitated. Of the water evaporated from the ocean a considerable portion is carried

by maritime air masses to the continents, where total precipitation amounts to about

21,000 cubic miles annually. In the moderate latitudes this precipitation is mostly

caused by frontal activity. In those areas the hydrologic cycle follows essentially

the scheme indicated in Fig. 20. To make up for the excess of precipitation over

evaporation inland, 9,000 cubic miles of water returns to the sea by runoff.

Climatically very important are the superposition of air currents caused by thermal

contrasts between land and ocean upon the geiu^ral circulation. It is a well-known

fact that in daytime at the surface a thermal gradient will exist from land to sea and

at night from sea to land. This will lead to a low^-level pressure distribution that is

often sufficient to affect the flow of air, particularly if the general press\irc gradients

are weak. At the surface, this results in a sea breeze during the day and a land breeze

at night. As usual, the oceanic effect is more pronounced. The sea breeze is gen-

erally stronger than the land breeze and is felt up to 30 or 40 miles from the coast.

The land breeze is usually wmak and reaches at best a few miles out to sea. Both

land and sea breeze are shallow’ phenomena, restricted to the lower 1,500 ft of tht^

atmosphere. For some coastal areas, e.spccially in tropical regions, the more or loss

regular land and sea bre(^ze is of considerable influence upon the climate.

Infinitely more spectacular than this small-scale phenomenon is a circulation

superimposed upon the general circulation by the seasonal thermal differences between

continent and ocean. In winter when the land is cold and hence surface pressures

are high, an outflow* of air tow^ard the ocean takes place that may reinforce or weaken

currents set up by the, planetary atmospheric circulation. Similarly, in summer the

land is warm, surface pressures are lowered, and a tendency for an inflow of air from

the ocean inland is the result. Again this gradient is superimposed upon the general

circulation. These seasonal land and sea winds are called monsoons. They affect

all continemts, yet the degree of influence varies from slight deflection of winds to

absolute dominance. The difference in appearance is caused by the fact that in

some areas pressure gradients of the general circulation are too strong or the continents

too small to produce more than an additional wind component, which is insufficient

to cause a complete seasonal reversal of winds. In other cases, mainly that of the

largest continent, Asia, the pressure pattern of the general circulation is suflfiiciently

distorted to produce opposite wind directions in winter and summer.

Table 8.—Mean Values of Selected Climatic Elements at Typical Stations
UNDEB Influence of Land and Sea Monsoons

Station Month Mon-
soon

Frequency of winds, % Moan
pre«
cip.,

in.

No.
days
pre-
cip.

Mean
cloud.,
%

Mean
rel.

hum.,
%N NE E BE s SW W

- i

NW C

Shanghai Jan. Land 27 i 15 9 8 4 3 8 24 2 2.0 10 61 78
(China) June Sea 5 8 18 83 19 7 5 4 1 7.8 14 77 84

Bombay Feb. Land 26 41 24 4 1 0 1 3 0.1 18 71
(India) July Sea 0m 1 * 4 29 59 3 24.3 88 87
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The position and intensity of the subtropical high-pressure cells on both Injini-

sphe^res, hence dynamic effects, are distinctly linked with the purely thermal effects of

continents and oceans. The classical Indian and east Asiatic monsoons are composite

effects of both influences. The climatic consequences of fully developed monsoons
are prominent. In a typical monsoon climate, the following conditions coincides

During the winter (land) monsoon, the prevailing wind is ofishore; pr(‘cipitation

,

cloudiness, and humidity show minima. During the summer (sea) monsoon, the

prevailing wind is onshore; precipitation, cloudiness, and humidity show maxima.
Examples for two stations, one in East Asia, the other in India, will illustrate these

statements. All the pertinent elements are shown in Table 8 for the peak of the

respective monsoon seasons.

INFLUENCE OF TOPOGRAPHY ON CLIMATE

Large areas of ocean b'rritory have c|uite uniform climatic; conditions. Over
land, howtn er, climates may be wi<lely differentiatetl even within very short distances

because of land forms and the variations in elevation. A change of all climatic

values is observed as a function of elevation. This is true for the free atmosphere as

well as for diffcirent levels of land. The changes of temperature with height above

.sea level are w(‘ll explored. The observations show thnt, on m\ average, the tem-

perature decreases with elevation from the surface; to the height of the tropopause.

The heat absorbed by th(‘ surface of the earth l(;ads to convection, and the wind.s

caused by the general circulation produce turbulence. Loth these factors in con-

junction with fronts and topograf)hic obstacles lead to vertical motions in the atmos-

])here. Vpon asc(*nding, the air cools adiabatically, and if it wt;re completely

dry a lapse rate (decrease of t(uni)('ratur(* per unit height) of 0.55°E per 100 ft would
result up to an elevation at which convective; motions normally cease, f.c., the tropo-

paust^. The lapse rates that are actually observed an; freciuently less because of

the; existence; of inversions and because condensation processes add heat to the

ascending air masstis. In the Iow(‘st layers, inversions produced by radiative loss of

heat at the surface decrease tlu; mean lapse rates markedly in winter.

For the whole (*arth the annual mean lapse rate is approximately 0.27”F per 100 ft.

This value is valid up to eh'vations of about 12,000 ft. In regions with a distinct

winter season, the mean lapse rate of that season is only 0.22°F per 100 ft, and even

less in the lowest 1,000 ft. Those regions have in summer a mean lapse rate of 0.36°F

per 100 ft, a value that prevails in the tropics throughout the year. The use of mean
lapse rates makes it possible to draw isothermal maps on which all obsers'ations are

reduced to sea level (such as those shown in Figs. 14 to 19). Sea-level A'^alues are

obtained by adding the appropriate amount to the mean temperature values observed

at stations above sea level. If this reduction is not performed, an isotherm map will

mainly reflect the topography. From a map showing the sea-level isotherms, one

can, of course, by reversing the procedure obtain the mr'an temperature of a station

if its elevation is known, as follows:

=* ^0 ~ yh

where h « mean temperature at height h

to » sea-level temperature

y mean lapse rate (for unit height) *

h * height above sea level in same units of height as chosen for y
On maps with sea-level temperatures, interpolation between the isolines is permis-

sible; whereas, on maps showing true isotherms^ interpolation is a rather unsatis-

factory procedure, particularly in mountainous areas.
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Mountains have a powerful influence on climates even beyond the mere effect of

altitude, which is also present in the free atmosphere. Especially the long, high

mountain chains act as climatic divides. Their local influence is comparable with

that of ocean currents. The high obstacles placed in the path of the currents of the

general circulation deflect the tracks of low-pressure centers and block the passage

of air masses in the lower levels. Even if the pressure gradients are strong enough

to force air Tnass(‘s across the mountains, the forced asi^ent and descent on the slopes

modifies the air masses profoundly. The direction of the mountain chains may block

access of certain air masses to the lee side. For example, the Alps and the Himalayas

(‘xtending from west to east will prevent fresh polar air masses from advancing south-

ward. Hcmce the climates of north(‘rn Italy and India are warmer than corresponds

to their latitude. The chains of the Andes in South America and the (’oastal Ranges

in North Americ^a running parallel to the coast from north to south prevent the

unmodified passage of maritime air masses from the oce^an and cause a lack of pn*-

(dpitation to tlie lee.

The distribution of precipitation is probably most noticeably affected by moun-
tains. On both the windward and the lee slopes, there is an increase of precipitation

with elevation. Yet the values observed on equal levels are much higher on tlie wind-

ward than on the lee side. In the moderate climates, the increase of precipitation

along slopes can be represented in first approximation for annual mean values by the

following formula:

rfe = ro 4- 0.072/1

where rn = precipitation in inches at level h

ro « precipitation in inches at foot of mountain

h = height above foot of mountain, ft

In the n^gion of westerly circulation, the amounts of precipitation increase fairly

uniformly Tip to the crest heights of the mountains, as observations in the Alps up

to elevations of 10,000 ft show. In the subtropical trade-wind zone, as, for example,

in the Hawaiian Islands, precipitation amounts increase only to about 3,000-ft el(‘va-

tion and then decrease gradually, although even at 6,000 ft more rain is received than

at sea level.

Table 9.—Differential of Climate on Windward and Lee Side of Mountains

Wind-
ward side

Lee
side

Observed difference

Element Period
Tacoma
excess

Y^akima
excess

'

Mean temperature Winter Higher Ijowcr 9.7°F
Mean temperature Summer Lower Higher 6.8"F
Temperature range Daily Smaller Larger 9.8‘’F

Temperature range Annual Smaller Larger 19.6°F
Temperature range Absolute Smaller Larger

31 in.

44°F
Precipitation Annual Larger Smaller
Relative humidity Afternoon Higher Lower 26%
Sunshine duration Annual Shorter Ixinger 26% of possible

Clear days
Cloudy days

Annual Less More 66 days
Annual More Less 66 days

Wind speed ! .

.

Wind speed
Winter
Summer

Higher
Nearly

Lower
^ equal

3.7 mph
0 . 7 mph
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The over-all effect of a mountain on the climate in the zone of westerlies can be

illustrated best by an example. Conditions on the windward and lee sides of Mount
Rainier (Washington), elevation 14,408 ft, present a most interesting and instructive

picture. At the foot of the mountain on the windward side is the station Tacoma
(172 ft); 100 miles from Tacoma to the lee of the mountain is Yakima at an elevation

of 1,068 ft. Some of the important climatic elements and their annual variation arc

shown in Fig. 21.

From these observations, a number of general rules can he derived. They are

presented in Table 9 with the corresponding values for Tacoma and Yakima given as

examples.

All the observed differences between windward and lee sides of mountains can ))e

explained by the difference in cloudiness. The ascending air currents on the wind-

ward side cause condensation and precipitation. The subsidtmec^ on the lee side

leads to dissolution of clouds. Under clear sky conditions, the effects of radiation on

temperature are accentuated. Thus all ranges of temperature are increased on the

lee side. In winter, marked inversions are the result, and hence the wind speeds in

the cold air that clings to the ground are reduced. In summer, the lee-side lapse

rates are steep under the influence of radiation, turbulence is increas(‘d, and the wind

speeds near the surface are virtually the same as those on the windward side.

The increased temperature range on the lee side shows that the conthientality is

raised markedly. This poses the question if the inland position of Y akima might not

be responsible for the obs(‘rv(‘d (‘fleets. Fortunately there exists a pair of stations

with comparable distance between them and with the same distance of (‘aeh one* from

the ocean but without intervening mountains. These are Hand)urg and B(‘rljn,

about 100 miles apart, in the northwest Furopean plain. The observations th(’r('

show that Berlin re(*eives 78 per cent of the annual rainfall that is not(‘d for Hamburg.

By comparison "^’akima receives only 21 per cent of the amount falling at Tacoma.

Berlin has 114 per cent of th(^ sunshine recorded at Hamburg, whereas Yakima
receives 164 per cent of that obseiwed at Tacoma. The annual range* of temperature

at Berlin is only 3.7°F larger than that of Hamburg, but Yakima’s annual rang(‘ tops

that of Tacoma by 19.6'^F. In order to find a corn^spondingly large increase in

annual temperature range in the northwest Kurop(^an plain, one lias to go about

1,000 miles inland from Jlamburg to the region near Vyazma in Russia. This show.s

con(4usively how much the mountain influence outweighs the factor of increased

di.stance from the ocean.

Among other effects of mountains on climate is the deve lopment of a diurnal wind

system in the lowest layers, particularly on clear days. This wind system, the moun-

tain and valley breeze, corresponds to the land and sea breeze observ(‘d on shore lin(‘s.

In daytime, an upslope wind blows (valley breeze); at night, a downslope wind blow^s

(mountain breeze). Aided by the effect of upw^ard-directed convection in daytime, a

temperature gradient develops directed from the heated slopes of the mountains

toward the same levels in the free atmosphere over the lowland.s, which are cooh'r.

This results in a pressure gradient directed toward the mountain and a wind in that

direction. At night, aided by cold gravitational slope flow of air from higher to lower

levels, a gradient in the opposite direction is created aloft, and the mountain breeze

results.

Other winds of mountainous areas, the so-called **katabatic” or downslope winds,

are of considerable climatic importance. Among these are the foehn, or Chinook-

type, winds. Their effect is already implicitly contained in the differences noted for

windward and lee sides of mountains. In those cases, a moisture-burdened air,

ascending the windward side of a mountain, cools for a considerable portion of the

ascent at the moist-adiabatic lapse rate, loses water by precipitation, and descends
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on the lee side, heating at the dry-adiabatic lapse rat(\ Tlu* consequence is that a
relatively cool, moist air mass after crossing the mountain arrives at the foot to the

lee as a warm dry air mass.

Not all descending air masses, however, act as warm air masses. In some areas

where inland plateaus are adjacent to coastal regions, the air over the coast, especially

in winter, may have superadiabatic lapse rates because of tlie (ronf inuous heat supply

from a warm water body. If a pressure gradient forces air to cascade down the slopes

of the plateau toward the sea, this air will heat only adiabatically and hence will

arrive cooler at the foot than the air it replaces. These cold katabatic^ winds ar(^

called bora winds from their prototype observed at the Dalmatian coast of the Adriatic

Sea. They can be fouiui on all coasts wIktc cold highlands are adjacent to warm
s('as.

All the foregoing an' tlie large-scah*, or macro(‘limatic, effects of topography.

Locally, however, the variation of land forms creates an infinite variety of smaller

<*limatic differences called mivrorUrnaies. A diaemsion of all these local variatiom of

ciinmtc would fill a book. Here only a table showing some of th(? most important

(pialitative differi'iices betwe^en concave tv'alhy) and convex (crest) land forms will

be presented (Table 10).

Table 10. Diffeiienoe of Climates of Concave and Convex La.\d Forms

Ideiiu'nt
i

l*eriod
j

C oncave land form
j

^

Minimum temperature

.

Range of tc'inperature.

.

PVost
Wind speed
Low visibility ai d fog.

.

Daily
Daily and annual
Night
Night
Early morning

Much lower Higher
Larg(‘r

;

Smaller
More frequent

|

Lc^ss frequent
Lower • Higher
Much more frequent Less frequent

INFLUENCE OF LAKES ON CLIMATE

The degree of influence of lakes on climate is not so large as that of a high mountain

range, but in the case of large lakes it exceeds thi; influence of local topography.

Large lakes in regions with pronounced prevailing wind direction show considerable

differences between the windward and the lee shore. The air masses that are passing

acToss the lakes are modified in the lowest layer by the lake. This influence can be

well illustrated by observations from Lake Michigan, which is located in the region

of prevailing westerly winds. Stations on the west shore of the lake have a more

continental climate than those on the east shore. The main characteristics of the

differences between windward and lee shores of large lakes are given in Table 11

with the actually observed differences between Milwaukee (west shore of Lake

Michigan) and Grand Haven (east shore of Lake Michigan). The two stations are

separated by a stretch of 85 miles of water surface.

The effect of an open water body is most pronounced in winter in a generally con-

tinental climate. Air masses that move to the lee shore pick up moisture over the

lake. Therefore cloudiness, precipitation amounts and frequency, ’and relative

humidities increase, and the temperatures rise. The free sweep over the relatively

smooth lake surface will increase the wind speed at the surface. In summer, when
the lake is colder than the environment, air masses moving to the lee shore are sta-

bilized, and hence the tendency toward instability precipitation is reduced.

Inland lakes that freeze in winter distort the annual temperature variation in

their vicinity. In autumn, the temperature of these lakes stays above freezing while
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Ta.ble 11.—Difference in Climate between Windward and liEB Shores of
Large Lakes

Example

Element Period Windward Lee shore
1 o .shore

Period M ilwaukee
excess

Grand
Haven

1
eXCt'HK

1
^

Mean temperature Midwinter Lower Higher Jan.
Mean temperature Midsummer Higher Lower Aug. 2.0®F
Temperature range Annual Larger Smaller Y ear 4.»°F

1

Temperature range Diurnul 1 Larger Snialler Dec.-Peb. 2. 4*^1''

Precipitation amounts Winter
j

Smaller Larger. Dec.-Feb. 2.09 in.

Precipitation amounts Summer
1

Larger Smaller June-Aug. 0. S.'S in.
11

Days with preoip.
1

(5 0.01 in.) Annual LesH frequent More frecpient Year 22 (lays
Days with snowfall

1 1

( ?T) Annual Le.SH frequent’ More frequent; Year 44 days
Relative humidity Winter Lower 1 Higher ! Dec.-Feb. r>

Relative humidity Summer About

i

the same June-Aug. 1

Sunshine Winter M ore
1
Less Dec.-Feb. 20 % of p«»s-

sihle
'

Sunshine Summer About the .same June-Aug. 2 of pos-
i sible

Wind speed Winter Less More
1 Dec.-Feb. 1 . 4 mph

Wind speed Sumnier About the same i

^ !

J une-Aug. 0. 1 mph
j

the air temperature of the general n'gion sinks below it. Stations immediately on i he

lake shores usuaUy benefit from the heat surplus of the lake and stay a little warmer
than the general surroundings. Steam fogs may develop at the same time over th(^

lake. In spring, however, the lake may still he frozen while the air temperature

has generally risen above the freezing point. The shore stations may show, for a

few weeks, considerably lower temperatures than the general environment. This

condition lasts until the ice breaks and the water has had a chance to warm.
On clear days with weak general pressure gradient, the shores of all great lakes

show lake breezes that are identical in origin with the sea breezes on the oceanic coasts.

The main differences between lake and sea breezes are the dimensions. Lake breezes

rarely exceed 500 to 800 ft in height and usually do not penetrate more than about-

1 or 2 miles inland. They affect particularly the maximum temperatun^s on the

shores of the lake, which remain 4 to 5°F low'cr on days with lake breeze than w^ould

be expected from the normal diurnal temperatun* variation.

INFLUENCES OF VEGETATION AND HUMAN ACTIVITY ON CLIMATE

In addition to the microclimatic effects of various land forms, other climatic

influences, usually of a subordinate nature, are introduced by presence or absence of

vegetation and by human activities.

Among the influences of vegetation, those on the hydrologic cycle (see Fig. 20)

are the most important ones. Trees intercept falling precipitation, which will be

evaporated before reaching the ground. Evaporation will also be increased by the

transpiration of plants. On the other hand, precipitation that reaches the soil will

not readily evaporate nor will it run off easily, because the soil of forests has a spongy

structure thal can absorb and store considerable quantities of water. Snow covers

in forests, because of protection from direct radiation and from falling wann rain,

may stay on the ground for a period considerably longer than in open spaces. Both
the retardation of snow meltage and the water storage in the soil will dimmish runoff

from wooded slopes and reduce flood hazards. Inside forests, temperature maxima
are lower and minima higher than over open land. The wind speed is sharply reduced

at the surfacoi and relative humiditi^ in the forest are raised.
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Tillage of ground, which under cultivation may lie barren for a cohsiderat>le part

of the year, will increase wat,er loss from the surface by evaporation. It may also

lead to lower minimum temperatures at the surface because of the poor heat conduc-

tivity Qf loose soil, which will radiate heat without being able to draw on the reservoir

of beat in great depths. Plowed ground will also lead to increased soil blowing and,

at high wind speeds, to dust storms.

Industrial activity and large human settlements have measurable influence upon

climate. By increasing the atmospheric pollution, they change the radiation balance
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in the vicinity of the sources of pollution. Dust and smoke deplete particularly the

ultraviolet part of the solar spectrum. The considerable amount of heat produced

in cities serves to raise the air temperature. Mainly affected are the daily minimum
and the winter temperatures. These are from 1 to 3°F higher than those of the

environment. In summer, increased convection causes higher cloudiness over cities,

coupled with somewhat higher rain frequencies and amounts. Because of the good

artificial drainage, however, evaporation is reduced and the mean relative humidities

are lower in cities than in the surrounding countryside. The last fact may be some-

what surprising because the urban pollution with its hygroscopic condensation

nuclei leads to an increased number of fogs. Visibilities are usually reduced, if not

by fog, by smoke and haze. In built-up sections, the roilghncss of the ground, hence

friction, is increased and the wirni speeds at the surface are decreased and the number
of (;alms rises. The stagnation of the air will accentuate the effects of pollution.

SCHEME OF CLIMATIC CONTROLS

As has been said initially, the various factors acting as controls of climate are an

interwoven plexus with many obscure relationships of cause and effect. A look at

Fig. 22, which indicates schematically the numerous basic* influences, will make it

clear why climatology is still largely a descriptive and observational science and why
progress toward analytical treatment has been very .slow.

CLIMATIC VARIATIONS

The major features of the climate of a place have certain attributes of constancy.

In many areas, year after year weather events repeat themselves within a normal

range and, during the course of a human lifetime, climatic conditions seem to conform

in general to an established pattern. Single years may be abnormal, but usually a

return to normalcy is again achieved after a short interruption. If one considers

intervals longer than the span of a human life, climatic features may undergo rather

radical changes. During geologic ages, arctic climates have prevailed where moderate

climates rule now, or tropical rain conditions may have dominated areas that are

now desert. It is likely that some of these large-scale changes were caused by the

cyclical variations in the elements of the earth's orbit, by the changes in the inclination

of the earth's axis, and by a different distribution of land and sea on the surface of

the earth.

Even during the relatively short period of recorded history as preserved in human
writings and in natural documents as, for example, tree rings, certain areas have
undergone climatic changes. These have led to established migrations of man, fauna,

and flora. Climatic history documented by reliable and uninterrupted instrumental

records is very brief. Ixjss than 300 years comprise the longest series, and for vast

spaces of the earth such as portions of the interior of Africa, the Arctic and Antarctic

zones. Central Asia, Central Greenland, remote parts of the oceans, 2 to 5 y6ars may be

the best available data, and a few isolated observations from expeditions may be the

only available meteorological information. Any analysis of current climatic trends is

seriously restricted by the shortness of the series of observations. Yet even in the

longest records there is no conclusive evidence of one-sided change in climate. There

seem to be only longer or shorter intervals in which the climatic elements vary through

a considerable range. Years of higher temperature or precipitation are followed by
sequences that are colder or drier. These variations are rather irregular in occurrence

;

and, in spite of many efforts, no persistent regular cycles of appreciable amplitude

have been discovered in the now ava^ble data, with the sole exception of the diurnal

and annual variation.
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There are, however, certain rhythms in the series of climatic observations. Th(js(r

are irregular in phase and amplitude. Often several basic rhythms seem to be hidden
in the observational series. Sometimes these reinforce, at other times they weaken
each other. No physical reasons can be given as causes for many of the apparent
(jycles, and hence their reality has the support only of statistical criteria. Probably
those rhythms assocuated with variations in solar radiation will have the best chance

of eventual substantiation. Among them are correlations to the irregular sunspot

rhythm, which has a mean value of 11 years. The effects of this solar variation

seem to be most noti(;eable in the observations of tropical stations, for both tempera-
ture and precipitation.

For precipitation, the changes are usually noted only in records of lake levels and
river stages. Thost; integrate rainfall effects over wide areas and are, of course, a

statistically more reliable sample than that cut out by an 8-in. gauge which is to

represent supposedly the rainfall over many square miles. But, even if one accepts

the variations paralleling the sunspot variations as real, they are very small. The
differences in mean temperature values between the extreme years of the sunspot

rhythm are not much over 1°F. Another basic solar eyede, according to Abbot,

23 years in length, is note<l in the climatic record preserved by tree rings and also in

the shorter series of instrumental observations. A rhythm, which is apparently tlu^

result of several s\iperimposed basic fluctuations, was found by Bruckner in precip-

itation and lake-level data. It w'as originally assumed to be a cycle of 35 years^ dura-

tion. Actually it varies in length Ix'tw^een 30 and 40 years. During the driest and
wettest period of the rliythm, the mean deviation of precipitation from normal is only

6 per cent. A look at almost any series of meteorological data will show that fluctu-

ations from year to year are much larger than this value. Therefore, the inci-

dental variations at most places obscure whatever cyclical or rhythmical elements

may be present in th(^ record.

It is likely that the aperiodic variations in climatic values from year to year, which

are of great practical imjiortance, for example, in agriculture, are caused by shifts

in the gen(*ral circulation. These shifts are indicated by di.splacement of the semi-

permanent higli- and low'-pn^ssxire cells (centers of action) from their normal position

and by weakening or strengthening of the pressure gradients prevailing between them,

'rhe effects of changes in the general circulation may lag behind the basic shifts, in

part because it takes some time for climatologically important basic elements, as

ocean currents, to adjust themselves to the new circulation. Attempts have been

made to exploit such time lags to establish correlations between meteorological events

in distant regions. One of the most remarkable attempts was that by Sir Gilbert

Walker and his associates and successors to use correlations between conditions on

the Indian und Pacific Oceans to predict the intensity of the Indian summer monsoon.

Yet even here, if one accepts the correlations as cause and effect relationships, not

much mor(^ than 30 per cent of the observed variations are accounted for in this

fashion.

The changes in the general circulation of the atmosphere over longer periods of

time and the causes behind them are the fundamental but as yet unsolved problems

in climatology. Of course, after a fairly long series of climatic observations has been

secured, the range of variation of the individual elements is given, and statistical

measures for the variability around the mean value can be established. Thus, for

places with long records, the effect of climate on human enterprises can be entered

as a calculable risk into economic considerations. In case of agricultural staple crops,

for example, precipitation is probably the most important single climatic factor.

The absolute variability of precipitation is a function of the amounts. The greater

the rainfall is^ the greater are the absolute changes from year to year, A map on
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which absolute variability of precipitation is shown would indicate a pattern similar

to that of an isohyetal map. Biel and C>)nrad have used the relative variability as a
factor that will show more clearly those areas where changes in the circulation will

produce the greatest relative changes in rainfall. The relative variation is given as

Vr - 100—— fi ^ Pi- P

where Vr ~ relative variability, per cent

€,* = departure of individual year from normal

p =* normal (mean) precipitation

Pi =s precipitation in individual year

n =* number of years in series

Figure 23 shows lines of equal relative variability of rainfall for the world. Over the

oceans, these lines are very doubtful and based only on some island stations. The
great variability in the Central Pacific is caused by shifts in the oc^ean (mrrents, which,

in turn, follow changes in the general circulation. Over the continents, the greatest

relative variabilities are encountered in arid areas. This pattern of variability should

be kept in mind when viewing maps showing mean values of precipitation (Figs. 24

to 28).

Some of the boundaries within which climatic elements have varied over the

earth during the time since instrumental observations started are shown in Table 12.

For comparison, the extreme values observed in the United States are also giv(Mi.

With many portions of the earth as yet very incompletely covered by meteorological

.stations, the values shown in this table may yet be exceeded by a few units in each

Table 12.

—

Kxtkemes of Some Climatic Elements, Observeo on Earth*

Element

Absolute maximum tempera-
ture

Absolute minimum tempera-
ture

Absolute maximum pressure, .

.

Absolute minimum pressure. .

.

Absolute maximum rainfall in
24 hr

Absolute maximum rainfall in

1 month
Highest mean annual rainfall .

.

Absolute maximum rainfall

measured in 1 min
Absolutemaximum wind speed,

accurately measured
Maximum mean wind speed,

accurately measured for 6
min *

Maximum mean wind Speed,
accurately measured for 1 hr

Maximum mean wind speed,
aeeurately measured for 24
hr

Value Location

136®F

1,078 mb
887 mb

46 in,

241 in.

476 in.

Aziziya, Tripolitania

Oimekon, Siberia, US-
SR.
Western Siberia
Pacific Ocean, off Phil-
lippines

Baguio, Phillipines

Cberrapunji, India
Mt. Wsialeale, T.H.f

t X

In the United States

Value Location

134®F

-oe^F

1,060 mb
802 mb

Greenland Ranch,
Death Valley, Calif.

Riverside .Yellowstone
Park, Wyo.

Lander, Wyo.
Lower Matecurnbo
Key, Fla.

26.83 in. Camp Leroy, Calif.

160 in. Wynoochee Oxbow,
Wash.

1.02 in
226 mph

188 mph

Opid’s Camp, Calif.
Mount Washington,
N.H.
Mount Washington,
N.H.

173 mph

120 mph

Mount Washington,
N.H.
Mount Washington,
N.H.

* The values given do not include measurements in the free atmosphere.
t Value based on 7 years ol interrupted record. A computation by using the normal value at a base

station with long record (formula on p. 9&S) yields 462 in. Both values are definitely above the long-
reoord value of 428 in. at Cherrapunjl India.

% For winds the values given lor Mount Washington in the oolumn for the tJ.8. extremes sre the
highest that are aoourately measured at stations on the earth's surface. They are known to have been
exceeded in the free atmosphere.
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case. Yet the order of magnitude of climatic range during the current era is probably
reasonably well established by these data.

CLASSIFICATION OF CLIMATES

Within the rather wide range of atmospheric conditions shown in Table 12 an
infinite variety of combinations of climatic values, their frequencies, and their diurnal

and annual variation appear. It is therefore natural to attempt grouping of kindred

climates and obtaining a classification that will permit the establishment of regional

boundaries between areas of uniform climatic conditions. But to set up climatic

cat(^gories is by no jpeans easy. Two places may show the same temperature through-

out the year })ut have different amounts and annual variation of rainfall. Others

may agree in these two elements but show discrepancies in fog occurrence or in

wind speeds. Furthermore, at a considerable number of places, only tempera-

ture and precipitation arc observed, and other elements cannot be considered for

th<'. purj)ose of classifying the climate. The best that can be achieved is a classi-

fication of climate, for a specific purpose rather than a climatic taxonomy comparable

with that of animals and plants. The purpose of a climatic classification may
be, for example, to establish the limits of areas suitable for a given crop plant, or

areas with comfortable climates for human settlement, or climates where weather
conditions are favorable for flying, etc. In each case, another set of limiting con-

ditions will govern, and hence the climatic classification of a place will change with the

objective toward which the classification is directed. Some of the most widely known
climatic classifications are actuallj’^ an attempt to relate the extent and type of natural

vegetation on the surface of the earth to climatic conditions. Among these are the

classifications of Koeppen and Thornthwaite.

In Koeppen ’s classification, five main climatic classes with a total of eleven climatic

provinces are gi\^on. One of the classes, the “desert climate’^ is distinguished from

the others rnainiy by a precipitation limit, while the others are separated from each

other by characteristic temperature limits. The limiting values for the climatic

provinces of Koeppen are shown in Table 13.

It was soon noted that for many purposes the Koeppen classification w^as too coarse,

and an attempt was made to remedy the situation by adding another 20 limiting

factors. This permits further subclassification but renders the classification almost

as unwieldy jis the original mass of data.

While the main emphasis of Koeppen^s classification is on temperature limits,

Thornthwaite's climatic classes are based on the effectiveness of precipitation. This

factor bears a close relation to plant growth and hence permits more refined analysis

of climatic problems related to vegetation and agriculture than does the Koeppen
scheme. The effective precipitation is the ratio between precipitation and evapora-

tion at a given place. Evaporation is an element that is difficult to measure and for

which records are available at a few localities only. Thornthwaite circumvents the

difficulty by using a statistical relation between temperature-precipitation values and

precipitation-evaporation values. This defines the precipitation-evaporation ratio as

where p — monthly precipitation amounts, in.

e « monthly evaporation amounts, in.

i * mean monthly temperature, ®F
From the sum of the 12 monthly p/« ratios the precipitation effectiveness (p-e) index

is derived.

p-e index
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Thomthwaite establiHhcs five climatic provinces that correspond closely to natural

plant covers. The climatic zones are shown in Table 14 with the respective limits of

the p-e index.

Table 14.—Thornthwaiters Olimatic (Classification

j

Climatic province
i1

Type of vegetation FK index

Wet
Humid 1

Subhumid
1

Semiarid
Arid

Hain forest

1

Forest
i Grassland
i Steppe

1

Desert

^ 128
64-127
32-63
16-31
< 16

The undeniable importance of plant cover and agriculture to human culture has

resulted in widespread use of these climatic classifications by geographers. Yet

they show no simple relation to the reactions of the human body to climate. The
liuman body has to lose a certain amount of heat per unit of time. It amounts to

about 1 meal per cm® of surface per second at rest and to 7 meal per cm® per sec when
working hard. If less than this amount is lost, the body overheats, and discomfort

results; if more is lost, the body has to be protected by clothing, or discomfort and

freezing set in. Thi? heat loss is essentially regulated by the conditions of the sur-

rounding atmosphere. The temperature, humidity, radiation intensity, and wind

speed all enter prominently into the problems of human climatic comfort. Because

radiation observations are not generally available, c,omfort conditions are usually

(expressed in t(irms of tw'o or more of the other elements. The American Society of

Heating and Ventilating Engineers has made extensive determinations of conditions

of comfort, and the classifical ion diagram shown in Fig. 29 was the result. An
instantaneous atmospheric condition or a set of mean values can be entered in this

diagram. Either dry-bulb and wet-bulb temperatures may be used or dry-bulb

temperature and relative? humidity (slanting lines). The comfort conditions indi-

cated on the diagram are essentially applicable for indoor atmospheres, but they permit

also to distinguish, in first approximation, between various climatic regions.

More applicable to outdoor atmospheric conditions is the use of the “cooling

power,'’ a factor first introduced into human bioclimatology by L. Hill and based

originally on measurements with the katathermometer. These gave the heat loss of a

physical body in terms of millicalories per centimeter squared per second under the

influence of the atmospheric environment. Actual measurements were made at a

few places only, but it w^as found that the measured values could be approximated

with an accuracy sufficient for climatic purposes by the use of the normally observed

climatic elements. Two formulas are given below, one for the dry cooling power,

essentially applicable when perspiration enters little into the physiological heat process,

and the other for wet cooling power, which is more satisfactory because it incorporates

the cooling associated with p(?rspiration also.

The dry cooling power is represented by

Cd « (0.14 + 0.12t;® ®®)(98 — i) mcal/cmVse<5

and the wet cooling power by

» (0.21 + 0.17a«»*)(98 - V) mcal/cm®/sec

where v «• wind speed, mph
t «* air temperature,
/' temperature of wet-bulb thermometer, ®F
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Several attempts have been made to correlate the values of cooling power to sub-

jective sensations. It is, of course, readily seen that persons of different age, status

of nutrition and health, and stages of acclimatization will react differently. Therefore

the classifications are at best orders of magnitude and mainly convenient as a relative

distinction between climatic zones. With this reservation, the sensation scale of

Schmid for the clothed body is given in Table 15.

Table 15.

—

Climatic Classification According to Cooling Power

Climatic comfort zone

Cooling power, mcal/cm^/sec

Dry Wet

Bitterly cold > 55 > 90
Very cold 4l~55 76-90
Cold.... 31-40 59-75
Cool 22-80 48-58
Mild IMl 39-47
Warm 10-U
Sultry < 10 < 30
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According to Sipk, the undressed human body at rest in the shade will experience

a sensation of at dry cooling powers below 6 meal per cm* per sec and of

“cold^^ at values above 23 meal per cm* per sec.

Indices such as the cooling power can be used to obtain estimates on the clothing

required in different regions at various seasons. A very simplified scheme of a cloth-

ing map is shown in F'ig. 30. Only three zones are distinguished. One is the tropical

zon(‘- (area covered by dots on map). There no distinct change between summer and

winter exists, and light clothing is appropriate for the whole year. North and south

of this zone are two belts (without hatching on map) of moderate climates where a

distinct change between summer and winter occurs and where different types of

clothing are reciuircd for each season. In these zones closer toward the equator, the

Fig. 30.—Major clothing zones on the earth. Dotted area; tropical zone, warm
throughout year. Blank area: moderate zones, regular change between warm and cold

season. Dashed area: Polar zones, cold throughout year.

warm season is much longer than the cold season and, vice versa, toward the poles

in this zone the cold season lasts much longer than the warm season. Around the

poles, there are zones of frigid polar climate (dashed areas on map) where cold-

weather clothing will be required the year round. It would be, of course, more appro-

priate to draw such maps for each month of the year, but lack of space prohibits the

presentation of such maps here.

REGIOINAL CLIMATES AS RELATED TO THE DYNAMICS OF THE
ATMOSPHERE

To the meteorologist, the relation of climatic conditions to the general circulation

offers a basis for systematization. Various climates blend into each other without

sharp boundaries. This is caused by the fact that no angle dynamic feature rules exclu-

sively in any area. Moreover, upon the major dynamic controls local conditions

superimpose themselves. The paramount dynamic factors of circulation in the.

atmosphere are (I) the polar-front circulation, (2) the anticyclonic circulation of the?

subtropical anticyclones, (3) the trade winds, (4) the equatorial convergence, (5)
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NORTH AMERICAN AREA ^

MIXED POLAR FRONT-CYCLONIC AND ANTICYCLONIC CIRCULATION
WITH MARITIME INFLUENCE

SAN FRANCISCO. CAL

1
li—

SAN DIEGO. CAL.

SAN ANTONIO. TEXAS

SO 60 70 60 90

KINGSTON. JAMAICA

KEY WEST. FLORIDA

MEXICO CITY. MEXICO

Fig. 31.—Climographs for selected stations. OrdinatevS, precipitation in inches,

abscissas, temperatures in degrees Fahrenheit. Bimonthly values plotted for cloudiness,

weather conditions, prevailing wind, mean wind force. For full explanation, see pages 979,

980.
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NORTH AMERICAN AREA

POLAR FRONT-CYCLONIC CIRCULATION WITH CONTINENTAL INFLUENCE

SEATTLE, WASHINGTON

WINNIPEG. MANITOBA. CANADA

DENVER , COLORADO WASHINGTON, O.C.

Fig. 32.—Cliiiiographs for selected stations. (Legend, see Fig. 31,)

the large nionsoonal circulations. These factors are modified by the relative oceani-

city or continentality, f.e., the frequency of oceanic and continental air masses.

Figun^s 31 to 40 show climographs for 50 selected stations. Graphs of this type

were introduced into climatology by Griffith Taylor. The scheme employed for

plotting is as follows: The diagram is a tcmperatunvprecipitation coordinate system.

Ordinates are precipitation (in inches), abscissas are temperatures (in degrees Fahren-

heit). The mean values of the elements for a given month determine a point in this

diagram. One point can bo plotted for every month of, the year, but in the figures

presented here only the odd-numbered months were chosen for reasons of space.

This point, monthly mean temperature versus monthly normal precipitation, serves

as center for a station circle. In the circle,” the mean cloudiness of the month is

entered in tenths of sky cover. The most frequent wind direction is entered in the

same fashion as on weather maps as a pointer (north wind upward, east wind toward
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WEST EUROPEAN AREA

POLAR FRONT-CYCLONIC CIRCULATION WITH MARITIME INFLUENCE

VALCNTIA I5..IRCLAN0

lOi

5

40 50 60

BCRCeN. NORWAY

roi

04
30 40 50 60

CENTRAL EUROPEAN AREA

POLAR FRONT-CYCLONIC CIRCULATION WITH MIXED MARITIME AND
CONTINENTAL INFLUENCE

5<

BERLIN. GERMANY
5 -

BUCHAREST. ROMANIA

“ao AO'* 50 S 70

o4
20 30 40 50 60 70 60

Fig. 33.—Cliniographs for selected stations. (Legend, see Fig. 31.)

the right, south wind downward, west wind toward the left). The barbs on these

pointers indicate the mean wind speed for the month in Beaufort scale divisions

m barb length « 1 scale division). To the left of the circle, weather symbols are

noted as follows: a dot, in case the month has an average of 10 or more days with

precipitation; a star, if the month has 10 or more days with snowfall; a thunderstorm

symbol for 5 or more days with thunderstorms; and a fog symbol for 5 or more days

with fog during the particular month. The month is indicated in Roman numerals

to the right of the station circle. Dashed lines link consecutive months.

On these climographs, maritime climates are noted by the close clustering of the

individual points. Continental climates are marked by a considerable horizontal

extent of the diagrams. Monsoonal climates have a marked vertical dimension on

the graph, usually starting near the zero precipitation line. Trade-wind climates

also often show considerable vertical extent on the climographs but with an appreciable

amount of rainfall during the driest month. The changes in precipitation from month
to month there are essentially a function of the steadiness of the trade wind.
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RUSSIAN AREA
POLAR TRONT -CYCLONIC CIRCULATION WITH CONTINENTAL INFLUENCE

ASCHANCEL. RUSSIA LENINGRAD. RUSSIA

MOSCOW. RUSSIA

WITH EXTREME CONTINENTAL INFLUENCE

OMSK, RUSSIA

YAKUTSK. RUSSIA

Fig. 34.—Climographs for selected stations. (Legend, see Fig. 31.)
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SOUTH EUROPEAN AREA
MIXED POLAR FRONT- CYCLONIC AND ANTICYCLONIC CIRCULATION

WITH MIXED MARITIME AND CONTINENTAL INFLUENCE

MADRID. SPAIN
ROME. ITALY

AFRICAN AREA
ANTICYCLONIC AND TRADE CIRCULATION

CONTINENTAL INPLUENCE MARITIME INFLUENCE

S

ASWAN. EGYPT
LUCAR.CAPE VERDE 15.

swakopmund.
S.w. AFRICA

Ol-
50

—

.

60 90 100

MIXED POLAR FRONT- CYCLONIC AND ANTICYCLONIC CIRCULATION
WITH MARITIME INFLUENCE

CAPETOWN. S. AFRICA

Fig. 36." -Climographs for selected etatioiis. (Legeud, see Kig. 31.)
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AFRICAN AREA SOUTH AMERICAN AREA
EQUATORIAL CONVERGENCE CIRCULATION WITH MONSOONAL INFLUENCE

DAR-CS- SALAAM. C.AFRICA MANAOS, BRAZIL

SOUTH AMERICAN AREA
ANTICYCLONIC CIRCULATION WITH MARITIME INFLUENCE

RIO DC JANEIRO, BRAZIL

MIXED POLAR FRONT -CYCLONIC AND ANTICYCLONIC CIRCULATION

WITH MARITIME INFLUENCE

SANTIAGO. CHILE BUENOS AIRES. ARGENTINA

Fig. 36.—Cliinograplis for selected stations. (Legend, see Fig. 31.)
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SOUTH AMERICAN AREA NEW ZEALAND AREA
POLAR FRONT- CYCLONIC CIRCULATION WITH MARITIME INFLUENCE

PUNTA ARENAS. CHILE

^0 40 50 60

WELLINGTON . NEW ZEALAND

40 SO 60 70

AUSTRALIAN AREA
MIXED POLAR FRONT-CYCLONIC AND ANTICYCLONIC CIRCULATION

WITH MARITIME INFLUENCE

SYDNEY. AUSTRALIA

so 60 70 60

MELBOURNE. AUSTRALIA

^40 SO 60 70

PERTH, AUSTRALIA

Fiq. 37.—Climographs for selected stations. (Legend, see Fig. 31.)
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AUSTRALO-ASIATIC MONSOON AREA
MONSOONAL CIRCULATION AND COMBINED MONSOON-TRADE CIRCULATION

Fig. Cliinographs for selected stations. (Legend, see Fig. 31.)
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EAST ASIATIC AREA

POLAR FRONT-CYCLONIC CIRCULATION WITH MONSOON INFLUENCE

21 KAWEI (NEAR shanghai) CHINA TOKYO, JAPAN

Fig. 39.— (3iii»op:rapli.s for sflerted staliou.M. (LeReiirl, set* Fig. 31.)

PACIFIC ISLAND AREA

TRADE CIRCULATION WITH MARITIME INFLUENCE

FUTUNA IS.. NEW HEBRIDES SUVA. FIJI ISLANDS HONOLULU, T. HAWAII

Fig. 40. -C'limonjraphg for K«)octed stationn. (Legend, see Hg. 31.)
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The main circulation features creating various climograph patterns are indicated

in the headings of Figs. 31 to 40. The coordinates of the stations represented in these

figures are shown in TaV)le Hi with brief notes on en^'^ronmental topography where
this faxdor has a strong influence upon the climate.

Table Hi.-rC -oordinatks of Stations I'sed in Kras, 31 to 40

Hc.fiinti Station
Lati-
tude Longitude Fjleva-

tion, ft

'ropographic
influences

North America San Francisco, Calif. 37M7'N 122°2r)'W 123 Mountains to E
San Diego, (‘alif. 32®43'N U7°10'W 87
San Antonio, Tex. 29®27'N 98®28'W C93 Rising terrain toNW

Mountains to N
and NE

Kingston, .lumaica 18°01'N 76®48'W 24

Key West, Fla. 24®33'N 81®48'W
99®08'W

h
Mexico City, Mexico 19°3()'N 7 , 572 On high plateau
Nome, Alaska G4‘'30'N lf)5‘>24'W 22
Seattle, Wash. 47®38'N 1 22*^20'

W

125
W'iuniiJOg, Manitoba 49®53'N 97°07'W 760
Denver, Colo. 39°45'N 105WW 5,292 On high plateau,

high ranges to
W

W'ashington, D.C, 38®54'N 77“03'W ^ 112
Wefit Europe Valencia Island, Ireland 51®,5f)'N lO^l.VW 39

Bergen, Norway 00°2H'N r)®2rE 72 Steep mountains

Central Europe Berlin, Germany .52"3:rN 13‘»21'K 115
Bucharest, Romania 44®2.5'N 2fi'‘0C'E 269

liimsia .\rchangel fi4®.35'N 4b‘'3f>'E 22
Leningrad 3(P)C'E 15
Moscow i>5°f>()'N 37«33'E 543
Omsk r)4°48'N 73°2()'K 290
Yakutsk fi2®(n'N 129®43'E 335

South Europe Madrid, Spain 40°21'N 3°41'W 2,188 O n 1 a t e a u.

mountains (o

NW
Rome 41°r)4'N 12®29'E 164

Africa Aswan, Egypt 24°02'N 32®53'E 328
Lrgar, Cape Verde Islands i 16°54'N 25°04'E 49 j

Swakoprnund, Southwest Africa 22°42'S 14°32'E 26
1

(hipetown. South Africa .33®5r/S 18°29T 40
j

Dar es Salaam, ISast Africa 6'»49'S 39°18'E 26
South America Manaus, Brazil 3°08'S 60“01'W^ 147 1

Rio do Janeiro, Brazil 22°54'S 43°10'W 200
j

Hills to S
Santiago, Chile

j

33‘'27'S 70°42'W 1,706 Mountains to N
and E

Buenos Aires, Argentina 34°36'S 58°22'W 82 ’

Puntarenas, Chile 53'*10'S 70°54'W 39
New Zealand Wellington 41“1(>'S 174®46'E 10
Australia Sydney 32°52'S t51®13'E 138

M elbourne 37°49'S 144°58'E 115
Perth 31®57'8 115^50'E 197
Darwin

|

12'»28'S 130°5rE 97
Dutch East Indies Batavia, Java 106®50'E 23
South and East Manila, I’hilippines 14°35'N 120°59'E 46

Asia Rangoon, Burma lfi‘»47'N 96®13'E 16
Colombo, Ceylon 6®54'N 79“63'E 24
Madras, India 13°04'N 80®14'E 22
New Delhi, India 28'’35'N 77°20'E 718
Zi-Ka-Woi (Shanghai), China 31°12'N 121WE 23
Tokyo, Japan '' 35°4rN 139®66'E 19 Mountains to W,

j

NW, N
Vladivostok, U.8.S.R. 43®0fi'N 131®56'E 443
Petropavlovsk, U.S.S.R. 52‘'53'N 168®43'E 335

Pacific Islands Futuna Islands, New HeVuides 19°30'S 17^I3'E 98
Suva, Fiji Islands 18®08'S 17S°26'E 44
Honolulu, T.H. 2I'»19'N ir)7«'.52'W 12

SUPPLEMENTARY CLIMATIC CHARTS

For some modem human activities, such as aviation, the elements of pressure,

temperature, and precipitation shown in preceding figures are of subordinate interest.

Quantities most important to the aviator are ceiling heights, visibilities, icing condi-

tions, and upper winds. At present, records of these elements are short and regionally
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very incomplete, and presentation of them in. world maps would be j^emature.

The same holds for observations of upper level pressures, temperatures, humidities,

and winds. Such data are as yet available from a very few stations for any length

of time. From vast regions of the world, especially the oceans, only the scantiest

observational material for the upper air has b(*en published. But for su(^h other data

of interest in aerological climatology as cloudiness, fog, and thunderstorm occurrence'

sufficient material for world charts is available (Figs. 41 to 48).

In trying to make practical use of maps showing moan cloudiness, om^ should

keep the peculiar frequency distribution of cloudiness in mind. In the case of most
climatological elements, tl>e mean vmlue is close to the center of a frequency distribu-

tion that has its maximum near the mean \ alue and tapers off toward the cxtreiruj

values. In (^ase of cloudiness, however, the frequency distribution in many regions

has, instead of the normal bell shape, a distinct II shape. The two extreme values,

clear and overcast, occur more frequently than the intermediate values. The number
of observations near the center of the distribution, 50 per coni cloudiness, are dis-

tinctly rare, especially in regions under the influence of polar-front cyclonic circulation.

Only in the tropics arc intermediate cloud steps mor(‘ freement than the extremes.

Yet values of “mean cloudiness as shown on the maps, even though they are least

frequent in the extratropical regions, have a distinct meaning. Studies have shown
that statistical relations exist between moan cloudiness and the number of clear days

(mean cloudinc'ss less than 20 per cent) and cloudy days (mean cloudiness more than

80 per cent) in a month. As a matter of fact, mean cloudiness is a nearly linear func-

tion of the difference between the number of cloudy and chiar days in a month. In

first approximation, even the clear and (doudy days separately sliow simple functional

relationships to mean cloudiness. From data collected at many United Statens sta-

tions, the relations between mean cloudiness and the me^an monthly numbers of clear

and cloudy days are indicated iii Table 17.

Table 17.—Helation between Mean Cloudiness and the Numbek of Clear and
Cloudy Days (from United States Observations)

Mean cloudiness,

%

January July

Clear Cloudy Clear Cloudy

j

10 28 1

20 22 3 23 2
30 18 4 18 3
40 15 6 14 ' 5
50 12 10 10 8
60 9 13 6 10
70 6

1

17
1

• 4 12

80
!

3
i

21

i

From observations gathered elsewhere, it seems likely that the values for all

regions poleward fj*om latitudes of 20°N and 20°S are not greatly different from those

presented in the table. For the extratropical regions, these data may serve as a

guide for the approximate interpretation of mean cloudiness values.
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SECTION XIIT

HYDROMETEOROLOGY
By a. S. Fry and A. K. Showalter

WATER PROJECT SYSTEM OPERATIONS

By a. S. Fry

INTRODUCTION

Definition. Hydrology as defined by the American Geophysical XTnion “deals

with the distribution and disposal of precipitation on the land areas of the Karth, and
as such is a borderline science of interest to agronomists, Kngineers, foresters, nude-

orologists, soils technicians, geologists, and others/*

Hydrometeorology is a combination of specialized meteorology and hydrology

that has application in the solution of probhmis and the understanding of natural

phenomena for which neither science is in itself sufficient. Hydrometeorology func-

tions not primarily as a separate science but rather as a medium for the int(!gration

of hydrology and meteorology.

Applicatioxis. Hydrometeorology is largely concerned with projects that in some
way involve the control, conservation, and use of water. Such projects include

chiefly those designed to accomplish either the separate or combiiuKl purpt)«es of

flood control, hydroelectric power development, navigation, irrigation, drainage,

domestic and industrial water supply, and recreation. The control of water on ilu^

land, by changes in land use and management involves complex applications of

hydrometeorology.

One of the more important applications of hydrometeorology is the determination

of maximum storms that can occur over an area. This is the subject of another

section of this handbook. Such determinations are invaluable to the hydraulic engi-

neer and hydrologist engaged on large water-project planning and operation.

In many of these projects, applications of hydrometeorology begin with the plan-

ning, carry through the design and construction, and continue into the operation

phases. For example, in the development of the water resources of a region, one or

more dams may be planned to create a water-storage reservoir or a system of such

reservoirs. Meteorology supplies the essential and basic information regarding the

maximum and minimum annual, seasonal, and storm rainfall that may be expected

over the region in the future. Predicated upon this information, in whole or in part,

engineers using hydrologic methods determine the volumes of water that are available

for useful purposes and the volumes of water that must be considered in designing the

reservoirs to provide adequate flood control and to ensure the safety of the structures

in times ofmaximum floods. Similarly, in the planning of bridges across large streams,

the maximum flood flow to be used in determining the area of waterway required for

safe passage of flood waters may be estimated by hydrometeorologic methods.

During the construction of engineering works in river channels, such as dams,

bridges, or waterworks intakes, current storms are important. Meteorological fore-

casts of such storms aid the engineers in predicting flood heights and issuing advance

1000
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warnings of floods so that construction operations may be protected from loss or

damage.

In constructing earth embankments for dams, levees, and high road fills, modern
methods require close control of moisture in the material used for the embankment.
Forecasts of rainfall and weather conditions are useful in the control of moisture

(!Oiitent that is necessary on such work.

Probably the most important application of hydrometeorology in water-control

and utilization projects coim^s after the storage re.servoirs and other works have been
(5ornplet(id and have pass(^d into the operations phase. This phase continues through-

out the life of the proj(^ct, which may be for centuries.

^
During the past d(*cad(‘, therc^ has been a notable increase in the construction of

large water-(;ontrol and utilization projects. Among others, these include the

TennessfXi Vall(*y Autliority, re.servoirs on the Ohio River watershed above Pittsburgh,

the Ckmtral Valley project in California, and reservoirs in the ('olumbia River Basin

in the northwest. A definite national trend is indicated toward the further and con-

tinued development of the water rc^sources of th<i United States. The trend is also

toward the development of entire; river systems by a number of unified projects

rather than by isolat<*d projects and by multipurpose rather than single-purpose

proj(H*ts. IlydroiiKjttJorology is coming to be re(;ognized as essential to the most
(dfic.ient operation of such projects in achieving maximum control, conservation,

and use of water.

Quantitative Forecasts. Advances in the science of meteorology during the past

quarter of a c(;ntury hav(; given meteorologists the necessary tools for making quanti-

tative rather than ge.m;ralized forecasts of rain that may be expected over particular

-drainage* basins. Admittedly, these tools arc still in a state of development, but the

start that has been made; and the acceptance of the forecasts in water-project opera-

tion indicate the n(;(;d for this type of work. Operators of water projects have always

sought information (;onceriiing the weather and the probability of storm rainfall.

But, until recent years, only forecasts in general terms have been available. These

forecasts have been h(‘lpful, but they could not be evaluated into definite amounts of

runoff resulting from predicated storm rainfall.

Although the availability of quantitative forecasts is comparatively recent, the

value of this type of forecast is apparent when the problems of water control and

utilization are considered. Floods must be controlled and water must be stored and

conserved in order that it may be gainfully used for power, navigation, irrigation, or

watcT supply. The need for watcT is frequently so great that the utmost degree of

conservation is demanded. In order that control may be effective and use efficient,

as exa(*t knowledge as possible is needed at all times of the amounts of water that

must bo controll(;d and that are available for use. Once precipitation has fallen,

engineers can estimate the amount of the resulting runoff. Equally important is

the runoff from rain that has not fallen but is expected in a future period of 2 or 3 days.

To estimate this rainfall quantitatively is the function and responsibility of the

meteorologist. On the basis of dependable quantitative forecasts, the engineers can

plan ahead for the runoff from future precipitation and thereby accomplish better

control of floods and a greater measure of conservation and utilization of water.

For example, water already in storage may be used for power production or other

uses and replaced from runoff from future precipitation. At the same time, reservoir

storage space would be provided for regulating that runoff, thus making the most

efficient use of available reservoir storage.

tJ.S. Weather Bureau and TVA Agreement. Recognition of the value of quantita-

tive precipitation forecasts is evidenced by a joint agreement in the field of hydro-

meteorology between the TVA and the U.S. Weather Bureau made in 1940. This
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provides for utilizing both meteorology and hydrology in the forecasting of precipita-

tion and weather conditions and the determination of runoff and stream flow as a

basis for river and reservoir stage and volume predictions and for dispatching water

through the TVA reservoir system. This agreement between the two Federal

agencies illustrates the practical value of hydrometeorology in the operation of water

projects. The TVA is the first large water-control project to make definite use of

hydrometeorology in its operating program.

The watershed of the Tennessee River and its tributaries includes an anm of

40,910 sq miles. Within this watershed are 28 reservoirs, 21 of which are units in th(‘

TVA system of multipurpose reservoirs operating primarily for flood control, power

development, and na\’igation. All the reaervoirs must bo considered in operating th(^

TVA system. In such a large reservoir system, the dispatching of water from reser-

voir to reservoir is an intricate and complex process.

Under the joint agreement, techniques have been develop<'d for the work that

meteorologists on the one hand and hydrologists on the other contribute to the

operation of the water-project system. The.s(* procedures have Ixm ij proved through

daily use for several years and may therefore be considered applicable to the operation

of other water projects.

METEOROLOGY IN WATER PROJECT SYSTEM OPERATIONS

Forecasts. Water in streams and in reservoirs, like the weather, is seldom static

but is constantly in motion. Water projects are in continuous operation, and the

(‘iigineers must control and use water 24 hr every day whether stnuun flows are high

or low. The meteorologist, by supplying regular quantitative weather forc^casts,

can give important and valuable assistance to the e*ngineer in this work of water’

control. Continuous contact with weather and water is necessary' for both mete-

orologist and hydrological engineer concerned with water-project operation. The
meteorologi.st must keep the hydrologist advised of the state of the weather and th(‘

expected precipitation. The hydrologist must keep informed regarding the quantities

of water that are flowing in all parts of the watershed and particularly through the

reservoir system. The meteorologist should piepare forecasts of expected precipita-

tion and weather conditions on a regular twice-daily schedule with additional forecasts

during the season of flood expectancy and during other periods when protracted rain-

fall or exceptional conditions demand. Teletype communication between the offices

of the meteorologist and the engineer is desirable for transmission of forecasts.

Preliminary Forecasts. In order to give the hydrologic engineer engaged on

stream and reservoir forecasting and water dispatching an estimate of expected rain-

fall, the meteorologist should prepare what may be called a PreMminary Forecast for

transmission to the hydrologic engineer early each morning. This forecast is based

on the 1 :30 a.m. EST data disseminated by teletype throughout the Weather Bureau
offices. The purpose of this forecast is to furnish the engineers with information

early enough in the day so that it may be considered in making necessary adjustments

to the schedule for the day's use of water throughout the system. An example of

such a forecast is the following:

PBiBUMINARY FOBECABT FOB MARCH 28 AND 29, 1944 TODAY AND TONIGHT

MOSTLY OVERCAST CLOUDINESS WITH INTERMITTENT RAIN TODAY AND TONIGHT WITH
INTERMITTENT RAIN, SHOWERS, AND THUNDERSTORMS SLIGHTLY COOLER TODAY, DUE
TO THE CLOUDINESS AND PRECIPITATION, AND BECOMING COLDER OVER THE WESTERN
THIRD dr THE ,^EA TONIGHT GENTLE. TO FRESH WINDS MAXIMUM TEMPERATURES TODAY
RANGING roOM NEAR $5 DEGRESS ALONG THR NORTHERN EDGE OF THE AREA UP TO
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65 DEGREES ALONG THE SOUTHERN EDGE OP THE AREA MIN TEMPS TONITB RANGING

FROM 36 DEGREES IN THE EXTREME NORTHWEST UP TO 60 DEGREES IN THE EXTREME
SOUTHEAST LIGHT INTENSITY TODAY 3 TO 4

WEDNESDAY

BROKEN TO OVERCAST CLOUDINESS, BECOMING BROKEN TO SCTD OVER THE WESTERN
HALF OF THE AREA AND MOSTLY BROKEN OVER THE EASTERN HALF OF THE AREA BY

THE CLOSE OF THE PERIOD SHOWERS AND THUNDERSTORMS ENDING OVER THE EASTERN
HALF OF THE AREA, BECOMING COLDER MODERATE TO FRESH WHNDS LIGHT INTENSITY 3

PRECIP AMOUNTS DURING THIS FORECAST PERIOD ARE EXPECTED TO AVERAGE FROM
1,20 INCHES TO 1.60 inches with L0<’AL high SPOTS UP TO 3.50 INCHES

GENERALLY FAIR AND COLDER WEATHER IS INDICATED FOR THURSDAY

USWB

Complete Forecast. The Preliminary Forecast should bo followed by a Complete

Forecast based on the information from the Weather Bureau teh^type system for

7:30 A.M. EST. This for(M*ast is based on a more complete analysis of the data

particularly w^ith regard to upper-air conditions. It refines and brings up to date

the Preliminary Forecast. The estimated amounts of rainfall that are expected during

the forecast period are given in inches for the subdivisions of the main w^atershed that

are important in estimating runoff.

The daily schedule for water-control operations must be prepared by the engineers

and based on information received prior to about 9:00 a.m. (-WT each day. The
C'omplete Forecast is not prepared by that time but should be submitted by about

11:00 A.M. (^WT each day, which is prior to the issuance of daily river and reservoir

predictions in built.tin form. After receiving the ('omplete Forecast, the engineers

check their previously prepared predictions for rivers and reservoirs and revise these

if such revision is w^arranted. Usually the U^mplete Forecast confirms rather than

changes th<* Prcliminarj’^ Forecast,

The following is an example of a Complete Forecast:

COMPLETE FOREOASl' FOR MARCH 28 AND 29, 1944

TODAY

MOSTLY CLOUDY WITH RAIN AND SCTD THUNDERSTORMS LIGHT INTENSITY MOSTLY 4

MODERATE WINDS

TONIGHT

CLOUDY WITH RAIN AND SCTD THUNDERSTORMS OVER THE CENTRAL AND EASTERN

PORTIONS COLDER OVER THE WESTERN PORTION LITTLE TEMPERATURE CHANGE OVER
THE CENTRAL AND EASTERN PORTIONS MODERATE W^INDS

WEDNESDAY

MOSTLY CLOUDY AND COLDER WITH OCNL RAIN OVER THE EASTERN PORTIONS, ENDING

DURING THE PERIOD LIGHT INTENSITY 4 TO 3 MODERATE TO FRESH WINDS

OUTLOOK FAIR AND MODERATELY COLD THURSDAY

FBEOIP AMOUNTS DUBXNO I^HIS FORECAST PERIOD ARE EXPECTED TO AVERAGE NEAR
2.00 INCHES OVER THE SOUTHERN LIMITS TAPERINa DOWNWARD TO NEAR 1 .20 TNCHES
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OVKR THK NORTHKRN JJMITM, KXCKPT OVER THE WESTERN SECTION, WHERE AMOENl’S

ARB EXPECTED TO AVERAGE BETWEEN .50 AND .80 OF AN INCH

SOME LOCAL HIGH SPOTS UP TO 3.1K) IN(UIES MAY BE EXPECTED OVER THE SOUTHERN
SECTIONS

CHATT 54-58 KX 52-58 mem 41-52 nash 43-41 ky 3(>-49 font 51-58

TJSWB

Light intensities are included in both the Preliminary and Complete Forecasts.

These have an influence on the utilization of watt'r, sinct^ the amount of power needed

to supply lighting varies with the intensity of light and affects tlie quantity of water

that is used for power production. Where power is produced by steam plants, light

intensities are equally important. Because there is no standard scale for light-

intensity d('signation, the following scale has betai adopted for use in the Tennessee

Valley:

Light intensity 1 Artificial lighting uimecessar}'

Light intensity 2 Artificial lighting necc^ssary only in dark rooms
Light intensity 3 Artificial lighting necessary except in best lighted rooms
Light intensity 4 Artificial lighting necessary in all rooms

In the field of light intensity, tluTC is a need for the adoption of uniform standards of

measurement and for the collection of continuous records of actual intensities.

Temperature predictions are made in both Preliminary and C-omplete Forecasts.

Temperatures are important in estimating runoff and, during the winter season, arc

useful for protection of construction Avork from freezing damage. Temperatures

also influence electric power loads w’here electricity is used for air-conditioning cooling

in summer and for heating in winter. In the (Complete Forecast, temperatures for

four large cities and two dam-construction projects are given just above the signature.

The first figure is the predicted minimum for the coming night, and the second figure

is the maximum for the following day.

The operation and maintenance of overhead lines for power distribution and com-

munications are affected by wfinds, sleet, and snow. Navigation and rt'creation may
also be affected to some extent by these factors. The forecasts should therefore

include this type of information.

In mountainous regions, the observed and predicted elevations of the freezing line

are valuable in estimating runoff from snow.

Supplementary Flood*season Forecasts. During the season of the year when
past records show that floods arc most likely to occur, it is necessary to maintain

closer contact with weather and river and reservmir conditions than during other

months of the year. During the flood season, the amount of rainfall, the continuance

or stopping of the rain, and the areal location of the rain may require changes in the

plans for controlling flood water. At such times, these plans are subject to continuous

check and possible change. In the Tennessee Valley, the flood season extends from

about Dec, 1 to May 1, and during that time the meteorologists regularly make a
night forecast, designated as a Supplementary Forecast. This is transmitted about

8:00 p.M. CWT and is based on the teletype data for 1 :30 p.m. EST. These forecasts

may also be required during summer flood periods such as occurred in August, 1940,

in the Tennes^ Valley when a tropical hurricane in August produced runoff of flood

magnitude.

The form of the Supplementary Forecast follows generally that of the Complete

ForeeaM but omits light intensities. A typical Supplementary Forecast is as follows;
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StJPPIiEMENTAKY FOBECAST FOB APBIL 14-15, 1944

TONIGHT

INCREASING CLOUDINESS AND WARMER WITH SHOWERS AND SCATTERED THUNDER-
STORMS SPREADING OVER MOST OF AREA BY MORNING. MIN TEMPS 52 TO 62. MDT
TO OCNLY STRONG WINDS,

SATURDAY

MOSTLY CLOUDY AND CONTINUED MILD, EXCEPT BECOMING COOLER WESTERN PORTIONS.

SHOWERS AND SCATTERED THUNDERSTORMS. MAX TEMPS 68 TO 78. MDT TO OCNLY
STRONG WINDS

SATURDAY NIGHT

CONSIDERABLE CI.OUDINESS WITH SHOWERS AND SCATTERED THUNDERSTORMS OVER
EASTERN TWO-THIRDS OF AREA. COOLER WESTERN HALF AND BECOMING COOLER
OVER MOST OF EASTERN HALF BY MORNING. GENTLE TO FRESH WINDS.

PRBCIP AMOUNTS ARE EXPECTED TO BE EXTREMELY VARIABLE DUE TO THUNDERSTORM
ACTIVITY. LOCAL HIGH SPOTS OF 2 TO 3 INCHES ARE LIKELY.

PRESISNT ESTIMATE OF AVERAGE AMOUNTS DURING NEXT 36 HOURS 1.00 TO 1.25 INCHES

OVER AREA, EXCEPT UNDER 1.00 NORTHEASTERN SECTION AND 1.25 TO 1.75 SOUTH-

EASTERN SECTION AND SOUTHERN PORTION OF EAST CENTRAL SECTION. MOST OF THIS

PRECTP IS EXPECTED TO OC<’UR DURING THE NEXT 24 HOURS.

INDICATIONS ARE THAT THE OHIO VALLEY WILL ALSO RECEIVE SOME SUBSTANTIAL

FALLS DURING THE NEXT 36 HOURS

USWB

In a ivatcr-project system as large as that of the TVA w here tremendous volumes

of water must be controlled in flood times, these Supplementary Forecasts are essential

to satisfactory w^ater control. The flood situation may change almost hourly depend-

ing on rainfall and the outlook for rainfall. At such times, the meteorologist has a

heavy responsibility to keep the engineers advised regarding the state of the weather

and probable quantitative rainfall. To the engineer, it is important to know how^

much additional rainfall is to be expected at any time and to know when the storm

will end. If he can receive reliable meteorological information, then he can revise

his estimates of flood-w^ater volumes in accordance with the latest forecasts of expected

rainfall, and the actual flood waters may be safely dispatched through the reservoir

sysU^m wdth a minimum of damage. Any uncertainty in the probable amount of

rainfall requires that a ccfrresponding reserve in reservoir storage space be maintained

and may result in not making full use of the storage space to reduce the flood crest.

An example of this occurred in December, 1942, when the volume of water discharged

at Chickamauga Reservoir near Chattanooga was increased in expectancy of addi-

tional heavy rain that did not materialize.

Extended Forecasts. The regular forecasts ordinarily cover periods of 36 hr

in advance. Knowledge of expected rainfall for longer periods is much to be desired,

but the science of meteorology does not as yet provide a satisfactory basis for long-

rimge quantitative forecasts. It is, however, helpful, even if quantities may not

be stated, to know what the general prospects are for weather conditions for several

days in advance. To fulfill this need, extended forecasts for a 5«Kiay period are made.
An example of such a forecast is the followring;
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EXTENDED FORECAST FOR APRIL 15 TO 19, INCLUSIVE

PRECIP IS EXPECTED TO BE HEAVY AND TEMPS ARE EXPECTED TO AVERAGE NEAR NORMA J.

THE NORMAL MEAN TEMP FOR THIS PERIOD FOR YOUR AREA IS ABOUT 58 DEGREES

USWB

The Complete Forecasts contain, in addition to quantitative forecasts for 36 hr,

an outlook forc»cast for the day following the forecast period. The outlook forecasts

are generaliz(Hl synoptic summaries and arc not specific as to quantity. Tln^y do,

however, furnish information on conditions beyond that for wdiich quantitativci fore-

casts are made. Illustrating such a forecast is the following:

OUTLOOK A DISTURBANCE NOW' CENTERED OVER W YOMING IS EXPECTED TO MOVE
EASTW ARD WITH CHANf’E OF LIGHT PRECIPITATION DEVELOPING OVER THE WESTERN
PORTION THURSDAY NIGHT OR FRIDAY PRESENT INDICATIONS ARE THAT THIS DIS-

TURBANCE WlLh MOVE EASTWARD OVER THE NORTHERN PORTION OF THE COUNTRY
AND PRODUCE ONLY LIGHT AMOUNT.S OVER YOUR AREA.

Weather Maps. It is desirable that the water-control engini^ers be furnished a

copy of the weather map for 7.30 a.m. EST upon which the ('Omplete Forecast is

made. On a large project, where the offices of the meteorologists and engineers should

necessarily In? near one another, this presents no obstacles. On pr()j(‘cts remote from

the meteorological-forecasting office, the furnishing of the map may not be feasible.

Having the w^cather map enables the engineer to interpret th<* forecast better and

to visualize storm movements. He thereby gains a conception of the speed of passage

of storms wdiich is desirable in estimating the time of occurrexuT) of stream flow.

Personal Conferences. In addition to the forecasts that arc transmitted by tele-

type, personal conferences between the meteorologists and th<^ engineiTs r(‘sponsible for

water control are desirable, particularly during storm periods. I1ic bimi^fits from

such conferences are mutual to the meteorologist and engineer. No mattiT how
carefully worded or in how^ much detail the forecasts may be, personal interpretation

by the meteorologist of prevailing weather conditions has a material value in conveying

to the engineers the storm possibilities that the weather maps and charts indicate.

Only through personal contact can the degree of certainty felt by the forecaster be

conveyed to the hydrologist, thereby expanding or narrowing his limit of operations.

The meteorologist gains an understanding of the uses to which his forecasts are put

and the value of these in the operation of the water project. He learns the importance

of accurate and courageous forecasts and sees the difficulties that arise when forecasts

are inaccurate and rainfall amounts have been over- or underestimated. As a means

of integrating meteorology and hydrology into the operation of water projects and of

developing confidence in each other by meteorologists and engineers, personal con-

ferences are invaluable.

Language of Forecaats. Care should be taken in the wording of forecasts so

that these may be correctly understood. Language should be simple, direct, and easy

of interpretation. It should be sufficiently descriptive to give a clear picture of

existing weather conditions, storm movements, and the developments that are

expected to occur. Meaningless words and phrases or indefinite generalities should

be omitted. Brevity k double but not at a sacrifice of clear understanding. A
forecaster should cultivate an interesting style of writing forecasts that the reader

can follow and understand.
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HYDROLOGY IN WATER PROJECT SYSTEM OPERATIONS

It is beyond the scope of this section to treat in detail the hydrological phases

of hydrometeorology. However, some understanding of this is desirable by mete-

orologists as background for forecasts for projects utilizing hydrometeorology.

Hydrology also includes collection of meteorological as well as other records for .the

project area. •

Rainfall and Stream Gauges. The engineers must gather, at least daily, suffi-

ciently complete information regarding rainfall and stream flow throughout the

project drainage basin so that they can estimate with considerable exactness the

volume of water that is flowing and will be flowing for several days in all the principal

streams throughout the watershed. To accomplish this requires a comprehensive

network of rain and stream gauge stations.

This iKitwork is basic in the success of the hydrological phases of water-project

operation. The extent of the network of rain gauges will vary wdth the size and
topography of the drainage area. In general, in mountainous regions where variations

in rainfall are most pronounced, the number of stations per unit area must be greater

than in flatter country where orographic influences are not so important. In water-

project operations, as in other hydrologic investigations, the smaller the area of

interest, the larger the number of rain gauges required per unit area.

In the entire Tennessee Valley, the density of rain gauges is one to each 80 sq

miles. In the mountainous eastern sections, the square miles per gauge approximate

half of the average; and, in the rolling western portion of the basin at lesser elevation,

the density is about 130 sq miles per gauge. The network includes sufficient recording

rain gauges so that intensity and duration of storm rainfall are known. Gauges are

located with respect to topography so that rainfall at high as well as low altitudes

is measured.

Stream-gauging stations are located at a sufficient number of places throughout

the drainage area to measure the volumes of actual runoff from main watersheds

and from subw^atersheds. Stream heights are recorded by automatic continuous

recorders so that heights may be read from the charts by local observers at whatever

time intervals may be desired.

In an area of considerable size, such as that of the Tennessee Valley, the complete

network of rainfall and stream gauges necessarily contains so many stations that time

does not permit for consideration of data from all of them each day during current

forecasting and prediction work. Consequently, on that project, daily reports are

obtained from selected and representative key rainfall- and stream-gauge stations

that provide sufficient data on amounts and intensities of actual rainfall and the

heights of important streams for current day-to-day predictions. Criteria are

established, based on amounts of rainfall or heights of stream, whereby additional

stations report in the event of heavy rainfall and during floods, thus providing ample

coverage to give complete data on rainfall and stream flows at all times. Periodic

checks of storms as they occur are made to determine whether key stations should

be changed, eliminated, or increased in number.

The complete network of rainfall and stream-flow gauges provides information

for the preparation and keeping up to date of an office manual of charts and diagrams

covering hydrologic factors that the engineers use in river and reservoir forecasting.

The preparation of this manual and improving the charts and diagrams as additional

data become available require constant study of storms and floods that occur over

the watershed. From these studies are developed basic hydrological relations among
rainfall, surface and ground-water runoff, and water travel for each particular main
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and subwatershed which enable the hydrologist to estimate both the amount arid

the concentration of runoff at desired points from both observed and predicted rainfall.

Communication of Reports. The reporting of rainfall and streamflow observations

from a large area, daily or more often, is essential, for stream and reservoir prediction

depends upon this information and can be made only when this information is received.

Reports should be sent by telephone or telegraph either to a central forecasting

office or to intermediate offices. Observers in the vicinity of the central office report

data direct to that office. Observers in the more remote’ portions of the ar(ia report

to intermediate offices that relay the information to the central office. This system

facilitates reporting and is efficient and economical.

Radio Gauges. Communication sj^stems that depend upon ovt^rhead wires are

likely to be interrupted during severe storms that produce flood conditions. There

are also areas where there are no telephone or telegraph facilities. To obtain reports

from these localities and to provide information during storms when wires may be

down, automatic radio rain gauges and radio stream gauges have been developed

by Tennessee Valley Authority engineers. The radio rain gauge collects rainfall in

accordance with standard practice, and at intervals the amount of rainfall in inches

that has been caught by the gauge is broadcast by a modified Morse-code signal.

Similarly, radio stream gauges transmit heights of important streams. The broadcast

signals are received at a forecasting office usually within 50 miles of each gauge.

Reception is either manual or automatic by a tape recorder. A broadcast interval

of 2 hr has been found to be convenient and satisfactory, for this supplies sufficient

data and permits several gauges in one watershed to broadcast using the same radio

frequency.

Forecasting River Discharge and Reservoir Stages. The reporting of rainfall

and stream flow' from key stations each morning is followed by immediate analysis

of the data by experienced engineers with specialized training in hydrology. The
volume of w ater that is expected to run off from ea(di watershed or contributing area

is estimated on the basis of reports of rain that has actually fallen. Runoff is also

estimated for rain that has not yet fallen but is expected on the basis of forecasts by the

meteorologist. The estimation of runoff from both rain that has fallen and that which
is to be expected is translated into stream flow' throughout th(^ watershed and becomes
the basis for determination of how the reservoir system shall be operated to accom-

modate the runoff of w'ater actually on the ground and that which is yet in the clouds.

Integrated with this in the daily schedule for water control and dispatching must be
the requirements of the system for water for electric power, navigation, or other use.

Daily Cooperative Bulletins. The culmination of the daily meteorological fore-

casts and the hydrological predictions of river and reservoir stages and flows are

expressed for the Tennessee River Basin by two bulletins issued daily under the joint

name of the U.S. Weather Bureau and the Tennessee Valley Authority. Figures

1 and 2 show the front and back of one of these bulletins, which is designated the

Da^y River Bulletin, This bulletin is distributed to those directly concerned with

the operation of the TVA reservoir system and with the fluctuations of river and
reservoir levels. This includes TVA operating personnel, industrialists, and others

having plants or other interests along the reservoirs.

The second bulletin is a large-size post card designated the Daily Namgation
BuUetin. This is distributed generally to the public and is particularly aimed to

supply navigation interests with river information and predictions.

Operation of Reservoir S3rstem. An illustrative example of the coordination

of meteorology and hydrology in the operation of the TVA reservoir system for

reduction of flood heights is that of the storm of mid-August, 1940. In this case, a
tropical storm of hurricane intensity moved inland in the vicinity of Charleston,
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KNOXVILLE. TENNESSEE ^DOPERATIVE FORECAST SE
Tennataaa River Baain

DAILY RIVER BULUETI

ED RIVER ELEVATIONS AN]

SATURDAY
RVICE

15, 1924

OWTYU. S. WEATHER BUREAU

REPORT

TENNESSEE VALLEY AUTH
N
[> RAINFALL

tTATION
mum
Abeve
Mouth

Top «r (latex
. er
p«ood Stale

ispjia..ttp. M
.

.
^

..pieoharne,.,,_

a
._,^|El,j;e«efi^_

Chtnie

....«3S.!52u«

WA PAQiini

TENNESSEE RIVER

1 Knoxville 648 818 61L.0 -0,2 .30 2,51
2 FORT LOUDOUN RESERVOIR 602 815 IL. 500 615.81 -0,17 .L8 2.59

Fort Loudoun Lower Lock 758 -1.5
3 WATTS BAR RESERVOIR 630 745 U7.200 7L1.18 -0.56 .76 3.27
4 CHtCKAMAUGA RESERVOIR 471 685 66,500 680.66 -0.22 .62 5.21
5 Chattanooge 464 651 656.1 .3.8 .56 5 .6I
6 hales bar RESERVOIR 43J. 629 (e) 77,000 651.95 -1*65 .L5 3.02
7 GUNTERSVILLE RESERVOIR 349 695 89,200 591..78 +0.28 .20 3.25
8 Doeatur t 305 669 556.5 -0.2 .28 2.Ji*
9 WHEELER RESERVOIR 275 556 151.500 555.86 -O.IO .31 2,23
10 WILSON RESERVOIR 259 508 151e50^ 507.72 +0.20 .08 2.60
11 Florence t 257 419 1.L9
12 PICKWICK RESERVOIR 2C7 418 ILL, 600 l4ili.55 -0.57 .20 ?.16

Pickwick Lower Lock 370 575. L -1.5
1 3 SavanneH 190 370 ILL, 000 ^.6 -0.7 .03 3.21
14 Perryvilte 135 357 555.0 0,9 .02 1.67
IS Johntonville 96 362 166^000 5U*.5 +1.6 .L7 5.12
18 OAnvilie t 78 342
17 KENTUCKY RESERVOIR 22 375 529.1. +5.0 .72 3.72

Gilbertivilla 316 iLe.ooo ,525.8 2.8
18 Paducah (USED) 0 325 3.9lt

Average Rain Above Chatt, .Lo 2.31
CLINCH AND HOLSTON

19 Taiewoll t 3 60 1079 I?, Lao 1066.2 -2.1
20 Arthur 65 1050 L.ooo 1050.9 -2.5 .55 2.L5
21 NORRIS RESERVOIR 00 1020 L,86o 1025.00 0,60 .L9 2.29
22 Gate City t 9 1205 2,100 1201.9 -0.9
21 Kingspect 6 1191 6,800 1168.0 -1.3 .2L i.Lo
24 CHEROKEE RESERVOIR 52 1075 J..752 1069.86 0.59 .29 1.86

FRENCH BROAD AND LITTLE TFNNESEE

2S Bent Creek ^ 14 1030 5.980 1021.2 -1.2
2ft Newport 73 1013 L,800 1015.5 -0.3 .55 r85
27 DOUGLAS RESERVOIR 32 1002 5.518 996.L5 0.67 .50 2.08
28 GLENVILLE RESERVOIR 60 3100 0 5081.09 0.28 .L6 2.68
79 NANTAHALA RESERVOIR 22 2890 0 2880.51 0,69 .51 3.00
30 SANTEETLAH RESERVOIR 10 1817 595 1816. IL 0.11 .65 3.02
11 FONTANA RESERVOIR 61 6,500 1305.15 L.LL .50 2.98
12 CHEOAH RESERVOIR 61 1154 6,1^9 1153.7 0.1 • L2 5.32
» CALOERWOOO RESERVOIR 44 965 965.0 0,7 .38 2.57

HIWASSEE AND OCOEE
*34 NOTTELY RESERVOIR 24 1780 680 1777.75 -o.oL .L5 2.01
35 CHATUGE RESERVOIR 121 1928 680 1925.77 -0.02 .55 2.2L
36 HIWASSEE RESERVOIR 76 1526 2,157 1525.20 0.L3 .U5 2.8L
37 APAUCHIA RESERVOIR 66 1280 1,990 1279.65 0,59 .56 2.2L
38 BLUE RfOGE RESERVOIR 63 1690 1#307 1687.86 -0.26 .L9 2.L9
39 OCOEE NO. 3 RESERVOIR 29 1435 2.522 1L55.16 1.01 .55 1.60
40 OCOEE NO. f RESERVOIR 12 831 2,755 327.1 -0,5 .36 1.69

ELK. DUCK. AND CANEY FORK

41 Prv^rect t 42 567 7,200 573.5 -1.9 .50 -

4S Hurricane Milia t 20 379 u,Loo 572.0 -5.0
43 GREAT FALLS RESERVOIR 91 ec6 7,175 605.92 0,02 .5L 1.55

1
4 -River obeerwallens are for 12 lOO p. m. C W. T. at Hit end of the previoue day ewopt at noted.

t Etevetion and diecharie art at abput 6:00 a. m. C. W. T. today. (e) Estimated.

Fig. 1
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PREDICTED RIVER FLOWS AND ELEVATIONS
SATUHOAT
APRIL 13,

Predicted •tevetient and ditehargM are bawd an atraam fievra and rainfall rapoKad up to 6:00 a. m. of the date

of iaaua. taking into account currant water control oparationa. Elevation faracaate ara for 12.tX) p. m. C. W. T.

at tka and of tha day and flowa ara avaraga 12 p. m. to 12 p. m. in thouaand cubic feat par aacond.

StATION
IIIIEfElstlllllll

Inrittw

"ASril-l^
Ditetiaria EHnatlon

1 Knoxvilia 8.5 813.6 l*.o 813.0 l*.o 8I3.O
2 FORT LOUDOUN R. 9.0 11.5 813.5 5.0 9.0 813.0 5.5 5.5 8I3.O
9 WATTS BAR RES. 35.5 38.0 7ia.i 35.5 1*0.0 7140 .a 33.0 35.0 740.7
4 CHICKAM’GA RES. 51.0 52.0 660,6 52.5 55.0 680./* l*l*.o 50.0 680,1
5 CKatlanooga 635.8 635.0 634.3
6 HALES BAR RES. 55.0 56,0 63i.6 58.0 58.0 631.6 52.0 5U.O 651,0
7 CUNTRSVLE RES. 66,0 75.0 59U.6 65.0 65.0 594.7 59.0 60.0 594.7
6 Daeatur 556.2 556.0 556.0
9 WHEELER RES. 99.0 106.0 555.9* 83.0 90.0 555.7 75.0 75.0 555.7
10 WILSON RES. 110.0 110.0 507.5 92.0 92.0 507.5 76,0 76.0 507.5
11 Floranee 1*16.0 1*15.1* 413.5
12 PICKWICK RES. 115.0 123.0 U1J.9 9U.0 115.0 412.9 78.0 95.0 1*12.0
13 Savannah 138.0 365.8 128,0 361*.6 119.0 560.3
IS Johnaonviila 16U.0 3Ut.3 152.0 31*5.5 137.0 342.8
16 Oanvilta 31*0.1 3I4O.I* 31*0.2
17 KENTUCKY RES. 331.2 332.1 332.5

Gilbartavilla, Ky. 156.0 325.3 158.0 327.2 150.0 328.1
18 Poducah (USED)

32)4.3 325.7 326.6
21 NORRIS RES. 10.0 8.1* 1023.1 7.6 12,0 1022.8 6,0 12.0 1022.5
24 CHEROKEE RES. 10.0 0 1070,6 8,2 0 1071.1 7.1 3.1* 1071.1*
27 DOUGLAS RES. 11. i* 0 997.2 11.5 0 998.0 10.9 5.9 998.5
31 FONTANA RES. iS.7

’

1307.8 6.2 1306.0 5.5 1305.O'
34 NOTTELY RES. 0.75 0.67 1777.8 0.70 o»7l 1777.8 0,62 0.68 1777.7
35 CHATU6E RES. 0.60 0,61 1925.8 0.75 0.72 1925.8 0.70 0.73 1925.B
36 HtWASSCE RES. 3.U0 l.liO 11*25.8 3.50 1.60 11*26.1* 3.20 3.00 11*26.1*
37 APALACHIA RES. 1.50 2,20 1278.1* 1.70 1,10 1279.5 3.10 5.00 1279.6
38 BLUE RIOGE RES. 1.20 0.1*0 1688.1* 1.10 0 lu89.0 1,00 1.00 1689.0
39

40

OCOEE NO. 3 RES.

OCOEE NO. 1 RES.
2.50
3.00

2.85
2.65 a? 1.60

1.70
1.60
2.[*0

2.00
2,05

2.00
2.20 »

43 GREAT FALLS RES. 5.30 5.30 8O5.O 1*.55 1*.55 805.O i*.30 1*.50 805.0

RIVER NOTICE—The release at pitd^ck
Dam ie expected to be reduced^
to day. Barring heavy mine, pi^oo^le K Y

oreete at Low^r Tenneeeee River topmen'e~** —4:

Johasonvillo - 5^*3 tod&y
Danville - 3UO,5 April 17
Kentucky Ros. • 332«5 April 18

WEATHER FORECAST FOR TENNESSEE VALLEY

Variable oloudinesp thle afternoon, tonight, and Sunday, Becoming cooler over the
eeatern half of the area tonight and over the eastern half of the area Sunday,

u. a wsaimml auitSAU

Fxo. 2.
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S.C.^ and produced floods of major proportions during the period Aug. 8 to 15 in

the mountainous streams of eastern Tennessee, western North Carolina, and southern

Virginia, as the decaying storm center moved through that region. Centers of high

rainfall reached from 13 to 15 in. in the mountainous portions of the Tennessee Valley,

the rain falling within a period of from 40 to 50 hr. Predictions of rainfall for this

storm were made by the U. S. Weather Bureau for the TVA. As the rainfall amounts
and upstream river stages were reported to the central river forecasting office, esti-

mates of flow were made. The flood originated in the tributary streams to the

Tennessee River. Determinations were made of the volume and time when the

flood water would reach (Jhickamauga Reservoir immediately upstream from the city

of Chattanooga, Tenn. With this advance knowledge, the engineers were able

to increase the volume of water discharges from Chickamauga Reservoir about 4 days

ahead of the time that the flood reached the reservoir. The discharge was restricted

to a quantity that would cause only minor damage through and below the city of

‘C.'hattanooga. Thus storage space was provided in the reservoir for the flood water

when it finally arrived. As a result of this coordinated opOration, the flood height at

Chattanooga was reduced 7 ft from what it would have been under natural conditions.

In a similar operation, the same flood was carried through reservoirs in the system

downstream from C'hattanooga and regulated so that the flood height along the lower

200 miles of th(‘ Tennessee River was reduced by nearly 12 ft below that which would

have occurred without the regulation. Since the flood occurred during the crop

season, this flood-height reduction prevented a considerable crop loss that would

otherwistfhave resulted.

In late Dec<imber, 1942, a flood occurred that was general over the Tennessee

Valley. This flood was forecast by the Weather Bureau, and the forecasts were

taken into account by the hydraulic engineers in the operation of the TVA reservoirs.

As a result of the regulation, the stages in Chattanooga were reduced by about 4 ft

from what they would have betm under natural conditions, and damages estimated at

approximatclj’^ $1,000,000 were prevented. This illustrates the importance and the

monetary value that results from water-control operations.

CRITERIA FOR WATER PROJECT METEOROLOGICAL FORECASTS

Area Forecast Concept. The meteorologist making forecasts for an operating

water-control project must approach the problem with the entire drainage basin

in mind. Forecasts must be made, not for point locations, but for areas comprising

significant subdivisions of the drainage basin. In converting predicted rainfall to

stream flow, the hydrologist needs expected rainfall amounts for each subdrainage

area tributary to each dam under construction or in operation. The size of the areas

will be influenced by the topography and drainage pattern of the forecast region

and by the location of the water-storage reservoirs or places where reservoir or river-

stage forecasts are to be made by the hydrological engineers. The areas may vary

from a few hundred to several thousand miles. If a dam is under construction, the

drainage area above that dam is the logical forecast area. If many reservoirs are

being operated for water control and utilization, as in the Tennessee Valley, then the

entire watershed must be divided into a number of areas, the runoff from each of which

is significant in the prediction of inflow into the reservoir system. The meteoro-

logical forecasts should refer to the subdivisions, giving the rainfall forecast for each.

Illustrating the division of a large area into smaller areas, experience has shown

that the Tennessee River Basin should be divided into seven areas approximating

6,000 sq miles each for the purpose of forecasting areal distribution of rainfall.

Topographical features and the location of the several areas cause rainfall to develop

most heavily in certain areas, depending on the direction and path of travel of the
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storm. Since these same features control the drainage system to some extent, the

subdivisions selected to conform to the usual rainfall distribution conform approxi-

mately to the logical areas for stream-flow forecasting. The western section'^ is

subject to rainfall from storms that sometimes give very little rainfall in othei sections

of the basin. The “southwestern section “ is subject to rainfall from storms approach-

ing from the south and .southwest, which often diminish rapidly before reaching other

sections. The “southeasbun section “ is subject to heavy rainfall from storms

approaching from the south anti southwest, which lose intensity before reaching

sections farther north and east. The “east central section “ is frequently in the path

of storms traveling up the main valley. The “eastern and northeastern sections

“

are gencrall}^ shielded from storms approaching from the south and southwest but are

subject to storms overreaching from the Atlantic.

Knowledge of Forecast Area. An intimate knowledge of the forecast region

is a necessary asset to the meteorologist who makes quantitative forecasts for water

projects. Particularly is this true where the terrain is mountainous and precipitation

is subject to definite orographic influences. The greater the knowledge of the

meteorologist as to th(^ topography and its influence on storms as learned from actual

experi(uices, the great(‘r will be the accuracy and value of his forecasts.

Along with knowledge of the region goes knowhidge of the storm types that may
occur over the forecast areas. These will include seasonal considerations and varia-

tions in storm types dep<*nding upon locations and areas of interest. For example,

in the western part of the Tenne.ssoe Valley, summer thunderstorms are of little areal

significancci. But in the eastern part of the valley where the rugged mountainous

terrain reaches elevations above 6,000 ft, storms of this type may cover several

hundred square mih;.s and produce storm runoff in volumes that affect the TVA system

operations.

Perhaps the day may come when meteorology will be such an exact science that

any metcorologis' using the techniques of his profession will be able to make satis-

factory quantitative forecasts for any location. But that day has not yet come, and

until it does, there is no substitute for the lessons of experience gained on the ground

in the forecast region. As these lessons accumulate through the years, the value

and worth of the individual meteorologist on such regional projects as that of the

Tennessee Valley will likewise continue to become greater and greater.

Accuracy of Forecasts. Meteorological forecasts, to be of most significant value

hydrologically, must express rainfall expectancies in definite quantitative figures,

z.e., inches of rainfall. Because of deficiencies in data and the present status of

knowledge, rainfall amounts cannot be forecast with absolute accuracy. However,

the meteorologist .should have an appreciation of the value and importance of quanti-

tative evaluation and should continually strive to develop judgment, skill, and

techniques in order to improve the accuracy of his quantitative estimates.

The degree of accuracy or uncertainty in each particular forecast should be

recognized by the meteorologist and made known to the engineer using the forecast

so that the latter may take this into account in planning operations. However, the

forecast should be as accurate and definite as the known facts permit. Otherwise,

forecasts would tend to become broad generalizations of minimum value.

A tendency toward too conservative an outlook on quantitative rainfall may result

in difficult situations for the engineer in controlling water through a system of reser- ,

voirs or even in a single reservoir. Precipitation of greater amounts than those fore-

cast results in greater quantities of runoff than those for which the control operations

are planned. In that case, it might be that sufficient storage volume for the actual

runoff that does occur would not have been provided. The increased runoff would

then have to be cared for on an emergency basis with the possibility that the maximum
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degree of flood control would not be accomplished, and damages might result that

could otherwise have been prevented. Conversely, if the amount of rainfall is

overestimated, large volumes of water may be released from a reservoir or a system of

reservoirs in advance of flood water anticipated on the basis of predicted rainfall.

If the rain fails to materialize and the flood-water volume is less than that estimated,

valuable water may have been wasted, and damages may result that need not have

happened.

Courage is required actually to forecast large amounts of rain even though the

calculations and physical conditions indicate the probability of 8U(;h amounts. On
May 10, 1943, the U.S. Weather Bureau meteorologist made the following forecast

for rain in the Tennessee Valley near Paducah, Kentucky;

HIGH SPOTS UP TO 6.00 INCHES OVER THIS AREA WITH THE PASSAGE OF THE I)ISTURBAN(’E

Courage was required to predict that much rain, but the actual rainfall at Paducah

was 5.65 in., which justified the prediction.

Timing. Timing as well as quantity of rainfall is important hydrologically.

The direction and rate of storm travel are reflected in the runoff pattern that results

from the storm. Particularly valuable is the prediction of the cessation of rain.

On small drainage areas, the peak storm flows occur soon aftc^r the end of heavy

rainfall, and on large areas the timing of stream flows is influenced by the timing

of the storm rainfall. During a flood with rains continuing and th(' flood developing,

in order to provide for future runoff, water must be dispatched through storage

reservoirs in volumes that are directly related to the volume of water yet to be

expected. Forecasting with reasonable accuracy the time that the rain will end

permits flood water to be dispatched to better advantage through a reservoir system

and prevents unnecessary waste of water.

Field for Future Development. The present state of knowledge in both mete-

orology and hydrology provides ample opportunity for future developments. In

meteorology, increase in accuracy of current forecasts is desirable. Also important

is the development of long-range forecasting. The 5-day generalized forecasts now
being made by the U.S. Weather Bureau have considerable value to engineers operat-

ing w’ater projects as indicators of storm conditions that lie ahead. However, plans

must be made for operating a large system or even one reservoir for weeks and months

in advance. These plans must be sufficiently flexible to be adjustable according to

current water conditions and changes. The more nearly that these water conditions

can be predicted, the more efficient will be the utilization and conservation of water.

Long-range weather forecasts are necessary if these improvements in planning the

operation of water projects arc to be accomplished.

Personnel. The field of hydrometeorology, as applied to water project operation,

does not admit of mediocrity. The tremendous forces of nature that must be dealt

with by both meteorologists and hydrologists are such as to require personnel with

specialized technical education supplemented by experience. Both meteorological

forecasting and hydrologic predictions must be made rapidly and accurately. Time
does not permit mistakes to be made and corrected after thorough checking, as is the

case with historical meteorological and hydrological studies. Satisfactory personnel

must have keen alert minds, must be able to perform work rapidly and accurately

under pressure, and must have courage and confidence in forecasts and predictions.

They should be forward-thinking and capable of research for improving techniques

and procedures. Experience has shown that these qualifications are essential to

success in the field of hydrometeorology. Scientific personnel of considerable ability

may fail in hydrometeorology because hot meeting the requirements stated.



QUANTITATIVE DETERIVTINATION OF MAXIMUM RAINFALL

By a. K. Showalter

The methods discussed here have been developed over the past 6 years, largely

by the Hydrometeorological Section of the U.S. Weather Bureau. The investigations

are being conducted for and under an allotment of funds from the Engineer Depart-

ment, Corps of Engineers, War Department.

The problem of detc^rmining the maximum possible rainfall over any select(^d

river basin logically divides into four major steps: (1) historic, (2) anal^d/ic, (3)

geometric, and (4) dynamic.

HISTORIC BACKGROUND
Hydrologic. The natural beginning of any survey of flood possibility is the

organization of all available information regarding flood occurrences. In most
areas, it is possible to find rather long records of river stages for periods throughout

which the hydrologic character of the river basin has remained unchanged. In

recent years, construction of flood-control works, erosion control, land improvements,

and changes in pc^rcentage of cultivated areas have resulted in changing the effects

of rainfall on subsequent river stagers. If the investigator is fully cognizant of such

variations, he can establish comparative flood stages for various years of record and
then determine the seasonal and annual frequency of stages above a datum flood

level. The next important step is to establish the dates of all major floods and classify

them as summer or winter floods, floods in which snow melt playcjd an important

part, those which occurred on saturated soil, or those which may have occurred with

frozen soil.

Hydroclimatic. This includes a determination of rainfall frequencies for selected

durations and a classification thereof by seasons. There follows the organization

of data for all major rainstorms, snowfalls, snow-depth accumulations, and snow-melt

periods.

ANALYTIC

Meteorologic. Preliminary Isobaric Analysis. The first step is to prepare a

preliminary survey of isobaric patterns favorable for heavy rains of the local and

general type in summer and in winter. With these patterns as a guide, a selection

is made of storm periods to be subjected to more detailed analysis. In the final

list of this type, it is necessary to include all the major rainstorms and also recent

storms for which adequate upper-air data are available.

Identification of Major Storm Types, After analyses are completed for 10 or

more of the major storms, it generally becomes obvious that there are no more than

four or five basic types of synoptic patterns that can produce general heavy rains over

the project basin. Once these major types are identified, it is advisable to reexamine

the preliminary analyses for all recent storms and to select several of each type for

detailed upper-air and surface analyses. It is desirable to select such storms from
the last 2 or 3 years, for which period there is avail3d>le a dense network of autographic

rainfall stations.

1015
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Controlling Meteorological Phenomena. Then follows a detailed analysis of each

of the important controlling meteorological phenomena. First in importance is the

determination of the prevailing source direction of moisture for each of the major

types. The rates of inflow of the moist air and the variation of the rates of inflow

throughout the storm period are then evaluated. The next obvious step is to compute
the moisture charge carried by the inflow winds. All synoptic types are then re-

examined in order to determine the synoptic patterns or combinations of patterns

that arc most favorable for high rates of inflow, high moisture charge, and prolonged

durations.

Hydrologic. The hydrologic analyses must be coordinated with the meteorologic

analyses of the storms.

Preliminary Jsohyetal J/ap/?. The first step is the preparation of preliminary

isohyetal maps for the areas of outstanding rainfall. Basic data for this purpose

can usually be obtained from printed publications of the Weather Bureau.

Mass Curves of Rainfall. For the storms that are to be subjected to detailed

meteorological analyses, a more accurate determination of the time distribution

of rainfall throughout the entire storm area is required. During most of the period

of record, comparatively few recording rain gauges have existed; and it is therefore

necessary, by coordinating the hydrologic and meteorologic analyses, to identify

the synoptic features most directly responsible for the heavy rainfall and to construct

mass curves of rainfall for all nonrecording gauges in the area. A mass curve of rain-

fall is mertdy an accumulative plot of rainfall against time. The original data from

cooperative observers establish points on these curves at 24-hr intervals; and, if

beginnings and endings have been reported, at least one or two additional points may
be established each 24 hr. If the meteorological analysts can identify various bursts of

rain as being associated with frontal or wave activity and also e^jtablish the movement
and timing of these events within the vicinity of the cooperative stations, they can

make a good estimate of the most probable trend of the mass curves of rainfall during

the periods between observations.

Time-areordepth Studies. After the mass curves of rainfall are prepared, isohyetal

maps for the total storm or for increment periods of the storm are then plotted and

planimetered. It is then possible to prepare area-depth curves and duration-depth

curves for selected subbasins or unit areas.

GEOMETRIC

Concentration Time of Basin. This phase of the study is a simple and direct

approach toward determining the importance of the relative dimensions of the basin

and their effect upon concentrations of rainfall and assembling of flood waters from

the tributary channels. Obviously, a symmetrical basin with very steep tributaries

of approximately equal area, slope, and length will assemble flood waters in the main

stream more rapidly than an elongated basin of relatively fliat slope. It is very

important for the meteorological analysts to know the approximate concentration

time of the basin in order to fix the critical duration of rainfaU and in order to distribute

the rainfall tlirough time and over area.

Reiativo Orientation of Basin Axis and Storm Axes. The second phase of the

geometric problem is the determination of the relative orientation of the major axis

of the river basin with respect to the axis of the moist tongue or tongues associated

with each storm type. The synoptic analyses have already determined which source

directions are most favorable for heavy rains in that general locality, but it may be
^

necessary to test sev^al storm types in order to determine the synoptic type that

is capable of making the most efficient Tsiiifall contribution to the speciAc basm.

Development of Rsinfdl Formula. Rectangle of Best FU. After the most efficient
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synoptic storni typo has been determined, the use of a theoretical rectangle that closely

approximates the shape, size, and orientation of the basin will simplify the computa-
tion of theoretical rainfall over the area.

Determination of Basin Constant. Once the rectangle has been selected, the

approach is straightforward. The basin constant becomes part of the formula for

the theoretical computation of rainfall. The formula is simple and can be Stated as

follows:

Rt ? X'
dt

where Rt =» average depth of rainfall in time t ovc^r area XY, in.

t d\iration of storm, hr

V — velocity of inflow, mph
We = depth of water released from each unit column, in.

Y s* length of basin parallel to direction of inflow

DYNAMIC

X

r

Physical Upper Limits. The synoptic analyses identify the important controlling

meteorological phenomena, and each of these must be subjected to rigid statistical

and theoretical analysis in order to determine the physical upper limits.

The Moisture Charge. The moisture charge of a column of air can be determined

in terms of mixing ratio, absolute humidity, or precipitable water, the latter being

most useful in computations of storm rainfall. Precipitable water is defined as the

equivalent linear depth of water in the column of air if all water vapor is condensed.

It is a function of the mixing ratio w and can be determined by graphical or tabular

methods.

In tropical maritime air, the precipitable water generally varies between 1 and 3 in

The amount of moisture that a saturated column of air can contain is conditioned by

the temperatiire of the air by which the water vapor is surrounded, and it is therefore

customary to speak of air of a given temperature as having a definite water-vapor

capacity. The most important contribution of moisture to the aii* is by evaporation

from the tropical ocean surface, but it is not possible to evaporate moisture into the

air if the dew point of the air has a higher temperature than the ocean surface. In

other words, if the vapor pressure of the air exceeded that of the ocean surface,

condensation would occur on the ocean surface. The temperature of tropical oceans

adjacent to the United States rarely exceeds 82°F, which automatically places an

upper limit on the amount of moisture that can be added to maritime tropical air

masses. The limiting moisture charges are therefore usually described in terms of

maximum possible dew points. The maximum possible dew points for the Gulf

coast stations may exceed 80°F; but, for stations farther inland and at higher alti-

tudes, the effects of elevation and horizontal mixing demand that lower dew points

be considered for the maximum possible.

If the surface maximum dew point is determined, the limiting moisture charge

for the column above can be evaluated by assuming that under extreme conditions

the column of air might be saturated with a pseudoadiabatic lapse rate from the surface

to very high levels. It would not be logical to assume a more stable lapse rate since

convection would be resisted, and any steeper lapse rate would decrease the possible

moisture charge. For a project basin, therefore, a detailed statistical analysis is
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generally made in order to determine the logical upper limit for the surface dew point

for various storm durations.

Temperature and Temperature Gradients. Intimately connected with the assump-

tion regarding the maximum possible dew point is the maximum surface temperature

to be expected in the warm sector of the flood-producing cyclone. This temperature

will generally be near the assumed maximum dew point, especially for storms of long

duration. The possible temperature gradients at the surface are largely controlled

hy the synoptic pattern selected, and a special study must be made of each type.

For temperature gradients in the free air, it is usually satisfactory to evaluate

the possible gradients of temperature throughout the storm area at the 5-km level,

which represents mid-troposphere conditions. The highest temperatures at 5 km
will occur above the warm moist air and can be directly evaluated on a pseudoadia-

batic chart by extrapolating the surface wet-bulb temperature upward along a pseudo-

adiabat. This temperature will generally be slightly lower than the maximum
5-km temperature of record for the area; since extremely high temperatures at this

level are associated with subsidence in subtropical currents. The lowest temperature's

at 5 km occur in maritime polar air masst's, and they can also be evaluated by pseudo-

adiabatic extrapolations upward of the surface tempc'rature of the air or sea over the

most northerly source region of such an air mass. For example, the lowest possible

sea-surface temperature can be assumed as O^C- and, with n^lativo humidities of 50

to 75 per cent, a particle rising adiabatically from the sea surface to the condensation

level and pseudoadiabatically from there to 5 km would attain a temperature of

approximately -•45®C. This temperature could subsequently fall by radiational loss

of heat to underlying or overlying air masses, but there have been no occurrences of

5-km temperatures below ~50°(’ over the United States. Data on extreme minimum
5-km temperatures are now available for a period of 10 years or more and furnish a

good estimate of the minimum possible temperatures to be expected for any area and

season at that level.

Pressure Gradient. The lowest possible surface pressure to be expected is a

characteristic of the most critical storm type and may vary for different localities.

For example, a maximum storm in the Gulf coast area might be associated with a

tropical hurricane and therefore extremely low pressures. Pacific coast storms are

associated with major occluding systems and may also have extremely low pressures.

However, the synoptic pattern associated with summe^r flash floods over interior

sections of eastern United States will probably never have pressures less than 1,000 mb.
Available data on maximum surface pressures are of no significance in connection

with maximum storms, since all important rain activity is far removed from the centers

of outstanding anticyclones. It is therefore necessary to make direct surveys of

maximum pressure gradients and maximum wind velocities in the project area in

order to evaluate surface rates of inflow.

Interdependence of Phenomena. Free-air Pressure and Temperature Gradients.

The variations of pressure and pressure gradients with height are conditioned by
gradients of density and pressure at the surface and by the temperature lapse rates

throughout the storm area. The selection of limiting surface temperatures, pressures,

densities, and their gradients is a process of mutual adjustment for consistency

with the synoptic pattern most critical fpr the area. For example, a broad moist

tongue associated with a quasi-stationary front in a summer storm might have

fairly uniform horizontal ^temjjerature distribution and a not very steep pressure

gradient. The lack of temperature gradi^t within this moist tongue would auto-

matically demand that the pre^re gradient and probably the wind velocity should

decrease with height. However, in the cold cyclone associated with the Pacific

coast oceltisi<^s, there conld be steep gradients of both temperature and pressure frohi
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the center of the disturbance out to the heavy rain area, and the wind velocities and
possibly the pressure gradient could increase with height. (It will be noted, by
reference to the Hydrometeorological Section's Report 3 on the Sacramento Basin,

that this possibility was investigated with the result that the limiting assumption for a

Sacramento Basin storm was a pressure gradient constant with height.)

Another important effect of the interrelations between pressure and temperature
is the relative orientation of isobars and isotherms and the resultant changes in wind
direction as well as velocity with height. For large-area storms, the mbst critical

conditions are tliat a northward-moving warm moist tongue have to its west, or left,

an air mass that is colder at the same latitude or possesses a steeper lapse rate. This

causes the wind to back with height and so distorts the upper-air circjulation as to

impose a cyclonic curvature on the warm moist air, therefore causing it to undergo
horizontal convergence with resultant lift and realization of its potential instability.

Heavy rates of precipitation are never associated with potentially stable air, and accu-

mulations of great depths of precipitation require localized lifting and convergence.

Temperature Gradients and Moisture Charge. Rather elementary considerations

make it obvious that the maximum rates of inflow and the proper turning of winds with

height <;an best be attained in currents of air possessing marked gradients of tempera-

ture along the horizontal as well as along the vertical. Because of the fact that mixing

ratio decreases with height, it is desirable to have a coinpensating effect of wind
velocity increasing with height in order to bring into the area the maximum quantity

of moisture. However, the rate at which wind velocity can increase with height is

conditioned by the dcicrease in density and the increase in pressure gradient. The
rate of decrease of density with height is approximately constant, and therefore this

contribution to increasing wind velocity is only slightly variable. The more impor-

tant contribution is prodiu^ed by a pressure gradient that increases with height, but

this requires that the pressure gradients and the density gradients always be oppositely

directed and, h( nee, that the pressure gradients and temperature gradients be oppo-

sitely directed, since high pressure tends to cause high density w’hereas high tempera-

ture tends to cause low density. However, if the moist tongue is characterized by

marked horizontal gradients of temperarture, a limitation is placed on the potential

moisture charge, since, for maximum moisture charge, it would be desirable to have a

broad moist tongue characterized by the maximum possible wet-bulb potential

temperature throughout.

For proper interpretation of the rates of inflow of nmisture, it is necessary to

integrate the product of mixing ratio times wind velocity through height. However,

in most rain-producing cyclones of major flood importance, there is usually a rela-

tively .broad moist tongue with slight horizontal temperature gradient. In such an

air mass, the wind velocity decreases with height in direct ratio to the decrease in

absolute temperature. If the air mass is quite warm and possesses a pseudo-adiabatic

lapse rate, the decrease in gradient wind from the surface to 10,000 ft would not be

appreciable. For example, the absolute temperature at the surface would be of the

order of 300®A; and, if the lapse rate is approximately half the dry-adiabatic, the

decrease in temperature to the 3-km level would be only 15®C, enough to cause a

5 per cent deci;ease in wind velocity. For a northward-moving current, this will be

the order of magnitude of the decrease of wind velocity on the east, or right-hand,

side of the moist tongue, while on the west side the temperature contrast between

the warm and cold air will tend to increase with height, therefore causing an increase

of wind velocity with height. The gradient-wind velocity in the moist tongue will

remain constant with height or show a slight increase if the moist tongue is part of a

rapidly occluding and developing system. Only a slight error m involved, and the

computations are much simplified by assuming wind velocity constant with height,
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and the surface gradient-wind velocity can then be multiplied directly by the pre-

cipitable water in the inflow layer.

The maximum increase in wind velocity with height is probably that consistent

with a pressure gradient remaining constant with height, since it is difficult to justify

TEMPFRATURE

Fia. 1.—Depths of precipitable water in a column of air of given height above
1,000 mb, assuming saturation with a pseudoadlabatio lapse rate for the indicated surface

temperatures.

pressure and temperature gradients at the surface that would produce increas-

ing pressure g^ients with height. Tids condition was fully discussed in the Sacra*

mento rCport^^i'eviously referred to.
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Airailable Moisture Released as Precipitation. Effective Pteci'piiable Water. This
is the most difficult phase of the computation, since the quantities of moisture carried

by the inflow layer are usually greater than the quantities of moisture that are even-

tually measured as rainfall at the surface.

A simple and direct approach for straight, parallel flow is to attempt to corii'pute

the rates of moisture outflow on the opposite end of the basin, but this is not necessarily

reliable if extreme convective activity occurs within the basin. For the maximum
possible storm, the safest approach seems to be that which attempts to calculate tlie

greatest possible percentage of moisture that may be released from each unit (column

SO 56 62 68 74 80
SURFACE DEW-POINT (•F.)

Fig. 2.—Effective procipitable water as a function of surface dew point-reduced pseudo-
adiabatically to 1,000 mb—in a saturated column of air.

of air entering the basin. This was discussed rather fully in Hydrometeorological

Report 2 for the Ohio River Basin above Pittsburgh. In that report,, the concept of

effective precipitable water was developed. Briefly, the method involved the assump-

tion that each unit column of air would be subjected to lifting in an ideal convective

cell. The moisture charge, depth of inflow layer, and maximum height of convection

or lift were assumed to increase with increased surface dew point, and the amount
of moisture made available for precipitation was then computed. The depth of

inflow was assumed to be one-third of the maximum height of convection, and the

layer was assumed to be lifted vertically a distance equivalent to twice its original

depth, then undergoing outflow through a depth equivalent to the depth of inflow.

By the use of thermodynamic and adapted charts showing precipitable water content

(Fig. 1), itwas possible to develop a curve expressing effective precipitable water as a

function of surface dew point (Fig. 2). The latter chart attempts to represent the
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maximum amount of moisture that can be realized as precipitation through a con-

vective process.

Loss to Evaporational Cooling, Near active centers of convection, an air mass fre-

quently appears that has a wet-bulb potential temperature lower than any value that

can\)e accounted for by surface advection. In other words, the cold air mass observed

at the surface is brought down from aloft and cooled by evaporation of precipitation

falling through the air mass. This is the typical cold squall wind associated with local

thunderstorms. If this process occurs within an active convective cell, not all the

moisture released by lifting of the warm moist air may be realized as precipitation,

because some may be reevaporated into the initially unsaturated air mass from upper

levels as it descends to form the cold squall wind and in turn helps to force more warm
moist air upward. There is need for further research on this point, but the possibility

seems to be indicated that any assumption regarding moisture relc^asfui in ideal

convective cells should include the subtraction of moisture through a reverse cell in

which moisture is added to the descending and cooling air mass. If the reverse cell

is of the same order of magnitude as the ascending portion, the amount of moisture

subtracted can be estimated by using the effective precipitable-water curve of Fig. 2.

For example, if the surface wet-bulb temperature is 80°F and saturation exists,

Fig. 2 indicates that 2.3 in. of moisture can be released from each unit column of air

through convection. However, if to initiate and sustain such convection it is neces-

sary to have superimposed an air mass of lower wet-bulb potential temperature that

may absorb moisture from rainfall, cool, and descend, then there could be a net loss

of rainfall equivalent to the effective precipitable water specified by the wet-bulb

potential temperature of the colder air mass. If the descending air mass had a final

surface wet bulb of 65®F, its effective precipitable water would be 0.9 in. This would

be roughly the amount necessary to bring it to the ground in a saturated condition.

It should be decreased, however, by the initial moisture content of tluj air, and a further

subtraction should be made because the mass of descending air in the convective

system may be less than the mass of ascending air and, in addition, all descend-

ing air may not reach the ground in a saturated condition. Neglecting these correc-

tions, in a process in which convective instability is realized and the energy for lifting

comes through evaporating rainfall into the cooling, descending air, the final quantity

of moisture available for precipitation would then be not 2.3 in. but 2,3 minus 0.9 in.,

or only 1.4 in. available for precipitation.

The lower figure of 1.4 may represent the maximum for local convective storms,

whereas in major cyclonic systems, in which the lifting force is a dynamic one of

convergence, frontal activity, or orography, the higher figure of 2.3 might be more
appropriate. For summer storms in which the source of moisture is maritime tropical

air, the limiting wet-bulb potential temperatures in the surface layers will be in the

range between 24 and 28°C, and convective instability will be necessary. The limiting

lower values of the overlying air mass may range between 14 and 20**C. However,

an air mass with wet-bulb potential of 14®C will probably never be found above one

containing a wet-bulb potential temperature of 28®C. For specific areas, it is there-

fore necessary to make detailed studies of the typical seasonal variations of air-mass

properties at various heights in order to establish reasonable limitations for the degree

Of convective instability to be assumed.

Intensity-diiration Studies. After the rainfall equation has been established and
the limiting values for all factors determined, it is necessary to establish intensity-

duration curves for all of the important factors. It is difficult to determine these

from purely theoretical considerations, and, up to the present, the technique of

determining the duration has been largely through the use of statistical evidence of

past behavio^ ^
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Wind Velocity and Pressure Gradient. A study of the ratio between maximum
S-min wind velocity and maximum 1- and 24-hr wind movement at stations of long

periods of record furnishes reliable information for the expected possible durations

of any given wind velocity at a point. Similar studies for adjacent regions and studies

of a like nature for pressure gradients must also he made.

Dew Point. For the surface dew point, the curve of dew-point variations through

time can also be determined by statistical studies. Reliable information can be
obtained by the use of frequency studies based on hourly dew-point data. For
example, for the month of June at Shreveport, La., a dew point in excess of 40°F.

may occur, on the average, over 700 hr, whereas a dew point of 80®F may occur, on
the average, less than 1 hr per month. Preliminary studies to date seem to indicate

that, in actual storm situations, the variation of dew point through time may be
of the same order of magnitude as typical frequency curves for the area.

The latitudinal variations in dew point arc significantly related to the latitudinal

variations of storm rainfall intensities. For example, high dew points of 80®F have
almost the same frequency in northern Iowa as in southern Texas, and intense rates

of rainfall over small areas for short periods are thejrefore possible in both sections.

However, the dew points of intermediate values show a much lower frequency and
steeper duration curvets in northern Iowa than in Texas, and the duration curves of

intense rainfall over small areas will therefore be much steeper in Iowa.

The Maximum Possible Storm. Comparison with Enveloping Values for Immediate

Region. After the theoretical storm has been computed for any selected river

basin, it must be compared with the enveloping duration-depth curve from all

major storms that have occurred over the basin or within the immediate region

of meteorological homogeneity. It has also been the practice to compare the maxi-

mum observed dew points in all major storms with their maximum possible values and
then to increase the storm rainfall by the ratio of the irjy values appropriate to the

dew points. TK^ final duration-depth curve envelops the adjusted values.

There is little justification for, and considerable danger in, the extrapolation

of the dynamic features of major storms to their physical upper limits. For example,

the maximum temperature gradients at 5 km and also the minimum 5-km tempera-

tures have actuall}’^ been produced or very closely approached by the major storms of

record. Furthermore, any slight change in the temperature or prcvssure patterns can

radically affect the behavior and movement of the parent cyclone. Present investiga-

tions suggest that the most important differences iu magnitudes of rainfall in the

major storms are caused by moisture-charge differences. Since all storms are tested

for greater possible moisture charge, there is little security in attempting to test them
for greater possible wind movement. That would merely be repeating the computa-

tions of the theoretical maximum possible storm.

Comparison with Record United States Storms. As a further check on theoretical

computations, it is generally advisable to compare the storm with enveloping isohyets

of the major storms of record over the United States, shown as Figs. 3 and 4, two charts

expressing the maximum observed values of rainfall for all areas up to 10,000 sq miles

and all durations up to 4 days as a family of enveloping isohyets. Figure 3 is based

on data for storms caused by or directly associated with tropical hurricanes, and Fig.

4 includes all intense cyclonic storms or families of thunderstonns. Many of the data

on Fig. 4 were obtained from unofficial surveys of major flooded areas, and the values

in some cases may be greater than actually ocemred; but the data have all been

carefully checked, and sound engineering practice does not permit ignoring their

possible occurrence.

Comparison with Mean Seasonal Values. Another approach to estimating

the maximum possible rainfall is through use of enveloping cqpes of maximum
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observed percentages of mean seasonal rainfall. Such a curve for point rainfall is

shown in Fig. 5. This method appears to furnish a reliable estimate in regions where

the rainfall regime is largely seasonal and orographically controlled. In such areas,

DEPTH (INCHES)

Fig. 3.—Maxiiiiuni rainfall associated with tropical disturbances: enveloping isohyets
of maximum observed depths for indicated areas and durations, Gulf of Mexico and Atlantic

coastal regions of the United States.

MAXIMUM RAINFALL IN THE UNITED STATES

I 10 25 50 100 250 500 1000 2500 5000 10000

STORM AREA (Squore Miles)

Fig. 4.

individual storms tend to produce isohyetal patterns similar to the mean seasonal

patterns, and the percentage of mean seasonal rainfall shows less variation over the

basin than any other single phenomenon directly measurable. The percentage of

mean season^ rainfall possible in 24 hr appears to decrease with increasing mean
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scwKOTuil rainfall and also decreases with increased area. The latter eff(?ct is mure
difficult to evaluate but is the subject of considerable investigation by the United
States Engineers in Paciific coastal areas.

Une of Frequency Studies. A number of attempts have? been made to evaluate

the maximum possible storm for a given area by the use of frequency studies that

assume that the 1,000-year storm or some higher frequency is an approach to the

maximum possible. However, this method is unreliable, because good records of

rainfall for any area do not cover periods greater than 50 years, and at pnisemt there

is no reliable statistical technique that can predict 1,000 years of behavior by use of

data for only 50 years. Furthermore, most frequency studies are based on point-

rainfall values, and the frequencies over areas of any selected magnitude nniy be quite

different from the frequency for any point within the area.

Fio. 6.—Maximum observed 24-hr rainfall, percentage of mean annual—tentative curve.

In area.s that have pronounced seasonal-orographic, regimes, the combination

of factors necessary to produce the maximum possible may be approached more

frequently than in areas subjected to cyclonic rainfall. For example, in the Siicra-

mento River Basin of California, the major lifting nKHdiaiiism is the Sierra Nevada

Range, whose characteristics and position remain fixed. Whenever a strong south-

west wind blows up these mountains, the basin can experience a storm approaching

the maximum possible if the moisture charge of the air is near the maximum possible

value. The source region from which the moisture comes is a very large ocean area

whose annual and seasonal temperature variations are slight, and it is therefore not

possible for any storm to produce air masses with abnormally high moisture charges.

For these reasons, in the Sacramento Basin there are likely to be many occurrences

exceeding 50 per cent of the maximum possible values within a period of 1,000 years.

On the other hand, in an area such as the Republican River in western Nebraska

and Kansas, the occurrence of intense rainfall depends upon the fortuitous combina-

tion of a number of phenomena. First of all there must be strong cyclonic activity

ideally situated with respect to the area. The moist air must also be of unusually

high moisture content, and the surrounding circulation patterns must be such as to
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produce less than the normal rat(^ of displacement of the cyclonic system. Further-

more, the frontal activity or source of convergence producing the lift must be exactly

and symmetrically superimposed on the river basin. There was one unusual

occurrence of rainfall over the Republican River on May 30-31, 1935, which could

not have been anticipated by any frequency studies up to that time. But even then

the rainfall pattern was not strategically symmetrical with the basin \s configuration.

Furthermore, although this was an amazing storm and may not be approached in

magnitude for many years, it still must be considered appreciably less than the

maximum possible storm except over the very smallest areas. Any statistical ap-

proach to the determination of the maximum possible storm over the Republican

River, therefore, would require the use of a much longer period of record and the

selection of a much longer recurrence interval than would similar studies over the

Sacramento Basin.

When extremely long records of precipitation from dense networks become avail-

able and well organized, it is likely that a more reliable approach to the maximum
possible can be obtained through the use of frequency studies. However, if such

studies arc ever to be made, it would seem more logical to investigate the recurrence

interval of such factors as dew point, moisturt^ charge, rates of inflow, degree of

convective instability, magnitudes of convergence, etc. When the frequency of

selected magnitudes of each of these elements has been determined and their int(‘r-

dcpendence evaluated, a recombination of values of selected frequency should provide

a better approach.

Rainfall-computation Formulas. Storage—Outflow Negligible,

Ht
VWeI
Y

where symbols are as previously defined.

Storage—Inflow Minus Outflow.

_ (^1 - V2)WBt
Kt **

Y

where subscript 1 is for inflow, subscript 2 for outflow, and other symbols are as

previously defined.

Radial Inflow,

jt, -
r

where r is radius, V is velocity normal to circumference, and R is average depth in

inches over area irr*.

Point^rainfall Intensity,

r _ Fz Po(W0 — Wl)
‘7

where 7 » intensity of rainfall over unit area, in. /hr

Fz * vertical velocity at condensation level, mps
pa » air density at condensation level, grams/m*

tso condensatiqin level, grams/gram

wx <^tio at top of convective updraft, grams/gram
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SECTION XIV

OCEANOGRAPHY
By H, U. Sverdrup

PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF SEA WATER

Specific Gravity. The specific gravity of sea water (the ratio between the density

of a water sample and the density of distilled water of temperature 39.2“F at pressun*

of 1 atmosphere) depends upon three variables—temperature, salinity, and pressun*.

The salinity is conveniently defined as the ratio between the weight of the dissolved

salts and the weight of the sample of sea water, although a more elaborat(* definition

Fio. 1.—Density of sea water at atmospheric pressure as a function of temperature and
salinity.

is used in oceanographic literature. The salinity is always expressed as parts per

thousand or per mille, for which the symbol %© is used.

In the surface layers of the open oceans, the salinity varies between 32®/oa and

37.6®/oo, and the temperature between 29 and 88®F. To considerable distances off

the mouths of rivers the surface water may be practically fresh. High surface

saliiiities are found in partly isolated areas in.low latitudes where excessive evaporation

takes place. Thus, surface salinities up to 41®/eo are observed in the Red Sea.

The specifie gravity p pf the surface water of the open oceans varies between the

limits 1.022^11^ 1^028. The relation between specific gravity, temperature, and salin-

ity is shiMft in F^. In oceaij^ography, the specific gravity at atmos^herio pressure
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is commonly expressed as trt * (p — 1)1,000. Thus at of the surface waters varies

between the limits 22.0 and 28.0.

, When dealing with wind waves or tides, the specific gravity of sea water can be
taken as unity, but small differences are important when considering horizontal

currents and when dealing with convection currents in the surface layers. Observa-
tions of sea-surface salinities and temperatures should therefore be accurate to

within 0.1 per millc and 0.2°P\ and for the deeper waters the limits of tolerance are

0.02%o and 0.02°F, respectively.

Vapor Pressure over Sea Water. The vapor pressurti over sea water is somewhat
lower than that over fresh water. I'he lowering is proportional to the salinity.

=* ed(l - 0.00053.S)

where e„, is the vapor pressure of sea water of salinity >S’%o, and is the vapor pressure

of distilled water at the same temperature. Wlien dealing with the open ocean, one
can employ the simple rule that the vapor pressure of sea water is 2 per cent lower

than that of distilled water of the same temperature.

Freezing Point. The freezing point of sea water is lower than that of fresh water,

and the lowering depends upon the salinity. With sufficient accuracy

&/CF) « 32 - 0.0956’

where d/ represents the freezing point of water of salinity 6°/oo.

Maximum Density. Fresh w^ater reaches its maximum density at a temperature

of 39.2°F, but for sea water the temperature of maximum density is lower, depending

upon the salinity. With sufficient accuracy

* 39.2 -- 0.3876

where is the temperature of maximum density of water of salinity 6®/oo.

The temperature of maximum density coincides with the freezing point at a

salinity of 24.70°/oo (a temperature of 29.6°F). The relation between temperature

of maximum density and freezing point is of importance to the formation of ice in the

sea (see page 1033).

Character of Sea Water in Respect to Radiation. The oceans receive energy by
short-wave radiation from the sun and the sky and lose energy by outgoing long-wave

radiation (see page 1044). Of the diffuse radiation from the sky and from clouds

only 8 per cent is reflected from the sea surface. The amount of direct radiation

from the sun that is reflected from the sea surface depends upon the height of the

sun above the horizon: it is 2 per cent with the height of the sun 60 deg or more, 6

per cent with the height of the sun 30 deg, and 35 per cent with the height of the sun

10 deg. With a low sun, a considerable fraction of the incoming radiation is diffuse,

and the reflection loss of the total income is therefore less than that of the direct

radiation. On a clear day, the following values apply;

Altitude of the sun, deg 5 10 50-90
Percentage reflected 40 25 3

Thus, on an overcast day, 92 per cent of the incoming radiation penetrates the

sea surface and on a clear day 60 to 97 per cent^ depending upon the altitude of the

sun, provided that the sun is 5 deg or more above the horizon.

The sea surface radiates nearly as a black body of the same temp^ture^V The net

loss of heat by radiation (the nocturnal radiation) depends the^fore u^n the
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temperature* of the sea surface and upon the incoming long-wave radiation from the

atmosphere and can be expressed ^approximately as a function of the temperature of

the sea surface and the vapor pressure (relative humidity) of the air as observed on

board ship. With a clear sky, the values range between 200 and 250 gcal per cm^ per

day. With an overcast sky, the loss is reduced.

Q = Qo(l - 0.083C)

where Qo represents the loss with a clear sky and where C is the cloudiness on the

scale 0-10. The above equation applies to average conditions. If the sky is com-

pletely covered by cirrus, altostratus, or stratocunmlus clouds, the radiation loss is

about 0.75(3», 0.4Qo, or O.lQo, respectively.

Fig. 2.—Percentages of total energy reaching different depths in pure water, clear

oceanic, average oceanic, average coastal, and turbid coastal sea water—curves 0, 1, 2, 3,

and 4 respectively.

Sea water free from suspended matter absorbs radiation in the same manner as

distilled water, which is transparent for visible radiation only. The infrared part

of solar radiation is completely absorbed in a layer that is a few tenths of an inch

thick, and long-wave radiation is absorbed in a layer that has a thickness of a very

small fraction of an inch, whereas blue light passes through several feet of water with-

out appreciable reduction. However, sea water always contains suspended matter,

particularly in coastal regions, and this greatly reduces the transparency in the visible

portion of the spectrum. Figure 2 shows the percentage of the total energy of incom-

ing radiation which after having penetrated the sea surface reaches to different depths

between the surface and 10 m in oceanic and coastal waters. It is seen that even in

the clearest oceanic water only 15 per cent reaches 10 m, and in the most turbid water

less than 1 per cert reaches that depth. Thus, by far the greater fraction of incom-

ing radiati^ * j^orbed^ near the 8(ea surface.

Conductivity,* Diffttsivity. When dealing with problems of fric-

tion, h^i ^niU^on, or did|ision of water vapor in the atmoi^here, it is necessary
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to replace the ordinary coefficients by corresponding eddy coefficients that are related

to the turbulent character of the wind. Similarly, when dealing with such problems
in the sea, eddy coefficients have to be introduced because currents are generaUy
present, and the flow is turbulent. .The effect of the eddy viscomty is of particular

importance when dealing with the currents produced directly by wind, and the effect

of eddy conductivity is of importance to the diurnal variation of temperature in the

surface layer.

Sea Ice* When the water in a fresh-water lake is cooled by loss of heat from

the surface, the density of the surface layer is increased, provided that the temperature

lies above 39.2°F, the temperature of maximum density of fresh water. Convection

currents develop and continue until the entire body of water in the lake has been
cooled to 39.2°F. With continued cooling, the convection ceases, the surface tempera-

ture drops rapidly to 32°F, and freezing of ice begins. Sea water of a uniform salinity

higher than 24.7®/oo behaves differently because the maximum density is reached only

if the water is undercooled. The convection currents continue until the entire body
of water is cooled to freezing point, and further cooling leads to formation of ice at

the surface. In general, the salinity is uniform in a surface layer of thickness 10

to 20 fathoms, and this entire layer has vo be cooled to freezing point before ice can

form. Where fresh water spreads over sea water, conditions corresponding to those

in fresh-water lakes are encountered, and this is an added reason that ice forms more
readily in landlocked parts of the seas such as fiords and harbors that receive a sub-

stantial runoff from land and in which there are no strong currents.

When ice begins to form, elongated crystals of pure ice are produced. These
crystals soon grow into a matrix in which sea water becomes mechanically trapped, in

amounts that depend upon the rapidity of the freezing. When the temperature of

this sea ice is lowered, part of the trapped sea water freezes to pure ice, the cells

containing the liquid brine become smaller, and the salt concentration in the brine

becomes greater. Thus, sea ice consists of pure ice in which are enclosed numerous
small cells containing brine, the concentration of which depends upon the tempera-

ture of the ice. If the freezing takes place at a very low temperature, solid salts

crystallize out on the surface of the ice, which at a slight rise in temperature becomes

covered by concentrated brine. Sea ice may therefore appear wet in places at tem-

peratures of 30°F or more below zero. When walking over the ice, such wet spots

should be avoided because the brine penetrates through the best leather.

When the temperature of sea ice rises, the ice surrounding the cells melts, and the

cells grow in size. When the temperature approaches zero, the cells will have grown

to such a size that the ice becomes porous and the brine trickles down.

Drifting sea ice that is subject to the action of variable winds will be torn apart

or pressed together. Where the ice is pressed together, pressure ridges and hummocks
of ice are formed. When such hummocked ice is subject to melting during the sum-

mer, the upper portions become free from salt, and the remaining ice renders potable

water. During winter, fresh water can be obtained by melting ice from old rounded

hummocks that have been exposed to melting during the preceding summer. The

melt water that forms pools in late summer at the base of hummocks is generally

usable for drinking and cooking purposes.

The specific gravity of pure ice is 0.92, but the specific gravity of sea ice varies

between 0.88 and 0.93, depending upon the salt content and the number of air bubbles

in the ice.

Freezing of ice radically changes the thermal characterist" of the surface because

of the high reflective power of the ice. Sea ic« that is cover^Hj, ripie or fresh snow
reflects as much as 80 per cent of the incoming radiation, and q|||,^^^ayish sea ice

reflects 50 to 60 per cent, whereas the reflection frqin a water ismuch lower.
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CURRENTS IN THE OCEAN

General Remarks. In oceanography, as in navigation, the direction of a current

is given as the direction toward which the current flows. The velocity is given in

centimeters per second, in knots, or in nautical miles in 24 hr.

Our knowdedge of the sea-surface currents is based primarily on ships’ observations

of differences between positions according to fixes and dead reckoning. For several

regions, charts have been prepared showing the streamlines and the steadiness of the

average currents: but, on most charts used in navigation, the average direction of the

currents is shown V)y arrows and the variability by current roses.

These average surfacjc currents are composed of the large-scale, deep, and mort^

or less permanent ocean currents that are related to the distribution of mass in the

sea and upon which are superimposed the currents that are maintained directly by
the prevailing winds. By far the greater part of the variability in the currents is

directly related to the variability of the winds.

Besides these tw^o types of currents, tlu‘re are also present tidal currents and
currents related to interval waves in the sea, but these are pt*riodic and do not cause

any net transport of water over a period of 24 hr. They are therefore not included

in the ships’ obser\^ations and are (jf no significance to meteorological problems over

the open ocean.

Currents Related to Distribution of Mass. The large-scale ocejin currents are

related to the distribution of mass in th(' sea in a manner similar to that in which the

winds are related to the distribution of mass in the atmosphere. The distribution

of mass is reflected in the distribution of pres.sure from whi(*h in the atmospluTe the

geostrophic or the gradient wind can be computed. In dealing with the atmo.sphere,

the distribution of pressure is commonly represented by isobars at sea level and at

other standard level surfaces. The distribution of pressure could equally \vell b<‘

represented by the topography of standard isobaric surface's, say, the 1 ,000-, 900-njb

surfaces, and so on. If this presentation Is used, the horizontal pressure gradient is

conveniently replaced by the component of gravity acting along the sloping i.sobaric

surfaces. In oceanography, it is customary to use the latter presentation of the dis-

tribution of pressure, i.e., to show the topK)graphy of isobaric surfaces. The sea

surface can be considered an isobaric surface,, and the currents related to the dis-

tribution of mass can be computed from the slope of the sea surface if this can be

established. Conversely, one can draw conclusions from observations of permanent

currents as to the slope of the true sea surface. Assuming that the surface current

can be computed by the equation corresponding to the* equation for the geostrophic

wind, one has

tan ap
V ^ g 2L—;—--

2(1) sm <p

where v is the velocity of the current along the contour lines of the sloping sea surface?

g is the acceleration of gravity, ap is the inclination of the sea, is the angular velocity

of the earth, and ^ is the latitude. By means of the above relation one finds, for

instance, that in the Gulf Stream off Cape Hatteras in latitude 35°N, where current

velocities up to 3 knots have been observed, the slope of the sea surface must equal

1.5 X 10“*. The current flows toward the northeast, and the surface therefore

rises toward the southeast, the rise being 0.11 in. in 1 nautical mile.

If it were possible to determine the true shape of the sea surface and of all other

isobaric surfaces in the sea, a complete picture of the ocean currents related to the

distribution o%||aas|^o\ild be derived^ lEissuminis no acceleration, and neglecting fric-

tion. It is &[jpiy^e, howeverj to determine directly the true shape of the sea
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surface; but, from observations of temperature and salinity, the defisity of the. sea

water can be found, and relative slopes of isobaric surfaces can be compute^d. If the

currents can bo shown to be negligible at certain depths, the true slopes are found and
true currents are computed. Our knowledge of the large-scale ocean currents is

based upon this type of observation and computation, which in several instances

has been verified by direct measurements.

Where the density of the water is low, the distances between isobaric surfaces

is great, and vice versa. Consequently, the sea surface slopes down from a region

where the water is of low density to a region where the water is of high density or,

since the density is more closely related to the tern p(^ra lure than to the salinity, it

can be stated that the sea surface slopes down from a region of warm water to a region

of cold w^ater. The current that flows at right angles to the slope of the sea surface

is directed such that in the Northern Hemisphere the w-arni w'ater is to the right of an
observer looking in the direction of flow, and in the Southern Hemisphere the warm
water is to the left.

The best example of the application to practical problems of this method of

computing currents is rendered by the work of the International Ice Patrol, which is

maintained by the U.S. Coast Guard. The International Ice Patrol was established

after the Titanic disaster in 1911 to safeguard shipping by reporting the presence of

icebergs. For a number of j^ears, the drifts of observed icebergs have been predicted

satisfactorily from currents computed from rapid oceanographic surveys.

The computation of ocean currents is based upon the concept that a given dis-

tribution of mass can remain stationary only in the presem^e of corresponding currents

or, conversely, that, where a permanent current exists, permanent slopes of isobaric

surfaces must be maintained by a corresponding distribution of mass. No causal

relationship is involved. When dealing with the causes of the ocean currents, it is

necessary to examine processes that maintain the distribution of mass, such as heating

and cooling, and to study the effects of the prevailing winds.

Thermal Circulation in the Sea. The atmosphere is a fairly efficient thermo-

dynamic machine because heating takes place at high pressure (low levels), and cooling

takes place at low pressure (high levels). In the oceans, on the other hand, heating

and cooling take place at nearly the same level, the sea surface, and these processes

can therefore not maintain any large-scale circulation. They are of the greatest

importance to the development of convection currents in the surface layer and to the

exchange of energy with the atmosphere, and they are also important to the slow

deep-water circulation, but they do not contribute directly to the development of

such currents as the Gulf Stream or the Kuroshio.

Wind Currents. The wind exerts a frictional stress (drag) on the sea surface.

The stress is directed along the vector that represents the difference between wind

and surface current, but, in general, the latter is so weak that the direction of the

stress coincides with the wind’ direction. At low wind velocities, the sea surface has

the character of»a hydrodynamieally smooth surface; but, at wind velocities above

10 to 12 knots, the sea surface can be considered hydrodynamically rough and charac-

terized by a constant roughness length of 0.24 in. At low wind velocities, the stress

is relatively small, and the relation to the wind velocity is somewhat complicated;

but, at higher wind velocities, the stress is much greater and is proportional to the

density of the air and the square of the wind velocity. The factor of proportionality

depends upon the height at which the wind is measured or to which the estimated

wind velocity applies. Assuming that the wind force as observed on board ships

refers to a height of about 30 ft, the stress r is obtained from the^^u§^n

r « 2,6 X Iflr

W
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where p' is the density of the sAf and v is the wind velocity. The factor 2.6 X 10~‘* is

a pare number and is therefore independent of the units in which stress, density, and

velocity are measured, provided that all quantities are measured in the same units.

The equation applies at wind velocities greater than 12 knots, and at lower wind

velocities the stress is roughly one-third of the values found by the above equation.

The stress of the wind on the sea surface can lead either to a piling up of the water

in the direction of the wind or to the development of a pure wind current, or to a

combination of these two effects.

Piling up of water is frequently observed in bays. Where no wind currents are

present, the stress of the wind is balanced by the component of gravity acting upon

the entire body of water. The slope of the sea surface that can be maintained by a

given wind is therefore greater in shallow water than in deep water.

For winds exceeding 12 knots, the slope of the sea surface in shallow water is

obtained from the formula

pgd

where p is the density of sea water, g is the acceleration of gravity, and d is the depth

to the bottom. With wind velocit5'’ in knots and depths in feet, the slope is

ap - 4.7 X 10-» j

When applying this formula, it is found that a very high wind velocity is required

to bring about an appreciable change in water level. WTiere deptlis of 10 fathoms

extend to a distance of 20 miles from the coast, a 100-knot wind is needed to raise

sea level on the coast by 6 ft. Where a hurricane reaches a coast, the great observed

rise of the water may therefore be due partly to the transport of water toward the coast

by waves (see page 1052), but the effect of this transport cannot as yet be estimated.

Piling up of water also takes place over large ocean areas. Oceanographic observa-

tions indicate that, as an effect of the trade winds, the sea surface slopes upward from

east to west across the equatorial portions of the oceans, the slope being of the order

of 4 X lO"”*. A result of this piling up is that in the Gulf of Mexico the sea level is

about 8 in. higher than at St. Augustine, Fla., so that the Florida Current flows

^'downhill.'' The difference in sea level is maintained by the trade winds; and, there-

fore, the velocity of the Florida Current must be influenced by changes in the trade

winds. Another re.sult is that, in the equatorial calm belt where the slope of the sea

surface is not balanced by a corresponding wind stress, a current flows “downhill’*

from west to east as a countercurrent embedded between the equatorial currents. This

equatorial countercurrent is particularly well developed in the Pacific.

The pure wind current develops in the open ocean where the flow is not impeded
by coasts. Where a pure wind current is present, the stress of the ^nd is balanced

by the Coriolis force acting upon the entire body of water that is set in motion. Since

this Coriolis force must be directed against the stress, it follows that the total transport"

of water by pure wind currents is directed at right angles to the wind, in the Northern

Hemisphere to the right, in the Southern Hemisphere to the left. The mass transport

dep^ds only upon the stress of the wind and the latitude

M pv dz ^ —
w 2w sm

jmd is independ^t of water.
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In order to examine the details of the wind current, it i^necessai^/ to make certain

assumptions as to the viscosity of the water. Obseiwations show that the ordinari-

viscosity has to be replaced by an eddy viscosity that is many thousand times greater.

Ekman assumed a constant eddy viscosity and arrived at the simple results that in

the Northern Hemisphere the wind current at the surface is directed 45 dog to the

right of the wind, and that with increasing depth the current turns linearly to the

right and its velocity decreases exponentially. When projected on a horizontal plane,

the end points of vectors representing the wind current at different depths lie on a
logarithmic spiral (see Fig. 3). In the Southern Hemisphere, the surface current is

directed to the left and turns to the left. A more complicated theory by Rossby

and Montgomery leads to essentially similar results, although theses authors find that

the angle b(^tween wind and surface currents changes soinowhat with latitude and

Fig. 3.—Schematic representation of a wind current in deep water, showing the decrease

in velocity and change of direction at regular intervals of depth—the Ekman spiral.

W indicates direction of wind,

wind velocity, and that the change of the currents with depth is somewhat more

complicated.

The ratio between the velocity of the surface current ro and the wind velocity v

depends upon the latitude. Ekman has derived the semiempirical relationship

£o ^ 0.0127

^ \/Bin

This relationship is based on ships' observations and applies therefore to the velocity

of the current not at the very surface but at a depth corresponding to the average

draft of ships, f.e., at a depth of about 15 ft. According to Rossby and Montgomery,

the velocity is two to three times higher in the upper few feet of water, and this feature,

which needs confirmation, may have considerable bearing on the drift of bodies of

small draft such as life rafts and rubber boats.

It is probable that in a given latitude the ratio between surface current and wind

varies with the season and is less in winter than in summer, by/|bhp?^uestion has not

been examined sufficiently.
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The wind client provides for an effective mechanism for stirring the surface

Avaters and for Establishing and maintaining a layer of nearly uniform temperature

and salinity near the sea surface. In summer, the heating at the sea surface counter-

acts the development of such a homogeneous layer, and the effect of the wind does not

penetrate so deeply as in wunter when, in latitudes 45 to 50°N, a homogeneous layer

may be found to a depth of 50 fathoms or more. In the trade-wind regions, the

permanent winds provide for thorough mixing, and over large ocean areas a homo-

geneous surface layer is present of a thickness of 40 to 60 fathoms. Through this

mixing, the energy that the surface layers received by absorption of radiation becomes

distributed over a thick layer of water.

Secondary Effect of Wind in Producing Ocean Currents. In the open ocean,

the total transport by a pure wind current is directed at right angles to the wind

INITIAL
STAGES
PLAN

STATIONARY CONDITIONS
PLAN PROFILE

Fig. 4.—Schematic representation of effect of wind toward jjroducing currents parallel

to a coast in the Northern Hemisphere and vertical circulation. W shows wind direction

and T shows direction of transport. Contours of sea surface shown by lines marked D,

D 4“ 1 . . • . Top figures show sinking near the coast; bottom figures show upwelling.

andtdepends only upon the stress of the wind and the latitude. This transport of

surface water plays a prominent part in the generation and maintenance of large-

scale ocean currents, because converging and diverging transports lead to accumula-

tion of light surface waters in some regions, and to a rise of denser water from

subsurface depths in other regions. Thus, the wind currents maintain a certain dis-

tribution of mass with which certain currentsmust be associated. These processes will

be illustrated by a few examples.

Consider in the Northern Hemisphere a coast line along which a wind blows in

such a manner that the coast is on the right-hand side of an observer who looks

in the direction of the wind (Fig. 4), At some distance from the coast, the surface of

the water will be transported to the right of the wind, t.c., toward the coast, but at

the coast all motion must be parallel to the coast line. Consequently, convergence

takes place off tj|e c^t, leading to aq accumulation of light water along the coast.

This accumulatioi^!li%^ slope of the aca surface away froip
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the coast and a current running in the direction of the wind^with the lighter water to

the right.

Consider next a wind in the Northern Hemisphere that blows parallel to the coast

with the coast on the left-hand side. In this case, the light surface water will be

transported away from the coast and, owing to the (lontinuity of the system, must be

replaced near the coast by heavier subsurface water. Again the distribution of

density is changed, but now in such a manner that the sea surface slopes upward
when departing from the coast, and, corresponding to this slope, a current is estab-

lished that again runs parallel to the coast in the direction of the wind. This particu-

lar process by which subsurface water is drawui to the surface is known as upweMing

and is a conspicuous phenomenon in several localities. The upwelled water has a

low temperature, and the upwelling 'will therefore establish and maintain low tem-

peratures in the immediate vicinity of the coast. This temperature distribution

is of great importance to the formation of fog (see page 1048). The upwelled water

rises from depths not exceeding 100 to 150 fathoms, and the process therefore

represents primarily an overturn of the upper layers.

A great deal of evidence show's that the upwelling is caused by the prevailing

winds, but the process is so complicated that so far no quantitative relationships

have been established between the wind velocities and the intensity of upwelling.

Upwelling is counteracted by heating of the surface layers and formation of eddies.

If the surface layers are heated, a current in the Northern Hemisphere will be deflected

to the left, and this may explain w hy, in regions of upwelling, a tongueHke distribution

of temperature is often present, regions of intense upwxdling being separated by regions

in w’hich offshore water is carried toward the coast. This tonguelike distribution

has considerable bearing on the cloudiness off a coast where upw'clling takes pla^ $

(page 1049).

Consider finally the effect of d permanent anticycloiiic wind system in the Northern

Hemisphere. The winds will transport the light surface w^ater to the right, i.c.,

tow'ard the center of the anticyclone where the surface water will accumulate. The
distribution of mass is altered in such a manner that the topography of the sea surface

wdll show a high near the center of the anticyclone and, associated with this high,

an anticyclonic current system must exist. A similar reasoning show's that a cyclonic

current system develops within a permanent system of cyclonic wrinds.

This reasoning leads to the conclusion that the distribution of mass with w’hich

the large-scale currents of the ocean are associated is maintained by the prevailing

winds in conjunction with the climatic factors that control the density of the surface

layers. The circulation of the oceans is therefore closely related to the circulation

of the atmosphere but displays features that are related to the boundaries of the

oceans. In the Northern Hemisphere, the most conspicuous of these features are

tliai the large water masses, which are transported from east to west by the equatorial

currents, are squeezed together off the eastern coasts of the continents as they turn

north and form the Gulf Stream of the Atlantic and the Kuroshio of the Pacific. A
similar effe(jt is not found off the western coasts, mainly because the warm waters

when flowing north and east are cooled in the direction of flow and are therefore

deflected to the right. By this process, the easterly currents in middle latitudes are

gradually turned south, and no squeezing together of large water masses takes place.

Currents of the Oceans. On the basis of the preceding discussions of the manner

in which the large-scale ocean currents are maintained, it is possible to give a brief

general description of the major current systems. In lower and middle latitudes,

anticyclonic currents prevail. The currents are wide and diffuse except off the eastern

coasts of the continents where, in the North Atlantic and the N<ji^h Ricific, the Gulf

Stream and the Kuroshio are the outstanding Jh^ancliJik and. in the Southern Hemi-
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sphere, the Brazil Current and the Agulhas Current (off Southeast Africa) are weak(;r

counterparts. In the South Pacific, no narrow warm current is found. In the higher

latitudes of the Northern Hemisphere, cyclonic current systems prevail characterized

by a warm branch off the western coasts of continents or islands and a cold branch
off the eastern coasts. Typical examples of these circulations are found in the

Norwegian Sea where the'last branch of the Gulf Stream carries warm water along

the coast of Norway and the East Greenland Current carries cold watc^r south along

the coast of eastern Greenland, and in the Sea of Japan where the Tsushima Current

carries warm water along the west coast of the islands of Japan and the Liman
Current carries cold water along the Asiatic coast. In the Southern Hemisphere,
the Antarctic Circumpolar Current flows toward the east in the direction of the

prevailing winds, sending one cold branch, the Falkland Current, to the north along

the east coast of Argentina. For details, it is necessary to consult special descriptions,

or charts of currents such as those issued by the Hydrographic Office, U.S. Navy.
Drift of Life Rafts. The drift of a life raft depends upon (1) the drift of the raft

through the water (the leeway of the raft), (2) the effect of the average current, (3)

the effect of a temporary wind current, and (4) the effect of the forward motion in

waves.

The leeway of a raft cannot be predicted with certainty unless rafts are provided

with sea anchors so that thej^ drift with the wind, because without a sea anchor a

raft may drift up to 30 deg to either side of the downwind direction.

The average current to be considered is that which is obtained from ships’ observa-

tions tfnd is composted of the permanent current and the average wind current. This

average current, as well as the average wind, should be known for every ocean area fC
which rescue operations are anticipated. >

The temporary wind current can be computed if the present wind is known from

synoptic charts and the average wind is known from climatological charts. The
temporary wind current is obtained from the deviation of the wind from the climato-

logical average, applying the rules that (1) the speed of the wind current is

Vc
0.02

\/sin

where v means the deviation of the wind speed from the average and that (2) Ihe wind

current is directed 45 deg from the wind deviation (to the right in the Northern

Hemisphere, to the left in the Southern), provided that the wind has Idown steadily

for 24 hr or more and that (3) the angle between current and wind is proportionally

smaller if the duration of the wind is less than 24 hr. The factor used above to com-

pute the wind current is somewhat larger than that given on page 1037 because of the

shallow draft of a life raft.

The forward motion due to wind waves need not be considered separately because

it is included in the empirical results as to the leeway of rafts presented in H.O, 235.

This publication contains rules for determining the course of a raft which differ

somewhat in details from the above.

SEA-SURFACE TEMPERATURES

Distribution. The distribution of sea-surface temperature is primarily controlled

by three factors, the latitude, the season, and the character of the ocean currents.

In every month of the year, the effect of latitude generally dominates^ as is evident

from the general decrease of temperature from lower to higher lati|udes; but in certain

seasons and regions, the effect of currents may Ij^pj^rea^nough to change the direction

of the seaH3Ui:fac^.i^therms from an east-westerlyW a ift>rth-southcrly.
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The regional distribution is greatly influenced by the character of the currents,

as is evident from a comparison of charts of currents and of sca-surface temperatures.

In lower and middle latitudes where the anticyclonic circulation dominates, the sea-

surface isotherms bend away from the equator off the eastern coasts of continents

and toward the equator off the western coasts. The latter feature is so greatly

accentu§.ted where upwelling takes place that the sea-surface isotherms run nearly

north-south off the west coasts of parts of South America, Southwest Africa and

Northwest Africa, and in spring and sumiher off the west coast of the United States.

In higher latitudes where cyclonic circulation prevails, the contrast between the east

and west is reversed, and the isotherms bend toward the equator off the east coasts

and away from the equator off the west coasts. These features are particularly

conspicuous in the Northern Hemisphere, but in the Southern Hemisphere the latitude

effect is by far more noticeable. In the Northern Heinisph('re, in about latitude

40®N, regions are found off the east coasts in which the sea-surface temperature

changes very rapidly in a horizontal direction. In the Atlantic Ocean steep horizontal

gradients are encountered in the boundary region between the warm North Atlantic

Current (the continuation of the Gulf Stream) and the cold Labrador Current, and in

the Pacific Ocean between the warm Kuroshio Extension and the cold Oyashio.

Along the equator, low surface temperatures are found in most months, particu-

larly in the Pacific Ocean. These low surface temperatures arc associated with a

divergence along the equator and occur where the equatorial countercurrent is best

developed. For these and other details, it is necessary to consult special descriptions

or the charts of mean monthly sea-surface temperatures issu(3d by the Hydr(%raphi(»

‘Office, U.S. Navy (H.O. 10,877). Also see section on Climatology.

Annual Variation. The annual variation of the sea-surface temperature is greatest

in middle latitudes. It is very large off the eastern coasts of the continents of the

Northern Hemisphere but small in the regions of upwelling. Thus the annual range

of sea-surface temperature in 40°N is somewhat above 40”F on the east coast of

Japan and less than 6°F on the coast of California. Over large tropical areas and in

the arctic and antarctic, the annual range is less than 4®F.

Diurnal Variation. The diurnal variation in sea-surface temperature is small

throughout. In the region of the trade winds, the diurnal range is only 0.4 to 0.6°F.

In middle and higher latitudes, there is an annual variation in the range, but even

in midsummer the average value is not more than 0.6 to 0.9°F. The range depends

upon the wind velocity and the cloudiness and may on a calm day with a clear sky

reach 4°F. Even this range is so small that it can in general*be neglected when
dealing with meteorological problems.

" *

Difference of Sea Surface Minus Air Temperature. On an average, the sea surface

is slightly warmer than the air at a height of 20 to 30 ft. In the tropics, the difference

is constant throughout the year and, according to very careful observations on

oceanographic expeditions, amounts to about 1.4®F. Routine observations on com-
mercial vessels render smaller values, because during the daytime the readings on

shipboard give somewhat too high air temperatures, since the thermometers are

rarely protected sufficiently against the ship^s heat.

In middle latitudes, large seasonal and regional differences occur. In winter,

the sea surface is much warmer, on an average, than the air off the eastern coasts of

the, continents of the Northern Hemisphere (6 to 8®F), but off the western coasts the

differences are small. In spring and summer, the sea surface is in many regions colder

than the air.. Thus, over the Grand Banks of Newfoundland, the sea surface in spring

is 2 to 3®F cpldei^^n an average than the air, and off the coast of California the sea

surface is al^ than air^'^pring and summer.

The differences ai^ #1me ekculaii<^ of thp atn^j^sphci^^if^nd pf the oceans^
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Off tho eastern coasts, the large differences in winter occur because the prevailing

westerly winds bring cold air from the continents, whereas the currents carry warm
water toward the north(\ast. Temperature differences up to 15 or 20°F are found
during intense out}>reak.s of polar continental air. Tlie differences of opiposite sign

that are found over the Grand Hanks in spring are related on the other hand to inflow

of warm air over the cold Labrador Current.

ICE IN THE SEA

Two types of ice are encountered in the oceans, sea ice^ which is ice frozen from
sea waitjr, and icebergs

^

which are broken-off pieces of glaciers. The numerous
forms of sea ice depend upon the conditions of freezing, upon packing and piling up
due to wind, and upon processes of disintegration and melting. A number of classi-

fications and several codes for reporting sea ice have been proposed, and one code has

been adopted by th(^ Internaflonal Meteorological Committee. Similarly, icebergs

differ widely in appearance depending upon the character of the glaciers from which
they originate and upon the processes of destruction to which they have been sub-

jected. Icebergs can also be reported by code.

8ea ice is called fast ice where it forms a solid immobile cover. In winter, fast

ice is encountered in bays and fiords, such as Bristol Bay (Bering Sea) and in the fiords

of Greenland and Spitsbergen. In general, sea ice is broken up by winds and currents

and is called drift ice. Drift ice that has been jammed together by wind and forms

a more or less continuous cover of rugged ice is often described as pack ice.

In all seasons of the year, the Antarctic Continent is surrounded by drift ice. At

the end of the southern winter, in October, the average limit of the drift ice lies itx

about 55”S in the Atlantic and Indian Ocean sectors and in about 63°S in the Pacific

sector* At the end of the summer, in March, the coast of Graham Land is, on an

average, frese from ice, and otherwise the drift ice extends to short distances from land.

The coast of Enderby Land in longitude 55°W and the entrance to Ross Sea in longi-

tude 180° may be free from ice.

The icebergs of the Antarctic originate from the antarctic icecap. In general,

the ic(?])(‘rgs are flat; they may b(‘ 10 to 20 miles wide and up to 50 miles long and may
ri.se more than 250 ft out of the water, corresponding to a total thickness of about

2,400 ft. The average northern limit of the antarctic icebergs lies about 15° latitude

to the north of the winter limit of the drift ice. In the Atlantic Ocean, a piece of

floating ice was reported on Apr. 30 1894, in 26°30'W.

In the Arctic, the Polar Sea remains ice-covered throughout the year, but in

summer numerous irregular openings are present because such openings are formed

under the action of the wind and do not freeze over, since the temperature remains at

or Rightly above freezing point for 2 months or longer.

In summer, lanes develop along the north coast of Siberia, and commercial shipping

is possible if the merchant vessels are accompanied by ice breakers that can assist

them where passage is difficult. In general, Bering Strait becomes ice-free in the

beginning of July, but ships can rarely reach Point Barrow, Alaska, until August.

Small vessels have made the Northwest Passage between the islands to the north of

Canada, but the sounds between these islands are shallow and full of dangers. The

west coast of Spitsbergen is free from drift ice, and to the north of Spitsbergen vessels

can frequently go in open water to latitude 81° and have reached 82°. In all seasons,

masses of drift ice are carried south along the east coast of Greenland. Even in

summer, the belt of ice is so dense that in general no vessel can pass through it north

of latitude 64°.

In late winter, the drift ice extends much Ji^rthe^south. In Berihg Sea, it may
reach to less th^^^ 50 mijies from the north coa^V^ the Jlleutian Islands and is carried
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south alonp; Kamchatka and the Kuril Islands to latitude 42®N. In European waters,

the north coast of the Murmansk peninsula and the north coast of Norway remain

free of ice, but Spitsbergen is surrounded by drift ice. A belt of drift ice is present

around Greenland; but, even in midwinter, openings in the ice are found off the south-

west coast. On the American side, the drift ice extends south along the coasts of

Labrador and Newfoundland, and in February it may reach to latitude 42'’N.

The icebergs of the Northern Hemisphere come primarily from the glaciers on

Greenland. They drift south with the Labrador Current and represent in spring

and early summer a menace to shipping in the North Atlantic (see page 1035). A
few small icebergs are discharged from glaciers on Franz Josef Land and Spitsbergen.

These first drift to the west and are later carried south by the East Greenland Currtmt

so that no icebergs are found over the large part of the Polar Sea. Some of the Alaskan

glaciers in about latitude 58®N produce icebergs that may block fiords and sounds.

Ice limits are shown on the charts of mean monthly sea-surface temperatures

issued by the Hydrographic Office, U.S. Navy (H.O. 10,877).

EVAPORATION AND HEAT EXCHANGE

On an average for all oceans, the amount of radiation received from the sun and

the sky Ls greater than the loss by nocturnal radiation. During one year, this radia-

tion surplus Qr must be given off to the atmosphere as sensible heat Qk or used for

evaporation because the mean temperature of the oceans can be considered con-

stant: Qt — Qh Qt. It follows that the mean annual evaporation E can be expressed

by the equation

p Qr

L(l 4- R)

where E is the annual evaporation, Qr is the radiation surplus, L is the latent Kcat of

vaporization, and R is the ratio between the heat given off from the oceans and the

heat used for evaporation. The radiation surplus has been determined from observa-

tions, and the ratio R has been estimated at about 0.1. llie corresponding value of

the average evaporation from all oceans between latitudes 70®N and 70®S is 40 in.

per year, a value that is in accord with the probable value of the average precipitation.

In order to examine the evaporation in different seasons and regions, it is necessary

to consider the process by which evaporation takes place. When a steady state has

been established near the sea surface so that the vapor content of the very lowest layer

of air remains constant, then the vertical flux of water vapor through this layer must
be constant. Where the specific humidity decreases upward, this flux equals the

evaporation

where F is the eddy transfer of water vapor and q is specific humidity. The gradient

of the specific humidity can be replaced by the difference in vapor pressure at the sea

surface and in the air at a height of ^20 to 30 ft, e. At moderate and high wind
velocities, the eddy transfer is proportional to the wind velocity, so that the evapora-

tion can be expressed as

E * — e)v

where the numerical value of the factor k depends upon the height at which e and v

are measured and upon the unit used. If the vapor pressure and the wind velocities

are measured at a height of 20 to 30 ft and are expressed in millibars and knots,

respectively, the evtfl>pration is

J' « «.6 ><10-*(e« W24JMr
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provided that the wind velocity exceedH 12 knots. When applied to average monthly
values, the factor becomcis 3 X 10“®.

From the above equation, it is evident that, at a given wind velocity, the evapora-
tion increases with increasing values of the difference (c,, ~ c). Over the open
ocean, the vapor pressure at the sea surface, depends on the temperature of the sea
surface and equals 0.98^:^ when 6d is the vapor pressure over distilled water (page 70).
'Flic difference - <?) is therefore always positive, even wdth the relative humidity
at 100 per cent, when the sea surface is 0.6°F or moro*warmer than the air, and it is

also positive if the sea surface is slightly colder, providc^d that the relative humidity
is sufficiently below 100 per cent. In the tropics, the sea surface is always a little

wanner than the air which, at a height of about 30 ft, has a relative humidity of
75 to 80 per cent. There evaporation takes place throughout the year, and by far

the greater part of the radiation surplus is used for evaporation. In middle latitiides,

the difference sea surface minus air temperature varies from season to season and
from region to region. On the whole, the difference is much greater in winter than
in summer, so that the greatest evaporation takes place in winter. In the Northern
Hemisphere, very large differences are found off the eastern coasts of the American
and Asiatic continents where the warm currents, the Gulf Stream and the Kuroshio,
flow north and where cold polar continental air flows out over the oceans. On an
average, the daily evaporation from the Gulf Stream region, in 35 to 40°W, is about
0.45 in. in the 3 months December, January, and February, and from the Kuroshio
it is about 0.32 in. During outbreaks of polar continental air, the daily evaporation

may be five times the average winter maximum.
In the same latitude but in the eastern parts of the oceans, the daily evaporation

in winter is about 0.10 in. off the coast of Spain and 0.07 in. off the coast of California.

In summer, the daily evaporation in these latitudes nowhere exceeds 0.1 in., and in the

eastern parts of the oceans it is less than 0.05 in.

The vertical transport of water vapor changes direction if the vapor pressure in

the air is greater than that at the sea surface {e > c„). This happens when warm
moi.sl air flows over colder water, in which case the air in. contact wuth the water

becomes saturated, and condensation takes place on the sea surface (dew forms).

I'he heat exchange between the ocean and the atmosphere follows a pattern

similar to the evaporation. AYhere the sea surface is warmer, heat is transferred

from the sea to the air and is transported to considerable heights by eddy conductivity

and by convection currents in the air. In the tropics, the heat transfer is very small

because the radiation surplus is mainly used for evaporation. In middle and higher

latitudes of the Northern Hemisphere, large regional and seasonal differences occur.

It is noteworthy that, in the regions of the Gulf Stream and the Kuroshio, 40 per cent

of the energy given off from the ocean to the atmosphere in winter is given off as heat

and only 60 per cent is given off as latent heat of vaporization. During outbreaks

of polar continental air, the proportion may be even greater. Because of this great

heat transfer, the air temperature rises so rapidly that, in spite of intense evaporation,

the relative humidity at the sea surface probably remains at about 70 to 80 per cent.

INTERACTION BETWEEN THE OCEAN AND THE ATMOSPHERE

General. In the tropics, the radiation surplus received by the oceans (on an

average, about 250 gcal per cm* per day) is primarily used for evaporation, which

supplies the air in the trade-wind belts with huge quantities of moisture. This

moisture falls out as rain along the equatorial front or over the land masses that in

the tropics represent the western boundaries of t^e oceans.

In middle and higher latitudes of the Northferh Hemisphere, the influence of the

oci^ans varies greatly froia summer to winter. In summer when the oceans receive
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the greatest radiation surplus, tlie air is generally as warm as or slightly warmer than

the sea surface. No heat id transferred from the ocean to the atmosphere, the evapora-

tion is small, and by far the greater part, of the radiation surplus is used for heating

the surface layers of the sea. In winter, this heat is given off or used for evaporation,

particularly off the eastern coasts of the continents where cold continental air flows

out over the warm waters of the Gulf Stream or the Kuroshio. Thus the oceans

function as a hot-water heating system. The water is heated in summer, and in winter

it gives off its lieat in localized regions.

The ocean currents that play an important part in the exchange of heat between

the ocean and the atmosphere are maintained by the prevailing winds and are there-

fore altered 1)5’ changes in the circulation of the atmosphere. On the other hand,

the heat given off from the oceans is of importance to the circulation of the atmosphere,

and changes in the currents must therefore be accompanied by changes in the prevail-

ing winds. The interaction is so complicated that in many instances it is impossible

to separate cause and effect.

The following example illustrates some of the many considerations that enter into

the interpretation of observed conditions. Where the surface la5^ers of a current

are cooled rapidl.v, the\’’ are deflected to the right, in the Northern Hemisphere, and

must be replaced by W’ater that rises from some greater depth or is drawn in on the

left-hand side of the current. This implies that, when the Gulf Stream waters are

cooled in winter, the surface layers are deflected to the oast and south and are replaced

by colder water from below or from the north. The decrease in the surface tempera-

ture along the axis of the current is therefore not a result only of cooling but is partly

due to replacement of the original surface water b.y colder water. Consequently, the

sea-surface temperature on the northwest coast of Europe must depend not only

upon the temperature of the Gulf Stream water when it passed the east coast of the

United States at some earlier date but also upon the outbreaks of polar continental

air that led to a deflection of the surface layers. For this reason, no close correlation

can be expected between variations in the surface temperature of the Gulf Stream

off the east coast of the United States and the surface temperature off northwestern

Europe at some later date. Since the North Pacific Ocean is much wider than the

North Atlantic and the circulation is more complicated, it appears even more improb-

able that any correlations exist there between variations in sea-surface temperatures

off the western and eastern shores.

Transformation of Polar Continental to Polar Maritime Air. It has repeatedly

been stated that polar continental air that in winter flows out over the ocean rapidly

takes up heat and moisture. The rapidity of these processes is best illustrated by an

example.

On Dec. 21, 1935, a ship in latitude 35®71'W reported at 1300: Wind WNW 7,

Cloudiness 10, Air temperature 41®F, Sea-surface temperature, 66®F. The synoptic

chart showed that the ship was in a region where an intense outflow of polar continental

air took place and that the air which passed the ship at 1300 had left the coast, 400

miles away, about 12 hr earlier. The vertical distributions of temperature and
specific humidity at the time when the air left the coast could be reconstructed by
interpolation between soundings at the U.S. Weather Bureau stations and are shown
in Fig. 5. Assuming that the relative humidity at the ship was 80 per cent and that

the air above the condensation level was saturated, the corresponding vertical dis-

tributions at the ship could also be constructed, as shown in the same figure. It is

seen that the convection currents reached to a pressure of about 680 mb, f.e., to a

height of about 13,000 ft* The increase in the water vapor of an air column of this

height and cross section 1 jpm’ wnf 0.82 grams, and the increase in heat content was
945 gcal. Part of the increase in heat content, hoii^ever^iVas due to condensation
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of water vapor. Taking this into account, it is found that, during the 12-hr passage
over the water, the average evaporation was 1.3 cm (0.51 in.), and the average heat
transfer was 520 gcal per cin^. These values agree well with values that can be com-
puted from the wind velocity and the differences in vapor pressure and temperature
at the sea surface.

It follows from this example that the transformation of the air takes place on a
short distance and in a short time. It is also obvious that convection currents develop
as soon as the air flows out over the water and that these convection currents reach
to greater and great(ir height as the temperature of the lowest layer increases. Clouds
form, first stratocumulus or fractostratus, later large cumuli accompanied by showers
and perhaps cumulonimbus.

a b

Fig, 6.—a, temperature distribution in polar air on leaving the coast and over the ocean
at 400 miles off the coast, b, corresponding distribution of specific humidity.

It seems probable that, when more is known about the rapidity with which the

air temperature approaches the sea-surface temperature and when soundings on the

coast are available, it will be possible to forecast the probable height of cloud tops

at different distances from the coast and the distance at which showers can be expected.

Clouds in Air Masses. In general, the air in contact with the sea surface has a
high relative humidity, about 80 per cent. Where the sea surface is warmer than the

air, convection currents and clouds associated with these are present, but where the

sea surface is colder, the sky may be clear or fog may form. In the trade-wind regions

where the sea surface is warmer throughout the year, convection currents are gener-

ally present reaching to the trade-wind inversion. Below the inversion, cumulus

or stratocumulus clouds are regularly present. ' In winter, in middle and higher lati-

i tudes, the sea surface ifmuch warmer than the air, particularly off the east coasts of
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the continents of the Northern Hemisphere. Tii general, convection currents develop,

but the polar air masses arci sufficiently stable aloft to prevent the convection from

reaching great heights. In this case, the convection clouds will appear as a nearly

complete cloud cover which an observer on board ship will describe as stratus, strato-

cumulus, or fractostratus. If the stability aloft is small or if an air mass of stable

stratification flows out over very warm water, cumulonimbus develops accompanied

by showers. In all these cases, the clouds occur in the air mass and are not a result

of vertical motion near fronts, but such vertical motion may produce similar clouds.

In spring and summer, in middk) and higher latitudes, the sea surface is often

colder than the air. A^'here the temperature difference is small, a clear sky is fre-

quently observt^d, but whe^re the temperature difference is great, fog prevails.

Where upwelling occurs, the sea-surface temperature often shows a tonguelike

distribution, tongues of warm water alternating with tongues of cold water. Air

that flows across a tongue of cold water will ordinarily be warmer than the water, and

if th(^ air is nearly saturated fog may form. Offshore the temperature difference is

generally too small to produce fog but sufficient to create a stable stratification near

the sea surface such that a belt of clear sky is found over the tongue of cold water.

Diurnal Variation of Cloudiness. In the trade-wind and subtropic regions, the

cloudiness shows a double diurnal variation >vith maximum amounts of clouds at

about 0600 and 1800 (local time) and minimum amounts at about 1300 and 2200.

The double diurnal variation has not been explained, but it seems possible that

it is related to the double diurnal variation of the atmo.spheric pressure. This

variation has the character of a wave that travels around the earth and is accompanied

by converging winds in front of the region of maximum pressure and diverging winds

in the rear. In any given locality, maximum convergence occurs twice daily, at

about 0600 and 1800 local time, f.c., at the hours when the cloudiness of the tropical

oceans reaches a maximum. This suggests a relationship that deserves further

examination.

Of the two maxima, the morning maximum at 0600 is the greater, and showers

and thunderstorius are most frequent in the morning. It seems prol)able that the

shower frequency and the large maximum of cloudiness in the early morning is an

effect of radiation from the upper surfacc.s of clouds which during the night leads to

an increase of the instability of the lowe.st layer. So far, the shower frequency in the

early morning is the only direct evidence of the effect of radiation on the cloudiness

at sea, but as yet the effect has not been sufficiently examined.

In higher latitudes, a possible diurnal variation in cloudiness seems to be masked
by the large unperiodic variations. It may be observed that the amplitude of the

pressure variation decreases rapidly with latitude, and a variation in the cloudiness

related to the pressure variation should therefore be expected to be small in higher

latitudes.

Fog over the Oceans. When warm moist air flows in over colder water, the air

is cooled from below and may be cooled to the dew point, so that condensation takes

place and advection fog forms within the temperature inversion that is established at

the sea surface.

With a weak wind, an inversion begins at the very sea surface, and the fog may
extend nearly to the top of the inversion. With a strong wind, mechanical mixing

leads to the establishment of a positive lapse rate in the lowest one hundred or few

hundred feet, and within this layer water vapor is transported upward so that the fog

lifts, leaving a clear space below a dense stratus cover.

The advection fog is by far the commonest type of fog over the open ocean areas.

Regions known for their frequent fogs are the region of the Orand Banks of New-
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foundland (maximum frequency in spring), the regions of the Kurils and the Aleutians,

and the outskirts of the ar(jtic and antarctic rcjgions. Over the Polar Sea, advectjf)n

fog is very common in summer.

In the regions of upwclling, coastal fogs are related to the belt of low temperature
along the coast (see page 994). When moist maritime air flows in over this belt, it

is cooled, and where the cooling begins a belt of clear sky may be found. As the
cooling proce(‘ds, fog forms and rolls in over the coast but is dissipated over land.

In the seasons of upwclling, this type of advection fog i.s common on the coasts of

California, northern Chile and southern Peru, and the coast of southwest Africa.

Steam fog^ which is formed when very cold air flows over warm water, docs not
occur over the open ocean because the air is heated so rapidly that it does not become
saturated in spite of intense evaporation. Steam fog does, however, form in protected

coastal waters such as the fiords of southern Alaska and Norway where it can be a
serious menace to navigation.

Radiation fog may perhaps be formed at sea in calm weather if a layer of moist
air underlies very dry air. In this case, the cooling that leads to a formation of the

fog is partly due to loss of heat from the sea surface by nocturnal radiation and partly

due to loss of heat by radiation from the moist air.

Smoke Screens over the Ocean. A smoke screen that will “stick'' to the surface

can be laid only if the air is warmer than the sea surface. If the air is colder, convec-

tion currents are present and the smoke screen lifts in a manner that depends upon the

magnitude of the temperature difference and the wind velocity. The convection

currents oft(ui show a definite pattern, and the smoke will rise in regions of ascending

currents but may remain at the sea surface in regions of descending currents.

With stable conditions (the air warmer), the wind velocity increases rapidly with

increasing lieight and, consequently, the upper portion of a smoke screen will move
ffister than the lower part and may form a wedge-shaped cloud that reaches to the

greatest height dc wuwiiid.

Forecasting Cloudiness and Fog at Sea. Over the ocean, frontal clouds and fogs

are forecast on the basis of considerations similar to those used over land. Fore-

casting of clouds and fog in the air masses and of the behavior of smoke screens, on

the other hand, is partly a matter of forecasting the temperature difference between

the air and the sea surface.

The air-sca temperature difference determines the stability of the very lowest layer

and indicates whether or not convection currents can develop. For forecasting of

clouds and fog, knowledge of the humidity is needed, and observations of the humidity

should therefore be made on board ship and should be reported regularly. \Vhen

observations are lacking, the forecaster has to make assumptions, based upon his

experience. In the forecasting of clouds, it is necessary to estimate the height to

which convection currents may reach, and for this purpose the stability aloft should

be known. Soundings should be available, and it should be possible to evaluate

the effects of subsidence and radiation. As yet, adequate rulea for forecasting of

clouds and fog cannot be formulated, but in the meantime us(^ful information can

be obtained from the expected stability near the sea surface, as indicated by the air-sea

temperature difference. In order to facilitate foreca.sts of this temperature differ-

ence, weather base maps have been prepared for all oceans and all months on which

mean sea-surface isotherms are printed as weak blue lines.

SURFACE WAVES

Waves of Very Small Height. Wind waves are progressive surface waves which

when formed move under the influence of gravity. In a progressive surface wave,
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the crest advances one wave length L during one period T and the velocity of progress

is therefore

C L
T

The theory of waves deals with waves of very small height whose form can be

represented by a sine curve. By weaves of small height arc understood waves for

which the ratio of height to huigth is J ioo or less. In water of constant depth d,

such waves travel with the velocity

C — ^ tanh 27r j

w’here g is the acceleration due to gravity.

If d/L is largCf f.c., if the wave length is small compared to the depths tanh ^icd/L

approaches unity, and one obtains

C « L
27r

These waves are called deep-water waves.

If d/L is small, i e.j if the wave length is large compared with the depth, tanh

2ird/L approaches 27rd/L, and one obtains

c VFd

These weaves are called shallow-water waves.

In general, waves have the character of do(*p-w ater waves when the depth to

the bottom is greater than one-lialf the wave length {d > L/2). However, for shallow-

water waves, the depth must be less than one twenty-fifth of the wave length in deep

water (d < L/25).

In low deep-water waves, the water particles move in circles. At any depth z

below the surface, the radius of the circular path followed by a particle is

In this circle, the velocity is

H “ 2^7
’•=2*

rji ^ iji
" ^ L

because the particles complete one revolution in the time 7’ (see Fig. 6).

A water particle at the sea surface remains at the surface throughout its orbit.

A water particle at a given average depth below the sea surface is farthest from the

surface when it moves in the direction of wave progress.

In a low shallow-water wave, the vertical motion of the particles is negligible,

and the horizontal motion is independent of depth. The particles move back and
forth, following straight lines.

By energy of the wave is always understood the average energy over one wave
length. The energy is in part potential, Ep^ associated witht he displacement of the

water pedicles above or below the level of equilibrium, and in part it is kinetic, E^y

associated with the motion of the particles. In surface waves, half the energy is

present as kinetic and half as potential. The total average energy per square foot
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is ^ s» where g is the acceleration of gravity and p is the density of the water.

Since g and p can be considered con?5tant, the energy per unit area in a wave depends
only upon the wave height and is proportional to the square of the wave height. For

DIRECTION OF PROGRESS

Fia, 0.—Movement of water particles in a deep-water wave of very small height. The
circles show the paths in wiiich the water particles move. The wave profiles and the
positions of a series of water particles are shown at two instants, which are one quarter
of a period apart. The full-drawn nearly vertical lines indicate the relative positions of

water partitdcs that lie exactly on vertical lines when the crest or the trough of the wave
pass, and the dashed lines show the relative positions of the same particles one quarter
of a i)criod later.

the total energy per unit width along a wave length, it is necessary to multiply the

energy per unit area by the wave length.

In a deep-water wave, only half the energy advances with wave velocity; whereas, in

a shallow-water wave, all the energy advances >
with wave velocity. The reason for this differ-

ence is that, in a deep-water wave, only the

potential energy varies periodically and advances

with the w'ave form; whereas, in a shallow-water

wave, both potential and kinetic energy vary

periodically, and both advance with the wave
form. These laws can also be stated by saying

that the energy advances at a rate which, in a

deep-water wave, equals half the product of

energy and wave veftcity; whereas, in a shallow-

water wave, it equals the product of energy and

wave velocity.

Deep-water Waves of Moderate and Great

Height. By waves of moderate and great height

are understood waves for which the ratio height

to length {H/L) is from Hoc to and from

Ms to Hj respectively. The form of these

waves cannot be represented by a sine curve.

For waves of moderate height, the form closely

Fig. 7.—Orbital motion during

two wave periods of a water particle

in a deep-water wave of moderate
or great height.

approaches the trochoid, f.e,, the curve that is described hy a point on a disk that rolls

below a flat surface. Waves of great height deviate from the trochoid; tjie troughs

are wider and flatter and the crests narrower and steeper. The wave form becomes

unstable when the ratio H/L equals K*
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The wave velocity increases with increasing steepness (increasing values of i//L),

but the increase of velocity never exceeds 12 per cent.

The water particles move approximately in circles the radii of which decrease

rapidly with depth. The particle velocity is not uniform but is greatest when the

particles are near the top of their orbit (moving in the direction of wave progress),

with the result that the particles uj^on completion of each nearly circular motion

have advanced a short distance in the direction of progress of the wave (Fig. 7).

Consequently, there is a mass transport in the direction of progress of the wave.

The mass^lransport velocity (vq) at the sea surface is expressed by the formula

,
/ //\* / Hyc

V« = C = -V

where v is the wind velocity

.

Fig. 8.—Ratio between mass transport velocity by a growing wind wave and wind velocity

as a function of the ratio between wave velocity and wind velocity.

'Fhe velocity is appreciable for high, steep waves but is very small for low waves

of long period. Mass transport in waves has received little attention in previous

work because in most practical applications it is sufficient % consider the winter

particles as moving in circles regardless of the wave height. In order to understand

the growth of waves through wund action, however, it is necessary to take the mass-

transport velocity into account.

It will be shown later that, for growing waves, the ratio H/L depends upon the

ratio betweem wave velocity and wind velocity, C/v. Therefore the ratio between

mass-transport velocity at the sea surface and wind velocity Vq

/

v depends only upon

C/v, The relationship is shown in Fig. 8, For growing waves, the ratio C/v gen-

erally lies between 0.6 and 1.0, and in thi.s range the mass-transport velocity varies

between 2.9 and 1.6 per cent of the wind velocity, i.e.y at the sea surface, the mass-

transport velocity is of the same order of magnitude as the velocity of the pure wind

current (see page 1037).

Interference of Waves; Short-crested Waves; White Caps. When waves of

different heights and lengths are present simultaneously, the appearance of the free
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surface becomes very complicated. At some points, the waves are opposite in phase

and therefore tend to eliminate each other; whereas, at other points, they coincide

in phase and reinforce each other.

As a simple case, consider two trains of waves that have the same height and

nearly the same velocity of progress. Owing to interference, groups of waves ar(^

formed with wave heights roughly twi(*e those in the component wave trains. Be-

Fio. 9.—Wave patterns resulting from intei feieneo. A, interference of two waves of

etjual height and nearly equal length, forming wave groups* interference between
short wind waves and long swell.

tween the wave groups are regions in which the waves nearly disappear (Fig. 9).

Analysis shows that these groups advance with a velocity that is nearly equal to

one-half the average velocity of the two trains.

As another example, consider the simultaneous presence of long, low swell and

short but high wind waves. The resultant pattern is illustrated in Fig. 9B, from

which it is evident that the short, high waves dominate to such an extent that the

presence of the swell is obscured.
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So far, the discussion has dealt only with long-crested waves, i.c., waves with very

long straight crests and troughs. Waves, however, can also have short, irregular

crests and troughs. In the presence of such short-crested waves, the free surface shows

a series of alternating “ highs and ‘‘lows,” as indicated in Fig. 10. This figure

illustrates the topography of the sea surface, “highs” being shown with full-drawn

lines and “lows” with dashed lines.

White caps are formed by the breaking of relatively short waves, which often

appear as “riders” on longer waves (Fig. 9B), Such short waves may grow so rapidly

that their steepness reaches the critical value H/L = }'^ and they break. If inter-

ference occurs, long waves may attain this steepness and may break.

EMPIRICAL KNOWLEDGE OF WIND WAVES AND SWELL

Measurements of Waves and Swell. Wind waves arc definc'd as waves that are

growing in height under the influence of the wind.

Swell consists of wind-generated waves that have advamped into regions of weaker

winds and are decreasing in height.

So far, the discus.sion of surface waves has dealt mainly with waves tliat appear

as rhythmic and regular deformations of the surface. Because of interference, the

formation of short-crested waves, and the breaking of waves, there is little regularity,

however, in the appearance of the sea surface, particularly when a strong wind blows.

Althougli individual waves can be recognized and their heights, periods, l(*ngths,

and velocities measured, such incjasurements are extremely difficult and comparatively

inaccurate. The lengths of most waves and the heights of low wave's are likely

to be underestimated, while the heights of big waves are generally overestimated.

Wave heights above 55 ft arc extremely rare, yet the literature contains many reports

of waves exceeding 80 ft in height. The reasons for such errors are probably due to

the complexity of the sea surface and the movement of the ships from which measure-

ments are made.

Reliable measurements of wave height H are so diflicult that in general the reported

values represent crude estimates. The height of a large wave is estimated as the

eye height of the observer above the water line when the .ship is on even keel in the

trough of the wave, provided that the observer sees the crest of the wave coincide

with the horizon. The height of a small wave is estimated directly, using the dimen-

sions of the ship for comparison. On board a small ship, the height of waves that

are more than twice as long as the ship can be recorded by a microbarograph.

The wave period T can be measured by recording the time interval between succes-

sive appearances (on a wave crest) of a well-defined patch of foam at a considerable

distance from the ship. In order to obtain a reliable value, observations should be

made for several minutes and averaged.

The wave length L can be estimated by comparing the ship^s length to the distance

between two successive crests. This procedure leads to uncertain re.sult8, however,

because it is often diflicult to locate both crests relative to the ship and because of

disturbance caused by the movement of the ship.

The velocity of the wave C can be found by recording the time needed for the wave
to run a measured distance along the side of the ship and by applying correction for

the ship^s speed.

Comparison of Measured and Computed Values, Theory indicates that for

deep-water waves velocity, length, and period are interrelated by the formulas
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With C in knots, L in feet, and T in seconds

C - 1.34 y/L - S-GSr

L = 0.656C* = 5.127*

T - 0.422 y/L - 0.33C

Thus, if one characteristic is measured, the other two can be computed, and if two

or three are measured, the correctness of the theory as applied to ocean waves <5an

be checked. Comparisons of measured and computed values have given satisfactory

results, indicating that wind waves and sw(‘ll in deep water do have the characteristics

described above. In general, the conclusion that the ratio H/L always remains less

than H is also confirmed by observations, since waves of this or greater steepness are

rarely reported.

Empirical Relationships between Wind and Waves. Observations of waves

have not led to clear-cut conclusions on the empirical relationships between the wind

and waves. The following nine approximate relationships have been proposed by
various workers:

1.

Maximum Wave Height and Fetch. For a given wind velocity, the wave
height becomes greater the longer the stretch of water (fetch) over which the wind

has blown. Even with a very strong wind, the wave height for a given fetch does

not exceed a certain maximum value. For fetches larger than 10 nautical miles,

it has been observed that

f/m** =» 1 .5 VF

where Hmaat represents the maximum probable wave height in feet for very strong

winds and F is the fetch in nautical miles.

2. Wave Velocity and Fetch. At a given wind velocity, the wave velocity increases

with increasing fetch.

3. Wave Height and Wind Velocity. The height in feet of the greatest waves at

low wdnd velocities has been observed to be about 0.8 of the wind velocity in knots.

Over the entire range of wind velocities, the observed data conform to

H » 0.026*;*

where v represents the wind velocity in knots.

4. Wave Velocity and Wind Velocity, Although the ratio of wave velocity to

wind velocity has been observed to yary from less than 0.1 to nearly 2.0, the average

maximum wave velocity apparently slightly exceeds the wind velocity w^hen the latter

is less than about 25 knots and is somewhat less than the wind velocity at higher wind
speeds.

5. Wave Height and Duration of Wind. The time required to develop waves of

maximum height corresponding to a given wind increases with increasing wind

velocity. Observations show that with strong winds high waves will develop in

less than 12 hr.

6. Wave Velocity and Duration of Wind. Although observational data are

inadequate, it h known that, for a given fetch and wind velocity, the w^ave velocity

increases rapidly with time.

7. Wave Steepness. No well«»established relationship exists between wind velocity

and wave steepness, i.e., the ratio of wave height to length. This is probably due to

the fact that wave steepness is not directly related to the wind velocity but depends

upon the stage of development of the wave. The? gtage of development, or age of the

wave^ can be conveniently expressed by the ratio of wave velocity to wind velocity
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(C/v), because during the early stages of their formation the waves are short and travel

with a velocity much less than that of the wind, while at later stages the wave velocity

may exceed the wind velocity. In order to establish the probable relation between

wave steepness and wave age, all wave observations were examined which appeared

to be consistent with certain basic requirements and for which values of if, L (or

C or 7"), and v were recorded. When corresponding values of H/L and C/v are

plotted in a diagram, there appears to be a definite relationship between the steepness

and the age of the wave, the scattering of the values being no greater than would be

expected, considering the great errors of measurements.

8. Decrease of Height of Swell. The height of swell decreases as the swell advances.

Roughly, the waves lose one- third of their height each time they travel a distance in

miles equal to their length in feet.

9. Increase of Period of Swell. Some authors claim that the period of the swell

remains unaltered when the swell advances, whereas others claim that the period

increases. The greater amount of evidence at the present time indicates that the

period of the swell increases as the swell advances from the generating area.

Sea and Swell. Where the wind blows, there are present long-crested and

short-crested waves of varying length and steepness, some of which break and form

white caps or streaks of foam. The irregular broken appearance of the sea surface

is described by the term the state of the sea. By ^‘swelT’ is understood, on the other

hand, regular waves of moderate or great length and small steepness. These waves

have been formed in a region of high winds where they accumulated their energy.

Together with many other waves of the wind region, they advanced into regions of

calm, but the shorter waves died out quickly, and only the longest and highest waves

continued as swell to great distances from the wind region. In many instances,

swell from distant wind areas crosses the waves related to local winds.

The frequency and direction of different sea states in certain parts of the oceans,

as well as the frequency and direction of swell, are given on H.O. charts 10 and 712.4,

C, and E.
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Analysis, 603-807

air mass, 604-636
cloud, 903
constant-level, 813
cross section, 756, 785
fog, 727
frontal, 638
icing, 753
isentropic, 850
isobarie, 8l3n
kinematic, 419
single-station, 858
soundings, 371
Southern Hemisphere, 804
thunderstornis, 703
tropical, 780
upper-air, 813

Anemograph, 555
Anemometers, 544-555
Aneroid barometers, 88, 536-537
Angle, 138, 139, 148

bisector equation of, 162
cross-isobar, 460
dihedral, 141
directif>n, 170
multiple, 150, 151
solid, 142
between two curv'cs, 178
between two planes, 171

Angular velocity, 31, 427
Anticyclogenesis, 851
Anticyclone, 666-667

displacement of, 672
dynamic, 624
eddies, 468

Anticyclonic, 437
flow and stratus, 731
isobars, 814
shear, 516
trajectory, 621

Antideriv'ative, 193
Anvil, 890
Apparent brightness, 242
Apparent color, 245
Apparent stresses, 452
Approximation, 134

derivative, 177
differential, 178, 200
integral. 197
interpolation, 134, 234
notational error, 129
series, 184
solution of equations, 159, 160, 217

Arc, 138
Arctic sea smoke, 729
Arctic source, 604
Arcus, 892
Area, 140-142, 204
bounded by a curve, 191
equal, transformations, 363
hodograph, 863
solid of revolution, 192
of surfaces, 207
on thermodynamic diagrams, 363
triangle, 161

Area forecast, 1011
Argand diagram, 163
Argument, 153
Arithmetic mean, 125, 236
Asemudonal rates, balloon, 64-67

1057
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Ascent of layer and stability, 405
Asiatic air masses, 634
Atlantic Ocean fogs, 720
Atmosphere, 351

circulation of, 602-529, 937
composition of, 351
International Standard, 373

E
ressure and elevation in, 101-106, 373
r.S. Standard. 351, 362
tables, 101-106

vertical structure, 351, 362
Atmospheric statics, 314
Atmospheric tidal motions, 483-498
Atmospheric wind systems, 435
Attraction, 211
Authalic map, 143
Autoconvective lapse rate, 372
Automatic gauges, 1008
Automatic weather stations, 570-571
Availability of energy, 329
Axis, 164

of conic, 164-166
conjugate, 165
principal. 416
of symmetry, 139, 161, 169

B

Background (visibility), 242, 245, 249
Balloon ascensional rates, 64-67
Balloon theodolite, 562
Balloons. 562-564
Barograph, 537-538
Barometers, 532-537

corrections to, 83, 89
scales, 95

Barotropic, 694
Basin constant, 1017
Beaufort scale, 47, 48
Beer’s law, 290
Bering Sea fog, 729
Bernoulli's equation, 231, 319, 430
Bibliography (see final pages of sections)
Bimetal, 542
Binomial theorem, 145
Binormal, 221
Bioclimatology, 975
Bjerknes circulation theorem, 432
Bjerknes tendency equation, 660
Black-body radiation, 287

table, 45, 46
"Black Blizzard,” 445
Boiling point, 42
Breeze, land and sea, 433, 956
Bridled anemometer, 554
Brightness, 242-245
Buys Ballot’s law, 437

C

Calibration equipment, 571
California fogs, 730-732
Calorie. 26
Calorimetry, 331
Campl^ll-etokes sunshine recorder, 558
Capacitor discharge wind indicator, 554
Carbon-dioxide, absorption by, 298, 301
Carnot cycle, 321
Cauchy’s inequality, 125
Ceiling. 645, 651
Ceiling balloons, 562
Centers of action, 513
Centigrade degree, 33, 99
Centimeter, 25
Centrifugal force, 428
Centripetal acceleration, 428
Centroid, 211
egs units, 25
Change of units, 129
Characteristips of air m
Charge, lig^tiing, 269
Chemical dements, 34
Cheyenne fog, 732
Chord, 138

Circle, 138, 139, 167. 168
of curvature, 203
osculating, 203

Cllirculation; 223, 431
acceleration, 693, 706
cells, 510
convective, 502
index. 520, 818
meridional, 605
theorem, 432
zonal. 520

Cirrociimulus, 886
Cirrostratus, 886
Cirrus, 885
Civil time, 600
Clapeyron’s equation, 342
Clairaut’s equation, 213
Classification, of air masscH, 607

of fronts, 638
Clausius, inequality of. 323
Clear days, 996
Clear ice, 754
Climate, 927-997

classification, 978-977
continental influence, 957
definition, 928
influence of human activity, 963, 964
influence of vegetation, 962
lake influence, 961
Icse shores, 962
lee slopes, 958-960
mountain influence, 958
oceanic influence, 94.5-967
planetary, 929, 96.'1

provinces, 974, 975
radiation, 929
regional, 977
scheme of influeniH s, 963, 964
topographic influences, 957-961
urban, 964
windward shores, 962
windward slopes, 958-960

Climatic comfort, 975-977
Climatic controls, 964
Climatic cycles. 964, 965
Climatic extremes, 972
Climatic rhythms, 965
Climatic variations, 964
Climatic zones, 512
Climatology, 928-997

aerological, 996
Climograph, 979
Clinometer, 562
Clothing zones, 977
Cloud code, 892

chart, 915
Cloud element, 258

range in size, 257
Cloud height, table. 120

mean,'884
mixed stratum, 399

Cloud names, 883
Cloudiness, 988-993, 996

diurnal variation, 751
effect of mountains, 960
mean, 988-993

Clouds, 881—926
air mass, 1047
classification, 884-891
remarks on, 902

observation of, 891, 905
photographs of, 916-926
photography of, 912
r,idiation with, 306
reflection by, 296
temperate latitude, 908
tropical, 777, 792-794, 900

Cloudy days, 996
Code symbols, explanation, 678-593
Code tables, 582-693
Codes, meteorological, 574-594
Cold front. 639, 645

active, 816
inactive, BI6
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Cold front, Type I, 647
Type II, 648

Cold-front indicationis, 650, 866
Cold-front-type occlusion, 667
Colloidal instability, 258
Color of the sky, 911
Combination skies, 894
Combinations, 145
Comfort zone, 976
Complementarj'^ function, 214
Complete forecast, 1003
Completing square, 158
Complex numbers, 152
Component, 170, 220-221
Composition of atmosphere, 351
Computation with senes, 184-186
Concave, 180
Concentration time, 1016
Couclensatinn, 252 -263
Condensation level, 383, 704
Condensation nuclei, 242, 254
Conditional stability, 405, 697
Conductive equilibrium, 352
Conductor, 321
Cone, 141
Conformal map, 143
Congruence, 139, 140
Conic sections, 158, 103, 168
Coniooid, 173^
Conjugate axis, 165
Conjugate complex numbers, 153
Conjugate hyperbolas, 166
Conservation, of angular momentum, 229

of energy, 228
of linear momentum, 228

Conservative properties, 400, 418
Constant, 126

determination of, 232
of proportionality, 144

Constant-level charts, 813-848
Constant-pressure charts, 813
Constants, useful, 23, 28
Constructions, 140

involving conics, 166-167
mean isotherms, 829
thermodynamic diagram, 364

Contacting anemor eter, 545, 548
Continentality, 946, 947
Continuity, 173, 175

equation of, 229, 426
of power series. 182
of real numbers, 125
sectional, 175, 198

Contour charts, 135, 813
Contour lines, 200, 813
Convection skies, 899
Convective cell, 696

preoipitable water, 1021
Convective circulation, 502-505
Convective condensation level, 704
Convective stability, 405
and log, 732

Convective thunderstorms, 713
Convergence, 416, 814

in heat lows, 812
and lapse rate, 407
in polar troughs, 771
pressure variation, 660
of series, 181
in velocity field, 766
in waves in the easterlies, 768

Converse, 128
Convex, 180
Cooling, surface, 393, 466
Cooling power, 976-977
Coordinates, 160

change of, 162, 201
curvilinear, 224
cyUndrical, 169, 202, 207, 224, 227
multiple integrals, 207
poUr, 167, 178, 207
reotangular cartesian, 148, 169
spheHoal, 169, 202, 207, 225, 227
tnermodynamic. 826
tranirformation of, 162» 167, 169, 201, 207

Coriolis acceleration, 226, 428
Coriolis parameter, 116, 813
Correlation, 238
Cosine, direction, 170
Cosine law, 152
Couette flow, 447
Coulomb, 26
Countercurrent, 1036
Covariance, 238
Cramer’s rule, 157
Critical point, 42, 388
Cross sections, 756, 786

plotting, 597
Cubic, 146
Cumulative histogram, 236
Cunmliformis, 891
Cumulonimbus, 890
Cumulus, 890

evolution of, 909
formation of, 701
growth and decay of, 261

Cup anemometers, 645-554
Curl, 223
Currents, ocean, 1039
Curvature, 203, 221, 226

radius of, 760
Curve. 202. 221-222

level, 200
normal, 237

Curvilinear integral. 208
Cyanometry, 911
Cyclones, 658-664

displacement of, 670, 817
energy, 660
structure, 662

Cyclonic isobars, 814
Cyclonic rotation, 437
Cyclonic shear, 516, 813
Cyclonic trajectory, 621
Cylinder, 141

D
Daily bulletin, 1008
Dalton’s law', 348
Data and their use, 232, 361
Day, 599
Decimal, 125
Decimal point, 132
Decimal tables, 22
Deepening, 660, 819
Deep-water waves, 1051
Definite integral, 191, 203-212
Deformation field, 417
Degree, 11, 12, 138

temperature, 26, 335
Del (V), 222
Density, 210, 327

of air, 116
materials, 35

Density gradient, 1019
Depth of water corresponding to snow, 1 1

5

Derivative, 176
directional, 200, 223
drag, 226
partial, 199
particle, 229, 413
relative, 226

Descartes’s rule, 158
Descent of layer and stability, 406
Description of clouds, 884
Determinants, 146, 157

functional, 201
Development, 851
Deviation, 236
Dew-point temperature, 382
and fog, 730
duration of, 1023
mmcimum, 1017
table, 72

Diameter. 138. 142, 174
Difference quotient, 176
Difference table, 234
Differential, 178, 200

wtift, 210
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DiflFerential equations, 212-219
Differentiation, 176-178

implicit, 177
of integral, 192
logarithmic, 17h
of vector, 221

Diffusion, 461-469
table, 43
water vapor, 743

Direction angles, ccfeines, numbers, 170
Directrix, 164
Discontinuity, 176

surfaces of, 441-446
Discriminant, 158
Disk and roller, 561
Dispersion, 236
Displacement, 669-674, 817

accuracy of, 423
Dissipation of fog and stratus, 730-734
Dissipation of kinetic energy, 469
Distribution function, 236
Diurnal variation, 424, 746-752

cloudiness, 751, 1048
and extraj)oljition,.424
humidity, 751
precipitation, 752
pressure, 746, 782
temperature, 468, 750, 781
visibility, 250, 752
wind, 749

Divergence, 416, 814
above heat lows. 812
and lapse rate, 407
in polar troughs, 771
pressure variation, 660
series, 181
theorem (Gauss), 209, 222
in velocity field, 706
in waves in the easterlies, 767

Division, synthetic, 147
Drainage. 729, 731
Drift, of life rafts, 1041
Drizzle, 732
Droplet concentration (fog), 394
Dry adiabatic, 348
Dry air, 352

state changes in, 353, 356
Dry layer, 765
Dry temperatures, 382
Dust, 242, 249
Dynamic anticyclone, 624
Dynamic friction, tab., 44
Dynamic meter, 99, 111
Dynamical principles. 425
Dyne, 25

E

Earth, 142
Earth dimensions, 28, 112, 113
Earth rotation and circulation, 507-513
Eccentricity, 164
Eddies, 517
Eddy diffusion. 461-469, 744
Efifeotive precipitable water, 1021
Eigenvalues, 218
Ekman spiral, 454, 860, 1037
Elastic moduli, 44
Electrical units, 32
Electronic anemometer, 553
Ellipse, 163-167
EUipsoid. 173
Elsasser radiation chart. 301
Emagram. 367
Emissary sky, 894
Emissivity, tab., 47
Empirical data, 232
Energy, 228, 316

availability, 329
conversions, 29
flow, 317
Gibbs free, 828
HeUnhoits free, 328
internal, 817

Energy, rejected, 822
wave, 1050

Energy changes, 469-474
Energy equation, 231, 319, 429
English units. 28
Eutiuilpy, 328

-entropy diagram, 341
of gases, 346

Entropy, 208, 324, 328
Equal area transformations, 363

pseudoadiabatic diagram, 365
Equation, 165

algebraic, 147
approximation, 159
Bernoulli, 319, 430
of bisectors of angle, 162
Clii)eyroii’8, 342
consistent, 156
continuity, 229, 426
differential, 212-219
energy, 319, 429
heat, 218, 219
hydrostatic equilibiium, 439
inconsistent. 156
linear, 155
of Lines, 162
of motion, 230, 319, 427, 450
Newton’s method, 160
normal, 234
parametric, 167, 171, 177, 208
of planes, 171
Poisson’s, 348
quadratic, 157-168
radiative transfer, 291
roots, 147, 158
simultaneous, 158
of state, 326, 345
symmetric, 171
of tangent to curve, 178
thermal wind, 440
trigonometric, 151

Equatorial front, 777
analysis rules, 795
forecasting, 798
in Southern Hemisphere, 809
weather distribution, 777

Equatorial source, 607
Equatorial trough, 776

distribution of convergence, 777
in Southern Hemisphere, 809
wind structure, 776

Equilibrium, 314
hydrostatic, 439

Equivalent (logically), 128 .

Equivalent temperatures, 389
Erg, 25
Error, 129-133, 230

function, 237
probable, 237

Euler’s forinula, 154
Eulerian method, 412
European air masses, 628-634
Evaporation, 737-745

climate, 956, 962
factors, 738
fog, 728
boat exchange, 1044
measure of, 738
oceanic, 740
steady wind, 464

, 787, 741
us, 909

Examples, forecast, 1003
displacement, 669-674
Single-station, 867-879
thunderstorms, 716-725
tornado, 654
upper-air, 831-848

Exchange coefficient, 453
Expansion, tab., 36, 37
Exponential function, tab., 17
Extended forecast, 1006
Extraneous solution, 155

Evapotranspiration
Evolution of cumul
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F

Fahrenheit, 33, 00
Farnilieo of lines, 162
Farad, 26
Fergusson weighing gauge, 555
Fetch, 1055
Filling, 660, 810
First law of thermodynamiics, 318
Five-day forecast, 1014
Fixed cistern barometer, 53.3-536

Fixed point, 42
Flight operations, 756
Flood control, 1001
Flood-season forecasting, 1004
Flow energy, 317
Flow patterns, 51.3-510

Fluid flow, 411-500
dynamics of, 425
ideal, 2.30, 425
incompressible, 220, 483
viscous, 230, 446

Fluid kinematics, 220, 410
Fluid kinetics, 2.30

Fluid mechanics in meteorology, 412
Flux. 222, 291
Flying conditions, 621 -027
Focal radius, 164
Focus, 164
Fog, 727-730

diagrams, 302, 305, 300, 733
formation, .39.3, 727
mean number days, 094
over oceans, 1048
and visibility, 242, 240

Foot, 27
Force. 211, 227

body, 230
impulse of a, 228
surface, 230

Forecasting, 60.3-879
accuracy, 003, 1013
air mass, 604-636
area, 1011
clouds and fog at sea, 1049
constant-level cliarts, 813-848
development (isentropic chart), 851
examples, 1003
extended, 603, 1005
fog. 727-735
frontal, 638-656
frontal weather, 816
icing on aircraft, 753
isentropic charts, 851
language of, 1006
mean temperatures, 820
quantitative, 1001
single-station, 868
Southern Hemisphere, 804
10,000 ft chart, 821
thunderstorms, 712-725
timing, 1014
tropical, 763-803

coastal areas, 706
cold front, 802
dry season, 801
equatorial front, 798
open sea, 707
polar trough, 801
shear line, 802
storms, 800, 802
waves in easterlies, 790
wet season, 798

upper-air data, 813-867
water project systems, 1002
waves and swell, 1054
weather analysis and, 603

Fortin barometer, 533-536
Fourier integral. 190
Fourier series, 197-109
Fractions, partial, 147-148
Frame of reference, 225
Freo-lift tables, 64*^7
Free oscillations, 400

Freezing point, 36
Frenet formulas, 222
Frequency, 215, 236

characteristic, 215
relative, 235
tables, 235, 238

Friction law, 447
Front, 441-446, 638-657

classification, 638
cold, 645
displacement, 669
equatorial, 798, 938, 946
intertropical, 775
meridional, 808
occluded, 0.56

overrunning, C53

g
olar, 938, 945
outhern Hcinisj herc, 807

warm, 641
Frontal discontinuitif is, 441-446, 640
Frontal fog, 727
Frontal lifting (cuimdus), 704
Frontal surface, 441-44H

pressure field, 422
unstable, 443

Frontal thuuderstonns, 714
Frontal waves, 658
Frontal weather, 815
Frontogenesis, 413-419
Frontolysis, 413-419
Fulks' lines, 393
Fumulus, 89 1^
Functions, 127
bounded, 173
distribution, 236
error, 237
harmonic, 225
hyperbolic, 18, 154
implicit, 200
inverse, 151, 177
periodic, 149
primitive, 193
rational, 147
of several variables, 199-212
trigonometric, 13, 148, 149
zero of, 155

Fundumetiial theorem of integral calculus, 192
Fusion, 37, 70, 340

G

Gas constant, 345
Gas properties, 38, 345
Gauss theorem (divergence), 209, 222
Genera, clouds, 883
General circulation, .520-529, 928, 934, 937

climatic correlations. 905
non-rotating earth, 937
rotating earth, 937, 938
Southern Hemisphere, 804

Generator, generatrix, 141
Geometric mean, 125
Geometric progression, 145
Geopotential, 212, 362
from sounding, 379

Gcostrophic wind, 436
nomogram, 49-53, 54-62

Gibbs-Dalton law, 348
Gold slide, 87
Gradient, 222
Gradient wind, 436

local forecasting, 860
nomogram, 54^-62

Gram, 25
Gram calorie, 79
Grand Banks fog, 729
Granular snow, 258
Gravity, 142, 428 ^

center of, 211
corrections for, 84
normal value of, 90

Gray-body radiation, 288
Great circle. 142
Great Lakes stratus. 731
Greek alphabet, prefixes, 2
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Green’s theorems, 225
Ground, nocturnal cooling at, 308
Gulf Coast stratus, 732

H

HaU, 257, 261
occurrence of, 712
stage, 350

HandTpsyohrometor, 543
Hangars, lightning protection of, 270
Harmonic function, 225
Harmonic mean, 125
Haxe, 901

effect on visibility, 243, 240
Haee layers, 911
Height, dynamic, 377
Hemispheric circulation, 510
Heterogeneous system, 337
High. migrait>ry, 905, 808
High clouds, 883
Histogram, 235
History, eloiuis, 882

meteorology, 603
Hoarfrost, 754
Hodograph, 859
Homogeneous atmosphere, 372

lapse rate in, 372
table, 116
waves in, 495

Homogeneous equations, 156, 157, 212, 213-216
Homogeneous system, 337 #
Horizon sky, 242. 245
Horizontal convergence, divergence. 416
Horizontal temperature distribution, 8til

nomogram, 1 10
Horner’s method, 150
Humid air, 353

state changes, 353, 35(i

Humidity, 353
diurnal variation, 751
mean values aloft, 676-084
relative, 252

Hurricane, 778
Hydrologic cycle, 055, 056, 962
Hydrology, 101)0
Hydrometeorology, I0(K)

Hydromctcors, 001
Hydrostatic equilibrium, 430
Hygrograph. 530-540
Hvgrometric chart, 392
Hyperbola, 163-167
Hyperbolic functions. 18, 154
Hyperboloid, 173
Hypotenuse, 130

I

Ice, sea. 1033, 1043
Ice crystal effe,ct, fog, 731
Ice point. 333
Icebergs, 1043
Icing, aircraft, 753
Ideal fluid, 230, 425
Ideal gas. 334
Identification of air masses, 400, 608
Identity, 155

Lagrange’s, 125
trigonometric, 150, 154

Imamnarv numbers, 152
Implicit function, 200
Inactive cold front, 816
Inactive warm front, 817
Inclination, 161

isobaric surfaces, 1034
Inconsistent equations, 156
Increment ratio, 176
Incus, 892
Indeterminate forms, 180-181
Index, circulation, 520, 818
Induced trough, 775
Induction, 127
Inequality^

Cauchy'l, 126
Tehebyoheff's, 286

Inertia, moment of, 211
Inflections, 179-180, 183
Injection points, 519
Insolatioh, 293
Instability, 402, 693-725

conditional, 405
convective, 405
parcel method, 402
selective, 698
slice method, 693-725

Instrument exposure, 569-570
Instrument flight (visibility limit), 242, 246
Instrument shelter, 569
Insulator, heat, 321
Integral, 191. 203-212

Fourier, 199
improper, 193
indefinite, 193-197
line and surface, 208
multiple, 203-205
particular, 214
repeated, iterated, 205-206
table, 103-197
transformed, 192, 207

Integrating factor, 213
Integration, 192
Intensity, 286
Interaction, ocean and atmosphere, 1045
Intercepts, 162, 171
Interference, 1052
Internal energy, 317, 327

of gases, 346
International codes, 574-504
International Ice Patrol, 1035
International Standard atmosphere, 373
International tcmi)crature scale, 332
Interpolation, 133-135, 232, 234
Intertropical front, 775
Interval, 125
Inverse function, 151, 177
Inversion, 358

fog. 731
and visibility, 246

Irrational number, 124
Irreversible process, 321
Irrotational, 223, 485
Isalbbar, 060
Isallobaric minimum, 819
Isalbbaric wind, 438
Isentropic, 348, 358
Isentropic charts, 848

limitations of, 855
plotting of, 595

Isentropic weight charts, 856
Isobar, displacement of, 420, 669
Isobaric cooling, 393
Isobaric surface, 813n
Isolated point, 174
Isopleths, 347
Isosteric surfaces, 433
Isothermal, 321
Isothermal atmosphere, 372
Isotherm-isobar relationship, 821
Isotropic turbulence, 462

J

Jacobian, 201, 207
Joule, 26
Joule-Thomson effect, 346

K
Kamchatka fog, 729
Kelvin temperature, 335
Kilogram, 25
Kinematic analysis, 419
Kine.natio viscosity, 450
Kinematics, fluid, 229, 412

of a particle, 225-227
Kinetic energy, 316
Kinetic theory of gases, 331
Kinetics, fluid, 230

ol a particle, 227-228
Kirohhorslaw, 288
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Knot, 27, 143
Kolhiman number, 88, 90
Kurlosis, 236

L

Lagrange formula, 232
Lagrange's identity, 125
Lagrangian method, 412
Lake breeze, 433, 962
Lambert’s law, 287
Lamellar vector field, 223
Laminar flow, 451
Land breeze, 433, 950
Land masses, influence of, 521
Laplace’s equation, 218
Lapse rate, 371

adiabatic, 373, 376
any sounding, 381
autoconvective, 372
average in layer, 705
and fog, 728
normal, 676-684, 957
polytropic, 377
potential temperature, 381
values, wet, 77, 79, 80

Latent heat, 340
tables, 37, 70

Lateral sky, 895
Latitude, 142, 170

barometer correction, 84
Latus rectum, 104, 108
Least squares, 232
Least upper bound, 125
Leeway, of raft, 1041
Leibnitz’ rule, 176
length, 27, 28, 99

of day, 930
unit, 669

Lenticularis, 891
Life cycle of cyclone, 059
Life rafts, drift of, 1041
Light intensity, 1004
Lightning, 2(J4-282

effects, 277, 712
mechanism, 204
protection, 278

Limit, 173, 174, 191

Line, 161, 169, 170
contour, 200
equations of, 162. 17

1

families of, 162
of flow, 200
parametric eauationa of, 107
in polar coorainnleK. 108

Line-element, 217
Line integrals, 208
Line squall, 815
Linear expansion, table, 36
Linear velocity field, 414
Local data, 858—879
Local influences, frontal, 820
Logarithms, 7, 18, 132
Longitude, 143^ 170
Long-wave radiation, 297
Low clouds, 883
Lower skies, 894
Loxodrome, 143

M
Maolaurin series, 182-184, 202
MaorooUmate, 963
Magnetic link, 269
Magneto anemometer, 549
Mammatus, 891 .

Maps, 143, 598
Marginal distributions, 238
MariEules, 474
Marine barometer, 634
Mass, 210

center of, 211
distribution of, ocean, 1034
fluid, 211
transport, 1036, 1052

Mathematical tables, 3-24
Maxima, 179, 183, 202
Maximum possible storms, 1023-1026
Maximum thermometers, 641
Maxwell relations, 329
Mean, 125, 236
Mean isotherms, 829
Mean pressure, 626, 806
Mean soundings, 676-684
Mean temperatures, 60^620, 820
Mean-value theorem, 180, 192, 202, 205
Mechanical similarity, 456
Mechanics, 225
Median, 236
Melting point, 36
Mercurial barometers, 532-536
Mercurial thermometers, 540- 541
Meridian, 113, 142
Meridional circulation, 506-507
Meteorological temperatures, 381-390
Meteorology, scientific basis of, 602-529
Meter, 25
Metric system, 25
Microanalysis, 788
Microclimate, 961, 963
Middle clouds, 883
Middle skies, 893
Midpoint, 161
Mile, 27
Millibar, 25
Minima, 179, 183, 202
Minimum thermometers, 541
Mixed skies, 900
Mixing of air masses, 395

fog, 727
Mixing length, 456
Mixing ratio, 353, 358

diurnal variation, 751
table, 78

Mixtures, of gases, 348
Mode. 230
Modifleation, of air masses, 604, 1046

of sounding, 702
Modulus, 136
complex number, 153
precision, 237
real number, 125
scale, 136
vector, 219

Moist air, 352
Moist layer, 765
Moisture, 743

charge, 1017
daily increase, 743
distribution of, 765
and stability, 697

Moisture losses, 738
Molecular densities in air, 1 13
Moment of inertia, 211
Momentum, 227, 228

angular, 228, 229
moment of, 228, 229

Monsoon, 956, 957
Monsoon source, 607
Motion of systems, 669, 817
Motor psj'^chrometer, 643
Mountain breeze, 960
Mountain influences, frontal, 651
M.8.L. pressure, 87
Multiple integrals, 203-205
Multiplicity, 147
Multipressure hygrometric chart, 392

N

Nautical mile, 27, 143
Navier-Stokes equations, 450
Necessary condition, 128
Nephanalysis, 903
Nephohymometer, 563
New England Coastal fog, 730
Newfoundland fog, 729
Newton-Gregory formula
Newton’s law, 144
Newton’s method, 160

234
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Nimbostratus, 889
Nomograms, 136-138
Nonhomogeneous equations, 156, 157, 213<'216
Nonuniform scale,' 136
Normal, 141^

boiling point, 42
curve, 237
derivative, 223, 225
distribution, 239
equations, 234
function, 237
line to curve, 178, 202, 221
to a line, 162
to a plane, 171
to a surface, 200, 203

North American air nuiasos, 608, 621
Nuclei, 242, 254
Number, complex, imaginary, 162

rational, irrational, 124
real, 124-128

Numbers, direction, 170

O

Oblique triangle, 152
Observations, accuracy of, 361
Occluded front, 656
Occlusion, 030, 656
Ocean currents, 946, 1039
Oceanicity, 947
Oceanography, 1029-1056
Oceans, influence of, 521
Octant, 169
Ogive, 235
Ohm, 25
Operation, reservoir, 1008
Optical depth, 290, 301, 303, 305
Optical path length, 290
Ordinate, 127
Origin, 127
Orographic lifting, 704
Orographic thunderstonns, 714
Orographic variation, 781, 811
Orthogonal, 138, 224
Oscillations of atmosphere, 488
Osculating circle, 203
Osculating plane, 203, 226
Outlook, 1006
Oxygen, absorption by, 294
Osone, absorption by, 294, 298

distribution of, 114

P

Pappus’ theorem, 142
Parabola, 158, 163, 166, 167
Paraboloid, 173
Parallel, length of, 113, 142
Parallelepipm, 141
Paralleloi|ram, 138
Parametric equations, 167, 171, 208
Parcel method, 402
Partial derivative, 199
Partial fractions, 147
Partial potential temperature, 386
Partial pressure, 348
Particle, 315

acceleration of, 225, 229
derivative, 229, 413
kinematics, kinetics, 225, 227
system of, 228-229

Particu'ar integral, 214
Pascal’s law, 426
Perfect gas, 334
Perimeter, 138
Period, 149, 215
Permutations. 145
Perpendicular, 138
Pemonnek in hydrometeorology, 1014
Perturbation theory, 474r-483, 693
Phase, 153
Phase changes, 337

912,
Physical dai^, 34-4’.

Picard’s method, 218

Pileus, 892
Piling up of water, 1036
Pilot balloon, 562
Pilot-balloon data, 859
Pilot-balloon observations, 569-662
Planck’s law, 288

table, 45, 46
Plane, 169-170

equation of, 17

1

osculating, 203
tangent to surface, 200, 203

Planes, two, angle between, 171
Planetary flow patterns, 613-519
Plotting procedures, 594-698
Plotting symbols, 582-587
Point, 161, 169

inflection, 180
singular, 207
transformation, 207

Poiseuille flow, 448
Poisson’s equation, 347
Polar air masses (formation), 300
Polar-basin air, 624
Polar-front cell, 61

1

Polar-front aone, 513
Polar source, 604
Polar trough, 770

air mass structure, 772
analysis rules, 795
forecasting, 801
regions of occurrence, 772
structure, 771
weather distribution, 771

Poles, 142
Polygons, 138, 140
Polyhedron, 141
Polynomials, 146, 160
Polytropic process, 347
Potential energy, 317
Potential gradient, 41
Potential temperature, 348, 386

equivalent, 390
pseudo-equivalent, 387
pseudo-wet-bulb, 387
tables, 73—76

Potential vorticity, 435, 813
Pound, 27
Power, 30
Precipitable water, 82, 392, 1020
Precipitation, 252-263

cumiliform clouds, 261
diurnal variation, 752
and fog, 727
forms, 901
gauges, 555
ice clouds, 259
mean, 967-971
oceanic, 740
orographic variation, 782, 960
rates, 393, 1026
stratiform clouds, 260
variability, 972
variation with height, 958
visibility and, 242, 249
water clouds, 259
water-ioe clouds, 260

Precipitation element, 258
Precipitation-evaporation index, 973, 975
Prefrontal squalls, 816
Preliminary forecast, 1002
Pressure. 230, 327

aloft, 117, 685
altitude, 88, 376
conversions, 30, 95, 100
corrections. 83
diurnal variation, 746
field, 419-425
maximum rainfall and, 1018
reductions, 86
sea level, 86, 939-944
tendency, 660, 819

Pressure-height, 377
standard atmospheres, 373

tables, 101-106
Pressure^temperhture diagram, 839
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Preasure-volume diagram, 337, 363
Pre-thunderstorm sky, 868
Prinqipal axes, 416
Prism. 141
Probability, 236

table, 23
Process, 321
Product (ir notation), 144
Progression, 125
Projection, 152, 170
Properties, 326

atmosphere, 351-361
conservative, 400, 418
diffusion of, 401
gases, 38, 345-351
pure substances, 337-346
water, 70-72, .342

Proportion, 144
Proportionality chart, 137
Protection, lightning, 278
Pseudoadiabatic diagram, 24, 364
Pseudoadiabatic process, 359
Pseudo-equivalent temperature, 387, 388
Pseudo-wet-bulb temperature, 384, 387
Psychroineters, 642-544
Pumping of barometers, 83
Pure substances, 337
Pyramid, 141

Q
Quadrant, 148
Quadratic, 140, 202

equation, 157
form, 202

Quadric surface, 173
Quadrilateral, 138
Quadruple recorder, 558
Quantitative forecasts, 1001
Quartic, 140
Quartilc, 236, 237

R

Radian, 11, 138
Radiation, 284-311

absorption and emission by gases, 284
long-wave, 29'’

black-body, 287
table, 45, 46

calculus of. 291
cloud, 306, 933
daily heat sums, 933
effective, 933
and fog, 398, 730, 1049
gains and losses, 934, 935, 936
and general circulation, 502
heating of atmosphere by, 294
incoming, 932
influence of land and sea, 934
nocturnal, 307
outgoing from earth, 310, 933
range of wave lengths, 2^
sea water, 1031
sky. 307
snow surface, 937
solar, 292, 931

absorption of, 293
distribution of. 292
nature of, 292
reflection of. 294, 296
scattering of, 294
total depletion of, 295

terrestrial, 297
Radiation chart, 301
Radiation fog and stratus, 730-731
Radiational cooling, 305

.

Radiative transfer, 291
Radiatus, 892
Radio gauges, 1008
Radiosonde, ^3-669

code, 576
ground equipment, 566
observations, 370, 868

Radius, 138
of curvature, 700

Rain, 252-263
evaporation from, 727

(See also Precipitation)
Raindrops, 114, 115
Rainfall, 1026

formulas for, .393, 1036
mass curve, 1016
maximum, 972, 1023
percentage of mean, 1025

Rainfall gauges, 555, 1007
Range of data, 235
Ratio, 144
Rational numbers, 124
Real numbeis, 124-128

cotitinuiiy of, 125
decimal representation, 126
order and inequalities, 124

Rear zone sky, 896
Reciproca's, table, 3
Rectatigle, 139
Rectification of data, 232, 233
Reduction formula, 196
Reflection, 139
and visibility. 244

Refsdal Aerogram, 369
Region, 174
Regression, linear, 239
Relative error, 129-132
Rt'lative humidity, 353

in mixed stratum, 399
Repeated integral, 205-206
Republican River, 1025
Reservoir, heat, 321
Reservoir stages. 1008
Residual, 236
Resistivities, 40
Resultant winds, 687-691
Reversible, 321

adiabatic, 358
Revolution, 138
Reynolds number, 460
Rhombus, 139
Rhumb line, 143
Right triangle, 151
Rime ice, 754
River discharge, 1008
Root of an equation, 147, 166-160
Rotating eartli, 427
Rotation of axes, 162
Rotational held, 418
Roasby diagram, 391, 620
Roughness coefficient, 457
Rul^ surface, 173

S

Sacramento Basin, 1025
Sanity, 1030
Saturated air, 352, 367, 359
Saturated vapor line, 338
Saturation, 252
Saturation mixing ratio, 78, 354
Saturation temperatures, 381
Saturation vapor, 70-72, 81

pressure, 337
Scalar, 219
Scalar product, 220
Scale errors, barometer, 83
Scatter diagram, 238
Scattered light, 243, 295
Mattering coefficient, 243, 244, 247, 249
Scattering particles, 242
Scientific basis of meteorology, 502-529
^ientiflo notation, 129
Sea and swell, 1056
Sea breeze, 433, 956
Sea breeze fog, 780
Sea ice, 1033, 1043
Sea-surface temperatures, 049, 1041
Sea water, 1030
Seasons, 929
Secant, 138
Seo<Hid, 25
Second law of thermodynamics, 320
Secondary disturbances. 818
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Segment, 142 Stability, and visibility, 246, 2r>f>

of circle, 138 visual classification, 792
of parabola, 1G5 wind belts and, 517

Selective stability, 698 Stable waves, 481, O.'iS

Self«synchronous motor wind speed recorder, 554 Standard error, estimate of, 239
Semicircle. 138 Standard time, 600
Semipermanent high, 498
Series, 181-1^

approximations, 184-185
Fourier, trigonometric, 197-199
Maclaurin, power, Taylor, 182-184, 202

Shallow-water waves, 1050
Shear, 516, 863
Shear line, 773

forecasting, 802
formation of, 773
in Southern Hcnusph<*re, 810
in tropics. 773
weather distributioti, 775

Shearing stress, 455
Shelter, instrument, 5C9-'570
Shield, rain gauge, 557
Short-created waves, 1052
Sidereal time, 599
Sigma function, 401
Significant figures, 129-131
Similarity^ 456
Simple harmonic motion, 215
Simple rain gauge, 555
Simpson’s rule, 197
Simultaneous equations, 155-158
Sine law, 152
Sines and cosines, 13
Single-station analysis, 858-879
Singular point, 207, 217
Sink, 230
Skew lines, 141
Skewness, 236
Sky cover, 903
Sky radiation, 307, 932
doudy skies, 308

Slice method, 693-725
Sling psychrometer, .543

Slope. 161, 176, 199
frontal, 441, 641, 865
sea-surface, 1034

Smoke (visibility), 242, 249
Smoke-screen, 1049
Snow crystals, 257
Snow and fog, 730
Soil and water thermographs, 539
Solar constant, 292, 929
Solar radiation, 292, 931
Solar time, 600
Solenoidal vector field, 223
Solenoids, 433, 823
Solid of revolution, 141
Sound, ve.ocity of, 43
Sounding, 370

mean, 676-684
plotting, 597
single-station forecast, 716, 863

Source, 223, 230
Source regions, 604-607
Southern Hemisphere air masses, 636
Species, clouds. 883
Specific heat, 329

of mixtures, 355
various, 37, 38
water vapor, 70, 71, 79

Specific humidity, 353, 358
Spedifio volume, 327
Spectrum of water vapor, 298

after Simpson, 298
Speed, 226
Sphere, 142
Spheroid, oblate, prolate, 173
Squall line, 815
Square, 139

402. 693-725
conditional, convective, 405
by hodosraph, 862
parcel jsnetboa, 402
seleotive, 898
sUee mewod, 693-735

Standardized variable, 23G
State, 314

changes. 347, 350
equilibrium, 314
steady, 319

States of the sky, 893
evolution of, 892
observation of, 900

Static electricity, 280
Static equilibrium, 379
Station elevation, 88
Stationary front, 639
“Stationary" w’ind. 438
Statistics. 232
Steady state, 216, 230, 319
Steam fog, 728, 1049
Steam point, 333
Steering principle, 818
Stefan-Boltzmann’s law, 289
Steradian, 142
Steregon, 142
Stirling’s formula, 145
Stokes’ theorem, 209, 223
Stratified atmosphere, 700
Stratocumulus, 888
Stratosphere, 675, 826
and coM front, 864
tropical air in, 819

Stratus, 889
dissipation of, 733
inversion, 731

Stream function, 401 , 445, 595, 848
Stream gauges, 1007
Streamlines, 200, 417, 766, 782, 848
Stresses, viscous, 448

apparent, 452
Sublimation, 255, 338
Sublimation forms, 257. 258
Subsidence, 417, 441, 648, 814

stratus, 731, 733
Subtropical high, 493
SuiUcient conditions, 128
Sum (S notation), 144
Sunrise, sunset, 930
Sunshine-duration transmitter, 557
Supercooled, 339, 352
Superheated vapor, 337
Superior air, 624
Supersaturated air, 352

vapor, 341
Supersaturalion, 253, 264
Supplementary forecast, 1004
Surface, 169, 202

area, 192, 204, 207
constant-level. 813-830
of discontinuity, 441-446
isentropic, 848
isobaric, 813
isosteric, 433
level, 200
quadric (oonicoid), 173
of revolution, 141, 192
warming and cooling, 466, 704

Surface charts, 594
cold fronts, 660
continuity of, 828
plotting of, 594
warm fronts, 643

Surface integral, 208
Surface observations, 866
Surface reports codes, 575
Surface tension, table, 44
Surface waves, 1049
Suspensoids, 242, 250
Swell, 1054
Symmetry, 139, 162, 169
Synoptic meteorology, 608-880

historioal bnowound, 603
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Synoptic meteorology, scientific basiM t)f,

Southern Hemispnere, 810
Synthetic division, 147
System, thermodynamic, 314

T

Tangent, 15, 138, 178
law, 152
line to curve, 178, 202, 221
plane to quadric, 173
plane to surface, 200
table, 15

Tavlor’s series, 182, 202
Tchebycheff’s inequality, 230
Telethermoscojie, 541-542
Teletype sequence indicators (U.S.), 577.
Temperature, 332, 335

annual range, 947, 948
continental influence, 946
conversions, 33, 99
corrections for barometer, 83
of day atmosphere, 1 15
diurnal variation, 467, 75(J

instruments, 540
-entropy diagram, 340
five km, 1018, 1023
influence on abaorption, 285, 300
intordiurnal variation, 947, 955
international centigrade, 332
inversions, 758
lag. 112, 467
mean sea level, 949-954, 957
mean values aloft, 670-684
measurement of, 332, 540
meteorojkigical, 381-390
ocean influence, 946
planetary, 934
scale, 322, 332

Tendency equation, 660
Tephigram, 368
Terrestrial radiation, 297
Test equipment, 571-572
Tetrahedron, 141
Theodolite, balloon, 561
Thermal circulatior, sea, 1035
Thermal conductivity, table, 39, 40, 44
Thermal properties of water, 70
Thermal structure of fronts, 040
Thermal wind, 440
Thermodynamic data, 70-83
Thermodynamic diagrams, 361-371
Thermodynamic properties, 326

of atmosphere, 351
of gases, 38, 345
of pure substances, 337

Thermographs. 538r-539
Thermometer support, 541
Thermometers, 640-642
Thermometry, 332
Thickness between isobaric siufaeeh, 98, 107
Thorough mixing of stratum, 398, 455
Threshmd brightness contrast, 244

variation of, 245
Thunderstorms, 7 1 2-725
mean number of days, 995

Thundery sky, 898
Tidal motions (atmospheric), 483-498
Time. 599-600
Tipping bucket rain gauge, 555
Ton, 29
Topography, influence of, 521
Tornadoes, 654
Torque amplifier, 551-553
Torsion, 222
Trade wind, 938

inversion, 765
surge of, 765

Trajectory, 417
method. 824
orthogonal, 200
of particles, 759-762

Transformation of air masses, 306, 604, 1046
Transformation of coordinates, 162, 167-170,

201» 207, 363

Transformaiiun of integrals, 192. 207
Transformations of point, 207
Transient, 216
Transition zones, 413
Translation of axes, 102
Transmission function, g'uieralized, 299
Transpiration, 742
Transport, mass, 1036, 1052
Transverse axis, 165
Trapezoid, 138
Triangle, 139, 151, 162
Trigonometric equation, 151
Trigonometric series, 197
Trigonometric tables, 13
Triple point, 42, 339

in tropics, 799
Tropical-air fog, 729
Tropical clouds, 777, 906
Tropical continental source, 607
Tropical depression, 778

circulation aloft, 780
classification, 778
forecasting, 800, 802
origin, 778
Southern Hemisphere, 809

Tropical maritime source, 607
Tropical synoptic analysis, 763-795

aircraft spot reports, 7W
flight cross section, 785
general methods, 780
microanalyais, 788
station-circle reports, 792
streamline analysis, 782
summary of rules, 794
surface map and elements, 780
time sections, 786
upper-level charts, 782
weather distribution charts, 786, 791

Tropopause, 675
T-(? diagram, 364
Turbulence, 453-461

clouds, 259
thunderstorms, 713

Turbulence skies, 899
Turbulent flow, 451
Turbulent fluctuation, 462
Turbulent mixing, 398, 455
and fog, 727

Turbulent transfer, 462
T.V.A., 1001
Twilight, 930, 931
Typical central sky, 896
Typical front zone sky, 895

U

Undulatus, 891
Unit principal normal, 221
Unit tangent, 221
Units and measures, 25- 33
Universal gas constant, 345
Unstable wav.es, 482, 658
Upper-air charts, 813-867

plotting, 595
wind codes, 575

Upper-air conditions, 675-691
Upper skies, 893
Upslope fog, 732
Upwelling, 1038
U.S. measures, 28
U.S. Standard atmosphere, 373
nomograms, 95
tables, 101- 106

V

Valley breeze, 960
Vanes, wind, 544, 549
Vapor pressure, 345, 358, 738

^eotrio charge, 253
gradient in dlouds. 253, 259
over electrolyte, 252
over water, ice, 70, 252
sea water, 83, 1031

Vaporization, beat of, 38, 70, 340
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Variable, 126
dependent, 127
independent, 127
limits of. 173
standardised, 236

Variance, 236
Variation, 144
Varieties, clouds, 883
Vector analysis, 219-225
Velocity, 226, 229

conversions, 27, 48
distributions, 454, 459
of fronts, 640
of long waves, 488
mass transport, 1052
of systems. 420

Velocity field, 414
in tropica, 765

Velocity perturbations, 695
Vercez, 164
Vertical velocity, 640

pressure variation, 660
Vibrations, 215-216
Virga, 892
Virtual temperature, 354

potential, 390
table, 109

Viscosity, 446
coefficient, 447
effects, 408, .446
table, 44

Viscous dissipation, 471
Viscous flow, 446-453
Visibility, 242-251
from air to ground, 246
air mass property, 242
of black object, 243-244
choice of objects, 245, 248
da^ime, 242-247
definition of, 242
diurnal variation, 752
estimation of, 250
forecasting of, 249-250
instruments, 249
of a light, 247, 249
markers, 244, 247
nighttime, 247-249
reflection coefficient, 244
scattering coefficient, 244
terrestrial background, 246
variation of, with direction of sight, 246

Visual range, 242
Volt, 26
Volume, 141, 142

solid of revolution, 192, 204
solid of known cross section, 192, 204

Vortex-free vector field, 223
Vortex systenns, 496
Vorticity, 431
and deepening, 819
potential, 435

V-Miaped troughs, 815

W
Warm front, 639, 641

active, inactive, 817
characteristics, 643
eloud systems, 642
precipitation, 642

Warm-tront-type occlusion, 656
Warming, surface, 466
Water powor operations, 1001
Water requirement, 741
Water vapor, 837. 737
absorpUon of radiaition by, 298
evaporation, 787
measures of, 868
tablet, 70-72, SI

Watt, 20
Wave height, 1064
Wave motion, 475, 477
Wave train, 1053
Waves, 218, 478

in the easterlies, 767
analysis rules, 795
forecasting, 799
isallobaric centers, 767
moist layer, 768
origin and regions of occurrence, 769
Southern Hemisphere, 810
streamline configuration, 767, 768
structure, 707
weather distribution, 768

equation, 218
frontal; 478, 807
lightning, 274
and swell, 1049

empirical knowledge, 1054
measurement of, 1054

two-fluid, 478
water, 1049

Weak central sky, 896
Weak front aone sky, 896
Weather and flight. 621
W^esterlies. 618
Wet air, 352, 359
Wet-bulb temperature, 383
and fog, 727
nomogram, 392
potential, 387

limiting, 1022
White caps, 1054
Wien’s law, 289
Wind, 47-69, 435-441

Beaufort scale, 47, 48
bora type, 961
Chinook type, 960
conversions, 27, 48
corrections, table, 63
cross-isobar, 460
data, 47-69
diurnal, 749
foehn type, 960
and fog, 729
at fronts, 643
geostrophic, 436
gradient, 436, 860
isallobaric, 438
katabatic, 960
resultant, 687-691
speed-duration of, 1023
“stationary,” 438
at 10,000 ft, 813
thermal, 440
and visibility, 250

Wind currents, in oecan, 1035
Wind indicator, M5, 649, 554
Wind regimes, tropical, 767
Wind structure, 453

* Wind systems, 436-441
energy changes, 469-474

Wind vanes, 544, 549
Wind velocity transmitter, 549
Work, 211, 228, 316
Working substance, 321

Y

Young wave cyclone, 659

Z

Zero of temperature 385
Zonal circulation, 520
Zone, 142
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